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THIRTY YEARS' VIEW.

ADMINISTRATION OF MARTIN 7AN BUREN.

CHAPTER I.

INAUOUnATION OF MR. VAN BUBEN.

Mahch the 4th of this year, Mr. Van Buren
was inaugurated President of the United States

with the usual formalities, and conformed to the
usage of his predecessors in delivering a public
address on the occasion : a declaration of gen-
eral principles, and an indication of the general
course of the administration, were the tenor of
his discourse

: and the doctrines of the demo-
cratic school, as understood at the original for-

mation of parties, were those professed. Close
observance of the federal constitution as written
—no latitudinarian constructions piTmitted, or
doubtful powers assumed—Aithful awht'rcnce to
all its compromi.ses—economy in the adminis-
tration of the government—peace, friendship
and fair dealing with all foreign nations—en-
tangling allianoes with none: such was his
political chart: and with the expression of his
belief that a perseverance in this line of foreign
policy, with an increased strength, tried valor
of the people, and exhaustless resources of the
country, would entitle us to the good will of
"nations, protect our national respectability, and
secure us from designed aggression from foreign
powers. His expressions and views on this head
deserve to be commemorated, and to be con-
sidered by all those into whose hands the man-
agement of the public affairs may go; and are,
therefore, here given in his own words {

fnrn?nn.J''"'l^r '"•{''r'^
poHcyhas been so uni-form and mtelhgible, as to constitute a rule of

|

executive conduct which leaves little to my di».
cretion, unless, indeed, I were willing to runcoun-
ter to the lights of experience, and the known
opmions of my constituents. We sedulously
cultivate the friendship of all nations, as the con-
dition most compatible with our welfare, and
the principles o*" > r.r government. We decline
alliances, as adverse to our peace. We desire
commercial relations on equal termo, being ever
willing to give a fair equivalent for advantages
received. We endeavor to conduct our inter-
course wJth openness and sincerity; promptly
avowing our objects, and seeking to establish
that mutual frankness which is as beneficial in
the dealings of nations as of men. We have no
disposition, and we disclaim all right, to meddle
in disputes, whether internal or foreign, that
may molest other countries; regarding them, in
their actual state, as social communities, and pre-
serving a strict neutrality in all their contro-
versies. Well knowing the tried valor of our
people, and our exhaustless resources, wo
neither anticipate nor fear any designed aggres-
sion; and, in the consciousness of our own just
conduct, we feel a security that we shall never
be called upon to exert our determination, never
to permit an invasion of our rights, without
punishment or redress."

These are sound and etcouraging views,
and in adherence to them, pr. . .'se to the United
States a career of peace and prt.perity compar-
atively free from the succession of wars which
liave loaded so many nations with debt and
taxes, filled them with so many pensioners and
paupers, created so much necessity for perma-
nent fleets and armies; and placed one half the
population in the predicament of living upon the
labor of the other. The stand which the United
States had acquired among nations by the vindi-
cation of her rights agaijist the greatest powers
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-ancl the manner in which all unredressed ac-
grossions, and all previous outstanding injuries
even of the oldest date, had been settled up and
compensated under the administration of Prcsi-
deiU Jackson-authorized this language fromMr. Van Buren; and the subsequent conduct of
nations has iuslifuvl if n->c.; j
w,-fi.;n

J"^>'"t-H It. Designed aggression,
within many years, has come from no great
power: casual disagreements and accidental in-
lunes admit of arrangement : weak neighbors
can find no benefit to themselves in wanton ag-
gression, or refusal of redress for accidental
wrong: isolation (a continent, as itwere, toour-
selves) IS security against attack; and our rail-ways would accumulate rapid destruction uponany mvader. Those advantages, and strict ad-
herence to the rule, to ask only what is right
and submit to nothing wrong, will leave us (we
have i-cason to believe) free from hostile col-
lision with foreign powers, free from the neces-
sity of keeping up war establishments of army
and navy in time of peace, with our great re-
source, left in the pockets of the people (always
the safest and cheapest national treasuries) tocome forth when public exigencies require them
and ourselves at liberty to pursi.e an unexampled
career of national and individual prosperity
One single subject of recently revived occur-

rence m our domestic concerns, and of portentous
apparition, admitted a departure from the -gene-
ralities of an inaugural address, and exacted from
the new President the notice of a special decla-
ration

:
it was the subject of s!avery-an alarm-

uig subject of agitation near twenty years before
-quieted by the Missouri comj.romise-re-
susctated in 1835, as shown in previous chap-
ters of this View; and apparently taking its
place as a permanent and most pestiferous cle-ment m our pi-esidential elections and foderal
legislation. It had largely mixed with the pres-
idential election of the preceding year: it was
expected to mix with ensuing federal legislation

:

and Its evd effect upon the harmony and stability
of the L nion ju.) ified the new President in mak-
ing a special declaration m relation to it and
even m declaring beforehand the cases of slavery
legis ation in which he would apply the qualified
egative with which the constitution invested
l'-.n over the acts of Congress. Under this sense
<n duty and proi.riety the inauirurai addre-
pi-esented this jjussage:

"The last, perhaps the greatest, of the promi-

nent sources of discord and disaster supposed tourk in our political condition, w.-is th? institution of domestic slavery. Our forcfi Ikts we?e"

ject and they treated it with a forbearance soevidently w se, that, in spite of everj shSterforeboding, it never, until the present ncriod

t Sudi'^ ''"T^V--^ SCon^cZnitry. buch a result is sufficient evidence of thnjustice and the patriotic a of their coSrse- i sevidence not to be mistaken, that an adheVencoto It can prevent all embarrassment from tWs

^S^^l '''^y
It^^

anticipated causeSlilticulty or danger. Have not recent events

ho lens f^-T ''^ '^' '^'^^^'''^ reflectovSi
^^^S^l^'""" ""?" ^^'' '^'""t «f forbearance

ncludor A "Tf?' '"t«'e«t, that of humanity

Mons, this generous and fraternal feeling has

n wdo befZ"
^''^-g--''-^' •••nd, ^t.mdinji Inoi do before my countrymen in this liich nlaceof honor and of trust, I cannot rfS from

ber;Yo"ird"f !"^ fellow-citizeus Tver t"

eLtbn fl !l
^^^- J '^'•'^t^'^Jnp, before myeltction, the deep interest this sub ect was be-

Mwl nXtn' ' "^^^""^^^^ it asillrduty
o t • nn^ n\ "."" "'^ sentiments in regardto It, and now, when every motive for misren

;srbfc3r ?--<' -4. it^isuhT rhey

tZ *',^J'^°^'dy weighed and understood. Ateast, they will be my standard of conduct in

de'iffo'f ?£ornT- ' *'^'° ''^''^'^ 'hat, if the(It sire ot those of my countrymen who were favorableto my election was gratified 'I mu«go into the presidental chair the inflexible and

ZZVtZT' opponent of every att'nipt,

"'

KhochW SM?n^' Tf* '^"^ '^''^''^^ the.lavenoiclng States
; and also w th a determina-tion equaly decided to resist the slightestTteJ-ference mth it in the States where U exists 'fsubmitted also to my foilow-citLens witi 1\,1ness and frankness, tie reasonsw3 ,e toIns determination. The result authorizes me

re ctSedln f*^^
"""'^ •'^•^" "Pproved 'nS

the LWd s ;
^^ •''

'f
"J^"*y «f t'^« people ofme Lnited States, including those whom fhpvmos immediately affect, ft now oidy mnS

an i J'*
"'•''" ^^"'^''^^>"« ^-tb thl4"S:

Th"se r^^i,.irT
'"^, constitutional sanction.

belief ITf ""' '^ '•-'" '-''^'^^'"^ 'n *''««""
1.^; / *i f ^'"-'^ ^""^ ^n accordance with thesp.nt that actuated the venerated fathers of therepublic, and that succeeding experience hasproved them to be humane, patriot c, expedienthonorable and just. If the agitation of t s^ec was uuen.led to reach the stability if Z^

.J f,'-"''.''y
tii'lod; and that in tiiis, as inevoiy other instance, (he apprehensions of *hotmnd and the hopes of thc'wicked for t.'I f^^tructiuu ol our government, are again destinedto be disappointed."

"i-»uiita

ury:

The determination here declared to yield the
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presidential sanction to no bill which proposed

to interfere with slavery in the States ; or to

abolish it in the District of Columbia while it

existed in the adjacent States, met the evil as it

then presented itself—a fear on the part of some

of the Southern States that their rights of prop-

,crty were to be endangered by federal legisla-

tion : and against which danger the veto power

was now pledged to be opposed. There was no

other form at that time in which slavery agita-

tion could manifest itself, or place on which it

could find a point to operate—the ordinance of

1787, and the compromise of 1820, having closed

up the Territories against it. Danger to slave

property in the States, either by direct action,

or indirectly through the District of Columbia,

were the only points of expressed apprehension

;

and at these there was not the slightest ground

for fear. No one in Congress dreamed of inter-

fering with slavery in the States, and the abor-

tion of all the attempts made to abolish it in the

District, showed the r 'ndlessness of that fear.

The pledged veto was » vC a necessity, but a pro-

priety;—not necessary, but prudential;—not

called for by anything in congress, but outside

of it. In that point of view it was wise and

prudent. It took from agitation ita point of sup-

port—its means of acting on the fears and sus-

picions of the timid and credulous : and it gave

to the country a season of repose and quiet from

this disturbing question until a new point of

agitation could be discovered and seized.

The cabinet remained nearly as under the pre-

vious administration : Jlr, Forsyth, Secretary of

State ; Mr. Woodbury, Secretary of the Treas-

ury; Mr. Toinsett, Secretary at War; Mr.

Mahlon Pickerson, Secretary of the Navy ; Mr.
Amos Kendall, Postmaster General ; and Ben-
jamin F. Butler, Esq. Attorney General. Of all

these Mr. Poinsett was the only new appoint-

ment. On the bench of the Supreme Court,

John Catron, Esq. of Tennessee, and John
McKinley, Esq. of Alabama, were appointed

Justices ; William Smith, formerly senator in

Congress from South Carolina, having declined

tlie appointment which was filled by Mr.
McKinley. Mr. Butler soon resigning his place

of Attorney General, Henry D. Gilpin, Esq. of

Pennsylvania (after a temporary appointment
uf Felix Grundy, Esq. of Tennessee), became
the Attorney General during the remainder of
the administration.

CHAPTER II.

FINANCIAL AND MONETARY OKISIS: QENEEAL
SUSPENSION OF SPECIE PAYMENTS BY THE
BANKS.

The nascent administration of the new Presi-

dent was destined to be saluted by u rude shock,

and at the point most critical to governments

as well as to individuals—that of deranged

finances and broken-up treasury ; and against

the dangers of which I had in vain endeavored

to warn our friends. A general suspension of

the banks, a depreciated currency, and the in-

solvency of the federal treasury, were at hand.

Visible signs, and some confidential information,

portended to me this approaching calamity, and

my speeches in the Senate were burthened with

its vaticination. Two parties, inimical to the

administration, were at work to accomplish it

—

politicians and banks ; and well able to succeed,

because the government money was in the

hands of the banks, and the federal legislation

in the hands of the politicians ; and both inter-

ested in the overthrow of the party in power ;

—

and the overthrow of the finances the obvious

means to the accomplishment of the object.

The public moneys had been withdrawn, from

the custody of the Bank of the United States :

the want of an independent, or national treas-

ury, of necessity, placed them in the custody of

the local banks : and the specie order of Presi-

dent Jackson having been rescinded by the Act
of Congress, the notes of all these banks, and
of all others in the country, amounting to

nearly a thousand, became receivable in pay-

ment of public dues. The deposit banks be-

came filled up with the notes of these multitu-

dinous institutions, constituting that surplus,

the distribution of which had become an en-

grossing care with Congress, and ended with

effecting the object under the guise of a de-

posit with the States, Irecallcd the recollec-

tion of the times of 1818-19, when the treasury

reports oi" one year showed a superfluity of

revenue for which there was no want, and of

the next a deficit which required to be relieved

by a loan ; and argued that we must now have

the same result from the bloat in the paper

system which we then had. I demanded

—

" Are we not at this momciit, and from the
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""ne caufio, realizing tho first part-tho illusiveand treacherous part-of this picture ? andZ

ite effects must be more or loss disastrous • but

muht follow enormous expansion: a scene of

Itself out of the present state of things without

Si::-'"'" "^ *''-'' -'-^»--"
Of the act which rescinded the specie order*nd made the notes of the local banks recehS

^':L7Tr'"'''"^"'^^'-*''^"«Msaid:
Tlus bzll ,s to be in era in our legislation^d m our political history. It is to be a point

throun back, and from which future conse-quenccs will be tranr>.1 t . .

it • T «•, -1 X ,

^«'P»'"ate myself from

one of those who promised gold-not paperI promised the currency of the constitution not'the currency of corporations. I did no SnTnputt.ng down the Lank of the United St^^^^
put up a wilderness of local banks. I did not

ZZT":' '""" '""^ P-^P- currency oJa"a .onal bank, to put up a national paper cur-rency of a thousand local banks. I^Jid^tstnke C.sar to make Antony master of Rome"'

s^re on
'?"^'";^*^?"'^te to the slightest pres-sure on their vaults in the ordinary course ofbusmess, much less that of meeting the dailygovernment drafts and the approaching dep^siJof near forty millions with Jhe States "?!

necessuy of keeping one-third of specie on ha^dfor ,ts mmiediate liabilities, wa. enforcedS«- example and rule of the Bank of Engltn"whdy of ,,r deposit banks could' h^wbut the u„e-twentieth, the one-thirtieth the
onc.fortieth.and even the one-fiftieth os'peL
.n hand for .mmediate liabilities in cireuMonand deposits The sworn evidence of a late

Palm r), before a parliamentary committee w^
read, m wh.ch he testified that the average pT^
portion of coin and buUion which the bankdeemsi

pr.Kl.nttokec.ponhand,wasatthe
rate of tho third of the total amount of ali her I

hab.htic.-incl„ding deposits a.s well as issues, iAnd tins was the proportion which tliat bank

"rthe aff ' ''^''P-*''"* b-'^ whichwas the largest m the world, situated in themoneyed metropolis of Eurc,p<^, with its L nf

,

debtors within the cireuit ofSnl l^^by the richest merehants i„ the ^odd andbacked by the British government, which stoodher secunty for fourteen millions sterlingH
mterest to be raised to insure sales) at anvmoment of emergency. Tested by t^ uleTf

>ret th:'-'"''^'
^"' °"^ ''"posit bitre m the jaws of destruction; and this soev.den to me, that I w.s „ma^ei that o he^^

so mlint r"" •' "' ''" ''^"'"-tration in re-scinding ho specie order, and in making thedeposit with the States. The latter had£1to t ke effect, at the rate of about ten mSsto the quarter, on the first day of January nl
ceding Mr. Van Buren's inaugLtiona'^eo^

April
.
and like sums on the first days of the

sible for the banks to stand these drafts- andha.ng failed i„ all attempts to wake up ourfnends, who were then in the majority to Isense of the danger which was im^nd^^' a„d
'

itioTm T' T'""'
-tingwitlfthe op"

s.t on members (which most of them did) Idetermined to address myself to the President
elect uncl.r the belief that, although he wouWnot be able to avert the blow, he might domuch to soften its force and a^ert itsTonsl
quences, when it did come. It was in tZmonth of February, while Mr. Van Bur n wa
at.Il President of the Senate, that I invit^ hTmto a committee room for that purpose, andstated to him my opinion that we were o^ theeve of an explosion of the paper system and ofa general suspension of the banks-intending
to follow up that expression of opinion with the
expos.t,on of my reasons for thinking so: buthe interview came to a sudden and unexpected
erm.nat.on. Hardly had I expressed ^t^.

lief of this impending catastrephe, than he spokeup and said "Your friends think you a iSexa ted m the head on that subject." I said nomore. I was miffed. We left the room to-
gether, talking on different matters, and f sav-

bolt. But I have since felt that I was too
hasty, and that I ought to have carried out my

intention

moneyf ^
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intention of making a full exposition of the

money ^ affairs of the country. His habitual

cou 't j 'com which the expression quoted was

a mo. ' 3Te departure, and hia real regard for

me, both personal and political (for at that

time ho was pressing me to become a member

of his cabinet), would have insured me a full

hearing, if I had shown a disposition to go on

;

and his clear intellect would have seized and

appreciated the strong facts and just inferences

which would have been presented to him. But

I stopped short, as if I had nothing more to say,

firom that feeling of self-respect which silences

a man of some pride when he sees that what he

says is not valued. I have regretted my hasti-

ness ever since. It was of the utmost moment

that the new President ohould have his eyes

opened to the dangers of the treasury, and my
services on the Committee of Finance had given

me opportunities of knowledge which he did

not possess. Forewarned is forearmed ; and

never was there a case in which the maxim
more impressively applied. He could not have

prevented the suspension: the repeal of the

specie circular and the deposit with the States

(both measures carried by the help of votes

from professing friends), had put that measure

into the hands of those who would be sure to

use it : but he could have provided against it,

and prepared for it, and lessened the force of

the blow when it did come. He might have

quickened the vigilance of the Secretary of the

Treasury—might have demanded additional se-

curities from the deposit banks—and might

have drawn from them the moneys called for by
appropriation acts. There was a sum of about

five millions which might have been saved with

a stroke of the pen, being the aggregate of sums
drawn from the treasury by the numerous dis-

bursing officers, and left in the banks in their

own names for daily current payments : an or-

der to these officers would have saved these

five millions, and prevented the disgrace and

damage of a stoppage in the daily payments, and
the spectacle of a government waking up in the

morning without a dollar to pay the day-laborer

with, while placing on its statute book a law
for the distribution of forty millions of surplus.

Measures like these, and others which a pru-

dent vigilance would have suggested, might have
enabled the government to continue its pay-
ments without UQ extra session of Congress,

and without the mortification of capitulating

to the broken banks, by accepting and paying

out their depreciated notes as the currency of

the federal treasury.

CHAPTER III.

PBEPAEATION FOE THE DISTEE88 AND SUSPEN*
SIGN.

In the autumn of the preceding year, shortly

before the meeting of Congress, Mr. Biddle, pre-

sident of the Pennsylvania Bank of the United
States (for that was the ridiculous title it as-

sumed after its resurrection under a Pennsylvania

charter), issued one of those characteristic letters

which were habitually promulgated whenever a

new lead was to be given out, and a new scent

emitted for the followers of the bank to nin

upon. A new distress, as the pretext for a new
catastrophe, was now the object. A picture of

ruin was presented, alarm given out, every thing

going to destruction; and the federal govern-

ment the cause of the whole, and the national

recharter of the defunct bank the sovereign

remedy. The following is an extract from that

letter.

" The Bank of the Uiiit^d States has not ceased
to exist more than seven months, and already
the whole currency and exchanges are running
into inextricable confusion, and the industry of
the country is burdened with extravagant
charges on all the commercial intercourse of the
Union. And now, when these banks have been
created by the Executive, and urged into these
excesses, instead of gentle and gradual remedies,
a fierce crusade is raised against them, the funds
are harshly and suddenly taken from them, and
they are forced to extraordinary means of de-
fence against the very power which brought
them into being. They received, and were ex-
pected to receive, in payment for the govern-
ment, the notes of each other and the notes of
other banks, and the facility with which they
did so was a ground of special commendation by
the government ; and now that government
has let loose upon them a demand for specie to
the whole amount of these notes. I go further.
There is an outcry abroad, raised by faction,

and echoed by folly, against the banks of the
United States. Until it was disturbed by the
government, the banking system of the United
States was at least as good as that of any other
commercial country. What was desired for its

perfection was precisely what I have so long

..#
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Btriven to accomplish—to widen the metallic
basis of the currency by a greater infusion of
coin m to the smaller channels of circulation
J his was m a gradual and judicious train of ac-
complishment. But this miserable foolery about
an exclusively metallic currency, is quite as
absurd as to discard the steamboats, and go
back to pohng up the Mississinpi."

"

The lead thus given on was sedulously fol-
lowed during the winter, both in Congress and
out of it, and at the end of the s. ssion had
reached an immense demonstration in New
York, in the preparations made to receive Mr.
"Webster, and to hear a sixsech from him, on his
return from Washington. He arrived in New
York on the 15ih of March, and the papers of
the city give this glowing account of his recep-
tion :

"In conformity with public announcement
yesterday, at about half past 3 o'clock, the Honor-
able Daniel Websteh .arrived in this city in the
steamboat Swan from Philjideli)hia. The intense
desire on the part of the citizens to give a grate-
ful reception to this great advocate of the consti-
tution, set the whole city in motion towards the
pomt of debarkation, for nearly an hour before
the arrival of the distinguished visitor. At the
moment when the steamboat reached the pier
the assemblage had attained that degree of
density and anxiety to witness the landing, that

a'*^^"''!/^'*'''^'''
'«"<>"s consequences M'ould result.

At lialf pasta o'clock Mr. Webster, accompanied
by Philip Hone and David B. Ogden, landed
from the boat amidst the deafening cheers and
plaudits of the multitude, thrice repeated, and
took his seat in an open barouche provided for
the occasion. The procession, consisting of
several hundred citizens upon honseback, a large
train of carria^'es and citizens, formed upon State
street, and after receiving their distinguished
guest, proceeded with great order up Broadway
to the apartments arranged for his reception at
the American Hotel. The scene presented the
most gratifying spectacle. Hundreds of citizens
who had been opposed to Mr. Webster in poli-
tics, now that he appeared as a private individ-
ual, came forth to demonstrate their respect for
his private worth and to express their approba-
tion of his personal character ; and thousands
more who .ippreciated his principles .ind political
integrity, crowded around to convince him of
their personal attachment, and give evidence of
their approval of his public acts. The wharves
the shipping, tlie housetops and windows, and
the streets tla-ough which tlie jfrocession passed
were thronged with citizens of everv occupation
and degree, and loud and continued ciieers
erected tho iiT<»at 'j^"to''m"n -t c^—i-r- t- ;- i

inere was not a greater immber at the recep-
tion of General Jackson in this city, with the
esception of the military, nor u greater degree i

of enthusiasm manifested upon that occasion
than the arrival upon our shores of Daniel Wcb-
'"'"u-* } 1"' °''''"^'^ '" *'"^ evening, the anxious
multitude began to move towards Niblo's saloon
where Mr. Webster was to be addressed bv the
committee of citizens delegated fo.tliat purpose,
and to whicli it was expected he would replyA arge body of officers were upon the ground
to keep the assemblage within bounds, and at a
quarter past six the doors were opened, when
the saloon, garden, and avenues leading thereto
were instantly crowded to overflowing.
The meeting was called to order by Alderman

Llark, wlio proposed for president, David B
Ogden, whicli upon being put to vote was unani-
mously adopted. The following gentlemen were
then elected vice-presidents, viz : llobert C. Cor-
nell, Jonathan Goodhue, Joseph Tucucr, Na-
thaniel Weed; and Joseph Iloxie and G. S.
nobins, secretaries.

Mr. W. began his remarks at a quarter before
seven o clock, i-. m. and concluded them at a
quarter past nine. AVhen he entered the saloon
he was received with the most deafening cheers.
Ihe hall rang with the loud plaudits of the
crowd, and every hat was waving. So great
was the crowd in the galleries, and such was tlie
apprehension that the apparently weak wooden
columns which supported would give way, that
Mr. W. was twice interrupted with the appalling
cry "<Ae galleries are fulluuj," when only a
window was broken, or a stove-pipe shaken,
llie length of the address (two and a half hours)
none too long, however, for the audience \\ould
with pleasure have tarried two hours longer
compeLs us to give at present only the heads of
a speech which we would otherwise now report
in detail."

^

Certainly Mr. Webster was worthy of all
honors in the great city of New York ; but hav-
ing been accustomed to pass through that city
several times in every year during the preceding
quarter of a century, and to make frequent so-
jour.ns there, and to speak thereafter, and in all
the characters of politician, social guest, and
member of the bar,—it is certain that neither his
person nor his speaking could bo such a novelty
and rarity as to call out upon his arrival so large
a meeting as is here described, invest it with so
much form, fire it with so much enthusiasm,
fill it with so much expectation, unless there
had been some large object in view—some great
effect to be produced—some consequence to re-

sult: and of all which this imjjosing demonstra-
tion was at once the sign and the initiative. No
holiday occasion, no complimenfjiry notice, no
feeling of jjcrsoiial regard, could have called
fortli an assemblage so vast, and inspired it with
such deep and anxious emotions. It required a
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It required a

public object, a general interest, a pervading

concern, and a serious apprehension of some un-

certain and fearful future, to call out and organize

such a mass—not of the young, the ardent, the

heedless—but of the age, the character, the

[talent, the fortune, the gravity of the most

populous and opulent city of the Union. It was

ns if the population of a great city, in terror of

'Eoino great impending unknown calamity, had

come forth to get consolation and counsel from

a wise man—to ask him what was to happen ?

and what they were to do ? And bo in fact it

was, as fully disclosed in the address with which

the orator was saluted, and in the speech of two

hours and a half which he made in response to

it. The address was a deprecation of calamities

;

the speech was responsive to the address—ad-

mitted every thing that could be feared—and

charged the whole upon the mal-administration

{of the federal government. A picture of uni-

•versal distress was portrayed, and worse com-

ing; and the remedy for the whole the same

hich had been presented in Mr. Biddle's letter

—file recharter of the national bank. The speech

was a manifesto against the Jackson administra-

tion, and a protest against its continuation in

the person of his successor, and an invocation to

a general combination against it. All the banks

were sought to be united, and made to stand

itogether upon a sense of common danger

—

the administration their enemy, the national

^
lank their protection. Every industrial pursuit

"was pictured as crippled and damaged by bad
government. Material injury to private interests

were still more vehemently charged than polit-

ical injuries to the body politic. In the deplor-

nl)le {licture which it presented of the condition

of every industrial pursuit, and especially in the

"war" upon the banks and the currency, it

eeemed to be a justificatory pleading in advance

for ft general shutting up of their doors, and the

Bliutting up of the federal treasury at the same
time. In this sense, and on this point, the

epeech contained this ominous sentence, more
candid than discreet, taken in connection with
w hat was to happen

:

" i?«/Hc?«&er, gentlemen, in the midst of this
deafening din against all banki, that if it shall
create nuch a panic, or such alarm, as shall shut
vp the hanks, it will shut up the treasury of the
United States also."

? The whole tenor of the speech was calculated

to produce discontent, create distress, and excite

alarm—discontent and distress for present suf-

ferings—alarm for the greater, which were to

come. This is a sample

:

" Gentlemen, I would not willingly be a pro-
phet of ill. I most devoutly wish to see a better
state of things ; and I believe the repeal of the
treasury order would tend very much to bring
about that better state of things. And I am of
opinion, gentlemen, that the order will be re-

pealed. I think it must be repealed. I think
the east, west, north and south, will demand its

repeal. But, gentlemen, I feel it my duty to say,

that if I should be disappointed in this expecta-
tion, I see no immediate relief to the distresses
of the community. I greatly fear, even, that
the worst is not yet. I look for severer dis-

tresses ; for extreme difficulties in exchange ; for
far greater inconveniences in remittance, and for
a sudden fall in prices. Our condition is one not
to be tampered with, and the repeal of the treas-
ury order being something which government
can do, and which will do good, the public voice
is right in demanding that repeal. It is true, tf

repealed now, the relief will come late. Never-
theless its repeal or abrogation is a thing to be
insisted on, and pursued till it shall be accom-
plished."

The speech concluded with an earnest ex-

hortation to the citizens of New York to do

something, without saying what, but which with

my misgivings and presentiments, the whole

tenor of the speech and the circumstances which

attended it—delivered in the moneyed metropolis

of the Union, at a time when there was no
political canvass depending, and the ominous

omission to name what was required to be done
—appeared to me to be an invitption to the

New York banks to close their doors ! which
being done by them would be an example fol-

lowed throughout the Union, and produce the

consummation of a universal suspension. The
following is that conclusion

:

" "Whigs of New York ! Patriotic citizens ot
this great metropolis !—Lovers of constitutional
liberty, bound by interest and pffection to the
institutions of your country, Americans in heart
and in principle ! You are ready, I am sure, to
fulfil all the duties imposed upon you by your
situation, and demanded of you by j'our coun-
try. You have a central position

; your city is

the point from which intelligence emanates, and
spreads in all directions over the whole land.
Every hour carries reports of your sentiments
and opinions to the verge of the Union. You
cannot escape the responsibility which circum-
stances have thrown upon j'ou. You must live
and act on a broad and conspicuous theatre,
either for good or for evil, to your country. You
cannot shrink away from public duties; you
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I

cannot obscure yourselves, nor bury your talent.
In the common welfare, in the common pros-
perity, m the common glory of Americans, you
have a stake, of value not to be calculated. You
have an mterest in the preservation of the Union
ol the constitution, and of the true principles of
the government, which no man can estimate.
You act for yourselves, and for the generations
that are to come after you ; and those who, ages
hence, shall bear your names, and partake your
blood, will feel in their political and social con-
oitiOHj the consequences of the manner in which
you discharge your political duties "

stood 'solitary' and 'alone' (a laugh): and
yet eleven days after Congress had adjourLed--
only SIX months after the President in his
annual message had congratulated the people
upon the prosperous sales of the public lands-
this order came out in known and direct oppo'si-
tion to the wishes of nine-tenths of the members
of Congress.'

"

The appeal for action in this paragraph is

vehement. It takes every form of violent desire
which is known to the art of entreaty. Suppli-
cation, solicitation, remonstrance, importunity,
prayer, menace I until rising to the dignity of a
debt due from a moneyed metropolis to an ex-
pectant community, he demanded payment as
matter of right ! and enforced the demand as an
obligation of necessity, as well as of duty, and
from which such a community could not escape,
if it would. The nature of the action which was
so vehemently desired, could not be mistaken.
I hold it a fair interpretation of this appeal that
it was an exhortation to the business population
of the commercial metroiwlis of the Union to
take the initiative in suspending specie payments
and a justificatory manifesto for doing so ; and
that the speech itself was the first step in the
grand performance : and so it seemed to be un-
derstood. It was received with unbounded ap-
plause, lauded to the skies, cheered to the echo,
carefully and elaborately prepared for publica-
tion,—published and republished in newspaper
and pamphlet form ; and universally circulated.
This was in the first month of Mr. Van Buren's
presidency, and it will be seen what the second
one brought forth.

The specie circular—that treasury order of
President Jackson, which saved the public lands
from being converted into broken bank paper-
was the subject of repeated denunciatory refer-
ence—very erroneous, as the event has proved,
in its estimate of the measure ; but quite cor-
rect in its history, and amusing in its referen^^e

to some of the friends of the administration who
undertook to act a part for and against the re-
scission of the order at the same time.

" Mr. Webster then came to the treasury cir-
cular, and related the history of the late legisla-
tion upon it. ' A member of Congress,' said
he, prepared this very treasury order in 1836,
but the only vote he got for it was his own—he

This is good history from a close witness of
what he relates. The member referred to as
having prepared the treasury order, and oflered
it m the shape of a bill in the Senate, and get-
tmg no vote for it but his own,-who stood soli-
tary and alone on that occasion, as well as on
some others—was no other than the writer of
this View

; and he has lived to see about as
much unanimity in favor of that measure since
as there was against it then. Nine-tenths of the
members of Congress were then against it, but
from very different motives—some because they
were deeply engaged in land speculations, and
be Towed paper from the banks for the purpose

;

some because they were in the interest of the
banks, and wished to give their paper credit and
circulation

; others because they were sincere
believers in the paper system ; others because
they were opposed to the President, and be-
lieved him to be in favor of the measure ; others
again from mere timidity of temperament, and
constitutional inability to act strongly. And
these various descriptions embraced friends as
well as fots to the administration. Mr. "Webster
says the order was issued eleven days after that
Congress adjourned which had so unanimously
rejected it. That is true. We only waited for
Congress to be gone to issue the order. Mr.
Benton was in the room of the private secre-
tary (Mr. Donelson), hard by the council cham-
ber, while the cabinet sat in council upon this
measure. They were mostly against it. Gen-
eral Jackson ordered it, and directed the private
Secretary to bring him a draft of the order to
be issued. He came to Mr. Benton to draw it

—who did so : and being altered a little, it was
given to the Secretary of the Treasury to be pro-
mulgated. Then Mr. Benton asked for his draft,

that he might destroy it. The private secretary
said no— that the time might come when it

should be known who was at the bottom of that
Treasury order: and that he would keep it. It
was issued on the strong will and clear head of
President Jackson, and saved many ten mill'ons
to the public treasury. Bales of bank notes were
on the road to be converted into public lands
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which this order overtook, and sent back, to

depreciate in the vaults pf the banks instead of

the coffers of the treasury. To repeal the order

by law was the effort as soon as Congress met
and direct legislation to that effect was proposed

by Mr. Ewing, of Ohio, but superseded by a cir-

cumlocutory bill from Mr. Walker and Mr.
Rives, which the President treated as a nullity

for want of intelligibility: and of which Mr.
Webster gave this account

:

" If he himself had had power, he would have
voted for Mr. Ewing's proposition to repeal the
order, in terms which Mr. Butler and the late
President could not have misunderstood ; but
power was so strong, and members of Congress
had now become so delicate about giving offence
to it, that it would not do, for the world, to
repeal the obnoxious circular, plainly and forth-
with

; but the ingenuity of the friends of the
administration must dodge around it, and over
it—and now Mr. Butler had the unkindncss to
tell them that their views neither he, lawyer as
he is, nor the President, could possibly under-
stand (a laugh), and that, as it could not be
understood, the President had pocketed it—and
left it upon the archives of state, no doubt to
be studied there. Mr. W. would call attention
to the remarkable fact, that though the Senate
acted upon this currency bill in season, yet it

was put off, and put off—so that, by no action
upon it before the ten days allowed the Presi-
dent by the constitution, the power over it was
completely in his will, even though the whole
nation and every member of Congress wished
for Its repeal. Mr. W., however, believed that
such was the pressure of public opinion upon the
new President, that it must soon be repealed."

with the « bold man " who despised flinching,

and loved decision, even in a foe. Thus

:

"At the commencement of the last session,
as you know, gentlemen, a resolution was
brought forward in the Senate for annulling
and abrogating this order, by Mr. Ewing, a gen-
tleman of much intelligence, of sound principles,
of vigorous and energetic character, whose log*
from the .service of the country, I regard as a
public misfortune. The whig members all sup-
ported this resolution, and all the members. I
believe, with the exception of some five or six,
were very anxious, in some way, to get rid of
the treasury order. But Mr. Ewing's resolu-
tion was too direct. It was deemed a pointed
and ungracious attack on executive policy.
Tnerefore, it must be softened, modified, quali-
fied, niade to sound less harsh to the ears of
men in power, and to assume a plausible, pol-
ished, inoffensive character. It was accordingly
put into the plastic hands of the friends of the
executive, to bo moulded and fashioned, so that
It might have the effect of ridding the country
of the obnoxious order, and yet not appear to
question executive infallibility. All this did
not answer. The late President is not a man
to be satisfied with soft words ; and he saw in
to measure, even as it passed the two houses,
a substantial repeal of the order. He is a man
of boldness and decision ; and he respects bold-
ness and decision in others. If you are hig
friend, he expects no flinching; and if you are
his adversary, he respects you none the less, for
carrying your opposition to the full limits of
honorable warfiire."

This amphibology of the bill, and delay in

passing it, and this dodging around and over,
was occasioned by what Mr. Webster calls the
delicacy of some members who had the difBcult
part to play, of going with the enemies of the
administration without going against the ad-
ministration. A chapter in the first volume of
this View gives the history of this work ; and
the last sentence in the passage quoted from
Mr. Webster's speech gives the key to the
views in which the speech originated, and to
the proceedings by which it was accompanied
and followed. " It u believed that such is the
pressure of public opinion upon the new Pres-
ident that it must soon be repealed^

In another part of his speech, Mr. Webster
shows that the repealing bill was put by the
whigs into the hands of certain friends of the
administration, to be by them seasoned into a
palatable dish

; and that they gained no favor

Mr. Webster must have been greatly dissat-

isfied with his democratic allies, when he could
thus, in a public speech, before such an audi-

ence, and within one short month after they
had been co-operating with him, hold them up
as equally unmeritable in the eyes of both
parties.

History deems it essential to present this
New York speech of Mr. Webster as part of a
great movement, without a knowledge of which
the view would be imperfect. It was the first

formal public step which was to inaugurate the
new distress, and organize the proceedings for
shutting up the banks, and with them, the fed-

eral treasury, with a view to coerce the govern-
ment into submission to the Bank of the United
States and its confederate politicians. Mr. Van
Buren was a man of great suavity and gentle-
ness of deportment, .ind, to those who associated
the idea of violence with firmness, might be
supposed deficient in that quality. An experi-
ment upon his nerves was resolved on—a pres-
sure of public opinion, in the language of Mr
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Webstcr^indcr which his gentle teinperament
waa exiiected to yield.

CHAPTER IV.

PR0QBK83 OP TIIK DISTRESS, AND PKELIM-
INAUIES KOK THE SUSPENSION.

The speech of Mr. Wobster—his appeal for

action—was Roon followed by its apjwintcd con-
sequence—an inuuense meeting; in tlic city of
Now York. The siK-ech did not produce the
meeting, any more than the meeting produced
the speech. Both wei-o in the programme, and
performed as proscribed, in their resi)ectivc

place?—tlie speech first, the meeting afterwards

;

and the latter justified by the former. It was
an inunonse assemblage, composed of the elite

of what was foremost in the city for property
talent, rospwtability ; and took for its business
the consideration of the times : the distress of
the times, and the nature of the remedy. The
imposing f(^rm of a meeting, solemn as well as
numerous and resjiectable, was gone through :

speeches made, resolutions adopted : order and
emphasis given to the proceedings. A presi-
dent, ten vice-presidents, two secretaries, seven
orators (Mr. AVebster not among them: he
had performed his part, and made his exit),

officiated in the cci-emonies ; and thousands of
citizens constituted the accunuilatod mass.
The spirit and proceedings of the meeting were
concentrated in a series of resolves, each stronger
than the other, and each more welcome than
the former

; and all progressive, from facts and
principles declared, to duties and performances
recommended. The first resolve declared the
existence of the distress, and made the picture
gloomy enough. It was in these words :

" Whereas, the great commercial interests of
our city have nearly reached a point of general
nun—our merchants driven from a state of
prosperity to that of unprecedented difficulty
and bankruptcy—the business, activity and
energy, which have heretofore made us the
polar star of the new world, is daily sinking,
and taking from us the fruits of years of indus-
try—reducing the aged amono; us, who but yes-
terday were sufficiently in atflucnce. to a state
of comparative want ; and blighting the pros-

i?
•

u ° livj-xs ui me young
throughout our once prosperous land : we deem
It our duty to express to the country our situa-
tion and desires, while vet there is time to re-
trace error, and secure those rights and perpet-

uate those principles which were bequcatliod .i.,

by our fathers, and which we are bound to make
every honorable effort to maintain."

After the fact of the distress, thus established

by a resolve, came the cause; and this was the
condensation of Mr. "Webster's speech, collect-

ing into a point what had been oratorically dif-

fused over a wide surface. What was itself a
condensation cannot bo further abridged, and
must be given in its own words :

"That the wide-spread disaster which has
overtaken the commercial interests of the coun-
try, and which threatens to produce general
bankruptcy, may be in a great measure aH<TilK'(l
to the interference of the general goyernnieut
with the commercial and !)usines8 operations
of the country ; its intermeddling with the cur-
rency

; its destruction of the national bank
;

its attempt to substitute a metallic for a credit
currency; and, finally, to the issuing by the
President of the United Suites of the treasury
order, known as the " specie circular."

The next resolve forosliadowcd the conse-
quences which follow from governmental perse-
verance in such calamitous measures—general
bankruptcy to the dealing classes, stai-vation to
the laboring classes, public convulsions, and
danger to our political institutions ; with an ad-
monition to the new President of what might
happen to himself, if he persevered in the " e.v-

pcrimcutK" of a predecessor whose tyranny
and oppression had made him the scourge of his

country. But let the resolve speak for itself:

"That while we would do nothing which
might for a moment conipromit our respect for
the laws, we feel it incumbent upon us to re-
mind the executive of the nation, that the gov-
ernment of the country, as of late administered,
has become the oppressor of the people, instead
of aflbrding them protection—that his persever-
ance in the experiment of his predecessor (after
the public voice, in every way in which that
voice could Ihj expressed, has clearly denounced
It as ruinous to the best interests of the coun-
try) has already caused the ruin of thousands
of merchants, thrown tens of tiiousands of me-
chanics and laborers out of employment, depre-
ciated the value of our great staple million.- .f

dollars, destroyed the internal exchanges, and
prostrated the energies and blighted the pros-
pects of the industrious and enterprising por-
tion of our people ; and must, if persevered in,

not only produce slarvation among the labor-
ing classes, but inevitably lead to disturbances
which may endanger the stability of our insti-
tutions themselves."

This word " experiment " had become a sta-

ple phrase in all the distress oratory and litera-
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become a sta-

ry and litera-

ture of tlio day, Bomctinios heightened by the

pieflx of " 7M(/('/f," and was applied to all tho

dlbrts of tho adminlstratiou to return tho fed-

ral government to tho hard money currency,

rhlcli was the currency of tho Constitution and

fio currency of all countries ; and which efforts

lero now treated as novelties and dangerous

linnovations. Universal was tho use of the

Iphrase by one of tho political parlies sonic

twenty years ago : dead silent are their tongues

apon it now! Twenty years of successful

Iworking of tho government under tho hard

Inioney system has put an end to tho rejKitition

of a phrnse which has suffered the fato of all

itch-words of party, and became more dis-

isteful to its old employers than it ever was

their adversaries. It has not been heard

inco tho federal govornmont got divorced from

nk and paper money ! since gold and silver

lias become tho solo currency of the federaV gov-

rnment! since, in fact, tho memorable ei)och

iwhcn tho Bank of the United States (fonner

overeign remedy for all the ills tho body poli-

Atic was heir to) has become a defunct authority,

Mend an " obsolete idea."

« The next resolve proposed a direct movement

fnpon the President—nothing less than a com-

Jniittce of fifty to wait upon him, and " remon-

'^Iratc" with him upon what was called tho

ruinous measures of the government.

" That a committee of not less than fifty bo
appomted to repair to Washington, and remon-

^Btrate with the Executive against the continu-
^aiice of '• tho specie circular ;" and in behalf of

I this meeting and in the name of the merchants
Jof New York, and tho people of the United
iStates, urge its immediate repeal."

9 This formidable committee, limited to a min-

flmum of fifty, open to a maximum of any

;^amount, besides this '^remonstrance" against

*|the specie circular, were also instructed to pc-

-|titioii the President to forbear the collection of

lerchants' bonds by suit ; and a'so to call an

extra session of Congress. Tho first of these

icasurcs was to stop the collection of the ac-

ruing revenues: the second, to obtain from

congress that submission to tho bank power
I'hich could not be obtained from the Presi-

ient. Formidable as were the arrangements

^or acting on llio Pi-esideut, provision was dis-

creetly made for a possible failure, and for the

prosecution of other measures. With this view.

Vol. II.—
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the committee of fifty, after their return from

Washington, were directed to call another gen-

eral meeting of tho citizens of New York, and

to report to them the results of their mission.

A concluding resolution invited tho co-openV'

tion of the other great cities in these procecfl-

ings, and seemed to look to an imposing demon-

stration of physical force, and strong determina-

tion, as a means of acting on tho mind, or will

of the President ; and thus controlling tho free

action of tho constitutional authorities. This

resolvo was specially addressed to the merchants

of Philadelphia, Boston and Baltimore, and gen-

erally addressed to all other commercial cities,

and earnestly prayed their assistance in saving

the whole countiy from ruin.

" That merchants of Philadelphia, Boston,
Baltimore, and tho commercial cities of tho

Union, bo respectfully requested to unite with
us in our remonstrance and petition, and to use

their exertions, in connection with us, to induce

the Executive of tho nation to listen to the voice

of tho people, and to recede from a measure
under the evils of which wo arc now laboring,

and which threatens to involve tho whole
country in ruin."

The language and import of all these resolves

and proceedings were sufficiently strong, and

indicated a feeling but little short of violence

towards tho government ; but, according to tho

newspapers of tho city, they were subdued and

moderate—tamo and spiritless, in comparison

to the feeling which animated the great meet-

ing. A leading paper thus characterized that

feeling

:

" Tho meeting was a remarkable one for the
vast numbers assembled—the entire decorum
of the proceedings—and especially for the deep,

though subdued and restrained, excitement
which evidently pervaded the mighty mass.
It was a spectacle that could not bo looked
upon without emotion,—that of many thousand
men trembling, as it were, on tho brink of

ruin, owing to the measures, as they verily be-

lieve, of their own government, which should

be their friend, instead of their oppressor—and
yet meeting with deliberation and calmness, lis-

tening to a narrative of their wrongs, and the
causes thereof, adopting such resolutions as

were deemed judicious ; and then ouietly sepa-

rating, to abide the result of their firm but re-

spectful remonstrances. But it is proper and
fit tn say that this moderation mush not be mis-

taken for pusillanimity, nor be trifled with, as

though it lOuld not by any aggravation of

wrong bo moved from its propriety. No man
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«<Tii,st,)im'<l, fn.in llio .•xpiTSHJon of Hion)iiii»c-
nuiui- to tiuimluli- tho finodons „r fl,,, |u,,„.(
coul.l l„m. look,-.! 111,01, (h,. Ouvs »n<l Ih,- I.rar'
ln^'of II,.. nniltilu.lo ..hsom.I.Io.I last ovnin^M,,,,!
not huvo r,. t that thnv wnv llr.-^ MnouLlninnr;:!? • -'^'^"- ..^^ ";«;-= s; 1- ;;-,:!;;:;:ii;t;;v;':r::^ ivt!z

of loimrH (.i.frnKi«.l in cxtcnsivo huMnKNN : tli«i
wit nn tlio Haiiio |M'Ho.I, ,1 ,|,.,-lii„, of iwnitv
imllMU.H of .loliars has ,HH„nv.| i„ ,„„. 1,,,,;^
HtoclvM, mclu.lMiK' thoK.. railnm.l nri<l .anal in
n.ri«)rali<.iis, whi.^li. fhongli .I.Mrl.iv.l in .,|||,.r

Snioiil.lorinp (Iron whicli a Hinniti Rpurk inJK'lit
n.L'hl into u tlanio! PosHihly Hmt, 8|.nrk ini^'ht
lmv.> lu'i'ii t»u> oiiposiiiK v.ii.v of some riti/.tMi,

who (h.MiKht. tho iiartinK misl.ikon. l.<.th in tlu'

flirt of tlio n.in of tho comlry ai„| ih,. attrih.i-
timi ..f that niin (o tho spivio Hirulnr. No
Buch voi.-o w,w lift,..l-no such spark apphV.l,
»ntl the proposition to march I (),()()() im-n i.i

Wnshinuton to .Icnmii.J 11 mircss of giiovancoH
WHS not suncti.MUMl. The conunittoo of (Iftv
was (l-cnicl Hndicicnt, ns thoy ocrtainly wviv,
for ovcrv purpose of poncoful cojnnnmicntion.'
Th.<y wcr.' oniinontly rcspoctuhic citizonH. any
two, or any ono of wlii.-h, or even a mail trans

.'"'•'= "'" "" ""'iiH'' imi.MHit. of ni.nlianijiv^.
inourwaichuumH has wiliiin Ih.. ^ain.. p,n,„l
liillcn m value at least thirty i«.r c.nt. |l,„i
wilhni afvw wcks, not less thnn tw.nlv thoii
san.l .n.hvMlualH, .lc|H.n,li„fr or ih,.i,. .h,i|\. i,,),,,,,

'"•.<l"'i- jlnily l.rcml, have hen .lischaiic..,| hy
t u'lr cInpI..y,.r^ h.canso the ni.'ans ..f ivluiniiiL'

•••in wore .•ximnHt...l_an.l thai a pl.u,
I'ii^'ht has fallen npon a cnMiiunitv herel.V.MT
.so n..tiye, enterprising' an.l prospeions. Tlu.
error o our rulers has pro.lu.T.l a wnjer ,les„-

,

iHl'on than the pestilence which .l..|.upulalni
•jur str....ls. .,r tlu- contlagrah-n, uhi.-h Iai,ithem m ashes. W,. helieve that it is unjust lo
allnhnt.; these evils to any exc..ssive .leveloi^
inent o( mercantile enterpVise, an.l that th.iy
really lUy tron. thai, u.nvise systen, whicl,
""""' "< <'"' s"l'Hlitnti..n .if u nictalli.. (or a
i;nper ci.rr..n.-y_the system >yhi,.h ^aye tl,..n..sh.n of ti.ir ..tition, won,., hayo .onJ iir!; ^;::;:^ tJ-^^nS ••^^- :!;;r';,o=. 'SMmn.!e,l fi.r u a nu.st rcspoctfnl attention. P'-siHr.ty l.y remoyin^ the puhlio (l..p.'sits

the frriin.l committee arriyed at Washinpton—
j

.'.'"." *'"\*
'^"V'

>'^'."'«'« Iwi'ls whi.-h \ycakene.i
n.'^ke.l an aii.lienco of tho Prcsident—ivceive.i
it

;
hut Willi the precaution (to avoi.l mistakes)

tlint written communications should alone he
»8od. The eoinmittoo therefore presented their
demands in writinp;. and a paragraph from it

will show the degree to wJiich the feeling of the
city had allowed itself to be worked up.

'-Wo do mit tell a fictitious talo of woe; we
have no selfish or j.-nrtisim views to susMi,,
when we assure you that the nohle city which'

I every part of the e.lHice hy the .I.Mruclinn of
lat uselul and efllci..nt institution, an.l now

threatens to cnmihlc^ it into a mass of ruins
uii.ler the ..perations of the specie circular
wlooh withdrew the p;.,!,! and silver of the
count ry from th,. channels in which it could Iw
prohtahly empl.ne.I. Wo assert that the e.x-
IKTimeiit has ha.l a fair—a liberal trial, an.l that
disappointment ami mischief arc visible in all
it.s results—that the promise of a ivLrnlated
currency ami e.,ualizcd e.xchanf-es has been
brok..n. Ih.. currency totally dis..r.lercd, and in-
ternal c.xclmn-es almost entirely discontinued.wen-p,vsentjie;pn>; e ,™r ^.c,S \V theS?^™ i

""'^* "'''"'''> "'^-"""'"-1.

blijihted. its ndustrv I.arilvze -u '« .1 v '
*'' '^'"^' "'"'^« "i"* ^^^nu'st appeal to tlio

hot beaming thSjh^^:^";;^!:"^'"^'' ^^^:';"^'^^;:""'' ->^ ^\'">t''-- " i« n,Vtin.e to in-hope beaming through the .larkness of the
future, unless the government of our country
can be uiducc.l to i-eliu.juish the measures to
winch we attribute our distivss. We fully
appivciate tho resiK-ct which is due to our chief
magistrate an.l disclaim every intention incon-
sistent with th;M feeling; but we speak in k-
halt of a community wliicli trembles up..n the
brink ot nun, which deems itself an adciuate
ju. ge ol all questions connecte.l with tlie trade
and cunvncy of tlie country, and believes that
the iK)lH.y adopte.1 by tlie ivcent administra-
tion and sustained by tile present, is fbunde.l
111 eirur. and threatens tlie destruction of every
department of industry. Under a deep iinpres'-
sion ot the propriety of confining our declara-
tions within moderate limits, we aHirm that the
value of ,<ur real estate ha.s, within the last siv

feipose the j)atcriial authority of the govern-
nient and abandon the jiolicy 'which is beircar-mg the people." ''*'

The address was read to the Presi.lent. He
heanl it with entire composure—made no sort
of remark upon it-treated the gentlemen with
ex.iuisite iroliteness—and promised them a
written answer the next day. This was the
third of May: on the fourth the answer wa.s
delivered. 1 1 was an answer worthy of a Pres-
ident—a calm, quie*, decent, peremptory refusal
to comply with a single one of their demands!
with a brief reason, avoiding all coiitrover.sy, and
foreclosing all further application, by a clean re-

^ „. >„,. ,1.11 eMuie uiis, wiunn the last si\ ,
" >"i"ii «inM.caiion, oyaciean re-

mouths, depreciated more than forty millions: '"'^"' '» ^'»ch case. Thecommitt-e ha.l n.-thin-v^i «Ui.ui Uie last two months, there have to do but to return, and report- and fhev •li.'tUeu more than two hundred and fifty failures I so. There had bcei a misfakl commitlil'
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lie answer was
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miitory refusal

Iieir demands
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)ntroversy, and

,
by a clean rc-

•o had nothing

and (hey did

committed in

ihc fstitnnto of tlio man. Mr. Van UimMi vln-

llirated ei|ually tiiu rightH of tho chief innKiH-

Inite, ami IiiH own personal decorum j and left

Ihe coniiiiiltee without any thing to complain of,

llll'oiigh iinsuuTHsful in all their object «. lie

llso had another opportunity of vliidicatinj!; his

iH'isonal and nfllcial decornni in another visit

[ivhich he received about the Hiiino time. Mr.

jjiddlo called to Hec tho Presidt'iit—apparently

call of respect on the chief manistrale—about

the saiiie time, but evidently with the desif;n to

be consulted, and to appear as thuj^reat restorer

uf the riirreiicy. Mr. Van Ihireii receive(| the

pisil according to its apparent inleiit, with eii-

tiiv civility, and without a word on public

Itlliiirs. iielievint:; Mr. ltiddl(>tobe at (h(^lK)((oni

[)f (he suspension, he conhl not treat him with

the coiiliilenco and respect which a consultation

iiiihl imply. Ho (Mr. Middle) felt the slight,

knd caused tluH notice to be put in the papers

:

" IleiuR on otlier hnsiness at Wnshint^ton. Mr.
Middle took occasion to call on tlu; President
bf (he United States, to pay his n'spects to him
III that character, and especially, to afford the
Tiesident an o|)portnnity, if he chose to em-
brace it, to speak of the present state of (hinns,

Uid (o confer, if he saw fit, wi(h (he head of the
|ar};est bankiuK institution in the country—and
that the institution in whicli such peneral ap-
|)lica(ion has been made for relief. During; the
Interview, however, the I'resident remained pro-
jroundly silent upon the great and interesting

Jtopics of (he day ; and as Mr. IJiddIo did not
fthink it his business to introduce them, not a
^•ord in relation to them was said."

J

J
Heturning to New York, tho committee con-

,Toked another general meeting of the citizens,

^ required to do at the time of their apjioint-

jliient; and made their report to it, recommend-

ing further forbearance, and further reliaiux* on
|he ballot box, although (as they said) history

^icorded many popular insurrections where the
|)rovocation was less. A passage from this report

|will show its spirit, and to what excess acommu-
'|>ity may In? excited about nothing, by the mu-
tual inflammation of each other's passions and
:|PompIaints, combined with a i)ovver to act upon
^he business and interests of the people.

^ " From this correspondence it is obvious, fcl-

:^o\v-citizens, that we must abandon all hope
|J>at either the Justice of our claims or the se-
pyi-iiy of our suiil-riiigs will induce the Kxccu-
*ive to abandon or relax the policy which has
t>ioduced such desolating effects—and it remains

for u« to cotiHiiler wli»t moro in to \m<i dono in

this awful crisiM of our allairn. Our (IihI diit^

under losHcH and distresHCH which we have en«

duied, is to cherish with religious care tho
blessings which we yit enjoy, and w liich <'aii bo
)rotected only by a strict observance of (he

aws ii|Min whi(di society deiiendM for securi(y

and happiness. We do not disguises our opinion

that (he pages of history record, and (he opin-

ions of mankind Justify, nuinerouH instances ui

popular insurrection, llm provocation to which
was less s«'Vere than the evils of whi<;h we com-
plain. Hut in these cases, the outraged and
oppressed had no other means of redress. Our
lasi^ is different. If we can succeed in an effort

to bring public opinion into sympalhy with tho
views whi<b we entertain, (he Execu(iv(! will

abandon tho policy which oppresscH, instead of

protecting the people. Do not <lespair becauso
the time ut which the ballot box can exercise

its healing influenct! appears so i-cmole

—

(Ik* fa-

gaci(y of (he ]irac(ical politician will perceive

the change in public Hentiinent before }'ou aro

aware of its approach, lint the ellbrt to pro .

(luce this clmiigu must bu vigorous and untir-

ing."

Tho »*,eeting adopted corresjwnding resolu-

tions. Despairing of acting on the President,

the move was to act upon the fieople—to rouse

and combine them against an administration

which was destroying their industry, and to re-

move from power (at the elections) those who
were destroying the industry of the country.

Thus:

" Ifrsnlml, That tlio interests of tlio capital-
ists, meiehants, manufacturers, mechanics and in-

dustrious classes, are dependent uikjii each other,
and any measures of (ho government which
prostrate the active business men of the com-
munity, will also deprive honest industry of its

reward; and we call upon all our fellow-citizens
to unite with us in removing from power those
who persist in a system that is destroying the
j)rosi)erity of our country."

Another resolve summed up the list of griev-

ances of which they complained, and enumerat-

ed the causes of the pervading ruin which had
been brought upon the country. Thus:

" linnolred, That the chief causes of tho ex-
isting distress are the defeat of Mr. Clay's land
bill, the removal of the public deposits, the re-
fusal to re-charter the Bank of tlic United
States, and the issuing of the specie circular.
The land bill was passed by the people's repre-
sentatives, and vetoed by the President—the bill

rechartering the bank was passed by the peo-
ple's representatives, and vetoed by" the Presi-
dent. The peojile's representatives "declared by
a solemn resolution, that the public deposita
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were Bafo in thn United StutcH Bank ; within a^w weeks theroaftor. the PrcHident reniovod the
flppo^its. The people's reprenentativcB

-0(1 a bill rcf^indinK tho Kpocie circniar : the

'?. L
'^^^^'^'y^ 't '»y omittiiiK to return it

\> thin the limit<'d [- rjod ; and in tho nuHwer to
ftUi a1etr«'»i«^«, President Va Ruren declares
that (he specie circular wuk i .i- 1 by his prc-
dccesHor, omitting all notice oi fh .-^wrctary of
the li( m-iry, who is amenable directly to Con-
grcHS, and d .r^ed by tho act creutinR hiH de-
partment will 'lo snnorintpndcncc of the liuaa-
eea, ntid who signed the ordi"«-.''

These two resolves deserve to bo noted. They
n-ero not empty or impotent menace. They
were for action, and became what they were in-

t/'nded for. The moneyed corporations, united
with a political party, wero in the field as a po-
litical power, to govern the elections, and to
govern them, by tho only means known to a
moneyed power—by operating on tho interests
of men, seducing some, alarming and distressing
the masses. They are the key to the maimer of
conducting the presidential election, and which
will be spoken of in tho proper place. Tho
union of Church and State has been generally
condemned

: tho union of Bank apd State is far
more condcmnablo. Hero the union was not
with the State, but with a political party, nearly
as strong as tho party in possession cf the
government, and exemplified the evils of the
meretricious connection between money and
politics

; and nothing but this union could have
produced tho state of things which so long
afflicted tho country, and from which it has
been relieved, not by the cessation of their im-
puted causes, but by their perpe^.uation. It is

now near twenty years since this great meeting
was held in New York. The ruinous measures
complained of have not been revoked, but be-
come permanent. They have been in full force,
and made stronger, for near twenty years. Tho
universal and black destruction which was to en-
sue their briefest continuance, hay been substi-
tuted by the most solid, brilliant, pervading, and
abidmg prosperity that any people ever beheld.
Thanks to the divorce of Bank and State. But
the consummation was not yet. Strong in her
aamo, and old recollections, and in her political

n'n.wt-.:>ns—dominant over other banks—brib-
<^.l ^ lit' one .- und, scourging with the other—

a

<ya,i*
. ti;. • of debtofa ! nd mt.ajprrf! d"s~-- f

:» h',> audition—mu;, .tent for good, powerful
Kf eril- -confederated with restless politicians,

and wickedly, corruptly, and revengefully ruled;
the Gi.at Bed Harlot, pmfuning the name of i
National Bank, was still to contiiuio a while
longer ita caa-er of abominations—maintaining
dubious contest with tho government which
create<l It, ujwn whose name and revenues it

had gained the weallh and power of which it

was still the shade, and whojo destruction it

l)l<)tted Iwrauso it could not rule it. PosU'rity
shoidd know these things, that by avoiding bank
connections, their governments may avoid tho
evils that wo have suffered ; and, by seeing the
excitements of 18;}7, they may save themselves
from ever becoming tho victims of such deluelon

CHAPTER V.

ACTITAL SUSPENSION OF THE HANKS: PKOPAQA-
TION or TUE ALABM.

None of the public meetings, and there were
many following tho leading one in New York,
recommended in terms a suspension of specie
payments by tho banks. All avoided, by con-
cert or instinct, tho naming of that high
measure

;
but it was in tho list, and at tho h-ad

of tho list, of the measures to be adopted ; and
every thing said or done was with a view to that
crowning event; and to prepare .he way for it

before it came
; and to plead its subsequent justi-

fication by showing its previous necessity. It
was in the programme, and bound to come in its

appointed time ; and did-and that within a few
days after the last great meeting in New York.
It took place quietly and generally, on the morn-
ing of tho 10th of May, altogether, and with a
concert and punctuality of action, and with a
militar and police preparation, which an-
nounceu .rr., i-i. lent and dr crminatiou ; such
as at(<!tif! t«7ol. and insui i cotions in other
count. ;co. The preceding night all tho banks
of the city, three excepted, met by their officers,
and adopted resolutions to close their doors in
the morning

: and gave out notice to that efiect.
At tho same time three regiments of volunteers,
and a squadron of horse, were placed on duty in
the prmcipal parts of tho city; and the entire
ponce force, iurgely reinforced with special con-
stables, was on foot. This was to suppress the
discontent of those who might be too much
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nk for the ninouiit of a dop^sit, or the contents

it a bnnk note. It was a hianillatlnK 9iK>ctaclo,

Lit nil clfcctual precaution. The iwoplo remained

buii't. At twelve o'clock a larptj mea-an moet-

iig took place. Renolutions wen suloptedby it (<>

fustaiii the HUHitensiou, uii'l the nowi«i>9p«'r press

viiH profasc anil inergotic its support. The

neamiro was consiimmatt^d : the Huspension was

fconipletc : it wnM triumphant in that ' ity whoHO

ixnuiplo, ill such a case, was law to trie rest of

[he Union. But, let duo discrimination bo made.

Though all the banks joined in the act, all were

pot oqually culpable; and some, in fact, not

culpable at all, but victims of the criminality, or

ttisfortunes of others. It was the effect of ne-

cessity with the deposit bankH, exhausted by

vain efforts to meet the quarterly deliveries of

[the forty millions to bo deposited with the

States; and pressed on all sides Iwcause they

kvero government bunks, and liccause the pro-

ramnie required them to stop first. It was an

act of self-defence in others which were too weak

to »taiid alone, and which followed with rcluc-

Itanco an example which they could not resist.

[\Vith others it was an act of policy, and of

jcriminal contrivance, as the means of carrying a

Ircal distress into the ranks of the people, and

lexoiting them against the political party to

[whose acts the distress was attributed. But the

[prime mover, and master manager of the sus-

I
pension, was the Bank of the United States,

J
then rotten to the core and tottering to its fall,

I
but strong enough to carry others with it, and

I
seeking to hide its own downfall in the crash of

a general catastrophe. Having contrived the

J
suspension, it wished to appear as opposing it,

I
and as having been dragged down by others ; and.

I accordingly took the attitude of a victim. But

the impudence and emptiness of that pretension

was K(H)n exposed by the diiflculty which other

banks had in forcing her to resume ; and by the

facility with which she fell back, " solitary and

I

alouc," into the state of permanent insolvency

; from which the other banks had momentarily

I

galvaniwd her. But the occasion was too good

i

to bo lost foi one of those complacent epistles,

models of quiet impudence and cool mendacity,

,
with which Mr. Biddle was accustomed to regale

the public in tseasoiis of iiioueycd dislret^s. It was

impossible to forego such an opportunity ; and,

accordingly, three days utter the New York sus-

penaion, and two days after hU own, he held

forth in a strain of which the following is «

sample

:

" All the deposit banks of t'l" govomincnt of

the United States in the city of Now York sus-

j)cnded specie payments this week—the deposit

lituiK'i elwwhero have ' ilowed their example;
which was of course atli^pted by the State banks
not connected with the government. I Hi»y of

course, bc'^auM) it is certaiii that when the gov-

ernment IwiiikN cease to pa_\ specie, all tlm otlnr

banks must cease, and for this clear reason. The
great creditor In the United States is the gover i-

ment. Tt receives (or duties the notes of tl»e

various bunks, whiyh arc placed for collection in

certain governnHiU banks, and an' nid lo those

government banks in Kpecio if roquestwi. From
the moment that the deiioRit banks of New
York, failed io comply witli their eiigagenu ts,

it was manifest that all the other deposit bai

must do the same, that there must be a univer

suspension throughout the country, at d that ti

treasury itself in the midst of its non nal abun
cUinco must !>«• practically bankrupt."

This was a 1 true. The stoppage of the de-

posit banks \' is the stoppage of the Treasury.

Non-payment hy the government, was an excuse

for non-paymeit by others. Bankruptcy was

the legal condil on of non-payment; and that

condition was th. fate of the government as well

as of others; and ill this was perfectly known

before by those w ho contrived, and those who

resisted the deposi with the States and the use

of paper money V,v the federal goviniment.

These two measure made the suspeii.sion and

the bankruptcy ; an all this was so obvious to

the writer of this A lew that he proclaimed it

incessantly in his sp tches, and was amazed at

the conduct of thosi professing friends of the

administration who \ ted with the opposition

on these measures, anu Hy their votes insured the

bankniptcy of the gov mment which they pro-

fessed to support. Ml Biddle was right. The

deposit banks were goi ; the federal treasury

was bankrupt ; and tht two events were two

steps on the road which was to lead to the re-

establishment of the Bank of the United States

!

and Mr. Biddle stood r ady with his bank to

travel that road. The ne.-.t paragraph displayed

this readiness.

'• In the midst of thes> disorders the Bank
of the United States occu nes a peculiar posi-

tion, and has special dutit s. Had it consulted

merely its own strength it would have contin-

ued its payments without reserve. But in
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Buch a state of thinRs the first considera-
tion IS how to escape from it—how to provide
at the earliest practicable moment to chanp-c a
condition which should not bo tolerated beyond
the necessity which commanded it. The old
associations, the extensive connections, the
estabhshea credit, the large capital of the
liank of the United States, rendered it the
natural rallying point of the country for the
resumption of specie payments. It seemed
wiser, therefore, not to waste its strength in a
struggle which might be doubtful while the Exe-
cutive persevered in its present policy, but to
husband all its resources so as to profit by the
first favorable moment tc take the lead in the
ear y resumption of specie payments. Accord-
ingly the Bank of the United States assumes
that position. From this moment its efforts
will be to keep itself strong, and to make itself
strong:er; always prepared and always anxious
to assist in recalling the currency and the ex-
changes of the country to the point from which
they have fallen. It will co-operate cordially
and zealously with the government, with the
government banks, with all the other banks, and
with any other influences which can aid in that
object."

This was a bold face for an eviscerated insti-

tution to assume—one which was then nothing
but the empty skin of an immolated victim—
the contriver of the suspension to cover its own

pension, excusing and justifying the banks,
throwing all blame upon the government, and
looking to the Bank of the United States fo.

the sole remedy. It was at AVheeling that lie

opened the series of speeches which he delivered
in liis tour, it being at that place that he was over-
taken by the news of the suspension, and which
furnished him with the text for his discourse.

rottenness, and the architect of distress and
ruin that out of the public calamity it might get
again into existence and replenish its cofiers out
of the revenues and credit of the federal govern-
ment. " "WTould have continued specie payments,
if it had only consulted its own strength "—
" only suspended from a sense of duty and
patriotism "—" will take the lead in resuming »

—"assumes the position of restorer of the cur-
rency "—" presents itself a.s the rallying point
of the country in the resumption of specie pay-
ments "—" even promises to co-operate with the
government: " such were the impudent profes-
sions at the very moment that this restorer of
currency, and rallying point of resumption, was
plotting a continuance of the distress and sus-
pension until it could get liold of the federal
moneys to recover upon; and without ^vhich it

never could recover.

Indissolubly connected with this bank suspen-
sion, and throwing a broad light upon its history,
(if further light were wanted,) was Mr. ^Web-
ster's tour to the West, and the speeches which
he made in the course of it. Ihe tour extended
to the Valley ofthe Mississippi, and the speeches
took for theii- burden the distress and the sus-

" Recent evils have not at all snrprised me, ex-
cept that they have come sooner and faster than
i had anticipated. But, thoujrh not surprised
1 am afflicted

; I feel any thing but pleasure in
this early fulfilment of my own predictions.
Much injury is done which the wisest future
counsels can never repair, and much more that
can never be remedied but by such counsels and
by the lapse of time. From 1832 to the present
moment I have foreseen this result. I may
safely say I have foreseen it, because I have
presented and proclaimed its approach in
every important discussion and debate, in the
public body of which I am a member. We
earn to-da:, that most of the eastern banks
have stopped payment ; deposit banks as
well as others. The experiment has exploded.
Inat bubble, which so many of us have all
along regarded as the offspring of conceit, pre
sumption and political quackery, has burst. A
general suspension of payment must be the re-
sult

; a result which has come, even sooner than
was predicted. Where is now that better cur-
rency that was promised ? Where is that spe-
cie circulation ? Where ai-c those rupees of gold
and silver, which were to fill the treasury of tho
government as well as the pockets of the peo-
ple ? Has the government a single hard dollar?
Has the treasury any thing in the world but
credit and deposits in banks that have already
suspended payment ? How are public creditors
now to be paid in specie? How are the depo-
sits, which the law requires to be made with the
states on the 1st of July, now to be made."

This was the first speech that Mr. Webster
delivered after the great one before the suspen-
sion in New York, and may bo considered the
epilogue after the i)erlbrmance as the former
was the prologue before it. It is a speech of
exultation, with bitter taunts to the government.
In one respect his information was diflerent from
mine. He said the susi)ension came sooner than
was expected : my information was that it came
later, a month later ; and that he himself was
the cause of the delay. My information was
that it was to take place in the fir»L month of ,

Mr. Van Buren's administration, and that thu
speech which was to precede it was to be delivered
early in JIarch, immediately after the adjourn-
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ment of Congress : but it was not delivered till

tJie middle of that month, nor got ready for

'

-iHimDhlet publication until the middle of April

;

which delay occasioned a corresponding post-

ponement in all the subsequent proceedings.

The complete shutting up of the treasury—the

loss of its moneys—the substitution of broken

bank paper for hard money—the impossibility

of paying a dollar to a creditor : these were the

points of his complacent declamation : and hav-

ing made these points strong enough and clear

enough, he came to the remedy, and fell upon

the same ono, in' almost the same words, that

Mr. Biddle was using at the same time, four

hundred miks distant, in Philadelphia: and

that without the aid of the electric telegraph,

not then in use. The recourse to the Bank of

the United States was that remedy ! that bank

strong enough to hold out, (unhappily the news

of its suspending arrived while he was sjjcak-

ing :)
patriotic enough to do so ! but under no

obligation to do better than the doposit banks

!

and justifiable in following their example. Hear

him

:

"The United "States Bank, now a mere state

institution, with no public deposits, no aid from

government, but, on the contrary, long an object

of bitter persecution by it, was at our latest

advices still lirm. But can wo expect of that

Bank to make sacrifices to continue specie pay-

ment ? If it continue to do so, now the depo-

sit banks have stopped, the government will

draw from it its last dollar, if it can do so, in

order to keep up a pretence of making its own
payments in specie. I shall be glad if this in-

stitution find it prudent and proper to hold out;

but as it owes no more duty to the government
than any other bank, and, of course, much less

than the deposit banks, I cannot see any ground
for demanding from it eftbits and sacriiices to

favor the government, which those holding the

public money, and owing duty to the govern-

ment, are unwilling or unable to make ; nor do
I see how the New England banks can stand
alone in the general crush."

The suspension was now complete ; and it was

evident, and as good as admitted by those who
had made it, that it was the effect of contrivance

on the part of politicians, and the so-called

Bank of the United States, for the purpose of

restoring themselves to power. The whole

process was now clear to the vision of those

who could see nothing while it was going on.

Even those of the democratic party whose votes

had helped to do the mischief, could now see

that the attempt to deposit forty millions with

the States was destruction to the deposit banks

;

—that the repeal of the specie circular was to

fill the treasury with pai)cr money, to be found

useless when wanted ;—that distress was pur-

posely created in order to throw the blame of it

upon the party in power ;—that the promptitude

with which the Bank of the United States had

been brought forward as aremedy for the distress,

showed that it had been held in reserve for that

purpose ;—and the delight with which the whig

party saluted the general calamity, showed that

they considered it their own passport to power.

All this became visible, after the mischief was

over, to those who could see nothing of it before

it was done.

CHAPTER VI.

TRANSMIGRATION OF THE BANK OF U;" UNI-

TED STATES FROM A FEDERAL TO A C'TK IN-

STITUTION.

Tins institution having again appeared on the

public theatre, politically and financially, and

with power to influence national legislation, and

to control moneyed corporations, and with art

and skill enough to deceive astute merchants

and trained politicians,—(for it is not to be

supposed that such men would have committed

themselves in her favor if they had known her

condition,)—it becomes necessary to trace her

history since the expiration of her charter, and

learn by what means she continued an exist-

ence, apparently without change, after having

undergone the process which, in law and in

reason, is the death of a corporation. It is a

marvellous history, opening a new chapter in

the necrology of corporations, very curious to

study, and involving in its solution, besides the

biological mystery, the exposure of a legal

fraud and juggle, a legislative smuggle, and a

corrupt enactment. The charter of the corpo-

ration had expired upon its own limitation in

the year 183G : it was entitled to two years to

wind up its affairs, engaging in no new busi-

ness : but was seen to go on after the expira-

tion, as if still in full life, and without the

change of an attribute or feature. The expla-

nation is this

:

On the 19 th day of January, in the year
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1836, a bill was reported in the House of Rep-
resentatives of the General Assembly of Penn-
sylvania, entitled, "An act to repeal the State
tax, and to continue the improvement of the
Stale by railroads and canals; andfor other
purposes." It came from the standing com-
mittee on -'Inland navigation and internal
improvement;" and was, in fiict, a bill to re-
peal a tax and make roads and canals, but
which, under the vague and usually unimpor-
tant generality of ''other purposes," contained
the entire draught of a charter for the Bank of
the United States—adopting it as a Pennsylvania
State bank. The i: < reduction of the bill, with
this addendum, colossal tail to it, was a surprise
upon the House. No petition had asked for such
a bank

: no motion had been made in relation to
Jt

:
no inquiry had been sent to any committee

:

no notice of any kind had heraldwl its approach:
no resolve authorized its reijort: the unimpor-
tant clause of " other purposes," Imng on at the
end of the title, could excite no suspicion of the
enormous measures which lurked under its un-
pretentious phraseology. Its advent was an
apparition: its entrance an intrusion. Some
members looked at each other in amazement.
But it was soon evident that it was the minor-
ity only that was mystified—that a majority
of the elected members in the House, and a
cluster of exotics in the lobbies, perfectly un-
derstood the intrusive movement :—in brief it

had been smuggled into the House, and a power
was present to protect it there. This was the
first intimation that hJid reached the General
Assembly, the people of Pennsylvania, or the
people of the United States, that the Bank of
the United States was transmigrating ! chang-
ing itself from a national to a local institution—
from a federal to a State charter—from an im-
perial to a provincial institution—retaining all

the while its body and essence, its nature and
attributes, its name and local habitation. It
was a new species of metempsychosis, hereto-
fore confined to souls sei)arated from bodies,
but now appea' "ng in a body that never had a
soul

:
for that, according to Sir Edward Coke,

is the psychological condition of a corporation—
and, above all, of a moneyed corporation.

The mystified members demanded explana-
tions

; and it was a case in which explanations
could not bo denied. Mr. Biddle, in a public
letter to an eminent citizen, on whose name he

had been accustomed to hang such productions,
(Mr. John Quincy Adams,) attributed the prj
cedure, so far as ho had moved in it, to a
"formal application on tlie part of the legis-
lature to knowfrom him on what terms the
expinng bank would receive a charterfrom
it

;

" and gave up the names of two members
who had conveyed the appUcation. The legis-

lature had no knowledge of the proceeding.
The two members whose names had been
vouched disavowed the legislative application,

but admitted that, in compliance with sugges-
tions, they had written a letteu to Mr. Biddle in
their own names, making the inquiry ; but with-
out the sanction of the legislature, or the knowl-
edge of the committees of which they were
members. They did not explain the reason
which induced them to take the initiative in so
important business ; and the belief took root
that their good nature had yielded to an impor-
tunity from an invisible souic^, and that they
had consented to give a pi ; * ite and bungling
commencement to what must have a beginning,
and which could not lind it in any open or par-
liamentary form. It was truly a case in which
the first step cost the difficulty.' How to begin
was the puzzle, and so to begin as to conceal
the boginning, was the desideratum. The finger
of the bank must not be seen in it, yet, without
the touch of that finger, the movement could
not begin. Without something from the Bank
—without some request or application from it,

it would have been gratuitous and impertinent,
and might have been insulting and ofl'cnsive to
have offered it a State charter. To apply
openly for a charter was to incur a publicity
which would be the defeat of the whole move-
ment. The answer of Mr. Biddle to the two
members, dexterously treating their private lel>-

ter, obtained by solicitation, as a formal legia-

lative application, surmounted the difficulty!

and got the Bank before the legislature, wheat
there were friends enough secretly prepared for
the purpose to pass it through. The tern)s had
been arranged with Mr. Biddle beforehand, so
that there was nothing to be done but to vote.

The principal item in these terms was the stip-

ulation to pay the State the sum of $1,;]00,OUO,

to be expended in works of internal improve-
ments

; and it was upon this slender connection
with the subject that the whole charter referred

itself to the committee of "Inland uavigution
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and internal improvement;^^—to take its place

as a proviso to a bill entitled, " 7'o repeal the

State ta^, and to continue the improvements

of the State hyrailioads and canals j"—and

to be no further indicated in the title to that

act than what could be found under the adden-

dum of that vague and flexible generality,

" other purposes ;" usually added to point atten-

tion to something not worth a specification.

Having mastered the first step—the one of

greatest difficulty, if there !S truth in the prov-

erb.—the remainder of the proceeding was easy

and rapid, the bill, with its proviso, being re-

ported, read a first, second, and third time,

passed the House—sent to the Senate ; read a

first, second, and third time there, and passed

—

sent to the Governor and approved, and made

a law of the land : and all in as little time as it

usually requires to make an act for changing

the name of a man or a county. To add to its

titles to infamy, the repeal of the State tax

which it assumed to make, took the air of a

bamboozle, the tax being a temporary imposi-

tion, and to expire within a few days upon its

own limitation. The distribution of the bonus

took the aspect of a bribe to the people, being

piddled out in driblets to the inhabitants of the

counties : and, to stain the bill with the last

suspicion, a strong lobby force from Philadel-

phia hung over its progress, and cheered it along

with the affection and solicitude of parents for

their offspring. Every circumstance of its

enactment announced corruption—bribery in

the members who passed the act, and an at-

tempt to bribe the people by distributing the

bonus among them : and the outburst of indig-

nation throughout the State was vehement and

universal. People met in masses to condemn

the act, demand its repeal, to denounce the

members who voted for it, and to call for inves-

tigation into the manner in which it passed.

Of course, the legislature which passed it was

in no haste to respond to these demands ; but

their successors were different. An election

intervened
; great changes of members took

place ; two-thirds of the new legislature de-

manded investigation, and resolved to have it.

A committee was appointed, with the usual

ample powers, and sat the usual length of time,

and worked with the usual indefatigability, and

made the usual voluminous report ; and with

the usual " lame and impotent conclusion." A

mass of pregnant circumstanccH were collected,

covering the whole case with black suspicion

:

but direct bribery was proved upon no one.

Probably, the case of the Yazoo fraud is to be

the last, as it was the first, in which a succeed-

ing general assembly has fully and unqualifiedly

condemned its predecessor for corruption.

The charter thus obtained was accepted

:

and, without the change of form or substance

in any particular, the old bank moved on as if

nothing had happened—as if the Congress char-

ter was still in force—as if a corporate institu-

tion and all its affairs could be shifted by stat-

ute from one foundation to another ;—as if a

transmigratKsi of corporate existence could bo

operated by legislative enactment, and the debt-

ors, creditors, depositors, and stockholders in

one bank changed, transformed, and constituted

into debtors, creditors, depositors and stock-

holders in another. The illegality of the whole

proceeding was as flagrant as it was corrupt

—

as scandalous as it was notorious—and could

only find its motive in the consciousness of a

condition in which detection adds infamy to

ruin ; and in which no infamy, to be incurred,

can exceed that from which escape is sought.

And yet it was this broken and rotten iuF a-

tion—this criminal committing crimes to ' pe

from the detection of crimes—this "c-.'" .ter-

fcit presentment" of a defunct corporatic -this

addendum to a Pennsylvania railroad—this

whited sepulchre filled with de^i men's bones,

thus bribed and smuggled through a local legis-

lature—that was still able to set up for a power

and a benefactor ! still able to influence federal

legislation—control other banks—deceive mer-

chants and statesmen—excite a popular current

in its favor—assume a guardianship over the

public affairs, and ac4.ually dominate for months

longer in the legislation and the business of the

country. It is for the part she acted—the

dominating part—in contriving the financial

distress and the general suspension of the

banks in 1837—the last one which has afllicted

our country,—that renders necessary and pro-

per this notice of her corrupt transit through

the General Assembly of the State of Pennsyl-

vania.
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OirAPTEK VII.

KKKK("rs OK TIIK SUHI'KNSION: OKNKUAL DIC-
liANOKMK.NC or IIUSINKSS: SUmiKSSION ANI>

MISSION OK TIIIO I'DOIM.K: CAl.I, OK CONtillKSa

A r.nrAT (listurbimpo of courso look i>lnoo in

tho Im.siiu-ss of iIk> country, from tlio nfoi.paKo
of tho banks. Tlieir ngrooinont to rcwivo i-jicli

otlicMs' notes nimlo tliiw notes tlio solocurivncy
of (111' country. It was a miserable substitute
for };()1,1 ami silver, fallinp; fur below these
metals when measured against them, and very
unequal to eadi other in (litlerent parts of the
country. Those of tlie interior, and of the
west, bein<; unfit for payments in tlio great
conunercial Atlantic cities, were far below the
standard of tho notes of those cities, and suf-
fered a lieavy lose, from difleronco of exdiange,
as it was called (although it was only the diU'er-

onee ofdepneiation,) in all remittances to those
cities:—to which points the greai payments
tended. All this dilTerence was considered a
loss, and charged upon the misnianagcnient of
the public affairs by the administration, although
the clear effect of geographical position. Specie
tiisappeared as a currency, being systematically
suppressed. It became an article of merchan-
dise, bought and sold like any other marketable
commodity

; and especially bought in quantities
for exportation. Even metallic change disap-
peaivd, down to the lowest subdivision of the
dollar. Its place was .supplied by every con-
ceivable variety of individual and coi'jx.ration

tickets—issued by some from a feeling of neces-
sity

; by others, as a means of small gains ; by
many, iHilitically, as a mcaiis of exciting odium
against the administration for having destroyed
the currency. Fictitious and burlesque notes
were issued with caricatures and grotesque pic-

tures and devices, and reproachful sentences,

entitled the " 6c//f7' currency:" and exhibited
every where to excite contempt. They were
sent in derision to all the friends of the specie
circular, especially to him who liad the credit
(not untruly) of having bc>en its prime mover-
most of tliem plentifully sj.rinkled over with
taunting expressions to give them a jursonal
aiiplication : such as—" This is wliat you have
brought th.^ country to :" " the end of the ex-

periment :" " the gold humbug exploded :" "
is

this what, was promised us?" "behold tho ef-

fects of tampering with tlie currency." Tho
presidential numsion was infested, and almost
polluted witli these miBsivoH, usually made the
cover of some vulgar taunt. Even gold and
silver could not escape tho attempte<l degrada-
tion—copper, brass, tin, iron j)ieces being struck
in imitation of gold and silver coins—made ridi-

culous by figures and devices, usually tho v.-liole

iiog, and inscribed with taunting and reproacli-
ful expressions. Tnnnense sums were expended
in these derisory mamifactnres, extensively
carrk'd (m, and universally distributed

; and re-
duced to a .system as a branch of party warfare,
and intended to act on tho thoughtless and
ignorant through apiieals to their eyes and
passions. Nor were siich means alone rcHortcl
to to inflame tho«»nUitudc against the adminis-
tration. The opposition press teemed with in-

flammatory i)ublications. The ]>resideut and his
friends were lield up as great state criminals,
ruthlessly destroying the property of tho peo-
ple, and meriting punishment—even death.
Nor did these publications appear in thought-
less or obscure i)apers only, but in some of tho
most weighty and iulluential of tho bank party.
Take, for example, this paragraph from a leadr
ing paper in the city of New York

:

" We would put it directly to each and all of
our readers, whether it becomes this great peo-
ple, quietly and tamely to submit to any and
every degree of lawless oppression which their
ruh'r.s may inllict, inertly because irsintance
miiy involve us in ti'ouble and expose those who
resist, to censure ? We are very certain their
reply will be, ' A'o, but at what point is " resist-
ance to commence ?"—is not tho evil of resist-
ance greater "than the evil of submission?"

'

AVe answer promptly, that resistance on tho
part of a free people, if they would preserve
their freedom, sliould always commence when-
ever it is made plain and palpable that there
has been a deliberate violation of their rights

;
and whatever temporary evils may result from
s)ich resistance, it can never bo so great or so
dangerous to our institutions, as a blind sub-
mission to a most manifest act of oppression
and tyranny. And now, we would ask of all—
what shadow of right, what plea of expe-
diency, what constitutional or legal justification
can Mautin Van Uchen ofler to the peoide of
tho United States, for having brought upon them
all their present difficulties by a continuance of
tho upccie circular, after two-thirds of their
representatives had declared their solemn con-
victions that it was injurious to the country
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null Khoiilil 1)0 ropcalcd ? Most nssiinuUy, none,

niid wi^ iinh('sil,iitinj!;ly nny, tlmt it is a more
lii;rli-lmn(Ii'(l nu'iisuio of h/rtiiivi/ than that

wliich cost ('/Kirlcn t\\{} Ist iiiH crown and hiH

lictil— inoru illi'gal and nnconstiliitional than

tlif M'i iil'tlu! JJiitish ministry wiiidi n'.UHed tlif

]Mitri()ts of thi» revolntion to destroy tlio tea in

IIk' lmrl>or of Hoslon—and one whi(rli calls more
loudly for reHistanco than any act (»f (heat

Itritain which led to the Ueclarution of Inde-

pundunce."

Taken by surjjriso in tho deprivation of its

revenues,—specie denied it by tho ))anl<s which

held its f^old and Kilver,—the federal novommi'iit

could only do as othei-s did, and i)ay out de-

preciated paper. Had tho event been foreseen

by the government, it mi^;ht have been provided

against, and much Kpecio saved. It was now too

late to enter into a contest with the banks, they

in possession of the money, and the HUHpension

organized and CBtablishcd. They would only ren-

der their own notes : tho government could only

pay in that which it received. Depreciated paper

was their only medium of payment; and every

such payment (only received from a feeling of

duresse) brought resentment, reproach, indigna-

tion, loss of popularity to tlie administration

;

and loud calls for the re-cstablishment of the

National Bajik, whoso notes had always been

equal to specie, and were then contrived to be

kept far above the level of those of other sus-

pended banks. Thus the administration found

itself, in the second month of its existence,

struggling with that most critical of all govern-

ment embarrassments—deranged finances, and
depreciated currency ; and its funds dropping
off every day. Defections were incessant, and
by masses, and sometimes by whole States : and
all on account of these vilo payments in de-

preciated paper. Take a single example. The
State ofTennessee had sent numerous volunteers

to tho Florida Indian war. There were several

thousands of them, and came from thirty differ-

ent counties, requiring payments to bo made
through a largo part of tho State, and to some
member ofalmost every family in it. Tho pay-
master, Col. Adam Duncan Stcuart, iiad treas-

ury drafts on the Na.shville deposit banks for

the money to make tho payments. They de-

livered their own notes, and these far below pnr
—even twenty per cent, below those of the so-

called Bank of the United States, which tho
policy of the suspension required to bo kept in

strong contrast with tliosc of the govenunent do-

posit banks. The loss on each payment waH

great—one dollar in evei-y five. Even patriotism

could not stand it. The deposit banks and their

notes were execrated : the Bank of the United

States an<l its notes were called for. It was tho

children of Israel wailing for the fleshpots of

Egypt. Discontent, from individual bccamo

general, extending from persons to masses. The
State took tho infection. From Ik ing one of

tho firmest aiul foremost of the democratic

States, Tennessee fell off from her party, and

went into opposition. At the next election she

showed a majority of 20,000 against her old

friends ; and that in the lifetime of General

Jackson ; and contrary to what it would bavo

been if his foresight ha<l been seconded. IIo

foresaw tho consequences of paying out this

depreciated paper. 'J'he paymaster had fore-

seen them, and before drawing a dollar from tlic

banks lie went to CJeneral Jackson for his advice.

This energetic man, then aged, and dying, and

retired to his beloved hermitage,—but all head

and nerve to the last, and scorning to see the

government capitulate to insurgent banks,

—

acted up to his character. He advised the pay-

master to proceed to Washington and ask for

solid money—for the gold and silver which was

then lying in the western land offices. lie went

;

but being a military subordinate, he only ap-

plied according to the rules of subordina-

tion, through the channels of official inter-

course : and was denied tho hard money, wanted

for payments on debenture bonds and officers

of the government. lie did not go to Mr. Van
Buren, as General Jackson intended he should

do. lie did not feel himself authorized to go

beyond official routine. It was in the recess of

Congress, and I was not in Washington to go to

tho President in his place (as I should instantly

have done) ; ajjd, returning without the desired

orders, the payments were made, through a storm
of imprecations, in this loathsome trash : and
Tennessee was lost. And so it was, in more or

less degree, throughout the Union. Tho first

object of the suspension had been accomplished

—a political revolt against the administration.

Miserable as was the currency which the

govoinnu'ut wa« nliligrd t'' use, it was yet in

the still more miserable condition of not having

enough of it ! The deposits with the States had
absorbed two sums of near ten millions each

:
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two more sums of equal amount were dcmaiul-
ablo in the course of the year. Financial em-
barrassment, and general stagnation of business,
diminished the current receipts from lands and
customs

: an absolute deficit—that horror, and
shame, and mortal test of governments—showed
itself ahead. An extraorainarj- session of Con-
gress became a necessity, inexorable to any con-
trivance of the administration: and, on the 15th
day of May—just five days after the suspension
in the principal cities—the proclamation was
issued for its assembling: to take place on the
first Monday of the ensuing September. It was
a mortifying concession to imperative circum-
stances

; and the more so as it had just been re-
fused to the grand committee of Fifty—demand-
ing it in the imposing name of that great meet-
ing in the city ofNew York.

CHAPTER VIII.

EXTEA SESSION: MESSAGE, AND RECOMMENDA-
TIONS.

The first session of the twenty-fifth Congress,
convened upon the proclamation of the Presi-
dent, to meet an extraordinary occasion, met on
the first Monday in September, and consisted
of the following members :

SENATE.

T^Vl Hampshire— Henry Hubbard and
Frankhn Pierce.

Maine—John Euggles and Ruel Williams.
VERMONT—Samuel Prentiss and Benjamin

Swift. ''

Massachusetts—Daniel Webster and John
Davis.

Rhode Island—Nehemiah R. Knight md
Asher Robbins.
Connecticut—John M. Nilcs and Perry

Smith. '

New York—Silas Wright and Nathaniel P.
lallmadge.

T ^'^^^i
J^pEY-Garret D. Wall and Samuel

L. isouthard.

Delaware—Richard H.Eayard and Thomas
Clayton.

Pennsylvania—James Buchanan and Sam-
uel McKean.
Maryland— Joseph Kont an^l John S

Spence.

Virginia—William C. Rives and William
11. Roane.

North Carolina—Bedford Brown and Rob-
ert Strange.

South Carolina—John 0. Calhoun andWm. Campbell Preston.
Georgia—John P. King and Alfred Cuth-

bert.

Alabama—Wm. Rufus King and Clement C.
Clay.

Mississippi— John Black and Robert J.
Walker.
Louisiana—Robert C. Nicholas and Alexan-

der Mouton.
Tennessee—Hugh L. White and Felix

Grundy.
Kentucky-Henry Clay and Jolm Critten-

den.

Arkansas—Ambrose H. Sevier and William
S. Fulton.

Missouri—Thomas H. Benton and Lewis F.
Lmn.
Illinois—Richard M. Young and John M.

Robinson.

Indiana—Oliver H. Smith and John Tipton.Ohio—William Allen and Thomas Morris.
Michigan—Lucius Lyon and John Norvell.

HOUSE OF KEPKESENTATIVES.
Maine—George Evans, John Fairfield, Tim-

othy J. Carter, P. 0. J. Smith, Thomas Davee,
Jonathan Cilley, Joseph C. Noycs, Hugh j!
Anderson.
New Hampshire—Samuel Cushman, James

Farrington, Charles G. Atherton, Joseph Weeks,
Jared W. Williams. '

Massachusetts—Richard Fletcher. Stephen
C. Phillips, Caleb Cushing, Wm. Parmenter,
Levi Lincoln, George Grinnell, jr., George N.
Brjggs, Wm. B. Calhoun, Nathaniel B. Borden
John Q. Adams, John Reed, Abbott Lawrence!Wm. S. Hastings. '

T
l}"o»E Island—Robert B. Cranston, Joseph

L. lillinghast.

Connecticut—Isaac Toucey, Samuel In"--
ham, Elisha Haley. Thomas T. Whittlesey
Launcelot Phelps, Orrin Holt.
Vermont—Hiiand Hall, William Slade, He-

man Allen, Isaac Fletcher, Horace Everett.
New York—Thomas B. Jackson, Abraham

Vanderveer, C. C. Cambreleng, Ely Moore,
Ldwaid Curtis, Ogden Hottman, Gouverneur
Kemble, Obadiah Titus, Nathaniel Jones, John
C. Broadhead, Zadoc Pratt, Robert McClel-
land, Henry Vail, Albert Gallup, John L
iieGralF, David Russell, John Palmer, James
B. Spencer, John Edwards, Arphaxad Looniis.
Henry A. Foster, Abraham P. Grant. Isaac II!
Bronson, Jolm H. Prentiss, Amasa J. Parker
John C Clark, Andrew D. W. Bniyn, Hiram
Gray, William Taylor, Bennett Bieknell, Wil-
liam II. Noble, Samuel Birdsall, Mark H. Sib-
ey, John T. Aiuh-ews, Timothy Childs, Wil-
ham Patterson, Luther C. Peck, Richard P.
aiarvin, Millard Fillmore, Charles F. Mitchell.
New Jersey—John B. Aycrigg, John P. B.

Mason,

i Bey,
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Maxwell, William Ilal stead, Jos. F. Randolph,

Charles G. Stratton, Thomas Jones Yorke.

Pennsylvania—Lemuel Paynter, John Ser-

geant, George W. Toland, Charles Naylor, Ed-

ward Davies, David Potts, Edward Darlington

Jacob Fry, jr., Matthias Morris, David D. Wag-
ener, Edward B. Ilubley, Henry A. Muhlen-

berg, Luther Reilly, Henry Logan, Daniel

Sheffer, Chas. McClure, Wm. W. Potter, David

Petriken, Robert H. Hammond, Samuel W.
Morris, Charles Ogle, John Klingensmitli, An-
drew Buchanan, T. M. T. McKcnnan, Richard

Biddle, William Beatty, Thomas Henry, Arnold

Plumer.
Delaware—John J. Milligan.

Maryland—John Dennis, James A. Pearce,

J. T. II. Worthington, Benjamin C. Howard,

Isaac McKimj William Cost Johnson, Francis

Thomas, Daniel Jenifer.

Virginia—Henry A. Wise, Francis Mallory,

John Robertson, Charles F. Mercer, John Talia-

ferro, R. T. M. Hunter, James Garland, Francis

E. Rives, Walter Coles, George C. Dromgoole,

James W. Bouldin, John M. Patton, James M.
JIason, Isaac S. Pennybacker, Andrew Beirne,

Archibald Stuart, John W. Jones, Robert
Craig, Geo. W. Hopkins, Joseph Johnson, Wm.
S. Morgan.
North Carolina—Jesse A. Bynum, Edward

D. Stanley, Charles Shepard, Micajah T. Haw-
kins, James McKay, Edmund Deberry, Abra-
ham Rcncher, William Montgomery, Augustine
II. Sheplierd, James Graham, Henry Connor,
Lewis Williams, Samuel T. Sawyer,

South Carolina—H. S. Legare, Waddy
Thompson, Francis W. Pickens, W. K. Clowney,
F. II. Elmore, John K. Griffin, R. B. Smith,
John Campbell, John P. Richardson.

Georgia—Thomas Glascock, S. F. Cleveland,

Scaton Grantland, Charles E. Haynes, Hopkins
Holsey, Jabez Jackson, Geo. W. Owens, Geo.
W. B. Townes, W. 0. Dawson.
Tennessee—Wm. B. Carter, A. A. McClel-

land, Joseph Williams, (one vacancy,) H. L.

Turney, Wm. B. Campbell, John Bell, Abraham
P. Maury, James K. Polk, Ebenezer J. Shields,

Richard Cheatham, John W. Crockett, Christo-

pher II Williams.

Keniucky—John L. Murray, Edward Rum-
sey, Sherrod Williams, Joseph R. Underwood,
James Harlan, John Calhoun, John Pope, Wm.
J. Graves, John White, Richard Hawes, Rich-
ard H. Menifee, John Chambers, Wm. W.
South{;ate.

Ohio—Alexander Duncan, Taylor Webster,
Patrick G. Goode, Thomas Corwin, Thomas L.

Hamer, Calvary Morris, Wm. K. Bond, J.

Ridgeway, John Chaney, Samson Mason, J.

Alexander, jr., Alexander Harper, D. P. Lead-
better, Wm. H. Hunter, John W. Allen, Elisha
Whittlcpoy, A. W. Loomis, Matthias Shepler,
Daniel Kilgore.

Alabama—Francis S. Lyon, Dixon H. Lewis,
Joab Lawler, Reuben Chapman, J. L. Martin.

Indiana—Ratliff Boon, John Ewing, William
Graham, George H. Dunn, James Raridcn, Wil-
liam Herrod, All»rt S. White.

Illinois—A. W. Snyder, Zadoc Casey, Wm.
L. May.
Louisiana—Henry Johnson, Eleazcr W. Rip-

ley, Rice Garland,

Mississippi—John F. H. Claiborne, S. H.
Gholson.
Arkansas—Archibald Yell.

Missouri—Albert G. Harrison, John Miller.

Michigan—Isaac E. Crary.
Florida—Charles Downing.
Wisconsin—George W, Jones.

In these ample lists, both of the Senate and

of the House, will be discovered a .succession of

eminent names—many which had then achieved

eminence, others to achieve it :—and, besides

those which captivate regard by splendid abil-

ity, a still larger number of those less brilliant,

equally respectable, and often more useful

members, whose business talent performs the

work of the body, and who in England are well

called, the working members. Of these numer-

ous members, as well the brilliant as the useful,

it would be invidious to particularize part with-

out enumerating the whole ; and that would

require a reproduction of the greater part of the

list of each House. Four only can be named,

and they entitled to that distinction from the

station attained, or to be attained by them:

—Mr. John Quincy Adams, who had been pres-

ident; Messrs. James K. Polk, Millard Fill-

more and Frankhn Pierce, who became presi-

dents. In my long service I have not seen a

more able Congress ; and it is only necessary to

read over the names, and to possess some

knowledge of our public men, to be struck with

the number of names which would come under

the description of useful or brilliant members.

The election of speaker was the first business

of the House; and Mr, James K, Polk and Mr,

John Bell, both of Tennessee, being put in

nomination, Mr, Polk received 116 votes; and

was elected—Mr, Bell receiving 103. Mr, Wal-

ter S, Franklin was elected clerk.

The message was delivered upon receiving

notice of the organization of the two Houses

;

and, with temperance and firmness, it met all

the exigencies of the occasion. That specie order

which had been the subject of so much denun-

ciation,—the imputed cause of the suspension,

and the revocation of which was demanded with

so much pertinacity and such imposing demon-
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Btration,—far from being given np was com-
mended for the good effects it had produced

;

and the determination expressed not to inter-
fore with its operation. In relation to that
decried measure the message said

:

" Of my own duties under the existing laws
when the banks suspended specie payments I
could not doubt. Directions were immediately
given to prevent the reception into the Treasury
ofany thing but gold and silver, or its equivalent;
and every practicable arrangement was made to
preserve the public faith, by similar or equivalent
payments to the public creditors. The revenue
from lands had been for some time substantially
80 collected, under the order issued by the direc-
tions of my predecessor. The effects of that
oi-der had been so salutary, and its forecast in
regard to the increasing insecurity of bank paper
had become so appaivnt, that, even before the
catastrophe, I had resolved not to interfere with
Its operation. Congress is now to decide whether
the revenue shall continue to be so collected or
not." '

This was explicit, and showed that all at-
tempts to operate upon the President at that
point, and to coerce the revocation of a meas-
ure which he deemed salutary, had totally failed.

The next great object of the party which had
contrived the suspension and organized the dis-

tress, was to extort the le-establishment of the
Bank of the United States ; and here again was
an equal failure to operate upon the fimmess of
the President. He reiterated his former objec-
tions to such an institution—not merely to the
particular one which had been tried—but to any
one in any form, and declared his former con-
victions to be strengthened by recent events
Thus:

of these occasions. I felt it due to the people to
apprise them distinctly, that, in the event of my
election, I would not be able to co-operate in
the re-estabhshment of a national bank. To
these sentiments, I have now only to add the
expression of an increased conviction, that the
re-establislunent of such a bank, in any form
whilst it would not accomplish the bencficini
purpose promised by it.^ advocates, would
mipair the rightful supremacy of the popular
will

;
injure the character and diminish the in-

iluence of our political system ; and bring once
morn into existence a concentrated moneyed
power, hostile to the spirit, and threatening the
permanency, of our republican institutions."

Having noticed these two givat points ofpres-
sure upon him, and thrown them off with equal
strength and decorum, he went forward to a
new point—the connection of the federal govern-
ment with any bank of issue in any form, cither
as a depository of its moneys, or in the use of
its notes ;—and recommended a total and per-
petual dissolution of the connection. This was
a new point of policy, long meditated by some,
but now first brought forward for legislative

action, and cogently recommended to Congress
for its adoption. The message, referring to the
recent failure of the banks, took advantage of it

to say

:

We have seen for nearly half a century, that
those who advocate a national bank, by what-
ever motive they may be influenced, constitute
a portion of our community too numerous to
allow us to hope for an early abandonment of
their favorite plan. On the other hand, they
must indeed form an erroneous estimate of the
intelligence and temper of the American people,
who siij)pose that they have continued, on sliglit
or insufficient grounds, their persevering opposi-
tion to such an institution; or that they can be
induced by jjccuniary pressure, or by any other
combination of circumstances, to surrender prin-
ciples they have so long and so inflexibly maintain-
ed. My own views of the subject are unchanged.
They have been repeatedly and unreservedly an-
nounevd to my fellow-citizens, wlio, with full
knowledge of them, conferred upon me the two
highest offices of the government. On the last

" Unforeseen in the organization of the govern-
ment, and forced on the Treasury by early ne-
cessities, the practice of employing banks, was,
in truth, from the beginning, more a measure of
emergency than of sound policy. When we
started into existence as a nation, in addition to
the burdens of the new government, we assumed
all the large, but honorable load, of debt which
was the price of our liberty ; but we hesitated
to weigh down the infant industry of the coun-
try by resorting to adequate taxation for tho
necessary revenue. The facilities of banks, in
return for the privileges they acquired, were
promptly oflered, and perhaps too readily re-
ceived, by an embarrassed treasury. Durino'
the long continuance of a national debt, and the
intervening difficulties of a foreign war, the con-
nection was continued from motives of conveni-
ence

; but these causes have long since passed
away. A\'e have no emergencies that make banks
necessary to aid the wants of the Treasury

; wc
have no load of national debt to provide for, and
we have on actual deposit a large surplus. No
public interest, therefore, now requires tho
renewal of a connection that circumstances have
dissolved. The complete organization of our
government, the abundance of our resourees. the
general harmony which prevails between' the
different States, and with foreign powers, all en-
able lis now to select the system most consistent

.' had taken
]
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This wise recommendation laid tho founda-

tion for the Independent Treasury—a measure

opposed with unwonted violence at tho time,

but vindicated as well by experience as recom-

mended by wisdom ; and now universally concur-

red in—constituting an era in our financial his-

tory, and reflecting distinctive credit on Mr. Van

Buren's administration. But he did not stop at

proposing a dissolution of governmental con-

nection with these institutions ; he went further,

and proposed to make them safer for the com-

munity, and more amenable to tho laws of the

land. These institutions exercised the privilege

of stopping payment, qualified by the gentle

name of suspension, when they judged a condi-

tion of the country existed making it expedient

to do so. Three of these general suspensions

had taken place in the last quarter of a century,

presenting an evil entirely too large for the

remedy of individual suits against the delinquent

banks ; and requiring tho strong arm of a gen-

eral and authoritative proceeding. This could

only be found in subjecting them to the process

of bankruptcy ; and this the mes.sage boldly re-

commended. It was the first recommendation

of the kind, and deserves to be commemorated

for its novelty and boldness, and its undoubted

efficiency, if adopted. This is the recommenda-

tion:

" In the mean time, it is our duty to provide
all the remedies against a depreciated paper
currency which the constitution enables us to
afford. The Treasury Department, on several

former occasions, has suggested the propriety
and importance of a uniform law concerning
bankruptcies of corporations, and other bankers.
Through the instrumentality of such a law, a
salutary check may doubtless be imposed on
the issues of paper money, and an effectual
remedy given to the citizen, in a way at once
equal in all parts of the Union, and fully autho-
rized by the constitution."

A bankrupt law for banks! That was the

remedy. Besides its efficacy in preventing fu-

ture suspensions, it would be a remedy for the

actual one. The day fixed for the act to take

effect would be tho day for resuming payments,
or going into liquidation. It would he the day
cf honesty or death to these corporations ; and
between these two alternatives even tho most

refractory bank would choose tho former, if

able to do so.

Tho banks of tho District of Columbia, and

their currency, being under tho jurisdiction of

Congress, admitted a direct remedy in its own
legislation, both for the fact of their suspension

and tho evil of tho small notes which they

issued. The forfeiture of tho charter, where the

resumption did not take place in a limited time,

and penalties on tho issue of the small notes,

were tho appropriate remedies ;—and, as such,

were recommended to Congress,

There tho President not only met and con-

fronted the evils of tho actual suspension as

they stood, but went further, and provided

against the recurrence of such evils thereafter,

in four cardinal recommendations : 1, never to

have another national bank ; 2, never to receive

bank notes again in payment of federal dues

;

3, never to use the banks again for deiiositorics

of tho public moneys ; 4, to apply the process

of bankruptcy to all future defaulting bank;^.

These were strong recommendations, all founded

in a sense ofjustice to the public, and called for

by tho supremacy of the government, if it

meant to maintain its supremacy ; but recom-

mendations running deep into the pride and in-

terests of a powerful class, and well calculated

to inflame still higher the formidable combina-

tion already arrayed against the President, and

to extend it to all that should support him.

The immediate cause for convoking the extra-

ordinary session—the approaching deficit in the

revenue—was frankly stated, and the remedy

as frankly proposed. Six millions of dollars

was the estimated amount; and to provide it

neither loans nor taxes were proposed, but tho

retention of the fourth instalment of the deposit

to be made with the States, and a temporary

issue of treasury notes to supply the deficiency

until the incoming revenue should replenish the

treasury. The following was that recommendsr

tion:

"It is not proposed to procure the required
amount by loans or increased taxation. There
are now in the treasury nine millions three

hundred and sixty-seven thousand two hundred
and fourteen dollars, directed by the Act of tho
23d of June, 183(), to be deposited with the
States in October next. This sum, if so depos-
ited, will be subject, under the law, to be re-

called, if needed, to defray existing appropria-

tions ; and, as it is now evident that the whole,
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or the principal part of it, will bo wnntcrl for
that purpose, it apprara most proper that tho
dopoHits should bo withheld. Until the amount
can Ih) collected from the banks, treasury notcH
may bo temiwrarily issued, to bo gradually re-
deemed as it is received."

Six millions of treasury notes only were re-

quired, and from this small amount required, it

is easy to see how readily an adequate amount
could have been secured from tho deposit

banks, if tho administration had foreseen a

month or two beforehand that the suspension

was to take place. An issue of treasury notes,

being an imitation of the exchequer bill issues

of the British government, which had be( i the

facile and noiseless way of swamping that i^ov-

ernment in bottomless debt, was repugnant to

the policy of this writer, and opposed by him :

but of this hereafter. The third instalment of

the deposit, as it was called, had been received

by the States—received in depreciated paper,

and tho fourth demanded in the same. A de-

posit demanded ! and claimed asa<Iebt!—that

is to say: the word ^^ deposit" used in tho act

admitted to be both by Congress and the States

a fraud and a trick, and distribution tho

thing intended and done. Seldom has it hap-

pened that so gross a fraud, and one, too, in-

tended to cheat tho constitution, has been so

promptly acknowledged by the high parties

perpetrating it. But of this also hereafter.

The decorum and reseiTe of a State paper

would not allow the President to expatiate

upon the enormity of the suspension which had

been contrived, nor to discriminate between the

honest and solvent banks which had been taken

by surprise and swept off in a current which

they could not resist, and the insolvent or crim-

inal class, which contrived the catastrophe asd

exulted in its success. lie could only hint at

the discrimination, and, while recommending

the bankrupt process for one class, to express

his belief that with all the honest and solvent

institutions the suspension would be tempoiary,

and that they would seize the earliest moment
which the conduct of others would permit, to

vindicate their integrity and ability by return-

ing to specie jjayments.

Uiiiiiii

CHAPTER IX.

ATTACKS ON THE MK88AOK: THEAaUKY NOTEi

Undkr the first two of our Presidents,

Washington, and tho first Mr. Atlams, tho

course of tho British Parliament was followed

in answering tho address of the President, us the

course of the sovereign was followed in deliver-

ing it. Tho Sovereign delivered his address in

person to the two assembled Houses, and each

answered it : our two first Presidents did the

some, and tho IIoucs answered. The purport

of the answer was always to express a concur-

rence, or non-concurrence with tho general

policy of the government ns thus authentically

exposed; and tiio privilege of answering the

address laid ojk i tho policy of tho govcniment
to the fullest dn=ous8ion. The effect of tlio

practice was to lay open the state of the

country, and tho public policy, to tho fullest dis-

cussion ; and, in tho character of the answer,

to decide the question of accord or disaccord—

of support or opposition—between tho repre-

sentative and tho executive branches of the

government. The change from tho address

delivered in person, with its answer, to tlie

'.nossapo sent by tho private secretary, and no

answer, was introduced by Mr. Jefferson, and

considered a reform ; but it was questioned at

the time, whether any good would come of it,

and whether that would not bo done irregularly,

in the course of the debates, which otherwise

would have been done regularly in the discussion

of the address. The administration policy would
be sure to be attacked, and irregularly, in the

course of business, if the spirit of opposition

should not be allowed full indulgence in a

general and regular discussion. The attacks

would come, and many of Mr. Jefferson's

friends thought it better they should come at

once, and occupy the first week or two of the ses-

sion, thin to be scattered through the whole ses-

sion and mixed up with all its business. But tho

change was made, and has stood, and now any

bill or motion is laid hold of, to hang a speech

upon, against the measures or policy of an

administration. This was signally the case at

this extra session, in relation to Mr. Van
Burcn's policy. Ue had staked himself too
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ed himself too

i decisively against too largo a combination of

I
interests to expect moderatiftn or juHtico from

'' his opponents ; and ho received none, fiehloni

hn^ any President been visited with more

vioU'nt and general assaults than he received,

nliii'iHt i'\cry opposition speaker assailing some

• ]mit of the message. One of tho number, Mr.

j
Caleb Cashing, of Massachusetts, made it a

business to reply to the whole document, for-

mally and cliiborati'ly, under two and thirty

distinct heads—tho number of points in the

mariner's compass: each head bearing a caption

to indicate its point: and in that speech any

[one that chooses, can find in a condensed form,

land convenient for reading, nil the points of ac-

icnsation against the democratic policy from the

|beginninn; of tho government down to that day.

Mr. Clay and Mr. Webster assailed it for

Iwhat it contained, and for what it did not—for

Its specific recommendations, and for its omission

to rccoiiuiiend measures which they deemed

Qccesfiiiry. Tho specie payments—tho discon-

nection with banks—the retention of the fourth

nstahncnt—the bankrupt act against banks

—

the brief issue of treasury notes ; all were con-

demned as measures improper in themselves

imd inadequate to the relief of the country

:

'wl'ile, on the other hand, a national bank ap-

peared to them to be tho proper and adequate

ri ii'.edy for the public evils. With them acted

,
niiiny able men :—in the Senate, Bayard, of Del-

aware, Crittenden, of Kentucky, Johii Davis,

of Ma.«sacluisetts, Preston, of South Carolina,

•iiCJoutliaril, of New Jersey, Pvives, of Virginia:—
'in the Ilou.se of Representatives, Mr. John
..Qiiincy Adams, Bell, of Tennessee, Richard
Widdle, of Pennsylvania, Gushing, of Massachu-
setts, Fillmore, of New York, Henry Johnson,
«f fiouisiana. Hunter and Mercer, of Virginia,

•John Pope, of Kentucky, John Sargeant, Un-
idirwood of Kentucky, Lewis Williams, Wise.
AW these were speaking members, and in their

€iy(T,sity of talent displayed all the varieties of
«ilectivo speaking—close reasoning, sharp invec-
4ivo, impassioned declamation, rhetoric, logic.

T On the other hand was an equal arraj^, bothm nuniher a..' speaking talent, on the other
l^iile, defending and supporting the recommenda-
Jions of the President:—in'the Senate, Silas
-•vnnhi, Grundy, John M. Niles, King, of
-Alabama, Strange, of North Carolina, Buchan-
|a, Calhoun, Linn, of Jlissouri, Benton, Bcd-

1 Vol. 11.-3

fonlBrow. N'orth Caroinia, Willin' \!len^

of Ohio, John P. F<ing, of Civ 's^v.i ', of

Mississippi:—in the House of Repi . uitives,

Cambreleng, of New York, Ilnmer. of Ohio,

Howard and Francis Thomas, of Maryland,

McKay, of North Carolina, John M. Patton,

Francis I'ickens.

The treasury note bill was one of tho first

measin-es on which tho struggle took place. It

was not a favorite with the whole b()<ly of the

democracy, but the majority preferred a small

issue of that paper, intended to oi)ernte, not as

a currency, but as a ready means of Iwrrowing

money, and especially from small capitalists

;

and, therefore, preferable to a direct loan. It

was oj)pi)Sed as a paper money bill in disguise,

as germinating a new national debt, and as the

easy mode of raising money, so ready to run
into abuse from its very facility of use. Tho
President had recommended tho issue in gen-

eral terms : the Secretary of the Treasury had
descended into detail, and proposed notes as

low as twenty dollars, and without interest.

The Senate's committee rejected that proposi-

tion, and reported a bill only for large notes—
none less than 100 doUans, and bearing interest;

so as to be u.sed for investment, nor, circulation.

Mr. Webster assailed the Secretary's plan, say-

m<j;-

" He proposes, sir, to issue treasury notes of
small denominations, down even as low oa
twenty dollars, not bearing interest, and re-
deemable at no fixed period ; they are to be re-
ceived in debts due to governmcn't, but are not
otherwise to be paid until at some indefinite
time there shall bo a certain surplus in the
treasury beyond what the Secretary may think
its wants require. Now, sir, this is plain, au-
thentic, statutable paper money ; it is exactly a
new emission of old continental. If the genius
of the old confederation were now to rise up in
the midst of us, he could not furnish us, from
the abundant stores of his recollection, with a
more perfect model of jjaper money. It carries
no interest ; it has no fixed time of payment

;

it is to circulate as currency, and it is lo circu-
late on the credit of government alone, with no
fixed jjcriod of redemption! If this be not
paper money, pray, sir. what is it ? And, sir,

who expected this ? Who expected that in the
fifth year of the o.xpcviinent for reforming the
currency, and bringing it to an absolute gold
and silver circulation, the Treasury Department
would be found recommending lu us a regular
emission of paper money? This, sir, is quite
new in tho history of this government ; it be-
longs to that of the confederation which has
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iMUMHod awny. Since 1789, although wo have
iH.siU'il troiiHiiry iioli'S cm Miiiuh-y ocoiiHioiiM, wo
haro isHiicil luino like thi>Hi>; tliitl Is to Hiiy, wo
Imvo JHsiiuil ii(iii«> not hfiiriii}; iiitci-i'Nl, iiitcmU'd

for liivuliitioii, and with no llxid inotio of rv-

(U'lniitioii. 1 iini glml, howovfr, Mr. PriMiiUnt,

that tlK) conimilti'o have not ndopttnl the Sirrc-

^ry's ri'coininonilation, and that they havo ih'-

coinnicndod tlu> issuo oi treasury notiM of a do-
Ktriptidn more conforuiublu to tho {iructicu of
the Kovornment."

Mr. Tlonton, tliough opponod to tin* policy of

IflHuinp; those uotos, and preferring liini8elf a,

direct loan in this <'n.sc, yet defended tho partic-

ular bill which had been brought in from tho

character and etlects ascribed tu it, and Huid:

" He .shiudd not have risen in thi.s debate,

had it not been for the misapprehensions which
Heenii'd to |»ervude tlw minds of somo senators

B« to tiie character o( the bill. It is called by
Boiiie a paper-money bill, and bv others u bill

to germinate a new national debt. Theso are
serious imputations, and reipiire to bo answered,
not by declamation and recrimination, but by
facts and reasons, addressed to the candor and
to the intelligi'nco of on enlightened and patri-

otic eommunit}'.
"

1 dissent from the impntalions on tho char-

actor of tho bill. 1 maintain that it is neither

a papoi'-money bill, nor a bill to lay tho founda-
tion for a new national debt; and will brielly

give my reasons for believing as 1 do on both
points.

'' There aro certaiidy two classes of treasury
notes—one for investment, and one for circula-

tion ; and both classes are known to our laws,

and possess distinctive features, which deline

their respective characters, and confine them to

their respective uses.

"The notes for investment bear an interest

sutllcient to induce capitidists to exchange gold
and silver for them, and to lay them by as a
productive fund. This is their distinctive fea-

ture, but not the only one ; they possess other
subsidiary qualities, such as transferability only
by indorsement—payable at a fixed time—not
re-issuable—nor of small denomination—and to

be cancelled when paid. Notes of this class are,

in fact. loan notes—notes to raise loans on, by
selling them for hard money—either immedi-
ately by the Secretary of the Treiusury, or,

secondarily, by tho creditor of the government
to wiiom they have been paid. In a word, they
possess all the qualities which invite invest-

ment, and forbid and impede circulation.
" The treasury notes for currency are distin-

guished by features and qualities the reverse of
those w Inch have been mentioned. They bear
little or no interest. They are payable to bearer
—transferable by delivery—re-issuablc—of low
denominations—and frequently reimbursable at

the pleasure of tho government. They are, in

fa<'t, irniHT money, and poxsoMH nil tho qnnlltld

which lorbid investment, and iuNite to eireiiiti

lion. The treasury notes of IHI.") were ol' that

character, except for (be optional iliinse to en*'

ble the holder to fund liiem at tho intercit;

which connuandi'd loann—at seven jier cent.
" Thes(> are tlii' distinctive foatuns of tho twn

classes of notes. Now try tho conimitloi's |ji||

by the lot of those (piulities. It will lie foiiiiii

that tho notes which it authorizes belong to tin

lirst-U'iniod class; that they on! to bear an in-

terest, which nuiy bo six jior cent.; that llicy

aro transferable oidy by indorsement ; thai

they an.! not ro-issuablo ; that they aro to U
paid at a day certain -to wit. within one yiur;

that they aiv not to lie issued of less dolUlnlill;^

tion than one hundred dollars ; are to bo cnii-

cellod when taken up; and that the Secretaij

of the Treasury is oxjiressly aulliori/.ed to rai»

money u|H)n them by loaning tlieui.

" Those are the features and (pialities of the

notes to 1)0 issued, and they define and fix tlicir

character os notes to raise loans, and to bo laid

by as investments, and not as notes lor cur-

ivncy, to be pushed into circulation by tlic

jM)wer of the government ; and to add to the

curse of the day by increasing the (juantity cf

unconvertible jjaper money."

Though yielding to an issue of these notes in

this particular form, limited in size of the notes

to one lunulred dollars, yet Mr. llenton dccmiid

it due to himself and the subject to enter a pro-

test against the policy of such issues, and tu

expose their dangerous tendency, lx)th to slido

into a paper currency, and to steal by a noisi--

less march into the cixation of public debt, and

thus expressed himself:

"T trust I have vindicated Iho bill from tlio

stigma of being a pajjcr currency bill, and from

the imputation of being the first slej) towards
the creation of a new natiojial debt. I hope it

is fully cleared from tho odium of both tlicpc

imputations. T will now say a few words on

the policy of issuing trcasvu-y notes in time of

peace, or even in time of war, until the ordinary

resources of loans and taxes had been tried and

exhausted. I am no friend to the issue of

treasury notes of any kind. j\s loans, they arc

a disguised mode of borrowing, and easy to

slido into a currency : as a currency, it is tlic

most seductive, the most dangerou.s, and tho

most liable to abuse of all the descriptions of

paper money. 'The stamping of jiapcr (liv

government) is an operation so nnicli easier

than the laying of taxes, or of borrowing
money, that a government in the habit of pajicr

emissions would rarely fail, in any emergency,

to indulge itself too far in tlio eniployment of

that resource, to avoid as much as possible ono

less auspicious to present popularity.' So said

General Hamilton ; and JeU'erson, Madison
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ch isBui'H, and tu

iMiKo'i. Kanilolph, and all the fkthfni of the
|r'|iiil>lirfin I tiiirch, r<incurre«l with him. Theno

'' 'hiH f»ciIo anil

'.{} bIiuso, and hoIiirtivii reiioiirctj, ' no lialili

fcrtdiii »(' \mu\!; alnmcd.' They hold it iniuliiiiM-

iilil(> I' I riH'iir to it in litiin of iwmit, and that it

iMiidil only Ut thonjfht of amiaKt tho oxiffoncicM

jinil |i( riU of war, and that after exhausting the

kliivct ail! rcupormihh! alternative of loanM and
nxiH. \iv(\ in tho school of these preat men,
<'iiiiie hero at thin HCHHiou to oii|K)se, at all

J-islvH, an Ihsuo of treasury notew. I preferred a

liircct loan, and that for many and cogent rea-

iouM. 'I'licre is clear autliority to borrow in the

tonstittition ; hut, to (Ind authority to mnu
lln'Hi' uoteH, wo must enter tho field of con-

Itiiiitive powers. To borrow, is to do a re-

fcponsible act ; it is to incur certain accounta-
bility to the coiiHtituent, and heavy cenHuro if

It cannot heJuHtided ; to issue these notes, is to

Tic an act which fvw consider of, which takes
but little hold of the public mind, which few
fcondemn and some eiuNiiirat^o, because it in-

Ircnsi's the (|nantuin of what is vaiidy called

Tioney. Loans are limited by the capacity, at
jDOSt, of one side to l)orrow, and of the other to
bnd: the issue of these notes has no limit but
ho will of the makers, and the supply of lamp-
llack and raj,'s. The continental bills of the
Revolution, and the assifj;nats of France, should
•urnish t^ouw instructive Wessons on this head.
)iivct loans are always vohmtary on the part
If tlio lender ; treasury note loans may ho a
T)ire<l borrowing from the government creditor
-as much so as if tho bayonet were j)nt to his

kreast
; for necessity has no law, and tho neces-

^tous claimant must take what is tendered,
IrlH'ther with or without interest—whether ten
br lil't.y per cent, below par. I distrust, dislike.

i<' would fain eschew, this treasury note re-
liurco. I prefer tho direct loans of 182(>-'21.
could only bring myself to acquiesce in this

Bciisiire when it was urged that there was not
Ime to carry a loan tluough its forms; nor
p'cn then could I consent to it, until every fca-
nreof a currency character had been eradicated
om the face of tho bill."

I

The bill passed tho Senate by a general vote,

|ily Messrs. Clay, Crittenden, Preston, South-
i, and Spenco of Maryland, voting against it.

I the House of Ucpresentatives it oucountered
Imoro strenuous resistance, and was subjected
1 some trials which showed the dangerous pro-
^vity of these notes to slide from the founda-
pn of investment into tho slippery path of cur-
|ncy. Several motions were made it reduce
pir size—to make them as low as $25 ; and
'Ht failing, to reduce them to $50; which suc-
eded. The interest was struck at in a motion
I
reduce it to a nominal amount ; and this mo-
m, like that for reducing the minimum size to

#25, rpwlTPd K Jarj^o stipport—nomo ninety

votes. Tho motion to reduce to f/^M) wancarriiMl

by a nuijority of forty. H<'turning to tho Henato
with this amendment Mr. IJenton moved to

restore the .$'((() limii, and intimated his inU^n-

tion, if it was not done, of withholding hin nnp-

port from the bill—dechiring that nothing hnt

the immtfdiato wants of tho Treasury, and tho

lack of time to raiso tho money by a direct loan

as declared by the Secretary of the Treasury,

could have brought him to vote for treasury

notes in any HhaiK\ Mr. Clay opposed tho whole
scheme as a government bank in disguise, but

Huj.ported Mr. Ucnton's motion as being adverso

to that design. He said:

" He had been all along opposed to this moa-
Kure, and he saw nothing now to change that
opinion. Mr. C. would hav(» been glafl to aid
tho wants of the Treasury, but thought it might
have been done better by susjK'nding the action
of many appropriations not so indisjKinsably
necessary, rather than by resorting to a loan.
Keduction, economy, retrenchment, had Uiu rc-
comnu'nded by the President, and why not then
pursued? Mr. C.'s chief objection, however,
was, that these notes were mere post notes, only
differing from bank notes of that kind in giving
tho Secretary a power of fixing the interest aa
he pleases.

It is, said Mr. C, a government bank, issuing
government bank notes ; an experiment to set
up a government bank. It is, in point of fact,

an incipient bank. Now, if government has the
})ower to issue bank note , nnd so to form in-
directly and covertly a bu-.k, how is it that it

has not tho power to establish a national bank?
What difference is there between a great govern-
ment bank, with Mr. Woodbury as the groat
cashier, and a bank composed of a corporation
of private citizens? What difference is there,
except that the latter is better and safer, and
niore stable, and more free from political influ-
ences, and more rational and more republican ?
An attack is made at Washington upon all the
hanks of the country, when wo have at least one
hundred millions of bank paper In, circulation.
At such a time, a time too of peace, instead of
aid, we denounce them, decry them, seek to ruin
them, and begin to issue paper in opposition to
them ! You resort to paper, which you profess
to put down

; you resort to a bank, which you
pretend to decry and to denounce

;
you resort

to a government paper currency, after having
exclaimed against every currency except that of
gold and silver ! Mr. C. said ho should vote for
Mr. Benton's amendment, as far as it went to
prevent the creation of a governmeut bank and a
government currency."

Mr. Webster also supported tho motion of

Mr. Benton, sa^'ing

:
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" lie would not be unwillinp; to give his sup-
port to the bill, as a loiui, uiul that only a tem-
porary loan. lie was, however, utterly ojiposed

to every modification of the measure whicli went
to stamp upon it tlie character of a government
currency. All past experience showed that such
a currency would depreciate; that it will and
must depreciate. lie should vote for the amend-
ment, inasmuch as $100 bills were less likely to
pet into common circulation than $50 bills. His
objection was against the old continental money
in any shape or in any disguise, and he would
therefore vote for the amendment."

The motion was lost by a vote of 10 to 25,

the yeas and nays being

:

Yeas—Messrs. Allen, Benton, Clay, of Ken-
tucky, Clayton, Kent, King, of Georgia, KcKean,
Pierce, Rives, Robbing, Smith, of Connecticut,

Southard, Spence, Tipton, Webster, AV'hite—IG.

Nays—Messrs. Buchanan, Clay, of Alabama,
Crittenden, Fulton, Grundy, Hubbard, King, of

Alabama, Knight, Linn, Lyon, Morris, Nicholas,

Niles, Norvell, Roane, Robinson, Smith, of Indi-

ana, Strange, Swift, Talmadge, Walker, Wil-
liams, Wall, AV'right, Young—25.

CHAPTER X.

EETENTION OF THE FOUKTII DEPOSIT KSTAL-
MENT.

The deposit with the States had only reached

its second instalment when the deposit banks,

unable to stand a continued quarterly drain of

near ten millions to the quarter, gave np the

effort and closed their doors. The first instal-

ment had been delivered the first of January, in

specie, or its equivalent ; the second in April,

also in valid money ; the third one demandable

on the first of June, was accepted ty the States

in depreciated paper : and they were very willing

to receive the fourth instalment in the same

way. It had cost the States nothing,—was not

likely to be called back by the federal govern-

ment, and was all clear gains to those who took

it as a deposit and held it as a donation. But

the Federal Treasury needed it also ; and like-

wise needed ten millions more of that amount

which had already been " deposited " with the

States ; and which '" deposit " was made and ac-

cepted under a statute which required it to be

paid back whenever the wants of the Treasury

required it. That want had now come, and the

event showed the delusion and the cheat of the

bill under which a d-stribution had been made

in the name of a deposit. The idea of restitu-

tion entered no one's head! neither of tin

government to demand it, nor of the States to

render back. What had been delivered, wii?

gone ! that was a clear case ; and reclamation,

or rendition, even of the smallest part, or at the

most remote period, was not dreamed of. But

there was a portion behind—another irstalmeut

of ten millions—deliverable out of the " sur-

pluH " on the first day of October : but there

was no surplus : on the contrary a deficit : ami

the retention of this sum would seem to be a

matter of course with the government, only re-

quiring the form of an act to release the obliga-

tion for the delivery. It was recommended by

the President, counted upon in the treasury

estimates, and its retention the condition on

which the amount of treasury notes was limited

to ten millions of dollars. A bill was reported for

the purpose, in the mildest form, not to repenl

but to postpone the clause ; and the reception

which it met, though finally successful, should be

an eternal admonition to the federal government

never to have any money transaction with its

members—a transaction in which the members

become the masters, and the devourers of the

head. The finance committee of the Senate had

brought in a bill to repeal the obligation to de-

posit this fourth instalment ; and from the b^

ginning it encountered a serious resistance. Mr.

Webster led the way, saying

:

" We are to consider that this money, accord-

ing to the provisions of the existing law, is to

go equally among all the States, and among all

the people ; and the wants of the Treasury
must be supplied, if supplies be necessary,

equally by all the people. It is not a question,

therefore, whether some shall have money, and

others shall make good the deficiency. All

partake in the distribution, and all Avill contri-

bute to the supply. So that it is a mere ques-

tion of convenience, and, in my opinion, it is

decidedly most convenient, on all accounts, that

this instalment should follow its present desti-

nation, and the necessities of the Treasury be

provided for by other means."

Mr, Preston opposed the repealing bill, prin-

cipally on the ground that many of the States

iiad already appropriated this money; that is

to say, had undertaken public works on the

strength of it; and would suffer more injury

from not receiving it than the Federal Treasury
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ill: Crittenden opposed the bill on the same

rround. Kentucky, he said, had made provision

|or the expenditure of the money, and railed

jpou it, and could not expect the law to be

lightly rescinded, or broken, on the faith of

rhich she had anticipated its use. Other

enators treated tha deposit act as a contract,

' trhich the United States was bound to comply

rith by delivering all the instalments.

In the progress of the bill Mr. Buchanan

proposed an amendment, the effect of which

eould be to change the essential character of

Jhe so called, deposit act, and convert it into a

eal distribution measure. By the terms of the

kct, it was the duty of the Secretary of the

Treasury to call upon the States for a return

pf the deposit when needed by the Federal

Treasury: Mr. Buchanan proposed to release

jthe Secretary from this duty, and devolve it

ppon Congress, by enacting that the three in-

stalments already delivered, should remain on

Jeposit with the States until called for by Con-

gress. Mr. Niles saw the evil of the proposition,

pd thus opposed it

:

" lie must ask for the yeas and nays on the
Imcndmcnt, and was sorry it had been offered.

If it was to be fully considered, it would renew
Ihe debate on the deposit act, as it went to
piaiigc the essential principles and terms of that
let. A majority of those who voted for that
let. about which there had been so much said,

Ind so much misrepresentation, had professed
lo regard it—and he could not doubt that at the
lime they did so regard it—as simply a deposit
law ; as merely changing the place of deposit
rom the banks to the States, so far as related

the surplus. The money was still to be in

Ihe Treasury, and liable to be drawn out, with
V'rtain limitations and restrictions, by the ordi-
hary appropriation laws, without the direct ac-
tion of Congress. The amendment, if adopted,
Vill change the principles of the deposit act,

knd the condition of the money deposited with
Ihe States under it. It will no longer be a de-
posit

; it will not be in the Treasury, even in
point of legal effect or form : the deposit will
be changed to a loan, or, perhaps more i)roperly.
k grant to the States. The rights of the United
States will be changed to a mere claim, like that
kainst the late Bank of the United States; and
1. claim without any means to enforce it. We
Irere charged, at the time, of making a distribu-
lion of the public revenue to the Stntea. in fhf
llisguise and form of a deposit ; and this amend-
ment, it appeared to him, would bo a very bold
^tcp towards conlirming the truth of that cliargc.
le deemed the amendment an important one.

and highly objectionable ; but he saw that the
Senate were prepared to adopt it, and he would
not pursue the discussion, but content himself
with repeating his request for the ayes and
noes on the question."

Mr. Buchanan expres,sed his belief that the

substitution of Congress for the Secretary of the

Treasury, would make no difference in the nature

ofthe fund : and that remark of his, if understood

a.s sarcasm, was undoubtedly true ; for the deposit

was mtended as a distribution by its authors

from the beginning, and this proposed substitu-

tion was only taking a step, and an effectual one,

to make it so : for it was not to be expected

that a Congress would ever be found to call for

this money from the States, which they were so

eager to give to the States. The proposition of

Mr. Buchanan was carried by a large majority

—33 to 12—all the opponents of the adminis-

tration, and a division of its friends, voting for

it. Thus, the whole principle, and the whole

argument on which the deposit act had been

passed, was reversed. It was passed to make
the State treasuries the Treasury pro tanlo of

the United States—to substitute the States for

the banks, for the keeping of this surplus until

it was wanted—and it was placed within the

call of a federal executive officer that it might

be had for the public service when needed. All

this was reversed. The recall of the money was
taken from the federal executive, and referred

to the federal legislative department—to the

Congress, composed of members representing

the States—that is to say, from the pa3-ee to

the payor, and was a virtual relinquishment of

the payment. And thus the deposit was made
a mockery and a cheat ; and that by those who
passed it.

In the House of Representatives the disposi-

tion to treat the deposit as a contract, and to

compel the government to deliver the money
(although it would be compelled to rtJse by
extraordinary means what was denominated a

surplus), was still stronger than in the Senate,

and gave rise to a protracted struggle, long and

doubtful in its issue. Mr. Cushing laid down
the doctrine of contract, and thus argued it

:

" The clauses of the deposit act, which apper-
tniii to the present question, sec-m to me to pos-

sess all the features of a contract. It provides

that the whole surjdus revenue of the United
States, beyond a certain sum, which may bo in

the Treasury on a certain day, shall l^e deposited
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i!'!

with the several States; which deposit the
States are to keep safely, and to pay back to the
United States, whenever the same shall be
called for by the Secretary of the Treasury in a
prescribed time and mode, and on the happening
of a given contingency. Here, it soeins to me,
is a contract in honor ; and, so far as there can
be a contract between the United States and
the several States, a contract in law; there
being reciprocal engagements, for a valuable
consideration, on both sides. It is, at any rate.
a quasi-contract. They who impugn this view
of the question argue on the supposition that
the a.-t, performed or to he performed by the
United States, is an inchoate gift of money
to the States, Not so. It is a contract of
deposit ; and that contract is consummated, and
made perfect, on the formal reception of any in-
stalment of the deposit by the States. Now,
entertaining this view of the transaction, I am
asked by the administration to come forward
and break this contract. True, a contract made
by the government of the United States cannot
be enforced in law. Does that make it either
honest or honorable for the United States to
take advantage of its power and violate its

pledged faith ? I refuse to participate in any
such breach of faith. But further. The admin-
istration solicits Congress to step in between
the United States and the States as a volunteer,
and to violate a contract, as the means of help-
ing the administration out of difficulties, into
which its own madness and folly have wilfully
sunk it, and which press equally upon the gov-
eruuiont and the people. The object of the
measure is to relieve the Secretary of tlie Trea-
sury from the responsibility of acting in this
matter as he has the power to do. Let him act.

I will not go out of my way to interpose in
this between the Executive and the several
States, until the administration appeals to me
in the right spirit. This it has not done. The
Executive comes to us with a new doctrine,
which is echoed by his friends in this House,
namely, that the American government is not
to exert itself for the relief of the American
people. Very well. If this be your policy, I,

as representing the people, will not exert myself
for the relief of your administration."

Such was the chicanery, unworthy of a pie-

poudre court—with which a statute of the

federal Congress, stamped with every word, in-

vested with every form, hung with every attri-

bute, to define it a deposit—not even a loan

—

was to be pettifogged into a gift ! and a contract

for a gift ! and the federal Treasury required to

stand and deliver ! and all that, not in a low

law court, where attorneys congregate, but in

the high national legislature, where candor

and finnness alone .should appear. History

would be faithless to her mission if she did

not mark such conduct for reprobation, and in.

voke a public judgment upon it.

After a prolonged contest the vote was taken,

and the bill carried, but by the smallest majorilj

—119 to 117 ;—a difference of two votes, wliich

was only a difference of one member. But

even that Avas a delusive victory. It was iir.-

mediately seen that more than one had voted

with the majority, not for the purpose of pass-

ing the bill, but to gain the privilege of a major-

ity member to move for a reconsideration. Mi
Pickens, of South Carolina, immediately made
that motion, and it was carried by a majority ol

70! Mr. Pickens then proposed an amend-

ment, which was to substitute definite for in-

definite postponement—to postpone to a day

certain instead of the pleasure of Congress : and

the first day of January, 1839, was the day

proposed ; and that without reference to the

condition of the Treasury (which might not then

have any surplus), for the transfer of this fourth

instalment of a deposit to the States. The vote

being taken on this proposed amendment, it was

carried by a majority of 40 : and that amend-

ment being concurred in by the Senate, the bill

in that form became a law, and a virtual legali-

zation of the deposit into a donation of forty

millions to the States. And this was done by

the votes of members who had voted for a de-

posit with the States; ^)ecause a donation to

the States was unconstitutional. The three in-

stalments already delivered were not to be re-

called until Congress should so order; and it

was quite certain that it never would so order.

At the same time the nominal discretion of

Congress over the deposit of the remainder was

denied, and the duty of the Secretary made pe-

remptory to deliver it in the brief space of one

year and a quarter from that time. But events

frustrated that order. The Treasury was in no

condition on the first day of January, 1839, to

deliver that amount of money. It was penniless

itself. The compromise act of 1833, making

periodical reductions in the tariff, until the

whole duty was reduced to an ad valorem of

twenty per cent., had nearly run its course, and

left the Treasury in the condition of a borrower,

instead of that of a donor or lender of money.

This fourth instalment could not be delivered at

the time appointed, nor subsequently ;—and was

finally relinquished, the States retaining the

amount they had received : wliich was so much
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This was the end of one of the distribution

schemes which had so long afiiictcd and dis-

turbed Congress and the country. Those

schemes began now to be known by their con-

sequences—evil to those they were intended to

benefit, and of no service to those whose popu-

larity they were to augment. To the States the

deposit proved to be an evil, in the contentions

and combinations to which their disposition gave

rise in the general assemblies—in the objects to

which they were applied—and the futility of the

help which they afibrded. Popularity hunting,

on a national scale, gave birth to the schemes in

Congress: the same spirit, on a smaller and

local scale, took them up in the States. All

sorts of plans were proposed for the employ-

ment of the money, and combinations more or

less interested, or designing, generally carried the

point in the universal scramble. In some States

a pro rata division of the money, per capite, was

made ; and the distributive share of each indi-

vidual being but a few shillings, was received

with contempt by some, and rejected ^vith scorn

by others. In other States it was divided among
the counties, and gave rise to disjointed under-

takings of no general benefit. Others, again,

were stimulated by the unexpected acquisition

of a large sum, to engage in large and premature

works of internal improvement, embarrassing

the State with debt, and commencing works
which could not be finished. Other States

again, looking upon the deposit act as a legis-

lative fVaud to cover an unconstitutional and
demoralizing distribution of public money to the

people, refused for a long time to receive their

proffered dividend, and passed resolutions of

censure upon the authors of the act. And thus

the whole policy worked out differently from
what had been expected. The States and the

people were not grateful for the favor: the

authors of the act gained no presidential elec-

tion by it : and the gratifying fact became evi-

dent that the American people were not the de-

generate Romans, or the volatile Greeks, to be
seduced with their own money—to give their

votes to men who lavished the public moneys
on their wants or their pleasures—in grain to

feed them, or in shows and games to delight

and amuse them.

CHAPTER XI.

INDEPENDENT TBEA8UKY AND HAED MONET
PAYMENTS.

These were the crowning measures of the ses-

sion, and of Mr. Van Buren's administration,

—

not entirely consummated at that time, but partly,

and the rest assured ;—and constitute in fact an

era in our financial history. They were the

most strenuously contested measures of the ses-

sion, and made the issue completely between the

hard money and the paper money systems.

They triumphed—have maintained their su-

premacy ever since—and vindicated their excel-

lence on trial. Vehemently opposed at the time,

and the greatest evil predicted, opposition has

died away, and given place to support ; and the

predicted evils have been seen only in blessings.

No attempt has been made to disturb these great

measures since their final adoption, and it would
seem that none need now be apprehended ; but
the history of their adoption presents one of the

most instructive lessons in our financial legisla-

tion, and must have its interest with future ages

as well as with the present generation. The bills

which were brought in foV the purpose were
clear in principle—simple in detail : the govern-

ment to receive nothing but gold and silver for

its revenues, and its own officers to keep it

—

the Treasury being at the seat of government,

with branches, or sub-treasuries at the principal

points of collection and disbursement. And
these treasuries to be real, not constructive

—

strong buildings to hold the public moneys, and
special officers to keep the keys. The capacious,

strong-walled and well-guarded custom houses

and mints, furnished in the great cities the

rooms that were wanted : the Treasury building

at Washington was ready, and in the right

place.

This proposed total separation of the federal

government from all banks—called at the time

in the popular language of the day, the divorce

of Bank and State—naturally arrayed the whole
bank power against it, from a feeling of interest;

and all (or nearly so) acted in conjunction with

the once dominant, and still potent, Bank of the

United States. In the Senate, Mr. Webster
headed one interest—Mr. Rives, of Virginia, the
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other; and Mr. Calhoun, who had long acted
with the opposition, now camo back to the sup-
port of the democracy, and gave the aid without
which these great measures of the session could
not have been carried. Ilis temperament re-

quired him to have a lead ; and it was readily

yielded to him in the debate in all cases where
he went with the recommendations of the mes-
sage

; and hence he appeared, in the debate on
these measures, a.s the principal antagonist of

Mr. Webster and Mr. Rives.

The present attitude of Mr. Calhoun gave
rise to some taunts in relation to his former

support of a national bank, and on his present

political associations, which gave him the oppor-

tunity to set himself right in relation to that

institution and his support of it in 18 IG and
1834. In this vein Mr. Rives said

:

" It does seem to me, Mr. President, that this
perpetual and gratuitous introduction of the
Bank of the United States into this debate,
with which it has no connection, as if to alarm
the imaginations of grave senators, is but a poor
evidence of the intrinsic strength of the gentle-
man's cause. Much has been said of argument
ad aiptamliun in the course of this discussion.
I have heard none thiit can compare with this
solemn stalking of the ghost of the Rank of the
United States through this hall, to 'frighten
penators from their propriety.' I am as much
opposed tc that institution as the gentleman or
any one else is, or can be. 1 think I may say I
have given some proofs of it. The gentleman him-
selfacquits me of any design to favor the interest
of that institution, while he says such is the
necessary consequence of my proposition. The
suggestion is advanced for elt'ect, and then re-
tracted in form. Whatever be the new-born
zeal of the senator from Scnith Carolina against
the Bank of the United States, 1 flatter myself
that I stand in a position that places me, at
least, as much above suspicion of an undue lean-
ing in favor of that institution as the honorable
gentleman. If I mistake not, it was the senator
from South Carolina who introduced and sup-
ported the bill for the charter of the United
States Bank in ISlf); it was he, also, who
brought in a bill in 1834, to extend the charter
of that institution for a term of twelve years;
and none were more conspicuous than he in tlie

well-remembered scenes of that day, in urging
the restoration of the government deposits to
this same institution."

The reply of ilr. Calhoun to those taunts,

which impeached his cousiBleucy—a point at

which he was always sensitive—was quiet and

ready, ami the same that he had often licen

heard to express in common conversation. II«

said

:

"In supporting the bank of 181G, T openly
declared that, as a question de novo, I would
be decidedly against tlie bank, and would be tlio

last to give it my support. I also stated that,

in supporting the bank then, I yielded to the
necessity of the case, growing out of the then ex-
isting and long-established connection between
the government and the banking system. I took
the ground, even at that early period, that so
long as the connection existed, so long as the
government received and paid away banlc notes
as money, they were bound to regulate their
va.Ue, and had no alternative but the establish-
ment of a national bank. I found the connec-
tion in existence and established before my time,
and over which I could have no conti-ol. I

yielded to the necessity, in order to correct the
disordered state of the currency, which had
fallen exclusively under the control of the
States. I yielded to what I could not reverse,
just as any member of the Senate now would,
who might believe that Louisiana was nuconsti-
tutionally admitted into the Union, but who
would, nevertheless, feel compelled to vote to
extend the laws to that State, as one of its

members, on the ground that its admission was
an act, whether constitutional or unconstitu-
tional, which he codd not reverse. In 1834,

1

acted in conformity to the same priiiciple, in

proposing the renewal of the bank charter fof a
short period. My object, as expressly avowed,
was to use the bank to break the connection be-
tween the government and the banking system
gradually, in order to avert the catastrophe
which has now befallen us, and which 1 then
clearly perceived. But the connection, which I

believed to be irreversible in 1816, has now been
broken by operation of law. It is now an open
question. 1 feel myself free, for the lirst time,
to choose my course on this important subject

;

and, in opposing a bank, I act in conformitv to
principles which I have entertained ever since I

have fully investigated the subject."

Gouig on with hi» lead in support of the

President's recommendations, Mr. Calhoun
brought forward the proposition to discontinue

the use of bank paper in the receipts and dis-

bursements of the federal government, and sup-

ported his motion as a measure as necessary to

the welfare of the banks themselves as to the

safety of the government. In this sense ho

said

:

"We have reached a new era willi regard to

these institutions. He who would judgeOf the
fiitu/e by the past, in reference to tijum, will bo
wholly mistaken. The year 1833 marks tlua

commencement of this era. That extraordinary
man, who had the power of imprinting his own
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|feeliii"S on the community, then commenced

Ihis hostile attacks, which have left such effects

[behind that the war then commenced against

jtiie bai'iks, I clearly see, will not terminate, un-

Ik'ss there be a separation between them and

[the government,—until one or the other tri-

[umphs—till the government becomes the bank,

or the bank the government. In resisting their

union I act as the friend of both. I have, as I

have said, no unkind feeling toward^ the banks.

I am neither a bank man, nor an anti- uank man.

I have had little connection with them. Many

of my best friends, for whom I have the high-

est esteem, have a deep interest in their pros-

perity, and, as far as friendship or personal at-

tachment extends, my inclination would be

1 6troiij:ly in their favor. But I stand up here as

i tlie representative of no particular interest. I

i look to the whole, and to the future, as well as

: the iircseiit ; and I shall steadily pursue that

course which, under the most enlarged view, I

believe to be my duty. In 1834 I saw the

; present crisis. I in vain raised a warning voice,

and endeavored to avert it. I now see, with

\

equal certainty, one far more portentous. If

this struggle is to go on—if the banks will in-

sist upon a reunion with the government, against

I
the sens'j of a large and inlluential portion of

tiie coiinnunity—and, above all, if they should

succeed in ellecting it—a reflux flood will inev-

itably sweep away the whole system. A deep

popular excitement is never without some rea-

son, and ought ever to be treated Avith respect

;

.and it is the part of wisdom to look timely into

the cause, aud correct it before the excitenient

shall become so great as to demolish the object,

with all its good and evil, against which it is

directed."

3Ir. Rives treated the divorce of bank and

State as the divorce of the government from

;
the people, and said

:

"Much reliance, Mr. President, has been

placed on the popular catch-word of divorcing

the government from all connection with banks.

Nothing is more delusive and treacherous than

catch-words. IIow often has the revered name
of liberty been invoked, in every quarter of the

globe, and every age of the world, to disguise

and sanctify tlie most heartless despotisms.

Lot us beware that, in attempting to divorce

tlie government from all connection with banks,

we do not end with divorcing the government
from the people. As long as the people shall

be satisfied in their transactions with each

other, with a sound convertible paper medium,
with a due proportion of the precious metals

forming the basis of that medium, and mingled

in the eurrent of circulation, why should the

goveninieiit reject altogether this currency of

the people, in the operations of the public

Treasuiy ? If this currency be good enough
for the uiastens it ought to be so for the ser-

vants. If the government sternly reject, for its

uses, the general medium of exchange adopted
by the community, is it not thereby isolated

from the general wants and business of the

country, in relation to this great concern of the

currency? Do you not give it a separate, if

not hostile, interest, and thus, in elfect, iiroduce

a divorce between government and people ?—

a

result, of all others, to be most deprecated in a

republican system."

Mr. Webster's main argument in favor of the

re-establishment of the National Bank (which

was the consummation he kept steadily in his

eye) was, as a regulator of currency, and of the

domestic exchanges. The answer to this was,

that these arguments, now relied _ as the

main ones for the continuance of the institution,

were not even thought of at its commencement

—that no such reasons were hinted at by Gen-

eral Hamilton and the advocates of the first

bank—that they were new-fangled, and had not

been brought forward by others until after the

paper system had deranged both currency and

exchanges ;—and that it was contradictory to

look for the cure of the evil in the source of the

evil. It was denied that the regulation of ex-

changes was a government concern, or that the

federal government was created for anj^ such

purpose. The buying and selling of bills of

exchange was a business pursuit—a commercial

business, open to any citizen or bank ; and the

loss or profit was an individual, and not a gov-

ernment concern. It was denied tliat there

was any derangement of currency in the only

currency which the constitution recognized

—

that of gold and silver. Whoever had this cur-

rencj"^ to be exchanged—that is, given in ex-

change at one place for the same in another

place—now had the exchange cllected on fair

tevms, and on the just commercial principle

—

that of paying a difiereuce equal to the freight

and insurance of the money : and, on that prin-

ciple, gold was the best regulator of exchanges

;

for its small bulk and little weight in jiropor-

tion to its value, made it easy and cheap of

transportation ; and brought dov/n the exchange

to the minimum cost of such transportation

(even when necessary to bo made), and to the

uniformity of a permanent business. That was

the principle of exchange ; but, ordinarily, there

was no transportation in the case : the exchange

dealer in one city had his correspondent in

another: a letter often did the business. The
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regulation of tho currency required an under-
standing of the meaning of the term. As used
by the friends of a National Bank, and referred
to its action, the paper currency alone was in-

tended. The phrase had got into vogue since
the paper currency had become predominant,
and that is a currency not recognized by the
constitution, but repudiated by it ; and one of
its main objects was to prevent the future
existence of that currency—the evils of which
its framers had seen and felt. Gold and silver

was tho only currency recognized by that in-

strument, and its regulation specially and exclu-
sively given to Congress, which had lately dis-

charged its duty in that particular, in regula-

ting the relative value of the two metals. The
gold act of 1834 had made that regulation, cor-

recting the error of previous legislation, and
had revived the circulation of gold, as an ordi-

nary currency, after a total disappearance of it

under an erroneous valuation, for an entire gen-
eration. It was in full circulation when the
combined stoppage of the banks again sup-
pressed it. That was the currency—gold and
silver, with the regulation of which Congress
was not only intrusted, but charged : and this

regulation included preservation. It must be
saved before it can be regulated ; and to sa^-e it,

it must be brought into the country—and kept
in it. The demand of the federal treasury
could alone accomplish these objects. The

. quantity of specie required for the use of that

treasury—its large daily receipts and disburse-

ments—all inexorably confined to hard money
—would create the demand for the precious

metals which would command their presence,

and that in sufficientquantityfor the wants of the
people as well as of the government. For the
government does not consume what it collects

—does not melt up or hoard its revenue, or
export it to foreign countries, but pays it out
to the people; and thus becomes the distributor

of gold and silver among them. It is the great-

est paymaster in the country; and, while it

pays in hard money, the people will be sure of

a supply. "We are taunted with the demand

:

" V'heie is the belle? currcncij ? " We an-

swer: ^^ Suppressed by the conspiracy of the

banks

!

" And this is the third time in the

last twenty years in which paper money has

suppressed specie, and now suppresses it: for

this is a game—(the war between gold and

paper)—in which tho meanest and weakest is

always the conqueror. The baser currency
always displaces tho better. Hard money
needs support against paper, and that support

can be given by us, by excluding paper money
from all federal receipts and payments ; and con-

fining paper money to its own local and inferior

orbit: and its regulation can be well accom-
plished by subjecting delinquent banks to tlio

process of bankruptcy, and their small notes to

suppression under a federal stamp duty.

The distress of the country figured largely in

the speeches of several members, but without
finding much sympathy. That engine of opera-

ting upon the government and the people had
been over-worked in the panic session of 1833-'34,

and was now a stale resource, and a crippled ma-
chine. The suspension appeared to the country to

have been purposely contrived, and wantonly con-

tinued. There was now more gold and silver in

the country than had ever been seen in it before

—four times as much as in 1832, when the Bank
of the United States was in its palmy state, and
was vaunted to have done so much for the cur-

rency. Twenty millions of silver was then its

own estimate of the amount of that metal in the

United States, and not a particle of gold in-

cluded in tho estimate. Now the estimate of

gold and silver was eighty millions ; and with
this supply of the precious metals, and the do-

termination of all the sound banks to resume as

soon as the Bank of the United States could be

forced into resumption, or forced into open ia-

solvency, so as to lose control over others, the

suspension and embarrassment were obliged to

be of brief continuance. Such were the argu-

ments of the friends of hard money.
The divorce bill, as amended, passed the

Senate, and though not acted upon in the House
during this called session, yet received the im-

petus which soon carried it through, and gives

it a right to be placed among the measures of

that session.

CHAPTER XII.

ATTEMPTED KESUMPTION OF SPECIE PAYMENTS.

The suspension of the banks commenced at New
York, and took place on the morning of the lOtb
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menced at New *

ningofthelOth

ofMay : those ofPhiladelphia, headed by the Bank

of the United States, closed their doors two days

after, and merely in consequence, as they alleged,

of theNew York suspension ; and the Bank of the

United States especially declared its wish and

ability to have continued specie payments with-

out resei-ve, but felt it proper to follow the ex-

ample which had been set. All this was known

to be a fiction at the time ; and the events were

soon to come, to prove it to bo so. As early as

the 15th of August ensuing—in less than one

hundred days after the suspension—the banks

of New York took the initiatory steps towards

resuming. A general meeting of the ofHcers of

the banks of the city took place, and appointed

a committee to correspond with other banks to

procure the appointment of delegates to agree

upon a time of general resumption. In this

meeting it was unanimously resolved :
" That

the banks of the several States be respectfully

invited to appoint delegates to meet on the

2Iih day of November next, in the city of New

York, for the purpose of conferring 07i the

time when specie payments may be resumed

mth safety ; and on the measures necessary to

effect that purpose.''^ Three citizens, eminently

respectable in themselves, and presidents of the

leading institutions

—

Messrs. Albert Gallatin,

George Newbold, and Cornelius W. Lawrence

—

were appjinted a committee to correspond with

other banks on the subject of the resolution.

They did so ; and, leaving to each bank the

privilege of sending as many delegates as it

pleased, they warmly urged the Importance of

the occasion, and that the banks from each

State should be represented in the proposed

convention. There was a general concurrence

in the invitation ; but the convention did not

take place. One powerful interest, strong

enough to paralyze the movement, refused to

come into it. That interest was the Philadel-

phia banks, headed bj' the Bank of the United

States ! So soon v/^ere fallacious pretensions

exploded when put to the test. And the test

in this case was not resumption itself, but only

t meeting to confer upon a time when it would

suit the general interest to resume. Even to

unite in that conference was refused by this ar-

rogant interest, affecting such a superiority over

all otiier banks ; and pretending to have been

only dragged into their condition by their ex-

ample. Bui a reason had to be given for this

refusal, and it wa.s—and was worthy of tho

party ; namely, that it was not proper to do

any thing in the business until after the ad-

journment of the extra session of Congress.

That answer was a key to the movements in

Congress to thwart the government plans, and

to coerce a renewal of the United States Bank
charter. After the termination of tho session it

will be seen that another reason for refusal was

found.

CHAPTEK XIII.

BANKRUPT ACT AGAINST BANKS.

This was the stringent measure recommended

by tho President to cure the evil of bank sus-

pensions. Scattered through all the States of

the Union, and only existing as local institu-

tions, the federal government could exercise no

direct power over them ; and the impossibility

of bringing the State legislatures to act in con-

cert, left the institutions to do as they pleased

;

or rather, left even the insolvent ones to do as

they pleased; for these, dominating over the

others, and governed by their own necessities, or

designs, compelled the solvent banks, through

panic or self-defence, to follow their example.

Three of these general suspensions had occurred

in the last twenty years. The notes of these

banks constituting the mass of the circulating

medium, put the actual currency into the hands

of these institutions; leaving the community

helpless ; for it was not in the power of indi-

viduals to contend with associated corporations

It was a reproach to the federal government to

be unable to correct this state of things—to see

the currency of the constitution driven out of

circulation, and out of tho country ; and substi-

tuted by depreciated paper ; and the very evil

produced which it was a main object of the con-

stitution to prevent. The framers of that instru-

ment were hard-money men. They had seen

the evils of paper money, and intended to guard

their posterity against what they themselves had

suffered. They had done so, as they believed,

in the prohibition upon the States to issue bills

of credit ; and in the prohibition upon the States

to make any thing but gold and silver a tender

in discharge of debts. The invention of banks,
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and their iwwor over the coininimily, had iiiilli-

fli'd this just nnd wise intention of the constitu-
tion

; iind tHTtiiinly it woulil ho a roproiicli to

that instmniont if it was incapahh' ot i)n)ti"cting

itself against such enemies, at such an important
point. Thus far it liad been found so incapable;

but it was a (luestion Avhether the fault was in

the instrument, or in its administrators, 'riierc

were many who believed it entirely to ho the

fault of the latter—who believed that the con-
stitution had ample means o{ protection, within
itself, apiinst insolvent, or delinquent banks—
and that, all that was wanted was a will in the
federal lej;isla(ure to apj.Iy tlie ren\cdy which
the evil required. This remedy waa the ja-ocess

of bankruptcy, under which a delinquent bank
might be instantly stopped in its operations-
its circulation called in and paid olf. as far as its

assets would go—itself closed tip, and all power
of further mischief innnediately terminated.

This remedy it was now proposed to applv.

President Van Burcn recommended it : he was
the iirst President who had iiad the inerit of

doing so; and all that was now wanted was a
Congress to back him: and that was a grt\at

want
! one hard to supply. A powerful array,

strongly combined, was on the other side, both
moneyed and political. All (he local banks
were against it ; and they counted a thousand

—their stockholders myri.ids ;—and many of

their owners and debtors were in Congress:
the (stilf so-called) Bank of the United States

was against it: and its power and influence

were still great : the whole political party op-

poseil to the administration were against it, as

well because opposition is always a necessity of
i

tlie party out of power, as a means of getting in,
|

as because in the actual circtmistances of the

present state of things opposition was essential

'

to the success of the outside party. Mr. "Webster
'

was the first to oppose the measure, and did so,

seeming to question the right of Congress to

apply the remedy rather than to question the

expediency of it. lie said

:

j

"WchavesccuthedeclarationoftheProsident, ^

in which he says that he refrains from suggesting
'

any specific plan for the regulation of the e.\clian°
]

gcs oft'iic country, and for relieving mercantile em-
'

barrassments, or for interfering with the ordinary
operationof foreign or domestic commerce ; and
tnat ho docs this iVom a conviction that such
measures are not within the constitutional pro-
vince of the general government; and yet he

!

has made a recommendation to CongresH which
ai)pears to mo to be very remarkable, and it ia
of a measuiv which he thinks nuiy prove a
salutary remedy against a depreciated jjajjcr
curiency. This measine is neither more nor
less than a bankrupt law against curi)oration8
and other bankers.

"Now, Mr. President, it is certainly true that
the constitution authorizes Congress to establish
uniform rules on the suljject of baid<rui»(rii.H;
but it is equally true, and abundantly manifest
that this power was not granted with any refer-
ence to ccu'rency (piestions. It is a general
power—a power to make uniform rules on the
subject. How is it possible that Kiieli a power
can be fairly exercised by ,«HM/,ing on corpora-
tions and bankers, but excludim,' ail the other
usmil subjects of bankrupt laws I Mesides, do
such laws ordimirily extend to corporations nt
all ? But sui)pose they might be so extended,
by a bankrupt law enacted for the usual pur-
poses contemplated by such laws ; how can a
law be del<.'nded which end)races them and
bankers alone ? I should like to hear Avhat tho
learned gentleman at the head of the Judiciary
Committee, to whom thcsuliject is referred has
to say upon it. How does the Presidout's sug-
gestion conform to his notions of liic constitu-
tion? The object of bankrupt laws, sir, has no
ivlation to currency. It is simply to distribute
tho ellects of insolvent debtors among their
creditors

; and I must s.ay, it strikes me that it

would be a great perversion of tho jjower con-
ferred on Congress to exercise it upon corpora-
tions and bankers, with the leading and primary
object of remedying a depreciated paper cur-
rency.

" And this appears the more extraordinary
inasmuch as the President is of ojjinion that the
general subject of the currency is not within
our province. Bankruptcj-, in its common and
just meaning, is within our province. Currency,
says the message, is not. But we have a bank-
ruptcy power in the constitution, and we will
>ise this power, not for bankruptcy, indeed, but
for currenc)'. This, I confess, sir, appears to mo
to be the short statement of the matter. I would
not do the mes-sage, oritsautiu)r,any intentional
injustice, nor create any apparent, where there
was not a real inconsistency ; but I declare, in
all sincerity, tluat I cannot reconcile the proposed
use of the bankrupt power with tliosc opinions
of the message which respect the authority of
Congress over the currency of the country."

The right to use this remedy against bank-
rupt corporations was of course well considered

by tho President before he recommended it, and
also by the Secretary of the Treasury (Mr.
Woodbury), bred to tiie bar, and since a justice

of t'le Supreme Court ol' the United States, by
whom it had been several times recommended.
Doubtless the remedy was sancticned by th«
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against bank-

veil considered

imcnded it, and

Freasury (Mr.

since a justice

ited Suites, by

recommended,

iticned by tha

whole cabinet before it became a Hubjoct of oxo-

cutivo recommendation. JJut the objections of

Mr. Webster, though latlier siiggcHled than

[J urged, and confined to the 7iffht without im-

peaching tlic r.rpediciiri/ of iho remedy, led to a

full examination into tho nature and objects of

the laws of bankruptcy, in which tho right to

use them as proposed seemed to be fully vindi-

cated. JJut the measure wiw not then pressed

to a vote ; and the occasion fur the remedy hav-

ing soon passed away, and not recurring since,

tho question has not been revived. But the im-

portanco of tho remedy, and tho i)0SHibility that

it may bo wanted at some future time, and the

high purpose of showing that the constitution is

not impotent at a point so vital, renders it pro-

per to present, in this View of tho working of

tho govermnent, tho lino of argument which was

then satisfactory to its ailvocates : and this is

done in the ensuing chapter.

CIIAPTEll XIV.

BANKUUI'T ACT FOK BANKS:
BPEECII.

MB. BENTON'S

The powci^ of Congress to pass bankrupt laws

is expressly given in our constitution, and given

without limitation or qualification. It is the

fourth in the number of tho enumerated powers,

and runs thus :
" Congress shall have power to

establish a uniform rule of naturalization, and

uniform laws on tho subject of bankruptcies

throughout the United States." This is a full

and clear grant of power. Upon its face it admits

of no question, and leaves Congress at full

liberty to pass any kind of bankrupt lavirs they

please, limited only by the condition, that what-

ever laws are passed, they are to be uniform in

their operation throughout the United States.

Upon the face of our own constitution there is

no question of our right to pass a bankrupt law,

limited to banks and bankers ; but the senator

from Massachusetts [Mr. Wkbster] and others

who have spoken on tho same side with him,

must carry us to England, and conduct us

through the labyrinth of English statute law,

aud through the chaos of English judicial de-

cisions, to learn what this word bankruptcies,
in our constitution, is intended to signify. In
this he, and thej^, are true to the habits of the

legal profession—-those habits which, both in

(Jreat Britain and our America, have become u

proverbial disiiuidillcatioii for the projier ex-

erciso of legislative duties. I know, Mr. Pres-

idcnt, that it is the fate of our lawyers and

judges to have to run to British law books to

find out the meaning of the phrases c(jntained in

our constitution ; but it is the business of tho

legislator, and of the statesman, to take a larger

view—to consider tho difference between tho

political institutions of tho two countries—to

ascend to first principles—to know the causes

of events—and to judge how far what was suit-

able and beneficial to one might be pnjudicial

and inai)plicable to the other. We stand here

as legislators and statesmen, not as lawyers and

judges ; wo have a grant of power to execute

not a statute to interpret ; and our first duty

is to look to that grant, and see what it is ; and

our next duty is to look over our country, and

see whether there is any thing in it which ic-

quires the exercise of that grant of power, 'ibis

is what our President has done, and what we
ought to do. lie has looked into tho constitu-

tion, and seen there an unlimited grant of jjowcr

to pass uniform laws on the subject of bank-

ruptcies; and ho has looked over the United

States, and seen what ho believes to be fit sub-

jects for the exercise of that power, namely,

about a thousand banks in a state of bankruptcy,

and no State possessed of authority to act be-

yond its own limits in remedying tho evils of a

mischief so vast and so frightful. Seeing these

two things—a power to act, and a subject matter

requiring action—the President has recom-

mended the action which the constitution per-

mits, and which the subject requires ; but tho

senator from Massachusetts has risen in his

place, and called upon us to shift our view ; to

transfer our contemplation—from the constitu-

tion of the United States to the British statute

book—from actual bankniptcy among ourselves

to historical bankruptcy in England ; and to

confine our legislation to the characteristics of

the English model.

As a general proposition, I lay it down that

Congress is not confined, like jurists and judges,

tc^ the English statutory definitions, or the Nisi

Prius or King's Bench construction of the

phrases known to English legislation, and used

in our constitution. Such a limitation would

not only narrow us down to a mere lawyer's
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view of a subject, but woiiM limit us, in point

of time, to Eufrlish precedents, a.s they stood at

tho adoption of our constitution, in the year
1789. I protest against this al)8urdity, and con-

tend that wo arc to use oi:r granted powers ac-

cording to tho circumstances of our own coun-

try, and according to tlio genius of our republican

institutions, and according to tho progress of

events and the expansion of light and knowledge
among ourselves, [f not, and if wo arc to be
confined to the " usual objects," and tho •' usual

subjects," and the " usual jjurposes," of British

legislation at tho time of tho adoption of our
constitution, how could Congress ever make a

law in relation to steamboats, or to railroad

cars, both of which were unknown to British

legislation in 1789 ; and tlrerefore, according to

tho idea that would send us to England to find

out the meaning of our constitution, would not
fall within tho limits of our legislative authority.

Upon their face, the words of the constitution

are sufficient to justify the President's recom-

mendation, even as understood by those who
impugn that recommendation. The banknipt
clause is very peculiar in its phraseology, and
the more strikingly so .from its contrast with
the phraseology of the naturalization clause,

which is coupled with it. Mark this diffeience

:

there is to be a uniform rule of naturalization

:

there are to be uniform laws on the subject of

bankruptcies. One is in the singular, the other
in the plural j one is to be a rule, the other are

to be laws ; one acts on individuals, the other

on the subject ; and it is bankruptcies that are,

and not bankruptcy that is, to be the objects of

these uniform laws.

As a proposition, now limited to this particu-

lar case, I lay it down that we are not confined

to the modern English acceptation of this term
bankrupt; for it is a term, not of English, but
of Roman origin. It is a term of the civil law,

and borrowed by the English from that code.

They borrowed from Italy both the name and the

purpose of the law ; and also the first objects to

which the law was applicable. The English

were borrowers of every thing connected with
this code ; and it is absurd in us to borrow from
a borrower—to copy from a copyist—when^wc
have the original lender and the original text

before us. Bancus and ruptua signifies a
broken bench ; and the word broken is not
metaphorical but literal, and is descriptive of

tho ancient method of cashiering an insolvent

or fraudulent banker, by turning him out of the

exchange or market place, and breaking (ho

table bench to pieces on which he kept his money
and transacted his business. Tho term bank-

rupt, then, in the civil law from which tho Eng-

lish borrowed it, not only applied to bankers, but

was confined to them ; and it is preposterous in

us to limit aurselvcs to an English definition of

a civil law term.

Upon this exposition of our own constitution,

and of the civil law derivation of this term

bankrupt, I submit that the Congress of the

United States is not limited to tho En;,'ii8h

judicial or statutory acceptation of the term

;

and so I finish tho first point which I tooic

in the argument. The next point is more

comprehensive, and makes a direct issue with

the proposition of the senator from Massa-

chusetts, [Mr. Webstkr.] His proposition is,

that we must confine our bankrupt legislation

to the usual objects, the usual subjects, and the

usual purposes of bankrupt laws in England,

and that currency (meaning paper money and

shin-plasters of course), and banks, and bank-

ing, are not within the scope of that legislation.

I take issue, sir, upon all these points, and am
ready to go with the senator to England, and to

contest them, one by one, on the evidences of

English history, of English statute law, and of

English judicial decision. I say English ; for,'

although the senator did not mention England
yet he could mean nothing else, in his reference

to tho usual objects, usual subjects, and usual

purposes of bankrupt laws. He could mean
nothing else. He must mean the English exam-
ples and tho English practice, or nothing ; and

he is not a person to speak, and mean nothing.

Protesting against this voyage across the high

seas, I nevertheless will make it, and will ask

the senator on what act, out of the scores which

Parliament has passed upon this subject, or on

what period, out of the five hundred years that

she has been legislating upon it, will he fix for

his example ? Or, whether he will choose to

view the whole together ; and out of the vast

chaotic and heterogeneous mass, extract a

general power which Parliament possesses, and

which he proposes for our exemplar ? For my-
self, I am agreed to consider the question under

the whole or under either of these aspects, and,

relying on the goodness of the cause, expect a
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And first, as to the acts passe<l upon this

sul)j<;ct; great is their number, and most dis-

similar their provisions. For tho first two

huiiilred years, these acts applied to none but

aliins, and a single class of aliens, and 'jnly tor

a singlo act, that of flying tho realm to avoid

their creditors. Then they were made to apply

to all debtors, whether natives or foreigners,

engiiged in trade or not, and took effect for

three acts : Ist, flying the realm ; 2d, keeping

the house to avoid creditors ; 3d, taking sanc-

tuary in a church to avoid arrest. For upwards

of two hundred years—to be precise, for two

hundred and twenty years—bankrujjtcy was

only treated criminally, and directed against

those who would not face their creditors, or

abide the laws of tho land; and the remedies

': against them were not civil, but criminal ; it

[ was not a distribution of tho effects, but cor-

[ponil punishment, to wit: imprisonment and

; outlawry.* The statute of Elizabeth was the

[first that confined the law to merchants and

traders, took in tho unfortunate as well as the

i criminal, extended the acts of bankruptcy to in-

1 ability as well as to disinclination to pay, dis-

Icriminated between innocent and fraudulent

[bankruptcy; and gave to creditors tho remedial

Iright to a distribution of effects. This statute

f
opened the door to judicial construction, and the

Ijudges went to work to define by decisions, who
Iwere traders, and what acts constituted the

Ifact, or showed an intent to delay or to defraud

Icreditors. In making these decisions, the judges

Ireached high enough to get hold of royal com-
Ipanies, and low enough to get hold of shoe-

iinakcrs ; the latter upon the ground that they
aught the leather out of which they made the

shoes ; and they even had a most learned con-

JBultation to decide whether a man who was
IB landlord for dogs, and bought dead horses for

|his four-legged boarders, and then sold the skins
ad bones of the horse carcases he had bought,

Preamhla to Vm act of 34(A o/ Henry viii.

"Whereas divers and sundry persons craftily obtained into
heir liands great substance of other moil's goods, do suddenly
Bco t() parts nniinown, or keep tliclr liouscs, not minding to
Kv or rostore to any of th.-ir (-r.-ditor?, their debts ami duties,
Nt at their own wills and own pleasnrcs consume tho sub-
tance obtained by credit of other men for their own pleasures

__
nd delicate living, agafast aU reason, equity, and good con-

Eft*:'ence.

was not a trader within tho meaning of the act;

and so subject (o tho statiite of bankrupts.

These decisions of the judges set tho Parliament

to work again to preclude judicial constructiona

by the precision, negatively and rfDrmatively,

of legislative enactment. IJiit, worse and worse

!

Out of tho frying-pan into the fire. Tho more
legislation tho more construction ; tho more
statutes Parliament made, the more numerous
and the more various tho judicial decisions;

until, besides merchants and traders, near forty

other descriptions of persons were included ; and
the catalogue of bankruptcy acts, innocent or

fraudulent, is swelled to a length which requires

whole pages to contain it. Among those who
are now included by statutory enactment in

England, leaving out the great classes compre-
hended under tho names of merchants and
traders, arc bankers, brokers, factors, and scri-

veners ; insurers against perils by sea and land

;

warehousemen, wharfingers, packers, builders,

carpenters, shipwrights and victuallers ; keepers

of inns, hotels, taverns and coffee-houses ; dyers,

printers, bleachers, fullers, calendrers, sellers

of cattle or sheep ; commission merchants and
consignees ; and the agents of all these classes.

These are the affirmative definitions of the

classes liable to bankruptcy in England ; then
come the negative; and among these are far-

mers, graziers, and common laborers for hire

;

tho receivers general of the king's taxes, and
members or subscribers to any incorporated

companies established by charter of act of Par-
liament. And among these negative and aflBrm-

ative exclusions and inclusions, there are many
classes which have repeatedly changed position,

and found themselves successively in and out of

the bankrupt code. Now, in all this mass of

variant and contradictory legislation, what part

of it will tho senator from Massachusetts select

for his model ? Tho improved, and approved

parts, to be sure ! But here a barrier presents

itself—an impassable wall interposes—a veto

power intervenes. For it so happens that the

improvements in the British bankrupt code,

those parts of it which are considered best, and
most worthy of our imitation, are of modern
origin—the creations of the last fifty years

—

actually made since the date of our constitution

;

and, therefore, not within the pale of its purview

and meaning. Yes, sir, made since the estab-

lishment of our constitution, and, therefore, not
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to Ix) iiuliKled within its contcinpliititm ; tmlcfis

this (lootrino of warcliiiif; into llritish statuti'S

for the inraning of our constitution, h to nmko

us search forwards to theoiul of thcUrititilien-

pire, as well as search backwards to itf begin-

ning. Fact is, that the actual bankrupt code of

Oreat Uritain—the one that preserves all that

is valuable, that consolidates all that is pre-

served, and improves all that is improvable, is an

act of most recent date—of the reign of Oeorge

IV., and not yet a dozen years old. Here, then,

In going back to England for a model, we are

cut oil' from lier improvements in the bankrupt

code, and confined to take it as it stood under

the reign of the Plantagcnets, the Tudora, the

Stuarts, and the earlier reigns of the Brunswick

sovereigns. This should be a consideration, and

sufFiciently weighty to turn the scale in favor

of looking to our own constitution alone for the

extent and circumscription of our powers.

But let us continue this discussion upon prin-

ciples of British example and British legislation.

We must go to England for one of two things ;

either for a case in point, to be foimd in some

statute, or a general authority, to be extracted

from a general practice. Take it eitlicr way, or

both ways, and 1 am ready and able to vindicate,

upon British precedents, our perfect right to en-

act a bankrupt law, limited in its application to

banks and bankers. And first, for a case in

point, that is to say, an English statute of bank-

ruptcy, limited to these lords of the purse-

strings : we have it at once, in the first act ever

passed on the subject—the act of the 30th

year of the reign of Edward III., against the

Lombard Jews. Every body knows that these

Jews were bankers, usually formed into compa-

nies, who, issuing from Venice, Milan, and other

parts of Italy, spread over the south and west

of Europe, during the middle ages ; and estab-

lished themselves in every country and city in

which the dawn of reviving civilization, and the

germ of returning industry, gave employment

to money, and laid the foundation of credit.

They came to London as early as the thirteenth

century, und gave their name to a street which

still retains it. as well as it still retains the par-

ticular occupation, and the peculiar reputation,

which the Lombard Jews established for it.

The first law against bankrupts ever passed in

England, vas against the banking company com-

posed of these Jews, and confined exclusively to

them. It remained in force two hundred years,

without any alteration whatever, ami was noth-

ing but the application of the law of their own

coimtry to these bankers in the country of their

sojournment—the Italian law, founded upon the

civil law, and calleil in Italy banco ratio, bro

ken bank. It is in dii-ect reference to thcHe

Jews, and this application of the exotic bank

rupt law to them, that Sir Edward Coke, in his

institutes, takes occasion to say that both the

name and the wickedness of bankruptcy were

of foreign origin, and had been brought into

England from foreign parts. It was enacted

under the reign of one of the most glorious of

tho English princes—a reign as nuich distin-

guished for the beneficence of its civil adminis-

tration as for the splendor of its military achieve-

ments. This act of itself is a full answer to the

whole objection taken by tho senator from Mas-

sachusetts. It shows that, even in England, a

bankrupt law has been confined to a single class

of persons, and that class a banking company.

And hero I would be willing to rlose my speech

upon a compromise—a compromise founded in

reason and reciprocity, and invested with the

equitable mantle of a mutual concession. It is

this : if wo must follow English precedents, let

us I'ollow them chronologically and orderly.

Let us begin at the beginning, and take them as

they rise. Give me a bankrupt law for two

hundred years against banks and bankers ; and,

after that, make another for merchants and

traders.

The senator from Massachusetts [Mr. Wku-

ster] has emphatically demanded, how the

liauknipt power could be fairly exercised b}'

seizing on corporations and bankers, and ex-

cluding all .the other usual subjects of bankrupt

laws ? I answer, by following the example of

that England to which ho has conducted us

;

by copying the act of the 30th of Edward

III. ; by going back to that reign of heroism,

patriotism, and wisdom ; that reign in which the

monarch acquired as much glory from his do-

mestic policy as from his foreign conquests;

that reign in which the acquisition of dyers and

weavers ft ^m Flanders, the observance of law

and justice, and the encouragement given to ag-

riculture and manufactures, conferred more bene-

fit upon the kingdom, and more glory upon the

king, than the splendid victories of Poi?tiers,

Agincourt, and Cressy.

ml
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But the Bonator may not bo willing to yiold

[to this example, this cnso in point, <!ra\vn from

|hi.-< own fountain, and procinely up to the cxi-

Igcncy of tho occasion. lie may want 'oniethinp;

linoro i
and ho shall have it. I will now take the

Iqucstion upon its broadest bottom nnd fullest

ImcritH. I will go to tho question of general

Jpowcr—the point of general authority—cxem-

Iplifled by the general practice of the British Par-

llianiont, for five hundred yearn, over tiio whole

Isubject of bankruptcy. I will try the question

hipon this basis ; and hero I lay down tho pro-

position, that this five hundred years of parlia-

mentary legislation on bankruptcy establishes

the point of full authority in the British Parlia-

nent to act as it j)leased on the entire subject

of bankruptcies. This is my proposition ; and,

(rhen it is proved, I shall claim from those who
arry nie to England for authority-, tho same

Rmount of power over tho subject which the

British Parliament has been in tho habit of ex-

ercising. Now, what is tho extent of that

ower ? Happily for me, I, who have to speak,

vithout any inclination for tho task ; still more

happily for those who have to hear me, pcrad-

jrenture without profit or pleasure j happily for

both parties, ray proposition is already proved,

rtly by what I have previously advanced, and

liilly by what every senator knows. I have al-

eady shown tho practice of Parliament upf a

his subject, that it has altered and changed,

ontracted and enlii ^^^a, put in and left out,

^ibolishcd and ci' Ued, precisely as it pleased. I

have already sliowu, in my rapid view of Eng-
lish legislation on this subject, that tho PuJia-
nent exercised plenary power and unlimited

Authority i.ver every branch of the bankrupt
Ijuestion

; that it confined the action of the
bankrupt laws to a single class of persons, or

p.xtcnded it to many classes ; that it was some-
Itimcs confined to foreigners, then applied to na-

pve.s, and that now it comprehends natives
pens, denizens, and women ; that at one time
all debtors were subject to it ; then none but
berchants and traders ; and now, besides mer-
chants and traders, a long list of person.s who
tiavc nothing to do with trade ; that at one time
"ankruptcy was treated criminally, and its ob-

Jject punished corporeally, while now it is a re-

nediai i.icasurc for the benefit of the creditors,

nd the relief of unfortunate debtors ; and that
lie acts of the debtor which may constitute him

Vol. II.-4

a bankrupt, have been enlarged from three or
four glaring misdeeds, to so long a rataloguo of

actions, divided into tho heads of innocent and
frardident

i construe. Ivo and positive; inten-

tional und unintentional 5 voluntary and forced

;

that none but an attorney, with book in hand,

can pretend to enumerate them. All this ha*

been shown ; and, from all this, it is incontest-

able that Parliament can do just what it pleases

on the subject ; and, therefore, our Congress, if

referred to England for its powers, can do just

what it pleases also. And thus, whether wo go
by tho words of our own constitution, or by a
particular example in England, or deduce a gen-

eral authority from tho general practice of that

country, the result is still tho same : wo have
authority to limit, if wo please, our bankrupt
law to tho single class of banks and bankers.

The senator from Massachusetts [Mr. Web-
ster] demands whether bankrupt laws ordina-

rily extend to corporations, meaning moneyed
corporations. I am free to answer that, in point

of fact, they do not. But why ? because they

ought not ? or because these corporations have
yet been powerful enough, or fortunate enough,

to keep their necks out of that n nse? Cer-
tairJy the latter. It is the power of these mo-
neyed corporations in England, and their good
fortune in our America, which, enabling them to

grasp all advantages on )ne hand, and to repulse

all penalties on the other, has enabled them to

obtain express statutory exemption from bank-
rupt liabilities in England ; and to escape, thus
far, from similar liabilities in the United States.

This, sir^ is history, and not invective; it is

fjict, and not assertion ; and I will speedily re-

fresh the senator's memory, and bring him to

recollect why it is, in point of fact, that bank-
rupt laws do not usually extend to these corpo-

rations. And, first, let \is look to England,

that great exemplar, whoso evil examples wo
are so prompt, whose good ones we are so slow,

to imitate. How stands this question of corpo-

ration unliability there ? By tho judicial con-

struction nf the statute of Elizabeth, tho part-

ners in all incorporated companies were held
subject to the bankrupt law ; and, under this

construction, a commission of bankrupt was
issued against Sir John Wolstenholme. a gen-

tleman of large fortune, wlu had advanced a sum
of money on an adventure in the East India

Company's trade. The issue of this coirmission
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was affirmed by the Court of King's Bench;

but this happened to take place in the reign

of Charles II.—that reign during which so

little is found worthy of imitation in the gur-

ernment of Great Britain—and immediately two

acts of Parliament were passed, one to annul

the judgment of the Court of King's Bench in

the case of Sir John Wolstenholme, and the

other to prevent any such judgments from being

given in future. Here are copies of the two

acts:

FIRST ACT, TO ANNUL THE JUDGMENT.

" Whereas a verdict and judgment was had in

the Easter term of the King's Bench, whereby
Sir John Wolstenholme, knight, and adventurer
in the East India Company, was found liable to

a commission of bankrupt only for, and by rea-

son of, a share which he had in the joint stock
of said company : Now, &c., Be it enacted, That
the said judgment be reversed, annulled, vacated,

and for naught held," &c.

SECOND ACT, TO PREVENT SUCH JUDGMENTS IN

FUTURE.

" That whereas divers noblemen and gentle-

men, and persons of quality, no ways bred up
to trade, do often put in great stocks of money
into the East India and Guinea Company : Be it

enacted. That no persons adventurers for put-

ting in money or merchandise into the said com-
panies, or for venturing or managing the fishing

trade, called the royal fishing trade, shall be re-

puted or taken to be a merchant or trader within

any statutes for bankrupts."

Thus, and for these reasons, were chartered

companies and their members exempted from

the bankrupt penalties, under the dissolute

reign of Charles II. It was not the power

of the corporations at that time—for the Bank

of England was not then chartered, and the

East India Company had not then conquered

India—which occasioned this exemption ; but it

was to favor the dignified characters who en-

gaged in the trade—noblemen, gentlemen, and

persons of quality. But, afterwards, when the

Bank of England had become almost the gov-

ernment of England, and when the East India

Company had acquired the dominions of the

Great Mogul, an act of Parliament expressly

declared that no member of any incorporated

company, chartered by act of Parliament, should

be liable to become bankrupt. This act was

passed in the reign of George IV., when the

Wellington ministry was in power, and when
'"

.'i-al principles and human rights were at

the last gasp. So much for these corpora-

tion exemptions in England ; and if the senator

from Massachusetts finds any thing in such in-

stances worthy of imitation, let him stand forth

and proclaim it.

But, sir, I am not yet done with my answer

to this question ; do such laws ordinarily extend

to corporations at all ? I answer, most decided-

ly, that they do ! that they apply in England to

all the corporations, except those specially ex-

cepted by the act of George IV.; and these

are few in number, though great in power

—powerful, but lew—nothing but units to my-

riads, compared to those which arc not excepted.

The words of that act are :
" Members of, or

subscribers to, any incorporated commercial or

trading companies, established by charter act

of Parliament." These words cut off at once

the many ten thousand corporations in the

British empire existing by prescription, or iir

corporated by letters patent from the king;

and then they cut off all those even chartered

by act of Parliament which arc not commercial

or trading in their nature. This saves but a

few out of the hundreds of thousands of corpo-

rations wliich abound in England, Scotland,

Wales, and Ireland. It saves, or rather con-

firms, the exemption of the Bank of England,

which is a trader in money; and it confirms,

also, the exemption of the East India Company,

which is, in contemplation of law at least, a

commercial company ; and it saves or exempts

a few others deriving charters of incorporation

from Parliament; but it leaves subject to the

law the whole wilderness of corporations, of

which there are thousands in London alone,

which derive from prescription or letters patent;

and it also leaves subject to the same laws all

the corporations created by charter act of Pa^

liament, which are not commercial or trading.

The words of the act are very peculiar—" char

ter act of Parliament ;
" so that corporations

by a general law, without a special charter act,

are not included in the exemption. This an-

swer, added to what has been previously said,

must be a sufficient reply to the senator's ques-

tion, whether bankrupt laws ordinarily extend

to corporations ? Sir, out of the myriad of co^

pjrationa in Great Britain, the bankrupt law

extends to the whole, except some half dozen

or dozen.

So much for the exemption of these corpora-

ii
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tions in England ; now for onr America. We
never had but one bankrupt law in the United

States, and that for the short period of three or

four years. It was passed under the adminis-

tration of the elder Mr. Adams, and repealed

under Mr, Jefferson. It copied the English acts

including among the subjects of bankruptcy,

bankers, brokers, and factors. Corporations

were not included ; and it is probable that no
i question was raised about them, as, up to that

time, their number was few, and their conduct

generally good. But, at a later date, the enact-

ment of a bankrupt law was again attempted in

our Congress ; and, at that period, the multipli-

;
cation and the misconduct of banks presented

them to the minds of many as proper subjects

for the application of the law ; I speak of the

j

bill of 1827, brought into the Senate, and lost.

That bill, like all previous laws since the time

of George II., was made applicable to bankers,

brokers, and factors. A senator from North
CfTolina [Mr. Branch] moved to include bank-
ing corporations. The motion was lost, there

j
being but twelve votes for it ; but in this twelve

I

there were some whose names must carry weight

j
to any cause to which they are attached. The
twelve were, Messrs. Barton, Benton, Branch,

I Cobb. Dickerson, Hendricks, Macon, Noble, Ran-

J

dolph, Reed, Smith ofSouth Carolina, and White.

JThe whole of the friends of the bill, twenty-one

I

in number, voted against the proposition, (the

j
present Chief Magistrate in the number,) and

I for the obvious reason, with some, of not encum-
jbering the measure they were so anxious to

j
carry, by putting into it a new and untried pro-

I vision. And thus stands our own legislation on

I

this subject. In point of fact, then, chartered

I

corporations have thus far escaped banknipt

I

penalties, both in England, and in our America;

I

but ought they to continue to escape ? This is

I the question—this the true and important in-

jquiry, which is now to occupy the public mind.
The senator from Massachusetts [Mr. Web-

Ister] says the object of bankrupt laws has no
jrclation to currency ; that their object is sim-
Iply to distribute the effects of insolvent debtors
[among their creditors. So says the senator, but
Iwhat says history ? What says the practice of
^reat Britain ? I will show you wJiat it says,

land for that purpose will read a passage from
IMcCulloch's notes on Smith's Wealth ofNations.
I He says:

In 1814-'15, and '16, no fewer than 240
country banks stopped payment, and ninety-two
commissions of bankruptcy were issued against
these establishments, being at the rate of onft.
commission against every seven and a half of
the total number of country banks existing in

Two hundred and forty stopped payment at
one da-sh, and ninety-two subjected to commis-
sions of bankruptcy. They were not indeed
chartered banks, for there are none such in Eng-
land, except the Bank of England ; but they
were legalized csiablishments, existing underthe
firstjoint-stock bank act of 1708 ; and they were
banks of issue. Yet they were subjected to the
bankrupt laws, ninety-two of them in a single
season of bank catalepsy ; their broken " prom-
ises to pay" were taken out of circulation; their
doors closed

; their directors and officers turned
out

;
their whole effects, real and personal, their

money, debts, books, paper, and every thing, put
into the hands of assignees ; and to these as-
signees, the holders of their notes forwarded
their demands, and were paid, every one in

equal proportion—as the debts of the bank were
collected, and its effects converted into money

;

and this without expense or trouble to any one
of them. Ninety-two banks in England shared
this fate in a single season of bank mortality

;

five hundred more could be enumerated in other
seasons, many of them superior in real capital,

credit, and circulation, to our famous chartered
banks, most of which are banks of moonshine
built upon each other's paper; and the whole
ready to fly sky-high the moment any one of
the concern- becomes sufficiently inflated to
burst. The immediate effect of this application
of the bankrupt laws to banks in England, is

two-fold: first, to save the general currency
from depreciation, by stopping the issue and
circulation of irredeemable notes ; secondly, to
do equal justice to all creditors, high and low,
rich and poor, present and absent, the widow
and the orphan, as well as the cunning and the
powerful, by distributing tj^eir effects in propor-
tionate amounts to all who hold demands. This
is the operation of bankrupt laws upon banks in

England, and all over the British empire ; and it

happens to be the precise check upon the issue

of broken bank paper, and the precise remedy
for the injured holders of their dishonored paper
which the President recommends. Here is his

recommendation, listen to it

:
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" In the mean time, it is our duty to provide
all the remedies against a depreciated paper cur-
rency which the constitution enables us to af-

ford. The Treasury Department, on several
former occasions, has sugnested the propriety
and importance of a uniform law concerning
bankruptcies of corporations and other bankers.
Through the instrumentality of such a law, a
salutary check may doubtless be imposed on the
issues of paper money, and an effectual remedy
given to the citizen, in a way at once equal in
all parts of the Union, and fully authorized by
the constitution."

The senator from Massachusetts says he

would not, intentionally, do injustice to the mes-

sage or its author ; and doubtless he is not con-

scious of violating that benevolent determina-

tion ; but here is injustice, both to the message

and to its author ; injustice in not quoting the

message as it is, and showing that it proposes a

remedy to the citizen, as well as a check upon
insolvent issues ; injustice to the author in de-

nying that the object of bankrupt laws has any

relation to currency, when liistory shows that

these laws are the actual instrument for regula-

ting and purifying the whole local paper curren-

cy of the entire British empire, and saving that

country from the frauds, losses, impositions,

and demoralization of an irredeemable paper

money.

The senator from Massachusetts says the ob-

ject of bankrupt laws has no relation to curren-

cy. If he means hard-money currency, I agi-ee

with him ; but if he means bank notes, as I am
sure he does, then I point him to the British

bankrupt code, which applies to every bank of

issue in the British empire, except the Bank of

England itself, and the few others, four or five

in number, which are incorporated by cliarter

acts. All the joint-stock banks, all the private

banks, all the bankers of England, Scotland,

Wales, and Ireland, are subject to the law of

bankruptcy. Many of these establishments are

of great capital and credit ; some having hun-

dreds, or even thousands of partners ; and many
of them having tensor twenty, or thirty, and

some even forty branches. They are almost the

exclusive furnishers of the local and common
bank note currency ; the Bank of England notes

being chiefly used in the great cities for large

mercantile and Government payments. These

joint-stock banks, private companies, and indi-

vidual bankers are, practically, in the British

empire what the local banks are in the United

States. They perform the same functions, and

differ in name only ; not in substance nor in

conduct. They have no charters, but they have

a legalized existence ; they are not corporations

but they are allowed by law to act in a body;

they furnish the actual paper currency of the

great body of the people of the British empire

as much so as our local banks furnish the mass

of paper currency to the people of the United

States, They have had twenty-four millions

sterling (one hundred and twenty millions of

dollars) in circulation at one time ; a sum near-

ly equal to the greatest issue ever known in the

United States ; and more than equal to the whole

bank-note circulation of the present day. They

are all subject to the law of bankruptcy, and

their twenty-four millions sterling of currency

along with them; and five hundred of them

have been shut up and wound up under com-

missions of bankruptcy in the last forty years;

and yet the senator from Massachusetts informs

us that the object of bankrupt laws has no rela-

tion to currency

!

But it is not necessary to go all the way to

England to find bankrupt laws having relation

to currency. The act passed in our own coun-

try, about forty years ago, applied to bankers

;

the bill brought into the House of Representa-

tives, about fifteen years ago, by a gentleman

then, and now, a representative from the city

of Philadelphia, [Mr. Sergeant,] also applied

to bankers ; and the bill brought into this Sen-

ate, ten years ago, by a senator from iSouth

Carolina, not now a member of this body,

[General Hayne,] 'still applied to bankers.

These bankers, of whom there were many in the

United States, and of whom Girard, in the

East, and Yeatman and Woods, in the West,

Were the most considerable—these bankers all

issued paper money ; they all issued currency.

The act, then, of 1798, if it had continued in

force, or the two bills just referred to, if they

had become law, would have operated upon

these bankers and their banks—would have

stopped their issues, and put their establish-

ments into the hands of assignees, and distrib-

uted their effects among their creditors. Thii?,

certainly, would have been having some rela-

tion to currenry: so that, even with our limited

essays towards a bankrupt system, we have
|

scaled the outworks of the banking empire ; we
|

have laid hold of bankers, but not of banks
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le : a sum near-

1 our own coun-

ye have reached the bank of Girard, but not

Ithe Girard Bank ; we have applied our law to

Ihe hank of Yeatman and Woods, but not to

Ihe rabble of petty corporations which have not

|he tithe of their capital and credit. We have

one as far as t'-akers, but not as far as banks

;

|ind now give me a reason for the difference.

Jive me a reason why the act of 1798, the bill

j)f Mr. Sergeant, in 1821, and the bill of Gen-

eral Hayne, in 1827, should not include banks

well as bankers. They both perform the

ame function—that of issuing paper currency.

rhey hoth involve the same mischief when

Ihey stop payment—that of afiflictiilg the coun-

Iry with a circulation of irredeemable and de-

preciated paper money. They are both culpa-

jile in the same mode, and in the same degree

;

|br they are both violators of their " promises

pay." They both exact a general credit

bm the community, and they both abuse that

feredit. They both have creditors, and they

poth have effects ; and these creditors have as

Duch right to a pro rata distribution of the

Iff .
' one case as in the other. Why, then,

, 61 ion in favor of the bank? Is it be-

nuse corporate bodies are superior to natural

odies? because artificial beings are superior

• natural beings t or, rather, is it not because

orporations are assemblages of men ; and as-

emblages are more powerful than single men

;

nd, therefore, these corporations, in addition

I all their vast privileges, are also to have the

brivilege of being bankrupt, and aflBicting the

ountry with the evils of bankruptcy, without

hemselves being subjected to the laws of bank-
uptcy? Be this as it may—be the cause what
; will—the decree has gone forth for the deci-

Jion of the question—for the trial of the issue

-for the verdict and judgment upon the claim

If thfl banks. They have many privileges and
Ixemptions now, and they have the benefit of

pi laws against the community. They pay no
xes; the property of the stockholders is not

^able for their debts ; they sue their debtors,

ell their property, and put their bodies in jail.

piey have the privilege of stamping paper

Honey; the privilege of taking interest upon
Jouble, treble, and quadruple their actual

noney. They put up and put down the price

|f property, labor, and produce, as ihey please.

piey have the monopoly of making the actual

urrency. They are strong enough to suppress

the constitutional money, and to force their

own paper upon the community, and then to

redeem it or not, as they please. And is it to

be tolerated, that, in addition to all these priv-

ileges, and all these powers, they are to be
exempted from the law of bankruptcy? the

only law of which they are afraid, and the only

one which can protect the country against

their insolvent issues, and give a fair chance for

payment to the numerous holders of their vio-

lated " promises to pay !

"

I have discussed, Mr. President, the right of

Congress to apply a bankrupt law to banking

corporations ; I have discussed it on the words
of our own constitution, on the practice of

England, and on the general authority of Par-
liament; and on each and every ground, as I

fully believe, vindicated our right to pass the

law. The right is clear ; the expediency is mani-
fest and glaring. Of all the objects upon the

earth, banks of circulation are the fittest sub-

jects of bankrupt laws. They act in secret,

and they exact a general credit. Nobody
knows their means, yet every body must trust

them. They send their " promises to pay " far

and near. They push them into every body's

hands ; they make them Small to go into small

hands—into the hands of the laborer, the
» >.'

, the helpless, the ignorant. Suddenly
o«.nk stops payment; all these helpless

holders of their notes are without pay, and
without remedy. A few on the spot get a lit-

tle ; those at a distance get nothing. For each

to sue, is a vexatious and a losing business.

The only adequate remedy—the only one that

promises any justice to the body of the com-
munity, and the helpless holders of small notes

—is the bankrupt remedy of assignees to dis-

tribute the effects. This makes the real effects

available. When a bank stops, it has little or

no specie ; but it has, or ought to have, a good
mass of solvent debts. At present, all these

debts are unavailable to the community—they

go to a few large and favored creditors ; and
those who are most in need get nothing. But
a stronger view remains to be taken of these

debts : the mass of them are due from the own-
ers and managers of the banks—from the pres-

idents, directors, cashiers, stockholders, attor-

neys ; and these people do not make them-

selves pay. They do not sue themselves, nor

protest themselves. They sue and protest
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others, and sell out their property, and put

their bodies in jail ; but, as for themselves,

who are the main debtors, it is another affair !

They take their time, and usually wait till the

notes are heavily depreciated, and then square

off with a few cents in the dollar ! A commis-

sion of bankruptcy is the remedy for this evil

;

assignees of the effects of the bank are the per-

sons to make these owners, and managers, and

chief debtors to the institutions, pay up. Un-
der the bankrupt law, every holder of a note,

no matter how small in amount, nor how dis-

tant the holder may reside, on forwarding the

note to the assignees, will receive his ratable

proportion of the bank's effects, without ex»

pense, and without trouble to himself. It is a

most potent, a most proper, and most constitu-

tional remedy against delinquent banks. It is

an equitable and a brave remedy. It does

honor to the President who recommended it,

and is worthy of the successor of Jackson.

Senators upon this floor have ventured the

expression of an opinion that there can be no

resumption of specie payments in this country

until a national bank shall be established, mean-

ing, all the while, until the present miscalled

Bank of the United States shall be rechartered.

Such an opinion is humiliating to this govern-

ment, and a reproach upon the memory of its

founders. It is tantamount to a declaration

that the government, framed by the heroes and

sages of the Revolution, is incapable of self-

preservation ; that it is a miserable image of

imbecility, and must take refuge in the embraces

of a moneyed corporation, to enable it to sur-

vive its infirmities. The humiliation of such a

thought should expel it from the imagination

of every patriotic miad. Nothing but a dire

necessity—a last, a sole, an only alternative

—

should bring this government to the thought

of leaning upon any extraneous aid. But here

is no necessity, no reason, no pretext, no excuse,

no apology, for resorting to collateral aid ; and,

above all, to the aid of a master in the shape

of a national bank. The granted powers of the

government are adequate to the coercion of all

the banks. As banks, the federal government

has no direct authority over them ; but as bank-

rupts, it has them in its own hands. It can

p-iHs bankrupt laws for these delinquent insti-

tutions. It can pass such laws either with or

without including merchants and traders ; and

the day for such law to take effect, will be the

day for the resumption of specie payments bj

every solvent bank, and the day for the extinc-

tion of the abused privileges of every insolvent

one. So far from requiring the impotent aid

of the miscalled Bank of the United States to

effect a resumption, that institution will be un-

able to prevent a resumption. Its veto power

over other banks will cease ; and it will itself

be compelled to resume specie payment, or die!

Besides these gi-eat objects to be attained by i

the application of a btmkrupt law to banliiiig

corporations, there are other great purposes to

be accomplished, and some most sacred duties
{

to be fulfilled, by the same means. Our con-

stitution contains three most vital prohibitions,

of which the federal government is the guardian I

and the guarantee, and which arc now publicly

trodden under foot. No State shall emit bilk

of credit ; no State shall make any thing but

gold and silver coin a tender in payment of

debts ; no State shall pass any law impairing
j

the obligation of contracts. No State shall <

these things. So says the constitution under

which we live, and which it is the duty of
j

every citizen to protect, preserve, and defeml,

But a new power has sprung up among us, mi
j

has annulled the whole of these prohibitions.

That new power is the oligarchy of banks. It i

has filled the whole land with bills of credit;

for it is admitted on all hands that bank note:,

not convertible into specie, ai'e bills of credit.

It has suppressed the constitutional currency,

and made depreciated paper money a foi'ccil|

tender in payment of every debt. It has vio-
j

lated all its own contracts, and compelled

individuals, and the federal government and]

State governments, to violate theirs ; and has

obtained from sovereign States an express sanc-

tion, or a silent acquiescence, in this double I

violation of sacred obligations, and in thij

triple annulment of constitutional prohibititns

It is our duty to bring, or to try to bring, this

new power under subordination to the laws

and the government. It is our duty to go ts

|

the succor of the constitution—to rescue, if por

sible, these prohibitions from daily, and public I

and permanent infraction. The application of tlif

bankrupt law to this new power, is the way til

effect this rescue—the way to cause these vita! I

prohibitions to be respected and observed, s

to do it in a way to prevent collisions betwtctl
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lymcnt, or die!

the States and the federal government. The

prohibitions are upon the States} it is they

who arc tjjt to do these things, and, of course,

are not to authorize others to do Avhat they

cannot do themselves. The banks are their

delegates in this three-fold violation of the

constitution ; and, in proceeding against these

delegates, we avoid collision with the States.

Mr. President," every form of government has

something in it to excite the pride, and to

rouse the devotion, of its citizens. In monar-

chies, it is the authority of the king ; in repub-

lics, it is the sanctity of the laws. The loyal

subject makes it the point of honor to obey the

king ; the patriot republican makes it his glory

to obey the laws. "We are a republic. We have

had illustrious citizens, conquering generals, and
victorious armies ; but no citizen, no general, no
army, has undertaken to dethrone the laws and

to reign in their stead. This parricidal work
has been reserved for an oligarchy of banks

!

Three times, in thrice seven years, this oligarchy

has dethroned the law, and reigned in its place.

Since May last, it has held the sovereign sway,

and has not yet vouchsafed to indicate the day
of its voluntary abdication. The Iloman mili-

tary dictators usually fixed a term to their

dictatorships. I speak of the usurpers, not of

the constitutional dictators for ten days. These
usurpers usually indicated a time at which
usurpation should cease, and law and order
again prevail. Not so with this new power
which now lords it over our America. They fix

no day; they limit no time; they indicate no
period for their voluntary descent from power,
and for their voluntary return to submission to
the laws. Tlicy could agree in the twinkling of
an eye—at the drop of a hat—at the crook of a
finger—to usurp the sovereign power; they
cannot agree, in four months, to relinquish it.

They profess to be willing, but cannot agree upon
the time. Let us perform that service for them.
Let us name a day. Let us fix it in a bankrupt
law. Let us pass that law, and fix a day for it

to take effect
; and that day will be the day for

the resumption of specie payments, or for the
trial of the question of permanent supremacy
between the oligarchy of banks, and the cousti-
tutional government of the people.
We are called upon to have mercy upon the

Itanks; the prayer should rather be to them, to
Imve mercy upon the government and the peo-

ple. Since May last the ex-deposit banks alone
have forced twenty-five millions of depreciated
paper through the federal government upon its

debtors and the States, at a loss of at least two
and a»half millions to the receivers, and a gain
of an equal amount to the payers. The th u-
sand banks have the country and the govern-
ment under their feet at this moment, owing to
the community upwards of an hundred milliona
of dollars, of which they will pay nothing, not
even ninepences, picayunes, and coppers. Meta-
phorically, if not literally, they give their credi-

tors more kicks than coppers. It is for them to
have mercy on us. But what is the conduct of
government towards these banks? Even at this

session, with all their past conduct unatoned for,

we have passed a relief bill for their benefit—

a

bill to defer the collection of the large balance
which they still owe the government. But
there is mercy due in another quarter—upon the
people, suffering from the use of iiredeemable
and depreciated paper—upon the government,
reduced to bankruptcy—upon the character of
the country, suffering in the eyes of Europe—
upon the character of republican government,
brought into question by the successful usurpa-
tion of these institutions. This last point is the
sorest. Gentlemen speak of the failure of ex-
periments—the failure of the specie experiment,
as it is called by those who believe that paper is

the ancient and universal money of the world

;

and that the use of a little specie for the first

time is not to be attempted. They dwell upon the
supposed failure of " the experiment ; " while all

the monarchists of Europe are rejoicing in the
failure of the experiment of republican govern-
ment, at seeing this government, the last hope
of the liberal world, stnick and paralyzed by an
oligarchy of banks—seized by the throat, throt-
tled and held as a tiger would hold a babe

—

stripped of its revenues, bankrupted, and sub-
jected to the degradation of becoming their en-
gine to force their depreciated paper upon help-
less creditors. Here is the place for mercy—
upon the people—upon the government-upon
the character of the country—upon the charac-

ter of republican government.

The apostle of republicanism, Mr. Jefferson,

has left it as a political legacy to the people of

the United States, never to suffer their govern-
ment to fall under the control of any unauthor-
ized, irresponsible, or self-created institutions or
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bodies whatsoever. His allugion waa to the

Bank of the United States, and its notorious

machinations to govern the elections, and get

command of the government ; but his admoni-
tion applies with equal force to all other similar

or aililiated institutions ; and, since May last, it

applies to the whole league of banks which then
" shut up the Treasury," and reduced the gov-

ernment to helpless dejHjndencc.

It is said that bankruptcy is a severe remedy
to apply to banks. It may be answensd that it

is not more severe hero than in England, where

it applies to all banks of issue, except the Bank
of England, and a few others ; and it is not more
severe to them than it if. to merchants and tra-

ders, and to bankers and brokers, and all unin-

corporated banks. Personally, I was disposed

to make largo allowances for the conduct of the

banks. Our own improvidence tempted them
into an expan.sion of near forty millions, in 1835

and 1830, by giving them the national domain

to bank upon ; a temptation which they had not

the fortitude to resist, and which expanded them
to near the bursting point. Then they were

driven almost to a choice of bankraptcy between

themselves and their debtors, by the act which

required near forty millions to bo distributed in

masses, and at brief intervals, among the States.

Some faihires wore inevitable under these

circumstances, and I wiis disposed to make lib-

eral allowances for them ; but there are three

things for which the banks have no excuse, and

which should forever weigh against their claims

to favor and confidence. These things are, first,

the political aspect which the general suspen-

sion of payment was permitted to assume, and

which it still wears ; secondly, the issue and use

of shinplasters, and refusal to pay silver change,

when there are eighty millions of specie in the

country; thirdly, the refusal, by the deposit

banks to pay out the sums which had been

severed from the Treasury, and stood in the

names of disbursing officers, and was actually

due to those who were performing work and

labor, and rendering daily services to the gov-

ernment. For these three things there is no

excuse ; and, while memory retains their recol-

lection, there can be no confidence in those who
have done them.

CnAPTER XV,

DIVOKCK OP BANK AND STATE : MK. BKNTOJJ'8

SI'EKCH.

The bill is to divorce the government from tho

banks, or rather is to declare the divorce, for

the separation has already taken place by tho

operation of law and by the delinquency of the

banks. The bill is to declare tho divorce ; tho

amendment is to exclude their notes from reve-

nue payments, not all at once, but gradually,

and to be accomplished by the 1st day of Janu-

ary, 1841. Until then the notes of specie-pay-

ing banks may be received, diminishing one-

fourth annually ; and after that day, all pay-

ments to and from the federal government are

to be made in hard money. Until that day, pay-

ments from the United States will be governed

by existing laws. The amendment does not

affect the Post OfDce department until January,

1 841 ; until then, the fiscal operations of that

Department remain under the present laws;

after that day they fall under the prin^-iple of

the bill, and all payments to and from that de-

partment wiU be made in hai-d money. The

effect of the whole amendment will be to restore

the currency of the constitution to the federal

government—to re-establish the great acts of

1789 and of 1800—declaring that the revenues

should be collected in gold and silver coin only

;

those early statutes which were enacted by the

hard money men who made the constitution,

who had seen and felt the evils of that paper mo-

ney, and intended to guard against the.«e evils

in future by creating, not a paper, but a hard-

money government.

I am for this restoration. I am for restoring

to the federal treasury the currency of the con-

stitution. I am for carrying back this govern-

ment to the solidity projected by its founders.

This is a great object in itself—a i-cform of the

first magnitude—a reformation with healing on

its wings, bringing safety to the government and

blessings to the people. The currency is a thing

which reaches every individual, and every insti-

tution. From the government to the washer-

woman, all nre roached by it, and all concerned

in it ; and, what seems parodoxical, all are con-

cerned to the same degree ; for all are con-
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cerned to tho whole oxtont of their property and

dealings ; and all is all, whether it bo much or

little. Tho government with its many ten mil-

lions of revenue, suffers no more in proportion

than tho humble and meritorious laborer who
works from sun to sun for tho shillings which

give food and raiment to his family. The fede-

ral government has deteriorated tho currency,

and carried mischief to tho whole community,

and lost its own revenues, and subjected itself

to be trampled upon by corporations, by depart-

ing from the constitution, and converting this

government from a hard-monoy to a paper mo-

ney government. The object of the amendment
and the bill is to reform these abuses, and it is

a reform worthy to be called a reformation

—

wortliy to engage the labor of patriots—worthy

to unite the exertions of different parties—wor-

thy to fix the attentioM of tho age—worthy to

excite the hojics of the people, and to invoke

upon its success the blessings of heaven.

Great are the evils,—political, pecuniary, and
moral,—whicli have flowed from this de[)arturc

from our constitution. Through the federal

government alone—through it, not by it—two
millions and a half of money have been lost in

tlie last four months. Thirty-two millions of

public money was the amount in the deposit

l^ajiks when they stopped payment ; of this sum
twenty-five millions have been paid over to gov-

ernment creditors, or transferred to the States.

But how paid, and how transferred ? In what ?

In real money, or its equivalent ? Not at all

!

But in the notes of suspended banks—in notes

depreciated, on an average, ten per cent. Here
then were two and a half millions lost. Who
bore the loss ? The public creditors and the
States. Who gained it ? for where there is a
loss to one, there must be a gain to another.
Who gained the two and a half millions, thus
sunk upon the hands of the creditors and the
States ? The banks were the gainers ; they
gained it ; the public creditors and the States
lost it

; and to the creditors it was a forced loss.

It is in vain to say that they consented to take
it. They had no alternative. It was that or
nothing. The banks forced it upon the govern-
ment

;
tlio government forced it upon the credi-

tor. Consent was out of the question. Power
ruled, aud that power was in the banks j and
they gained the two and a half millions which
the States and the public creditors lost.

I do not pretend to cetimate the moneyed
losses, direct and indirect, to tho government
alone, from tho use of local bank notes in the

last twenty-fivo years, including the war, and
covering three general suspensions. Leaving
tho people out of view, as a field of losses be-
yond calculation, I confine myself to the federal

government, and say, its losses have been enor-
mous, prodigious, and incalculable. We have
had three general stoppages of the local banks
in the short spaoc of twenty-two years. It ia

at the average rate of ono in seven years ; and
who i« to guaranty us from another, and from
the con.scquent losses, if we continue to receive

their bills in , lyment of public dues ? Another
stoppage must come, and that, reasoning from
all analogies, in less than seven years after tho

resumption. Many must perish in the attempt
to resume, and would do better to wind up at

once, without attempting to go on, without ade-
quate means, and against appalling ob.stacles.

Another revulsion must come. Thus it was
after the last resumption. The banks recom-
menced payments in 1817—in two years, tho
failures were more disa.strous than ever. Thus
it was in England after the long suspension of

twenty-six years. Payments recommenced in

1823—in 1825 the most desolating crash of
banks took place which had ever been known
in the kingdom, although the Bank of England
had imported, in less than four years, twenty
millions sterling in gold,—about one hundred
millions of dollars, to recommence upon. Its

effects reached this country, crushed the cotton
hou.ses in New Orleans, depressed the money
market, and injured all business.

The senators from New York and Virginia

(Messrs. Tallmadge and Rives) push this point
of confidence a little further ; they address a
question to me, and ask if I would lose confi-

dence in all steamboats, and have them all dis-

carded, if one or two blew up in the Mississippi ?

I answer the question in all frankness, a.id say,

that I should not. Bat if, instead of one or two
in the Mississippi, all the steamboats in the
Union should blow up at once—in every creek
river and bay—while all the passengers were
sleeping in confidence, and the pilots crying out
all is well ; if the whole should blow ui) from
one end of the Union to the other just as fast as
they could hear each other's explosions

; then,

indeed, I should lose confidence ... them, and
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ill

never again trust wife, or child, or my own foot,

or any thing not intended for destruction, on

board such sympathetic and contagious engines

of death. I answer further, and tell the gentle-

men, that if only one or two banks had stopped

last May in New York, I should not have lost

all confidence in the remaining nine hundred
and ninety-nine; but when the whole thou-

sand stopped at once ; tumbled down together

—

fell in a lump—lie there—and when ONE of

their number, by a sign with the little finger,

can make the whole lie still, then, indeed, confi-

dence is gone ! And this is the case with the

banks. They have not only stopped altogether,

but In a season of profound peace, with eighty

millions of specie in the country, and just after

the annual examinations by commissioners ami

legislative committees, and when all war re-

ported well. With eighty millions in the coun-

try, they stop even for change ! It did not take

a national calamity—a war—to stop them !

They fell in time of peace and prosperity ! We
read of people in the West Indies, and in South

America, who rebuild their cities on the same

spot where earthquakes had overthrown them

;

we arc astonished at their fatuity ; we wonder

that they will build again on the same perilous

foundations. But these people have a reason

for their conduct ; it is, that their cities are only

destroyed by earthquakes ; it takes an earth-

quake to destroy them ; and when there is no

earthquake, they are safe. But suppose their

cities fell down without any commotion in the

earth, or the air—fell in a season of perfect

calm and serenity—and after that the survivors

should go to building again in the same place
;

would not all the world say that they were de-

mented, and were doomed to destruction ? So

of the government of the United States by these

banks. If it continues to use them, and to re-

ceive their notes for revenue, after what has

happened, and in the face of what now exists,

it argues fatuity, and a doom to destruction.

Resume when they will, or when they shall,

and the longer it is deLaycd the worse for them-

Pelves, the epoch of resumption is to be a peril-

ous crisis to many. This stopping and resuming

b}' banks, is the realization of the poetical de-

scription of the descent into hell, and the return

from it. Fuciiis dcsceimiis Averiii—sed rcco-

care graduni—hie opus, hie labor est. Easy

is the descent into the regions below, but to re-

turn ! this is work, this is labor indeed ! Our
banks have made the descent ; they have gone

down with ease ; but to return—to ascend the

rugged stops, and behold again the light above,

how many will falter, and fall back into thi

gloomy regions below.

Banks of circulation are banks of hazard and

of failure. It is an incident of their nature.

Those without circulation rarely fail. That of

Venice has stood seven hundred years ; those of

Hamburgh, Amsterdam, and others, have stood

for centuries. The Bank of England, the great

mother of banks of circulation, besides an actual

stoppage of a quarter of a century, has had her

crisis and convulsion in average periods of seven

or eight years, for the last half century—in

1783, '93, '97, 1814, '19, '25, '3G—and has only

been saved from repeated failure by the power-

ful support of the British government, and pro-

fuse supplies of exchequer bills. Her numerous

progeny of private and joint stock banks of cir-

culation have had the same convulsions ; and

not being supported by the government, have

sunk by hundreds at a time. All the banks of

the United States are banks of circulation ; they

are all subject to the inherent dangers of that

class of banks, and are, besides, subject to new

dangers peculiar to themselves. From the

quantity of their stock held by foreigners, the

quantity of other stocks in their hands, and the

current foreign balance against the United

States, our paper system has become an ap-

pendage to that of England. As such, it suflers

from sympathy when the English system suffers.

In addition to this, a new doctrine is now

broached—that our first duty is to foreigners

!

and, upon this principle, when the banks of the

two countries are in peril, ours are to be sacri-

ficed to save those of England

!

The power of a few banks over the whole,

presents a new feature of danger in our system.

It consolidates the banks of thu whole Union

into one mass, and subjects them to one fate,

and that fate to be decided by a few, without

even the knowledge of the rest. An unknown

divan of bankers sends forth an edict which

sweeps over the empire, crosses the lines o!

States with the facility of a Turkish firman,

prostrating all State institutions, breaking up

all engagements, and levelling all law before it

This is consolidation of a kind which the genius

of Patrick Ilenry had not even conceived. But
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while tliis firman is thus potent and irresistible

for prostration, it is impotent and powerless for

resurrection. It goes out in vain, bidding the

prostrate banks to rise. A veto power intervenes.

One voice is suflScient to keep all down ; and thus

we have seen one word from Philadelphia an-

nihilate the New York proposition for resump-

tion, and condemn the many solvent banks to

the continuation of a condition as mortifying to

their feelings as it is injurious to their future

interests.

Again, from the mode ofdoing business among
our banks—using each other's paper to bank
upon, instead of holding each other to weekly
Bettlenieuts, and liquidation of balances in specie,

and from the fatal practice of issuing notes at

one place, payable at another—our banks have
all become links of one chain, the strength of the

whole being dependent on the strength of each.

A few govern all. Whether it is to fail, or to

resume, the few govern ; and not only the few,

but the weak. A few weak banks fail ; a panic

ensues, and the rest shut up ; many strong ones

are ready to resume ; the weak are not ready,

and the strong must wait. Thus the principles

of safety, and the rules of government, are re-

versed. The weak govern the strong ; the bad
govern the good ; and the insolvent govern the

solvent. This is our system, if system it can be
called, which has no featuic of consistency, no
principle of safety, and which is no^liing but the

floating appendage of a foreign and overpower-

ing system.

The federal government and its creditors have
suffered great pecuniary losses from the use of

these banks and their paper; they must con-

tinue to sustain such losses if they continue to

use such depositories and to receive such paper.

The pecuniary losses have been, now arc, and
must be hereafter great ; but, great as they have
been, now are, and may be hereafter, all that

loss is nothing compared to the political dangers
which flow from the same source. These dan-
gers afiect the life of the government. They go
to its existence. They involve anarchy, con-
fusion, violence, dissolution! They go to

deprive the government of support— of the
means of living ; they strip it in an instant of
every shilling of revenue, and leave it penniless,

helpless, lifeless. The late stoppage might have
broken up the government, had it not been for

the fidelity and affection of the people to their in-

stitutions and the eighty . .ijii.ns of specie which

General Jackson had accumulated m the coun-
try. That stoppage presented a peculiar feature

of peril which has not been brought to the
notice of the public ; it was the stoppage of the

sums standing in the names of disbursing

oflBcers, and wanted for daily payments in all

the branches of the public service. These sums
amounted to about five millions of dollars.

They had been drawn from the Treasury, they
were no longer standing to the credit of the
United States ; they had gone into the hands of
innumerable oflBcers and agents, in all parts of
the Union, and were temporarily, and for mere
safe-keeping from day to day, lodged with these

deposit banks, to be incessantly paid out to

those who were doing w ork and labor^ perform-
ing contracts, or rendering service, civil or mili-

tary, to the country. These five millions were
stepped with the rest I In an instant, as if by
enchantment, every disbursing officer, in every
part of the Union, was stripped of the money
which he was going to pay out ! All oflBcers of
the government, high and low, the whole army
and navy, all the laborers and contractors, post
oflBces and all, were suddenly, instantaneously,

left without pay; and consequently without sub-
sistence. It was tantamount to a disbandment
of the entire government. It was like a decree
for the dissolution of the body politic. It was
celebrated as a victory—as a conquest—as a
triumph, over the government. The least that

was expected was an immediate civil revolution

—the overthrow of the democratic party, the
change of administration, the reascension of the

federal party to power, and the re-establishment

of the condemned Bank of the United States.

These consequences were counted upon; and
that they did not happen was solely owing to

the eighty millions of hard money which kept
up a standard of value in the country, and pre-

vented the dishonored bank notes from sinking

too low to be used by the community. But it is

not merely stoppage of the banks that we have
to fear : collisions with the States may ensue.

State legislatures may sanction the stoppage,

withhold the poor right of suing, and thus in-

terpose their authority between the federal

government and its revenues. This has already

happened, not in hostility to the government,
but in protection of themselves ; and the conse-

quence was the same as if the intention had been
hostile. It was interposition between the

federal government and its depositories ; it was
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deprivation of revenue ; it was an act the recur-

rence of which should bo carefully guarded

against in future.

This is what we have seen ; this is a danger

which we have just escaped ; and if these hanks

shall be continued as depositories of public

money, or, which is just the samo thing, if the

government shall continue to receive their

" paper promises to pay," the samo danger may

be seen again, and under far more criticiil cir-

cumstances. A similar stoppage of the banks

may take place again—will inevitably take

place again—and it may bo when there is little

specie in the country, or when war prevails. All

history is full of examples of armies and navies

revolting for want of pay ; all history is full of

examples of military and naval operation mis-

carried for want ofmoney ; all history is full of in-

stances of governments overturned from deficits

of revenue and derangements of finances. A iid

are we to expose ourselves recklessly, and with

our eyes open, to such dangers ? And are we to

stake the life and death of this government upon

the hazards and contingencies of banking—and

of such banking as exists in these United States ?

Are we to subject the existence of this govern-

ment to the stoppages of the banks, whether

those stoppages result from misfortune, impro-

vidence, or bad faith 1 Are we to subject this

great and glorious political fabric, the work of

so many wise and patriotic heads, to be de-

molished in an instant, and by an unseen hand?

Are we to suffer the machinery and the work-

ing of our boasted constitution to be arrested

by a spring-catch, applied in the dark ? Are

men, with pens sticking behind their ears, to be

allowed to put an end to this republic ? No,

sir ! never. Ifwe are to perish prematurely, let

us at least have a death worthy of a great

nation ; let us at least have a field covered with

the bodies of heroes and of patriots, and conse-

crated forever to the memory of a subverted

empire. Rome had her Pharsalia—Greece her

Chseronea—and many barbarian kingdoms have

given immortality to the spot on which they

expired ; and shall this great republic be sub-

jected to extinction on the contingencies of trade

and banking l

But what excuse, what apology, what justi-

fication have we for surrendering, abuudouiug,

and losing the precise advantage for which the

present constitution was formed? "What was

that advantage—what the leading and govern-

ing object, wliich led to the abandonment of the

old confederation, and induced the adoption of

the present form of government? It was reve-

nue! independent revenue! a revenue under

the absolute control of this government, and

free from the action of the States. This was

the motive—the leading and the governing mo-

tive—which led to the formation of this govern-

ment. The reason was, that the old confedera-

tion, being de-^iendent upon the States, was

oftni left without money. This state of being

was incompatible with its existence ; it deprived

it of all power ; its imbecility was a proverb.

To extricate it from firnt condition was the de-

Rign—and the cardina design—of the new con-

stitution. An independent revenue was given

to it—independent, even, of the States. Is it

not suicidal to surrender that independence,

luid to siUTcnder it, not to States, but to money

corporations ? What does history record of the

penury and moneyed destitution of the old con-

federation, comparable to the annihilation of the

revenues of this government in May last ? when

the banks shut down, in one night, upon a rev-

enue, in hand, of thirty-two millions; even

upon that which was in the names of disbursing

officers, and refuse a nine-pence, or a picaillon

in money, from that day to this? 'What is

there in the history of the old confederation

comparable to this? The old confederation

was often reduced low—often near empty-

handed—but never saw itself stripped in an

instant, as if by enchantment, of tens of mil-

lions, and heard the shout of triumph thun-

dered over its head, and the notes of exultation

sung over its supposed destruction ! Yet, this

is what we have seen—what we now see—from

having surrendered to corporations our moneyed

independence, and unwisely abandoned the pre-

cise advantage which led to the formation of this

federal government.

I do not go into the moral view of this ques-

tion It is too obvious, too impressive, too

grave, to escape the observation of any one.

Demoralization follows in the train of an im-

convertible paper money. The whole com-

munity becomes exposed to a moral pestilence.

Every individual becomes the victim of some

imposition ; and, in sclf-uefcucc, ihiposes upon

some one else. The weak, the ignorant, the

uninformed, the necessitous, are the suflerers
j
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the crafty and the opulent arc tho gainers.

The evil augments until the moral sense of the

comtnunity, revolting at the frightful accumu-

lation of fraud jnd misery, applies the radical

romwiy of total icform.

ThuH, pecuniary, political, and moral con-

siderations require tho government to retrace

its steps, to return to iirst principles, und to

restore iU fiscal action to the safe 'and solid

path of the constitution. Reform is demanded.

It in called for ],y every public and by every

private consideration. Now is the time to

make it. Tho connection between Bank and
Slate iri actually disHolved. It is dissolved by
operation of law, and by tho delinquency of
these institutions. They have forfeited the

right to tho deposits, and lost ti., privilege of
paying tho revenue in their notes, by cea.sing to

pay specie. Tho government is now going on
without them, and all that is wanting is the
appropriate legislation to perpetuate the divorce

whicii, in point of fact, has already taken place.

Now is the time to act ; this tho moment to

restore the constitutional currency to the fed-

eral government; to restore the custody of the
public moneys to national keepers ; and to avoid,

in time to come, the calamitous revulsions and
perilous catastrophes of 1814, 1819, and 1837.

And what is tho obstacle to the adoption of
this course, so imperiously demand- d by the
safety of the republic and tho welfaie of the
people, and so earnestly recommended to us by
the chief magistrate ? What is the obstacle—
what the power that countervails the Executive
recommendation, paralyzes tho action of Con-
gress, and stays the march of reform? The
banks—tho banks—tho banks, are this obsta-
cle, and this power. They set up the preten-
sion to force the!" paper into the federal Treas-
ury, and to force themselves to be constituted
that Treasury. Though now bankrupt, their
paper dishonored, their doors closed against
creditors, every public and every private obli-

gation violated, still they arrogate a supremacy
over this federal government ; they demand the
guardianship of the public moneys, and the
privilege of furnishing a federal currency ; and,
though too. weak to pay their debts, they are
strong enough to throttle this government, and
to Iiula in doubtful suspense the issue of their
vast pretensions.

The President, in his message, recommends

four things : first, to discontinue tho reception

of local bank pupt r in payment of federal dues;
secondly, to discontinue tho same banks m
depositories of the public moneys ; thirdly, to
make tho future collection and disbursement of
the public moneys in gold and silver ; fourthly,

to take the keeping of the public moneys into

tho hands of our own officers.

What is there in this but a i turn to the
words and meaning of the constitution, and a
conformity to the practice of the government in

tho first years of President Washington's ad-

ministration ? When this federal government
was first formed, there was no Bank of tho

United States, and no local banks, except three

north of the Potomac. By the act of 1789, the
revenues were directed to bo collected in gold
and silver coin only ; and it was usually drawn
out of tho hands of collectors by drafts drawn
upon them, payable at sight. It was a most
eflectiiiil way of drawing money out of their

hands ; far more so than an order to deposit in

banks; for the drafts must be fiaid, or pro-
tested, at sight, while the order to deposit may
be eluded under various pretexts.

The right and tho obligation of the govern-
ment to keep its own money- in its own hands,

results from first principles, and from the great
law of self-preservation. Every thing else that
belongs to her, she keeps herself; and why not
keep that also, without which every thing else

is nothing? Arms and ships—provisions, muni-
tions, and supplie-1 of every kind—are kept in

the hands of government ofiicers ; money is the
sinew of war, and why lee re this sinew exposed
to be cut by any careless or faithless hand ?

Money is the support and existence of the gov-
ernment—the breath of its nostrils, and why
leave this support—this breath— to the custody
of those over whom we have no control ? How
absurd to place our ships, our arms, our mili-

tary and naval supplies in the hands of those
who could refuse to deliver them when re-

quested, and put the government to a suit at
law to recover their possession ! Every body
sees the absurdity of this; but to place our
money in the same condition, and, moreover, to
subject it to the vicissitudes of trade and the
perils of banking, is still more absurd • for it is

the life blood, without which the government
cannot live—the oil, without which no part of
its machinery can move.
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England, with all her hanks, tnists none of

them with tho collection, keeping, and disburse-

ment of her public moneys. Tho Bank of

England is paid a Rpcciflc sum to manage tho

public debt; but thi- reven'io is collected and

disbtii'sed through sutjordinate collectors and

receivers general ; and these receivers general

are not subject to the bankrupt laws, becaupo

the govemment will not suffer its revenue to

be operated upon by any law except its own
will. In Franco, Hubordinntc collectors and
' livers general collect, kii p. and disburse tho

public loneys. If they deposit any thing in

banks, it is at their nwn riH^ It is the same

tiling in England. A bank deposit by an offi-

cer is at the risk of himself and his securities.

Too much of tho perils and vicissitudes of

banking is known in these countries to permit

the government ever to jeopard its revenues in

their keeping. All this is shown, fully and at

large, in a public document now on our tables.

And who does not recognize in these collectors

and receivers general of Franco and England,

tho ancient Roman officers of quaestors and pro-

qusestors ? These fisca 1 officers of France and

England are derivations from the Roman insti-

tutions ; and tho same are found in all the

modem kingdoms of Europe which were for-

merly, like Frauce and Britain, provinces of tho

Roman empire. The measure before the Sen-

ate is to enable us to provide for our future

safety, by complying with our own constitution,

and conforming to tl.o practice of all nations,

great or small, ancient or modern.

Coming nearer home, and looking into our

own early history, what were tho " continental

treasurers " of the confederation, and the " pro-

vincial treasurers and collectors," provided for

as early as July, 1775, but an imitation of the

French and English systems, and verj- near the

plan which we propose now to re-establish

!

These continental treasurers, and there were

two of them at first, though afterwards reduced

to one, were the receivers general ; the provin-

cial treasurers and collectors were their subor-

dinates. By these officers the public moneys

were collected, kept, and disbursed; for there

wero no banks then ! and all government drafts

were drawn directly upon these officers. This

simple plan worked well during the Revolution,

and afterwards, until the new government was

formed; and continued to work, with a mere

change of names and forms, during the first

years of Washington's administration, and until

General Hamilton's bank machinery got into

play. This bill only proposes to re-establish,

in substance, tho system of tho Revolution, of

the Congress of tho confederation, and of tho

first years of Washington's administration.

The bill reported by the chairman of tho Com-
mittee on Finance [Mr. Wiuoht of New York]

presents the details of tho plan for accomplish-

ing this great result. That bill has been printed

and read. Its simplicity, economy, and efficien-

cy strike tho sense of all who hear it, and anni-

hilate without argument, the most formidable

arguments of expense and patronage, '\hich had

been conceived against it. The present officers,

tho present mints, and one or two uk re mints

in the South, in tho West, and in the North,

complete the plan. There will bo no necessity

to carry masses of hard money from one qunj-

ter of tho Unioi o another. Government drafts

will make tho iransfer witliout moving a dollar.

A government draft upon a national mint, will

be tho highest order of bills of exchange. Mo-
ney wanted by tho government in one place,

will bo exchanged, through merchants, for mo-

ney in another place. Thus it has been for

thousands of years, and will for ever be. We
read in Cicero's letters that, when ho was Gov-

ernor of Cilicia, in Asia Minor, ho directed his

qtccpstor to deposit the tribute of the province in

Antiochj and exchange it for money in Rome
with merchants engaged in the Oriental trade,

of which Antioch was one of the emporiums.

This is the natural course of things, and is too

obvious to require explanation, or to admit of

comment.

We are taunted with these treasury notes ; it

seems to be matter of triumph that the govern-

ment is reduced to the necessity of issuing them
j

but with what justice ? And how soon can any

government that wishes it, emerge from the

wretchedness of depreciated paper, and stand

erect on the solid foundations of gold and sil-

ver? IIow long will it take any respectable

government, that so wills it, to accomplish this

great change ? Our own history, at the close

of the Revolution, answers the question ; and

more recently, and more strikingly, tho history

of France answers it also. I speak of tho

French finances from 1800 to 1807 ; from tho

commencement of the consulate to the peace of

M
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Tilsit. This wondurful period is replete with

instruction on tho Hubjcct of finance and curren-

cy. The wliolo period is full of instruction;

but I can only seize two views—tho beginning

and the end—and, for tho sake of precision, will

read what I propose to present. I read from

Bignon, author of tho civil and diplomatic his-

tory of France during tho <<>nHulato and tho first

years of tho empire ; written at thp testamen-

tary request of tho Ei.iperor himself.

After stating that tho ex|)enditures of tho re-

public were six hundred millions of francs

—

about one hundred and ten millions of dollars

—

when Bonai)arto became First Consul, tho histo-

rian proceeds

:

"yl< hia arrival at power ^ a mm o^ 160 000
frana iii money [about $32,000] was all that
the public chentit contained. In the impomibili-
ty of meeting the current «er»"" t ?^' the ordina-
ry receipt*, the Directorial •i.minm -"^t ha'd re-
torted to ruinous e.rpedie.:ii, and hw. thrown
into circulation bills of -ari'mH valv «, and
which sunk upon the spot J^i ') to n(/.,ty per
cent. A part of the arreara^ .' lirid ten dis-
charged in bills two-thirds on dit, payable to
the bearer, but which, in fact, the treasury was
not able to pay when due. The remaining
third had been inscribed in the great book un-
der the name of consolidated third. For the
payment of the forced requisitions to which
they had been obliged to hare recourse, there
had been issued bills receivable in payment of
the rtrcit lies. Finally, the government, in order
to satisfy the most imperious wants, gave orders
upon the receivers general, delivered in advance
to contractors, which they negotiated before
they be'jan to furnish the supplies for which
they were the payment.^'

This, resumed Mr. B., was the condition of
the French finances when Bonaparte became
First Consul at the close of the year 1799. The
currency was in the same condition—no spe-
cie-a degraded currency of assignats, ruinous-
ly depreciated, and issued as low as ten sous.
That grout man immediately began to restore
order to the finances, and solidity to tho curren-
cy. Happily a peace of t 'ireo years enabled him
to complete the great work, before ho was called
to celebrate tho immortal campaigns ending at
Austerlitz, Jena, and Friedland. At the end
of three years—before the rupture of the peace
of Amiens—the finances and the currency were
restored to oiikr and to solidity ; and, at the
end of six years, when the vast establishments,
and tho internal ameliorations of the imperial

goTci ment, had carrietl the annual expenses to
eight hundred miilic.nH of franco about one hun-
dred ond sixty millions of dollars; the SAine
historian copying the words of tho Minister of
Finance, thus »pi%ka of tho treasury, and th«
currency

:

" The resources of the State hate incr^o.<td
beyond its wants ; the public chests are fall

;

all payments are made at the day nan cd ; the
orders upon the public treasury hare b, owe the
most ap/iroccd hilh of exck -je. The Jlnaneet
are m the most happy condition ; France alone,
among all the States of Europe, has no paper
money.'"''

"^

What a picture ! how simply, how powerful-
ly drawn! and what a change in si- yoars 1

Public chests full—payments made to tii<>"jti ,—
orders on tho trea ury tho best bills of exch.ingo
—France alone, of all Europe, having no paper
money

; meaning no government paper money,
for there were bank notes of five hundred francs
and one thousand francs. A government reve-
nue of one hundred and sixty millions of dollars
was paid in gold and silver ; a hard money cur-
1 iicy, of five hundred and fifty millions of dol-
lars, saturated all parts of France with specie,

and made gold and silver the every day curren-
cy of every man, wonmn and child, in tho em-
pire. These great results were tho work of six
years, and were accomplished by tho simple pro-
cess of gradually recjuiring hard money pay-
ments—gradually calling in the assignats—in-
creasing tho branch mints to fourteen, and lim-
iting the Bank of France to an issue of large
notes—five hundred francs and upwards. This
simple process produced these results, and thus
stands the French currency at this day ; for the
nation has had the wisdom to leave untouched
tho financial system of Bonaparte.

I have repeatedly given it as my opinion-
many of my speeches dci-lare it—that the
French currency is tho best 'n the worid. It
has hard money for the government ; hard mo-
ney for the common dealings of the people ; and
large notes for large transactions. This curren-
cy has enabled France to stand two invasions
the ravaging of 300,000 men, two changes of dy-
nasty, and the payment of a. milliard of contri-
butions

; and all without any commotion or re-

vulsion in trade. It has saved her from tho
revulsions which have afflicted England and our
America for so many years. It has saved her
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from expansions, contractions, and ruinous fluc-

tuations of price. It has saved her, for near

forty years, from a debate on currency. It has

saved her even from the knowledge of our sweet-

scented phrases :
" sound currency—nnsound

currency
;
plethoric, dropsical, inflated, bloated

;

the money market vight to-day—a little easier

this morning ; " and all such verbiage, which

the haberdashers' boys repeat. It has saved

France from even a discussion on currency;

while in England, and with us, it is banks

!

banks! banks!— morning, noon, and night;

breakfast, dinner, and supper ; levant, and cou-

chant ; sitting, or standing ; at homo, or abroad

;

steamboat, or railroad car ; in Congress, or out

of Congress, it is all the same thing : banks

—

banks—banks ; currency— currency— curren-

cy; meaning, all the while, paper money and

shin-plasters ; until our very brains seem as

if they would be converted into lampblack and

rags.

The bill before the Senate dispenses with the

further use of banks as depositories of the pub-

lic moneys. In that it has my hearty concur-

rence. Four times heretofore, and on four dif-

ferent occasions, I have made propositions to

accomplish a part of the same purpose. First,

in proposing an amendment to the deposit bill

of 1836, by which the mint, and the branch

mints, were to be included in the list of deposi-

tories ; secondly, in proposing that the public

moneys here, at the seat of Government, should

be kept and paid out by the Treasurer ; thirdly,

by proposing that a preference, in receiving the

deposits, should be given to such banks as should

cease to be banks of circulation ; fourthly, in op-

posing the establishment of a bank agency in

Missouri, and proposing that the moneys there

should be drawn direct from che hands of the

receivers. Three of these propositions are now

incL ed in the bill before^ the Senat; and the

whole object at which they partially aimed is

fully embraced. I am for the measure—fully,

cordially, earnestly for it.

Congrcib has a sacred duty to perform in re-

forming the flnances, and the currency ;
for the

ruin of both has resulted from federal legisla-

tion, and lederal administration. The States at

the formation of the constitution, delivered a

solid currency

—

'< will not say sound, for that

woid implies subject to unsoundness, to rotten-

ness, and to death—but they delivered a solid

currency, one not liable to disease, to this fede-

ral government. They started the new govern-

ment fa\r upon gold and silver. The first act

of Congress attested this great fact ; for it made

the revenues payable in gold and silver coin

only. Thus the States delivered a solid cur-

rency to tills government, and they reserved

the same currency for themselves; and they

provided constitutional sanctions to guard botL

The thing to be saved, and the power to save it,

was given to this government by the States

;

and in the hands of this government it became

deteriorated. The first great error was General

Hamilton's construction of the act of 1789, by

which he nullified that act, and overturned the

statute and the constitution together. The

next great error was the establishment of a na-

tional bank of circulation, with authority to pay

all the public dues in its own paper. This con-

firmed the overthrow of the constitution, and

of the statute of 1789 ; and it set the fatal ex-

ample to the States to make banks, and to re-

ceive their paper for public dues, as the United

States had done. This was the origin of the

evil—this the origin of the overthrow of the

solid currency which the States had delivered to

the federal government. It was the Hamilto

nian policy that did the r .ischief ; and the state

of things in 1837, is the natural fruit of that

policy. It is time for us to quit it—to reti'ni

to the constitution and the statute of 1789, and

to confine the federal Treasury to the hard mo-

ney which was intended for it.

I repeat, this Is a measure of reform, wor-

thy to be called a reformation. It goes back to

a fundamental abuse, nearly coeval with the

foundation of the government. Two epochs

have occurred for the reformation of this abase;

one was lost, the other is now in jeopardy.

Mr. Madison's administration committed a great

error at the expiration of the charter of the

first Bank of the United States, in not reviving

the currency of the constitution for the federal

Treasury, and especially the gold currency.

That error threw the Treasury back upon the

local bank paper. This paper quickly failed,

and out of that failure grew the secoixd United

States Bank. Those who put down the second

United States Bank, warned by the calamity,

determined to avoid the error of Mr. Madison's

administration : they determined to incrciife

the stock of specie, and to revive the gold ci^

culation, w
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culation, which had been dead for thirty years.

The accumulation of eighty millions in the brief

space of five years, fifteen millions of it in gold,

attest the sincerity of their design, and the fa-

cility of its execution. The country was going

on at the rate of an average increase of twelve

millions of specie per annum, when the general

stoppages of the banks in May last, the expor-

tation of specie, and the imposition of irredeem-

able paper upon the government and the peo-

ple, seemed to announce the total failure of the

plan. But it was a seeming only. The impe-

tus given to the specie policy still prevails, and
five millions are added to the stock during the

present fiscal year. So far, then, as the coun-

teraction of the government policy, and the

suppression of the constitutional currency, might
have been expected to result from that stop-

page, the calculation seems to be in a fair way
to be disappointed. The spirit of the people,

and our hundred millions of exportable produce
are giving the victory to the glorious policy of
our late illustrious President. The other great
consequences expected to result from that stop-

page, namely, the recharter of the Bank of the
United States, the change of administration,
the overthrow of the republican party, and the
restoration of the federal dynasty, all seem to
[be in the same fair way to total miscarriage;
ibut the objects are too dazzling to be abandoned
|by the party interested, and the destruction of
ithe finances and the currency, is still the cher-
ished '.. -id to success. The miscalled Bank of
ihe United States, the soul of the federal dynas-
ty, and the anchor of its hopes—believed by
many to have been at the bottom of the stop-
pages in May, and known by all to be at the
lead of non-resumption—now displays her pol-
icy on this floor

; it is to compel the repetition
If the error of Mr. Madison's administration !

'nowing that from the repetition of this error
lust come the repetition of the catastrophes of
814 1819, and 1837; and out of these catas-
rophes to extract a new clamor for the revivi-
Ication of herself. This is her line of conduct

;

lid to this line, the conduct of all her friends

the conduct of that bank and its friends. Let
us imitate their zeal, their unanimity, and their
perseverance. The amendment and the bill,

now before the Senate, embodies our policy.
Let us carry them, and the republic is safe.

The extra session had been called to relieve
the distress of the federal treasury, and had
done so by authorizing an issue of treasury
notes. That object being accomplished, and
the great measures for the divorce of Bank and
State, and for the sole use of gold and silver in

federal payments, having been recommended,
and commenced, the session adjourned.

CHAPTER XVI.

FIRST EEGULAE SESSION UNDER ME. VAN BU-
REN'S ADMINISTRATION: HIS MESSAGE.

onforms. With one heart, one mind, one
loice they labor to cut ofi" gold and silver from
B>c federal government, and to impose paper
»»'•" It

!
they labor to deprive it of the keeping

V Its own revenues, and to place them again
fhere they have been so often lost! This is

Vol. II.—

5

A BRIEF interval of two months only inter-

vened between the adjournment of the called ses-

sion and the meeting of the regular one ; and the
general state of the public afiairs, both at home
and abroad, being essentially the same at both
periods, left no new or extraordinary meajsures
for the President to recommend. With foreign

powers we were on good terms, the settlement
of all our long-standing complaints under Gen-
eral Jackson's administration having left us
free from the foreign controversies which gave
trouble

; and on that head the message had lit-

tle but what was agreeable to communicate.
Its topics were principally confined to home
affairs, and that part of these afiairs which were
connected with the banks. That of the United
States, as it still called itself, gave a new spe-
cies of disregard of moral and legal obligation,

and presented a new mode of depraving the
currency and endangering property and con-
tracts, by contimiing to issue and to use the
notes of the expired institution. Its currency
was still that of the defunct bank. It used the
dead tiotes of that institution, for which of
course, neither bank was liable. They were
called resurrection notes ; and their use, besides
the injury to the currency and danger to prop-
erty, was a high contempt and defiance of the
authority which had created it ; and called for
the attention of the federal government. Th«
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President, therefore, thus formally brought the

procedure to the notice of Congress :

" It was my hope that nothing would occur to

make necessary, on this occasion, any allusion

to the late national bank. There are circum-

stances, however, connected with the present

state of its affairs that bear so directly on the

character of the government and the welfare of

the citizen, that I should not feel myself excused

in neglecting to notice them. The charter which

terminated its banking privileges on the 4th

of March, 1830, continued its corporate powers

two years more, for the sole purpose of closing

its affairs, with authority ' to use the corporate

name, style, and capacity, for the purpose of

suits for a final settlement and liquidation of the

affiiirs and acts of the corporation, and for the

sale and disposition of their estate, real, per-

sonal and mixed, but for no other purpose or in

any other manner whatsoever.' Just before

the banking privileges ceased, its effects were

transferred by the bank to a new State institu-

tion then recently incorporated, in trust, for the

discharge of its debts and the settlement of its

affairs. With this trustee, by authority of Con-

gress, an adjustment was subsequently made of

the large interest which the government had in

the stock of the institution. The manner in

which a trust unexpectedly created upon the

act granting the charter, and involving such

great public interests, has been executed, would,

under any circumstances, be a fit subject of in-

quiry ; but much more does it deserve your at-

tention, when it embraces the redemption of

obligations to which the authority and credit of

the United States have given value. The two
years allov.'ed are now nearly at an end. It is

well understood that the trustee has not re-

deemed and cancelled the outstanding notes of

the bank, but has reissued, and is actually re-

ifisuing, since the 3d of March, 1836, the notes

which liave been received by it to a vast amount.

According to its own ofiScial statement, so late

as the 1st of October last, nineteen months
after the banking privileges given by the charter

had expired, it had under its control uncancelled

notes of the late Bank of the United States to

the amount of twenty-seven millions five hun-

dred and sixty-one thousand eight hundred aud

sixty-six dollars, of which six millions one

hundred and seventy-five thousand eight him-

dred and sixty-one dollars were in actual circu-

lation, one million four hundred and sixty-eight

thousand six hundred and twenty-seven dollars

at State bank agencies, and three millions two
thousand three hundred and ninety dollars in

transitu ; thus showing that upwards of ten

millions and a half of the notes of the old bank
were then still kept outstanding. The impro-

priety of this procedure is obvi^sif- : it being tho

duty of the trustee to cancel and not to put

forth the notes of an institution, whose concerns

it had undertaken to wind up. If the trustee

has a right to reissue these notes now, I can gee

no reason why it may not continue to do so after

the expiration of the two years. As no one

could have anticipated a course so extraordinary,

the prohibitory clause of the charter above

quoted was not accompanied by any penalty or

other special provision for enforcing it; nor

have we any general law for the prevention ol

similar acts in future.
" But it is not in this view of the subject alone

that your interposition is required. The United

States, in settling with the trustee for their

stock, have withdrawn their funds from their

former direct ability to the creditors of the oU

bank, yet notes of the institution continue to be

sent forth in its name, and apparently upon the

authority of the United States. The transac-

tions connected with the employment of the »

bills of the old bank are of vast extent; and

should they result unfortunately, the interests

of individuals may be deeply compromised.

"Without undertaking to decide how far, or in

what form, if any, the trustee could be made

liable for notes which contain no obligation on

its part ; or the old bank, for such as are put

in circulation fv/ter the expiration of its char-

ter, and without its authority ; or the govern-

ment for indemnity, in case of loss, the question

still presses itself upon your consideration,

whether it is consistent with duty and good

faith on the part of the government, to witness

this proceeding without a single effort to arrest

it."

On the subject of the public lands, and the

most judicious mode of disposing of them—

a

question of so much interest to the new States

—the message took the view of those who

looked to the domain less as a source of revenue

than as a means of settling and improving the

countrj'. He recommended graduated prices

according to the value of the different classes of

lands in order to facilitate their sale ; and s

prospective permanent pre-emption act to give

encouragement to settlers. On the first ot

these points he said

:

" Hitherto, after being offered at public sale,

lands have oeen disposed of at one unifo-m

price, whatever difference there might be in

their intrinsic value. The leading considera-

tions urged in favor of the measure referred to,

are, that in almost all the land districts, and par-

ticularly in those in which the lands have been

long surveyed and exposed to sale, there are

still remaining numerous and large tracts of

every gradation of value, from tlie government

price downwards ; that these lands will not be

riiirchsiKed at the government price, so long M '

better can be conveniently obtained ibr tlie saM 1

amount ; that there are large tracts which eveii

the improvements of the adjacent lands ffill

Ivice, or in any o
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never raise to that price ; and that the present

uniform price, combined with their irregular

value, operates to prevent a desirable compact-
ness of settlement in the new States, and to re-

tard the full development of that wise policy on
which our land system is founded, to the injury

not only of the several States where the lands

lie, but of the United States as a whole.
" The remedy proposed has been a reduction of

prices according to the length of time the lands
have been in market, without reference to any
other circumstances. The certainty that the
efflux of time would not always In such cases,

and perhaps not even generally, furnish a true
criterion of value ; and the probability that per-
sons residing in the vicinity, as the period for

the reduction of prices approached, would post-
pone purchases they would otherwise make, for
the purpose of availing themselves of the lower
price, with other considerations of a similar
cliaracter, have hitherto been successfully urged
to defeat the graduation upon time. May not
all reasonable desires upon this subject be satis-
fied without encountering any of these objec-
tions ? All will concede the abstract principle,
that the price of the public lands should be pro-
portioned to their relative value, so far as that
tan be accomplished without departing from the
rule, heretofore ob rsrved, requiring fixed prices

^
in cases of private entries. The difficulty of the
subject seems to lie in the mode of ascertaining

I

what that value is. Would not the safest plan

j
be that which has been adopted by many of the
States as the basis of taxation ; an actual valua-
tion of lands, and classification of them into dif-

I

ferent rates l Would it not be practicable and

I

expedient to cause the relative value of the pub-
I lie lands in the old districts, which have been
[for a certain length of time in market, to be ap-
I praised, and classed into two or more rates be-
llow the present minimum price, by the officers
inow employed in this branch of the public ser-
Ivice, or in any other mode deemed preferable,
land to make those prices permanent, if upon the
Icoming in of the report they shall prove satis-
JtfMtory to Congress ? Cannot all the objects
of graduation bo accomplished in this way, and
^he objections which have hitherto been urged
togainst it avoided ? It would seem to me that
mch a step, with a restriction of the sales to
Bimitcd quantities, and for actual improvement
•^ould be free from all just exception."

A large portion of our citizens have seated
themselves on the public lands, without authori-
ty smce the passage of the last pre-emption law
and now ask the enactment of another, to ena-
ble them to retain the lands occupied, upon pay-
ment of the minimum government price. They
ask that which has been repeatedly granted be-
ore. If the future may be judged of by the past,
httlo harm can be done to the interests of the
Ireasury by yielding to thjir request. Upon
a critical examination, it is found that the lands
sold at the public sales since the introduction
of cash payments in 1820, have produced, on an
average, the net revenue of only six cents an
acre more than the minimum government price.
Ihere is no reason to suppose that future sales
will be more productive. The government,
therefore, has no adequate pecuniary interest to
induce it w drive these people from the lands
they occupy, for the purpose of selling them to
others."

This wise recommendation has since been
carried into efiect, and pre-emptive rights are
now admitted in all cases where settlements are
made upon lands to which the Indian title shall
have been extinguished ; and the graduation of
the price of the public lands, though a measure
long delayed, yet prevailed in the end, and was
made as originally proposed, by reductions ac-
cord' ^^ the length of time the land had been
offerev j. ' sale. Beginning at the minimum price
of $1 25 per acre, the reduction of price went
down through a descending scale, according to
time, as low as 12i- cents per acre. But this
was long after.

A permanent prospective pre-emption law was
fcogently recommended as a measure just in it-

lelf to the settlers, and not injurious to the pub-
ic Treasury, as experience had shown that the
liuctlon system-that of selling to the highest
bidder above the prescribed minimum price-
pad produced in its aggregate but a few cents
tn the acre above the minimum price. On this
point he said

:

CHAPTER XVII.

PENNSYLVANIA BANK OF THE UNITED STATES
ITS USK OF THE DEFUNCT NOTES OF THE EX-
PIUED INSTITUTION.

History gives many mstances of armies re-
fusing to be disbanded, and remaining in arms
in defiance of the authority which created them

;

but the example of this bank presents, probably
the first instance in which a great moneyed cor-
poration refused to be dissolved—refused to
cease its operations after its legal existence had
expired ;—and continued its cornorato transac-
tions as if in full life. It has already been shown
that its proviso charter, at the end of a local
railroad act, made no difference in its condition—
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H

that it wont on exactly aa l)eforo. ItH uso of

tho ilcfunct notos of the expirctl institution was

a further instiincc of this eonihiot, transconilinj!;

»ny lliinj» coiitvivod of, nntl itrt^wentiu)? a caao of

dangor to tlio jnihlic, and dollunco of(fovoniincnt,

which tlio Pri'sitiont had doomed it Ida duty to

bring to tho attention of CongirBs, and ask a

remedy for a i)roceeding so criminal. Congress

acted on tho i"Ccomniendation, and a bill was

brought in to make tho repetition of tho of-

fence a high misdtMuoanor, anil the ottlcers and

managers of tho institution personally and in-

dividually liable for its connnission. In sup-

port of this bill, Mr. Buchanan gave the fullest

and clearest account of this almost incredible

misconduct. He .said

:

"The charter of the late Bank of the United

States expireil. by its own limitation, on the ;!d

of March, WM\. After that day, it coidd issue

no notes, discount no new paper, and exercise

none of the usual functions of a bank. For

two years thereafter, until tho M of March,

1 8;^8, it was merely ]icrinitted to use its corpo-

rate name and capacity 'for tho puri>ose of

suits for the Dual settlement and li»]uidation of

tho aP' 'rs and accounts of tho corporation, and

for the sale and disposition of their estate, real,

jwrsonal, and mixed ; but not for any other

gurposc. or iii ntnj other vKiniier, whatsoerer.^

ongress had granted the bank no power to

make a voluntary a.ssignment of its proj)erty

to an}' corporation or any individual. On the

contrary, the plain meaning of the charter was,

that all' the ailairs of the institution should be

wound up by its own president and directors.

It received no authority to delegate this impor-

tant trust to others, and yet what has it done?

On the second d;iy of March, 183(), one day be-

fore the charter had expired, this very president

and these directors assigned all the property

and ctlects of the old corporation to the Penn-
eylvania Bank of the United States. On the

same day, this latter bank accepted the assign-

ment, and agreed to 'pay, satisfy, and discharge

all debts, contracts, and cngagi>ments, owing,

enterenl into, or made by this [tho old] bank,

as the same shall become duo and payable, and
fuljil and execute all trusts and obligations

whatsoever arising from its transactions, or

from any of them, so that every creditor or

rightful claimant shall be fully satisfied.' By
its own agreement, it has thus expressly cre-

ated itself a trustee of the old bank. But this

was not necessary to confer upon it that char-

acter. By the bare act of aa^epting the assign-
nvAnf 1* Vui^i^TTirt rt>Knoiisilile. under tlio laws of

the land, for the performance of all the duties

and trusts required by the old charter. Under
the circumstances, it cannot make the slightest

pretence of any want of notice.

" Having assumed this responsibility, the

duty of the now bank was so plain that it

could not liave been mistaken. It had a double

character to sustain. Under tho charter from

Peimsylvania, it becivmo a new banking coriK).

ration ; whilst, under tho assigiuncsit froni tho

old bank, it became a trustee to wind up the

concerns of that institution midor tiio Act of

Uongress. These two characters were in their

nature sei)arato and «liHtinct, and never ouj^ht

to have bivn blended. For ea<"h of these pur-

i)0seM it ought to have kept a separate set of

books. Above all, as the i)rivilego of circulating

l)ank notes, and thus creating a paper curreiicy,

is that function of a bank which most (Ici'iilv

and vitally atlects tho connnunity, tho now bank

ought to' have cancelled or destroyed all tho

notes of the old bunk which it found in its pos-

session (m tho 4th of March, lHli(», and oufrlit

to have redeeuied tho remainder at its counter,

as they were demandcil by tho holders, and

then destroyed them. This obligation no sen-

ator has att"i'mpted to doubt, or to deny. But

what was the course of the bank? It lias

grossly violated both tho old and the now clmr-

tor, it at ouTO declared indeixMidence of both,

and appropruited to itself all the notes of tho

old bank,—not only those which wore then

still in circulation, but tho.sc which had been

renleemcd before it aa-epted the assignment,

and ^^'eTO then lying dead in its vatdts. 1 have

now before mo tho first monthly statement

which was over made by tho Bank to the Au-

ditor-general of Pennsylvania. It is dated on

the 2d of April, 18IU), and signed J. Cowper-

thwaite, acting cashier. In this statement, tho

Bank charges itself with 'notes issued,'

$;ir),()20,420 16; whilst, in its cash account

along with its specie and the notes of Stale

banks, it credits itself with ' notes of tho Bank

of the United States and offices,' on hand,

^l(),79l,713 71. It thus seized these dead

notes to the amount of $10,794,713 71, and

transformed them into cash ; whilst the differ-

ence between those on hand and those issued,

equal to |;19,825,70G 45, was tho circulation

which the new bank boasted it had inherited

from the old. It thus, in an instant, appropri-

ated to itself, and adopted as its own circula-

tion, all the notes and all tho illegal brand

drafts of the old bank which were then in cii-t-

ence. Its boldness was eipial to its utter dis-

regard of law. In thie first return, it not only

proclaimed to tho Legislature and people of I

Pennsylvania that it had disregarded its tnisi

as assignee of the old Bank, by seizing upon
|

the whole of the old circulation and converting

it to its own use, but that it had violated one
|

of the fundamental provisions of its new char-

ter."

Mr. Calhoun spoke chiefly to the questionof

I

the )-ight of Congress to pass a bill of the tenoi

j

proposed. Several senators denied that right
j
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the question c

)illofthetenorj

ied that right

i others supported it—among them Mr. \V right,

Mr. (liiiiidy, Mr. Williairi if, Koanc, Mr. John

. M. iN'iiiH, Mr. Clay, of Alabama, and Mr. Cal-

houn. Some passages from tbo hjwech of tho

latter are here given.

" ITo [Mr. CalhoiinJ held that tho right pro-

posed to be exercised in this case roKtw! on the
generni power of legislation conferred on Con-
gress, uliicii einbraccH not only tho power of
making, but that of rejiealing laws. It was, in

fact, a portion of the rei)ealiiig power. No one
could doubt the existence of the right to do

1 cither, and that tho right of ro|K'aling extends
08 well to unconstitutional as constitutional

laws. The case as to the former was, in fact,

strouf^er than the latter ; for, whether a consti-

[
tutioiinl law should bo repealed or not, was a

j

qiieslion of exiHjdieiicy, which left uh free to act

f

according to our discretion ; while, in tho case
I
of an uuconfititutional law, it was a matter of

[ oblif,';itioii and duty, leaving no ()j)tion ; and the

J
iiKiiv uiiconstitulional, the more imperious tho

I olili^jation and duty. Thus far, there could be
•i no doubt nor diversity of opinion. JJut there

I
are many laws, the effects of which do not cease

I
w Ih their repeal or expiration, and which re-

^
quiio some additional act on our part to arrest

' or undo thoin. Such, for instance, is tho one in
I question. Tho charter of the late bank expired
isoine time ago, but its notes are still in exist-
I elite, freely circulating from hand to hand, and
IrtMSsiied and banked on by a bank chartered by
I the State of Pennsylvania, into whoso posscs-
hion the notes of the old bank have passed. Jn
la word, our name and authority are used almost
las freely for banking purposes as they were
ibeforo the exjiiration of the charter of the late
I bank. Now, he held that the right of arresting
lor undoing these after-eliects ivsted on tho
Isame principle as the right of repealing a law,
land, like that, embraces unconstitutional as
Iwell as constitutional acts, superadding, in the
lease of the former, obligation and duty to right.
IWe have an illustration of tho truth of this
Iprmciple in the case of the alien and sedition
acts, which are now conceded on all sides to
ihavo been unconstitutional. Like tho act incor-
Iporating the late bank, they expired by their
lomi lunitation ; and, like it, also, their eftects
Icoutiiuied after the period of their expiration.
ilndivuluals had been tried, convicted, fnuid, and
Imprisoned under them ; but, so far was' their
Jiinoonstitntionality from being regarded as an
fimpediment to the right of arresting or undoing

gthese <.tfects, that Mr. Jefferson felt himself
•"Compelled on that very account to pardon those

hvho had been fined n.nd convicted under their
provisions, and we have at this session passed,
pn tho same ground, an act to refund the money
tod by one of the sullerers under them. The
bill IS limited to tlujse only who are the trus-
tees or agents for winding up the concerns of
Klie Lite bank, and it is those, and those only,

who arc? Kiibjeot to tho jjcnalticH of tho bill for
reissuing its notes. They arv, pro tanlo, our
oflicers, and, to that extent, subject to our juris-
diction, and liable to liavo tlieir acts controlled
as far as they relate to tho trust or agency con-
fided to them

; just as much so as receivers or
collectors of the revenue would be. No one
can (h)ubt that we coiild prohibit them from
passing off any descrijition of pajior currency
tliat might come into their liands in their oil!-

(•ial ciiaiacter. Nor is the right less (dear in
reforen(!o to tho 7>crsons who may be compre-
hended in this l)ill. Whether Mr. Uiddlo or
others connected with tlds bank are, in fact,

trustees, or agents, within tho meaning of the
bill, is not a (juestion for us to decide. They
are not named, nor refernid to by description.
The bill is very properly diawn up in general
terms, so as to comprehend all cases of tho
kind, and wotild include the banks of the Dis-
trict, should Congress refuse to re-charter
them. It is left to tho court and jury, to
whom it projKjrlv belongs, to decide, when a ca.so

comes up, whether the i»arty is, or is not, a
tnisteo, or agent; and, of course, whether he
is, or is not, included in tho provisions of the
bill. If ho iB, he will be subject to lis penal-
ties, but not otherwise ; and it cannot po«sibly
affect tho question of tlie constitutionality cf
tho bill, whether Mr. Biddle, and others con-
nected with him, arc, or arcs not. comprehended
in its provisions, and subject to its penalties."

The bill was severe in its enactments, pre-

scribing both fine and imprisonment for thx; re-

petition of the offence- -the fine not to exceed
ten tliousand dollar.s~thc imprisonment not to

be less than one nor more than five years. It

also gave a preventive remedy in authorizing in-

junctions from the federal courts to prevent the

circulation of such defunct notes, and proceed-

ings in chancery to compel their surrender for

cancellation. And to this "complexion" had
the arrogant institution come which so lately

held itself to be a power, and a great one, in the

government—now borne on the statute book aa

criminally liable for a high misdemeanor, and
giving its name to a new species of offence in

the criminal catalogue

—

exhumer and resurrec-

tionist of defunct notes. And thus ended the

last question between the federal government
and this, once so powerful moiiC^ved corpora-

tion
; and certainly any one whr, reads the his-

tory of that bank as faithfully shown in our
parliamentary history, and briefly exhi^iitcd in

this historic View, can ever wish to see another

national bank established in our country, or
any future connection of any kind between the

government and tho banks. The last struggle
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betwecD it and the government was now over

—just seven years since tluit struggle began

:

but its firther conduct wil) extort a further

noti< t ''•oui history.

CHAPTER XVIII.

FLORIDA INDIAN V/AR : ITS ORIQIK AND CON-
DUCT.

This was one of the most troublesome, expen-

sive and unmanageable Indian wars in wind*

the United States had been enpaj:e,! ; and frum
\

the length of time which it continued, the

amount of money it cost, and the iMfiBculty oi

obtaining results, it b> -iime a convenient handle

of att.ack vij.u; the administration; and in which

pai'ty spi ;t, in pursuit of its object, went the

length of JT.jat'.rig ->o b iudiviiiual and national

character. If contiiu;.,!! about seven years—as

long as therevoJ.tt oiiary war—cost some thirty

millions of ru.u'^y—asjd baffled the exertions of

several geiierali ; recommenced when supposed

to be finished ; and was only finally terminated

by changing military campaigns into an armed

oci;i,ipation by settlers. All the opposition

presses and orators took hold of it, and made

its misfortunes the common theme of invective

and declamation. Its origin was charged to the

oppressive conduct of the administration—its

protracted length to their imbecility—its cost

to their extravagance—its defeats to the want

of foresight and care. The Indians stood for an

innocent and persecuted people. Heroes and

patriots were made of their chiefs. Our gene-

rals and troops were decried; applause was

krished upon a handful of savages who could

thuH defend their country ; and corresponding

cenb'ire upon successive armies which could not

conq^'er ihem. All this going inces-santly into

the Congress debates and the party newspapers,

was injuring the administration at home, and

the country abroad ; and, by dint of iteratiou

and reiteration, stood a good chance to become

history, and to be handed down to posterity.

At the same time i'l: war was one of flagrant

and cruel usrsrcs^i^ ' ' - the. piirtof ilieso Tr.dia.?'!?..

Their removal to iiit west of the Mississippi

was part of the plan for the general removal of

fcU the Indians, and every preparation was com-

plete for their departure by their own agree-

ment, when it was interrupted by a horrible

act. It was the 28th day of December, 1835,

that the United States agent in Florida, and

several otliers, were suddenly massacred byj

party under Osceola, who had just been at the

hospitabla table with them : at the same time

the sutler n)ul oth'^: s were aituclseJi as they gat

at table : b» iiio da/ two expresses x-ere killed;

and to crown thcfe bloody deeds, the same day

wit.u'ssed t!:;- dedtrn';tion i^i Maju,- t)ade's com-

mand of 112 men, on its marcVi iiom Tampa

Bay to Withlacootchec. All these massacres

were surprises, the result of concert, and exe-

cuted as such u]ioTi unsuspecting victims. The

agei}' (Mr. Thompson), tnd some fri'^nds were

«hoi from the bushes while taking a walk near

his lnousi- tiie sutler and his guests were shot

at thii ainaer tai N' : the express riders wcir

waylaid, Kud shot m the road : Major Dadi's

command was attacked on the march, by un un-

seen foe, overpowered, and kil'.)d nearly to tin

last man. All these deadly attacks took place

on the sumo day, and at points wide apart-

showing iiiat the plot was as extensive as it wsa

secret, and • ruel as it was treacherous ; for not a

soul was soured in either of the four relentless

attacks.

It was two days after the event that an in-

fantry soldier of Major Dade's command, ap-

peared at Fort King, on Tampa Bay, from which

it had marched six days before, and gave infor-

mation of what had happened. The command

was on the march, in open pine woods, tall grass

all around, and i. swamp on the left flank. The

grass concealed a treacherous ambuscade. The

advanced guard had passed, and was cut off.

Both the advance and the main body were at-

tacked at the same moment, but divided from

each other, A circle of fire enclosed each—fire

from an invisible foe. To stand, was to be shot

down : to advance was to charge upon concealed

rifles. But it was the only course—was brave-

ly adopted—and many savages thus sprung from

their coverts, Avere killed. The oflicers, coura-

geously r.r. ! ing themselves, were rapidly shol

—Major U;,.v. early in the action. At the end

of an b iir successive charges had roused the

sa'v '':: ^T'om the irrass /which seemed to ^^

alivt. a ith their naked and painted bodies, yell-

ing ana iviaping,) and driven beyonil the rau',

of sij>H. "ij^ the command was too much weak-

ened for a
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I seomod to 1*

encd for a further operation. The wounded

were too iiuuierous to be carried along: too

precious to be left behind to be massacred. The

battle ground was maintained, and a small band

had conquered respite from attack : but to ad-

vance or retreat was equally impossible. The
only resource was to build a small >v>n of pine

logs, cut from the forest, collect the wounded
and the survivors into it, as into a little fort

and repulse the assailants as long as possible.

This was done till near sunset—the action hav-

ing began at ten in the morning. By that time

every officer was dead but one, and ho despe-

rately wounded, and helpless on the ground.

Only two men remained without wounds, and
they red witli the blood of others, sinrted upon
them, or stained in helping the helpless. The
little pen was fdled with the dead and the dyin-^.

The firing ceased. The expiring lieutenant told

the survivors he could do no more for them
and gave them leave to save themselves as they
could. They asked his advice. He gave it to

vhem
; and to that advice we are indebted for

the only report of that bloody day's work. He
advised them all to lay down among the dead—
to remain still—and take their chance of being
considered dead. This advice was fol'jwed. All
became still, prostrate and motionless ; and the
savages, slowly and cautiously approaching,
were a long time before they would venture
within the ghastly pen, where danger mig'.t
still lurk under apparent death. A squad of
about forty negroes—fugitives from the South-
ern States, more savage than the savage—were
the first to enter. They came in with knives
and hatchets, cutting throats and splitting skulls
wherever they suw a sign of life. To make sure
of skipping no one alive, all were pulled and
handled, punched and kicked ; and a groan or
movement, an opening of the eye, or even the
invohuitaiy contraction of a muscle, was an in-
vitation to the knife and the tomahawk. Only
four of the living were able to subdue sensa-
tions, bodily and mental, and remain without
Bign of fueling under this dreadful ordeal ; and
two of these received stabs, or blows—as many
of the dead did. Lying still until the search

I

was over, and darkness had come on, and the
butchers were gone, these four crept from amon"
their dead comrades and undertook to make

,

their svay back to Tampa Bay—separating into
' two parties for greater safety. The one that

came in first had a narrow escape. Pursuing a
path the next day, an Indian on horseback, and
with a rifle across the saddle bow, met fliem full

in the way. To separate, and take the chance
of a divided pursuit, was the only hope for

either
: and they struck off into opposite direc-

tions. The one to the right was pursued ; and
very soon the sharp crack of a rif.o made known
his fate to the one that had gone to the left.

To him it was a warning, that his comrade be-
ing despatched, his own turn came next. It

was open pine woods, and a running, or stand-
ing man, visible at a distance. The Indian on
horseback was already in view. Escape by
flight was impossible. Concealracnt in the grass,

or among the palmettos, was the only hope

:

and this was tried. The man laid close: the
Indian rode near liim. He made circles around,
eyeing the ground far and near. Rising in hia

stirrups to get a wider view, and .seeing nothing,
he turned the head of his horse and galloped
off—the poor soldier having been almost under
the horse's feet. This man, thus marvellously
escaping, was the first to bring in the sad re-

port of the Dade defeat—followed soon after by
two others with its melancholy confirmation.

And these were the only reports ever received

of that completest of defeats. No oflicer sur-
vived to report a word. All were killed in their

places—men and officers, each in his place, no
one breaking ranks or giving back : and when
afterwards the ground was examined, and events
verified by signs, the skeletons in their i)lace8,

and the bullet holes in trees and logs, and the
little pen with its heaps of bones, showed that
the carnage had taken place exactly as described
by the men. And this was the slaughter of
Major Dade and his command—of 108 out of
112: as treacherous, as barbarous, as perse-

veringly cruel as ever was known. One single

feature is some relief to the sadness of the pic-

ture, and discriminates this defeat from most
others suffered at the hands of Indiiins. There
were no prisoners put to death; for no man
surrendered. There were no fugitives slain in

vain attempts at flight ; for no one fled. All
stood, and fought, and fell in their places, re-

turning blow for blow while life lasted. It waa
the death nf soldiers, showing that steadiness in

defeat which is above courage in victory.

And this was the origin of the Florida Indian
war: and a more treacherous, ferocious, ajia
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coUl-blomled origin was nowr given to any In-

dian war. Yet Hnoh is tho iH'ivorsity of j)arty

spirit thnt its nulhor—tho savngo Oscoola—liaH

been oxaltod into a lioro-patriot ; onr oHIcith,

(lisparagtHl and ridicnlod ; tlio administration

loadod with obloqny. And all this by our pub-

lic men in Congri'ss, as well as by writers in tho

daily and jK-riodical publications. The future

historian who should take these upeeches and

p\d)lications for their guide, (and they are too

numerous and emi)halie to bo overl(H)ked,)

would write a history discreditable to our arms,

and ivproachful to our jtistico. It would bo a

narrative of wickedness and imbecility on our

part—of juitriotism and heroism on the jjart of

tho Indians : those Indians whoso very uanio

(Seminole—wild,) detino them as the fugitives

from all tribes, and made still worse than fugi-

tive Indians by a mixture with fugitive negroes,

some of whom became their chiefs. It was to

obviate tho danger of such a history as that

would he, that the author of this View delivered

at the time, and in the presence of all concerned,

an historical speech on the Florida Indian war,

fortified by facts, and intended to stand for

true ; and which hius remained unimpeached.

Extracts from thnt speech will constitute the

next chapter, to which this brief sketch will

serve as a preface and introduction.

CHAPTER XIX.

FLORIDA INDIAN <yXB: IlISTOEICAL 8PEECII OF
ME. IJENTON

A SENATOR from New Jersey [Mr. Southaud]

has brought forward an accusation which must

affect the character of the late and present ad-

ministrations at homo, and the character of the

country abroad ; and which, justice to these

administrations, and to the country, requires

to be met and answered upon the spot. That

senator has expressly chai'ged that a fraud was

committed upon the Florida Indians in the

treaty negotiated with them for their removal

to the West ; that the war which has ensued

was the consequence of this fraud ; and that

our government was responsible to the moral

sense of the communityj and of the world, for

all the blood that has Iwen nhcd, and for all the

money that has been expended, in the |)rosecu.

tion of this war. This is a heavy accusation,

At homo, it attaclicH to tlio party in po\v(>r, nnj

is calculated to make them odious ; nbroad, it

attaches to tho country, and is calculated to

blm-ken the national character. It is an iirci-

Nation, without the shadow of a foundation!

and, both, as one of tho party in power, and m
an American citi/en, I feel myself impelled by an

imiH-rious sense of duty to my fiiends, and to

my country, to expose its incMrrectncss at once,

and to vindicnte the government, and the coun-

try, from an imputation as tnifounded as it ig

odious.

Tho senator fi-om New Jersey first located

this imputed fraad in the Payne's F.aiiding

treaty, negotiated by General (Jadsden. in Flor-

ida, in tho year 1H.'{2 ; and, after being teiidircd

an issue on the fairness and generosity of tlmt

treaty by the senator IVotu Alabama |Mr.

Clav), he transferred the charge to the Fort

Gibson treaty, made in Arkansas, m the year

IM?>, by Messrs. Stokes, Ellsworth and .Scllo^

merhorn. This was a considerable change of

locality, but no change in tho accu.sation itself;

the two treaties being but one, and the last be-

ing a literal performance of a stijtulation con-

tained in the first. These arc the facts ; ami,

after slating the cose, I will prove it as stated.

This is the statement : The Seminole lndian.s in

Florida being an emigrant band of the Creeks,

and finding game exhausted, subsistence diifi-

cidt, and white settlements appi-oaching. con-

cluded to follow t' e mother tribe, the Creeks,

to the west of tho Mi.ssissippi, and to reunite

with them. This was conditionally agreed to

be done at the Payne's Landing treaty ; and in

that treaty it was stipulated that a dei)utation

of Seminole chiefs, under the sanction of the

government of the United States, should pro-

ceeil to tho Creek country bej'ond the Missis-

sippi—there to ascertain first whether a suita-

ble country could be obtained for them there

;

and, secondly, whether the Creeks woidd re-

ceive them back as a part of their confederacy:

and if the deputation should be satisfi'il on

these two points, then the conditional obligit-

tion to remove, contained in the Payne's Land-

ing treaty, to become binding and obligatory

upon the Seminole tribe. The deputation went;

the two points were solved in the afiirmative;
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itni'SH nt once.

I

the obligation to remove became ahfloliite on the

part of tlio Indians ; and the Kovornment of

tho United StatcH comnieticod prcpnrationH for

oflectiiif; thuir ottHy, gradual, and comfortable

rcmovttl.

Tho entire emigration was to bo completed

in tiiree yearH, one-third RoinR annually, com-

niciicin{? in tho year IH'.]^, and to bo finiKhcd in

the yearH 1834, and 1H35. Tho deputation Hcnt

to the west of the MiHHiHsippi, completed their

agreement with the Creeks on the 2Hth of

March, IH.1'5; they returned home immediately,

and one-third of the tribe was to remove that

yea:. Every tiling waw got ready on tho part

of the United States, both to transport the In-

dians to their new homes, and to subsist them

for a year after their arrival there. Hut, in-

Btcad of R'uiovinfj;, tho Indians began to invent

excuses, and to interpose delays, and to pass

off the time without commencing the emigra-

tion. The year 18.'53, in which one-third of tho

tnbu were to remove, passed off without any

removal ; the year 1834, in which another third

was to go, was passed off in tho same manner

;

the year 1835, in which the emigration was to

have been completed, passed away, and the emi-

p-ation was not begun. On the contrary, on
tho last days of tho last month of that year,

while tho United States was still peaceably urg-

ing the removal, an accumulation of treacherous

and horrible assa.ssinations and massacres were
committed. Tho United States agent, General

Thomp.son, Lietitenant Smith, of tho artillery,

and five others, were assassinated in sight of

Fort King ; two expresses were murdered ; and
Major Dade's command was massacred.

In their excuses and pretexts for not romov-
mg, the Indians never thv.ught of tho reasons

which have been supplied to them on this floor.

Thty never thought of alleging fraud. Their

pretexts were frivolous ; as that it was a long

distance, and that bad Indians lived in that

country, and that the old treaty of Fort Moul-
trie allowed them twenty years to live in Flor-

ida. Their real motive was the desire of blood
and pillage on tho part of many Indians, and
still more on the part of the five hundred run-

^
away negroes mixed up among them ; and who

I believed that they could carry on their system,

of robbery and murder with impunity, and that
the swamps of the country would for ever pro-
tect them against the pursuit of tho whites.

This, Mr. President, is tho plain and brief

narrative of the causes which led to the Semi-
nole war ; it is tho brief historical view of tho
case; and if I was speaking under ordinary cir-

cumstances, ond in reply to ineid«aitul remarks,

I should content myself with this narrative,

and let tlu! (luestion go to the coimtry upon the

strength and credit of this statement. Hut I

do not Bjioak under onlinary cinnnnstances ; I

am not rei)lying to incidental and casual re-

marks. I speak in answer to a formal accusa-

tion, preferred on this lloor ; I speak to defend

tho lato and present a<lministrati()ns from an
odious charge ; and, in defending them, to vin-

dicate tho character of our country from tho

accusation of the senator from New Jersey

[Mr. SouTiiAiu)], and to show that fraud bos
not been committed ujfon these Indians, and
that tho guilt of a war, founded in fraud, is not
justly imputable to them.

Tho Seminoles liad stipulated that the agent,

Major rimgan, and their own interpreter, tho

negro Abraham, should accompany them ; and
this was done. It so lmi)poned, also, that an ex-

traordinary conmiission of three members sent

out by tho United States to adjust Indian dittl-

culties generally, was then beyond the Missis-

sippi; and these commissioners were directed

to join in tho negotiations on tho part of tho

United States, and to give tlio sanction of our

guarantee to tho agreements made between tho

Seminoles and the Creeks for the reunion of tho

former to tho parent tribe. This was done.

Our commissioners, Messrs. Stokes, Ellsworth,

and Schcrmorhorn, became party to a ti-eaty

with the Creek Indians for the reunion of tho

Seminoles, made at Fort Gibson, tho 14th of

February, 1833. The treaty contained this

article

:

" Ahticle IV. It is understood and agreed
that the Seminole Indians of Florida, whoso re-
moval to this country is provided for by their
treaty with tho United States, dated May 9,

1832, shall also have a permanent and comfort-
able home on the lands hereby set apart as tho
country of the Creek nation; and they, the
Seminoles, will hereafter be considered as a con-
stituent part of the said nation, but are to bo
located on some part of the Creek country by
themselves, which location shall be selected for
them by tlio conunissioners who have seen tliesc

articles of agreement."

This agreement with the Creeks settled one

of the conditions on which the removal of the
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Fominoles wan to (IcihmkI. Wo will now seo

h<'W till* other conditioji was diNposed of.

In n treaty made at tho same Fort Gibson, on

the 28tli of March, 1 8^3, between the sann

three cuminiHHioiiers on tho part of the TTnited

States, and tiie seven dc opiated Seminole chiefs,

after reciting the two conditions precedent eoii-

liiineil in llio Payvin's '

;'';i;; tri.' v, and rc-

citinj;, also, the ci- - v'Mi (ho Creeks on

tho 14th of February prvcodiug,iL is thus stipu-

lated :

" Now, therefore, tbc commissioners aforesaid,

by virtue oi thi
^
iwer and authority vested in

them by tho treaty ninde with the Creek Indians

on the 14th of February, 183.'{, as ab()V( . u.

hereby designate and assign to the icminole

tribe o( Indians, for their separate future resi-

dence for ever, a tract of country lying between

the ^1111 alian River and the south fork thereof.

and e.v'oiuling west to wliere a line running

north iiid south between the main Canadian

and north branch will strike the forks of Little

Fiver; provided said west line dot > not extend

m.)ii! than twenty-tivc miles west from the

mouth of said Little River. And the under-

signed Seniinolo chiefs, delegated as aforesaid,

ou behalf of the nation, hereby declare them-

selves well satisfied with the location jimvided

for them by the commissioners, and agn ' that

their nation shall commence the renn val to their

new homo as soon as the government will make
the arrangements for their emigration satisfac-

tory to tho Sei 'inole nation."

This treaty is siirned by the delegation, und

by the commissioners of tiie United States, and

witne--;ed, among others, by the same Major

Phagan, agent, and Abrahuin. intoppnter, whose

presence was stipulated for at Payne's Lanling.

Thus the two conditions on which t re-

moval depended, we comp.iod will hey

were both established in the affirnus ive. Tho

Creeks, under tlic solenm sanction and guarantee

of the United States, w^im (o receive back the

Seminoles as a part of tiicir confederacy, and

agree that they shall live adjoining them on

lands designated for their residence. The ((« le-

gation declare themselves well sat is with- '

country assigned them, and agree ; t'

nioval fliould commence as soon a- •
' i

States could make the necessary arrangement-.

for the ivmoval of the people.

This brings down the proof to the conclusion

of all questions beyond tho Mississippi; it

brings it down to the conclusion of the treaty

at Fort Gibson—thai tiealy in which the sena-

tor front New .lersoy [Mr. Southaud] hai

located tho charge of fraud, after withdrawing

tho snmo churgo from the Payne's Landing

treaty. It brings us to the end of the negotia-

tions at tho point selected for the charge ; and

now liDW stands tho accusation ? How stands

tho charge of fraud? Is there a shadow, nn

at'ui, a speck, .4' foundation on which to t,A

\i I No, sir: Nothing— nothing— nothing.

Every thing was done that was stijjulatcd for;

done by tho persons who were to ( it ; and

done in the exact manner agreed upon. In fact,

tho nature of tho things to bo done west of the

Mississippi was such as not t" admit of fraud.

'
, • things were to bo done, one to be .seen

with tho eyes, and tho other to bo heard with

the ears. Tho deputation was to ace tlieir now

country, and say whether they liked it. This

was a question to their own senses -to tliuir

own eyes—and was not susceptible of fraud

They were to hear wlnther the Creeks would

receive them back as a pM it of their confideracy;

this was a qtiestion to their own cars, and wiu

also unsusceptible of fraud. Their own eyes

could not deceive thiin in looking at land ; their

own ears could not deceive them in listi ning to

their own language from tho Creeks. Ni su::

there was no phy: :.i 'upacity, or moral nie.ins,

for tho perpetration of fraud ; ami none has ever

been pretended by the Indian^ 'om that aa.

to this. The Indians them- . have never

thought of sucii a thing. Tl re is no assump-

tion of a Icceivod party 'moug them. It is n

a deceived party that is at war—a jmrty Uv-

ccived by the delegation which went to tho West

—but that very d'legation itself, with the ex-

cej)! m of Charley Emarthhi. are tho hostile

leaders at home ! This is ret ing the ac. a&tr

tion to an absurdity. It is malving the delcga-

tion th' dupes of their own eyes and of tin :

own ears, and then goin^; to war with thf

United States, t)ecauso their wn eyes dect ived

them in looking at latid on t.- Canadian I; er,

and their own earsd. leivedtli ni in listening to

their own la, uiige from the e reeks ; and then

charging the frauds upon tho United States,

All this is abM ? d ; and it is due to tb se absent

savages to say it -t they never commit ,d aiij

such absurdity— tbu they never placed their

objection to remove ujwn any plea of dec {ition

practised npuu them beyond the Mi8si^ ipvi.

but ou frivolous pretests ii-ventvd long iiftH

the retun
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thu return of the dfli'gation ; \\ -h pntextH

covered the real gnmndH grow' >ut ol' tlie

iulliienco of niimway hIiivch, ami omo evilly

disposed chiefn, r.nd that thii; l fur blood and

plunder, in which llioy expected a long course

of ei\joyni"nt and impunity in their swamps
believed to bo impenetrable to the whiteH.

Thus, sir, it is clearly and fully proved that

there was no fraud practised upon these Indi-

ans ; that they themselves never pretended such

a thing; and that the accusation is wholly a

charge of recent origin sprung up among our-

selves. Having shown that there was no fraud,

this might bo sufficient for the occasion, but
haviris:; been forced into the inquiry, it may be

as well to complete it by showing what were
the causes of this war. To understand these

causes, it is necessary to recur to dates, to see

the extreme moderation with which the United
States acted, the long time w'lich they tolerated

the delays of the Indians, ai he treachery and
murder with which their indulgence and for-

bcfinince was requited. The omigrution was to

coiiinience in 1833, and be completed in the
years 1834 and 1835. The last days of the last

month of this last y. '• had arrived, and the emi-
gration had not yet commenced. Wholly irt-

tcnt on their peaceable removui, the adrninistra-
ti< • had despatched a disbursing agent, Lieu-

iiui f Harris of the army, • > take charge of the
nionditures for the subsistence of these people.
He arrived at Fort King on the afternoon of the
2 ' ofD. imber, 1835; and as he entered the

"be. luie Ernest an eye-witness of ahorrid
scei, xlv was the subject of his first despatch
to hisgc, . orii

,
nent. He describes it in these words:

agency office, when they wire fired upon by •
jiarty of Indians, who rose from ami)nsh in the
hammock, within sight of the fort, and on which
the suttler's house borders. The re|x)rts of the
ritles tired^ the war-whoci) twice rei»eBte(r, and
altera brief space, several other volleyv, more
remote, and in the (juarter of Mr. ilogers's house
were heaixl, and the smoke of the firing seen'
from the fort. Mr. Uogers and I m clerks were
suijinsed at dinner, 'i'hreo e.-,ci.|*d : the rest
murdered. The bodies of aencrul Thompson,
Lieiitenant Smith, and Mr. Kit/ler, were soon
found and brought in. Ihose of the others
were not found until tl.ia mo ahur That of
General Thonipsou was perforated m ,i fourteen
bullets. Mr. Hogers had received seventeen.
All were scalped, excejjt the boy. The coward-
ly murderers are supposed to be a party of Mi-
casookees, 40 or 50 strong, under tho traitor
lowcll (Osceola), whose shrill, peculiar wai-
whoop, was recognized by our interpreters, and
tho one or two friendly Indians we have in the
fort, and who knew it well. Two expresses
(soldiers^ were despatched upon fresh horses on
the evening of this horrid tragedy, with tidings
of It to General Clinch; but not hearing from
bun or them, we conclude they were cut off.Wo are also exceedingly anxious for the fate of
the two companies (under Major D; .

) which
had been ordered uj) from i'ort Hrooivc, and of
whom wo learn nothing."

" I regret that it becomes my first duty after
mv arrival hereto be tb- narrator of a story
which It will lK3, I am 8 a3 painful for you
to hear, as it is for me, wlu. ,. almost an eve
witness to the bloody de.d, o relate to you.
Uiir excellent superintend,!. General Wiley
Jliompson, has been most < , ih^ murdered bV
a party of the hosti!,^ Imhans. ..,1 with him
I..eutenant Constant bmith, of t! - 2d regiment

artillery hra,stus Rogers, the ut tier to the
1' T ,

'." *^^ '^''^'•^ « '>•• Kitzler, and a

ion
'

f : .Ll'*-.
'^^''^ ^'-'^""•^d oa the nftcr-

nooa of tW :i8th instant (December), bet« ,

acie. Lieutenant Smith i ,Ii„e,' with tl
Ueuerul, a„d after dinner it.d hin, io take u

more r'T^^^T '^'
•

i"»d not proceeded
more tliun three hundred yards bevnnd tb

Sir, this is the first letter of the disbursing
agent, specially detached to furnish the .supplies

to the emigrating Indians. Ho arrives in tho
midst of treachery and murder; and his first

letter is to announce to the government the as-

sassination of their agent, an ofiicer of artillery,

and five citizens ; the assassination of two ex-
presses, for they were both waylaid and mur-
dered

; and tho massacre of one hundred and
twelve men and oflirors under Major Dade. All
this took place at once ; and this was the be-
ginning of the war. Up to that moment tho
government of tho United States were wholly
employed m pi-enaring the Indians for removal,
recommendin; i to go, and using no force or
violence upin i .m. This is the way the war
was brought on ; this is the way it began ; and
w^as there ever a case in which a government
^ IS 80 loudly called upon to avenge the dead,
, protect the living, and to cause asclf to bo
n pected by punishing the contemners of its

power ? The murder of the agent was a double
ofience, a peculiar outrage to the goveriu. it

whose representative he was, and a violation
even of the national law of savages. Agents are
seldom muidcrcd even by savages ; and bound
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as every government is to protect all its citizens,

it is doubly l>ound to protect its ngentN and re-

presentativeH abroad. Hero, then, Ls a govern-

mcnt«ngent, and a military officer, ftvo citizens,

two expresses, and a dctachniont of one hundred

and twelve men, in all one hundred and twenty-

ono persons, treacherously and inhumanly mas-

BiK^red in one day ! and Iwcauso General Jack-

son's administration did not submit to this hor-

rid outrage, ho is charged with the guilt of a

war founded in fraud upon innocent and unof-

fending Indians 1 Such if o spirit of opposi-

tion to our own government ! such the love of

Indians and contempt of whites ! and such the

mawkish sentimentality of the day in which wo

live—a sentimentality which goes moi)ing and

sorrowing ab'ut in behalf of imaginary wrongs

to Indians ni,,i negroes, while the whites them-

selves arc the subject of murder, robbery and

defamation.

The prime mover in all this mischief, and the

leading agent in the most atrocious scene of it,

was a half-blooded Indian of little note before

this time, and of no consequence in the councils

of his tribe ; for his name is not to bo seen in the

treaty either of Payne's ! andingor Fort Gibson.

Wc call him Powell ; by his tribe he was called

Osceola. lie led the attack in the massacre oi

the agent, and of those who were killed with

him, in the afternoon of the 28th of December.

The disbursing agent, whose letter has been

read, in his account of that massacre, applies the

epithet traitor to the name of this Powell. Well

might he apply that epithet to that assassin

;

for he had just been fed and caressed by the

very person whim he waylaid and murdeivd.

He had come into the agency shortly before that

time with seventy of his followers, professed his

satisfaction with the treaty, his readiness to re-

move, and received subsistence and supplies for

himself and all his party. The most friendly

relations seemed to be established ; and the

doomed and deceived agent, in giving his ac-

count of it to the government, says :
" The re-

sult was that we closed with the utmost good

feeling ; and I have never seen Powell and the

other chiefs so cheerful and in so fine a humor,

at the close of a discussion upon the subject of

removal."

This is Powell (Osceola), for whom all our

sympathies are so pathetically invoked ! a

treacherous assassin, not only of our people, but

of his own—for he it wat- who waylai<l, and shot

in the back, in the most cowardly nuinner, the

brave chief Charley Emarthla, v/hom ho dared

not face, and whom he thus assassinated becauie

he refusci! to join him and his runaway negroes

in murdering the white people. The collector

of Indian curiosities and portraits, Mr. Catlin,

may be permitted ( - manufacture a hero out of

this assassin, and to make a poetical seine of

his imprisonment on Sullivan's island ; bir it

will not do for an American senator to takt um

same liberties with historical truth and our na-

tional character. Powell ought to have been

hung for the Uh assination of General Thomp-

son ; and the only fault ot our odicers is, that

llioy did not hang him the moment they caught

him. 1 iie fate of Arbuthnot and Ambrister was

due to him a thousand times over.

I have now answered the accusation of tho

senator from New Jersey [Mr. SouthardJ. I

have shown the origin of this war. I have shown

that it originated in no fraud, no \njustice, no

violence, on the part of this govemmtiit, but in

tho thirst for blood and rapine on the part of

these I ndians, and in their confident belief that

their swamps would be their protection against

the pursuit of tho whites ; and that, emerging

from these fastnesses to commit robbery and

murder, and retiring to them to enjoy the fruits

of their maiauding expeditions, they had before

them a long perspective of impunity in the en-

joyment of their favorii*. occupation. This I

have shown to be the cause of the war ; and

having vindicated the administration and the

country from the injustice of the imputation

cast upon them, I proceed to answer - me

things said by a senator from South Carolina

[Mr. Preston], which tended to disparage the

troops generally which have been employed in

Florida ; to disparage a particular general offi-

cer, and also to accuse that general officer of a

particular and specified dflcncc. That senator

has decried our troops in Florida for the gene-

ral inetficienry of their operntions ; he has de-

cried General Jcsup for the general imbecility

of his operations, and he has charged this Gen-

eral with the violation of a flag, and the com-

mission of a perfidious act, in detaining and im-

prisoiiing the lEdian Powell, who came into his

camp.

I think there is great error and gredt injus-

tice dl these imputations, and that it is right
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for dome mnator on (liif (li)or to anRwcr thcra.

My poHition, as chuinnuu of the Comtnltteo on

Military AH'airs, wonii Bocin to aggign that

duty to nio, and it may bo tlio rcoflon wliy

others who have Hpoken have omitted all reply

on these jioints. Bo th'it as it may, I feel im-

pelled to Bay Homething in behalf of thoho who

are ahHent, and cannot speak for themselveH

—

those who must always feel the wound of un-

merited censure, and must feel it more keenly

fflien the blow that inflicts the wound falls

from the elevated floor of the American Senate.

So far as the army, generally, is concerned in

this censure, I might leave them where they

have been placed by the senator from South

Carolina [Sir, Preston], and others on that side

of the House, if I could limit myself to acting a

political part here. The army, as a body, is no

friend of the political party to which I belong.

Individuals among them are friendly to the ad-

ministration; but, as a body, they go for the

opposition, and would terminate our political

(xistence, if they could, and put our oi)ponent8

in our place, at the first general election that

intervenes. As a politician, then, I might aban-

don thenr. to the care of their political friends

;

but, as an American, as a senator, and a.s hav-

ing had some connection with the military pro-

fession, I feel myself called upon to dissent from

the opinion which has been expressed, and to

give my reasons for believing that the army has

not suffered, and ought not to sufl"er, in charac-

ter, by the events in Florida. True, our ofli-

ars and soldiers have not performed the same
feats there which they performed in Canada, and
elsewhere. But why ? Certainly because they

have not got the same, or an equivalent, theatre

to act upon, nor an enemy to cope with over
whom brilliant victories can be obtained. The
peninsula of Florida, where this war rages, is

sprinkled all over with swamps, hammocLs,
and lagoons, believed for three hundred years
to be impervious to the white man's tread.

The theatre of war is of great extent, stretching

over six parallels of latitude j all of it in the
sultry region below thirty-one dt ?jrecs of north
latitude. The extremity of thi peninsula ap-
proaches the tropic of Capricorn ; and at this

moment, while we speak here, the soldier under
arms at mid-day there will cast no shadow : a
vertical sun darts its fiery rays direct upon the
crown of his head. Suffocating heat oppresses
the frame; annoying insects sting the body;

buniing sands, a sjwngy morass, and the sharp
cutting saw grass, receive the feet and legs

;

disease (oIIowm the summer's exertion ; and a
den-so foliage covers the foe. Eight montlw In

the year military exertions are impossible;

during four months only can any thing bo
done. The Indians well understand this ; and,
during these four months, either give or receive

tui attack, as they please, or endeavor to con-
sumo the season in wily parlejs. The possi-

bility of splendid military exploits does not
exist in such a country, and against sucli a foo

;

but there is room there, and ample room there,

for the exhibition of the highest qualiti -s of the
soldier. There is room there for patience, and
for fortitude, under every variety of suffering,

and under every form of privation. There is

room there for courage and discipline to exhibit
itself against perils and trials which subject

courage and discipline to the severest tests.

And has there been any failure of patience, for-

titude, courage, discipline, and subordination in

all this war ? Where is the instance in which
the men have revolted against their officers, or
in which the officer has deserted his men?
Where is the instance of a flight in battle?

Where the instance of orders disobeyed, ranks
broken, or confusion «f corps? On the con-

trary, we have constantly seen the steadiness,

and the discipline, of the parade maintained
under every danger, and in the presence of
massacre itself. Officers and men have fought

it out where they were told to fight; they
have been killed in the tracks in which they
were told to stand. None of those pitiable

scenes of which all our Indian wars have shown
some—those harrowing scenes in which the
helpless prisoner, or the hapless fugitive, is

massacred without pity, and without resist-

ance : none of these have been seen. Many-
have perished; but it was the death of the

combatant in arms, and not of the captive OT

the fugitive. In no one of our savage wars
have our troops so stood together, and con-

quered togethei and died together, as they

have done in this one; and this standing to-

gether is the test of the soldier's character.

Steadiness, subordination, courage, discipline,

—

tliese .T-re the test of the s-oldier ; and in no in-

stance have our troops, or any troops, ever

evinced the possession of these qualities in a
higher degree than during the campaigns in

Florida. While, then, brilliant victories may
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not Imvo Ikhmi mnm, inul, In fnot, wi^ro linpoHHl-

Mo, jot (lio highost nualition of >?<umI noIiIUt-

nhip hivvo Ihh'u oinli\on(ly diKpiuyoil (hn>iigliout

tliix war. (Nmmgii iiiid lUsoiiilino luvvo hIiowii

llu'insolvos, ll>i'oiiglu»it all itn Ntn^os, in llu-ir

jioMost. toriuH.

From (Iu» pMioral inn>u<atio?i t»f inolllcioiiry

in our oporations in b'loriila, tlio sonalor ft'oni

Simtli t'aivlina |Mr. l'iu:sroNl ronu'S (<• a |>ar-

lioular iHnnn>anilor, anil oharp's inonioionoy

»jHV>t\oftlly \\\nn\ \\\m. Tliis oonnnamlor is

(Jonoral Josnp. 'I'ho sonalor thmi South t'aro-

Unft has bwni lavish, ui\d cvou proftuso, in his

doninioiation of that f^Mu-ral, and has ^-^ono so

far as to talk ahout military ooint.s of iutiuiry.

l.onving tl»o gv>uoral ojk'u to all such intjuiry,

and thoix>uu;hly oonviiuxnl tliat tho sonaior

tViMU South Car»>lii\a has no idi-a of jnovinn

suoh imiairy. and ii\tonds to rest tho dlirt of

his donvuioiation upon its dolivory luuv, 1 shall

prvHvod to answer hini hoiv— jiiving s|hht1i for

spiHvh on this tloor, and loavinj; tho (j;onoral

himself to ivply whon it comes to tliat thivat-

onod inquiry, which I mulcrtnko to nlUrni will

I'.ovor Ihj moved.

General Jesup is chai-}rcd with imln'oility

and inot^lcioncy ; tho oontinunna' of tho war is

in\putvHl to his incaimoity ; and he is held up

her\\ on tho tloor of tho Senate, to imblio ivpri>-

honsion for thesi- ituputo<l doliuquenoios. This

is the aocusjition ; and now lot us see with how

much truth and justiw it is made. Happily

for tJonoral Jesup, this hapjKMis to Ik» a case in

which we have data to go up(ni. and in which

thoiv aiv authentic materials for comivu'iiti!; tho

oiK>ratious of himself with those of other pcn-

enils—his pnMlecossoi"s in tho same field—with

wiiose succv^ss the Ponator fnuu South Carolina

is ontiivly Si\tistled. Dates and tigures furnish

this data and these materials; and. after re-

frv.-hing tho memory of the Senate with a few

dates, 1 will proewd to tho imswers which tho

facts of tho case supply. The tii-st date is, as

to tho time of tho conimoncement of this war,

the second, as to the tinio that (ieneral Jesup

assumed the comniiuid ; the thiril, as to the

time whei; he was n^lievinl from the conuuand.

On the first jniint, it will l* i-ewllwted that

the war hn-'ke out upon tho assassination of

General Thom}>son, the agent. Lieutenant

Smith, who was with him; the sutler and his

clerks ; the mtinler of ti. two espi*es.ses ; and

the m-Tssacre of Major Dade's command;

—

ovcHtrt which rnmp tonether hi point of tiino,

and compelled an immediate resort to war |)y

tho United StatcH. These aBKasHinationM, tlu'»o

n\in'derH, and this massacre, look place on tho

'J8th diiy of Decemher, IHJtr*. Tiu* conniieiu'o-

inent of tho war, then, dates ft-oin that day.

The ne.\t point is, tho time of General .leNU|)'<

appointment <,o the connnand. This oecurrud

in Decendnu', IHIKi. Tho third jtoint is, tho

date of Oeneral Jesup's relief (nmx tho com-

mand, and this took place in May, of tho jjres-

ent year, ISIiH. Tlit< war has then conliinietl—

c(Uintin(i; to the pr<Hent time-two years and a

half; and of that period, (Jcneral .lesup has liiul

conuuand somethinn less than oiio year and a

half, ^)thor generals had connnatul for a year

lu'fore he was appointed in that (juarter. Now,

how much had those other p;oneml8 done? All

put together, how mucli had they done 'i And

I ask this (inestiou not to tlisparage their meri-

torious exertions, luit to obtain data for tho

vindication of the ofllcer now asi<ailed. Tho

senator fri>nj South t'arolina [Mr. PuKsroNj is

satisfied with the operations of llio previous

conunauilcrs ; n;>w let him see how the opera-

tions of tho olUcer wliom ho assails will com-

pare with tho ojK'rati(ms of those who are lioii-

oivd with his approbation. The com)"irison is

brief and mathematical. It is a probh'm in tho

exact sciouws. (ieneral Jesup i-eilueed the

hostiles in tho one year luid a half of his com-

mand, 'J.'JOO souls: all his predecessors togelhi-r

had red' "od them lf)0 in ime year. Where

<loes censure rest now ?

Sir, 1 disparage nobody. 1 n\ake no exhibit

"f comparative results to undervalue the oiKift-

' ons of tho j)R vions conunanders in Florida. I

know the diflicidty of military operations tliere,

and tho ease of criticism here. J never assailed

those previous conunanders ; on the contrary,

often pointed out tho nature of the theatre on

which they operated as a cause for the miscnr-

riage of cxi)editions, and for the waiit of '.nilliant

and decisive n-sults. Now for tho fu'st time I

I

refer to tho point, and, not to difparige others,

I

but to vindicate the officer assailed. His vindi-

cation is found in the ct 'nparison of results be-

twc'. n himself and his p , 'ocesson', and in the

approbation of the senator .rom South Carolhia

of the results under the predecessors of (ieneral

Jesup. Satistled with Iheiii, he must be satis-

fied with him J for the diflerence is as fifteen to

1 one in favor of the decried general.

k- • -I
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KchIiIcm the gcnorni deniincintion ibr inofll-

cioiicy, wliicli llio Ht'iiivlor from HoiiMi Ciiroliim

hiiM lavisliod upon (ii>n(<ml Ji^Hiip, ami \vhi(-li<lu-

iitim'iatioii liiiH HO (!oiiijtlt'k'Iy rrrdivi.Ml itM aimwtii'

ill lliiM coiniHiriiUvu nUU'IiioiiI, ; licMiilcH UiIh

pdioral ili'imnoitttioii, tlio Himiitor from .South

Carolina brought forward a Hpccilici iu'(!UNatiou

against tlid honor of thuwimo olllccr—an a('(!UNa-

lion of pcrlhly, aiui of a violation of (lag of

tnico, in tho Hoizuro and dolt'iition of tln^ Indian

OHteuia, vvlio had cotno into liin caniii. On tlm

part of (icnoral JcHup, I ropcl tiiiH luuinsation,

and ilirlarc hiw whole condiK^t in ndation to tliiH

Indian, to liavo hocn jtiJitiJiithlc, undiT \\w lawH

of civilizi'il or Havago warfaro ; that it waw ('./•-

pcdiciil in point of policy; and that if any

hlanio coidd atliudi to (ho g(^ntiral, it w<iuld ho

for tho contrary of that witli which lie in

hiainod; it wotdd bo lor an cxcohh of forlicar-

anco and indidgcncc.

TncJuHlilication of tho gonoral for the m^izurc

anddctentionof tluHhalfhrwd Indian, Ih thodrHt

joint; and that ithIh upon sovcral and diHtinct

groinidx, cither of which fully juhUIIch tho act.

1. 'I'his Oscrtilii h(i(l hrii/o'ii hh parole ; and,

(hcirjhrc, wax liable to be neizcil and detained.

Thu facts were thcHc: In tho month of May,
1H37, lliis chief, with his followers, wont into

Fort Mellon, under tlio covor of a white (lag, and
there surrendered to Lieutenant Colonel Har-
ney. Ho declared himcelf dono with the war,

and ready to oniigrato to tho wofit of tho Missis-

sippi, and solicited subsiHlcnco and transporta-

tion for himself and h.is people for that jxirpose.

Lieutenant Colonel Ilarnoy received him, sup-
plied him with provisions, and, relying ujK)n his

word and ajjparent sincerity, instead of sending
him -.nuier guard, took his parole to go to'i'iimpa

I
I?ay, the place at which ho preferred to embark,

I

to take shipping there for tlio "West. Supplied

I

with every thing, Osceola and Ids peoi)lc left

I'ort Mellon, under tho pledge to go to 'J'ainpa

Bay. Ho never went there ! hut returned to the
hostiles; and it was afterwards ascertained that
he never had any idea of going West, hut merely
wished to live well for a while at the expense

jofthe whites, examine their strength and posi-
jtion, and return to his work of blood and pillage.
[Alter this, he had tho audacity to approach
iGcneral Jesup's camp in October of tho .same
lyear, with another piece of white cloth over his
Ihead, thinking, after his successful treacheries to
Ithe agent, General Thompson, and Lieut. Colono

Tfarnoy, that thoro wiw n(» end to \\\n trickn

upon while people, (lencral.htsup ordered him
to bo hoIzimI ami carrieil a |iris(»tior t<j Kulllvan'H

Island, where ho was treated with tlu! greatcMt

humanity, and allowed evi^ry possible indnlgenra
and gratidcation, ThiM is one of the rtiaMons in

jUHtillcation <»f (h^neral .Jesup's comluct to Hiat

Indian, and it is sndlcient of itself; but thero

are others, and they shall bo stated.

'1. (hvenla had, violated an order in aiming
in, with a view to return to the hoittileH j and,
thenJure, woh liable to be detained.

Tho fact M wero theso: Many Indians, at dif-

ferent times, had cotno in under the pndext of

a determination to emigrate ; and af(<'i' receiv-

ing supplies, and viewing tho strength and po-

sition of the troops, returned again to the Ui>»-

tih'S, and carried on the war with renewed vigor.

This had been done reiKjatedly. It was making
a mockery of the white Hag, and subjecting our
o(Ilc(!rs to ridi.Mde as w<dl as to danger, (ien-

(U-al .Jesup resolv(Ml to put an end to thcMo

treacherous and dangerous visits, by which spicB

and enemies obtained access (o the bosom of his

camp. He made known to tho chief, Coi Hi. jO,

his detorndnation t« that eflcct. In Angiist,

IH.'{7, he declared peremptorily U, this chief, for

tho infoi uiiition of all tho Indians, thin none
wero to como in, ox(«pt to remain, and to emi-
grate

; that no one coming into his camp again

should bo allowed to go out of it, but shouhl Iw
considered as having surrendered with a view
to emigrate under the treaty, and flhonbl be de-

tained for that purp<jHc. In October, Os<;eola

came in, in violation of that order, and was de-

tained in compliance with it. This is a second
reason for tho justiliciition of tieneral Jesup, and
is of itself sufiicient to justify him ; but there
is more justilication yet, and I will state it.

.'!. Osecola had broken a truce, and, there-

fore, was liable !.o be detained whenever he
could be taken.

The (acts wore these : Tho hostile chiefs en-
tered into an agreement for a truce at Fort
King, in August, 1837, and agreed: 1. Not to

commit any act of hostility upon the whites
;

2. Is'ot to go east of the St. John's river, or
north of Fort Mellon. This truce was broken
by the Indians in both points, A cii izen wa.".

kill( ;1 by them, and they passed both to the
east of the St. John's and far north of Fort Mel-
lon. As violators of this truce. General Jesup
had a right to detain any of the hostiles which
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camo into his bands, and Osceola was one of

I '

these.

Here, sir, are three grounds of justification,

either of them sufficient to justify the conduct

of General Jesup towards Powell, as the gen-

tlemen call him. The first of the three reasons

applies personally and exclusively to that half-

breed ; the other two apply to all the hostile

Indians, and justify the seizure and detention of

others, who have been sent to the West.

So much for justification ; now for the expe-

diency of having detained this Indian Powell. I

bold it was expedient to exercise the right of

detaining him, and prove this expediency by

reasons both a priori and a posteriori. His

jirevious treachery and crimes, and his well

known disposition for further treachery and

crimes, made it right for the officers of the Uni-

ted States to avail themselves of the first justi-

fiable occasion to put an end to his depredations

by confining his person until the war was over.

This is a reason a priori. The reason o pos-

teriori is, that it has turned out right ; it has

operated well upon the mass of the Indians, be-

tween eighteen and nineteen hundred of which,

negroes inclusive, have since surrendered to

Gen. Jesup.. This, sir, is a fact which contains

an argument which overturns all that can be

said on this floor against the detention of Osce-

ola. The Indians themselves do not view that

act as perfidious or dishonorable, or the viola-

tion of a flag, or even the act of an enemy. They

do not condemn General Jesup on accoimt of it,

but no doubt respect him the more for refusing

to be made the dupe of a treacherous artifice.

A bit of white linen, stripped, perhaps from the

body of a murdered child, or its murdered mo-

ther, was no longer to cover tlic insidious visits

of spies and enemies. A firm and manly course

was taken, and the effect was good upon the

minds of the Indians. The number since sur-

rendered is proof of its effect upon their minds

;

and this proof should put to blush the lamenta-

tions which are here set up for Powell, and the

censure thrown upon General Jesup.

No, sir, no. General Jesup has been guilty

of no perfidy, no fraud, no violation of flags.

He has done nothing to stain his own charac-

ter, or to dishonor the flag of the United States.

If he has erred, it has been on the side of hu-

manity, generosity, and forbearance to the In-

dians. If he has erred, as some suppose, in los-

ing time to parley with the Indians, that error

has been on the side of humanity, and of confi-

dence in them. But has he erred ? Has his

policy been erroneous ? Has the country been

a loser by his policy ? To all these questions,

let results give the answer. Let the twenty-

two hundred Indians, abstracted from the hos-

tile ranks by his measures, be put in contrast

with the two hundi-ed, or less, killed and taken

by his predecessors. Let these results be com-

pared ; and let this comparison answer tlie

question whether, in point of fact, there has

been any error, even a mistake ofjudgment, in

his mode of conducting the war.

The senator from South Carolina [Mr. Pres-

ton] complains of the length of time whicii

General Jesup has consumed without bringing

the war to a close. Here, again, the chapter

of comparisons must be resorted to in order to

obtain the answer which justice requires. How

long, I pray you, was General Jesup in com-

mand ? from December, 183G, to May, 1838;

nominally he was near a year and a half in

command ; in reality not one year, for the sum-

mer months admit of no military operations in

that peninsula. His predecessors commanded

from December, 1835, to December, 1836; a

term wanting but a few months of as long a j-e-

riod as the command of General Jesup lasted

Sir, there is nothing in the length of time which

this general commanded, to furnish matter for

disadvant^eous comparisons to him ; but the

contrary. He reduced the hostiles about one-

half in a year and a half; they reduced them

about the one-twentieth in a year. The whole

number was About 5,000; General Jesup di-

minished their number, during his command

2,200 ; the other generals had reduced them

about 150. At the rate he proceeded, the wori:

would be finished in about three years ; at the

rate they proceeded, in about twenty years,

Yet he is to be censured here for the length of

time consumed without bringing the war to i.

close. He, and he alone, is selected for cen-

sure. Sir, I dislike these comparisons; itis«

disagreeable task for me to make them; but!

am driven to it, and mean no disparajjement to

others. The violence with which General Jesup

is assailed here—the comparisons to which he

has been subjected in order to degrade him-

leave me no alternative but to abandon a riien-

torious officer to unmerited censure, or to de-

fend him in the same manner in which ho h«s

been assailed.
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The essential policy of General Jesup has

been to induce the Indians to conae in—to sur-

render—and to emigr\te under the treaty.

This has been his main, but not his exclusive,

policy ; military operations have been combined

with it; many skirmishes and actions have

been fought since he had command ; and it is

remarkable that this general, who has been so

much assailed on this floor, is the only com-

I

mander-in-chief in Florida who has been wound-
ed in battle at the head of his command. His

!
person marked with the scars of wounds re-

ceived in Canada during the late war with

{
Great Britain, has also been struck by a bullet

[ in the face, in the peninsula of Florida
; yet

[these wounds—the services in the late war

I
with Great Britain—the removal of upwards

I

of 16,000 Creek Indians from Alabama and
[Georgia to the West, during the summer of
1 1830—and more than twenty-five years of hon-
lorable employment in the public service—all
Ithese combined, and an unsullied private char-
latter into the bargain, have not been able to
Iprotect the feelings of this oflBcer from lacera-

Ttion on this floor. Have not been sufficient to
t»rotect his feelings ! for, as to his character,
(that is untouched. The base accusation—the
vague denunciation—the ofiensive epithets em-
ployed here, may lacerate feelings, but they do
^ot reach character ; and as to the military in-
quiry, which the senator from South Carolina
fcpeaks of, I undertake to say that no such in-

Jniry will ever take place. Congress, or either
branch of Congress, can order an inquiry if it

Meases; but before it orders an inquiry a
Yohahh cause has to be shown for it; Ind
fcat probable cause never has been, and never
rill be, shown m General Jesup's case.
]ne senator from South Carolina speaks of
fie large force which was committed to Gene-
W Jesup, and the little that was eflected withm force. Is the senator aware of the extent
the country over which his operations ex-

Inded ? that it extended from 31 to 25 degrees

f
north latitude? that it began in the Okefe-

pee swamp in Georgia, and stretched to the
frerglades in Florida? that it was near five
|ndred miles in length in a straight line, and
|e whole sprinkled over with swamps, one of
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fastnesses, its climate, and its wily foe, that had
to be contended with ; a new element of oppo-
sition was encountered* by General Jesup, in
the poisonous information which was conveyed
to the Indians' minds, which encouraged them
to hold out, and of which he had not even
knowledge for a long time. This was the
quantity of false information which was con-
veyed to the Indians, to stimulate and encour-
age their resistance. General Jesup took com-
mand just after the presidential election of 1836.
The Indians were informed of this change of
presidents, and were taught to believe that the
white people had broke General Jackson-that
was the phrase—had broke General Jackson
for making war upon them. They were also
informed that General Jesup was carrying on
the war without the leave of Congress; that
Congress would give no more money to raise
soldiers to fight them; and that he dared not
come home to Congress. Yes, he dared not
come home to Congress ! These poor Indians
seem to have been informed of intended move-
ments against the general in Congress, and to
have relied upon them both to stop supplies
and to punish the general. Moreover, they
were told, tiiat, if they surrendered to emigrate
they would receive the worst treatment on the
way; that, if a child cried, it would be thrown
overboard

;
if a chief gave ofience, he would be

put in irons. Who the immediate informants
of all these fine stories were, cannot be exactly
ascertained. They doubtless originated with
that mass of fanatics, devoured by a morbid
sensibUity for negroes and Indians, which are
now Don Qtdxoting over the land, and filling
the public ear with so many r-ympathetic tales
of their own fabrication.

General Jesup has been censured lor writing
a letter disparaging to his predecessor in com-
mand. If he did so, and I do not deny it,

though I have not seen the letter, nobly has he
made the amends. Publicly and officially haa
he made amends for a private and unofficial
wrong. In an official report to the war de-
partment, published by that department, he
said

:

men alone was equal in L ..^th to the distance
^we™ Washington City and Phikdelphia?
Pt It was not extent of country alone, with it?
' \0L. II._6

"As an act of Justice to all mv prf.d'>''«==o~
111 command, I consider it my duty to say that
the difficulties attending military operations in
this country, can bo properly appreciated only
by those acquainted with them. I have advan-

m
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tages which neither of them possessed, in bet-

ter preparations and more abundant supplies

;

and I found it impossible to operate with any

prospect of success, until I had established a

line of depots across the country. If I have at

any tim* said aught in disparagement of the

operations of others in Florida, either verbally

or in writing, otBcially or unofficially, know-

ing the country as I now know it, I consider

myself bound as a man of honor solcmniy to

retract it."

Such are the amends which General Jesup

makes—frank and voluntary—full and kindly

—

worthy of a soldier towards brother soldiers

;

and far more honorable to his predecessors in

command than the disparaging cMnparisons

which have been instituted here to do them

honor at his expense.

The expenses of this war is another head of

attack pressed into this debate, and directed

more against the administration than against

the commanding general. It is said to have

cost twenty millions of dollars ; but that is an

error—an error of near one-half. An actual

return of all expenses up to February last,

amounts to nine and a half millions ; the rest

of the twenty millions go to the suppression

of hostilities in other places, and with other In-

dians, principally in Georgia and Alabama, and

with the Cherokees and Creeks. Sir, this

charge of expense seems to be a standing head

with the opposition at present. Every speech

gives us a dish of it ; and the expenditures un-

der General Jackson and Mr. Van Buren are

constantly put in contrast with those of pre-

vious adminibtrationE. Granted that these ex-

penditures are larg< —that they are greatly in-

creased ;
yet wiiat ire they increased for ?

Are they increased for the personal expenses of

the officers of the government, or for great na-

tional objects ? The increase is for great ob-

1

jects ; such as ti ;itinction of Indian titles in

the States east of the Mississippi—the removal

of whole nations of Indians to the west of the

Mississippi—their subsistence for a year after

they arrive there—actual wars with some tribes

—the fear of it with others, and the consequent

continual calls for militia and volunteers to

preserve peace—large expenditures for the per-

manent defences of the country, both by land

and wattr, with a pension list for ever increas-

ing ; and other heads of expenditure which are

for future national \>em&t, and not for present

individual enjoyment. Stripped of all these

heads of expenditure, and the expenses of the

present administration have nothing to fear

from a comparison with other periods. Stated

in the gross, as is usually done, and many igno-

rant people are deceived and imposed upon,

and believe that there has been a great waste

of public money ;
pursued into the detail, and

these expenditures will be found to have been

made for great national objects—objects which

no man would have undone, to get back the

money, even if it was possible to get back the

money by undoing the objects. No one, lor

example, would be willing to bring back the

reeks, the Cherokees, the Choctaws, and

Chickasaws into Alabama, Mississippi, Qeor.

gia, Tennessee and North Carolina, even if the

tens of millions which it has cost to remove

them could be got back by that means ; and m

of the other expenditures : yet these eternal

croakers about expense are blaming the gov-

ernment for these expenditures.

Sir, I have gone over the answers, which I

proposed to make to the accusations of the sen-

ators from New Jersey and South Carolina. I

have shown them to be totally mistaken in all

their assumptions and imputations. I have

shown that there was no fraud upon the In-

dians in the treaty at Fort Gibson—that the

identical chiefs who made that treaty have

since been the hostile chiefe—that the assassi-

nation and massacre of an agent, two govern-

ment expresses, an artillery officer, five citizens,

and one hundred and twelve men of Major

Dade's command, caused the war—that our

troops are not subject to censure for ineiilcien-

cy—that General Jtsup has been wrongfully

denounced upon this lloor—and that even the

expense of the Florida war, resting as it does in

figures and in docunents, has been vastly over-

stated to produce effect upon the public mini^

All these things I have shown ; and I coucIto

with saying that cost, and time, and lois ol

men, are all out of the question ; that, for out

rages so wanton and so horrible as those whicli

occasioned this war, the national honor requires

the most ample amends ; and tlie national safely

requires a future guarantee in prosecuting this

war to a successful close, and c( mpletely cletf-

iiig the peuinsula of Florida uf all the IndiaS

that are upon it.
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CHAPTER XX.

EESUMPTION OP SPECIE PAYMFNT8 BY THE
HEW YORK BANKS.

The suspension commenced on the 10th of May
in New York, and was followed throughout the

country. In August the New York banks pro-

posed to all others to meet in convention, and
agree upon a time to commence a general re-

sumption. That movement was frustrated by
the opposition of the Philadelphia banks, for

the reason, as given, that it was better to await
the action of the extra session of Congress
then convoked, and to meet in September.

The extra session adjourned early in October
and the New York banks, faithful to the prom-
ised resumption of specie payments, immediate-
ly issued another invitation for the general con-
vention of the banks in that city on the 27th
of November ensuing, to carry into effect the
object of the meeting which had been invited
in the month of August. The 27th of Novem-
ber arrived

; a large proportion of the delin-
quent banks had accepted the invitation to send
delegates to the convention: but its meeting
was again frustrated—and from the same quar-
ter—the Bank of the United States, and the in-

stitutions under its influence. They then re-
solved to send a committee to Philadelphia to
ascertain from the banks when they would be
ready, and to invite them to name a day when
they would be able to resume ; and if no day
was definitely fixed, to inform them that the
New York banks would commence specie pay-
ments without waiting for their co-operation.
The Philadelphia banks would not co-operate.
They would not agree to any definite time to
take even initiatory steps towards resumption.
This was a disappointment to the public mind
-that large part of it which still had faith in
the Bank of the United States ; and the con-
tradiction which it, ,,rc?ented to all the previous
professions c f c!nu institution, required explan-
lations, and, -r n<r .-.ble, reconciliation with past
[declarations. The occasion called for the pen
,of Mr. Eiddle, always ready, always confident.
piwajs presenting an easy remedy, and a sure
'ne, for all the diseases to which banks, cur-
•eney, and finance were heir. It called for

another letter to Mr. John Quincy Adams, that
is to say, to tho public, through tho distinction
of that gentleman's name. It came—the most
elaborate and ingenious of its species ; its bur-
den, to prove the entire ability of the bank
over which he- presided to pay in full, and
without reserve, but its intention not to do so,
on accouni of its duty to others not able to fol-^

low its example, and which might be entirely
ruined by a premature effort to do so. And
he concluded with condensing his opinion into
a sentence of characteristic and sententious
brevity

:
' (hi the whole, the course which in

my judgment the banks ought to pursue, is
simply this : The banks should remain exact-
ly as they are—prepared to resume, but not
yet resuming." But he did not stop there, but
in another publication went the length of a
direct threat of destruction against the New
York banks if they should, in conformity to
their promise, venture to resume, saying: « Let
the banks of the Empire State come up from
their Elba, and enjoy their hundred days of re-
sumption ! a Waterloo awaits them, and a Saint
Helena is prepared for them."
The banks of New York were now thrown

upon the necessity of acting without the con-
currence of those of Pennsylvania, and in fact
under apprehension of opposition and counter-
action from that quarter. They were publicly
pledged to act without her, and besides were
under a legal obligation to do so. The legisla-

ture of the State, at the time of the suspension,
only legalized it for one year. The indulgence
would be out on the 15th of May, and for-

feiture of charter was the penalty to be incurred
throughout the State for continuing it beyond
that time. The city banks had the control of
the movement, and they invited a convention
of delegates from all the banks in the Union to
meet in New York on the 15th of April. One
hundred and forty-three delegates, from the
principal banks in a majority of the States at-
tended. Only delegates from fifteen States
voted—Pennsylvania, Maryland and South Car-
olina among the absent} which, as including the
three principal commercial cities on the Atlan-
tic board south of New York, was a heavy de-
falcation from iho. \rpitrhf <-if +1.« ««». j.:

Of the fifteen States, thirteen voted for resuming
on the let day of January, 1839—a delay of
near nine months ; two voted against that day
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—New York and Mississippi ; and (as it often

happens in concurring votes) for reasons di-

rectly opposite to each other. The New York

banks so voted becauee the day was too distant

—those of Mississippi because it was too near.

The New York delegates wished the 15th of

May, to avoid the penalty of the State law

:

those of Mississippi wished the Ist of January,

1840, to allow them to get in two more cotton

crops before the great pay-day came. The re-

sult of the voting showed the still great power

of the Bank of the United States. The dele-

gates of the banks of ten States, including those

with which she had most business, either re-

fused to attend the convention, or to vote after

having attended. The rest chiefly voted the

late day, " to favor the views of Philadelphia

and Baltimore rather than those of New

York." So said the delegates, ^^frankly avmi--

ing that their interests and sympathies were

•wiih the former two rather than with the lat-

ter:^ The banks of the State of New York

were then left to act alone—and did so. Sim-

ultaneously with the issue of the convention

recommendation to resume on the first day of

January, 1839, they issued another, recommend-

ing all the banks of the State of New York to

resume on the 10th day of May, 1838 ; that is

to say, within twenty-five days of that time.

Those of the city declared their determination

to begin on that day, or earlier, expressing their

belief that they had nothing to fear but from

the opposition and "deliberate animosity of

others"—meaning the Bank of the United

States. The New York banks all resumed at

the day named. Their example was immedi-

ately fo. wed by others, even by the institu-

tions i;i tiiose States whose delegates had voted

for the long day ; so that within sixty days

thereafter the resumptioa was almost general,

leaving the Bank of the United States uncover-

ed, naked, and prominent at the head of all the

delinquent bankj in thv) Union. But her power

was still great. Her stock stood at one hun-

dred and twelve dollars to the share, being a

premium of twelve dollars on the hundred. In

Congress, which was still in session, not a tittle

xwas abated of her pretensions and her assurance

—her demands for a recharter—for the repeal

of the specie circular—and for the condemnation

of the administration, as the author of the mis-

fortunes of the country ; of which evils there

were none except the bank suspensions, ol

which she had been the secret prime contriver,

and was now the detected promoter. Briefly

before the New York resumption, Mr. Webster

the great advocate of the Bank of the United

States, and the truest exponent of her wishes,

harangued the Senate in a set speech in her fa-

vor, of which some extracts will show the de-

sign and spirit

:

" And now, sir, we see the upshot of the ex-

periment. We see around us bankrupt corpo-

rations and broken promises ; but we see no

promises more really and emphatically broken

than all those promises of the administration

which gave us assurance of a better currency.

These promises, now broken, notoriously and

openly broken, if they cannot be performed,

ought, at least, to be acknowledged. The gov-

ernment ought not, in common fairness and

common honesty, to deny its own responsibili-

ty, seek to escape from the demands of the peo-

ple, and to hide itself, out of the way and be-

yond the reach of the process of public opinion,

by retreating into this sub-treasury system.

Let it, at least, come forth ; let it bear a port of

honesty and candor ; let it confess its promises,

if it cannot perform them ; and, above all. now,

even now, at this late hour, let it renounce

schemes and projects, the inventions of pre-

sumption, and the resorts of desp? ration, and

let it address itself, in all good faith, to the great

work of restoring the currency by appioved and

constitutional means.
" What say these millions of souls to the sub-

treasury ? In the fii , place, what says the city

of New York, that great commercial emporium,

worthy the gentleman's [Mr. Wright] commen-

dation in 1834, and worthy of his commendation

and my commendation, and all commendation,

at all times 1 What sentiments, what opinions,

what feelings, are proclaimed by the thousands

of merchants, traders, manufacturers, and la-

borers ? What ir the united shout of all the

voices of all her classes 1 What is it but that

you will put down this new-fangled sub-treasu-

ry system, alike alien to their interests and

their feeUngs, ot once, and for ever 1 What is

it, but that in mercy to the mercantile interest,

the trading interest, the shipping interest, the

manufacturing interest^ the laboring class, and

all classes, you will give up useless and perni-

cious political schemes and projects, and return

to the plain, straight course of wice and whole-

some legislation ? The sentiments of the city

cannot be misunderstood. A thousand ixns

and ten thousand 'ongues, and a spirited pros?,

make them all known. : ? we have not already

heard enough, we shall hear more. Embar-
_, 3 — I ».^-.r,.,n<1 n-nA r1iofi.Qcjcr..1 QC nTAhl'r
I-a=st.-u, Ttr.-.va, j.-:Tr--v> ">••• •!•— -t^

;
— — •- -

citizens at this moment, yet their rcsoli'tiuu is

not shaken, their spirit is i. .t broken ; and, de-

pend upon it, they will not see their commerce.
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their business, their prosperity and their hap-
piness, all sacrificed to prej'jsterous schemes
and political empiricism, wi'.,hout another, and
a yet more vigorous struggle.

" Sir, I think there is a revolution in public
opinion now going on, whatever may be the
opinion of the member from New York, or
others. I think the fall elections prove this,

and that other more recent events confirm it.

I tliink it is a revolt against the absolute dicta-

tion of party, a revolt against coercion on the
public judgment ; and, especially, against the
adoption of new mischievous expedients on
questions of deep public interest ; a revolt
against the rash and unbridled spirit of change

;

a revolution, in short, against further revolu-
tion. I hope, most sincerely, that this revolu-
tion may go on ; not, sir, for the sake of men,
but for the sake of measures, and for the sake
of the country. I wish it to proceed, till the
whole country, with an imperative unity of
voice, shall call back Congress to the true policy
of the government.

" I verily believe a majority of the people of
the United States are now of the opinion that
a national bank, properly constituted, limited,
and guarded, is both constitutional a^id expe-
dient, and ought now to be established. So far
as I can learn, three-fourths of the western peo-
[)!e are for it. Their representatives here can
form a better judgment ; but such is my opinion
upon the best inibrmation which I can obtain.
The South may be more divided, or may be
against a national institution

; but, looking
a^.aln to the centre, the North and the East,
and compreb'^-iding the whole m one view, I
believe the -ixT'dert; sentiment is such as I
have stated.

"At the last su;i.on great pains were taken
to obtain a vote of this and the other House
against a bank, for the obvious purposf rf pla- I

cing such an institution out of the lisi of reine-
'

dies, and so reconciling the pe<j,ilc >« the sub-
treasury scheme. Well, sir, and dVi tL~?e votei.
produce any etfect ? None at all. 'P\q

, eople
did not, and do not, care a rush for <• im. I
never have seen, or heard, a single man, who
paid the slightest respect to those votes of ours.
The honorable member, to-day, opposed as he is
to a bank, has not even alluded to them. So
entirely vain is it, sir, in this country, to at-
tempt to forestall, commit, or coerce the public
judgment. All those resolutions fell perfectly
dead on the tables of the two Houses. We
may resolve what we please, and resolve it
whon we please

; but if the people do not like
It, at their own good pleasure they w ill rescind
It; and tliey are not likely to continue their
approbation long to any system of measures,

inowever plausible, which terminates in deep
disappointment of all their hopes, for their own

All the friends of the Bank of the United
[States came to her assistance in this last trial.

The two halls of Congress resounded with her
eulogium, and with condemnation of the mea-
sures of the administration. It was a last effort
to save her, and to force her upon the federal
government. Multitudes of speakers on one
side brought out numbers on the other—among
those on the side of the sub-treasury and hard
money, and against the whole paper system, of
which he considered a national bank the cita-
del, was the writer of this View, who under-
took to collect into a speech, from history and
experience, the facts and reasons which would
bear upon the contest, and act upon the judg-
ment of candid men, and show the country to
be independent of banks, if it would only will
it. Some extracts from that speech make the
next chapter.

CHAPTER XXI.

RESUMPTION OF SPECIE PAYMENTS: HISTOBI-
CAL NOTICES: MB. BENTON'S SPEECH- EX-
TKACTe

There are two of those periods, each marking
the termination of a national bank charter, and
each presenting us with the actual results of the
operations of those institutions upon the gene-
ral currency, and each replete with lessons of
instruction applicable to the present day, and
to the present state of thmgs. The first of
these periods is the year 1811, when the first

national bank had run its career of twenty
yc-^rs, and was permitted by Congress to expire
upon its own limitation. I take for my guide
the cstunate of IMr. Lloyd, then a eenator in
Congress from the State of Massachusetts,
whose dignity of character and amenity of man-
ners is so pleasingly remembered by thoge who
served with him here, and whose intelligence

and accuracy entitle his statements to the high-
est degree of credit. That eminent senator es-

timated the total currency of the country at
the exp> ition of the charter of the first na-
tional bank, u sixty millions of dollars, to wit:
ten millions of specie, and fifty millions in bank
notes. Now compare the two (juantities, and
mark the result.- Our population has nnvi^oly
doubled itself Min< o 1811. ^ho increase of our
currency should, therefore, upon the same prin-
ciple of increase, be the double of what it then
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was ; yet it is three times as great as it then

was ! The next period which challenges our

attention is the veto session of 1832, when the

second Bonk of the United States, according to

the opinion of its eulogists, had carried the cur-

rency to the ultimate point of perfection.

What was the amount then? According to

the estimate of a senator from Massachusetts,

then and now a member of this body [Mr.

Webster], then a member of the Finance Com-

mittee, and with every access to the best infor-

mation, the whole amount of currency was then

estimated at about one hundred millions; to

wit : twenty millions in specie, and seventy-five

to eighty millions in bank notes. The increase

of our population since that time is estimated

at twenty per cent. ; so that the increase of our

currency, upon the basis of increased popula-

tion, should also be twenty per cent. This

would give an increase of twenty millioni* of

dollars, making, in the whole, one hundred and

twenty millions. Thus, our currency in actual

existence, is nearly cric-third more than either

the ratio of 1811 or of 1832 would give. Thus,

we have actually about fifty millions more, in

this season of ruin and destitution, than we

should have, if supplied only in the ratio of

what we possessed at the two periods of what

is celebrated as the best condition of the cur-

rency, and most prosperous condition of the

country. So much for quantity ; now for the

solidity of the currency at these respective pe-

riods. How stands the question of solidity ?

Sir, it stands thus : in 1811, five paper dollars

to one of silver ; in 1822, four to one ; in 1838,

one to one, as near as can be ! Thus, the com-

parative solidity of the currency is infinitely

preferable to what it ever was before ; for the

increase, imder the sagacious policy of General

Jackson, has taken place precisely where it was

needed—at the bottom, and not at the top ; at

the foundation, and not in the roof; at the base,

and not at the apex. Our paper currency has

increased but little ; we may say nothing, upon

the bases of 1811 and 1832 ; our specie has in-

creased immcasuiably ; no less than eight-fold,

since 1811, and four-fold since 1832. The

whole increase is specie ; and of that we ha^ e

seventy millions more than in 1811, and sixty

millions more thau in lb32. iSuch are the

fruits of General Jackson's policy ! a policy

which we only have to persevere in for a few

years, to have our country as amply supplied

with gold and silver as France and Holland are;

that France and Holland in which gold is bor-

rowed at three per cent, per annum, while we

often borrow paper money at three per cent, a

month.

But there is no specie. Not a ninepence to

be got for a servant ; not a picayune for a beg-

gar; not a ten cent piece for the post-office,

Such is the assertion; but how far is it truel

Go to the banks, and present their notes at

their counter, and it is all too true. No gold,

no silver, no copper to be had there in redemp-

tion of their solemn promises to pay. Meta-

phorically, if not literally speaking, a demand

for specie at the counter of a bank might bring

to the unfortunate applicant more kicks than

coppers. But change the direction of the de-

mand
; go to the brokers

;
present the bank

note there; no sooner said than done; gold

and silver spring forth in any quantity; the

notes are cashed; you are thanked for your

custom, invited to return again ; and thus, the

counter of the broker, and not the counter of

the bank, becomes the place for the redemption

of the notes of the bank. The only part of the

transaction that remains to be told, is the per

centum which is shaved off! And, whoever

will submit to that shaving, can have all the

bank notes cashed which he can carry to them.

Yes, Mr. President, the brokers, and not the

bankers, now redeem the bank notes. There is

no dearth of specie for that purpose. They

have enough to cash all the notes of the banks,

and all the treasury notes of the government

into the bargain. Look at their placards ! not

a village, not a city, not a town in the Union,

in which the sign-boards do not salute the eye

of the passenger, inviting him to come in and

f xchange his bank notes, and treasury notes,

ior gold and silver. And why cannot the banks

redeem, as well as the brokers? Why can

they not redeem their own notes ? Because a

veto has issued from the city of Philadelphia,

and because a political revolution is to be effect-

ed by injuring the country, and then charging

the inju'y upon the folly and wickedness of the

republican administrations. This is the reason,

and the sole reason. The Bank of the United

States, its aCBliated institutions, and its politi-

cal confederates, arc the sole obstacles to the

resumption of specie payments. They alone

prevent the resumption. It is they who are

now in terror lest the resumption shall begin.
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and to prevent it, wo hear the real shout, and

feel the real application of the rallying cry, so

pathetically uttered on this floor by the sena-

tor from Massachusetts [Mr. Webster]—once
more to the breach, dearfriends, once more !

Yes, Mr. President, the cause of the non-re-

sumption of specie payments is now plain and

undeniable. It is as plain as the sun at high

noon, in a clear sky. ' t two opinions can dif-

fer about it, how much tongues may differ.

The cause of not resuming is known, and the

cause of suspension will soon be known like-

wise. Gentlemen of the opposition charge the

suspension upon the folly, the wickedness, the

insanity, the misrule, and misgovernment of

the outlandish administration, as they classi-

cally call it; expressions which apply to the

people Avho created the administration which
have been so much vilified, and who have sanc-

tioned their policy by repeated elections. The
opposition charge the suspension to them—to

their policy—to their acts—to the veto of 1832
—the removal of the deposits of 1833—the
Treasury order of 183C—and the demand for

specie for the federal Treasury. This is the
charge of the politicians, and of all who follow
the lead, and obey the impulsion of the dena-
tionalized Bank of the United States. But
what say others whose voice should be poten-

j

tial, and even omnipotent, on this question?
What say the New York city banks, where the
suspension began, and whose example was al-

leged for the sole c luse of suspension by all the
rest? What say these banks, w^ -o position
is at the fountain-head of knowledge, and whose
answer for themselves is an answer for all.

What say they ? Listen, and you shall hear !

for I hold in my hand a report of a committee
of these banks, made under an official injunc-
tion, by their highest officers, and deliberately
approved by all the city institutions. It is

signed by Messrs. Albert Gallatin, George New-
bold, C. C. Lawrence, C. Heyer, J. J. Palmer
Preserved Fish, and G. A. Worth,-seven gen-
tlemen of known and established character; and

:

not more than one out of the seven politically

I

friendly to the late and present administrations
of the federal government. This is their re-
port:

well known. The simultaneous withdrawing
of the largo public doposit-M and of excessive
foreign credits, combined with the great and
unexpected fall in the price of the principal ar-
ticle of our exports, with an import of corn and
bread stuffs, such as had never before occuiTed,
and with the consequent inability of the coun-
try, particularly in the south-western States, to
make the usual and expected remittances, did,
at one and the same time, fall principally and
necessarily, on the greatest commercial empo-
rium of the Union. After a long and most ar-
duous struggle, during which the banks, though
not altogether unsuccessfully, resisting the im-
perative foreign demand for the precious metals,
were gradually deprived of a great portion dT
their specie ; some unfortunate incidents of a
local nature, operating in concert with other
previous exciting causes, produced distrust and
panic, and finally one of those general runs
which, if continued, no banks that issue paper
money, payable on demand, can ever resist ; and
which soon put it out of the power of those of
this city to sustain specie payments. The ex-
ample was followed by the banks throughout
the whole country, with as much rapidity as
the news of the suspension in New York reach-
ed them, without waiting for an actual run ;
and principally, if not exclusively, on the al-
leged grounds of the effects to be api-ehendod
from that suspension. Thus, whilst liio New
York city banks were almost drained of their
specie, those in other places preserved the
amount which they held before the final catas-
trophe."

i ih.
,^''\'"^"fdiate causes which thus compelled

Lrl i'
"^ ^^ ''^y f ^''^ ""^'^ to suspend

specie payments on the 10th of May last are

These are the reasons ! and what becomee
now of the Philadelphia cry, re-echoed by poli-

ticians and subaltern banks, against the ruinous
measures of the administration ? Not a mea-
sure of the administration mentioned ! not one
alluded to! Not a word about the Treasury
order ; not a word about the veto of the Na-
tional Bank charter ; not a word about the re-

moval of the deposits from the Bank of the
United States-, not a word about the specie
policy of the administration! Not one word
about any ar;t of the government, except tliat

distribution act, disguised as a deposit law
which was a measure of Congress, and not of
the administration, and the work of the oppo-
nents, and not the friends of the administration
and which encountered its only opposition in
the ranks of those friends. I opposed it with
some half dozen others; and among my grounds
of opposition, one was, that it would endanger
the deposit banks, especially the New York
city deposit banks,—that it would reduce them
to the alternative of choosing between breaking

t

is
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their customers, and being broken themselves.

This was the origin of that act—the work of

the opposition on tiiis floor ; and now we find

that very aut to be the cause which is put at

the head of all tiie causes which led to the sus-

pension c' specii payuK ntR. Thus, the admin-

istration is absolvod. Truth has performed its

office. A false accusation is rebuked uud

silenced. (Aiisure falls where it is due; and

the authors of the mischief 8fand exposed in the

double malefaction of having done the mischief,

and then cliargcd it upon the heads of the inno-

cent.

But, gentlemen of the opposition say, there

can bo no resumption until Congress ^^ acts

upon the currency.'''' Until Congress acts upon

the currency ! that is the piirase ! and it ccnies

from Philadelphia ; and the translation of it is,

that there shall be no resumption until Con-

gress submits to Mr. Biddle's bank, and re-

charters that institution. This is the language

fh)m Philadelphia, aud the meaning of the lan-

guage; but, happily, a different voice issues

from the city of New York! The autlientic

notification is issued from the banks of that

city, pledging themselves to resume by the lOth

day of May. They declare their ability to re-

sume, and to continue specie payments ; aud

declare they '.u nothing to fear, except from

'^deliberate / ' t'.U'y''—an hostility for which

they al!c|:;:: I', it; oan be no motive—but of

which they tU "''..ftely intimate there is danger.

Philadelphia it. vlistiactly unveiled as the seat

of this danger. The resuming banks fear hos-

tility—deliberate acts of hostility—from that

quarter. They fear nothing from the hostility,

or folly, or wickedness of this administration.

They fear nothing from the Sub-Treasury bill.

Thf^y fear Mr. Biddle's bank, and nothing else

but his bank, with its confederates and subal-

terns. They mean to resume, and Mr. Biddle

means that they shall not. Henceforth two

flags will be seen, hoisted from two great cities.

The New York flag will have the word resump-

tion inscribed upon it; the Philadelphia flag

will bear the inscription of non-resumption, and

destruction to all resuming banks.

I have carefully observed the conduct of the

leading banks in the United States. The New
York banks, and the principal deposit banks,

had a caiLse for stopping which no others can

plead, or did plead. I announced that cause,

not ori' *', but many timea, m thii floor ; not

only during the pas8fi,_o of tLo distribution la>

but du, iig the discussion of those fam' us land

bills, which passed this chaml)er ; and one of

which ordered a peremptory distribution of

sixty-four millions, by not only taking wli»t

wius in the Tk marVy but hy reaching bfuk, and

taking all th pr^ < f(U of the land sales for

years preceding. I t n declared in my place,

and that repeatedly, that the banks, having

lent thin money under our instigation, if called

upon to reimburse it in this nuuinor, muht be

reduced to .he altcrnati" of brcakin - their

customers, or of being broken themselves.

When the New Ywrk banks stepped, I made

great allowanas fn' them ; but I could not i

tify othelb for the ap iity with which they

followed their example; and still Irss can I jus-

tify them for their tardiness in following the

example of the same banks in resuminfr. Now

that the New York bauj have come forward

to redeem their obligations, and hai '^hown

that sensibility to their own l.ono .,,..1 that

regard for the punctual perfo n. -ce of their

I pride and

linker's char-

promises, which onco formed

glory of the merchnnt's aud ''"

acter, I feel the deepest anxiety l r their suc-

cess in the great contest which is to ensue,

Their enemy is a cunning and a powerful one,

and as wicked and unscrupulous as it is cunning

and strong. Twelve years ago, the president of

that bank which now forbids other bunks to re-

sume, declared in an official communication to

the Finance Committee of this body, "thai

there were butfew State banks which the Bank

of the United States could not DESTIiO\
by an exertion of its POWER.'''' Since that

time it has become more powerful ; and, besides

its political strength, and its allied institutions,

and its exhaustless mine of resurrection notes,

it is computed by its friends to wield a \w\\c:

of one hundred and fifty millions of dollars ! all

at the beck and nod of one single man ! for his

automaton directors are not even thought of!

The wielding of this immense power, and ita

fatal direction to the destruction of the resum-

ing banks, presents the prospect of a fearful

conflict ahead. Many of the local banks will

doubtless perish in it; many individuals will

be ruizicd ; i::;:- 1; mischief will be done to the

commerce and to the business of dilferent

places ; and all the destruction that is acconi'

plished will

administratic

jg );iven out fl

tinently jep-i

er8, until tl<
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pliahed will be titrgfd upon sonjo tutt of the

idministration—no matter what—for whatever

\» (riven out (Voiu the Philadcli)hia heofl is incon-

tinently lori'd by all the ob.soquious follow-

era, until ti ^al is 'ven to open upon some

new cry.

^ir, iiie ' ^nest coinmi! uil lianks have re-

gumed, or can to rv mm- They have ro-

Ruinod. not upon the fictitious and delusive

ci (Jit "f legislative enactments, but upon tl

eoiid buftis of p 1 and silver. The hundred

millions of 8pe< u- which we hvve accumulated

in the country has done the business. To that

!i ilrvd ntillions the country is indebd iot

tliis early, cany, proud and glorious resumption

!

—and here let us do justice to the men of thi

d».\ —to the policy of General Jackson—nad '

the surcesH of the experiments—to which \

are indebted for these one hundred millio!

Let us contrast the events and effects of ti

St. [ipiiges in 1814, and in 1819, with the event

?ud effects of the stoppage in 1837, and let us

Hte the difference between them, and the

cause 'it difference. The stoppage of 1814

com
I

( government to use depreciated

I

bank, nois during the remainder of the war,

and up to the year 1817. Treasury notes, even

bearing a large interest, were depreciated ten,

twenty, thirty per cent. Bank notes were at

I an equal depreciation. The losses to the gov-

j
ernment from depreciated paper in loans alone,

j
during the war, were computed by a committee

jof the House of Representatives at eighty mil-

I lions of dollars. Individuals suffered in the

I

same proportion; and every transaction of life

I bore the impress of the general calamity.
ISpecie was not to be had. There was, nation-
lally si)eakiug, none in the country. The specie

I standard was gone ; the measure of vn' es was
llost; a fluctuating paper money, ruiyv.usly de-
|preciated, was the medium of all e> .iiges. To
jextricate itself from this deplorable condition,
[the expedient of a National Bank was resorted
o-that measure of so much humiliation, and of
bo much misfortune to the republican party.
Tor the moment it seemed to give relief, and to
^stOTo national prosperity; but treacherous
nd delusive was the seeming boon. The bonks
tsumed-relapsed—and every evil of the pre-
vious suspension returned upon the country
*^th increased and aggravated force.

Politicians alone have taken up this matter,

and have proposed, A a the flrst time since the
foundation of the government—for the first

time M 48 years—to compel the government to

er money for its dues. The pretext

banks m resuming ! This, indeed,

ollous pretty conception ! Aid tho

. resume ! Why, sir, we cannot pre-

them from resuming. Every solvent,

commercial bank in the United States either

has resumed, or has declared its determination
to do so in tho course of the year. Tho insol-

vent, and the political banks, which did not
mean to resume, will have to follow the New
Y rk example, v r die ! Mr. Biddle's bank must
f.

rcff'i

is,

is

bunk

vent

tb- New York lead, or die ! The good
with the country : tho rest we defy.

iical banks may resume or not, as they
or as they dare. If they do not, they

. Public opinion, and the laws of the land,

» ill exterminate them. If the president of tho
miscalled Bank of tho United States has made
a mistake in recommending indefinite non-
resumption, and in proposing to establish a con-
federation of broken banks, and has found out
his mistake, and wants a pretext for retreating,

let him invent one. There is no difficul' in

the case. Any thing thsit the government
does, or does not—any thing that has happened,
will happen, or can happen—will answer tho
purpose. Let the president of the Bank of the
United States give out a tune : incontinently it

will bo sung by every bank man in the United
States ; and no matter how ridiculous the ditty

may be, it will be celebrated as superhuman
music.

But an enemy lies in wait for them! one
that foretells thejj destruction, is able to de-

stroy them, and which looks for its own suc-

cess in their ruin. The report of the commit-
tee of the New York banks expressly refers to
" acts of deliberate hosiilitij " from a neigh-

boring in titutiou as a danger which the resum-
ing banks might have to dread. The reference

was plain to tho miscalled Bank of the United
States as the source of this danger. Since that

time an insolent and daring threat has issued

from Philadelphia, bearing the ninrks of its

bank paternity, openly threatening tlie resum-
ing banks of New York with destruction. This
is tiie threat :

" Let the banks of the Empire
State come up from their Elba, and enjoy

their hundred days of resumption s a Water-
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loo awaits them, and a St. Helena is prepared

for them.^' Here is a direct menace, and com-

ing from a source which is able to make good

what it threatens. Without hostile attacks,

the resuming banks have a perilous process to

go through. The business of resumption is al-

ways critical. It is a case of impaired credit,

and a slight circumstance may excite a panic

which may be fatal to the whole. The public

having seen them stop payment, can readily be-

lieve in the mortality of their nature, and that

another stoppage is as easy as the former. On
the slightest alarm—on the stoppage of a few

inconsiderable banks, or on the noise of a

groundless rumor—a general panic may break

out. Sauve qui pent save himself who can

—becomes the cry with the public; and al-

most every bank may be run down. So it was
in England after the long suspension there from

1797 to 1823 ; so it was m the United States

after the suspension from 1814 to 1817 ; in each

country a second stoppage ensued in two years

after resumption; and these second stoppi^s

are like relapses to an individual after a spell

of sickness : the relapse is more easily brought

on than the original disease, and is far more
dangerous.

The banks in England suspended in 1797

—

they broke in 1825 ; m the United States it

was a suspension during the war, and a break-

ing in 1819-20. So it may be again with us.

There is imminent danger to the resuming

banks, without the pressure of premeditated

hostility ; but, with that hostility, their pros-

tration is almost certain. The JBank of the

United States can crush hundreds on any day

that it pleases. It can send out its agents into

every State of the Union, with sealed orders to

be opened on a given day, like captains sent in-

to different seas ; and can break hundreds of

local banks within the same hour, and over an

extent of thousands of miles. It can do this

with perfect ease—the more easily with resur-

rection notes—and thus excite a universal panic,

crush the resuming banks, and then charge the

whole upon the government. This is what it

can do ; this is what it has threatened ; and

stupid is the bank, and doomed to destruction,

that docs not look out for the danger, and forti-

fy against it. In addition to all these dangers,

the senator from Kentucky, the author of the

resolution himself, tells you that thpse banks

must fail again ! he tells you they will fail ' and

in the very same moment he presses the com-

pulsory reception of all the notes on all these

banks upon the federal treasury ! What is this

but a proposition to ruin the finances—to bank-

rupt the Treasury—to disgrace the admmis.

tration—to demonstrate the incapacity of the

State banks to serve as the fiscal agents of the

government, and to gain a new argument for

the creation of a national bank, and the ele-

vation of the bank party to power? This is

the clear inference from the proposition ; and

viewing it in this light, I feel it to be my duty

to expose, and to repel it, as a proposition to

inflict mischief and disgrace upon the country.

But to return to the pomt, the contrast b&-

tween the effects and events of former bank

stoppages, and the effects and events of the

present one. The effects of the former were to

sink the price of labor and of property to the

lowest point, to fill the States with stop laws,

relief laws, property laws, and tender laws; to

ruin nearly all debtors, and to make property

change hands at fatal rates ; to compel the fed-

eral government to witness the heavy deprecia-

tion of its treasury notes, to receive its reve-

nues in depreciated paper ; and, finally, to sub-

mit to the establishment of a national bank as

the means of getting it out of its deplorable

condition—that bank, the establishment of

which was followed by the seven years of the

greatest calamity which ever aflQicted the coun-

try ; and from which calamity we then had to

seek relief from the tariff, and not from more

banks. How different the events of the present

time ! The banks stopped in May, 1837 ; they

resume in May, 1838. Their paper depreciated

but little
; property, except in a few places, was

but slightly affected ; the price of produce con-

tinued good
;

people paid their debts without

sacrifices ; treasury notes, in defiance of politi-

cal and moneyed combinations to depress them,

kept at or near par ; in many places above it;

the government was never brought to receive

its revenues in depreciated paper ; and finally

all good banks are resuming in the brief space

of a year ; and no national bank has been cre-

ated. Such is the contrast between the two

periods ; and now, sir, what is all this owing

to 'i what is the cause of this great diflerence in

two similar periods of bank stoppages ? It is

owmg to our gold bill of 1834, by which wo
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corrected the erroneous standard of gold, and

which is now giving us an avalanche of that

metal ; it is owing to our silver bill of the same

year, by which we repealed the disastrous act

of 1819, against the circulation of foreign silver,

and which is now spreading the Mexican dol-

lars all over the country ; it is owing to our

movements against small notes under twenty

dollars ; to our branch mints, and the increased

activity of the mother mint , to our determina-

tion to revive the currency of the constitution,

and to our determination not to fall back upon

the local paper currencies of the States for a

mitional currency. It was owmg to these

measures that we have passed through this

bank stoppage in a style so different from

what has been done heretofore. It is owing to

our ^^ experiments^^ on the currency—to our

^humbug" oi a gold and silver currency—to

our " tampering " with the monetary system

—it is owmg to these that we have had this

signal success in this last stoppage, and are now
victorious over all the prophets of woe, and over

all the architects of mischief. These experi-

ments, this humbugging, and this tampering,

has increased our specie in six years from twen-

ty millions to one hundred millions ; and it is

these one hundred millions of gold and silver

which have sustained the country and the gov-

ernment under the shock of the stoppage—has

enabled the honest solvent banks to resume,

and will leave the insolvent and political banks
without excuse or justification for not resum-
ing. Our experiments—I love the word, and
am sorry that gentlemen of the opposition have
ceased to repeat it—have brought an avalanche
of gold and silver into the country ; it is satu-

rating us with the precious metals, it has re-

lieved and sustained the country; and now
when these experiments have been successful-
have triumphed over all opposition—gentlemen
cease their ridicule, and go to work with their

paper-money resolutions to force the govern-
ment to use paper, and thereby to drive off the
gold and silver which our policy has brought
into the country, destroy the specie basis of the
banks, give us an exclusive paper currency
again, and produce a new expansion and a new
explosion.

Justice to the men of this day requires these
things to be stated. They have avoided the
errors of 1811. They have avoided the pit into

which they saw their predecessors fall. Those
who prevented the renewal of the bank charter

in 1811, did nothing else but prevent its re-

newal ; they provided no substitute for the
notes of the bank ; did nothing to restore the

currency of the constitution ; nothing to revive

the gold currency ; nothing to increase the spe-

cie of the country. They fell back upon the

exclusive use of local bank notes, without even
doing any thing to strengthen the local banks,

by discarding their paper under twenty dollars.

They fell back upon the local banks ; and the

consequence was, the total prostration, the ut-

ter helplessness, the deplorable inability of the

government to take care of itself, or to relieve

and restore the country, when the banks failed.

Those who prevented the recharter of the

second Bank of the United States had seen all

this ; and they determined to avoid such error

and calamity. They set out to revive the na-

tional gold currency, to increase the silver cur-

rency, and to reform and strengthen the bank-

ing system. They set out to do these things

;

and they have done them. Against a powerful

combined political and moneyed confederation,

they have succeeded ; and the one hundred mil-

lions of gold and silver now in the country at-

tests the greatness of their victory, and insures

the prosperity of the country against the ma-
chinations of the wicked and the factious.

CHAPTER XXII.

MR. CLAY'S EE80LUTI0N IN FAVOR OP EE8TJM.
ING BANKS, AND ME. BKNTON'S EEMAEK6 UPON
IT.

After the New York banks had resolved to

recommence specie payments, and before the

day arrived for doing so, Mr. Clay submitted a

resolution in the Senate to promote resumption

by making the notes of the resuming banks re-

ceivable in payment of all dues to the federal

government. It was clearly a movement in be-

half of the delinquent banks, as those of New
York, and others, had resolved to return to

specie payments without requiring any such

condition. Nevertheless he placed the banks

of the State of New York in the front rank for

the benefits to be received under his proposed
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measure. They had undertaken to recommence

payments, ho said, not from any ability to do

so, but from compukion under a law of the

State. The receivability of their notes in pay-

ment of all federal dues would give them a

credit and circulation which would prevent

their too rapid return for redemption. So of

others. It would be a help to all in getting

through the critical process of resumption ; and

in helping them would benefit the business and

prosperity of the country. He thought it wise

to give that assistance ; but reiterated his opin-

ion that, nothing but the establishment of a

national bank would effectually remedy the

evils of a disordered currency, and permanently

cure the wounds under which the country was
now suffering. Mr. Benton replied to Mr.

Clay, and said

:

This resolution of the senator from Kentucky

[Mr. Clay], is to aid the banks to resume—to

aid, encourage, and enable them to resume.

This is its object, as declared by its mover;

and it is offered here after the leading banks

have resumed, and when no power can even

prevent the remaining solvent banks from re-

suming. Doubtless, immortal glory will be

acquired by this resolution ! It can be heralded

to all comers of the country, and celebrated in

all manner of speeches and editorials, as the

miraculous cause of an event which had already

occurred ! Yes, sir—already occurred ! for the

solvent banks have resumed, are resuming, and

will resume. Every solvent bank in the United

States will have resumed in a few months, and

no efforts of the insolvents and their political

confederates can prevent it. In New York the

resumption is general ; in Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Maine, and New Jersey, it is partial

;

and every where the solvent banks are prepar-

ing to redeem the pledge which they gave when
they stopped

—

that ofresuming witenever New
York did. The insolvent and political banks

will not resume at all, or, except for a few

weeks, to fail again, make a panic and a new run

upon the resuming banks—stop them, if possi-

ble, then charge it upon the administration, and

recommence their lugubrious cry for a National

Bank.'

The resumption will take place. The masses

gold the la-

under the beneficent effects of General Jackson's

hard-money policy, will enable every solvent

bank to resume ; a moral sense, and a fear of

consequences, will compel them to do it. The

importations of specie are now enormous, and

equalling every demand, if it was not sup.

pressed. There can be no doubt but that the

quantity of specie in the country is equal to the

amount of bank notes, in circulation—that thev

are dollar for dollar—that the country is better

off for money at this day than it ever was be-

fore,-though shamefully deprived of the use of

gold and silver by the political and insolvent

part of the banks and their confederate poll.

ticians.

The solvent banks will resume, and Congresg

cannot prevent them if it tried. They have

received the aid which they need in the

$100,000,000 of gold and silver which now re-

lieves the country, and distresses the politicians

who predicted no relief, until a national bank

was created. Of the nine hundred banks in the

country, there are many which never can re-

sume, and which should not attempt it, except

to wind up their affairs. Many of these are

rotten to the core, and will fall to pieces the

instant they are put to the specie test. Some

of them even fail now for rags j several have so

failed in Massachusetts and Ohio, to say nothing

of those called wild cats—^the progeny of a gen-

eral banking law in Michigan. We want a re-

sumption to discriminate between banks, and

to save the community from impositions.

We wanted specie, and we have got it. Five

years ago—at the veto session of 1832—there

were but twenty millior:?i In the country. So

said the senator from Massachusetts who has

just resumed his seat [Mr. Webster]. We

have now, or will have in a few weeks, one

hundred millions. This is the salvation of the

country. It compels resumption, and has de-

feated all the attempts to scourge the country

into a submission to a national bank. While

that one hundred millions remains, the country

can place at defiance the machinations of the

Bank of the United States, and its confederate

politicians, to perpetuate the suspension, and to

continue the reign of rags and shin-plasters.

Their first object is to get rid of these hundred

millions, and all schemes yet tried have failed

to counteract the Jacksonian policy. Ridicule

was tried first ; dcpoftatiun of specie wjis trial

next ; a forced suspension has been continued

for a year ; the State governments and the peo»
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few weeks, one

pie were vanquished ; still the spocio came in,

because the federal government created a de-

mand for it. This firm demand has frustrated

all the schemes to drive off specie, and to deliver

up the country to the dominion of the paper-

money parv/. This demand has heen the

stumbling block of that party j and this resolu-

tion now comes to remove that stumbling

block. It is the most revolting proposition ever

made in this Congress ! It is a flagrant viola-

tion of the constitution, by making paper money

a tender both to and from the government. It

is fraught with ruin and destruction to the pub-

lic property, the public Treasury, and the pub-

lic creditors. The notes of nine hundred banks

are to be received into the Treasury, and dis-

bursed from the Treasury. They are to be

paid out as well as paid in. The ridiculous

proviso of willingness to receive them on the

part of the public creditor is an insult to him
;

for there is no choice—it is that or nothing.

The disbursing officer does not offer hard money

^

with one hand, and paper with the other, and
I teU the creditor to take his choice. No ! he

I

offers paper or nothing ! To talk of willing-

ness, when there is no choice, is insult, mockery

I
and outrage. Great is the loss of popularity

(which this administration has sustained from
paying out depreciated paper

; great the decep-

jtion which has been practised upor the gov-
lermnent in representing this paper as being

j
willingly received. Necessity, and not good

[will, ruled the creditor; indignation, resent-

Iment, and execrations on the administration,

jw?re the thanks with which he received it.

jThis has disgraced and injured the administra-
Ition more than all other causes put together

5

lit has lost it tens of thousands of true friends.

lit is now getting into a condition to pay hard
poney

;
and this resolution comes to prevent

such payment, and to continue and to perpetu-
Bte the ruinous paper-money payments. Defeat
fehe resolution, and the government will quickly

y all demands upon it in gold and silver, and
rill recover its popularity

; pass it, and paper
noney will continue to be paid out, and the ad-
ninlstration will continue to lose ground.
The resolution proposes to make the notes ofm bankf! the currency of the general govern-

ment, and the mover of the resolution tells you,
^t the same time, that aU these banks will fail

!

hat they cannot continue specie payments if

they begin
! that nothing but a national bank

can hold them up to specie payments, and that
we have no such bank. This is the language
of the mover ; it is the language, also, of all his

party
J more than that—it is the language of

Mr. Biddle's letter—that letter which is the
true exposition of the principles and policy of
the opposition party. Here, then, is a proposi-

tion to compel the administration, by law, to

give up the public lands for the paper of banks
which are to fail—to fill the Treasury with the
paper of such banks—and to pay out such
paper to the public creditors. This is the prop-
osition, and it is nothing but another form of
accomplishing what was attempted in this

chamber a few weeks ago, namely, a direct re-

ceipt of irredeemable paper money ! That prop-
osition was too naked and glaring ; it was too
rank and startling; it was rebuked and repulsed.

A circuitous operation is now to accomplish

what was then too rashly attempted by a direct

movement. Receive the notes of 900 banks for

the lands and duties ; these 900 banks will all

fail again ;—so says the mover, because there is

no king bank to regulate them. We have then
lost 01. lands and revenues, and filled our
Treasury with irredeemable paper. This is

just the point aimed at by the origmal propo-

sition to receive irredeemable paper in the first

instance: it ends in the reception of such
paper. If the resolution passes, there will be
another explos'O'^ for the receivability of these

notes for the ' ; d, - and especially for the

public lands, will run out another vast expan-
sion of the paper system—to be followed, of
course, by another general explosion. The only
way to save the banks is to hold them down to

specie payments. To do otherwise, and espe-

cially to do what this resolution proposes, is to

make the administration the instrument of its

own disgrace and degradation—to make it jom
in the ruin of the finances and the currency—in

the surrender of the national domain for broken
bank paper—and in producing a new cry for a
national bank, as the only remedy for the evils

it has produced.

[The measure proposed by Mr. Clay was de-

feated, and the experiment of a specie currency

for the government was continued.]
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CHAPTER XXIII.

BE8UMPTI0N BY THE PENNSYLVANIA. UNITED
STATES BANK ; AND OTHERS WHICH FOLLOW-
ED HEB LEAD.

The resumption by the New York banks had

its effect. Their example was potent, either to

suspend or resume. All the banks in the Union

had followed their example in stopping specie

payments : more than half of them followed

them in recommencing payments. Those which

did not recommence became ol noxious to pub-

lic censure, and to the suspicion of either dis-

honesty or insolvency. At the head of this de-

linquent class stood the Bank of the United

States, justly held accountable by the public

»«ice for the delinquency of all the rest. Her

position became untenable. She was compelled

to descend from it ; and, making a merit of ne-

cessity, she affected to put herself at the head

of a general resumption ; and in pursuance of

that idea invited, in the month of July, through

a meeting of the Philadelphia banks, a general

meeting in that city on the 25th of that month,

to consult and fix a time for resumption. A
few banks sent delegates; others sent letters,

agreeing to whatever might be done. In all

'here were one hundred and forty delegates, or

letters, from banks in nine States ; and these

delegates and letters forming themselves into a

general convention of banks, passed a resolution

for a general resumption on the 13th of August

ensuing. And thus ended this struggle to act

upon the government through the distresses of

the country, and coerce it into a repeal of the

specie circular—into a rechai-ter of the United

States Bank—the restoration of the deposits

—

and the adoption of the notes of this bank for a

national currency. The game had been over-

played. The public saw through it, and derived

a lesson from it which put bank and state per-

manently apart, and led to the exclusive use of

gold and silver by the federal government ; and

the exclusive keeping of its own moneys by its

own treasurers. All right-minded people re-

joiced at the issue of the struggle ; but there

were some that well know that the resumption

on the part of the Bank of the United States

was hollow and deceptive—that she had no

foundations, and would stop again, and for ever.

I said this to Mr. Van Buren at the time, and

he gave the opinion I expressed a better accept-

ance than he had accorded to the previous one

in February, 1837. Parting from him at the

end of the session, 1838-'39, 1 said to him, thia

bank would stop before we meet again ; that k

to say, before I should return to Congress. It

did so, and for ever. At meeting him the ensu-

ing November, ho was the first to remark upon

the truth of these predictions.

CHAPTER XXIV.

PROPOSED ANNEXATION OF TEXAS : MR. PEES-

TON'S MOTION AND SPEECH : EXTRACTS,

The republic of Texas had now applied for ad-

mission into the federal Union, as one of its

States. Its minister at Washington, Memucaa

Hunt, Esq., had made the formal application to

our executive government. That was one ob-

stacle in the way of annexation removed. It

was no longer an insult to her to propose to

annex her ; and she having consented, it referred

the question to the decision of the United

States. But there was still another objection,

and which was insuperable : Texas was still at

war with Mexico ; and to annex her was to an-

nex the war—a consequence which morality

and policy equally rejected. Mr. Pkeston, of

South Carolina, brought in a resolution on the

subject—not for annexation, but for a legisla-

tive expression in favor of the measure, as t

basis for a tripartite treaty between the United

States, Mexico and Texas ; so as to effect the

annexation by the consent of all parties, to

avoid all cause of offence ; and unite our own

legislative with the executive authority in ac-

complishing the measure. In support of this

motion, he delivered a speech which, as showing

the state of the question at the ti' le, and pre-

senting sound views, and as constituting a link

in the history of the Texas annexation, is liere

introduced—some extracts to exhibit its lead-

ing ideas.

" The proposition which I now submit in re-

gard to this prosperous and self-dependent State

would be indecorous and presumptuous, had not
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the lead been given by Texas herself. It ap-
pears by the correspondence of the envoy extra-
ordinary of that republic with our own govern-
ment, that the (j|ue8tion of annexation on certain
terms and conditions has been submitted to the
people of the republic, and decided in the aflBrm-

ative by a very large majority 5 whereupon, and
in pursuance of instructions from his govern-
ment, he proposes to open a negotiation for the
accomplishment of that object. The correspond-
ence has been communicated upon a call from
the House of Representatives, and thus the
proposition becomes a fit subject for the delibe-
ration of Congress. Nor is it proposed by my
resolution, Mr. President, to do any thing which
could bo justly consf.rued into cause of offence
by Mexico. The terms of the resolution guard
our relations with that republic ; and the spirit
in which it is conceived is entirely averse to
any compromise of our national faith and honor,
for any object, of whatever magnitude. More
especially would I have our ir.tercourse with
Mexico characterized by fair dealing and mode-
ration^ on account of her unfortunate condition,
resultmg from a long-continued series of mtes-
tine dissensions, which all who have not been
born to liberty must inevitably encounter in
seeking for it. As long, therefore, as the pre-
xnsions of Mexico are attempted to be asserted
by actual force, or as long as there is any rea-
sonable prospect that she has the power and the
will to resubjugate Texas, I do not propose to
interfere. My own deliberate conviction, to be
sure, is, that that period has already passed

;

and I I eg leave to say that, in my judgment,
there is more daager of an invasion and con-
quest of Mexico by Texas, than that this last
will ever be reannexed to Mexico.
"I disa'^ow, Mr. President, all hostile pur-

poses, or even ill temper, towards Mexico ; and
I trust that I impugn neither the policy nor
pruiciples of the administration. I therefore
feel myself at liberty to proceed to the discus-
sion of the points made in the resolution, en-
tirely disembarrassed of any preliminary ob-
stacle, unless, indeed, the mode by which so
important an act is to be effected may be con-
sidered as interposing .; difficulty. If the ob-
ject Itself be within the competency of this -gov-
ernment, as I shaU hereafter endeavor to show,
and both parties consent, every means mutually
agreed upon would establish a joint obligation,
ihe acquisition of new territory has heretofore
been eflected by treaty, and this mode of pro-
ceeding in regard to Texas has been proposed
by her minister; but I believe it would com-
port more with the importance ot the measure,
that both branches of the government should
concur, the legislature expressing a previous
opmion; and, this being done, all difficulties,
01 m kinds whatsoever, real or imnD.ina'-vE ^.'^^ided by a treaty tripartite between
Alexico, Texas, and the United States, in which
tne assent and confirmation of Mex/co (for a

pecuniary consideration, if you choose) might
be had, without infringing the acknowledged
independence and free agency of Texas.

" The treaty, Mr. President, of 1819, was a
great oversight on the part of the Southern
States. We went into it blindly, I must say.
The great importance of Florida, to which the
public mind was strongly awakened at that
time hy peculiar circumctances, led us precip-
itately into a measuru by which we threw a
gem away that would have bought ten Flori-
das. Under any circumstances, Florida would
have been ours in a short time ; but our impa-
tience induced us to purchase it by a territory
ten times as large—a hundred times as fei-tile
and to give five millions of dollars into the bar-
gain. Sir, I resign myself to what is done ; I
acquiesce in the inexorable past ; I propose no
wild and chimerical revolution in the established
order of things, for the purpose of remedying
what I conceive to have been wrong originally.
But this I do propose : that we should seize the
fair and just occasion now presented to remedy
the mistake which was made in 1819 ; that we
should repair as far as we can the evil effect of
a breach of the cons'itution ; that we should
re-establish the integrity of our dismembered
territory, and get back into our Union, by the
just and honorable means providentially offered
to us, that fair and fertile province which in an
evil hour, we severed from the confederacy.

" But the boundary line established by the
treaty of 1819 not only deprives us of this ex-
tensive and fertile territory, but winds with "a
deep indent" upon the valley of the Mississippi
itself, running upon the Red River and the Ar-
kansas. It places a foreign nation in the rear
of our Mississippi settlements, and brings it
within a stone's throw of that great outlet
which discharges the commerce of half the
Union. The mouth of the Sabine and the
mouth of the Mississippi are of a dangerous
vicinity. The great object of the purchase of
Louisiana was to remove all possible interfer-
ence of foreign States in the vast commerce of
t^e outlet of so many States. By the cession
of Texas, this policy was, to a certain extent,
compromised.
"The committee, it appears to me, has been

led to erroneous conclusions on this subject by
a fundamental mistake as to the nature and
character of our government ; a mistake which
has pervaded and perverted all its reasoning
and has for a long time been the abundant
source of much practical mischief in the action
of this government, and of very dangerous spec-
ulation. The mistake lies in considering this,
as to its nature and powers, a consolidated gov-
ernment of one people, instead of a confederated
government of many States. There is no one
single act performed by the people of the United
utates, under the constitution, as one people.
Even in the popular branch of Congress this
distinction is maintained. A certain number
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of delegates is assigned to each State, and the
people of each State elect for their own State.

When the functionaries of the govemnient as-

aou'ble licre, they have no source of power but
tho constitution, which prescribes, defines, and
limits Ihcir action, and constitutes them, in

their aggregate capacity, a trust or agency, for

the performance of certain duties confided to

them by various States or communities. This
government is, therefore, a confederacy of sov-

ereign States, associating themselves together
for mutual advantages. They originally came
together as sovereign States, having no authori-

ty and pretending to no power of reciprocal

control. North Carolina and Rhode Island

stood off for a time, refusing to join the con-

federacy, and at length came into it by the ex-

ercise of a sovereign discretion. So too of Mis-
souri, who was a State fully organi'-ed and per-

fect, and self-governed, before she was a State

of this Union ; and, in the very nature of things,

this has been the case with all the States here-

tofore admitted, and must always continue to

be BO. W here, then, is the difficulty of admit-
ting another State into this confederacy ? The
power to admit new States is expressly given.
" New States may be admitted by the Congress
into this Union." By the very terms of the

grant, they must be States before they are ad-

mitted ; when admitted, they become States of
the Union, The terms, restrictions, and prin-

ciples upon which new States are to be received,

are matters to be regulated by Congress, under
the constitution.

" Heretofore, in the acquisition of Louisiana

and Florida, France and Spain both stipulated

that the inhabitants of the ceded territories

should be incorporated in the Union of the
United States as soon as may be consistent

with the principles of the federal constitution,

and admitted to all the privileges, rights, and
immunities of the citizens of the United States.

In compliance with this stipulation, Louisiana,

Arkansas, and Missouri have been admitted into

the Union, and at no distant day Florida will

be. Now, if we contract with France and Spain
for the admission of States, why shall we not
with Texas ? If France can sell to us her sub-
jects and her territory, why cannot the people

of Texas give themselves and their territory to

us ? Is it more consistent with our republican

notions that men and territory can be trans-

ferred by the arbitrary will of a monarch, for a
price, than that a free people may be associated

with us by mutual consent ?
" It is supposed that there is a sort of politi-

cal impossibility, resulting from the nature of
things, to effect the proposed union. The com-
mittee says that '' the measure is in fact the un-
ion of two independent governments." Cer-
tainly the union of twenty-seven " independent
governsicrtta j " uut tuc eoxEmittee adds, that

it should rather be termed the dissolution of
both, and the formation of a new one, which,

whether founded on the same or another writ-

ten constitution, is, as to its identity, diifurcnt

from either. Tnis can only be effected by the
aummumjus, &c.

" A full answer to this objection, even if many
others were not at hand, as far as Texas ia con-

cerned, is contained in the fact that the sum-
mum jus has been exercised.

" Her citizens, by a unanimous vote, have de-

cided in favor oi annexation ; and, according to

the admission of the committee, this is suffl.

ciently potent to dissolve their government, and

to surrender themselves to be absorbed by ours.

To receive this augmentation of our territory

and population, manifestly does not dissolve this

government, or even remodel it. Its identity is

not disturbed. There is no appeal neccssaiy to

the summum jus populi for such a political ar-

rangement on our part, even if the summum
JUS populi could be predicated of this govern-

ment, which it cannot. Now, it is very ob-

vious that two free States may associate for

common purposes, and that these common pur-

poses ma}' be multiplied in number or increased

in importance at the discretion of the parties.

They may establish a common agency for the

transaction of their business ; and this may in-

clude a portion or all of their political func-

tions. The new creation may be an agency if

created by States, or a government if created

by the people ; for the people have a right to

abolish and create governments. Does any one

doubt whether Texas could rejoin the republic

of Mexico? "Why not, then, rejoin this repub-

lic?
" No one doubts that the States now compos-

ing this Union might have joined Great Britain

after the declaration of independence. The

learned committee would not contend that there

was a political impossibility in the union of

Scotland and England, oi of Ireland and Brit-

ain ; or that, in the nature of things, it would

be impossible for Louisiana, if she were a sov-

ereign State out of this Union, to join with the

sovereign State of Texas in forming a new gov-

ernment.
" There is no point of view in which the prop-

osition for annexation can be considered, that

any serious obstacle in point of form presents

itself. If this government be a confederation

of States, then it is proposed to add another

State to the confederacy. If this government

be a consolidatioUj then it is proposed to add to

it additional territory and population. That

we can annex, and afterwards admit, the cases

of Florida and Louisiana prove. We can, there-

fore, deal with the people of Texas for the ter-

ritory of Texas, and the people can be secured

in the rights and privileges of tho constitution,

as were the subjects of Spain and France.

"The Massachusetts legislature experience

much difficulty in ascertaining the mode ot ^
tion by which the proposed annexation can be

effected, and demand " in what form would be
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the practical exercise of the supposed power?
In what department does it lie ? " The pro-

gress of events already, in a great measure, an-

swers this objection. Texas has taken the ini-

tiative. Her minister has introduced the sub-

ject to that department which is alone capable

of receiving communications from foreign gov-

ernments, and the executive has submitted the

correspondence to Congress. The resolutions

before you propose an expression of opinion by
Congress, which, if made, the executive will

doubtless address itself earnestly, in conjunc-

tion with the authorities of Texas, to the con-
Mimmation of the joint wishes of the parties,

which can bo accomplished by treaty, emanat-
ing from one department of this government, to

bo carried into effect by the passage of all need-
ful laws by the legislative department, and by
the exercise of the express power of Congress
to admit new States."

The proposition of Mr. Preston did not pre-

Tail ; the period for the annexation of Texas had

not yet arrived. War still existing between

Mexico and Texas—the status of the two coun-

tries being that of war, although hostilities

hardly existed—a majority of the Senate deem-

ed it unadvisable even to take the prehminary

steps towards annexation which his resolution

proposed. A motion to lay the proposition on
the table prevailed, by a vote of 24 to 14.

CHAPTER XXV.
DEBATE BETWEEN MB. CLAY AND ME. CAL-
HOUN, PERSONAL AND POLITICAL, AND LEAD-
ING TO EXPOSITIONS AND VINDICATIONS OF
PUBLIC CONDUCT WUICH BELONG TO HI8T0-
ET.

I
For seven years past Mr. Calhoun, while dis-

claiming connection with any party, had acted
on leading measures with the opposition, head-

led by Messrs. Clay and Webster. Still dis-

j
claiming any such connection, he was found at

I

the extra session co-operating with the admin-
I istration. His co-operation with the opposition
[had given it the victory in many eventful con-
Itcsts in that long period ; his co-operation with
Ithe Van Buren administration might turn the
Jtide of victory. The loss or gain of a chief

vbo; in a ne.irly balanced state of parties, could
Icarry victory to the side which he espoused,
|was an event not to be viewed without vexation

Vol. II.-~7

by the party which ho left. Resentment was
as natural on one side as gratification was on
the other. The democratic party had made no
reproaches—(I speak of the debates in Con-
gress)—when Mr Calhoun left them; they de-
bated questions with him as if there had been
no cause for personal complaint. Not so with
the opposition now when the course of his tran-

sit was reversed, and the same event occurred
to themselves. They took deeply to heart thi«

withdrawal of one of their leaders, and his ap-

pearance on the other side. It created a feel-

ing of persona' resentment against Mr. Calhoun
which had manifested itself in several small

side-blows at the extra session ; and it broke
out into systematic attack at the regular one.

Some sharp passages took place between himself

and Mr. Webster, but not of a kind to lead to

any thing historical. He (Mr. Webster) was but
slightly inclined towards that kind of speaking
which mingles personality with argument, and
lessens the weight of the adversary argument
by reducing the weight of the speaker's char-

acter. Mr. Clay had a turn that way ; and, cer-

tainly, a great ability for it. Invective, mingled
with sarcasm, was one of the phases of his ora-

tory. He was supreme ot a philippic (taken in

the sense of Demosthenes and Cicero), where the
political attack on a public man's measure was
to be enforced and heightened by a personal

attack on his conduct He owed much of his

fascinating power over his hearers to the exer-

cise of this talent—always so captivating in a
popular assembly, and in the galleries of the
Senate; not so much so in 'le Senate itself;

and to him it naturally fell tc ) oome the organ
of the feelings of his party towards Mr. Cal-

houn. And very cordially, and carefully, and
amply, did he make preparation for it.

The storm had been gathering since Septem-
ber : it burst in February. It had been evi-

dently waiting for an occasion : and found it in

the first speech of Mr. Calhoun, of that session,

in favor of Mr. Van Buren's recommendation for

an independent treasury and a federal hard-
money currency. This speech was delivered the

15th of February, and was strictly argumenta-
tive and parliamentary, and wholly confined to

its subject. Four days thereafter Mr. Clay an-

swered it ; and although ready at an extempo-
raneous speech, he had the merit, when time per-

mitted, of considering well both the matter and
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the words of what he intended to del'ver. On
this occasion he hud had ample time ; for the

speech of Mr. Calhoun could not bo essentially

different from the one ho delivered on the same

subject at the extra session ; and the personal

act which excited his resentment was of the

same date. There had been six months for pre-

paration ; and fully had preparation been made.

The whole sjHJech bore the impress of careful

elaboration, and especially the last part ; for it

consisted of two distinct parts—the first, argu-

mentative, and addressed to the measure before

the Senate : and was in fact, as well as in name,

a reply. The second part was an attack, under

the name of a reply, and was addressed to the

personal conduct of Mr. Cp.^houn, repror-jhing

him with his desertion (as it was co'.Icd), and

taunting him with the company he had got

into—taking care to remind him of his own
former sad account of that company : and then,

launching into a wider field, ho threw up to

him all the imputed political delinquencies of

his life for near twenty years—skipping none

from 1816 down to the extra session ;—al-

though he himself had been in close political

friendship with this alleged delinquent during

the greater part of that long time. Mr. Calhoun

saw at once the advantage which this general

and sweeping assault put into his hands. Had
the attack been confined to the mere circum-

stance of quitting one side and joining the other,

it might have been treated as a mere personali-

ty ; and, either left unnoticed, or the account

settled at once with some ready words of retort

and justification. But in going beyond the act

which gave the offence—beyond the cause of re-

sentment, which was recent, and arraigning a

member on the events of almost a quarter of a

century of public life, he went beyond the lim-

its of the occasion, and gave Mr. Calhoun the

opportunity of explaining, or justifying, or ex-

cusing all that had ever been objected to him

;

and that with the sympathy in the audience

with which attack for ever invests the rights

of defence. He saw his advantage, and availed

himself of it. Though prompt at a reply, he

chose to make none in a hurry. A pause en-

sued Mr. Clay's conclusion, every one deferring

to Mr. Calhoun's right of reply. He took the

floor, but it was ouiy to say that iie would re-

ply at his leisure to the senator from Ken-

tucky.

He did reply, and at his own good time, which

was at the end of twenty days ; and in a way

to show that he had " smelt the lamp," not of

Demades, but of Demosthenes, during that time.

It was profoundly meditated and elaborately

composed : the mottcr solid and condcnge<l •

the style chaste, terse and vigorous ; the narra-

tive clear ; the logic close 5 the sarcasm cutting

;

and every word bearing upon the object in view.

It was a masterly oration, and like Mr. Clay'3

speech, divided into two parts ; but the secoml

part only seemed to occupy his feelings, and

bring forth words from the heart as well ns from

the head. And well it might ! Ho was speaic-

ing, not for life, but for character I and defend-

ing public character, in the conduct which makes

it, and on high points of policy, which belonged

to history—defending it before posterity and tiie

present iige, impersonated in the American Sen-

ate, before which he stood, and to whom he ap-

pealed as judges while invoking as witnesses.

He had a high occasion, and he felt it ; a hiijh

tribunal to plead before, and ho rejoiced in it;

a high accuser, and he defied him ; a high stake

to contend for, his own reputation : and manful-

ly, earnestly, and powerfully did ho defend it

Ho had a high example both in oratory, and in

the analogies of the occasion, before him ; and

well had ho looked into that example. I hap-

pened to know that in this time he refreshed

his reading of the Oration on the Crown ; and,

as the delivery of his speech showed, not with-

out profit. Besides its general cast, which was

a good imitation, there were passages of a vigor

and terseness—of a power and simplicity-

which would recall the recollection of that mas-

terpiece of the oratory of the world. There

were points of analogy in the cases as well as in

the speeches, each case being that of one emi-

nent statesman accusing another, and before a

national tribunal, and upon the events of a pub-

lic life. More happy than the Athenian orator,

the American statesman had no foul imputations

to repel. Different from j^Eschines and Demos-

thenes, both himself o'' 1 Mr. Clay stood above

the imputation of corrupt action or motive. If

they had faults, and what public man is without

them ? they were the faults of lofty natures-

not of sordid souls; and they looked to the

iiouorri of theii' country—not its plundci'—for

their fair reward.

When Mr. Calhoun finished, Mr. Clay in-
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stantly arose, and rejoined—his rejoinder almost
entirely directed to the personal part of the dis-

cussion, which from its boj^inning had been the

absorbinf? part. Much titling by Mr. Calhoun's

reply, who used the sw^ord as well as the buck-

ler, and with a keen edge upon it, ho was more
animated and sarcastic in the rejoinder than in

the first attack. Mr. Calhoun also rejoined in-

stantly. A succession of brief and rapid re-

joinders took filttce between them (chiefly omit-

ted in this work), which seemed running to in-

finity, when Mr. Calhoun, .satisfied with what
he had done, pleasantly put an and to it by say-

infr, he saw the senator from Kentucky was de-
termined to have the last word ; and he would
yield it to him, Mr. Clay, in the same spirit,

disclaimed that desire ; and said no more. And
thus the exciting debate terminated with more
courtesy than that with which it had been con-
ducted.

In all contests of this kind there is a feeling

of violated decorum which makes each party
solicitous to appear on the defensive, and for

that purpose to throw the blame of commencing
on the opposite side. Even the one that pal-
pably throws the first stone is yet anxious to
show that it was a defensive throw; or at Iea.st

provoked by previous wrong. Mr. Clay had
this feeling upon him, and knew that the onus
of making out a defensive case fell upon him

;

and he lost no time in endeavoring to establish
it. He placed his defence in the forepart of the
attack. At the very outset of the personal part
of his speech he attended to this essential pre-
liminary, and found the justification, as he be-
lieved, in some expressions of Mr. Calhoun in
his sub-treasury speech; and in a c ..'e of
passages in a letter he had written on i public
occasion, after his return from the extra session
-commonly called the Edgefield letter. In the
speech he believed he found a reproach upon
the patriotism of himself and friends in not fol-
lowing his (Mr. Calhoun's) " lead " in support
of the administration financial and currency
measures; and in the letter, an impeachment
of the integrity and patriotism of himself and
friends if they got into power; and also an
avowal that his change of sides was for selfish
considerations. The first reproMb, that of lack
of patriotism in not following Mr. Calhoun's
lead, he found it hard to locate in any definite
part of the speoch; and had to rest it upon gene-

ral expressions. The others, those founded
upon passages in the letter, were definitely
quoted

; and were in these terms : " / could
riot back and sustain those in such opposition
in whose wisdom, Jinnness and patriotism I
had no reason to confide:'— ^- It was clear,
with our joint forces {uhigs and nullifiers),
we could utterly overthrow and demolish
them ; but it was not less clear that the vic-
tory would enure, not to us, but exclusively to

the benefit of our allies, and their cause."
These passages were much commented upon,
especially in the rejoinders ; and the whole let-

ter produced by Mr. Calhoun, and the meaning
claimed for them fully stated by him.

In the speeches for and against the crown we
see Demosthenes answering what has not been
found in the speech of Eschines: the same
anomaly took place in this earnest debate, as
reported between Mr. Clay aud Mr. Calhoun.
The latter answers much which is not found in
the published speech to which he is replying.

It gave rise to some remark between the
speakers during the rejoinders. Mr. Calhoun
said he was replying to the speech as spoken.
Mr. Clay said it was printed under his super-
vision—as much as to say he sanctioned the
omissions. The fact is, that with a commend-
able feeling, he had softened some parts, and
omitted others ; for that which is severe enough
in speaking, becomes more so in writing; and
its omission or softening is a tacit retraction,

and honorable to the cool reflection which con-
demns what passion, or heat, had prompted.
But Mr. Calhoun did not accept the favor: and,
neither party desiring quarter, the one answer-
ed what had been dropt, and the other re-pro-

duced it, with interest. In his rejoinders, Mr.
Clay supplied all that had been omitted—and
made additions to it.

This contest between two eminent men, on a
theatre so elevated, in which the stake to each
was so great, and in which each did his best,

conscious that the eye of the age and of posterity
was upon him, was an event in itself, and in
their lives. It abounded with exemplifications
of all the different sorts of oratory of which
each was master: on one side—declamation,
impasRinned eloquence, vehemoat invective,
taunting sarcasm : on the other-close reason-
ing, chaste narrative, clear statement, keen re-
tort. Two accessories of such contests (disrup-
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tions of fricndHhipa), were niiiisinii;, and well

—

the pathetic and the virulent. TIm re was no

crying, or blackguarding in it—nothing like the

weeping scene between Fox and Burke, when

the heart overflowed with tenderneKS at the re-

collection of former love, now gone forever ; nor

like the virulent one when the gall, overflowing

with bitternesa, warned an ancient friend never

to return as a spy to the camp which ho had

loft as a deserter.

There were in the speeches of each some re-

mark abl>) passages, such only as actors in the

scones could furnish, and which history will

claim. Thus : Mr. Clay gave some insido views

of the concoction of the famous compromise act

of 1833 ; which, so far as they go, correspond

with the secret history of the same concoction

as given in one of the chapters on that subject

in the first volume of this work. Mr. Clay's

speech is also remarkable for the declaration

that the protective system, which he so long

advocated, was never intended to be {Kirmanent

:

that its only design was to give temporary en-

couragement to infant manufactures : and that it

had fulfilled its mission. Mr. Calhoun's speech

was also remarkable for admitting the power,

and the expediency of incidental protection, as

it was called ; and on this ground he justified

his support of the tariff of 181G—so much ob-

jected against him. lie also gave his history of

the compromise of 1833, attributing it to the effi-

cacy of nullification and of the military attitude

of South Carolina: which brought upon him the

relentless sarcasm of Mr. Clay ; and occasioned

his explanation of his support of a national

bank in 18 IG. lie was chairman of the com-

mittee which reported the charter for that bank,

and gave it the support which carried it through;

with which he was reproached after he became

opposed to the bank. lie explained the cir-

cumstances under which he gave that support

—

such as I had often heard him state in con-

TOrsation ; and which always appeared to me to

be sufficient to exempt him from reproach. At

the same time (and wliat is but little known),

he had the merit of opposing, and probably of

defeating, a far more dangerous bank—one of

fifty millions (equivalent to one hundred and

twenty millions now), and founded almost

wholly upon United States stocks—imposingly

recommended to Congress by the then secretary

of the Treasury, Mr. Alexander J. Dallas. The

analytical mind of Mr. Calhi. in, then one of the

youngest members, immediately solved thi»

monster proposition into its constituent ele-

ments ; and his power of generalization and

condensation, enabled him to express its char-

acter in two words

—

lending our- credit to the

bank for nothing, and borrowing it back at

aix per cent, interest. As an alternative, and

not as a choice, he supported the national bonk

that was chartered, after twice defeating tlie

monster bank of fifty mil lions founded on pa|)er;

for that monster was twice presented to Con-

gress, and twice repulsed. The last time it

came as a currency measure—as a bank to

create a national currency ; and as such was re-

ferred to a select committee on national cur-

rency, of which Mr. Calhoun was chairman.

He opposed it, and fell into the support of the

bank which was chartered. Strange that in

this search for a national bank, the currency of

the constitution seemed to enter no one's head.

The revival of the gold currency was never sug-

gested ; and in that oblivion of gold, and still

hunting a substitute in paper, the men who put

down the first national bank did their work

much less eflectually that those who put down

the second one.

The speech of each of these senators, so far as

they constitute the personal part of the debate,

will be given in a chapter of its own : the re-

joinders being brief, prompt, and responsive

each to the other, will be put together in

another chapter. The speeches of each, having

been carefully prepared anf". elaborated, may he

considered as fair specimens of their speaking

powers—the style of each dilTerent, but each a

first class speaker in the branch of oratory to

which he belonged. They may be read with

profit by those who would wish to form an idea

of the style and power of these eminent orators.

Manner, and all that is comprehended under the

head of delivery, is a different attribute , and

there Mr. Clay had an advantage, which is lost

in tiausferring the speech to paper. Some of

Mr. Calhoun's characteristics of manner may be

seen in these speeches. Ho eschewed the stud-

ied exordiums and perorations, once so much in

vogue, and which the rhetorician's rules teach

how to make. A few simple words to an-

nounce the beginning, and the same to show

the ending of his speech, was about aa-much as

he did in that way ; and in that departure from
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ciwtorn ho conformed to whnt woa becoming in

a biisincas npi-fch, as ]m gt-neraily were ; and

lUo to what wart suitable to his own intellectual

ntyle of HiK-aking. IIo also oschewed the trit«,

familiar, and unparliamentary mode (which of

late has got into vogue) of referring to a sena-

tor as, " my friend," or, " the distinguished," or,

"the eloquent," or, "the honorable," Ac. He
followed the written rule of parliamentary law;

which is also the clear rule of propriety, and
referred to the member by his sitting-placo in

the Senate, and the Stat© from which ho came.
Thus: "the senatf r from Kentucky who sits

farthest from mo ;

" which was a aufHcient desig-

nation to those present, while for the absent,

and for posterity the name (Mr. Clay) would
be put in brackets. Ho also addressed the body
by the simple collective phrase, " senators ;

"

and this was, not accident, or fancy, but system,

resulting from convictions of propriety ; and ho
would allow no reporter to alter it,

Mr. Calhoun laid great stress upon his

speech in this debate, as being the vindica-

tion of his public life; and declared, in one of his

replies to Mr. Clay, that he rested his public
character upon it, and desired it to bo read by
those who would do him justice. In justice to
him, and as being a vindication of several meas-
ures of his mentioned in this work, not approv-
ingly, a place is hero given to it.

This discussion between two eminent men
growing out of support and opposition to the
leading measures of Mr. Van Buren's adminis-
tration, indissolubly connects itself with the
passage of those measures ; and gives additional
emphasis and distinction to the era of the
crowning policy which separated bank and
state—made the government the keeper of its
own money—repulsed paper money from the
federal treasury—fdled the treasury to bursting
with solid gold ; and did more for the prosperi-
ty of the country than any set of measures from
the foundation of the government.

CHAPTER XXVI.
DEHATE IlErWEEN MR. CLAY AND MR. CAL.

IIOUN : MB. CLAY'8 81'KKCU : KXTKACT8.

" Who, Mr. President, are tho most conspicu-
ous of those who perseveringly pressed this
bill upon Congress and the American people ?
Its drawer is the distinguished gentleman in
the white house not far ott' (Mr. Van Buren)

;

its indorscr is tho distintruishcd senator from
South Carolina, here present. What the draw-
er thinks of the indorser, his cautious reserve
and stifled enn.ity prevent us from knowing.
But tho frankntH of the indorser has not left
us in the same ignorance with respect to his
opinion of the drawer. He has often expressed
it upon the floor of tho Senate. On an occasion
not very di;stant, denying him any of the noble
qualities of tho royal beast of the forest, he at-
tributed to him those which belong to the most
crafty, most skulking, and the meanest of the
quadruiKjd tribe. Mr. President, it is due to
myself to say, that I do not altoget' share
with the senator from South Carolina in this
opinion of tho President of the United States.
I have always found him, in his manners and
deportment, civil, courteous, and gentlemanly

;

and ho dispenses, in tho noble mansion which
he now occupies, one worthy the residence of
the chief magistrate of a great people, a gener-
ous and liberal hospitality. An acquaintance
with him of more than twenty years' duration
has inspired me with a respect for the man,
although, I regret to be compelled to say, I de-
test the m«>fistrate.

"The eloquent wnator from South Carolina
has intimated that the course of my friends and
myself, in opposing this bill, was unpatriotic,
and that we ought to have followed in his lead

;

and, in a late letter of his, he has spoken of his
alliance with us. and of his motives for quitting
it. I cannot admit the justice of his reproach.
Wo united, if, indeed, there were any alliance in
the case, to restrain the enormous expansion of
executive power ; to arrest the progress of cor-
ruption; to rebuke usurpation; and to drive
the Goths and Vandals from the capital ; to ex-
pel Brennus and his horde from Home, who
when he threw his sword into the scale, to aug-
ment the ransom demanded from the mistress
of the world, showed his preference for pold

;

that he was a hard-money chieftain. It was
by the much more valuable metal of iron that
he was driven from her gates. And how often
have we witnessed the senator from South
Carolina, with woful countenance, and in dole-
ful strains, pouring forth touching and mourn-
ful eloquence on the degeneracy of the times,
and the downward tendency of the republic ?
Day after day, in the Senate, have we seen the
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displays of his lofty and impassioned eloquence.

Although I shared largely with the senator in

his apprehension for the purity of our institu-

tions, and the permanency of our civil liberty,

disposed always to look at the brighter side of
human affairs, I was sometimes inclined to hope
that the vivid imagination of the senator had
depicted the dangers by which we were cncom-
fassed in somewhat stronger colors than they
justified.

" The arduous contest in which we were so

long engaged was about to terminate in a glori-

ous victory. The very object for which the

alliance was formed was about to be accom-
plished. At this critical moment the senator

left us ; he left us for the very purpose of pre-

venting the success of the common cause. He
tooli up his musket, knapsack, and shot-pouch,

and joined the other party. He went, horse,

foot, ?nd dragoon ; and he himself composed the

whole corps. He went, as his present most
distinguished ally commenced with his expung-
ing resolution, solitary and alone. The earliest

instance recorded in hiscory, within my recol-

lection, of an ally drawing off his forces from
the combined army, was that of Achilles at the

siege of Troy. He withdrew, with all his

troops, and remained in the neighborhood, in

sullen and dignified inactivity. But he did not

join the Trojan forces ; and when, during the

progress of the siege, his faithful friend fell in

battle, he raised his avenging arm, drove the

Trojans back into the gates of Troy, and sati-

ated his vengeance by slaying Priam's noblest

and dearest son, the finest hero in the immortal
Iliad. But Achilles had been wroc^ed, or

imagined himself wronged, in the person of the

fair and beautiful Briseis. We did no wrong
to the distinguished senator from South Caro-

lina. On the contrary, we respected him, con-

fided in his great and acknowledged ability, his

uncommon genius, his extensive experience, his

supposed patriotism ; above all, we confided in

his stem and inflexible fidelity. Nevertheless,

he left us, and joined our common opponents,

distrusting and distrusted. He left us, as he

tells us in the Edgefield letter, because the vic-

tory which our common arms were about to

achieve, was not to enure to him and h's party,

but exclusively to the benefit of his allies and
their cause. I thought that, actuated by patri-

otism (that noblest of human virtues), we had
been contending together for our common coun-

try, for her violated rights, her threatened liber-

ties, her prostrate constitution. Never did I

sappose that jiersonal or party considerations

entered into our views. Whether, if victory

shall ever again be about to perch upon the

standard of the spoils party (the denomination

which the senator from South Carolina, has so

often given to his pirsciit uilics), he will nut

feel himself constrained, by the principles on
which he has acted, to leave them, because it

may not enure to the benefit of himself and his

party, I leave to be adjusted between them-
selves.

" The speech of the senator from South Caro-
lina was plausible, ingenious, abstract, meta-
physical, and generalizing. It did not appear
to me to be adapted to the bosoms and business

of human life. It was aerial, and not very high
up in the air, Mr. President, either—not qnito

as high as Mr. Clayton was in his last ascension

in his balloon. The senator announced that

there was a single alternative, and no escape

from one or the other branch of it. He stated

that we must take the bill under consideration,

or the substitute proposed by the senator from
Virginia. I do not concur in that statement of

the case. There is another course embraced in

neither branch of the senator's alternative;

and that course is to do nothing,—always the

wisest when you are not certain what you ought
to do. Let us suppose that neither branch of

the alternative is accepted, and that nothing is

done. What, then, would be the consequence?
There would be a restoration of the law of 1789,

with all its cautious provisions and securities,

provided by the wisdom of our ancestors, which
has been so trampled upon by the late and

present administrations. By that law, estab-

lishing the Treasury department, the treasure

of the United States is to be received, kept, and

disbursed by the treasurer, under a bond with
ample security, under a large penalty fixed bj-

law, and not left, as this bill leaves it, to the

uncertain discretion of a Secretary of the Treas-

ury. If, therefore, we were to do nothing, that

law would be revived ; the treasurer would
have the custody, as he ought to have, of the

public money, and doubtless he would make
special deposits of it in all instances with safe

and sou id State banks; as in some cases tlie

Secretary of the Treasury is now obliged to do.

Thus, we Li ould have in operation that very

special depost 'ystem, so much desired by some
gentlemen, by w'^'ch the public money would
remain separate K.\d unmixed with the money
of banks.

" There is yet ano her course, unembraccd bv

either branch of the alternative "presented by
the senator from South Carolina ; and that is,

to establish a bank of the United States, consti-

tuted according to the old and approved method
of forming such an institution, testcl and sanc-

tioned by experience; a bank of the United
States which should blend public and private

interests, and be subject to public and private

control ; united together in such manner as to

present safe and salutary checks against all

abuses. The senator mistakes his own aban-

donment of that institution as ours. 1 know
that the party in power lias barricaded itself

against the cstabliahment of such a bank. It

udoptfj, at the kst extra session, the extraor-

dinary and unprecedented resolution, that the

people of the United States should not have

such a bank, although it might be manifest that
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stween them- there was a clear majority of them demanding
it. But the day ma^ come, and i trust is not
distant, when the will of the people must pre-
vail in the councils of her own government;
and when it does arrive, a bank will be estab-
lished.

" The senator from South Carolina reminds
us that wo denounced the p"t bank system

;

and so wo did, and so we do. But does it

therefore follow that, bad as that system was
we must be driven into the acceptance of a sys-
tem infinitely worse ? He tells us that the bill

under consideration takes the public funds out
of the liands-of the Executive, and places them
in the hands of the law. It does no such thing.
They are now without law, it is true, in the
custody of the Executive ; and the bill pro-
poses by law to confirm them in that custody,
and to convey new and enormous powers of
control to the Executive over them. Every
custodary of the public funds provided by the
bill is a creature of the Executive, dependent
upon his breath, and subject to the same breath
for removal, whenever the Executive—from
caprice, from tyranny, or from party motive.'—
shall choose to order it. What safety is t.

for the public money, if there were a hunuicd
subordinate executive ofiBcers charged with its
care, whilst the doctrine of the absolute unity
of the whole executive power, promulgated by
the last administration, and ' persisted in by
this, remains unrevoked and unrebuked ?
"Whilst the senator from South Carolina

professes to be the friend of State banks, he
has attacVed the whole banking system of the
United {states. He is their friend; he only
thinks they are all unconstitutional ! Why ?
Because the coining power is possessed by the
geni ral government ; and that coining nower,
he argues, was intended to supply a currency

the precious metals ; but the State banks
a^ -.b the precious metals, and withdraw them
Irom circulation, and, therefore, are in conflict
with the coining pcnver. That power, accord-
ing to my view of it, is nothing but a naked
autlionty to stamp certain pieces of the precious
meta s, in fixed proportions of alloy and pure
metal prescribed by law; so that their exact
value be known. AV hen that office is performed
the power is functus officio ; the money parses
ont. 01 the mint, and becom(;s the lawful prop-
erty of those who legally acquire it. Tlic^r
may do with it as they please,-throw it into
the ocean, bury it in the eartli, or melt it in a
ciucible, without violating any law. When it
has once left the vaults of the mint, the law
maker has nothing to do with it, but to protect
apmst those who attempt to debase or coun-

no,n:'"'T''"^^*l"*="*^^'*" P'^ss it "8 lawful

T^^^l . V'"
''*-'"^'* "» ^^'"'^1' t'»e senator

T^T^ -'^"""- ^'^ ^"""^=t ^^' "'« coining

Eonm.'r '"^;'J
^""?'"^'i''^''. a"J especially our

The distinguished senator is no enemy to the
banks; ho merely thinks them injurious to the
morals and industry of the country. He likes
them very well, but he nevertheless believes
that they It/y a tax of twenty-five millions an-
nually on the industry of the country ! The
senator from South Carolina would do the banks
no harm

; but they are deemed by him highly
injurious to the planting interest ! According
to him, they inflate prices, and the poor planter
sells his productions for hard money, and has
to purchase his supplies at the swollen prices
producf i by a paper medium. The senator tells
us that it has been only within a few days that
he has discovered that it is illegal to receive bank
notes in payment of public dues. Docs ho think
that the usage of the government under all its
adnamistrations, and with every party in jiower
which has prevailed for nigh fiifty years, ought
to be set aside by a novel theory of his, just
dreamed into existence, even if it possess the
merit of ingenuity ? The bill under considera-
tion, which has been eulogized by the senator
as perfect in its structure and details, contains a
provision that bank notes shall be received in
diminished proportions, during a term of six
years. He himself introduced the identical
principle, it is the only part of the bill that is
emphatically his. How, then, can he contend
that it is unconstitutional to receive bank notes
in payment of public dues ? I appeal from him-
self to himself."

" The doctrine of the senator in 1816 was, as
he now states it, that bank notes being in fact
received by the executive, although contrary to
law, It was constitutional to create a Bank of the
United States. And in 1834, finding that bank
which was constitutional, in its inception, but
had become unconstitutional in its progress, yetm existence, it was quite constitutional to pro-
pose, as the senator did, to continue it twelve
years longer."

" The senator and I began our public career
nearly together ; we remained together through-
o"t the war. We agreed as to a Bank of the
United States—as to a protective tariff—as to
internal improvements ; and lately as to those
arbitrary and violent measures which character-
ized the administration of General Jackson.
No two men ever agreed better together in re-
spect to important measures of public policy.
Wti concur in notLing now."

CHAPTER XXVII.
DEBATE BETWEEN MU. CLAY AND MR, CAL-
HOUN: MIS. CALUOUNSSPEEOU; EXTKAOTS.

I RISE to fulfil a promise I made soiue time
since, to notice at my leisure the reply of the
senator from Kentucky farthest from me [Mr.
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Clay], to my remarks, when I first addressed
the Senate on the subject now under discus-
sion.

" On comparing with care the reply with the
remarks, I am at a loss to determine whether it

in the most remarkable for its omissions or mis-
statements. Instead of leaving not a hair in the
head of my arguments, as the senator threaten-
ed (to use his not very dignified expression), he
has not even attempted to answer a large, and
not the least weighty, portion ; and of that
which he has, there is not one fairly stated, or
fairly answered. I speak literally, and without
exa^ration ; nor would it bo difficult to estab-
lish to the letter what I assert, if I could recon-
cile it to myself to conRume the time of the
Senate in establishing a long series of negative
propositions, in which they could take but little

interest, however important they may be re-

garded by the senator and myself. To avoid so
idle a consumption of the time, I propose to
{iresent a few instances of his misstatements,
rom which the rest may be inferred ; and, that
I may not be suspected of having selected them,
I shall take them in the order in which they
utand in his reply.

[The argumentative part omitted.]
" But the senator did not restrict himself to

a reply to my arguments. He introduced per-
sonal remarks, which neither self-respect, nor a
regard to the cause I support, will permit me to
pass without notice, as adverse as I am to all

personal controversies. Not only my education
and disposition, but, above all, my conception of
the duties belonging to the station I occupy, in-

disposes me to such controversies. We are sent
here, not to wrangle, or indulge in personal
abuse, but to dehberatie and decide on the com-
mon interests of the States of this Union, as far

as thoy have been subjected by the constitution
to our jurisdiction. Thus thinking and feeling,

and having perfect confidence in the cause I sup-
port, I addressed myself, when I was last up,
directly and exclusively to the understanding,
carefully avoiding every remark which liad

the least personal or party bearing. In proof
of this, I appeal to you, senators, my wit-
nesses and judges on this occasion. But it

seems that no caution on my part could prevent
what I was so anxious to avoid. The senator,
having no pretext to give a personal direction
to the discussion, ui^g a premeditated and
gratuitous attack on me. I say having no pre-
text ; for there is not a shadow of foundation for

the assertion that I called on him and his jwrty
to follow my lead, at which he seemed to take
offence, as I have already shown. I made no
Buch call, or any thing that could be construed
into it. It would have been impertinent, in the
relation between myself and his party, at any
stage of this nii«st>(>n ; and absurd at that late

period, when every senator had made up his

mind. As there was, then, neither provocation
nor pretext, what could he the motive of the

senator in making the attack ? It could not be
to indulge in the pleasure of personal abuse—the
lowest and basest of all our passions ; and which
is so far beneath the dignity of the senator's

character and station. Nor could it be with the
view to intimidation. The senator knows me
too long, and too well, to make such an attempt.
I am sent hero by constituents as respectable
as tb^se he represents, in order to watch over
their peculiar interests, and take care of the
general concern ; and if I were capable of being

deterred by any one, or any consequence, in

discharging my duty, from denouncing what I

regarded as dangerous or corrupt, or giving a

decided and zealous support to what I thought
right and expedient, I would, in shame and con-

fusion, return my commission to the patriotic

and gallant State I represent, to be placed in

more resolute and trustworthy hands.
" If, then, neither the one nor the other of

these be the motive, what, I repeat, can it be 1

In casting my eyes over the whole surface I can

see but one, which is, that the senator, despairing

of the sufficiency of his reply to overthrow my
arguments, had resorted to personalities, ia tlie

hope, with their aid, to effect what he could not

accomplish by main strength. He well knows
that the force of an argument on moral or politi-

cal subjects depends greatly on the character of

him who advanced it ; and that to cast susiiicion

on his sincerity or motive, or to shake conli-

dence in his understanding, is often the most ef-

fectual mode to destroy its force. Thus viewed,

his personalities may be fairly regarded as con-

stituting a part of his reply to my argument;
and we, accordingly, find the senator throwing
them in front, like a skilful general, in order to

weaken my arguments before he brought on his

main attack. In repelling, then, his personal

attacks, I also defend the cause which I advo-

cate. It is against that his blows are aimed,

and he strikes at it through me, because he be-

Ueves his blows will bo the more effectual.
'' Having given this direction to his reply, he

has imposed on me a double duty to repel his

attacks : duty to myself, and to the cause I sup-

port. I shali not decline its performance ; and

when it is discharged, I trust I shall have placed

my character as far beyond the darts which

my arguments have

abilities to reply to

he has hurled at it, as

be above his

this, I shall be comiK'lled to

proved to

them. In doing
speak of myself. No one can be more sensible

than I am how odious it is to speak of one's

self. I shall endeavor to confine myself within

the limits of the strictest propriety; but if any

thing should escape me that may wound the

most delicate ear, the odium ought in justice to

fall not on me, but the senator, who, by liis un-

provoked and wanton attack, has imposed on

uio the painful noccssitv of soeakiusr of nivself

" The leading charge'of the senator—that on

which all the others depend, and which, teing

overthrown, they fall to the ground—Ls that I
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have gone over ; have left his side, and joined

the other. By this vague aad indefinite ex-

pression, I presume he m'- *^ to imply that I

had either changed m^ t n on, or abandoned

my principle, or deserted . , party. If he did

not mean one, or ail ; if 1 bavo changed neither

opinions, principles, nor party, then the charge

meant nothing deserving notice. But if he in-

tended to imply, what I have presumed he did,

I talce issue on the fact—I meet and repel the
charge. It happened, fortunately for me, fortu-

nately for the cause of truth and justice, that it

was not the first time that I had offered my
sentiments on the question now under consid-

eration. There is scarcely a single point in the
present issue on which I did not explicitly ex-

Eress my opinion, four years ago, in my place

ere, when the removal of the deposits and
the questions connected with it were under dis-

cussion—so explicitly as to repel eflectually the
charge of any change on my part ; and to make
it impossible for me to pursue any other course
than I have without involving myself in gross
inconsistency. I intend not to leave so impor-
tant a point to rest on my bare assertion.

What I assert stands on record, which I now
hold in my possession, and intend, at the prop-
er time, to introduce and read. But, before I

do that, it will be proper I should state the
questions now at issue, and my course in rela-

tion to them j so that, having a clear and dis-
tinct perception of them, you may, senators,
readily and satisfactorily compare and deter-
mine whetlier my course on the present occa-
sion coincides with the opinions I then ex-
pressed.

" There are three questions, as is agreed by
all, involved in the present issue : Shall we sep-
arate the government from the banks, or shall
we revive the league of State banks, or create
a national bank? My opinion and course in
reference to each are well known. I prefer the
separation to either of the others ; and, as be-
tween the other two, I regard a national bank
as a more eflScient, and a less corrupting fiscal
agent than a league of State banks. It is also
well known that I have expressed myself on
the present occasion hostile to the bankmg sys-
tem, as it exists ; and against the constitutional
power of making a bank, unless on the assump-
tion that we have the right to receive and treat
bank-notes as cash in our fiscal operations,
which I, for the first time, have denied on the
present occasion. Now, I entertained and ex-
pressed all these opinions, on a different occa^
sioD, four years ago, except the right of receiv-
ing bank-notes, in regard to which I then re-
served my opinion ; and if all this should be
fully and clearly established by the record, from
speeclies delivered and published at the time,

„ - 1 1.1,...,,, ,,, !,,., •!|.irilOu

01 all, however prejudiced, sink to the ground.
I am now prepared to introduce, and have the

,1 „...., T
(]ujjyj;(,p(j t^Q speeches in tlio

record read. I

session of 1883-'34, one on the removal of the
deposits, and the other on the question of the
renewal of the charter of the late bank. I ask
the secretary to turn to the volume lying be-
fore him, and read the three paragraphs marked
in my speech on the deposits. I will thank
him to raise his voice, and read slowly, so that
he may be distinctly heard ; and I must ask you,
senators, to give your attentive hearing ; for on
the coincidence between my opinions then and
my course now, my vindication against this un-
provoked and groundless charge rests.

" [The secretary of the Senate read as request-
ed.!

"^Such were my sentiments, delivered four
years since, on the question of the removal of
the deposits, and now standing on record ; and
I now call your attention senators, while they
are fresh in your minds, and before other ex-
tracts are read, to the opinions I then enter-
tained and expressed, in order that you may
compare them with those that I havo express-
ed, and the course I have pursued on the pres-
ent occasion. In the first p.ace, I then ex-
pressed myself explicitly and decidedly against
the banking system, and intimated, in language
too strong to be mistaken, that, if the question
was then bank or no bank, as it now is, as far
as government is concerned, I would not be
found on the side of the bank. Now, I ask, I
appeal to the candor of all, even the most prej-
udiced, is there any thing in all this contradic-
tory to my present opinions or course ? On
the contrary, having entertained and expressed
these opinions, could I, at this time, when the
issue I then supposed is actually presented,
have gone against the separation without gross
inconsistency ? Again, I then declared myself
to be utterly opposed to a combination or league
of State banks, as being the most efficient and
corrupting fiscal agent the government could
select, and more objectionable than a bank of
the United States. I again appeal, is there a
sentiment or a word in all this contradictory to
what I have said, or done, on the present occa-
sion ? So far otherwise, is there not a perfect
harmony and coincidence throughout, which,
considering the distance of time and the differ-
ence of the occasion, is truly remarkable ; and
this extending to all the great and governing
questions now at issue ?

" To prove all this I again refer to the record.
If it shall appear from it that my object was to
disconnect the government gradually and cau-
tiously from the banking system, and with that
view, and that only, I proposed to use the Bank
of the United States for a short time, and that I
explicitly expressed the same opinions then as
I now have on almost every point connected
with the system ; I shall not only have vindi-
cated ray eiiaracicr from the cliargc of (lie sen--
ator from Kentucky, but shall do more, much
more to show that I did all an individual,
standing alone, as I did, could do to avert the
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present calamities : and, of course, I am free
from all responsibility for what has since hap-
pened. I hav" 'lortened the extracts, as far as
was possible to do justice to myself, and have
left out much that ought, of right, to be read in
mv defence, rather than to weary the Senate.
I know how diiHcult it is to command attention
to reading of documents ; but I trust that this,
where justice to a member of the body, whose
character has been assailed, without the least
provocation, will form an exception. The ex-
tracts are numbered, and I will thank the sec-
retsry to pause at the end of each, unless other-
wise desired.

" [The secretary read as requested.]
" Lut the removal of the deposits was not the

only question discussed at that remarkable and
important session. The charter of the United
States Bank was then about to expire. The
senator from Massachusetts nearest to me [Mr.
Websteh], then at the head of the committee
on finance, suggested, in his place, that he
intended to introduce a bill to renew the
charter. I clearly perceived that the movement,
if made, would fail; and that there was no
prospect of doing any thing to arrest the dan-
ger approaching, unless the subject was taken
up on the broad question of the currency ; and
that if any connection of the government with
the banks could be justified at all, it must be in
that relation. I am not among those who be-
Ueve that the currency was in a sound condition
when the deposits were remosod in 1834. I
then believed, and experience has proved I was
correct, that it was deeply and dangerously dis-
eased

; and that the most efficient measures
were necessary to prevent the catastrophe which
has since fallen on the circulation of the country.
There was then not more than one dollar in
specie, on an average, in the banks, including
the United States Bank and all, for six of bank
notes in circulation; and not more than one
in eleven compared to liabilities of the banks

;

and this while the United States Bank was in
full and active operation; which proves con-
clusively that its charter ought not to be re-
newed, if renewed at all, without great modifica-
tions. I saw also that the expansion of the cir-
culation, great as it then was, must still farther
increase ; that the diseas(; lay deep in the sys-
tem

; that the terms on which the charter of the
Bank of England was renewed would give a
western direction to specie, which, instead of
correcting the disorder, by substituting specie
for liank notes in our circulation, would become
the basis of new banking operations that would
greatly increase the swelling tide. Such were
my conceptions then, and I honestly and ear-
nestly endeavored to carry them into efl'ect, in
order to prevent the approaching catastrophe.

'1 h<! political and ix-Tsona! rfilivtinns Iw^tv'c^T'

myself aufl the senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
Webster], were then not the kindest. We
stood in opposition at the preceding session on

the great question growing out of the conflict
between the State I represented and the general
government, which could not pass away with-
out leaving unfriendly feelings on both sides-
but where duty is involved, T am not in the
habit of permitting my personal relations to in-

terrere. In my solicitude to avoid coming dan-
gers, I sought an interview, through a common
friend, in order to compare opinions as to the
proper ourse to be pursued. We met, and con-
versed freely and fully, but parted without
agreeing. I expressed to him my deep regret
at our disagreement, and informed him that al-

though I could not agree with him, I would
throw no embarrassment in his way; but should
feel it to be my duty, when he made his motion
to introduce a bill to renew the charter of the
bank, to express my opinion at large on the
state of the currency and the proper course to
be pursued ; which I accordingly did. On that
memorable occasion I stood almost alone. One
party supported the league of State banks, and
the other the United States Bank, the charter
of which the senator from Massachusetts [Mr,
Webster,] proposed to renew for six years.
Nothing was left me but to place myself dis-

tinctly before the country on the ground I occu-
pied, which I did fully and explicitly in the
speech I delivered on the occasion. In justice
to myself, I ought to have every word of it read
on the present occasion. It would of itself be a
full vindication of my course. I stated and en-
larged on all the points to which I have already
referred ; objected to the recharter as proposed
by the mover; and foretold that what has since

happened would follow, unless something effec-

tual was done to prevent it. As a remedy, I

proposed to use the Bank of the United States
as a temporary expedient, fortified with strong
guards, in order to resist and turn back the
swelling tide of circulation.

"After having so expressed myself, which clear-

ly shows that my object was to use the bank
for a time in such a manner as to break the

connection with the system, without a shock to

the country or currency. I then proceed and ex-

amine the question, whether this could be best

accomplished by the renewal of the charter of

the United States Bank, or through a league of

State banks. After concluding what I had to

say on the subject, in my deep solicitude I ad-

dressed the three parties in the Senate sepa-
rately, urging such motives as I thought best

calculated to act on them ; and pressing them to

join me in the measure suggested, in order to

avert approaching danger. I began with my
friends of the State rights party, and with
the administration. I have taken copious ex-
tracts from the address to the first, which will

clearly prove how exactly my opinions then and
now coincide on all questions connected with
the banks. I now ask the secretary to read the

extract numbered two.
" [The secretary read accordingly.]
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" I regret to trespass on the patience of the

Senate, but I wish, in justice to myself, to ask

their attention to one more, which, though not

imraciliately relating to the question under con-

siderution, is not irrelerant to my vindication.

I not only expressed my opinions freely in rela-

tion to the currency and the bank, in the speech

from which such copious extracts have been

read, but had the precaution to define my
political position distinctly in reference to the

political parties of the day, and the course I

would pursue in relation to each. I then, as

now, belonged to the party to which it is my
glory ever to have been attached exclusively

;

and avowed, explicitly, that I belonged to nei-

ther of the two parties, opposition or adminis-

tration, then contending for superiority ; which
of itself ought to go far to repel the charge of

the senator from Kentucky, that I have gone
over from one party to the other. The secre-

tary will read the'last extract.

"[The secretary read.]
" Such, senators, are my recorded sentiments

in 1834. They are full and explicit on all the
questions involved in the present issue, and
prove, beyond the possibility of doubt, that I

have changed no opinion, abandoned no princi-

ple, nor deserted any party. I stand now on
the ground I stood then, and, of course, if my
relations to the two opposing parties are
changed—if I now act with those I then op-
posed, and oppose those with whom I then
acted, the change is not in me. I, at least, have
stood still. In saying this, I accuse none of
changing. I leave others to explain their posi-

tion, now and then, if they deem explanation
necessary. But, if I may be permitted to state
my opinion, I would say that the change is

rather in the questions and the circumstances,
than in the opinions or principles of either of
the parties. The opposition were then, and are
now, national bank men, and the administra-
tion, in like manner, were anti-national bank,
and in favor of a league of State banks ; while 1

preferred then, as now, the former to the latter,

and a divorce from banks to either. When the
experiment of the league failed, the administra-
tion were reduced to the option between a
national bank and a divorce. They chose the
latter, and such, I have no reason to doubt,
would have been their choice, had the option
been the same four years ago. Nor have I any
doubt, had the option been then between a
league of banks and divorce, the opposition
then, as now, would have been in favor of the
league. In all this there is more apparent than
real change. As to myself there has been
neither. If I acted with the opposition and
opposed the admmistration then, it was because

1 1 was openly opposed to the removal of the

I

deposits and the league of banks, as I now am

;

[

and if I now act with the latter and oppose the
i tormer, it is because I am now, as then, in favor

I

ot a divorce, and opposed to either a league of

State banks or a national bank, except, indeed,
as the means of effecting a divorce gradually
and safely. What, then, is my offence ? What
but refusing to abandon my first choice, the
divorce from the banks, because the administra-
tion has selected it, and of going with the oppo-
sition for a national bank, to which I have been
and am still opposed ? That is all ; and for this

I am charged with going over—leaving one
party and joining the other.

" Yet, in the face of all this, the senator has
not only made the charge, but has said, in his

place, that he heard, for the first time in his
life, at the extra session, that I was opposed to
a national bank ! I could place the senator in

a dilemma from which there is no possibility

of escape. I might say to him, you have either

forgot, or not, what I said in 1834. If you have
not, how can you justify yourself in making the
charge you have ? But if you have—if you
have forgot what is so recent, and what, from
the magnitude of the question and the import-
ance of the occasion, was so well calculated to
impress itself on your memory, what possible
value can be attached to your recollection or
opinions, as to my course on more remote and
less memorable occasions, on which you have
undertaken to impeach my conduct ? He may
take his choice.

" Having now established by the record that
I have changed no opinion, abandoned no prin-
ciple, nor deserted any party, the charge of the
senator, with all the aspersions with which he
accompanied it, falls prostrate to the earth.
Here 1 might leave the subject, and close my
vindication. But I choose not. I shall follow
the senator up, step by step, in his unprovoked,
and I may now add, groundless attack, with
blows not less decisive and victorious.

" The senator next proceeded to statp, that
in a certain document (if he named it, I did
not hear him) I assigned as the reason why I
could not join in the attack on the administra-
tion, that the benefit of the victory would not
enure to myself, or my party ; or, as he ex-
plained himself, because it would not place
myself and them in power. I presume he re-

ferred to a letter, in answer to an invitation to
a public dinner, offered me by my old and faith-

ful friends and constituents of Edgefield, in ap-
probation of my course at the extra session.

" [Mr. Clay. I do.]

"The pressure of domestic engagements
would not permit me to accept their invitation

;

and, in declinii^jj; it, I deemed it due to them
and myself to explain my course, in its political
and party bearing, more fully than I had done
in debate. They had a right to know my n a-

sons, and I expressed myself with the frankness
due to the long and uninterrupted confidence
that had ever existed between us.

" Having made these explanatory remarks, 1

now proceed to meet the assertion of the sen-
ator. I again take issue on the fact. I assigned
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no sucli rcasoi. as the senator attributes to me,
I never dreamed nor thought of such a one ; nor
can any force of construction extort such from
what I said. No ; my object was not power or
place, either for myself or party. I was far
more humble and honest. It was to save our-
selves and our principles from being absorbed
and lost in a party, more numerous and power-
ful ; but differing from us on almost every prin-
ciple and question of policy.

" When the suspension of specie payments
took place in May last (not unexpected to me),
I immediately turned my attention to the event
earnestly, considering it as an event pregnant
with great and lasting consequences. Review-
ing the whole ground, I saw nothing to change
in the opinions and principles I had avowed in

1834 ; and I determined to carry them out, as

far as circumstances and my ability would ena-
ble me. But I saw that my course must be
influenced by the position which the two great
contending parties might take in reference to

the question. I did not doubt that the cp[)osi-

tion would rally either on a national bank, or
a combination of State banks, with Mr. Biddle's

at the head ; but 1 was wholly uncertain what
course the administration would adopt, and re-

mained so until the message of the President
was received and read by the secretary at his

table. When I saw he went for a divorce, I

never hesitated a moment. Not only my opin-

ions and principles long entertained, and, as I

have shown, fully expressed years ago, but the
highest political motives, left me no alternative.

I perceived at once that the object, to accom-
plish which we had acted in concert with the
opposition, had ceased : Executive usurpations
had come to an end for the present : and that
the struggle with the administration was no
longer for power, but to save themselves. I

also clearly saw, that if we should unite with
the opposition in their attack on the adminis-
tration, the victory over them, in the position

they occupied, would be a victory over us and
our principles. It required no sagacity to see

that such would be the result. It was as plain

as day. The administration had taken position,

as I have shown, on the very ground I occupied
in 1834 ; and which the whole State rights

party had taken at the same time in the othor
House, as its journals will prove. The opposi-
tion, under the banner of the bank, wei-c moving
against them for the very reason that they had
taken the ground they did.

" Now, I ask, what would have been the re-

sult if we had joined in the attack ? No one
can now doubt that the victory over those in

power would have been cerbiin and decisive,

nor would the consequences have been the
least doubtful. The first fruit would have been
a national bank. The principles of the opposi-

tion, and the very object of the attack, would
have necessarily led to that. We would have
been not only too feeble to resist, but would

as cer-

have been committed by joining in the attack

with its avowed object to go for one, while
those who support the administration would
have been scattered in the winds. We should
then have had a bank—that is clear ; nor is it

less certain, that in its train there would have

followed all the consequences which have and
ever will follow, when tried—high duties, over-

flowing revenue, extravagant expenditures, largo

surpluses ; in a word, all those disastrous con-

sequences which have well near overthrown
our institutions, and involved the country in

its present difficulties. The influence of the

institution, the known principles and policy of

the opposition, and the utter prostration of the

administration party, and the absorption of

ours, would have leu to these results

tainly as we exist.

" 1 now appeal, senators, to your candor and

justice, and ask, could I, having all these con8^

quences before me, with my known opinions and

that of the party to which I belong, and to which

only I owe fidelity, have acted differently from

what I did ? Would not any other course have

justly exposed me to the charge of having aban-

doned my principles and party, with which I am
now accused so unjustly ? Nay, would it not

have been worse than folly—been madness in

me, to have taken any other ? And yet, the

grounds which I have assumed in this exposi-

tion are the very reasons assigned in my letter,

and which the senator has perverted most un-

fairly and unjustly into the pitiful, personal, and

selfish reason, which he has attributed to me.

Confirmative of what I say, I again appeal to

the record. The secretfiry will reail the para-

graph marked in my Edgefield letter, to which,

I presume, the senator alluded.
" [The secretary of the Senate reads

:]
"

'As soon a.s I saw this state of things, I clearly

perceived that a very important question was

presented for our determination, which we were

compelled to decide forthwith—shall we con-

tinue our joint attack with the Nationals on

those in power, in the new position which they

have been compelled to occupy ? It was clear,

with our joint forces, we could utterly over-

throw and demolish them ; but it was not less

clear that the victory would enure, not to us,

but exclusively to the benefit of our allies and

their cause. They were the most numcous and

powerful, and the point of assault on the posi-

tion which the party to be assaulted had taken

in relation to the banks, would have greatly

strengthened the settled principles and policy

of the National party, and weakened, in the

same degree, or.rs. They are, and ever have

been, the decided advocates of a national bank

;

and are now in favor of one with a capital so

ample as to be sufficient to control the State in-

stitutions, and to regulate the currency and ex-

changes of the country. To join them with

their avowed object in the attack to overthrow

those in power, on the ground they occupied
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? It was clear,

against a bank, would, of course, not only have

placed the government and country in their

hands without opposition, but would have com-

mitted us, beyond the possibility of extrication,

for a bank ; and absorbed our party in the ranks

of the National Republicans. The first fruits

of the victory would have been an overshadow-

ing National Bank, with an immense capital,

not less than from fifty to a hundred millions

;

which would have centralized the currency ancl

exchanges, and with them the commerce and
capital of the country, in whatever section the

head of the institution might be placed. The
next would be the indissoluble union of the

political opponents, whose principles and policy

are so opposite to ours, and so dangerous to our
institutions, as well as oppressive to us.'

" I now ask, is there any thing in this extract

which will warrant the construction that the

senator has attempted to force on it ? Is it not
manifest that the expression on which he fixes,

that the victory would enure, not to us, but
exclusively to the benefit of the opposition,

alludes not to power or place, but to principle

and policy ? Can words be more plain ? What
then becomes of all the aspersions of the sena-
tor, his reflections about selfishness and the
want of patriotism, and his allusions and illus-

vrations to give them force and elfect ? They
fall to the ground without deserving a notice,

with his groundless accusation.
" But, in so premeditated and indiscriminate

ail attack, it could not be expected that my mo-
tives would entirely escape ; and we accordingly
find the senator very cha^'itably leaving it to
time to disclose my motive for going over.
Leave it to time to disclose my motive for going
over ! I who have changed no opinion, aban-
doned no principle, and deserted no party : I,

who have stood still, and maintained my ground
against every difiBculty, to be told that it is left
to time to disclose my motive ! The imputation
sinks to the earth with the groundless charge
on which it rests. I stamp it with scorn in the
dust. I pick up the dart, which fell harmless
at my feet. I hurl it back. What the senator
charges on me unjustly, he has actually done.
He went over on a memorable occasion, and did
not leave it to time to disclose his motive.

" The senator next tells us that I bore a char-
. Wtsr for stern fidelity ; which he accompanied
vith remarks implying that I had forfeited it

/ my course on the present occasion. If he
ffleans by stem fidelity a devoted attachment to

I

nuty and principle, which nothing can overcome,
1

the character is, indeed, a high one ; and I trust,
not entirely unmerited. I have, at least, the
authonty of the senator himself for saying that

jit belonged to me before the present occasion,
land it 18, of course, incumbent on him to show
Jthat I have since forf(>it<?d it. lie will fiud the
Itask a Herculean one, It would be by far more
leasy to show the opposite ; that, .instead of fbr-
leiting, 1 have strengthened my title to the cha.--

acter ; instead of abandoning any principles, 1

have firmly adhered to them ; and that too, undei
the most appalling difficulties. If I were to
select an instance in the whole course of my
life on which, above all others, to rest my clnira
to the character which the senator attributed
to me, it would be this very one, which he has
selected to prove that I have forfeited it.

" I acted with the full knowledge of the diffi-

culties I had to encounter, and the responsibil-
ity I must incur. I saw a great and powerful
party, probably the most powerful in the coun-
try eagerly seizing on the catastrophe which
had befallen the currency, and the consequent
embarrassments that followed, to displace those
in power, against whom they had been long
contending. I saw that, to stand between them
and their object, I must necessarily incur their
deep and lasting displeasure. I also saw that,
to maintain the administration in the position
they had taken—to separate the government
from the banks, I would draw down on me,
with the exception of some of the southern
banks, the whole weight of that extensive, con-
centrated, and powerful interest—the most pow-
erful by far of any in the whole community

;

and thus I would unite against me a combina-
tion of political and moneyed influence almost
irresistible. Nor was this all. I could not but
see that, however pure and disinterested my
motives, and however consistent my course
with all I had ever said or done, I would be ex-
posed to the very charges and aspersions which
I am now repelling. The ease with which they
could be made, and the temptation to make
them, I saw were too great to be resisted by
the party morality of the day—as groundless as
I have demonstrated them. But there was
another consequence that I could not but fore-

see, far more painful to me than all others. I
but too clearly saw that, in so suddan and com-
plex a juncture, called on as I was to decide on
my course instantly, as it were, on the field of
battle, without consultation, or explaining my
reasons, I would estrange for a time many of
mjr political friends, who had passed through
with me so many trials and difficulties, and for
whom I feel a brother's love. But I saw before
me the path of duty, and, though rugged, and
hedged on all sides with these and many other
diflBculties, I did not hesitate a moment to take
it. After I had made up my mind as to my
course, in a conversation with a friend about
the responsibility I would assume, he remarked
that my own State might desert me. I replied
that it was not impossible ; but the result has
proved that I under-estimated the intelligence
and patriotism of my virtuous and noble State.
I ask her pardon for the distrust implied in my
answer; but I ask with assurance it will be
giluitcd, on the grounds I shall put it—that, in
being prepared to sacrifice her confidence, as
dear to me as light and life, rather than disobey
1" this great question, the dictates of lav judg- .,i"'i
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mcnt and conscience. I proved myself worthy
of being her representative.

" But if the senator, in attributing to mo
stern fidelity, meant, not devotion to principli

,

but to party, and especially the party of which
ho is so prominent a member, my answer is,

that I never belonged to l)is party, nor owed it

any fidelity; and, of course, could forfeit, in

reference to it, no charucter for fidelity. It is

true, wo acted in concert against what we be-

lieved to bo the usurpations of the Executive
;

and it is true that, during the time, I saw much
to esteem in those with whom I acted, and con-
tracted friendly relations with many ; which I

shall not be the first to forget. It is also true

that a common party designation was applied

to the opposition in the aggre<iatc—not, how-
ever, with my approbation ; but it is no less

true that it was iniiversally known that it con-
sisted of two distinct parties, dissimilar in prin-

ciple and policy, except in relation to the object

for which they had united : the national repub-
lican party, and the portion of the State rights

party which had separated from the administra-

tion, on the ground that it had departed from
the true principles of the original party. That
I belonged exclusively to that detached portion,

and to neither the opposition nor administration

party, I prove by my explicit ^.sclaration, con-

tained in one of the extracts read from my
speech on the currency in 1834. That the

party generally, and the State which I repre-

sent in part, stood aloof from both of the par-

ties, may be established from the fact that they

refused to mingle in the party and political con-

tests of the day. My State withheld her elec-

toral vote in two successive presidential elections

;

and, rather than to bestow it on cither the sen-

ator from Kentucky, or the distinguished citizen

whom he opposed, in the first of those elec-

tions, she threw her vote on a patriotic citizen

of Virginia, since deceased, of her own politics

;

but who was not a candidate ; and, in the last,

she refused to give it to the worthy senator

from Tennessee near me (Judge White), though
his principles and views of policy approach so

much nearer to hers than that of the party to

which the senator from Kentucky belongs.
" And here, Mr. President, I avail myself of

the opportunity to declare my present political

position, so that there may be no mistake here-

after. I belong to the old Republican State

Rights party of '98. To that, and that alone, I

owe fidelity, and by that 1 shall stand througli

every change, and in spite of every difficulty.

Its creed is to be found in the Kentucky reso-

lutions, and Virginia resolutions and report

;

and its policy is to confine the action of this

government within the narrowest limits com-
patible with the peace and security of these

States, and the objects for which the Union
was expressly formed. I, as one of that party,

shall support all who support its principles and
policy, and oppose all who oppose them. I

have given, and shall continue to give, (he ad-

ministration a hearty and sincere support on
the great question now under discussion, l)e-

cause I regard it as in strict conformity to our

creed and policy ; and shall do every thing in

my power to sustain them under the great re-

sponsibility which they have assumed. But
let me tell those who are more interested in

sustaining them than myself, that the danger

which threatens them lies not here, but in

another quarter. This measure will tend to

uphold them, if they stand fast, and adhere to

it with fidelity. But, if they wish to know
where the danger is, let them look to tiie flsal

department of the government. I said, years

ago, that we were committing an error the re-

verse of the great and dangerous one that was

committed in 1828, and to which we owe our

present difficulties, and all we have since expe-

rienced. Then we raised the revenue greatly

when the expenditures were about to be re-

duced by the discharge of the public debt ; and

now we have doubled the disbursements, when

the revenue is rapidly decreasing ; an error,

which, although probably not so fatal to tiie

country, will prove, if immediate and vigorous

measures be not adopted, far more so to those

in power.
" But the senator did not confine his attack

to my conduct and motives in reference to the

present question. In his eagerness to weaken

the cause I support, by destroying confidence in

me, he made an indiscriminate attack on my in-

tellectual faculties, which he characterized as

metaphysical, eccentric, too much of genius, and

too little common sense ; and of course wanting

a sound and practical judgment.
"Mr. President, according to my opinion,

there is nothing of which those who are en-

dowed with superior mental faculties ought to

be more cautious, than to reproach those with

their deficiency to whom Providence has been

less liberal. The faculties of our mind are the

immediate gift of our Creator, for which we are

no farther responsible than for their proper cul-

tivation, according to our opportunities, and

their proper application to control and regulate

our actions. Thus thinking, I trust I shall be

the last to assume superiority on my part, or

reproach any one with inferiority on his ; but

those who do not regard the rule, when ap-

plied to others, cannot expect it to be obscrvci'

when applied to themselves. The critic must

expect to be criticised ; and he who points out

the faults of others, to have his own pointed

out.
" I cannot retort on the senator the charge of

being metaphysical. I cannot accuse him of

possessing the powers of analysis and generali-

zation, those higher faculties of the mind (called

metaphysical by those who do not iioss^ess

them), which decompose and resolve into their

elements the complex masses of ideas that exist

in the world of mind—as chemistry does the

1
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bodicH tli; rroiind us in tho material world

;

and without which those deep and hidden
causes which are in constant action, and pro-
ducing such mighty changes in tho condition
of society, would operate unseen and undetect-
ed. Tho absence of these higher qualities of
tho mind is conspicuous throughout the whole
course of the senator's public life. To this it

may iw traced that he prefers tho specious to
the solid, and tho plausible to tho true. To
the same cause, combined with an ardent tem-
pernmcnt, it is owing that wo ever find him
mounted on some popular and favorite measure
which he whips along, cheered by the shouts o^
tiie multitude, and never dismounts till he has
rode it down. Thus, at one time, wc find him
mounted on the protective system, which he
rode down; at another, on internal improve-
ment ; and now he is mounted on a bank, which
will surely share the same fate, unless those
who are immediately interested shall stop him
in his headlong career. It is tho fault of his
mind to seize on a few prominent and striking
advantages, and to pursue them eagerly with-
out looking to consequences. Thus, in the case
of the protective system, he was struck with
the advantages of manufactures ; and, believing
that high duties was the proper mode of pro-
tecting them, he pushed forward the system,
without seeing that he was enriching one por-
tion of the country at the expense of the other

;

corrupting the one and alienating the other;
and, Anally, dividing the community into two
great hostile interests, which terminated in the
overthrow of the system itself. So, now, he
looks only to a uniform currency, and a bank
as the means of securing it, without once re-
flecting how far the banking system has pro-
gressed, and the difficulties that impede its far-
ther progress ; that banking and politics are
runnmg together to their mutual destruction

;

and that the only possible mode of saving his
favorite system is to separate it from the gov-
ernment.

" To the defects of understanding, which the
senator attributes to me, I make no reply. It
IS for others, and not me, to determine the por-
\'°\"f understanding which it has pleased the
Author of my being to bestow on me. It is
however, fortunate forme, that the standard by
which I shall be judged is not the false, preju-
diced, and, as I have shown, unfounded opinion
which the senator has expressed; but my octs.
Ihey furnish materials, neither few nor scant,
to torm I just estimate of my mental facul-
ties. I have now been more than twenty-six
years continuously in the service of this gov-
ernment, in various stations, and have taken
part m almost all tho great questions which
have agitated this country during this long and
imnortiint neriod 'rh"X,.o.u_,.r xu. i°, y
L„:.„ v., .^ntOiigiiuUL uiu whole Itoe never followed events, but have taken my
stand m advance, openly and freely avowing my
opinions on all questions, and leaving it to time

and experience to condemn or approve my
course. Thus acting, I have often, and on great
questions, separated from those with whom I
usually acted, and if I am really so defective in
sound and practical judgment as the senator
represents, tho proof, if to bo found any where,
must be found in such instances, or where I
have acted on my sole responsibility. Now I
awk, in which of the many instances of tho kind
IS such proof to bo found 1 It is not my inten-
tion to call to the recollection of the Senate all
such

; but that you, senators, may judge for
yourselves, it is due in justice to myself, that I
should suggest a few of the most prominent,
which at tho time were regarded as the senator
now considers tho present ; and then, as now,
because where duty is involved, I would not
submit to party trammels.

" I go back to the commencement of my pub-
lic life, tho war session, as it was usually called,
of 1812, when I first took my seat in the other
House, a young man, without experience to
guide me, and I shall select, as the first instance,
tho Navy. At that time tho a<lministration and
the party to which I was strongly attached were
decidedly opposed to this important arm of ser-
vice. It was considered anti-republican to sup-
port it

; but acting with my then distinguished
colleague, Mr. Chovos, who led the way, I did
not hesitate to give it my hearty support, re-
gardless of party ties. Does this instance sus-
tain the charge of the senator?

" The next I shall select is the restrictive
system of that day, the embargo, the non-im-
portation and non-intercourse acts. This too
was a party measure which had been long and
warmly contested, and of course the lines of
party well drawn. Young and inexperienced as
I was, I saw its defects, and resolutely opposed
It, almost alone of my party. The second or
third speech I made, after I took my seat, waam open denunciation of the system ; and I may
refer to the grounds I then assumed, the truth
of which have been confirmed by time and ex-
perience, with pride and confidence. This will
scarcely be selected by the senator to make good
his charge.

" I pass over other instances, and come to
Mr. Dallas's bank of 1814-15. That, too, was
a party measure. Banking was then compar-
atively but littleunderstood, and it may seem
astonishing, at this time, that such a project
should ever have received any countenance
or support. It proposed to create a bank of
$50,000,000, to consist almost entirely of what
was called then the war stocks ; that is, the pub-
lic debt created in carrying on the then war. It
was provided that the bank should not pay
specie during the war, and for three years after
Its termination, for carrying on which it was to
lend the government the funds. In plain lan-
guage, tho government was to borrow back its
own credit from the bank, and pay to the insti-
tution six per cent, for its use. I had scarcely
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evor before seriously thought of banks or bank-
ing, but I clearly saw through the operation,

anu the danger to the government and country

;

and, rcgardleHH of party ties or denunciations, I

opposed and defeated it in the manner I ex-
plained at the extra session. I then subjected

myself to the very charge which the senator
now makes ; but time has done me justice, as it

will in the present instance.

"PasHing the intervening instances, I come
down to my administration of the War Depart-
ment, where I acted on my own judgment and
responsibility. It is known to all, that the de-

partment, at that time, was perfectly disorgan-

ized, with not much less than $5(),()()0,0()0 of

outstanding and unsettled accounts ; and the

greatest confusion in every branch t>f service.

Though without experience. I prepared, shortly

aller 1 went in, the bill for its organization, and
on its passage I drew up the body of rules for

carrying the act into execution ; both ofwhich re-

main substantially unchanged to this day. After
reducing the outstanding accounts to a few mil-

lions, and introducing order and accountability in

every branch of service, and biinging down the
expnditure of the army from four to two and a
half millions annually, without subtracting a

single comfort from either officer or soldier, I

left the department in a condition that might
well be compared to the best in any country.

If I am deficient in the qualities which the sena-

tor attributes to me, here in this mass of details

and business it ought to bo discovered. Will
he look to this to make good his charge ?

' From the war department I was transferred

to the Chair which you now occupy. How I

acquitted myself in the discharge of its duties, I

leave it to the body to decide, without adding a
word. The station, from its leisure, gave me a
good opportunity to study the genius of the
prominent measure of the day, called then the
American system ; of which I profited. I soon
perceived where its errors lay, and how it would
operate. I clearly saw its desolating effects in

one section, and corrupting influence in the
other ; and when I saw that it could not be ar-

rested here, I fell back on my own State, and a
blow was given to a system destined to destroy
our institutions, if not overthrown, which
brought it to the ground. This brings me
down to the present times, and where passions
and prejudices are yet too strong to make an
appeal, with any prospect of a fair and impartial

verdict. I then transfer this, and all my subse-
quent acts, including the present, to the tribunal

of posterity; with a perfect confidence that
nothing will be found^ in what I have said or
done, to impeach my mtegrity or understand-
ing.

" I have now, senators, repelled the attacks
on me. i uaTc setticu tuo account aiid caticul-

led the debt between me and my accuser. I

have not sought this controversy, nor have I

shunned it when forced on me. 1 have acted on

the defensive, and if it is to continue, which
rests with the senator, I shall throughout con-

tinue BO to act. I know too well the advantage

of my position to surrender it. The soiiator

commenced the controversy, ond it is but right

that he shoidd be responsible for the direction

it shall hereafter take. Be his determination

what it may, I stand prepared to meet hiiu."

CHAPTER XXVIII.

DEHATE BETWEKN MK. CLAY AND MK. CALHOUN
BEJ0INDEK8 BY EACH.

Mr. Clay:—"As to the personal part of the

speech of the senator from South Carolina. I

nuist take the occasion to say that no man is

more sincerely anxious to avoid all personal con-

troversy than myself. And I may confidently

appeal to the whole course of my life for the

confirmation of that disposition. No man cher-

ishes less than I do feelings of resentment;

none forgets or forgives an mjury sooner than

I do. The duty which I had to perform in

animadverting upon the public conduct and

course of the senator from South Carolina was

painful in the extreme ; but it was, nevertheless,

a public duty ; and I shrink from the performance

of no duty required at nay hands by my country.

It was painful, becauriO I had long served in the

public councils with the senator from South

Carolina, admired his genius, and for a great

while had been upon terms of intimacy with

him. Throughout my whole acquaintance with

him, I have constantly struggled to think well

of him, and to ascribe to him public virtues.

Even after his famous summerset at the extra

session, on more than one occasion I defended

his motives when he was assailed ; and insisted

that it was uncharitable to attribute to him

others than those which he himself avowed.

This I continued to do, until I read this most

extraordinary and exceptionable letter : [Here

Mr. Clay held up and exhibited to the Senate

the Edgefield letter, dated at Fort Hill, Novem-

ber 3, 1837 :] a letter of which I cannot speak

in merited terms, without a departure from the

respect which I owe to the Senate and to myself.

When I read that letter, sir, its unblushing

avowals, and its unjust reproaches cast upon my
friends and myself, I was most reluctantly com-

pelled to change my opinion of the hojiorable

senator from South Carolina. One so distin-

guished as he is, cannot expect to be indulged

with speaking as he pleases of others, without

a reciprocal privilege. He cannot suppose that

he iiiay set to the right Or the left, cut in ann

out, and chasse, among principles and parties

as often as he pleases, without animadversion.

I did, indeed, understand the senator to say, in
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biH foriiuT B|x<cch, that we, the whign, were un-

wiee ami uupiitriotic in not uniting with him
In Bupixirting the bill nnder considoratlon. But
in that Edpt'fleld letter, among the motivcH

which ho aBHigns for leaving us, I understand

him to declare that ho could not ' back and sus-

tain those in such opposition, 'n whose wisdom,
flrmiu'i's, and patriotism, 1 nave no reason to

conlliii'.'

"Aflor having written and published to the

world i-uoh a letter as that, anil after what has

fallen I'loin Iho senator, in the progress of this

debate, townnls my political friends, docs ho
imnpine that he can persuade himself and the

country that ho really occu[)ie8, on this occa-

gion, a defensive attitude ? In that letter he
says:

"'I cloHrly haw that our boM and vliforous atlacks liail inado
t <lco|i iiiul «iicco!'8ful liiiiircHnldii. htato liiternoBllliin liail

oTirlhriiwn tlic protective tarllT, and with It the American
tystctn, mid put a stop t» the cungrcaHlonal UDurpatlun ; and
trill j<iliit iittiicivs of our party, and that of our olil opponents,
tlie natloiiiil re(>uhllcan.'<, had etl'octnally lirought down thu
[(owor of the Kxocutive, anil arrested its eneroachiiicntu for

the proscnt. It was for that puriHwo we had united. True
to our principle of opposition to tlii' encroachtnont of power,
from whaliuer quarter It iidjrht come, we did not hesitate,
after overtlirowinc the protective system, and arresting legis-
lative iisur|iatloii, to Join the authors of that system. In order
to arrest the encronchinent'* of the Executive, although we
dllfereil as widely as the poles on almost every other (juestlon,
and re^Briled the usurpation of the Kxecullve but as a neces-
sary ccinsoiiueiico of the princlirlcs and policy of our new
allies.'

" State interposition !—that is as I understand
the senator from South Carolina ; nullification,
he asserts, overthrew the protective tariff and
the American system. And can that senator,
knowinn; what ho know.s, and what I know,
deliberately make such an a-sscrtion here? I
had heard similar boasts before, but did not
regard them, until I saw them coupled in this
letter with the imputation of a purpose on the
part of my friends to disregard the compromise,
and revive the high tariff. Nullification, Mr.
Prcsijient, overthrew the protective policy !

No, sir. The compromise was not extorted by
tlie tenor of nullification. Among other more
important motives that influenced its passage,
it was a compassionate concession to the impru-
dence and impotency of nullification ! The dan-
ger from nidlification itself excited no more ap-
prehension than would be felt b}- seeing a regi-
ment of a thousand boys, of five or six years of
age, decorated in brilliant uniforms, with their
gaudy plumes and tiny muskets, marching up
to assault a corps of 50,000 grenadiers, six feet

ifilo
^^'^ commencement of the session of

i»il the senator from South Carolina was in
any conrlition other than that of dictating tei-ms.
lliose ol us who were then here must recollect
^H>11 his haggard looks and his anxious and de-
pressed countenance. A highly esumable friend
of inine, Mr. J. M. Clavton. of Dr lawam allnd-
^i to the possibility of a rupture with South
tarolma, and declarations of President Jackson
wun respect to certain distinguished individuals

Vol. II.—

8

whom ho had denounced and proscril)cd, said
to mo, on more than one occasion, referring to
the senator from South Carolina and some of
his colleagues, " They are clever fellows, and it

will never do to let old Jackson hang them.''
Sir, this disclosure is extorted from mo by the
senator.

"So far from milliflcation having ovoi thrown
the protective policy, in assenting to the com-
promise, it expressly Haiictioned the constitu-
tional power which it had so strongly contro-
verted, and perpetuated it. There is protection
from ono end to tho other in the compromisa
act ; modified and limited it is true, but protec-
tion novertlieless. There is protection, adequate
and abundant protection, until the year 1842;
and protection indefinitely beyond it. Until
that year, tho biennial reduction of duties is

slow and moderate, such as was perfectly satis-
factory to the manufacturers, mw, if the sys-
tem were altogether unconstitutional, a» had
been contended, how could tho senator vote for
a bill which continued it for nine years '? Then,
beyond that period, there is tho provision for
cash duties, home valuations, a long and liberal
list of free articles, carefully made out by my
friend from Khode Island (Mr. Knight), ex-
pressly for the benefit of tho manufacturers ; and
the power of discrimination, reserved also for
their benefit ; within the maximum rate of duty
fixed in the act. In the consultations between
the senator and myself in respect to the com-
promise act, on every point upon which I in-
sisted he gave way. He was for a shorter term
than nine years, and more rapid reduction. I
insisted, and he yielded. He was for fifteen in-

stead of twenty per cent, as tho maximum duty

;

but yielded. He was against any discrimination
within the limited range of duties for the benefit
of the manufacturers ; but consented. To the
last ho protested against home valuation, but
finally gave way. Such is tho compromise act

;

and the Senate will see with what propriety the
senator can assert that nullification had over-
thrown the protective tariff and the American
system. Nullification ! which a.s.«erted the ex-
traordinary principle that ono of twenty-four
members of a confederacy, by its separate action,
could subvert and set aside Uie expressed will
of the whole I Nulliflcatiou ! a strange, imprac-
ticable, incomprehensible doctrine, that partakes
of the character of the metaphysical school of
German philosophy, or would be worthy of the
puzzling theological controversies of tho middla
ages.

" No one, Mr. President, in the commence-
ment of the protective policy, ever supposed
that it was to be perpetual. We hoped and be-
lieved that temporary protection extended to
our infant manufactures, would bring them up,
and enable them to witlist.nnd coniprtition with
those of Europe. We thought, as the wise
French minister did, who, when urged by a
British muiister to consent to the equal intro-
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(liiction into tho two countricH of tlioir respective
pifMluctions, r iicd tliat frco trade inij^ht ho
very wfM for

,
n •< whuaa nuimifacturoM

had reiioti«'(( -' but was not entirely
|*j^i>«l to a . Ill

, , ;,idi wished o build up
its miMti%^\jj ^f ii he ^oteotivo yoUn *»«•
cntir\/> /.owase in IHjj* 't wmild have existed
twenty -«»x years from 1 -.10, or IH from 1821 ;

«»aI««* «hs long aH, at either «f those |)erio<l8, itH

rrtetid» supposed iniglit be iiceessary. Hut it

lilies no< ce^ > then, and 1 niun 'y hoiH) tliat

tti« ptfo^'isions eotftained in the coii 'nniiso act
for it. 'wwpfit beyond that period, will he found
Bufflcieuf lt<r lii preservation of all our IntereHt-
ing nianuiactuics. For one, I am willing to ad-
here to, and abide hy tho coinpromise in all its

provisions, present and prospective, if iiH fair

operation '\h undisturbeif. Tho Senate well
knowH that I have been constantly in favor of a
strict and faithful adherence to tlio coinpronuse
act. I have watched and defended it on all

occiisidUH. I desire to see it faithfully and in-
violably maintained. Tho senator, too, from
South Carolina, alleging that the South were
tho weaker party, ha.s hitherto united with mo
in sustaining it. Nevertheless, ho ha,H left us,
as he tells uh in his Edgefield letter, because ho
apprehended that our principles would lead us
to the revival of a high tarilf.

" The senator (roni South Carolina proceeds,
in his Edgefield letter, to say :

"
' I cU'arly perceived thdt b very important qiicntlon wm

pre«'iile<l lur mir (loteriiilnatlon, wlilcli wo were CDtiipulloil
to decide fortlnvltli: alinll wo contliiiic our JiMnt attack witli
the nailoimls nil those In power, In tlio new po»ll|(in wlilcli
they Imve been compelled to occupy ? It, was clear tliat, with
our Joint forces, wo could utterly ovcrllirow and demoll»li
tlieiii. liut It was not len« clear that t/i» riciory ivuuld
enure not to ii/i, but exclusively to the boneflt of our allies
•oU their cause'

" Thus it appears that in a common struggle
for the benefit of our whole country, tho sena-
tor was calculating upon the party advantages
which would result from sucwss. He quit us
because he ajiprehended that he and his party
would be absorbed by us. Well, what is to be
their fate in his new alliance? Is there no
absorption there? Is there no danger that the
senator an-? iiis party will be absorbed by the
administration party 'i Or does he hope to ab-
sorb that? Another motive avowed in the
letter, for his desertion of us, is, that ' it would
also give us the chance of effecting what is still

more important to us, tho union of the entire
South.' What sort of an union of tho South
does the senntor wish? Is not the South
already united as a part of the common con-
federacy ? Doe^) he want any other union of it ?
I wish he won • vxplicitly state. I should be
glad, also, if ho w M d.?fine tvhat he means by
the South. Ik SO' ^-i - toll.:, of the planta-
tion or staple iStrft» Lan'.uid is partly a
staple State. "> i^.^i;; , t, ; jSorth ('a oiino
more so. And Kt2> cu«, >,-»....J Tenness .' have
also staple produt ions. Are all these States

imrts of Am South 7 I fear, Mr. PrcBidcnt, th»|
the iwlitical geography of the senator innipre-
heiids a much larger Soiiifi tlnin that .South
which Is the object of his particular Holicitiide-

and that, to find the latter, wo should have to
go to South Carolina; and, ujK)n our airival

' re, trace him to Fort Hill. This is thedi*.
uin rested senator from South Carolina!

H ,( he has left no party, and joined no
party ! N<i ! None. With the daily evidences
before iis of his frequent association, coun i iljng

and acting with the other party, he would tax

"ur credulity too much to require us to lalicvj
»Mit ho has formed no connection with it. Ho

ui..y stand upon his reserved rights ; bui, they
niust be mentally reserved, for they are not ob-

vious (o the senses. Abandoned no narty?
Why this letter proclaims his having (luittedin
and assigns his reasons for <loing it; one of

which is, that Ave arc in favor of that nationil
bank which tho senator himself has sustained
about twenty-four years of tin; twenty-sevtin
that he has been in public life. AVhatever im-

pression the senator may endeavor to inaki,

without the Senate ujwn the country at large

no man within the Senate, who has eyes to sec'

or ears to hear, can mistake his present position
and party connection. If, in the speech which
I addressed to the Senate on a former day
there had been a single fact stated which was
not perfectly true, or an infei-ence drawn which
was not fully warranted, or any description of

his situation which was incora'ct, no man would
enjoy greater pleasure than I should do in recti-

fymg tho error. If, in tho picture which 1 po^
trayed of the senator and his course, there bo

any thing which can justly give him dissatisfac-

tion, he must look to the original and not to the

painter. The conduct of an eminent public man
is a fair subject for exposure and animadversion.
When I addressed the Senate before, I had just

perused this letter. I recollected all its re-

proaches and imputations against us, and those

which were made or implied in tho speech of

the honorable senator were also fresh in my
memory. Does he expect to be allowed to cast

such imputations, and make such reproaches
against others without retaliation? Holding
myself amenable for my public conduct, I choose
to animadvert upon his, nnl upon that of others,

whenever circumstanceb, ',n i.yy j'.Ugment, ren-

der it necessary; and J ib it '.ndo:- all just re-

sponsibility which bt lugy to 'J exercise of

such a privilege.

" The senator has thought proper to exercise

a corresponding privilege towards myself; and,

without being very specific, has taken upon

himself to impute to me the charge of going

over upon some occasion, and tliat in a manner
which left my motive no matter of conjecture,

If the senator mean to allude to the stale and

refuted calumny of George Kremer, I assure

him I can hear it without the slightest emo-

tion
J and if ho can find any fragment of that
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o^i'i* nhuut it; I was a meni>)i>r ot the

louse of ilejiresentatives, and hiwl to give a vote

for one of three candidates for the nresidt-ncy.

Mr. Crawford's iiiifortunate physical conditi"n

pliusid him out of the (|uestioii. The choice was,

therefore, limited to the venerable gi nHoman
fioiii Massachusetts, or to the distinnuisli ' in-

hiihitant of the hermitaRe. I could give but one

vote ; and. a<xordinp;ly, as I stated on a foi ler

m'caaion, I gave the vote which, before I left

Kentucky, I communicated to- my colleague

(Mr. CurrTKNiiEN], it was my intention to give

in the contingency whi<'h happened. I have

never for one moment regretted the vote I then

fave. I' is true, t? at the legislature of Ken-
tU''ky lin<l rtijuestca the representatives from

that Jitate to vote for (Jeneral Jackson ; but my
own imnie<liate constituents, I knew well, were
oppobcd to his election, and it was their will,

and not that of the legislature, accordijig to

every principle appliaible to the doctrine of in-

structions, which I was to deposit in the ballot-

box. It is their glory and my own never to

have concurred in the elevation of General
Jackson. They ratified and confirmed my vote,

and every representative that they have sent to

Congress since, including my friend, the present

member, has concurred with me in opposition

to the election and administration of General
Jackson.

"If my information be not entirely incorrect,

and th'TC was any going over in the presiden-

tial election which terminated in February,

1825, the senator from South Carolina—and not
I—went over. I have understood that the
senator, when he ceased to be in favor of him-
self,—that is, after the memorable movement
made in Philadelphia by the present minister to

Russia (Mr. Dallas), withdrawing his name from
the canvass, was the known supporter of the elec-

tion of Mr. Adams. What motives induced him
afterwards to unite in the election of General
Jackson, I know not. It is not my habit to
impute to others uncharitable motives, and I

leave the senator to settle that account with his
own conscience and liis country. No, sir, I

have no reproaches to make myself and feel

pji fcctly invulnerable i o any attack from others,
on account of any part which I took in the elec-
tion of 1825. And I look back with entire and
conscious satisfaction upon tnc whole course of
the arduous administration wliich ensued.

" The senator from South Carolina thinks it

to be my misfortune to bo always riding some
hobby, and that I stick to it <ili I ride it down.
I think it is his never to stick to one long
enough. He is like a courier who, riding from
post to post, with relays of fresh horses, wh.e.n
he changes his steed, seems to forget altogether
the last which he had mounted. Now, it is a
part of my pride and pleasure to say, that I

norep In my lift changed my deliberate opinion
upon any great jpiestion of national policy but
once, and that was twenty-two yearH ago, on
the (|uestion of the power to CHtablish a bank
of the United States. The changi> was wroi.(i;ht

by tip. Had and disaHtrouM experience of (lit)

want of such an institution, growing out of the
calamities ol war. It was a change wliich I

inad< in comnmii u ith Mr. Mwligon, vo gov-
ernors of Virginia, and the gnat body of the
republican parly, to which 1 have ever be-
ln(i)rt>d.

fho distingui ihed senator •'ticks long to no
hool*y. Ho wius once gayly mounted on that
of internal improvements. \\'(i rode that doublfl

—the senator Ix.fore, and I behind him. He
quietly slipped otl", leaving mo to h dd the bridle.

He introduced and carried through Congress in
1H1('», the bill setting apart the large lionis of
the Hank of the United States for internal in>-

provementH. His speech, delivered on that oc-

casion, dfMjs not intimate the smallest question
as to the constitutional power of the govern-
ment, but proceeds upon the assumption of its

being incontestable. When ho w:w subse-
([uently in the department of war, he made to
Congress a brilliant report, sketching as splen-
did and magnificent a scheu < of internal im-
provements for the entire n: tion, as ever was
presented to the admiration and wonder of
mankind.

" No, sir, tho senator from Si uth Carolina is

free from all reproach of stick ng to hobbies.
He was for a bank of tho United ^tates in 1810.
He proposed, supported, and w, h his accus-
tomed ability, carried through the charter. He
sustained it upon its admitted gr< unds of con-
stitutionality, of which he never once breathed
the expression of a doubt. During the twenty
years of its continuance no scruple < ver escaped
from him as to the power to create t. And in

1834, when it was about to expire he delibe-
rately advocated tho renewal of it > term for

twelve years more. How profoun he may
suppose the power of analysis to be, nd what-
ever opinion he may entertain of his < vn meta-
physical faculty,—can he irimt^ine lat any
plain, practical, common sense man an ever
comprehend how it is constitutional t' prolong
an unconstitutional bank for twelve yea s? He
may have all the speeches he has ever t livered
read to us in an audible voice by the st i-etary,

and call upon the Senate attentively o hear
them, beginning with his speech in fav t of a
bank of the United States in 181tJ, dowi to liis

speech against a bank of the United States,
delivered the other day, and he will have made
no progress in his task. 1 do not speak t ils in
any unkind .spirit, but I will tell the hon> rable
senator when ho will be consLstcnt. Hi will
be so, when he rosolvos hcn."('ff.rward, d ring
the residue of his life, never to pronounce the
word again. We began our public career
nearly together ; we remained together through-

r::;k
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out the war and down to the peace. We agreed
as to a bank of the United States—as to a pro-
tective tariff—as to internal improvements

—

and lately, aa to those arbitrary and violent
measures -.vhich characterized the administra-
tion of General Jackson. No two prominent
public men ever agreed better together in re-
spect to important measures of national policy.
We concur now in nothing. 'Ve separate for
ever."

Mr. Calhoun. " The senator from Kentucky
says that the sentinients contained in my Edge-
field letter then met his view for the first time,
and that he read that document with equal pain
and amazement. Now it h.ippens that I ex-
pressed these self-same sentiments just as
strongly in 1834, m a speech which was received
with unboinided applause by that gentleman's
own party; and of which a vast number of
copies were published and circulated through-
out the United States.

" But the senator tells us that he is among
the most constant men in this world. I am
not in the habit of charging others with incon-
sistency ; but one thing I will say, that if the
gentleman has not changed his principles, he
has most certainly changed his company ; for,

though he boasts of setti-ig out in public life a
republican of the school of '98, he is now sur-
rounded by some of the most distinguished
members of the old federal party. I do not de-
sire to disparage that party. I always respected
them as men, though I believed their political

principles to be wrong. Now, either the gen-
tleman's associates have changed, or he has

;

for they are now together, though belonging
formerly to different and opposing parties—par-
ties, as every one knows, directly opposed to
each other in policy and principles.

'• He says I was in favor of the tariff of 181C,
and took the lead in its support. He is cer-
tainly mistaken again. It was in charge of my
colleague and friend, Jlr. l^owndes. chairman
then of the committee of Ways and Means, as
a revenue measure only. I took no other part
whatever but to deliver an oil-hand .speech, at
the request of a friend. The question of pro-
tection, as a constitutional (juestion, was not
touched at all. It was not made, if my memo-
ry serves me, for some years after. As to pro-
tection, I believe little of it, except what all ad-
mit was incidental to revenue, was contained in
the act of 1810. As to my views in regard to
protection at that early period, I refer to my
remarks in 1813, when I opposed a renewal
of the non-importation act, expressly on the
ground of its giving too much protection to the
manufacturers. But while I declared, in my
place, that I was opposed to it on that ground,
1 at the same time stated that 1 would go as far
as 1 couid witn propriety, wlien i)euce return-
ed, to protect the capital "which the war and the
extreme policy of the government had turned
into that channel. The senator refers to my

report on internal improvement, when I was
secretary of war ; but, as usual with him for-
gets to tell that I made it in obedience to a res-
olution of the House, to which I was bound to
answer, and that I expressly stated I did not
involve the constitutional question ; of which
the senator may now satisfy himself, if he *ill
read the latter part of the report. As to the
bonus bill, it grew out of the recommendation
of Mr. Madison in his last message ; and al-

though I proposed that the bonus should be
set apart for the purpose of internal improve-
ment, leaving it to be determined thereafter
whether we had the power, or the constitution
should be amended, in conformity to Mr. Madi-
son's recommendation. I did not touch the
question to what extent Congress might pos-
sess the power ; and when requested to iniseil

a direct recognition of the power by some of
the leading members, I refused, expressly on
the ground that, though I believed it existed, I

had not made up my mind how far it extended.
As to the bill, it was perfectly constitutional
in my opinion then, and which still remains
unchanged, to set aside the Anid propo.se(i, and
with the object intended, but which could not
be used without specific appropriations ther^
after.

" In my opening remarks to-day, I said the
senator's speech was remarkable, both for ite

omissions and mistakes ; and the senator infers,

with his usual inaccuracy, that I alluded to a

difference between his spoken and printed
speech, and that I was answering the latter.

In this he was mistaken ; I hardly ever read a

speech, but reply to what is said here in de-

bate. I know no other but the speech deliver-

ed here.

"As to the arguments of each of us, I am
willing to leave them to the judgment of the

country : his speech and arguments, and mine,

will be read with the closer attention and deeper
interest in consequence of this day's occurrence.
It is all I ask."

Mr. Clay. " It is very true that the senator
Lad on other occasions, besides his Edgefield
letter, claimed that the influence arising from
the interference of his own State h.ad effected

the tariff compromi.se. Mr. C. hud so stated

the fact when up before. But iu the M^-
field letter the senator took new ground, he de-

nounced those with whom he had been acting,

as persons in whom he could have no confi-

dence, and imputed to them the design of rc-

newing a high tariff and patronizing extrava-
gant expenditures, as the natural consequences
of the establishment of a bank of the United
States, and luui presented this as a reason for

his recent course. When, said Mr. C, I saw a

charge like this, totrethpr with an iniDutatiou

of unworthy motives, and all this deliUrately
w 'itlen and published, I could not but feel very

differently from what I should have done under

a mere casual remark.

i
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" But the senator says, that if I have not

changed principles, I have at least got into

strange company. Why really, Mr. President,

the gentleman has so recently changed his rela-

tions that he see'.iis to have forgotten into

what company he has fallen himself. He says

that some of my friends once belonged to the

federal party. Sir, I am ready to go into an

examination with tlic honorable senator at any
li time, and then we shall see if there are not

U more members of that same old federal party

amongst those whom the senator has so re-

cently joined, than on our side of the house.

The plain truth i.«, that it is the old federal par-

ty with whom he is now acting. For all the

former grounds of difference which distin-

guished that party, and were the great subjects

of contention between them and the republi-

cans, have ceased from lapse of time and change
of circumstances, with the exception of one, and
that is the maintenance and increase of execu-

tive power. This was a leading policy of the

federal party. A strong, powerful, and ener-

getic executive was its favorite tenet. The
leading members of that party had come out of

the national convention with an impression that

under the new conijtitution the executive arm
was too weak. The danger they apprehended
was, that the executive would be absorbed by
the legislative department of the government";
and accordingly the old federal doctrine was
that the Executive must be upheld, that its in-

fluence must be extended and strengthened

;

and as a means to this, that its patronage must
be multiplied. And what, I pray, is at this

hour the leading object of that party, which the
senator has joined, but this very thing? It

was maintained in the convention by Mr. Madi-
son, that to remove a public officer without
valid cause, would rightfully subject a president
of the United States to impeachment. But
now not only is no reason required, but the
principle is maintained that no reason can be
asked. A is removed and B is put in his place,

because such is the pleasure of the president.
" The senator is fond of the record. I should

not myself have gone to it but for the infinite

gravity and self-complacency with which he
appeals to it in vindication of his own consis-
tency. Let me tlicn read a little from one of
the very speeches in 1834, from which ho has
BO liberally quoted, and called upon the secre-
tary to read so loud, and the Senate to listen so
attentively :

" But tlicre Is In my opinion a strong, If not an insiipprahle
oliiection fljxalnst rcscirtin to this measure, rcsultlnif frotii tliu
Jtiet tliftl nn exclusive receipt of specie In tlie treasury would,
t" {:ive it clllency, and to prevent extensive .-peculation and
fiauil, require an entire disconiiectlou on the part of the f;ov-
ernnipnt, witli the banking system, in all lis forms, and a re-
tort to the strong box, as the iiiean.i of pre.«ervina and cuard-
li!^' 1.3 fuiiiis-.i meuius, 11" pruelienlile at all in tiie pre.sent state
oftlnns.'., liable to the objeetlon of being ///• less M/e, ecotio-
mical, and ejicieiit, thnn the prexent."

" Here is a strong denunciation of that very
systeiu he is now eulogising to the skies. Here

he deprecates a disconnection with all banks as
a most disastrous measure ; and, as the strongest
argument against it, says that it will necessarily
lea(fto the antiquated policy of the strong box.
Yet, now the senator thinks the strong box
system the wisest thing on earth. As to the
acquiescence of the honorable senator in mea-
sures deemed by him unconstitutional, I only
regret that he suddenly stopped short in his

acquiescence. He was, in 181G, at the head of
the finance committee, in the other House, having
been put there by myself, acquiescing- all the
while in the doctrines of a bank, as perfectly

sound, and reporting to that eflect. lie acqui-
esced for nearly twenty years, not a doubt es-

caping from him during the whole time. The
year 1834 comes : the deposits are seized, the
currency turned up side down, and the senator
comes forward and proposes as a remedy a con-
tinuation of the Bank of the United States for

twelve years—here acquiescing once more ; and
as he tells us, in order to save the country.
But if the salvation of the country would justify

his acquiescence in 1810 and in 1834, 1 can only
regret that he did not find it in his heart to
acquiesce once more in what would have reme-
died all our evils.

" In regard to the tariff" of 1816, has the senator
forgotten the dispute at that time about the
protection of the cotton manufacture ? The
very point of that dispute was, whether we had
a right to give protection or not. He admits
the truth of what I said, that the constitutional

question as to the power of the government to

protect our own industry was never raised be-
fore 1820 or 1822. It was but first liinted, then
controverted, and soon after expanded into nul-
lification, although the senator had supported
the tariff of 181(5 on the very ground that we
had power. I do not now recollect distinctly

his whole course in the legislature, but he cer-

tainly introduced the bonus bill in 181(5, and
sustained it by a speech on the subject of in-

ternal improvements, which neither expresses
nor implies a doubt of the constitutional power.
But why set apart a bonus, if the government
had no power to make internal improvements ?

If he wished internal improvements, but con-
scientiously believed them unconstitutional, why
did he not introduce a resolution proposing to
amend the constitution ? Yet he oU'ered no
such thing. When he produced his splendid
report from the war department, what did he
mean ? Why did he tantalize us with that
bright and gorgeous picture of canals and roads,
and piers and harbors, if it was unconstitutional
for us to touch the plan with one of our fingers ?

The senator says in reply, that this report did
not broach the constitutional question. True.
But why ? Is there any other conclusion than
that he did not entertain himself any doubt
about it? What a most extraordinary thing
would it be, should the head of a deirartment,
in his official capacity, present a report to both
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houses of Congress, proposing a most elaborate
plan for the internal improvement of the whole
union, accompanied by estimates and statistical

tables, when he believed there was no powfr in
either house to adopt any part of it. The sena-
tor dwells upon his consistency : I can tell him
when he will be consistent—and that is when
he shall never pronounce that word again."
Mr. Calhoun. " As to the tariff of 1816,

1

never denied that Conjrress have the power to
impose a protective tariff for the purpose of
revenue ; and beyond that the tariff of 1810
did not go one inch. The question of the con-
stitutionality of the protective tariff was never
raised till some time afterwards.

" As to what the senator says of executive
power, I, as much as he, am opposed » > its aug-
mentation, and I will go as far in prevonting it

as any man in this House. I maintain that the
executive and judicial authorities should have
no discretionary power, and as soon as they
begin to exercise such power, the matter should
be taken up by Congress. These opinions are
well grounded in my mind, and I will go as far
as any in bringing the Executive to this p«int.
But, I believe, the Executive is now outstripped
by the congressional power. He is for restrict-
ing the one. I war upon both.

" The senator says I assigned as a reason of
my course at the extra session that I suspected
that he and the gentleman with whom he acted
would revive the tariff. I spoke not of the tariff,

but a national bank. I believe that banks natu-
rally and assuredly ally themselves to taxes on
the community. The higher the taxes the greater
their profits ; and so it is with regard to a sur-
plus and the government disbursements. If the
banking power is on the side of a national bank,
I see in that what may lead to all the conse-
(juences which I have described ; and I oppose
institutions that are likely to lead to such re-
sults. When the bank should receive the money
of the government, it would ally itself to taxa-
tion, and it ought to be resisted on that ground.
I am very glad that the question is now fairly
met. The fate of the country depends on the
point of separation ; if there be a separation be-
tween the government and banks, the banks
will be on the republican side in opposition to
taxes ; if they unite, they will be in favor of
the exercise of the taxing power.

' The senator says I acquiesced in the use of
the banks because the banks existed. I did so
because the connection existed. The banks were
already used as depositories of the government,
and it was impossible at once to reverse that
state of things. I went on the ground that the
banks were a necessary evil. The State banks
exist ; and would not he be a madman that
would annihilate them because their rospcctivc
bills are uncurrent in distant parts of the coun-
try ? The work of creating them is done, and
cannot be reversed ; when once done, it is done
for ever.

" I was formerly decided in favor of separatine
the banks and the government, but it was im-
possible then to make it, and it would have been
followed by nothing but disaster. The senator
says the separation already exists ; but it is

only contingent ; whenever the banks resume,
the connection will be legally restored. In 1834
I objected to the sub-treasury project, and I

thought it not as safe as the system now heft re

us. But it turns out that it was more safe, as
appears from the argument of the senator from
Delaware, (Mr. Bayard.) I was then undei
the impression that the banks were more safe

but it proves otherwise."
Mr. Clay. " If the senator would review his

speech again, he would see there a plain anQ
explicit denunciation of a sub-treasury system.

" The distinguished senator from South Caro-
lina (I had almost said my friend from Soutii
Carolina, so lately and so abruptly has he bursted
all amicable relations between us, independent
of his habit of change, I think, when he finds

into what federal doctrines and federal company
he has gotten, he will be disposed soon to feel

regret and to return to us,) has not, I am per-

suaded, weighed sufficiently the import of the

unkind imputations contained in his EdgefieM
letter towards his former allies—imputations
that their principles are dangerous to our- iicti

tutions, and of their want of firmness and pa-

triotism. I have read tliat singular letter again

and again, with inexpressible surprise and re-

gret ; more, howevei', if he will allow mc to say

so, on his own than on our account.
" Mr. President, I am done ; and T sincerely

hope that the adjustment of the acooimt between
the senator and myself, just made, may be as

satisfactory to him as 1 assure him and the

Senate it is perfectly so to me."
Mr. Calhoun. " I have more to say, but will

forbear, as the senator appears desirous of hav-

ing the last word."
Mr. Clay. "Not at all."

The personal debate between Mr. Callioun

and Mr. Clay terminated for the day, and with

apparent good feeling ; but only to break out

speedily on a new point, and to lead to further

political revelations important to history Mr.

Calhoun, after a long alienation, personal as well

as political, from Mr. Van Burcn, and bitter

warfare upon him, had become reconciled to liim

in both capacities, and had made a complimen-

tary call upon him, and had expressed to him

an approbation of his leading measures. All

this was natural and proper after he had be-

coiiie y. public supporter of these meaaures j Lul a

manifestation of respect and confidence so de-

cided, after a seven years' perseverance in a war-

fare so bitter, could not be expected to pass
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without the imputation of sinister motives;

and, accordingly, a design upon the presidency

as successor to Mr. Van Buren was attributed

to him. The opposition newspapers abounded

with this imputation; and an early occasion

was taken in the Senate to make it the subject

of a public debate. Mr. Calhoun had brought

into the Senate a bill to cede to the several

States the public lands within their limits,

after a sale of the saleable parts at graduated

prices, for the benefit of both parties— the

new States and the United States. It was

the same bill which he had brought in two

years before ; but Mr. Clay, taking it up as a

new measure, inquired if it was an administra-

tion measure? whether he had brought it in

with the concurrence of the President ? If no-

thing more had been said Mr. Calhoun could

have answered, that it was the same bill which

he had brought in two years before, when he was
in opposition to the administration ; and that his

reasons for bringing it in were the same now as

then ; but Mr. Clay went on to taunt him with

his new relations with the chief magistrate, and

to connect the bill with the visit to Mr. Van
Buren and approval of his measures. Mr. Cal-

houn saw that the inquiry was only a vehicle

for tholaunt, and took it up accordingly in that

sense : and this led to an exposition of the rea-

sons which induced him to join Mr. Van Buren,

and to explanations on other points, which be-

long to history. Mr. Clay began the debate thus

:

" Whilst up, Mr. Clay would be glad to learn
whether the administration is in favor of or
against this measure, or stands neutral and un-
committed. This inquiry he should not make,
if the recent relations between the senator who
introduced this bill and the head of that admin-
istration, continued to exist; but rumors, of
which the city, the circles, and the press are
full, assert that those relations arc entirely
changed, and have, within a few days, been
substituted by others of an intimate, friendly,
and conlidential nature. And shortly after the
time when this new state of things is alleged to
have taken place, the senator gave notice of his in-
tention to move to introduce this bill. Whether
this motion has or has not any connection with
that adjustment of former differences, the public
would, he had no doubt, be glad to know. At
all events, it is iini)ortant to know in what ro-
latiun of support, opposition, or neutrality, the
admunstration actually stands to this momen-
tous measure; and he [Mr. C] supposed that
the senator from South Carolina, or some otlier

senator, could communicate the desired informa-
tion."

Mr, Calhoun, besides vmdicating himself, re-

buked the indecorum of making his personal

conduct a subject of public remark in the Sen-

ate ; and threw back the taunt by reminding

Mr. Clay of his own change in favor of Mr.
Adams.

" He said the senator from Kentucky had in-

troduced other, and extraneous personal matter

;

and asked whether the bill had the sanction of
the Executive ; assigning as a reason for his in-
quiry, that, if rumor was to be credited, a change
of personal relation had taken place between
the President and myself within the last few
days. He [Mr. C] would appeal to the Senate
whether it was decorous or proper that his per-
sonal relations should be drawn in question
here. Whether he should establish or susjjcnd
personal relations with the President, or any
other person, is a private and personal concern,
which belongs to himself individually to deter-
mine on the propriety, without consulting any
one, much less the senator. It was none of his
concern, and he has no right to question me in
relation to it.

" But the senator assumes that a change in
my personal relations involves a change of poli-

tical position ; and it is on that he founds his
right to make the inquiry. He judges, doubt-
less, by his own experience ; but I would have
him to understand, said Mr. C, that what may
be true in his own case on a memorable occa-
sion, is not true in mine. His pohtical course
may be governed by personal considerations;
but mine, I trust, is governed strictly by my
principles, and is not at all under the control of
my attachments or enmities. Whether the*
President is personally my friend or enemy,
has no influence over me in the discharge of my
duties, as, I trust, my course has abundantly
proved. Mr. C. concluded by saying, that he
felt that these were improper topics to intro-
duce here, and that he had passed over them as
briefly as possible."

Tliis retort gave new scope and animation to

the debate, and led to further expositions of the

famous compromise of 1833, which was a matter
of concord between them at the time, and of

discord ever since; and which, being much con-

demned in the first volume of this work, the

authors of it are entitled to their own vindica-

tions when they choose to make them : and this

they found frequent occasion to do. Tb.e debate

proceeded

:

"Mr. Clay contended that his question, as to
whether this was an administration measure or
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not, was a proper one, as it was important for
the public information. lie again referred to
the rumors of Mr. Calhoun's new relations with
the President, and supposed from the declara-
tions of the senator, that these rumors were
true

; and that his support, if not pledged, was
at least promised conditionally to the adminis-
tration. AVas it of no importance to the public
to learn that these pledges and compromises had
been entered into ?—that the distinguished sena-
tor iiad made his bow in court, kissed tlie hand
of the monarch, was taken into favor, and agreed
henceforth to support his edicts ? "

This allusion to rumored pledges and condi-

tions on which Mr. Calhoun had joined Sir.

Van Buren, provoked a retaliatory notice of
what the same rumor had bruited at the time
that Mr. Clay became the supporter of Mr.
Adams ; and Mr. Calhoun said

:

"The senator from Kentucky had spoken
much of pledges, understandings, and political
compromises, and sudden change of personal re-
lations. He [said Mr. C] is much more expe-
rienced in such things than I am. If my mem-
ory serves me, and if rumors are to be trusted,
the senator had a great deal to do with such
things, in connection with a distinguished citi-

zen, now of the other House ; and it is not at
all surprising, from his experience then, in his
own case, that he sliould not be indisposed to
believe similar rumors of another now. But
whether his sudden change of personal relations
then, from bitter enmity to the most confiden-
tial friendship with that citizen, was preceded
by pledges, understandings, and political com-
promises on the part of one or both, it is not
for me to say. The country has long since
passed on that."

All this taunt on both sides was mere irrita-

tion, having no foundation in fact. It so hap-
jiencd that the writer of this View, on each of
these occasions (of sudden conjunctions with
former adversaries), stood in a relation to know
what took place. In one ca.sc he was confiden-

tial with Jlr. Clay ; in the other with Mr. Van
Buren. In a former chapter he has given his

testimony in favor of Mr. Clay, and against the
imputed bargain Avith Mr. Adams : he can here
give it in favor of Mr. Calhoun. He is entirely

certain—as much so as it is possible to be in sup-

porting a negative—tliat no promise, pledge, or
condition of any kind, took place between Mr.
Calhoun and Jlr. Van Buren, in coming together

as they did at this juncture. How far Mr. Cal-
houn might have looked to his own chance of
succeeding Mr. Van Buren, is another question,

and a fair one. The succession was certainly

open in the democratic line. Those who stood
nearest the head of the party had no desire for

the presidency, but the contrary; and only
wished a suitable chief magistrate at the head
of the government—giving him a cordial sup.

port in all patriotic measures ; and preserving

their independence by refusing his favors. This
allusion refers especially to Mr. Silas AVright;

and if it had not been for a calamitous confla-

gration, there might be proof that it would ap-

ply to another. Both Mr. Wright and Mr.
Benton refused cabinet appointments from Jlr.

Van Buicn; and repressed every movement
in tlieir favor towards the presidency. Under
such circumstances, Mr. Calhoun might have
indulged in a v .sion of the democratic succes-

sion, after the second term of Jlr. Van Buren
without the slippery and ignominious contriv-

ance of attempting to contract for it before-

hand. There was certainly a talk about it, and
a sounding of public men. Two diflerent

friends of Mr. Calhoun, at two different times

and places,—one in Missouri (Thomas Hudson,
Esq.). and the other in Washington (Gov. Wil-
liam Smith, of Virginia),—inquired of this

writtr whether he had said that he could not

support Mr. Calhoun for the presidency, if

nominated by a democratic convention? and

were answered that he had, and because Mr.

Calhoun was the author of nullification, and

of measures tending to the dissolution of the

Union. The answer went into the newspapers,

without the agency of him who gave it, and

without the reasons which he gave : and his

opposition was set down to causes equally

gratuitous and unfounded—one, per.'^onal ill-will

to Mr. Calhoun ; the oth'jr, a hankcrhig after

the place himself But to return to Messrs.

Clay and Calhoun. These reciprocal taimts

having been indulged in, the deb.'ite took a

more elevated turn, and entered the region of

history. Mr. Calhoun continued

:

"I will assure the senator, if there were
pledges in his case, there were none in mine.
I have terminated my long-suspended personal
intercourse witli tiie President, williout the

slightest pledge, understanding, or compromise,
on either side. I would be the last to ivciive

or exact such. The tr.'nisition from their for-

mer to their present personal relation was easy
and natural, requiring nothing of the kind. It

gives me pleasure to say, thus openly, that I

have approved of all the leading measuies of

tho President, since he took the Execuliva
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chair, simply because they accord with the prin-

ciples and policy on which I have long acted,

and often openly avowed. The change, then, in

our personal relations, had simply followed that

of our political. Nor was it made suddenly, as

the senator charges. So far from it, more than

two years have elapsed since I gave a decided

support to the leading measure of the Execu-

tive, and on which almost all others since have

turned. This long interval was permitted to

pass, in order that his acts might give assurance

whether there was a coincidence between our

political views as to the principles on which the

government should be administered, before our

personal relations should be changed. I deemed
it due to both thus long to delay the change,

among other reasons to discountenance such

idle rumors as the senator alludes to. That his

political course might be judged (said Mr. Cal-
houn) by the oTject he had in view, and not the

suspicion and jealousy of his political opponents,

he would repeat what he had said, at the last

session, "'is his object. It is, said he, to oblit-

erate all those measures which had originated

in the national consolidation school of politic j,

and especially the senator's famous American
sj'stem, which he believed to be hostile to the

constitution and the genius of our political sys-

tem, and the leal source of all the disorders and
dangers to which the country was, or had been,

subject. This done, he was for giving the gov-
ernment a fresh departure, in the direction in

which Jefferson and his associates would give,

were they now alive and at the helm. He stood
where he had always stood, on the old State
rights ground. His change of personal relation,

which gave so much concern to the senator, so
far from involving any change in his principles
or doctrines, grew out of them."

The latter part of this reply of Mr. Calhoun
is worthy of universal acceptance, and perpetual

remembrance. The real source of all the disor-

ders to which the country was, or had been

subject, was in the system of legislation which
encouraged the industry of one part of the

Union at the expense of the other—which gave

rise to extravagant expenditures, to be expended

unequally in the two sections of the Union

—

and which left the Southern section to pay the

expenses of a system which exhausted her.

This remarkable declaration of Mr. Calhoun was
made in 1839—being ibur years after tho slavery

agitation had superseded the tariff agitation,—

and which went back to that system of meas-
ures, of which protective tariff was the main-
spring, to find, and truly ihid, the real source
of all the dangers and disorders of the country
—past and present. ^h\ Clay replied

:

'' He had understood the senator as felicitat-

ing himself on the opportunity which had been
now afforded him by Mr. C. of defining once
more his political position ; and Mr. C. must
say that he had now defined it very clearly,

and had apparently given it a new definition.

The senator now declared that all the leading

measure," of the present administration had met
his approbation, and should receive his support.

It turned out, then, that tho rumor to which
Mr. C. hod alluded was true, and that the sen-

ator from South Carolina might be hereafter

regarded as a supporter of this administration,

since he had declared that all its leading meas-
ures were approved by him, and should have
his support. As to the allusion which the sen-

ator from South Carolina had made in regard

to Mr. C.'s support of the head of another ad-

ministration [Mr. Adams], it occasioned Mr. C.

no pain whatever. It was an old stor}-^, which
had long been sunk in oblivion, except when
the senator and a few others thought proper to

bring it np. But what were the facts of that

case ? Mr. C. was then a mehiber of the House
of Representatives, to whom three persons had
been returned, from whom it was the duty of

the House to make a selection for the presiden-

cy. As to one of tho.'e three candidates, he was
known to be in an unfortunate condition, in

which no one sympathized with him more than
did Mr. C. Certainly the senator from South
Carolina did not. That gentleman was there-

fore out of the question as a candidate for the

chief magistracy ; and Mr. C. had consequently

the only alternative of the illustrious individual

at the Hermitage, or of the man who was now
distinguished in the House of Representatives,

and who had held so many public places with
honor to himself, and benefit to the country.

And if there was any truth in history, the

choice which Mr. C. then made was precisely

the choice which the senator from South Caro-

lina had urged upon his friends. The senator

himself had declared his preference of Adams
to Jackson. Mr. C. made the same choice;

and his constituents had approved it from that

day to this, and would to eternity. History

would ratify and approve it. Let the senator

from South Carolina make any thing out of that

part of Mr. C.'s public career if he could. Mr.
C. defied him. The i>enator had alluded to Mr.
C. as the advocate of compromise. Certainly

he was. This government itself, to a great ex-

tent, was founded and rested on compromise

;

and to the particular compromise to which al-

lusion had been made, Mr. C. thought no man
ought to be more grateful for it than the sena-

tor from South Carolina. But for that com-
promise, Jlr. C. was not at all contidcnt that he

would have now had the honor to meet that

senator face to face in this national capitol."

Tho allusion in the latter part of this reply

was to the President's declared determination

to execute the laws upon Mr. Calhoun if an

Hi
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overt act of treason should bo committed under
the nullification ordinance of South Carolina

;

and the ijrepanitions for which (overt act) were
too far advanced to admit of another step, either

backwards or forwards ; and from which most
critical condition the compromise relieved those

who were too deeply committed, to retreat with-

out ruin, or to advance without personal peril.

Mr. Calhoun's reply was chiefly directed to this

pregnant allusion.

'• 'I'he senator from Kentucky has said, Mr.
Prt>si(ient. that I, of all men, ought to be grate-
ful to him for the compromise act.

[Mr. Ci.AV. '• I did not say ' to me.' "j
^' The senator claims to l>e the author of that

measure, and, of course, if there be any gratitude
due, it must be to him. 1, said Mr. Calhoun,
made no allusion to that act ; but as the senator
has thought proper to refer to it, and claim my
gratitude, I, in turn, now tell him I feel not the
least gratitude towards him for it. The meas-
xne was necessary to save the senator polHi-

cally : and as he has alluded to the subject, both
on this and on a former occasion, I feel bound
to explain what might otherwise have been left

in oblivion. The senator was then compelled to
compiomise to save himself. Events had placed
him flat on his back, and he had no way to re-

cover himself but by the compromise. This is

no after thought. I wrote more than half a
dozen of letters home at the time to that etl'ect.

I shall now explain. The proclamation and
message of General Jackson necessarily rallied

around him all the steadfiist friends of the sena-
tor's system. They withdrew their allegifince at
once from him. and transferred it to General
Jackson. The senator was thus left in the most
hopeless condition, with no more weight with his

former partisans than this sheet of paper (raising

a slicet from his desk). This is not all. The
position which General Jackson had assumed,
necessarily attracted towards him a distinguish-

ed senator from Massachusetts, not now here
[Mr. ^Vkbstkk], who, it is clear, would have
reaped all the political honors and advantages
of the s\-stem, had the contest come to blows.

These causes made the political condition of the

senator truly forlorn at the time. On him
rested all the responsibility, ns the author of the

system ; while all the power and influence it

gave, had passed into the hands of others. Com-
promise was the only means of extrication. He
was thus forced by the action of the State, which
I in [)art represent, against his system, by my
coun.-el to compromise, in order to save him-
self. 1 had the mastery over him on the occa-

sion."

This is historical, and is an inside view of his-

tory. Mr. Webster, in that great contest of

nulliflcation, was on the side of President Jack-

son, and the supremo defender of hia great

measure—the Proclamation of I8.'i3
; and the

first and most powerful opponent of the

measure out of v/hich it grew. It was a splen-

did era in his life—both for his intellect, and

his patriotism. No longer the advocate of

classes, or interests, he appeared the great do-

fender of the Union—of the constitution—of
the country—and of the administration, to

which he was opposed. Released from the

bonds of party, and from the nanow confines

of class and corporation advocacy, his colossal

intellect expanded to its full proportions in the

field of patriotism, luminous with the lires of

genius ; and conunanding the homage, not of

party, but of country. His magnificent ha-

rangues touched Jackson in his deepest-seated

and ruling feeling—love of country ! and

brought forth the response which alw.iys came

from him when the country was in peril, and a

defender presented himself. lie threw out the

right hand of fellowship—treated Mr. AVebster

with marked distinction—commended him with

public praise—and placed him on the roll of pa-

triots. And the public mind took the belief,

that they were to act together in futuic ; and

that a cabinet appointment, or a high mission,

would be the reward of his patriotic service.

(It was the report of such expected preferment

that excited Mr. Randolph (then in no condi-

tion to bear excitement) against General Jack-

son.) It was a crisis in the political life of Mr.

Webster. lie stood in i)ublic opposition to Mr.

Clay and Mr. Calhoun. With Mr. Clay he had

a public outbreak in the Senate. He was cor-

dial with Jackson. The mass of his party

stood by him on the proclamation. He Mas at

a point from which a new departure might be

taken :—one at which he could not stand still

:

from which there must be advance, or recoil

It was a case in which m/7/, more than intellect,

was to rule. He was above Mr. Clay and Mr.

Calhoim in intellect—below them in will. And

he was soon seen co-operating with them (Mr.

Clay in the lead), in the great measure corn

demning President Jackson. And so passed

away the fruits of the golden era of 1833. It

was to the perils of this conjunction (of Jack-

son .and Wiibster) that Mr, Cnll'.nun referred,

as the forlorn condition from which the con>-

promise relieved J\Ir. Clay : and, allowiiij^ to

each the benefit of his assertion, history avuila
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herself of the declarations of each in giving an

inside view of personal motives for a momen-

tous public act. And, without deciding a (lues-

tion of nuiHtery in the disputed victory, History

performs lior task in recording the fact that, in

a brief s))ace, both Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Web-

ster were scon following the lead of Mr. Clay

in his great attack upon President Jackson in

the session of 1834-'35.

"Mr. Clay, rejoining, said he had made no
allusion to the compromise hill till it was done

by the senator fnjni South Carolina himself; ho

made no reference to the events of 182.') until

the senator had himself set him the example

;

and he had not in the slightest and the most
distant manner alluded to nullification until

after the soMtor himself h.ad called it up. The
senator ought not to have introduced that sub-

ject, especially when ho had gone over to the

authors of the force bill and the proclamation.

The senator from South Carolina said that he
[Mr. C] was flat on his back, and that he was
my master. Sir, I would not own him as my
slave. He my master ! and I compelled by him

!

And, as if it were impossible to go far enough
in one paragraph, he refers to certain letters of

his own to prove that I was flat on my back

!

and, that I was not only on my back, but an-

other senator and the President had robbed
me ! I was flat on my back, and unable to do
any thing but what the senator from South
Carolina permitted me to do

!

'•AVhy, sir, [said Mr. C.J I gloried in my
strength, and was compelled to introduce the
compromise bill ; and compelled, too, by the;

senator, not in consequence of the weakness,
but of the strength, of my position. If it was
possible for the senator from South Carolina to
introduce one paragraph without showing the
egotism of his character, he would not now ac-

knowledge that he wrote letters home to show
that he (Mr. C.) was flat on his back, while he
was indebted to him for that measure which re-

lieved him from the difficulties in which he was
involved. Now, what was the history of the
case 1 Flat as he was on his back, Mr. C. said
he was able to produce that compromise, and to
carry it through the Senate, in opposition to the
most strenuous exertions of the gentleman who,
the senator from South Carolina said, had sup-
planted him, and in spite of his determined and
unceasing opposition. There was (said Mr. C.)
a sort of necessity operating on nie to compel
me to introduce that measure. No necessity
of a personal character influenced him ; but
considerations involving the interests, the peace
and harmony of the whole country, as well as
of the Ktate of South Carolina, directed him in
the course he pursued. He saw the condition
of the senator from South Carolina and that of
his friends

; he saw the condition to which he
had reduced the gallant little State of South

Carolina by his unwise and dangerous measures

;

he saw, too, that we were on the eye of a civil

war; and he wished to save the effusion of
blood—the blood of our own fellow-eitizena.

That was one reason why b;; introduced the
compromise bi.i. There was another reason
that powerfully operated on him. The very in-

terest that the tariff laws were enacted to pro-

tect—so great was the power of the then chief

magistrate, and so rapidly was that power in-

creasing—was in danger of being sacrificed. Ho
saw that the protective system was in danger
of being swept away entirely, and probably at

the next session of Congress, by the tremendous
power of the individual who then filled the Exe-
cutive chair ; and he felt that the greatest service

that he could render it, would be to obtain for

it ' a lease for a term of years,' to use an exjjres-

sion that had ))een heretofore applied to the com-
promise bill. He saw the necessity tliat existed

to save the protective system from the danger
which threatened it. He saw the necessity

to advance the great interests of the nation, to

avert civil war, and to restore peace and har-
mony to a distracted and divided country ; and
it was therefore that he had brought forward
this measure. Tlie senator from South Carolina,

to betray still further and more strikingly the
characteristics which belonged to him, said, that

in consequence of his (Mr. C.'s) remarks this

very day, all obligations towards him on the
part of himself (Mr. Calhoun), of the State of

South Carolina, and the whole South, were can-
celled. And what right had the senator to get

up and assume to speak of the whole South, or
even of South Carolina herself? If he was not
mistaken in his judgment of the political signs
of the times, and if the information which came
to him was to be relied on, a day would come,
and that not very distant neither, when the
senator would not dare to rise in his place and
presume to sjjoak as he had this day done, as
the organ of the gallant people of the State he
represented."

The concluding remark of Mr. Clay was
founded on the belief, countenanced by many
signs, that the State of South Carolina would

not go with Mr. Calhoun in support of Mr. Van
Buren ; but he was mistaken. The State stood

by her distinguished senator, and even gave her

presidential vote for Mr. Van Buren at the en-

suing election—being tlie first time she had

voted in a presidential election since 1829. Mr.

Grundy, and some other senators, put an end

to this episodical and personal debate by turning

the Senate to a vote on the bill before it.

h.

"J

•,,v^

»

l'
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CHAPTER XXIX.

INDEPENDENT TREASURY, or, DIVORCE OF BANK
AND STATE: PASSED IN THE SENATE: LOST
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

This great measure consisted of two distinct

parts: 1. The keeping of the public moneys:
2. The hard money currency in which they

were to be paid. The two measures together

completed the system of financial reform recom-

mended by the President. The adoption of

either of them singly would be a step—and a

step going half the distance—towards establish-

ing the whole sj-stem : and as it was well sup-

posed that some of the democratic party would

balk at the hard money payments, it was de-

termined to propo.ie tiie measures singly. With
this view the committee reported a bill for the

Independent Treasury—that is to say, for the

keeping of the government moneys by its own
officers—without designating the currency to

be paid to them. But there was to be a loss

either way; for unless the hard money pay-

ments were made a part of the act in the first

instance, Mr. Calhoun and some of his friends

could not vote for it. He therefore moved an

amendment to that effect ; and the hard money
friends of the administration supporting his

motion, although preferring that it had not been

made, and some others voting for it as making
the bill obnoxious to some other friends of the

administration, it was carried; and became a

part of the bill. At the last moment, and when
the bill had been perfected as far as possible by
its friends, and the final vote on its passage was

ready to be tsiken, a motion was made to strike

out that section—and carried—by the helping

vote of some of the friends of the administration

—as was well remarked by Mr. Calhoun. The
vote was, for striking out

—

Messrs. Bayard, Bu-

chanan, Clay of Kentucky, Clayton (Jno. M.),

Crittenden, Cuthbert, Davis of Mississippi, Ful-

ton, Grundy, Knight, M'Kean, Merrick, Morris,

Nicholas. Prentiss, Preston, Rives, Bobbins,

Robinson, Rugglcs, Sevier, Smith, of Indiana,

Southard, Spence, Swifl, Tuluiadge, Tiplou,

Wall, White, Webster, Williams—31. On the

other hand only twenty-one senators voted for

retaining the clause. They were

—

Messrs. Allen,

of Ohio, Benton, Brown of North Carolina, Gal-

houn, Clay of Alabama, Ilubbanl of New
Hampshire, King of Alabama, Linn of Mis-

souri, Lumpkin of Georgia, Lyon of Michigan

Mouton of Louisiana, Niles, Norvell, Franklin

Pierce, Roane of Virginia, Smith of Connecti-

cut, Strange of North Carolina, Trotter of Mig.

sissippi, Robert J. Walker, Silas Wright, Young
of Illinois—21.

This section being struck from the bill, Mr.

Calhoun could no longer vote for it ; and gave

his reasons, which justice to him requires to

be preserved in his own words

:

" On the motion of the senator from Georgia
(Mr. CuTnnKRT), the 23d section, which pro.

vides for the collection of the dues of the gov-
ernment in specie, was struck out, with the aid

of a few on this side, and the entire opposition
to the divorce on the other. That section pro-

vided for the repeal of the joint resolution of

1810, which authorizes tlie receipt of bank
notes as cash in the dues of the public. The
effects of this will be, should the bill pass in its

present shape, that the government will collect

its revenue and make its disbursements ex-

clusively in bank notes ; as it did before the

suspension took place in May last. Things will

stand precisely as they did then, with but a

single exception, that the public deposits will

be made with the officers of the government
instead of the banks, under the provision of the

deposit act of 183G. Thus far is certain. All

agree that such is the fact ; and such the effect

of the passage of this bill as it stands. Now,
he intended to show conclusively, that the dif-

ference between depositing the public money
with the public officers, or with the banks
themselves, was merely nominal, as far as the

operation and profits of the banks were con-

cerned ; that they would not make one cent

less profit, or issue a single dollar less, if the

deposits be kept by the officers of the govern-

ment instead of themselves ; and, of course, that

the system would be equally subject to expan-

sions and contractions, and equally exposed to

catastrophes like the present, in the one, as the

other, mode of keeping.
" But he had other and insuperable objections.

In giving the bill originally his support, he was

goveracd by a deep conviction that tlu total

separation of the government and the banks

was indispensable. He firmly believed that we
had reached a point where the separation Avas

absolutely necessary to save both goveiinncnt

and banks. He was under a strong impression

that the banking system had re.iched a j)oint of

decrepitude—that great and important thun-res

were necessary to save it and prevent convul-

sions ; and that the first step was a perpetual

separation between them and the government,

But there could be, in liis opinion, no separation
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-no divorce—without collecting tho public

dues in the legal and constitutional currency of

the country. Without that, all would prove a

perfect delusion ; as this bill would prove should

it pass. We had no constitutional right to treat

the notes of mere private corporations us cash
;

and if wo did, nothing would bo done.
" These views, and many others similar, he

had openly expressed, in which tho great body
of the gentlemen around him had concurred.

We stand ope ily pledged to them before the

country and the world. We had fought tho

battle manfully and successfully. Tho cause

was good, and having stood the first shock, no-

thing was necessary, but firmness ; standing

fast on our position to ensure victory—a great

and glorious victory in a noble cause, which
wa.s calculated to elfect a more important re-

formation in the condition of society than any
in our time—he, for one, could not agree to

terminate all those mighty efforts, at this and
the extra session, by returning to a complete
and perfect reunion with the banks in the worst
and most dangerous form. He would not belie

all that he had said and done, by voting for the
bill as it now stood amended ; and to terminate
that which was so gloriously begun, in so miser-
able a farce. He could not but feel deeply dis-

appointed in what he had reason to apprehend
would be the result—to have all our efforts and
labor thrown away, and the hopes of the coun-
try disappointed. All would be lost ! No ; ho
expressed himself too strongly. Be the vote
what it may, the discussion would stand. Light
had gone abroad. The public mind had been
aroused, for the first time, and directed to this

great subject. The intelligence of the country
is every where busy in exploring its depths and
intricacies, and would not cease to investigate
till all its labyrinths were traced. The seed
that has been sown will sprout and grow to
maturity ; the revolution that lias been begun
will go through, be our course what it may."

The vote was then taken on the passage of

the bill, and it was carried—by the lean major-

ity of two votes, which was only the difference

of one voter. The affirmative vote was : Messrs.

Allen, Benton, Brown, Clay of Alabama, Cuth-
bert, Fulton, Hubbard, King, Linn, Lumpkin,
Lyon, Morris, Mouton, Niles, Norvell, Pierce,

Roane, Robinson, Sevier, Smith of Connecti-

cut, Strange, Trotter, Walker, Wall, Williams,
Wright, Young—27. The negatives were :

Messrs. Bayard, Buchanan, Calhoun, Clay of

Kentucky, Clayton, Crittenden, Davies, Grun-
dy, Knight, McKean, Merrick, Nicholas, Pren-
tiss, Preston, Rives, Bobbins, Buggies, Smith
of Indiana, Southard, Spence, Swift. Talmadge,
Tipton, Webster, Hugh L. White—25.
The act having passed the Senate by this

slender majority was sent to the Hou.';e of Rep-
resentatives ; where it was lost by a miyority

of 14. This was a close vote in a house of 236

present ; and the bill was only lost by several

friends of the administration voting with tho

entire opposition. But a great point was
gained. Full discussion had been had upon

tho subject, and the public mind was waked
up to it.

CHAPTER XXX.

rUBLIO LANDS: GRADtJATlON OF TRICE: PRE-
EMI'TION SYSTEM : TAXATION WHEN SOLD.

For all the new States composed territory be-

longing, or chiefly so to the federal government,

the Congress of tho United States became the

local legislature, that is to say, in the place of a

local legislature in all the legislation that re-

lates to the primary disposition of the soil. In

the old States this legislation belonged to the

State legislatures, and might have belonged to

the new States in virtue of their State sove-

reignty except by the ^^ compacts" with tho

federal government at the time of their admis-

sion into the Union, in which they bound them-

selves, in consideration of land and money
grants deemed equivalent to the value cf the

surrendered rights, not to interfere with tho

primary disposition of the public lands, nor to

tax them while remaining unsold, nor for five

years thereafter. These grants, though accept-

ed as equivalents in the infancy of the States,

were soon found to be veiy far from it, even in

a mere moneyed point of view, independent of

the evils resulting from the administration of

domestic local questions by a distant national

legislature. The taxes alone for a few years on

the public lands would have been equivalent to

all the benefits derived from the grants in the

compacts. Composed of citizens from tho ol«

States where a local legislature administered

the public lands according to the local interests

—selling lands of different qualities for diflerent

prices, according to its quality—granting pre-

emptions and donations to first settlers—and

subjecting all to taxation as soon as it became

public property; it was a national feeling to

desire the same advantages ; and for this pur-

pose, incessant, and usually vain efforts were

t H
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made to ohtnin them from Conp;rC8fl. At this

HCflHion (lS;57-'38) n better progress was ma<lo,

ntid bills pnnsed for all the piirposos through

the Senate.

1. Tlie graduation bill. This meamiro had

been profHveil for twelve years, an<l the full

system enibraeed n jilan for the speedy and

final extinrli(m (if tlie fidcnil title to all the

lands within the new States. Periodical reduc-

tions (if price at the rate of 2!) cents per acre

until ivduced to US wnts : a preference in the

purchase to actual settlers, constituting a pre-

emption right: dcmaticms to destitute settlers:

and the cession of the refuse to States in which

they lay:—these were the pro\ision8 which

constituted the system and which were all con-

tained in the first bills. Hut finding it impos-

sible to carry all tlie provisions of the system

in any one bill, it Iwcamo necessary to secure

what coidd be obtained. The graduation-bill

was reduced to one feature—rchiction of price

;

and that limited to two reductions, bringing

down the price at the first reduction to one

dollar per acre : at the next 75 cents per

acre. In support of this bill Mr. Benton made
a brief speech, from which the following are

some pn-ssages

:

•' The bill comes to us now under more favor-

able auspices than it has ever done before. The
President recommends it, and the Treasury

needs the money which it will produce. A
gentleman of the opposition [Mr. Clay], re-

proaches the President for inconsistency in

making this recommendation ; he says that lie

voted against it as senator heretofore, and re-

commends it as President now. But the gen-

tleman forgets so tell us that Mr. Van Buren,

when p member of the Senate, spoke in favor

of the general object of the bill from the first

day it was presented, and that he voted in favor

of one degree of reduction—a reduction of the

price of the public lands to one dollar per acre

—the last session that he served here. Far

from being inconsistent, the President, in this

recommendation, has only carried out to their

legitimate conclusions the principles which he

formerly expressed, and the vote which he for-

merly gave.

" Tlie bill, as modified on the motions of the

senators from Tennessee and New Hampshire

[Messrs. Grundy and IIubijarb] stands shorn

of half its original provisions. Originally it

embraced four degrees of reduction , it now eon-

tains but two of those degrees. The two liiHt—

the fifty cent, and the twenty-flvo cent ri'dnc-

tions, havf been cut off. I made no ohjuction

to the nv ions of those gentlemen. I knew
them to lie made in a friendly spirit ; 1 hwwf
also that the* success of their motions was ncccs-

sary to the success of any part of the bill. Cer-

tainly I would have preferred the whole—wdiiid

have preferred the four degrees of redurtidn.

But this is a case in which the homely iiiaxim

applies, tliiit half a loaf is better than no bread

By giving up half the bill, \e may gain the other

half; and nue T am that our constituents will

vastly preH half to nothing. The lands may

now bo reduced to one dollar for those which

have been five years in market, and to si vcnty-

five cents for those which liave been ten years

in market. The rest of the bill is rclinquisheil

for the present, not abandoned fir ever. The

remaining degrees of reduction wiU 'le brought

forward hereafter, and M'ith a l)etter prospect of

success, after the lands have been picked and

culled over under the prices of the present bill.

Fa'ch if the clauses had remained which have

been struck out, on the motions of the gentle-

men from Tennessee and New Hampshire, it

would have been two 3'ears from December

next, before any p; ri, bases could have been made

under thein. They were not to take edict until

December, 1840. Before that time Coiigrosa

will twice sit again ; and if the present hill

passes, and is found to work well, the enactment

of the prcbent rejected clauses will be a matter

of course.

" This is a measure emphatically for tlie bene-

fit of the agricultural interest—that great inter-

est, which he declared to be the foundation of

all national prosperitj', and the backbone, and

substratum of every other interest—which was,

in the body politic, front rank for service, and

rear rank for reward—which bore nearly all the

burthens of government while carrying the go-

vernment on its back—which \\as the fountain

of good production, whik it was the pack-horso

of burthens, and the broad shoulders which re-

ceived nearly all losses—especially from broken

banks. This bill was lor them ; and, in voting

for it, he had but one ix-gret, and that was, that

it did not go far enough—that it was not equal

to their merits."

The bill passed by a good majority—27 to
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1(5 ; but Mh(\ to bo acted upon in the House

of Ueiiresi'iitatives, though fuvonibly reported

upDii by its conimitleo on the public lands.

2. Tlie pre-eiiiptivo Hystem. Tho provisions

of the bill v.ere siniplo, beinj:; merely to secure

tho priviletj;o of first purcJiaso to the settler on

any lands to which tho Indian title liad been

cxtiunuished ; to bo [laid for at tho minimum
price of tho public lands at the time. A senator

from Maryland, Mr. Merrick, moved to amend

the bill by confining its benefits to citizens of

the United States—excliidin i; unnaturalized

foreigners. Mr. Benton opposed this motion,

in a brief speech.

" lie was entirely opposed to the amendment
of the senator from Maryland (Mr. Mkuiiick).

It projtosed something new in our legislation.

It proposed to make a distinction between aliens

and citizens in tho acquisitic n of property.

Preemption rights had Iwcn granted since the

formation of the government ; and no distinc-

tion until now, had been proposed, between the

persons, or classes of persons, to whom they

were granted. No law had yet excluded aliens

from the acquisition of a pre-emption right, and
he was entirely opposed to commencing a sys-

tem of legislation which was to affect tho pro-

prty rights of the aliens who came to our

country to make it their home. Political rights

rested on a different basis. They involved tho

management of the government, and it was right

that foreigners should undergo the process of

naturalization before they acquired the right of

sharing in the government. But the acquisition

of property was another affair. It was a private

and personal affair. It involved no question but
that of the subsistence, the support, and the
comfortable living of the alien and his family.

Mr. B. would bo against tho principle of the

proposed amendment in any case, but ho was
particularly opposed to this case. Who wore
tlic aliens whom it proposed to affect? Not*
tliose who are described as paupers and crimi-
nals, infesting the purlieus of the cities, but
those who had gone to the remote new States,
and to the remote parts of those States, and
into the depths of tho wildc. ?ss, and there
commenced the cultivation of tho earth. These
were the description of aliens to be affected

;

and if the amendment was adopted, they would
be excluded from a pre-emption right in the
soil they were cultivating, and made to wait

I

imtil they were naturalizi he oenator t, m
Maryland (Mr. MKiiiircK), treats this as a cat*'-

of bounty. He treats the pre-emption right a.s

a bounty from the government, and says that

aliens have no right to Ibis Itoiinty. Hut, is this

correct ? Is the pre-emption a bounty ? Far
from it. In point of money, the jire-emptioner

pays about as much as any other purchaser.

Ho pays the government price, one dollar and

twenty-five cents ; and thi; table of land sales

proves that nof)ody pays any more, or so littlo

more tliut it is nothing iii a national ]ioint of

view. One dollar twenty-seven and a half cents

per acre is the average of all the sales for fifteen

years. Tho twenty millionH of acres sold to

speculators in tho year 1830, uU went at one
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre. Tho
pre-emption then is not a bounty, but a sale, and
a sale for full price, and, what is more, for solid

money ; for pic-emptioners pay with gold and
silver, and not with bank credits. Numerous
were the emigrants from Germany, France, Ire-

land, and other countries, now in the West, and
especially in Missouri, and he (Mr. B.) bad no
idea of imposing any legal disability upon them
in the acquisition of property. He wished them
all well. If any of them had settled iqion the

public lands, so much the better. It was an
evidence of their intention to become citizens,

and their labor upon the soil would add to its

product and to tho national wealth."

Tho motion of Mr. Merrick was rejected by
a majority of 13. Tho yeas were : Messrs.

Bayard, Clay of Kentucky, Clayton, Crittenden,

Davis, Knight, Merrick, Prentiss, Preston, Rives,

Robbins, Smith, of Indiana, Southard, Spence,

Tallmadge, Tepton, 15. The nays were : Messrs.

Allen, Benton, Brown, Buchanan, Calhoun, Clay,

of Alabama, Cuthbert, Fulton, Grundy, Hub-
bard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, Lyon, Mauton,
Nicholas, Niles, Nowell, Pierce, Roane, Robin-
son, Sevier, Walker, Webster, White, Williams,

Wright, Young, of Illinois, (28.) The bill being
then put to the vote, was passed by a majority
of 14.

3. Taxation of public lands when sold.

When the United States first instituted their

land system, the sales were upon credit, at a
minimum price of two dollars, payable in four

equal annual payments, with a liability to revert

if there should be any failure in the payments.
During that time it was considered as public
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land, nor wnn the title poitsod until the patont

isBUcd—which might he a year longer. Five

years, thorcfore, wan the period fixed, during

which the land ho Hold should ho exempt from

taxation hy the State in which it lay. This

continueil to he the mode of sale, until the year

1821, when the credit waH changed for the cash

system, and the minimum price reduced to one

dollar twenty-five cents pr acre. The reason

for the five years exemption from state taxation

had then ceased, hut the compacts remaining

unaltered, the exemption continued. Uepeated

applictttiouH were made to ('ongress to con.sent

to the modification of the compacts in that arti-

cle ; but always in vain. At this session the

application was renewed on the part of the new

States ; and with success in the Senate, where

the bill for that puri^se passed nearly unani-

mously, the negatives being but four, to wit:

Messrs. Brown, Clay, of Kentucky, Clayton,

Southard. Ueing sent to the II. II. it remained

there without action till the end of the session.

CHAPTER XXXI.

SPECIE BASIS FOIt BANKS: ONt: TIIIKl) OK THE
AMOUNT OF LIAUIMTI?;S THE LOWEST SAFE
PEOPOUTION: SPEKCII OK Ml!. BENTON i iN THE
EEClIAKTEll OF THE UISTKICT BANKS.

This is a point of great moment—one on which

the public mind has not been sulBciently

awakened in this country, though well under-

stood and duly valued in England. The char-

ters of banks in the United States are usually

drawn on this principle, that a certain propor-

tion of the capital, and sometimes the whole of

it, shall be paid up in gold or silver before the

charter shall take efTect. This is the usual pro-

vision, without any obligation on the bank to

retain any part of this specie after it gets into

operation; and this provision has too often

proved to bo illusory and deceptive. In many

cases, the banks have borrowed the requisite

amount for a day, and then returned it ; in

many other cases, the projwrtion of specie,

though paid up in good faith, is immediately

lent out. or parted with. The result to the

public is about the same in both cases ; the

bank has little or no specie, and its place is

supplied by the notes of other banks. The

great vice of the banking system in the United

States is in banking u|)on paper—u[K)n llvo

paper of each other—and treating this iiapcr og

cash. This u ay be safe among the banks them-

selves ; it miiy enable them to settle with oiw

another, and to liquidate reei[)ri)cul balunccs;

but to the public it is nothing. In the event

of a run upon a bank, or a general nm upon all

banks, it is siHicie, and not pa^jcr, that is wantud.

It is specie, and not ])ai)er, which the public

want, and nuist have.

The uiotion of the senator from Pennsylvania

(Mr. BrcHANAN] is intended to remedy this

vice in these District banks ; it is intended to

impose an obligation on these banks to keep in

their vaults a quantum of spicie l)earing a cur-

tain i)ropor'/ion to the amount of their imme-

diate liabilities in circulation and deposits. TIk

gentleman's motion is well intended, but it is

defective in two particulars : first, in requiring

the proportion to be the one-fourth, in.stcad of

the one-third, and next, in making it apply to

the private deposits only. The true propor-

tion is one-third, and this to apply to all the

circulation and deposits, except those which are

special. This proportion has been fixed fur a

hundred years at the Bank of England; and

just so often as that bank has fallen below thio

proportion, mischief has occurred. This is tlic

sworn opinion of the present G ovemor of the

Bank of England, and of the directors of that

institution. Before Lord Althorpe's committee

in 1832, Mr. Ilorsley Palmer, the Governor of

the Bank, testified in these words

:

"
' The average proportion, as already ob-

served, of coin and bullion which the bank

thinks it pnident to keep on hand, is at the

rate of a third of the total amount of all her

liabilities, including deposits as well as issues.'

Mr. George Ward Norman, a director of the

bank, states the same thing in a different form

•of words. He says :
' For a full state of tin

circulation and the deposits, say twenty-one

millions of notes and six millions of deposits,

making in the whole twenty-.seven millions of

liabilities, the proper sum in coin and bullion

for the bank to retain is nine millions.' Thus,

the average proportion of one-third between the

specie on hand and the circulation and deposits,

n>ust be considered as an e.'^tablished principle

j^f tv»nt. b«Tik. '.vhich is mite tJie larcrest. ftnd

amongst the oldest—probably, the very oldest

bank of circulation in the world."

The Bank of England is not merely required
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to keep on liand, in bullion, the one-third of its

immodiato liabilities ; H is bound also to lot the

country sco that it haa, or hii not, that propor-

tion on hand. Ry an act of the third yea

William IV., it is required to make quarterly

publications of the average of the weekly liabil-

y ities of tho bank, that the public may see when-

ever it descends below tho point of safety.

Hero is tho last of these fiublication.i, which is

a full exemplification of the rule and the policy

which now governs that bank :

Quarterly average of the weekly liabilities and
assets of the Rank of England, from tho 12th
Dea'mbcr, I8,'{7, to the fith of March, 18;i8,

both inclusive, published pursuant to tho act
3 and William IV., cap. 98:

LUbllltleH. Auetx.
Circulation, i,' 1 8,000,000 Socuritlea, i:22,702,900
Deposits, 11,536,000 Bulliou, 10,015,000

£30,186,000

Lcmdon, March 12.

i;30,807,000

According to this statement, tho Bank of

England is now safe ; and, accordingly, wo see

that she is acting upon the principle of having

bullion enough, for she is shipping gold to the

United Stntes.

The proportion in England is one-third. Tho
bank relies upon its debts and other resources

for the other two-thirds, in the event of a run
upon it. This is the rule in that bank which
has more resources than any other bank iu tho

world; which is situated in tho moneyed me-
tropolis of the world—the richest merchants its

debtors, friends and customers—and the Qov-
emment of England its debtor and backer, and
always ready to sustain it with exchequer bills,

and with every exertion of its credit and means.
Such a bank, so situated and so aided, still

deems it necessary to its safety to keep in hand
always the one-third in bullion of the amount
of its immediate liabilities. Now, if the propor-
tion of one-third is necessary to the safety of
such a bank, with such resources, how is it pos-
sible for our banks, with their meagre resources
and small array of friends, to be safe with a
less proportion ?

This is the rule at the Bank of England, and
just as often as it has been departed from, the
danger of that departure has been proved. It
was departed from in 1797, when the proportion
sunk to the one-seventh ; and what was the re-
sult? The stoppage of tho banks, and of all the

Vol. II.—

9

banks in England, and a uapcnsion of Bpeci*

payments for six-and-twenty yeors! It wu
departed from again about a year ngo, wIk'u the

projMirtion stuik to one-eighth nearly ; and what
was the result? A <leath stniggle between tho

pap«^r systems of Eng'iaid and tho United States,

in which our system was sacrificed to save hcni.

Her system was saved from explosion ! but at

what cost 7—at what cost to us, and to herself7

—to us a general stoppage of all tho banks for

twelve months ; to the English, a general stag-

nation of business, decline of manufactures, and
of commerce, much individual distress, and a

loss of two millions sterling of revenue to the

Crown. The proportion of one-third may then

bo assumed as tho point of safety in tho Bank
of England ; loss than that proportion cannot

bo safe in the United States. Yet the senator

from Pennsylvania proposes less—ho proposes

tho one-fourth ; and proposes it, not because he

feels It to bo tho right proportion, but from

some feeling of indulgence or forbearance to

this poor District. Now, I think that this is a
case in which kind feelings can have no place,

and that the point in question is one upon which
there can bo no compromise. A bank is a bank,

whether made in a district or a Sfiito; and a

bank ought to be safe, whether the stockholders

be rich or poor. Safety is the point aimed at,

and nothing unsafe should be tolerated. There
should be no giving and taking below the point

of safety. Experienced men fix upon tjit one-

third as the safe proportion ; we should not,

therefore, take a less proportion. Would tho

gentleman ask to let the water in the boiler of

a steamboat sink one inch lower, when tho ex-

perienced captain informed him that it had
already sunk as low as it was safe to go? Cer-

tainly not. So of these banks. One-third ia

the point of safety; let us not tamper with
danger by descending to tho one-fourth.

When a bank stops payment, the first thing

we sec is an exposition of its means, and a de-

claration of ultimate ability to pay all its debts.

This is nothing to the holders of its notes. Im-
mediate ability is the only ability that is of any
avail to them. The fright of some, and the ne-

cesslij of others, compel them to part with

their notes. Cool, RsigacinuR capitalists can

look to ultimate ability, and buy up the notes

from the necessitous and the alarmed. To them
ultimate ability is sufficient ; to the community

1 :
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it is nothing. It is, therefore, for the benefit of

the community that the banks should be re-

quired to keep always on hand the one-third of

their circulation and deposits; they are then

trusted for two-thirds, and this is carrying

credit far enough. If pressed by a run, it is as

much as a bank can do to make up the other

two- thirds out of the debts due to her. Three

to one is credit enough, and it is profit enough.

If a bank draws interest upon three dollars

when it has but one, this is eighteen per cent.,

and ought to content her. A citizen cannot

lend his money for more than six per cent., and
cannot the banks be contented with eighteen ?

Must they insist upon issuing four dollars, or

even five, upon one, so as to draw twenty-four

or thirty per cent ; and thus, after paying their

officers vast salaries, and accommodating friends

with loans on easy terms, still make enough
out of the business community to cover all ex-

penses and all losses : and then to divide larger

profits than can be made at any other busmess ?

The issuing of currency is the prerogative of

sovereignty. The real sovereign in this coun-

try—the government—can only issue a cur-

rency of the actual dollar : can only issue gold

and silver—and each piece worth its face. The
banks which have the privilege of issuing curren-

cy issue paper ; and not content with two more
dollars out for one that is, they go to five, ten,

twenty—failing of course on the first run ; and

the loss failing upon the holders of its notes

—

and especially the holders of the small notes.

We now touch a point, said Mr. B., vital to

the safety of banking, and I hope it will neither

be passed over without decision, nor decided in

an erroneous manner. We had up the same
question two years ago, in the discussion of the

bill to regulate the keeping of the public moneys
by the local deposit banks. A senator from

Massachusetts (Mr. Webster) moved the

question; he (Mr. B.) cordially concurred in

it ; and the proportion of cne-fourUt was then

inserted. He (Mr. B.) had not seen at that

time the testimony of the governor and direc-

tors of the Bank of England, fixing on the 07ie-

third as the proper proportion, and he presum-

ed that the senator from Massachusetts (Mr.

W.) had not then scca it, as on ^lothcr ocoiu>iou

he quoted it with approbation, and stp.ted it to

be the proportion observed at the Bank of the

United States. The proportion of one-fourth

was then inserted in the deposit bill ; it was an
erroneous proportion, but even that proportion

was not allowed to stand. After having been
inserted in the bill, it was struck out; audit
was left to the discretion of the Secretary of tho

Treasury to fix the proportion. To this I then

objected, and gave my reasons for it. I was for

fixing the proportion, because I held it vital to

the safety of the deposit banks ; I was against

leaving it to the secretary, because it was a case

in which the inflexible rule of law, and not the

variable dictate of individual discretion should

be exercised ; and because I was certain that no

secretary could be relied upon to compel the

banks to toe the mark, when Congress itself had

flinched from the task of making them do it.

My objections were unavailing. The proportion

was struck out of the bill ; the discretion of the

secretary to fix it was substituted ; and that

discretion it was impossible to exercise with

any eflect over the banks. They were, that is

to say, many of them were, far beyond tiio

mark then ; and at the time of the issuing of

the Treasury order in July, 1836, there were

deposit banks, whose proportion of specie in

hand to their immediate liabilities was as one

to twenty, one to thirty, one to forty, and even

one to fifty 1 The explosion of all such banks

was inevitable. The issuing of the Treasury

order improved them a little : they began to in-

crease their specie, and to diminish their liar

bilities ; but the gap was too wide—the chasm

was too vast to be filled : and at the touch of

pressure, all these banks fell like nine-pins!

They tumbled down in a heap, and lay there,

without the power of motion, or scarcely of

breathing. Such was the consequence of our

error in omitting to fix the proper proportion

of specie in hand to the liabilities of our deposit

banks : let us avoid that error in the bill now

before us.

CHAPTER XXXII.

THE NORTH AND THE SOUTH ; COMPARATIVE
PKOSPEEITY: SOUTUEKN DISCONTENT: ITS

TRUE CAUSE.

To show the working of the federal government

is the design of this View—show how things

are done under it and their effects ; that the
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eral government

low how things

iffects ; that tho

good may be approved and pursued, the evil

condemned and avoided, and the machine of

government be made to work equally for the

benefit of the whole Union, according to the

wise and beneficent intent of its founders. It

thus becomes necessary to show its working in

the two great Atlantic sections, originally sole

parties to the Union—the North and the South

—complained of for many years on one part as

unequal and oppressive, and made so by a

course of federal legislation at variance with the

objects of the confederation and contrary to the

intent or the words of the constitution.

The writer of this View sympathized with

that complaint ; believed it to be, to much ex-

tent, well founded ; saw with concern the cor-

roding effect it had on the feelings of patriotic

men of the South ; and often had to lament that

a sense of duty to his own constituents required

him to give votes which his judgment disapprov-

ed and his feelings condemned. This complaint

existed when he came into the Senate ; it had,

in fact, commenced in the first years of the fede-

ral government, at the time of the assumption

of the State debts, the incorporation of the first

national bank, and the adoption of the funding

system; all of which drew capital from the

South to the North. It continued to increase

;

and, at the period to which this chapter relates,

it had reached the stage of an organized sec-

tional expression in a voluntary convention of

the Southern States. It had often been ex-

pressed in Congress, and in the State legis-

latures, and habitually in the discussions of the

people ; but now it took the more serious form
of joint act'on, and exhibited the spectacle of a

part of the States assembling sectionally to

complain formally of the unequal, and to them,

injurious operation of the common government,

established by common consent for the common
good, and now frustrating its object by depart-

ing from the purposes of its creation. The con-

vention was called commercial, and properly, as

the grievance complained of was in its root

commercial, and a commercial remedy was pro-
posed.

It met at Augusta, Georgia, and afterwards
at Charleston, South Carolina; and the evil

complained of and the irnicdy proposed were
strongly set forth in the proceedings of the
body, and in addresses to the people of the
Southern and Southwestern States. The chang-

ed relative condition of the two sections of the

country, before and since the Union, was shown

in their general relative depression or prosperity

since that event, and especially in the reversed

condition of their respective foreign import

trade. In the colonial condition the compari-

son was wholly in favor of the South; under

the Union wholly against it. Thus, in the year

1760—only sixteen years before the Declaration

of Independence—the foreign imports into Vir-

ginia were £850,000 sterling, and into South

Carolina £555,000 j while into New York

they were only £189,000, into Pennsylvania

£490,000 ; and into all the New England Colo-

nies collectively only £561,000.

These figures exhibit an immense superiority

of commercial prosperity on the side of the

South in its colonial state, sadly contrasting

with another set of figures exhibited by the

convention to show its relative condition with-

in a few years after the Union. Thus, in the

year 1821, the imports into New York had

risen to $23,000,000—being about seventy times

its colonial import ut about an equal period be-

fore the adoption of the constitution ; and those

of South Carolina stood at $3,000,000—which,

for all practical purposes, may be considered the

same that they were in 1760.

Such was the difference—the reversed condi-

tions—of the two sections, worked between

them in the brief space of two generations

—

within the actual lifetime of some who had seen

their colonial conditions. The proceedings of

the convention did not stop there, but brought

down the comparison (under this commercial

aspect) to near the period of its own sitting—to

the actual period of the highest manifestation

of Southern discontent, in 1832—when it pro-

duced the enactment of the South Carolina nul-

lifying ordinance. At that time all the dispro-

portions between the foreign commerce of the

two sections had inordinately increased. The

New York imports (since 1821) had more than

doubled ; the Virginia had fallen off one-half;

South Carolina two-thirds. The actual figures

stood ; New York fifty-seven millions of dol-

lars, Virginia half a million. South Carolina one

million and a quarter.

This was a disheartening view, and rendered

more grievous by the certainty of its continuar

tion, the prospect of its aggravation, and the

conviction that the South (in its great staples)

t
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furnished the basis for these imports ; of which

it received so small a share. To this loss of its

import trade, and its transfer to the North, the

convention attributed, as a primary cause, the

reversed conditions of the two sections—the

great advance of one in wealth and improve-

ments—the slow progress and even comparative

decline of the other ; and, with some allowance

for the operation of natural or inherent causes,

referred the effect to a course of federal legisla-

tion unwarranted by the grants of the consti-

tution and the objccis of the Union, which sub-

tracted capital from one section and accumu-

lated it in the other :—protective tariff, internal

improvements, pensions, national debt, two na-

tional banks, the funding system and the paper

system; the multiplication of offices, profuse

and extravagant expenditure, the conversion of

a limited into an almost unlimited government

;

and the substitution of power and splendor for

what was intended to be a simple and economi-

cal administration of that part of their affairs

which required a general head.

These were the points of complaint—abuses

—

which had led to the collection of an enormous

revenue, chiefly levied on the products of one

section of the Union and mainly disbursed in

another. So far as northern advantages were

the result of fair legisiatlon for the accomplish-

ment of the objects of the Union, all discontent

or complaint was disclaimed. All knew that

the superior advantages of the North for navi-

gation would give it the advantage in foreign

commerce ; but it was not expected that these

facilities would operate a monopoly on one side

and an extinction on the otner ; nor was that

consequence allowed to be the effect of these

advantages alone, but was charged to a course

of legislation not warranted by the objects of

the Union, or the terms of the constitution,

which created it. To this course of legislation

was attributed the accumulation of capital in

the North, which had enabled that section to

monopolize the foreign commerce which was
founded upon southern oxports ; to cover one

part with wealth while the other was impover-

ished ; and to make the South tributary to the

North, and suppliant to it for a small part of

the fruits of tlieir own labor=

Unhappily there was some foundation for

this view of the case ; and in this lies the root

of the discontent of the South and its dissatis-

faction with the Union, although it may break

out upon another pomt. It is in this belief of

an incompatibility of interest, from the pervert-

ed working of the federal government, that lies

the root of southern discontent, and which

constitutes the danger to the Union, and which

statesmen should confront and grapple with-

and not in any danger to slave property, which
has continued to aggrandize in value during the

whole period of the cry of danger, and is now
of greater price than ever was known before

;

and such as our ancestors would have deemed

fabulous. The sagacious Air. Madison knew
this—knew where the danger to the Union lay,

when, in the 86th year of his age, and the last

of his life, and under the anguish of painful mis-

givings, he wrote (what is More fully set out in

the previous volume oi this work) these por-

tentous words

:

" JTie visible susceptibility to the contagion
of nullification in the Southern States, the

sympathy arising from known causes, and
the inculcated, impression of a permanent in-

compatibility of interest between the North
and the South, may put it in the power of
popular leaders, aspiring to the highest sta-

tions, to unite the Houth, on some critical oc-

casion, in some course of action of which nul-

lification may be the Jirst step, secession the

second, and afarewell separation the last."

So viewed the evil, and in his last days, the

great surviving founder of the Union—seti^g,

as he did, in this inculcated impression of a per-

manent incompatibility of interest between the

two sections, the fulcrum or point of support,

on which disunion could rest its lever, and par-

ricidal hands build its schemes. What has

been published in the South and adverted to in

this View goes to show that an incompatibility

of interest between the two sections, though

not inherent, has been produced by the work-

ing of the government—not its fair and le-

gitimate, but its perverted and imequal work-

ing.

This is the evil which statesmen should see

and provide against. Separation is no remedy

;

exclusion of Northern vessels from Southern

ports is no remedy; but is disunion itself—

and upon the very point which caused the

Union to be formed, Rpgulat!!;ii of commerce

between the States, and with foreign nations,

was the cause of the formation of the Union.

Break that regulation, and the Union is broken;

ii!
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and the broken parts converted into anuigonist

nations, with causes enough of dissension to

engender perpetual wars, and inflame incessant

animosities. The remedy lies in the right

working of the constitution; in the cessation

of unequal legislation ; in the reduction of the

inordinate expenses of the government ; in its

return to the simple, limited, and economical

machine it was intended to be ; and in the revi-

val of fraternal feelings, and respect for each

other's rights and just complaints ; which would

return of themselves when the real cause of dis-

content was removed.

The conventions of Augusta and Charleston

proposed their remedy for the Southern depres-

sion, and the comparative decay of which they

complained. It was a fair and patriotic reme-

dy—that of becoming their own exporters, and

opening a direct trade in their own staples be-

tween Southern and foreign ports. It was re-

commended—attempted—failed, Superior ad-

vantages for navigation in the North—greater

aptitude of its people for commerce—established

course of business—accumulated capital—con-

tinued unequal legislation in Congress ; and in-

creasing expenditures of the government, chief-

ly disbursed in the North, and defect of seamen

in the South (for mariners cannot be made of

slaves), all combined to retain the foreign trade

in the channel which had absor'oed it ; and to

increase it there with the increasing wealth

and population of the countrj, and the still

faster increasing extravagance and profusion

of the government. And now, at this period

(1855), the foreign imports at New York are

$195,000,000 ; at Boston $58,000,000 ; in Vir-

ginia ,f1,250,000 ; in South Carolina ^1,750.000.

This is what the dry and naked figures show.

To the memory and imagination it is worse

;

for it is a tradition of the Colonies that the

South had been the seat of wealth and happi-

ness, of power and opulence ; that a rich popu-
lation covered the land, dispensing a. baronial

hospitality, and diffusing the felicity which
themselves enjoyed ; that all was life, and joy,

iiud affluence then. And this tradition was not
without similitude to the reality, as this writer
can testify ; for he was old enough to have seen

(sftur the Revolution) the still surviviug state
of Southern colonial manners, when no travel-

ler was allowed to go to a tavern, but was
handed over from family to family through en-

tire States ; when holidays were days of festivi-

ty and expectation, long prepared for, and cele-

brated by master and slave with music and

feasting, and great concourse of friends and rela-

tives ; when gold was kept in desks or chests

(after the downfall of continental paper), and

weighed in scales, and lent to neighbors for

short terms without note, interest, witness, or

security; and on bond and land security for

long years and lawful usance : and when petty

litigation was at so low an ebb that it required

a fine of forty pounds of tobacco to make a man
serve as constable.

The rf'verse of all this was now seen and felt,

—not to the whole extent which fancy or policy

painted—^but to extent enough to constitute a

reverse, and to make a contrast, and to excite

the regrets which the memory of past joys never

fails to awaken. A real change had come, and

this change, the effect ofmany causes, was wholly

attributed to one—the unequal working of the

Federal Government—which gave all the bene-

fits of the Union to the North, and all its bur-

dens to the South. And that was the point on

which Southern discontent broke out—on which

it openly rested until 1835 ; when it was shifted

to the danger of slave property.

Separation is no remedy for these evils, but

the parent of*far greater than either just discon-

tent or restless ambition would fly from. To
the South the Union is a political blessing ; to

the North it is both a political and a pecuniary

blessing ; to both it should be a social blessing.

Both sections should cherish it, and the North

most. The story of the boy that killed the

goose that laid the golden egg every day, that

he might get all the eggs at once, was a fable

;

but the Northern man who could promote sepa-

ration by any course of wrong to the South

would convert that fable into historjr—his own
history—and commit a folly, in a mere profit

and loss point of view, of which there is no pre-

cedent except in fable.

1 .1
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

PEOQRESS OP THE SLAVERY AGITATION: ME.
CALHOUN'S APPBOVAL OF THE MISSOURI COM-
PEOMISE.

This portentous agitation, destined to act so

seriously on the harmony, and possibly on the

stability of the Union, requires to be noted in

its diflerent stages, that responsibility may fol-

low culpability, and the judgment of history fall

where it is due, if a deplorable calamity is made
to come out of it. In this point of view the

movements for and against slavery in the session

of 1837-'38 deserve to be noted, as of disturbing

effect at the time ; and as having acquired new
importance from subsequent events. Early in

the session a memorial was presented in the

Senate from the General Assembly of Vermont,
remonstrating against the annexation of Texas
to the United States, and praying for the aboli-

tion of slavery in the District of Columbia-
followed by many petitions from citizens and
societies in the Northern States to the same
effect J and, further, for the abolition of slavery

in the Territories—for the abolition of the slave

trade between the States—and for the exclusion

of future slave States from the Union.

There was but little in the state of the coun-

try- at that time to excite an anti-slavery feel-

ing, or to excuse these disturbing applications

to Congress. There was no slave territory at

that time but that of Florida; and to ask to

abolish slavery there, where it had existed from
the discovery of the continent, or to make its

contini'ance a cause for the rejection of the State

when ready for admission into the Union, and
thus form a free State in the rear of all the great

slave States, was equivalent to prayuig for a dis-

solution of the Union. Texas, if annexed, would
be south of 36° 30', and its character, in relation
'

) slavery, would be fixed by the Missouri com-

p omise line of 1820. The slave trade between

the States was an affair of the States, with which

Congress had nothing to do ; and the continu-

ance of slavery in the District of Columbia, so

long as it existed in the adjacent States of Vir-

ginia and Maryland, was a point of policy in

which every Congress, and every administra-

tion, had concurred from the formation of the

Union ; and in which there was never a more
decided concurrence than at present.

The petitioners did not live in any Territory

State, or district subject to slavery. They felt

none of the evils of which they complained—

were answerable for none of the supposed sin

which they denounced—were living under a

general government which acknowledged prop-

erty in slaves—and had no right to disturb the

rights of the owner : and they committed a

cruelty upon the slave by the additional rigors

which their pernicious interference brought

upon him.

The subject of the petitions was disagreeable

in itself; the language in which they were

couched was offensive ; and the wantonness of

their presentation aggravated a proceeding suflB-

ciently provoking in the civilest form in which

it could be conducted. Many petitions were in

the same words, bearing internal evidence of

concert among their signers ; many were signed

by women, whose proper sphere was far from

the field of legislation ; all united in a common
purpose, which bespoke community of origin,

and the superintendence of a general direction.

Every presentation gave rise to a question and

debate, in which sentiments and feelings were

expressed and consequences predicted, which it

was painful to hear. While almost every sena-

tor condemned these petitions, and the spirit in

which they originated, and the language in which

they were couched, and considered them as

tending to no practical object, and only calcu-

lated to make dissension and irritation, there

were others who took them in a graver sense,

and considered them as leading to the inevitable

separation of the States. In this sense Mr.

Calhoun said

:

"He had foreseen what this subject would
come to. He knew its origin, and that it lay

deeper than was supposed. It grew out of a

spirit of fanaticism which was daily increasir^,

and, if not met in limine, would by and by dis-

solve this Union. It was particularly our duty
to keep the matter out of the Senate—out of the

halls of the National Legislature. These fanatics

were interfering with what they had no right.

Grant the reception of these petitions, and you
will next be asked to act on them. He was for

no conciliatory course, no temporizing : instead

of yielding one inch, ' c would rise in opposition

;

and he hoped every man from the South would

stand by him to put down this growing evil.

There was but one question that would ever

destroy this Union, and that was involved in
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this principle. Yes; this was potent enough

for it, and must be early arrested if the Union

was to be preserved. A man must see little

into what is going on if he did not perceive that

this spirit was growing, and that the rising

generation was becoming more strongly imbued

with it. It was not to be stopped by reports

on paper, but by action, and very decided ac-

tion."

The question which occupied the Senate was

as to the most judicious mode of treating these

memorials, with a view to prevent their evil

effects: and that was entirely a question of

policy, on which senators disagreed who con-

curred in the main object Some deemed it

most advisable to receive and consider the pe-

titions—to refer them to a committee—and

subject them to the adverse report which

they would bo sure to receive ; as had been

done with the Quakers' petitions at the be-

ginning of the government. Others deemed

it preferable to refuse to receive them. The

objection urged to this latter course was, that

it would mix up a new question with the

slavery agitation which would enlist the sym-

pathies of many who did not co-operate with

the Abolitionists—the question of the right of

petition; and that this new question, mixing

with the other, might swell the number of pe-

titioners, keep up the applications to Congress,

and perpetuate an agitation which would other-

wise soon die out. Mr. Clay, and many others

were of this opinion ; Mr. Calhoun and his

friends thought otherwise ; and the result was,

60 far as it concerned the petitions of individuals

and societies, what it had previously been—

a

half-way measure between reception and rejec-

tion—a motion to lay the question of reception

on the table. This motion, precluding all dis-

cussion, got rid of the petitions quietly, and

kept debate out of the Senate. In the case

of the memorial from the State of Vermont,

the proceeding was slightly different in form,

but the same in substance. As the act of a

State, the memorial was received; but after

reception was laid on the table. Thus all the

memorials and petitions were disposed of by

tlie Senate in a way to accomplish the two-fold

object, first, of avoiding discussion ; and, next,

condemning the object of the petitioners. It

was accomplishing all that the South asked

;

and if the subject had rested at that point, there

would have been nothing in the history of tills

session, on the slavery agitation, to distinguish

it from other sessions about that period : but

the subject was revived ; and in a way to force

discussion, and to constitute a point for the re-

trospect of history.

Every memorial and petition had been dis-

posed of according to the wishes of the senators

from the slaveholding States ; but Mr. Calhoun

deemed it due to those States to go further, and

to obtain from the Senate declarations which

should cover all the questions of federal power

over the institution of slavery : although he

had just said that paper reports would do

no good. For that~ purpose, he submitted a

series of resolves—six in number—which de-

rive their importance from their comparison,

or rather contrast, with others on the same

subject presented by him in the Senate ten

years later; and which have given birth to

doctrines and proceedings which have greatly

disturbed the harmony of the Union, and pal-

pably endangered its stability. The six reso-

lutions of this period ('37-'38) undertook to

define the whole extent of the power dele-

gated by the States to the federal government

on the subject of slavery ; to specify the acts

which Avould exceed that power ; and to show

the consequences of doing any thing not author-

ized to be done—always ending in a dissolution

of the Union. The first four of these related

to the States ; about which, there being no dis-

pute, there was no debate. The sixth, without

naming Texas, was prospective, and looked for-

ward to a case which might include her annexa-

tion ; and was laid upon the table to make way

for an express resolution from Mr. Preston on

the same subject. The fifth related to the ter-

ritories, and to the District of Columbia, and

was the only one which excited attention, or has

left a surviving interest. It was in these words

:

^^ Resolved, That the intermeddling of any

State, or States, or their citizens, to abolish

slavery in this District, or any of the territo-

ries, on the ground or under the pretext that it

is immoral or sinful, or the passage of any act

or measure of Congress with that view, woiild

be a direct and dangerous attack on the institu-

tions of all the slaveholding States."

The dogma of "no power in Congress to

legislate upon the existence of slavery in terri-

tories" had not been invented at that time;

and, of course, was not asserted in this resolve,

flitn
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intended by its author to define the extent of
the federal legislative power on the subject.
The resolve went upon the existence of the
power, and deprecated its abuse. It put the
District of Columbia and the territories mto
the same category, both for the exercise of the
power and the consequences to result from the
intermeddling of States or citizens, or the pas-
sage of any act of Congress to abolish slavery
in either

; and this was admitting the power in

the territory, as in the District ; where it is an
express grant in the grant of all legislative

power. The intermeddling and the legislation

were deprecated in both solely on the ground of
inexpediency. Mr. Clay believed this inexpe-
diency to rest upon different grounds in the Dis-
trict and in the territory of Florida—the only
territory in which slavery then existed, and to
which Mr. Calhoun's resolution could apply. He
was as much opposed as any one to the abolition

of slavery in either of these places, but believed
that a different reason should be given for each

founded in their respective circumstances ; and,

therefore, submitted an amendment, consistmg
of two resolutions—one applicable to the Dis-
trict, the other to the territory. In stating

the reasons why slavery should not be abol-

ished in Florida, he quoted the Missouri com-
promise line of 1820. This was objected to by
other senators, on the ground that that line did

not apply to Florida, and that her case was com-
plete without it. Of that opinion was the Sen-
ate, and the clause was struck out. This gave
Mr. Calhoun occasion to speak of that com-
promise, and of his own course in relation to it;

in the course of which he declared himself to

have been favorable to that memorable measure
at the time it was adopted, but opposed to it

now, from having experienced its ill effects in

encouraging the spirit of abolitionism

:

member from Virginia [Mr. Randolph], now
no more, opposed to it, abolition might have
been crushed for ever in its birth. He then
thought of Mr. Randolph as, he doubts not
many think of him now who have not fuilJ
looked into this subject, that he was too un-
yielding—too uncompromising—too inipractica-
bk«

;
but he had been taught his error, and took

pleasure in acknowledging it."

Ill

" He was glad that the portion of the amend-
ment which referred to the Missouri compromise
had been struck out. He was not a member of
Congress when that compromise was made, but
it is due to candor to state that his impressions
were in its favor ; but it is equally due to it to
say that, with his present experience and knowl-
edge of the spirit which then, for the first time,
began to disclose itself, he had entirely changed
his opinion. lie now believed that it was a
dangernuR iDi^a-sure, and tliat it has done much
to rouse mto action the present spirit. Had it

then been met with uncompromising opposition,
such as a then distinguished and sagacious

This declaration is explicit. It is made in a
spirit of candor, and as due to justice. It is a
declaration spontaneously made, not an admis-
sion obtained on interrogatories. It shows
that Mr. Calhoun was in favor of the compro.
mise at the time it was adopted, and had since

changed his opinions—"entirely changed " them,
to use his own words—not on constitutional,

but expedient grounds. He had changed upon
experience, and upon seeing the dangerous effects

of the measure. He had been taught his error
and took pleasure in acknowledging it. Ho
blamed Mr. Randolph then for liaving been too

uncompromising; but now thought him saga-

cious; and believed that if the measure had
met with uncompromising opposition at the
time, it would have crushed for ever the spirit

of abolitionism. All these are reasons of expe-
diency, derived from after-experience, and ex-
cludes the idea of any constitutional objection.

The establishment of the Missouri compromise
line was the highest possible exercise of legis-

lative authority over the subject of slavery in a
territory. It abolished it where it legally ex-
isted. It for ever forbid it where it had legally

existed for one hundred years. Mr. Randolph
was the great opponent of the compromise. He
gave its friends all their trouble. It was then
he applied the phrase, so annoying and destruc-
tive to its northern supporters—" dough face "

—a phrase which did them more harm than
the best-reasoned speech. All the friends of
the compromise blamed his impracticable op-

position
; and Mr. Calhoun, in joining in that

blame, placed himself in the ranks of tlie cor-

dial friends of the measure. This abolition

and prohibition extended over an area largo

enough to make a dozen States ; and of all

this Mr. Calhoun had been in favor; and now
had nothing but reasons of expediency, and
they e.r pout facto, against it. His expressed
belief now was, that the measure was dangerous
—he does not .say unconstitutional, but danger-
ous—and this corresponds with the terms of Ids

Morris, I

ster.'"
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resolution then submitted ; which makes the

intermeddling to abolish slavery in the District

or territories, or any act or measure of Congress

to that effect, a "dangerous" attack on the in-

stitutions of the slaveholding States. Certainly

the idea of the unconstitutionality of such legis-

lation had not then entered his head. The sub-

stitute resolve of Mr. Clay differed from that

of Mr. Calhoun, in changing the word " inter-

meddling" to that of " interference ; " and con-

fining that word to the conduct of citizens, and

making the abolition or attempted abolition of

slavery in the District an injury to its own in-

habitants as well as to the States ; and placing

its protection under the faith implied in accept-

ing its cession from Maryland and Virginia. It

was in these words :

" That the interference by the citizens of any
of the States, with the view to the abolition of

slavery in this District, is endangering the rights

and security of the people of the District ; and
that any act or measure of Congress, designed
to abolish slavery in this District, would be a

violation of the faith implied in the cessions by
tlie States of Virginia and Maryland—a just

cause of alarm to the people of the slaveholding

States—and have a direct and inevitable ten-

dency to disturb and endanger the Union."

The vote on the final adoption of the resolu-

tion was

:

"Yeas— Messrs. Allen, Bayard, Benton,
Black, Brown, Buchanan, Calhoun, Clay, of
Alabama, Clay, of Ker.tucky, Thomas Clayton,
Crittenden, Cuthbert, Fulton, Grundy, Hub-
bard, King, Lumpkin, Lyon, Nicholas, Nilcs,

Norvell, Franklin Pierce, Preston, Rives, Roane,
Robinson, Sevier, Smith, of Connecticut, Strange,
Tallmadge, Tipton, Walker, White, Williams,
Wright, Young.
"Na\s— Messrs. Davis, Knight, McKean,

Morris, Prentiss, Simith, of Indiana, Swift, Web-
ster.'"

The second resolution of Mr. Clay applied to

slavery in a territory where it existed, and de-

precated any attempt to abolish it in such ter-

ritory, us alarming to the slave States, and as

violation of faith towards its inhabitants, unless

they asked it ; and in derogation of its right to

decide the question of slavery for itself when
erected into a State. This resolution was in-

tended to cover the case of Florida, and ran
thus;

" lii'solved, That any attempt of Congress to
abolish slavery in any territory of the United
States in which it exists would create serious

alarm and just apprehension in the States sus-

taining that domestic institution, and would be
a violation of good faith towards the inhabitants

of any such territory who have been permitted
to settle with, and hold, slaves therein ; because
the people of any such territory have not asked
for the abolition of slavery therein ; and because,

when any such territory shall be admitted into

the Union as a State, the people thereof shall

bo entitled to decide that question exclusively

for themselves."

And the vote upon it was

—

"Yeas— Messrs. Allen, Bayard, Benton,
Black, Brown, Buchanan, Calhoun, Clay, of

Alabama, Chiy, of Kentucky, Crittenden, Cuth-
bert, Fulton, Grundy, Hubbard, King, Lump-
kin, Lyon, Merrick, Nicholas, Niles, Norvell,

Franklin Pierce, Preston, Rives, Roane, Robin-
son, Sevier, Smith, of Connecticut, Strange,

Tipton, Walker, ^^ hite, Williams, Wright, and
Young.
"Nays— Messrs. Thomas Clayton, Davis,

Knight, McKean, Prentiss, Robbins, Smith, of

Indiana, Swift, and Webster."

The few senators who voted against both

resolutions chiefly did so for reasons wholly un-

connected with their merits ; some because

opposed to any declarations on the subject, as

abstract and inoperative ; others because they

dissented from the reasons expressed, and pre-

ferred others : and the senators from Delaware

(a slave State) because they had a nullification

odor about them, as first introduced. Mr.

Calhoun voted for both, not in preference to his

own, but as agreeing to them after they had

been preferred by the Senate ; and so gave his

recorded assent to the doctrines they contain-

ed. Both admit the constitutional power of

Congress over the existence of slavery both in

the district and the territories, but deprecate its

abolition where it existed for reasons of high ex-

pediency : and in this view it is believed nearly

the entire Senate concurred ; and quite the en-

tire Senate on the constitutional point—there

being no reference to ^''.at point in any part of

the debates. Mr. Webster probably spoke the

sentiments of most of those voting with him, as

well as his own, when he said

:

" If the resolutions set forth that all domestic
institutions, except so far as the constitution
might interfere, and any intermeddlinir there-
with by a State or individual, was contrary to
the spirit of the confederacy, and was thereby
illegal and unjust, he would give them his hearty
and cheerful support ; and would do so still if
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tho senator from South Carolina would consent
to such an nniendmcnt ; but in their present
form he must give his vote against them."

The general feeling of the Senate was that of
entire repugnance to the whole movement—that
of the petitions and memorials ou the one hand,
and Mr. Calhoun's resolutions on tho other.

The former were quietly got rid of, and in a way
to rebuke, as well as to condemn their presenta-

tion
; that is to say, by motions (sustained by the

body) to lay them on the table. The resolutions

could not so easily be disposed of, especially

as their mover earnestly demanded discussiou,

spoke at large, and often, himself; " and desired

to make the question, on their rejection or adop-
tion, a test question." They wore abstract, lead-

ing to no result, made discussion where silence

was desirable, frustrated the design of the Sen-
ate in refusing to discuss the aboUtion petitions,

gave them an importance to which they were
not entitled, promoted agitation, embarrassed
friendly senators from the North, placed some
in false positions ; and brought animadversions
from many. Thus, Mr. Buchanan

:

" I cannot believe that the senator from South
Carolina has taken the best course to attain
these results (quieting agitation). This is the
great centre of agitation ; from this capital it

spreads over the whole Union. I therefore de-
precate a protracted di.scussion of the question
here. It can do no good, but may do much
hann, both in the North and in the South. Tho
senators from Delaware, although representing
a slaveholding State, have voted against these
resolutions because, in their opinion, they can
detect in them the poison of nullification. Now,
I can see no such thing in them, and am ready
to avow in the main they contain nothing but
correct political principles, to which I am de-
voted. But what then ? These senators are
placed in a false position, and are compelled to
vote against resolutions the object of whicli they
heartily approve. Again, my friend, the senator
from New Jersey (Mr. Wall), votes against
them because they are political abstractions of
which he thinks the Senate ought not to take
cognizance, although he is as nuich opposed to
abolition, and as willing to maintain the consti-
tutional rights of the South as any senator upon
this floor. Other senators believe the right of
petition has been endangered; and until that
has been established they will not vote for any
resolutions on the subject. Thus we stand:
and those of us in the North who must sustain
the brunt of the battle are lurcud into false posi-
tions. Abolition thus acquires force by bring-
ing to its aid the right of petition, and tho
hostility which exists at the North against the

doctrines of nullification. It is in vain to say
that these principles are not really involved in
the qi'.'stion. '1 his may bo, and in my opinion
18, true

; but why, by our conduct here, should
we afford the abolitionists such plausible pre-
texts? The fact is, and it cannot be disguised
that those of us in tho Northern States who have
determined to sustain the rights of the slave
States at every hazard are placed in a most em-
barrassing situation. We are almost literally
between two fires. Whilst in front we arc
assailed by tho abolitionists, our own friends in
the South are constantly driving us into posi-
tions where their enemies and our enemies may
gain important advantages."

And thus Mr. Crittenden

:

" If the object of tlicse resolutions was to pro-
duce peace, and allay excitement, it appeared to
him that they were not very likely to accom-
phsh such a purpose. More vague and general
abstractions could hardly have been brought
forward, and they were more calculated to pro-
duce agitation and stir up discontent and had
blood than to do any good whatever. Such ho
knew was the general opinion of Southern men
few of whom, however they assented to the al>!

Ktraetions, approved of this method of agitating
the subjs-'ct. The mover of these resolutions
relies mainly on two points to carry the Senate
with him : first, he reiterates the cry of danger
to the Union

; and, next, that if he is not fol-

lowed in this movement he urges the inevitable
consequence of the destruction of the Union. It
is possible the gentleman may be mistaken. It
possibly might not be exactly true that, to save
the Union, it was necessary to follow him. On
the contrary, some were of opinion, and he for
one was much inclined to be of the same view
that to follow the distinguished mover of these
resolutions—to pursue the course of irritation,
agitation, and intimidation which he chalked
out—would be the very best and surest method
that could be chalked out to destroy this great
and happy Union."

And thus Mr. Clay ;

" The series of resolutions under consideration
has been introduced by the senator from South
Carolina, after he and other senators from tho
South had deprecated discussion on the delicate
subject to which they relate. They have occa-
sioned much discussion, in which hitherto I
have not participated. I hope that the tenden-
cy of the resolutions may be to allay the ex-
citement which unhappily prevails in respect to
the abolition of slavery ; but I confess that,
taken altogether, and in connection with other
circumstances, and especially consideiinL' the
manner in which their author has pressed them
on the Senate, I fear that they will have the
opposite effect ; and particularly at the North,
that they may increase and exasperate instead

wisest.
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And thus Mr. Preston, of South Carolina

:

"His o'.ji'c .ons to tho introduction of tho

rcsolutiona m re that they allowed ground for

discussion ; and that tho subject ought never to

be allowed to enter tho halls of tho legislative

assembly, was always to bo taken for granted

by the South ; and what would abstract propo-

sitions of tb's nature effect ?"

And thus Mr. Strange, of North Carolina

:

" Wlmt did thev set forth but abstract prin-

ciples, to which tho South had again and again

certified ? What bulwark of defence was need-

ed stronger than the constitution itself? Every

movement on the pai-t of the South only gave

additional strength to her opponents. The

wisest, nay, the only safe, course was to remain

quiet, though prepared at the same time to re-

sist all aggression. Questions like this only

tended to excite angry feelings. Tho senator

from South Carolina (Mr. Calhoun) charged

him with 'preaching^ to one side. Perhaps

he had sermonized too long for the jiatienco of

the Senate ; but then ho had proached to all

sides. It was tho agitation of the question in

any form, or shape, that rendered it dangerous.

Agitating this question in any shape was ruinous

to the South."

And thus Mr. Richard H. Bayard, of Dela-

ware:

" Though he denounced the spirit of abolition

as dangerous and wicked in the extreme, yet he

did not feel himself authorized to vote for the

resolutions. If the doctrines contained in them

were correct, then nullification was correct

;

and if passed might hereafter be appealed to as

a precedent in favor of that doctrine ; though he

acquitted the senator [Mr. Calhoun] of having

the most remote intention of smuggling in any

thing in relation to that doctrine under cover

of these resolutions."

Mr. Calhoun, annoyed by so much condem-

nation of his course, and especially from those

as determined as himself to protect the slave

institution where it legally existed, spoke often

and warmly ; and justified his course from the

greatness of the danger, and the fatal conse-

quences to the Union if it was not arrested.

"I fear (said Mr. C.) that the Senate has not

elevated its view sufficiently to comprehend the

extent and magnitude of the existing danger.

It was perhaps his misfortune to look too much
to the future, and to move against dangers at

too great a distance, which had involved him in

many difficulties and exposed him often to the

imputation of unworthy motives. Thus he had

long foreseen the immense surplus revenue

which a false system of legislation must pour

into the Treasury, and the fatal consequences

to the morals and institutions of the country

which must follow When nothing else could

arrest it he threw himself, with his State, into

the broacli, to arrest dangers which could not

otherwise be arrested ; whether wisely or not

he left posterity to judge. He now saw with

cqtial clearness—as clear as the noonday sun

—the fatal consequences which must follow

if tho present disease be not timely arrested.

He would repeat again what he had so often

said on this floor. This was the only ques-

tion of sufficient magnitude and potency to

divide this Union ; and divide it it would, or

drench the country in blood, if not arrested,

lie knew how much the sentiment he had ut-

tered would be misconstrued and misrepre-

sented. There were those who saw no dan-

ger to the Union in the violation of all its

fundamental principles, but who were full of

apprehension when danger was foretold or re-

sisted, and who held not the authors of the

danger, but those who forewarned or opposed

it, rosponsible for consequences."

"But the cry of disunion by the weak or

designing had no terror for him. If his attach-

ment to the Union was less, he might tamper

with the deep disease which now afHicts the

body politic, and keep silent till the patient was

ready to sink under its mortal blows. It is a

cheap, and he must say but too certain a mode

of acquiring the character of devoted attachment

to the Union. But, seeing the danger as he

did, he would be a traitor to the Union and

those he represented to keep silence. The as-

saults daily made on the institutions of nearly

one half of the States of this Union by the

other—institutions interwoven from the begin-

ning with their political and social existence,

and which cannot be other than that without

their inevitable destruction—will and must, if

continued, ma/re two people of one by destroy-

ing every sympathy between the two great sec-

tions—obliterating from their hearts the recol-

lection of their common danger and glory—and

implanting in their place a mutual hatred, more

deadly than ever existed between two neighbor-

ing people since the commencement of theliu-

man race. Ho feared not tho circulation of the

thousands of incendiary and slanderous publi-

cations which were daily issued from an organ-

ized and powerful press among those intended

to be vilified. They cannot penetrate our sec-

tion ; that was not the danger ; it lay in a dif-

ferent direction. Their circulation in the non-

slavcholding States was what was to be dread-

ed. It was infusing a deadly poison into the

minds of the rising generation, implanting in

them feelings of hatred, the most deadly ha-

tred, instead of affection and love, for one half

of this Union, to be returned, on their part,

with equal detestation. Tho fatal, the unmu-

- S3
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table consequences, if not arrested, and that
without delay, were such as he had presented.
The first and desirable object is to arrest it

in the non-slavcholdinp; States; to meet the
disease where it originated and where it exists

;

and the first step to this is to fin<l some com-
mon constitutional ground on which a rally,
vyith that object, can be made. These resolu-
tions present the ground, and tho only one, on
which it can be made. The only remedy is in
the State rights doctrines ; and if those who
profess them in slaveholding States do not rally
on them as their political creed, and orgunize as
a party against the fanatics in order to put them
down, the South and West will bo compelled to
take the remedy into their own hands. They
will then stand justified in the sight of God and
man ; and what in that event will follow no
mortal can anticipate. Mr. President (said Mr.
C), wo are reposing on a volcano. The Senate
seems entirely ignorant of the state of feeling
in the South. The mail has just brought us in-

telligence of a most important step taken by
one of tho Southern States in connection with
this subject, which will give some conception
of the tone of feeling which begins to prevail in
that quarter."

It was such speaking as this that induced

sonic votes against the rcBolutions. All the

senators were dissatisfied at the constant exhi-

bition of the same remedy (disunion), for all

the diseases of the body politic j but the greater

part deemed it right, if they voted at all, to vote

their real sentiments. Many were disposed to

lay the resolutions on tho tabic, as the disturb-

ing petitions had been ; but it was concluded

that policy made it preferable to vote upon
them.

Mr. Benton did not speak in this debate.

lie believed, as others did, that discussion was
injurious ; that it was the way to keep up and
extend agitation, and the thing above all others

which the abolitionists desired. Discussion

upo^i the floor of the American Senate Avas to

them the concession of an immense advantage

—

the concession of an elevated and commanding
theatre for tho display and dissemination of

their doctrines. It gave them tho point to

stand upon from which they could reach every

part of the Union ; and it gave them the Reg-
ister of the Debates, instead of their local pa-

pers, for their organ of communication. Mr.
Calhoun was a fortunate customer for them.

The Senate, in laying all their petitions and
the memorial of Vermont on the table with-

out debate, signified its desire to jiekl them no

such advantage. The introduction of Mr. Cal-

houn's resolution frustrated that <U'8ire, and in-

duced many to do what they condemne<l. Mr
Benton took his own sense of the proper course,

in abstaining from debate, and confining the ex-

pression of his opinions to tho delivery of votes

:

and in that ho conformed to the sense of tho

Senate, and tho action of tho House of ileprescn-

tativos. Many hundreds of these petitions were
presented in the House, and quietly laid upou
the table (after a stormy scene, and the adoption

of a new rule), under motions to that effect ; and
this would have been tho case in the Senate, had
it not been for tho resolutions, tho introduction

of which was so generally deprecated.

The part of this debate which excited no at-

tention at the time, but has since acquired a

momentous importance, is that part in which
Mr. Calhoun declared his favorable disposition

to the Missouri compromise, and his condemna-
tion of Mr. Randolph (its chief opponent), for

opposing it ; and his change of opinion since,

not for unconstitutionality, but because he be-

lieved it to have become dangerous in encour-

aging the spirit of abolitionism. This compro-
mise was the highest, tho most solemn, the most
momentous, tho most emphatic assertion of

Congressional power over slavery in a territory

which had ever been made, or could be con-

ceived. It not only abolished slavery where it

legally existed ; but for ever prohibited it where
it had long existed, and that over an extent of

territory larger than the area of all the Atlan-

tic slave States put together : and thus yielding

to the free States the absolute predominance in

the Union.

Mr. Calhoun was for that resolution in 1820,

—blamed those who opposed it ; and could seo

no objeciion to it in 1838 but the encourage-

ment it gave to tho spirit of abolitionism. Nine
years afterwards (session of 1846-'47) he sub-

mitted other resolutions (five in number) on
the same power of Congress over slavery legis-

lation in the territories ; in which he denied tho

power, and asserted that any such legislation

to the prejudice of the slaveholding emigrants

from the States, in preventing them from re-

moving, with their slave property, to such ter-

ritory, "would be a virslation of the constitu-

tion and the rights of the States from which

such citizens emigrated, and a derogation oi

that perfect equality which belongs to theia as
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These resolutions, so new and startling in

their doctrineS- -so contrary to their anteces-

sors, and to the whole course of tho government

—were denounced by tho writer of this View

tho instant they were read in tho Senate ; and,

being much discountenanced by other senators,

thoy were never pressed to a vote in that body

;

but were afterwards adopted by some of tho

slave State legislatures. One year afterwards,

in a debate on tho Oregon territorial bill, and

on the section which proposed to declare the

anti-slavery clause of the ordinance of 1787 to

be in force in that territory, Mr. Calhoun de-

nied the power of Congress to make any such

declaration, or m any way to legislate upon

slavery in a territory. lie delivered a most

elaborate and thoroughly considered speech on

tho subject, in the course of which he laid down

three propositions

:

1. That Congress had no power to legislate

upon slavery in a territory, so as to prevent

tho ci;" :ens of slaveholding States from remov-

ing into it with their slave property. 2. That

Congress had no power to delegate such au-

thority to a ijrritory. 3. That tho ten-itory

had no such power in itself (thus leaving tho

subject of slavery in a territory without any

legislative power over it at all). He deduced

these dogmas from a new insight into the con-

stitution, which, according to this fresh intro-

spection, recognized slavery as a national insti-

tution, and carried that part of itself (by its

own vigor) into all the territories ; and pro-

tected slavery there : ergo, neither Congress,

nor its deputed territorial legislature, nor tho

people of the territory during their territorial

condition, could any way touch the subject

—

either to afBrm, or disafBrm the institution.

He endeavored to obtain from Congress a

crutch to aid these lame doctrines in limping

into the territories by getting the constitution

voted into them, as part of their organic law
;

and, failing in that attempt (repeatedly made),

he took position on the ground that the consti-

tution went into these possessions of itself, so

far as slavery was concerned, it being & na-

tional institution.

These three propositions being in flagrant con-

flict with the power exercised by Congress in the

establishment of the Missoui'i compromise lino

(which had become a tradition as ft Southsm

measure, supported by Southern members of

Congress, and sanctioned by the cabinet of Mr.

Monroe, of which Mr. Calhoun \nvs u member),

tho fact of that compromise and his concur-

rence in it was immediately used against him

by Senator Dix, of Now York, to invalidate his

present opinions.

Uiifijrtunately ho had forgotten this cabinet

consultation, and his own concurrence in its

decision—believing fully that no such thing

had occurred, and adhering firmly to the new

dogma of total denial of all constitutional power

in Congress to legislate upon slavery in a terri-

tory. This brought up recollections to sustain

the tradition which told of the consultation—to

show that it took place—that its voice was

unanimous in favor of the compromise ; and,

consequently, that Mr. Calhoun himself was in

favor of it. Old writings were produced

:

First, a fac simile copy of an original paper

in Mr. Monroe's handwriting, found among his

manuscripts, dated March 4, 1820 (two days

before the approval of the Missouri compromise

act), and indorsed :
" Interrogatories—Missouri

—to tho Heads of Departments and tho Attor-

ney-General ; " and containing within two ques-

tions :
" 1. Has Congress a right, under the

powers vested in it by the constitution, to

make a regulation prohibiting slavery in a ter-

ritory ? 2. Is the 8th section of the act which

passed both Houses of Congress on the 3d ift-

stant for the admission of Missouri into the

Union, consistent with the constitution ?

"

Secondly, the draft of an original letter in

Mr. Monroe's handwriting, but without signa-

ture, date, or address, but believed to have been

addressed to General Jackson, in which he

says : " The question which lately agitated Con-

gress and the public has been settled, as you

have seen, by the passage of an act for the ad-

mission of Missouri as a State, unrestricted

,

and Arkansas, also, when it reaches maturity

;

and the establishment of the parallel of 36

degrees 30 minutes as a line north of which

slavery is prohibited, and permitted south of it.

I took the opinion, in writing, of the adminis-

tration as to the constitutionality of restraining

territories, which was explicit in favor of it;

and, as it was, that the 8th section of the act

was applicable to territories only, and not t(/

States when they should be admitted into tho

U-I
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Union." Thirdly, an estnot from I lie diary of

Mr. John Qiiincy Adamfl, under divtc of tlio 3d of

Mnrcli, 1820, Htating that the Pn'sident on that

day assembled his cabinet to asic their opinions

on the two questions nicntione<.I—which the

whole cabinet immediately answered unani-

mously, and affirmatively ; that on the 5th he

Bcnt the <picsti()n.« in writing to the members

of his cabinet, to receive their written answers,

to bo filed in the department of State ; and tliat

on the lUh he took his own answer to the Pres-

ident, to bo filed with the rest—all agreeing in

the affirmative, and only differing some in as-

signkig, others not assigning reasons for his

opinion. The diary states that the President

signed his approval of the Missouri act on the

6th (which the act shows ho did), and request-

ed Mr. Adams to have all the opinions filed in

the department of State.

Upon this evidence it would have rested

without question that Mr. Monroe's cabinet

had been consulted on the constitutionality of

the Missouri compromise line, and that all con-

curred in it, had it not been for the denial of

Mr. Calhoun in the debate on the Oregon ter-

ritorial bill. Ilis denial brought out this evi-

dence ; and, notwithstanding its production and

conclusiveness, he adhered tenaciously to his

disbelief of the whole occv.rrence ; and especial-

ly the whole of his own imputed share in it.

Two circumstances, specious in themselves, fa-

vored this denial : Jirst, that no such papers as

those described by Mr. Adams were to be found

in the department of State ; secondli/^ that in

the original dnift of Mr. Monroe's letter it had

first been written that the affirmative answers

(if his cabinet to his two interrogatories were

^unanimous" which wovd had been crossed

out and " explicit " substituted.

With some these two circumstances ^voighed

nothing against the testimony of two witnesses,

and the current corroborating incidents of tradi-

tioa. In the lapse of twenty-seven years, and

in the changes to which our cabinet officers and

the clerks of departments are subjected, it was

easy to believe that the papers hud been mislaid

or lost—far easier than to believe that Mr.

Adams could have been mistaken in the entry-

made in his diary at the time. And as to the

substitution of "explicit'' for "unanimous,*'

that was known to be necessary in order to

avoid the violation of the rule which forbid the

disclosure of individual optnioni fal tllC eidbhMt

consultations. With others, and especially with

the pol'tical friends of Mr. Calhoun, they were

receiv'il as full confirmation of his denial, and

left tl.om at liberty to accept his present opin-

ions as those of his whole life, uninvp.lidated by

previous personal discrepancy, and uncounter-

acte«l by the weight of a cabinet decision under

Mr. Monroe: and accordingly the iwsw-bom

dogma of no power in Congrna to legislate

upon the existence ofalavery in the territoriea

became an article of political faith, incorporated

in the creed, and that for action, of a largo poli-

tical party. What is now brought to light of

the proceedings in the Senate in '.S7-'.38 shows

this to have been a mistake— that Mr. Calhoun

admitted the power in 1820, when he favored

the compromise and blamed Mr. Kandolph for

opposing it ; that ho admitted it again in 1838,

when he submitted his own resolutions, and

voted for those of Mr. Clay. It so happened that

no one recollected these proceedings of '37-'38

at the time of the Oregon debate of '47-'48. The

writer of this View, though possessing a me-

mory credited as tenacious, did not recollect

them, nor remember them at all, until found

among the materials collected for this his-

tory—a circumstance which ho attributes to

his repugnance to the whole debate, and tak-

ing no part in the proceedings except to

vote.

The cabinet consultation of 1820 was not

mentioned by Mr. Calhoun in his nvowal of

1838, nor is it nocessary to the object of this

View to pursue his connection with that private

excutive counselling. The only material in-

quiry is as to his approval of the Missouri com-

promise at the time it was adopted ; and that is

fully established jy himself.

It would be a labor unworthy of history to

look up the conduce of any public man, and

trace him through shifting scenes, with a mere

view to personal effect—with a mere view to

personal disparagement, by showing him contra-

dictory and inconsistent at some period of hia

course. Such a labor would be idle, unprofit-

able, and derogatory ; but, when a change takes

place in a public man's opinions which leads to

a change of conduct, and into a new line of

acti a disastrous to the country, it becomes the

duty of liistory to note the fact, and to expose

the contradiction—not for personal disparage-
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mcnt—but to counteract the force of the new
and (laiiKcrouH opinion.

In this senHc it IwcomcH an oblitipitory task t<>

show tho chaiif^e, or rather clmngoH, in Mr. Oul-

houn'H opinioim on tiio conHtitutional power of

Congruss over tho existence of slavory in tho

national territories; and these chanKes have

been great—too great to admit of followers if

thoy liotl been known. First, fully admitting

the power, and justifying its exercise in tlie

largest and highest p<i8sibl(< case. Next, ad-

mitting tho power, but deprecating its oxercieo

in certain limited, specified, qualified cases.

Thm, denying it in a limited and siwciflod case.

Finally, denying tho power any where, and

every where, cither in Congress, or in the terri-

torial legislature as its delegate, or in the people

as sovereign. Tho last of these nuitations, or

rather tho one before tho last (for there are but

few who can go the whole length of tho three

propowitions in tho Oregon speech), has been

adopted by a large political party and acted

upon ; and with deplorable efTect to tho coun-

try. Holding tho Missouri compromise to have

been unconstitutional, they have abrogated it

as a nullity ; and in so doing have done more to

disturb tho harmony of this Union, to unsettle

its foundations, to shako its stability, and to

prapare tho two halves of the Union for part-

ing, than any act, or all acts put together, since

tho commencement of tho federal government.

This lamentable act could not have been done,

—could not have found a par* do it.—if Mr.

to break up the (nion. Thirty-four years of

quiet anil harmony under that settlement Iwar

witness to the truth of these wonls, spoken in

th'j fulness of patriotic gratitude at seeing his

country escape from a great ilanger. TIil year

18r)4 has ste.'t 'he abrogation of that compro-

mise; and with its abrogaticm tho revival of the

agitation, and with a force and fury never known
before : and now may bo seen in fact wliat wag

hypothetical ly forcsoen by Mr. Calhoun in 18.18,

when, as tho fruit of this agitation, he saw tho

destruction of all sympathy between tho two

sections of the Union—obliteration from the me-

mory of all proud recollections of former com-

mon danger and glory—hatred in the hearts of

the North and the South, more deadly than

ever existed between two neighboring nations.

May wo not have to witness tho remainder of

his prophetic vision—"Two pkoplk madk op

ONE !

"

P. S.—After this chapter had been written,

tho author received authentic information that,

during tho time that John M. Clayton, Esq. of

Delaware, was Secretary of State muler Presi-

dent Taylor (1849-50), evidence had been

found in tho DejMirtment of State, of the fact,

that the opinion of Mr. Calhoun and of the rest

of Mr. Monroe's cabinet, had been filed t lto.

In consequence a note of inquiry was addressed

to Mr. Clayton, who answered (under date of

July 1' ih, 1855) as follows

:

" Ir. reply to your inquiry I lave to state that

T bave no recollection of having ever met with

Calhoun had not changfd his opinion on the

constitutionality of tho M'ssf>uri compromise

line ; or if he could havo recollected in 1848

that ho approved tJiat line in 1820 ; and fur-

ther remembered, that he saw nothing uncon-

stitutional in it us late a^ 1838. The change

being now i^hown, and the imperfection of his

memory maue manifest by his own testimony, it

becomes certain that the new doctrine was un

after-thought, disowned by its antecedents—

a

figment of the brain lately hatched—and which

its author would have been estopped from pro-

mulgating if these antecedents bad been recol-

lected. History now pleads them as an estoppel

against his followers.

Mr. Monroe, in his letter to General Jackson,

immediately alter the establishment of the Mis-

souri compromise, said that that compromise

settled the slavery agitation which threatened

Mr. Calhoun's answer to Mr. Monroe's cabinet

queries, as to the constitutionality of the Mis-

8(1 iri compromise. It had not been found while

I was in the department of state, as I was then

iuformed : but tho archives of the department

disclose the fact, that Mr. Calhoun, and other

members of the cabinet, did answer Mr. Mon-
roe's questions. It appears by an index that

these answers were filed among the archives of

that department. I was told they liad been

abstracteu from the records, and could not bo

found ; but i did not make a search for them

myself. I have never doubted that Mr. Calhoun

at least acquiesced in the decision of the cabinet

uf that day. Since I left the Department of

State I have licard it rumored that Mr. Cal-

houn's answer to Mr. Monroe's queries had

been found ; but I know not upon what am-

•thority the statement was made."

I
i

t
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, CHAPTER XXXIV.

DEATH OF COMMODORE EODQERS, AND NOTICE
OF HIS LIFE AND CIIAEACTEK.

My idea of the perfect naval commander had
been formed from history, and from the study

of such characters as the Von Tromps and De
Ruytors of Holland, the Blakes of England, and

the De Tourvillcs of France—men modest and
virtuous, frank and sincere, brave and patriotic,

gentle in peace, terrible in war ; formed for high

command by nature ; and raising themselves to

their proper sphere by their own exertions from
low beginnings. When I fii-st saw Commodore
RoDGKRs, which was after I had reached sena-

torial age and station, he recalled to me the idea

of those model admirals ; and subsequent ac-

quaintance confirmed the impression then made.
He was to me the complete impersonation of

my idea of the perfect naval commander—per-

son, mind, and manners ; with the qualities for

command grafted on the groundwork of a good
citizen and good father of a family ; and all

lodged in a frame to bespeak the seaman and
the oflBcer.

His very figure and face were those of the

naval hero—such as we conceive from naval

Bongs and ballads ; and, from the course of life

which the sea oflBcer leads—exposed to the

double peril of waves and war, and contending

with the storms of the elements as well as with

the storm of battle. "We associate the idea of

bodily power with such a life ; and when we
find them united—the heroic qualities in a frame

of powerful muscular development—we expe-

rience a gratified feeling of completeness, which
fulfils a natural expectation, and leaves nothing

to be desired. And when the same great quali-

ties are found, as they often are, in the man of

slight and slender frame, it requires some effort

of reason to conquer a feeling of surprise at a

combination which is a contrast, and which

presents so much power in a frame so little

promising it ; and hence all poets and orators,

ail painters and bculptors, all the dealers in im-

aginary perfections, give a corresponding figure

of strength and force to the heroes they create.

Commodore Rodgers needed no help from the

creative imagination to endow him with the form
which naval heroism might require. His person

was of the middle height, stout, square, solid,

compact 5 well-proportioned ; and combining in

the perfect degree the idea of strength and en-

durance V, ith the reality of manly comeliness—

the statue of Mars, in the rough state, before the

conscious chisel had lent the last polish. Hig

face, stem in the outline, was relieved by a

gentle and benign expression—grave with the

overshadowing of an ample and capacious fore-

head and eyebrows. Courage need not be named
among the qualities of Americans ; the question

would be to find one without it. His skill, en-

terprise, promptitude and talent for command,

were shown in the war of 1812 with Great

Britain ; in the quasi war of 1799 with the

French Republic

—

quasi only as it concerned

political relations, real as it concerned desperate

and brilliant ccmbats at sea ; and in the Medi-

terranean wars with the Barbary States, when
those States were formidable in that sea and

held Europe under tribute ; and which tribute

from the United States was relinquished by

Tripoli and Tunis at the end of the war with

these States—Commodore Rodgers command-

ing at the time as successor to Barron and

Preble. It was at the end of this war, 1804, so

valiantly conducted and so triumphantly con-

cluded, that the reigning Pope, Pius the Seventh,

publicly declared that America had done more

for Christendom against the Barbary States,

than all the powers of Europe combined.

He was first lieutenant on the Constellation

when that frigate, under Truxton, vanquished

and captured the French frigate Insurgent;

and great as his merit was in the action, where

he showed himself to be the proper second to an

able commander, it was greater in what took

place after it ; and in which steadiness, firmness,

humanity, vigilance, endurance, and seamanship,

were carried to their highest pitch ; and in all

which his honors were shared by the then strip-

ling midshipman, afterwards the brilliant Com-

modore Porter.

The Insurgent having struck, and part of her

crew been transferred to the Constellation,

Lieut. Rodgers and Midshipman Porter were

on board the prize, isuperiutending the trans-

fer, when a tempest arose—the ships parted

—

and dark night came on. There were still one

hundred and seventy-three French prisoners on
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board. The two young officers had but eleven

men—thirteen in all—to guard thirteen times

their number; and work a crippled frigate at

the same time, and get her into port. And

nobly did they do it. For three days and nights

did these thirteen (though fresh from a bloody

conflict which strained every facultyand brought

demands for rest), without sleep or repose, arm-

ed to the teeth, watching with eye and ear, stand

to the arduous duty—sailing their ship, restrain-

ing their prisoners, solacing the wounded

—

ready to kill, and hurting no one. They did not

sail at random, or for the nearest port; but,

faithful to the orders of their commander, given

under different circumstances, steered for St.

Kitts, in the West Indies—arrived there safely

—and were received with triumph and admira-

tion.

Such an exploit equalled any fame that could

be gained in battle ; for it brought into requi-

sition all the qualities for command which high

command requires ; and foreshadowed the fu-

ture eminence of these two young officers.

What firmness, steadiness, vigilance, endurance,

and courage-r-fiir above that which the battle-

field reaukes 1 and one of these young officers,

a slight and slender lad, as frail to the look as

the other was powerful ; and yet each acting

his part with the same heroic steadiness and

perscTcrance, coolness and humanity ! They

had no irons to secure a single man. The one

hundred and seventy-three French were loose

in the lower hold, a sentinel only at each gang-

way ; and vigilance, and readiness to use their

arms, the only resource of the little crew. If

history has a parallel to this deed I have not

seen it ; and to value it in all its extent, it

must be remembered that these prisoners were

Frenchmen—their inherent courage exaltevi by

the frenzy of the revolution—themselves fresh

from a murderous conflict—the decks of the

ship still red and slippery with the blood of

their comrades ; and they with a right, both

legal and moral, to recover their liberty if they

could. These three days and nights, still more
than the victory which preceded them, earned

for Rodgers the captaincy, and for Porter the

lieutenancy, with which they were soon respec-

tively honored.

American cruisers had gained credit in the

war of the Revolution, and in the quasi war with

the French Republic ; and American squadrons

Vol. II.—10

had bearded the Barbary Powers in thei'' dena,

after chasing their piratical vessels from the

seas : but a war with Great Britain, with her

one thousand and sixty vessels of war on her

naval list, and above seven hundred of these for

service, her fleets swelled with the ships of all

nations, e:falted with the idea of invincibility,

and one hundred and twenty guns on the decks

of her first-class men-of-war—any naval contest

with such a power, with seventeen vessels for

the sea, ranging from twelve to forty-four guns

(which was the totality which the American

naval register could then show), seemed an in-

sanity. And insanity it would have been with

even twenty times as many vessels, and double

their number of guns, if naval battles with rival

fleets had been intended. Fortunately we had

naval officers at that time who understood the

virtue of cruising, and believed they could do

what Paul Jones and others had done during

the war of the Revolution.

Political men believed nothing could hv, done

at sea but to lose the few vessels which we had

;

that even cruising was out of the question. Of
our seventeen vessels, the whole were in port

but one ; and it was determined to keep them

there, and the one at sea with them, if it had

the luck to get in. I am under no obligation to

make the admission, but I am free to acknow-

ledge, that I was one of those who supposed

that there was no salvation for our seventeen

men-of-war but to run them as far up the creek

as possible, place them under the guns of bat-

teries, and collect camps of militia about them,

to keep off the British. This was the policy at

the day of the declaration of the war ; and I

have the less concern to admit myself to have

been participator in the delusion, because I

daim the merit of having profited from expe-

rience—happy if I could transmit the lesson to

posterity. Two officers came to Washington

—

Bainbridge and Stewart. They spoke with Mr.

Madison, and urged the feasibility of cruising.

One-half of the whole number of the British

men-of-war were under the class of frigates,

consequently no more than matches for some

of our seventeen ; the whole of her merchant

marine (many thousands) were subject to cap-

ture. Here was a rich field for cruising ; and

the two officers, for themselves and brothers,

boldly proposed to enter it.

Mr. Madison had seen the efficiency of cruis-

I i'
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ing and privateering, even against Great Britain,

and in our then infantile condition, during the

war of the Revolution ; and besides was a man
of sense, and amenable to judgment and reason.

He listened to the two experienced and valiant

ofBcers ; and, without consulting Congress,

which perhaps would have been a fatal con-

sultation (for multitude of counsellors is not

the council for bold decision), reversed the

policy which had been resolved upon ; and, in

his supreme character of constitutional com-

mander of the army and navy, ordered every

ship tliat could cruise to get to sea as soon as

possible. This I had from Mr. Monroe, and it

is due to Mr. Madison to tell it, who, without

pretending to a military character, had the

merit of sanctioning this most vital war meas-

ure.

Comoiodore Rodgers was then in New York,

in command of the President (44), intended for

a part of the harbor defence of that city. With-

in one hour after he had received his cruising

OJrders, he was under way. This was the 21st

of June. That night he got information of the

Jamaica fleet (merchantmen), homeward bound

;

and crow ded all sail in the direction they had

gone, following the Gulf Stream towards the

east of Newfoundland. While on this track, on

the 23d, a British frigate was perceived far to

the northeast, and getting further off. It was a

nobler object than a fleet of merchantmen, and

chase was immediately given her, and she

gained upon ; but not fast enough to get along-

side before night.

It was four o'clock in the evening, and the

enemy in range of the bow-chasers. Commodore
Rodgers determined to cripple her, and diminish

her speed ; and so come up with her. He point-

ed the first gun himself, and pointed it well.

The shot struck the frigate in her rudder coat,

drove through her stern frame, and passed into

the gim-roora. It was the first gun fired during

the war; and was no waste of ammunition.

Second Lieutenant Gamble, commander of the

battery, pointed and discharged the second

—

hitting and damaging one of the enemy's stern

chasers. Commodore Rodgers fired the third

—hitting the stern again, and killing and wound-

ing six men. Mr. Gamble fired again. The gun

bursted ! killing and wounding sixteen of her

own men, blowing up the Commodci*—who fell

Mrith a broken leg upon the deck. The pause

in working the guns on that sida, occasioned by

this accident, enabled the enemy to bring some

stern guns to bear, and to lighten his vessel to

increase her speed. He cut away his anchors,

stove and threw overboard his boats, and start-

ed fourteen tons of water. Thus lightened, he

escaped. It was the Belvidcrii, 30 guns. Captain

Byron. The President would have taken her

with all ease if she had got alongside ; and of

that the English captain showed himself duly,

and excusably ecnsiMe.

The frigate having escaped, the Commodore,

regardless of his broken leg, hauled up to its

course in pursuit of the Jamaica fleet, and soon

got information that it consisted of eighty-ftvo

sail, and was under convoy of four men-of-war;

one of them a two-decker, another a frigate;

and that he was on its track. Passing New-

foundland and finding the sea well sprinkled

with ths signs of West India fruit—orange peels,

cocoanut shells, pine-apple rinds, &c.—the Com-

modore knew himself to be in the wake of the

fleet, and made every exertion to come up with

it before it could reach the chops of the channel:

but in vain. When almost in sight of the Eng-

lish coast, and no glimpse obtained of the fleet,

he was compelled to tack, run south : and,

after an extended cruise, return to the United

States.

The Commodore had missed the two great

objects of his ambition—the fleet and the frigate;

but the cruise was not barren either in material

or moral results. Seven British merchantmen

were captured—one American recaptured—the

English coast had been approached. With im-

punity an American frigate—one of those in-

sultingly styled "fir-built, with a bit of striped

bunting at her mast-head,"—had almost looked

into that narrow channel which is considered

the sanctum of a British ship. An alarm had

been spread, and a squadron of seven men-of-

war (four of them frigates and one a sixty-four

gun ship) were assembled to capture him ; one

of them the Bclvidera, which had escaped at the

bursting of the President's gun, and spread the

news of her being at sea.

It was a great honor to Commodore Rodgers

to send such a squadron to look after him ; and

became still greater to Captain Iluli, in the

Constitution, who escaped from it after having

been almost surrounded by it. It was evening

when this captain began to fall in with that

I
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squadron, and at daylight found himself almost

encompassed by it—three ahead and four astern.

Then began that chase which continued seventy-

two hours, in which seven pursued one, and

seemed often on the point of closing on their

prize ; in which every means of progress, from

reefed topsails to l^edging and towing, was put

into requisition by either party—the one to

escape, the other to overtake; in which the

stern-chasers of one were often replying to the

bow-chasers of the other ; and the greatest pre-

cision of manoeuvring required to avoid falling

under the guns of some while avoiding those of

others ; and which ended with putting an escape

on a level with a great victory. Captain Hull

brought his vessel safe into port, and without

the sacrifice of her equipment—not an anchor

having been cut away, boat stove, or gun thrown

overboard to gain speed by lightening the vessel.

It was a brilliant result, with all the moral

eflccts of victory, and a splendid vindication of

the policy of cruising—showing that we had

seamanship to escape the force which we could

not fight.

Corr . " >re Rodgers made another extended

cruif •'; this war, a circuit of eight thou-

sand miles, traversing the high seas, coasting

the shores of both continents, searching wher-

ever the cruisers or merchantmen of the enemy
were expected to be found ; capturing what was

within his means, avoiding the rest. A British

government packet, with nearly ^300,000 in

specie, was taken; many merchantmen were

taken ; and, though an opportunity did not offer

to engage a frigate of equal or nearly equal force,

and to gain one of those electrifying victories for

which our cruisers were so remarkable, yet the

moral effect was great—demonstrating the am-
ple capacity of an American frigate to go where

she pleased in spite of the " thousand ships of

war " of the assumed mistress of the seas ; car-

rying dam»ge and alarm to the foe, and avoiding

misfortune to itself.

At the attempt of the British upon Baltimore

Commodore Rodgers was in command of the

maritime defences of that city, and, having no

means of contending with the British fleet in

the bay, he assembled all the seamen of the

ships-of-war and of the flotilla, and entered judi-

ciously into the combinations for the land de-

fence.

Humane feeling was a characteristic of this

brave ofiBcer, and was verified in all the relations

of his life, and in his constant conduct. Stand-

ing on the bank of tho Susquehanna river, at

Havre de Grace, one cold winter day, the river

flooded and filled with floating ice, ho saw (with

others), at a long distance, a living object—dis-

cerned to be a human being—carried down the

stream. He ventured in, against all remon-

strance, and brought the object safe to shore.

It was a colored woman—to him a human being,

doomed to a frightful death unless relieved ; and

heroically re.ieved at the peril of his own life-

He was humane in battle. That was shown in

the affair of the Little Belt— chused, hailed,

fought (the year before the war), and compelled

to answer the hail, and tell who she was, with

expense of blood, and largely; but still the

smallest possible quantity that would accom-

plish the purpose. The encounter took place in

the night, and because the British captain would

not answer the American hail. Judging from

the inferiority of her fire that he was engaged

with an unequal antagonist, the American Com-
modore suspended his own fire, while still re-

ceiving broadsides ftx)m his arrogant little adver-

sary ; and only resumed it when indispensable

to his own safety, and the enforcement of the

question which he had put. An answer was
obtained after thirty-one had been killed or

wr ,.
" 1 on board the British vessel ; and this

a« X leagues from the American coast : and,

tho doctrine of no right to stop a vessel on the

high seas to ascertain her character not having

been then invented, no political consequence

followed this bloody enforcement of maritime

police—exasperated against each other as the

two nations were at the time.

At the death of Decatur, killed in that la-

mentable duel, I have heard Mr. Randolph tell,

and ho alone could tell it, of the agony of Rod-

gers as he stood over his dying friend, in bodily

contention with his own grief—convulsed with-

in, calm without ; and keeping down the strug-

gling anguish of the soul by dint of muscular

power.

That feeling heart was doomed to suffer a

great agony in the untimely death of a heroic

son, emulating the generous devotion of the

father, and perishing in the waves, in vain efforts

to save comrades more exhausted than himself;

and to whom he nobly relinquished the means

of his own safety. It was spared another grief

If 'II
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of a kindred nature (not having lived to see it),

in the death of another heroic son, lost in the

Bloop-of-war Albany, in one of those calamitous

founderings at sea in which the mystery of an

nnseen fate deepens the shades of death, and

darkens the depths of sorrow—leaving the

hearts of far distant friends a prey to a long

agony of hope and fear—only to be solved in

an agony still deeper.

Commodore Rodgers 'ied at the head of the

American navy, without having seen the rank

of Admiral established in our naval service, for

which I voted when senator, and hoped to have

seen conferred on him, and on oth'^rs who have

done so much to exalt the name of their coun-

try ; and which rank I deem essential to the

good of the service, even in the cruising system

I deem alone suitable to us.

CHAPTER XXXV.

ANTI-DUELLING ACT.

The death of Mr. Jonathan Gilley, a represen-

tative in Congress from the State of Maine,

killed in a duel with rifles, with Mr. Graves of

Kentucky, led to the passage of an act with

severe penalties against duelling, in the District

of Columbia, or out of it upon agreement within

the District. The penalties were—death to all

the survivors, when any one was killed : a five

years imprisonment in the penitentiary for giv-

ing or accepting a challenge. Like all acts

passed under a sudden excitement, this act was

defective, and more the result of good intentions

than of knowledge of human nature. Passions

of the mind, like diseases of the body, are liable

to break out in a different form when suppressed

in the one they had assumed. No physician

suppresses an eruption without considering what

is to become of the virus which is escaping, if

stopped and confined to the body : no legisla-

tor should suppress an evil without considering

whether a worse one is at the same time planted.

I was a young member of the general assembly

of Tennessee (1809), when a most worthy mem-
ber (Mr. Robert C. Foster), took credit to him-

self for having put down billiard tables in Nash*

rille. Another most worthy member (General

Joseph Dixon) asked him how many card tables

he had put up in their place ? This was a side of

the account to which the suppressor of billiard

tables had not looked : and which opened up a

view of serious consideration to every person in-

trusted with the responsible business of legisla-

tion—a business requiring so much knowledge of

human nature, and so seldom invoking the little

we possess. It has been on my mind ever since

;

and I have had constant occasions to witness its

disregard—and seldom more lamentably than in

the case of this anti-duelling act. It looked to

one evil, and saw nothing else. It did not look

to the assassinations, xmder the pretext of self-

defence, which were to rise up in place of the

regular duel. Certainly it is deplorable to see

a young man, the hope of his father and mother

—

a ripe man, the head of a family—an eminent

man, necessary to his country—struck down in

the duel ; and shoiild be prevented if possible.

Still this deplorable practice is not so bad as the

bowie knife, and the revolver, and their pretext

of self-defence—thirsting for blood. In the

duel, there is at least consent on both sides,

with a preliminary opportunity for settlement,

with a chance for the law to arrest them, and

room for the interposition of friends as the

affair goes on There is usually equality of

terms ; and it would not be called an affair of

honor, if honor was not to prevail all round

;

and if the satisfying a point of honor, and not

vengeance, was the end to be attained. Finally,

in the regular duel, the principals are in the

hands of the seconds (for no man can be made

a second without his consent) ; and as both

these are required by the duelling code (for the

sake of fairness and hiunanity), to be free from

ill will or gruoge towards the adversary prin-

cipal, they are expected to terminate the affair

an soon as the point of honor is satisfied—and,

the less the injury, so much the better. The

only exception to these rules is, where the

principals are in such relations to each other as

to admit of no accommodation, and the injury

such as to admit of no compromise. In the

knife and revolver business, all this is different.

There is no preliminary interval for settlement-

no chance for officers ofjustice to intei vene—no

room for friends to interpose. Instead of equal-

ity of terms, every advantage is sought. Instead

of consent, the victim is set upon at the most

unguarded moment. Instead of satisfying a
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point of honor, it is vengeance to be glutted.

Nor does the difference stop with death. In

the duel, the unhurt principal scorns to continue

the combat upon his disabled adversary : in the

knife and revolver case, the hero of these weap-

ons continues firing and stabbing while the

prostrate body of the dying man gives a sign of

life. In the duel the survivor nevjr assails the

character of the fallen : in the knife and revol-

ver case, the first movement of the victor is to

attack the character of his victim—to "accuse

him of an intent to murder ; and to make out a

case of self-defence, by making out a case of

premeditated atta«k against the other. And in

such false accusation, the French proverb is

usually verified

—

Vie dead and the absent are

always in the wrong.

The anti-duelling act did not suppress the

passions in which duels originate : it only sup-

pressed one mode, and that the least revolting, in

which these passions could manifest themselves.

It did not suppress the homicidal intent—but

gave it a new form ; and now many members of

Congress go into their seats with deadly weapons

under their garments—ready to insult with foul

language, and prepared to kill if the language is

resented. The act should have pursued the

homicidal intent into whatever form it might

assume ; and, therefore, should have been made

to include all unjustifiable homicides.

The law was also mistaken in the nature of

its penalties : they are not of a kind to be en-

forced, if incurred. It is in vain to attempt to

punish more ignominiously, and more severely,

a duel than an assassination. The oiFences,

though both great, are of very diiTerent degrees;

and human nature will recognize the difterence

though the law may not : and the result will

be seen in the conduct ofjuries, and in the tem-

per of the pardoning power. A species of pen-

alty unknown to the common law, and rejected

' V it, and only held good when a man was the

vassal of his lord—the dogma that the private

injury to the family is merged in the public

wrong—this species of penalty (amends to the

family) is called for by the progress of homi-

cides in our country ; and not as a substitute for

the death penalty, but cumulative. Under this

dogma, a small injury to a man's person brings

him a moneyed indemnity ; in the greatest of all

injuries, that of depriving a family of its sup-

port and protector, no compensation is allowed.

This is preposterous, and leads to deadly con-

sequences. It is cheaper now to kill a man,

than to hurt him ; and, accordingly, the prep-

aration is generally to kill, and not to hurt.

The frequency, the wantonness, the barbarity,

the cold-blooded cruelty, and the demoniac levi-

ty with which homici'^es are committed with

us, have become the opprobrium of our country.

An incredible number of persons, and in all parts

of the country, seem to have taken the code of

Draco for their law, and their own will for its

execution—^kill for every offence. The death

penalty, prescribed by divme wisdom, is hardly

a scare-crow. Some States have abolished it

by statute—some communities, virtually, by a

mawkish sentimentality : and every where, the

jury being the judge of the law as well as of the

fact, find themselves pretty much in a condition

to do as they please. And unanimity among

twelve being required, as in the English law,

instead of a concurrence of three-fifths in fif-

teen, as in the Scottish law, it is in the power

of one or two men to prevent a conviction, even

in the most flagrant cases. In this deluge of

bloodshed some new remedy is called for in ad-

dition to the death penalty ; and it may be best

found in the principle of compensation to the

family of the slain, recoverable in every case

where the homicide was not justifiable under

the written laws of the land. In this wide-

spread custom of carrying deadly weapons, often

leading to homicides where there was no pre-

vious intent, some check should be put on a

practice so indicative of a bad heart—a heart

void of social duty, and fatally bent on mis-

chief ; and this check may be found in making

the fact of having such arms on the person an

offence in itself, primafacie evidence of malice,

and to be punished cumulatively by the judge

;

and that without regard to the fact whether

used or not in the affray.

The anti-duelling act of 1839 was, there-

fore, defective in not pursuing the homicidal

offence into all the new forms it might assume
;

in not giving damages to a bereaved family

—

and not punishing the carrying of the weapon,

whether used or not—only accommodating the

degree of punishment to the more or less

use that had been made of it. In the Halls

of Congress it should be an offence, in it-

self, whether drawn or not, subjecting the of-

fender to all the penalties for a high misde-
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neanor—removal from oflBce—disqualification

to hold any office of trust or profit under the

United States—and indictment at law besides.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

BLAVEEY AGITATION IN THE HOUSE OF EEPBE-
8ENTATIVES, AND EETIIJINO OF SOUTHERN
MEMBERS FROM THE HAUL

The most angry and portentous debate which

had yet taken place in Congress, occurred at

this time in the House of Representatives. It

was brought on by Mr. William Slade, of Ver-

mont, who, besides presenting petitions of the

usual abolition character, and moving to refer

them to a committee, moved their reference to a

select committee, with instructions to report a bill

in confonnity to Iheir prayer. This motion, in-

flammatory and irritating in itself, and without

practical legislative object, as the great majority

of the House was known to be opposed to it,

was rendered still more exasperating by the

manner of supporting it. The mover entered

liito a general disquisition on the subject of

slavery, all denunciatory, and was proceeding to

speak upon it in the State of Virginia, and other

States, in the same spirit, when Mr. Legare, of

South Carolina, interposed, and

—

" Hoped the gentleman from Vermont would
allow him to make a few remarks before he
proceeded further. He sincerely hoped that

gentleman would consider well what he was
about before he ventured on such ground, and
that he would take time to consider what might
be its probable consequences. He solemnly en-

treated him to reflect on the possible results of

such a course, which involved the interests of a

nation and a continent. He would warn him,

not in the language of defiance, which all brave
and wise men despised, but he would warn him
in the language of a solemn sense of duty, that

if there was ' a spirit aroused in the North in

relation to this subject,' that spirit would en-

counter another spirit in the South full as

stubborn. He would tell them that, when this

question was forced upon the people of the

South, they would be ready to take up the

gauntlet. He concluded by urging on the gen-

tleman from Vermont to ponder well on his

course before he ventured to proceed."

Mr. Slade continued his remarks when Mr.

Dawson, of Georgia, asked him for the floor,

that he might move an adjournment—evidentlj

to carry ofi" the storm which he saw rising. Mr
Slade refused to yield it ; so the motion to ad-

journ could not be made. Mr. Slade continued,

and was proceeding to answer his own inquiry,

put to himself—wAo^ was Slavery ? when Mr.

Dawson again asked for the floor, to make

his motion of adjournment. Mr. Slade refused

it: a visible commotion began to pervade the

House— members rising, clustering together,

and talking with animation. Mr. Slade con-

tinued, and was about reading a judicial opinion

in one of the Southern States which defined a

slave to be a chattel—when Mr. Wise called

him to order for speaking beside the question

—

the question being upon the abolition of slavery

in the District of Columbia, and Mr. Slade's re-

marks going to its legal character, as property

in a State. The Speaker, Mr. John White, of

Kentucky, sustained the call, saying it was not

in order to discuss the subject of slavery in any

of the States. Mr. Slade denied that he was

doing so, and said he was merely quoting a South-

ern judicial decision as he might quote a legal

opinion delivered in Great Britain. Mr. Robert-

son, of Virginia, moved that the House adjourn.

The Speaker pronounced the motion (and cor-

rectly), out of order, as the member from Ver-

mont was in possession of the floor and address-

ing the House. He would, however, suggest

to the member from Vermont, who could not

but observe the state of the House, to confine

himself strictly to the subject of his motion.

Mr. Slade went on at great length, when Mr.

Petrikin, of Pennsylvania, called him to order

;

but the Chair did not sustain the call. Mr.

Slade went on, quoting from the Declaration of

Independence, and the constitutions of the several

States, and had got to that of Virginia, when

Mr. Wise called him to order for reading papers

without the leave of the House. The Speaker

decided that no paper, objected to, could be read

without the leave of the House. Mr. Wise

then said

:

" That the gentleman had wantonly discussed

the abstract question of slaver)', going back to

the very first day of the creation, instead of

slavery as it existed in the District, and the

nowers and duties of Congress in relation to it.

He was now examining the State constitutions

to show that as it existed in the States it was

against them, and against the laws of God and

man. This was out of order."
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Mr. Slade explained, and argued in vindica-

tion of his course, and was about to read a me-

morial of Dr. Franklin, and an opinion of Mr.

Madison on the subject of slavery—when the

reading was objected to by Mr. GrifHn, of South

Carolina ; and the Speaker decided they could

not be read without the permission of the House.

Mr. Slade, without asking the permission of the

House, which he knew would not be granted,

assumed to understand the prohibition as ex-

tending only to himself personally, said—
" Then I send them to the clerk : let him read

them." The Speaker decided that this was

equally against the rule. Then Mr. Griffln

withdrew the objeotion, and Mr. Slade proceed-

v3d to read the papers, and to comment upon

them as he went on, and was about to go back

to the State of Virginia, and show what had

been the feeling there on the subject of slavery

previous to the date of Dr. F-anklin's memorial

:

Mr. Rhett, of South Carolina, inquired of the

Chair what the opinions of Virginia fifty years

ago had to do with the case ? The Speaker was
about to reply, when Mr. Wise rose with

warmth, and said — " Ho has discussed the

whole abstract question of slavery ; of slavery

in Virginia : of slavery in my own district : and

I now ask all my colleagues to retire with me
from this hal!" Mr. ."slade reminded the

Speaker that he had not yielded the floor ; but

his progress was impeded by the condition of

the House, and the many exclamations of mem-
bers, among whom Mr. Halsey, of Georgia, was
heard calling on the Georgia delegation to with-

draw with him ; and Mr. Rhett was heard pro-

claiming, that the South Carolina members had
already consulted together, and agreed to have
a meeting at three o'clock in the committee
room of the District of Columbia. Here the

Speaker interposed to calm the House, standing

up in his place and saying

:

" The gentleman from Vermont had been re-
minded by the Chair that the discussion of
slavery, as existing within the States, was not
in order ; when he was desirous to read a paper
and it was objected to. the Chair had stopped
him

; but the objection had been withdrawn, and
Mr. Slade had been suflered to proceed; he was
now about to read another paper, and objection
was made ; the Chair would therpforo take th"
question on permitting it to be read."

'

Many members rose, all addressing the Chair
at the same time, and many members leaving

the hall, and a general scene of noise and con-

fusion prevailing. Mr. Rhett succeeded in rais-

ing his voice above the roar of the tempest which
raged in the House, and invited the entire dele-

gations from all the slave States to retire from
the hall forthwith, and meet in the committee

room of the District of Columbia. The Speaker

again essayed to calm the House, and again

standing up in his place, he recapitulated his

attempts to preserve order, and vindicated th«

correctness of his own conduct—seemingly im-

pugned by many. " What his personal feelings

were on the subject (he was from a slave State),

might easily be conjectured. He had endeavor-

ed to enforce the rules. Had it tsen in his power
to restrain the die* ussion, he should promptly
have exercised the power ; but it was not. Mr.
Slade, continuing, said the paper which he

wished to read was of the continental Congress

of 1774. The Speaker was about to put the

question on leave, when Mr. Cost Johnson, of

Maryland, inquired whether it would be in

order to force the House to vote that the mem
ber from Vermont be not permitted to proceed?

The Speaker replied it would not. Then Mr.
James J. McKay, of North Carolina—a clear,

coolheaded, sagacious man—interposed the ob-

jection which headed Mr. Slade. There was a
rule of the House, that when a member waa
called to order, he should take his seat ; and if

decided to be out of order, he should not be
allowed to speak again, except on the leave of

the House. Mr. McKay judged this to be a
proper occasion for the enforcement of that rule

;

and stood up and said

:

" That the gentleman had been pronounced
out of order in discussing slavery in the States

;

and the rule declared that when a member waa
so pronounced by the Chair, he should take his
seat, and if any one objected to his proceeding
again, he should not do so, unless by leave of
the House. Mr. McKay did now object to the
gentleman from Vermont proceeding any far-
ther."

Redoubled noise and confusion ensued—

a

crowd of members rising and speaking at once

—who eventually yielded to the resounding

blows of the Speaker's hammer upon the lid

of his desk, and his apparent desire to read

something to the Huuse, as be held a book (re-

cognized to be that of the rules) in his hand.

Obtaining quiet, so as to enable himself to be
heard, he read the rule referred to by Mr. Mc-

I'i
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Kay ; and said that, as objection hmi now, for

the first time, been made under that rule to the

gentleman's resuming his speech, the Chair
decided that he could not do so without the

leave of the House. Mr. Slade attempted to go
on

: the Speaker directed him to take his seat

until the question of leave should be put.

Then, Mr. Slade, still keeping on his feet, asked
leave to proceed as in order, saying he would
not discuss slavery in Virginia. On that ques-

tion Mr. Allen, of Vermont, asked the yeas and
nays. Mr. Rencher, of North Carolina, moved
an adjournment. Mr. Adams, and many others,

demanded the yeas and nays on this motion,

which were ordered, and resulted in 106 yeas,

and 63 nays—some fifty or sixty members hav-

ing withdrawn. This opposition to adjourn-

ment was one of the worst features of that un-

happy day's work—the only efiect of keeping

the House together being to increase irritation,

and multiply the chances for an outbreak.

From the beginning Southern members had
been in favor of it, and essayed to accomplish it,

but were prevented by the tenacity with which
Mr. Slade kept possession of the floor : and
now, at last, when it was time to adjourn

any way—when the House was in a condition

in which no good could be expected, and great

liarm might be apprehended, there were sixty-

three members—being nearly one-third of the

House—willing to continue it in session. They
were:

" Messrs. Adams, Alexander, H. Allen, J. W.
Allen, Aycrigg, Bell, Biddle, Bond, Borden,
Briggs, Wm. B. Calhoun, CoflBu, Corwin, Cran-
ston, Curtis, Cushing, Darlington, Davies, Dunn,
Evans, Everett, Ewing I. Fletcher, Fillmore,
Goode, Grennell, Haley, Hall, Hastings, Henry,
Herod, Hoffman, Lincoln, Marvin, S. Mason,
Maxwell, McKennan, Milligan, M. Morris, C.
Morris, Naylor,*Noyes, Ogle, Parmenter, Patter-
son, Peck, Phillips, Potts, Potter Rariden, Ran-
dolph, Reed, Ridgway. Russel, Sheffer, Sibley,
Slade, Stratton, Tillinghast, Toland, A. S. White,
J. White, E. Whittlesey—63."

The House then stood adjourned ; and as the

adjournment was being pronounced, Mr. Camp-
bell of South Carolina, stood up on a chair, and
•calling for the attention of members, said

:

" He had been appointed, as one of the Southern
delegation, to announce that ail those geutieuieu
who represented slaveholding States, were in-

vited to attend the meeting now being held in

the District committee room."

Members from the slave-holding States had
repaired in large numbers to the room in the

basement, where they were invited to meet
Various passions agitated them—some violent

Extreme propositions were suggested, of which
Mr. Rhett, of South Carolina, in a letter to his

constituents, gave a full account of his own-
thus:

"In a private and friendly letter to the editor
of the Charleston Mercury amongst other events
accompanying the memorable secession of the
Southern members from the hall of the House
of Representatives, I stated to him, that I imd
prepared two resolutions, drawn as amendments
to the motion of the member from Vennont,
whilst he was discussing the institution of
slavery in the South, ' declaring, that the con-
stitution having failed to protect the South in
the peaceable possession and enjoyment of their
rights and peculiar institutions, it was expedient
that the Union should bo dissolved; and the
other, appointing a committee of two mcmbiers
from each State, to report upon the best means
of peaceably dissolving it.' They were intended
as amendments to a motion, to refer with in-
structions to report a bill, abolishing slavery in
the District of Columbia. I expected them to
share the fate, which inevitably awaited the
original motion, so soon as the floor could have
been obtained, viz., to be laid upon the table.
My design in presenting them, was, to 'place
before Congress and the people, what, in my
opinion, was the true issue upon this great and
vital question ; and to point out the course of
policy by which it should bo met by the South-
ern States."

But extreme counsels did not prevail. There
were members present, who well considered

that, although the provocation was great, and
the number voting for such a firebrand motion

wa.s deplorably large, yet it was but little more
than the one-fourth of the House, and decidedly

less than one half of the members from the free

States : so that, even if left to the free State

vote alone, the motion would have been rejected.

But the motion itself, and the manner in which
it was supported, was most reprehensible—

necessarily leading to disorder in the House,

the destruction of its harmony and capacity for

useful legislation, tending to a sectional segre-

gation of the members, the alienation of feeling

between the North and the South ; and alarm

to all the slaveholding States. The evil required

a remedy, but not the remedy of breakir." up
the Union ; but one which might prevent the

like in future, while administering a rebuke

upon the past. That remedy was found in
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idopting a proposition to be offered to the

House, which, if agreed to, would close the

door against any discussion upon abolition peti-

tions in future, and assimilate the proceedings

of the House, in that particular, to those of

the Senate. This proposition was put into the

hands of Mr. Patton, of Virginia, to be offered

as an amendment to the rules at the opening of

the House the next morning. It was in these

words

:

« Resolved, That all petitions, memorials, and

papers, touching the abolition of slavery or the

buying, selling or transferring of slaves, m any

State, District, Jr Territory, <y the United States,

be laid on the table, without being debated,

printed, read, or referred, and that no further

action whatever shall be had thereon."

Accordingly, at the opening of the House, Mr.

Patton asked leave to submit the resolution—

which was read for information. Mr. Adams

objected to the grant of leave. Mr. Patton then

moved a suspension of the rules—which motion

required two-thirds to sustain it ; and, unless

obtained, this salutary remedy for an alarming

evil (which was already in force in the Senate)

could not be offered. It was a test motion, and

on wfiich the opponents of abolition agitation in

the House required all their strength : for

unless two to one, they were defeated. Happily

the two to one were ready, and on taking the

yeas and nays, demanded by an abolition member

(to keep his friends to the track, and to hold the

free State anti-abolitionists to their responsi-

bility at home), the result stood 135 yeas to 60

nays—the full two-thirds, and fifteen over. The

yeas on this important motion, were

:

Messrs. Hugh J. Anderson, John T. An-

drews, Charles G. Atherton, William Beatty,

Andrew Beirne, John Bell, Bennet Bicknell,

Richard Biddle, Samuel Birdsall, Ratliff Boon,

James W. Bouldin, John C. Brodhead, Isaac H.

Bronson, Andrew D. W. Bruyn, Andrew Bu-

chanan, John Calhoun, C. C. Cambrelen^ Wm.
B. Campbell, John Campbell, Timothy J. Car-

ter, Wm. B. Carter, Zadok Casey, John Cham-
bers, John Chaney, Reuben Chapman, Richard

Cheatham, Jonathan Cilley, John F. H. Clai-

borne, Jesse F. Cleaveland, Wm. K. Clowney,

Walter Coles, Thomas Corwin. Robert Craig,

John W. Crocket, Samuel Cushman, Edmund
Deberry, John I. De Graff, John Dennis, George
0. Dromgoole, John Edwards, James Farring-

ton, John Fairfield, Jacob Fry, jr., James Gar-

land, James Graham, Scaton Grantland, Abr'm
P. Grant, William J. Graves, Robert H, Ham-

mond, Thomas L. Hamer, James Harlan, Albert

G. Harrison, Richard Hawes, Micnjnh T. Haw-

kins, Charles E. Haynes, Hopkins Holsey, Or-

rin Holt, George W. Hopkins, Benjamm C.

Howard, Edward B. Hubley, Jabez Jackson,

Joseph Johnson, Wm. Cost Johnson, John W,
Jones, Gouvemeur Kemblo, Daniel Kilgoro,

John Klingcnsmith, jr., Joab Lawler, Hugh S.

Legare, Henry Logan. Francis S. Lyon, Francis

Mallory, James M. Mason, Joshua L. Martin,

Abram P. Maury, Wm. L. May, James J. Mc-

Kay, Robert McClellan, Abraham McClelland,

Charles McClure, Isaac McKim, Richard H.

Menefcc, Charles F. Mercer, Wm. Montgomery,

Ely Moore, Wm. S. Morgan, Samuel W. Mor-

ris, Henry A. Muhlenberg, John L. Murray,

Wm. H. Noble, John Palmer, Amasa J. Parker,

John M. Patton, Lemuel Payntcr, Isaac b.

Pennybacker, David Petrikin, Lancelot Phelps,

Arnold Pluraer, Zadock Pratt, John II. Pren-

tiss, Luther Reily, Abraham Rencher, John

Robertson, Samuel T. Sawyer, Augustine H.

Shepperd, Charles Shepard, Ebenezer J.

Shields, Matthias Sheplor, Francis 0. J. Smith,

Adam W. Snyder, Wrft. W. Southgate, James

B. Spencer, Edward Stanly, Archibald Stuart,

Wm. Stone, John Taliaferro, Wm. Taylor, Oba-

diah Titus, Isaac Toucey, Hopkins L. TurntMr,

Joseph R. Underwood, Henry Vail, David D.

Wagener, Taylor Webster, Joseph Weeks, Al-

bert S. White, John White, Thomas T. Whittle-

sey, Lewis Williams, Sherrod Williams, Jared

W. Williams, Joseph L. Williams, Christ'r H.

Williams, Henry A. Wise, Archibald Yell.

The nays were

:

Messrs. John Quincy Adams, James Alex-

ander, jr., Heman Allen, John W. Allen, J.

Banker Aycrigg, Wm. Key Bond, Nathaniel B.

Borden, George N. Briggs, Wm. B. Calhoun,

Charles D. Coffin, Robert B. Cranston, Caleb

Gushing, Edward Darlington, Thomas Davee,

Edward Davies, Alexander Duncan, George H.

Dunn, George Evans, Horace Everett, John

Ewing, Isaac Fletcher, Millard Filmore, Henry

A. Foster, Patrick G. Goode, George Grennell,

jr. Elisha Haley, Hiland Hall, Alexander Har-

per, Wm. S. Hastings, Thomas Henry, Wm.
Herod, Samuel Ingham, Levi Lincoln, Richard

P. Marvin, Samson Mason, John P. B. Maxwell,

Thos. M. T. McKennan, Mathias Morris, Cal-

vary Morris, Charles Naylor, Joseph C. Noyes,

Charles Ogle, Wm. Parmcnter, Wm. Patterson,

Luther C. Peck, Stephen C. Phillips, David

Potts, jr., James llariden, Joseph ¥. Randolph,

John Reed, Joseph Ridgway, David Russell,

Daniel Shetfer, Mark H. Sibley, Wm. Slade,

Charles C. Stratton, Joseph L. TiUinghast,

George W. Toland, Elisha Whittlesey, Thomas

Jones Yorke.

This was one of the most important votes

ever delivered in the House. Upon its issue de-

pended the quiet of the House on one hand, or
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on the othor, the renewal, and pcrixituation of the

scenes of the day before—ending in breaking up
all deliberation, and all national legislation. It

was successful, and that critical step being safely

over, the passage of the resolution was secured

—

the free State friendly vote being itself sufficient

to carry it : but, although the passage of the reso-

lution was secured, yet resistance to it continued.

Mr. Patton rose to recommend his resolution as

a peace offering, and to prevent further agitation

by demanding the previous question. He said

:

" lie had offered this resolution in the spirit

of fearo and harmony. It involves (said Mr.
P.), so liir as I am concerned, and so far as con-
cerns some portion of the representatives of the

slaveholding Statts, a concession ; a concession

which we make for the sake of peace, harmony,
and union. We offer it in the hope that it

may allay, not exasperate excitement ; we desire

to extinguish, not to kindle a flame in the coun-
try. In that spirit, sir, without saying one
word in the way of discission ; without giving

utterance to any of those emotions which swell

in my bosom at the recollection of what took
place here yesterday, I shall do what I have
never yet done since I have been a member of

this House, and which I have very rarely sus-

tained, when done by others : I move the pre-

vious question."

Then followed a scene of disorder, which thus

appears in the Register of Debates

:

" Mr. Adams rose and said : Mr. Speaker, the

gentleman precedes his resolution—f Loud cries

of 'Order! oi der !' from all parts or the hall.)

Mr. A. He preceded it with remarks—(' Order

!

order!')

"The Chair reminded the gentleman that it

was out of order to address the House after the
demand for the previous question.

" Mr. Adams. I ask the House—(continued

cries of ' Order !

' which completely drowned the

honorable member's voice.)"

Order having been restored, the next question

was—" Is the demand for the previous question

seconded ? "—which seconding would consist of

a majority of the whole House—which, on a

division, quickly showed itself. Then came the

further question—" Shall the main question be

now put ? "—on which the yeas and nays were

demanded, and taken ; and ended in a repeti-

tion of the vote of the same 63 against it. The

main question was then put, and carried ; but

again, on yeas and nays, to hold free State mem-
bers to their responsibility ; showing the same

63 in the negative, with a few additional votes

from free State members, who, having staked

themselves on the vital point of suspending the

rules, saw no use in giving themselves further

trouble at homo, by giving an unnecessary vote

in favor of stifling abolition debate. In this

way, the ranks of the C3 were increased to 74.

Thus was stifled, and in future prevented in

the House, the inflammatory debates on these

disturbing petitions. It was the great ' session

of their presentation—being offered by hun-

dreds, and signefl by hundreds of thousands of

persons—many of them vomen, who forgot their

sex and tlu ir dnlies, to mingle in such inflam-

matory work ; some of them cloigymen, who
forgot their mission of peace, to stir up strife

among those who should be Irothren. Of the

pertinacious ti.'!, who backed Mi. Slade through-

odt, the most notable were Mr. Adams, who
had been President of the United States—Mr.
Fillmore, who became so—and Mr. Caleb Cuslt-

ing, who eventually became as 1 1 ady to abolish

all impediments to the general diffusion of

slavery, as he then was to abolish slavery itself

in the District of Columbia. It was a porten-

tous contest. The motion of Mr. Slade was, not

for an inquiry into the expediency of abolishing

slavery in the District of Columbia (a ifiotion

in itself sufficiently inflammatory), but to get

the command of the House to bring in a bill for

that purpose—which would be a decision of the

question. His motion failed. The storm sub-

sided ; and very few of the free State members

who had staked themselves on the issue, lost any

thing among their constituents for the devotion

which they had shown to the Union.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

ABOLITIONISTS CLASSIFIED BY MR. CLAY: UL-
TEAS DKNOUNCED: SLAVERY AGITATORS
NORTH AND SOUTH EQUALLY DENOUNCED
AS DANGEROUS TO THE UNION.

" It is well known to the Senate, said Mr. Clay,

that I have thought that the most judicious

course with abolition petitions has not been of

late pursued by Congress. I have believed that

it would have been wisest to have receivtd and
referred them, without opposition, and to have

reported against their object in a calm and dis-

passionate and argumentative appeal to the
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(food Benso of the whole community. It has

been supposed, however, by a majoril) of Con-

sreSB thnt it was most oxpcdietit either not to

receive the petitions at all, or, if formally ro-

ceived, not to act definitively upon them.

There is no substantial di 'V-rence between thcHC

opposite opinions, since b«th look to an abso-

lute rc-jection of the praj-er of the petitioners.

But there is a great difference in the form of

proceeding ; and. Mr. President, some experi-

ence in the conduct of human affairs has taught

me to believe that a neglect to ol)8ervo cstab-

linhed forms is often attended with more mis-

chievous consequences than the infliction of a

positive injury. We all know that, even in

private life, a violation of the existing usages

and ceremonies of society cannot take place

without serious prejudice. I fear, sir, that the

abolitionists have acquired a considernblc appa-

rent force by blending with the object which

they have in view a collateral and total !v dif-

ferent question arising out of an alleged H)la-

tion of the right of petition. I know full well,

and take great pleasure in testifying, that

nothing was remoter from the intention of the

majority of the Senate, from which I differed,

than to violate the right of petition in any case

in which, according to its judgment, that right

could bo constitutionally exercised, or where

the object of the petition could be safely or

properly granted. Still, it must be owned that

the abolitionists have seized hold of the fact of

the treatment which their petitions have re-

ceived in Congress, and made injurious impres-

sions upon the minds of a large portion of the

community. This, I think, might have been

avoided by the course which I should have been

glad to have seen pursued.

"And I desire now, Mr. President, to adv rt

to some of those topics which I think might

have been usefully embodied in a report by a

committee of the Senate, and which, I um per-

suaded, would have checked the progress, if it

had not altogether arrested the eflbrts of aboli-

tion. I am sensible, sir, that this work would

have been accomplished with much greater abil-

ity, and with much happier efliect, under the

auspices of a committee, than it can be by me.

But, anxious as I aiv'^ays am to contribute

whatever is in my powir to the harmony, con-

cord, and happiness of this great people, I feel

myself irresistibly impelled to do whatever is

in my power, incompetent as I feel myself to

be, to dissuade the public from continuing to

agitate a subject fraught with the most direful

consequences.
" There are three classes of i)er8ons opposed,

ir apparently opposed, to the continued exist-

ence of slavery in the United States. The first

are tlW)8e who, from sentiments of philanthropy

and humanity, are conscientiously 0T^TK>sed to

the existence of slavery, but who are no less

opposed, at the same time, to any disturbance

of the peace and tranquillity of the Union, or

the infringement of the powers of the States

composing the confederacy. In this class maj
bo comprehended that peaceful and exemplary

society of 'Friends,' one of whose established

maxims is, an abhorrenct of war in all its

forms, and the cultivation of peace and good-

will amongst mankind. The next class consist?

of apparent abolitionists—that is, those who,

having been persuaded that the right of peti-

tion has been violated by Congress, co-operate

with the al)olitionist8 for the sole purpose of as-

serting and vindicating that right. And the

third class are the real ultra-abolitionists, who
are resolved to persevere in the pursuit of I cir

object at all hazards, and withotit regtird to any

consequences, however calamitous they may be.

With them the rights of property are nothing ;

the deficiency of the powers of the general gov-

erment is nothing; the acknowledged and in-

contestable powers of the States are nothing

;

civil war, a dissolution of the Union, and the

overthrow of a government in which are con-

centrated the fondest hopes of tlic civilized

world, are nothing. A single idea has taken

possession of their minds, and onward they pur-

sue it, overlooking all barriers, reckless ami re-

j^ardless of all consequences. With this class,

the immediate abolition of slavery in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, and in the territory of Flori-

da, the prohibition of the removal of slaves from

State to State, and the refusal to ^dmit any new
State, comprising within its limits the institu-

tion of domestic slavery, are but so many means

conducing to the accomplishment of the ulti-

mate but perilous end at which they avowedly

and boldly aim ; are but so many siin' stages

in the long and bloody road to the dii^ta.it goal

at which they would finally arrive. Their p"--

pose is abolition, universal abolition, peaceably

if it can, forcibly if it must. Their object is no

longer concealed by the thinnest veil ; it is

avowed and proclaimed. Utterly destitute of

constitutional or other rightful power, living

in totally distinct communities, as alien to the

communities in which the subject on which

they would operate resides, so far as concerns

political power over that subject, as if they

lived in Africa or Asia, they nevertheless pro-

mulgate to the world their purpose to be to

maii'imit forthwith, and without compensation,

and without moral preparation, three millions

of negro slaves, under jurisdictions altogether

separated from those under which they live.

"I have said that immediate abolition of

slavery in the District of Columbia and in tho

t rritof-y of Florida, and the exclusion of new
Klates, were only means towards the attainment

of a much more important end. Unfortunately^

they are not the only means. Another, and

much more lamentable one is that wliich this

class is endeavoring to employ, of arraying one

portion against anothei- portion of the Union.

With that view, in all their leading prints and

publications, the alleged horrors of slavery are

depicted in the most glowing and exaggerated

colore, to excite the imaginations and stimulate

m
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the rage of the people in the ttm itStM againat
the [looplo in the fllavo States. The Hiavcholdor
Is hold up and rcprcaentod a» the most atrocious
of human beings. Advertisements of fugitive

sluves to Ih) sold are ccrefully collectoa and
biazonod forth, to infuso a spirit of detestation
and hatred against one entire and the largest

section of tht> ''nion. And like a notorious
agitator upon another theatre (Mr. Daniel
O'Connell), they would hunt down and pro-
scribe from the pale of civilize<l society the in-

habitants of that entire section. Allow me, Mr.
President, to say, that whilst I recognize in the
justly wounded feelings of the Minister of the
United States at tho court of St Junic-^ much to
excuse tli' lotice which he was pnvnked to

take of tliut agitator, in my humble opinion, ho
would better have consulted the dignity of his

station and of his country in treating hun with
contemptumiH silence. That agitator would ex-
clude us from European society—ho who himself
can only obtain a contraband admission, and is re-

w-'ived with scornful repugnance into it I If he
bo 'I'l more desirous of our society than we are
of hih. he may rest assured that a state of eternal

non-intercouFf^e will exist between us. Yes, sir,

I think the Ainerican Minister would have best
pursued the dictates of true dignity by regard-
ing the language of that member of the British

House of Commons as the malignant ravings of
the plunderer of his own country, and the libeller

of a foreign and kindred people.
" But tho means to which I have already ad-

verted are not the only ones which this third
class of ultra-Abolitionists are employing to
effect their ultimate end. They began their

operations by professing to employ only per-
suasive means in appealing to the humanity,
and enlightening the understandings, of the
slaveholding portion of the Union. If there
were some kindness in this avowed motive, it

must bo acknowledged that therj was rather a
presumptuous display also of an a8sume<l supe-
riority in intelligence and knowledge. For some
time they continued to make these appeals to
our duty and our interest; but impatient with
the slow inliucnce of their logic upon our stupid
minds, they recently resolved to change their

system of action. To the agency of their powers
of persuasion, they now propose to substitute

the powers of the ballot box ; and he must be
blind to what is passing before us, who does not
perceive that the inevitable tendency of their
proceedings is, if these should be found insuffi-

cient, to invoke, finally, the more potent powers
of the bayonet.

" Mr. President, it is at this alarming stage of
the proceedings of the ultra-Abolitionists that I

would seriously invite every considerate man in

the country solemnly to pause, and deliberately

to reflect, not merely on our existing posture,

but upon that dreadful precipice down which
they would hurry us. It is because these ultra-

Abolitionists have ceased to employ the instru-

ments of reason and persuasion, have made their

oause political, and hxf ippMled to the ballot
box, tnat I am inducetl, upon this occasion, to
address you.

'' There have Ijeen three epochs in tho history
of our country at which tho spirit of aliolition

displayed itself. Tho first was immediately
after the fonnation of the present federal gov-
ernment. When tho constitution was about
going into operation, its powers were not well
understood by the community at large, and re-

mained to bo accurately interpreted and defined.

At that period numerous abolition societies

were formed, comprising not merely the Society
of Friends, but many other good men. Pvu-
tions were presented to Congress, praying for

the abolition of slavery. They were received

without serious opposition, referred, and rejx)rt-

ed u|)on by a committee. The report stateid

that tho general government had no powet to

abolish slavery as it existed in the sevemi
States, and that these States themselves had ex-
clusive jurisdiction over the subject. The re-

port was generalljr acquiesced in, and satisfac-

tion and tranaudiity ensued ; the abolition

societies thereafter limiting their exertions, in

respect to the black population, to offices of
humanity within the scojh of existing laws.

" Tho next period whei, the subject of slavery

and abolition, incidentally, was brought into

notice and discussion, was on the memorable
occasion of the admission of the State of Mis-
souri into the Union. The struggle was long,

strenuous, and fearfid. It is too recent to make
it necessary to do mons than merely a<lvert to

it, and to say, that it was finally composed by
one of those compromises characteristic of our
institutions, and of which the constitution itself

is the most signal instance.
" The third is that in which we now find our-

selves, and to which various causes have con-

tributed. The principal one, perhaps, is British

emancipation in the islands adjacent to our con-

tinent. Confounding the totally diflerent cases

of the powers of the British ParUament and
those of our Congress, and the totally different

conditions of tho slaves in the British West
India Islands and the slaves in the sovereign

and independent States of this confederacy,

superficial men have inferred from the undecid-

ed British experiment the practicability of the

abolition of slavery in these States. All these

are different. The powers of the British Parlia-

ment are unlimited, and often described to be
omnipotent. The powers of the American Con-
gress, on the contrary, are few, cautiously limit-

ed, scrupuloudy excluding all that are not

granted, and above all, carefully and absolutely

excluding all power over the existence or con-

tinuance of slavery in tho several States. The
slaves, too, upon which British legislatioif ope-

rated, were not in the bosom of the kingdom,

but in remote and feeble colonies, having no
voice in Parliament. The West India slave-

holder was neither representative, or represented

in that Parliament. And while I most fervently
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wish coini)leto huccohh to the British experiment

of the Wt'8t fndla oinnnciimtumi, I couffSH that

I have fearful forchodingH of a disastrouB ter-

mination. Whatever it may be, I think it must

be admitted tliat, if the Britiah Parliament

trt'ttted the WoHt India Hlaves as freemen, it alfio

treated the West India freemen as Hlaves. If

instead of these slaves beliiK separated by a

wide ocean from the parent country, three or

four millions of African negro slaves had been

(lypersed over England, Scotlaixl, Wales and

Ireland, and their owners had bt> n inemberB of

the British Parliament—a cafto which would

have presented some analogy to our own coun-

try—does any one believe that it would have

been expedient or practical to have emancipated

them, leaving them to remain, with all their

cmbitteml feelings, in the United kingdom,

boundless as the powers of the British govern-

ment are ?

"Other causes have conspired with the Brit-

ish example to produce the existing excitement

from abolition. I say it with profound regret,

and with no intention to occasion • ti. iin

here or elsewhere, that there are person? h
both parts of the Union who ha' S'/iight t'

mingle abolition with politics, and o.' tiyouu

portion of the Union against the o'h( - It ih

the misfortune of free countries tha Wi hir'.

party times, a disposition too often p ailti to

seize hold of every thing which can strengthen

the one side or weaken the other. Prior to the

late election of the present President of the

United States, he was charged with being an

abolitionist, and abolition designs were imputed

to many of his supporters. Much as I was op-

posed to his election, and am to his administra-

tion, I neither shared in making or believing

the truth of the charge. He was scareely in-

stalled in oflBcc before the same charge was di-

rected against those who opposed his election.

" It is not true—I rejoice that it is not true

—that either of the two great parties in this

country has any design or aim at abolition. I

should deeply lament if it were true. I should

consider, if it were true, that the danger to the

stability of our system would be infinitely

greater than any which does, I hope, actually

exist. Whilst neither party can be, I think,

justly accused of any aboUtion tendency or pur-

pose, both have protited, and both been injured,

m particular localities, by the accessiou or ab-

straction of abolition support. If the account

were fairly stated, I believe the party to which

I am opposed has protited mu< 'i more, and been

injured much less, than that \o which I belong.

But I am far, for that reason, from being dis-

posed to accuse our adversaries of abolitionism."

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

BANK OF TlIK UNITED STATES: EE9IONAT10B

OF MB. UIDDLE: FINAL BUSPKNSION.

On the fliit of January of this year this Bank

made an exposition of its affairs to the Gene-

ral Assembly of Pennsylvania, as required by

its charter, in which its assets aggregated

$0(5,180,390 ; and its liabilities K'regated

$33,180,855 : the exiwsition being verified by

the usual oaths required on such occasious.

On the 30th of March following Mr. Biddle

resigned his place as president of the Bank,

giving as a reason for it that, •' the affairs of

the inatitution were in a state of great pros-

perity, and no longer nec'l'd his services.^^

On the same day the board of directors in ac-

cepting the resignation, passed a resolve declar-

ing that the President Biddle had left the insti-

tution ^^ prosperous in all its relations, strong

in its ability to promote the interest of the

community, cordial with other baiiks, and se-

cure in Llie esteem and respect of all connected

1-iith it at home or abroad.''''

On the 9th of October the Bank closed her

doors upon her creditors, under the mild name

of suspension—never to open them again.

In the month of April preceding, when leav-

ing Washington to return to Missouri, I told the

President there would be another suspension,

headed by the Bank of the United States, be-

fore we met again : at my return in November

it was his first expression to remind me of that

conversation ; and to say it was tho, second time

I had foreseen these suspensions, and warned

him of them. He then jocularly said, don't

predict so any more. I answered I should not

;

for it was the last time this Bank would sus-

pend.

Still dominating over tho moDoyed systems

of the South and West, this former colossal insti-

tution was yet able to carry along with her near-

ly all the banks of one-half of the Union: and

using her irredeemable paper against the solid

currency of the New York and other Northern

banks, and selling fictitious bills on Europe, she

was able to run them hard for specie—curtail

theii operations—and make panic and distress

in the money market. At the same time by

it
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making an imposing exhibition of her assets,

arranging a reciprocal use of their notes with
other suspended banks, keeping up an apparent
par vahie for her notes and stocks by fictitious

and collusive sales and purchases, and above all,

by her political connection with the powerful
opposition—she was enabled to keep the field

as a bank, and as a political po\> er : and as such
to act an effective part in the ensuing presiden-

tial election. She even pretended to have be-

come stronger since the time when Mr. Biddle

^eft her so prosperous ; and at the next exposi-

tion of her affairs to the Pennsylvania logis-

Inture (.Jan. 1, 1840), returned her assets at

^74,603,142 ; her liabilities at $36,959,539, and
her surplus at $37,643,003. This surplus, after

paying all liabilities, showed the stock to be
worth a premium of $2,643,603. And all this

duly fiwom to.

CHAPTEK XXXIX.
FIRST SESSION TWENTY-SIXTU CONGRESS : MEM-
BERS: ORGANIZATION: POLITICAL MAP OF THE
HOUSE.

Members of the Senate.

New Hampshire.—Henry Hubbard, Franklin
Pierce.

Maine.—John Ruggles, Reucl Williams.
Massachusetts.—John Davis. Daniel Web-

ster.

Vermont.—Sam'l Prentiss, Sam'l S. Phelps.
Rhode Island.—Nehemiah R. Knight, N. F.

Dixon.

Connecticut.— Thaddeus Betts, Perry
Smith.

' ^

JSew York.—Silas Wright, N. P. Tallmadge.
New Jerse\.—Sam'l L. Southard, Garret

D. Wall.
Pennsylvania.— James Buchanan, Baniel

Sturgeon.
Delaware.—'^Nomas Clayton.
Maryland.-John S. Spence, Wm. D. Mer-

rick.

Virginia.—William H. Roane.
North Carolina.— Bedford Brown, R.

Strange.

South Carolina.—John C. Calhoun, Wm.
Campbell Preston.

Georgia.—Wilson T.umpkin, Alfred Cuth-
bci't.

Kentucky.—Henry Clay, John J. Critten-
den.

Tennessee.—Hugh L, White, Alex. An-
derson.

Ohio.—William Allen, Benjamin Tappan.
Indiana.—Oliver H. Smith, Albert S. White.
Mississippi.—Robert J. Walker, John Hen-

derson.

Louisiana.—Robert C. Nicholas, Alexander
Mouton.
Illinois.—John M. Robinson, Richard M.

Young.
Alabama.—Clement C. Clay, Wm. Rufus

King.

Missouri.— Thomas H. Benton, Lewis P.
Linn.

Arkansas.—William S. Fulton, Ambrose
Sevier.

Michigan.—John Norvell, Augostus S. Por-
ter.

Members of the House of Representatives.

Maine.—Hugh J. Anderson, Nathan Clifibrd,
Thomas Davee, George Evans, Joshua A. Lowell
Virgil D. Parris, Benjamin Randall, Albert
Smith.
New Hampshire.— Charles G. Atherton

Edmund Burke, Ira A. Eastman, Tristram Shaw'
Jared W. Wilhams.

'

Connecticut. -Joseph Trumbull, William
L. Storrs, Thomas W. Williams, Thomas B.
Osborne, Truman Smith, John H. Brockway.
Vermont.— Hiland Hall, William Slade

Horace Everett, John Smith, Isaac Fletcher. '

Massachusetts.—Abbot Lawrence, Leverett
Saltonstall, Caleb Gushing, William Parmenter,
Levi Lincoln, [Vacancy,] George N. Briggs
William B. Calhoun, William S. Hastings, Hea-
ry Williams, John Reed, John Quincy Adams.
Rhode Island.—Chosen by general ticket.

Joseph L. Tillinghast, Robert B. Cranston.
New York.—Thomas B. Jackson, James de

la Montayne, Ogden Hoffman, Edward Curtis,
Moses II. Grinnell, James Monroe, Gouvuraeur
Kemble, Charles Johnson, Nathaniel Jones,
Rufus Palen, Aaron Vandevpoel, John Ely,
Hiram P. Hunt, Daniel D. Barnard, Anson
Brown, David Russell, Augustus C. Hand. John
Fine, Peter J. AAagoncr, Andrew AV. Doig,
John G. Floyd, David P. Brewster, Thomas C.
Crittenden, John H. Prentiss, Judson Allen,
John C. Clark, S. B. Leonard, Amasa Dana,
Edward Rogers, Nehemiah II. Earl, Christopher
Morgan, Theron R. Strong, Francis P. Granger,
Meredith Mallory, Seth M. Gates, Luther C.
Peck, Richard P. Marvin, Millard Fillmore,
Charles F. Mitchell.

New Jersey.-Joseph B. Randolph, Peter
D. Vroom, Philemon Dickcrson, William R.
Cooper, Daniel B. Ryall, Joseph Kille.

Pennsylvania.—William Bcatty, Richard
Biddle, James Cooper, Edward Davies, John
Davis, John Edwards, Joseph Fornance, Jolm
Garuiailh, James Gerry, Uobeit II. Hammond,
Thomas Henry, Enos Hook, Francis James,
George M. Kcim, Isaac Leet, Albert G. Mar-
chand, Samuel W. Morris, (Jeorge McCulloeh,
Charles Naylor, Peter Newhard, Charles Ogle,

I
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Lemuel Paynter, David Petrikin, William S.

Ramsey, John Sergeant, William Simonton,

George W. Toland, David D. Wagener.
Delaware.—Thomas Robinson, jr.

Maryland.—James Carroll, John Dennis,

Solomon Hillen, jr., Daniel Jenifer, William
Cost Johnson, Francis Thomas, Philip F.

Thomas, John T. H. Worthington.
Virginia.—Linn Banks, Andrew Beirne,

John M. Botts, Walter Coles, Robert Craig,

George C. Dromgoole, James Garland, William
L. Goggittj John Hill, Joel Holleman, George
W. Hopkins, Robert M. T. Hunter, Joseph
Johnson, John W. Jones, William Lucas,
Charles F. Mercer, Francis E. Rives, Green B.
Samuels, Lewis Steinrod, John Taliaferro, Hen-
ry A. Wise.
North Carolina.—Jesse A. Bynum, Henry

W. Connor, Edmund Deberry, Charles Fisher,

James Graham, Micajah T. Hawkins, John
Hill, James J. McKay, William Montgomery,
Kenneth Rayner, Charles Shepard, Edward
Stanly, Lewis Williams.

South Carolina.—Sampson H. Butler. John
Campbell, John K. Griffin, Isaac E. Holmes,
Francis W. Pickens, R. Barnwell Rhett, James
Rogers, Thomas B. Sumter, VVaddy Thomp-
son, jr.

Georgia.—Julius C. Alford, Edward J.
Black, Walter T. Colquitt, Mark A. Cooper,
William 0. Dawson, Richard W. Habersham,
Thomas B. King, Eugenius A. Nisbet, Lott
Warren.
Alabama.—R. H. Chapman, David Hubbard,

Gftorge W. Crabb, Dixon H. Lewis, James Dil-
lett.

Louisiana.—Edward D. White, Edward
Chinn, Rice Garland.

Mississippi.—A. G. Brown, J. Thompson.
Missouri.—John Miller, John Jameson.
Arkans .\—Edward Cross.

Tennessee.—William B. Carter, Abraham
McClellan, Joseph L. Williams, Julius W.
Blackwell, Hopkins L. Turney, William B.
Campbell, John Bell, Meredith P. Gentry,
Harvey M. Waterson, Aaron V. Brown, Cave
Johnson, John W. Crockett, Christopher H.
Williams.

Kentucky.—Linn Boyd, Philip Triplett, Jo-
seph Underwood, Sherrod Williams, Simeon W.
Anderson, Willis Green, John Pope, William J.
Graves, John White, Richard Hawes, L. Vf.
Andrews, Garret Davis, William 0. Butler.
Ohio.—Alexander Duncan, John B. Weller,

Patrick G. Goode, Thomas Corwin, William
Doane, Calvary Morris, William K. Bond, Jo-
seph Ridgway, William Medill, Siimson Ma-
son, Isaac Parish, Jonathan Taylor, D. P. Lead-
better, George Sweeny, Jrjhn W. Allen, Joshua
K. Giddings, John Hastings D. A. Stark-
weather, Henry Swearingen.
Michigan.—Isaac E. Crary.
Indiana.—Geo. II. Proffit, John Davis, John

Carr, Thomas Smith, James Rariden, Wm. W.
Wick, T. A. Howard.

'

Illinois.—John Reynolds, Zadok Casey,
John T. Stuart.

The organization of the House was delayed

for many days by a case of closely and earnest-

ly contested election from the State of New
Jersey. Five citizens, to wit: John B. Ay-
crigg, John B. Maxwell, William Ilalsted,

Thomas C. Strattoii, Thomas Jones Yorke, had
received the governor's certificate as duly elect-

ed : five other citizens, to wit : Philemon Dick-

erson, Peter D. Vroom, Daniel B. Ryall, Wil-

liam R. Cooper, John Kille, claimed to have

received a majority of the lawful votes given in

the election : and each set demanded admission

as representatives. No case of contested election

was ev.v more warmly disputed in the House.

The two sets of claimants were of opposite politi-

cal parties : the House was nearly divided : five

from one side and added to the other would make
a diflPerence of ten votes : and ^hese ten might
(1 ermine its character. The first strugg* was
on the part of the members holding the certifi-

cates claiming to be admitted, and to act as mem-
bers, until the question of right should be de-

cided ; and as this would give them a right to vote

for speaker, it might have had the effect of decid-

ing that important election : and for this point a
great struggle was made by the whig party.

The democracy could not ask for the immediate

admission of the five democratic claimants, as

they only presented a case which required to

be examined before it could be decided. Their

course was to exclude both sets, and send them
equally before the committee of contested elec-

tions
J
and in the mean time, a resolution to pro-

ceed with the organization of the House was
adopted after an arduous and protracted stru^le,

in which every variety of parliamentary motion

was exhausted by each side to accomplish ita pur-

pose ; and, at the end of three months it was re-

ferred to the committee to report which five of the

ten contestants had received the greatest number
of legal votes. This was putting the issue on the

rights of the voters—on the broad and popular

ground of choice by the people : and was equiv-

alent to deciding the question in favor of the

democratic contestants, who held the certificate

of the Secretnrj' of S^atc that the majority of

votes returned to his ofiice was in their favor,

—

counting the votes of some precincts which the

governor and council had rejected for illegality

in holding the elections. As the constitutional
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judge of the election, qualifications and returns

of its own members, the House disregarded the

decision of the governor and council ; and, de-

ferring to the representative principle, made the

decision turn, not upon the conduct of the offi-

cers holding the election, but upon the rights

of the voters.

This strenuous contest was not terminated

until the 10th of March—nearly one hundred

days from the time of its commencement. The
five democratic members were then admitted to

their seats. In the mean time the election for

speaker had been brought on by a vote of 118

to 110— the democracy having succeeded in

bringing on the election after a total exhaustion

ofevery parliamentary manoeuvre to keep it off.

Mr. John W. Jones, of Virginia, was the demo-

cratic nominee : Mr. Jno. Bell, of Tennessee, was
nominated on the part of the whigs. The whole

vote given in was 235, making 118 necessary to

a choice. Of these, Mr. Jones received 118:

Mr, Bell, 102. Twenty votes were scattered,

of which 11, on the whig side, went to Mr,

Dawson of Georgia ; and 9 on the democratic

side were thrown upon three southern mem-
bers. Had any five of these nine voted for Mr.

Jones, it would have elected him: while the

eleven given to Mr. Dawson would not have ef-

fected the election of Mr. Bell. It was clear the

democracy had the majority, for the contested

election from New Jersey having been sent to a

committee, and neither se+ of the contestant s

allowed to vote, the question became purely and

simply one of party : but there was a fraction

in each party which did not go with the party

to which it belonged : and hence, with a ma-

jority in the House to bring on the election,

and a majority voting in it, the democratic

nominee lacked five of the number requisite to

elect him. The contest was continued through

five successive ballotings without any better re-

sult for Mr, Jones, and worse for Mr. Bell ; and

it became evident that there was a fraction of

each party determined to control the election.

It became a question with the democratic party

what to do ? The fraction which did not go

with the party were the friends of Mr. Calhoun,

and although always professing democratically

had long acted with the whigs. and had just re-

turned to the body of the party against whicli

they had been acting. The election was in their

hands, and they gave it to be known that if one

of their number was taken, they would vote with

the body of the party and elect him : and Mr.

Dixon H. Lewis, of Alabama, was the person

indicated. The extreme importance of having a

speaker friendly to the adminisi: ation induced

all the leading friends of Mr. Van Buren to go

into this arrangement, and to hold a caucus to

cary it into effect. The caucus was held : Mr,

Lewis was adopted as the candidate of the

party: and, the usual resolves of unanimity

having been adopted, it was expected to elect

him on the first trial. He was not, however,

so elected ; nor on the second trial ; nor on the

third; nor on any one up to the seventh:

when, having never got a higher vote than Mr.

Jones, and falling off to the one-half of it, he

was dropped ; and but few knew how the balk

came to pass. It was thus : The writer of this

View was one of a few who would not capitulate

to half a dozen members, known as Mr. Cal-

houn's friends, long separated from the party,

bitterly opposing it, just returning to it, and

undertaking to govern it by constituting them-

selves into a balance wheel between the two
nearly balanced parties. He preferred a clean

defeat to any victory gained by such capitula-

tion. He was not a member of the House, but

had friends there who thought as he did ; and

these he recommended to avoid the caucus, and

remain unbound by its resolves ; and when the

election came on, vote as they pleased : which

they did : and enough of them throwing away
their votes upon those who were no candidates,

thus prevented the election of Mr, Lewis : and

so returned upon the little fraction of pi-etenders

the lesson which they had taught.

It was the same with the whig party, A
fraction of its members refused to support the

regular candidate of the party ; and after many
fruitless trials to elect him, he was abandoned

—Mr. Robert M, T. Hunter, of Virginia, taken

up, and eventually elected. He had voted with

the whig party in the New Jersey election case

—among the scattering in the votes for speaker

;

and was finally elected by the full whig vote,

and a few of the scattering from the democratic

ranks. He was one of the small band of Mr.

Calhoun's friends ; so that that gentleman suc-

ceeded in governing the whig election of speaker,

after failing to govern that of the dpmocracy.

In looking over the names of the candidates

for speaker it will be seen that the whole were

Southern men—no Northern man being at any

time put in nomination, or voted for. And this

circumstance
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circumstance illustrotes a pervading system of

action between the two sections from the

foundation of the government—the southern

going for the honors, the northern for the bene-

fits of the government. And each has succeeded,

but with the difference of a success in a solid

. and in an empty pursuit. The North has be-

come rich upon the benefits of the government

:

the South has grown lean upon its honors.

This arduous and protracted contest for

speaker, and where the issue involved the vital

party question of the organization of the House,

and where every member classified himself by a

deliberate and persevering series of votes, be-

comes important in a political classification

point of view, and is here presented in detail as

the political map of the House—taking the first

vote as showing the character of the whole.

1. Members voting for Mr. Jones : 113.

Judson Allen, Hugh J. Anderson, Charles G.
Atherton,' Linn Banks, William Beatty, Andrew
Beirne, Julius W. Blackwell, Linn Boyd, David
P. Brewster, Aaron V. Brown, Albert G. Brown,
Edmund Burke, Sampson H. Butler, William
0. Butler, Jesse A. Bynum, John Carr, James
Carroll, Zadok Casey, Reuben Chapman, Nathan
Clifford, Walter Coles, Henry W. Connor, Ro-
bert Craig, Isaac E. Crary, Edward Cross,
Amasa Dana, Thomas Davee, John Davis, John
W. Davis, William Doan, Andrew W. Doig,
George C. Dromgoole, Alexander Duncan, Ne-
hemiah H. Earl, Ira A. Eastman, John Ely,
John Fine, Isaac Fletcher, John G. Floyd,
Joseph Fornance, John Galbraith, James Gerry,
Robert H. Hammond, Augustus C. Hand, John
Hastings, Micajah T. Hawkins, John Hill of
North Carolina, Solomon Hillen jr., Joel Holle-
man, Enos Hook, Tilghman A. Howard, David
Hubbard, Thomas B. Jackson, John Jameson,
Joseph Johnson, Cave Johnson, Nathaniel
Jones, George M. Keim, Gouverneur Kemble,
Daniel P. Leadbetter, Isaac Leet, Stephen B.
Leonard, Dixon H. Lewis, Joshua A. Lowell,
William Lucas, Abraham McLellan, George
McCulloch, James J. McKay. Meredith Mallory,
Albert G. Marchand, William Medill, John
Miller, James D. L. Montanya, William Mont-
gomery, Samuel W. Morris, Peter Newhard,
Isaac Parrish, William Parmenter Virgil D.
Parris, Lemuel Paynter, David Petrikin, Francis
W. Pickens, John H. Prentiss, William S. Ram-
sey, John Reynolds, R. Barnwell Rhett, Francis
E. Rives, Thomas Robinson jr., Edward Rod-
gers. Green B. Samuels, Tristram Shaw, Charles
Shepard, Albert Smith, John Smith, Thomas
Smith, David A. Starkweather, Lewis Steenrod
Theron K. Strong, Henry Swearingen, George
Sweeny. Jonathan Taylor: Francis Thomas,
Philip F. Thomas, Jacob Thompson, Hopkins

Vol. II.—11

L. Turney, Aaron Vanderpoel, David D. Wagner,
Harvey M. Watterson, John B. WellerjWilliam
W. Wick, Jared W. Williams, Henry Williams,
John T. H. Worthington.

2. Members voting for Mr. Bell: 102.

John Quincy Adams, John W. Allen, Simeon
H. Anderson, Landaff W, Andrews, Daniel D.
Barnard, Richard Biddlo, William K. Bond,
John M. Botts, George N. Briggs, John H.
Brockway, Anson Brown, William B. Calhoun,
William B. Campbell, Wiliiam B. Carter, Thom-
as W. Chinn, Thomas C. Chittenden, John C.
Clark, James Cooper, Thomas Corwin, George
W. Crabb, Robt. B. Cranston, John W. Crockett,
Edward Curtis, Caleb Gushing, Edward Davies,
Garret Davis, William C. Dawson, Edmund
Deberry, John Dennis, James Dellet, John Ed-
wards, George Evans, Horace Everett, Millard
Fillmore, Rice Garland, Seth M. Gates. Meredith
P. Gentry, Joshua R. Giddings, William L.
Goggin, Patrick G. Goode, James Graham,
Francis Granger, Willis Green, William J.
Graves, Moses H. Grinnell, Hiland Hall, Wil-
liam S. Hastings, Richard Hawes, Thomas Hen-
ry, John Hill of Virginia, Ogden Hoffman,
Hiram P. Hunt, Francis James, Daniel Jenifer,

Charles Johnston, William Cost Johnson, Ab-
bott Lawrence, Levi Lincoln, Richard P. Marvin,
Samson Mason, Charles F. Mercer, Charles F.

Mitchell, James Monroe, Christopher Morgan,
Calvary Morris, Charles Naylor, Cha'les Ogle,
Thomas B. Osborne, Rufus Palen, Luther G.
Peck, John Pope, George H. Profiit, Benjamin
Randall, -J' ;•> F. Randolph, James Rariden,
Kenneth Ki •>

, John Reed, Joseph Ridgway,
David Russell, Leverett Saltonstall, John Ser-
geant, William Simonton, William Slade, Tru-
man Smith, Edward Stanly, William L. Storrs,
John T. Stuart, John Taliaferro, Joseph L. Til-

linghast, George W. Toland, Philip Triplett,

Joseph Trumbull, Joseph R. Underwood, Peter
J. Wagner, Edward D. White, John White,
Thomas W. Williams, Lewis Williams, Joseph
L. Williams, Christopher H. Williams, Sherrod
Williams, Henry A. Wise.

3. Scattering: 20.

The following named members voted for
William C. Dawson, of Georgia.

Julius C. Alford, John Bell, Edward J. Black,
Richard W. Habersham, George W. Hopkins,
Hiram P. Hunt, William Cost Johnson, Thomas
B. King, Eugenius A. Nisbet, Waddy Thomp-
son jr., Lott Warren.
The following named members voted for Dixon

H, Lewis, of Alabama

:

J( hn Campbell, Mark A. Cooper, John K.
Griffin, John W. Jones, Walter T. Colquitt
The following named members voted for

Francis W. Pickens, of South Carolina

:

Ch.irlos Fisher, Tsaae E. Holmes, Robert M.
T. Hunter, James Rogers, Thomas B. Sumter.
James Garland voted for George W. Hopkins,

of Virginia.
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Charles Ogle voted for Robert M, T. Hunter,

of Virginia.

CHAPTER XL.

FIEBT SESSION OP THE TWENTY-SIXTH CON-
GEE83: PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.

The President met with firmness the new sus-

pension of the banks of the southern and west-

em half of the Union, headed by the Bank of

the United States. Far from yielding to it he

persevered in the recommendation of his great

measures, found in their conduct new reasons

for the divorce of Bank and State, and plainly

reminded the delinquent institutions with a to-

tal want of the reasons for stopping payment

which they had alleged two years before. He

said:

" It now appears that there are other motives

than a want of public confidence under which
the banks seek to justify themselves in a refusal

io meet their obligations. Scarcely were the

country and government relieved, in a degree,

from the difficulties occasioned by the general

suspension of 1837, when a partial one, occur-

ring within thirty months of the former, pro-

duced new and serious embarrassments, though
it had no palliation in such circumstances as

were alleged in justification of that which had
previously taken place. There was nothing in

the condition of the country to endanger a well-

managed banking institution ; commerce was
deranged by no foreign war ; every branch of

manufacturing industry was crowned with rich

rewards ; and the more than usual abundance
of our harvests, after supplying our domestic
wants, had left our granaries and storehouses

filled with a surplus for exportation. It is in

the midst of this, that an irredeemable and de-

preciated paper currency is entailed upon the

people by a largo portion of the banks. They
are not driven to it by the exhibition of a loss

of public confidence ; or of a sudden pressure

from their depositors or note-holders, but they
excuse themselves by alleging that the current

of business, and exchange with foreign coun-
tries, wliich draws the precious metals from
their vaults, would require, in order to meet it,

a larger curtailment of their loans to a compar-
atively small portion of the community, than it

will be convenient for them to bear, or perhaps

safe for the banks to exact. The plea has

ceased to be one of necessity. Convenience
and policy are now deemed sufficient to war-
rant these institutions in disregarding their

solemn obligations. Such conduct is not mere-

ly an injury to individual creditors, but it is a
wrong to the whole community, from whose
liberality they hold most valuable privileges—

whose rights they violate, whose business they
derange, and the value of whose property they
render unstable and insecure. It must be evi-

dent that this new ground for bank suspen-

sions, in reference to which their action is not
only disconnected with, but wholly independent

of, that of the public, gives a character to their

suspensions more alarming than any which they
exhibited before, and greatly increases the im-

propriety of relying on the banks in the trans

actions of the government."

The President also exposed the dangerous

nature of the whole banking system from its

chain of connection and mutual dependence of

one upon another, so as to make the misfortune

or crimmality of one the misfortune of all. Our

country banks were connected with those of

New York and Philadelphia : they again with

the Bank of England. So that a financial crisis

commencing in London extends immediately to

our great Atlantic cities ; and thence through-

out the States to the most petty institutions

of the most remote villages and counties : so

that the lever which raised or sunk our country-

banks was in New York and Philadelphia,

while they themselves were worked by a lever

in London ; thereby subjecting our system to

the vicissitudes of English banking, and espe-

cially while we had a national bank, which, by

a law of its nature, would connect itself with

the Bank of England. All this was well shown

by the President, and improved into a reason

for disconnecting ourselves from a moneyed

system, which, in addition to its own inherent

vices and fallibilities, was also subject to the

vices, fallibilities, and even inimical designs of

another, and a foreign system—belonging to a

power, always our competitor in trade and

manufactures—sometimes our enemy in open

war.

"Distant banks may fail, without seriously

affecting those in our principal commercial
cities ; but the failure of the latter is felt at the

extremities of the Union. The suspension at

New York, in 1837, was every where, with

very few exceptions, followed, as soon as it was
known ; that recently at Philadelphia imme-
diately affected the banks of the South and West
in a similar manner. This dependence of our

whole banking system on the institutions in a

few large cities, is not found in the laws of their

organization, but in those of trade and exchange.

The banks at that centre to which currency
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flows, and where it is required in payments for

merchandise, hold the power of controlling those

in regions whence it comes, while the latter

possess no means of restraining them ; so that

the value of individual property, and the pros-

perity of trade, through the whole interior of

the country, are made to depend on the good or

bad management of the banking institutions in

the great seats of trade on the seaboard. But
this chain of dependence does not step here.

It does not terminate at Philadelphia or New
York. It reaches across the ocean, and ends in

London, the centre of the credit system. The
same laws of trade, which give to the banks in

our principal cities power over the whole bank-
ing system of the United States, subject the

former, in their turn, to the money power in

Great Britain. It is not denied that the sus-

pension of the New York banks in 1837, which
was followed in quick succession throughout the

Union, was partly produced by an application

of that power ; and it is now alleged, in extenu-

ation of the present condition of so large a por-

tion of our banks, that their embarrassments
have arisen from the same cause. From this

influence they cannot now entirely escape, for

it has its origin in the credit currencies of the

two countries ; it is strengthened by the cur-

rent of trade and exchange, which centres in

London, end is rendered almost irresistible by
the large debts contracted there by our mer-
chants, our bankSj and our States. It is thus
that an introduction of a new bank into the
most distant of our villages, places the business

of that village within the influence of the money
power in England. It is thus that every new
debt which we contract in that country, seriously

aflects our own currency, and extends over the
pursuits of our citizens its powerful influence.

We cannot escape from this by making new
banks, great or small. State or National. The
same chains which bind those now existing to

the centre of this system of paper credit, must
equally fetter every similar institution we create.

It is only by the extent to which this system
has been pushed of late, that we have been made
fully aware of its irresistible tendency to sub-
ject our own banks and currency to a vast con-
trolling power in a foreign land ; and it adds a
new argument to those which illustrate their

precarious situation. Endangered in the first

place by their own mismanagement, and again
by the conduct of every institution which con-
nects them with the centre of trade in our own
country they are yet subjected, beyond all this,

to the effect of whatever measures, policy, neces-
sity, or caprice, may induce those who control
the credits of England to resort to. Is an argu-
ment required beyond the exposition of these
facts, to show the inipropriety of using our
banking institutions as depoRitories of the pub-
lic money 1 Can we venture not only to en-
counter the risk of their individual and mutual
mismanagement, but, at the same time, to place
our foreign and domestic policy entirely under

the control of a foreign moneyed interest? To
do so is to impair the independence of our
government, as the present credit system has
already impaired the independence of our banks.
It is to submit all its important operations,
whether of peace or war, to be controlled or
thwarted at first by our own banks, and then
by a power abroad greater than themselves. I
cannot bring myself to depict the humiliation
to which this government and people might be
sooner or later reduced, if the means for defend-
ing theii rights are to be made dependent upon
those who may have the most powerful of mo-
tives to impair them."

These were sagacious views, clearly and

strongly presented, and new to the publia

Few had contemplated the evils of our paper

system, and the folly and danger of depending

upon it for currency, under this extended and

comprehensive aspect ; but all saw it as soon as

it was presented ; and this actual dependence

of our banks upon that of England became a

new reason for the governmental dissolution of

all connection with them. Happily they were

working that dissolution themselves, -and pro-

ducing that disconnection by their delinquencies

which they were able to prevent Congress from

decreeing. An existing act of Congress forbid

the employment of any non-specie paying bank

as a government depository, and equally forbid

the use of its paper. They expected to coerce

the government to do both : it did neither : and

the disconnection became complete, even before

Congress enacted it.

The President had recommended, in his first

annual message, the passage of a pre-emption

act in the settlement of the public lands, and

of a graduation act to reduce the price of the

lands according to their qualities, governed by

the length of time they had been in market.

The former of these recommendations had been

acted upon, and became law ; and the President

had now the satisfaction to communicate its

beneficial operation.

"On a former occasion your attention was
invited to various considerations in support of a
pre-emption law in behalf of the settlers on the
public lands; and also of a law j^iiduaiing the

prices for such lands as had loMp: been in the

market unsold, in consequence ot their inferior

quality. The execution of the act which •!^a6

passed on the first subject has been at-oi'-jed

with the happiest consequences, in quieting

titles, and securing improvements to the indus-

trious ; and it has also, to a very gratifying ex-

tent, been exempt from the frauds which were
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1^

Ei-actised under previous pre-emption laws. It

as, at the same time, as was anticipated, con-

tributad liberally duiing the present year to

the receipts of the Treasury. The passage of a

graduation law, with the guards before n com-
mended, would a' . L nm persuaded, add con-

siderably to the rtv iiue for several years, and

prove in other respects just and beneficial.

Your early consideration of the subject is, there-

fore, once more earnestly requested."

The opposition in Congress, who blanicd the

administration for the origin and conduct of the

war with the Florida Indians, ha ; succeeded in

getting through Congress an appiopriatiofx for

a negotiation with this tribe, and a resolve re-

questing the President to negotiate. He did

80—with no other effect than to give an oppor-

tunity ftr renewed treachery and massacre.

The message said

:

" In coi'fovmity with the exjircssc;! wishes of

Coiigress. :m attempt was made in tlio spring to

terminait; the Florida 'v -• ty negotiution. It is

to be regrettc(i that i .-> huTnant intentions

should have beenfrustra^Hv aiui tliat Iheefl' 'ts

to bring these unhappy riirdci;;;!*!,'} to a siuij-

factory conclusion should h^ p fsilctf But, after

entering into solemn fngaj-eiLUM'. i v. ith tl»e Com-
manding General, the Indm^.s, without any pro-

vocation, recomriien«>i t-Kur acts of treachery

and murder. The renewal of hostilities in that

Territory renders it necessary that I should

recommend to your favorable consideration the

measure proposed by the Secretary at War (the

armed occupation of the Territory)."

With all foreign jwwers the message had

nothing but what was friendly and desirable to

conwaMnicate. Nearly every question of dis-

sension and dispute had been settled under the

administration of his predecessor. The accu-

mulated wrongs of thirty years to the property

and persons of our citizens, had been redressed

under President Jackson. He left the foreign

world in peace and friendship with his country

;

and his successor maintained the amicable rela-

tions so happily ostahlished.

CHAPTER XLI.

• DIVORCE Olf BANK AND STATE; DIVOKOE UB-

CEEED.

This measure, so long and envm Hj contested,

'Was destined to be carried iui,o effect at this

session ; but not without an opposition on the

part of the whig members in each House, which

exhausted both the powers of debate, and

the rules and acts of parliamentary warfare.

Even after the bill had passed through all its

forms—had been engrossed for the third read-

ing, and actually been read a third time and

was waiting for the call of the vote, with a fixed

majority shown to be in its ftA-i-v- - the warfare

continued upon it, with n<^ other view than to

excite the people against n r f<- its pasRcge in

the Senate was certain. If was rt this lari, mo-

ment that Mr. Clay deliveitd one of his unpas-

sioned and glowing speech'JB against it.

" Mr. President, H is no lc6^ the duty of the

statesmnn. than the physician, to ascertain the

exact statf of the body to which he is to minis-

ter befoit! he ventures to prescribe any healing

remedy. It is wiV.' no pl'^asare, but with pro-

f und regrev, that !. sun oy tbe present condi*,iou

of our country. I hiive rarely. ) thu k nevtt,

known a period of .suci- isnivermJ ixid iii tense dis-

tress. The general go^omment i- ;» debt, and its

existing revenue is inadequate to meet its ordi-

nary expenditure. The States are in debt, some

of them largely in debt, insomuch that they

have been compelled to resort to the ruinous

expedient of contractin;^' new loans to meet the

interest upon prior loans ; and the people are

surrounded with difficalties; greatly embar-

rassed, and involved in debt. Whilst this is,

unfortunately, the genern! state of the country,

the means of extinguishuig this vast mass of

debt are in constant diminu fion. Property is fall-

ing in value—all the great staples of the coun-

try are declining in price, and destined, I fear,

to further decline. The certain tendency of this

very measure is to reduce prices. The banks

are rapidly decreasing the amount of their cir-

culation. About one-half of them, extending

from New Jersey to the extreme Southwest,

have suspended specie paymerts, presenting an

image of a paralytic, one moiety of whose body

is stricken with palsy. The banks are without

a head ; and, instead of union, concert, and co-

operation between them, we behold jealousy,

distrust, and enmity. We have no currency

whatever possessing uniform value throughout

the whole country. That which we have, con-

sisting almost entirely of the issues of banks, is

in a state of the utmost disorder, insomuch that

it varies, in comparison with the specie standard,

from par to fifty per cent, discount. Exchanges,

too, are in the greatest possible confusion, not

merely between distant parts of the Union, but

between cities and pi"; a a the same neighbor-

hood. That betwe<-' vu' great commercial

roarti of New Yor'i nnd Philadelphia, within

five or six hoiirB of tach other, vacillating be-

tween seven rr.v. ' /: per cent. The products

of our agriculfu I'i industry are unable to find

their way to man ., ' Trom the want of means in

sage;
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tho hands of traders to purchase them, or from

the want of confidence in the stability of things.

Many of our manufactories stopped or stopping,

especially in the important branch of woollens

;

and a vast accumulation of their fabrics on hand,

owing to tho destruction of confidence and the

wretched state of exchange between different

sectionB ofthe Union. Such is the unexaggarated

picture of our present condition. And amidst

the dark and dense cloud that surrounds us, I

perceive not one gleam of light. It gives me no-

thing but pain to sketch the picture. But duty

and truth require that existing diseases should

be fearlessly examined and probed to the bottom.

We shall otherwise be utterly incapable of con-

ceiving or applying appropriate remedies. If

the present unhappy state of our country had

been brought upon the people by their folly

and extravagance, it ought to be borne with

fortitude, and without complaint, and without

reproach. But it is my deliberate judgment

that it has not been—that the people are not to

blame—and that the principal causes of existing

embarrassments are not to be traced to them.

Sir, it is not my purpose to waste the time or

excite the feelings of members of the Senate by

dwelling long on what I suppose to be thot.e

causes. My object is a better, a higher, and I

hope a more acceptable one—to consider the

remedies proposed for the present exigency.

Still, I should not fulfil my w^hole duty if I did

not briefly say that, in my conscience, I believe

our pecuniary distresses have mainly sprung

from the refusal to recharter the late Bank of

the United States ; the removal of the public

deposits from that institution ; the multiplica-

tion of State banks in consequence ; and the

Treasury stimulus given to them to extend their

operations ; the bungling manner in which the

law, depositing the surplus treasure with the

States, was executed; the Treasury circular;

and although last, perhaps not least, the exer-

cise of the power of the veto on the bill for dis-

tributing, among the States, the net proceeds

of the sales of the public lands."

This was the opening of the speech—the con-

tinuation and conclusion of which was bound to

be in harmony with this beginning ; and obliged

to fill up the picture so pathetically drawn. It

did so, and the vote being at last taken, the bill

passed by a fair majority—24 to 18. But it

had the House of Representatives still to en-

counter, where it had met iti fate before ; and

to that House it was immediately t^^ent for its

concurrence. A majority were known to be for

it ; but the shortest road was taken to lis pas-

sage ; and that was under the debate-killing

pressure of the previous questiou. That ques-

tion was freely used ; and amendment aftei

amendment cut off ; motion after motion stifled

;

speech after speech suppressed ; the bill carried

from stage to stage by a sort of silent struggle

(chiefly interrupted by the repeated process of

calling yeas and rays), until at last it reached

the final vote—and was passed—by a majority,

not large, but clear—124 to 107. This was the

30th of June, that is to say, within twenty days

of the end of a session of near eight months.

The previous question, so often abused, now so

properly used (for the bill was an old m asure,

on which not a new word was to be spoken, or

a vote to be changed, the only effort being to

stave it off until the end of the session), accom-

plished this good work—and opportunely ; for

the next Congress was its deadly foe.

The bill was passed, but the bitter spirit which

pursued it was not appeased. There is a form

to be gone through after the bill has passed all

its three readings—the form of agreeing to its

title. I'his is as much a matter of course and

form as it is to give a child a name after it is

bom : and, in both cases, the parents having the

natural right of bestowing the name. But in

the case of this bill the title becomes a question,

which goes to the House, and gives to the ene-

mies of tho measure a last chance of showing

their temper towards it: for it is a form in

which nothing but temper can be shown. This •

is sometimes done by simply voting against the

title, as proposed by its friends—at others, and

where the opposition is extreme, it is done by a

motion to amend the title by striking it out, and

s- bstituting another of odium, and this mode

of opposition gives the party opposed to it an

opportunity of expressing an opinion on the

merits of the bill itself, compressed into an

essence, and spread upon the journal for a per-

petual remembrance. This was the form adopt-

ed on this occasion. The name borne at the

head of the bill was inoffensive, and descriptive.

It described the bill according to its contents,

and did it in appropriate and modest terms.

None of the phrases used in debate, such as

" Divorce of Bank and State," " Sub-treasury,"

"Independent Treasury," &c., and which had

become annoying to the opposition, were em-

ployed, but a plain title of description in these

terms : " An act to provide for the collection,

safe-keeping, and disbursing of the public

monty?'' To this title Mr. James Cooper, of

Pennsylvania, moved an amendment, in the

shape of a substitute, in these words :
" An act
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to reduce the value of property, the products

of the fanner, and the wages of labor, to de-

stroy the indebted portions of the community,

and to place the Treasury of the nation in the

hands of the President." Before a vote could be

taken upon this proposed substitute, Mr. Caleb

Gushing, of Massachusetts, proposed to amend

it by adding " to enable the public money to be

drawn from the public Treasury without ap-

propriation made by law," and having proposed

this amendment to Mr. Cooper's amendment, Mr.

Cushing began to speak to the contents of the bill.

Then followed a scene in which the parliamen-

tary history must be allowed to speak for itself.

" Mr. Gushing then resumed, and said he had

moved the amendment with a view of making a

very limited series of remarks pertinent to the

subject. He was then proceeding to show why,
in his opinion, the contents of the bill did not

agree with its title, when
" Mr. Petrikin, of Pennsylvania, called him

to order.
" The Speaker said the gentleman from Mas-

sachusetts had a right to amend the title of the

bill, if it were not a proper title. He had,

therefore, a right to examine the contents of

the bill, to show that the title was improper.

"Mr. Petrikin still objected.
" The Speaker said the gentleman from Penn-

sylvania would be pleased to reduce his point

of order to writing.
" Mr. Proffit, of Indiana, called Mr. Petrikin

to order ; and after some colloquial debate, the

objection was withdrawn.
" Mr. Gushing then resumed, and appeared

very indignant at the interruption. He wished

to know if the measure was to be forced on the

country without aflTording an opportunity to say

a single word. He said they were at the last

act in the drama, but the end was not yet. Mr.

0. then proceeded to give his reasons why he

considered the bill as an unconstitutional mea-

sure, as he contended that it j»ave the Secretary

power to draw on the public money without

appropriations by law. Ho concluded by ob-

serving that he had witnessed the incubation

and hatching of this cockatrice, but he hoped

the time was not far distant when the people

would put their feet on the reptile and crush it

to the dust.
" Mr. Pickens, of South Carolina, then rose,

and in a very animated manner said he had

wished to make a few remarks upon the bill be-

fore its passage, but he was now compelled to

confine himself in reply to the very extraordi-

nary language and tone assumed by the gentle-

man from Ma==aehuBetti=. "What right had he

to speak of this bill as being forced on the coun-

try by ''brutal numbers 1" That gentleman

had defined the bill according to his conception

of it ; but ho would tell the gentleman, that

the bill would, thank God, deliver this govern-

ment from the hands of those who for so many
years had lived by swindling the proceeds of

honest labor. Yes, said Mr. P., I thank my
God that the hour of our deliverance is now so

near, from a system which has wrung the hard
earnmgs from productive industry for the bene-

fit of a few irresponsible corporations.
" Sir, I knew the contest would be fierce and

bitter. The bill, in its principles, draws the

line between the great laboring and landed
interests of this confederacy, and those who are

identified with capitalists in stocks and live

upon incorporated credit. The latter class

have lived and fattened upon the fiscal action

of this government, from the funding system

down to the present day—and now they feel

like wolves who have been driven back from

the warm blood they have been lapping for for-

ty years. Well may the gentleman [Mr. Gush-
ing], who represents those interests, cry out

and exclaim that it is a bill passed in force by
fraud and power—it is the power and the spirit

of a free people determined to redeem them-

selves and their government.
" Here the calls to order were again renewed

from nearly every member of the opposition,

and great confusion prevailed,
" The Speaker with much difliculty succeeded

in restoring something like order, and as none

of those who had so vociferously called Mr. P.

to order, raised any point,

"Mr. Pickens proceeded with his remarks,

and alluding to the words of Mr. Cushing, that
" this was the last act of the drama," said this

was the first, and not the last act of the drama.

There were great questions that lay behind

this, connected with the fiscal action of th

government, and which we will be called on to

decide in the next few years ; they were all

connected with one great and complicated sys-

tem. This was the commencement, and only a

branch of the system.
" Here the cries of order irom the opposition

were renewed, and after the storm had some-

what subsided,
" Mr. P, said, rather than produce confusion

at that late hour of the day, when this great

measure was so near a triumphant consumma-
tion, and, in spite of all the exertions of its

enemies, was about to become the law of the

land, he would not trespass any longer on the'

attention of the House. But the gentleman

had said that because the first section had de-

clared what should constitute the Treasury, and

that another section had provided for keeping

I)ortions of the Treasury in other places than

the safes and vaults in the Treasury building

of this place ; that, therefore, it was to be in-

ferred that thoRe who were to execjite it would

draw money from the Treasury without appro-

priations by law, and thus to perpetrate a fraud

upon the constitution. Mr. P. said, let those
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who are to execute this bill dare to commit this

outrage, and use money for purposes not in-

tended in appropriations by law, and they

would 1)0 visited with the indignation of an

outraged and wronged people. It would be

too gross and palpable. Such is not the broad

meaning and intention of the bill. The con-

struction given by the gentleman was a forced

and technical one, and not natural. It was

too strained to be seriously entertained by

any one for a moment. He raised his protest

against it.

"Mr. P. regretted the motion admitted of

such narrow and confined debate. lie would

not delay the passage of the bill upon so small

a point. lie congratulated the country that we

had approached the period when the measure

was aboi'.t to be triumphantly passed into a

permanent law of the land. It is a great

measure. Considering the lateness of the hour,

the confusion in the House, and tiiat the gen-

tleman had had the advantage of an opening

speech, he now concluded by demanding the

previous question.
" On this motion the disorder among the op-

position was renewed with tenfold fury, and

some members matle use of some very hard

words, accompanied by violent gesticulation.

" It was some minutes before any thing ap-

proaching order could be restored.

" The Speaker having called on the sergeant-

at-arms to clear the aisles,

" The call of the previous question was sec-

onded, and the main question on the amend-

ment to the amendment ordered to be put.

" The motion for the previous question hav-

ing received a second, the main question was

ordered.
" The question was then taken on Mr. Cush-

ing's amendment to the amendment, and disa-

greed to without a count.
" The question recurring on the substitute of

Mr. Cooper, of Pennsylvania, for the original

title of the bill,

"Mr. II. Garland, of Louisiana, demanded

the yeas and nays, which having been ordered,

were—yeas 87, nays 128.

Eighty-seven members voted, on yeas and

nays, for Mr. Cooper's proposed title, which

was a strong way of expressing their opinion of

it For Mr. Cushing's amendment to it, there

were too few to obtain a division of the House
;

and thus the bill became complete by getting a

name—but only by the summary, silent, and

enforcing process of the previous question.

Even the title was obtained by that process.

The passage of this act was the distinguishing

glory of the Twenty-sixth Congress, .and the

"crowning mercy" of Mr. Van Buren's admin-

istration. Honor and gratitude to the members,

and all the remembrance which this book c«n

give them. Their names were

:

In the Senate :—Messrs. Allen of Ohio,

Benton, Brown of North Carolina, Buchanan,

Calhoun, Clay of Alabama, Cuthbert of Geor-

gia, Fulton of Arkansas, Grundy, Hubbard of

New Hampshire. King of Alabama, Linn of

Missouri, Lumpkm of Georgia, Mouton of Loui-

siana, Norvell of Michigan, Pierce of New
Hampshire, Roane of Virginia, Sevier of Ar-

kansas, Smith of Connecticut, Strange of North

Carolina, Tappan of Ohio, Walker of Missis-

sippi, Williams of Maine.

In THE House of Representatives :—Messrs.

Judson Allen, Hugh J. Anderson, Charles G.

Atherton, William Cost Johnson, Cave Johnson,

Nathaniel Jones, John W. Jones, George M.

Keim, Gouverneur Kemble, Joseph Kille, Daniel

P. Leadbettcr, Isaac Leet, Stephen ]{. Leonard,

Dixon H. Lewis, Joshua A. Lowell, William

Lucas, Abraham McClellan, George McCulloch,

James J. McKay, Meredith Mallory, Albert G.

Marchand, William Medill, John Miller, James

D. L. Montanya, Linn Banks, William Beatty.

Andrew Beirne, William Montgomery, Samuel

W. Morris, Peter Newhard, Isaac Parrish, Wil-

liam Parmenter, Virgil D. Parris, Lemuel Payn-

ter, David Petrikin, Francis W. Pickens, John

H. Prentiss, William S. Ramsey, John Reynolds,

R. BamweU Rhett, Francis E. Rives, Thomas
Robinson, Jr., Edward Rogers, James Rogers,

Daniel B. Ryall, Green B. Samuels, Tristram

Shaw, Charles Shepard, Edward J. Black,

Julius W. Blackwell, Linn Boyd, John Smith,

Thomas Smith, David A. Starkweather, Lewis

Steenrod, Theron R. Strong, Thomas D. Sum-
ter, Henry Swearingen, George Sweeney, Jona-

than Taylor, Francis Thomas, Philip F. Thomas,

Jacob Thompson, Hopkins L. Turney, Aaron

Vanderpoel, Peter D. Vroom, David D. Wagener,

Harvey M. Watterson, John B. Weller, Jared

W. Williams, Henry Williams, John T. H.

Worthington.

CHAPTER XLII.

FLOEIDA ARMED OCCUPATION BILL: ME. BEN-

TON'S SPEECH : EXTUACT8.

Armed occupation, with land to the occupant,

is the true way of settling and holding a con-

quered country. It is the way which has been

followed in all ages, and in all countries, from

the time that the children of Israel entered the

promised land, with the implements of hus-

bandry in one hand, and the weapons of war in

the other. From that day to this, all conquered
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countries had been settled in that wu^ . Arnied

Mttlcincnr, and a homestead in the soil, was the

principle of the Roman military colonicH, by
which they cofisolidated their conquests. The
northern nations bore down upon the south of

Europe in that way : the settlers of the Now
World—our pilgrim fathers and all—settled

these States in that way: the set! lenient of

Kentucky and Tennessee was effected in the

tame way. The armed settlerb v..;^^ ^im .u ij

fight, and to cultivate. The.- \ht:]. b t'-tUons

first—an assemblage of blockbuuaea (iue iwoman

presidium), and emerged to . p;iiate settlements

afterwards ; and in every iubtance, an interest

in the soil—an inheritance in the land—was the

reward of their enterprise, toil, and danger.

The peninsula of Florida is now prepared for

this armed settlement : the enemy has been

driven out of the field. lie lurks, an unseen

foe, in the swamp'; and hammocks. lie no

longer shows hiiiviolf in force, or ventures a

combat ; but, dispersed and solitary, commits

individual murders and nmssacres. The coun-

try is prepari i( ibr armed settlement.

It is the lashion—I am sorry to say it—to

depreciate the services of our troops in Florida

—

to speak of them as having done nothing ; as

having accomplished no object for the country,

and acquired no credit for themselves. This

was a great error. The military had done an

immensity there ; they had done all that arms

could do, and a great deal tiiat the axe and the

spade could do. They had completely conquered

the country ; that is to say, they had driven the

enemy from the fii Id ; they had dispersed the

foe ; they had reduced them to a roving l.and'tti,

whose only warfare was to murder stragglers

and families. Let any one comp iff? the pivent

condition of Flop.da with what !. vas ul the

commencement of the war, and see what a

change has taken place. Then combats were

frequent. The Indians embodied jiitujually

;

fought our troops, both regulars, militia, and

volunteers. Those hard contests cannot be

forgotten. It cannot be forgotten how often

these Indians met our troops in force, or hun^

upon the flanks of marching columns, harassing

and attacking them at every favorable point.

Now all this is dunt. For two years past, we
havf ?'.; rs! of r,n F^nch thing. The-. Indians, de-

feated in these encouutors, and many of them

removed to the West, have now retired from

the field, and dispersed in small parties over the

whole peninsula of Florida. They are dispersed

over a niperflcies of 45,000 square miles, and
that area sprinkled all over with haunts adapted

to their shelter, to which they retire for safety

like wild U ts, and emerge again for new mis-

chief. Our military have then done much

;

they have done all that military can do ; they

have broken, dispersed and scattered the enemy.

They have drivn them out of the field ; they

have prepared the country for settlement, that

is to say, for armed settlement. There has been

no battle, no action, no skirmish, in Florida, for

upwards of two years. The last combats were

at Okeechobee and Caloosahatchee, above two
years ago. There has been no war .since that

t' 1 o , " u. ib but individual massacres. The
country has been waiting for settlers for two

years ; and this bill provides for them, and

offers them inducements to settle.

Besides their military iikbors, our troops have

done an immen.sity of labor of a different kind.

They have penetrated and perforMdnl the whole

peninsula of Florida ; they have goiu- through

the Serbonian bogs of that peninsula ; they

have gone where the white man's foot never

before was seen to tread ; and where no Indian

tjcli<\ed it could ever come. They have gone

from the Okeefekonee swamp to tb-? Everglades;

they have crossed the peninsula ouckwards and

forwards, fVom the Gulf of Mexico to the Atlan-

tic Ocean. They have BOun<l'Ml every morass*,

threade<l every hammock, Uaced every cicck^

examined every lake and made the topogi:iphy

of the country as ' known as 'hat of the

counties of our States. The maps which the

topogr >phical officers have constructetl, and the

last ( A-hich is in the Report oC the Secretary

at V .., attest til extent of these explorations,

a id the accuracy and minuteness of the sur\ ys

and examinations. Besides all thi.s, the troops

have I :• tablished sc:ne hundreds of posts ; they

have opened many hundred miles of agon

road ; and they have constructed some lou-

eands i-rteet of causeways and Itridges. lese

gr< "• and meritorious labor They ire

>TB ich prepare tL

•fc nt ; ^
pare it for the 1

tors which this bill proposi

Mr. B. :^ajd he p.".id tliirf

the merits of our military, and our volunteers

and militia employed in Florida ; the more

ountry for settle-

000 armed cnUiviv-

•o send there.

>:.;;•" fiheerfullv io
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cheerfully, because it waa the inconsiderate

cuBtom of too many to depreciate the labors of

these brave men. Ho took pleasure, h' in

his place, in the American Senate, to do 'u

justice ; uiul that without drawing inviu a.s

comparisons—without attempting to t Hi ne

at the expense of others. lie viewed with a

favorable eye—wilb friendly feelings—with pre-

possessions m their favor—all who were doing

their best for their country ; and all such—all

who did th'>ir best for their country—should

have his support and applause, whether fortune

was moro or less kind to them, in crownin^^

their meritorious exertions with success. lie

took pleasure in doing all this justice ; but his

tribute would be incomplete, if ho did not add

what wa.s said by the Secretary at War, in his

lati report, and also by the immediate com-

mander. General Taylor.

Mr. B. repeated, that the military had done

their duty, and deserved well of their country.

They had brought the war to that noint, when

then was no longer an enemy ( .'. fought

;

when there was nothing left but a banditti to

be extirpn* fl. Congress, also, had tried its

policy—the policy of peace and conciliation—

and the effort only served to show the unparal-

leled treachery and savag* -m of the ferocious

beasts with which wo had i<> deal. He alluded

to the attempts at negotiation and iMcification,

tried ''i -ummer under an intimation from

Congi The House of Repi ->sentative8, at

lio last - . sgion, voted ^5,000 for opening nego-

tions with th-^se Indians. When the appro-

priutioi' ne t< he Senate, it was objected to

hy hii. md souu others, from the know-

ledge the> . lad the character of these Indians,

and their belief ihat it would end in treachery

imd mii-fi "tune. The House adhered ; the ap-

propriation was made ; the administration acted

upon it, as tlioy felt bound t< '<> ; and behold

the result of the attempt ! The most cruel

and perfidious massacres plotted ud contrived

v/hile making the treaty itsel; ' a particular

oificer selected, and stipulated » bf sent to a

part icular point, under tht pretext" ablish-

ing a ading-post, and as a protects are to

be mast^iicred ! a horrible mftSH:- ,o in reality

perpetrated tl» o ; near seventy persons sinee

aiarraercd, ; rcluding famili-- ; the India-:

themselves emboldened by o offer of peai

and their success in trencher and the .vhole

aspect of the war made worse by our injudicious

attempt at pacification.

Lt. Col. Harney, with a few soldiers and some

citizens, was reposing on the banks of the Ca-

loosahatcheo, under the faith of treaty negotia-

tions, and on treaty ground. He was asleep.

At the approach of daybreak he was rouHo<i by

the firing and yells of the Indians, who had got

po.ssession of the camp, and killed the sergeant

and more than one-lialf of his men. Eleven

soldiers and five citizens were killed ; »ight sol-

diers and two citizens escaped. Seven of the

soldiers, taking refuge in a small ^ail-boat) then

lying off" in the stream, in whi u the wo eiti-

zens fortunately had slept that night, an on

as possible weighed anchor, and favored by a

light breeze, slipped oft" unperccived by the In-

dians. The Colonel himself escaped with great

difficulty, and after walking fifteen miles down

the river, followed by one soldier, came to a

canoe, which ho had left there the evening pre-

vious, and succeeded, by this means, iii getting

on board the sail-boat, where he found those

who had escaped in her. Before he laid down

to sleep, the treacherous Chitto Tustenuggee,

partaking his hospitality, lavished proof of

friendship upon him. Here was an instant i of

treachery of which there was no parallel in In-

dian warfare. With all their treachery, the

treaty-ground is a sacred spot with the In-

dians ; but here, in the very articles of a treaty

itself, they plan a murderous destruction of an

officer whom they solicited to be sent with

them as their protector ; and, to gratify all

their passions of murder and robbery at once,

they stipulate to have their victims sent to a

remote point, with settlers and traders, as well

as soldiers, and with a supply of goods. All

this they arranged ; and too successfully did

they execute the plan. And this was the be-

ginning of their execution of the treaty. Mas-

sacres, assassintitions. robberies, and house-burn-

ings, have foUowe
'

p, until the suburbs of

St. Augustine anX i alahasse are stained with

blood, and blackened with fire. About seventy

murdtrs have since taken place, including the de-

stru on of the t-hipwrecked crews and passen-

gers a the southern extremity of the pi insula.

Th plan of Congress has, then, been tried

;

-: -vKTrinicnt of negotiation has been triedj

has ended disastrously and cruelly for us

u with greatly augmenting tlio confidence

«
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and ferocity of the cnerny. It puts an end to

all idea of finishing the war there hy peaceable

noKotiation. ChaHtisemcnt ih what is duo to

these Indians, and what they expect. They
mean to keep no faith with the government

;

and henceforth they will expect no faith to be

reposed in them. The issue is now made ; we
havpi to expel them by force, or give up forty-

five thonsH !il square miles of territory—much
of it an old settled country—to be ravaged by

this banditti.

The plan of Congress has been tricfl and has

ended in diHaster ; the military hu done all

that military can do ; the administration have

now in the country all the troops which can be

spared for the purpose. They have there the

one-half of our regular infantry, to wit : four

regiments out of eigl ; they have there the

one-half of our dragoons, to wit : one regiment

;

they even have there a part of our artillery, to

wit : one regiment ; and they have besides,

there, a part of the naval force to scour the

coasts and inlets ; and, in addition to all this,

ten companies of Florida volunteers. Even the

marines under thfeir accomplished comiu inder

(Col. Henderson), and at his requ<"^t, have been

sent there to perform gallant service, on an ele-

ment not their own. No more of our troops can

be spared for that purpose ; the West and the

North require the remainder, and more than the

remainder. The administration can do no more

than it has done with the means at it.s command.

It is laid under the necessity of asking other

means ; and the armed settlers provided for in

this bill are the principal means required. One

thousand troops for the war, is all that U asked

in addition to the settlers, in this bill.

This then is the point we are at : To choose

between granting these means, or doing nothing

!

Yes, sir, to choose between the recommenda-

tions of the administration, and nothing ! I

say, these, or nothing ; for I presume Congress

will not prescribe another attempt at negotia-

tion ; no one will recommend an increase of

ten thousand regular troops ; no one will re-

commend a draft of ten thousand militia. It

is, then, the plan of the administration, or

nothing ; and this brings us to the question,

whether the government can now fold its arms,

leave the regulars to man their posts, and aban-

don the country to the Indians ? This is now

the question ; and to this point I will direct the

obsorvationa which make it imp' ^siblo for us

to abdicate our duty, and abandon the country

to the Indians.

I HSBumo it then as a point j:?ranted, that

Florida tiumot be given up—that she cannot

bo abandoned—that she cannot be left in her

present state. What then is to bo done?

Raise an army often thousiiMd men to go there

to fight ? Why, the men who are there now
Clin find nobody to fight ! It is two years since

a light has been liad ; it is two years since we
have heard of a fight. Ten men, who will avoid

surprises ami ambuscades, can now go from one

end of Florida to the other As warriors, these

Indians no longer appear , it is only as ansiift-

sins, as robbers, as incendiaries, that they lurk

about. The country wants settlers, not an

army. It has wanted these settlers for two

years ; and this bill provides for them, and

offers them the proper inducements to go.

And here I take the three great positions, that

this bill is the appropriate remedy; that it i.

the efficient remedy ; thiit it is the cheap reme-

dy, for the cure of the Florida difficulties. It

is the appropriate remedy ; for what is now

wanted, is not an army to fight, but settlers

and cultivators to retain possession of the coun-

try, anl to defend their possessiorj. Wo want

people to take possession, and keep possession

;

and the armed cultivator is the man for thaL

The blockhouse is the first house to be built in

an Indian country ; the stockade is the first

fence to be put up. Within that blockhouse, and

a few of them together—a hollow square of

blockhouses, two miles long on each side, two

hundred yards apart, and enclosing a good

field—safe habitations are found for families.

The faithful mastiff, to give notice of the ap-

proach of danger, and a few trusty rifles in brave

hands, make all safe. Cultivation and defence

then goes hand in hand. The heart of the Indian

sickens when he hears the crowing of the cock,

the barking of the dog, the sound o! the axe, and

the crack of the rifie. These are the true evi-

dences of the dominion of the white muu ; these

are the proof that the owner has come, and means

to stay ; and then they feel it to be time for them

to go. While soldiers alone are in the country,

they feel their presence to be temporary ; that

they are mere sojourners in the land, and sooner

or later must go away. It is the settler alone,

the armed sett '^r, whose presence announces the
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not an

dominion—the permanent dominion—of tlio

white man.

It Ib the most efficient remedy. On this

point wo can speak wJtli confiilonce, for the

other remedies have been tried, and have failed.

T\w other remedies are to catch the Indians,

and remove them ; or, to nt't^otiato with them,

and induce them to go off. Both have been

tried ; both are exhausted. No human being

now thinks that our soldiers can catch these

Indians ; no one now l)elieveP in the possibility

of removing them by treaty. No other course

remains to be tried, but the armed settlement

;

and that is so obvious, that it is dilllcult to see

how any one that has rea<l history, or has

heard how this new world was settled, or how

KentiK'ky and Tennessee were settled, can

doubt it

The peninsula is a desolation. Five counties

have l)cen depopulated. The inhabitants of five

counties—the survivors of many massacres—

have been driven from their homes : this bill is

intended to induce them to return, and to induce

others to go along with them. Such induce-

ments to settle and defend new countries have

been successful in all ages and in all nations

;

and cannot fail to bo effectual with us. De-

liberat Boma, peril Saguntum, became the

watchword of reproach, and of stimulus to ac-

tion in the Roman Senate when the Senate

deliberated while a colony was perishing.

Saguntum perishes while Rome deliberates:

and this is truly the case with oursehes and

Florida. That beautiful and unfortunate terri-

tory is a prey to plunder, fire, and murder. The

savages kill, burn and rob—where they find a

man, a house, or an animal in the desolation

which they have made. Largo part of the terri-

tory is the empty and bloody skin of an im-

molated victim.

CHAPTER XLIII.

ASSUMPTION OF THE STATE DEBTS,

About one-half of the States had contracted

debts abroad which they wee unable to nay

when due, and in many instances were unable

io pay the cwrent annual interest. These debts

at this time amounted to one himdrcd and

seventy millions of dollars, and were chiefly due

in Great Britain. They had 'wen converted

into a stock, and hold in shares, and had g<me

into a great number of hands; and from do-

faults in paymonts were greatly depreciated.

The Reverend Sydney Smith, of witty memory,

and aimiablo withal, was accustomed to lose all

his amiability, but no part of his wit, when he

spoke of his Pennsylvania bonds—which in fact

was very often. But there was another class

of those bond-holders who did not exhale their

griefs in wit, caustic as it might be, but looked

to more substantial relief—to an assumptiim in

some form, disguised or open, virtual or actual,

of those debts by the federal government.

These British capitalists, connected with capital-

ists in the United States, possessed a weight on

this point which was felt in the halls of Con-

gress. The disguised attempts at this assump-

tion, were in the various modes of convoying

federal money to the States in the shape of dis-

tributing surplus revenue, of dividing the public

land money, and of bestowing money on the

States under the fallacious title of a deposit.

But a more direct provision in their behalf was

wanted by these capitalists, and in the course

of the year 1839 a movement to that effect was

openly made through the columns of their regu-

lar organ— The London Bankers' Circular,

emanating from the most respectable and opu-

lent house of the Messrs. Baring, Brothers and

Company. At this open procedure on the part

of these capitalists, it was deemed expedient to

meet the attempt in liuiine by a positive de-

claration in Congress against the constitution-

ality, the justice, and the policy of any such

measure. With this view Mr. Benton, at the

commencement of the first session of Congress

after the issuing of the Bankers' Circular, sub-

mitted a series of resolutions in the Senate,

which, with some modification, and after an

earnest debate, were passed in that body. These

were the resolutions

:

"1. That the as-umption of such debts either

openly, by a direct promise to pay them, or

disguisedly by going security for their payment,

or by creating surplus revenue, or applying the

national funds to pay them, would be a gross

and flagrant violation of the conetitution, wholly

unwarranted by the letter or spirit of that in-

strument, and utterly repugnant to all the ob-
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jects and purposes for which the federal Union
was formed.

" 2. That the debts of the States being now
chiefly held by foreigners, and constituting a

stock in foreign markets greatly depreciated,

any legislative attempt to obtain the assumption
or securityship of the United States for their

payment, or to provide for their payment out

of the national funds, must have the effect of

enhancing the value of that stock to the amount
of a great many millions of dollars, to the enor-

mous and undue advantage of foreign capitalists,

and ofjobbers and gamblers in stocks ; thereby

holding out inducement to foreigners to inter-

fere in our affairs, and to bring all the influences

of a moneyed power to operate upon public

opinion, upon our elections, and upon State

and federal legislation, to produce a consumma-
tion so tempting to their cupidity, and so pro-

fitable to their interest.

" 3. That foreign interference and foreign in-

fluence, in all ages, and in all countries, have

been the bane and curse of free governments ;

and that such interference and influence are far

more dangerous, in the insidious intervention

of the moneyed power, than in the forcible in-

vasions of fleets and armies.
" 4. That to close the door at once agai'jst all

applications for such assumption, and to arrest

at their source the vast tide of evils which would
flow from it, it is necessary that the constituted

authorities, witliout delay, shall rejolve and

DKCLARK their utter opposition to the proposal

contained in the late London Bankers' Circular in

relation to State debts, contracted for local and

State purposes, and recommendirg to the Con-

gress of the United States to as,sume, or gua-

rantee, or provide for the ultimate payment of

said debts."

In the course of the discussion of these resolu-

tions an attempt was made to amend them, and

to revt ic their import, by obtaining a direct

vote of the Senate in favor of distributing the

public land revenue among the States to aid

them in the payment of these debts. This pro-

position was submitted by Mr. Crittenden, of

Kentucky ; and was in these words :
" That it

would be just and proper to distribute the pro-

ceeds of the sales of the public lands among the

several States in fair and ratable proportions

;

and that the condition of such of the States as

have contracted debts is such, at the present

moment of pressure and diflBculty, as to render

such distribution especially expedient and im-

portant." This proposition received a consider-

able support, and was rejected upon yeas and

nays—28 to 17. The yeas were Messrs. Bctts

of Connecticut, Clay of Kentucky, Crittenden,

Davis of Massachusetts, Dixon of Rhode Island,

Knight of Connecticut, Merrick of Maryland,

Phelps of Vermont, Porter of Michigan, Pren-

tiss of Vermont, Rnggles of Maine, Smith of

Indiana, So"thard of New Jersey, Spence of

Maryland, Tallmadge, Webster, White of Indi-

ana. The nays were : Messrs. Allen of Ohio,

Anderson of Tennessee, Benton, Bedford Brown

Calhoun, Clay of Alabama, Alfred Cuthbert,

Grundy, Henderson of Mississippi, Hubbard,

King of Alabama, Linn ot Missouri. Lumpkin of

Geoi^ia, Mouton, Nicholas of Louisiana, Norvell

of Michigan, Pierce, Preston, Roane, Robinson,

Sevier, Strange, Sturgeon, Tappan of Ohio,

Wall of New Jersey, Williams, Wright. As

the mover of the resolutions Mr. Benton sup-

ported them in a speech, of which some extracts

are given in the next chapter.

CHAPTER XLIV.

ASSUMPTION OF THE STATE DEBTS: ME. BEN-
TON'S SPEECH: EXTRACTS.

The assumption of the State debts contracted

for State purposes has been for a long time a

measure disguisedly, and now is a measure

openly, pressed upon the public mind. The

movement in favor of it has been long going

on ; opposing measures have not yet commenc-

ed. The assumption party have the start, and

the advantage of conducting the case ; and they

have been conducting it for a long time, and in

a way to avoid the name of assumption wliile

accomplishing the thing itself. All the bills for

distributing the public land revenue—all the

propositions or dividing surplus revenue—all

the refusals to aboliiih unnecessary taxes—all

the refusals to go on with the necessary defences

of the country—were so many steps taken in

the road to assumption. I know very well that

many who supported these measures had no

Idea of assumption, and would oppose it as soon

as discovered ; but that does not alter the nature

of the measures they sxipported, and which were

so many steps in the road to that assumption,

then shrouded in mystery and futurity, now

ripened into strevigth, and embolden- d into a

public disclosure of itself. Already . ) State

legislatures are occupied with this subject, while

we sit here, waiting its approach.

fact,
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It is time for the enemies of assumption to

take tlie field, and to act. It is a case in which

they should give, and not receive, the attack.

The President has led the way ; he has shown

his opinions. He has nobly done his duty. He

has shown the evils of diverting the general

funds from their proper objects—the mischiefs

of our present connection with the paper sys-

tem of England—and the dangers of foreign in-

fluence from any further connection with it. In

this he has discharged a constitutional and a

patriotic duty. Let the constituted authorities,

each in their sphere, follow his example, and

declare their opinions also. Let the Senate

especially, as part of the legislative power—as

the peculiar representative of the States in their

Bovereign capacity—let this body declare its

sentiments, and, by its resolves and discussions,

arrest the progress of the measure here, and

awaken attention to it elsewhere. As one of

the earliest opposers of this measure—as, in

fact, the very earliest opposer of the whole

family of measures of which it is the natural

offepring—as having denounced the assumption

in disguise in a letter to my constituents long

before the London Bankers' letter revealed it to

the public : as such early, steadfast, and first

denouncer of this measure, I now come forward

to oppose it in form, and to submit the resolves

which may arrest it here, and carry its discus-

sion to the forum of the people.

I come at once to the point, and say that dis-

guised assumption, in the shape of land revenue

distribution, is the form in which we shall have

to meet the danger ; and I meet it at once in

that disguise. I say there is no authority in

the constitution to raise money from any branch

of the revenue for distribution among the States,

or to distribute that which had been raised for

other purposes. The power of Congress to

raise money is not unlimited and arbitraiy, but

restricted, and directed to the national objects

named in the constitution. The means, the

amount, and the application, are all limited.

The means are direct taxes—duties on imports

—and the public lands ; the objects are the

support of the government—the common de-

fence—and the payment of the debts of the

Union : the amount to be raised is of course

limited to the amount required for the accom-

plishment of these objects. Consonant to the

words and the spirit of the constitution, is the

title, the preamble and the tenor of all the early

statutes for raising money ; they all declare the

object for which the money is wanted; they

declare the object at the head of the act.

Whether it be a loan, a direct tax, or a duty

on imports, the object of the loan, the tax, or

the duty, is stated in the preamble to the act

;

Congress thus excusing and justifying them-

selves for the demand in the very act of making

it, and telling the people plainly what they

wanted with the money. This was the wa^ in

all the early statutes ; the books are full of ex-

amples ; and it was only after money began to

be levied for objects not known to the constitu-

tion, that this laudable and ancient practice was

dropped. Among the enumerated objects for

which money can be raised by Congress, is that

of paying the debts of the Union ; and is it not

a manifest absurdity to suppose that, while it

requires an express grant of power to enable U8

to pay the debts of the Union, we can pay

those of the States by implication and by indi-

rection ? No, sir, no. There is no constitu-

tional way to assume these State debts, or to

pay them, or to indorse them, or to smuggle the

money to the States for that purpose, under

the pretext of dividing land revenue, or surplus

revenue, among them. There is no way to do

it. The whole thing is constitutionally impos-

sible. It was never thought of by the framors

of our constitution. They never dreamed >f

such a thing. There is not a word in their

work to warrant it. and the whole idea of it is

utterly repugnant and offensive to the objects

and purposes for which the federal Union was

framed.

We have had one assumption in our country,

and that in a case which was email in amount,

and free from the impediment of a constitu-

tional objection; but which was attended by

such evils as should deter posterity from imi-

tating the example. It was in the first year of

the federal government ; and although the as-

sumed ilebts were only twenty millions, and

were alleged to have been contracted for gene-

ral purposes, yet the assumption was attended

by circumstances of intrigue and corruption,

which led to the most violent dissension in

Congress, suspended the business of the two

Houses, drove some of the State' to the vcrgu

of secession, and menaced the Union \ -ith in-

stant dissolution. Mr. Jefferson, who was a

i|»[
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witness of the scene, and who was overpowered

by General Hamilton, and by the actual dan-

gers of the country, into its temporary support,

thus describes it

:

" This game was over (funding the soldiers'

certificates), and another was on the carpet at
the moment of my arrival ; and to this I was
most ignorantly and innocently made to hold
the candle. This fiscal manoeuvre is well
known by the name of the assumption. Inde-
pendently of the debts of Congress, the States

had, during the war, contracted separate and
heavy debts, &c. * * This money,
whether wisely or foolishly spent, was pretend-

ed to have been spent for general purposes,

and ought therefore to be paid from the £'e7ie-

ral purse. Eul, it was objected, that nobody
knew whaf these debts were, what their

amount, or what their proofs. No matter ; we
will guess tl.em to be twenty millions. But of

these twenty millions, we do not know how
much should be reimbursed to one State or

how much to another. No matter; we will

guess. And so another scramble was set on
foo* among the several States, and some got
mi.ch, some little, some nothing. * * * *

This measure produced the most bitter and an-

gry contests ever known in Congress, before

or since the union of the States. * * * *

The great and trj'ing question, however, was
lost in the House of Representatives. So high
were the feuds excited by tliis subject, that on
its rejection b'lsiness was suspended. Congress
met and adjourned, from day to day, without
doing any thing, the parties being too much out
of temper to do business together. The East-

ern members particularly, who, with Smith
from South Carolina, were the principal gam-
blers in these scenes, threatened a secession

and dissolution. * * * * But it was final-

ly agreed that whatever importance had been
attached to the rejection of this proposition, the

preservation of the Union, and of concord among
the States, was more important ; and that,

therefore, it would be better that the vote of

rejection should be rescinded ; to eil'ect which,
some members should change their votes. But
it was observed that this pill would be pecu-

liarly bitter to the Southern States, and that

some concomitant measure should be adopted
to sweeten it a little to them. There had be-

fore been propositions to fix the seat of govern-
ment either at Philadelphia, or at Georgetown,
on the Potomac ; and it was thought that, by
giving it to Philadelphia for ten years, and
to Georgetown permanently afterwards, this

might, as an anodyne, calm in some degree the

ferment which might be excited by the other

measure alone. So two of the Potomac mem-
Dcj.-j ^ TT iiiLC a:iu i.cc, uut rr liiiu •,viiii a rv.tii-

sion of stomach almost convulsive) agreed to

change their votes, and Hamilton undertook to

carry the other point ; and so the assumption

was passed, and twenty millions of stock divid-

ed among the favored States, and thrown in aa
a pabulum to the stock-jobbing herd. * * *

Still the machine was not complete ; the effect

of the funding system and of the assumption
would be temporary ; it would be lost with the
loss of the individual members whom it had en-
riched ; and some engine of influence more per-
manent must be contrived while these myrmi-
dons were yet in place to carry it through.
This engine was the Bank of the United
States."

What a picture is here presented ! Debts

assure '<!. in the mass, without knowing what

they were in the gross, or what in detail—Con-

gress in a state of disorganization, and all busi-

ness suspended for many days—secession and

disunion openly menaced—compromise of in-

terests—intrigue—buying and selling of votes

—conjunction of parties to pass two measures

together, neither of which could be passed sep-

arately—speculators infesting the halls of legis-

lation, and openly struggling for their spoil

—

the funding system a second time sanctioned

and fastened upon the countrj'^—jobbers and

gamblers in stocks enriched—twenty millions

of additional national debt created—and the es-

tablishment of a national bank insured. Such

were the evils attending a small assumption of

twenty millions of dollars, and that in a case

where there was no constitutional impediment

to be evaded or surmounted. For in that ca.se

the debts assumed had been incurred for the

general good—for the general defence during

the revolution: in this case they have been in-

curred for the local benefit of particular States.

Half the States have incurred none ; and are

they to be taxed to pay the debts of the rest ?

These stocks are now greatly depreciated.

Many of the present holders bought them upon

speculation, to take thd chance of the rise. A
diversion of the national domain to their pay-

merit would immediately raise them far above

par—would be a present of fifty or sixty cents

on the dollar, and of fifty or sixty millions in

the gross—to the foreign holders, and, virtual-

ly, a present of so much public land to them.

It is in vain for the bill to say that the proceeds

of the lands are to be divided among the States.

The indebted States will deliver their portion

to their creditors ; they will send it to Europe

,

they will be nothing but the receivers-general

and the Bub-treasun.>r8 of the bankers and

stockjobbers of London, Paris, and of Amster-

I
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dam. The proceeds of the sales of the lands

will go to them. The hard money, wrung from

the hard hand of the western cultivator, irill

go to these foreigners ; and the whole influence

of these foreigners will he immediately directed

to the enhancement of the price of our public

lands, and to the prevention of the passage of

all the laws which go to graduate their price,

or to grant pre-emptive rights to the settlers.

What more unwise and more unjust than to

contract debts on long time, as some of the

States have done, thereby invading the rights

and mortgaging the resources of posterity, and

loading unborn generations with debts not

their own ? What more unwise than all this,

which several of the States have done, and

which the effort now is to make all do ? Be-

sides the ultimate burden in the shape of final

payment, which is intended to fall upon pos-

terity, the present burden is incessant in the

shape of annual interest, and falling upon each

generation, equals the principal in every period-

ical return of ten or a dozen years. Few have

calculated the devouring effect of annual in-

terest on public debts, and considered how soon

it exceeds the principal. Who supposes that

we have paid near three hundred millions of in-

terest on our late national debt, the principal

of which never rose higher than one hundred

and twenty-seven millions, and remained but

a year or two at that 1 Who supposes this ?

Yet it is a fact that we have paid four hundred

and thirty-one millions for principal and in-

terest of that debt ; so that near three hundred

millions, or near double the maximum amount
of the debt itself, must have been paid in in-

terest alone; and this at a moderate interest

varying from three to six per cent, and payable

at home. The British national debt owes its

existence entirely to this policy. It was but a

trifle in the beginning of the last centiu-y, and
might have been easily paid during the reigns

of the first and second George ; but the policy

was to fund it, that is to say, to pay the in-

terest annually, nnd send down the principal to

posterity ; and the fruit of that policy is now
seen in a debt of four thousand five hundred
millions of dollars, two hundred and fifty mil-

lions of annual taxes, with some millions of

people witiiout brciid ; whiio an arrny, a navy,

and a police, sufficient to fight all Europe, is

kept under pay, to hold iu check and subordi-

nation the oppressed and plundered ranks of

their own population. And this is the example
which the transferrers of the State debt would
have us to imitate, and this the end to which
they would bring us !

I do not dilate upon the evils of a foreign in-

fluence. They are written upon the historical

page of every free government, from the most
ancient to the most modern : they are among
those most deeply dreaded, and most sedulous-

ly guarded against by the founders of the

American Union. The constitution itself con-

tains a special canon directed against them.

To prevent the possibility of this foreign influ-

ence, every species of foreign connection, de-

pendence, or employment, is constitutionally

forbid to the whole list of our public functiona-

ries. The inhibition is express and fundamen-

tal, that "710 person holding any office ufprojit

or trust under the United States shall, with-

out the consent of Congress, accept of any
present, emolument, office, or title, ofany kind

whatever, from any king, prince, or foreign

<Sto<e." All this was to present any foreign

potentate from acquiring partisans or influence

in our government—to prevent our own citi-

zens from being seduced into the interests of

foreign powers. Yet, to what purpose all these

constitutional provisions against petty sove-

reignties, if we are to invite the moneyed power
which is able to subsidize kings, princes, and
potentates—if we are to invite this new and
master power into the bosom of our councils,

give it an interest in controlling public opinion,

in directing federal and State legislation, and in

filling our cities and seats of government with
its insinuating agents, and its munificent and
lavish representatives? To what purpose all

this wise precaution against the possibility of

influence from the most inconsiderable German
or Italian prince, if we are to invite the com-
bined bankers of England, France, and Holland,

to take a position in our legislative halls, and
by a simple enactment of a few words, to con-

vert their hundreds of millions into a thousand
millions, and to take a lease of the labor and
property of our citizens for generations to come ?

The largest moneyed operation which we ever

had with any foreign power, was that of the

purchase of Louisiana Ironi the Great Emporor.

That was an affi'ir of fifteen millions. It was
insignificant and contemptible, compared to the

i.
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if'

hundreds of millions for which these bankers

are now upon us. And are we, while guarded

by the constitution against influence from an

emperor and fifteen millions, to throw our-

selves open to the machinations of bankers,

with their hundreds of millions ?

CHAPTER XLV.

DEATH OF GENERAL SAMUEL SMITH, OP MAET-
LAND ; AND NOTICE OF HIS LIFE AND CHAE-
ACTER.

He was eighteen years a senator, and nearly as

long a member of the House—near forty years

in Congress : which speaks the estimation in

which his fellow-citizens held him. He was

thoroughly a business member, under all the

aspects of that character ; intelligent, well in-

formed, attentive, upright ; a very efi'ective

speaker, without pretending to oratory : well

read : but all his reading subordinate to com-

mon sense and practical views. At the age of

more than seventy he was still one of the most

laborious members, both in the committee room

and the Senate : and punctual in his attendance

in either place. He had served in the army of

the Revolution, and like most of the men of

that school, and of that date, had acquired the

habit of punctuality, for which Washington was

so remarkable—that habit which denotes a well-

ordered mind, a subjection to a sense of duty,

and a considerate regard for others. He had

been a large merchant in Baltimore, and was

particularly skilled in matters of finance and

commerce, and was .always on ommittees

charged with those subjects—to which his clear

head, and practical knowledge, lent light and

order in the midst of the most intricate state-

ments. He easily seized the pra-^' ;al points on

these subjects, and presented ..^ru clearly and

intelligibly to the chamber. Patriotism, honor,

and integrity were his eminent characteristics
;

and utilitarian the turn of his mind ; and bene-

ficial results the object of his labors. He be-

longed to that order of memJjers who, without

classing with the brilliant, are nevertheless the

liio»l useful aikd iiieritoriouo. lia was a work-

ing member ; and worked diligently, judicious-

ly, and honestly, for the public g«X)d. In poli-

tics he was democratic, and greatly relied upon

by the Presidents Jefferson, Madison, and Mon-

roe. Ho was one of the last of the revolutionary

stock that served in the Senate—remaining there

until 1833—above fifty years after that Declara-

tion of Independence which he had helped to

make good, with his sword. Almost octogena-

rian, he was fresh and vigorous to the last, and

among the most assiduous and deserving mem-

bers. He had acquired military reputation in

the war of the Revolution, and was called by

his fellow-citizens to take command of the local

troops for the defence of Baltimore, when threat-

ened by the British under General Ross, in

1814—and commanded successfully—with the

judgment of age and the fire of youth. At his

death, his fellow-citizens of Baltimore erected a

monument to his memory—well due to him as

one of her longest and most respected inhabit-

ants, as having been one of her eminent mer-

chants, often her representative in Congress,

besides being senator ; as having defended her

both in the war of the Revolution and in that of

1812 ; and as having made her welfare and

prosperity a special object of his care in all the

situations of his life, both public and private.

CHAPTER XLVI.

SALT; THE UNIVERSALITY OF ITS SUPPLY; MYS-
TERY AND INDI8PEN8ABILITY OF ITS USE;
TYRANNY AND IM'^IETY OF ITS TAX^VTION

;

SPEECH OF MR. BENTON : EXTRACTS.

It is probable that salt is the most abundant

substance of our globe—that it is more abun-

dant than earth itself. Like other necessaries of

life—like air, and water, and food—it is univer-

sally diffused, and inexhaustibly supplied. It

is found in all climates, and in a great variety

of forms. The waters hold it in solntion ; the

earth contains it in solid masses. Every sea

contains it. It is found in all the botmdless

oceans which 'urround and penetrate the earth,

and through all their fathomless depths. Many
inland seas, lakes, ponds, and pools are impreg-

nated with it. Streams of saline water, in in-

numerable places, emerging from the boweifi of

the earth, approach its surface, and eithci issue

from it in perennial springs, or are easily reached
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by wells. In the depths of the earth itself it is

found in solid masses of interminable extent.

Thus inexhaustibly abundant, and universally

dilFiised, the wisdom and goodness of Providence

is further manifested in the cheapness and fa-

cility of the preparation of this necessary of life,

« for the use of man. In all the warm latitudes,

and especially between the tropics, nature her-

self performs the work. The beams of the sun

evaporate the sea water in all the low and shal-

low reservoirs, where it is driven by the winds,

or admitted by the art of man ; and this evapo-

ration leaves behind a deposit of pure suit,

ready for use, and costing very little more than

the labor of gathering it up. In the interior,

and in the colder latitudes, artificial heat is sub-

stituted for the beams of the sun : tho simplest

process of boiling is resorted to ; and where

fuel Is abundant, and especially coal, the pre-

paration of this prime necessary is still cheap

and easy ; and from six to ten cents the real

bushel may be considered as the ordinary cost

of production. Such is the bountiful and cheap

supply of this article, which a beneficent Provi-

dence has provided for us. The Supreme Ruler

of the Universe has done every thing to supply

his creatures with it. Man, the fleeting shadow

of an instant, invested with his little brief au-

thority, has done much to deprive them of it.

In ail ages of the world, and in all countries,

salt has been a subject, at different periods, of

heavy taxation, and sometimes of individual or

of government monopoly ', and precisely, because

being an article that no man could do without,

the government was sure of its tax, and tho

monopolizer of his price. Almost all nations,

in some period of their history, have suffered

the separate or double infliction of a tax, and a

monopoly ou its salt ; jnd, at some period, all

have freed themselves, from one or both. At
present, there remain but two countries which
suffer both evils, our America, and the British

-ast Indies. All others have got rid of the

nionopoly ; many have got rid of the tax.

Among others, the very country from which we
copied it, and the rnr ihove all others least able

to do without the product of the tax. England,

though loaded ^Afh debt, and taxed in every
thing, is now iC; uom the salt tax. Since

jS2'2, it iias been totally suppressed ; and this

necessary of life is now as free there as air

and watei. She even has a statute to guard

Vol. II.—12

its price, and common law to prevent its mo-

nopoly.

This act was passed in 1807. The commoE
law of England punishes all monopolizers, fore-

stallers, and regraters. The Parliament, in 1 807,

took cognizance of a reported combination to

raise the price of salt, and examined the manu-

facturers on oath : and rebuked them.

Mr. B. said that a salt tax was not only politi-

cally, but morally wrong : it was a species of

impiety. Salt stood alone amidst the produc-

tions of nature, without a rival or substitute,

and the preserver and purifier of all things.

Most nations had regarded it as a mystic and

sacred substance. Among the heathen nations

of antiquity, and with the Jews, it was used in

the religious ceremony of the sacrifices—the head

of the victim being sprinkled with salt and water

before it was offered. Among the primitive

Christians, it was the subject of Divine allusions,

and the .symbol of purity, of incorruptibility,

and of perpetuity. The disciples of Christ were

called " the salt of the earth ; " and no language,

or metaphor, could have been more expressive

of their character and mission—pure in them-

selves, and an antidote to moral, as salt was to

material corruption. Among tho nations of the

East salt always has been, and still is, the sym-

bol of friendship, and the pledge of inviolable

fidelity. He that has eaten another's salt, has

contracted towards his benefactor a sacred obli-

gation ; and cannot betray or injure him there-

after, without drawing upon himself (according

to his religious belief) the certain effects of the

Divine displeasure. While many nations have

religiously regarded this substance, all have

abhorred its taxation ; and this sentiment, so

universal, so profound, so inextinguishable in

the human heart, is not io be overlooked by

the legislator.

Mr. B. concluded his speech with declaring

implacable war against this tax, with all its ap-

purtenant abuses, of monopoly in one quarter

of the Union, and of undue advantages in an-

other. He denounced it as a tax upon the en-

tire economy of nature and of art—a lax upon

man and upon beast—upon life and upon health

—upon comfort and luxury—upon want and

superfluity—upon food and upon raiment—on

wasiiiug, and ou cleanliness. He called it a

heartless and tyrant tax, as inexorable as it was

omnipotent and omnipresent ; a tax which no
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economy could avoid-—no poverty could shun

—

no privation escape—no cunning elude—no force

resist—no dexterity avert—no curses repulse

—

no prayers could deprecate. It was a tax which

invaded the entire dominion of human opera-

tions, falling with its greatest weight upon the

most helpless, and the most meritorious ; and

depriving the nation of benefits infinitely tran-

scending in value, the amount of its own pro-

duct. I devote myself, said Mr. B., to the extir-

pation of this odious tax, and its still more

odious progeny

—

the salt monopoly of the West.

I war against them while they exist, and while

I remain on this floor. Twelve years have passed

away—two years more than the siege of Troy

lasted—since I began this contest. Nothing

disheartened by so many defeats, in so long a

time, I prosecute the war with unabated vigor

;

and, relying upon the goodness of the cause,

firmly calculate upon ultimate and final success.

CHAPTl^R XLVII.

PAIRING OFF.

At this time, and in the House of Representa-

tives, was exhibited for the first time, the spec-

tacle of members "pairing off," as the phrase

was ; that is to say, two members of opposite

political parties agreeing to absent themselves

from the duties of the House, without the con-

sent of the House, and without deducting their

per diem pay during the time of such voluntary

absence. Such apreements were a clear breach

of the rules of t House, a disregard of the

constitution, and a practice open to the grossest

abuses. An instance of the kind was avowed

on the floor by one of the parties to the agree-

ment, by giving as a reason for not voting that

he had ^^ paired off" with another member,

whose afiairs required him to go home. It was

a strange annunciation, and called for rebuke

;

and there was a member present who had the

spirit to administer it ; and from whom it came

with the greatest propriety on account of his

i^e and dignitVj and perfect attention to all his

duties as a member, both in his attendance in

the House and in the committee rooms. That

member was Mr. John Quincy Adams, who iv\-

mediately proposed to the House the adoption

of this resolution :
" Resolved, that the practice,

first openly avowed at the present session of

Congress, of pairing olF. involves, on the part of

the members resorting to it, the violation of the

constitution of the United States, of an express

rule of this House, and of the duties of both

parties in the transaction to their immediate

constituents, to this House, and to their coun-

try." This resolve was placed on the calendar

to take its turn, but not being reached during

the session, was not voted upon. That was the

first instance of this reprehensible practice, fifty

years after the government had gone into opera-

tion ; but since then it has become common,

and even inveterate, and is carried to great

length. Members pair off, anc^. do as they please

—either remain in the city, refusing to attend

to any duty, or go off together to neighboring

cities ; or separate ; one staying and one going

;

and the one that remains sometimes standing

up in his place, and telling the Speaker of the

House that he had paiied off; and so refusing to

vote. There is no justification for such conduct,

and it becomes a facile way for shirking duty,

and evading responsibility. If a member is un-

der a necessity to go away the rules of the Hoi.se

require him to ask leave ; and the journals of

the early Congresses are full of such application?.

If he is compelled to go, it is his misfortune,

and shoulfi not be communis .;ed to another.

T^his writer had never seen an instance of it in

the Senate during his thirty years of service

there; but the practice has since penetrated

that body; and" pairing off" has become as

common in that House as in the other, in pro-

portion to its numbers, and with an aggravation

of the evil, as the absence of a senator is a loss

to his State of half its weight. As a conse-

quence, the two Houses are habitually found

voting with deficient numbers— often to the ex-

tent of a third—often with a bare quorum.

In the first age of the government no member

absented himself from the service of the House

to which he belonged without first asking, and

obtaining its leave ; or, if e-illed off suddenly, a

colleague was engaged to state the circumstance

to the House, and ask the ! ave. Tn the journals

of the two Houses, for the first .nirty years of

the government, there is, in the index, a regular

head for " absent without leave ;
" and, turning

to the indicated page, every such .uimc will be
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seen. That head in the index has disappeared

in later times. I recollect no instanre of leave

asked since the last of the early members

—

the Macons, Randolphs, Rufus Kings, Samuel

Smiths, and John Taylors of Caroline—disap-

peared from the halls of Congress.

CHAPTER XLVIII.

TAX ON BANK NOTES : ME. BENTON'S SPEECH

:

EXTRACTS

:

Mr. Benton brought forward his promised

motion for leave to bring in a bill to tax the

circulation of banks and bankers, and of all cor-

porations, companies or individuals which issued

paper currency. He said nothing was more

reasonable than to require the moneyed interest

which was employed in banking, and especially

in that branch of banking which was dedicated

to the profitable business of converting lamp-

black and rags into money, to contribute to the

support of the government. It was a large in-

terest, very able, and very proper, to pay taxes,

and which paid nothing ou their profitable issues

—profitable to them—injurious to the country.

It was an interest which possessed many privi-

leges over the r- --^ of the community by law

;

which usurped mn^^ +'
i rs which the laws did

not grant; which, in i ; , set the laws and the

government at defiance whenever it pleased ; and

which, in addition to all these privileges an'^. t/i-

vantages, was entirely exempt from federal taxa-

tion. While the producing and labor; ij; lasses

were all taxed ; while these meritorious i ! ;!,.>?.

with their small incomes, were taxed in the: c ' m-
forts and necessaries—in their salt, iron, sugar,

blankets, hats, coats and shoes, and so many
other articles—the banking interest, which dealt

in hundreds of millions, which manufactured

and monopolized money, which put up and put

down prices, and held the whole country sub-

ject to its power, and tributary to its wealth,

paid nothing. This was wrong in itself, and

unjust to the rest of the community. It was

an error or mistake in government which he had

long intended to bring to the notice of the Sen-

ate and the country ; and he judged the present

conjuncture to be a proper time for doing it.

Revenue is wanted. A general revision of the

tariff is about to take place. An adjustment of

the ta:::es for a long period is about to be made.

This is the time to bring forward the banking

interest to bear their share of the public bur-

dens, and the more so, as they are now in the

fact of proving themselves to be a great burden

on the public, and the public mind is beginning

to consider whether there is any way to make

them amenable to law and government.

In other countries, Mr. B. said, the banking

interest was subject to taxation. He knew of no

country in which banking was tolerated, except

our own, in which it was not taxed. In Great

Britain—that country from which we borrow

the banking system—the banking interest pays

its fair and full proportion of the public taxes

:

it pays at present rear four millions of dollars.

It paid in 1836 the sum of $3,725,400 : in 1837

it paid $3,594,300. These were the last years

for which he had seen the details of the British

taxation, and the amounts he had stated com-

prehended the bank tax upon the whole united

kingdom : upon Scotland and Ireland, as well

as upon England and Wales. It was a hand-

some item in the budget of British taxation, and

was levied on two branches of the banking

business : on the circulation, and on bills of ex-

change. In the bill which he intended to bring

forward, the circulation alone was proposed to

be taxed ; and, in that respect, the paper sys-

tem would still remain more favored here than

it was in Great Britain.

In our own country, Mr. B. said, the banking

interest had formerly been taxed, and that in all

itr» branches; in its ciiculation, its discounts,

a"d its bills of exchange. This was during the

iate war with Great Britain ; and though the

banking business was then small compared to

what it is now, yet the product of the tax was

considerable, and well worth the gathenng : it

was about $500,000 per annum. At the end of

the war this tax was abolished ; while most of

the war taxes, laid at the same time, for the

same purpose, and for the same period, were

continued in force ; among them the tax on

salt, and othc • necessaries of life. By a perver-

sion of every principle of righteous taxation, the

tax on banks was abolished, and that on salt

was continued. This has remained the case for

twenty-five years, and it is time to reverse the

proceeding. It m time to make the banks pay,

and to let salt go free.

II
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Mr. B. next stated the manner of levying the

bank tax at present in Great Britain, which he

said was done with great facility and simplicity.

It was a levy of a fixed sum on the average cir-

culation of the year, which the bank was re-

quired to give in for taxation like any other

property, and the amount collected by a distress

warrant if not paid. This simple and obvious

method of making the levy, had been adopted

in 1815, and had been followed ever since. Be-

fore that time it was effected through the instru-

mentality of a stamp duty ; a stamp being re-

quired for each note, but with the privilege of

compounding for a gross sum. In 1815 the op-

tion of compounding was dropped: a gross

amount was fixed by law as the tax upon every

million of the circulation ; and this change in

the mode of collection has operated so benefi-

cially that, though temporary at first, it has been

made permanent. The amount fixed was at the

rate of £3,500 for every million. This was for

the circulation only : a separate, and much

heavier tax waB laid upon bills of exchange, to

be collected by a stamp duty, without the privi-

lege of composition.

Mr. B. here read, from a recent history of the

Bank of England, a brief account of the taxation

of the circulation of that institution for the last

fifty years—from 1790 to the present time. It

was at that time that her circulation began to

be taxed, because at that time only did she

begin to have a circulation which displaced the

specie of the country. She then began to issue

notes under ten pounds, having been first char-

tered with the privilege of issuing none less than

one hundred pounds. It was a century—from

1694 to 1790—before she got down to £5, and

afterwards to £2, and to £1 ; and from that time

the specie basis was displaced, the currency

convulsed, and the banks suspending and break-

ing. The government indemnified itself, in a

small degree, for the mischiefs of the pestiferous

currency which it had authorized ; and the ex-

tract which he was about to read was the his-

tory of the taxation on the Bank of England

notes which, commencing at the small composi-

tion of £12,000 per annum, now amounts to a

large proportion of the near four millions of

/ir\noT.a v'hioh ^he '^h.^k?'* S'^^stei*! '^a^s annually.•'••••*».• ......... ....^ ......... .-^. .-..^. ^. ^, .- -~* ^

to the British Treasury. He read :

" The Bank, till lately, has always been par-

ticularly favored in the composition which they

paid for stamp duties. In 1791, they paid a

composition of £12,000 per annum, in lieu of all

stamps, either on bill or notes. In 1799, on an

increase of the stamp duty, their composition

was advanced to £20,000 ; and an addition of

£4,000 for notes issued under £5, raised the

whole to £24,000. In 1804, an addition of not

less than fifty per cent, was made to the stamp

duty ; but, although the Bank circulation of

notes under £5 liad increased from one and a

half to four and a half millions, the whole

composition was only raised from £24,000 to

£32 000. In 1808, there was a further increase

of thirty-three per cent, to the stamp duty, at

which time the composition was raised from

£32.000 to £42,000. In both these instances,

the mcrease was not in proporti^jc even to the

increase of duty ; and no allowance whatever

was made for the increase in the amount of the

bank circulation. It was not till the session

of 1815, on a further increase of the stamp duty,

that the new principle was established, and the

Bank compelled to pay a composition in some

proportion to the amount of their circulation.

The composition is now fixed as follows ; Upon
the average circulation of the preceding year,

the Bank is to pay at the rate of £3,500 per

million, on their aggregate circulation, without

reference to the different classes and value of

their notes. The establishment of this princi-

ple, it is calculated, caused a saving to the pub-

lic, in the years 1815 and 1816, of £70,000.

By the neglect of this principle, which ought to

have been adopted in 1799, Mr. Ricardo esti-

mated the public to have been losers, and the

Bank consequently gainers, of no less a sum
than halfa inillion."

Mr. B. remarked briefly upon the equity of

this tax, the simplicity of its levy since 1815,

and its large product. He deemed it the proper

model to be followed in the United States, un-

less we should go on the principle of copying

all that was evil, and rejecting all that was

good in the British paper system. We bor-

rowed the banking system from the English,

with all its foreign vices, and then added others

of our owi. to it. England has suppressed the

pestilence of notes under £5 (near $25) ; we

retain small notes down to a dollar, and thence

to the fractional parts of a dollar. She has

taxed all notes ; and those under £5 she taxed

highest while she had them ; we, on the con-

trary, tax none. The additional tax of £4,000

on the notes under £5 rested on the fair prin-

ciple of taxing highest that which was most

piofltabie to the ovv-ncr, and myst injurious to

the country. The small notes fell within that

category, and therefore paid highest.

Having thus shown that bank circulation
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was now taxed in Qreat Britain, and hod been

for fifty years, he proceeded to show that it

had also been taxed in the United States.

This was in the year 1813. In the month of

August of that year, a stamp-act was passed,

applicable to banks and to bankers, and taxing

them in the three great branches of their busi-

ness, to wit : the circulation, the discounts, and

the bills of exchange. On the circulation, the

tax commenced at one c t on a one dollar

note, and rose gradually to fifty dollars on

notes exceeding one thousand dollars ; with the

privilege of compounding for a gross sum in

lieu of the duty. On the discounts, the tax

began at five cents on notes discounted for one

hundred dollars, and rose gradually to five dol-

lars on notes of eight thousand dollars and up-

wards. On bills of exchange, it began at five

cents on bills of fifty dollars, and rose \o five

dollars on those of eight thousand dollars and

upwards.

Such was the tax, continued Mr. B., which

the moneyed interest, employed in banking,

was required to pay in 1813, and which it con-

tinued to pay until 1817. In that year the

banks were released from taxation, while taxes

were continued upon all the comforts and ne-

cessaries of life. Taxes are now continued

upon articles of prime necessity—upon salt

even—and the question will now go before the

Senate and country, whether the banking in-

tei'est, which has now grown so rich and pow-

erful—'Which monopolizes the money of the

countr3'—beards the gi'vernment—makes dis-

tress or prosperity whe i it pleases—the ques-

tion is now come whether this interest shall

continue to be exempt from tax, while every

thing else has to pay.

Mr. B. said he did not know how the bank-

ing interest of the present day would relish a

proposition to make them contribute to the

support of the government. He did not know
how they Avould take it ; but he did know how
a banker of the old school—one who paid on

sight, according to his promise, and never broke

a promise to the holder of his notes—he did

know how such a banker viewed the act of

1813 ; and he would exhibit his behavior to the

Senate ; he spoke of the late Stephen Girard

of Philadelphia ; and he would let him speak

for himself by reading some passages from a pe-

tition which he presented to Congress the year

after the tax on bank notes was laid.

Mr. B. read

:

"That your memorialist has cfitablished a

bank in the city of Philadelphia, up(m the foun-

dation of his own individual fortune and credit,

and for his own exclusive emolument, and that

he is willing most cheerfully to contribute, in

common witJi his fellow-citizens throughout

the United States, a full proportion of the taxes

which have been impo8».l for the support of the

national government, acconling to the profits

of his occupation and the value of his estate

;

but a construction has been given to the acts

of Congress laying duties on notes of banks,

&c., from which great difficulties have occurred,

and great inequalities daily produced to the

disa^lvanlige of his bank, that were not, it is

confidently believed, within the contemplation

of the legi8latu:-e. And your memorialist hav-

ing submitted these considerations to the wis-

dom of Congress, respectfully prays, that the act

of Congress may be so amended as to permit

the Secretary of the Treasury to enter into a

composition for the stamp duty, in the case of

private bankers, as well as in the case of corpo-

rations and companies, or so as to render the

duty equal in its operations upon every deno-

mination of bankers."

Mr. B. had read these passages from Mr Gi-

rard's petition to Congress in 1814, Jirst, for

the pui'pose of showing the readiness with

which a banker of the old school paid the taxes

wh'' »i the government imposed upon his busi-

ness ; and, next, to show the very considerable

amount of that tax, which on the circulation

alone amounted to ten thousand dollars on the

million. All this, with the additional tax on

the discounts, and on the bills of exchange, Mr.

Girard was entirely willing to pay, provided all

paid alike. All he asked was equality of taxa-

tion, and that he might have the benefit of the

same composition which was allowed to incor-

porated banks, .'.'his was a reasonable request,

and was immediate 4y granted by Congress.

Mr. B. said revenue was one object of his

bill : the regul:.:ion of the currency by the sup-

pression of small notes and the consequent

protection of the constitutional cur"ency, was

another ; and for that purpose the tax was pro-

posed to be heaviest on notes under twenty

dollars, and to be augmented annually until it

accomplished its object.

>i:

. »
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CHAPTER XLIX.

LIBBBATIOM OF SLAVES IlKLONOlNa TO AJIEEI-

OAN ( JTIZEN8 IN BBITWH WLOiSlIAL POBTB.

Up to this time, and within a period of ten

years, three instances of this kind hud occurred.

First, that of the pchooner Comet, This ves-

sel sailed from the District of r^oluinbia in the

year 1830, destined for New Orleans, having,

among other things, a number of slaves on

board. Her papers were regular, and the voy-

age in all respects lawful. She was stranded

on one of the false keys of the Bahama Island.-^,

opposite to the coast of Florida, and almost in

sight of our own shores. The persons on board,

including the slaves, were taken by the wreck-

ers, against the remonstrance of the captain and

the owners of the slaves, into Nassau, New
Providence—one of the Bahama Islands ; where

the slaves were forcibly seized and detained by

the local authorities. The second was the case

of the Encomium. She sailed from Charleston

in 1834, destined to New Orleans, on a voyage

lawful anu regular, and was stranded near the

same place, and with the same fate with the

Comet. She was cfariud into Nassau, where

the slaves were also r.. s xd und detained by the

local authorities, Xt v lilshves belonged to the

Messrs. Waddell of N' . 'h Carolina, among the

most respectable inhabilunte of the State, and

on their way to Louisiana with a view to a per-

manent settlement in that State, The third

case was that of the Enterprizc, sailing from

the District of Columbia in 1835, destined for

Charleston, South Carolina, on a lawful voyage,

and with r»^gular papers. She was forced una-

voidably, by stress of weather, into Port Ham-
ilton, Bermuda Island, where the slaves on

board were forcibly seized and detained by the

local authorities. The owners of the slaves,

protesting in vain, at the time, and in every in-

stance, against this seizure of their property,

afterwards applied to their own government for

redress ; and after years of negotiation with

Great Britain, redress was obtained in the two

first cases —the full vuluc of the slavca being

delivered to the United States, to be paid to the

owners. This was accomplished during Mr.

Van Buren's administration, the negotiation

having comroenced under that of Pn idcnt

Jackson, i'ompeiuwtion in lli< .ase < f the En-

terprizc had bc< refused ; and the reason given

for the distinction in the cases, wan, that the

two first happened during the time that slavery

existed in the British Went India colonicH—the

latter after its abolitio- there. All these wero

coa.t ing voyages betw( no port of the United

States and anotlier, and invoi i practical ques-

tions of great interest to all the slave States.

Mr. Calhoun brought the question bef. re tlie

Senate in a set of reBolniinuS which he .Irew up

for th3 occasion} and which were i these

words

:

'' Hesolred, That a ^hip or a vessel ( i the

high seas, in time of peace, 'igagerl in a lawful

voyage, is, according to tlio . ^ws <if nations, un-

der the exclusive jurisdictioTi oi the Staie to

which her flag belongs ; as much so as if con-

stituting a part of its own domain.
" Itesolved, That if such ship or vessel sliould

be forced by stress of wt ther, other una-

voidable cause, into the port ui a fiiendl\

power, she would, under the smut' Ihvs, lo

none of the rights appertaining to hei on 1

high seas ; but, on the contrary, she aad her

cargo and persons on board, with their pri ler-

ty, and all the rights belonging to their per-

sonal relations, as established by the i. % ^ 'he

State to which they belong, would be placed

under the protection which the laws of nations

extend to the unfortunate under such circum-

stances.
" liesolved, That the brig Enterprizc, which

was forced unavoidably by stress of weatlier

into Port Hamilton, Bermuda Island, wliile on

a lawful voyage on the high seas from one port

of the Union to another, comes within the prin-

ciples embraced in the foregoing resolutions

;

and that the seizure and detention of the ne-

groes on board by the local authority of the

island, was an act in violation of the laws of

nations, and highly unjust to our own citizens

to whom they belong,"

It was in this latter case that Mr. Calhoun

wished to obtain the judgment of the Senate,

and the point he had to argue was, whether a

municipal regulation of Great Britain could al-

ter the law of nations ? Under that law she

made indemnity for the slaves liberated in the

two first cases : under her own municipal law

she denied it in the latter case. The distinc-

tion taken by the British minister was, that in

the first ca.scs, slavery existiiig in this British

colony and recognized by law, the persons com-

ing in with their slaves had a property in them

which had been divested : in the latter case

This
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thill lavery bci ^ no w^ i recoKniauKl in this

colony, thoro wus no property In them after

their arrival ; and consequently no rights di-

Teetcd. Mr. Halhoun admitted that would bo

the cose if ' ontraii o had been voluntary
5

but denied ii vherc 11 ntranoo was forced j

as in thib c«k\ Ilia argui <<'nt wu :

" 1 object ,, -I to tho ri.lc. If our citizens had
no right to their slaves, at any timo after they
entered the British territory—that is, if tl'

mere fm of en' inj; ixtinguished all ripht to
them (for that - the amount of the rule)

—

they could, of rourso, have n.; claim on the
British government, for the plain reason that
the local authority, in seizin;;; and detainii ;ho

lUiTioes, seized and detained what, by sui^iwHi-
tion, did not belong to them. That is cleat-

enough ; but let us see the application : it '

given in a few words. lie says: 'Now V
owners of the slaves on board tho Enterpri
never vvi'rc lawfully in possession of tho
slaves within the British territory;' assign!
for reason, 'that before the Enterprize arriv
at Mcrmuda, slavery had been abolished in tin.

British empire'—an assertion which I shall
show, in a subsequent part of my remarks, to
be en ous. From that, and that alone, he
comes Se conclusion, ' that the negroes on
board iiterprize had, by entering within
the linti U jurisdiction, acquired rights which
the local courts were bound to protect.' Such
certainly would have been the case if they had
been brought in, or entered voluntarily. lie
who enters voluntarily the territory of another
State, tacitly submits himself, with all his
rights, to its laws, and is as much bound to
submit to them its citizens or subjects. No
one denies that; but that is not the present
case. They entered not voluntarily, but from
necessity

; and the very point at issue is,

whether the British municipal laws could di-
vest their owners of jtroperty in their slaves on
entering British territory, in cases such as the
Enterprize, when the vessel has been forced
mto their territory by necessity, through an
act of Providence, to save the lives of t'lose on
board. We deny they can, and mail ain the
opposite ground:—that the law of ations in
such cases interposes and protei the vessel
and those on board, with their rights, against
the municipal laws of the State, to which they
have never submitted, and to which it would
be cruel and inhuman, as well as unjust, to sub-
ject them. Such is clearly the point at issue
between the two governments ; and it is not
less clear, that it is the very point assumed by
the British negotiator in tho controversy."

This is fair reasoning upon the law of the
case, and certainly left the law of nations in
full force in favor of the American owners.

Tho equity of the cnKo was also fully stated,

and tho injury shown to be of a practical kind,

whir'i

to p

tu. .

self-protection required tho Tnited State*

t for tho future. In this sense, Mr.
'lied

:

'' i i this is not a mere abstract question,
nop 0' simply relating to the free use of tho
high .-vus. It comes nearer homo. It is one
of free and safe passage from one port to
another of our Union ; as much so to us, a.s a
question touching the free and safe nse of tlie

channels between England and Ireland cm tho
one side, and the opposite coast i)f the continent
"11 the other, would be to Great Britain. To
understand its deep importance to us. it must
b borne in rniii 1, that the island of l!ermiida
li I'Mt a short distance off our coast, and that
' cl between tho Bahama islands and

s not less than two hundred miles in
' and on an average not more than fifty

and that through this long, narrow and
111 (lit channel, the immense tradt- between

ir ports on tho Gulf of Mexico and the AtJan-
ic coast must pass, which, at no distant period,

will constitute more than half of the trade of
the Union. The principle set up by the British
government, if carried out to its full extent,
would do much to close this all-important
channel, by rendering it too hazardous for use.
She has cnly to give an indi Unite extension to
the princi[)lo applied to the case of the E- er-
prize, and the work would be done ; and why
has she not as good a right to apply it to a car-
go of sugar or cotton, as to tho slaves who pro-
duced it."

The resolutious were referred to the com-
mittee on foreign relations, which reported

them back with .some slight alteration, not af-

fecting or impairing their force; and in that

form they were unanimously adopted by the

Senate. Although there was no opposition to

them, the importai e of the occasion justified a

record of the vote : and they were accordingly

taken by yeas and nays—or rather, by yeas

:

for there were no nays. This was one of the
occasions on which the mind loves to dwell,

when, on a question purely sectional and
Southern, and wholly in the interest of slave

property, there was no division of sentiment in

the American Senate.
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CHAPTER L.

RESIGNATION OP BENATOE HUGH LAWSON
WHITE OF TENNESSEE: HIS DEATH: SOME
NOTICE OF HIS LIFE AND OHAEACTEE.

Th:s resignation took place under circumstances,

not frequent, but sometimes occurring in the

Senate—that of receiving instruotions from the

General Assembly of his State, which either op-

erate as a censure upon a senator, or require

him to do something • which either his con-

science, or his honor forbids. Mr. White at

this time—the session of 1839-40—received
instructions from the General Assembly of his

State which aflfected him in both ways—con-

demning past Conduct, and prescribing a future

course which he could not follow. He had

been democratic from his youth—came into the

Senate—had grown aged—as such : but of late

years had voted generally with the whigs on

their leading measures, and classed politically

with them in opposition to Mr. Van Buren. In

these circumstances he received instructions to

reverse his course of voting on these leading

measures—naming them ; and requiring him to

support the administration of Mr. Van Buren.

He consulted his self-respect, as well as obeyed

a democratic principle ; and sent in his resigna-

tion. It was the conclusion of a public life

which disappointed its whole previous course.

From his youth he had been a popular man,

and that as the fair reward of conduct, without

practising an art to obtain it, or even seeming to

know that he was winning it. Bred a lawyer,

and coming early to the bar, he was noted for a

probity, modesty and gravity—with a learning,

ability, assiduity and patience—^which marked

him for the judicial bench : and he was soon pla-

ced upon it— that of the Superior Court. After-

wards, when the judiciary of the State w^as re-

modelled, ho was placed on the bench of the Su-

preme Court. It was considered a favor to the

public to get him to take the place. That is well

known to the writer of this View, then a mem-
ber of the General Assembly of Tennessee, and

the author of the new modelled judiciary. He
applied to Judge White, who had at that time

returned to the bar, to know if he would take

the place ; and considered the new system ac-

credited with the public on receiving his an-

swer that he would. That was all that he had
to do with getting the appointment : he was
elected unanimously by the General Assembly,

with whom the appointment rested. That is

about the way in which he received all his ap-

pointments, » 'jther from his State, or from the

federal government—merely agreeing to take

the office if it was oflFered to him ; but not al-

ways agreeing to accept : often refusing—as in

the case of a cabinet appointment offered him
by President Jackson, his political and perso-

nal friend of forty years' standing. It was long

before he would enter a political career, but

finally consented to become senator in the Con-
gress of the (Jnited States : always dischai^ing

the duties of an office, when accepted, with the

assiduity of a man who felt himself to be a ma-
chine in the hands of his duty ; and with an in-

tegrity of purpose which left his name without

spot or stain. It is beautiful to contemplate

such a career j sad to see it set under a cloud

in his advanced years. He became alienated

from his old fi-iends, both personally and politi-

cally-even from General Jackson ; and even-

tually fell under the censure of his State, as

above related—that State which, for more than

forty years, had considered it a favor to itself

that he should accept the highest offices in her

gift. He resigned in January, and died in May
—his death accelerated by the chagrin of his

spirit ; for he was a man of strong feelings,

though of such measured and quiet deportment.

His death was announced in the Senate by the

senator who was his colleague at the time of

his resignation—Mr. Alexander Anderson ; and
the motion for the usual honors to his memory
was seconded by Senatoi Preston, who pro-

nounced on the occasion a eulogium on the de-

ceased as just as it was beautiful.

" I do not know, Mr. President, whether I
am entitled to the honor I am about to assume
in seconding the resolutions which have just
been offered by the senator from Tennessee, in
honor of his late distinguished colleague ; and
yet, sir, I am not aware that any one present is

more entitled to this melancholy honor, if it

belongs to long acquaintance, to sincere admi-
ration, and to intimate intercourse. If these
Circumstances do sot entitle nio io speak, I am
sure every senator will feel, in the emotions
which swell his own bosom, an apology for my
desire to relieve mj'^ own, by bearing testimony
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to the virtues and talents, the long services and
great usefulness, of Judge White.

"My infancy and youth were spent in a re-

gion contiguous to the sphere of his earlier

fame and usefulness. As long as I can remem-
ber any thing, I remember the deep confidence

he had inspired as a wise and upright judge, in

which station no man ever enjoyed a purer
reputation, or established a more implicit reli-

ance in his abilities and honesty. There was
an antique sternness and justness in his charac-
ter. By a general consent he was called Cato.
Subsequently, at a period of our public affairs

very analogous to the present, he occupied a
position which placed him at the head of the
financial institutions of East Tennessee. He
sustained them by his individual character.

The name of Hugh L. White was a guarantee
that never failed to attract confidence. Insti-

tutions were sustained by the credit of an indi-

vidual, and the only wealth of that individual
was his character. From this more limited
sphere of usefulness and reputation, he was first

brought to this more conspicuous stage as a
member of an important commission on the
Spanish treaty, in which he was associated with
Mr. Tazewell and Mr. King. His learning, his
ability, his firmness, and industry, immediately
extended the sphere of his reputation to the
boundaries of the country. Upon the comple-
tion of that duty, he came into this Senate.
Of his career here, I need not speak. His grave
and venerable form is even now before us—tL at
air of patient attention, of grave deliberation, of
unrelaxed firmness. Here his position was of
the highest—beloved, respected, honored; al-
ways in his place—always prepared for the
business in hand—always bringing to it the
treasured reflections of a sedate and vigorous
understanding. Over one department of our
deliberations he exercised a.very peculiar con-
trol. In the management of our complex and
difficult relations with the Indians we all de-
ferred to him, and to this he addressed himself
with unsparing labor, and with a wisdom, a pa-
tient benevolence, that justified and vindicated
the confidence of ths Senate.
"In private life he wt.: amiable and ardent.

The current of his feelings was warm and
strong. His long familiarity with public af-
fairs had not damped the natural ardor of his
temperament. We all remember the deep feel-
ing with which he so recently took leave of this
body, and how profoundly that feeling was re-
ciprocated. The good will, the love, the respect
which we bestowed upon him then, now give
depth and energy to the mournful feelings with
which we offer a solemn tribute to his memo-
ry."

And here this notice would stop if it was the
design of this work merely to write on the out-
side of history—merely to chronicle events;
but that is not the design. Inside views are

the main design : and this notice of Senator

White's life and character would be very im-

perfect, and vitally deficient, if it did not tell

how it happened that a man so favored by his

State during a long life should have lost that

favor in his last days—received censure from
those who had always given praise—and gone

to his grave under a cloud after having lived in

sunshine. The reason is briefly told. In his

advanced age he did the act which, with all old

men, is an experiment ; and, with most of them,

an imlucky one. He married again : and this

new Wife having made an immense stride from

the head of a boarding-house table to the head
of a senator's table, could see no reason why
she should not take one step more, and that

comparatively short, and arrive at the head of

the presidential table. This was before the

presidential election of 1836, Mr. Van Buren
was the generally accepted democratic candi-

date : he was foremost of all the candidates

:

and the man who is ahead of all the rest, on
such occasions, is pretty sure to have a com-
bination of all the rest against him. Mr. Van
Buren was no exception to this rule. The
whole whig party wished to defeat him : that

was a fair wish. Mr. Calhoun's party wished to

defeat him : that was invidious : for they could

not elect Mr, Calhoun by it. Many professing

democrats wished to defeat him, though for the

benefit of a whig : and that was a movement
towards the whig camp—where most of them
eventually arrived. All these parties combined,

and worked in concert ; and their line of opera-

tions was through the vanity of the victim's

wife. They excited her vain hopes. And this

modest, unambitious man, who had spent all his

life in resistmg oflice pressed upon him by his

real friends, lost his power of resistance in his

old age, and became a victim to the combina-

tion against him—which all saw, and deplored,

except himself. As soon as he was committed,

and beyond extrication, one of the co-operators

against him, a whig member of Congress from
Kentucky—a witty, sagacious man of good tact

—in the exultation of his feelings wrote the

news to a friend in his district, who, in a still

higher state of exultation, sent it to the news-
papers—thus -:

" Ju'Jge White is on the track,

running gayly, and wonH come off'; and if h«
would, his wife wonH let him.^' This was the

whole story, briefly and cheerily told—and tru-
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ly. He ran the race ! without prejudice to Mr.

Van Buren—without benefit to the whig can-

didates—without support from some who had

incited him to the trial : and with great politi-

cal and social damage to himself.

Long an inhabitant of the same State with

Judge White—indebted to him for my law li-

cense—moving in the same social and political

circle—accustomed to respect and admire him

—

sincerely friendly to him, and anxious for his

peace and honor, I saw with pain the progress

of the movement against him, and witnessed

with profound grief its calamitous consumma-

tion.

CHAPTER LI.

DEATH OF EX-SENATOE HAYNE OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA : NOTICE OF HIS LIFE AND CHAKAC-
TEE.

Naiure had lavished upon him all the gifts

which lead to eminence in public, and to happi-

ness, in private life. Beginning with the person

and manners—minor advantages, but never to

be overlooked when possessed—he was entirely

fortunate in these accessorial advantages. His

person was of the middle size, slightly above it

in height, well proportioned, flexible and grace-

ful. His face was fine—the features manly,

well formed, expressive, and bordering on the

handsome : a countenance ordinarily thought-

ful and serious, but readily lighting up, when
accosted, with an expression of kindness, intel-

ligence, cheerfulness, and an inviting amiability.

His face was then the reflex of his head and

his heart, and ready for the artist who could

seize the moment to paint to the life. His

manners were easy, cordial, unaffected, affable

;

and his address so winning, that the fascinated

stranger was taken captive at the first saluta-

tion. These personal qualities were backed by

those of the mind—all solid, brilliant, practical,

and utilitarian : and always employed on use-

ful objects, pursued from high motives, and by

fair and open means. His judgment was good,

and he exercised it in the serious consideration

cf whatever business he was engaged upon,

with an honest desire to do what was right,

and a laudable ambition to achieve an honora-

ble fame. He had a copious and ready elocu-

tion, flowing at will in a strong and steady cur-

rent, and rich in the material which constitutes

argument. His talents were various, and shone

in different walks of life, not often united : em-

inent as a lawyer, distinguished as a senator

:

a writer as well as a speaker : and good at the

council table. All these advantages were en-

forced by exemplary morals ; and improved by
habits of study, moderation, temperance, self-

control, and addiction to business. There was

nothing holiday, or empty about him—no lying

in to be delivered of a speech of phrases. Prac-

tical was the turn af his mind : industry an at-

tribute of his nature : labor an inherent impul-

sion, and a habit : and during his ten years of

senatorial service his name was incessantly con-

nected with the business of the Senate. He
was ready for all work—speaking, writing, con-

sulting—in the committee-room as well as in

the chamber—drawing bills and reports in pri-

vate, as well as shining in the public debate, and

ready for the social intercourse of the evening

when the labora of the day were ovec A de-

sire to do service to the country, and to earn

just fame for himself, by working at useful ob-

jects, brought all these high qualities into con-

stant, active, and brilliant requisition. To do

good, by fair means, was the labor of his sen-

atorial life; and I can truly say that, in ten

years of close association with him I never saw
him actuated by a sinister motive, a selfish cal-

culation, or an unbecoming aspiration.

Thus, having within himself so many quali-

ties and requisite^ for insuring advancement in

life, he also had extrinsic advantages, auxiliary

to talent, and which contribute to success in a

public career. He was well descended, and bore

a name dear to the South—the synonym of honor,

courage, and patriotism—memorable for that

untimely and cruel death of one of its revolu-

tionary wearers, which filled the country with

pity for his fate, and horror for his British exe-

cutioners. The name of Hayne, pronounced

any where in the South, and especially in South

Carolina, roused a feeling of love and respect,

and stood for a passport to honor, until deeds

should win distinction. Powerfully and exten-

sively connected by blood and marriage, he had

the generous support which family pride and

policy extends to a promising scion of the con-

nection. He had fortune, which gave him the

advantage of education, and of social position,

and left free to cultivate his talents, and to de-

I
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vote them to the public service. Resident in

Charleston, still maintaining its colonial reputa-

tion for refined society, and high and various

talent, he had every advantage of enlightened

and elegant association Tvrice happily married

in congenial families (Piuckney and Alston),

his domestic felicity was kept complete, his con-

nections extended, and fortune augmented. To
crown all, and to give effect to every gift with

which nature and fortune had endowed him, he

had that further advantage, which the Qrccian

Plutarch never fails to enumerate when the

case permits it, and which he considered so aux-

iliary to the advancement of some of the eminent

men whose lives he commemorated— Ihe advan-

tage of being born in a State where native talent

was cherished, and where the community made
it a policy to advance and sustain a promising

young man, as the property of the State, and

for the good of the State. Such waE, and is,

South Carolina ; and the young Hayne had the

ftdl benefit of the generous sentiment. As fast

as years permitted, he was advanced in the State

government : as soon as age and the federal con-

stitution permitted, he came direct to the Senate,

without passing through the House of Repre-

sentatives ; and to such a Senate as the body
then was—Bufus King, John Taylor of Caro-

line, Mr. Macon, John Gaillard, Edward Lloyd
of Maryland, James Lloyd of Massachusetti*,

James Barbour of Virginia, General Jackson,

Louis McLane of Delaware, Wm. Pinkney of

Maryland, Littleton Waller Tazewell, Webster,

Nathan Sandford, of New York, M. Van Buren,

King of Alabama, Samuel Smith of Maryland,
James Brown, and Henry Johnson of Louis-

iana; and many others, less known to fame,

but honorable to the Senate from personal deco-

rum, biisiness talent, and dignity of character.

Hayne arrived among them ; and was con-

sidered by such men, and among such men, as

an accession to the talent and character of the
chamber. I know the estimate they put upon
him, the consideration they had for him, and the
future they pictured for him: for they were
men to look around, and consider who were to
carry on the government after they were gone.
But the proceedings of the Senate soon gave the
highest evidence of the degree of consideration
in which he was held. In the very second year
of his service, he was appointed to a high duty
such as would belong to age and long service.

as well as to talent and elevated character. He
was made chainnan of the select committee

—

and select it was—which brought in the bill for

the grants ($200,000 in money, and 24,000 acres

of land), to Lafayette ; and as such became the

organ of the expositions, as delicate as they

were responsible, which reconciled such grants

to the words and spirit of our constitution, and
adjusted them to the merit and modesty of the

receiver : a high function, and which he ful-

filled to the satisfaction of the chamber, and the

country.

Six years afterwards he had the great debate

with Mr. Webster—a contest of many days,

sustained to the last without losing its inter-

est—(which bespoke fertility of resource, as

well as ability in both speakers), and in which
his adversary had the advantage of a more
ripened intellect, an established national reputa-

tion, ample preparation, the choice of attack, and
the goodness of the cause. Mr. Webster came
into that field upon choice and deliberation, well

feeling the grandeur of the occasion ; and pro-

foundly studying his part. He had observed

during the summr: he signs in South Carolina,

and marked the proceedings of some public

meetings unfriendly to the Union ; and which

he ran back to the incubation of Mr. Calhoun.

He became the champion of the constitution

and the Union, choosing his time and occasion,

hanging his speech upon a disputed motion with

which it had nothing to do, nd w'^ich was im-

mediately lost sight of i J biaj.j and expan-

sion of a great nationnl discussion : himself

armed and equipped for the contest, glittering

in the panoply of every species of parliamentary

and forensic weapon—solid argument, playful

wit, biting sarcasm, classic allusion ; and strik-

ing at a new doctrine of South Carolina origin,

in which Hayne was not implicated: but his

friends were—and that made him their defender.

The speech was at Mr. Calhoun, then presiding

in the Senate, and without right to reply.

Hayne became his sword and buckler, and had

much use for the latter to cover his friend—hit

by incessant blows—cut by many thrusts : but

he understood too well the science of defence in

wordy as well as military digladiation to confine

himself to fending off. He returned, as well m
received blows ; but all conducted courteously

;

and stings when inflicted gently extracted on

either side by delicate compliments. Each

i
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morning he returned ro-invigorated to the

contest, like Antteus refreshed, not from a

fabulous contact with mother earth, but from

a real cor^munion with Mr. Calhoun ! the ac-

tual subject of Mr. Webster's attack : and from

the well-stored arsenal of his powerful and

subtle mind, he nightly drew auxiliary supplies.

Friends relieved the combatants occasionally

;

but it was only to relieve ; and the two princi-

pal figures romamod prominent to the last. To
speak of the issue would be superfluous ; but

there was much in the arduous struggle to con-

sole the younger senator. To cope with Web-
ster, was a distinction : not to be crushed by

him, was almost a victory: to rival him in

copious and graceful elocution, was to establish

an equality at a point which strikes the masses

:

and Hayne often had the crowded galleries with

him. But, equal argument ! that was impos-

sible. The cn,use forbid it, far more than dis-

parity of force ; and reversed positions would

have reversed the issue.

I have said elsewhere (Vol. I. of this work),

that I deem Mr. Hayne to have been entirely

sincere in professing nullification at that time

only in the sense of the Virginia resolutions of

'98-'99, as expounded by their authors : three

years afterwards he left his place in the Senate

to become Governor of South Carolina, to en-

force the nullification ordinance which the Gen-

eral Assembly of the State had passed, and

against which President Jackcon put forth his

impressive proclamation. Up to this point, in

writing this notice, the pen had run on with

pride and pleasure—pride in portraying a shin-

ing American character: pleasure in recalling

recollections of an eminent man, whom I es-

teemed—who did me the honor to call me friend

;

and with whom I was intimate. Of all the

senators he seemed nearest to me—both young

in the Senate, entering it nearly together ; bom
in adjoining States ; not wide apart in age ; a

similarity of political principle : and, I may add,

some conformity of tastes and habits. Of all

the young generation of statesmen coming on,

I considered him the safest—the most like Wil-

liam Lowndes ; and best entitled to a future

eminent lead. He was democratic, not in the

modern sense of the teria, as never bolting a

caucus nomination, and never thinking difier-

ently from the actual administration ; but on

principle, as founded in a strict, in contradis-

tinction to a latitudinarian construction of the

constitution ; and as cherishing simplicity and

economy in the administration of the federal

government, in contradistinction to splendor and

extravagance.

With his retiring from the Senate, Mr. Hayne'a

national history ceases. He does not appear af-

tenvards upon the theatre of national alTairs

:

but his practical utilitarian mind, and ardent

industry, found ample and beneficent employ-

ment in some noble works of internal improve-

ment. The railroad system of South Carolina,

with its extended ramifications, must admit him

for its founder, from the zeal he carried into it,

and the im'Dulsion ho gave it. Ho died in the

meridian of his life, and in the midst of his use-

fulness, and in the field of his labors—in west-

ern North Carolina, on the advancing line of the

great iron railway, which is to connect the

greatest part of the South Atlantic with the

nobleat part of the Valley of the Mississippi.

The nullification ordinance, which he became

Governor of South Carolina to enforce, was

wholly directed against the tarifi* system of the

time—not merely against a protective tariff", but

against its fruits—undue levy of I'cvcnue, ex-

travagant expenditure ; and expenditure in one

quarter of the Union of what was levied upon

the other. The levy and expenditure were then

some twenty-five millions of dollars : they are

now seventy-five millions : and the South, while

deeply agitated for the safety of slave property

—

(now as safe, and more valuable than ever, as

proved by the witness which makes no mistakes,

the market price)—is quiet upon the evil which

produced the runification ordinance of 1832:

qutet under it, although that evil is three times

greater now than then : and without excuse, as

the present vast expenditure is the mere effect

of mad extravagance. Is this quietude a con-

demnation of that ordinance ? or, is it of the

nature of an imaginary danger which inflames

the passions, that it should supersede the real

evil which affects the pocket / If the Hayne of

1824, and 1832, was now alive, I think his prac-

tical and utilitarian mind would be seeking a

proper remedy for the real grievance, now so

much greater than ever; and that he would

leave the fires of an imaginary danger to die out

of themselves, for waul of fuel.
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CHAPTER LII.

ABOLITION OP SPEOIFIO DUTIES BY THE COM-
rfiOMISE ACT OF 1888: ITS EHROK, AND L089
TO THE REVENUE, SHOWN BY EXPEUIENOE.

The introduction of the universal ad valorem

system in 1833 was opposed and deprecated by
practical men at the time, as one of those refined

subtleties which, aiming at an ideal perfection,

overlooks the experience of ages, and disregards

the warnings of reason. Specific duties had
been the rule—ad valorems the exception

—

from the beginning of the collection of custom-

house revenue. The specific duty was a ques-

tion in the exact sciences, depending upon a

mathematical solution by weight, count, or mear
sure: the ad valorem presented a question to

the fallible judgment of men, sure to be different

at difierent places ; and subject, in addition to

the fallibility of judgment, to the chances of

ignorance, indifference, negligence and corrup-

tion. All this was urged against the act at the

time, but in vain. It was a piece of legislation

arranged out of doors—christened a compro-

mise, which was to .save the Union—^brought

into the House to be passed without alteration

:

and was so passed, in defiance of all judgment and
reason by the aid of the votes of those—always a

considerable per centum in every public body-
to whom the name of compromise is an irresist-

ible attraction : amiable men, who would do no
wrong of themselves, and without whom the de-

signing could do but little wrong. Objections

to this pernicious novelty (of universal ad valo-

rems), were in vain urged then: experience,

with her enlightened voice, now came forward
to plead against them. The act had been in

force seven years : it had had a long, and a fair

trial
: and that safest of all juries—Time and

Experience—now came forward to deUver their

verdict. At this session ('39-'40) a message
was sent to the House of Representatives by
the President, covering reports from the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, and from the Comptroller
of the Treasury, with opinions from the late

Attorney-s-genera! of the United States (Messrs.
Benjamin F. Butler and Felix Grundy), and
letters from the collectors of the customs in all

the principal Atlantic portE, all relating to tho

practical operation of the ad valorem system,

and showing it to be unequal, uncertain, unsafe

—diverse in its construction—injurious to the

revenue—open to unfair practices—and greatly

expensive from the number of persons required

to execute it. The whole document may be

profitably studied by all who deprecate unwise

and pernicious legislation ; but a selection of a

few of the cases of injurious operation which it

presents will be sufiicient to give an idea of the

whole. Three classes of goods arc selected

—

silks, linens, and worst d : all staple articles,

and so well known as to be the least susceptible

of diversity of judgment ; and yet on which, in

the period of four years, a fraction over five

millions of dollars liad been lost to the Treasury

from diversity of construction between the

Treasury officers and the judiciary—with the

further prospective loss of one million and
three-quarters in the ensuing three years if tho

act was not amended. The document, at page

44, states the annual ascertained loss during four

years' operation of the act on these classes of

goods, to be

:

"In 1835 - $624,356
1836 - 847,162

In 1837 - $463,090
1838 - 428,237

" Making in the four years $2,362,845 ; and the
comptroller computes the annual prospective
loss during the time the act may remain un-
altered, at $800,000. So much for silks ; now
for linens. The same page, for the same four
years, represents the annual loss on this article

to be:

In 1835
1836

$370,785
516,988

In 1837
1838

$303,241
226,375

"Making the sum of $1,411,389 on this article
for the four years ; to which is to be added the
estimated sum of $400,000, for the future an-
nual losses, if the act remains unaltered.

" On worsted goods, for the same time, and on
page 45, the report exhibits the losses thus

:

In 1835 - $409,329 In 1837 - $209,391
1836 - 416,832 1838 - 249,590

" Making a total of ascertained loss on this
head, in the brief space of four years, amount to
the sum of $1,285,142; with a computation of
a prospective loss of $500,000 per annum, while
the compromise act remains as it is."

Such were the losses from diversity of con-

struction alone on three ciaases of goods, in the
short spax:e of four years ; and these classes sta-

ple goods, composed of a single material. When

1
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it came to articles of mixed material, the diversi-

ty became worse. Custom-house officers dis-

agreed : comptrollers and troafurers disagreed

:

attorneys-general disagreed. Oourts were re-

ferred to, and their decision orerrulod all. Many
importers stood suits ; and the courts and juries

overruled all the officers appointed to collect the

revenue. The government could only collect

what they are allowed. Often, after paying

the duty assessed, the party has brought his

action and recovered a large part of it back.

So that this ad valorem system, besides its

great expense, its chance for diversity of opin-

ions among the appraisers, and its openness to

corruption, also gave rise to differences among

the highest administrative and law officers of

the government, with resort to courts of law, in

nearly all which the United States was the loser.

mm

'

CHAPTER LIII.

EEFINED SUGAR AND BUM DRAWBACKS: THEIR
ABUSE UNDER THE COMPROMISE ACT OF 1888:

MR. BENTON'S SPEECH.

Mb. Benton rose to make the motion for which

he had given notice on Friday last, for leave to

bring in a bill to reduce the drawbacks allowed

on *M exportation of rum and refined sugars

;

and the bounties and allowances to fishing ves-

sels, in proportion to the reduction which had

been made, and should be made, in the duties

upon imported sugars, molasses and salt, upon

which these bounties and allowances were re-

spectively granted.

Mr. B. said that the bill, for the bringing in

of which he was about to ask leave, proposed

some material alteration in the act of 1833, for

the modification of the tariff, commonly called

the compromise act ; and as that act was held

by its friends to be sacred and inviolable, and

entitled to run its course untouched and un-

altered, it became his duty to justify his bill in

advance ; to give reasons for it before he ventur-

ed to submit the question of leave for its intro-

duction ; and to show, beforehand, that here was

great and just cause for the measure he pro-

posed.

Mr. B. said it would be recollected, by those

who were contemporary with the event, and
might bo seen by a' 1 who should now look into

our legislative history of that day, that he was
thoroughly opposed to the passage of the act of

1833 ; that he preferred waiting the progress of

Mr. Verplanck's bill ; that he opposed thecompro-

mise act, from beginning to end ; made speeches

against it, which were not answered ; uttered

predictions of it, which were disregarded
; pro-

posed amendments to it, which were rejected

;

showed it to be an adjournment, not a settle-

ment, of the tariff question ; and voted against

it, on its final passage, in a respectable minority

of eighteen. It was not his intention at this

time to recapitulate all the objections which ho

then made to tne act ; but to confine himself to

two of those objections, and to those two of

them, the truth and evils of which time had

developed ; and for which evils the public good

demands an immediate remedy to be applied.

He spoke of the drawbacks and allowances

founded upon duties, which duties were to un-

dergo periodical reductions, while the draw-

backs and allowances remained undiminished;

and of the vague and arbitrary tenor of the act,

which rendered it incapable of any regular, uni-

form, or safe execution. He should confine him-

self to these two objections ; and proceed to ex-

amine them in the order in which they were

mentioned.

At page 208 of the Senate journal, session of

1832^3, is seen this motion :
" Moved by Mr.

Benton to add to the bill a section in the fol-

lowing words :
' That all drawbacks allowed

on the exportation of articles manufactured in

the United States from materials imported

from foreign countries, and subject to duty,

shall be reduced in proportion to the reduction

nf duties providedfor in this act.^ " The par-

ticular application of this clause, as explained

and enforced at the time, was to sugar and mo-

lasses, and the refined sugar, and the rum man-,

ufactured from them.

As the laws then stood, and according to the

principle of all drawbacks, the exporters of these

refined sugars and rum were allowed to draw

back from the Treasury precisely as much money
as had been paid into the Treasury on the im-

portation of the article out of which the export-

ed article was manufactured. This was the

principle, and this was the law ; and so rigidly

was this insisted upon by the manufacturing
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and exporting interest, that only four years be-

fore the compromise act, namely, in 1829, the

drawback on refined sugars exported was raised

from four to *lve cents a pound upon the motion

of General Smith, a then senator from Mary-

land ; and this upon an argument and a calcula-

tion made by liim to show that the quantity of

raw sugar contained in every pound of refined

sugar, had, in reality, paid five instead of four

cents duty. My motion appeared to me sclf-

evidently just, as the new act, in abolishing all

specific duties, and reducing every thing to an
ad valorem duty of twenty per centum, would
reduce the duties on sugar and molasses eventu-

ally to the one-third or the one-fourth ^f their

then amount ; and, unless the drawback should

be proportionately reduced, the exporter of re-

fined sugars and rum, instead of drawing back

the exact amount he had paid into the Treasury,

would in reality draw back three or four times

as much as had been paid in. This would be un-

just in itself; and, besides being unjust, would
involve a breach of the constitution, for, so much
of the drawback as was not founded upon the

duty, would be a naked bounty paid for nothmg
out of the Treasury. I expected my motion to

be adopted by a unanimous vote ; on the con-

trary, it was rejected by a vote of 24 'to 18 ;*

and I had to leave it to Time, that slow, but sure

witness, to develope the evils which my argu-

ments had been unable to show, and to enforce

the remedies which the vote of the Senate had
rejected. That witness has come. Time, with
his unerring testimony, has arrived. The act

of 1833 has run the greater part of its course

without having reached its ultimate depression

of duties, or developed its greatest mischiefs

;

but it has gone far enough to show that it has
done immense injury to the Treasury, and must
continue to do it if a remedy is not applied.

Always indiflFerent to my rhetoric, and careful

ofmy facts—always leaving oratory behind, and
laboring to establish a battery of facts in front
—^I have applied at the fountain head of infor-

• The following was the vote

:

Teas—Messrs. Benton, Buckner, Calhoun, Dallas, Dicker-
son, Dudley, Forsyth, Johnston, Kane, King, Elves, Eobln-
Bon, Seymour, Tomllnson, Webster, White, Wilklns, and
Wright—18.
NATS-Messrs. Bell, Bibb. Black, Clar, Clayton, Ewing,

Foot, Grundy, Hendrlck^ Holmes, Knight, Mangum, Miller,'

Moore, Naudain, Polndexter, Prentlns, Bobbins, Sllabcel
Smith, Sprague, Tipton, Tronp, Tyler-24.

mation—the Treasury Department—for all the
statistics connected with the subject ; and the
successive reports which had been received from
that department, on the salt duties and the fish-

ing bounties and allowances, and on the sugar
and molasses duties, and the drawbacks on ex-
ported rum and refined sugar, and which had
been printed by the order of the Senate, had
supplied the information which constituted tho
body of facts which must carry conviction to

the mind of every hearer.

Mr. B. said he would take up the sugar duties
first, and show what had been the operation of
the act of 1833, in relation to the revenue from
that article, and the drawbacks founded upon it.

In document No. 275, laid upon our tables on
Friday last, we find four tables in relation to
this point, and a letter from the Register of the
Treasury, Mr. T. L. Smith, describing their con-
tents.

These tables are all valuable. The whole of
the information which they contain is useful,

and is applicable to the business of legislation,

and goes to enlignten us on the subject under con-
sideration

; but it is not in my power, continued
Mr. B., to quote them m detail. Results and
prominent facts only can be selected ; and, pro-

ceeding on this plan, I here show to the Senate,

from table No. 1, that as early as the year 1837—
being only four years after the compromise act

—

the drawback paid on the exportation of refined

sugar actually exceeded the amount of revenue
derived from imported sugar, by the sum of

^61 71. As the duties continued to diminish,

and the drawback remamed the same, i^h ex-
cess was increased in 1838 to $12,690 ; uc^ jn
1839 it was increased to $20,154 37. Thus far

the results are mathematical ; they are copied
from the Treasury books ; they show the actual

operation of the compromise act on this article,

down to the end of the last year. These are

facts to pause at, and think upon. They imply
that the sugar refiners manufactured more sugar
than was imported into the United States for

each of these three years—that they not only
manufactured, but exported, in a refined state,

more than was imported into the United States,

about 400,000 lbs. more the last of these years—
that they paid duty on these quantities, not
leaving a pound of imported sugar to have been
used or duty paid on it by any other person

—

and not leaving a pound of their own refined

(ui
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augar to l'^ used in the United States. In other

words, the whole amount of tho revenue from

brown and clayed sugars was paid over to 29

sugar refiners from 1837 : and not only the

whole amount, but the respective sums of

$861 71, and $12,090, and $20,154 37, in that

and the two succeeding years, over »'jd above

that amount. This is what the table shows as

far as the act has gone ; and as we know that

the refiners only consumed a small part of the

sugar imported, and only exported a part of

what they refined, and consequently only paid

duty on a small part, it stands to reason that a

most enormous abuse has been committed—the

fault of the law allowing them to " draw back "

out of the Treasury what they had never put

into it.

The table then goes on to show the prospec-

tive operation of the act for tho remainder of

the time which it has to run, and which will in-

clude the great reductions of duty which are i,o

take place in 1841 and 1842 ; and here the re-

sults become still more striking. Assuming the

importation of each succeeding year to be the

same that it was in 1839, and the excess of the

drawback over the duties will be, for 1840,

$37,343 38 ; for 1841, the same ; for 1842

$114,693 94; and for 1843, the sum of $140,

477 45. That is to say, these refiners will

receive the whole of the revenue from the sugar

tax, and these amounts in addition, for these

four years ; when they would not be entitled,

under an honest law, to more than the one for-

tieth part of the revenue—^which, in fact, is more

than they received while the law was honest.

These will be the bounties payable out of the

Treasury in the present, and in the three suc-

ceeding years, provided the importation ofsugars

shall be the same that it was in 1839 ; but will

it be the same ? To this question, both reason

and experience answer in the negative. They

both reply that the importation will increase in

proportion to the increased profit which the in-

creasing difierence between the duty and the

drawback will afford ; and this reply is proved

by the two first columns in the table under con-

sideration. These columns show that, under the

encouragement to importation already afforded

by the compromise act, the import of sugar in-

creased in six '"^ears from 1.558.971 ix>unds.

costing $72,336, to 11,308,501 pounds, costing

$554,119. Here was an enormous increase un-

der a small inducement compared to that which

is to follow ; so tuat we have reason to conclude

that the importations of the present and ensuing

years, unless checked by the passage of the bill

which I propose to bring in, will not only in-

crease in the ratio of the past years, but far be-

yond it ; and will in reality be limited only by

the capacity of tho world to supply the demand

:

so great will be the inducement to import raw

or clayed sugars, and export refined. Tho effect

upon our Treasury must bo great. Several

hundred thousand dollars per annum must be

taken from it for nothing j tho whole extracted

from the Secretary of tho Treasury in hard

money ; his reports having shown us that, while

paper money, and even depreciated paper, is

systematically pre .sed upon tho government in

payment of du aes, nothing but gold and silver

will be received back in payment of drawbacks.

But it is not the Treasury only that would

suffer : the consumers of sugar would come in

for their share of the burden: the drawback

will keep up the price ; and the home consumer

must pay the drawback as well as the govern-

ment ; otherwise the refined sugar will seek a

foreign market. The consumers of brown sugar

will suffer in the same manner ; for the manu-

facturer^ will monopolize it, and refine it, and

have their five cents drawback, either at home

or abroad. Add to all this, it will be well if

enterprising dealers shall not impose domestic

sugars upon the manufacturers, and thus convert

the home crop into an article entitled to draw-

back.

Such are the mischiefs of the act of 1833 in

relation to this article ; they are great already,

and still greater are yet to come. As early as

1837, the whole amount of the sugar revenue,

and $801,71 besides, was delivered over to somo

twenty odd manufacturers of refined sugars!

At this day, the whole amount of that revenue

goes to these few individuals, and $37,343,38

besides. This is the case this year. Henceforth

they are to receive the whole amount of this

revenue, with some hundreds of thousands of

dollars besides, to be drawn from other branches

of revenue, unless this bill is passed which I pro-

pose to bring in. This is the effect of the act,

dignified with the name of compromise, and hal-

loaed by the imputed character of sacred and

inviolable ! It turns over a tax levied from

seventeen millions of people on an article of e»-
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ential comfort, and almost a necessary ; it turns

over this whole tax to a few individuals ; and

that not being enough to satisfy their demand,

they receive the remainder from the National

Trea.sury ! It violates the constitution to the

whole extent of the excess of the drawback over

1 the duty. It subjects the Treasury to an un-

foreseen amount of undue demands. It deprives

the people of the whole benefit of the reduction

of the sugar tax, provided for by the act itself;

and subjects them to the mercies of those who
may choose to monopolize the article for refine-

ment and exportation. The whole number of

persons into whose hands all this money and
power is thrown, is, according to a statement

derived from Gov. Wolf, the late collector of the

customs at Philadelphia, no more than own the

29 sugar refineries ; the whole of which, omit-

ting some smaH ones in the West, and three in

New Orleans, are situate on the north side of

Mason and Dixon's line. Members from the

South and West complain of the unequal work-
ing of our revenue system—of the large amounts
expended in the northeast—the trifle expended
South and West. But, why complain ? Their
own improvident and negligent legislation makes
it so. This bill alone, in only one of its items—
the sugar item—will send millions, before 1842,
to the north side of that famous line : and this

bill was the concoction, and that out of doors,

of one member from the South and one more
from the West.

Mr. Benton would proceed to the nest article

to the eflfcet upon which, of the compromise act,

he would wish to call their attention j and that

article was imported molasses, and its manufac-
ture, in the shape of exported rum. On this

article, and its manufacture, the operation of the

act was of the same character, though not to the
same degree, that it was on sugars ; the duties

were reduced, while the drawback remained the
same. This was constantly giving drawback
where no duty had been paid ; and in 1842 the
whole of the molasses tax will go to these rum
distillers—giving the legal implication that they
had imported all the molasses that came into

the United States, and paid duty on it—and
then exported it all in the shape of rum—cleav-

ing not a gallon to have been consumed by the
rest of the community, nor even a gallon of their

own rum to have been drank in the United
States. All this is clear from the regular opera-

VoL. II.~13

tion of the compromise act, in reducing duties

without making a corresponding reduction iu

the drawbacks founded upon them. But is

there not to be cheating in addition to the regu-
lar operation of the act ? If not, we shall be
more fortunate than we have been heretofore,

and that under the circumstances of greatei

temptation. It is well known thot whiskey can
bo converted into New England rum, and ex
ported as such, and receive the drawback of the
molasses duty j and that this has been done just
as often as the price of whiskey (and the mearf-

est would answer the purpose) was less than
the cost of molasses. The process was this.

Purchase base whiskey at a low rate—filtrate it

through charcoal, to deprive it of smell and
taste—then pass it through a rum distillery, in

company with a little real rum—and the whis-
key would come out rum, very fit to bo sold as

such at home, or exported as such, with the
benefit of drawback. All this has been done,

and has been proved to be done ; and, therefore,

may be done again, and certainly will be done,

under the increased temptation which the com-
promise act now affords, and will continue to

afford, if not amended as proposed by the bill I

propose to bring in. It was proved before a
committee of the House of Representatives in

the session of 1827-8. Mr. Jeromus Johnson,

then a member of Congress from the city of

New York, now a custom-house oflBcer in that

city, testified directly to the fact. To the ques-

tion :
^'' Are there not large quantities of whis-

key used with molasses in the distillation of
what is called New England rum ? " He an-

swered :
" There are : " and that when mixed at

the rate of only four gallons to one, and the

mixture run through a rum distillery—the

whisk* reviously deprived of its taste and
smell by titration through charcoal—the best

practised rum drinker could not tell the differ-

ence—even if appealed to by a custom-house
oflBcer. That whiskey is now used for that

purpose, is clearly established by the table

marked B. That table shows that the impor-

tation of foreign molasses for the year 1839 was
392,368 gallons j and the exportation of distil-

led rum for that quantity was 356,699 gallons

;

that is to say, nearly as many gallons of rum
went out as of molasses came in ; and, admitting

that a gallon of good molasses will make a gal-

lon of rum, yet the average is below it. Infe-
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rior or common moiaHNos falls short of producing

gallon for gallon by from 5 to 7 J per cent. Now
make an allowance for this deficiency ; allow

also for the quantity of foreign molasses con-

tumed in the United States in other ways ; al-

low likewise for the quantity of rum made from

molasses, and not exported, but consumed at

home : allow for these three items, and the con-

Tiction becomes irresistible, that whiskey was

usrd in the distillation of rum in the year 1839,

and exported with the bcceflt of drawback 1

and that such will continue to bo the case (if

this blunder is not corrected), as the duty gets

lower and the temptation to export whiskey,

under the disguise ofNew England rum, becomes

greater. After 1842, this must be a great busi-

ness, and the molasses drawback a good profit

on mean whiskey.

Putting the8« two items togcthep—the sugar

and the molasses drawbacks—and some millions

must be plundered from the Treasury under

the preposterous provisions of this compromise

Mt.

CHAPTER LIV.

FianiNG BOUNTIES AND ALLOWANCES, AND
THEIR ABUSE: ME. BENTON'S SPEECH: EX-
TRACTS.

The bill which I am asking leave to introduce,

proposes to reduce the fishing bounties and

allowances in proportion to the reduction which

the salt duty has undergone, and is to undergo

;

and at the threshold I am met by the question,

whether these allowances are founded upon the

salt duty, and should rise and fall with it, or

are independent of that duty, and can be kept

up without it ? I hold the affirmative of this

question. I hold that the allowances rest upon

the duty, and upon nothing else, and that there

is neither statute law nor constitution to support

them on any other foundation. This is what I

hold : but I should not have noticed the ques-

tion at this time except for the issue joined

upon it between the senator from Massachusetts

who sits farthest on the other side (Mr. Davis),

and myself. He and I have made up an issue

Ou tills point
i

aiici wituout going intO me argu-

ment at this time, I will cite him to the original

petition from the Massachusetts legislature,

asking for a drawback of the duties, or, as they

styled it. " a remission of duties on all the duti-

able ariicles used in the fisheries; and al«o

premiums and bounties :

" and having shown

this jMJtition, I will point to half a dozen acts of

Congress which prove my position—hoping that

they may prove sufficient, but promijiing to

come down upon him with an avalanche of au-

thorities if they are not.

The dutiable articles used in the fisheries, and

of which a remission duty was asked in the pe-

tition, were : salt, rum, tea, sugar, molasses,

coarse woollens, lines and hooks, sail-cloth,

cordage, iron, tonnago. This petition, present-

ed to Congress in the year 1790, was referred

to the Secretary of State (Mr. Jefferson), for a

report upon it ; and his report was, that a draw-

back of duties ought to be allowed, and that the

fisheries are not to draw support from the Treas-

ury ; the words, "drawback of duty," oi.ly ap-

plying to articles exported, was confined to the

salt upon that part of the fish which were ship-

ped to foreign countries : and to this effect was

the legislation of Congress. 1 briefly review the

first half dozen of these acts.

1. The act of 1789—the same which imposed

a duty of six cents a bushel on salt, and which

granted a bounty of five cents a barrel on pickled

fish exported, and also on beef and pork export-

ed, and five cents a quintal on dried fish ex-

ported—declared these bounties to be " in lieu

of a drawback of the duties imposed on the im-

portation of the salt employed and expended

thereon." This act is decisive of the whole ques-

tion. In the first place it declares the bounty

to be in lieu of a drawback of the salt duty. In

the second place, it conforms to the principle of

all drawbacks, and only grants the bounty on

the part of the fish which is exported. In the

third place, it gives the same bounty, and in the

same words, to the exporters of salted beef and

pork which is given to the exporters of fish

:

and certainly mariners were not expected to be

created among the raisers of swine and cattle

—

which negatives the idea of this being an en-

couragement to the formation of seamen.

2. In 1790 the duty on salt was doubled : it

was raised from six to twelve cents a bushel

:

by the same act the fishing bounties and allow-

aiic-"3 were also do:jbled : they were raised from

five to ten cents the barrel and the quintal. By

this act the bounties and allowances bolh to
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flsh and prorfdiong, were described to bo "in

lieu of drawback of the duty on salt used in cu-

ring flsh and provisions ex|)orted."

3. The act of 1792 repeals "the bounty in

lieu of drawback on drie<l flsh ; " and, " in lieu

of that and us commutation thereof, and as an
equ.valent therefor," shifts the bounty from the

"quintal" of dried fish to the "tonnage" of

the fishing vessel ; and changes .ts name from
" b( ity " to " allowance." This is the key act

to the present system of tonnage allowance to

the fishing vessel ; and was passed upon the

petition of the fishermen, and to enable the
" crew " of the vessel to draw the boimty in-

stead of letting it fall into the hands of the ex-

porting merchant. It was done upon the fisher-

men's petition, and for the benefit of the crew,

interested in the adventure, and who had paid

the duty on the salt which they used. And to

exclude all idea of considering this change as a

change of policy, and to cut off all inference that
the allowance was now to become a bounty
from the Treasury as an encouragement for a
leaman's nursery, the act went on to make this

precise and explicit declaration : " That the

allowance so granted to the faking vessel was
a commutation of, and an equivalent for, the
bounty in lieu of drawback of the duties im-
posed on the importation of the salt used in
curing the fish exported" This is plain lan-

guage—the plain language used by legislators

of that day—and defies misconception, misun-
derstanding, or cavil.

4. In 1797 the duty on salt was raised from
twelve cents to twenty cents a bushel : by the
same act a corresponding increase was made in

the bounties both to exported salted provisions
and pickled fish, and in the allowance to the
fishing vessels. The salt duty was raised one-
third and A fraction: and these bounties and
allowances were raised one-third. Thirty-three
and one-third per cent, was added all round;
and the act, to make all sure, was express in
again declaring the bounties and allowances to
be a commutation in lieu of the drawback of the
salt duty.

5. The act of April 12th, 1800, continues the
salt duty, and with it all the bounties to salted
provisions and pickled fish exported, and all the
ailovvaiicL-s to fishing vessels, for ten years ; and
then adds this proviso :

« That these allowances
shall not be understood to be continued for a

longer time than the correspondent duties on
salt, respectively, for wh:ch the said allowances
were granted, shall bo payable." Such are the
terms of the act of the year 1800. It in a clincher.

It nails up, and cnishes every thing. It shows
that Congress was determined that the salt

duty, and the bounties and allowances, should
bo one Hr.d indivisible: that they should come,
and go together—should rise and fall together-
should live ond die together.

C. In 1807, Mr, Jefferson being President,

the salt tax was abolished upon his recom-
mendation: and with it all the bounties and
allowances to fishing vessels, to pickled flsh,

and to salted beef and pork were all swept
away. The same act abolished the whole. The
flrst section repealed the salt duty : the second

repealed the bounties and allowances : and the
repeal of both was to take effect on the same
day—namely, on the first day of January, 1808

:

a day which deserves to bo nationally com-
memorated, as the day of the death of an odi-

ous, criminal and impious tax. The beneficent

and meritorious act was in these words : "7%a/
from and after the first day of January next,

so much of any act as allows a bounty on ex-
ported salt provisions and pickledfish, in lieu

ofdrawback of the duties on the salt employed
in curing the same, and so much ofany act as
males allowances to the owners and crews of
fishing vessels, in lieu of drawback of the

duties paid on the salt w; il in the same, shall
be, and the same hereby is repealed." This
was the end of the first salt tax in the United
States, and of all the bounties and allowance^!

built upon it. It fell, with all its accessories, un-
der the republican administration of Mr. Jeffer-

son—and with the unanimous vote of every re-

publican—and also with the vote of many fede-

ralists: so much more favorable were the old
federalists than the whigs of this day, to the in-

terests of the people. In fact there were only
five votes against the repeal, and not one of these

upon the ground that the bounties and allow-
ances were independent of the salt duty.

7. After this, and for six years, there was no
salt tax—no fishing bounties or allowances in

the United States. The tax, and its progeny
lay buried in one common jrrave. and had no
resurrection until the year 1813. The war with
Great Britain revived them—the tax and its oflf-

spring together; but only as a temporary meaa-

I
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ure—as a war tax—to oease within one year after

ihe termination of the war. Before that year was

out, the tax, and its appendages were contin-

ued—not for any determinate period, but until

repealed by Congress. They have not been re-

pealed yet ! and that was forty years ago ! No
act could then have been obtained to continue

this duty for the short space of three years.

The continuance could only be obtained on the

argument that Congress could then repeal it at

any time ; a fallacious reliance, but always

seductive to men of easy and temporizing tem-

peraments.

The pretension that these fishing bounties

and allowances were granted as encourt^ment

to mariners, is rejected by every word of the

acts which grant them, and by the striking fact,

that no part of them goes to the whale fisheries.

Not a cent of them had ever gone to a whale

ship : they had only gone to the cod and mack-

erel fisheries. The noble whaler of four or fire

hundred tons, with her ample crew, which sailed

twenty thousand miles, doubling a most tem-

pestuous cape before she arrived at the field of

her labors—^which remained out three years,

waging actual war with the monsters of the

deep—a war in which a brave heart, a steady

eye, and an iron nerve were as much wanted as

in any battle with man ;—this noble whaler got

nothing. It all went to the hook-and-line men

—to the cod and mackerel fisheries, which were

carried on in duninutive vessels, as small as five

tons, and in the rivers, and along the shores,

and on the shallow banks of Newfoimdland.

Meritorious as these hook-and-line fishermen

might be, they cannot compare with the whalers

:

and these whalers receive no bounties and al-

lowances because they pay no duty on j"iported

salt, re-exported by them.

I now come to the clause in my bill which

has called forth these preliminary remarks ; the

third clause, which proposes the reduction of

fishing bounties and allowances in proportion to

the reduction which the salt tax has imdergone,

and shall undergo. And here, it is not the com-

promise act alone that is to be blamed : a pre-

vious act shares that censure with it. In 1830

the salt duty was reduced ono-half, to take effect

in 1830 and 1831 ; the fishing bounties and

allowances should have been reduced one-half at

the same time. I made the motion in the Sen-

ate to that effect; but it failed of success.

When the compromise act was passed in 1833,

and provided for a further reduction of the salt

duty—a reduction which has now reduced it

two-thirds, and in 1841 and '42 will reduce it

still lower—when this act was passed, a reduc-

tion of the fishing bounties and allowances

should have taken place. The two senate. &<

who concocted that act in their chambers, and

brought it here to be registered as the royal

edicts were registered in the times of the old

French monarchy; when these two senators

concocted this act, they should have inserted a

provision in it for the correspondent reduction

of the fishing boimtitiB and allowances with the

salt tax : they should have placed these allow-

ances, and the refined sugar, and the rum draw-

backs, all on the same footing, and reduced them

all in proportion to the reduction of the duties

on the articles on which they were founded.

They did cot do this. They omitted the whole

;

with what mischief you have already seen in the

case of rum and refined sugar, and shall pre-

sently see in the case of the fishing bounties

and allowances. I attempted to supply a part

of their omission in making the motion in rela-

tion to drawbacks, which was read to you at the

commencement of these remaks. Failing in

that motion, I made no further attempt, but

waited for time, the great arbiter of all ques-

tions, to show the mischief and to enforce the

remedy. That arbiter is now here, with his

proofs in his hand, in the shape of certain re-

porfi from the Treasury Department in relation

to the salt duty and the fishing bounties and

allowances, which have been printed by the

order of the Senate, and constitute part of the

salt document, No. 196. From that document I

now proceed to collect the evidences of one

branch of the mischief—the pecuniary branch

of it—^which the omission to make the proper

reductions in these allowances has inflicted

upon the country.

The salt duty was reduced one-fourth in the

year 1831 ; the fishing bounties and allowances

that year were $313,894; they should have

been reduced one-fourth also, which would have

made them about $160,000. In 1832 the duty

was reduced one-half; the fishing bounties and

allowances were paid iu full, aud amOuuled to

$234,137; they should have been reduced one-

half; and then $117,018 would have discharged

them. The compromise act was made in 1833,
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and, under the operation of that act, the salt

duty has undergone biennial reductions, until it

is now reduced to about one-third of its original

amount : if it had provided for the correspond-

ent reduction of the fishing bounties and allow-

ances, there would have been saved from that

year to the year 1839—the last to which the

returns have been made up—an annual average

9um of about $150,000, or a gross sum of about

$900,000. The prospective loss can only be

estimated ; but it is to increase rapidly, owing

to the large reductions in the salt duty in the

years 1841 and 1842.

The present year, 1840, lacks but a little of

exhausting the whole amount of the salt reve-

nue in paying the fishing bounties and allow-

ances ; the next year will take more than the

whole ; and the year after will require about

double the amount of the salt revenue of that

year to be taken from other branches of the

revenue to satisfy the demands of the fishing

vessels : thus producing the same result as in

the case of the sugar duties—the whole amount
of the salt duty, and as much more out of other

duties, being paid to the cod and mackerel fish-

ermen, as the whole amount of the sugar tax,

and considerably more, is paid to the sugar-

refinerj. The results for the present year, and

the ensuing ones, are of course computed : they

are computations founded upon the basis of the

last ascertained year's operations. The last

year to which all the heads of this branch of

business is made up, is the year 1838 ; and for

that year they stand thus : Salt imported, in

round numbers, seven millions of bushels ; net

revenue from it, about $430,000 ; fishing boun-

ties and allowances, $320,000. Assuming the

importation of the present year to be the same,

and the bounties and allowances to be the same,

the loss to the Treasury will be $206,000 ; for

the salt duty this year will undergo a fur-

ther reduction. Ir. 1842, when this duty has

reached its lowest point, the whole amount of

revenue derived from it is computed at about

$170,000, while the fishing bounties and al-

lowances continuing the same, namely, about

$320,000, the salt revenue in the gross will be
little more than half enough to pay it; and
after deducting tiic weighers' and meaaurtrs'
fees, which come out of the Treasury, and
amount to $52 500 on an importation of seven
millions } after deducting this item, there will

be a deficiency of about $200,000 in the salt

revenue, in meeting the drawbacks, in the shape

of bounties and allowances founded upon it.

Thus two-thirds of the whole amount of the

salt revenue is at this time -^laid to the fishing

vessels. Next year it will all go to them ; and

after 1842, we shall have to raise money from

other sources to the amount of $200,000 per

annum, or raise the salt duty itself to produce

that amount, in order to satisfy these draw-

backs, which were permitted to take the fonri

of bounties and allowances to fishing vessels.

Such is the operation of the compromise act \

that act which is styled sacred and inviolable !

Of the other mischiefs resulting from this

compromise act, which reduced the duties on

salt, and the one which preceded it for the same

purpose, without reducing the correspondent

bounties and allowances to the fishing interest

—of these remaining mischiefs, whereof there

are many, I mean to mention but one; and

merely tt mtion that, and not to argue it.

It in the constitutional objection to the pay-

ment of any thing beyond the duty received

—

the payment of any thing which exceeds the

drawback of the duty. Up to that point, I ad-

mit the constitutionality of drawbacks, whether

passing under that name, or changed to the

name of a bounty, or an allowance in lieu of a

drawback. I admit the constitutional right of

Congress to permit a drawback of the amount

paid in : I deny the constitutional right to per-

mit a drawback of any amount beyond what
waa paid in. This is my position, which I

pledge myself to maintain, if any one disputes

it ; and applying this principle to the fishing

bounties and allowances, and also to the draw-

backs in the case of refined sugars and rum

:

and I boldly affirm that the constitution of the

United States has been in a state of flagrant

violation, tmder the compromise act, from the

day of its passage to the present hour, and will

continue so until the bill is passed which I am
about to ask leave to bring in.

Sir, I quit this part of my subject with pre-

senting, in a single picture, the condensed view

of what I have been detailing. It is, that the

whole annual revenue derived from sugar, salt,

and molasses, is delivered over gratuitously to a

few thousand persons in a particular section of

the Union, and is not even sufScient to satisfy

their demands ! In other words, that a tax
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upon a nation of seventeen millions of people,

upon three articles of universal consumption,

articles of necessity, and of comfort, is laid for

the benefit of a few dozen rum distillers and

sugar refiners, and a few thousand fishermen

;

and not being sufficient for them, the deficit,

amounting to many hundred thousand dollars

per annum, is taken from other branches of the

revenue, and presented to them ! and all this

the efiect of an act which was made out of doors,

which was not permitted to be amended on its

passage, and which is now held to bo sacred

and inviolable ! and which will eventually sink

under its own iniquities, though sustained now
by a cry which was invented by knavery, and

is repeated by ignorance, folly, and faction—

a

cry that that compromise saved the Union.

This is the picture I present—which I prove to

be true—and the like of which is not to be seen

in the legislation, or even in the despotic decrees,

of arbitrary monarchs, in any other country

upon the face of the earth.

About five millions of dollars have been

taken from the Treasury under these bounties

and allowances—the greater part of it most un-

duly and abusefully.* The fishermen are only

entitled to an amount equal to the duty paid on

the imported salt, which is used upon that part

of the fish which is exported ; and the law re-

quires not only the exportation to be proved,

but the landing and remaining of the cargo in

a foreign country. They draw back this year

$355,000. Do they pay that amount of duty on

the salt put on the modicum of fish which they

export ? Why, it is about the entire amount of

the whole salt tax paid by the whole United

States ! and to justify their right to it, they

must consume on the exported part of their

fish the whole quantity of foreign salt now im-

ported into the United States—leaving not a

handful to be used by the rest of the popula-

tion, or by themselves on that part of thei- fish

which is consumed at home—and which is so

much greater than the exported part. This

shows the enormity of the abuse, and that the

whole amount of the salt tax now goes to a few

thousand fishermen ; and if this compromise

act is not corrected, that whoK^ amount, after

1842, will not be sufficient to pay this small

* About fonr and a quarter mllUons taken i^Iom ; and still

taking.

class—not equal in number to the farmers in a

common Kentucky county ; and other money
must be taken out of the Treasury to make
good the deficiency. I have often attempted to

get rid of the whole evil, and render a great

sei-vice to the country, by repealing in tolo the

tax and all the bounties and allowances erected

upon it. At present I only propose, and that

without the least prospect of success, to correct

a part of the abuse, by reducing the payments
to the fishermen in proportion to the reduction

of the duty on salt : but the true remedy is the

one applied under Mr. Jeflbrson's administra-

tion—total repeal of both.

CHAPTER LV.

EXPENDITURES OF THE GOYEENMENT.

At no point does the working of the govern-

ment more seriously claim the attention of

statesmen than at that of its expenses. It is

the tendency of all governments to increase

their expenses, and it should be the care of all

statesmen to restrain them within the limits of

a judicious economy. This obligation was felt

as a duty in the early periods of our history,

and the doctrine of economy became a principle

in the political faith of the party, which, whether

called Republican as formerly, or Democratic as

now, is still the same, and was incorporated in

its creed. Mr. Jeflerson lai^ely rested the

character of his administration upon it ; and

deservedly : for even in the last year of his

administration, and after the enlargement of

our territory by the acquisition of Louisiana,

the expenses of the government were but about

three millions and a half of dollars. At the end

of Mr. Monroe's administration, sixteen years

later, they had risen to about seven millions

;

and in the last year of Mr. Van Burcn's (six-

teen years m.ore), they had risen to about thir-

teen millions. At the same time, at each of

these epochs, and in fact, in every year of every

administration, there were payments from the

Treasury for extraordinary or temporary ob-

jects, often far exceeding in amount the regular

governmental expenses. Thus, in the last year

of Mr. Jefferson, the whole outlay from the

i
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Treasury, was about twelve millions and a half

;

of which eight millions went to the payment of

principal and interest on the public deb' .1

about one million to other extra objects. ' (d

in the last year of Mr. Monroe, the whoh jiay-

ments were about thirty-two millions of dollars,

of which sixteen millions and a half went to the

liquidation of the public debt ; and above eight

millions more to other extraordinary and tem-

porary objects. Towards the close of Mr. Van
Buren's administration, this aggregate of outlay

for all objects had risen to about thirty-seven

millions, which the opposition called thirty-

nine; and presenting this gross sum as the

actual expenses of the government, made a great

outcry against the extravagance of the adminis-

tration ; and the people, not understanding the

subject, were seriously impressed with the force

and truth of that accusation, while the real ex-

penses were but about the one-third of that sum.

To present this result in a plain and authentic

form, the author of this View obtained a call

upon the Secretary for the different payments,

ordinary and extraordinary, from the Treasury

for a series of years, in which the payments
would bo placed under three heads—the ordi-

nary, the extraordinary, and the public debt

—

specifying the items of each; and extending

from Monroe's time (admitted to be economi-

cal), to Mr, Van Buren's charged with extrava-

gance. This return was made by the Secretary,

divided into three columns, with specifications,

as required ; and though obtained for a tempo-
rary and transient purpose, it possesses a per-

manent interest as giving a complete view of the

financial working of the government, and fixing

points of comparison in the progress of expendi-
ture—very proper to be looked back upon by
those who would hold the government to some
degree of economy in the use of the public

money. There has been no such examination
since the year 1840 : there would seem to be
room for it now (1855), when the aggregate of
appropriations exceed seventy millions of dol-

lars. A deduction for extraordinarics would
largely reduce that aggregate, but still leave
enough behind to astound the lovers of economy.
Three branches of expenditure alone, each with-
in itself, exceeds by upwards of four to one, the
whole ordinary expenses of the government in
the time of Mr. Jefferson; and upwards of
double of such expense in the time of Mr. Mon-

roe ; and some millions more than the same

aggregate in the last 7ear of Mr. Van Burea
These three branches are, 1. The civil, diplo-

matic, and miscellaneous, $17,265,929 and 50
cents. 2, The naval service (without the pen-

sions and "reserved" list), $15,012,091 and 53

cents. 3. The army, fortifications, military

academy (without the pensions), $12,571,496

and 64 cents. These three branches of expendi-

ture alone would amount to about forty-five

millions of dollars—to which twenty-six mil-

lions more are to be added. The dormant spirit

of economy—hoped to be only dormant, not

dead—should wake up at this exhibition of the

public expenditure : and it is with that view

—

with the view of engaging the attention of some
economical members of Congress, that the ex-

hibit is now made—that this chapter is writ-

ten—and some regard invoked for the subject

of which it treats. The evils of extravagance

in the government are great. Besides the bur-

den upon the people, it leads to corruption in

the government, and to a janissary horde of

office holders to live upon the people while pol-

luting their elections and legislation, and poison-

ing the fountains of public information in mould-

ing public opinion to their own purposes. More
than that. It is the true source of the just dis-

content of the Southern States, and must aggra-

vate more and more the deep-seated complaint

against the unnecessary levy of revenue upon
the industry of one half of the Union to be
chiefly expended in the other. That complaint

was great enough to endanger the Union twenty-

five years ago, when the levy and expenditure

was thirty odd millions : it is now seventy odd

!

At the same tune it is the opinion of this writer,

that a practical man, acquainted with the objects

for which the federal government was created,

and familiar with its financial working from the

time its fathers put it into operation, could take

his pen and cross out nearly the one half of

these seventy odd millions, and leave the govern-

ment in full vigor for all its proper objects, and
more pure, by reducing the number of those

who live upon the substance of the people. To
complete the effect of this chapter, some extracts

are given in the ensuing one, from the speech

made in 1840, upon the expenditures of the

government, as presenting practical views upon
a subject of permanent interest, and more wor-

thy oi exftmJBivtion »qw than then.
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CHAPTER LVI.

KCPEN8E9 OF THE GOVERNMENT, COMPABATIVE
AND PU00RE8SIVE, AND SEPARATED FROM EX-
TEA0RD1NABIE8.

Mr. Benton moved to print an extra number
of these tabular statements received from the

Secretary of the Treasury, and proposed to give

his reasons for the motion, and for that purpose,

asked that the papers should be sent to him
(which was done) ; and Mr. B. went on to say

that his object was to spread before the country,

in an authentic form, the full view of all the

government expenses for a series of years past,

going back as far as Mr. Monroe's administra-

tion ; and thereby enabling every citizen, in

ivery part of the country, to sec the actual, the

comparative, and the cla'ssified expenditures of

the government for the whole period. This

proceeding had become necessary, Mr. B. said,

from the systematic efforts made for some years

past, to impress the country with the belief that

the expenditures had increased threefold in the

last twelve years—that they had risen from

thirteen to thirty-nine millions of dollars ; and

that this enormous increase was the effect of

the extravagance, of the corruption, and of the

incompetency of the administrations which had

succeeded those of Mr. Adams and Mr. Monroe.

These two latter administrations were held up
as the models of economy ; those of Mr. Van
Buren and General Jackson were stigmatized as

monsters of extravagan o ; and tables of figures

were so arranged as to give color to the charac-

ters attributed to each. These systematic efforts

—this reiterated assertion, made on this floor,

of thirteen milUons increased to thirty-nine—
and the effect which such statements must have

upon the minds of those who cannot see the

purposes for which the money was expended,

appeared to him (Mr. B.), to require some more

formal and authentic refutation than any one

individual could give—something more impos-

ing than the speech of a solitary member could

afford. Familiar with the action of the govern-

laent for iwenty years past™coming into the

Senate in the time of Mr. Monroe—remaining

in it ever since—a friend to economy in public

and in private life—and oI«ocljr oorutinizing the

expenditures of the government during tho

whole time—he (Mr. B.) felt himself to be very

able at any time to have risen in his place, and

to have exposed the delusion of this thirteen

and thirty-nine milUon bugbear ; and, if he did

not do so, it was because, in the first place, he

was disinclined to bar 'y contradictions on the

fioor of the Senate ; and, in the second place,

because he relied upon the intelligence of the

country to set all right whenever they obtained

a view of the facts. This view he had made
himself the instniment of procuring, and the

Secretary of the Treasury had l jow presented it.

It was ready for the contemplation of the

American people ; and he could wish every citi-

zen to have the picture in his v wn hands, that

he might contemplavC it at hia own fireside, and

at his full leisure. Ho could wish every citizen

to possess a copy of this report, now received

from the Secretary of the Treasury, under tho

call of the Senate, and printed by its order ; ho

could wish every citizen to possess one of these

authentic copies, bearing the imprimatur of the

American Senate ; but that was impossible

;

and, limiting his action to what was possible,

he would propose to print such number of extra

copies us would enable some to reach every

quarter of the Union.

Mr. B. then opened the tables, and explained

their character and contents. The first one

(marked A) consisted of three columns, and ex-

hibited the aggregate, and the classified expen-

ditures of the government from the year 1824

to 1839, inclusive ; the second one (marked B)
contained the detailed statement of the pay-

ments annually made on account of all tempo-

rary or extraordinary objects, including the

public debt, for the same period. The second

table was explanatory of the third column of

the first one ; and the two, taken together,

would enable every citizen to see the actual ex-

penditures, and the comparative expenditures

of the government for the whole period which

he had mentioned.

Mr. B. then examined the actual and tho

comparative expenses of two of the years, taken

from the two contrasted periods referred to,

and invoked the attention of the Senate to tho

results which the comparison would exhibit.

He took the first and tho last of tho years men-

tioned in the tables—tho years 1824 and 1839

—and began with the fii'st item in tho first
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column. This showed the aggregate expendi-

tures for every object for the year 1824, to have

been ^31,898,538 47—very near thirty-two mil-

lions of dollars, said Mr. B., and if stated alone,

and without explanation, very capable of aston-

ishing the public, of imposing upon the igno-

rant, and of raising a cry against the dreadful

extravagance, the corruption, and the wicked-

ness of Mr. Monroe's administration. Taken
by itself (and indisputably true it is in itself),

and this aggregate of near thirty-two millions

is very sufficient to eflFect all this surprise and
indignation in the public mind ; but, passing on
to the second column to see what were the ex-

penditures, independent of the public debt, and
this large aggregate will be found to be reduced

more than one half; it sinks to $15,330,144 71.

This is a heavy deduction; but it is not all.

Passing on to the third column, and it is seen

that the actual expenses of the government for

permanent and ordinary objects, independent

of the temporary and extraordinary ones, for

this same year, were only $7,107,892 05 ; hie-

ing less than the one-fourth part of the agg'.-e-

gate of near thirty-two millions. This looks

quite reasonable, and goes far towards relieving

Mr. Monroe's administration from the imputa-

tion to which a view of the aggregate expendi-

ture for the yeur would have subjected it.

But, to make it entirely satisfactory, and to

enable every citizen to understand the impor-
tant point of the government expenditures—

a

point on which the citizens of a free and repre-

sentative government should be always well

informed—to attain this full satisfaction, let us

pass on to the second table (marked B), and fix

our eyes on its first column, under the year
1824. We shall there find every temporary
and extraordinary object, and the amount paid

on account of it, the deduction of which reduced
an aggregate of near thirty-two millions to a
fraction over seven millions. We shall there

find the explanation of the difference between
the first and third columns. The first item is

the sum of $16,568,393 76, paid on account of

the principal and interest of the public debt.

The second is the sum of $4,891,386 56, paid

to merchants for indemnities under the treaty

With Spain of 1819, by which wo acquired
Florida. And so on through nine minor items,

amounting in the whole, exclusive of the public

debt, to about eight millions and a quarter.

This total added to the sum paid on account of

the public debt, makes close upon twenty-five

millions of dollars ; and this, deducted from the

aggregate of near thirtv-two millions, leaves a

fraction over seven millions for the real ex-

penses of the government—the ordinary and

permanent expenses -during the last year of

Mr. Monroe's administration.

This is certainly a satisfactory result. It ex-

empts the administration of that period from

the imputation of extravagance, which the un-

explained exhibition of the aggregate expendi-

tures might have drawn upon it in the minds

of uninformed persons. It clears that adminis-

tration from all blame. It must be satisfactory

to every candid mind. And now let us apply

the test of the same examination to some year

of the present administration, now so inconti-

nently charged with ruinous extravagance. Let

us see how the same rule will work when ap-

plied to the present period ; and, for that pur-

pose, let us take the last year in the table, that

of 1839. Let others take any year that they

please, or as many as they please : I take one,

because I only propose to give an example
;

and I take the last one in the table, because it

is the last. Let us proceed with this examina-

tion, and see what the results, actual and com-

parative, will be.

Commencing with the aggregate payments

from tho Treasury for all objects, Mr. B. said

it would be seen at the foot of the first

column in the first table, that they amounted
to $37,129,396 80 ;

passing to the second col-

umn, and it would be seen that this, sum was
reduced to $25,982,797 75 ; and passing to the

third, and it would be seen that this latter sum
was itself reduced to $13,525,800 18 ; and, re-

ferring to the second table, under the year 1839,

and it would be seen how this aggregate of

thirty-seven millions was reduced to thirteen

and a half. It was a great reduction ; a reduc-

tion of nearly two-thirds from the aggregate

amount paid out; and left for the proper ex-

penses of the government—its ordinary and

permanent expenses—an inconceivably . small

sum for a great nation of seventeen millions

of souls, covering an immense extent of territo-

ry, and acting u part among the great powers
of the world. To trace this reduction—to show
the reasons of the difierence between the first

and the third columns, Mr. B. would follow the
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same process which he had purRued in explain-

ing the expenditures of the year 182-1, and ask
for nothing in one case which had not been
gi'anted in the other.

1. The first item to be deducted from the
thirty-seven million aggregate, was the sum of

$11,140,599 05, paid on account of the public

debt. He repeated, on account of the public

debt ; for it was paid in redemption of Treasury
notes ; and these Treasury notes were so much'
debt incurred to supply the place of the revenue
deposited with the States, in 1836, or shut up
in banks during the suspension of 1837, or due
from merchants, to whom indulgence had been
granted. To supply the place of these unattain-

able funds, the government went in debt by
issuing Treasury notes ; but faithful to the sen-

timent which abhorred a national debt, it paid

off the debt almost as fast as it contracted it.

Above eleven millions of this debt was paid in

1839, amounting to almost the ore-third part

of the aggregate expenditure of that year ; and
thus, nearly the one-third part of the sum which
is charged upon the administration as extrava-

gance and corruption, was a mere payment of

debt !—a mere payment of Treasury notes

which we had issued to supply the place of our
misplaced and captured revenue—our three in-

stalments of ten millions cash presented to the

States under the false and fraudulent name of a
deposit, and our revenue of 1837 captured by
the banks when they shut their doors upon
their creditors. The glorious administration

of President Jackson left the country free from
public deljt : its worthy successor will do the
same.

Removal of Indians from the Southern and
Western States, and extinction of their titles,

and numerous smaller items, all specified in the

third column of the table, amount to about
twelve millions and a half morej and these

added to the payments on the public debt, the

remainder is the expense of the government,
and is but about the one-third of the aggregate

expenditure—to be precise, about thirteen mil-

lions and a half.

With this view of the tabular statements Mr.
B, closed the examination of the items of ex-
penditure, and stated the results to be a reduc-
tion of the thirty-seven million aggregate in

1839, like that of the thirty-two million aggre-

gate in 1824, to about one-third of its amount.

The very first item, that of the payment of pub-
lie debt in the redemption of Treasury notes,

reduced it eleven millions of dollars : it sunk it

from thirty-seven millions to twenty-six. The
other eighteen items amounted to $^12,656,977,

and reduced the twenty-six millions to thirteen

and a half. Here then is a result which is at-

tained by the same process which applies to the

year 1824, and to every other year, and which
is right in itself ; and which must put to flight

and to shame all the attempts to excite the

country with this bugbear story of extrava-

gance. In the first place the aggregate expen-

ditures have not increased threefold in fifteen

years; they have not risen from thirteen to

thirty-nine millions, as incontinently asserted

by the opposition ; but from thirty-two millions

to thirty-seven or thirty-nine. And how have
they risen? By piying last year eleven mil-

lions for Treasury notes, and more than twelve
millions for Indian lands, and wars, removals
of Indians, and increase of the army and navy,

and other items as enumerated. The result is

a residuum of thirteen and a half millions for

the real expenses of the government ; a sum
one and a half millions short of what gentlemen
proclaim would be an economical expenditure.

They all say that fifteen millions would be an
economical expenditure ; very well ! here is

thirteen and a half ! which is a million and a
half short of that mark.

CHAPTER LVII.

DEATH OF MB. JUSTICE BAEBOUE OF THE 8TT-
FBEME COUET, AND APPOINTMENT OF PETEB
V. DANIEL, ESQ., IN HIS PLACE.

Mr. Phillip P. Bahbour was a representative

in Congress from the State of Virginia when I

was first elected to the Senate in 1820. I had
the advantage—(for advantage I truly deemed
it for a young member)—to be in habitual so-

ciety with such a man—one of the same mess
with him the first session of my service. Nor
was it accidental, but sought for on my part.

It was a talented mess—amons others the bril-

liant orator, William Pinkney of Maryland ;

and the eloquent James Barbour, of the Senate,

brother to the representative : their cousin, the
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representative John S. Barbour, equal to either

in the endowments of the mind : Floyd of Vir-

ginia : Trimble and Clay of Kentucky, I knew

the advantage of such association—and cher-

ished it. From that time I was intimate with

Mr. Phillip P. Barbour during the twenty-one

winters which his duties, either as representa-

tive in Congress, or justice of the Supreme

Court, required him to be at Washington. He

was a man worthy of the best days of the re-

public—modest, virtuous, pure : artless as a

child : full of domestic affections : patriotic :

filially devoted to Virginia as his mother State,

and a friend to the Union from conviction and

sentiment. He had a clear mind—a close, log-

ical and effective method of speaking—copious

without diffusion ; and, always speaking to the

subject, both with knowledge and sincerity, he

was always listened to with favor. He was

some time Speaker of the House, and was ap-

pointed to the bench of the Supreme Court by

President Van Buren in 1837, in place of Mr.

Justice Duval, resigned. He had the death

which knows no pain, and which, to the body,

is sleep without waking. He was in attendance

upon the Supreme Court, in good health and

spirits, and had done his part the night before

in one of the conferences which the labors of

the Supreme Bench impose almost nightly on

the learned judges. In the morning he was

supposed by his servant to be sleeping late, and,

finally going to his bedside, found him dead—
]

the face all serene and composed, not a feature

or muscle disturbed, the body and limbs in

their easy natural posture. It was evident

that the machinery of life had stopped of itself,

and without a shock. Ossification of the heart

was supposed to bo the cause. He was suc-

ceeded on the Supreme Bench by Peter V.

Daniel, Esq., of the same State, also appointed

by Mr. Van Buren—one in the first, the other

in the last days of his administration.

A beautiful instance in Mr. Barbour of self-

denial, and of fidelity to party and to personal

friendship, and regard for honor and decorum,

occurred while he was a member of the House.

Mr. Randolph was in the Senate : the time for

his re-election came round : he had some per-

sonal enemies in his own party, who, joined to

the whig party, could defeat him : and it was a

high object with the administration at Wash-

ington (that of Mr. Adams), to have him de-

feated. The disaffected and the opposition com-

bined together, counted their numbers, ascer-

tained their strength, and saw that they could

dispose of the election; but only in favor of

some one of the same party with Mr. Randolph.

They offered the place to Mr. Barbour. It was

the natural ascent in the gradation of his ap-

pointments ; and he desired it ; and, it may be

said, the place desired him : for he was a man tc

adorn the chamber of the American Senate. But

honor forbid ; for with him Bums's line was a

law of his nature : Where you feel your honor

grip, let that still be your border. He was the

personal and political friend of Mr. Randolph,

and would not be used against him ; and sent an

answer to the combined parties which put an

end to their solicitations. Mr. John Tyler, then

governor of the State, and standing in the same

relation with Mr, Barbour to Mr. Randolph, was

then offered the place : and took it. It was his

first step in the road to the whig camp ; where

he arrived eventually—and lodged, until elected

out of it into the vice-presidential chair.

Judge Barbour was a Virginia country gen-

tleman, after the most perfect modrl of that

most respectable class—living on his ample

estate, baronially, vnth his family, his slaves,

his flocks and herds—all well cared for by him-

self, and happy in his care. A farmer by posi-

tion, a lawyer by profession, a politician of

course—dividing his time between his estate,

his library, his professional, and his public du-

ties—scrupulously attentive to his duties in all

:

and strict in that school of politics of which

Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Madison, John Taylor of

Carolme, Mr. Monroe, Mr. Macon, and others,

were the great exemplars. A friend to order

and economy in his private life, he carried the

same noble qualities into his public stations,

and did his part to administer the govern-

ment with the simplicity and purity which its

founders intended for it.

CHAPTEB LVIII.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.

Mr. Van Buken was the democratic candidate.

His administration had been so acceptable to

his party, that his nomination in a convention
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wofi a matter of form, gone through according

to custom, but the result commanded by the

party in the different States in appointing their

delegates. Mr. Richard M. Johnson, the actual

Vice-President, was also nominated for re-elec-

tion ; and both nominations were made in con-

formity to the will of the people who sent the

delegates. On the part of the whigs the same

nominations were made as in the election of

183G—General William Henry Harrison of

Ohio, for President; and Mr. John Tyler of

Virginia, for Vice-President. The leading states-

men of the whig party were again passed by to

make room for a candidate more sure of being

elected. The success of General Jackson had

turned the attention of those who managed the

presidential nominations to military men, and an
" odor of gunpowder " was considered a suflBcicnt

attraction to rally the masses, without the civil

qualifications, or the actual military fame which

General Jackson possessed. Availability, to

use their own jargon, was the only ability

which these managers asked—that is, available

for the purposes of the election, and for their

own advancement, relying on themselves to ad-

minister the government. Mr. Clay, the prom-

inent man, and the undisputed head of the par-

ty, was not deemed available ; and it was deter-

mined to set him aside. How to do it was the

question. He was a man of too much power

and spirit to be rudely thrust aside. Gentle,

and respectful means were necessary to get him

out of the way ; and for that purpose he was

concertedly importuned to withdraw from the

canvass. He would not do so, but wrote a let-

ter submitting himself to the will of the con-

vention. When ho did so he certainly expected

an open decision—a vote in open convention

—

every delegate acting responsibly, and according

to the will of his constituents. Not so the fact.

He submitted himself to the convention: the

convention delivered him to a committee : the

committee disposed of him in a back chamber.

It devised a process for getting at a result,

which is a curiosity in the chapter of ingenious

inventions—which is a study for the complica-

tion of its machinery—a model contrivance of

the few to govern many—a secure way to pro-

duce an intended result without showing the

design, and without leaving a trace behind to

show what was done ; and of which none but

itself can be its own delineator : and, therefore,

hero it is

:

" OrderecLThut the d. egates from each State

be requested to assemble as a delegation, and
appoint a committee, not exceeding three in

number, to receive the views and opinions of

such delegation, and communicate the same to

the assembled committees of all the delegations,

to be by them respectively reported to their

principals ; and that thereupon the delegates

from each State be requested to assemble as a
delegation, and ballot for candidates for the

oflBces of President and Vice-President, and hav-

ing done so, to commit the ballot designating

the votes of each candidate, and by whom given,

to its committee ; and thereupon all the com-
mittees shall assemble and compare the several

ballots, and report the result of the same to

their* several delegations, together with such
facts as may bear upon the nomination; and
said delegation shall forthwith re-assemble and
ballot again for candidates for the above offices,

and again commit the result to the above com-
mittees, and if it shall appear that a majority

of the ballots are for any one man for candi-

date for "President, said committee shall report

the result to the convention for its considera-

tion ; b't if there shall be no such majority,

then the delegations shall repeat the balloting

until such a majority shall be obtained, and
then report the same to the convention for its

consideration. That the vote of a majority of

each delegation shall be reported as the vote of

that State ; and each State represented here
shall vote its full electoral vote by such delegar

tion in the committee."

As this View of the Thirty Years is intended

to show the working of our political system,

and how things were done still more than ^cJiat

was done ; and as the election of chief magis-

trate is the highest part of that working ; and

as the party nomination of a presidential candi-

date is the election of that candidate so far as

the party is concerned : in all these points of

view, the device of this resolution becomes his-

torical, and commends itself to the commenta-

tors upon our constitution. The people are to

elect the President. Here is a process through

multiplied filtrations by which the popular sen-

timent is to be deduced from the masses, collected

in little streams, then united in one swelling cur-

rent, and poured into the hall of the convention

—no one seeing the source, or course of any

one of the streams. Algebra and alchemy

must have been laid under contribution to work

out a quotient from such a combination of signs

and symbols. But it was done. Those who
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Bet the sum could work u . and the quotient

was political death to Mr. Clay. The result

produced was—for General Scott, 16 votes :

for Mr. Clay, 90 votes : for General Harrison,

148 votes. And as the law of these conventions

swallows up all minorities in an ascertained

majority, so the majority for General Harrison

^wallowed up the lOG votes given to Mr. Clay

and General Scott, made them count for the

victor, presenting him as the unanimity can-

didate of the convention, and the defeated can-

didate and all their friends bound to join in

his support. And in this way the election of

1840 was effected ! a process certainly not

within the purview of those framers of the

constitution, who supposed they were giving to

a nation the choice of its own chief magistrate.

From the beginning it had been foreseen that

there was to be an embittered contest—the se-

verest ever known in our country. Two powers
were in the field against Mr. Van Buren, each
strong withm itself, and truly formidable when
united—the whole whig party, and the large

league of suspended banks, headed by the Bank
of .the United States—now criminal as well as
bankrupt, and making its last struggle for a
new national charter in the effort to elect a
President friendly to it. In elections as in war
money is the sinew of the contest, and the
broken and suspended banks were in a condi-
tion, and a temper, to furnish that sinew with-
out stint. By mutual support they were able
to make their notes pass as money ; and, not
being subject to redemption, it could be fur-
nished without restraint, and with all the good
mil of a self-interest in putting down the dem-
ocratic party, whose hard-money policy, and in-

dependent treasury scheme, presented it as an
enemy to paper money and delinquent banks.
The influence of this moneyed power over its

debtors, over presses, over travelling agents,
was enormous, and exerted to the uttermost,
and in amounts of money almost fabulous ; and
in ways not dreamed of. The mode of operat-
ing divided itself into two general classes, one
coercive—addressed to the business pursuits
and personal interests of the community : the
other seductive, and addressed to its passions.
The phrases given out in Congress a^inst th^
financial policy of the administration became
texts to speak upon, and hints to act upon.
Carrying out the idea that the re-election of

Mr. Van Buren would be the signal for the
downfall of all prices, the ruin of all industry,
and the destruction of all labor, the newspapers
in all the trading districts began to abound
with such advertisements as these :

' The sub-
scriber wilt pay six Uullara a barrel for flour
if Hai riaon is elected, and three dollars if
Van Buren is." " The subscriber will payfive
dollars a hundred for pork ij Harrison is

elected, and two and a half if Van Buren is."

And so on through the whole catalogue of mar-
ketable articles, and through the different kinds
of labor

: and these advertisements were signed
by respectable men, large dealers in the arti-

cles mentioned, and well able to fix the market
price for them. In this wwj the result of the
election was brought to bear coercively upon
the business, the property, and the pecuniary
interest of the people. The class of induce-
ments addressed to the passions and' imagina-
tions of the people were such as history blushes
to record. Log-cabins, coonskins, and hard
cider were taken as symbols of the party, and
to show its identification with the poorest and
humblest of the people : and these cabins were
actually raised in the most public parts of the
richest cities, ornamented with coonskins after
the fashion of frontier huts, and cider drank in
them out of gourds in the public meetings
which gathered about them : and the virtues
of these cabins, these skins, and this cider were
celebrated by travelling and stationary orators.
The whole country was put into commotion
by travelling parties and public gatherings.
Steamboats and all public conveyances were
crowded with parties singing doggerel ballads
made for the occasion, accompanied with the
music of drums, fifes, and fiddles; and incited
by incessant speaking. A system of public
gathermgs was got up which pervaded every
State, county and town—which took place by
day and by night, accompanied by every pre-
paration to excite ; and many of which gather-
ings were truly enormous in their numbers-
only to be estimated by the acre; attempts at
counting or computing such masses being out
of the question. The largest of these gather-
ings took place at Dayton, in the State of Ohio
the month before the election; and the dcscrip^
tion of it, as given by its enthusiastic frionds,
will give a vivid idea of that monster assem-
blage, and of the myriads of others of which it
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was only the greatest—difiering in degree only,

not in kind

:

" Dayton, the whole body there aRHcmbled in

convention covered Inn acres by actual meas-
urement ! And at no time were there more
than two-thirds of the people on the ground.
Every house with a flag was a hotel without
price—the strings of every door being out, and
every latch unfastened! One hundred thou-
aaiid ! It were useless to attempt any thing
like a detailed dcficription of this (;rand gath-
ering of the people. Wo «aw it a.\\—felt it all

—

and "hall bea;- to our graves, live we yet half a
centuiy, the impression it made upon our hearts.

But we cannot describe it. No eye t'lnt wit-

ncpsed it, can convey to the mind of another,

even a faint semblance of the things it there

beheld. The bright and glorious day—the

beautiful and hospitable city—the green-clad

and heaven-blessed valley—the thousand flags,

fluttering in every breeze and waving from
every window—the ten thousand banners and
badges, with their appropriate devices and pa-

triotic inscriptions—'and, more than all, the

hundred thousand human hearts beating in that

dense and seething mass of people—are things

which those alone can properly feel and appre-

ciate, who beheld this grandest spectacle of

time. I'he number of persona present was,

during the whole of the morning, variously es-

timated at from seventy-five to ninety thousand.

Conjecture, however, was put to rest in the af-

ternoon, at the speakers' stand. Here, while
the crowd was compact, as we have elsewhere

described it, and during the speech of General
Harrison, the ground upon which it stood was
measured by three different civil engineers, and
allowing to the square yard four persons, the

following results were arrived at : the first

made it 77,000, the second 75,000, and the third

80,000. During the time of making three meas-
urements, the number of square yards of sur-

face covered was continually changing, by pres-

sure without and resistance from witnin. Mr.
Tan Buren and his wiseacre assistants, have so

managed currency matters, that wo have very
little to do business with. We can, therefore,

be away from home, a portion of the time, as

well as at home. And with respect to our

families, when we leave upon a rally, we take

them with us ! Our wives and daughters, we
are proud to say, have the blood of their revo-

lutionary mothers and grandmothers coursing

through their veins. There is no man among
us whose heart is more filled and animated
than theirs, by the spirit of seventy-six. Look i

at the three hundred and fifty at Nashville, who
]

invited Henry Clay, the nation's pride, to be

with them and their husbands and brothers on
the 15th of August ! Look at the four hundred
at St. Louis, the nine hundred at the Tippeca-

noe battle-ground, the five thousand at Dayton !

What now, but the spirit of seventy-six, does

all this manifest ? Ay, and what tale does it

all tell? Does it not say, that the wickefl
charlatanry, and mad ambition, and selfish

schemings, of the leading members of this ad-
ministration of the general government, have
made themselves felt in the very sanctum sanc-
torum of domestic life ? Does it not speak of
the cheerless hearth, where willing hands sit

without employment ? Does it not speak of
the half-recompensed toil of the worn laborer,

who finds, now and then, a week's hard work,
upon the scant proceeds of which he must sub-
sist himself and his family for a month ! Does
it not speak of empty larders in the town, while
the garners of the country are overflowing?
Does it not speak of want hero and abundance
there, withotit any medium of exchange to

equolize the disparity 1 Does it not speak of*
general disorganization of conventional opera-
tions—of embarrassment, stagnation, idleness,

and despondency—whose 'malign influences'

have penetrated the inner temples of man's
home, and aroused, to indignant speech and
unusual action, her who is its peace, its gentle-

ness, its love, its all but divinity ? The truth
is—and it should be told—the women arc the
very life and soul of these movements of the

Keople. Look at their liberal preparations at

fashville. Look at their boundless hospitality

at Dayton. Look at their ardor and activity

every where. And last, though far from the
least important, look at their presence, in hun-
dreds and by thousands, wherever there is any
good to be done, to animate and encourage, and
urge on their fathers, husbands and brothers.
Whence those six hundred and forty-four flags,

whose stars and stripes wave in the morning
breeze, from nearly every house-top, as we en-
ter the beautiful little city of Dayton ? From
the hand of woman. Whence the decorations
of these porticoes and balconies, that gleam in

the rising sun, as we ride through the broad
and crowded streets ? From the hand of wo-
man. Whence this handsonte and proudly
cherished banner, under which the Ohio dele-

gation returned from Nashville, and which now
marks the head-quarters of the Cincinnati dele-

gation of one thousand to Dayton ? From the
hand of woman. Whence yon richly wrought
and surpassingly beautiful standard, about
which cluster the Tippecanoe hosts, and whose
production has cost many weeks of incessant

labor? From the hand of woman. And to

come down to less poetical but more substan-

tial things, whence all the wholesome viands
prepared in the six hundred and forty-four

flag-houses around us, for our refreshment, ^nd
all the pallets spread for our repose ? From
the hand of woman."

By arts like these the community was worked

up into a delirium, and the election was carried

by storm. Out of 294 electoral votes Mr. Van

Buren received but 60 : out of twerty-six States
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ho received the votes of only Bevon. lie seemed
to have been abandoned by the people I On the

contrary ho had been unprccedentedly support-

ed by them—had received a larger popular vote

than ever had been given to any President be-

fore ! and three hundred and sixty-four thou-

sand votes more than he himself had received at

the previous presidential election when he beat

the same General Harrison fourteen thousand

votes. Here was a startling fact, and one to

excite inquiry in the public mind. IIow could

there be such overwhelming defeat with such
mi enormous increase of strength on the de-

feated side? This question pressed itself upon
every thinking mind ; and it was impossible to

give it a solution consistent with the honor and
purity of the elective franchise. For, after mak-
ing all allowance for the greater number of

voters brought out on this occasion than at the

previous election by the extraordinary exertions

now made to bring them out, yet there would
still be required a great number to make up the
five hundred and sixty thousand votes which
General Harrison received over and above his

vote of four years before. The belief of false

and fraudulent votes was deep-seated, and in

fact susceptible of proof in many instances.

Many thought it right, for the sake of vindi-

cating the purity of elections, to institute a
scrutiny into the votes; but nothing of the
kind was attempted, and on the second Wed-
nesday in February, 1841, all the electoral votes

were counted without objection—General Har-
rison found to have a majority of the whole
number of votes given—and Messrs. Wise and
Gushing on the part of the House and Mr.
Preston on the part of the Senate, were ap-
pointed to give him the formal notification of
his election. Mr. Tyler received an equal num-
ber of votes with him, and became Vice-presi-

dent : Mr. Richard M. Johnson fell twelve votes
behind Mr. Van Buren, receiving but 48 elec-

toral votes. It was a complete rout of the de-
mocratic party, but without a single moral
effect of victory. The spirit of the party ran as
high as ever, and Mr. Van Buren was immedi-
ately, and generally, proclaimed the democratic
candidate for the election of 1844.
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CHAPTER LIX.

CONCLUSION OV Ma VAN BUUKN'8 AUMINWTaA.
TION.

The last session of the Twenty-sixth Congress
was barren of measures, and necessarily so, as

being the last of an administration superseded

by the popular voice, and sooji to expire ; and
therefore rostrictcd by a sense of propriety,

during the brief remainder of its existence, to

the details of business and the routine of service.

But his administration had not been barren of

measures, nor inauspicious to the harmony of
the Union. It had seen great measures adopted,
and sectional harmony conciliated. The divorce
of Bank and State, and the restoration of the
constitutional currency, were illustrious meas-
ures, beneficial to the government and the peo-
ple

; and the benefits of which will continue to
be felt as long as they shall be kept. One of
them dissolved a meretricious connection, disad-

vantageous to both parties, and most so to the
one that should have suffered least, and was
made to suffer most. The other carried back
the goverament to what it was intended to be—
re-established it as it was in the first year of
Washington's administration—made it in fact a
hard-money government, giving solidity to the
Treasury, and freeing the government and the
people from the revulsions and vicissitudes of
the paper system. No more complaints about
the currency and the exchanges since that time.

Unexampled prosperity has attended the peo-
ple ; and the government, besides excess of solid

money in time of peace, has carried on a foreign

war, three thousand miles from home, with its

securities above par during the whole time : a
felicitous distinction, never enjoyed by our coun-
try before, and seldom by any country of the
world. These two measures constitute an era
in the working of our government, entitled to a
proud place in its history, on which the eye of

posterity may look back with gratitude and
admiration.

His administration was auspicious to the

general harmony, and presents a period of re-

markable exemption from the sectional bitter-

ness which had so much afflicted the Union for
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omo years iMjfore—and ho murh more sorely

sinct". Fuithful to tho ritintiments r rrsp 'I in.

his inaugural addrosH, ho luld a 'I' m.l •

conrso between Bcrfions <«ud parties. <ii, 4
through hJM term without fi#w« V* l' \ori or

the South on the subject o( eUtJery. He rttv.n

cilcd South Caroliiii to the Vinion—teceivort thu

support of her delegatioj* in (Congress—saw his

administration rewitw Iho mpptt>Mu./ vote of her

general ttHsembly—and wwmteiil her vot«f among
those which he received for th# piwidoncy—the

firtit presidential vote which the hu" ^ ^*'n in

twelve years. No President over had u /noro

difficult time. Two general suspensions of the

banks—one at the beginning, and the other to-

wards the close of his administration—the delin-

quent institutions in both instances allying them-
selves with a great political party—were power-
ful enough to derange and distress the business

of the country, and unscrupulous enough to

charge upon his administration the mischiefs

which themselves created. Meritorious at home,
and in his internal policy, his administration was
equally so in its foreign rcktions. The insurrec-

tion in Canada, contemporaneous with his acces-

sion to tl"" presidency, made a crisis between the

United S i and '' fat Britain, in which he dis-

okwrgcd liic, high ities with equal firmness,

skill
, tnd success. The border line of the United

States, for a thousand miles, was in commotion to

join the iusurgent Canadians. The laws of neu-

trality, the duties of good neighborhood, our own
peace (liable to bo endangered by lawless expe-

ditions from our shores), all required him to re-

press this commotion. And faithfully ho did

80, using all the means—judicial and military

—

which the laws put in his hands ; and successfully

for the maintenance of neutrality, but with some

liersonal detriment, losing much j)opular favor in

the border States from his strenuous repression

J »i(i to a neighboring peo|)le, insurging for

liberty, inad militarily crushed in the atU^mpt.

He did hi« flufy towards (Jreat Britain by pre-

ventiiij< Buccor from p;i ' s.' to her revolted .-lub-

jects ; and when the i m i«'as changed, and lier

uuthorities did an injury <•' ua by the murder
of (lur oitizons, and the deslniction of a vessel

on our . ,'n shore—the case of the Caroline at

Schlosser—he did hio ^nty to the United States

by demanding redress , nd when one of the al-

le^'ed perpetrators was caught m the State where

the outrage had been connnitted, he did his duty
to that Slate by asserting her right to punish

the infraction of her own laws. And although

he did not obtain the redress for the outrage at

Schlosser, yet it was never refused to liitn, nor

the right to redress denied, nor the outrage it-

self assMwcc/ by the British govenimcnt as long

as his administration lasted. Respected at

home, his administration was equally so abroad.

Cordially supported by his friends in Congres-s,

he was equally so by his cabinet, and his lead-

ing newspaper, the Washington Globe. Messrs.

Forsyth, Secretary of State—Woodbury of the

Treasury—Poinsett of War—Paulding of the

Navy—Kendall and John M. Niles, Postmas-

ters- general—and Butler, Grundy and Gilpin,

successive Attorneys-general—were all har-

monious and efficient co-operators. With every

title to respect, and to public confidence, he was
disappointed of a second election, but in a can-

vass which had had no precedent, and has had

no imitation; and in which an increase of

364,000 votes on his previous election, attests

an increase of strength which fair means could

not have overcome.
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ADMINISTRATION OF WILLIAM HENIIY HAKRISON.

CHAPTER LX.

INAUOUPAIi""/ OK PKESIDENT UAUUISON: 1II8

CABUJKT-CALL OF C0NGUES8-AND DEATH.

March tho 4th, at twelve o'clock, tho Senate
met in its chamber, as summoned to do by the

retiring President, to be ready for the inaugura-

tion of tho President elect, and the transaction

of such executive business as he should bring
before it. Tho body was quite full, and was
called to order by the secretary, Mr. Asbury
Dickens; and Mr. Kirr, of Alabama, being
elected tempi^rary President of the Senate, ad-

ministered the oath of office to the Vice-presi-

dent elect, Jonn Tyler, Esq., who immediately
took tho chair as President of the Senate. The
scene in tho chamber was simple and impressive.
The senators were in their seats : members of,

the House in chairs. The justices of the Su-
preme Court, and the foreign diplomatic corps
were in the front semicircle of chairs, on the
floor of the Senate. OfHcers of the army and
navy were present—many citizens—and some
ladies. Every part of the chamber and galleries
were crovdod, and it required a vigilant police
to prevent, tne entrance of more than the allot-
ted number. After the Vice-president elect had
taken his seat, and delivered to the Senate over
which ho was to preside a well-conceived, well-
expressed, and well-delivered address, appropri-
ately brief, a short pause and silence ensued.
The President elect entered, and was conducted
to the seat prepared for him in front of the sec-
retary's table. The procession was formed and
proceeded to the spacious eastern portico, where

Vol. II.—14

Beats were placed, and the ceremony of the in-

auguration was to take place. An immense
crowd, extending far and wide, 8too<l closely

wedged on the pavement and enclosed ground.s

in front of the portico. Tho President ck-'l

read his inaugural address, with animation an I

strong voice, and was well heard at a distance

As an inaugural address, it was confined to »
declaration of general principles and sentiments

;

and it breathed a spirit of patriotism which ad-

versaries, as well as friends, admitted to be
sincere, and to como from the heart. After the
conclusion of the address, tho chief justice of
tho Supreme Court of tho United States, Mr.
Taney, administered tho oath prescribed by the
constitution : and the ceremony of inauguration

was at an end.

The Senate returned to its chamber, and hav-
ing received a message from the President with
the nominations for his cabinet, immediately pro-
ceeded to their consideration; and unanimously
confirmed tho whole. They were : Daniel Web-
ster, Secretary of State ; Thomas Ewing, Secre-
tary of tho Treasury ; John Bell, Secretary at
War ; George E. Badger, Secretary of the Navy

;

Francis Granger, Postmaster-general; John J.
Crittenden, Attorney-general.

On the 17th of March, tho President issued a
proclamation, convoking the Congress in ex-
traordinary session for the 31st day of May en-
suing. The proclamation followed tho usual
foiTO in not specifying the immediate, or direct,

cause of the convocation. It merely stated.
" That sundy and weighty matters, principally

growing out of the condition of the revenue and
finances ( f the country, appear to call for the
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con- cation of Congress at an earlier day than
its next annual session, and thus form an extra-

ordinary occasion which, in the judgment of the
President, rendered it necebsary for the two
Houses to convene as soon as practicable."

President Harrison did not live to meet the
Congress which he had thus convoked. Short
as the time was that he had fixed for its meet-
ing, his own time upon earth was still shorter.

In the last days of March he was taken ill : on
the fourth day of April he was dead—at the age
of 09; being one year under the limit which
the psalmist fixed for the term of manly life.

There was no failure of 'health or strength to
indicate such an event, or to excite apprehension
that he would not go through his term with the
vigor with which he commenced it. His attack
was sudden, and evidently fatal from the begin-
ning. A public funeral was given him, most
numerously attended, and the body deposited
in the Congress vault—to wait its removal to
his latT home at North Bond, Ohio ;—whither
it was removed in the summer. He was a man
of infinite kindness of heart, afiectionatc to the
human race,— of undoubted patriotism, irre-

proachable integrity both in public and private

life; and of a hospitality of disposition which
received with equal welcome in his house the
humblest and the most exalted of the land.

The public manifestations of respect to the
memory of the deceased President, were appro-
priate and impressive, and co-extensive with the
bounds of the Union. But there was another
Idnd of respect which his memory received

more felt than expressed, and more pervading
than public ceremonies ; it was the regret of the
nation, without distinction of party : for it was
a case in which the heart could have fair play,

and in which political opponents could join with
their adversaries in manifestations of respect

and sorrow. Both the deceased President, and
the Vice-president, were of the same party,

elected by the same vote, and their administra-

tions expected to be of the same character. It

was a case in which no political calculation could
interfere witli private feeling ; and the national

regret was sincere, profound, and pervading.

Gratifying was the spectacle to see a national
union of feeling in behalf of one who had been
80 lately the object of so much political division.

It was a ;roof that there can be political opposi-
tion without personal animosity.

General Harrison was a native of Virginia,

son of a signer of the Declaration of Independ-
ence, and a descendant of the " regicide " Harri-
son who sat on the trial of Charles I.

In the course of the first session of Congress
after the death of General Harrison—that ses-

sion which convened under his call—the oppor-
tunity presented itself to the author of this View
to express his personal sentiments with respect
to him. President Tyler, in his message, re-

commended a grant of money to the family of
the deceased President " in consideration of his

expenses in removing to the seat of government,
and the limited means which he had left be-
hind ; " and a bill had been brought into the
Senate accordingly, taking one year's presiden-
tial salary ($25,000) as the amount of the grant.

Deeming tliis proceeding entirely out of the
limits of the constitution—against the policy of
the government—and the commencement of the
monarchical system of providing for families, Mr.
Benton thus expressed himself at the conclusion
of an argument against the grant :

" Personally I was friendly to General Harri-
son, and that at a time when his friends were
not so numerous as in his last days ; and if I

had needed any frosh evidences of the kindness
of his heart, I had them in his twice mentioning
to me, during the short period of his presidency,

that, which surely I should never have men-
tioned to him—the circumstance of my friend-

ship to him when his friends were fewei-. I

would gladly now do what would be kind and
respectful to his memory—what would be libe-

ral and beneficial to his most respectable widow;
but, to vote for this bill! that I cannot do.

High considerations of constitutional law and
public policy forbid me to do so, and command
me to make this resistance to it, that a mark
may be made—a stone set up—at the place

where this new violence was done to the consti-

tution—this new page opened in the book of our

public expenditures; and this new departure

taken, which leads into the bottomless gulf of

civil pensions and family gratuities."

The deceased President had been closely pre-

ceded, and was rapidly followed, by the deaths

of almost all his numerous family of sons and

daughters. A worthy son survives (John Scott

Harrison, Esq.), a most respectable member of

Congress from the State of Ohio.

LiJii

^.
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ADMINISTRATION OF JOHN TYLER.

I iimt't I

CHAPTER LXI.

ACCESSION OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT TO THE
PEESIDENCY.

The Vice-president was not in "Washington
when the President died : he was at his resi-

dence in lower Virginia : some days would ne-

cessarily elapse before he could arrive. Presi-
dent Harrison had not been impressed with the
probable fatal termination of his disease, and
the consequent propriety of directing the Vice-
president to be sent for. His cabinet could not
feel themselves justified in taking such a step
while the President lived. Mr. Tyler would
feel it indelicate to repair to the seat of govern-
ment, of his own will, on hearing the report of
the President's illness. The atte'nding physi-
cians, from the most proper considerations, held
out hopes of recovery to near the last ; but, for
four days before the event, there was a pervad-
ing feeling in the city that the President would
not survive his attack. His death left the ex-
ecutive government for some days in a state of
interregnum. There was no authority, or per-
son present, legally empowered to take any
step

; and so vital an event as a change in the
chief magistrate, required the fact to be formally
and publicly verified. In the absence of Con-
gress, and the Vice-president, the members of
the late cabinet very properly united in announ-
cing the event to the country, and in despatcli-
ing a messenger of state to Mr. Tyler, to give
him the authentic information which would
show the necessity of liis presence at the seat

of government. He repaired to it immediately
took the oath of oflBce, before the Chief Judge
of the Circuit Court of the District of Columbia,
William Cranch, Esquire; and appointed tho
late cabinet for his own. Each was retained in

the place held under his predecessor, and with
the strongest expressions of regard and confi-
dence.

Four days after his accession to the presi-
dency, Mr, Tyler issued an address, in the na-
ture of an inaugural, to the people of the United
States, the first paragraph of which was very
appropriately devoted to his predecessor, and
to the circumstances of his own elevation to the
presidential chair. That paragraph was in these
words

:

" Before my arrival at the seat of government,
the pamful communication was made to you, by
the officers presiding over the several depart-
ments, of the deeply regretted death of William
Henry Harrison, late President of the United
btates. Upon him you had conferred your suf-
frages for the first office in your gift, and had
selected uim as your chosen instrument to cor-
rect and reform aJl such errors and abuses as
had manifested themselves from time to timem the practical operations of the goveriiment!
While standing at the threshold of this great
work he has, by the dispensation of an all-wise
Frovidence, been removed from amongst us and
by the provisions of the constitution, the efforts
to be directed to the accomplishing of this vi-
tally important ta^ have devolved upon myself.
This same occurrence has subjected the wisdom
ana sufHcieucy of our institutions to a new test
For the first time in our history, the person
elected to the Vice-presidency of ' the United
States, by the happening of a contingency pro-
vided for in the constitution, has had devolved
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i; 'I

upon him the presidential office. The spirit of
faction, which is directly opposed to the spirit

of a lofty patriotism, may find in this occasion
for assaults upon my administration. And in

succeeding, under circumstances so sudden and
unexpected, and to responsibilities so greatly
augmented, to the administration of public
affairs, I shall place in the intelligence and pa-
triotism of the people, my only sure reliance.

—

My earnest prayer shall bie constantly addressed
to the all-wise and all-powerful Being who made
me, and by whose dispensation I am called to
the high office of President of this confederacy,
understandingly to carry out the principles of
that constitution which I have sworn " to pro-
tect, preserve, and defend."

Two blemishes were seen in this paragraph,

the first being in that sentence which spoke of

the " errors and abuses " of the government

which his predecessor had been elected to " cor-

rect and reform ;" and the correction and refor-

mation of which now devolved upon himself.

These imputed errors and abuses could only

apply to the administrations of General Jackson

and Mr. Van Buren, of both which Mr. Tyler

had been a zealous opponent; and therefore

might not be admitted to be an impartial judge.

Leaving that out of view, the bad taste of such

a reference was palpable and repulsive. The
second blemish was in that sentence in which
he contrasted the spirit of " faction " with the

spirit of " lofty patriotism," and seemed to refer

in advance all the " assaults " which should be

made upon his administration, to this factious

spirit, warring upon elevated patriotism. Little

did he think when he wrote that sentence, that

within three short months—within less time

than a commercial bill of exchange usually has

to run, the great party which had elected him,

and the cabinet officers which he had just ap-

pointed with such warm expressions of respect

and confidence, should be united in that assault

!

should all be in the lead and van of a public

outcry against him ! The third paragraph was
also felt to be a fling at General Jackson and
Mr. Van Buren, ;nd therefore unfit for a place

in a President's message, and especially in an
inaugural address. It wa.s the very periphrasis

of the current party slang against General Jack-
son, plainly visible through the transparent hy-
pothetical guise whicli it put on; and was in

these words

:

" In view of the fhct, well avouched by history,
that the tendency of all human institutions is to

concentrate power in the hands of a single man
and vhat their ultimate downfall has proceeded
from this cause, I deem it of the most essential
impor';ance that a complete separation should
take place between the sword and the purse.
No matter where or how the public moneys
shall bt deposited, so long as the President can
exert th? power of appointing and removing, at
his pleasure, the agents selected for their cus-
tody, the commander-in-chief of the &rmy and
navy is in fact the treasurer. A permanent and
radical chinge should therefore be decreed.
The patroiiage inciuent to the presidential office,

alreadjr grent, is constantly increa.sing. Such in-

crease is destined to keep pace with the growth
of our population, until, without a figure of
speech, an artnj of officeholders may be spread
over the Jand The unrestrained power exerted
by a selfishly ambitious man, in order either to

perpetuate hit authority or to hand it over to
some favorite us his successor, may lead to the
employment oi all the means within his control
to accomplish his object. The right to remove
from office, while subjected to no just restraint,

is inevitably destined to produce a spirit of
crouching servility with the official corps, which
in order to uphold the hand which feeds them,
would lead to direct and active interference in

the elections, both State and federal, thereby
subjecting the course of State legislation to the
dictation of the chief executive officer, and mak-
ing the will of tlat officer absolute and su-
preme."

This phrase of " purse and sword," onc^ bo

appropriately used by Patrick Henry, in de-

scribing the powers of the federal government,

and since so often applied to General Jackson,

for the removal of tho deposits, could have no

other aim than a fling at him ; and the abuse of

patronage in removals ivnd appointments to per-

petuate power, or hand it over to a favorite, was
the mere repetition of the slang of the presiden-

tial canvass, in relation to General Jackson and

Mr. Van Buren.

Departing from the usual reserve and gener-

alization of an inaugural, this address went into

a detail which indicated the establishment of a

national bank, or the re-charter of the defunct

one, masked and vitalized uader a Pennsylvania

State charter. That paragraph ran thus

:

"The public interest also demands that, if

any war has existed between the government
and the currency, it shall cease. Measures of a

financial character, now having the sanction of

leiral enactment, shall be faithfully enforced

until repealed by the legislative autliority. But

I owe it to myself to declare that I regard exist-

ing enactments as unwise and impolitic, and in

a high degree oppressive. I shall promptly'
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give my sanction to any constitutional measure
which, originating in Congress, shall have for

its object the restoration of a sound circulating

medium, so essentially necessary to give confi-

dence in all the transactions of life, to secure to

industry its just and adequate rewards, and to

re-establish the public prosperity. In deciding

upon the adaptation of any such measure to the
end proposed, as well as its conformity to the
constitution, I shall resort to the fathers of the
great republican school for advice and instruc-

tion, to be drawn from their sage views of our
system of government, and the light of their
ever glorious example."

The concluding part of this paragraph, in

which the new President declares that, in look-

ing to the constitutionality and expediency of a

national bank, he should look for advice and
instruction to the example of the fathers of the

Republic, he was understood as declaring that

he would not be governed by his own former

opinions against a national bank, but by the

example of Washington, a signer of the consti-

tution ( vho signed the charter of the first na-
tional bank) ; and by the example of Mr. Madi-
son, ajiother signer of the constitution, who,
yielding to precedent and the authority of ju-

dicial decisions, had signed the charter for the

second bank, notwithstanding his early consti-

tutional objections to it. In other parts of the

paragraph he was considered as declaring in

favor of the late United States Bank, as in the
previous part of the paragraph where he used
the phrases which had become catch-words in

the long contest with that bank—" war upon
the currency "—" sound circulating medium "—
" restoration of national prosperity ; " &c. &c.
He was understood to express a preference for
the re-charter of that institution. And this

impression was well contirmed by other circum-
stances—his zealous report in favor of that
bank when acting as volunteer chairman to the
Senate's committee which was sent to examine
it—his standing a canvass in a presidential elec-

tion in which the re-charter of that bank, though
con(%rtedly blinked in some parts of the Union,
was the understood vital issue every where—
his publicly avowed preference for its notes over
gold, at Wheeling, Virginia—the retention of a
cabinet, pledged to that bank, with expressions
of confidence in them, and in terms that prom-
ised a four years' service together—and his
utter condemnation in other parts of his inuu-
gural, and in all his public speeches, of every

other plan (sub-treasury, state banks, revival

of the gold currency), which had been presented

as remedies for the financial and currency dis-

orders. All these circumstances and declara-

tions left no doubt that he was not only in

favor of a national bank, but of re-chartering

the late one j and that he looked to it, and to

it alone, for the "sound circulating medium"
which he preferred to the constitutional cur-

rency—for the keeping of those deposits which
he had condi.'Tined Jack«*fn for removing from
it—and for the restoration of that national pros-

perity, which the imputed war upon the bank
had destroyed.

CHAPTER LXII.

TWENTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS: FIRST SESSION:
LIST OF MEMBERS, AND ORGANIZATION OF
TUB HOUSE.

Members of the Senate.

Maine.—Reuel Williams, George Evans.
New Hampshire.—Franklin Pierce, Levi

Woodbury.
VEnMoNT.—Samuel Prentis, Samuel Phelps.
Massachusetts.—Rufus Choate, Isaac 0.

Bates.

Rhode Isx and.—Nathan F. Dixon, James F.
Simmons.
CoNNKCTicuT.—Perry Smith, Jaz. W. Hunt-

ington.

New York.- Silas Wright, N. P. Tallmadge.
New Jersey.—Sam. L. Southard, Jacob W.

Miller.

Pennsylvania.—James Buchanan, D, W.
Sturgeon.

Delaware.—Richard H. Bayard, Thomas
Clayton.

Mautiland.—John Leeds Kerr. Wm. D. Mer-
rick.

Virginia.—Wm. C. Rives, Wm. S, Archer.
North Carolina.—Wm. A. Graham, Wil-

lie P. Mangum.
South Carolina.—Wm. C. Preston, John

C. Calhoun.
Georgia.—Alfred Cuthbert, John M. Ber-

rien.

Alabama.—Clement 0. Clay, William R.
King.

Mississippi.—John Henderson, Robert J.
Walker.
Louisiana.—Alexander Mouton, Alexander

Barrow.
Tennessee.—A. 0. P. Nicholson, Spencer

Jarnagin, executive appointment. Ephraim H.
Foster.

Kentucky.—Henry Clay, J. J. Morehead.
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Ohio.—William Allen, Benjamin Tappan.
Indiana,—Oliver H. Smith, Albert S. White,
Illinois.—Richard M. Young, Sam'l McRob-

erts.

Missouri.-Lewis F. Linn, Thomas H. Ben-
ton.

Arkansas.—Ambrose H. Sevier, William S,
Fulton.

Michigan.—Augustus S. Porter, William
Woodbridge.

Members of the House.

Maine.—Nathaniel Cliflford, Wm. P. Fessen-
den, Benj. Randall, David Bronson, Nathaniel
Littlefield, Alfred Marshall, Joshua A. Lowell,
EHsha H. Allen.

New Hampshire.—Tristram Shaw, Ira A.
Eastman, Charles G. Atherton, Edmund Burke,
John R. Reding.

Vermont.—Hiland Hall, William Slade,

Horace Everett, Augustus Young, John Mat-
tocks.

Massachusetts.—Robert C. Winthrop, Lev-
erett Saltonstall, Caleb Cushing, Wm. Parmen-
ter, Charles Hudson, Osmyn Baker, Geo. N.
Briggs, William B. Calhoun, Wm. S. Hastings,
Nathaniel B. Borden, Barker Burnell, John
Quincy Adams.
Rhode Island.—Joseph L. Tillinghast, Wil-

liam B. Cranston.
Connecticut.—Joseph Trumbull, Wr.i. W.

Boardman, Thomas W. Williams, Thos. B. Os-
borne, Truman Smith, John H. Brockway.
New York.—Chas. A. Floyd, Joseph Egbert,

John McKeon, James J. Roosevelt, Fernando
Wood, Chas. G. Ferris, Aaron Ward, Richard
D. Davis, James G. Clinton, John Van Buren,
R. McClellan, Jacob Hauck, jr., Hiram P. Hunt,
Daniel D. Barnard, Archibald L. Lin, Bernard
Blair, Thos. A. Tomlinson, H. Van Rensselaer,
John Sanford, Andrew W. Doig, John G. Floyd,
David P. Brewster, T. C. Chittenden, Sam. S.
Bowne, Samuel Gordon, John C. Clark, Lewis
Riggs, Sam. Partridge, Victory Birdseye, A. L.
Foster, Christopher Morgan, John Maynard,
John Greig, Wm. M. Oliver, Timothy Childs,
Seth M. Gates, John Young, Stanley N. Clark,
Millard Fillmore, Babcock.
New Jersey.—John B. Aycrigg, John P.

B. Maxwell, William Halsted, Joseph F. Ran-
dolph, Joseph F. Stratton, Thos. Jones Yorke.
Pennsylvania.—Charles Brown, John Ser-

geant, George W. Tolland, Cliarles Ingersoll,

John Edwards, Jeremiah Brown, Francis
James, Joseph Fornance, Rol)ert Ramsay,
John Westbrook, Peter Newhard, George M.
Keim, Wm. Simonton, James Gerry, James
Cooper, Amos Gustine, James Irvine, Benj.
Bidlack, John Snyder, Davis Dimock, Albert
G, Marchand, Jooeph Luvvieuue, Wm, W. Ir-

win, William Jack, Thomas Henry, Arnold
Plumer.

Delaware.—George B. Rodney.

Maryland.—Isaac D. Jones, Jas. A. Pearco
James W. Williams, J. P. Kennedy, Alexan-
der Randall, Wm. Cost Johnson, John T. Ma-
son, Augustus R. Sellers.

Virginia.—Henry A. Wise, Francis Mallorv
George B. Cury, John M. Botts, R. M. T. Hun-
ter, John Taliaferro, Cuthbert Powell, Linn
Banks, Wm. 0. Goode, John W. Jones, E. W.
Hubbard, Walter Coles, Thomas W. Gilmer
Wm. L. Goggin, R. B. Barton, Wm. A. Harris'
A. H. H. Stuart, Geo. W. Hopkins, Geo. W.'
Summers, S. L. Hays, Lewis Steinrod.
North CAROLiNA.--Kenneth Rayner, John

R. J. Daniel, Edward Stanly, Wm. H. Wash-
ington, James J. McKay, Archibald Arrington
Edmund Deberry, R. M. Saunders, Aug'e ll!

Shepherd, Abraham Rencher, Green C. Cald-
well, James Graham, Lewis Williams.
South Carolina.—Isaac E. Holmes, Wil-

liam Butler, F. W. Pickens, John Campbell
James Rogers, S. H. Butler, Thomas D. Sum-
ter, R. Barnwell Rhett, C. P. Caldwell.
Georgia.—Rich'd W. Habersham, Wm. C.

Dawson, Julius C. Alvord, Eugenius A. Nisbet
Lott Warren, Thomas Butler King, Roger l!
Gamble, Jas. A. Merriwether, Thos. F. Foster.
Alabama.—Reuben Chapman, Geo. S. Hous-

ton, Dixon H. Lewis, Benj. G. Shields.

Mississippi.—A. L. Bingaman, W. R. Harley.
Louisiana.—Edward D. White, J. B. Daw-

son, John Moore.
Arkansas.—Edward Cross.
Tennessee.—Thomas D. Arnold, Abraham

McClellan, Joseph L. Williams, Thomas J.
Campbell, Hopkins L. Tumey, Wm. B. Camp-
bell, Robert L. Caruthers, Meredith P. Gentry,
Harvey M. Watterson, Aaron V. Brown, Cave
Johnson, Milton Brown, Christopher H. Wil-
liams.

Kentucky.—Linn Boyd, Philip Triplet, Jo-
seph R. Underwood, Bryan W. Owsley, John B.
Thompson, Willis Green, John Pope, James C.
Sprigg, John White, Thomas F. Marshall, Lan-
doff W. Andrews, Garret Davis, William 0.
Butler.

Ohio.—N. G. Pendleton, John B. Wellcr,
Patrick G. Goode, Jeremiah Morrow, William
Doane, Calvary Morris, Wm. Russell, Joseph
Ridgeway, Wm. Medill, Samson Mason, B. &
Cowan, Joshua Matheot, James Matthews,
Geo. Sweeney, S. J. Andrews, Joshua R. Gid
dings, John Hastings, Ezra Dean, Sam. Stock-

ley.

Indiana.—George W. Profflt, Richard W.
Thomp.son, Joseph L. White, James II. Cra-

vens, Andrew Kennedy, David Wallace, Henry
S. Lane.

Missouri.—John Miller, John C, Edwards.
Michigan.—Jacob M. Howard.

Mr. John White of Kentucky /'whig), w^w

elected Speaker of the House over Mr. John AV.

Jones of Virginia, democratic. Mr. Matthew

St. Clair Clarke of Pennsylvania (whig), wm

t
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elected clerk over Mr. Hugh A. Garland of Vir-

ginia, democratic. The whigs had a majority

of near fifty in the House, and of seven in the

Senate ; so that all the legislative, and the ex-

ecutive department of the government—the two

Houses of Congress and the President and cab-

inet—were of the same political party, present-

ing a harmony of aspect frequently wanting

during the three previous administrations.

Notwithstanding their large majority, the whig

pai ty proceeded slowly in the organization of

the House in the adoption of rules for its pro-

ceeding. A fortnight had been consumed in

vain when Mr. Gushing, urgently, and success-

fully exhorted his whig friends to action

:

" I say (continued Mr. Gushing) that it is our
fault if this House be disorganized. We are in

the majority—we have a majority of forty—and
we are responsible to our country, to the con-
stitution, and to our God, for the discharge of
our duty here. It is our duty to proceed to
the organization of the House, to the transac-
tion of the business for which the country sent
us here. And I appeal to the whig party on
this floor that they do their duty— that they
act manfully and expeditiously, and that, how-
soever the House may organize, under what-
ever rules, or under no rules at all ; for I am
prepared, if this resolution be not adopted, to
call upon the Speaker for the second reading of
a bill from the Senate, now upon the table, and
to move that we proceed with it under the par-
liamentary law. We can go on under that.
We are a House, with a speaker, clerk, and
officers ; and whether we have rules or not is

immaterial. We can proceed as the Commons
in f^ngland do. We can act upon bills by re-
ferring them to a Committee of the Whole on
the state of the ITnion, or to select committees,
if there are no standing committees. And I
am prepared, if the Hous^e cannot be organized
under the proposition now before us, for the
purpose of testing the question and enabling
the country to see whose fault it is that we do
not go on with its business, to call at once for
the action of the House upon that bill under the
parliamentary law. Once more I appeal to the
whig party, for party lines, I see, are now about
to be drawn ; I appeal to the whig party, to the
friends of the administration—and I recognize
but one, and that is the administration of John
Tyler—that is the administration, and I recog-
nize no other in the United States' at this time

;

I appeal to the administration party, to the
friends of the administration of John Tyler
that at this hour they come to the rescue of
their country, and organize Uiu House, under
whatever rules : because, if we do not, we shall
become, as we are now becoming, the laughing-
stock, the scorn, the contempt of the people of
these United States."

The bill fi-om the Senate, for action on which
Mr. Gushing was so impatient, and so ready to
act without rules, was the one for the repeal
of the sub-treasury ; whilom characterized by
him as a serpent hatched of a fowl's egg, (cock-
atrice)

; which the people would trample into
the dust. Under his urgent exhortation the
House soon organized, and made the repeal.

Passed so promptly, this repealing bill, with
equal celerity, was approved and signed by tho
President—leaving him in the first quarter of
his administration in full possession of that for-

midable sword and long purse, the imputed
union of which in the hands of General Jack-
son had been his incontinent deprecation, even
in his inaugural address. For this repeal of
the sub-treasury provided no substitute for

keeping the public moneys, and left them with-
out law in the President's hands.

CHAPTER LXIII.

FIEST MESSAGE OF ME. TYLER TO CONGRESS,
AND ME. CLAY'S PROGRAMME OF BUSINESS.

The first paragraph in the message related to

the death of President Harrison, and after a
proper expression of respect and regret, it went
on to recommend a grant of money to his family,

grounded on the consideration of his expenses
in removing to the seat of government, and the
limited means of his private fortune

:

" With this public bereavement are connected
other considerations which will not escape tho
attention of Congress. The preparations neces-
sary for his removal to the seat of government,
in view of a residence of four years, must have
devolved upon the late President heavy expen-
ditures, which, if permitted to burden the
limited resources of his private fortune, may
tend to the serious embarrassment of his sur-
viving family ; and it is therefore respectfully
submitted to Congress, whether the ordinary
principles of justice would not dictate the pro-
priety of its legislative interposition."

This recommendation was considered by many
as being without the pale of the constitution,

and of dangerous precedent. With respect to
the limited means of which he spoke, the fact

was alike true and honorable to the late Presi-

dent. In public employment from early life.
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and during the greatest part of his life, no pecu-
niary benefit had resulted to him. In situations
to afford opportunities for emolument, he availed
himself of none. With immense amounts of
public money passing through his hands, it all

went, not only faithfully to its objects, but
without leaving any profit behind from its use.
He lived upon his salaries, liberally dispensing
hospitality and charities, and with simplicity
and economy in all his habits. He used all that
he received, and came out of ofiice as he entered
it, and died poor. This, among the ancient Ro-
mans was a commendable issue of a public ca-
reer, to be mentioned with honor at the funeral
of an illustrious man : and should be so held
by all re^-ublican people.

The message showed that President Tyler
would not have convoked the Congress in extra
session had it not been done by his predecessor

;

but being convoked he would- not disturb the

arrangement
; and was most happy to find him-

self so soon surrounded by the national repre-

sentation :

mit to all necessary burdens. But it is, never,
thelcss, important so to impose them as to avoid
dcfeatmg the just expectations of the country

fu''o',"?r°"l"LP.T^''''""K laws. The act of
the 2d March, 1833, commonly called the com-
promise act, should not be altered, except under
urgent necessities, which are not believed at
this time to exist. One year only remains to
complete the series of reductions provided for
by that law, at which time provisions made by
the same, and which law then will be brought
actively in aid of the manufacturing interest of
the Union, will not fail to produce the most
beneficial results."

In entering upon the duties of this office, I
did not feel that it would be becoming in me to
disturb what had been ordered by my lamented
predecessor. Whatever, therefore, may have
been my opinion originally as to the propriety
of convening Congress at so early a day from
that of its late adjournment, I found a new and
controlling inducement not to interfere with the
patriotic desires of tlic late President, in the
novelty of the situation in which I was so unex-
pectedly placed. My first wish, under such cir-
cumstances, would necessarily have been to have
called to my aid in the administration of public
affairs, the combined wisdom of the two Houses
of Congress, in order to take their counsel and
advice as to the best mode of' extricating the
government and the country from the embar-
rassments weighing heavily on both. I am then
most happy in finding myself so soon, after my
accession to the presidency, surrounded by the
immediate representatives of the States and
people."

The state of our foreign relations claimed but
a brief paragraph. The message stated that no
important change had taken place in them since

the last session of Congress, and that the Presi-
dent saw nothing to make him doubt the con-
tinuance of the peace with which the country
was blessed. He passed to home affairs :

" In order to supply the wants of the govern-
ment, an intelligent constituency, in view of
their best interests, will without hesitation, sub-

This compromise act of 1833, was drawing
towards the close of its career, and was proving
itself to have beet i complete illusion in all the
good it had piomised, and a sad reality in ail

the ill that had been predicted of it. It had
been framed on the principle of helping manu-
factures for nine years, and then to be a free

trade measure for ever after. The first part
succeeded, and so well, in keeping up high duties
as to raise far more revenue than the govern-
ment needed : the second part left the govern-
ment without revenue for its current uses, and
under the necessity of giving up that uniform
twenty per centum duty on the value of imports
which was to have been the permanent law of
our tariff; and which never became law at all.

In the meanwhile, the compromise having pro-
vided for periodical reductions in the duties on
imported sugars and molasses, made no provi-

sion for proportionate reductions of the draw-
back upon these articles when exported in the
changed shape of rum and refined sugars : and
enormous sums were drawn from the treasury

by this omission in the compromise act—the
great refiners and rum distillers driving an im-
mense capital into their business for the mere
purpose of getting the gratuitous drawbacks.
The author of this View endeavored to supply
the omission at the time, and repeatedly after-

wards ; but these efforts were resisted by the
advocates of the compromise until these gratui-

ties becoming enormous, rising from ^2,000 per
annum, to hundreds of thousands per annum,
and finally reaching five hundred thousand,

they roused the alarm of the government, and
sunk under the enormity of their abuse. Yet it

was this compromise which was held too sacred

to have its palpable defects corrected, and the

inviolability of which was recommended to be

preserved, that in addition to its other faults,
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was making an annual present of some hundreds

of thousands of dollars to two classes of manu-

facturers.

A bank of some kind was recommended, under

the name of Hscal agent, as necessary to facili-

tate the operaiions of the Treasury, to promote

the collection and disbursement of the public

revenue, and to supply a currency of uniform

value. The message said

:

" In intimate connection with the question of

revenue, is that which makes provision for a
suitable fiscal agent, capable of adding increased

facilities in the collection and disbuisement of

the public revenues, rendering more secure their

custody, and consulting a true economy in the
great multiplied and delicate operations of the
Treasury department. Upon such an agent de-

pends in an eminent degree, the establishment
of a currency of uniform value, which is of so
great importance to all the essential interests

of society ; and on the wisdom to be manifested
in its creation, much depends."

These are the reasons which General Hamil-

ton gave for asking the establishment of the

first national bank, in 1791, and which have

been given ever since, no matter with what
variation of phraseology, for the creation of a
similar institution. This preference for a bank,

under a new name, was confirmed by the nyec-

tion of the sub-treasury and hard-money cur-

rency, assumed by the message to hare been

condemned by the people in the result of the

presidential election. Speaking of this system,

it said :
" If carried through all the stages of

its transmutation, from paper and specie to

nothing l)ut the precious metals, to say nothing

of the insecurity of the public moneys, its inju-

rious effects have been anticipated by the coun-
try, in its unqualified condemnation.''^ The
justice and wisdom of this condemnation, thus
inferred from the issue of the presidential elec-

tion, and carried as that election was (and as
has been described), has been tested by the ex-
perience of many years, without finding that in-

security of the public moneys, and those inju-

rious effects which the message assumed. On
the contrary those moneys have been safely
kept, and the public prosperity never as great
as under the Independent Treasury and the
gold and silver currency of the federal govern-
ment : and long has it been since any politician
has allowed himself to be supposed to be against
them. Up to the date of that message then—

up to the first day of the extra session, 1841—
Mr. Tyler may bo considered as in favor of a

national bank, with its paper currency, and op-

posed to the gold and silver currency, and the

sub-treasury. A distribution o*" the proceeds

of the sales of the public lands was recommended
as a means of assisting the States in the pay-

ment of their debts, and raising the price of their

stocks in foreign markets. Repudiating as un-

coniAitutional, the federal assumption of the

State debts, he still recommended a grant of

money from the public funds to enable them to

meet these debts. In this sense the message
said:

" And while I must repudiate, as a measure
founded in error, and wanting constitutional
sanction, the slightest approach to an assump-
tion by this government of the debts of the
States, yet I can see in the distribution adverted
to much to recommend it. The compacts be-
tween the proprietor States and this government
expressly guarantee to the States all the bene-
fits which may arise from the sales. The mode
by which this is to be effected addresses itself

to the discretion of Congress as the trustee for
the States, and its exercise, after the most bene-
ficial manner, is restrained by nothing in the
grants or in the constitution so long as Congress
shall consult that equality in the distribution
which the compacts require. In the present
condition of some of the States, the question of
distribution may be regarded as substantially a
question l)etween direct and indirect taxation.
If the distribution be not made in some form or
other, the necessity will daily become more
urgent with the debtor States lor a resort to an
oppressive system of direct taxation, or their
credit, and necessarily their power and influence,
will be greatly diminished. The payment of
taxes, often the most inconvenient and oppres-
sive mode, will be exacted in place of contri-
butions for the most part voluntarily made,
and therefore comparatively unoppressivc. The
States are emphatically the constituents of this
government, and we should be entirely regard-
less of the objects held in view by them, in the
creation of this government, if we could be in-
different to their good. The happy eflects of
such a measure upon all the States, would im-
mediately be manifested. AVith the debtor
States it would effect the relief to a great extent
of the citizens from a heavy burden of direct
taxation, which presses with severity on (he
laboring classes, and eminently assist in restor-
ing the general prosperity. An immediate ad-
vance would take place in the price of the State
securities, and the attitudes of the Stetep. would
become once more, as it should ever be, lofty
and erect. AVhether such distribution should
be made directly to the States in the proceeds
of the sales, or in the form of profits by virtue
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of tho operations of any fiscal agency having
those proceeds as its basis, siiould such measure
be contemplated by Congress, would well de-
serve Its consideration."

Mr. Tyler, while a member of the democratic
party, had been one of the most strict in the
construction of the constitution, and one of the
most vigilant and inflexible in bringing pro-
posed measures to the test of that instrument-
repulsing the most insignificant if they could
not stand it. He had been one of the foremost
agamst tho constitutionality of a national bank,
and voting for a scirefacias to vacate the char-
ter of the last one soon after it was established.
Now, in recommending the grant of money to
the family of General Ilarrison-in recommend-
ing a bank undoi- the name of fiscal agent—in
preferring a national paper currency—in con-
demning the currency of tho constitution—in
proposing a distribution of the land revenue—
in providing for the payment of the State debts

:

in all these recommendations he seemed to have
gone far beyond any other President, however
latitudinarian. Add to this, he had institfited
an inquisition to sit upon the conduct of officers,

to hear and adjudge in secret; to the encourage-
ment of informers and debaters, and to the in-
fringement of the liberty of speech, and the
freedom of opinion in tlie subordinates of the
government. In view of all this, the author of
this work immediately exclaimed :

"What times we have fallen upon! what
wonders we witness ! how strange are the scenes
of the day

!
AVe have a President, who has been

the foremost in the defence of the constitution,
and in support of the rights of the States—
whose walk has been on the outward wall of
the constitution—his post in tlie front line of
its defenders-his seat on the topmost branches
of the democratic tree. I will not disparage the
President by saying that he fought side by side
with me in defence of the constitution and the
States, and against the latitudinarians. It would
be to wrong him to place him by my side. His
position, as guard of the constitution, was far
ahead, and far above mine. He was always in
the advance—on the look-out—listening and
watching—snuflBng danger in the first tainted
breezo, and making anticipated battle against
the still invisible invader. Hardly any tliin<r

was constitutional enough for him'. This was
but a few brief years ago. x\ow we see the

measures brought forward in the very bud and
first blossom of this aduinistration, which leave
all former unconstitutional measures far in the
rear-which add subterfuge and evasion to open
violence, and aim more deadly wounds at tho
constitution than the fifty previous years of its
existence had brought upon it. I know not the
sentiment of tlie President upon these measures
except as disclosed by himself, and say nothing
to reach him

; but I know the measures them-
selves-their desperate character, and fatal
issues

: and I am free to say, if such things can
come to pass-if they can survive the double
ordeal of the House and the Senate—then there
IS an end of all that our fathers contended for in
the formation of the federal government. To
be sure, the machinery of government would
still stand. We should still have President
Congress, and a Judiciary—an army, a navy-!
a taxing power, the tax-payers, the tax-gather-
ers, and the tax-consumers. But, if such mea-
sures as these are to pass-a bill to lavish the
public lands on the (indebted) States in order
to pay their debts, supply their taxes, and raise
the market price of their stock-a contrivance
to defraud the constitution, and to smuggle and
bribe a bank, though a national bank, through
Congress, under the alius dictus of fiscal agent
—the bill to commence the career of civil pen-
sions and family gratuities-the inquisitorial
committee, modelled on the plan of Sir Robert
Walpole's committees of secrecy, now sitting in
the custom-house of New York, the terror of
the honest and the hope of the corrupt—the
ex post facto edict for the creation of political
offences, to be punished on suspicion in exparte
trials—the schemes for the infringement of tho
liberty of speech, and for the suppression of
freedom of opinion, and for the encouragement
and reward of debaters and informers : if such
schemes and measures as these are to come to
pass, then do I say that all the guards and limi-
tations upon our government are broken down 1

that our limited government is gone ! and a
new, wild, and boundless authority, substitutedm Its place. The new triumvirate—Bank Con-
gress, and President-will then be supreme.
Fraud and corruption, more odious than aims
and force, will rule the land. The constitution
will 1^ covered with a black veil : and that
derided and violated instrument will never bo
referred to, except for the mock sanction of a

MMM
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Mr. Tyler had delivered a message : Mr. Clay

virtvally delivered another. In the first week

of the session, ho submitted a programme of mea-

sures, in the form of a resolve, to be adopted by

the Senate, enumerating and declaring the par-

ticular subjects, to which he thought the atten-

tion of Congress should be limited at this extra

session. The following wp.4 his programme :

" Resolved, as the opinion of the Senate, That
hi the present session of Congress, no business
ought to be transacted, but such as being of an
important or urgent nature, may be supposed to
have influenced the extraordinary convention
of Congress, or such as that the postponement
of it might be materially detrimental to the
public interest.

" liesolved, therefore, as the opinion of the
Senate, That the following subjects ought first,

if not exclusively, to engage the deliberation of
Congress, at the present session

—

" Ist. The repeal of the sub-treasury.
" 2d. The incorporation of a bank adapted to

the wants of the people and of the government.
"3d. The provision of an adequate revenue

for the government by the imposition of duties,
and including an authority to contract a tempo-
rary loan to cover the public debt created by
the last administration.

" 4th. The prospective distribution of the pro-
ceeds of the public lands.

" 5th. The passage of necessary appropriation
bills ; and

" Gth. Some modification of the banking sys-
tem of the District of Columbia, for the benefit
of the people of the District.

" liesotved, That it is expedient to distribute
the business proper to be done this session, be-
tween the Senate and House of Representatives,
so as to avoid both Houses acting on the same
subject, and at the same time."

It was, probably, to this assumption over the

business of Congress—this recor..nendation of
measures which Mi. Clay thought ought to

be adopted—that Mr. Cushing alluded in the
House, when, in urging the instant repeal of
the sub-treasury act, he made occasion to say
that he recognized no administration but that
of John Tyler. As for the " public debt," here
mentioned as being "created by the last ad-
ministration," it consisted of the treasury notes
»nd loans resorted to to supply the place of the
revenue lost under the descending scale of the
eoraproiuisc, and the amount taken from the
Treasury to bestow upon the States, under the
frauduleut name of a deposit.

CHAPTER LXIV.

REPEAL OF THE INDEPENDENT TREASURY ACT,

This was the first measure of the new dominant

party, and pursued with a zeal that bespoke a

resentment which required gratification, and in-

dicated a criminal which required punishment.

It seemed to be considered as a malefactor which
had just fallen into the hands of justice, and

whose instant death was necessary to expiate

his offences. Mr. Clay took the measure into

his own charge. It was No. 1, in his list of bills

to be passed ; and the bill brought in by him-

self, was No. 1, on the Senate's calendar; and
it was rapidly pushed on to immediate decision.

The provisions of the bill were as summary as

the proceedings upon it were rapid. It provided

for instant repeal—to take effect as soon as

passed, although it was in full operation all over

tile United States, and the officers at a distance,

charged with its execution, could not know of

the repeal until ten or twelve days after the

ivent, and during all which time they would be
acting without authority ; and, consequently,

without ofiicial liability for accident or miscon-

duct. No substitute was provided ; and when
passed, the public moneys were to remain with-

out legal guardianship until a substitute should
be provided—intended to be a national bank

;

but a substitute which would require time to

pass it, whether a bank or some other measure.

These considerations were presented, but pre-

sented in vain to an impatient majority. A
respite of a few days, for the act to be known
before it took effect, was in vain urged. In vain

was it urged that promulgation was part of a

law : that no statute was to take effect until it

was promulgated ; nnd that time must be allow-

ed for that essential formality. The delay of

passing a substitute was urged as certain : the

possibihty of not passing one at all, was sug-

gested : and then the reality of that alarm of

danger to the Treasury—the union of the purse

and the sword—which had so haunted the

minds of senators at the time of the removal of

the deposits ; and which alarm, groundless then,

was now to have a real foundation. All in vain.

The days of the devoted act were numbered:
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the sun waa not to set upon it alivo : and lato
in tlie evening of a long and hot day in June
the question was called, with a refusal upon
yeas and nays by the majority, to allow a post-
ponement until the next day for the pur|K)se of
debate. Thus, refused one night's postpone-
ment, Mr. Benton, irritated at such unparlia-
mentary haste, and at the unmeasured terms of
abuse which were lavished upon the doomed
act, rose and delivered the speech, of which
some extracts are given in the next chapter.

In the progress of this bill a clause was pro-
posed by Mr. Benton to exclude the Bank of the
United States from becoming a depository of
public moneys, under the new order of things
which the repeal of the Sub-treasury system
would bring about ; and he gave as a reason, her
criminal and corrupt conduct, and her insolvent
condition. 1 :.e clause was rejected by a strict
party vote, with the exception of Mr. Archer—
who voted for the exclusion. The repeal bill

was carried in the Senate by a strict party
vote.:

Wdiam Jack, Cave Johnson, John W. .JonesGeorge M.Keim, Andrew Kennedy, Dixon I?
Lewis, Nathaniel S. Littlefled, Joshua A. LowellAbraham McClellan, HobcTt McCielia, , Jalea
J. McKay, Albert (. Marchand, Alfred MarslmUJohn Ihompson Mason, James Mathews Wili

wM,/^^'''l'i''
•^"''" *""<-^''. ^i'l'""> M. OliverW.l .am Parmentcr, Samuel Pat, Ige, William'

John J{. Beduig, Lewis Biggs, James RogersJames L Roosevelt, John Sanford, Romulus m'
Saunders, 'IristramShaw, Benjamin G. ShieldsJohn Snyder, C. Snrigg, 'Lewis Steenrod, ilop:kms L. lurney, John Van Burcn, Aaron WardHarvey M. Watterson John B. Wcller, JohS
Westbrook, James ± ^Villiams, Feniando

Yfus—Jlcssrs. Archer, Barrow, Bates, Bay-
ard, Berrien, Choate, Clay of Kentucky, Clay-
ton, Dixon, Evans, Graham, Henderson, Hunt-
ington, Ker, Mangum, Merrick, Miller, More-
head, Phelps, Porter, Prentiss, Preston Rives,
bimmons. Smith of Indiana, Southard Tall-
madge, \Vhite, and Wojdbridgc—29. '

AVu~^^^^^^'^- ^"*'"' lienton, Calhoun, Clay
of Alabama, Fulton, King, McRoberts, Nichol-
son, Pierce, Sevier, Smith of Connecticut, Stur-
geon, Tappaii Walker Williams, AVoodbury,
AVright, and Young—18.

''

In the House the repeal was carried by a
decided vote—134 to 87. The negative voters
were:

Messrs. Archibald H. Arrington, Charles G
Atherton, Linn Banks, Henry W. Beeson Ben-
jamin A. Bidlack, Samuel S. Bowne, Linn Boyd
Aaron V. Brown, Charles Brown. Edmund
Burke, Sampson H. Butler, William 0. Butler,
Green W. Caldwell, Patrick C. Caldwell, George
B. Cary, Reuben Chapman, Nathan Clifton]
James G. Clinton, Walter Coles, Edward Cross'
John R. J^ Daniel, Richard D. Davis, John B.'
Dawson, Ezra Dean, William Doan, Andrew
A\. Doig Jolin C. Edwards, Joseph Egbert,
Charles G. Ferris, John G. Floyd, Charfes A.
Hoyd, Joseph Fornance, William 0. Goode
Samuel Gordon, Amos Gustiue, William a'
Harris, John Hastings, Samuel L. Hays. Isiuic
±-. iloiraes, oeorge W. Ilojikins, Jacob Hoi %
jr., George S. Houston, E<iinund W. Hubard'
Robert M. T. Hunter, Charles J. Ingcrsoll'

CHAPTER LXV.
REPEAL OFTIIK INDKPENDENT TRKA8UBT ACTT-

MK. BENTON'S SPEECH.

The lateness of the hour, the heat of the day
the impatience of the majority, and the deter-
mination evinced to suffer no dt lay in gratify-
ing the feeling which demanded the sacrifice of
the Independent Treasury system, shall not pre-
vent me from discharging the duty which I owe
to the friends and authors of that system, and
to the country itself, by defending it from tho
unjust and odious character which clamor nnd
faction have fastened upon it. A gr^^at and sys-
tematic effort has been made to cry down the sub-
treasury by dint of clamor, and to render it odious
by unfounded representations and distorted de-
scriptions. It seems to have been selected as
a subject for an experiment at political bam-
boozling; and nothing is too absurd, too pre-
posterous, too foreign to the truth, to bo urged
against it, and to find a lodgment, as it is be-
lieved, in the minds of the uninformed and cre-
dulous part of tho comm.iity. It is painted
with every odious color, endowed with every
mischievous attribute, and made the source and
origin of every conceivable calamity. Not a
vestige of the original appears; and, instead
of the old and true system which it revives and
enforces, nothing is seen but a new and hide-
ous monster, come to devour the people, and to
destroy at once tlielr liberty, happiness and pro-
perty. In all this the opponents of the system
copy tho conduct of the French jacobins of the
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V8UEY ACT:

year '89, in attacking the veto power reserved

to the king. The enlightened historian, Thiers,

has given us an account of these Jacobinical ex-

periments upon French credulity ; and wo are

almost tempted to believe he was describing,

with the spirit of pi-ophecy, what we have seen

taking place among oursclvcis. He says that, in

some parts of the country, the jKioplo were

taught to believe that the veto was a tax, wliich

ought to bo abolished ; in others, that it was a

criminal, which ought to bo hung ; in others

again, that it was a monster, which ought to be

killed ; and in others, that it was a power in the

king to prevent the people from eating or drink-

ing. As a specimen of this latter species of

imposition which was attcmiptod upon the

ignorant, the liistorian gives a dialogue which
actually took place between a jacobin politician

and a country peasant in one of the remote de-

partments of France, and which ran in about

these terms: ^^ My friend, do you know what
the veto is?" '• / do notJ'^ Then I will tell

you -what it is. It is this: You have some
noup in your porringer ; you are going to eat

it; the king commands you to empty it on the

ground, and you must instantly empty it on the

ground: that is the veto

!

" This, said Mr. B.

is the account which an eminent historian gives

us of the means used to bamboozle ignorant

peasants and to excite them against a constitu-

tional provision in France, made for their bene-

fit, and which only arrested legislation till the

people could speak ; and I may say that means
little short of such absurdity and nonsense have
been used in our country to mislead and deceive

the people, and to excite them against the sub-

treasury here.

It is my intention, said Mr. B., to expose and
to explode these artifices; to show the folly

and absurdity of the inventions which were used
to delude the people in the country, and which
no senator of the opposite party will so fiir for-

get himself as to repeat here ; and to exhibit

the independent treasury as it is—not as a new
and hurtful measure just conceived ; but as an
old and salutary law, fallen into disuse in evil

times, and now revived and improved for the
safety and advantage of the country.

What is it, Mr, President, which con.stitutes

the system called and known by the name of
the sub-treasury-, or the independent treasury ?

It is two features, and two features alone, which

constitute the system—all the rest is rlotf '—
and these two features are borrowed am
from the two acts of Congress of September
first, and September the secoud, 1789 5 the one
establishing a revenue system, and the other
establishing a treasury department for the
United States. By the first of these acts, and
by its .JOth section, gold and silver coin alone

was made receivable in payments to the United
States ; and by the second of them, section four,

the treasurer of the United States is made the
receiver, the keeper, and the payer, of the

moneys of the United States, to the exclusion

of banks, of which only three then existed. By
these two laws, the first and the original finan-

cial system of the United States was established
;

and they both now stand upon the statute

book, unrepealed, and in full legal force, except
in some details. By these laws, made in the
first days of the first session of the first Con-
gress, which sat under the constitution, gold

and silver coin only was made tlie currency of

the federal treasury, and the treasurer of the

United States was made the fiscal agent to re-

ceive, to keep, and to pay out that gold and sil-

ver coin. This was the system of Washington's

administration ; and as such it went into efioct.

All payments to the federal government were
made in gold and silver ; all such money paid

remained in the hands of the treasurer himself,

until he paid it out ; or in the hands of the col-

lectors of the customs, or the receivers of the

land offices, until he drew warrants upon them
in favor of those to whom money was due from

the government. Thus it was in the beginning

—in the first and happy years of Washington's

administration. The money of the government

was hard money ; and nobody touched thai

money but the treasurer of the United States,

and the officers who collected it ; and the whole
of these were under bonds and penalties for

their good behavior, subject to the lawful or-

ders and general superintendence of the Secre-

tary of the Treasury and the President of the

United States, who was bound to see the laws

faithfully executed. The government was then

what it was made to be—a hard-money govern-

ment. It was made by hard-money men, who
had seen enough of the evils of paper money,
and wished to save their posterity from such

evils in future. The money was hard, and it

was in the hands of the officers of the govern-
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mont—those who were subject to the orders of
the government—and not in the liands of those
who were only subject to rcquiHitions—who
could refuse to pay, protest a warrant, tell the
government to stie, and thus go to law with the
government for its own money. The framerN
of the constitution, and the authors of the two
acts of 1789, had seen enough of the evils of the
system of requisitions imder the confederation
to warn them against it under the constitution.
They detennined that tlie new goveniment
should keep its own hard money, as well as col-

lect it
; and thus the constitution, the law, the

practice under the law, and the Intentions of
the hard-money and independent trea.sury men
were all in harmony, and in full, perfect, and
beautiful operation, under the first years of
General Washington'.s administration. All wa.s

right, and all was happy and prosperous, at the
commencement.

But the spoiler came! General Hamilton
was Secretary of the Treasury. He was the

^ I

i] advocate of the paper system, the banking sys-
tem, and the funding system, which were fast-

ened upon England by Sir Robert Walpole, in

his long and baneful administration under the
first and second George. General Hamilton
was the advocate of these systems, and wished
to transplant them to our America. He exerted
his great abilities, rendered still more potent
by his high personal character, and his glori-

ous revolutionary services, to substitute paper
money for the federal currency, and banks for

the keepers of the public money ; and he suc-
ceeded to the extent of his wishes. The hard-
money currency prescribed by the act of Sep-
tember 1st, 1789, was abolished by construction,

and by a Treasury order to receive bank notes
;

the fiscal agent for the reception, the keeping,
and the disbursement of the public moneys, con-
sisting of the treasurer, and his -collectors and
receivers, was superseded by the creation of a
national bank, invested with the privilege of
keeping the public moneys, paying them out,

and furnishing supplies of paper money for the
payment of dues to the government. Thus, the
two acts of 1789 were avoided, or superseded

;

not repealed, but only avoided and superseded
by a Treasury order to receive i)apcr, and a bank
to keep it and pay it out. From ibis time paper
money became the federal currency, and a bank
the keeper of the federal money. It is needless

to pursue this departure farther. The bank
had its privileges for twenty years—was sue-
ceeded in them by local banks—they superseded
by a second national bank— it again by local
banks—and these finally by the independent
treasury system—which was nothing but a
return to the fundamental acts of 1789.

This is the brief history—the genealogy
rather—of our fiscal agents ; and from this it

residts, that after more than forty years of de-
parture from the system of our forefathers-
after more than forty years of wandering in
the wilderness of banks, local and national-
after more than forty years of wallowing in the
slough of paper money, sometimes sound, some-
times rotten—wf have retunied to the point
from which we sat out—hard money for our
Federal Treasury ; and our own officers to keep
it. We returned to th« acts of '89, not sud-
denly and crudely, but by degrees, und with
details, to make the return safe and easy. The
specie clause was restored, not by a sudden and
single step, but gradually and progressively, to
be accomplished in four years. The custody of
the public moneys was restored to the treasurer
and his officers ; and as it was impossible for
him to take manual possession of the moneys
every where, a few receivers-general were given
to him to act as his deputies, and the two mints
in Philadelphia and New Orleans (proper places
to keep money, and their keys in the hands of
our officers), were added to his means of receiv-
ing and keeping them. This return to the old
acts of '89 was accomplished in the summer of
1840. The old system, with a new name, and
a little additional organization, ha« been in force
near one year. It has worked well. It has
worked both well and easy, and now the ques-
tion is to repeal it, and to begin again where
General Hamilton started us above forty years
ago, and which involved us so long in the fate

of banks and in the miscnes and calamities of
paper money. The gentlemen on the other side

of the House go for the repeal ; we against it

;

and this defines the position of the two great
parties of the day—one standing on ground oc-

cupied by General Hamilton and the federalists

in the year '91 ; the other standing on the ground
occupied at the same time by Mr. Jefferson and
the democracy.

The democracy oppose the repeal, because
this system is proved by experience to be the

,fi.
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eafcMt, the chea|M.>Nt, and the l)eHt mcxle of col-

lectiuK tho rcvcnucH, and keeping and dlnburfi-

ing the public monoyn, which tlie wiNdom of man

has yet invented. It is thu safest niod<> of ' ol-

lecling, becauHo it rccoives nothing but ^old and

BilvtT, and tlioreby saves tlio governnu'nt from

losH by pnjwr money, preserves tho standard of

vahic, and causes a supply of specie to bo kept

in tho country for tho uao of tho pe()i)Io nud for

the support of tho sound part of the ban .». It

is tho cheapest mode of keeping tho moneys

;

for tho salaries of a few receivers aro nothing

compared to tho cost of employing banks ; for

banks must bo paid cither by a per centum, or

by a gross sum, or by allowing them tho gra-

tuitous use of tho public njoney. This latter

method lias been tried, and has been found to

bo tho dearest of nil possible modos. Tho sub-

treasury is tho safest mode of keeping, for tho

receivers-general aro our officers—subject to

our orders—removable at our will—punishable

criminally—suable civilly—and bound in heavy

securities. It is tho best mode ; for it has no

interest in increasing taxes in order to increase

tho deposits. Banks have this interest. A na-

tional bank has an interest in augmenting tho

revenue, because thereby it augmented the pub-

lic deposits. The late bank had an average de-

posit for near twenty years of eleven millions

and d half of public money in tho name of the

treasurer of tho United States, and two mil-

lions and a half in the names of public officers.

It had an annual average deposit of fourteen mil-

lions, and was notoriously in liivor of all taxes,

and of the highest tariffs, and was leagued with

the party which promoted these taxes and
tariffs. A sub-treasury has no interest of this

kind, and in that particular alone presents an
immense advantage over any bank depositories,

whether a national institution or a selection of

local banks. Every public interest requires

the independent treasury to be continued. It

is the old system of '89. Tho law for it has
been on our statute-book for fifty-two years.

Every citizen who is under fifty-two years old

has lived all his life under the sub-treasury law,

although the law itself has been superseded or
avoided during the greater part of the time.

Like the country gentleman in Moli^re's come-
dy, who had talked prose all his life without
knowing it, every citizen who is under fifty-two

has lived his life under the sub-treasury law—

unuer tho two acts of '89 which con«tituto it,

luid which have not Iwcn rei>caled.

Wo are against tlic repeal ; and aUhough «n-

oblo to n'i~»"t it hero, wo hojw to show to the

America; .^,le that it ought not to be re-

pealed, and that tho time will romo when ita

rc-cstablishment will bo demanded by the pub-
lic voice.

Independent of our objections to tho merits

of this repeal, stands ono of a preiiminary char-

actor, which has been too often mentioned to

need elucidation or enforcement, but which can-

not be projH'rly omitted in any general exami-

nation of tho subject. Wo aro about to reiwal

ono system without having provided another,

and without even knowing what may be sub-

stituted, or whether any substitute whatever
shall bo agreed upon. Shall wo have any, and
if any, what ? Slwiil it bo a national bank, after

the experience wo have just had of such insti-

tutions ? Is it to be a nondescript invention—

•

a flscality—or fiscal agent—to bo planted in

this District because we have exclusive juris-

diction hero, and which, upon tho same argu-

ment, may bo placed in all the forts and arse-

nals, in all the dock-yards and navy-yards, in

all the lighthouses and powder magazines, and
in all the territories which the United States

now possess, or may hereafter acquire? Wo
have exclusive jurisdiction over all these ; and
if, with this argument, wo can avoid the consti-

tution in these ten miles square, we can also

avoid it in every State, and in every territory

of the Union. Is it to be the pet bank system
of 1836, which, besides being rejected by all

parties, is an impossibility in itself? Is it to

be the lawless condition of the public moneys,

as gentlemen denounced it, which prevailed

from October, 1833, when the deposits were
removed from the Bank of the United States,

till June, 183G, when the State bank deposit

system was adopted ; and during all which time

we could hear of nothing but the union of the

purse and the sword, and the danger to our
liberties from the concentration of all power in

the hands of ono man ? Is it to be any one of

these, and which ? And if neither, then are the

two acts of '89, which have never been repealed

—which I'.ave only !ipen superseded by tempo-
rary enactments, which have cea.sed, or by trea-

sury constructions which no one can now de-

fend—are these two acts to recover their vitali-
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Main I

ty and vigor, and again become the law of the
land, as they were in the first years of General
Washington's administration, and before Gen-
eral Hamilton overpowered them ? If so, we
are still to have the identical system 'which we
now repeal, with no earthly difference but the
absence of its name, and the want of a few of its
details. Be all this as it may—let the substi-
tute be any thing or nothing—we have still ac-
complished a great point by the objection we
have taken to the repeal before the substitute
was produced, and by the vote which we took
upon that point yesterf^ay. We have gained
the advantage of cutting gentlemen off from all

plea for adopting their baneful schemes, found-
ed upon the necessity of adopting something,
because we have nothing. By their own vote
they refuse to produce the new system before
they abolish the old one. By their own vote
they create the necessity which they deprecate

;

and having been warned in time, and acting
with their eyes open, they cannot make their
own conduct a plea for adopting a bad measure
rather than none. If Congress adjourns with-
out any system, and the public moneys remain
as they did from 1833 to 1836, the country will
know whose fault it is ; and gentlemen will
know what epithets to apply to themselves, by
recollecting what they applied to General Jack-
son from the day the deposits were removed
until the deposit act of '3G was passed.

Who demands the repeal of this system?
Not the people of the United States j for there
is not a solitary petition from the farmers, the
mechanics, the productive classes, and the busi-
ness men, against it. Politicians who want a
national bank, to rule the country, and mil-
lionary specu'ators who want a bank to plun-
der it—these, to be sure, are clamorous for the
repeal

; and for the obvious reasons that the
present system stands in the way of their great
plans. But who else demands it ? Who else

objects to either feature of the sub-treasury—
the hard-money feature, or the deposit of our
own moneys with our own officers ? Make the
inquiry—pursue it through its details—exam-
ine the community by classes, and see who ob-
jects. The hard-money feature is in full force.

It took <'nll effect at once in the South and
West, because there were no bank-notes in
those quarters of the Union of the receivable

description
: it took full effect in New York

and New England, because, having preserved
specie payments, specie was just as plenty in
that quarter as paper money; and all payments
were either actually or virtually in hard money.
It was specie, or its equivalent. The hard-
money clauce then went into operation at once
and who complained of it ? The payers of the
revenue ? No, not one of them. The mer-
chants who pay the duties have not com-
plained

; the farmers who buy the public lands
have not complained. On the contrary, they
rejoice

; for hard-money payments keep off the
speculator, with his bales of notes borrowed
from banks, and enable the farmer to get his
land at a fair price. The payers of the revenue
then do not complain. How stands it with the
next most interested class—the receivers of
money from the United States ? Are they dis-

satisfied at being paid in gold and silver ? And
do they wish to go back to the depreciated pa-
per—the shinplasters—the compound of lamp-
black and rags—which they received a few
years ago ? Put this inquiry to the merito-
rious laborer who is working in stone, in wood
earth, and in iron for you at this moment.
Ask him if he is tired of hard-money payments
and wishes the independent treasury system re-

pealed, that he may get a chance to receive his

hard-earned wages in broken bank-notes again.

Ask the soldier and the mariner the same ques-
tion. Ask the salaried oflicer and the con-
tractor the same question. Ask ourselves here
if we wish it—we who have seen ourselves paid
in gold for years past, after having been for

thirty years without a sight of that metal.
No, sir, no. Neither the payers of money to
the government, nor the receivers of money
from the government, object to the hard-money
clause in the sub-treasury act. How is it then
with the body of the people—the great mass of
the productive and business classes ? Do they
object to the clause ? Not at all. They rejoice

at it
:
for they receive, at second-hand, all that

comes from the government. No oflBcer, con-

tractor, or laborer, eats the hard money which
he receives from the government, but pays it

out for the supplies which support his family

:

it all goes to the business and productive

classes
: and thus the payments from the gov-

ernment circulate from hand to hand, and go
through the whole body of the people. Thus
the whole body of the productive classes receive
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the benefit of the whole amount of the govern-

ment hard-money payments. Who is it then
that objects to it ? Broken banks, and their

political confederates, are the clamorers against

it. Banks which wish to make their paper a

public currency: politicians who wish a na-

tional bank as a machine to rule the country.

These banks, and these politicians, are the sole

clamorers against the hard-money clause in the
sub-treasury system : they alone clamor for

paper money. And ^ow is it with the other

clause—the one which gives the custody of the
public money to the hands of our own officers

bound to fidelity by character, by official posi-

tion, by responsibility, by ample securityship

—

and makes it felony in them to touch it for

their own use ? Here is a clear case of con-
tention between the banks and the government
or between the clamorers for a national bank
and the government. These banks want the
custody of the public money. They struggle

and strive for it as if it was their own. They
fight for it : and if they get it, they will use it

as their own—as we all well know ; and refuse

to render back when they choose to suspend.
Thus, the whole struggle for the repeal resolves

itself into a contest between the government
and all the productive and business classes on
one side, and the federal politicians, the rotten
part of the local banks, and the advocates of a
national bank on the other.

Sir, the independent treasury has been organ-
ized : I say, organized ! for the law creating it

is fifty-two years old—has been organized in
obedience to the will of the people, regularly
expressed through their representatives after
the question had been carried to them, and a
general election had intervened. The sub-
treasury system was proposed by President
Van Buren in 1837, at the called session : it

was adopted in 1840, after the question had
been carried to the people, and the elections
made to turn upon it. It was established, and
clearly established, by the will of the people.
Have the people condemned it ? Have they
expressed dissatisfaction? By no means. The
presidential election was no test ol this ques-
tion

; nor of any question. The election of
Genei-al Harrison was eUl-oted by the combi-
nation of all parties to pull down ouo party,
without any unity among the assailants on
the question of measures. A candidate was

Vol. II.—15

agreed upon by the opposition for whom all

could vote. Suppose a dificrent selection had
been made, and an eminent whig candidate
taken, and he had been beaten two to one
(as would probably have been the case) :

what then would have been the argument?
Why, that the sub-treasury, and every other
measure of the democracy, had been approved,
two to one. The result of the election admits
of no inference against thr system ; and could
not, without imputing a heedless versatility to

the people, which they do not possess. Their
representatives, in obedience to their will, and
on full three years' deliberation, established the
System—established it in July, 1840 : is it pos-
sible that, within four months afterwards—in

the month of November following—the same
people should condemn their own work ?

But the system is to be abolished ; and
we are to take our chance for something, or
nothing, in place of it. The abolition is to

take place incontinently—incessantly—upon
the instant of the passage of the bill ! such is

the spirit which pursues it ! such the revenge-
ful feeling which burns against it ! And the

system is still to be going on for a while after

its death—for some days in the nearest parts,

and some weeks in the remotest parts of the
Union. The receiver-general in St. Louis will

not know of his official death until ten days
after he shall have been killed here. In the
mean time, supposing himself to be alive, he is

acting under the law ; and all he does is with-
out law, and void. So of the rest. Not only
must the system be abolished before a substi-

tute is presented, but before the knowledge of
the abolition can reach the officers who cany
it on ; and who must continue to receive, and pay
out public moneys for days and weeks after

their functions have ceased, and when all their

acts have become illegal and void.

Such is the spirit which pursues the measure
—such the vengeance against a measure which
has taken the money of the people from the
moneyed corporationr-. It is the vengeance of
the banking spirit against its enemy—against a
system which deprives soulless corporations of
their rich prey. Something must rise up in

the place of the abolished system until Con
gress provides a substitute; and that some
thing will be the nest of local banks which the
Secretary of the Treasury may choose to select.
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Among these local banks stands that of the

Bank of the United States. The rei)cal of the

sub-treasury has restored tliat institution to

its capacity to become a depository of the pub-
lic moneys : and well, and largely has she pre-

pared herself to receive them. The Merchants'
Bank in New Orleans, her agent there; her
branch in New York under the State law ; and
her branches and agencies in the South and in

the West : all these subordinates, already pre-

pared, enable her to take possession of the pub-
lic moneys in all parts of the Union. That she

expected to do so we learn from Mr. Biddle,

who considered the attempted resumption in

January last as unwise, because, in showing the

broken condition of his bank, her claim to the

deposits would become endangered. JVfr. Bid-

die sliows that the deposits were to have been
restored

; that, while in a state of suspension,

his bank was as good as any- De noche todas

los gatos son pardos. So says the Spanish

proverb. In the dark, all the cats are grey—all

of one color : the same of banks in a state of

suspension. And in this darkness and assimi-

lation of colors, the Bank of the United States

has found her safety and security—her equality

with the rest, and her fair claim to recover the

keeping of the long-lost deposits. The attempt
at resumption txposed her emptiness, and her

rottenness—showed her to be the whited sepul-

chre, filled with dead men's bones. Liquida-

tion was her course—the only honest—the only

justifiable course. Instead of that she accepts

new terms (just completed) from the Penn-
sylvania legislatures—affects to continue to

exist as a bank : and by treating Mr. Biddle as

the Jonas pf the ship, when the whole crew
were Jonases, expects to save herself by throw-

ing him overboard. That bank is now, on the

repeal of the sub-treasury, on a level with the

rest for the reception of the public moneys.

She is legally in the category of a public de-

pository, under the act of 1836, the moment
she resumes : and when her notes are shaved

in—a process now in rapid movement—she

may assert and enforce her right. She may
resume for a week, or a month, to get hold of

the public moneys. By the repeal, the public

deposits, so far as law is concerned, are restored

to the Bank of the United States. When the

Senate have this night voted the repeal, they

have also voted the restoration of tlie deposits

;

and they will have done it wittingly and know*
ingly, with their eyes open, and with a full per.

oeption of what they were doing. When they
voted down my proposition of yesterday—

a

vote in which the whole opposition concurred

except the senator from Virginia who sits

nearest mo (Mr. Archer)—when they voted

down that proposition to exclude the Bank of

the United States from the list of future de-

posit banks, they of course declared that she

ought to remain upon |he Ust, with the full

right to avail herself of her privilege under the

revived act of 1830. In voting down that pro-

position, tliey voted up the prostrate bank of

Mr. Biddle, and accomplished the great object

of the panic of 1833-'34—that of censuring

General Jackson, and of restoring the deposits.

The act of that great man—one of the most pa-

triotic and noble of his life—the act by which
he saved forty millions of dollars to the Ameri-
can people—is reversed. The stockholders and

creditors of the institution lose above forty mil-

lions^ which the people otherwise would have

lost. They lose the whole stock, thirty-five

millions—for it will not bo worth a straw to

those who keep it : and the vote of the bank re-

fusing to show their list of debtors—suppressing,
hiding and concealing—the rotten list of debts—
(in which it is mortifying to see a Southern

gentleman concurring)—is to enable the in-

itiated jobbers and gamblers to shove off their

stock at some price on ignorant and innocent

purchasers. The stockholders lose the thirty-

five millions capital : they lose the twenty per

centum advance upon that capital, at which
many of the later holders purchased it ; and
which is near seven millions more : they lose

the six millions surplus profits which were re-

ported on hand : but which, perhaps, was only

a bank report : and the holders of the notes

lose the twenty to thirty per centum, which is

now the depreciation of the notes of the bank-
soon to be much more. These losses make
some fifty millions of dollars. They now fail

on the stockholders, and note-holders : where

would they have fallen if the deposits had not

been removed ? They would have fallen upon

the public treasury—upon the people of the

United States : for the public is always the

goose that is to be first pluc^ked. The public

money would have been taken to sustain the

bank: taxes would liavo been laid to uphold
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her : the high tariff would have been revived

for her benefit. Whatever her condition re-

quired would have been done by Congress.

The bank, with all its crimes and debts—with
all its corruptions and plunderings—would
have been saddled upon the country—its char-

ter renewed—and the people pillaged of the more
than forty millions of dollars which have been

lost. Congress would have been enslaved : and

a new career of crime, corruption, and plunder

commenced. The heroic patriotism of Presi-

dent Jackson saved us from this shame and

loss : but we have no Jackson to save us now

;

and millionary plunderers—devouring harpies

—foul birds, and voracious as foul—are again

to seize the prey which hie brave and undaunted

arm snatched from their insatiate throats.

The deposits are restored, so far as the vote

of the Senate goes ; and if riot restored in fact,

it will be because policy, and new schemes for-

bid it. And what new scheme can we have?
A nondescript, hermaphrt !Ite, Janus-faced fis-

cality ? or a third edition of General Hamil-
ton'h! bank of 1791 ? rr u. bastard compound,
the unclean progeny of both ? Which will it

be ? Hardly the first named. It comes forth

with the feeble and rickety symptoms which
announce an unripe conception, and an untime-
ly death. Will it be the second ? It will be
that, or worse. And where will the late flat-

>vers—the present revilers of Mr. Biddle—the
authors equally of the bank that is ruined, and
of the one that is to be created : where will

they find better men to manage the next than
they had to manage the last 1 I remember the
time when the vocabulary of praise was ex-
hausted on Mr. Biddle—when in this chamber,
and out of it, tbo censer, heaped with incensej
was constantly kept burning under his nose

:

when to hint reproach of him was to make, if

not a thousand chivalrous swords leap from
their scabbards, at least to make a thousand
tongues, and ten thousand pens, start up to de-
fend him. I remember the time when a sena-
tor on this floor, and now on it (Mr. Preston
of South Carolina), declared in his place that
the bare annunciation of Mr. Biddle's name as
Secretary of the Treasury, would raise the
value of the people's property one hundred
millions of dollars. My friend here on my
right (pointing to Senator Woodbury) was

thef- retaryof the Trcarmry; and the mere
transposition of names and places—the mere
substitution of Biddle for Woodbury—was to
be worth one hundred millions of dollars to
the property of the country ! What flattery

could rise higher than that ? Yet this man,
once so lauded—once so followed, flattered, and
courted—now lies condemned by all his former
friends. They cannot now denounce suflScient-

ly the man who, for ten years past, they could
not praise enough : end, after this, what confi-

dence are we to have in their judgments?
What confidence are we to place in their new-
bank, and their new managers, after seeing such
mistakes about the former ?

Let it not be said that this bank went to
ruin since it became a State institution. The
State charter made no difference in its charac-
ter, or in its management : and Mr. Biddle de-
clared it to be stronger and safer without the
United States for a partner than with it. The
mortal wounds were all given while it was a
national institution ; and the late report of the
stockholders shows not one species of offence,

the cotton speculations alone excepted, which
was not shown by Mr. Clayton's report of
1832

;
and bemg shown, was then defended by

the whole power of those who are now cutting
loose from the old bank, and clamoring for a
new one. Not &n act now brought to light,

save and except the cotton operation, not even
that for which Reuben M. Whitney was crushed
to death, and his name constituted the syno-
nyme of perjury and infamy for having told it;
not an act now brought to light wbich was not
shown to exist ten years ago, and which was
not then defended by the whole federal party^
so that the pretension that this institution did
well as a national bank, and ill as a State one,
v as unfounded in fact, as it is preposterous and
absurd in idea. The bank was in the high road
to ruin—in the gulf of insolvency—in the slough
of crime and corruption—when the patriot Jack-
son signed the veto, and ordered the removal
of the deposits; and nothing but these two
great acts saved the people from the loss of the
forty millions of dollars which have now fallen
upon the stockholders and the note holders,
and from the sliame of seeing their government
the slave and instrument of the bank- Jack-
son saved the people from this loss, and their
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gC'vernment from this degradatioa ; and for this

he is now pursued \vith the undying vengeance

of those whose schemes of plunder and ambi-
tion were balked by him.

Wise and prudent was the conduct of those

who refused to recharter the second Bank of

the United States. They profited by the error

of their friends who refused to recharter the

first one. These latter made no preparations

for the event—did nothing to increase the con-

stitutional currency—and did not even act until

the last moment. The renewed charter was
, only re 'ised a few days before the expiration

of th«j existing charter, and the federal govern-

ment fell back upon the State banks, which.im-

mediately sunk under its weight. The men of

T832 acted very differently. They decided the

question of the renewal long before the expira-

tion of the existing charter. They revived the

g"'.:! currency, which had been extinct for thir-

ty yenrs. They increased the silver currency

by repealing the act of 1819 against the circula-

tion of foreign silver. They branched the

minis. In a word, tfiey raised the specie cur-

rency from tweul)- millions to near one hun-
dred millions of dollars ; and thus supplied the

country with a ccnstitutional currency to take
the place of the United States Bank notes.

The supply was adequate, bemg nearly ten

'tim<;8 the a- erage circulation of the national

bank. That average cuculation was but eleven

millions of dollar t
; the gold and silver was

near one hundred millions. The success of our

measures was complete. The country was hap-

py and prospcious under it ; but the architects

of mischief—the political, gambling, and rotten

part of the banks, headed by the Bank of the

United States, and aided by a political party

—

set to work to make panic and distress, to

make suspensions and revulsions, to destroy

trade and business, to degrade and poison the

currency ; to harass the coubtry until it would
give them another national bank : and to charge

all the mischief they created upor the demo-
cratic administration. This has been their con-

duct ; and having sucvceded in the last presi-

dential election, they now come forward to

seize the spoils of victory in creating another

national bank, to devour the substance of ihn

people, and to rule the government of their

country. Sir, the suspension of 1837, on the

oart of the Bank of the United States and its

confederate banks and politicians, was a con-

spiracy and a revolt against the government.

The present suspension is a continuation of the

same revolt by the same parties. Many good
banks are overpowered by them, and forced

into suspension ; but with the Bank of the
United States, its affiliated banks, and its con-

federate politicians, it is a revolt and a con-

spiracy against the government.

Sir, it is now nightfall. We are at the end of

a long day when the sun is more than fourteen

hours above the horizon, and when a suffocat-

ing heat oppresses and overpowers the Senate.

My friends have moved adjournments: they

have been refuse^ ijave been compelled to

speak now, or never, and from this commence-
ment yre may see the conclusion. Discussion is

to be stifled ; measures are to be driven through

;

and a mutilated Congress, hastily assembled
imperfectly formed, and representing the census

of 1830, not of 1840, is to manacle posterity

with institutions which are as abhorent to the

constitution as they are dangerous to the liber-

ties, the morals, and the property of the people.

A national bank is to be established, not even a
a simple and strong bank like that of General
Hamilton, but some monstrous compound, born
of hell and chaos, more odious, dangerous, and
terrible than any simple bank could be. Pos-
terity is to be manacled, and delivered up in

chains to this deformed monster ; and by whom 1

By a rump Congress, representing an expired

census of the people, in the absence of mem-
bers from States which, if they had their mem-
bers here, would still have but the one-third

part of their proper weight in the councils of the

Union. The census of 1840 gives many States,

and Missouri among the rest, three times their

present relative weight; and no permanent
measure ought to be discussed until this new
relative weight should appear in Congress.

Why take the census every ten years, if an ex-

piring representation at the end of the term
may reach over, and bind the increased num-
bers by law s which claim immunity from re-

peal, and which are rushed through without de-

bate ? Am I to submit to such work ? No
never ! I will war against the bank you may
establibli, whether a simple or a compound
monster ; I will war against it by every means
known to the constitution and the laws. I will

vote for the repeal of its charter, as Genera!
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Harrison and others voted for the repeal of the

late bank charter in 1819. I will promote quo

waiTantd'a and 8ci.fa.\i against it. I will op-

pose its friends and support its enemies, and

work at its destruction in every legal and con-

stitutional way. I will war upon it while I

have breath ; and if I incur political extinction

in the contest, I shall consider my political life

well sold—sold for a high price—when lost in

such a cause.

But enough for the present. The question

now before us is the death of the sub-treasury.

The discussion of the substitute is a fair inquiry

in this question. We have a right to see what

is to follow, and to compare it with what we

have. But gentlemen withhold their schemes,

and we strike in the dark. My present purpose

is to vindicate the independent treasury sys-

tem—to free it from a false character—to show

it to be what it is, nothing but the revival of the

two great acts of September the 1st and Sep-

tember the 2d, 1789, for the collection, safe

keeping, and disbursement of the public moneys,

under which this government went into opera-

tion; and under which it operated safely and

successfully until General Hamilton overthrew

it to substitute the bank and state system of

Sir Robert Walpole, which has been the curse

of England, and towartis which we are now
hurrying again with headlong steps and blind-

fold eyes.

CHAPTER LXVI.

THE BANKRUPT ACV: WHAT IT WAS: AND HOW
IT WAS PASSED.

It has been seen in Mr. Tyler's message that, as

a measure of his own administration, he would
cot have convened Congress in extraordinary

sesrion ; but this having been done by his pre-

decessor, he would not revoke his act. It was
known that the call had been made at the
urgent instance of Mr, Clay. That ardent
statesman had so long seen his favorite meas-
ures baffled by a majority opposition to them
in one House or the other, and by the twelve
years presidency of General Jackson and Mr.
Van Buren, that he was naturally now impatient
to avail himself of the advantage of having all

the branches of the government in their favor.

He did so without delay. Mr. Tyler had de-

livered his message, recommending the measures

which he deemed proper for the consideration

of Congress : Mr. Clay did the same—that is to

say, recommend his list of measures to Congress

also, not in the shape of a message, but in the

form of a resolve, submitted to the Senate ; and

which has been given. A bankrupt act was not

in his programme, nor in the President's mes-

sage ; and it was well known, and that by evi-

dence less equivocal than its designed exclusion

from his list of measures, that Mr. Clay was
opposed to such a bill. But parties were so

nearly balanced in the Senate, a deduction of

two or three from the one side and added to the

other would operate the life or death of most

important measures, in the e-rnt that a few

members should make the passage of a favorite

measure the indispensable condition of their

vote for some others which could not be carried

without it. This was the case with the bank
bill, and the distribution bill. A bank was the

leading measure of Mr. Clay's policy—the cor-

ner stone of his legislative edifice. It was num-
ber two in his list : it was number one in his

affections and in his parliamentary movement.

He obtained a select committee on the second

day of the session, to take into consideration the

part of the President's message which related to

the currency and the fiscal agent for the man-
agement of the finances ; but before that select

committee could report a bill, Mr. Henderson,

of Mississippi, taking the shortest road to get at

his object, asked and obtained leave to bring in

a bill to establish a system of bankruptcy. This

measure, then, which had no place in the Pre-

sident's message, or in Mr. Clay's schedule, and
to which he was averse, took precedence on the

calendar of the vital measure for which the

extra session was chiefly called ; and Mr. Hen-
derson being determinedly supported by his

colleague, Mr. "Walker, and a few other resolute

senators with whom the bankrupt act was an
overruling consideration, he was enabled to keep

it ahead, and coerce support from as many
averse to it as would turn the scale in its favor.

It passed the Senate, July 24th, by a close vote,

26 to 23. The yeas were

:

" Messrs. Barrow, Bates, Berrien, Choate,
Clay of Kentucky, Clayton, Dixon, Evans, Hen-
derson, Huntington, Kerr, Merrick, Miller,
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Moreliead, Mouton, Phelps, Porter, Simmons,
hmith ot Indiana, Southard, Tallmadce, Walker,
White, Williams, Woodbridge, Young.

" Nays—Messrs. Allen, Archer, Bayard, Ben-
ton, Buchanan, Calhoun, Clay of Alabama, Cuth-
bert, Fulton, Graham, King, Linn, McRoberts,
J\ichol8on, Pierce, Prentiss, Rives, Sevier, Smith
of Connecticut, Sturgeon, Tappan, Woodbury.
Wright."

The distribution bill was a leadmg measure
in Mr. Clay's policy: it ranked next after the
national bank. He had also taken it into his
own care, and had introduced a bill on leave for

the purpose at an early day. A similar bill was
also introduced in the House of Representatives.
There was no willing majority for the bankrupt
bill in either House ; but the bank bill and the
land bill were made to pass it. The ardent
friends of the bankrupt bill embargoed both the
others until their favorite measure was secure.
They were able to defeat the other two, and de-
termined to do so if they did not get their own
measure

; and they did get it—presenting the
spectacle of a bill, which had no majority in
either House, forcing its own passage, and con-
trolling the fate of two others—all of them mea-
sures of great national concern.

The bankrupt bill had passed the Senate
ahead of the bank bill, and also of the distribu-

tion bill, and went to the House of Representa-
tives, where the majority was against it. It

seemed doomed in that House. The same bill

had originated in that body j but lay upon the
table without consideration. The President,

beset by a mass of debtors who had repaired to

Washington to promote the passage of the bill,

sent in a special message in its favor; but with-
out eflfect. The House bill slept on the table:

the Senate bill arrived there, and was soon put
to rest upon the same table. Mr. Underwood,
of Kentucky, a friend of Mr. Clay, had moved
to lay it on the table; and the motion prevailed
by a good majority—110 to 97. Information
of this vote instantly flew to the Senate. One of
the senators, intent upon the passage of the bill,

left his seat and went down to the House ; and
when he returned he informed the writer of tiiis

View that the bill would pass—that it would be
taken off the table, and put through immedi-
ately : and such was the fact. The next day
the biii was taken up and passed—the meagre
majority of only six for it. The way in which
this was done was made known to the writer

of this View by the senator who went down tc
attend to the case when the bill was laid on the
table: it was simply to let the friends of the
bank and distribution bills know that these
measures would be defeated if the bankrupt bill

was not passed—that there were enough de-
termined on that point to make sure : and, for

the security of the banknipt bill, it was required
to be passed first.

The bill had passed the House with an amend-
ment, postponing the commencement of its ope-
ration from November to February; and this

amendment required to be communicated to the
Senate for its concurren(!e—which was immedi-
ately done. This amendment was a salvo to the
consciences ofmembers for their forced votes : it

was intended to give Congress an opportunity
of repealing the act before it took effect; but
the friends of the bill were willing to take it

that way—confident that they could baffle the
repeal for some months, and until those most
interested, had obtained the relief they wanted.
At the time that this amendment was coming

up to the Senate that body was engaged on the
distribution bill, the debate on the bank veto
message having been postponed by the friends

of the bank to make way for it. August the

18th had been fixed for that day—12 o'clock
the hour. The day and the hour, had come

;

and with them an immense crowd, and an ex-
cited expectation. For it was known that Mr.
Clay was to speak—and to speak according to

his feelings—which were known to be highly
excited against Mr. Tyler. In the midst of this

expectation and crowd, and to the disappoint-

ment of every body, Mr. Berrien rose and said

that—" Under a sense of duty, he was induced
to move that the consideration of the executive
veto message on the fiscal bank bill be post-

poned until to-morrow, 12 o'clock."—Mr. Cal-
houn objected to this postponement. " The day,

he said, had been fixed by the friends of the

bank bill. The President's message contain-

ing his objections to it had now been in posses-

sion of the Senate, and on the tables of mem-
bers for two days. Surely there had been suflB-

cient time to reflect upon it : yet now it was
proposed still longer to defer action upon it.

He asked the senator from Georgia, who had
made the motion, to assign some reason for the

proposed delay." The request of Mr. Calhoun
for a reason, was entirely parliamentary and

dJL
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proper ; and in fact should have been anticipated

by giving the reason with the motion—as it was

not deferential to the Senate to ask it to do a

thing without a reason, especially when the

thing to be done was contrary to an expressed

resolve of the Senate, and took members by

surprise who came prepared to attend to the

appointed business, and not prepared to attend

to another subject. Mr. Berrien declined to

give a reason, and said that
—

" When the sen-

ator from South Cairolina expressed his personal

conviction that time enough had been allowed

for reflection on the message, he expressed what

would no doubt regulate his personal conduct

;

but when he himself stated that, under a sense

of duty, he had asked for further time, he had

stated his own conviction in regard to the

course which ought to be pursued. Senators

would decide for themselves which opinion was

to prevail."—Mr. Calhoun rejoined in a way to

show his belief that there was a secret and

sinister cause for this reserve, so novel and ex-

traordinary in legislative proceedings. He said

—" Were the motives such as could not be pub-

licly looked at ? were they founded on move-

ments external to that chamber ? It was cer-

tainly due to the Senate that a reason should

be given. It was quite novel to refuse it. Some
reason was always given for a postponement.

He had never known it to be otherwise."—Mr.

Berrien remained unmoved by this cogent ap-

peal, and rejoined—"The senator frcin South

Carolina was at liberty to suggest whatever he

might think proper; but that he should not

conclude him (Mr. Berrien), as having made a

motion here for reasons which he could not dis-

close."—Mr. Calhoun then said that, " this was
a very extraijrdinary motion, the votes of sen-

ators upon it ought to be recorded : he would
therefore move for the yeas and nays,"— wliich

were ordered, and stood thus : Yeas : Messrs.

Archer, Baixow, Bates, Bayard, Berrien, Choate,

Clay of Kentucky. Clayton (Thomas of Dela-

ware), Dixon, Evans, Graham, Henderson, Hunt-
ingdon, Kerr, Mangum, Merrick, Miller, More-
head, Phelps, Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Hives,

Simmons, Smith of Indiana, Southard, Tallmadge,

White, and Woodbridge, 29—the supporters of

the bank all voting for the postponement, their

numbers swelled a little beyond their actual

strength by the votes of Mr. Rives, and a few
other whigs. The nays were : Messrs. Allen,

Benton, Buchanan, Calhoun, Clay of Alabama,

Cuthbert, Fulton, King, Linn, McRoberts, Mou-
ton, A. 0. P. Nicholson, Pierce, Sevier, Stur-

geon, Tappan, Walker, Williams, Woodbury,
Wright, and Young—21. It was now apparent

that the postponement of the bank question was
a concerted measure of the whig party—that

Mr. Berrien was its organ in making the motion

—and that the reason for it was a party secret

which he was not at liberty to disclose. Events,

however, were in progress to make the dis-

closure.

The distribution bill was next in order, and

during its consideration Mr. White, of Indiana,

made a remark which attracted the attention of

Mr. Benton. Deprecating further debate, as a

useless waste of time, Mr. White wished discus-

sion to cease, and the vote be taken—" as he
hoped, as well as believed, that the bill would
pass, and not alone, but be accompanied by
other measures." This remark from Mr. White
gave Mr. Benton something to go upon; and
he immediately let out what was on his mind.

He thanked the senator from Indiana for his

avowal ; it was a confirmation of what he well

knew before—that measures, at this extraordi-

nary session, were not passed or rejected upon
their merits, but made to depend one upon an-

other, and the whole upon a third t It was all

bargain and sale. All was conglomerated into

one mass, and must go together or fall together.

This was the decree out of doors. When the
sun dips below the horizon, a private Congress
is held, the fate of the measure is decided ; a
bundle are tied together; and while one goes

ahead as a bait, another is held back as a rod.

Mr. Linn, of Missouri, still more frank than
his colleague, stigmatized the motive for post-

ponement, and the means that were put in prac-

tice to pass momentous bills which could not
pass on their own merits ; and spoke out with-

out disguise

:

"These artifices grow out of the system
adopted for carrying through measures that
never could be carried through other than by
trick and art. The majority which by force,
not by arginnent, have to carry their measures,
must meet in secret—concoct their measures in
conclave—and then hold every member of the
party bound to support what is thus agreed
upon—a master spirit leading ail the while.
There had been enough of falsehood, misrepre-
sentation and delusion. The presidential eleo»
tion had contained enough of it, without adding
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to tho mass at this session. Tlio country was
awako to these impositions, and required only
to 1)0 informed of the movements of the wire-
workers to know how to appreciate their mea-
sures. And the people snould be informed.
As Jar as it was possible for him and his friends
to lay that information before the country, it
should be done. Every man in the community
must be told how this bank bill, which was in-
tended to rule the country with a moneyed dcs-
potisra for years to come, had been passed—how
a national debt was entailed upon the country
how this bankrupt bill was forced through, as
he (Mr. Linn) now understood it was, bv a
majority of five votes, in the other end of 'the
Capitol, many of its whig opponents dodging
behind the columns ; and how this land distri-
bution bill was now in the course of being
passed, and the tricks resorted to to effect its
passage. It was all part and parcel of the same
system which was concocted in Ilarrisburg
wrought with such blind zeal at the presiden-
tial election, and perfected by being compressed
into a congressional caucus, at an extraorthnary
called, but uncalled-for, session."

The distribution bill had been under debate
for an hour, and Mr. King, of Alabama, was on
the floor speaking to it, when the clerk of the
House of Representatives appeared at the door
of the Senate Chamber with the bankrupt bill,

and the amendments made by the House—and
asking the concurrence of the Senate. Still

standing on his feet, but dropping the line of
his argument, Mr. King exclaimed :

seen legislation so openly and shameftilly di».
graced by a system of bargain and sale. This
extra session of Congress would be long remem-
bered for tho oinsn and undisguised extent to
which this system had been carried,"

Incontinently the distribution bill was laid
upon the table, and the bankrupt bill was taken
up. This was done upon tho motion of Mr.
Walker, who gave his reasons, thus :

"He rose not to prolong tho debate on tho
distribution bill, but to ask that it might be
laid on the table, that the bill to establish a
general bankrupt law, which had just been re-
ceived from the House, m.„ht be taken up, and
tlie amenament, which was unimportant, might
be concurred in by the Senate. He expressed
his ardent joy at the passage of this bill by this
liousc, which was so imperiously demanded as
a measure of great relief to a suffering commu-
nity, which ho desired should not be held in
suspense another night ; but that they should
immediately take up the amendments, and act
on them. For this purpose he moved to lay the
distribution bill on the table."

That, sir, is the bill. There it is sir. That
IS the bill which is to hurry this land distri-
bution bill to Its final passage, without either
amendments or debate. Did hot the senator
know that yesterday, when the bankrupt bill
was laid on the table by a decided vote in the
other House, the distribution bill could not by
any possibility then existing, be passed in this
House ? But now the case was altered. A re-
consideration of tho vote of yesterday had taken
place in the other House, and the bankrupt bill
was now returned to the Senate for concurrence

;

after which it would want but the signature of
the Executive to become a law. But how had
this -change been so suddenly brought about 1
How, but by putting on the screws ? Gentle-
men whose States cried aloud for the relief of a
bankrupt law, were told they could not have it
unless they would pay the price—they must
pass the distribution bill, or they should have
no bankrupt bill. One part of the bargain was
already fulfilled : the bankrupt bUl was passed.
The other part of the bargain is now to be con-
summated : the distribution bill can nass now
without further delay. He (Mr, King) had
had the honor of a seat in this chamber for
many years, but never during that time had ho

Mr. Linn asked for tho yeas and nays, that it

might be seen how senators voted in this riga-
doon legislation, hi which movements were so
rapid, so complicated, and so perfectly per-
formed. They were ordered, and stood : Yeas
—Messrs. Archer, Barrow, Bates, Bayard, Ber-
rien, Choate, Clay of Kentucky, Dixon, Evans,
Henderson, Huntington, Kerr, Mangum, Mer-
rick, Miller, Morehead, Phelps, Porter, Preston,
Simmons, Smith of Indiana, Southard, Tall-
madge. Walker, White, and Woodbridge—20.
Nays—Messrs. Allen, Benton, Buchanan, Cal-
houn, Clay of Alabama, Clayton, Cuthbert, Ful-
ton, Graham, King, Linn, McRoberts, Moulon,
Pierce, Sevier, Sturgeon, Tappan, Williams,
Woodbury, Wright; and Young—21. So that
the whole body of the friends to the distribution
bill, voted to lay it down to take up the bank-
rupt bill, as they had just voted to lay down the
bank bill to take up the distribution. The three
measures thus travelled in company, but bank-
rupt in the lead—for the reasou, as one of its

supporters told Mr, Benton, that they were
afraid it would not get through at all if the other
measures got through befoi-e it. The bankrupt
bill having thus superseded the distribution bill,

as itself had superseded the bank bill, Mr. Wal-
ker moved a concurrence in the amendment.
Mr. Buchanan intimated to Mr. Walker that he
was taken in—that the postponement was to

'iiiL.
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enable Congress to repeal the bill before it took

effect ; and, speaking in this sense, said

:

" From the tone of the letters ho had received

from politicians difforing ".it; him, he should
advi.se his friend from Mississipi . [Mr. Walkkr],
not to be quite so soft as, in Lis eagerness to pass

this bill, to agree to this amendment, postponing
the time for it to lake eflect to Ftbruary, as it

would bo repealed before its operation com-
menced ; although it was now made a price of
the passage of the distribution bill. He felt not
a imrticle of doubt but there would be a violent

attempt to repeal it next session."

Mr. Walker did not defend the amendment,

but took it rather than, by a non-concurrence,

to send the bill back to tho House, where its

friends could not trust it again. He said

—

" When his friend from Pennsylvania spoke of

his being ' soft,' he did not know whether he

referred to his head or his heart ; but he could

assure him he was not soft enough to run the

chance of defeating the bill by sending it back

to the House."—Mr. Calhoun did not concur

with his friend from Pennsylvania, that there

would be any effort to repeal this bill. It would
be exceedingly popular at its first "go off," and
if this bill passed, he hoped that none of his

fi'iends would attempt to repeal it. It would
if permitted to work, produce its legitimate

effects ; and was enough to destroy any adminis-
tration. He saw that this was a doomed ad-
ministration. It would not only destroy them
but blow them " sky high."

This was the only instance in which Mr. Cal-
houn was known to express a willingness that
a bad measure should stand because it would
be the destruction of its authors ; and on this

occasion it was merely the ebullition of an excited
feeling, as proved when the question of repeal
came on at the next session—in which he cor-
dially gave his assistance. The amendment was
concurred in without a division, the adversaries
of the bill being for the postponement in good
faith, and its friends agreeing to it for fear of
something worse. There had been an agree-
ment that the three measures were to pass and
upon that agreement the bank bill was allowed
to go down to the House before the bankrupt
bill was out of it ; but the laying that bill on
the table raised an alarm, and the friends of the
bankrupt required the others to be stopped until
their cherished measure was finished : and that
was one of the reasons for postponing the debate

on the bank veto message which could not be
disclosed to the Senate. The amendment of tho
House being agreed to, there was no further
vote to bo taken on the bill ; but a motion was
made to suppress it by laying it on tho table.

That motion brought out a clean vote for and
against the bill—23 to 20. The next day it re-

ceived the approval cf tho President, and became
a law.

The act was not a bankrupt law, but prac-
tically an insolvent law for the abolition of debts
at the will of the debtor. It applied to all per-

sons in debt—allowed them to commence their

proceedings in tho district of their own resi-

dence, no matter how lately removed to it—al-
lowed constructive notice to creditors in news-
papers—declared the abolition of the debt where
eilects were surrendered and fraud not proved.
It broke down tht line between the jurisdiction

of the federal courts and the State courts in tho
whole department of debtors and creditors ; and
bringing all local debts and dealings into the
federal courts, at the will of the debtor, to be
settled by a federal jurisdiction, with every ad-
vantage on the side of the debtor. It took
away from the State courts the trials between
debtor and creditor in the same State—a thing
which under the constitution can only be done
between citizens of diflerent States. Jurisdic-

^on over bankruptcies did not include the mass
of debtors, but only that class known to legis-

lative and judicial proceedings as bankrupts.
To go beyond, and take in all debtors who could
not pay their debts, and bring them into the
federal courts, was to break down the line be-
tween federal and State jurisdictions, and sub-
ject all persons—all neighbors—to have their

dealings settled in the federal courts. It vio-

lated the principle of all bankrupt systems—that
of a proceeding on the part of the creditors for

their own benefit—and made it entirely a pro-
ceeding for the benefit of the debtor, at his own
will. It was framed upon the model of the
English insolvent debtor's act of George the
Fourth

; and after closely paraphrasing eighteen
provisions out of that act, most flagrantly de-
parted from its remedy in the conclusion, in sub-
stituting a release from the debt instead of a
relesLSfi from ilnprisonmcnt. In that feature

and in applying to all debts, and in giving the
initiative to the debtor, and subjecting the whole
proceeding to be canied on at his will, it ceased
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to be a bankrupt act, and bccamo an insolvent
act

;
but with a remedy which no insolvent net,

or bankrupt system, had ever contained before—
that of a total abolition of the debt by the act
of the debtor alone, unless the creditor could
prove fraud

; which the sort of trial allowed
would render impossible, even where it actually
existed. It was the same bill which had been
introduced at the previous session, and sup-
ported by Mr. Webster in an argument which
confounded insolvency with bankruptcy, and
assumed every failure to pay a debt to be a
bankruptcy. The pressure for tho passing of
the act was immense. Tho long disorders of
the currency, with the expansions, contractions,
suspensions, and breaking of bunks had filled

the country with men of ruined fortunes, who
looked to the extinction of their debts by law
as the only means of getting rid of their incum-
brances, and commencing business anew. This
unfortunate class was estimated by tho most
moderate observers at an hundred thousand
men. They had become a power in the State.
Their numbers and zeal gave them weight:
their common interest gave them unity: the
stake at issue gave them energy. They worked
in a body in the presidential election, and on
the side of the whigs : and now attended Con-
gress, and looked to that party for the legisla-

tive relief for which they had assisted in the
election. Nor did they look in vain. They got
all they asked—but most unwillingly, and under
a moral duresse—and as the price of passing
two other momentous bills. Such is legislation

in high party times! selfish and sinistrous,

when the people believe it to be honest and
patriotic ! people at home, whose eyes should be
opened to the truth, if they wish to presei-ve

the purity of their government. Here was a
measure which, of itself, could not have got
through either House of Congress: combined
with others, it carried itself, and licensed tho
passing of two more ! And all this was done—
so nicely were parties balanced—by the zeal

and activity (more than the numbers) of a single
State, and that a small one, and among the most
mdebted. In brief, tho bankrupt act was passed,
and the passage of the bank and distribution
bills were licensed by the State of Mississippi,

dominated by the condition of its noTudatir-.n.

Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Wright, Mr. ^Voodbury,
were the principal speakers against the bill in

tho Senate. Mr. Benton addressed himself
mainly to Mr. Webster's position, confounding
insolvency and bankruptcy, as taken at the pre-
vious session

; and delivered a speech of some
research in opposition to that assumption—of
which some extracts are given in tho next
chapter.

CHAPTER LXVII.

BANKRUfT BILL; MU. BKNTONS SPEECH: BX.
TKACT3.

Thk great ground which wj occupy in relation
to the character of this bill (said Mr. B.) is this

:

that it is not a bankrupt system, but an insol-

vent law, perverted to a discharge from debts
instead of a discharge from imprisonment. As
such, it was denounced from tho moment it

made its appearance in this chamber, at the last

session, and I am now ready to prove it to be
such. I have discovered its origin, and hold the
evidence in my hand. It is framed upon tho
English insolvent debtor's act of the 1st of
George IV., improved and extended by the act

of the 7th of George IV., and by the 1st of Vic-

toria. From these three insolvent acts our fa-

mous bankrupt system of 1841 is compiled;
and it follows its originals with great fidelity

except in a few particulars, until it arrives at

the conclusion, where a vast and terrible alterur

tion is introduced ! Instead of discharging the

debtor from imprisonment, as the English acta

do, our American copy discharges him from his

debts ! But this is a thing rather to be proved
than told ; and here is the proof I have a copy
of the British statutes on my table, containing

the three acts which I ha^ e mentioned, and shall

quote from the first one, in tho first year of the
reign of George IV., and is entitled " An actfor
the relief of insolvent debtors in England."
The preamble recites that it is expedient to

make permanent provision for the relief of in-

solvent debtors in England confined in jail, and
who shall be willing to surrender their property

to their creditors, and thereby obtain a discharge

from imprisonment. For this purpose the act

creates a new court, to be called the insolvent

debtor's court, which was to sit in London, and

send commissioners into the counties. The first
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Boctions are taken up with the organization of

the court. Then come its powers and duties,

its mcdcs of proceeding, and the rights df insol-

vents in it : and in those enactmi nts, as in a

mirror, and with a few exceptions (the effect of

design, of accident, or of necessity, from the

difference of the two forms of government), wo

perceive the original of our bankrupt act. I

quote partly from the body of the statute, but

chiefly from the marginal notes, as being a suffi-

cient index to the contents of the sections.

(Hero the speaker quoted eighteen separate

clauses in which the bill followed the English

act, constituting the whole essence of the bill,

and i ts mode of procei i i ng.

)

This is the bill which we call bankrupt—

a

mere parody and perversion of the English in-

solvent debtor's act. And now, how came such

a bill to bo introduced ? Sir, it grew out of the

contentions of party ; was brought forward, as

a party measure ; and was one of tho bitter

fruits of the election of 1840. The bill was

brought forward in the spring of that year,

passed in the Senate, an^^ lost in the House.

It was contested in both Houses as a party

measure, and was taken up as a party topic in

the presidential canvass. The u-ibtor class

—

those irretrieva^ily in debt, and estimated by the

most moderate at a hundred thousand men

—

entered most zealously into tho canvass, and on

the side of the party which favored the act.

The elections were carried by that party—the

Congress as well as the presidential. All power

is in the hands of that party; and an extra

session of the legislature was impatiently called

to realize the benefits of the victory. But the

opening of the session did not appear to be aus-

picious to the wishes of the bankrupts. The
President's message recommended no bankrupt
bill 5 and the list of subjects enumerated for the

action of Congress, and designated in a paper

drawn by Mr. Clay, and placed on our journal

for our guidance, was equally silent upon that

subject. To all appearance, the bankrupt bill

was not to come before us at the extra session.

It was evidently a deferred subject. The friends

and expectants of the measure took the alarm

—

flocked to Congress—beset the President and
the members—obtained from him a special mes-
sage recommending a bankrupt law ; and pre-

vailed on members to bring in the bill. It was
brought into the Senate—the same which had

been defeated in 1840—and it was soon seen

that its passage was not to depend upon its own
merits ; that its fate was indissolubly connected

with another bill ; and that one must carry the

other.

This is an insolvent bill : it is ho proved, and

so admitted : and to defend it tho argument is,

that insolvency and bankruptcy are the same—
a mere inability or failure to pay debts. This

is the corner stone of the argument for the bill,

and has been firmly planted as such, by its

ablest supporter (Mr. Webster). Ho says

:

" Bankruptcies, in the general use and accep-

tation of the tcmi, mean no more than failures.

A bankrujjtcy is a fact. It is an occurrence in

tho life and fortunes of an individual. When a
man cannot pay his debts, we say that he has
become bankrupt, or has failed. Bankruptcy is

not merely the condition of a man who is insol-

vent, and on whom a bankrupt law is already

acting. This would be quite too technical an
jnterpretation. According to this, there never
could be bankrupt laws ; because every law, if

this were the meaning, would suppose tho ex-
istence of a previous law. AVhenever a man's
means are insufficient to meet his engagements
and pay his debts, the fact of bankruptcy has
taken place—a case of bankruptcy has arisen,

whether there be a law providing for it or not.

A learned judge has said, that a law on the sub-
ject of bankruptcies is a law making provision

for cases of persons failing to pay their debts.

Over tho whole subject of these failures, or
these bankruptcies, the power of Congress, as

it stands on the face of tho constitution, is full

and complete."

This is an entire mistake. There is no foun-

dation for confounding bankruptcy and insol-

vency. A debtor may be rich, and yet be a

bankrupt. Inability to pay does not even en-

ter as an ingredient into bankruptcy. The

whole system is founded on ability and fraud.

The bankrupt is defined in Blackstone's com-

mentaries—a work just issued and known to

all our statesmen at the time of our Bevolution
—"^ be a trader, who secretes himself, or does

certain other acts to defraud his creditors^

So far from making insolvency a test of bank-

ruptcy the whole system supposes ability and

fraud—ability to pay part or all, and a fraudu-

lent intent to evade payment. And every

British act upon the subject directs the surplus

to be restored to the debtor if his effects sell

for more than pays the debts—a proof that in-

solvency was no ingredient in the acts.

The eminent advocate of the bill, in con-
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founding insolvcnoy and bankniptcy, hiw gono

to the continent of Europe, and to Scotland, to

quote the ce»»io bonnriim ^f the civil law, and
to confound it with bankruptcy. IIo Hays

:

'• That bankrupt laws, properly so culled, or

laws proiiidhiff for the ceaaio boiiorum, on the

continent of Europe and Scotland., were never

confined to trailers.''^ That is true. This ces-

aio was never conrined to traders : it applied to

debtors who could not pay. It was the cch-

slon, or surrender of his property by the debtor

for the purpose of obtainiuf; free<lom for his

person—leaving the debt in full force—and all

future acquisitions bound for it. I deal in au-

thority, and read from Professor Bell's Cotn-

mentaries upon the Laws of Scotland—an ele-

gant an instructive work, which has made the

reading of Scottish law almost as agreeable to

the law reader as the writings of Scott have

made Scottish history and manners to the gen-

eral reader. Mr. Uell treats of the ceaaio and

of bankruptcy, and treats of them under dis-

tinct heads ; and here is what ho says of them

;

" The law of ceaaio bononim had its origin in

Rome. It was introduced by Julius Caesar, as
a remedy against the severity of the old Roman
laws of imprisonment ; and his law—v.'hich in-

cluded only Rome and Italy—was, before the
time of Diocletian, extended to the provinces.
The first law of the code respecting the ceaaio
bonorum expresses, in a single sentence, the
whole doctrine upon the subject: ' Qui bonia
cessen'nt,^ says the Emperor Alexander Seve-
rus, 'ni«t solidum creditor receperit, nan aunt
liberali. In eo enini tuntummodo hoc beneji-

ciuin eis prodeat, ne judicati detrahantur i?i

carcrrnn? This institution, having been great-
ly improved in the civil law, was adopted by
those of the E .opean nations who followed
that system of jurisprudence. In Franco, the
institution was adopted very nearly a?, it was
received with us. Perhaps, indeed, it was from
France that our system received its distinguish-
ing features. The law in that country was,
during the seventeenth century, extremely se-

vere—not only against bankrupts (which name
they applied to fraudulent debtors alone), but
against debtors innocently insolvent. * *

The short digest of the law of ceaaio in Scot-
land, then, is

:

" 1. That a debtor who has been a month in
prison, for a civil debt, may apply to tlic court
of session—calling all his "creditors before that
court, by a summons in the king's name ; and
concludinsr that he should be freed fmni rtriRjir.

on surrendering to his creditors all his fuuds
and etfects.

" 2, That he is entitled to this benefit without

anv mark of disgrace, if (proving his insolven-
cy) he can satisfy the court, in the face of hJH
creditors, that his insolvency has arisen from
innocent misfortune, a.id is willing to surremier
all his property and tltects to his cnulitors.

" 3. That, though he may clear liimscif from
any imputation of fraud, still, if ho has bc«n
extravagimt^ ond guilty of sporting with ttio

money of his cretlitors he is, in strict law, not
entitled to the ceaaio, but on the condition of
wearing the habit (mark of disgrace)

; but
which is now exchanged for a prolongation of
his imprisonment.

"4. That, if his creditors can establish a
charge of fraud against him, he is not entitled
to the ceaaio at all ; but must lie in prison, at
the mercy of his creditors, till the length of hi*

imprisonment may seem to have sufticientiy

punished his crime ; when, on a petition, the
court may admit him to the benefit.

" 5. That, if he has not given a fair account
of his fun<ls, and shall .still be liable to the sus-
picion of concealment, the court will, in the
meanwhile, refuse the benefit of the ceaaio—
leaving it to him to apply again, when he is able
to present a clearer justification, or willing to
make a full discovery."

This is the ceaaio^ and its nature and origin

are both given. Its nature is that of an insol-

vent law, precisely as it exists at this day in the

United States a'ld in England. Its origin is

Roman, dating from the dictatorship of Julius

Caosar. That great man had seen the evils of

the severity of the Roman law against debtors.

He had seen the iniquity of the law itself, in

the cruel condemnation of the helpless debtor

to slavery and death at the will of the creditor

;

and he had seen its impolicy, in the disturbances

to which it subjected the republic—the sedi-

tions, commotions, and conspiracies, which, from

the time of the secession of the people to the

Mona Sacer to the terrible conspiracy of Cati-

line, were all built upon the cal unities of the

debtor lass, and had for their object an aboli-

tion of debts. Caosar saw this, and determined

to free the commonwealth from a deep-seated

"ause of commotion, while doing a work of in-

dividual justice. He freed the person of the

debtor upon the surrender of his property ; and

this equitable principle, becoming ingrafted in

the civil law, spread over all the provinces of

the Roman world—has descended to our times,

and penetrated the new world—and now forms

the principle of thi insolvent laws of Europe

and America. The Ensrlish made it permanent

by their insolvent law of the first of George the
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rst of George the

Fourth—that act from which our banknipt sys-

tem is compiled ; and in two thousand years,

and among .\11 nationH. there has been no <lo-

piiituiHJ from tho wise and just principles of

CiMKar's ctliot, until our base act of Congress

has undertaken to pervert it into an alx>lition

debt law, by substituting a release from the

debt for a release from jail

!

This is the ceaaio omnium bonomm of Scot-

land, to which we are referred as Ixsing tho

same thing with bankruptcy (proiwrly so

called), and which is quoted as an example for

our act of ISV. And, now, what says Profes-

sor Bell of bankruptcy ? Does he mention that

subject? Does ho treat of it under a separate

head—as a diflerent thing from the trusto—and

08 requirihg a separate consideration ? In fact,

he does. lie happens to do so ; and gives it

about 300 pages of his second volume, under

the title of "System of the Bankrupt Laws;"
which system runs on all-fours with that of the

English system, and in the main point—that of

discharge from his debts—it is identical with

tho Englit^ii; requiring the concurrence of four-

fifths of tho creditors to tho discharge ; and that

bottomed on the judicial attestation of the bank-

rupt's integrity. Here it is, at page 441 of the

second volume

:

"The concurrence of the creditors, without
which the bankrupt cannot apply to the court
for a discharge, must bo not that of a mere ma-
jority, but a majority of four-fifths in number
and value. * * The creditors are sub-
ject to no control in respect to their concur-
rence. Against their d.rision there is no appeal,
nor are they bound to account for or exj>Iaiu
the grounds of it. They are left to proceed ui)on
the whole train of the bankrupt's conduct, as
they may have seen occasion to judge c' him

;

and the refusal of their concurrence is uu abso-
lute bar until the opposition be o>'ercome. * *

* * The statute requires the oncurrence of
the trustee, as well as of the creditors. There
appears, however, to be this dift'erence between
them: that the creditors are entirely uncon-
trolled in giving or withholding their concur-
rence

; while, on the part of tho trustee, it is
debthm jitstiticB cither to the bnnkrupt'or to
the creditors to give or withhold his concur-
rence. He acts not as a creditor, but as a j udge.
To his jurisdiction the bankrupt is subjected by
the choice of his creditors ; and, on deciding on
the bankrupt's conduct, he is not entitled to
proceed On tile eamo uniiisciosed motives or
evidence on which a creditor may act, but on
tho ground of legal objection alone—as fraud
concealment, nonconformity with the statute!

Tn England, tho commissioners arc nnbllc
officers—not tho mere crcatnres of the rnditors.
Thejr arc by statute invested with a judicial dis-

cretion, which they ej;erciso uikUt the sanction
of an oath. Their refusal is taken as if they
sworo they could not grant tho ctrti'lcate j and
no mandamus lies to force them to aign."

So much for bankruptcy and ceaaio—two
things very different in their nature, though at-

tempted to Iks confounded ; and each of them
still more different from our act, for which they

are quoted as precedents. But the author of

our act says that bankrupt laws in Scotland arc

not confined to traders, but take in all persons

whatsoever ; and he might have added—though,

perhaps, it did not suit his purpose at tho mo-
ment— that those laws, in Scotland, were not

confined to natural persons, but also included

corporations and corporate bodies. Bell ex-

pressly says

:

" Corporate bodies are, ir law, considered as
persons, when associated b; royal authority or
act of Parliament. When a community is thus
established by public authority, it has a legal
existence as a person, with power to hold funds,
to sue and to defend. It is, of consequence, sub-
ject to diligence; and although personal exe-
cution cannot proceed against this ideal-legal

person, and so the requisites of imprisonment,
itc, cannot be complied with, there seems to
be no reason to doubt that a corporation may
now be made bankrupt by cbe means recently
provided for those cases i' which imprisonment
is incompetent."—vol. 2, p. 107.

The gentleman might have quoted this pas-

sago from the Scottish law; and then what
would have become of h'n argument against in-

cluding corporations iu the bankrupt act ? But
he acts the advocate, and quotes what suits him;

and which, even if it were applicable, would
answer but a small part of his purpose. The Scot-

tish system differs from the English in its appli-

cation to persons not traders ; but aprrees with it

in the great essentials of perfect security for

creditors, by giving them the initiative in the

proceedings, discriminating betw on innocent

and culpable bankruptcy, uud making the dis-

charge from debt depend upon their consent,

bottomed upon an attestation of integrity from
the officer that tries the case. It answers no
purpose to the gentleman, then, to curry us to

Scotland Ibr the meaning of a term in our con-

stitution. It iH to no purpose that he suggests

that the framers of the constitution might have
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^t

been looking to Scotland for an example of a
bankrupt system. They were no more looking
to it in that case, than they were in speaking of
juries, and in guarantying the right of jury
trials—a Jury of twelve, with unanimity, as in

England
; and not of fifteen, with a majority of

eight to give the verdict, as in Scotland. In all

its employment of technical, legal, and political

phrases, the constitution used them as used in

England—the country from which we received

our birth, our language, our manners, and cus-

toms, and all our systems of law and politics.

We got all from England ; and, this being the

case, there is no use in following the gentleman
to the continent of Europe, after dislodging him
from Scotland,; but as he has quoted the con-
tinent for the effect of the cessio in abolishing

debts, and for its identity with bankruptcy, I

must be indulged with giving him a few cita-

tions from the Code Napoleon, which embodies
the principles of the civil law, and exemplifies

the systems of Europe on the subject of bank-
ruptcies and insolvencies. Here they are

:

Mr. B. here read copiously from the Code
Napoleon, on the subjects of bankruptcies and
cession of property ; the former contained in the
commercial division of the code, the latter in the
civil. Bankruptcy was divided into two classes

—innocent and fraudulent; both confined to
traders {commercants)

; the former were treated
with lenity, the latter with criminal severity.

The innocent bankrupt was the trader who be-
came unable to pay his debts by the casualties
of trade, and who had not lived beyond his
means, nor gabled, nor engaged in speculations
of pure hazard ; who kept fair books, and.satis-
fietl his creditors and the judge of his integrity.

The fraudulent bankrupt was the trader who
had lived prodigally, or gambled, or engaged in
speculations of pure hazard, or who had not
kept books, or not kept them fairly, or misap-
plied deposits, or violated trusts, or been guilty
of any fraudulent practice. He was punished
by imprisonment and hard labor for a term of
years, and could not be discharged from his

debts by any majority of his creditors what-
ever. Cession of property—in French, la ces-

sion de biens—w&s precisely the cessio omnium
bonnrum of the Romans, :«j established by
Julius Caesar. It applied to all persons, and
obtained for them freedom from imprisonment,
and from suits, on the surrender of all their

present property to their creditors; leaving

their future acquisitions liable for the remainder
of the debt. It was the insolvent law of the
civil law

; and thus bankruptcy and insolvency

were as distinct on the continent of Europe as

in England and Scotland, and governed by the
same principles.

Having read these extracts from the civil law
Mr. B. resumed his speech, and went on to say
that the gentleman was as unfortunate in his

visit to the continent as in his visit to Scotland.
In the first place he had ro right to go there
for exemplification of the terms wed in our con-

stitution. The framers of the constitution di,

not look to other countries for examples. They
looked to England alone. In the second place

if we sought them elsewhere, we found pre-

cisely the same thing that we found in Eng-
land: we found bankruptcy and insolvency
everywhere distinct and inconvertible. They
were, and are, distinct everywhere; here and
elsewhere—at home and abroad—in England,
Scotland, France, and all over Europe. They
have never been confounded anywhere, and can-

not be confounded here, without committing a

double offence : first, violating our own consti-

tution; secondly, invading the States, And
with this, I dismiss the gentleman's first funda-
mental position, aflirming that he has utterly

failed in his attempt to confound bankruptcy
with insolvency; and, therefore, has utterly

failed to gain jurisdiction for Congress over the
general debts of the community, by the pretest
of the bankrupt power,

I have said that this so-called bankrupt bill

of ours is copied from the insolvent law of the
first year of George IV., and its amendments

;

and so it is, all except section 13 of that act,

which is omitted, and for the purpose of keep-
ing out the distinction between bankrupts and
insolvents. That section makes the distinctioa

The act permits all debtors to petition for the

benefit of the insolvent law, that is to say, dis-

charge from imprisonment on surrendering their

property
; yet, in every case in which traders,

merchants, &c. petition, the proceedings stop

until taken up, and proceeded upon by the

creditors. The filing the petition by a person

subject to the bankrupt law, is simply held to

be an act of bankruptcy, on which the creditors

may proceed, or not, as on any other act of

bankruptcy, precisely as they please. And thiu

1
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insolvency and bankruptcy are kept distinct;

double provisions on the same subject are pre-

vented; and consistency is preserved in the

administration of the laws. Not so under our

bill. The omission to copy this 13th section

has nullified all that relates to involuntary bank-

ruptcy ;
puts it into the power of those who are

subject to that proceeding to avoid it. at their

pleasure, by the simple and obvious process of

availing themselves of their absolute right to

proceed voluntarily. And now a word upon

volunteer bankruptcy. It is an invention and a

crudity in our bill, growing out of the confound-

ing of bankruptcy and insolvency. There is no

euch thing in England, or in any bankrupt sys-

tem in the world ; and cannot be, without re-

versing all the rules of right, and subjecting the

-creditor to the mercy of his debtor. The Eng-

lish bankrupt act of the Cth George IV., and

the insolvent debtors' act of the let of the same

reign, admit the bankrupt, as an insolvent, to

file his declaration of insolvency, and petition

for relief; but there it stops. His voluntary

action goes no further than the declaration and

petition. Upon that, his creditors, if they please,

may proceed against him as a bankrupt, taking

the declaration as an act of bankruptcy. If

they do not choose to proceed, the case stops.

The bankrupt cannot bring his creditors into

court, and prosecute his claim to bankruptcy,

whether they will or not. This is clear from the

6th section of the bankrupt act of George IV.,

and the 13th section of the insolvent debtors'

act of the 1st year of the same reign ; and thus

our act of 1841 has the honor of inverting vol-

unteer bankruptcy, and thus putting the aboli-

tion of debts in the hands of every person ! for

these volunteers have a right to be discharged

from their debts, without the consent of their

creditors

!

Mr. Benton then read the two sections of the
two acts of George IV. to which he had referred,

and commented upon them to sustain his posi-

tions. And first the Cth section of the act of
George IV. (1820) for the amendment of the
bankrupt laws

:

'' Sec. 6. That ifany such trader shall file in the
ofiice ofthe Lord Chancellor's secretary of biink-
rupts, a declaration in writing, signed by such
trader, and attested by an attorney or solicitor,
that he is insoKent or unable to meet his en-
gagements, the said secretary of bankrupts or

his deputy, shall sign a memorandum that such
declaration hath been filed ; which memorandum
shall be authority for the London Gazette to in-

sert an advertisement of such declaration there-
in ; and every such declaration shall, after such
advertisement inserted as aforesaid, be an act
of bankruptaj committed by such trader at
the time when such declaration wasfiled : but
no commission shall issue thereupon, unless it

be sued out within two calendar months next
after the insertion of such advertisement, and
unless such advertisement shall have been in-

serted in the London Gazette within eight days
after such declaration filed. And no docket
shall be struck upon such act of bankruptcy be-
fore the expiration of four days next after such
insertion of such advertisement, in case such
commission is to be executed in London ; or be-
fore the expiration of eight days next after such
insertion, in case such commission is to bo exe-
cuted in the country ; and the Gazette contain-
ing such advertisement shall be evidence to be
received of such declaration having been filed."

Having read this section, Mr. B. said it was
explicit, and precluded argument. The volun-

tary action of the debtor, which it authorized,

was limited to the mere filing of the declaration

of insolvency. It went no further ; and it was
confined to traders—to the trading classes—

who, alone, were subject to the laws of bank-
ruptcy.

Mr. B. said that the English had, as we all

know, an insolvent system, as well as a bank-
rupt system. They had an insolvent debtors'

court, as well as a bankrupt court; and both
these were kept separate, although there were
no States in England to be trodden under foot

by treading down the insolvent laws. Not so

with us. Our insolvent laws, though belonging

to States called sovereign, are all trampled un-
der bot ! There would be a time to go into

this. At pt sent, Mr. B. would only say that,

in England, bankruptcy and insolvency were
still kept distinct ; and no insolvent trader was
allowed to proceed as a bankrupt. On the con-

trary, an insolvent, applying in the insolvent

debtors' court for the release of his person,

could not proceed one step beyond filing his

declaration. At that point the creditors took
up the declaration, if they pleased, transferred

the case to the bankrupt court, and prosecuted

the case in that court. This is done by virtue

of the 13th section of the insolvent debtors' act

of 7th George IV. (1827). Mr. B. read the

section, as follows

:
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'^Insolvent debtors'' act of 7th year of Georse
/r. (1827).

J V J b

"Sec. 13. And he it -further enacted, That
the filing of the petition of every person in ac-

tual custody, who shall be subject to the laws
concerning bankrupts, and who shall apply by
petition to the said court for his or her discharge
from custody, according to this act, shall be ac-

counted and adjudged an act of bankruptcy
from the time offiling such petition ; and that

' any commission issuing against such person,
and under which he or she shall be declared
bankrupt before the time appointed by the said
court, and advertised in the London Gazette,
for hearing the matters of such petition, or at

any time within two calendar months from the
time of filing such petition, shall have effect to

avoid any conveyance and assignment of the
estate and eflFects of cuch person, which shall

have been made in pursuance of the provisions
of this act : Provided, always, That the filing

of such petition shall not be deemed an act of
bankruptcy, unless such person be so declared
bankrupt before the time so advertised as afore-

said, or within such two calendar months as
aforesaid ; but that every such conveyance and
assignment shall be good and valid, notwith-
standing any commission of bankruptcy under
which such person shall be declared bankrupt
after the time so advertised as aforesaid, and
after the expiration of such two calendar months
as aforesaid."

This (said Mr. B.) accords with the section

of the year before in the bankrupt act. The
two sections are accordant, and identical in

their provisions. They keep up the great dis-

tinction between insolvency and bankruptcy,

which some of our judges have undertaken to

abrogate ; they keep up, also, the great distinc-

tion between the proper subjects of bankrupt-

cy—to wit : traders, and those who are not

traders ; and they keep up the distinction be-

tween the release of the person (which is the

object of insolvent laws) and the extinction of

the debt with the consent of creditors, which is

the object of bankrupt systems. By this sec-

tion, if the ''person" in custody who files a

declaration of insolvency shall be a trader, sub-

ject to the laws of bankruptcy, it only operates

as an act of bankruptcy—upon which the cred-

itors may proceed, or not, as they please. If

they proceed, it is done by suing out a commis-

sion of bankruptcy ; which carries the case to

the bankrupt court. If the creditors do not

proceed, the petition of the insolvent trader

only releases his person. Being subject to

bankruptcy, his creditors may call him into the

bankrupt court, if they please ; if they do not,

he cannot take it there, nor claim the benefit

of bankruptcy in the insolvent court : he can

only get his person released. This is clear

from the section ; and our bill of 1841 commit-

ted something worse than a folly in not copying

this section. That bill creates two sorts of

bankruptcy—voluntary and involuntary—and,

by a singular folly, makes them convertible!

so that all may be volunteers, if they please.

It makes merchants, traders, bankers, and some
others of the trading classes, subject to invol-

untary bankruptcy : then it gives all persona

whatever the right to proceed voluntarily.

Thus the involuntary subjects of bankruptcy

may become volunteers; and the distinction

becomes ridiculous and null. Our bill, which
is compiled from the English Insolvent Debtors'

Act, and is itself nothing but an insolvent law
perverted to the abolition of debts at the will

of the debtor, should have copied the 13th sec-

tion of the English insolvent law : for want of

copying this, it annihilated involuntary bank-

ruptcy—made all persons, traders or not, vol-

unteers who chose to be so—released all debts

at the will of the debtor, without the consent

of a single creditor ; and committed the most

daring legislative outrage upon the rights of

property, which the world ever beheld

!

CHAPTER LXVIII.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PUBLIC LAND KEVENUE,
AND ASSUMPTION OF THE STATE DEBTS.

About two hundred millions of dollars were

due from States and corporations to creditors

in Europe. These debts were in stocks, much
depreciated by the failure in many instances to

pay the accruing interest—in some instances,

failure to provide for the principal. These

creditors became uneasy, and wished the fed-

eral government to assume their debts. As
early as the year 1838 this wish began to be

manifested : in the year 1839 it was openly ex-

pressed: in the year 1840, it became a regular

question, mixing itself up in our presidential

electior ; and openly engaging the active exer-

tions of foreigners. Direct assumption was not
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urged : indirect, by giving the public land rev-

enue to the States, was the mode pursued, and

the one recommended by Mr. Tyler. In his

first regular message, he recommended this dis-

position of the public lands, and with the ex-

pressed view of enabling the States to pay their

debts, and also to raise the value of the stock.

It was a vicious recommendation, and a tiagrant

and pernicious violation of the constitution. It

was the duty of Congress to provide for the pay-

ment of the federal debts : that was declared in

the constitution. There was no prohibition

upon the payment of the State debts : that was

a departure from the objects of the Union too

gross to require prohibition : and the absence

of any authority to do so was a prohibition as

absolute as if expressed in the eyes of all those

who held to the limitations of the constitution,

and considered a power, not granted, as a power
denied. Mr. Calhoun spoke with force and

clearness, and with more than usual animation,

against this proposed breach in the constitu-

tion. He said

:

"If the bill should become a law, it would
make a wider breach in the rr, t'tution, and be
followed by changes more ^. ' ms, than any
other measure which has < .een adopted.
It would, in its violation ol tiie constitution,
go far beyond the general welfare doctrine of
former days, which stretched the power of the
government as far as it was then supposed was
possible by construction, however bold. But
as wide as were the limits which it assigned to
the powers of the government, it admitted by
implication that there were limits ; while this
bill, as I shall show, rests on principles which,
if admitted, would supersede all limits. Ac-
cording to the general welfare doctrine. Con-
gress had power to raise money and appro-
priate it to all objects which might seem calcu-
lated to promote the general welfare—that is,

the prosperity of the States, regarded in their
aggregate character as members of the Union

:

or, to express it more briefly, and in language
once so common, to national objects : thus ex-
cluding, by necessary implication, all that were
not national, as falling within the sphere of the
separate States. It takes in what is excluded
under the general welfare doctrine, and assumes
for Congress the right to raise money, to give
by distribution to the States : that is, to be ap-
plied by them to those very local State objects
to which that doctrine, by necessary implica-
tion, denied that Congress had a right to appro-
priate money; and thus gupcrsedinjr all the
limits of the constitution—as far, at" least, as
the money power is concerned. Such, and so
overwhelming, are the constitutional difficulties

Vol. II.—16

which beset this measure. No one who can
overcome them—who can bring himself to vote
for this bill—need trouble himself about consti-
tutional scruples hereafter. He may swallow
without hesitation bank, tariff, and every other
unconstitutional measure which has ever been
adopted or proposed. Yes ; it would be easier
to make a plausible argument for the constitu-
tionality of the measures proposed by the aboli-
tionists—for abolition itself—than for this de-
testable bill. And yet we find senators from
slaveholding States, the very safety of whose
constituents depends upon a strict construction
of the constitution, recording their names in fa-
vor of a measure from which they have nothing
to hope, and every thing to fear. To what is a
course so blind to be attributed, but to that fa-

naticism of party zeal, openly avowed on this
floor, which regards the preservation of the
power of the whig party as the paramount con-
sideration ? It has staked its existence on the
passage of this, and the other mcaswes for
which this extraordinary session was called

;

and when it is brought to the alternative of
their defeat or success, in their anxiety to avoid
the one and secure the other, constituents, con-
stitution, duty, country,—all are forgotten."

Clearly miconstitutional, the measure itself

was brought forward at the most inauspicious

time—when the Treasury was empty, a loan

bill, and a tax bill actually depending; and
measures going on to raise money from the cus-

toms, not only to support the government, but
to supply the place of this very land money
proposed to be given +- i'. , States. Mr. Ben-
ton exposed this aggrai ion in some pointed

remarks

:

What a time to choose for squandering this

patrimony ! We are just in the midst of loans,

and taxes, and new and extravagant expendi-

tures, and scraping high and low to find money
to support the government. Congress was
called together to provide revenue ; and we be-

gin with throwing away what we have. We
have just passed a bill to borrow twelve mil-

lions, which will cost the people sixteen mil-

lions to pay. We have a bill on the calendar

—

the next one in order—to tax every thing now
free, and to raise every tax now low, to raise

eight or ten millions for the government, at the

cost of eighteen or twenty to the people. Six-

teen millions of deficit salute the commence-
ment of the ensuing year. A new loan of

twelve millions is announced for the next ses

sion. All the articles of consumption which
escape taxation now, are to be caught and taxed
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then. Such are the revelations of the chairman

of the Finance Committee ; and they corres-

pond with our own calculaticas of their con-

duct. In addition to all this, we have just

commenced the national defences—neglected

when we had forty millions of surplus, now
obliged to be attended to when we have

nothing : these defences are to cost above a

hundred millions to create them, and above ten

millions annually to sustain them. A new and

frightful extravagance has broken o\.: in the

Indian Department. Treaties v* hich cannot be

named, arc to cost millions upon millions. Wild

savages, who cannot count a hundred except by

counting their fingers ten times over, are to

have millions; and the customs to pay all; for

the lands are no longer to pay for themselves,

or to discharge the heavy annuities which have

gro';<n out of their acquisition. The chances

of a war ahead : the ordinary expenses of the

government, under the new administration, not

thirteen millions as was promised, but above

thirty, avS this session proves. To crown all,

the federal party in power ! that party w^hose

instinct is debt and tax—whose passion is waste

and squander—whose cry is that of the horse-

leech, give ! give ! give I—whose call is that of

the grave, more ! more ! more ! In such cir-

cumstances, and with such prospects ahead, we

are called upon to throw away the land revenue,

and turn our whole attention to taxing and bor-

rowing. The custom-house duties—that is lo

say, foreign commerce, founded upon the labor

of the South and West, is to pay all. The

farmers and planters of the South and West are

to take the chief load, and to carry it. Well

may the senator from Kentucky [Mr. Clay]

announce the forthcoming of new loans and

taxes—the recapture of the tea and coffee tax,

if they escape us now—and the increase and

perpetuity of the salt tax. All this must come,

and more too, if federalism niles a few years

longer. A few years more under federal sway,

at the rate things have gone on at this session

—this sweet little session called to relieve the

people—and our poor America would be ripe

for the picture for which England now sits, and

which has been so powerfully drawn in the

Edinburgh Review. Listen to it, and hear

what federalism would soon bring us to, if not

stopped in its mad career

:

" Taxes upon every article which enters intc

the mouth, or covers the back, or is placed un-
der the foot. Taxes upon every thing which it

is pleasant to see, hear, feel, smell, or taste.

Taxes upon warmth, light, and locomotion.
Taxes on every thing on earth, and the waters
under the earth; on every thing that comeg
from abroad, or is grown at home. Taxes on
the raw material; taxes on every fresh value
that is added to it by the industry of maa
Taxes on the sauce which pampers a man's ap-

petite, and the drug that restores him to health;
on the ermine which decorates the judge, and
the rope which hangs the criminal ; on the brass
nails of the coffin, and the ribbons of the bride.

At bed or board, couchant or levant, we must
pay. The schoolboy whips his taxed top ; the
beardless youth manages his taxed horse with
a taxed bridle, on a taxed road. The dying
Englishman pours his medicine, which has paid

seven per cent., into a spoon that has paid fif-

teen per cent.; flings himself back upon his

chintz bed, which has paid twenty-two per
cent. ; makes his will on an eight-pound stamp,
and expires in the arms of an apothecary, who
has paid a license of a hundred pounds for the

privilege of putting him to death. His whole
property is then immediately taxed from two
to ten per cent. Besides the probate, large

fees are demanded for burying him in the chan-
cel ; his virtues handed down to posterity on
taxed marble, and he is then gathered to his

fathers, to be taxed no more."

This is the way the English are now taxed,

and so it would be with us if the federalists

should remain a few years in power.

Execrable as this bill is in itself, and for its

objects, and for the consequences which it draws

after it, it is still more abominable for the time

and manner in which it is driven through Con-

gress, and the contingencies on which its pas-

sage is to depend. What is the time ?—when
the new States are just ready to double their

representation, and to present a front which

would command respect for their rights, and

secure the grant of all their just demands,

They are pounced upon in this nick of time,

before the arrival of their full representation

under the new census, to be manacled and fet-

tered by a law which assumes to be a perpetual

settlement of the land question, and to bind

their interests for ever. This is the time ! what

is the manner ?—gagged through the House of

Representatives by the previous question, and

by new rules fabricated from day to day. to

stifle discussion, prevent amendments, suppress

yeas and nays, and hide the deeds which shun-
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ned the light. This was the manner ! What
was the contingency on which its passage was
to depend ?—the passage of the bankrupt bill t

So that this execrable bill, baited as It was with

douceurs to old States, and bribes to the new
ones, and pressed under the gag, and in the ab-

sence of the new representation, was still un-

able to get through without a bargain for pass-

ing the bankrupt bill at the same time. Can
such legislation stand ? Can God, or man, re-

spect such work ?

But a circumstance which distinguished the

passage of this bill from all others—which up
to that day was without a precedent—was the

open exertion of a foreign interest to influence

our legislation. This interest had already ex-

erted itself in our presidential election : it now
appeared in our legislation. Victorious in the

election, they attended Congress to see that

their expectations were not disappointed. The
lobbies of the House contained them: the

boarding-houses of the whig members were
their resort : the democracy kept aloof, though
under other circumstances they would have
been glad to have paid honor to respectable

strangers, only avoided now on account of in-

terest and exertions in our elections and legis-

lation. Mr. Fernando Wood of New York
brought this scandal to the full notice of the
House. " In connection with this point I will

add that, at the time this cheat was in prepara-

tion—the merchants' petition being drawn up
by the brokers and speculators for the con-
gressional market—there were conspicuous
bankers in Wall street, anxious observers, if

not co-laborers in the movement. Among
them might be named Mr. Bates, partner of the
celebrated house of Baring, Brothers & Com-
pany; Mr. Cryder, of the equally celebrated

house of Morrison, Cryder & Company; Mr.
Palmer, junior, son of Mr. Horsley Palmer, now,
or lately, the governor of the Bank of England.'
Nor were these 'allies' seen only in Wall
street. Their visits were extended to the capi-
tol

;
and since the commencement of the debate

upon this bill in the other House, they have
been in the lobbies, attentive, and apparently
interested listeners. I make no comment.
Comment is unnecessary. I state facts—unde-
niable facts: and it is with feelings akin to hu-
miliation and shame that I stand up here and
state them." These respectable visitors had a

twofold object in their attention to our legisla-

tion—the getting a nationcil bank established,

as well as the State debts provided for. Mr.
Benton also pointed out this outrage upon our
legislation

:

He then took a rapid view of the bill—its
origin, character, and eflects ; and showed it to
be federal in its origin, associated with all the
federal measures of the present and past ses-

sions; with bank, tariif, assumption of State
debts, dependent upon the bankrupt bill for its

passage ; violative of the constitution and the
compacts with the new States ; and crowning all

its titles to infamy by drawing capitalists from
London to attend this extra session of Congress,
to promote the passage of this bill for their own
benefit. He read a paragraph from the money
article in a New York paper, reciting the names
and attendance, on account of this bill, of the
foreign capitalists at Washington. The passage
was in these words

:

" At the commencement of the session, almost
every foreign house had a representative here.
Wilson, Palmer, Cryder, Bates, Willinck, Hope,
Jaudon, and a host of others, came over on va-
rious pretences ; all were in attendance at Wash-
ington, and all seeking to forward the proposed
measures. The land bill was to give them three
millions per annum from the public Treasury
or thirty millions in ten years, and to raise the
value of the stock at least thirty millions more.
The revenue bill was to have supplied the defi-
ciency in the Treasury. The loan bill was to
have been the basis of an increase of importa-
tions and of exchange operations ; and the new
bank was the instrument of putting the whole
in operation."

This Mr. Benton accompanied by an article

from a London paper, showing that the capitalists

in that city were counting upon the success of
their emissaries at Washington, and that the
passage of this land bill wac the first and most
anxious wish of their hearts—that they con-
sidered it equivalent to the assumption of the
State debts—and that the benefit of the bill

would go to themselves. This established the
character of the bill, and showed that it had
been the means of bringing upon the national

legislation the degrading and corrupting in-

fluences of a foreign interference. For the first

time in the history of our government, foreign-

ers have attended our Congress, to promote the
passage of laws for their own benefit. For the
first time we have had London capitalists for
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lobby members ; und, mortifying to be told, in-

stead of being repulsed by defeat, they have

been encouraged by success ; and their future

attendance may now be looked for as a matter

of course, at our future sessions of Congress,

when they have debts to secure, stocks to en-

hance, or a national bank to establish.

Mr. Benton also denounced the bill for its

unconstitutionality, its demagogue character, its

domoralizing tendencies, its bid for popularity,

and its undaunted attempt to debauch the people

with their own money.

The gentleman from Virginia [Mr. Archer],

to whose speech I am now replying, iij allusion

to the frequent cry of breach of the constitution,

when there is no breach, says he is sick and

weary of the cry, wolf ! wolf ! when there is no

wolf. I say so too. The constitution should

not be trifled with—should not be invoked on

every pettj' occasion—should not be proclaimed

in danger when there is no danger. Granting

that this ha.^ been done sometimes—that too

often, and with too little consideration, the grave

question of constitutionalit)' has been pressed

into trivial discussions, and violation proclaimed

where there was none : granting this, I must

yet be permitted to say that such is not the case

now. It is not now a cry of wolf ! when there

is no wolf. It is no false or sham cry now.

The boy cries in earnest this time. The wolf

has come ! Long, lank, gaunt, hungry, vora-

cious, and ferocious, the beast is here ! howling,

for its prey, and determined to have it at the

expense of the life of the shepherd. The politi-

cal stockjobbers and gamblers raven for the

public lands, and tear the constitution to pieces

to get at them. They seize, pillage, and plunder

the lands. It is not a case of misconstruction,

but of violation. It is not a case of misunder-

standing the constitution, but of assault and

battery—of maim and murder—of homicide and

assassination—committed upon it. Never has

such a daring outrage been perpetrated—never

such a contravention of the object of a confedera-

tion—-never such a total perversion, and bare-

faced departure, from all the purposes for which

a community of States bound themselves to-

gether for the defence, and not for the plunder

of each other. No, sir ! lio ! The eonstitution

was not made to divide money. This confede-

racy was not framed for a distribution among

ts members of lands, money, property, or effects

of any kind. It contains rules and directions

for raising money—for levying duties equally,

which the new tariff will violate ; and for raising

direct taxes in projjortion to federal population

;

but it contains no rule for dividing money ; and

the distributors have to make one as they go,

and the rule they make is precisely the one that

is necessary to carry the bill ; and that varies

with the varying strength of the distributuig

party. In 183G, in the deposit act, it was the

federal representation in the two Houses of

Congress : in this bill, as it came from the IIouso

of Representatives, it was the federal numbers.

We have put in representation : it will come

back to us with numbers ; and numbers will

prevail ; for it is a mere case of plunder—the

plunder of the young States by the old ones

—

of the weak by the strong. Sir, it is sixteen

years since these schemes of distribution were

brought into this chamber, and I have viewed

them all in the same light, and given them all

the same indignant opposition. I have opposed

all these schemes as unconstitutional, immoral,

fatal to the Union, degrading to the people, de-

bauching to the States ; and inevitably tending

to centralism on one hand or to disruption on

the other. I have opposed the whole, begin-

ning with the first proposition of a senator from

New Jersey [Mr. Dickerson], to divide five

millions of the sinking fund, and following the

baneful scheme through all its modifications for

the distribution of surplus revenue, and finally

of land revenue. I have opposed the whole, ad-

hering to the constitution, and to the objects

of the confederacy, and scorning the ephemeral

popularity which a venal system of plunder

could purchase from the victims, or the dupes,

of a false and sordid policy.

I scorn the bill: I scout its vaunted popu-

larity : I detest it. Nor can I conceive of an

object more pitiable and contemptible than that

of the demagogue haranguing for votes, and ex-

hibiting his tables of dollars and acres, in order

to show each voter, or each State, how much

money they will be able to obtain from the

Treasury if the land bill passes. Such haran-

guing, and such exhibition, is the address of itn-

pudence and knavery to supposed ignorance,

meanness, and folly. It is treating the people

as if they were penny wise and pound foolish

;

and still more mean than foolish. Why, the

land revenue, after deducting the expenses, if
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t act, it was the

5ir, it is sixteen

], to divide five

fairly divided among the people, would not ex-

ceed ninepence a head per annum ; if fairly di-

vided among the States, and applied to their

debts, it would not supersede above ninepence

per annum of taxation upon the units of the

population. The day for land sales have gone

by. The sales of this year do not exceed a mil-

lion and a half of dollars, which would not leave

more than a million for distribution ; which,

among sixteen millions of people would be ex-

actly fourpence half penny, Virginia money, per

head ! a fip in New York, and a picaillon in

Louisiana. At two millions, it would be nine-

pence a head in Virginia, equivalent to a levy in

New York, and a bit in Louisiana ! precisely

the amount which, in specie times, a gentleman

gives to a negro boy for holding his liorse a

minute at the door. And for this miserable

doit—this insignifi«ant subdivision of a shilling

—a York shilling—can the demagogue suppose

that the people are base enough to violate their

constitution, mean enough to surrender the de-

fence of their country, and stupid enough to be

taxed in their coffee, tea, salt, sugar, coats, hats,

blankets, shoes, shirts ; and every article of com-
fort, decency or necessity, which they eat, driak,

or wear ; or on which they stand, sit, sleep, or lie ?

The bill was bound to pass. Besides being

in tiie same boat with the other cardinal whig
measures—bank, bankrupt, repeal of independent

treasury—and all arranged to pass together ; and
besides being pushed along and supported by
the London bankers—it contained withiK itself

the means of success. It was richly freighted

with inducements to conciliate every interest.

To every new State it made a preliminary dis-

tribution of ten per centum (in addition to the
five per centum allowed by compact), on the

amount of the sales within the State : then it

came in for a full share of all the rest in propor-
tion to its population. To the same new States

it gave also five hundred thousand acres of land

;

or a quantity sufficient to make up that amount
where less had been granted. To the settlers

in the new States, including foreigners who had
made the declaration of their intentions to be-
come naturalized citizens, it gave a pre-emption
right in the public lands, to the amount of one
quarter section : IGO acres. Then it distributed
the whole amount of the land revenue, after de-
duction of the ten and the five per centum to

the new States, to all the oH States and new
States together, in proportion to their popular

tion: and included all the States yet to be

created in this scheme of distribution. And
that no part of the people should go without

their share in these largesses, the Territories,

though not States, and the District of Columbia,

though not a Territory, were also embraced in

the plan—each to receive in proportion to its

numbers. So many inducements to all sections

of the country to desire the bill, and such a

chance for popularity to its authors, made sure,

not only of its passage, but of its claim to the

national gratitude. To the eye of patriotism, it

was all a venal proceeding—an attempt to buy
up the people with their own money—having

the money to borrow first. For it so happened

that while the distribution bill was passing in

one House. *o divide out money among the

Jtates and the people, there was a loan bill de-

pending in the other House, to borrow twelve

millions of dollars fpr three years ; and also, a

tax bill to produce eighteen millions a year to

reimburse that loan, and to defray the current

expenses of the government. To make a gra-

tuitous distribution of the land revenue (equal

to several millions per annum), looked like

fatuity ; and was so in a financial or govern-

mental point of view. But it was supposed that

the distribution scheme would be irresistibly

popular—that it would chain the people and

the States to the party which passed it—and

insure them success in the ensuing presidential

elections. Baseless calculation, as it applied

to the people ! Vain hope, as it appiied to them-

selves ! The very men that passed the bill had

to repeal it, under the sneaking term of suspen-

sion, before thiir terms of service were out

—

within less than one year from the time it was

passed ! to be precicje, within eleven calendar

months and twelve days, from, the day of its

passage—counting from the days, inclusive of

both, on which John Tyler, President, approved

and disapproved it—whereof, hereafter. But it

passed ! and was obliged to pass. It was a case

of mutual assurance with the other whig mea-

sures, and passed the Senate by a party vote-
Mr. Preston excepted—who " broke ranks," and

voted with the democracy, making the negative

vote 23. The yeas and nays were

:

Yeas—Messrs, Archer. Barrow, Bates, Bay-
ard, Berrien, Choate, Clay of Kentucky, Clayton,
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Dixon, Evans, Graham, Henderson, Huntington,
Kerr, Mangum, Merrick, Miller, Morehead,
Phelps, Porter, Prentiss, Rives, Simmons, Smith
of Indiana, Southard, Tallmadge, White, Wood-
bridge.

Navs—Messrs. Allen, Benton, Buchanan, Cal-
houn, Clay of Alabama, Cuthbert, Fulton King,
Linn, McKoberts, Mouton, Nicholson, Pierce,
Preston, Sevier, Smith of Connecticut, Sturgeon,
Tappan, Walker, Williams, Woodbury, Wright,
Young.

In the House the vote was close—almost

even—116 to 108. The yeas and nays were

:

Ykas—Messrs. John Quincy Adams, Elisha
H. Allen, Landaff W. Andrews, Sherlock J. An-
drews, Thomas D. Arnold, John B. Aycrigg,
Alfred Babcock, Osmyn Baker, Daniel D, Bar-
nard, Victory Birdseye, Henry Black, Bernard
Blair, William W. Boardman, Nathaniel B. Bor-
den, John M. Botts, George N. Briggs, John H.
Brockway, David Bronson, Jeremiah Brown
Barker Burnell, William B. Calhoun, Thomas
J. Campbell, Robert L. Caruthers, Thomas C.
Chittenden, John C. Clark, Staley N. Clarke,
James Cooper, Benjamin S. Cowen, Robert B.
Cranston, James H. Cravens, Caleb Gushing,
Edmund Deberry, John Edwards, Horace Eve-
rett, William P. Fessenden, Millard Fillmore,
A. Lawrence Foster, Seth M. Gates, Meredith
P. Gentry, Joshua R. Giddings, William L.
Goggin, Patrick G. Goode, Willis Green, John
Greig, Hiland Hall, William Halstead, William
S. Hastings, Thomas Henry, Charles Hudson,
Hiram P. Hunt, James Irvin, William W. Irvin,
Francis James, AVilliam Cost Johnson, Isaac D.
Jones, John P. Kennedy, Henry S. Lane, Joseph
Lawrence. Archibald L. Linn, Thomas F. Mar-
shall, Samson Mason, Joshua Mathiot, John
Mattocks, John P. B. Maxwell, John Maynard,
John Moore, Christopher Morgan, Calvary Mor-
ris, Jeremiah Morrow, Thojiias B. Osborne,
Biyan Y. Owsley, James A. Pearce, Nathaniel
G. Pendleton, John Pope, Cuthbert Powell.
Geoi^ H. Proflat, Robert Ramsey, Benjamin
Randall Alexander Randall, Joseph F. Ran-
dolph, Kenneth Rayner, Joseph Ridgway, George
B. Rodney, William Russel, Leverett Salton-
stall, John Sergeant, William Simonton, Wil-
liam Slade, Truman Smith, Augustus R. Sellers,
James C. Sprigg, Edward Stanly, Samuel Stoke-
ly, Charles C. Stratton, Alexander H. H. Stuart,
George W. Summers, John Taliaferro, John B.
Thompson, Richard W. Thompson, Joseph L.
Tillinghast, George W. Toland, Thomas A. Tom-
linsou, Philip Triplett, Joseph Trumbull, Joseph
R. Underwood, Henry Van Rensselaer, David
Wallace, William II. Washington, Edward D.
White, Joseph L. White, Thomas W. Williams,
Lewis WilHams Joseph L. Williams, Robert
0, Winthrop, Thomas Jones Yorke, Augustus
Young, John Young.

Those who voted in the negative, are

:

j'Tays—Messrs. Julius C. Alford, Archibald
II. Arrington, Charles G. Atherton, Linn Banks
Henry W. Beeson, Benjamin A. Bidlack, Samuel
S. Bowne, Linn Boyd, David P. Brewster, Aaron
V. Brown, Milton Brown, Joseph Egbert, Charles
G. Ferris, John 0. Floyd, Joseph Fomance,
Thomas F. Foster, Roger L. Gamble, Thoinaa
W. Gilmer, William 0. Goode, Samuel Gordon,
James Graham, Amos Gustine, Richard W. Ha-
bersham, William A. Harris, John Hastings,
Samuel L. Hays, Isaac E. Holmes, George wl
Hopkins, Jacob Houck, jr., George S. Houston,
Edmund W. Hubard, Robert M. T. Hunter, Wil-
liam Jack, Cave Johnson, John W. Jones, George
M. Keim, Edmund Burke, Sampson H, Butler,
William Butler, William 0. Butler, Green W.
Caldwell, Patrick C. Caldwell, John Campbell,
William B. Campbell, George B. Gary, Reuben
Chapman, Nathan Clifford, Andrew Kennedy,
Thomas Butler King, Dixon H. Lewis, Nathaniel
S. Littlefield, Joshua A. Lowell, Abraham Mc-
Clellan, Robert McClellan, James J. McKay,
John McKeon, Francis Mallory, Albert G. Mar-
chand, Alfred Marshall, J uhii Thompson Mason,
James Mathews, William Medill, James A. Me-
riwether, John Miller, Peter Nevvhard, Eugenius
A. Nisbet, William M. Oliver, William Parmeu-
ter, Samuel Patridge, William AV. Payne, Fran-
cis W. Pickens, Arnold Plumer, James G. Clin-
ton, Walter Coles, John R. J. Daniel, Richard
D. Davis, John B. Dawson, Ezra Dean, Davis
Dimock, jr., William Doan, Andrew W. Doig, Ira
A. Eastman, John C. Edwards, John R. Reding,
Abraham Rencher, R. Barnwell Rhett, Lewis
Riggs, James Rogers, James I. Roosevelt, John
Sanford, Romulus M. Saunders, Tristram Shaw,
Augustine H. Shepperd, Benjamin G. Shields,

John Snyder, Lewis Steenrod, Thomas D. Sum-
ter, George Sweney, Hopkins L. Turney, John
Van Buren, Aaron Ward, Lott Warren, Harvey
M. Watterson, John B. Weller, John Westbrook,
James W. Williams, Henry A. Wise, Fernando
Wood.

The progress of the abuse inherent in a

measure so vicious, was fully illustrated in the

course of these distribution-bills. First, they

were merely to relieve the distresses of the peo-

ple : now they were to make payment of State

debts, and to enhance the price of State stocks

in the hands of London capitalists. In the be-

ginning they were to divide a surplus on hand,

for which the government had no use, and

which ought to be returned to the people who
had paid it, and who now needed it : afterwards

it was to divide the land-money years ahead

without knowing whether there would be any

surplus or not : novv they arc for dividing

money when there is none to divide—when

there is a treasury deficit—and loans and taxes

required to supply it. Originally, they wera

I
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for short and limited terms—first, for one year

—afterwards for five years : now for perpetui-

ty. This bill provides for eternity. It is a cu-

riosity in human legislation, and contained a

clause which would be ridiculous if it had not

been impious—an attempt to manacle future

Congresses, and to bind {)Osterity through un-

born generations. The clause ran in these

words : That if, at any time during the exist-

ence of this act, duties on imported goods

should be raised above the rate of the twenty

per centum on the value as provided in the

compromise act of 1833, then the distribution

of the land revenue should be suspended, and

continue so until reduced to that rate ; and

then be resumed. Fallacious attempt to bind

posterity ! It did not even bind those who
made it : for the same Congress disregarded it.

But it shows to what length the distribution

spirit had gone ; and that even protective tariff

—that former sovereign remedj' for all the

wants of the people—was sacrificed to it. Mr.

Clay undertaking to bind all the Congresses

for ever to uniform twenty per centum ad valo-

rem duties. And while the distribution-bill

thus undertook to protect and save the compro-
mise of 1833, the new tariff-bill of this session,

undertook to return the favor by assuming to

protect and save the distribution-bill. Its

second section contained this proviso : That if

any duty exceeding twenty per centum on the

value shall be levied before the 30th day of

June, 1842, it should not stop the distribution

of the land revenue, as provided for in the dis-

tribution act of the present session. Thus, the

two acts were made mutual assurers, each stip-

ulating for the life of the other, and connecting

things which had no mutual relation except in

the coalitions of politicians ; but, like other

assurers, not able to save the lives they assured.

Both acts were gone in a year 1 And the mar-
vel is how such flimsy absurdities could be put
into a statute ? And the answer, from the ne-

cessity of conciliating some one's vote, without
which the bills could not pass. Thus, some
Southern anti-taritf men would not vote for the
distribution bill unless the compromise of 1833
was protected ; and some distribution men of
the West would not vote for the anti-tariff act

unless the distribution bill was protected. And
hence the ridiculous, presumptuous, and idle

expedient of mutually insuring each other.

CHAPTER LXIX.

INSTITUTION OP THE HOUR KULE IN DEBATB
IN THK HOUSE OP KEl'IlESENT.'.nvKS

; ITS
ATTEMl'T, AND EEl'ULSE IN j,UE 8ENATK

This session is remarkable for the institution

of the hour rule in the House of Representa-

tives—the largest limitation upon the freedom
of debate which any deliberative assembly ever

imposed upon itself, and presents an eminent
instance of permanent injury done to free insti-

tutions in order to get rid of a temporary an-

noyance It was done at a time when the par-

ty, called whig, was in full predominance in

both Houses of Congress, and in the impatience

of delay in the enactment of their measures.

It was essentially a whig measure—though
with exceptions each way—the body of the

whigs going for it ; the body of the democracy
against it—several eminent whigs voting with
them : Mr. John Quincy Adams, William C.

Dawson, James A. Pearce, Kenneth Rayner,
Edward Stanly, Alexander 11. II. Stuart, Ed-
ward D. White and others. Mr, Lott Warren
moved the rule as an amendment to the body
of the rules ; and, in the same moment, moved
the previous question : which was carried. The
vote was immediately taken, and the rule estab-

lished by a good majority—only seventy-five

members voting against it. They were :

Messrs, John Quincy Adams, Archibald H.
Arrington, Charles G. Atherton, Linn Banks,
Daniel D. Barnard, John M. Botts, Samuel S.
Bowne, Linn Boyd, David P. Brewster, Aaron
V, Brown, Edmund Burke, Barker Burnell,
Green W. Caldwell, John Campbell, Robert L.
Caruthers, George B. Gary. Reuben Chapman,
James G. Clinton, Walter Coles, John R. J.
Daniel, Wm. C. Dawson, Ezra Dean, Andrew W.
Doig, Ira A. Eastman, Horace Everett, Charles
G. Ferris, John G. Floyd, Charles A. Floyd,
William 0. Goode, Samuel Gordon, Samuel L.
Hays, George W. Hopkins, Jacob Ilouck, jr.,

Edmund W, Ilubard, Charles Hudson, Hiram
P. Hunt, William W. Irwin, William Jack,
Cave Johnson, John W. Jones, George M,
Keim, Andrew Kennedy, Thomas Butler King,
Dixon H, Lewis, Nathaniel S. Littlefield, Joshua
A. Lowell, Abraham McClellan, l^obert McCIel-
lan, James J. McKay, Francis ' Mallory, Alfred
Marshall, Samson Mason, John Thompson Ma-
son, John Miller, Peter Newhard, William Par-
menter, William W. Payne, James A. Pearce.
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Francis W. Pickens, Kenneth Rayner, John R.
Redinp;, Lewis Ripgs, Romuhis M. Saunders,
William Sladc, Jolin Snyder, Augustus R. Sel-
lers, James C. Sprigg, Edward Stanly, Lewis
Stcenrod, Alexander 11. H. Stuart, Hopkins L.
Turney, Aaron Ward, John Westbrook, Edward
D. White, Joseph L. Williams.

The Roman republic had existed four him-
dred and fifty years, and was verging towards
its fall under the first triumvirate—(Caesar,
Pompey, and Orassus)—before pleadings were
limited to two hours before the Judices Se-

LECTi. In the Senate the speeches of senators

were never limited at all j but even the partial

limitation then placed upon judicial pleadings,

but which were, in fart, popular orations, drew
from Cicero an affecting deprecation of its effect

upon the cause of freedom, as well as upon the

field of eloquence. The reader of the admired

treatise on oratory, and notices of celebrated

orators, will remember liis lamentation—as
wise in its foresight of evil consequences to free

institutions, as mournful and affecting in its

lamentation over the decline of oratory. Little

could he '^ive supposed that a popular assem-

bly should ever exist, and in a country where
his writings were read, which would voluntari-

ly impose upon itself a far more rigorous limit-

ation than the one over which he grieved. Cer-

tain it is, that with our incessant use of the

previous question, which cuts off all debate, and
the hour rule which limits a speech to sixty

minutes (constantly reduced by interruptions);

and the habit of fixing an hour at which the

question shall be taken, usually brief, and the

intermediate little time not secure for that

question : with all these limitations upon the

freedom of debate in the House, certain it is

that such an anomaly was never seen in a de-

liberative assembly, and the business of a peo-

ple never transacted in the midst of such igno-

rance of what they are about by those who are

doing it.

No doubt the license of debate has been
greatly abused in our halls of Congress—as in

those of the British parliament : but this sup-

pression of debate is not thvT correction of the

abuse, but the destruction of the liberty of

speech : and that, not as a personal privilege,

ibut as a representative right, essential to the

"Welfare of the people. For fifty years of our

government there was no such suppression :

in no other country is there the parallel to it.

Yet in all popular assemblies there is an abuse
in the liberty of speech, inherent in the right

of speech, which gives to faction and folly the

same latitude as to wisdom and patriotism.

The English have found the best corrective : it

is in the House itself—its irregular power : its

refusal to hear a member further when they are

tired of him. A significant scraping and cough-
ing warns the annoying speaker when he should

:caso : if the warning is not taken, a tempest
drowns his voice : when hi; appeals to the

chair, the chair recommends him to yield to the

temper of the House. A few examples reduce

the practice to a rule—insures its observance

;

and works the correction of the abuse without
the destruction df di'bate. No man speaking

to the subject, and giving information to the

House, was ever scraped and coughed down, in

the British House of Commons. No matter
how plain his languag^^, how awkward his man-
ner, how confused his delivery, so long as he

gives information he is heard attentively ; while

the practice falls with just, and relentless effect

upon the loquacious members, who mistake

volubility for eloquence, who delight them-

selves while annoying the House—who are in-

sensible to the proprieties of time and place,

take the subject for a point to stand on : and

then speak off from it in all directions, and

equally without continuity of ideas or discon-

nection of words. The practice of the British

House of Commons puts an end to all such an-

noyance, while saving every thing profitable

that any member can utter.

The first instance of enforcing this new rule

stands thus recorded in the Register of De-

bates :

" Mr. Pickens proceeded, in the next place,

to point out the items of expenditure which
might, without the least injury to the interests

of the government or to the public service, suf-

fer retrenchment. He quoted the report of the
Secretary of the Treasury of December 9, 1840;
from it he took the several '*cms, and then
stated how much, in his opinion, each might be
reduced. The result of the first branch of this

reduction of particulars was a sum to be re-

trenched amounting to $852,000. He next
went into the items of pensions, the Florida
war, and the cxpendituix-3 of Coiigress ; on
these, with a few minor ones in addition, he es-

timated that there might, without injury, be a

saving of four millions. Mr. P. had gotten thus
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far in his subject, and was just about to enter

into a comi)arison of the relative advantages of

a loan and of Treasury notes, when
" The Chair Iicro reminded Mr. Pickena that

his hour had expired.
•' Mr. PicKKNB. The hour out 1

"The Chair. Yes, sir.

"Mr. Pickens. [Looking at his watch.]

Bless my soul ! Have I run my race ?

"Mr. Holmes asked whether his colleague

had not taken ten minutes for explanations ?

"Mr. Warren desired that the rule be en-

forced.

"Mr. Pickens denied that the House had

any constitutional right to pass such a rule.

"The Chair again reminded Mr. Pickens

that he had spoken an hour.

"Mr. Pickens would, then, conclude by say-

ing it was the most infamous rule over passed

by any legislative body.
" Mr. J. G. Floyd of New York, said the gen-

tleman had been fretjuently interrupted, and
had, therefore, a right to continue his remarks.

"The Chair delivered a contrary opinion,

"Mr. Floyd appealed from his decision.

"The Chair then rose to put the question,

whether the decision of the Chair should stand

as the judgment of the House? when
"Mr. Floyd withdrew his appeal.
" Mr. Dawson suggested whether the Chair

had not possibly ma^o a mistake with respect

to the time.

"The Chair said there was no mistake.
" Mr. Pickens then gave notice that he would

offer an amendment.
"The Chair remarked that the gentleman

was not in order.

"Mr. Pickens said that if the motion to

strike out the enacting clause should prevail,

he would move to amend the bill by introduc-

ing a substitute, giving ample means to the

Treasury, but avoiding the evils of which he
complained in the bill now under consider-

ation."

The measure having succeeded in the House

which made the majority master of the body,

and enabled them to pass their bills witr.out

resistance or exposure, Mr. Clay undertook to

do the same thing in the Senate. He was im-

patient to pass his bills, annoyed at the resist-

ance they met, and dreadfully harassed by the

species of warfare to which thej were subject-

ed ; and for which he had no turn. The demo-
cratic senators acted pon a system, and with a

thorough organization, and a perfect under-

standing. Being a minority, and able to do

uothhig, they became assailants, and attacked

incessantly; not by formal orations against the

whole body of a measure, but by sudden, short,

and pungent speeches, directed agabst the vul-

nerable parts ; and pointed by proffered amend'

ments. Amendments were continually offered

—a great number being prepare*! every night,

and placed in suitable hands for use the next

day—always commendably calculated to expose

an evil, and to present u remedy. Near forty

propositions of amendment were offered lo the

first fiscal agent bill alone—the yeas and nays

taken upon them seven and thirty times. All

the other prominent bills— distribution, bank-

rupt, fiscal corporation—new tariff act, called

revenue—were served the same way. Every

proposed amendment made an issue, which

fixed public attention, and would work out in

our favor—end as it might. If we carried it,

which was seldom, there wos a good point

jjamed : if v lost it, there was a bad point ex-

posed. In either event we had the advantage of

discussion, which placed our adversaries in the

wrong ; and the sp<>aking fact of the yeas and

nays—which told how every man was upon every

point. We had in our ranks every variety of

speaking talent, from plain and calm up to fiery

and brilliant—and all matter-of-fact men—their

heads well stored with knowledge. There were

but twenty-two of us ; but every one a speaker,

and effective. We kept their measures upon the

anvil, and hammered them continually : we im-

paled them against the wall, and stabbed them

incessantly. The Globe newspaper was a pow-

erful ally (Mebnrs. Blair and Rives) ; setting

off all we did to the best advantage in strong

editorials—and carrying out our speeches, fresh

and hot, to the people : and we felt victorious

in the midst of unbroken del' ats. Mr. Clay's

temperament could not stand it, and he was de-

termined to silence the troublesome minority,

and got the acquiescence of his party, and the

promise of their suppoit: and boldly com-

tnenced his operations—avowing his design, at

the same time, in open Senate.

It was on the 12th day of Julj'—just four

days after the new rule had been enforced in

the House, and then i»y established (for up to

that dtiy, it was doubtful whether it could be

enforced)—that Mr. Clay made his first move-

ment towards its introduction in the Senate

;

and in reply to Mr. Wright of New York—one

of the last uieii in the world to waste time in

the Senate, or to speak without edification to

those who would listen. It was on the famous

fiscal bank bill, and on a motion of Mr. Wright
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to itriko out the largo Bubscription rcHorvcd for

tho government, BO BH to keep tho Kovennneiit
unconnected with tho himineHH of tlic bank.
Tho mover made don.o ren»arkH in favor of his

motion—to which Mr. day replied : and then
went on to say :

"He could not help repardinp the opp isiiion
to this measur** an one eniitientiy caleuliited to
delay tho p.:»ilic business, with no other object
that h'. could «ee than thatof protnicfij.R to the
last mom'-nt the mtasnreH for wliich thiB ses-
Hion had been expressly callefi to give to the
Iieoplc. This too was at « t" lO when tho whole
country was crying out in n igonv of distress
for relief."

These remarks, conveying general imputa-
tion upon the minority senators of factious con-

duct in delaying the public business, and thwart-
ing the will of the people, justified an answer
from any one of them to whom it was appli-

cable : and first received it from Mr. Calhoun.

_

" Mr. Calhoun was not surprised at the impa-
tience of the senator from Kentucky, though he
was at hi> attributing to this side of the cham-
ber the delays and obstacles throwi in the way
of his favorite measure. How many days did
the senator himself spend in amending his own
bill ? The bill had been twelve days before the
Senate, and eight of those Iiad been occupied by
the friends of tho bill. I'hat delay did not
originate on this side of the House ; but now
that the time which was cheerfully accorded to
him and his friends is to bo reciprocated, before
half of it is ov( r, the charge of factious delay is

raised. Surely t he urgency and impatience of
the senator and his friends cannot be so very
great that the minority nnist not be allowed to
employ as many days in amending their bill as
they took themselves to alter it. The senator
from Kentucky says he is afraid, if we go on in
this way, we will not gtt through the measures
of this session till the last of autumn, is not
the fault in himself, and in the nature of the
measures he urges so impatiently ? These mea-,
surcs are such as the senators 'in the minority
are wholly opposed to on principle—such as
they conscientiously believe are unconstitu-
tional—and is it not then right to resist them,
and prevent, if they can, all invasions of the con-
stitution ? Why does he build upon such un-
reasonable expectations as to calculate on carry-
ing measures of tliis magnitude and importance
with a few days of hasty legislation on each ?
What ai'e the measures proposed by the sen-
ator? They comprise the whole federal sys-
tem, which it t-".ok f'-ty year-, from 1789 to
1829, to establish—but Avhich are now, bajtpily
for the country, prostrate in the dust. And it

is these measures, fraught with such important

"^k"' I.

'** ""^ ^^^ "ought to bo hurriea
through m one extra session; measurcH which
without consmning one particle of useless time
to discuKs fully, would reouire, instead of an
extra i-osmm of Congress four or five reKulor
sessions. The senator said the country w-as in
agonv, crying for " action," " action." He un-
der«foo«l whence that cry canu^it came from
tho holders of State stocks, tho men who ex-
IHJcted another expansion, to relieve themselveH
at the expense of government. "Action"—
'action," meant nothing but "i,liinder," "plun-
der." '-plunder;" and he assured the gentleman
that he could not be more anxious in urging or!
a syst III of plunder than he (Mr. Calhoun)
would be in opposing it. He so understood thc
8er.Ai.,r, and he in.|uired of him, whether ho
called tliM an insidious amendment?

This .was a rfiarp reply, just in its retort,

spirited in its tone, judicious in expanding tho
basis of the new debate that was to como
on

5 and greatly irritated Mr. Clay. He im-
mediately felt that ho had no right to impeach
the motives of senators, and catching up ^r.
Calhoun on that point, and strongly contoMing
it, brought on a rapid succession of contradio-
tory asseverations : Thus

:

" Mr. Clay. I said no such thing, sir; I did
not say any thing about tho motm-f of sena-
tors.

"Mr. Calhoun said he understood the scnar
tor's meaning to be that the motives of tho op-
position were factions and frivolous.
"Mr. Clay. I said no such thing, sir.
" Mr. Calhoun. It was so understood.
"Mr. Clay. No, sir; no, sir.

"Mr. Calhoun. Yes, sir, yes; It could he
urderstood in no other way.
"Mr. Clay. What I did say, was, that tho

e^ect of such amendments, and of consuming
time in debating them, would be a waste of thai
time from the business of the session ; and, conse-
quently, would produce unnecessary delay and
embarrassment. I said nothing of 7)u)tii-es—l
only spoke of the practical effect and result.

" Mr. Calhoun said he understood it had been
repeated for the second time that there could
be no other motive or object entertained by the
senators in the opposition, in making amend-
ments and speeches on this bill, than to em-
barrass the majority by frivolous and vexatious
delay.

"Mr. Clay insisted that he made use of no as-
sertions as to motives.

" Mr. Calhoun. If the senator means to say
that he does not accuse this side of the House
of bringing forward propositions for the sake of
dcl.-iv, he wished lo understand him.

" Mr. Clay. I intended that.
" Mr. Calhoun jcpeated that he understood

the senator to mean that the senators in the op-
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"Mr. Clay admitted that was Ida meaning,

tllDUgh not thuH expressed."

So ended this keen colloijuy in which the perti-

nacity, and cIcmt perceptions of Mr. Calhoun

brought out tlie admisHion that the iin[H>achment

of motives was intended, but not expressed.

Having got thi.s adniission Mr. Calhoun went on

to defy tho accusation of faction and frivolity,

and to declare n determination in the minority

to continue in their course ; and put a |)cr-

cn^ptory question to Mr. Clay.

" Mr. Calhoun observed that to attempt, by
such c''HrgeH of factious and (Vivolous motives,

to sil'Mice tlie opposition, wiis wholly useless.

lie and liis friends had principles to contend for

that wtre neither new nor frivolous, and they

would hero now, and at all times, and in all

places, mivini;iiii them against those measures, in

whatever vay they thought most eiHcient. Did

tho senator from Kentucky mean to anj)ly to the

Senate the t'ag law passed in the other branch

of CongroH ,

' If he did, it wa.s time he should

know that ho (Mr. Calhoun), and his friends

were ready to meet him on that point."

This question, and the avowed readiness to

meet the gagging attempt, were not spoken with-

out warrant. Thfl democratic senators having

got wind of what was to come, had consulted

together and taken their resolve to defy and to

dare it—to resist itt introduction, and trample

upon tho rule, if voted : and in the mean time to

gain an advantage with the public by rendering

odious their attempt. Mr. Clay answered argu-

mentatively for tho rule, and that the people

were for it

:

" Let those senators go into the country, and
they will find the whole body of the people
complaining of the delay and interruption of the
national business, by their long speeches in Con-
gress ; and if they will be but admonished by
the people, they will come back with a lesson to

cut short their debating, and give their atten-

tion more to action than to words. Who ever
heard that the people would be dissatisfied with
the abridgment of speeches in Congress ? He
had never heard the shortness of speeches com-
plained of. Indeed, he should no,'-, be surprised
if the people would get up remonstrances against
lengthy speeches in Congress."

With respect to the defiance, M,". Clay re-

turned it, and declared his determination to

bring forward the measure.

" With regard to the intimation of the gentle-
man from .South Carolina [Mr. CALnoirN], he

understO'xl hhn and his course t >rfectly weU
«nd told him and his friends thui, for himself,

ho knew not how his friends would act ; ho was
ready at any moment to bring forwanl andRU])-

port a measure which should give to the ma*
jority the control of tho business of the Senate
of the United States. Let then> denounce it as

much as they pleased in advance : unmoved by
any of their denunciations lud throats, standing
firm in tho support of tho interests which ha
Inlieved the country demands, for one, ho was
ivady for tho adoption of a rule which wouid
place the business of the Senate under the con-

trol of tt majority of tho Senate."

Mr. Clay was now committed to bring for-

ward the measure ; and was instantly anfl defy-

ingly invited to do so.

" Mr. Calhoun said there was no doubt of

the senator's predilection for a gag law. Let
him bring on that measure as soon as ever he
pleases,

" M, . lii;N 1 .N. Como on with it."

\V chout wai'ing for any thing further from

Mr. 31a;- Mr. Oi'lhoun proceeded to show him,

still fu, Mu'r, hov. little his threat was heeded;

and tau :u itiim with wishing to revive the

spirit of the alien and seditinu laws:

" Mr. Calhoun said it must be admitted tbiit,

if the senator was not acting on the federal side,

ho would find it luird to persuade the American
people of the fact, by showing them his love of

gag laws, and strong disposition to silence both
tho national councils and the press. Did he not
remember something about an alien and sedition

law, and can he fail to perceive the relationship

with the measure he contemplates to put down
debate here ? What is the difference, in prin-

ciple, between his gag law and tho alien and
sedition law ? Wo are gravely told that the
speaking of the representatives of the people,

which is to convey to them full information on
the subjects of legislation in their councils, is

worse than useless, and m\ist be abated. Who
consumed the time of last Congress in long
speeches, vexatious and frivolous attempts to
embarrass and thwart tho business of the coun-
try, and useless opposition, tending to uo end
but that out of doors, the presidential election ?

"Who but the senator and his party, then in the
niinority ? But now, when they are in the ma-
jority, and the most important measures ever

pres^ed forward together in one session, he is

the first to threaten a gag law, to choke off de-

bate, and deprive the minority even of the poor
privilege of entering their protest."

Of all the members of the Senate, one of the

mildest and most amicable—one of the gentlest

language, and firmest purpose—was Dr. Linn,

of Missouri. The temper of the minority sena-
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tors may be judged by the tone and tenor of his

remarks.

" Ho (Mr. Linn) would for his part, make a
few remarks here, t\nd in doing so he intended
to be as pointed as possible, for he had now, he
found, to contend for liberty of speech; and
while any of that liberty was left, he would
give his remarks the vitmost bounds consistent
with his own sense of what was due to himself,
his constituents, and the country. The whigs,
during the late administration, had brought to
bear a system of assault against the majority in
power, which might justly be characterized as
frivolous and vexatious, and nothing else

;
yet

they had always been treated by the majority
with ''ourtesy and forbearance ; and the utmost
latitude of debate had been allowed them with-
out interruption. In a session of six months,
they consumed the greater part of the time in

speeches for electioneering etrect, so that ouly
twenty-eight bills were passed. These election-

eering speeches, on all occasioi\s that could l)e

started, whetlier the presentation of a petition,
motion, or a resolution, or discussion of a bill,

were uniformly and studiously of the most in-

sulting character to the majority, whose mildest
form of designatic - was " collaj' men ;" and other
epithets equally degrading. How often had it

been said of "the other branch of Congress,
" "What could be expected from a House so con-
stituted ? " Trace back the course of that party,
step by step, to 1834, and it may be tracked in
blood. The outrages in New York in tl>at year
are not forgotten. The fierce and fiendish spirit

of strife and usurpation which prompted the
seizure of public arms, to turn them against
those who were their fellow-citizens, is yet fresh
a.s ever, and ready to win its way to what it

aims at. What was done then, under the influ-

ence and shadow of the great money power,
may be done again. He (Mr. Linn) had mark-
ed them, and nothing should restrain him fron.

doing his duty and standing up in the front
rank of opposition to keep them from the in-

novations they meditated. Neither the frown
nor menace of any leader of that party—no lofty

bearing, or shaking of the mane—would deter
him from the fearless and honest discharge of
those obligations which were due to his consti-
tuents and to the country. Ho next adverted
to the conduct of the whig party wh. . the sub-
treasury was under discussion, and reminded
the present party in power of the forbearance
witli which they had been treated, contrasting
that treatment with the manifestations now
made to the minority. We are now, saiu Mr.
Linn in conclusion, to be checked ; but I tell

the senator from Kentucky, and any other sen-
ator who chooses to tread in his steps, th^it he
is about to deal a double handed game at which
two can play. He is welcome to try his skill.

But I would expect that some on tliat side are

not prepared to go quite so far ; and that there

is yet among them sufficient liberality to coun-

terbalance political feeling, and induce them not
to object to our right of spending as much time
in trying to improve their bill as they have
taken themselves to clip and pare and shape it

to their own fancies."

Here this irritating point rested for the day

—and for three days, when it was revived by
tli^ reproaches and threats of Mr. Clay against

the minority.

" The House (he said) had been treading on
the heels of the Senate, and at last had got the
start of it a long way in advance of the business
of this session. The reason was obvious. The
majority there is for action, and has secured it.

Some change was called for in this chamber.
The truth is that the minority here control the
action of the Senate, and cause all the delay of
the public business. They obstruct the majority
in the dispatch of all business of importance to

the country, and particularly those measures
which the majority is bound to give to the
country without further delay. Did not this

reduce the majority to the nec^!-sity of adopting
some measure which would place the control of

the business of the session in their hands ? It

was impossible to do without it : it must be re-

sorted to."

To this Mr. Calhoun replied

:

" The senator from Kentucky tells the Senate
the other House has got before it. How has
the other House got before the Senate ? By a
despotic exercise of the power of a majority.
By destroying the liberties of the people in gag-
ging their representatives. By preventing the
minority from its free exercise of its right of re-

monstrance. This is the way the House has got
before the Senate. And now there was too

much evidence to doubt that the Senate was to
be made to keep up with the House by the same
means."

Mr. Clay, finding such undaunted opposition

lo the hour rule, replied in a way to let it be

seen that the threat of that rule was given up,

and that a measure of a different kind, but

equally effective, was to be proposed; and

wouJd be "ertainly pdopted. He said

:

" If he did not adopt the same means which
had proved so beneficial in the other House, he
would have something equally efficient to offer.

He had no doubt of the cheerful adoption of

such a measure when it should come before the

Senate. So far from the rule being condemned,
he would venture to say that it would be gene-

rally approved. It was the means of controlling

the business, abrii'ging long and unnecessary
sDoeches, and would be every way hailed as one
oi the greatest improvements of the age."

This glimpse of another measure, confirmee'

1
1

'm^.
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lure, confinne('

the minority in the belief of what they had

lieard that several whig senators had refused

to go with Mr. Clay for the hour rule, and forced

him to give it up ; but they had agreed to go for

the previous question, which he held to be equally

effective ; and was, in fact, more so—as it cut

off debate at any moment. It was just as offen-

sive as the other. Mr. King, of Alabama, was

the first to meet the threat, under this new

form, and the Register of Debates shows this

scene:

' Mr. King said the senator from Kentucky
complained of three weeks and a half having

been lost in amendments to his bill. Was not

the senator aware that it was himself and his

friends had consumed mosi, cf that time ? But
now that the minority had to take it up, the

Senate is told there must be a gag law. Did
he understand that it was the intention of the

senator to introduce that measure ?

"Mr. Clay. I will, sir ; I will

!

" Mr. King. I tell the senator, then, that he

may make his arrangements at his boarding-

house for the winter.
" Mr. Clay. Very well, sir.

"Mr. King was truly sorry to see the honor-

able senator so far forgetting what is due to the

Senate, as to talk of coercing it by any possible

abridgment of its free action. The freedom of

debate had never yet been abridged in that body,

since the foundation of this government. Was
it fit or becoming, after fifty years of unre-

strained liberty, to threaten it with a gag law ?

He could tell the senator that, peaceable a man
as he (Mr. King) was, whenever it was at-

temptea to violate that sanctuary, he, for one,

would resist that attempt even unto the death."

The issue was now made up, and the determi-

nation on both sides declared—on the part of

Mr. Clay, speaking in the name of his party, to

introduce the previous question in the Senate,

for the purpose of cutting off debate and amend-

ments ; on the part of the minority, to resist

the rule—not only its establishment, but "'s

execution. This was a delicate step, and re-

quired justification before the public, before a

scene of resistance to the execution—involving

disorder, and possibly violence—should come
on. The scheme had been denounced, and de-

fied ; but the ample reasons against it had not

been fully stated ; and it was deemed best that

a solid foundation of justification for whatever
might happen, should be laid beforehand in a

reasoned and considered speech. The author

of this View, was required to make that speech

;

and for that purpose followed Mr. King.

" Mr. Benton would take this opportunity to

say a word on this menace, so often throw n out,

of a design to stifle debate, and stop amend-
ments to bills in this chamber. He should con-

sider such an attempt as much a violation of the

constitution, and of the privileges of the cham-
ber, as it would be for a military usurper to

enter upon us, at the head of his soldiery, and
expel us from our seats.

" It is not in order, continued Mr. B.—it is not

in order, and would be a breach of the privjlege

of the House of Representatives, to refer to any
thing which may have taken place in that House.

My business is with our own chamber, and with
the threat which has so often been uttered on
this floor, during this extra session, of stifling

debate, and cutting off amendments, by the in-

troduction of the previous question.
" With respect to debates, senators have a con-

stitutional right to speak ; and v hile they speak
to the subject before the Ho'iae, there is no
power any where to stop them. It is a consti-

tutional right. When a member departs from
the question, he is to be stopped : it is the duty
of the Chair—your duty, Mr. President, to stop

him—and it is the duty of the Senate to sustain

you in the discharge of 1' is duty. We have
lules for conducting the debates, and these rules

only require to be enforced in order to make
debates decent and instructive in their import,

and brief and reasonable in their duration. The
government has been in operation above fifty

years, and the freedom of debate has been some-
times abused, especially during the last twelve

years, when those out of power mad<^ the two
houses of Congress the arena of political and
electioneering combat against the democratic

administration in power. The liberty of debate

was abused during this time ; but the demo-
cratic majority would not impose gags and muz-
zles on the mouths of the minority ; they would
iiot stop their speeches ; considering, and justly

considering, that the privilege of speech was in-

estimable and inattackable—that some abuse of

it was inseparable from its enjoyment—and that

it was better to endure a temporary abuse than

to incur a total extinction of this great privi-

lege.

" But, sir, debate is one thing, and amendments
another. A long speech, wandering off from the

bill, is a very ditlerent thing from a short amend-
ment, directed to the texture of the bill itself,

and intended to increase its beneficial, or to

diminish its prejudicial action. These amend-
ments are the point to which I now spejik, and
to the nature of which I particularly invoke the
attention of the Senate.

" By the constitution of the United States, each
bill is to receive three readings, and each reading

represents a ditlerent stage of proceeding, and a

different mode of action under it. The first

reading is for information only ; it is to let the
House know what the bill is for, what its con-
tents are ; and then neither debate nor amend-
ment is expected, and never occurs, except in
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extraordinary cases. The second reading is for
amendments and debate, and this reading usually
takes place in Committee of the Whole in the
House of Representatives, and in quasi com-
mittee in the Senate. The third reading, after
the bill is engrossed, is for passage ; and then
it cannot be amended, and is usually voted upon
with little or no debate. Now, it is apparent
that the second reading of the bill is the impor-
tant one—that it is the legislative—the law-
making—reading ; the one at which the collec-
tive wisdom of the House is concentrated upon
it, to free it from defects, and to improve it to
the utmost—to illustrate its nature, and trace its

consequences. The bill is drawn up in a com-
mittee ; or it is received from a department in
the form of a projet de lot, and reported by a
committee ; or it is the work of a single member,
and introduced on leave. The bill, before per-
fected by amendments, is the work of a com-
mittee, or of a head of a department, or of a
single member; and if amendments are pre-
vented, then the legislative power of the House
is annihilated; the edict of a secretary, of a
committee, or of a member, becomes the law

;

and the collected and concentrated wisdom and
experience of the House has never been brought
to bear upon it.

" The previous question cuts oft' amendments
;

and, therefore, neither in England nor in the
United States, until now, in the House of Repre-
sentatives, has that question ever been applied
to bills in Committee of the Whole, on the
second reading. This question annihilates legis-

lation, sets at nought the wisdom of the House,
and expunges the minority. It is always an
invidious question, but seldom enforced in Eng-
land, and but little used in the earlier periods
of our own government. It ha.s never been used
in the Senate at all, never at any stage of the
bill ; in the House of Representatives it has
never been used on the second reading of a bill,

in Committee of the Whole, until the present
session—this session, so ominous in its call and
commencement, and which gives daily proof of
its alarming tendencies, and of its unconsti-
tutional, dangerous, and corrupting measures.
The previous question has never yet been ap-
plied in this chamber ; and to apply it now, at
this ominous session, when all the' old federal
measures of fifty years ago are to be conglom-
erated into one huge and frightful mass, and
rushed through by one convulsive effort ; to ap-
ply it now, under such circumstances, is to muz-
zle the mouths, to gag the jaws, and tie up the
tongues of those whose speeches would expose
the enormities wiiich cannot endure the light,

and present to the people tliese ruinous meas-
uri's in the colors in which they ought to be seen.

" Tlie opinion of the people is invoked—they
»re eaid to be opposed to loJig t<pccclies, and in
favor of action. But, do they want action with-
out deliberation, without consideration, without
knowing what we are doing ? Do they want
hills without amendments—without examina-

tion of details—without a knowledge of their
effect and operation when they are passed?
Certainly the people wish no such thing. They
want nothing which will not bear discussion.
The people are in favor of discussion, and never-
read our debates with more avidity than at
this ominous and critical extraordinary session.
But I can well conceive of those who are against
those debates, and want them stifled. Old se-
dition law fedei-alisra is against them : the cor-
morants who are whetting their bills for the
prey which the acts of this session are to give
them, are against them : and the advocates of
these acts, who cannot answer these arguments
and who shelter weakness under dignified si-

lence, they are all weary, sick and tired of a
contest which rages on one side only, and which
exposes at once the badness of their cause and
the defeat of its defenders. Sir, this call for

action ! action ! action ! (as it wus well said yes-
terday), comes from those whose cry is, plun-
der ! plunder ! plunder

!

" The previous question, and the old sedition
law, are measures of the same character, and
children of the same parents, and intended for

the same purposes. They are to hide light—to

enable those in power to work in darkness—to

enable them to proceed unmolested—and to

permit them to establish ruinous measures with-
out stint, and without detection. The introduc-
tion of this previous question into this body, I

shall resist as I would resist its conversion into

a bed of justice—Z/i7 de Justice—of the old
French monarchy, for the registration of royal
edicts. In these beds ofjustice—the Parliament
formed into a bed of justice—the kings before
the revolution, caused their edicts to be regis-
tered without debate, and without amendment.
The king ordered it, and it was done—his word
became law. On one occasion, when the Par-
liament was refractory, Louis XIV. entered the
chamber, booted and spurred—a whip in his

hand—a horsewhip in his hand—and stood on
his feet until the edict was registered. This is

what has been done in the way of passing bills

without debate or amendment, in France. But.
in extenuation of this conduct of Louis the XIV.,
it must be remembered that he was a very young
man when he committed this indiscretion, more
derogatory to himself than to the Parliament
which was the subject of the indignity. He
never repeated it in his riper age, for he was a
gentleman as well as a king, and in a fifty years'
reign never repeated that indiscretion of his

youth. True, no whips may be brought into

our legislative halls to enforce the gag and the
muzzle, but 1 go against the things themselves—
against the infringement of the right of speech—
and against the annihilation of our legislative

faculties by annihilating the right of making
amendments. I go against these ; and say that

we shall be nothing but a bed ofjustice for the

registration of presidential, or partisan, or civil

chieftain edicts, when debates and amendments
are suppressed in this body.

i
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"Sir, when the previous question shall be

brought into this chamber—when it shall be

applied to our bills in our ^uasi. committee—

I

am ready to see my legislative life terminated.

I want no seat here when that shall be the case.

As the Romans held their natural lives, so do

I hold my political existence. The Roman car-

ried his life on the point of his sword ; and

when that life ceased to be honorable to himself,

or useful to his country, he fell upon his sword,

and died. This made of that people the most
warlike and heroic nation of the earth. What
they did with their natural lives. I am willing

to do with my legislative and political existence

:

I am willing to terminate it, either when it shall

cease to be honorable to myself, or useful to my
country ; and that I feel would be the case when
this chamber, stripped of its constitutional free-

dom, shall receive the gag and muzzle of the

previous question."

Mr. Clay again took the floor. He spoke

mildly, and coaxingly—reminded the minority

of their own course when in power—gave a hint

about going into executive business—but still

felt it his duty to give the majority the control

of the public business, notwithstanding the

threatened resistance of the minority.

"He (Mr. Clay) would, however, say t.iat

after all, he thought the gentlemen on the other

side would find it was better to go on with the
public business harmoniously and good humor-
edly together, and all would get along better.

He would remind the gentlemen of their own
course when in power, and the frequent occa-

sions on which the minority then acted with
courtesy in allowing their treasury note bills to
pass, and on various other occasions. He thought
it was understood that they were to go into

executive session, and afterwards take up the
loan bill. He should feel it his duty to take
measures to give the majority the control of the
business, maugre all the menaces that had been
made."

Here was a great change of tone, and the hint

about going into executive business was a sign

of hesitation, faintly counterbalanced by the

reiteration of his purpose under a sense of duty.

It was still the morning hour—the hour for

motions, before the calendar was called: the

hour for the motion he had been expected to

make. That motion was evidently deferred.

The intimation of going into executive business,

was a surprise. Such business was regularly

gone into towards the close of the day's session

o-i,— iiii, .

—
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and this course was never departed from except
in emergent cases—cases which would consume
a whole day, or could not wait till evening:

and no such cases were known to exist at present.

This was a pause, and losing a day in the carry-

ing along of those very measures, for hastening

which the new rule was wanted. Mr. Calhoun,

to take advantage of the hesitation which he

perceived, and to" increase it, by dating the

threatened measure, instantly rose. He was
saluted with cries that " the morning hour was

out : " " not yet ! " said he :
" it lacks one minute

of it ; and I avail myself of that minute : '' and

then went on for several minutes.

" He thought this business closely analogous
to the alien and sedition laws. Here was a pal-

pable attempt to infringe the right of speech.

He would tell the senator that the minority had
rights under the constitution which they meant
to exercise, and let the senator try when ho
pleased to abridge those rights, he would find

it no easy job. When had that (our) side of the
Senate ever sought to protract discussion unne-
cessarily ? [Cries of ' never ! never !

'] Where
was there a body that had less abused its privi-

leges ? If the gag-law wa.s attempted to be put
in force, he would resist it to the last. As judg-
ment had been pronounced, he supposed submis-
sion was expected. The unrestrained liberty

of speech, and freedom of debate, had been pre-

served in the Senate for fifty years. But now
the warning was given that the yoke was to be
put on it which hfid already been placed on the
other branch of Congress. The : ver had been
a body in this or any other & v. j, in which,
for such a length of time, so mucn dignity and
decorum of debate had been maintained. It was
remarkable for the fact, the range of discussion

was less discursive than in any other similar

body known. Speeches were uniformly con-
fined to the subject under debate. There could
be no pretext for interference. There was none
but that of all despotisijis. He would give the
senator from Kentucky notice to bring on his

gag measure as soon as he pleased. He would
find it no such easy matter as he seemed to
think."

Mr. Linn, of Missouri, rose the instant Mr.

Calhoun stopped, and inquired of the Chair if

the morning hour was out. The president pro

tempore answered that it was. Mr. Linn said,

he desired to say a few words. The chair re-

ferred him to the Senate, in whose discretion it

was, to depart from the rule. Mr. Linn appealed

to the Senate : it gave him leave : and he stood

up and said

:

" It was .in old Scottish proverb, that threat-
ened people live longest. He hoped the liberties

of the Senate would yet outlive the threats of
the senator from Kentucky. But, if the lash
was to be applied, he would rather it was ap-
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plied at once, than to be always threatened with
it. There is great complaint of delay ; but who
waa causing the delay now growing out of this
threat ? Had it not been made, there would be
no necessity for repelling it. He knew of no
disposition on the part of his friends to consume
the time that ought to bo given to the public
business. He had never known his friends,
while in the majority, to complain of discussion.
He knew very well, and could make allowances,
that the senator from Kentucky was placed in
a very trying situation. He knew, also, that
his political friends felt themselves to be in a
very critical condition. If he brought forward
measures that were questionable, he had to en-
counter i-esistance. But he was in the predica-
ment that he had pledged himself to carry those
measures and, if he did not, it would bo his
political ruin. He had every thing on the issue,
hence his impatience to pronounce judgment
against the right of the minority to discuss his
measures."

Mr. Clay interrupted Mr. Linn, to say that he
had not offered to pronounce judgment. Mr.
Linn gave his words " that if the Senate was
disposed to do as he thought it ought to do,

they would adopt the same rule as the other

House." Mr. Clay admitted the words; and
Mr. Linn claimed thtir meaning as pronouncing
judgment on the duty of the Senate, anri said

:

" Very well ; if the senator was in such a criti-

cal condition as to be obliged to say he cannot
get his measures through without cutting off
debates, why does he not accept the proposition
of taking the vote on his bank bill on Monday ?

If he brings forward measures that have been
battled against successfully for a quarter of a
century, is it any wonder that they should be
opposed, and time should be di Hiandcd to dis-
cuss them ? The senator is aware that whiggery
is dying off in the country, and that there is no
time to be lost : unless he and his friends pass
these measures they are ruined. All he should
say to him was, pass them if he could. If, in
order to do it, he is obliged to come on with his
gag law, he (Mr. Linn) would say to his friends,
let them meet him like men. He was not for
threatening, but if he was obliged to meet the
crisis, he would do it as became him."

Mr. Berrien, apparently acting on the hint of

Mr. Clay, moved to go into the consideration of

executive business. A question of order was
raised upon that motion by Mr. Calhoun. The
Chair decided in its favor. Mr. Calhoun de-

manded what was the necessity for going into

executive business ? Mr. Berrien did not think

it proper to discuss that point : so the executive

session was gone into : and when it was over,

the Senate adjourned for the day.

Here, then, was a day lost for such pressing

business—the bill, which was so urgent, and the

motion, which was intended to expedite it

Neither of them touched : and the omission

entirely the fault of the majority. There was
evidently a balk. This was the 15th of July.

The Ifith came, and was occupied with the

quiet transaction of business : not a word said

about the new rules. The 17th came, and aa

soon as the Senate met, Mr. Calhoun took the

iloorj and after presenting some resolutions

from a public meeting in Virginia, condemning

the call of the extra session, and all its measures

he passed on to correct an erroneous idea that

had got into the newspapers, that he himself, in

1812, at the declaration of war against Great

Britain, being acting chairman of the committee

of foreign relations, who had reported the war
bill, had stifled discussion—had hun-ied the bill

through, and virtually gagged the House. He
gave a detail of circumstances, which showed
the error of this report—that all the causes of

war had been discussed before—that there was
nothing new to be said, nor desire to speak

:

and that, for one hour before the vote was taken

there was a pause in the House, waiting for a

paper from the department ; and no one choosing

to occupy any part of it with a speech, for or

against tiie war, or on any subject. He then

gave a history of the introduction of the pre-

vious question into the House of Represen-

tatives.

" It had been never used before the 11th Con-
gress (1810-12). It was then adopted, as he
always understood, in consequence of the abuse
of the right of debate by Mr. Gardinier of New
York, remarkable for his capacity for making
long speeches. He could keep the floor for days.
The abuse was considered so great, that the
previous question was introduced to prevent it

;

but so little was it in favor with those who felt

themselves forced to adopt it, that he would
venture to say without having looked at the
journals, that it wsis not used half a dozen times
during the whole war, with a powerful and un-
scrupulous opposition, and that in a body nearly
two-thirds the size of the present House. He
believed he might go farther, and assert that it

was never used but twice during that eventful
period. And now, a measure introduced under
such pressing circumstances, and so sparingly
used, is to be made the pretext for introducing
the gag-law into the Senate, a body so much
smaller, and so distinguished for the closeness
of its debate and the brevity of its discussion.
He would add that from the first introduction

discuss,
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introduction

of the previous question into the House of Rep-
resentatives, his impression was that it was not

used but four times in seventeen years, that is

from 1811 to 1828, the last occasion on the pas-

sage of the tariff bill. He now trusted that he

had repelled effectually the attempt to prepare

the country for the effort to gag the Senate, by
a reference to the early history of the previous

^ question in the other House.*'

Mr. Calhoun then referred to a decision made

by Mr. Clay when Speaker of the House,

and the benefit of which he claimed argumen-

tatively. Mr. Clay disputed his recollection:

Mr. Calhoun reiterated. The senators became

heated, Mr. Clay calling out from his seat

—

" No, sir, No ! "—and Mr. Calhoun answering

back as he stood—" Yes, sir, yes : " and each

giving his own version of the circumstance

without convincing the other. He then return-

ed to the point of irritation—the threatened

gag ;—and said

:

" The senator from Kentucky had endeavored
to draw a distinction between the gag law and
the old sedition law. He (Mr. Calhoun) ad-
mitted there was a distinction—the modern gag
law was by far the most odious. The sedition

law was an attempt to gag the people in their
individual character, but the senator's gag was
an attempt to gag the representatives of the
people, selected as their agents to deliberate,
discuss, and decide on the important subjects
intrusted by them to this government."

This was a taunt, and senators looked to see

what would follow. Mr. Clay rose, leisurely,

and surveying the chamber with a pleasant ex-

pression of countenance, said

:

" The morning had been spent so very agree-
ably, that he hoped the gentlemen were in a
good humor to go on with the loan bill, and
afford the necessary relief to the Treasury."

The loan bill was then taken up, and pro-

ceeded with in a most business style, and quite

amicably. And this was the last that was
heard of the hour rule, and the previous ques-

tion in the Senate: and the secret history of
their silent abandonment was aftewards fully

learnt. Several whig senators had yielded as-

sent to Mr. Clay's desire for the hour rule un-
der the belief that it would only be resisted

parliamentarily by the minority; but when
they saw its introduction was to produce ill

blood, and disagreeable scenes in the chamber,
they withdrew their assent; and left him with-
out the votes to carry it : and that put an end

Vol. II.—17

to the project of the hour rule. The previous

question was then agreed to in its place, 8up-

posing the minority would take it as a " com-
promise ;

" but when they found this measure
was to be resisted Uke the former, and was
deemed still more odious, hurtful and degrading,

they withdrew their assent again : and then Mr.
Clay, brought to a stand again for want of voters,

was compelled to forego his design ; and to re-

treat from it in the manner which has been

shown. He affected a pleasantry, but was
deeply chagrined, and the more so for having

failed in the House where he acted in person,

after succeeding in the other where he acted

vicariously. Many of his friends were much
dissatisfied.^ One of them said to me : " He
gives your party a great deal of trouble, and his

own a great deal more." Thus, the firmness of

the minority in the Senate—it may be said,

their courage, for their intended resistance con-

templated any possible extremity—saved the

body from degradation—constitutional legisla-

tion from suppression— the liberty of speech

from extinction, and the honor of republican

government from a disgrace to which the peo-

ple's representatives are not subjected in any
monarchy in Europe. The previous question

has not been called in the British House of

Commons in one hundred years—and never in

the House of Peers.

CHAPTER LXX.

BILL FOE THE BELIEF OF MUS. HAIiEISOJf, WIDOW
OF THE LATE PEESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES.

Such was the title of the bill which was brought

into the House of Representatives for an in-

demnity, as it was explained to be, to the family

of the late President for his expenses in the

presidential election, and in removing to the

seat of government. The bill itself was in these

words :
" That the Secretary of the Treasury

pay, out of any money in the Treasury not

otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. Harrison,

widow of William Henry Harrison, late Presi-

dent of the United States, or in the event of

her death before payment, to the legal repre-
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Bcntativcs of the Haiti William Henry Harrison,

tho Slim of $25,000. Mr. John Quincy Adams,

as reporter of the bill frnm the select committee

to which had been referred that portion of the

President's message relating to t'. tumily of

his predecessor, explained the motive!, on which

the bill had been founded ; and said

:

" That this sum ($25,000), as far as he unt'or-

stood, was in correspondence with the prevail-

ing sentiment of the joint committee raised on
this subject, and of which the gentleman now
in the chair had been a member. There bad
been some difference of opinion among the

members of the committee as to the sum %vhich

it would be proper to appropriate, niid, also, on
the jiiirt of one or two gentlemen as to the con-

stitutionality of the act itself in any shape.

There had been more objection to the constitu-

tionalit}'' than there had been as to the sum
proposed. So far as ti:.ore had been any dis-

cussion in the committee, U seemed to be the

gener.ll sense of those c:!! posing it, tlirtt sowe
provision ought to be made for the fe:ni!y of

the late President, not in the nature of;, /.""imt,

but as an indemnity for actual expenses incurf.vd

by himself first, when a candidate for the pw^i-

dency. It had been observed in the commit I'v,

and it must be known to all nicmberB ot tV.--

House, that, in the situation in whicli Gei.eiM',

IIiii risen had been placed—far from the si^at of

govornment, and for eighteen months or two
Tear.-;, whi'e a candidate for the presidency, ex-

posed to i! eavy burden of expense which he
could not possibly avoid—it was no more than
equitable that he should, to a rcay<:mable de-

gree, be indenu;.'i'iO(l He had been thus bur-
dened w hilc in cii\iimstances not opulent ; but,

on the contrary, ii had been one ground on
which he had received *> decided proof of the

people's favor, that through a long course of

public service he remained poor, which was in

itself a demonstrative proof that he had remain-
ed pure also. Such had been his condition be-

fore Icavin}'; home to travel to the seat of gov-
ernment. After liis arrival here, he had been
exposed to another considerable burden of ex-

pense, fai- beyond any amount ho Lad received

from the public purse during the sliort month
he hiid continued to be President. His decease
had left his family in circumstances \vhich would
be much improved by this act ofjustice done to

him by the people, through their representa-

tives. The feeling was believed to be very
general throughout tlie country, and without
distinction of party, iii favor of such a meas-
ure."

This bill, on account of its principle, gave rise

to a vehement opposition on the part of some

members who believed they saw in it a de-

parture from the constitution, and the establish-

ment of a dangerous precedent. Mr. Payne, of

Alabama, said:

" As he intended to vote against this proposi-

tion it wns due to himself to state the reasons
which woiild actuate him. In doing so he was
not called to examine either the merits or de-

merits of General Harrison. They had nothing

to do with the question. The question before

the House was, not whether General Ilarrisca

was or rtiis not a meritorious individual, V.ut

whether that House would make an appr i' il.

ation to lis widow and descendants. Thatlo iw

tlio questicn, the first inquiry was, had 1:1-

House a right to vote this inoney^ and, if iS^i

had, wn i< proper to do so? Mr. P. was one

of those wlio believed that Congress had n-.

constitutional right to aprjropriate ihe public

money for such \n object. Ur; quoted tiie lan-

guage of the O'-nstitutiou, ;uid then inquired

whether this was an appropriation to pay the

debts of the Union, to seciin the <; mmoii d'^-

(cnca. or to promoio the gential welfare < Ho
deiii' d that precedents ever ought to be con-

sidered as settling a constitutional (jiiescioa. If

they could, then tho people had no remed,y, It

'vas not pr 'tended that this money was to be

:
,N.n as a te.vard for General Harrison's public

ieivitefi but to reimburse him for the expense
of un electioneering campaign. This v,as in-

linite'y %vorse."

Mr. Gilmer, of Virginia, said

:

" When he had yesterday moved for the vising

cf the ccMnmittee, he had not proposed to him-

self to occupy much of the time of the House in

debate, nor was such his purpose at present.

With every disposition to vote for this bill, iio

had then felt, and he still felt, himself un.ible to

give it his sanction, and that for reasons which

had been advanced by many of the advocates in

its favor. This was not a place to indulge feel-

ing and sympathy : if it were, he presumed
there would be but one sentiment throughout

that House and throughout the country, and

that would be in favor of the bill. If this were

an act of generosity, if the object were to vote a

bounty, a gratuity, to the widow or relatives of

tlie late President, it seemed to Mr. G. that they

ought not to vote it in the representative capa-

city, out of the public funds, but privately from

their own personal resoiU'ces. They had no

right to be generous with the money of the peo-

ple. Gentlemen might bestow as much out of

their own purses as they pleased ; but they

were here as trustees for the jiroperty of other?,

and no public agent was at liberty todisregun!

the trust confided to him under the theory '' '

government. It was quite needless here

tempt an eulogy on the charactci- of the iiiii,-iln-

(II,- dead: history has done and wo.i Id h-jieatlcr

e.' :; pie justice to the civil and mi'-t iry :harac-

tt. vi William Henry Harrison. Fit losultof

the recent election, a result uuparailoi..! in the
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it. Mr. Payne, of

rl

annals of this country, spoke the sentiment of

the nation in regard to his merits, while the

drapery of death which shrouded the legislative

halls, the general gloom which overspread the

nation, spoke that sentiment in accents mourn-
fully impressive. But those rhapsodies in which
gentlemen had indulged, might, he thought, bet-

ter be deferred for some Fourth of July oration,

or at least reserved for other theatres than this.

Tl'v'.' had come up here not to be generous, but
to bi just. His object now was to inquire

whether t'a( y could not place this bill on the
ba.-is of iiuJ I putable justice, so that it might
not be CHi r\ ,d by a mere partial vote, but might
co;idliat(' (<v; support of gentlemen of all parties,

and from o\ <dxy quarter of the Union. He wish-
ed, if possible, to see the whole House united,

so as to give to their act the undivided weight
of public sentiment. Mr. G, said he could not
bow to the authority of precedent ; he should
ivei- net und( r the light of the circumstances
which surrounded him. His wish was, not to
furnish iin evil precedent to others by his ex-
an.pl e. He thought the House in some danger
of setting one of that character; a precedent
which might hereafter be strained and tortured
to apply to cases of a very different kind, and
objects of a widely different character. He
called upon the advocates of the bill to enable
all the members of the House, or as nearly all

as was practicable (for, after what had trans-
pired yesterday, he confessed his despair of see-
ing the House entirely united), to agree in voting
for the bill."

There was an impatient majority in the House
in favor of the passage of the bill, and to that

impatience Mr. Gilmer referred as making de-

spair of any unanimity in the House, or of any
considerate deliberation. The circumstances

were entirely averse to any such deliberation—

a victorious party, come into power after a most
heated election, seeing their elected candidate
dying on the threshold of his administration,

poor, and beloved : it was a case for feeling

more than of judgment, especially with the po-
litical friends of the deceased—but few of whom
could follow the counsels of the head against

the impulsions of the heart. Amongst these
few Mr. Gilmer was one, and Mr. Underwood
of Kentucky, another ; who said

:

"His heart was on one side and his judgment
upon the other. If this was a new case, he might
be led away by his heart; but as he had here-
tofore, m his judgment, opposed all such claims
-1 ii_... :i.r,. lie j^avu hiy reasons thus
at large, because a gentleman from Indiana on
the other side of the House, denounced ' those
who should vote against the bill. He objected
because it was retroact: e in its provisions and

because it called into existence legislative dis-
cretion, and applied it to past cases—because it

provided for the widow of a President for ser-
vices rendered by her husband while in office,

thus increasing the President's compensation
after his death. If it applied to the widow of
the President^ it applied to the widows of mili-
tary officers. He considered if this bill passed,
that Mr. Jefferson's heirs might with equal
propriety claim '.-iie same compensation."

If the House had been in any condition for

conhiderate legislation there was an amendment
proposed by Mr. Gordon of New York, which
might have brought it forth. He proposed an
indemnity equal to the amount of one quarter's

salary, $0,250. He proposed it, but got but

little support for his proposition, the majority

calling for the question, and some declaring

themselves for $50,000, and some for $100,000.

The vote was taken, and showed 66 negatives,

comprehending the members who were best

known to the country as favorable to a strict

construction of the constitution, and an econom-
ical administration of the government. The
negatives were

:

Archibald H. Arrington, Charles G. Ather-
ton, Linn Banks, Henry W. Beeson, Linn Boyd,
David P. Brewster, Aaron V. Brown, Charles
Brown, Edmund Burke, William 0. Butler,
Green W. Caldwell, Patrick C. Caldwell, John
Campbell, George B. Gary, Reuben Chapman,
Nathan Clifford, James G. Clinton, Walter
Coles, John R. J. Daniel, Richard D. Davis,
William Doan, Andrew W. Doig, Ira A. East-
man, John C. Edwards, Joseph Egbert, John
G. Floyd, Charles A. Floyd, James Gerry, Wil-
liam 0. Goodc, Samuel Gordon, Amos Gustine,
William A. Harris, Samuel L. Hays, George W.
Hopkins, Jacob Houck, jr., Edmund W. Hub-
ard, Robert M. T. Hunter, Cave Johnson, John
W. Jones, George M. Keim, Andrew Kennedy,
Joshua A. Lowell, Abrahami McClellan, Robert
McClcUan, James J. McKay, Albeit G. Mar-
chand, Alfred Marshall, John Thompson Ma-
son, James Mathews, William Medill, John
Millei, Peter Newhard, William W. Payne,
Francis W . Pickens, Arnold Plumer, John R.
Reding, James Rogers, Romulus M. Saunders,
Tristram Shaw, John Snyder, Lewis Steenrod,
Hopkins L. Turney, Joseph R. Underwood,
Harvey M. Watters'on, John B. Weller, James
W. Williams.

Carried to the Senate for its concurrence, the

bill eoiitiriued to receive there ;i determined op-

position from a considerable minority. Mr. Cal-

houn said

:

' He believed no government on earth leaned
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more than ours towards all the corrnptionH of
an enormous pension list. Not even the aris-

tocratic government of Great Britain has a
stronger tendency to it than this government.
This is no new thing. Tt was foreseen from
the beginning, and the great struggle then was,
ti keep out the entering wedge. lie recollected

very •.veil when he was at the head of the
War DepartMient, and the military pension bill

passed, that while it was under debate, it was
urged as a very small matter—only an appro-
priation of something like $150,000 to poor and
meritorious soldiers of the llcvolutiou, w^lo
would not long remain a burden on the Treas-
ury, Small as the sum was, and indisputable

as were the merits of the claimants, it was with
great difficulty the bill passed. Why was this

difficulty—this hesitation on such an apparent-
ly irresistible claim ? Because it was wisely
argued, and with a spirit of prophecy since ful-

filled, that it would prove an entering wedge,
which, once admitted, would soon rend the pil-

lar of democracy. And what has been the re-

sult of that trifling grant ? It is to be found
in the enormous pension list of this govern-
ment at the present day.

" He asked to have any part of the Consti-
tution pointed out in which there was authori-
ty for making such an appropriation as this.

If the authority exists in the Constitution at

all, it exists to a much greater extent than has
yet been acted upon, and it is time to have the
fact known. If the Constitution authorizes
Congress to make such an appropriation as this

for a President of the United States, it surely
authorizes it to make an appropriation of like

nature for a doorkeeper of the Senate of the
United States, or for any other officer of the
government. There can be no distinction

drawn. Pass this act, and the precedent is

established for the family of every civil officer

in the government to be placed on the pension
list. Is not this the consummation of the ten-

dency so long combated ? But the struggle is

in vain—there is not, he would repeat, a gov-
ernment on the face of the earth, in which there
is such a tendency to all the corruptions of an
aristocratic pension list as there is in this."

Mr. Woodbury said

:

" This was the first instance within his (Mr.
W.'s) knowledge, of an application to pension a
civil officer being likely to succeed ; and a dan-
gerous innovation, he felt convinced, it would
prove. Any civil officer, by the mere act of
taking possession of his office for a month,
ought to get his salary for a year, on the rea-

soning adopted by the senator from Delaware,
though only performing a month's service. If

that csii 06 shown to un right, he (Mr. W^.)
would go for this, and all bills of the kind.

But it must first be ohown satisfactorily. If

this lady was really poor, there would be some
plea for sympathy, at least. But be could

point to hundreds who have that claim, and not
on account of civil, but military service, who
yet have obtained no such grant, and never
will. He could point to others in the civil ser-

vice, who had gone to great expense in taking

possession of office and then died, but no claim

of this kind was encouraged, though tlieir

widows were left in most abject poverty, All

analogy in civil cases was against going beyond
the death of the incumbent in allowing either

salary or gratuity."

Mr. Pierce said

:

" Without any feelings adverse to this claim,

political or othenvise, ho protested against any
legislation based upon our si/Dipathies—ho pro-

tested against the power and dominion of that
' inward arbiter,'' which in private life was al-

most sure to lead us right ; but, as public men,

and as the dispensers of other men's means-
other men's contributions—was quite as sure

to load us wrong. It made a vast difference

whether we paid the money from our own
pockets, or drew it from the pockets of our con-

stituents. He knew his weakness on this point,

'personally, but it would be his steady purpose,

in spite of taunts and unworthy imputations, to

escape from it, as the representative of others.

But he was departing from the object which in-

duced him, for a moment, to trespass upon the

patience of the Senate. This claim did not

come from the family. No gentleman under-

stood on what ground it was placed. The indi-

gence of the family had not even been urged

:

he believed they were not only in easy circum-

stances, but affluent. It was not for loss of

limb, property, or life, in the military service.

If for any thing legitimate, in any sense, or by
any construction, it was for the civil services

of the husband ; and, in this respect, was a

broad and dangerous precedent.

In saying that the claim did not come from the

family of General Harrison, Mr. Pierce spoke

the words which all knew to be true. Where
thou did it come from ? It came, as was well

known at the time, from persons who had ad-

vanced moneys to the amount of about $22,000,

for the purposes mentioned in the bill ; and who

had a claim upon the estate to that amount.

Mr. Benton moved to recommit the bill with

instructions to prefix a preamble, or insert an

amendment showing upon what ground the

grant was motived. The bill itself showed no

grounds for the grant. It was, on its face, a

simple legislative donation of money to a lady,

describing her as the widow of the late Presi-

dent ; but in no way connecting either herself,

or her deceased husband, with any act or fact

as the alleged ground of the grant. The grant

i
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grant. The grant

is without consideration: the doneo is merely

dcscrited, to prevent the donation from going to

a wrong person. It was to go to Mrs. Harri-

son. What Mrs. Harrison ? Why, the widow

of the late President Harrison. This was de-

scriptive, and sufficiently descriptive ; for it

would carry the money to the right person.

But why carry it ? That was the question

which the bill had not answered ; for there is

nothing in the mere fact of being the widow of

a President which could entitle the widow to a

sum of public money. This wa.s felt by the re-

porter of the bill, and endeavored to be sup-

plied by an explanation, that it v.-as not a

"grant" but an "indemnity ;" »nd an indem-

nity for " actual expenses incurred when he was

a candidate for the presidency ; " and for ex-

penses incurred after his "arrival at the seat

of government;" and as "some provision for

his family ; " and because he was " poor."

Now why not put these reasons into the bill ?

Was the omission oversight, or design ? If

oversight, it should be corrected ; if design, it

should be thwarted. The law should be com-

plete in itself. It cannot be helped out by a

member's speech. It was not oversight which

caused the omission. The member who re-

ported the bill is not a man to commit over-

sights. It was design ! and because such rea-

sons could not be put on the face of the bill

!

could not be voted upon by yeas and nays ! and

therefore must be left blank, that every member

may vote upon what reasons he pleases, with-

out being committed to any. This is not the

way to legislate ; and, therefore, the author of

this View moved the re-commitment, with in-

stnictions to put a reason on the face of the bill

itself, either in the shape of a preamble, or of an

amendment—leaving the selection of the rea-

sons to the friends of the bill, who constituted

the committee to which it would be sent. Mr.

Calhoun supported the motion for re-commit-

ment, and said

:

"Is it an unreasonable request to ask the
committee for a specific report of the grounds
on which they have recommended this appropri-
ation 1 No ; and the gentlemen know it is not
unreasonable ; but they will oppose it not on
that account ; they will oppose it because they
know such a repoit would defeat their bill. It
could not be sustained in the face of their own
report. Not that there would be no ground as-
sumed, but because those who now support the

bill do so on grounds as different as any possibly

can be ; and, if the committee was fastened down
to one ground, those who support the others
would desert the standard."

The vote was taken on the question, and ne-

gatived. The yeas were : Messrs. Allen, Ben-

ton, Calhoun, Clay of Alabama, Fulton, King

of Alabama, Linn, McRoberts, Pierce, Sevier,

Smith of Connecticut, Tappan, Williams of

Maine, Woodbury, Wright, Young of Illinois.

To the argument founded on the alleged poverty

of General Harrison, Mr. Benton replied

:

" Look at the case of Mr. Jefferson, a man
than whom no one that ever existed on God's
earth were the human family more indebted to.

His furniture and his estate were sold to satisfy

his creditors. His posterity was driven from
house and home, and his bones now lay in soil

owned by a stranger. His family are scattered

;

some of his descendants are married in foreign

lands. Look at Monroe—the amiable; the pa-
triotic Monroe, whose services were revolution-

ary, whose blood was spilt in the war of Inde-

pendence, whose life was worn out in civil ser-

vice, and whose estate has been sold for debt,

his family scattered, and his daughter buried in

a foreign land. Look at Madison, the model of

every virtue, public or private, and he would
only mention in connection with this subject,

his love of order, his economy, and his sys-

tematic regularity in all his habits of business.

He, when his term of eight years had expired,

sent a letter to a gentleman (a son of whom is

now upon this floor) [Mr. Preston], enclosing

a note for five thousand dollars, which he re-

quested him to endorse, and raise the money in

Virginia, so as to enable him to leave this city,

and return to his modest retreat—his patrimo-
nial inheritance—in that State. General Jackson
drew upon the consignee of his cotton crop in

New Orleans for six thousand dollars to enable

him to leave the seat of government without
leaving creditors behind him. These were
honored leaders of the republican party. They
had ail been Presidents. They had made great

sacrifices, and left the presidency deeply embar-
rassed ; and yet the republican party who had
the power and the strongest disposition to re-

lieve their necessities, felt they had no right to

do so by appropriating money from the public

Treasury. Democracy would not do this. It

was left for the era of federal rule and federal

supremacy—who are now rushing the country

with steam power into all the abuses and cor-

ruptions of a monarchy, with its pensioned

aristocracy—and to entail upon the country a
civil pension list.

" To the argument founded on the expense of

removing to the seat of government, Mr. Ben-
ton replied that there was something in it, and
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if the bill w«« limited to iiKlomnity for that ex-
pense, and a rule given to go by in all cases, it

might find claims to a seridus consideration.
Such a bill would have princi]<!o and reason in

it—the same principle and the same reason
which allows mileage to a meniljcr going to and
returning from Congress. The uien!l)er was
supposed during that time to be in tlic public
service (he was certainly out of his own ser-

vice) : he was at expense : and for these reasons
he was allowed a compensation for his journeys.
But, it was by a uniform rule, applicable to all

members, and the same at each session. The
same reason and principle with foreign mi-
nisters. They received an out-fit before thy
left homo, and an in-fit to return upon. A
quarter's salary, was the in-flt : the out-fit was
a year's salary, because it included the expen;
of setting up a house after the minister arrived at

his post. The President finds a furniniied hon^e
on his arrival at the seat of government, so that
the principle and reason of the case would not
give to him, as to a minister to a foreign court, a
full year's salary. The in-fit would be the proper
measure; and that rule applied to tho coming of
the President elect, and to his goiiif: when he
retires, wo\dd give him ^G,250 en cat'Ai occasion.

For such an allowance he felt ixifuctly clear

that he could vote as an act )l justice ; and
nearly as clear that he could do it constitution-

ally. But it would have to be for a general and
permanent act."

The bill was passed by a bare quorum, 28

aflBrmatives out of 52. The negatives were 16

:

so that 18 senators—being a greater number

than voted against the bill—were either absi nt,

or avoided the vote. The absentees were con-

sidered mostly of that class who were willing

to see the bill pass, but not able to vote for

it themselves. The yeas and nays v era :

Yeas—Messrs. Barrow, Bates, Bayard, Ber-
rien, Buchanan, Choate, Clay ofKentucky, Clay-
ton, Dixon, Evans, Graham, Huntington, Man-
gum, Merrick, Miller, Morchcad, Phelps, Porter.
Prentiss, Preston, Rives, Simmons, Smith of
Indiana, So'.ithard, Tallmadge, Walker, White,
Woodbridge.
Nays—Messrs. Allen, Benton. Calhoun, Clay

of Alabama, Fulton, King, Linn, McRoberts,
Nicholson, Sevier, Smith of Connecticut, Sur-
geon, Tappan, Williams, ^7oodbury, Wright.
Young.

It was strenuously opposed by the stanch

members of the democratic party, and elabo-

rately resisted in a speech from the writer of

this View—of which an extract is triven in the

next chapter.

CHAPTEK LXXI.

MRH. HARRIBON'S BILL: SPKKt r OF MR. BENTON
EXTRACTS.

Mil. Benton said he wan opposed to this bill—

opp'd to it 'in high constitutional groiUK:

and upon (?ron:uis of high national policy—and

. ul(' T-- aUil'er it to be carried through tlic

Senate without making the resistance to it

which ought to be made against a new, dan-

gerous, and unconstitutional measure.

It was a bill to make a grant of money—
twenty-five thousand doUuiti— ut of the com-

mon Treasury to tne widow of a gentleman who

had died in a civil oflice, that of President of the

United States ; and was the commencement of

that system of civil pensions, and support for

families, which, in the language of Mr. Jefferson,

has divided England, and other European coun-

tries into two classes—the tax payors and the

tax consumers—and which sends the laboring

man supperless to bed.

It is a new case—the first of thv) kind upon

our statute book—and should have been accom-

panied by a report fr in a committee, or pre-

ceded by a preamble to the bill, or interjected

with a declaration, showing the reason for which

this grant is made. It is a new case, and should

have carried its justification along with it. lint

nothing of this is done. There is no rei.nrt

from a committee—from the two coi> ittocs in

fact—wliich sat upon the case. There is no

preamble to it, setting forth the reason for the

grant. There is no < laration in the body of

til 'ill, sh ring the son why *'iis money is

voted to this lad} 1 1 is simply a bill granting

to Mrs. Harrison, uidow of William H. Harri-

son, ' 'e (resident of the United Stat • the surc

of $25j000. Now, all this is wrong, and con-

trary to parliamentary practice. Reason telL

us there should be a n ( > t from a committi

in such a case. fa( f '^ have reports evrr

day in every case. n: how incor.sidc

which even pays sm; um of money t' >

individual. It is nir da^'^ practice, and

two committees have shrunk from that piaoi

in this new and importuit case. They woulu

not make a report, though urged to do it. I

speak advisedly, for I was of the committee, anii
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know wliat was done. No report could bo ob-

tiiiiieil i
'^n<l *vhy ? liccauso it was dlfflcult, if

not impossible, for any committee to agreo upon

a rcaHon whicli wmild satiHfy tlic constitution,

and satisfy public policy, for making thin grant.

Oontlenicn could agree to give the money—they

could agreo to vote—but they could not agree

upon the reason which was to be Ufl upon the

record as a justitli tion for the gift and the vote.

Being no report, tin necessity l)cc:une apparent

for a preamble ; but we have none «f that. And,

worse than '', in the absence of report and pre-

amble, the bill itself is silent on the motive of

the grant. It di>es not contain the usual clause

in money bills to individuals, stating, in a fen

words for what reason the grant or payment is

made. All this is wron|x . arid I point it out

now, both as an aif^mnent against the bill, and

as a reason for having it recommitted, and re-

turned with a report, or a preamble, or a de-

claratory clause.

Wo were told at the last session that a new

set of books were to be opened—that the new

administration would close up the old books,

and open new ones ; und truly w Ind it to bo

tlie case. New books of dl kinds are opened,

OS foreign to the constitution and policy of the

country, as the} are to the former practice of

the government, .md to the late professions of

these new patriots. Many now b< oks are open-

ed, scnio by executJu: and . -y legislative

autl. , y; and among them t,,i portentous

vol'ime of civil pcnsi'"^ and national recom-

penses, for the Buj' l n; fair Hies. Military

iionsions wo have ..vays h- nd y -ire

founded upon a principlo .vhich t. linr can un-

derstand, the tongue can toll, the c tution

can recognize, and p^ lie polic} can api.iove.

Thi ire founden ipou the principle of personal

danj; r and sufr€rin<r in the cause of the country

—upon the loss of I fo or limb in wai This is

r isonable. The man who goes forth, in his

CO itry's cause, to hv shot at for seven dollars

a ith, i>r lor rty dollars a month, or even

111 or two hundred, and gets his head or his

liiTii knocked off, is in a very different case

ft him who .serves the same country at a

desk or a table, with a quill or aboe' in his

hand, who ma} quit ''is place when he sees the

eiiviiiy comnig

;

cept in his trar

and hixa uu occaoioii lUjdie ex-

11 and peaceful bed. The case

of the two classes is wholly different, and thni

far the laws of ""r country have recognized and

maintained tlu ifferencc. Military pensions

have l)een grati from the foundation of the

government—ci^ I pensions, never ; and now,

for the flrsl time, the attempt is to be made to

grant them. A grant of money is to be made

to the widow of a gentleman who has not been

in the army for near thirty years—who has,

since that time, been much employed in civil

service, and has lately died in a civil ollice. A
pension, or a grant of a gross Kum< of money,

under .such circumstances, is a new prnccuding

under our government, and which finds no war-

rant in the constitution, and is utterly con-

demned by high considerations of public policy.

The federal constitution differs in its nature

—and differs fundamentally from those of tho

States. The States, being original sovereignties,

may do what they are not prohibited from do-

in^^ ; the federal government, being derivative,

and carv out of the States, is like a a)rpora-

tion, the . icature of the act which creates it,

and can only do what it can show a grant for

doing. Now the moneyed power of the federal

government is contained in a grant from the

States, and that grant authorizes money to be

, iscd either by loans, duties or taxes, for the pur-

pose of paying the debts, supporting the govern-

ment, and providing for the common defence of

the Union. These are the objects to which mo-

ney may be applied, and this grant to Mrs. Har-

rison can come within neither of them.

But, gentlemen say this is no pension—it is

not an annual payment, but a payment in hand.

I say so, too, and that it is so much the more

objectionable on that account. A pension must

have some rule to go by—so much a month

—

and generally a small sum, the highest on our

pension roll being thirty dollars—and it termi-

nat( na reasonable time, usual!/ f y;)ir8,

and at iriosl for life. A pension granted to
'^''

Harr on this principle, could amount > .„>

great lU—to a mere fraction, at most, of these

( wentJ -five thousand dollars. It is not a pen-

sion, then, nt a gift—a gratuity—a large pres-

ent—a nation.*, recompense and the more ob-

jcctiouable for being so. Ni ther our constitu-

tion, nor the geniur ir g jvernment, admits

of.s. "n benefactions. I". V.nal recompenses are

high ovvards, nd rcq cxitress powers to
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grant them in every limited government. The
French Consular Constitution of the year 1790,
authorized such recompenses; ours does not,

_

»nd it has not yet been attempted, even in mili-

Uiy cases. We have not yet voted a fortune to

an officer's or a soldier's family, to lift them
from poverty to wealth. These recompenses
are worse than iMjnsions : they are equally un-
founded i'' the constitution, more incapable of

being governed by any rule, ai.l more suscej)-

tible of great and dangerous abuse. We have
no rule to go by in fixing the amount. Every
one goes by feeling—by his personal or |)olitical

feeling—or by a cry got up at home, and sent

hero to act upon him. Ilenco tiic diversity of

the opinions as to the proper sum to be givin.

Some gentlemen are for the amount in the bill
j

some are for double that amount ; and some are

for nothing. This diversity itself is an ; 'ii-

ment against the measure. It shows that it has
no natural foundation—nothing to rest upon—
nothing to go by ; no rule, no measure, no stand-

ard, by which to compute or comjjare it It is

all guess-work—the work of the passions or
policy—ol faction or of party.

By our constitution, the persons who fill

offices are to receive a compensation for their

services; and, i many cases, this compensation
is neither to be increased nor diminished during
the period for which the person shall have been
elected

; and in some there is a prohibition

against receiving presents either from foreign

States, or from the United States, or from the
States of the Union. The office of President

comes under all these restrictions, and shows
how jealous the framcrs of the constitution were,

of any moneyed influence being brought to bear
upon the Chief Magistrate of the Union. All

these limitations are for obvious and wise rea-

sons. The President's salary is not to be di-

mmished during the time for which he was
elected, lest his enemies, if they get the upper
hand of him in Congress, should deprive him of

his support, and starve him out of office. It is

not to be increased, lest his friends, if they get

the upper hand, should enrich him at the public

expense; and he is not to receive "a?;y other

emolument,^^ lest the provision against an in-

crease of salary should be evaded by the grant
of gross r-ims. These arc the constitutional pro-

visions ; 1 1 to what eflect are they, if the sums

can be granted to the officer's family, which
cannot be granted to himself7—if his widow—
his wife—his children can receive what he can-

not? In this case, the term for which General
Harrison was elected, is not out. It has not
expired

; and Congress cannot touch Iih salary

or bestow upon bun or his, any emolument with-

out a bt^>ach of the constitution.

It is in vain to look to general clauses of the

constitution. Besides the general spii it of tlio

instrument, there is a specific clause upon the
subject of he President's salary and emolH-
ments. ' forbids him any conifwusation, ex-

cept at ptated times, for servici.s rendered; it

forbids increa.se or diminution; and it forbid-

all emoluinont. To give sniury or emolument
to his family, is iv mere eva.sion of tliis clause.

His family is himself—so far as property is con-

cerned, a man's family is himself. And many
persons would prefer to liave money or property
conveyed to his family, or some member of it

because it would then receive the destination

which his will M'ould give it, and would be free

from the claims or contingencies to which his own
property—that in his own name—would be sub-
ject. There is nothing in the constitution to war-
rant f

'
IS proceeding, and there is nuich in it to

condomn it. It is condemmd by all the clauses

which relate to the levy, and ho application of

money
; and it is specially condemned by the

precise clause which regului s the compensation
of the President, and which clause would control

any other part of the constitution which might
come in confiict with it. Condemned upon the

constitutional test, how stands this bill on the

question of policy and expediency ? It is con-

demned—utterly condemned, and reprobated,

upon that test ! The view which I have already

presented of the difference between military and
naval services (and I always include the naval

when I speak of the military) shows that the

former are proper subjects for pensions-the
latter not. The very nature of the service

makes the difference. Differing in principle, as

the military and civil pensions do, they diiA r

quite as much when you come to details and
undertake to administer the two classes of re-

wards. The military has something to go by-
some limit to it—and provides for classes of in-

dividuals—not for families or for individuals-

one by one. Though subject to great abuse, yet
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the military pensionB have Homp limit—dome

boundnry—to their amount placed ujiou them.

Th(<7 are limited at least to the amount of ar-

mies and the number of waiH. Our armies arc

Hinall, and our wars few and far between. Wo
have had but two with a civilized power in wixty

years. Our navy, also, is limited ; and compared

to the mass of the popuIa( ion, the army and navy

must be always small. Confined to their proper

subjects, and military and naval pensions have

limits and bourn I ies which confine them within

some bounds ; uiul then the law is the same for

all persons of the same rank. The military and

naval iionsioners are not provided for individu-

ally, and therefore do not become a subject of

favoritism, of parly, or of faction. Not so with

civil pensions. There is no limit upon them.

They may ap[)ly to the family of every person

civilly employed—that is, to almost every body

—and this without intermission of time ; for

civil services go on in peace und war, and the

claims for t iiem will bo eternal when once begun.

Then apain civil pensions and grants of money

are given individually, and not by classes, and

every case is governed by the feeling of the mo-

ment, and the predominance of the party to

which the individual belonged. Every case is

the sport of party, of faction, of favoritism ; and

of feelings excited and got up for the occasion.

Thus it is in England, and thus it will be here.

The English civil pension list is dreadful, both

for the amount paid, and the nature of the ser-

vices rewarded ; but it required centuries for

England to ripen her system. Are we to begin

it in the first half century of our existence ?

and begin it witli< mt rule or principle to go by ?

Every thing to l<v left to impulse and favor—by
the politics of the individual, his party aflBnities,

and the political complexion of the party in

power.

Gentlemen refuse to commit themselves on

the record ; but they have reasons ; and we have

heard enough, here and elsewhere, to have a

glimpse of what they are. First, poverty : as if

til was any reason for voting a fortune to a

family, even if it was true ! If it was a reason,

one half of the community might be packed

upon the backs of the other. Most of our pub-

lic men die poor ; many of them use up their

patrimonial inheritances in the public service

;

yet, until now, the reparation of ruined fortune

has not been attempted out of the public Treas-

ury. Poverty would not do, if it was tni«,

but h'te it is not true : the lady in question has

a fine estate, and c'!rtainly has not applied for

thi(< money. No peMtion of hers is hero ! No
letter, even, that wo have heard of ! So far aa

wo know, she ia ignorant of the proceeding I

Certain it is, she has net applied for this grant,

cither on the score of po erty, or any thing else.

Next, election expenses are montiunod ; but

that would seem to be a burlesque upon the

chaiHCtcr of our republican institutions. Cer-

tainly at candidate for the p'eHidency ought to

electioneer for it—spend monev for it—and if ho

did, the public Treasury ought not to indemnify

him. Travelling expen.ses comin^i; on to the seat

of government, are next inentiou>3d ; but these

could be but a trifle, even if the President elect

came at his own expense. But we know to

the contrary. Wo know that 11 lo contest is

for the honor of bringing him ; that convey-

ances and entertainments are prepared ; and

that friends dispute for precedence in the race

of lifting and helping along, and ministcing to

every want of the man who is so soon to iie the

dispenser of honor and fortune in the shape of

office and contracts. Such a man cannot trtvel

at his own expense. Finally, the fire in the

roof of the west wing of the North Bend man-

sion has been mentioned ; but Jackson had the

whole Hermitage burnt to the ground when he

was President, and would have scorned a gift

from the public Treasury to rebuild it. Such

are the reasons mentioned in debate, or else-

where, for this grant. Their futility is apparent

on their face, and is proved by the unwillingness

of gentlemen to state them in a report, or a pre-

amble, or in the body of the bill itself.

CHAPTER LXXII.

ABUSE OF THE NAVAL PENSION SYSTEM

:

ATTEMPT TO COEEECT IT.

VAIN

The annual bill for these pensions being on its

passape, ni' attempt was made to correct the

abuse introduced by the act of 1837. That act

had done four thincrs :—1. It had carried back

the commencement of invalid naval pensions to

the time of receiving the inability, instead of

the time of completing the proof. 2, It ex-

ll-'^
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tended the pensions for denth to all cases of

death, whether incurred in the line of duty or

not. 3. It extended the widows' pensions for

life, when five years had been the law both in

the army and the navy. 4. It pensioned chil-

dren until twenty-one years of age, thereby

adopting the English pension system. The Ef-

fects of these changes were to absorb and bank-

rupt the navy pension fund—a meritorious fund

created out of the government share of prize

money, relinquished for that purpose ;—and to

throw the pensions, (he previous as well as the

future, upon the public treasury—where it was
never intended they were to be. This act, so

novel in its character—so plundering in its ef-

fects—and introducing such fatal principles into

the naval pension system, and which it has

been found so difficult to got rid of—was one

of the deplorable instances of midnight legisla-

tion, on the last night of the session ; when, in

the absence of many, the haste of all, the sleep-

iness of some, and a pervading inattention, an

enterprising member can get almost any thing

passed through—and especially as an amend-
ment. It was at a time like this that this pen-

sion act was passed, the night of March 3d,

1837—its false and deceptive title {-^ An actfur
the more equitable administration of the Navy
Pension Fund) being probably as much of it

as was heard by the few members who heard

any thing about it ; and the word " equitable,"

so untruly and deceptiously inserted, probably

the only part of it which lodged on their minds.

And in that way was passed an act which in-

stantly pillaged a sacred h. id of one million

two hundred thousand dollars—which has

thrown tlie naval pensioners upon the Treas-

ury, instead of the old navy pension fund, for

their support—which introduced the English

pension system—which was so hard to repeal

;

and which has still all its burdens on our

finances, and some of its principles in our laws.

It is instructive to learn the history of such

legislation, and to sec its power (a power inhe-

rent in the very nature of an abuse, and the

greater in proportion to the greatness of the

abuse) to resist correction : and with this view

the brief debate on an iuefi'ectual attempt in the

Senate to repeal the act of tliis session is here

given—iMr, Reuel Williams, of iMaine, having the

honor to commence the movement.

"The naval pension appropriation bill being

under consideration, Mr. Williams offered an
amendment, providing for the repeal of the act
of 1837 5 and went at some length into the rea-
sons in favor of the adoption of the amendment.
He said all admitted the injurious tendency of
the act of 1837, by which the fund which had
been provided by the bravery of our gallant
sailors for the relief of the widows and orphans
of those who had been killed in battle, or had
died from woimds which had been received
while in the line of their duty, had been utter-
ly exhausted ; and his amendment went to the
repeal of that law."

" Mr, Mangum hoped the amendment would
not be adopted—that the system would be al-

lowed to remain as it was until the next ses-

sion. It was a subject of great complexity, and
if this amendment passed it would be equivalent
to the repeal of all the naval pension acts."

^
"Mr. Williams understood the senator from

North Carolina as saying, that if they passed
thisjimendment, and thus repealed tne act of

1837, they repeal all acts which grant a pension
for disability."

" Mr. Mangum had said, if they repealed the
law of '37, they would cut off every widow and
orphan now on the pension list, and leave none
except the seamen, officers, and marines, enti-

tled to pensions under the act of 1800."
"Mr. W11.LIAMS said the senator was entirely

mistaken ; and read the law of 1813, which was
still in fuU force, and could not be allected by
the repei'.l of the law of 1837. The law of 1.813

gives a pension to the widows and orphans of
all who are killed in battle, or who die from
wounds received in battle ; and also gives pen-
sions to tliose who are disabled while in the
line of their duty. This law was now in force.

The additional provisions of the law of 1837,
were to carry back the pensions to the time
when the disability was incurred, and to extend
it to the widows and children of those who died,

no matter from what cause, while they were in
the naval service. Thus, if an officer or seaman
died from intoxication, or even committed sui-

cide, his widow received a pensi' n for life, and
his childien received pensions u^.til they were
twenty-one years of age.

•'Again: if officers or seamen received a
wound V. hich did not disable them, they con-
tinued in tlie service, receiving their full pay for

years. A\'hen tiiey thought proper they retired

from the service, and applied for a pension for

disability, which, by the law of 1837, they were
authorized to have carried back to the time the
disability was incurred, though they had, dur-
ing the whole series of years subsequent to re-

ceiving the disability, and prior to the applica-
tion for a pension, been receiving their full jiay

as officers or seamen. It was to pre-; cut the

continuance of such abuses, th.at the. .".(iH'ndTiici'.t

was ollered."

"Mr. Walker must vote against this amend-
ment, repealing the act of 1837, because an
amendment which had been offered by him.
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"Mr. Williams thought differently, as the

specific provision in the amendment of the sen-

ator from Mississippi, would except the cases

included in it from the operation of the repeal-

ing clause."

"Mr. Evans opposed the amendment, on the

ground that it cut off all the amendments

adopted, and brought back again the law of

1800."

The proposed amendment of Mr. Williams

was then put to the vote—and negatived—only

nineteen senators voting for it. The yeas and

nays were

:

Yeas—Messrs. Allen, Benton, Cailhoun, Clay

of Alabama, Fulton, King, Linn, McRoberts,

Mouton, Nicholson, Pierce, Sevier, Smith of

Connecticut, Sturgeon, Tappan, Williams,

Woodbury, Wright, Young—19.

Nays—Messrs. Archer, Barrow, Bates, Bay-

ard, Berrien, Choate, Clay of Kentucky, Clay-

ton, Dixon, Evans, Graham, Huntington, Keir,

Mangum, Merrick, Miller, Morehead, Phelps,

Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Simmons, Smith of

Indiana, Southard. Tallmadge, Walker, White,

Woodbridge—28.
'

It is remarkable that in this vote upon a pal-

pable and enormous abuse in the navy, there

was not a whig vote among the democracy for

correcting it, nor a democratic vote, except one,

among the negatives. A difference about a

navy—on the point of how much, and of what

kind—had always been a point of difference be-

tween the two great political parties of the

Union, which, under whatsoever names, are al-

ways the same—each preserving its identity in

principles and policy : but here the two parties

divided upon an abuse which no one could de-

ny, or defend. The excuse was to put it off to

another time, which 'S the successful way of

perpetuating abuses, as there are always in

every public assembly, as in every mass of indi-

viduals, many worthy men whose easy temper-

aments delight in temporizations ; and who arc

always willing to put off, temporarily, the re-

peal of a bad law, or even to adopt temporarily,

the enactment of a doubtful one. Mr. Williams'

proposed amendment was not one of repeal only,

but of enactment also. It repealed the act of

: 'o7, and rovived that of 1832, and coixecled

some injurious principles interjected into the

naval pension code—especially the ante-dating

of pensions, and the abuse of drawing pay and

pension at the same time. This amendment

being rejected, and some minor ones adopted,

the question came up upon one offered by Mr.

Walker—providing that all widows or children

of naval officers, seamen, or marines, now de-

ceased, and entitled to pensions under the act

of 1837, should receive the same until otherwise

directed by law ; and excludmg. all cases from

future deaths. Mr. Calhoun proposed to amend

this apiendment by striking out the substantive

part of Mr. Walker's amendment, and after pro-

viding for those now on the pension-roll under

the act of 1837, confining all future pensioners

to the acts of April 23d, 1800—January 24th,

1813—and the second section of the act of the

3d of Jlarch, 1814. In support of his motion

Mr. Calhoun spoke briefly, and pointedly, and

unanswerably ; but not quite enough so to save

his proposed amendment. It was lost by one

vote, and that the vote of the president pro tem-

pore, Mr. Southard. The substance of Mr.

Calhoun's brief speech is thus preserved In the

register of the Congress debates

:

" Mr. Calhoun said that, among the several

objections to this, there was one to which he

did hope the Senate would apply the correction.

The amendment not only kept alive the act of

1837, as to the pensioners now on the list, un-

der that act, but also kept it alive for all future

applications which might be made uiukr it, until

it should be hereafter repealed, if it ever should

be. To this he strongly objected.

" There was one point on which all were

agreed, tiiat the act in question was not only

inexpedient, but someihin/j much worse—that
it committed something like a fraud ujion the

pension fund. It is well known to the Senate

that that fund was the result of prize money
pledged to the use of meritorious officeis and

sailors who might be disabled in the service of

their country. The whole of this fund, amount-

ing to nearly a million and a half of dollai .s, was

swept away by this iniquitous act, that passed

on the third of March—the very last day of the

session—introduced and carried through by no-

body knows who, and for which nobody seems

responsible. He ventured nothing in asserting,

that if such an act was now and. r discussion

for the first time, it would not receive a single

vote with the present knowledge which the

Senate has of the subject, but, on the contrary,

would be cast from it with universal scorn and

indignation. He went furthti : it would now
be repealed with like unanimity, were it not

that many person? had bccj«. ])!ac! tho

list under the act, which was still in force,

which was fell by many to be .n sort of a pledge

to pay them until the act was formally repealed.

But why should we go further? Why should
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we keep it alive to let in those who are not yet
put upon the list ? But one answer could be
given, and tlmt one stated by the two senators
from Massachusetts, that the act partook of the
nature of a contract between the government
and the officers, sailors and marines, compre-
hended within its provisions. There might be
some semblance of reason for the few cases

which hare occurrsd since the passage of the
act ; but not the slightest as far as it relates to

that more numerous class which occurred be-
fore its passage. And yet the amendment keeps
the act open for the latter as well as the for-

mer. As strong as this objection is to the

amendment as it stands, there are otherfi not
less so.

"It introduces new and extraordinary prin-

ciples into our pension list. It gives pensions

for life—^yes, beyond—to children Tor twenty-
one years, as well as the widows of the deceased

officer, sailor or marine, who may die while in

service. It makes no distinction Letween the
death of the gallant and brave in battle, or him
who may die quietly in his ham'uock or his bed
on shore, or even him who conunits suicide.

Nor does it even distinguish between those

who have served a long rr a short time. The
widows and children of all, however short the

service, even for a single day, whatever might
be the cause of death, are entitled, under this

fraudulent act, to receive pensions, the widow
for life, and the children for twenty-one years.

To let in this undeserving class, to this un-
measured liberality of public bounty, this act is

to be kept alive for an indefinite length of time

—till the Congress may hereafter choose to re-

peal it.

'• The object of my amendment, said Mr. C,
is to correct tliis monstrous .abuse ; and, for this

purpose, h-' proposed so to modify the amend-
ment of the senator from Mississippi, as to ex-

clude all who are not now on the pension roll

from receiving pensions under the act of 1837,

and also to prevent any one from being put on
the navy pension roll hereafter under any act,

except those of April 23, 180U, January- 20, 1813,

and the second section of the act of 3(ith ^larch,

1814, These acts limit the pensions to the case

of officers, sailors and ma^:ines, being disabled in

the lino of their duty, and limit the pensions to

their widows and children to live years, even in

those meritorious cases. Mr. C. then sent his

amendment to the chair. It proposed to strike

out all after the word ' now,' and insert, ' the

pension roll, imder the act of 1837, shall receive

their pension till otherwise decided by law, but
no one shall hereafter be put on the navy pen-

sion roll, under the said act, or any other act,

cxcejit that of April 23, 1800, and the act of

January 24, 1813, and the second section of the

act of 3d March, 1814.' The question was then

taken on the amendment by a couui, and tiie

Chair annouuced the amendment was lost—ayes

20, aoet. 21. Mr. Calhoun inquired if the Chair

had voted. The Chair said he had voted with
the majority. Mr. Buchanan then said he
would offer an amendment which he had at-

tempted to get an opportunity of offering in

committee. It was to strike out the words
' until otherwise directed by law,' and insert the

words ' until the close of the next session of
Congress,' so as to limit the operations of the
bill to that period. The amendment was adopt-
ed, and the amendments to the bill were ordered
to be engrossed, and the bill ordered to a third

reading."

Mr. Pierce having been Ion? n member of the

Pension Committee had seen tiie abuses to which

our pension laws gave rise, and spoke decidedly

against their abuse—and especially in the naval

branch of the service. He said

:

" There were cases of officers receiving pay
for full disability, when in command of line-of-

battle ships. The law of 1837 gave pay to

officers from the time of their disability. He
had been long enough connected with the Pen-
sion Committee to understand something of it.

He had now in his drawer more than fifty let-

ters from officers of the army, neither begging
nor imploring, but demanding to be placed on
the same footing with the navy in regard to

pensions. He thought, on his conscience, that

the pension system of this country was the
worst on the face of the earth, and that they
could never have either an army or a navy until

there were reforms of more things than pen-
sions. He pointed to the military academj'^, ap-

pointments to which rested on the influence

that could be brought to bear by both Houses
of Congress. He had looked on that scientific

institution, from which no army ,vould ever

have a commander while A\'est Point was in the

ascendency ; and he would tell why. The prin-

ciples on which Frederick the Gicat and Napo-
leon acted were those to make soldiers—where
merit was, reward always followed, but had
they not witnessed cases of men of character,

courage, and capacity, asking, from day to day,

in vain for the humble rank of third lieutenant

in your army, who would be glad to have such
appointments ? I know (said Mr. P.) a man
who, at the battle of the niihlacuochie, had he

performed the same service under Napoleon,

would have I'cceived a />«/««. But in ours what
did he get ? Three times did that gallant fel-

low, with his arm broken and hanging at his

side, charge the Indiiuis, and drive them from

their hammocks, where they were intrenched.

The poor sergeant staid in the service until his

time expired, and that was all he got for his

gallantry and disinterestedness. Such instances

of neglect would upset any service, destroy all

eumiuliuii, and eiieek. all proper piide and ambi-

tion in subordinates. If ever they were to have

a good army or navy, they must promote merit
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in both branches of service, as every truly great

general had done, and every wise government
ought to do."

In the House of Representatives an instruc-

tive debato took place, chiefly between Mr.

Adams, and Mr. Francis Thomas, of Maryland,

in which the origin and course of the act was

somewhat traced—enough to find out that it

was passed in the Senate upon the faith of a

committee, without any discussion in the body

;

and in the House by the previous question, cut-

ting off all debate ; and so quietly and rapidly as

to escape the knowledge of the most vigilant

members—the knowledge of Mr. Adams him-

self, proverbially diligent. In the course of his

remarks he (Mr. Adams) said

:

Upwards of $1,200,000 in the year 1837,
constituting that fund, had been accumulating
for a number of years. What had become of it,

if the fund was exhausted ? It was wasted—it

was gone. And what was it gone for ? Gen-
tlemen would tell the House that it had gone to

pay those pensioners not provided for by the 8th

and 9th sections of the act which had been read

—the act of 1800; but to provide for the pay-
ment of others, their wives and children ; and
their cousins, uncles and aunts, for aught he
knew—provided for by the act of 1837. It was
gone. Now, he wished gentlemen who were so

much attached to the economies of the present
administration, to make a lit*le comparison be-

tween the condition of the fund now and its condi-

tion in 1837, when the sum of 1^1,200,000 had ac-

cumulated—from the interest of which all the
pensions designated in the act of 1800 were to

have been paid. In the space of three little years,

this fund of $1,200,000 (carrying an interest of

$70,000) was totally gone—absorbed—not a
dollar of it left. Yes : there were some State
stocks, to be sure; about $18,000 or less ; but
they were unsaleable ; and it was because they
were unsaleable that this appropriation, in part,

was wanted. How came this act of 1837 to
have passed Congress ? Because he saw, from
the ground taken by the chairman of the com-
mittee on naval affairs, that it was Congress
that had been guilty of this waste of the public
money ; the President had nothing to do with
it—the administration had nothing to do with
it. How, he iiskcd, was this law of 3 837 pass-
ed? Would the Chairman of the Committee on
Naval Affairs tell the House how it had been
passed ; by whom it had been h,'ought in and
supported ; and in what manner it had been car-
ried through both Houses of Congress ? If he
would, we ;diould then hear whether it came
from whigs ; or from economists,
and reformers."

strencher

Francis Thomas, now the Chairman of

the Committee on Naval Affairs, in answer to

Mr. Adams's inquiry, as to who were the authors

of this act of 1837, stated that

" It had been reported to the Senate by the
honorable Mr. Robinson, of Illinois, and sent to
the Committee on Naval Affairs, of which Mr.
Southard was a member, and he had reported
the bill to the Senate, by whom it had been
passed without a division. The Senate bill

coming into the House, had been referred to the
Committee on Naval Affairs, in the House. Mr.
T. read the names of this committee, among
which that of Mr. Wise was one. The bill had
been ordered to its third reading without a di-

vision, and passed by the House without amend-
ment.
"Mr. Wise explained, stating that, though

his name appeared on the naval committee, he
was not responsible for the bill. He was at that
time but nominally one of the committee—his
attention was directed elsewhere—he had other
fish to fry—and could no longer attend to the
business of that committee [of which he had
previously been an active member], being ap-
pointed on another, which occupied his time and
thoughts."

Mr. Adams, while condemning the act of 1837,

would not now refuse to pay the pensioners out

of the Treasury. He continued

:

"When the act of 1337 was before Congress,
then was the time to have inquired whether
these persons were fairly entitled to such a pen-
sion—whether Congress was bound to provide
for widows and children, and for relatives in the
seventh degree (for aught he knew). But that
was not now the inquiry. He thought that, by
looking at the journals, gentlemen would see

that the bill was passed through under the pre-
vious question, or something of that kind. He
was in the House, but he could not say how it

passed. He was not conscious of it ; and the
discussion must have been put down in the way
in which such things were usually done in this

House—by clapping the previous question upon
it. No questions were asked ; and that was the
way in which the bill passed. He did not think
he could tell the whole story ; but he thought it

very probable that there were those in this House
who could tell if they would, and who could tell

what private interests were provided for in it.

He had not been able to look quite far enough
behind the curtain to know these things, but he
knew that the bill was passed in a way quite
common since the reign of reform commenced in

squandering away the public treasure. That
he affirmed, and the Ciiairman of the Committee
on Naval Affairs would not, he thought, under-
take to coiitradict it. So much for th.at."

Mr. Adams showed that a further loss had

been sustained under this pension act of 1837,
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under the conduct of the House itself, at the

previous session, in refusing to consider a mes-

sage from the President, and in refusing to intro-

duce a resolution to show the loss which was
about to be sustained. At that time there was
a part of this naval pension fund ($1153,000)

still on hand, but it was in stocks, greatly dc-

prcc ted ; and the President sent In a report

fron- the Secretary of the Navy, that $50,000
W-ri Winted for the half-yearly payments due

ti:^ n 'St of July ; and, if not appropriated by
Congress, tho stocks must be sold for what they

would bring. On this head, he said :

" Towards the close of the last session of Con-
gress, a message was transmitted by the Presi-
dent, covering a communication from the Secre-
tary of the Navy, suggesting that an appropria-
tion of 1^50,000 was necessary to meet the pay-
ment of pensions coming due on the 1st of July
last. The message was sent on the 19th of June,
and there was in it a letter from the Secretary
of the Navy, stating that the sum of $50,000 was
required to pay pensions coming due on the then
1st of July, and that it was found impracticable
to effect a sale of the stocks belonging to the
fund, even at considerable loss, in time to meet
the payment. What did the House do with that
message ? It had no time to consider it ; and
then it was that ho had offered his resolutions.

But the House would not receive them—would
not allow them to be read. The time of pay-
ment came—and sacrifices of the stocks were
made, which were absolutely indispensable sr

long as the House would not make the pay-
ment. And that $50,000 was one of the demon-
strations and reductions from the expenditures
of 1840, about which the President and the
Secretary of the Treasury were congratulating
themselves and the country. They called for

the $50,000. They told the House that if that
sum was not appropriated, it would be necessary
to make great sacrifices. Yet the House refused
to consider the subject at all.

" He had desired a long time to say this much
to the House ; and he said it now. although a
little out of order, because he had never been
allowed to say it in order. At the last ses-

sion the House would not hear him upon any
thing ; and it was that consideration which in-

duc(!d him to otior the resolutions he had ivad,

and which gave something like a sample of
these things. He oHcred them after the very
message calling for $50,000 for this very ob-
ject, had come in. But no, it was not in order,

and there was a gentl'mart here who cried out
"luhjedl'' He (Mr. A.) was not heard by
the House, but ho had now been heard ; and
nc hopcu iiiMt wncn he ^houid aguin oiR-r Lhene

resolutions, as he wished to do, they might at
least bo allowed to go on th'; journal as a record,

to show that such propositions had been offered.

Those resolutions went utterly and entirely
against the system of purchasing State bonds
above par, and selling them fifty or sixty per
cent, below par,"

These debates are instructive, as showing in

what manner legislation can be carried on, under

the silencing process of the previous question.

Here was a bill, slipped through the House, with-

out the knowledge of its vigilant members, by
which a fund of one million two hundred thou-

sand dollars was squandered at once, and a

charge of about $100,000 per annum put upon

the Treasury to supply the place of the squan-

dered fund, to continue during the lives of the

pensioners, so far as they were widows or in-

valids, and until twenty-one years tf age, so far

as they were children. And it is remarkable

that no one took notice of the pregnant insinua-

tion of Mr. Adams, equivalent to an affirmation,

that, although he could not tell the whole story

of the passage of the act of 1837, there were

others in the House who could, if they would

;

and also could tell what private interests were

provided for.

No branch of the public service requires the

reforming and retrenching hand of Congress

more than the naval, now costing (ocean steam

mail lines included) above eighteen millions of

dollars : to be precise—$18,58G,5'17, and 41

cents ; and exclusive of the coast survey, about

$400,000 more ; and exclusive of the naval

pensions. The civil, diplomatic, and miscella-

neous branch is frightful, now amounting to

$17,255,929 and 59 cents: and the mil.tary,

also, now counting $12,571,4:96 and 64 cents

(aot including the pensions). Both these

branch ; cry aloud for retrenchment end re-

form ; b. t not equally with the naval—which

stands the 'east chance to receive it. The navy,

being a maritime establishment, has been con-

sidered a branch of service with which members

fron ae interior were supposed to have but

little acquaintance ; and, consequently, but little

right of interference. I have seen many eyes

open wide, when a member from the interior

would presume to speak upon it. By conse-

quence, it has fallen chiefly under the manage-

ment of members from the sea-coast—the tide-

water districts of the Atlantic coast : where

there is an interest in its growth, and also in

its abuses. Seven navy yards (while Great

Britain has but two) ; the constant building,
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and equally constant repairing and altering ves-

sels ; their renewed equipment ; the enlistment

and discharge of crews ; the schools and hos-

pitals ; the dry docks and wet docks ; the con-

gregation of officers ashore ; and the ample pen-

sion list: all these make an expenditure, pe-

rennial and enormous, and always increasing,

creates a powerful interest in favor of every

proposition to spend money on the navy—espe-

cially in the north-east, where the bulk of the

money goes; and an interest not confined to

tne members of Congress from those districts,

but including a powerful lobby force, supplied

with the arguments which deceive many, and

the means which seduce more. While this

management remains local, reform and retrench-

ment are not to be expected ; nor could any

member accomplish any thing without the sup-

port and countenance of an administration. Be-

sides a local interest, potential on the subject,

against reform, party spirit, or policy, opposes

the same obstacle. The navy has been, and still

is, to some degree, a party question—one pai ty

assuming to be its guardian and protector ; and

defending abuses to sustain that character. So

fur as this question goes to the degree, and kind

of a navy—whether fleets to fight battles for the

dominion of the seas, or cruisers to protect com-

merce— it is a fair question, on which parties

may differ : but as to abuse and extravagance,

there should be no difference. And yet what

but abuse—what but headlong, wilful, and irre-

sponsible extravagance, could carry up our naval

expenditure to 18 millions of dollars, in time of

peace, without a ship of the line afloat ! and

without vessels enough to perform current ser-

vice, without hiring and purchasing !

CHAPTE? J,XXIII.

HOME SQUADRON, AND AID TO PRIVATE STEAM
LINES.

Great Britain has a home squadron, and that

results from her geographical stmctun ;i- it

cluster of islands, often i!)'"a.(led. move freouentl"

threatened, and always liable to sudden descents

upon some part of her coast, resulting from her

proximity to continental Europe, and engaged

as principal or ally in almost all the wars of that

continent. A fleet for home purposes, to cruise

continually along her coasts, and to watch the

neighboring coasts of her often enemies, was,

then, a necessity of her insular position. Not

so with the United States. We are not an

island, but a continent, geographically remote

from Europe, and politically still more so—un-

connected with the wars of Europe—having but

few of our own ; having but little cause to ex-

pect descents and invasions, and but little to

fear from them, if they came. Piracy had dis-

appeared from the "West Indies twenty years

before. We had then no need for a home squad-

ron. But Great Britain had one ; and therefore

we must. That was the true reason, with the

desire for a great navy, cherished by the party

opposed to the democracy (no matter under

what name), and now dominant in all the de-

partments of the government, for the creation

of a home squadron at this session. The Secre-

tary of the Navy and the navy board recom-

mended it : Mr. Thomas Butler King, from the

Naval Committee of the House, reporte 1 a bill

for it, elaborately recommended in a most ample

report : the two Houses passed it : the Presi-

dent approved it : and thus, at this extra ses-

sion, was fastened upon the country a supernu-

merary fleet of two frigates, two sloops, two

schooners, and two armed steamers : for the

annual subsistence and repairs of which, about

nine hundred thousand dollars were appropri-

ated. This was fifteen years ago ; and the

country has yet to hear of the first want, the

first service, rendered by this domestic squad-

ron. In *he mean time, it furnishes comfortable

pay and subsistence, and commodious living

about home, to some considerable number of

officers and men.

But the ample report which was drawn up,

and of which five thousand extra copies were

printed, and the speeches delivered in its favor,

were bound to produce reasons for this new
precaution against the danger of invasion, now
to be provided after threescore years of exist-

0) ice without it, and when Ave had grown too

strong, and too well covered our maritime cities

with fortresses, to dread the descent of any
enemy. Rensnr.s vrero nof^oF.s.Try in he given,

and were ; in which the British example, of

course, was omitted. But reasons were given

(in addition to the main object of defence), as
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that it would be a school for the instruction

of the young midshipmen ; and that it would

give employment to many junior officers then

idle in the cities. With respect to the first of

these reasons it was believed bj'^ some that the

merchant service was the best school in which

a naval officer was ever trained ; and with re-

spect to the idle officers, that the true remedy

was not to create so many. The sura appro-

priated by the bill was in gross—so much for

all the different objects named in the bill, with-

out saying how much for each. This was ob-

jected to by Mr. McKay of North Carolina, as

being contrary to dem(jcratic practice, which

required specific appropriations ; also as being

a mere disguise for an increase of the navy

;

and further that it was not competent for Con-

gress to limit the employment of a navy. lie

said :

" That the bill before the committee proposed
to appropriate a gross sum to effect the object

in view, w'^ h he deemed a departure from the
wholes- 'F rule heretofore observed in making
appropriiioions. It was known to all that since

the political revolution of 1800, which placed

,the democratic party in power, the doctrine had
generally prevailed, that all our appropriations

should be specific. Now he would suggest to

the chaiiman whether it would not be better to

pursue that course in the present instance.

Here Mr. McKay enumerated the different items
of expenditure to be provided for in the bill,

and named the specific sum for each. This was
the form, he said, in which all our naval appro-
priation bills had heretofore passed. He saw
no reason for a departure from this wholesome
practice in this instance—a practice which was
the best and most effectual means of securing
the accountability of our disbursmg officers.

There was another suggestion he woiild throw
out for the consideration of the chairm"^, and
he thought it possessed some weight. Ti bill

purported to be for the establishment of a iiome

squadron, but he looked upon it as nothing more
nor less than for the increase of the navy.
Agaia, could Congress bo asked to direct the
manner in which this squadron, after it was fit-

ted out, should be employed ? It was true that
by the constitution, Congress alone was author-
ized to build and tit out a navy, but the Presi-

dent was the commander-in-chief and had alone

the power to direct how and where it sliould be
employed. The title of this bill, therefore,

should be ' a bill to increase the navy,' for it

would not be imperative on the President to em-
ploy this sq-.sailron "n our con=t=. Mr. M. -aid

he did not riso to enter into a long discussion,

but merely to suggest to the consideration of
the chairman of the committee, the propriety

of mak.iig the appropriations in the bill spe-
cific."

" Mr. Wise said that he agreed entirely with
the gentleman from North Carolina as to the
doctrine of specific appropriations ; and if he
supposed that this bill violated that salutary
principle he should be willing to amend it.

But it did not ; it declared a specific object, for

which the money was given. lie did not ,«ee

the neces.'<ity of going into all the items which
made up the sum. That Congress had no
power to ordain that a portion of the navy
should be always retained upon the coast as a
home squadron, was to him a new doctrine.

The bill did not say that these vessels should
never be sent any where else."

" Mr. McKay insisted on the ground he had
taken, and went into a very handsome eulogy
on the principle of specific appropriations of the
public money, as giving to the people the only
security they had for the proper and the eco-

nomical use of their money ; but this, by the
present shape of the bill, they would entirely be

deprivedof. The bill might be modified with
the utmost ease, but he should move no amend-
ments."

Mr. Thomas Butler King, the reporter of the

bill, entered largely into its support, and niatie

some comparative statements to show that

much money had been expended heretofore on

the navy with very inadequate, results in get-

ting guns afloat, going as high as eight millions

of dollars in a year and floating but five hun-

dred and fifty guns ; and claimed an improve-

ment now, as, for seven millions and a third

they would float one thousand and seventy

guns. Mr. King then said :

"He had heard much about the abuse and
misapplication of moneys appropriated for the

navy, and he believed it all to be true. To
illustrate the truth of the charge, he would re-

fer to the table already quoted, showing on one

hand the appropriations made, and on the other

the results thereby obtained. In 1800 there

had been an appropriation of ^2,704,148, and
we had then 870 guns afloat ; while in 1830,

with an appropriation of $7,011,055, we had
but 462 guns afloat. In 1841, with an appro-

priation of a little over three millions, wo haci

830 guns afloat ; and in 1838, with an appro-

priation of over eight millions, we had but 554

guns afloat. These facts were sufficient to show
how enormous must have been the abuses some-

where."

Mr. King also gave a statement of the French

and British navies, and showed their great

strength, in order to encourage our own build-

ing of a great navy to be able to cope with

them on the ocean. He
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"Alluflefl to the chanp;c which had manifest-

ed itself in the naval policy of Great Britain, in

regard to a substitution of steam power for or-

dinary ships of war. He stated the enumera-

tion of the British fleet, in 1840, to be as fol-

lows : ships of the line, 105 ; vessels of a lower

grade, in ail, 403 ; and war steamers, 87. The
number of steamers had since tlien been stated

'at 300. The French navy, hi 1840, consisted

of 23 ships of the line, 180 lesser vessels, and 36

steamers ; besides which, there had been, at

that time, eight more s>, amers on the stocks.

These vessels could be ,iropcllcd by steam
ncross the Atlantic in twelve or fourteen days.

Wiiat would be the condition of the lives and
property of our people, if encountered by a

force of this description, without a gun to de-

fend themselves ?
"

Lines of railroad, with their steam-cars, had

not, at that time, taken such extension and

multiplication as to be taken into the account

for national defence. Now troops can come

from the geographical centre of Missouri in

about sixty hours (summoned by the electric

telegraph in a few minutes), and arrive at al-

most any point on the Atlantic coast ; and from

all the intermediate States in a proportionately

less time. Tlie railroad, and the electric tele-

graph, have opened a new era in defensive war,

and especially for the United States, supersed-

ing old ideas, and depriving invasion of all

alarm. But the bill was passed—almost unan-

imously—only eight votes against it in t; °

House ; namely : Linn Boyd of Kentucky
Walter Coles of Virginia ; John G. Floyd of

New York ; William 0. Goode of Virginia
;

Cav) Johnson, Abraham McClelland, and
Hopkins L. Tm-ney of Tennessee; and John
Thompson Mason of Maryland. It passed the

Senate without yeas and nays.

A part of the report in favor of the home
squadron was also ii recommendation to extend
assistance out of the public treasury to the es-

tablishment of private lines of ocean steamers,

adapted to war purposes ; and in conformity to

it Mr. King moved this resolution

:

'^ liesolml. That the Secrwrtary of tlio Navy
is hereby directed to inquire into the expe-
diuncy of aiding individuals or comi)anics in our
establishment of lines of armed steamers be-
tween some of our principal Northern and
iS "thern ports, and to foreign ports; to adver-
t!: , for proposals for tho establishment of such
lines as he may deem most important and prac-
ticable

; and to report to this House at the next
sessi '.:> of Congress."

I

v^oL. n.—18

This resolution was adopted, and laid the

foundation fok- those annual enormous appro-

priations fcf private lines of ocean steamers

which have subjected many members of Con-

gress ta such odious imputations, and which
has taken, and is taking, so many millions of

the public money to enable individuals to break

down competition, and enrich themselves at

the public expense. It was a measure worthy

to go with the home squadron, and the worst

of the two—each a useless waste of money;
and each illustrating the diiBcultj'^, and almost

total impossibility, of getting rid of bad meas-

ures when once passed, and an interest created

for them.

CHAPTER LXXIV.

REOnAETER OP THE DISTRICT BANKS : MR. BEN-
TON'S SPEECH : EXTRACTS.

Mr. Benton then proposed the following

amendment

:

" Ari.1 be it further enacted, That each and
every of said banks be, and they are hereby,
expressly prohibited from issuing or paying
out, under any pretence whatever, any bill,

note, or other paper, designed or intended to be
used and circulated as money, of a less denomi-
V tion than five dollars, or of any denomination
is tween five nnd ten dollars, after one year
ii-om the passage of this bill ; or between ten
and twenty dollars, after two years from the
same time ; and for ,,ny violation of the pro-
visions of this section, or f,' issuing or paying
out the notes

"
' r-'ij bank in a state of suspen-

sion, its own ii. 'iufi!,^, the c.lenaing bank shall

incur all the peniil >'r y.v\ forfeitures to be pro-
vided end directed ^ y the first section of this

act for the case of supension or refusal to pay
in specie ; to be enforced in like manner as is

du-ected by that section."

Mr. Benton. The design of the amendment
is to suppress two great evils in our banking sys-

tem : the evil of small notes, and that of banks

combining to sustain each c .-'?r in a state of

tiuspension. Small notes are a curse in them-

selves to honest, respectable banks, and lead to

their embarrassment, whether issued by them-

selves or others. They go into hands of labor-

ing people, and become greatly diifused, and

give rise to panics ; and when a panic is raised

it cannot be stopped among the holders of these
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email notes. Their multitudinous holders can-

not go into the counting-room to examine

assets, and ascertain an ultimate ability. They
rush to the counter, and demand pay. They

assemble in crowds, and spread alarm. When
started, the alarm becomes contagious—makes

a run upon all banks ; and overturns the good

as well as the bad. Small notes are a curse to

all good banks. They are the cause of suspen-

sions. Wl»en the Bank of England commenced

operations, she issued no notes of a less denom-

ination than one hundred pounds sterling ; and

when the notes were paid into the Bank, they

were cancelled and destroyed. But in the

course of one hundred and three years, she

worked down from one hinidred pound notes

to one pound notes. And when did they com-

mence reducing the amount of their notes?

During the administration of Sir Robert Wal-

pole. When the notes got down to one jiound,

specie wps driven from circulation, and went to

Fmnce and Holland, and a sutpension of six

and twenty years followed.

They are a curse to all good banks in another

way : they banish gold and silver from the

country : and when that is banished the foun-

dation which supports the bank is removed

:

and the bank itself must come tumbling down.

While there is gold and silver in the country

—

in common circulation—banks will be but little

called upon for it : and if pressed can get assist-

ance from their customers. But when it is

banished the country, they alone are called

upon, and get no help if hard run. All good

banks should be against small notes on their

own account-

These small notes are a curse to the public.

They are the great source of counterfeiting.

Look at any price current, and behold the cata-

logue of the counterfeits. They are almost all

on the small denominations—under twenty dol-

lars. And this counterfeiting, besides being a

crime in itself, leads to crimes—to a general

demoralization in passing them. Holders can-

. It alibrd to lose them : they cannot trace out

th«. person from whom they got them. They

gave ^lue for them ; and pass them to some-

body— ^ nerally the most meritorious and 'east

able to bear the loss—the day-laborer. Final-
i

ly, they stop in somebody's hands—generally

in the hands of a working man or woman.

Why are banks 8o fond of issuing these small

notes ? Why, in the first place, banks of high

character are against them : it is only the pred-

atory class that are for them: and, unfortu-

nately, they arc a numerous progeny. It is in

vain they say they issue them for public ac-

commodation. The public would be much bet-

ter accommodated with silver dollars, gold dol-

lars—with half, whole, double, and quarter

eagles—whereof they would have enough if

these predatory notes were suppressed. No!

they arc issued for profit—for dishonest profit

—for the shameful and criminal purpose of get-

ting something for nothing. It is for the wear

and tear of these little pilfering messenf,ers!

for their loss in the hands of somebody ! which

loss is the banker's gain ! the gain of a day's or

a week's work from a poor man, or woman for

nothing. Shame on such a spirit, and criminal

punishment on it besides. But although the

gains are small individually, and'in the petty lar-

ceny spirit, yet the aggreg.ite is great ; and en-

ters into the regular calculation of profit in these

paper money machines ; and counts in the end.

There is always a large per centum of these

notes outstanding—never to come back. When,

at the end of twenty-five years. Parliament re-

pealed the privilege granted to the Bank of

England to issue notes under five pounds, a

large amount were outstanding ; and though the

repeal took place more than twenty years ago,

yet every quarterly return of the Bank now

shows that millions of these notes are still out-

standing, which ai-e lost or destroyed, and never

will be presented. The Bank of England d(x;s

not now issue any note under five pounds ster-

ling: nor any other bank in England. The

large banks repulsed the privilege for them-

selves, and got it denied to all the small class.

To carry the iniquity of these pillaging little

notes to the highest point, and to make them

open swindlers, is to issue them at one place,

redeemable at another. That is to double the

cheat—to multiply the chance of losing the littlt

plunderer by sending him abroad, and to get a

chance of " shaving ' him iii if he does not go.

The statistics of crime in Great Britain show

tlmt cf all the counterfeiting of bonk bills and

paper securities in that kingdom, more is coun-

terfeited on notes imder five pounds t.^ian over,

and it is the same in this country. On whom

does the loss of these counterfeit notes fall 1 On

the poor and the ignorant—the laborer and the
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mechanic. Hence these banks inflict a double

injury on the poorer classes ; and of all the evils

of the banking system, the most revolting is its

imposing unequal burdens on that portion of the

people the least able to bear them.

Mr. B. then instanced a case in point of an

Insurance Company in St. Louis, which, in vio-

lation of law, assumed banking privileges, and

circulated to a largo extent the notes of a su.s-

pended bank. Up to Saturday night these notes

were paid out from its counter, and the working

luan and mechanics of St. Louis were paid their

week's wages in them. Well, when Monday

morning came, the Insurance Company refused

to receive one of them, and they fell at once to

dfty cents on the dollar. Thus the laborer and

the mechanic had three days of their labor an-

nihilated, or had worked three days for the ex-

clusive benefit of those who had swindled them

;

and all this by a bank having power to receive

or refuse what paper they please, and when they

please. And the Senate are now called upon to

confer th.e same privilege upon the banks of this

district.

Mr. B. said it was against the immutable prin-

ciples of justice—in opposition to God's most

holy canon, to make a thing of value to-day,

which will be of none to-morrow. You might

as well permit the dry goods merchant to call

his yard measure three yards, or the grocer to

call his quart three quarts, as to permit the

banker to call his dollar three dollars. There

is no difference in principle, though more subtle

in the manner of doing it. Money is the stand-

ard of value, as the yard, and the gallon, and

the pound weight, were the standards of meas-

ure.

When he proposed the amendment, he con-

sidered it a proper opportunity to bring before

the people of the United States the great ques-

tion, whether they should have an exclusive

paper currency or not. He wished to call their

attention to this war upon the currency of the

constitution—a war unremitting and merciless

—to establish in this country an exclusive paper

currency. This war to subvert the gold and
silver currency of the constitution, is waged by
that party who vilify your branch mints, ridicule

gold, ridicule silver. ""Q for banks .it all times

and at all places ; and go for a paper circulation

down to notes of six and a quarter cents. He
rejoiced that this question was presented in that

body, on a platform so high that every American

can see it—the question of a sound or depreciated

currency. He was gla<l to see the advocates of

banks, State and national, show their hand on

this question.

To hear these paper-money advocates celo-

brate their idols—for they really seem to wor-

ship bank notes—and the smaller and meaner

the ' I'er—one would be tempted to think that

bank ^,otes were the ancient and universal cur-

rency of the world, and that gold and silver

were a modern invention—an innovation—an

experiment—the device of some quack, who de-

served no better answer than to be called hum-
bug. To hear them discoursing of "sound

banks," and " sound circulating medium," oi»

would suppose that they considered gold and

silver unsound, and subject to disease, rotten-

ness, and death. But, why 4p they apply this

phrase " sound " to banks and their currency 1

It is a phrase never applied to any thing which

is not subject to unsoundness—to disease—to

rottenness—to death. The very phrase brings

up the idea of something subject to unsound-

ness ; and that is true of banks of circulation

and their currency : but it is not true of gold

and silver : and the phrase is never applied to

them. No one speaks of the gold or silver cur-

rency as being sound, and for the reason that no

ons ever heard of it as rotten.

Young merchants, and some old ones, think

there is no living without banks—no transact-

ing business without a paper money currency.

Have these persons ever heard of Holland, where

there are merchants dealing in tens of millions,

and all of it in gold and silver ? Have they ever

heard of Liverpool and JIanchester, where there

was no bank of circulation, not cen a branch of

the Bank of England ; and whose immense one-

rations were carried on exclusively upon gold

and the commercial bill of exchange? Have
they ever heard of France, whore the curr.'ncy

amounts to four hundred and fifty millions of

dollars, and it all hard money ? For, although

the Bank of France has notes of one hundred

and five hundred, and one thousand francs, they

are not used as currency but as convenient bills

of exchange, for remittance, or travelling. Have

they ever heard of the armic?:, and merchants,

and imperial courts of antiquity ? Were the

Roman armies paid with paper ? did the mer-

chant princes deal in paper? Was Nineveh

i»;.Si. to'
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and Babylon built on paper? Was Solomon's

temple kg built ? And yet, according to these

paper-money idolaters, wc cannot pay a hand-

ful of militia without pajxir ! cannot o| on a 'ry

goods store in a shanty without paper I cannot

build a house without paper! can.iot Imild a

village of log houses in the woi.ds, or a street of

shanties in a suburb, without a bank in their

midst ! Thi is real humbuggery ; and for

which the industrial classes—the whole work-

ing population, have to pay an enormous price.

D DCS any one calculate r he cost to the people of

banking in our country ? how many costly edi-

fices have to be built ? what an army of officers

have to be maintained ? what daily expenses

have to be incurred '} how many stockholders

must get profits ? in a word, what a vast sum a

bank lays out before it begins to make its half

yearly dividen . of four or five per centum, leav-

ing a surplus— all to come out <f the productive

classes of the people ? And after that comes

the losses by the wear and tear of small notes

—by suspensions and breakings—by expansions

and contractions — by making money scarce

when they want to buy, and plenty when
they want to sell. Wc talk of standing

armies in Europe, living on the leople : we
have an army of bank oflScers here doing the

same. Wo talk of European taxes ; the bank-

tax us here as much as kings tax their subject .

And this district is crying out for banks. U
has six, and wants them rechartered—Coni: v .j

all the time spending more hard money among
them than they can use. They had twelve

banks : and what did they have to do ? Send

to Holland, where there is not a single bank of

circulation, to borrow one million of dollars in

gold, which they got at five per centum per an-

num ; and then could not pay the interest. At
the end of the third year the interest could not

be paid ; and Congress had to pay it to save the

whole corporate effects of the city from being

sold—sold to the Dutch, because the Dutch had

no banks. And sold it would have been if Con-

gress had not put up the money : for the dis-

tress warrant was out. and ^vas to be levied in

thirty days. Then what does this city want
with banks of circulation ? She has no use for

them
J
but I only propnp.ft to m^kc them a little

safer by suppressing their small notes, and pre-

venting them from dealing in the depreciated

notes of suspended, or broken banks.

CHAPTER LXXV.

REVOLT IN CANADA: BOKDER SYMPATHY; FIRM
NESS OF Mlt. VAN BUniCN: PIIIILIO I'KAOK EN
I)A>;OFUEJ)~AND rUK9Ei:VKI):-CASE OP MO
! mi).

TuK revolt which took place in Canada in tlw

winter of 1837-'8 led to conseqiiences which

tried the Hnnness of the administration, and

also tried the action of '>ur duplicate form of

government in its relations with foreign poweio.

The revolt commenced imposingly, with a larp;

show of disjointed forces, gaining advantages at

the start; but was soon checked by the legular

local tr I jps. The French population, being the

majority of the people, were chiefly its pro-

moters, with some emigrants from I he United

States ; and when defeated they took refuge on

an island in the Niagara River on the British

side, near the Canadian coast, and were collect-

ing men and supplies from the United States to

renew the contest. From the beginning an in-

tense feeling in behalf of the insurgents mani-

fested itself all along tiio United States border,

upon a line of a thousand miles—from Vermont

to Michigan. As soon as blood began to flow

00 the Canadian side, this feeling broke out into

I'Ctd on the American side, and into organization

for the assistance of the revolting party—the

patriots, as they were called. Men assembled

« lid enrolled, formed themselves into companies

and battalions, appointed oflBcers—even gene-

rals—issued proclamations—forced the public

stores and supplied themselves with arms and

ammunition : and were certainly assembling in

sufficient numbers to have enabled the insur-

gents to make successful head against any Brit-

ish forces then in the provinces. The whole

border line was in a state of excitement and

commotion—many determined to cross over, and

assist—many more willing to see the assistance

given: the smaller part only discountenanced

the proceeding and wished to preserve the rela-

tions which the laws of the country, and the

duties of good neighborhood, required. To the

Canadian authorities these movements on the

American side were tho caur-Jo of the deepest

solicitude ; and not without reason : for the

numbers, the inflamed feeling, and the de-

termined temper of these auxiliaries, presented a

encased in th

mikdJL.
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force i"*!'' "*''''® ^^'" *^*' ('anudian i ifhoriues i

rcslHl if (lashing iij in them, and thfflcult for

their nwn govcrnmcnl o restrain. From the

first demiinslratJia, and without waiting for

any r.'qnest from the liritish minister at WaKh-

ini'ton (Mr. Fox), thi^ ['resident took the ,-

'
i

which showed his determination to have the 1; » b

of neutrality rcHpicted. A procliunat on va«

immediately issued, admoni'^hing and eomn d-

ing all oitizens to desist fi m such illen;al pro-

ceedings, !Uid threatenii.^ the gn Ity with the

utmost ]» lalties of the law. But the I'l esidenf

knew full well that it was not a case in which

a . "liiiaation, ni d a threat, were to have effl-

ca , ; and he took care to add -intcrial moans

to his wor Is. Instructions wci issued to all

the federal law offio long the border, the

V iiMials and district attorneys, t' be vigilant

in making .irrests : and many were made, and

prosecutions instituted. He called upon the

governors of the border Stnt^a to aid in sup-

piv ing the illegal movement : w'lich they did.

Ami to these he 'ded all the military and naval

resource vhi' ,, aid be collected. Major-gen-

eral Scot w < sent to the line, wit' v dis-

posable rcji lar soldier, and with y to

call on ' he p-overnors of New York and Michi-

gan for uiiliaa and volunteers : several steam-

boats were chartered on Lake Erie, placed un-

der the command of naval officers, well manned

with regular soldiers, and ordered to watch the

lake.

The fidelity, and even sternness with which

all these lawless expeditions from the United

States, were repressed and rebuked by Presi-

dent Van Buren, were shown by him in his last

communication to Congress on the subject ; in

which he said

:

" Information has been given to me, derived

from official and other sources, that many citi-

zens of the United States have associated to-

gether to make hostile incursions from our

territory into Canada, and to aid and abdt insur-

rection there, in violation of the obligations and
laws of the United States, and in open disregard

of their own duties as citizens.
" The results of these criminal assaults upon

the peace and order of a neighboring country

have been, as was to be expected, fatally de-

structive to the mir^guided or deluded persons

eniriij>ed in them, and highly injurious to those

iu whose behalf they are professed to have been
undertaken. The authorities in Canada, from
intelligence received of such intended move-

mc I' ncr our citizens, have felt themselves

obli^ I i take precautionary measures against

them ; liave actuallv embodied the ntilitia, and
assumed an attitude to repel the invasion to

which thev lielieved the colonies v '«• exposed

from the tinited States. A state c 'ing on
both sides of the frontier has ti isi pro-

duci H-hich called for protnpt an in-

terfere . If an insurrection exist auada,

the amii ;il>lo dispositions of the Ln i States

towards <Jroat Britain, as well as their duty to

themselves, would lead them to maintain a strict

neutrality, and to restrain their citizetm from all

vio' tiouB of the laws whii ii have been passed

for its enforcement. But this government re-

cognizes a st'll higher obligation to repress all

attempt.' on the part of its ritizens to disturb

the peacL of a country here order prevails, or

has been re-establishei Depn 'ations by our

citizens upo.i nations at peace )• the United
" them,

. merican

atest abhor-
itizens into

luussion of acts

cof, in order to

at, or under any

States, or combinations fo

have at nlltimrts beenr 'n

government and people wi

rencc. Military incursi(ji

countries so situated, and '

of violence on the .membi

effect a change in its govi

pretext whatever, have, from the commeicement
of our government, been held equally criminal

on the part of those engaged in them, and as

much deserving of punishiuent as would be tho

disturbance of the public peace by the perpetra-

tion of similar acts within our own territory."

By these energetic means, invasions from tho

American side were prevented ; and in a contest

with the British regulars and the local troops,

the disjointed insurgents, though numerous,

were overpowered— dispersed— subjected— or

driven out of Canada. Mr. Van Buren had dis-

charged the duties of neutrality most faithfully,

not merely in obedience to treaties and the law

of nations, but from a high conviction of what

was right and proper in itself, and necessary to

the well-being of his own country as well as

that of a neighboring power. Interruption of

friendly intercour with Great Britain, would

be an evil itseU' even if limited to such inter-

ruption: but tiie peace of the United States

might be endangered : and it was not to be

tolerated that bands of disorderly citizens should

bring on war. He had done all that the laws,

and all that a sense of right and justice required

—and successfully, to the repression of hostile

movements—and to the satisfaction of the Brit-

ish authorities. Faithfully and ably .seconded

by his Secretary of State (Mr. Forsyth), and

by his Attoi'ney-general (Mr. Gilpin), he sue-

- i<^N>-
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ceeded in preserving our neutral relations in the

most trying cireumstances to which they had
ever oeen exposed, and at large cost of personal

popularity to himse'f : for the sympathy of the

border States resented his so earnest interfer-

ence to prevent aid to the insurgents.

The whole affair was over, and happily, when
a most unexpected occurrence revived the diffi-

culty—gave it a new" turn—and made the soil

of the United States itself, the scene of inva-

sion—of bloodshed—of conflagration—and of

abduction. Some remnant of the dispersed in-

surgents had taken refuge on Navy Island, near

the Canadian shore ; and reinforced by some
Americans, were making a stand there, and
threatening a descent upon the British colonies.

Their whole number has been ascertained to

have been no more than some five hundred

—

but magnified by rumor at the time to as many
thousands. A small steamboat from the Ameri-
can side, owned by a citizen of the United States,

waa in the habit of carrying men and supplies

to this assemblage on the island. Her practices

became known to the British military authori-

ties, encamped with some thousand men at Chip-

pewa, opposite the island; and it was deter-

mined to take her in the fact, and destroy her.

It was then the last of December. A night ex-

pedition of boats was fitted out to attack this

vessel, moored to the island; but not finding

her there, the vessel was sought for in her own
waters—found moored to the American shore

;

and there attacked and destroyed. The news
of this outrage was immediately communicated
to the President, and by him made known to

Congress in a special message—accompanied by
the evidence on which the information rested,

and by a statement of the steps which the Presi-

dent had taken in consequence. The principal

evidence was from the master of the boat—her

name, the Caroline—and Schlosser, on the

American shore, her home and harbor. After

admitting that the boat had been employed in

carrying men and supplies to the assemblage on
Navy Island, his affidavit continues :

" That from this point the Caroline ran to
Schlosser, arriving there at three o'clock in the
afternoon; that, between this time and dark,
the Caroline made two trips to Navy Island,
.RTsningRs ,>o{ore. j. hat, at about six o clock in the
evening, this deponent caused the said Caroline
to be landed at Schlosser, and made fast with

chains to the dock at that place. That the crew
and officers of the Caroline numbered ten and
that, in the course of the evening, twenty-threo
individuals, all of whom were citizens of the
United States, came on board of the Caroline
and requested this deponent and other ofiBcers
of the boat to permit them to remain on board
dunng the night, as they were unable to get
lodgmgs at the tavern near by ; these requests
were acceded to, and the persons thus comineon
board retired to rest, as did also all af the crew
and officers of the Caroline, except such as were
stationed to watch during the night. That
about midnight, this deponent was informed by
one of the watch, that several boats filled with
men, were making towards the Caroline from
the river, and this deponent immediately gave
the alarm

; and before he was able to reach the
deck, the Caroline was boarded by some 70 or
80 men, all of whom were armed. That they
immediately commenced a warfare with muskets
swords, and cutlasses, upon the defenceless crew
and passengers of the Caroline, under a fierce
cry of G~d damn them, give them no quarter

;

kill every man : fire ! fire ! That the Caroline
was abandoned without resistance, and the only
effort made by either the crew or passengers
seemed to be to escape slaughter. That this

deponent narrov.-ly escaped ; having received
several wounds, none of which, however, are of
a serious character. That immediately after the
Caroline fell into the hands of the armed force

who boarded her, she was set on fire, cut loose
from the dock, was towed into the current of
the river, there abandoned, and soon after de-
scended the Niagara Falls : that this deponent
has made vigilant search after the individuals,
thirty-three in number, who are known to have
been on the Caroline at the time she was
boarded, and twenty-one only are to be found,
one of whom, to wit, Amos Durfee, of Buflalo,
was found dead upon the dock, having received
a shot from a musket, the ball of which pene-
trated the back part of the head, and came out
at the forehead. James H. King, and Captain
C. F. Harding, were seriously, though not mor-
tally wounded. Several others received slight
wounds. The twelve individuals who are miss-
ing, this deponent has no doubt, were either
murdered upon the steamboat, or found a watery
grave in the cataract of the falls. And this de-
ponent further says, that immediately after the
Carolin'e was got into the current of the stream
and abandoned, as before stated, beacon lights

were discovered upon the Canada shore, near
Chippewa; and after sufficient time had elapsed
to enable the boats to reach that shore, this de-

ponent distinctly heard loud and vocifer-us
cheering at that point. That this deponent has
no doubt that tha individuals who boarded the
Caroline, were a part of the British forces now
stationed at Chippewa."

Ample corroborative testimony confirmed tliiji

army,
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affidavit—for which, in fact, there was no neces-

sity, as the officer in command of the boats made

his ofiBcial report to his superior (Col. Mc-
Nab), to the same effect—who published it in

general orders ; and celebrated the event as an

exploit. This report varied but little from the

American in any respect, and made it worse in

others. After stating that he did not find the

Caroline at Navy Island, " as expected," he went

in search of her, and found her at Grand Island,

and moored to the shore. The report pro-

ceeds :

"I then assembled the boats off" the point of
the Island, and dropped quietly down upon the
steamer ; we were not discovered until within
twenty yard^ of her, when the sentry upon the
gangway hailed us, and asked for the counter-
sign, which I told him we would give when we
got on board ; he then fired upon us, when we
immediately boarded and found from twenty to
thirty men upon her decks, who were easily
overcome, and in two minutes she was in our
possession. As the current was running strong,
and our position close to the Falls of Niagara, I

deemed it most prudent to burn the vessel ; but
previously to setting her on fire, we took the
precaution to loose her from her moorings, and
turn her out into the stream, to prevent the
possibility of the destruction of anything like
American property. In short, all those on board
the steamer who did not resist, were quietly put
on shore, as I thought it possible there might
be some American citizens on board. Those who
assailed us, were of course dealt with according
to the usages of war.

"I beg to add, that we brought one prisoner
away, a British subject, in consequence of his ac-
knowledging that he had belonged to Buncombe's
urmy, and was on board the steamer to join
Mackenzie upon Navy Island. Lieutenant Mc-
Cormack, of the Ro\al Navy, and two others
Avere wounded, and I regret to add that fifb or
six of the enemy were killed."

This is the official report of Captain Drew,
and it adds the crimes of impressment and ab-
duction to all the other enormities of that mid-
night crime. The man carried away as a British

subject, and because he had belonged to the in-

surgent forces in Canada, could not (even if these
allegations had been proved upon him), been de-
Uvered up under any demand upon our govern-
ment : yet he was carried off by violence in the
night.

This outrage on the Caroline, reversed the
condition of the parties, and changed the tenor
of their communications. It now became the
part of the United States to complain, and to

demand redress ; and it was immediately done
in a communication from Mr. Forsyth, the Sec-

retary of State, to Mr. Fox, the British minis
ter, at Washington. Under date of January 5th,

1838, the Secretary wrote to him

:

" The destruction of the property, and assas-
sination of citizens of the United States on the
soil of New York, at the moment when, as is
well known to you, the President was anxiously
endeavoring to allay the excitement, and earnestly
seeking to prevent ^ny unfortunate occurrence
on the frontier of Canada, has produced upon
his mind the most painful emotions of surprise
and regret. It will necessarily form the subject
of a demand for redress upon her majesty's
government. This communication is made 'to
you under the expectation that, through your
instrumentality, an early explanation may be
obtained from the authorities of Upper Canada,
of all the circumstances of the transaction ; and
that, by your advice to those authorities, such
decisive precautions may be used as will render
the perpetration of similar acts herciifter im-
possible. Not doubting the disposition of the
government of Upper Canada to do its duty in
punishing the aggressors ahd preventing future
outrage, the President, notwithstanding, has
deemed it necessary to order a suflScicnt force
on the frontier to repel any attempt of a like
character, and to make known to you that if it
should occur, he cannot be answerable for the
effects of the indignation of the neighborinR
people of the United States."

In communicating this event to Congress, Mr.
Van Buren showed that he had already taken
the steps which the peace and honor of the
country required. The news of the outrage,

spreading through the border States, inflamed
the repressed feeling of the people to the highest
degree, and formidable retaliatory expeditions

were immediately contemplated. The President
called all the resources of the frontier into in-

stant requisition to repress these expeditions,

and at the same time took measures to obtain

redress from the British government. His mes-
sage to the two Houses said

:

"I regret, however, to inform you that an
outrage of a most aggravated character has been
committed, accompanied by a hostile, though
temporary invasion of our territory, producmg
the strongest feelings of resentment on the part
of our citizens in the neighborhood, and on the
whole border line ; and that the excitement pre-
viously existing, has been alarmingly increased.
To gn.ird againgf the possible reeurrenee of tiny
similar act, T have thought it indispensable to
call out a portion of the militia to be posted on
tliat frontier. The documents herewith pre-
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sented to Congress show the character of ;he
outrage committed, the measures taken in con-
sequence of its occurrence, and the necessity for
resorting to them. It will also be seen that the
subject was immediately brought to the notice
of the British minister accredited to this coun-
try, and the proper steps taken on our part to
obtain the fullest information of all the circum-
stances leading to and attendant upon the trans-
action, preparatory to a demand for reparation."

The feeling in Congress was hardly lebs strong
than in the border States, on account of this out-
rage, combining all the crimes of assassination,

arson, burglary, and invasion of national terri-

tory. An act of Congress was immediately
passed, placing large military means, and an ap-

propriation of money in the President's hands,
for the protection of our frontier. His demand
for redress was unanimously seconded by Con-
gress

; and what had been so earnestly depre-
cated from the beginning, as a consequence of
this border trouble—a difficulty between the
two nations—had now come to pass ; but en-
tirely from the opposite side from which it had
been expected. The British government delayed
the ansAver to the demand for redress—avoided
the assumption of the criminal act—excused and
justified it—but did not assume it : and in fact

could not, without contradicting the official re-

ports of her own officers, all negativing the idea

of any intention to violate the territory of the
United States. The orders to the officer com-
manding the boats, was to seek the Caroline at
Navy Islaud, where she had been during the
day, and was expected to be at night. In pur-
suance of this order, the fleet of boats went to
the island, near midnight ; and not finding the
offending vessel there, sought her elsewhere.
This is the official report of Capt. Drew, of the
Royal Navy, commanding the boats :

" I imme-
mediately directed five boats to be armed, and
manned with forty-five volunteers; and, at

about eleven o'clock, p. m., we pushed off from
the shore for Navy Island, when not finding her
there, as expected, we went in search, and found
her moored between the island and the main
shore." The island here spoken of as the one
between which and the main shore, the Caroline

was found, was the American island, called

Grand Island, any descent upon which, Colonel
McNab hftd that day officially disclaimed, be-

cause it was American territory. The United
States Attorney for the District of New York,

(Mr. Rodgcrs), then on the border to enforce

the laws against the violators of our neutrality

hearing that there was a design to make a de-

scent upon Grand Island, addressed a note to

Col. McNab, commanding on the opposite side

of the river, to leam its truth 5 and received

this answer

:

"With respect to the report in the city of
Buffalo, that certain forces under my commai<d
had landed upon Grand Island—an island with-
in the territory of the United States—I can as-
sure you that it is entirely without foundation

;

and that so far from my liaving any intention
of the kind, suc.b a proceeding would be in di-
rect opposition to the wishes and intentions of
her Britannic majesty's government, in this
colony, whose servant I have the honor to be.
Entering at once into the feeling which induced
you to address me on this subject, I beg leave
to call your attention to the following facts:
That so far from occupying ri- intending to oc-
cupy, that or any other portion of the Ameri-
can territorj^, aggressions of a serious and hos-
tile nature have been made upon the forces un-
der my command from that island. Two affi-

davits are now before me, stating that a volley
of musketry from Grand Island was yesterday
fired upon a party of unarmed persons, some
of whom were females, without the slightest
provocation having been offered. That on the
same day, one of my boats, unarmed, manned by
British subjects, passing along the American
shore, and without any cause being given, was
fired upon from the American side, near Fort
Schlosser, by cannon, the property, I am told,
of the United States."

^ ^ '' ">

This was written on the 29th day of Decem-
ber, and it was eleven o'clock of the night of

that day that the Caroline was destroyed on

the American shore. It was Col. McNab,
comrpanding the forces at Chippewa, that gave
the order to destroy the Caroline. The letter

and the order were both written the same day
—probably within the same hour, as both were
written in the afternoon : and they were coin-

cident in import as well as in date. The order

was to seek the offending vessel at Navy Island,

being British territory, and where she was seen

at dark : the letter disclaimed both the fact, and
the intent, of invading Grand Island, because it

was American territory: and besides the dis-

claimer for himself Col. McNab superadded
another equally positive in behalf of her Majes-

ty's government in Canada, declaring that such

a proceeding would be in direct opposition to

the wishes and intentions of the colonial gov-

ernment. In the face of these facts the British
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government found it difficult, and for a iong

time impossible, to assume this act of destroy-

ing the Caroline as a government proceeding.

It was never so assumed during the administra-

tion of Mr. Van Buren—a period of upwards
of three years—to bo precise—(and this is a

case which requires precision)—three years and

two months and seven days: that is to say,

from the 29th of December, 1837, to March 3d,

1841.

When this letter of Col. McNab was read in

the House of Representatives (wliich it was
within a hw days after it was written), Mr.
Fillmore (afterwards President of the United
States, and then a representative from the State

of New York, and, from that part of the State

whicli included the most disturbed portion of

the border), stood up in his place, and said

:

"The letter just read by the clerk, at his col-
league's request, was written in reply to one
from the district attorney as to the reported
intention of the British to invade Grand Island

;

and in it is the declaration that there was no
such intention. Now, Mr. F. would call the at-
tention of the House to the fact that that letter
was written on the 29th December and that it
was on the very night succeeding the date of it

that this gross outrage was committed on the
Caroline. Moreover, he would call the atten-
tion of the House to the well-authenticated fact
that, after burning the boat, and sending it over
the falls, the assassins were lighted luck to
McNab's camp, where he was in person, by bea-
cons lighted there for that purpose. Mr. F.
certainly deprecated a war with Great Britain
as sincerely as any gentleman on that floor
could possibly do: and hoped, as earnestly, that
these difficulties would be amicably adjusted
between the two nations. Yet, he must say
that the letter of McNab, instead of affording
grounds for a palliation, was, in reality, a great
aggravation of the outrage. It held out to us
the assurance that there was nothing of the
kind to be apprehended ; and yet, a few hours
aterwards, this atrocity was perpetrated by an
olticer sent directly from the camp of that
McNab."McNab.'

At the time that this was spoken the order
of Col. McNab to Captain Drew had not been
seen, and consequently it was not known that
the letter and the order were coincident in their
character, and that the perfidy, implied in Mr.
Fiilinoie's remarks, was not justly attributable
to Col. JfcNab : but it is certain he applauded
the act when done : and his letter will stand
for a condemnation of it, and for the disavowal
of authority to doit.

The invasion of New York was the invasion
of the United States, and the President had im-
mediately demanded redress, both for the pub-
lic outrage, and for the loss of property to the
owners of the boat. Mr. Van Buren's entire

administration went off without obtaining an
answer to these demands. As late as January,
1839—a year after the event—Mr. Stevenson,
the United States minister in London, wrote

:

"I regret to say that no answer has yet been
given to my note in the case of the Caroline."
And towards the end of the same year, Mr.
Forsyth, the American Secretary of State, in
writing to him, expressed the belief that an an-
swer would soon be given. He says : "I have
had frequent conversations with Mr. Fox in re-

gard to this subject—one of very recent date—

-

and from its tone, the President expects the
British government will answer your applica-
tion in the case without much further delay."
—Delay, however, continued ; and, as late as
December, 1840, no answer having yet been re-

ceived, the President directed the subject again
to be brought to the notice of the British gov-
ernment; ../! Mr. Forsyth accordingly wrote
to Mr. Fox

:

"The President deems this to be a proper
occasion to remind the government of her Bri-
tannic majesty that the case of the " Caroline "
has been long since brought to the attention of
her Majesty's principal Secretary of State for
foreign atl'airs, whc, p +o this day, has not
communicated it V is:- Jicreupon. It is
hoped that the government of her Majesty will
perceive the importance of no longer leaving the
government of the United States uninformed
of its views and intentions upon a subject which
has naturally produced much exasperation, and
which has led to such grave consequences, I
avail myself of this occasion to renew to you
the assurance of my distinguished consider-
ation."

This was near the close of Mr. Van Buren's
administration, and up to that time it must be
noted, Jirst, that the British government had
not assumed the act of Captain Drew in de-
stroying the Caroline; secondhj, that it had
not answered (had not refused redress) for that
act. Another circumstance showed that the
government, in its own conduct in relation to
those engaged in that alTair, hud not even indi-

rectly assumed it by rewarding those who did
it. Three years after the event, in the House
of Commons, Lord John Eussell, the premier,
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was asked in his place, whether it was the in-

tention of ministers to recommend to her Ma-

jesty to bestow any reward upon Captain Drew,

and others engaged in the affair of the Caroline

;

to which he replied negatively, and on account

of the delicate nature of the subject. Ilis an-

swer was :
" No reward had been resolved upon,

and as the question involved a subject of a very

delicate nature, ho must decline to answer it

further." Col. McNab had been knighted ; not

for the destruction of the Caroline on United

States territory (which his order did not justi-

fy, and his letter condemned), but for his ser-

vices in putting down the revolt.

Thus the affair stood till near the ^losc of

Mr. Van Buren's administration, when an event

took place which gave it a new turn, and

brought on a most serious question between

the United States and Great Britain, and

changed the relative jjositions of the two coun-

tries—the United States to become the injured

party, claiming redress. The circumstances

were these : one Alexander McLeod, inhabitant

of the opposite border shore, and a British sub-

ject, had been in the habit of boasting that he

had been one of the destroyers of the Caroline,

and that he had himself killed one of the

"damned Yankees." There were enough to

repeat these boastings on the American side

of the line ; and as early as the spring of 1838

the Graid Jury for the county in which the

outrage had been committed, found a bill of in-

dictment against him for murder and arson.

He was then in Canada, and would never have

been troubled upon the indictment if he had re-

mained there ; but, Avith a boldness of conduct

which bespoke clear innocence, or insolent defi-

ance, he returned to the seat of the outrage—to

the county in which the indictment lay—and

publicly exhibited himself in the county town.

This was three years after the event ; but the

memory of the scene was fresh, and indignation

boiled at his appearance. lie was quickly ar-

rested on the indictment, also sued for damages

by the owner of the destroyed boat, and com-

mitted to jail— to take his trial in the State

court of the county of Niagara. This arrest

and imprisonment ofMcLeod immediately drew

an application for his release in a note from Mr.

Fox to the American Secretary of State. Un-

der date of the 13th December, 1840, he wrote

:

" I feel it my duty to call upon the govern-
ment of the United States to take prompt and
effectual steps for the liberation of Mr. McLeod.
It is well known that the destruction of the
steamboat ' Caroline ' was a public act of poi-

Hons in her Majesty's service, obeying the cider
of their superior authorities.—That act, there-

fore, according to the usages of nations, can only
be the subject of discussion between the two
national governments ; it cannot justly be made
the ground of legal proceedings in the United
States against the individuals concerned, who
were bound to obey the authorities appointed
by their own government. I may add that I be-

lieve it is quite notorious that Mr. JIcLeod was
not one of the party engaged in the destruction

of the steamboat ' Caroline,' and that the pre-

tended charge upon which he has been impris-

oned rests only upon the perjured testimony of

certain Canadian outlaws and their abettors,

who, unfortunately for the peace of that neigh-

borhood, are still permitted by the authorities

of the State of New York to intcst the Canadian
frontier. The question, however, of whether
Mr. McLeod was or was not concerned in the

destruction of the ' Caroline,' is beside the j'ur-

pose of the present communication. That act

was the public act of persons obeying the con-

stituted authorities of her Majesty's province.

The national government of the United States

thought themselves called upon to remonstrate
against it ; and a remonstrance which the Pres-

ident did accordingly address to her Majesty's

government is still, I believe, a pending subject

of diplomatic discussion between her Majesty's

government and the United States legation in

London. I feel, therefore, justified in expecting

that the President's government will see the

justice and the necessity of causing the present

immediate release of Mr. McLeod, as well as

of taking such steps as may be requisite for

preventing others of her Majesty's subjects

from being persecuted, or molested in the

United States in a similar manner for the fu-

ture."

This note of Mr. Fox is fair and unexception-

able—free from menace—and notable in show-

ing that the demand for redress for the affair

of the Caroline was still under diplomatic dis-

cussion in London, and that the British govern-

ment had not then assumed the act of Captain

Drew. The answer of Mr. Forsyth was prompt

and clear—covering the questions arising ut

of our duplicate form of government, and the

law of nations—and explicit upon the rights of

the States, the duties of the federal govern-

ment, and the principles of national law. It is

one of the few answers of the kind which cir-

ciunstances have arisen to draw from our gov-
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emment, and deserves to be well considered

for its luminous and correct expositions of the

important questions of which it treats. Under

date of the 28th of December, and writing un-

der the instructions of the President, he says

:

"The jurisdiction of the several States which
constitute the Union is, within its appropriate
sphere, perfectly independent of the federal

government. The offence with which Mr. Mc-
Leod is charged was committed within the ter-

ritory, and against the laws and citizens of the
State of New York, and is one that comes
clearly within the competency of her tribunals.

It does not, therefore, present an occasion where,
under the constitution and laws of the Union,
the interposition called for would be proper, or
for which a warrant can be found in the powers
with which the federal executive is invested.
Nor would the circumstances to which you have
referred, or the reasons you have urged, justify
the exertion of such a power, if it existed. The
transaction out of which the question arises,

presents the case of a most unjustifiable in-

vasion, in time of peace, of a portion of the ter-
ritory of the United States, by a band of armed
men from the adjacent territory of Canada, the
forcible capture by them within our own waters,
and the subsequent destruction of a steamboat,
the property of a citizen of the United States,
and the murder of one or more American citi-

zens. If arrested at the time, the offenders
might unquestionably have been brought to
justice by t ic judicial authorities of the State
within whose acknowledged territory these
crimes were committed ; and their subsequent
voluntary entrance within that territory, places
them iu the same situation. The President is

not aware of any principle of international law,
or, indeed, of reason or justice, which entitles
such offenders to impunity before the legal tri-
bunals, when coming voluntarily within their
independent and undoubted jurisdiction, because
they acted in obedience to their superior authori-
ties, or because their acts have become the sub-
ject of diplomatic discussion between the two
governments. These methods of redress, the
legal prosecution of the offenders, and the appli-
cation of their government for satisfaction, are
mdependent of each other, and may be sepa-
rately and simultaneously pursued. The avowal
or justification of the outrages by the British
authorities might be a ground of complaint with
the government of the United States, distinct
trom the violation of the territory and laws of
the btate of New York. The application of the
government of the Union to that of Great Brit-
am, for the redress of an authorized outrage of
tiie peace, dignity, and rights of the United
btates, cannot deprive the State of New York
01 her iiudoubted right of vindicating, through
the exercise of her judicial power, the property
and lives of her citizens. You have very prop-

erly regarded the alleged absence of Mr. McLeod
from the scene of the offence at the time when
it was committed, as not material to the deci-
sion of the present (juestion. That is a matter
to be decided by legal evidence ; and the sincere
desire of the President is, that it may be satis-

factorily established. If the destruction of the
Caroline was a public act of persons in her Ma-
jesty's service, obeying the order of their supe-
rior authorities, this fact haa not been commu-
nicated to the government of the United States
by a person authorized to make the admission

;

and it will bo for the court which has taken
cognizance of the offence with which Mr. McLeod
is charged, to decide upon its validity when le-

gally established before it."

This answer to Mr. Fox, was read in the two
Houses of Congress, on the 5th of January, and
was heard with great approbation—apparently

unanimous in the Senate. It went to London,
and on the 8th and 9th of February, gave rise

to some questions and answers, which showed
that the British government did not take its

stand in approving the burning of the Caroline,

until after the presidential election of 1840

—

until after that election had ensured a change of

administration in the United States. On the

8th of February, to inquiries as to what steps

had been taken to seer re the liberation of Mc-
Leod, the answers were general from Lord Pal-

merstun and Lord Melbourne, " That her Ma-
jesty's ministers would take those measures
which, in their estimation, would be best cal

culated to secure the safety of her Majesty's

subjects, and to vindicate the honor of the Brit-

ish nation." This answer was a key to the in-

structions actually given to Mr. Fox, showing
that they were framed upon a calculation of

what would be most effective, and not upon a
conviction of what was right. They would do
what they thought would accomplish the pur-
pose

; and the event showed that (he calculation

led them to exhibit the war attitude—to assume
the offence of McLeod, and to bully the new ad-

ministration. And here it is to be well noted
that the British ministry, up to that time, had
done nothing to recognize the act of Captain

Drew. Neither to the American minister in

London, nor to the Secretary of State here, had
they assumed it. More than that : they care-

fully abstained from indirect, or implied assump-
tion, by withholding pensions to their wounded
officers in that affair—one of whom had five

severe wounds. This fact was brought out at
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this time by a question from Mr. Ilumo in the

House of Commons to Lord John Russell, in

which

—

" He wiabcd to ask the noble lord a question
relatinj^ to a inatier of fact. He believed that,

in the cxpcjlition which had been formed for

the destr.:ction of the Caroline, certain officers,

who held commissions in her Majesty's army
and navy, were concerned in that attair, and that

some of these officers had, in the execution of

the orders which were issued, received wounds.
The question he wished to psk was, whether
or not her Majesty's government had thought
proper to award pensions to those officers, cor-

responding in amount with those which were
usually granted for wounds received in the regu-

lar service of her SEajesty."

This was a pointed question, and carrying an

argument along witlt it. Had the wounded offi-

cers received the usual pensicn? If not, there

must be a reason for departing from the usual

practice ; and the answer showed that the prac-

tice had been departed from. Lord John Rus-

sell replied

:

" That he was not aware of any pensions
having' been granted to those officers who were
wounded in the expedilion against the Caro-
lijie^

This was sufficiently explicit, and showed

that up to the 8th day of February, 1841, the

act of Captain Drew had not been even indi-

rectly, or impliedly recognized. But the matter

did not stop there. Mr, Hume, a thoroughly

business member, not satisfied with an answer

which merely implied that the government had

not sanctioned the measure, followed it up with

a recapitulation of circumstances to show that

the government had not answered, one way or

the other, during the three years that the United

States had been calling for redress ; and ending

with a plain interrogatory for information on

that point.

" He said that the noble lord (Palmerston),
had just made a speech in answer to certain

questions which had been put to hii. by the
noble lord, the member for North Lancashire

;

but he (Mr. Hume) wished to ask the House
to suspend their opinion upon the subject until

they had the whole of the papers laid before the
House. He had himself papers in his posses-

sion, that would explain many things connected
with this question, and which, by-thc-bye, were
not exactly consistent with the statement which
had just been made. It appeared by the papers
which he had in his pos.^ession, that in January,

1838, a motion was made iu the U. S. House of

Representatives, calling upon the President to

place upon the table of the House, all the papers
respectint; the Caroline, and all the correspond-

ence which had passed between the government
of the United States and the British govern-

ment on the subject of the destruction of the
Caroline. In consequence of that motion, cer-

tain pni)ers were laid upon the table, including

one from Mr. Stevenson, the present minister

hero from the U. States. These were accompa-
nied by a long letter, dated the 15th of May,
1838, from that gentleman, and in that letter,

the burning of the Caroline was characterized

in very strong language. He also stated, that

agreeably to the orders of the President, he had
laid before the British government the whole
of the evidence relating to the subject, which
had been taken upon the spot, and Mr. Steven-
son denied he had ever been informed that the

expedition against the Caroline was author-
ized or sanctioned, by the British government.
Now, from May, 1838, the time when the letter

had been written, up to this hour, no answer
had been given to that letter, nor had any satis-

faction been given by the British government
upon this subject. In a letter dated from Lon-
don, the 2d of July, Mr. Stevenson stated that

he had not received any answer upon the sub-

ject, and that he did not wish to press the

subject further ; but if the government of the

United States wished him to do so, he prayed
to be informed of it. By the statement which
had taken place in the House of Congress, it

appeared that the government of the United
States had been ignorant of any information that

could lead them to suppose that the enterprise

against the Caroline had been undertaken by
the orders of the British government, or by
British authority. That he believed was the

ground upon which Mr. Forsyth acted as he had
done. He takes his objections, and denies the

allegation of Mr. Fox, that neither had he nor

her Majesty's government made any communi-
cation to him or the authorities of the United
States, that the British government had author-

ized the destruction of the Caroline. He (Mr.

Hume) therefore hoped that no discussion would
take place, until all the papers connected with
the matter were laid before the House. He
wished to know what the nature of those com-
munications was with Mr. Stevenson and her

Majesty's government which had induced him
to act as he had done."

Thus the ministry were told to their faces,

and in the face of the whole Parliament, that

for the space of three jT?ars, and under repeated

calls, they had never assumed the destruction

of the Caroline : and to that assertion the min-

istry then made no answer. On the following

day the subject was again taken up, " and in

the course of it Lord Palmerston admitted

that the government approved of the burning
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up, " iitul in

of the Caroline." So says the Parliamentary

Register of Debates, and adds :
" The conver-

mtion was getting- rather warm, when Sir

Robert Feel interposed by a motion on the

affairs of Persia.'''' This was the first know-

ledge that the British parliament had of the as-

sumption of that act, which undoubtedly had

just been resolved upon. It is clear that

Lord Palmerston was the presiding spirit of

this resolve. He is a bold man, and a man of

judgment in his boldness. He probably never

would have made such an assumption in deal-

ing with General Jackson : he certainly made

no such assumption during the three years he

had to deal with the Van Buren administration.

The conversation was "getting warm;" and

well it might : for this pregnant assumption, so

long delayed, and so given, was entirely gra-

tuitous, and unvrarranted by the facts. Col.

McNab was the commanding oflRcer, and gave

all the orders that were given. Captain Drew's

report to him shows that his orders were to de-

stroy the vessel at Navy Island : McNab's let-

ter of the same day to the United States Dis-

trict Attorney (Rodgers), shows that he would

not authorize an expedition upon United States

territory ; and his sworn testimony on the trial

of McLeod shows that he did not do it in his

orders to Captain Drew. That testimony says :

" I do remember the last time the steamboat
Caroline came down previous to her destruc-
tion ; from the information I received, 1 had
every reason to believe that she came down for

the express purpo.se of assisting the rebels and
brigands on Navy Lsland with aims, men, am-
munition, provisions, stores, &c. ; to ascertain
this fact, I sent two officers with instructions
to watch the movements of the boat, to note
the same, and report to me ; they reported they
saw her land a cannon (a six or nine-pounder),
several men armed and equipped as soldiers,

and that she had dropped her anchor on the
east side of Navy Island ; on the information I

had previously received from highly respectable
persons in Buffalo, together with the report of
these gentlemen, I determined to destroy her
that night. I intrusted the command of the
expedition for the purposes aforesaid, to Capt.
A. Drew, royal navy ; seven boats were equip-
ped, and left the Canadian shore ; I do not re-
collect the number of men in each boat ; Cap-
tain Drew held the rank of commander in her
Majesty's royal navy ; I ordered the expedition,
and first coiumunicated it to Capt. Andrew
Drew, on the beach, where the men embarked
a short time previous to their embarkation

;

Captain Drew was ordered to take and destroy

the Caroline wherever he could find her; T gave
the order us officer in command of the forces
a.s8embled for the purposes aforesaid ; they em-
barked at the mouth of the Chipnewa river ; in
my orders to Captain Drew notliing was said
about invading the territory of the United
States, but such was their nature that Captain
Drew might feel himself justified in destroying
the boat wherever he might find her."

From this testimony it is clear that McNab
gave no order to invade the territory of the

United States ; and the whole tenor of his tes-

timony agrees with Captain Drew's report,

that it was " expected " to have found the Car-

oline at Navy Island, where she was in fact im-

mediately before; and where McNab saw her

while planning the expedition. No such order

was then given by him—nor by any other au-

thority ; for the local government in Quebec
knew no more of it than the British ministry

in London. Besides, Col. McNab was only the

military commander to suppress the insurrec-

tion. He had no authority, for he disclaimed

it, to invi-de an American possession ; and if the

British government had given such authority,

which they had not, it would have been an out-

rage to the United States, not to be overlooked.

They then assumed an act which they had not

done ; and assumed it ! and took a war attitude

!

and all upon a calculation that it was the most
effectual way to get McLeod released. It waa
in the evening of the 4th day of March that all

Washington city was roused by the rumor of

this assumption and demand : and on the 12th

day of that month they were all formally com-
municated to our government. It ^ to the new-

administration that this formidable communica-

tion was addressed—and addressed at the ear-

liest moment that decency would permit. The
effect was to the full extent all that could have

been calculated upon ; and wholly reversed the

stand taken under Mr. Van Buren's adminis-

tration. The burning of the Caroline was ad-

mitted to be an act of war, for which the sov-

ereign, and not the perpetrators, was liable:

the invasion of the American soil was also an

act of war : the surrender of McLeod could not

be effected by an order of the federal govern-

ment, because he was in the hands of a State

court, charged with crimes against the laws of

that State : but the United States became his

defender and protector, with a determination to

save him harmless : and all this was immedi-
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ately communicated to Mr. Fox in unofficial in-

terviews, before the formal communication could

bo drawn up and delivered. Lord Palmers-

ton's policy was triumphant ; and it is necessa-

ry to show it in order to show in what manner

the Caroline alFair was brought to a conclusion

;

and in its train that of the northeastern boun-

dary, so long disputed ; ami that of the north-

western boundary, never before disputed ; and

that of the lilwrated slaves on their way from

one United States port to another: and all

other questions besides which England wished

settled. For, emboldened by the success of the

Palmerstonian policy in the case of the Caro-

line, it was incontinently applied in all other

cases of dispute between the countries—and

with the same success. But of this hcreaftc-.

The point at present is, to show, as has been

shown, that the assumption of this outrage was

not made until three years after the event, and

then upon a calculation of its efficiency, and

contrary to the facts of the case ; and when
made, accompanied by large naval and military

demonstrations—troops sent to Canada—sliips

to Halifax—newspapers to ourselves, the Times

especially—all odorous of gunpowder and clam-

orous for war.

This is dry detail, but essential to the scope

of this work, more occupied with telling how
things were done than what was done : and in

pursuing this view it is amazing to see by

what arts and contrivances—by what trifles and

accidents—the great affairs of nations, as well

as the small ones of individuals, are often de-

cided. The finale in this case was truly ridicu-

lous : for, after all this disturbance and commo-

tion—two great nations standing to their arms,

exhausting diplomacy, and inflaming the people

to the war point—after the formal assumption

of Mcljcod's offence, and war threatened for his

release, it turned out that he was not there

!

and was acquitted by an American jury on am-

ple evidence. He had slept that night in Chip-

pewa, and only heard of the act the next morn-

ing at the breakfast table—when he wished he

had been there. Which wish afterwards ri-

pened into an assertion that he was there ! and,

further, had himself killed one of the damned

Yankees—by no means the first instance of a

man boasting of performing exploits in a fight

which he did not see. But what a lesson it

teaches to nations ! Two great countries

brought to angry feelings, to criminative dipjo-

macy, to armed preparation, to war threats—

their governments and people in commotion—

their authorities all in council, and taxing their

skill and courage to the uttermost : and all to

settle a national quarrel as despicable in its ori-

gin as the causes of tavern brawls ; and exceed-

ingly similar to the origin of such brawls.

McLeod's false and idle boast was the cause of

all this serious difficulty between two great

Powers.

Mr. Fox had AfeJivered his formal demand and

threat on the 12th day of March : the adminis-

tration immediately undertook McLeod's re-

lease. The assumption of his imputed act had

•"jcasioned some warm wortls in the British

House of Commons, where it was known to

be gratuitous : its communication created no

warmth in our cabinet, but a cold chill rather,

where every spring was immediately put in ac-

tion to release McLeod. Being in the hands

of a State court, no ord.. could be given for his

liberation ; but all the authorities in New York

were immediately applied to—governor, legis-

lature, supremo court, local court—all in vain

:

and then the United States assumed his defence,

and sent the Attorney-General, Mr. Crittenden,

to manage his defence, and General Scott, of the

United States army, to protect him from popu-

lar violence ; and hastened to lay all their steps

before the British minister as fast as they were

taken.

The acquittal of McLeod -was honorable to

the jury that gave it ; and his trial was honor-

able to the judge, who, while asserting the

right to try the man, yet took care that the

trial should be fair. The judges of the Supreme

Court (Bronson, Nelson, and Cowan) refused

the habeas corpus which would take him out

of the State : the Circuit judge gave him a fair

trial. It was satisfactory to the British ; and

put an end to their complaint against us : un-

happily it seemed to put an end to our com-

plaint against them. All was postponed for a

future general treaty—the invasion of territory,

the killing of citizens, the arson of the boat, the

impressment and abduction of a supposed Brit-

ish subject—all, all were postponed to the day

of general settlement : and when that day came

all were given up.

The conduct of the administration in the set-

tlement of the affair became a subject of dis-
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OMsion in both Houses of CongrcHS, and was

severely ceiisuretl by tho democracy, and zeal-

ously defended by the whips. Mr. Charles .Ta-

red IngcrHoll, after a full statement of tho ex-

trauniinary and successful eftbrts of tho admin-

istration of Mr. Van Buren to prevent any aid

to the insurgents from tho American side, pro-

ceeded to say

:

"Notwithstanding, however, every exertion

that could bo and was made, it was impossiblo
altogether to prevent fonic outbreaks, ond
among the rest a parcel of sonic seventy or
eighty Canadians, as I have understood, with a
very few Americans, took possession of a place

near the Canadian shorOj called Navy Island,

and fortified themselves in defiance of British
power. If I have not been misinformed there
were not more than eight or ten Americans
among them. An American steamboat sup-
plied them with a cannon and perhaps other
munitions of war: for I have no disposition

to diminish whatever was the full extent of
American illegality, but, in this statement of the
premises, desire to present tho argument with
the moat unreserved concessions. I am discuss-
ing nothing as the member of a party. I con-
sider the Secretary of State as the representa-
tive of his government and country. I desire
to be understood as not intending to say one
word against that gentleman as an individual

;

as meaning to avoid every thing like personali-
ty, and addressing myself to the position he has
assumed for the country, without reference to
whether he is connected with one administra-
tion or another ; viewing this as a controversy
between the United States and a foreign gov-
ernment, in which all Americans should be of
one party, acknowledging no distinction between
the acts of Mr. Forsyth and Mr. Webster, but
considering the whole aifair, under both the
succesbive administrations, as one and indivisi-
ble

; and on many points, I believe this country
is altogether of one and the same sentiment con-
cerning this controversy. It seems to be uni-
versally agreed that British pirates as thev
were, as I will show according to the strictesi
legal definition of the term, in the dead of night,
burglariously invaded our country, murdered
at least one of our unoffending fellow-citizens,
were guilty of the further crime of arson by
burning what was at least the temporary dwell-
ing of a number of persons asleep in a steam-
boat moored to the wharf, and finally cutting
her loose, carried her into the middle of the
stream, where, by romantic atrocity, unexam-
pled in the annals of crime, they sent her over
the Falls of Niagara, with how many persons
m her, God only will ever know.

' Now Mr. Speaker, this, in its national aspect,
was precisely the same as if perpetrated in your
house or mine, and should be resented and pun-
ished accordingly. Some time afterwards one

of the perpetrators, named McLeod, in a fit of
that sort of infatuation with which Providence
mostly betrays the guiltv, strnyed over from
Canada to the American shore, like a fool, as he
was, and there was soon arrested and imprisoned
by that popular police, which is always on the
alert to administer justice upon midefactors.
First proceeded against, as it appears, for civil
redress for tho loss of tho vessel, he was soon
after indicted by tho appropriate grand jury, and
has remained ever since in custody, awaiting the
regular administration ofjustice. Guilty or in-
nocent, however, there he was, under the regis
of the law of the sovereign State of New York,
with the full protection of every branch of the
government of that State, when the present ad-
ministration superseded the lust, and the first
moment after tho late President's inauguration
was ungenerously seized by the British minister
to present the new Secretary of State with a
letter containing the insolent, threatening, and
insufferable language which I am about to read
from it

:

"
'
Tlie unilorslpnod Is Instructed lo demand from the govern-

mcnt of tho United .States, formally, In the name of the British
g()vcrnment, the linniedlute release of Mr. Alexander McLcod
The transaction In (iiiestlim may have been, as her Majesty's
govormnent are of opinion that It was, a InsUflahle employ-
ment of force for i ho i)nrpose of defending tiio British territory
ft-om tho unprovoked attack of a band of British rebels and
American pirates, who, having been permitted to arm and or-
ganize themselves within the territory of the United Htatet
had actually Invaded and occupied a portion of the territory
of her M(\)e9ty ; or It may have been, as alleged by Mr. For-
syth, in hl.s note to tho imdersigned of the 26th of December,
a most unjustifiable Invasion In time of peace, of tho territory
of the United States.'

"

'

"Finally, after a tissue of well elaborated di-
plomatic contumely, the very absurdity of part
of which, in the application of the terra pirates
to the interfering Americans, is demonstrated
by Mr. Webster—the British minister reiter-
ates, towards the conclusion of his artfully in-
sulting note—that 'be that as it may, her
Majesty's government formally demands, upon
the grounds already stated, the immediate re-
lease of Mr. McLeod ; and her Majesty's govern-
ment entreats tho President of the United States
—I pray the House to mark the sarcasm of this
leusive entreaty—to take into his deliberate

consideration the serious nature of the conse-
quences which must ensue from a rejection of
this demand.'

" Taken in connection with all the actual cir-
cumstances of the case—the tone of the British
press, both in England and Canada, the language
of members in both Houses of Parliament, and
the palpable terms of Mr. Fox's letter itself, it

is impossible, I think, not to see we cannot wink
so hard as not to perceive that Mr. Fox's is a
threatening letter. It surprises me that this
should have been a subject of controversy in an-
other part of this building, while I cannot doubt
that Mr. Webster was perfectly satisfied of the
menacing aspect of the first letter he received
from the British minister. Anxious—perhaps
laudably anxious—to avoid a quarrel so very
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unpromising;, at tho very outset of a new ud-

niinisliation, he woms to have shut his vyvn to

what must flash in every Anieriean lace. Vnd
here wiw his first mistake ; for his course was
perfectly plain. He had nothing to do but, by
an anHwir in tlu- MandiHt terms of (li|ilomatie

courtesy, to send hack the questionable jjhrases

to Mr. Fox. with a respielful suggestion that

they looked to him as if eonveyinn n tlireat

;

that he hoped not, he believed not ; he trusted

for the harmony of their personal relations, and
the peace of their respective nations, that he was
laboring under a mistake ; but ho couhi not di-

vest his mind of the impression, that there were

ill this note of Mr. Fox, certain phrases which,

in all controversies among gentlemen as well as

nation.s, inevitably put au end to further nego-

tiation. Mr. Fox must have answered nega-

tively or afiirmatively, and the odious indignity

which now rankles in the breast of at least a

large proportion of the country, interpreting it

a.s tho meaning of the British con\munication,

would have been avoided. Mr. Webster had

Mr. Fox absolutely in the hollow of liis hand.

He had an opportunity of enlisting the manly
feeling of all his countrymen, the good will of

right-minded Knglishmen themselves, to a lirm

and inoll'ensive stand like this, on the threshold

of the correspondence. Why he did not, is not

for mo to imagine. With no feeling of personal

disparagement to that gentleman, I charge this

as an obvious, a capital, and a de,)lorable lapse

from the position lie sliould have assumed, in

his very first attitude toward.-} tho British

minister.
" The British argument addressed to him wa.s,

that ' tho tran.saction in question was a justi-

fiable employment of public force, with the sanc-

tion, or by order of the constituted authorities

of a State, engaging individuals in military or

naval enterprises in their country's cause, when
it would be contrary to the universal practice of

civilized nations to fix individual responsibility

upon the persons engaged.' This, as I do not

hesitate t(J pronounce it, false assumption of law,

is, at once, conceded by Mr. Webster, in the

remarkable terms, that the 'government of the

United States,' by which he must mean himself,

entertains 710 doubt of tho asserted British prin-

ciple. Mr. Webster had just before said, that

' the President is not certain that ho understands

precisely the meaning intended to be conveyed

by her Majesty's government,' 'which doubt,'

he adds, 'has occasioned with the President

Bomc hesitation.' Thus while the President en-

tertained a doubt, the government entertained

no doubt at all; which I cannot understand,

otherwise, than that while the President hesi-

tated to concede, the Secretary of State had no

hesitation whatever to concede at once the whole

British assuniption, and .surrender at discretion

the whole American case. For where is the use

of Mr. Webster's posterior, elaborated argument,

when told by the British minister that this

transaction wnsjiitilijiithle,a,ni\ informed hyth«
public prints that at a very early day, one of
the Uritish Secretaries, Lord John llussell, de-
clared ill open Parliament that the British go-
wvumcixtjtutif'wd what is called the trauHnclinn
of McLcod. The matter was ended before Mr.
Webster set his j)owerful mind to produco im
argument on tlu! subject. The British cro\vn

had taken its position. Mr. Webster knc w it

had ; an<l he may write the most elegant and
pathetic letters till doomsday, with no other

ellect than to display the purity of his Eii^'Iish

to admiring fellow-citizens, and the infirmity of

his argument to Oreat Britain and the world.

By asserting the legal position which they ae-

siime, and justifying the transaction, together

with Mr. AVebster's concession of their legal po-

sition, the transaction is settled. Nothing re-

mains to bo done. Mr. Webster may write

about it if he will, but Mr. Fox and the Biitinh

minister hold the writl'Mi acknowledgment of

the American Secretary of State, that the alTair

is at an end. I call this, sir, a terrible mistake,

a fatal blunder, irrecoverable, desperate, leaving

us nothing but Mr. Webstt r's dreadful alterna-

tive of cold-blooded, endless, causeless war.
" Our position is false, extremely and lament-

ably false. The aggrieved party, as we are, and

bound to insist upon redress, to require the

punishment of McLeod, Drew, and McNab, and

tho other pirates who destroyed the Caroline,

we have been brought to such a reverse of tlie

true state of things, as to be menaced with tho

wrong-doer's indignation, unless we yield every

thing. I care not whose fault it i.s, whether of

this administration or that. In such an ati'air

I consider both tho present and the past, as pre-

senting one and the same front to one and the

same assailant. I cannot refrain, however, from

saying, that whatever may have been our posi-

tion, it has l)een greatly deteriorated by Mr.

Webster's unfortunate concession.
" Never did man lose a greater jccasioii than

Mr. Webster cast away, for placing himself and

his country together, upon a pinnacle of just

renown. Great Britain had humbled France,

conquered Egypt, subdued vast tracts of India,

and invaded the distant empire of China—there

wa.s nothing left but our degradation, to fill the

measure of her glory, if it consists in such

achievements; and she got it bv merely de-

manding, without expecting it. And why have

we yielded? Was there any occasion for it?

Did she intend to realize her threat ? Were the

consequences which Mr. Webster was entreated

to take into his consideration, the immediate and

exterminating warfare, servile war and all, which

belligerent newspai)ers, peers, and other such

lieralds of hostilities have proclaimed ? No such

thing. We may rely, I think, with confidence,

upon the common good sense of the English

nation, not to rush at once upon such extremi-

ties, and for such a cause. Mr. Fox took Mr.

AVebster in the melting mood, and conquered

'1
1 1

1''

.I.Ui
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by ft throat ; that \h to nay, conqiitTcd for the

niomont ; bocause tho reBnltn, at hoiiio diHtant

day, uiik'SH his Htops aro retruoetl, will and must
bo oHtrBiiKeinent la'twocn kindred nutioiiH, and
cold-bloodfd hostilities. I have often thought,

Mr. S[K^aker, that this affair of McLtod is what
militJiry men call a demonstration, a feint, a
fttlw) attack, to divert us from tho Mritish deHign

on tiio .State of Maine ; of which 1 trust not one
inch will over bo given up. And truly, when we
had tho best cause in trio world, and wore the

mo8( clearly in the right, it has Iwcn contrived,

Honie how or other, to put us in false position,

upon the defenHive, iuHtead of tho offensive, and
to perplex the plainest case with vexatious com-
plication and concession."

Tho latter part of this spet'ch was prophetic

—

that which related to the designs on the State

of Maine. Successful in this experiment of tho

most efficacious means for the release of Mc-
Leod, the British ministry lost no time in

making another trial of tho same experiment

on tho territory of that State—and again success-

fully : but of this in its proper place. Mr. John
Quincy Adams, and Mr. Caleb Gushing, were
tho prominent defenders of the administration

policy in the House of Ueprosentatives—resting

on the point that the destruction of tho Caroline

was an act of war. Mr. Adams said

:

"I take it that the late affair of the Caroline
was in hostile array against the British govern-
ment, and that tho parties concerned in it were
employed in acts of war against it : and I do
not subscribe to the very learned opinion of tho
chief justice of tho State of New York (not I
hear, the chief justice, but a judge of the ^n-
premo Court of that State), that there was no
act of war committed. Nor do I subscribe to
it that every nation goes to war only on i8.suing
a declaration or proclamation of war. This is
not the fact. Nations often wage war for years
without issuing any declaration of war. The
question is not here upon a declaration of war
but acts of uar. And I say that in the judg-
ment of all impartial men of other nations, we
shall be held as a nation responsible ; that tho
Caroline, there, was in a state of war against
Great Britain ; for purposes of war, and the
worst kind of war—to sustain an insurrection

j
1 will not say rebellion, because rebellion is a
crime, and because I heard them talked of as
patriots."

Mr. Gushing said

:

" It is strange enough that the friends of Mr.
V an Buren should deny that tho attack on the
Ayarolino was an ant of war. T rf">I" to them
not only by exhibiting the reason and^'the prin-
ciple of the thing, but by citing the authority

I
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of their own President. I hold in my hand »
copy of tho despatch addressed by Mr. Steven-
son t<) r.ord Palmerston, under tho direction o!
Mr. Van Bi.ren, muking demand <>{ reparation
for tlio destructiou of the Caroline, and in that
despatch, which has been publiched, Mr. Ste-
venson pursues the only course he could pur-
sue; ho proceeds to prove the hostile nature
of the act by a full exhibition of facts, and
concludes and winds up tho whole with declar-
ing in these words :

' Tho case then is one of
open, undisguised, an<l unwarrantable hostility.'
After this, let no one complain of Mr. Webster
for having put tho case of tho Caroline on tho
same precise ground which Mr. Van Buren had
assumed for it and which, indeed, is the only
ground upon which the United States could un-
dertake to hold the British government respon-
sible. And when tho gen ' 'crnan from Pennsyl-

^rir
'^J^^si'Jt'ring the iir.st great negotiation

ot Mr. Webster, how does he happen to forget
tho famous, or rather infamous, first great ne-
gotiation undertaken by Mr. Van Buren ? And
IS it not an act of mere madness on the part of
tho friends of Mr. Van Buren, to compel us to
compare the two ? Hero is a despatch before
us, addressed in a controversy between tho
United States and Great Britain, containing one
of the ablest vindications of the honor and in-
tegrity of the United States that ever was writ-
ten. Mr. Van Buren began, also, with the dis-
cussion of the question between us and Great
Britain. And in what spirit ?—that of a pa-
triot, a man of honor, and an American / Is
not that despatch, on the contrary, a monument
of Ignominy in tho history of the United
States ? Instead of maintaining tho interests
of this country, did not Mr. Van Buren, on that
occasion, utterly sacrifice them ? Did he not
dictate in that de. patch, a disposition of the
great question of tlv -olony trade between tho
United States and Great Britain, which, from
that time to this, has proved most disastrous in
Its effects on the commercial and navigating in-
terests of the United States ? And periiicious
as was the object of the despatch, was not the
spirit of It mfinitely worse ? in which, for tho
tirst time, party quarrels of the people of the
United Stetes were carried into our foreign
affairs—in which a preceding administration
was impliedly reproached for the zeal with
which it had defended our interests—in which
It was proclaimed that tho new administration
started m the world with a set purpose of con-
cession toward Great Britain—in which the
honor of the United States was laid prostrate
at the foot of the British throne, and the proud
name of America, to sustain which our fathers
had earned on a first and a second war, as we
may have to do a third—that glory which the
arms of our enemy could not reach, was, in this
ti-uckhng despatch, laid low for the first and I
trust in God, the last time, before the lion of
iiingland."
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ill

The ground taken by Mr. Adams and Mr.

Gushing for the defence of Mr. Webster (for

they seemed to consider him, and no doubt tru-

ly, na the whole administration in this case)

was only shifting the defence from one bad

ground to another. The war ground they as-

sumed could only apply between Great Britain

and the insurgents ; she had no war with the

United States : the attack on the Caroline was

annnvusion of the territory of a neutral power

—at peace with the invader. That is a liberty

not allowed by the laws of nations—not allowed

by the concern which any nation, even the most

inconsiderable, feels for its own safety, and its

own self-respect. A belligerent party cannot

enter the territory of a neutral, even in fresh

pursuit of an enemy. No power allows it.

That we have seen in our own day, in the case

of the Pi'les, in their last insurrection, driven

across the Austrian frontier by the Russians

;

and the pursuers stopped at the line, and the

fugitive Poles protected the instant they had

crossed it : and in the case of the late Hunga-

rian revolt, in which the fugitive Hungarians

driven across the Turkish frontier, were pro-

tected from pursuit. The Turks protected

them, Mahometans as they were ; and would

not give up fugitive Christians to a Christian

power ; and afterwards assisted the fugitives to

escape to Great Britain and the United States.

The British then had no right to invade the

United States even in fresh pursuit of fug! ive

belligerents : but the Caroline and crew were

not belligerents. She was an American ferry-

boat carrying men and supplies to the insur-

gents, but she was not a combatant. And if

she had been—had been a war-vessel belonging

to the insurgents, and fighting for them, she

could not be attacked in a neutral port. The
men on board of her were not Canadian insur-

gents, but American citizens, amenable to their

own country for any infraction of her neutrali-

ty laws : and if they had been Canadian insur-

gents they could not have been seize'l on Amer-
ican soil ; nor oven demanded under the extra-

dition clause in the treaty of 179G, even if in force.

It did not extend to political olFcnces, either of

treason or war. It only applied to the common
law ofl'cttccH nf murder and forgery. IIow con-

tradictory and absurd then to claim a right to

come and take by violence, what could not be

d«manded under any treaty or the law of na-

tions. No power gives up a political fugitive,

Strong powers protect them openly, while they

demean themselves orderly : weak powers get

them to go away when not able to protect

them. None give them up—not even the

weakest. All the countries of Europe—the
smallest kingdom, the most petty principanty

the feeblest republic, even San Marino—scorn

to give up a political fugitive, and though una-

ble to chastise, never fail to resent any viola-

tion of its territory to seize them. We alone

and in the case of the Caroline, acknowledge

the right of Great Britain to invade our terri-

tory, seize and kill American citizens sleeping

under the flag of their country, to cut out an

American vessel moored in our port, and send

her in flames over the Falls of Niagara. We
alone do that ! but we have done it but once

!

and history places upon it the stigma of oppro-

brium.

Mr. William 0. Butler of Kentucky, replied

to Mr. Cushing, especially to his rehash of the

stale imputations, worn out at the time of Mr.

Van Buren's senatorial rejection as minister to

Great Britain, and said

:

" He expected from the gentleman a discus-

sion on national law ; but how much was he

astonished the next day, on reading his speech

in the Jntelligencei; and finding him making a

most virulent attack on the conduct and repu-

tation of Mr. Van Buren. The gentleman re-

ferred to the letter of instnictions of Mr. Van
Buren to our Minister at the Court of St

James, and compared it with the instructions

of Mr. Webster to the Attorney-general;

speaking of the latter as breathing the states-

u'an and patriot throughout, while he charac-

terizes the former as infamous. Mr. B. said he

would not repeat the harsh and offensive terms

in which the gentleman had spoken of Mr. Van
Buren's letter ; he would read what the gentle-

man said from his printed speech, in order tiiat

the House might see the length to which his

invectives were carried. [Here Mr. B. read

extrf-cts from Mr. Cushing's speech.] The

gentleman spoke of comparing the two letters

together. But did he think of comparing the

thing we complain of with the thing he com-

plains of? No: that would be next to mad-

ness. The gentleman shrinks from that com-

parison, and goes on to compare not the thinj

we complain of with the letter of Mr. Van Bu-

ren, but the beautiful composition of Mr. Web
Rter, written forty days after complying wit!.

the British minister's Insulting demands, and

intended to cover over the instructions to Mr.

Crittenden, after which he characterizes Mr,

Van Buren's letter an a monument of ignominj.
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Now Mr. B. said he would make the same re-

ply that a dignified farmer of Kentucky did to

a lawyer. The lewyer prosecuted the farmer

for a slander, and in the course of the trial took

occasion to heap on him all the ahusc and in-

vective of which the Billingsgate vocabulary is

capable. Yet the jury, without leaving their

box, pronounced a verdict of acquittal. The
verdict of an honest and intelligent jury, said

the farmer, is a sufficient answer to all your

abuse. Just so it was with Mr, '» an Buren.

His letter had made a great noise in the coun-

try ; had been extensively circulated and read,

and had been assailed with the utmost virulence

by the opporite party. Yet the highest jury

on earth, the Americau people, had pronounced

the acquittal of Mr. Van Buren by electing him

to the Chief Magistracy. The gentleman com-
plained that the patriotism of Mr. Webster not

only had been assailed, but that the gentleman
from Pennsylvania had had the temerity to at-

tack that most beautiful of letters which the
patriotic Secretary wrote to Mr. Fox. Now he
(Mr. B.) would admit that it was a beautiftil

piece of composition, and he knew of but one
that would compare with it, and that was the
proclamation of General Hull, just before sur-

rendering the Northwestern army to the
British."

The friends of Mr. Webster had a fashion of

extolling his intellect when his acts were in

question ; and on no occasion was that fashion

more largely indulged in than on the present

one. His letter, superscribed to Mr. Fox

—

brought out for home consumption forty days

after the satisfactory answer had been given

—

was exalted to the skies for the harmony of its

periods, the beauty of its composition, the co-

gency of its reasons ! without regarding the na-

tional honor and interest which it let down into

the mud and mire ; and without considering

that the British imperious demand required in

the answer to it, nerve as well as head—and
nerve most It was a case for an iron will,

more than for a shining intellect : and iron will

was not the strong side of Mr. Webster's char-

acter. His intellect was great—his will small.

His pursuits were civil and intellectual ; and he
was rot the man, with a goose quill in his hand,

to stand up against the British empire in arms.

Throughout the debate, in both Houses of Con-
gress, the answer to Mr. Fox was treated by
Mr. Webster's friends, as his own; and, no
doubt, justly—his supremacy aa a jurist being
so largly deferred to.

The debate in the House was on the adoption
of a resolution offered by Mr. John G. Floyd,

of New York, calling on the President for in-

formation in relation to the steps taken to aid

the liberation of McLeod ; and the fate of the
resolution was significant of the temper of the
House—a desire to get rid of the subject with-
out a direct vote. It was laid upon the table

by a good majority—110 to 70. The nays,

being those who were for prosecuting the in-

quiry, were

:

Messrs. Archibald H. Arrington, Charles Q,
Atherton, Linn Banks, Henry W. Beeson, Ben-
jamin A. Bidlack, Samuel S. Bowne, Linn Boyd,
Aaron V. B own, Charles Brown, Edmund
Burke, Reuben Chapman, James G. Clinton,
Walter Coles, Edward Cross, John R, J. Daniel,
Richard D. Davis, Ezra Dean, William Doan,
Andrew W. Doig, Ira A. Eastman, John C. Ed-
wards, Charles G. Ferris, John G. Floyd, Charles
A. Floyd, Joseph Fornance, James Gerry, Wil-
liam 0. Goode, Samuel Gordon, William A.
Harris, John Hastings, Samuel L. Hays, Isaac
E. Holmes, Jacob Houck, jr., George S. Houston,
Edmund W. Hubard, Charles J. IngersoU, Wil-
liam Jack, Cave Johnson, John W. Jones,
O"orge M. Keim, Abraham McClellan, Robert

'lellan, James J. McKay, John McKeon,
Aioert G. Marchand, Alfred Marshall, John
Thompson Mason, James Mathews, William
Medill, John Miller, Christopher Morgan, Peter
Newhard^illiam Parmenter, Samuel Patridge,
William W. Payne, Arnold Plumer, John Rey-
nolds, Lewis Riggs, Tristram Shaw, John Sny-
der, Lewis Steenrod, George Sweeny, Thomas A.
Tomlinson, Hopkins L. Turney, John Van Buren,
Aaron Ward, Harvey M. Watterson, John West-
brook, James W. Williams, Henry A. Wise,
Fernando Wood.

The same subject was largely debated in the
Senate—among others by Mr. Benton—some
extracts from whose speech will constitute the
next chapter.

CHAPTER LXXVI.

DESTEUCTION OF TIIK CAROLINE: ARREST AND
TRIAL OF McLEOD: MR. BENTON'S SPEECH:
EXTRACTS.

Mr. Benton said the history of our country

contained a warning lesson to gentlemen who
take the side of a foreign country against their

own : he alluded to the case of Arbuthnot and
Ambrister, seized among the Seminole Indians

in 1818, and hung as outlaws and pirates b^ the
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orders of General Jackson. The news of that

execution was heard with joy by the American

people, who considered these Englishmen as a

thousand times more culpable than the wretched

sayages whom they stimulated to the murder of

women and children—men who had abandoned

their own country, and the white race to which

they belonged, to join savages against a country

with which their own government was at peace.

The country heard the news of the execution

with joy: they approved the act of General

Jackson. Not so with the politicians—the po-

liticians of the federal school especially. They

condemned it
;

partisan presses attacked it

;

and when Congress met, committees of each

House of Congress reported against it—loudly

condemned it—and were followed by a crowd

of speakers. AU the phrases now heard in

claiming exemption for McLeod, and bewail-

ing his fate, were then heard in deploring

the fate of Arbuthnot and Ambrister. Viola-

tion ofthe laws ofnations—inhuman—unworthy

of the nineteenth century—shocking to human-

ity—^barbarous—uncivilized—subjecting us to

reprisals, and even to war from England—draw-

ing upon us the reproaches of Christendom, and

even the wrath of Heaven : such were the holi-

day phrases with which the two Houses of Con-

gress then resounded. To hear what was said,

and it would seem that the British lion would

be instantly upon us. We were taught to trem-

ble for the return news from Englnd. Well ! it

came ! and what was it ? Not one word from

the British government against the act of Jack-

son ! Not the scrape of a pen from a minister

6n the subject! Not a word in Parliament ex-

cept the unsupported complaint of some solitary

members—just enough to show, by the indiffer-

ence with which it was received, that the Brit-

ish House of Commons had no condemnation to

pronounce upon the conduct of General Jackson.

Their silence justified him in England, while

committees and orators co. iemned him in his

own country: and this justification fi'om abroad,

in a case where two Englishmen were actually

hanged, should be a warning to gentlemen how

they should commit themselves in a case where

an Englishman is merely in the hands ofjustice,

and has uuthiug lu ieur from " Qod and the

countiy " if he is as innocent, as he now alleges,

and which humanity would wish him to be.

General Jackson was right, and the committees

and orators who condemned him were wrong,

He was right in the law, and in the application

of the law. He had no musty volumes of na-

tional law to refer to in the swamps of Florida

and he needed none. He had the law of nature

and of nations, in his heart. He had an Ameri-

can heart, and that heart never led him wrong

when the rights, the interest, and the honor of

his country were at stake. He hung the Eng-

lishmen who were inciting savages to the mur-

der of our women and children : and the policy

of the measure has become no less apparent than

its legaUty was clear. Before that time Eng-

lishmen were habitually in the camp and wig-

wam of the Indians, stimulating to war upon

us : since that time no Englishman has been

heard of among them. The example was im-

pressive— its efiect salutary— its lesson per-

manent. It has given us twenty-five years of

exemption from British interference in our

Indian relations ; and if the assassins of the

Caroline shall be hung up in like manner it will

give us exemption from future British outrage

along the extended ^ne which divides the Union

from the British Canadian provinces.

It is humiliating to see senators of eminent

ability consulting books to find passages to

justify an outrage upon their own country.

Better far throw away the books, and go by the

heart. Then, at least, with American hearts,

they would always have the consolation of being

on their country's side. Better even to take the

rule of the illustrious commodore whose actions

have shed so much lustre on the American

name (Decatur), and go for their country, right

or wrong. Then they would always have their

own hearts on their side. Besides, there is no

book which fits our case—none which was

written for the duplicate form of government

which we possess. We have State governments

as well as a general government; and those

governments have their rights, and are sovereip

within their limits. The protection of the lives,

liberty, and property of their citizens, is among

these rights : the punishment of murder, arson,

and burglary, are among these rights If there

was nothing in the law of nations, as written in

the books, to recognize these rights, it would

bu iiecc'ssiiry for uo to do an act which would

cause a new line to be written in these books.

But this is not the case. The law of nations as

it now stands, is suflBcient for us. It has been
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.merican hearts,

read from Vattel by several senators ; and is

conclusive in our favor. What is it? Why,

that if the citizens of one country commit an

outrage upon another, you must ap', V to their

govereign for redress: but if A .ong-doer

comes into your country, yoa Si, jeize and

punish him. This is the law of nations, and it

fits our case ; and we have followed it. The

United States, as charged with our foreign re-

lations, have made the demand for redress upon

Great Britain : the State of New York, as the

wronged local authority, has seized the wrong-

doer, when he came upon her territory ; and is

giving him what he did not give her citizens—

a

trial for his life : and this she has a right to do

:

and if the federal government attempts to give

up that man, she shrinks from the defence of

right, violates the law of nations, and invades

the jurisdiction of New York.

This brings us to the case before us. What
is it? The facts of the transaction are all

spread out in official documents, and sustained

upon clear and undeniable testimony. Some

Canadian insurgents are on an island, near the

Canada shore, entrenching themselves, and re-

ceiving aid in men and arms from the American

side. An American ferry-boat, the Steamer

Caroline, carries that aid. She is seen in the

fact—seen by the commanding officer of the

British forces, as he stands on the Canadian

shore, looking on. He sees her there late in the

evening—saw her cast anchor near the island

—

and determines to destroy her there. Five boats

are fitted out in the dark to go and do the work
;

and if they had done it there, not a word would

have been said ; for it was a British island, and

she was there upon an unlawful business—vio-

lating the laws of neutrality, disobeying the

laws of her own country, disregarding the proc-

lamation of the President ; and doing an act

which might bring her own country into trouble.

If she had been found there and destroyed, not

a word would have been said : but she was not

found there, and the captain of the boats, of his

own head, contrary to the order which ho had

received, and which directed him to the British

island, and contrary to the letter written by his

cominfinding officer on that very day, abjuring

all light and all intent to make a descent upon
our coast, because it was ours : this captain,

his name Drew, and an officer in the British

navy without the knowledge of his commander,

determines to cross the line—to steal across the

river in the night—oars muffled—all noises si-

lenced—creep upon the unsuspecting vessel, an-

chored at the shore, sleeping under the flag, and

sheltered by the laws of her country, and the

law of nations : and stealthily get on board.

They run to the berths—cut, stab, slash, and

shoot, all that they see—pursue the flying

—

kill one man on the shore—no distinction of

persons—and no quarter the word. Several are

killed in the boat : none escape but those whom
darkness and confusion favored. Victorious in

an attack upon men asleep, the conquerors draw

the vessel into the middle of the river—it was

just above the falls— set her on fire ; and, with

all her contents—the dead and the dying, the

living and the wounded—send her, luminous in

flames, over the frightful cataract of Niagara.

One man alone had been spared, and he as a

British subject, to be taken home for punish-

ment. These are facts. What do they amount

to in law—that of nations, and that of New
York, where the deed was done ? First, a vio-

lation of the law of nations, in invading the soil

of the United States—in attacking a vessel (even

if it had been a belligerent), in a neutral port

—

in attacking persons on neutral territory—in

impressing and carrying off* a man from our ter-

ritory: then each of these acts was a crime

against the municipal laws of New York. Mc-

Leod, one of the actors in that cowardly assas-

sination, and conflagration, guilty upon his own
boasting, and caught upon the scene of his out-

rage, now in the hands ofjustice in the State of

New York, while no indemnity is offered for the

outrage itself: this perpetrator we are required,

and that under a threat, to release from the

hands of a State, which has the legal right to

try him. All this was years before—near four

years before—December, 1837. The news flew

upon the wings of the wind. It fired the bosoms

of the border inhabitants, upon a line of fifteen

hundred miles. Retaliation was in every heart,

threats in every mouth, preparation open—war

imminent. Mr. Van Buren was then President.

To repress the popular risings, proclamations

were issued : to prevent acts of retaliation,

troops were stationed along the line, and armed

steamers floated the river and the lakes : to

punish any violation of order, instructions were

issued to the district attorneys, and marshals

;

and the aid of the State authorities was claimed,
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and obtained. To obtain redress for the outrage

to our citizens, and the insults to our national

character, immediate application was made to

the British government That government de-

layed its answer to our just demand—avoided

the assumption of the criminal act—excused and

justified, without assuming it, either in words,

or indirectly, by rewarding the actors, or even

giving pensions to those wounded in the attack

:

for there were several of them in the dark and

dastardly attack. Diplomacy was still dravdng

out its lengthened thread—procrastination the

game, and the chapter of accidents the hope

—

when McLeod, the boaster in Canada of his

active share in this triple crime of murder, ar-

son, and robbery, against the State of New York,

and of violated neutrality against the United

States, crosses over to the United States, exhibits

himself on the very spot of his exploits, and in

the sight of those who had often heard of his

boasts. Justice then took hold of him. He was

arrested on an indictment found against him,

immediately after the act ; and he was also sued

by the owner of the vessel. A trial, of course,

in each case, was to take place in the courts of

the State whose laws had been violated. Vattel

prescribed that. The United States had nothing

to do with it. Her business was with bis sove-

reign. To the State it belonged to punish the

violation of her own laws, the perpetrator hav-

ing been caught within her jurisdiction : to the

owner of the boat it belonged to sue for dama-

ges; and neither the United States, nor the

State of New Ybrk, had any right to defeat his

action, by releasing the defendant. It was a

transitory action, and would lay any where

where he defendant was caught. McLeod went

to jail in both cases—the indictment, and the

civil suit ; and would seem to have courted

that fate by coming over to defy it. The news

of these proceedings fly to the British minister

in this city (Mr. Henry S. Fox) : that minister

addresses a note to the Secretary of State (Mr.

Forsyth), demanding the release of McLeod

:

the Secretary answered, by the direction of

President Van Buren, that this man, being

charged with criminal oflences against the State

of New York, and sued in a civil action by one

of Lcr citizens, tiie genefai gOYeniiiifcnt iiau no

right to release him : and would not undertake

to do 60. This answer was read in this chamber

on the night of the 5th of January last, when

the Senate was composed very nearly as it is

now—nearly all the same members—when the

present Secretary of State (Mr. "Webster), and

the present Attorney-general (Mr. Crittenden)

were both present : and we all know in what

manner that answer of Mr. Forsyth was re-

ceived. It received the unanimous approba-

tion o*" this chamber ! Mr. B. repeated the ex-

pressi^a—unanimous approbation ! and said he

would pause for correction if he was mistaken.

(He paused. Several senators said, yes ! yes

!

No one said the contrary.) Mr. B. continued

:

I remember that letter well, and the feeling

of unanimous approbation which pervaded the

chamber when it was read. Every senator that

spoke, expressed his approbation. No one 8ig<

nified dissent : and the feeling was then univer-

sal that the proper answer had been given by

the American government—the answer which

the law of nations, our duplicate form of govern-

ment, the dignity of the Union, the rights of the

State of New York, and the rights of the owner

of the destroyed vessel—all required to be given.

If I am wrong in my recollection, I repeat the

request : let me be set right now. (Several

voices exclaimed, " right ! right ! " No one said

the contrary.) Mr. B. resumed : a great point

—one vital to the case as it concerns our action,

and conclusive in this debate, is now established.

It is established, that in the month of January

last, when the answer of the American Secre-

tary was read in this chamber, we were all of

opinion that he had given the correct and proper

answer : and among the senators then present

were the present Secretary of State, who has

undertaken to get McLeod out of the clutches

of the law in New York ; and also the present

attorney-general, who has gone to New York

upon that errand. This is enough. Those gen-

tlemen heard the case then, and uttered no dis-

sent. The Senate was then unanimous—includ-

ing those who dissent now. How was it in the

House of Representatives, whc^ the same pa-

pers were read at the same time ? How was it

there, in a body of 220, and the immediate repre-

sentatives of the people 1 About the same that

it was in the Senate—only more formally ex-

pressed. The papers were sent to the Commit-

tee of r oreign ^-xuairs. x nat comniutee, tnroiign

Mr. Pickens, its chairman, made an ample report,

fully sustaining the answer of the American

government : and of that report^ five thousand
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extra copies were printed by the unanimous con-

gent of the House, for distribution among the

people.

In the month of January last, it may then be

assumed, that the two Houses of Congress ap-

proved the decision of President Van Buren;

and according to that decision, McLeod was

neither to be given up, nor the course of justice

in New York interfered with by the federal gov-

ernment. Mr. Fox received the answer of Mr.

Forsyth—transmitted it. to his government

—

and received from that government precise in-

structions to avow and assume the attack on

the Caroline as a national act—to make a per-

emptory demand for the release of McLeod—to

threaten us with serious consequences in the

event of refusal ; and, as the London newspa-

pers said, to demand his passports and leave

the country if his demand was not immediately

complied with. It was on the evening of the

4th day of March—the day of the inauguration

of the new President, so nicely had the British

ministry calculated the time—that the news of

these instructions arrived in this city ; and

along with that news came the war-threats,

and the war speeches of the press and public

men of Great Britain—the threat of many pa-

pera to send admirals and war-steamers to bat-

ter down our cities ; and the diabolical speech

of a peer of the realm (Lord Mountcashel) to

excite our three millions of slaves to insurrec-

tion—to raise all the Indian tribes against us

—

and to destroy our finances by bursting the par

per bubbles on which they floated. Yes ! it

was on the evening of the 4th day of March
that these instructions—these threats—these
war annunciations—all arrived together in this

city. The new President (General Harrison)

had just been inaugurated : his cabinet had just

been indicated : the men who were to compose
the presidential council were fully known : and
I undertook at once to tell what would be done.

I said to several—some now in this city if not
in this chamber: McLeod will be given up—not
directly, but indirectly. Underhanded springs
will be set in motion to release him, and a let-

ter will afterwards be cooked up to show to

Congress and the people, and to justify what
had been done. This is what I said. Persons
are now in this city to whom I said it. And
now let us resume the succession of events, and
«ee what was done by this new administration

which had just been inducted into office in the

midst of triumphal processions—under the fire

of cannon—the beating of drums—the display

of flags ; and all the glorious pomp and circum-

stance of war. Let us see what they did. On
the 12th of March—the new administration

having been allowed a week to organize—Mr.

Fox addresses to Mr. Webster a formal demand,

in the name of his government for the release

of McLeod, and goes on to say :

" The grounds upon which the British gov-
ernment made this demand upon the govern-
ment of the United States are these : that the
transaction on account of which Mr. McLeod
has been arrested, and is to be put upon bis
trial, was a transaction of a public character
planned and executed by persons duly empow-
ered by her Majesty's colonial authorities to
take any steps, and to do any acts which might
be necessary for the defence of her Majesty's
territories, and for the protection of her Majes-
ty's subjects ; and that, consequently, those
subjects of her Majesty who engaged in that
transaction were performing an act of public
duty, for which they cannot be made personally
and individually answerable to the laws and tri-

bunals of any foreign country."

And after enforcing this demand, by argu-

ment, contesting the answer given by Mr. For-

syth, and suggesting the innocence of McLeod,
the letter proceeds to say

:

" But, be that as it may, her Majesty's gov-
ernment formally demands, upon the grounds
already stated, the immediate release of Mr.
McLeod ; and her Majesty's government entreat
the President of the United States to take into
his most deliberate consideration the serious
nature of the consequences which must ensue
from a rejection of this demand."

This letter to Mr. Webster bears date on the

12th of March, which was Friday, and will be
considered as having been delivered on the same
day. On the 15th of the same month, which
was Monday, Mr. Webster delivers to the At-
torney-general of the United States, a set of in-

structions, and delivers a copy of the same to

Mr. Fox, in which he yields to the demand of

this Minister, and despatches the Attorney-gen-

eral to New York, to effect the discharge of the

prisoner. The instructions, among other things,

say:

" You are well aware that the President has
no power to arrest the proceeding in the civil

and criminal courts of the State of New York.
If this indictment were pending in one of the
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courts of the United States, I am directed to
say that the Pr< sident. upon the receipt of Mr.
Fox's last communication, would have imme-
diately directed a nolle prosequi to be entered.
Whether m this case the Governor of New
York have that power, or, if he have, whether
he would not feel it his duty to exercise it, are
points upon which we are not informed. It is

understood that McLeod is holden also on civil

process, sued out against him by the owner of
the Caroline. We suppose it very clear that
the Executive of the State cannot interfere with
such process ; and, indeed, if such process were
pending in the courts of the United States, the

President could not arrest it. In such, and
many analogous cases, the party prosecuted and
sued, must avail himself of his exemption or de-

fence, by judicial proceedings, either in the
court into which he is called, or in some other

court. But whether the process be criminal

or civil, the fact of having acted under public

authority, and in obedience to the orders of law-
ful superiors, must be regarded as a valid de-

fence ; otherwise, individuals would be holden
responsible for injuries resulting from the acts

of government, and even from the operations of

public war. You ^vill be furnished with a copy
of this instruction, for the use of the Executive
ofNew York, and the Attorney-general of that

State. You will carry with you also authentic

evidence of the recognition by the British gov-
ernment of the destruction of the Caroline, as

an act of public force, done by national author-

ity. The President is impressed with the pro-

priety of transferring the trial from the scene

of the principal excitement to some other and
distant county. You will take care that this

be suggested to the prisoner's counsel. The
President is gratified to learn that the Gover-
nor of New York has already directed that the
trial take place before the Chief Justice of the
State. Having consulted with the Governor
you will proceed to Lockport, or wherever else

the trial may be holden, and furnish the pris-

oner's counsel with the evidence of which you
will be in possession material to his defence.

You will see that he have skilful and eminent
counsel, if such be not already retained, and,

although you are not desired to act as counsel

yourself, you will cause it to be signified to him,

and to the gentlemen who may conduct his de-

fence, that it is the wish of this government
that, in case his defence be overruled by the
court in which he shall be tried, proj)er steps

be taken immediately for removing the cause,

by writ of error, to the Supreme Court of the

United States. The President hopes that you
will use such despatch as to make your arrival

at the place of trial sure before the trial comes
on ; and he tnists you will keep him informed
Ox Wxi3tev6i* occurs by means o{ a corrcsponu-

enoe through this Department."

A copy of these instructions, as I have said.

was delivered to Mr. Fox at the time they
were written. At the same moment they were
delivered to the new Attorney-general [Mr
Crittenden], who, thus equipped with wriu
ten directions for his guide, and accompanied by
an officer of high rank in the United States ar-

my [Major-general Scott], immediately pro-

ceeded on the business of his mission to the

State of New York, and to the place of the im-

pending trial, at Lockport. About forty days

thereafter, namely, on the 24th day of April

Mr. Webster replies to Mr. Fox's letter of the

12th of March; elaborately reviews the case

of McLeod—justifies the instructions—absolves

the subject—and demands nothing from the

sovereign who had assumed his offence. Thus
what I had said on the evening of the 4th of

March had come to pass. Underhand springs

had been set 'n motion to release the man ; a

letter was aftetwards cooked up to justify the

act. This, sir, is the narrative of the case—the
history of it down to the point at which it now
stands ; and upon this case I propose to make

some remarks, and, in the first place, to exam-

ine into the legality and the propriety of the

mission in which our Attorney-general was em-

ployed. I mean this as a preliminary inquiry

unconnected with the general question, and

solely relating to the sending of our Attorney-

general into any State to interfere in any busi-

ness in its courts. I believe this mission of Mr.

Crittenden to New York was illegal and im-

proper—a violation of our own statutes, and

will test it by referring to the law under which

the office of Attorney-general was created, and

the duties of the officer defined. That law was

passed in 1789, and is in these words

;

"And there shall also be appointed a meet
person, learned in the law, to act as Attorney-

general of the United States, who shall be

sworn, or affirmed, to a faithful execution of his

office : whose duty it shall bo to prosecute and

conduct all suits in the Supreme Court in vhich

the United States shall be concerned, and to

give his advice and opinion upon questions of

law, when required by the President of the

United States, or when reqviested by any of the

heads of the Department', touching any matters

that may concern their departments ; and sliall

receive such compensation for his services as

shall be by law provided."

Here, said Mr. B., are the duties of the At*

tomey general. He is subject to no orders
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ffhatever from the Seoretary of State. That

Secretary has nothing to do with him except to

request his legal advice on a matter which con-

cerns his department. Advice on a question

of municipal law was doubtless what was in-

tended; but no advice of any kind seems to

have been asked of the Attorney-general. He

seems to have been treated as the ofBcial sub-

ordinate of the. Secretary—as his clerk or mes-

gg„ger_and sent oflT with ^Hnatrudiona" which

he was to read and to execute. This was cer-

tainly an illegal assumption of authority over

the Attorney-general, an assumption which the

statute does not recognize. In the next place,

this officer is sent into a State court to assist at

the defence of a person on trial in that court for

a violation of the State laws, and is directed to

employ eminent and skilful counsel for him

—

to furnish him with evidence—to suggest a

change of venue—and to take a writ of error to

the Supreme Court of the United States, if the

defence of the prisoner be overruled by the

State court. If brought to the Supreme Court

by this writ of error—a novel application of the

writ, it must be admitted—then the Attorney-

general is to appear in this court for the pris-

oner, not to prosecute him in the name of the

United States, but to dismiss the writ. Now,

it is very clear that all this is foreign to the

duty of the Attorney-general—foreign to his

office—disrespectful and injurious to the State

of New York—incompatible with her judicial

independence—and tending to bring the general

government and the State government into col-

lision. McLeod, a foreigner, is under prosecu-

tion in a State court for the murder of its citi-

zens ; the importance of the case has induced

the Governor of the State, as he has oflBcially

informed its legislature, to direct the Attor-

ney-general of the State to repair to the spot,

and to prosecute the prisoner in person ; and

here is the Attorney-general of the United

States sent to the same place to defend the

same person against the Attorney-general of

the State. The admonition to Mr. Crittenden,

that he was not desired to act as counsel him-

self, was an admission that he ought not so to

act—that all he was doing was illegal and im-

proper—and that he Rhould not carry the im-

propriety so far as to make it public by making
a speech. lie was to oppose the State without

publicly appearinrr to do so ; and, as for his du-

ty in the Supreme Court of the United States,

he was to violate that outright, by acting for

the accused, instead of prosecuting for the

United States ! From all this, I hold it to be

clear, that our Attorney-general has been ille-

gally and improperly employed in this business;

that all that he has done, and all the expense

that he has incurred, and the fee he may have

promised, are not only without law but against

law ; and that the rights of the State of New
York have not only been invaded and infringed

in this interference in a criminal trial, but that

the rights and interests of the owners of the

Caroline, who have brought a civil action

against McLeod for damages for the destruction

of their property, have been also gratuitously

assailed in that part of the Secretary's instruc-

tions in which he declares that such civil suit

cannot be maintained. I consider the mission

as illegal in itself, and involving a triple illegal-

ity, _^rs?, as it concerns the Attorney-general

himself, who was sent to a place where he had

no right to go ; next, as it concerns the State

of New York, as interfering with her adminis-

tration of justice ; and, thirdh;, as it concerns

the owners of the Carolihe, who have sued

McLeod for damages, and whose suit is de-

clared to be unmaintainable.

I now proceed, Mr. President, to the main in-

quiry in this case, the correctness and propriety

of the answer given by our Secretary of State

to Mr. Fox, and its compatibility wi+.h the

honor, dignity, and future welfare of this re-

public.

I look upon the " instructions " which vvere

given to Mr. Crittenden, and a copy of which

was sent to Mr. Fox, as being the answer to

that Minister ; and I deem the letter entitled

an answer, and dated forty days afterwards, as

being a mere afterpiece—an article for home

consumption—a speech for Buncombe, as we
say of our addresses to our constituents—

a

pleading intended for us, and not for the Eng-

lish, and wholly designed to excuse and defend

the real answer so long before, and so promptly

given. I will give some attention to this, so

called, letter, before I quit the case ; but for the

present my business is with the " instt-uctioiis,^'

a copy of which being delivered to Mr. Fox,

was the answer to his demand; and as such

was transmitted to the British government, and

quoted in the House of Commons as being eu-
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tirely satisfactory. This quotation took place

on the fith day of May, several days before the,

so called, letter of the 24th of April could pos-

sibly have reached London. Lord John Rus-

sell, in answer to a question from Mr. Hume,
referred to these instructions as being satis-

factory, and silenced all further inquiry about

the affair, by showing that they had all they

wanted.

I hold these instructions to have been erro-

neous, in point of national law, derogatory to us

in point of national character, and tending to

the future degradation and injury of this re-

public.

That the Secretary has mistaken the law of

the case in consenting to the release of McLeod
is persuasively shown by referring to the opin-

ions of the two Houses of Congress in January

last. Their opinions were then unanimous in

favor of Mr. Forsyth's answer ; and that an-

swer was a peremptory refusal either to admit

that McLeod ought to be released, or to inter-

fere in his behalf with the courts of New York.

The reasons urged by Mr. Fox in his letter to

Mr. Forsyth for making the demand, \ pre pre-

cisely the same with those subsequently given

in the letter to Mr. Webster. The only differ-

ence in the two demands was in the formality

of the latter, being under instructions from his

government, and in the threat which it con-

tained. In other respects the two demands

were the same ; so that, at the outset of this in-

quiry, we have the opinions of the Secretary of

State, the Attorney-general, and the body of

their friends in the two Houses of Congress to

plead against themselves. Then we produce

against our Secretary the law of nations, as laid

down by Vattel. He says

:

"However, as it is impossible for the best

regulated State, or for the most vigilant and ab-

solute sovereign to model at his pleasure all the

actions of his subjects, and to confine them on
every occasion to the inost exact obedience, it

would be unjust to impute to the nation or the

sovereign every fault committed by the citizens.

We ought not, then, to say, in general, that we
have received an injury ttora a nation, because
we have received it from one of its members.
But if a nation or its chief approves and ratifies

the act of the individual, it then becomes a pub-
lic concern, and the injured "artv is then to

consider the nation as the real author of the in-

jury, of which the citizen was. perhaps, only
the instrument. If the offended Stale has in

her power the individual who has drrtie tht \%.
jury, she may, without scruple, bring him to
justice, and punish him. If he has escaped
and returned to his own country, she ought to
apply to his sovereign to have justice done jn

the ciine."

This is the case before us. The malefactor
is

taken, and is in the hands of justice. His im.

puted crime is murder, arson, and robbery.

His government, by assuming his crime, cannot

absolve his guilt, nor defeat our right to try and

punish him according to law. The assumption

of his act only adds to the number of the cul-

pable, and gives us an additional offender to

deal with them, if we choose. We may proceed

against one or both ; but to give up the indi-

vidual when we have him, without redress from

the nation, which justifies him, is to throw

away the advantage which chance or fortune

has put into our hands, and to make a virtual

if not actual surrender, of all claim to redress

whatsoever.

The law of nations is clear, and the law of the

patriot heart is equally clear. The case needs

no book, no more than the hanging of Arbuth-

not and Ambrister required the justification of

books when General Jackson was in the hom-

mocks and marshes of Florida. A band of fo^

eign volunteers, without knowing what they

were going to do, but ready to follow their file

leader to the devil, steal across a boundary river

in the night, attack unarmed people asleep upon

the soil, and under the flag of their country

;

give no quarter—make no prisoners—distin-

guish not between young and old—innocent or

guilty—kill all—add fire to the sword—send

the vessel and its contents over the falls in

flames—and run back under cover of the same

darkness which has concealed their approach.

All this in time of peace. And then to call this

an act of war, for which the perpetrators are

not amenable, and for which redrdss must be

had by fighting, or negotiating with the nation

to which they belong. This is absurd. It is

futile and ridiculous. Common sense condemns

it. The heart condemns it. Jackson's exam-

ple in Florida condemns it ; and we should ren-

der ourselves contemptible if we took any sucli

weak and puerile course.

Mr. Fox nowhere says this act was done by

the sovereign's command. He shows, in fact,

that it was not so done ; and we know that it
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yrtB not. It was th« act of volunteers, un-

known to the Briti f >vornment until it was

over and unaasumeti Uy them for three years

after it occurred. The act occurred in Decem-

ber 1837 ; our minister, Mr. Stevenson, de-

manded redress for it in the spring of 1838.

The British government did not then assume it,

nor did they assume it at all until McLcod was

caught. Then, for the first time, they assume

and justify, and evidently for the mere purpose

of extricating McLeod. The assumption is

void. Governments cannot assume the crimes

of individuals. It is only as a military enter-

prise that this offence can be assumed ; and we

know this affair was no such enterprise, and is

not even represented as such by the British

minister. He calls it a " transaction." Three

times in one paragraph he calls it a " transac-

tion ;
" and whoever heard of a fight, or a bat-

tle being characterized as a transaction ? Wo
apply the term to an affair of business, but

never to a military operation. How can we

have a military operation without war ? with-

out the knowledge of the sovereign ? without

the forms and preliminaries which the laws of

nations exact? This was no military enter-

prise in form, or in substance. It was no at-

tack upon a fort, or a ship of war, or a body of

troops. It was no attack cf soldiers upon sol-

diers, but of assassins upon the sleeping and the

defenceless. Our American defenders of this

act go beyond the British in exalting it into

a military enterprise. They take different

ground, and higher ground, than the British,

in setting up that defence ; and are just as

wrong now as they were in the case of Arbuth-

not and Ambrister.

Incorrect in point of national law, I hold

these instructions to have been derogatory to

us in point of national character, and given vnth

most precipitate haste when they should not

have been given at all. They were given under

a formal, deliberate, official threat from the

minister ; and a thousand unofficial threats

from high and respectable sources. The minis-

ter says

:

" But, be that as it may, her Majesty's gov-

ernment formally demands^ upon the grounds
already stated, the immediate release of Mr.
McLeod ; and her Majesty's government entreat

the President of the United States to take into

his most deliberate consideration the serious

nature of the consequences which must ensue
from a rejection of this demand."

Nothing could bo more precise and formal

than this demand—nothing more significant

and palpable than this menace. It is such as

should have prevented any answer—such as

should have suspended diplomatic intercourse—

until it was withdrawn. Instead of that, a

most sudden and precipitate answer is given

;

and one that grants all that the British de*

manded, and more too ; and that without ask-

ing any thing from them. It is given with a

haste which seems to preclude the possibility

of regular deliberation, cabinet council, and

official form. The letter of Mr, Fox bears date

the 12th of March, which was Friday, and may
have been delivered in office hours of that day.

The instruction to Mr. Crittenden was delivered

on the 15th of March, which was Monday, and

a copy delivered to Mr. Fox. This was the an-

swer to the demand and the threat ; and thus

the answer was given in two days ; for Sunday,

as the lawyers call it, is dies non ; that is to

say, no day for business ; and it is hardly to be

presumed that an administration which seems

to be returning to the church and state times

of Queen Anne, had the office of the Depart-

ment of State open, and the clerks at their

desks on Sunday, instead of being in their pews

at church. The answer, then, was given in two

days; and this incontinent haste to comply

with a threat contrasts wonderfully with the

delay—the forty days' delay—before the letter

was written which was intended for home con-

sumption ; and which, doubtless, was consid-

ered as written in good time, if written in time

to be shown to Congress at this extra session.

Sir, I hold it to have been derogatory to oiir

national character to have given any answer at

all, much less the one that was given, while a

threat was hanging over our heads. What must

be the effect of yielding to demands under such

circumstances? Certainly degradation— na-

tional degradation—and an encouragement to

Great Britain to continue her aggressive course

upon us. That nation is pressing us in the

Northeast and Northwest ; she is searching our

ships on the coast of Africa ; she gives liberty

to Our slaves wrecked on her- islands m theif

transit from one of our ports to another; she

nurtures in London the societies which produced
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the San Domingo insurrection, and which are

preparing a smilar inHurrection for im ; and she

18 tl»o miBtrosH of subjects who hold immense

debts against our States, and for the payment of

which the national guarantee, or the public

lands, are wanted. She has many points of ag-

gressive contact upon us ; and what is the effect

of this tame submission—this abject surrender

of McLeod, without a word of redress for the

affair of the Caroline, and under a public thrtiat

—what is the effect of this but to encourage her

to press us and threaten us on every other

point ? It must increase her arrogance, and en-

courage her encroachments, and induce her to

go on until submission to further outrage be-

comes impossible, and war results from the

cowardice which courage would have prevented.

On this head the history of many nations is full

of impressive lessons, and none more so than

that of Great Britain. It is a nation of brave

people ; but they have sometimes had ministers

who were not brave, and whose timidity has

ended in involving their country in all the

calamities of war, after subjecting it to all the

disgrace of pusillanimous submission to foreign

insult. The administration of Sir Robert Wal-

pole, long, cowardly and corrupt -tyrannical at

home and cringing abroad—was a signal instance

of this ; and, as a warning to ourselves, I will

read a passage from English history to show his

conduct, and the conseciuences of it. I read

from Smollett, and from his account of the Span-

ish depredations, and insults upon English sub-

jects, which were continued the whole term of

Walpole'fl administration, and ended in bringing

on the universal war which raged throughout

Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, and cost the

English people so much blood and treasure.

The historian says

:

" The merchants of England loudly complained

of these outrages ; the nation was fired with re-

sentment, and cried for vengeance ; but the mi-

nister appeared cold, phlegmatic, and timorous.

He knew that a war would involve him in such

difficulties as must of necessity endanger his ad-

ministration. The treasure *fhich he now em-
ployed for domestic purposes must in that case

be expended in military armaments ; the wheels

of that machine on which he had raised his ir-

fluence would no longer move ; the opposition

would of couseiiuence gain ground, and the im-

position of fresh taxes, necessary for the main-

tenance of the war, would fill up the measure of

popular resentment against his person and mi-

nistry. Moved by these considerations, he In-

dustriously endeavored to avoid a rupture and
to obtain some sort of satisfaction by dint of
memorials and negotiations, in which ho betray-

ed his own fears to such a degree as animated
the Spaniards to persist in their dcprudationg

and encouraged the court of Madrid to disregard

the remonstrances of the British ambassador."

Such is the picture of Walpole's foreign

policy ; and how close is the copy we arc now

presenting of it ! Under the scoui-ge of Spanish

outrage, ho waA cold, phlegmatic, and timorous

;

and such is the conduct of our secretary under

Briti'^h outrage. He wanted the public treasure

for party purposes, and neglected the public de-

fences : our ministry want the public lands and

the public money for douceurs to the States,

and leave the Union without forts and ships.

Walpole sought some sort of satisfaction by dint

of negotiation ; our minister does the same. The

British minister at Madrid was paralyzed by the

timidity of the cabinet at home ; so is ours para-

lyzed at London by our submission to Mr. Fox

here. The result of the whole was, accumulated

outrage, coalitions against England, universal

war, the disgrace of the minister, and the eleva-

tion of the man to the highest place in his coun-

try, and to the highest pinnacle of glory, whom

Walpole had dismissed from the lowest place in

the British army—that of cornet of horse—for

the political offence of voting against him. The

elder William Pitt—the dismissed comet—con-

ducted with glory and success the war which

the timidity of Walpole begat; and, that the

smallest circumstances might not be wanting to

the completeness of the parallel, our prime mi-

nister here has commenced his career by issuing

an order for treating our military and naval offi-

cers as Pitt was treated by Walpole, and for the

same identical offence.

Sir, I consider the instructions to Mr. Crit-

tenden as most unfortunate and deplorable.

They have sunk the national character in the

eyes of England and of Europe. They have lost

us the respect which we gained by the late war,

and by the glorious administration of Jackson.

They bring us into contempt, and encourage the

haughty British to push us to extremities. We

shall feel the effect of this deplorable diplomacy

in our impending controversies with that peo-

ple ; and happy and fortunate it will be for us

if, by correcting our error, retracing our etepsi
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recoTorinK our manly attitude, discarding our

diitribution uchemeB, and preparing for war, we

shall bo able thereby t,o prevent war, and to

preserve our rights.

I have never believed our English difflcultios

free from danger. I have not spoken upon the

Northca-stcrn question; but the senator from

that State who sits on my right (looking at sen-

ator Williams) knows my opinion. He knows

that I uavo long believed that nothing could

save the rights of Maine but the war counte-

nance of our government. Preparation for war

might prevent war, and save the rights of the

State. This has been my opinion ; and to that

point have all my labors tended. I have avoided

jpeeches; 1 have opposed all distributions of

land and money ; I have gone for ships, forts

and cannon—the ultima ratio of Republics as

well as kings. I go for them now, and declare

it as my opinion that the only way to obtain our

rights, and to avoid eventual war with England,

is to abandon all schemes of distribution, and to

convert our public lands and surplus revenue,

when we have it, into cannon, ships and forts.

Hard pressed on the instructions to Mr. Crit-

tenden—prostrate and defenceless there—the

gentlemen on the other side take refuge under

the letter to Mr. Fox, and celebrate the harmony

of its periods, and the beauty of its composition.

I grant its merit in these particulars. I admit

the beauty of the style, though attenuated

into gossamer thinness and lilliputian weakness.

I agree that the Secretary writes well. I admit

his ability even to compose a prettier letter in

less than forty days. But what has all this to

do with the question of right and wrong—of

honor and shame—of war and peace—with a

foreign government 1 In a contest of rhetori-

cians, it would indeed be important ; but in the

contests of nations it dwindles into insignifi-

cance. The statesman wants knowledge, firm-

ness, patriotism, and invincible adherence to the

rights, honor, and interests of his country.

These are the characteristics of the statesman

;

and tried by these tests, what becomes of this

letter, so encomiastically dwelt upon here ? Its

knowledge is shown by a mistake of the law of

nations—its firmness, by yielding to a threat

—

-— i~ '••) "J i-i" "'o 1
J....

1, .) ^
—its adherence to the honor, rights and interests

of our ow:. country, by surrendering McLeod
without receiving, or even demanding, one word

of redress or apology for the outrage upon the

Caroline 1

The letter, boBtdcs its fatal concessionn, is de-

ficient in manl/ tone—in American feeling—in

nerve—in force—in resentment of injurious im-

putations—and in enforcement ofour just claims

to redress for blood spilt, territory invaded, and

flag insulted.

The whole spirit of the letter is feeble and de-

precatory. It does not repel, but begs off. It

does not recriminate, but defends. It does not

resent insult—not even the audacious threat—

which is never once complained of, nor even

alluded to.

This letter is every way an unfortunate pro-

duction. It does not even show the expense

and trouble we took to prevent our citizens from

crossing the lino and joining the Canadian in-

surgents. It does not show the expense we
were at in raising a new regiment of infantry

expressly for that service (several voices said yes,

yes, it mentions that). Good, let it be credit-

ed accordingly. But it does not mention the

appropriation of ^050,000 made at one time for

that object ; it does not mention the numerous

calls upon the militia authorities and the civil

authorities along the line to assist in restraining

our people j it does not mention the arrests of

persons, and seizures of arms, which we made

;

it does not mention the prosecutions which we

instituted ; it does not show that for two years

we were at great expense and trouble to restrain

our people ; and that this expense and trouble

was brought upon us by the excitement produ-

ced by the affair of the Caroline. The British

brought us an immense expense by that affair,

for which they render us no thanks, and the

Secretary fails to remind them. The letter does

not repel, with the indignant energy which the

declaration required, that we had '^permitted''''

our citizens to arm and join the insurgents. It

repels it, to be sure, but too feebly and gently,

and it omits altogether what should never be

lost sight of in this case, that the British have

taken great vengeance on our people for their

rashness in joining this revolt. Great numbers

of them were killed in action; many were

hanged ; and many were transported to the cx-

froiiiitiefi of the world—to Van Diemen's Land,

under the antarctic circle—where they pine out

a miserable existence, far, far, and for ever re-

moved from kindred, home and friends.
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The raii)Ui of the IcHor arc Aindatncntal and

radical—no beauty ion, no tropCH

and flgurea, no f^W ' ,c - tiiJi balance

or g\om ufer. The 'lij .9 j(o to its m nil

and 8ubsUii#t* *v> w. ,, , of i. 'ct Mui law—to it<*

tamenoHB and ftiaiidity—and i<. ^ts futgl omis-

aioit to dein*a4 rddreiw from the Uritish govern-

meiit fur i\km outrages on the Ca inline, which

that g^fverwineftt !«:=' assumod. She ! »» now

assumed tliwt outrage for the first tiuu as-

«umcd it aiVr tttfKe J"«^ars of refusal to si)oak ;

and in the asBumpttw** offers not one word of

apology, or of consolation to our wounded leel-

ings. Slio claps her Rrms akimljo, and avows

the offence ; and our Swrctnry, in his long and

beautiful letter, tinds no pluco to insert a de-

mand for the assumed outrage. He gives up

the culprit subject, and demands nothing from

the imperious sovereign. lie lets go the ser-

vant, and does not lay hold of the master. This

is a grievous omission. It is tantamount to a

surrender of all claim for any redress of ony

kind. McLeod, the culprit, is given up : ho is

given up without conditions. The British gov-

ernment assume his offence—demand his release

— fler us no satisfaction : and we give him up,

Uc isk no satisfaction. The letter demands

notlung—literally nothing : and in that respect

Of: n degrades us as much as the surrender

upon a threat had already degraded us. This is

9- most material point, and I mean to make it

clear. I mean to show that the Secretary in

giving up the alleged instrument, has demanded

nothing from the assuming superiors : and this

I will do him the justice to show by reading

from his own letter. I have examined it care-

fully, and can lind but two places where the

slightest approach 's made, not even to a demand

for redress, but to the suggestion of an intima-

tion of a wish on our side ever to hear the name

of the Carolino mentioned again. These two

places are on the concluding pages of the letter,

as printed by our order. If there are others,

let gentlemen point them out, and they shall

be read,

these

:

The two paragraphs I discover, are

" This government, ^nhve. not only holds

itself above reproad in . \ Sin,": r.specting

the preservation of n?";'r" r, ^hc *. jservance

of the principle of n-ju-in ;• •« - n, and the

strictest conformity, u\ vhKf>; Kn^yects, to in

rules of international law. but '.. doubts not that

the world will do it the iustico to acknowlcdm
that it has set an example not unfit to be fol.

lowwl by others, and that, by its sh-ady leninlj.

tion on this most importatit Hubjc<;t, it lia«don(j

something to promote peace and gou^J neighbor-

hood among nations, and to advance the ciriliu-

tion of "1 uikind.

"Th< i'rKflident instructs the undersigned to

say, in oiu ision, that he confidently tntu
that this ufid aU other questions of difTtrcno

between the two governments will bo treattu

by both in the full exercise of such a spirit of

candof justice, and mutual respect, as shall givo

asBur*) -^ of tiio long continuance of peace be-

tween tl two countries."

This is all I can seo that looks to tho poggible

contingency of any future allusion to the case of

the Caroline. Certainly there could not be &

mon3 effectual abandonment of our claim to re-

dress. The first paragrai>h goes no further than

to " trust " that the grounds may bo presented

which "justify "—a strange word in such a case

—the local authorities in attacking and destroy-

ing this vessel ; and the second buries it all up

by deferring it to the general and peaceful settle-

ment of all other questions and differences be-

tween the two countries. Certainly this is a

farewell salutation to the whole affair, it is tho

valedictory to the Caroline. It is the parting

word, and is evidently so understood by the

British ministry. They have taken no notice

of this beautiful letter : they have returned no

answer to it ; they have not even acknowledged

its receipt. The ministry, the parliament, and

the press, all acknowledge themselves satis-

fied—satisfied with the answer which was given

to Mr. Fox, on the 12th of March. They cease

to speak of tho affair ; and the miserable Caro-

line—plunging in flames over the frightful cata-

i-act, the dead and the dying both on board—is

treated as a gone-by procession, which has lost

its interest for ever. Mr. "Webster has given it

up, by deferring it to general po'ilempnt; and

in so giving it up, has not only tti>ar(;')TK'l the

rights and honor of his countrv, I '.'.( tu! 1 the

laws of diplomatic intercouroo. Uutragt^s and

insults are never deferred to a general settle-

ment. They are settled per se—and promptly

and preliminarily. All other negotiations cease

until the insult and outrage is settled. That is

the course of Great Britain herself in this case.

She assumes tho arrest of McLeod to be as

offence to the British crown, and dropping ail

other questions of difference, demands instant
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r«|»r»tion fo.' that offence. Mr. Webster should

hsTO done the saino l>y tho offence to Ids coun-

try. It was prior in tiniw, and should have been

prior in settlement—at all events tho two offen-

ces should have boon settled together. Instead

of that ho hastens to mako reparation to the

British—<Ioc8 it in person—and without waiting

e.en to draw up a letter in reply to Mr. Fox !

inii then, of his own head, defers our complaint

to a general settlement. This is unheard of,

either in national or individual insults. What

would we think of a man, who U\'\ng insulted

by an outrage to hi.s family in his house, should

gay to tho perpetrators :
" We have some out-

standing accounts, ind Bomp day or other we

may have i Renfr.il geftl<rr'ont ; and then, I trust

Tou will si' tie this outrage." What would be

said of 1 II individual in such a case, must bo

aaid if ourselves in this case. In vain do gen-

tltr--.uii point to tho pnrngraph in the letter, so

powerfully drawn, which paints tho destruction

of tho Caroline, and tho slaughter of tho inno-

cent as well as the guilty, asleep on board of

her. That paragraph aggravates tho demerit

of tho letter : for, after so well showing the

enormity of the wrong, and our just title to re-

dress, it abandons tho case without the slightest

atonement. But that letter, with all its ample

beauties, found no place to rebuke the impress-

ment and abduction of tho person claimed as a

British subject, because ho was a fugitive rebel.

WhaliCr so, or not, he could not bo seized upon

American soil—could not even bo given up un-

der the extradition clause in Mr. Jay's treaty,

even if in force, which only applied to personal

and not to political offences. But that letter,

was for Buncombe : it was for home consump-

tion : it was to justify to the American people

on the 24th of May, what had been done on the

12th of March. It was superscribed to Mr.

Fox, but written for our own people : and so

\tr. Fox undo; Jtood it, and never even acknow-

1. :3^ed its receipt.

But gentlemen point to a special phrase in the

letter, and quote it with triumph, as showing

pluck and light in our Secretary : it is the

phrase, "bloody and exasperated war"—and
consider this phrase as a cure for all di iiciencies.

Alas ! it would seem to havK hofin tho vcrv thins

which did tho business for our Secretary. That
blood, with war, and exasperation, seems to have

hastened his submission to the British demand.

But how was it with Mr. Fox 7 Did it ha«t«n

his inclination to |>adfy us 1 Did hu take it an

a thing to quicken him? or, did tho British

gu < iiment feel It as an Inducement, or stimu-

luH lo liaNteii atonement for the injury they had
assumed? it all ! Far from It! Mr. Fox
did not take fright, imd answer in two days!

nor has he answered yet ' nor will he ever wlijle

SI h gentle tpLstlis aro written to him. Its

eff "t u|M>n the British ministry is shown by
the manner in which they have trcitH It—the

contempt of .silence. No, sir ! instead of these

gentle phrases, there ought to have been two
brief words siioken to Mr. Fox— ti rat, your let-

ter contains a threat ; and the American go em-
ment does not negotiate under a threat ; next,

your government has assumed the Caroline out-

rage to tho United States, and now atone for it

:

and as to McLeod, he is in tho hands of justice,

and will be tried for his crimes, according to the

law of nations. This is tho answer which ought

to have been given. But not so. luh 'ant sub-

mission on our part, was tho resolv< and the

act. Forty days afterwards this fine U ter waa
delivered. Unfortunate as is this boasted letter

in so many respects, it has a further sin to an-

swer for, and that is for its place, or ordi r—ita

collocation and connection—in tho printeii docu-

ment which lies before us ; and also in ii ^ as-

sumption to " enclose " the Crittenden inst ruc-

tions to Mr. Fox—which had been person illy

delivered to him forty days before. The letter

is printed, in the document, before the " instr«io-

tions," though written forty days after thei >

;

and purports to " enclo.se " what had been long

before delivered. Sir, the case of McLeod is not

an isolation : it is not a solitary act : it is ni •-

an atom lying by itself. But it is a feature i

a large picture—a link in a long chain. Tt con-

nects itself with all the aggressive conduct of

Great Britain towards the United States—her
encroachments on the State of Maine—her occu-

pation of our territory on the Oregon—her inso-

lence in searching our vessels on the coast of

Africa—the liberation of our slaves, wrecked on
her islands, when in transition from one part

of tho Union to another—her hatching in Lon-

don for the Southern States, what was hatched
fVlPrA nllOTTrt fVirfw irnoro acff\ fi\i* fiori Tl^tv»»«.»/> •1_ __. J ..jj .-!.... ^.s ,

and the ominous unofficial intimation to our

aforesaid Secretary, that the federal government

is bound for the European debts of the individual
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States. The McLeod case mixes itself with the

whole of these ; and the success which has at-

tended British threats in his case, may bring us

threats in all the other cases ; and blows to

back them, if not settled to British liking.

Submission invites aggression. The British are

a great people—a wonderful people ; and can

perform as well as threaten. Occupying some

islands no larger than two of our States, they

have taken possession of the commanding points

in the four quarters of the globe, and dominate

over an extent of land and water, compared to

which the greatest of empires—that of Alexan-

der, of Trajan, of the Caliphs—was a dot upon

the map. War is to them a distant occupation

—

an ex-territorial excursion—something like pi-

racy on a vast scnle ; in which their fleets go

forth to capture and destroy—to circtminavigate

the globe ; and to return loaded with the spoil

of plundered nations. Since the time of William

the Conqueror, no foreign hostile foot has trod

their soil ; and, safe thus far from the ravages

of war at home, they are the more ready to en-

gage in ravages abroad. To bully, to terrify,

to strike, to crush, to plunder—and then exact

indemnities as the price of forbearance—is their

policy and their practice : and they look upon

UK with our rich towns and extended coasts, as

a flt subject for these compendious tactics. We
all deprecate a war with that people—none de-

precate it more than I do—not for its dangers,

but for its effects on the business pursuits of

the two countries, and its injury to liberal

governments : but we shall never prevent war

by truckling to threats, and squandering in

douceurs to the States what ought to be conse-

crated to the defence of the country. The result

of our first war with this people, when only a

fifth of our present numbers, shows what we
could do in a seven years' contest : the result of

the second shows that, at the end of two years,

having repulsed their fleets and armies at all

points, we were just ready to light upon Canada

with an hundred thousand volunteers, fired by

the glories of New Orleans. And in any future

war with that nation, woe to the statesman that

woos peace at the repulse of the foe. Of all the

nations of the earth, we are the people to land

upon the coasts of Emrlund and Irtiland. Wc
are their kin and kith ; and the visits of kindred

have sympathies and aflections, which statutes

and proclamations cannot control.

CHAPTER LXXVII.

REFUSAL OP THE HOUSE TO ALLOW EECESiS
' COMMITTEES.

Two propositions submitted at this session to

allow committees to sit in the recess, and collect

information on industrial subjects—commerce

manufactures, and agriculture—with a view to

beneficial legislation, had the effect of bringing

out a very full examination into the whole sub-

ject—under all its aspects, of constitutionali.

ty and expediency. The whole debate wa
brought on by the principal proposition, sub-

mitted by Mr. Winthrop, from the Committee

on Commerce, in these words :

" Itesolved, That a committee of nine mem-
bers, not more than one of whom shall be from

any one State, be appointed by the Chair, to sit

during the recess, for the purpose of taking evi-

dence at the principal ports of entry and else-

where, as to the operation of the existing sys-

tem and rates of duties on imports upon the

manufacturing, agricultural, and commercial in-

terests of the country, and of procuring, gen-

erally, such information as may be useful to

Congress in any revision of the revenue laws

which may be attempted at the next session."

On this resolution there was but little said.

The previous question was soon called, and the

resolution carried by a lean majority—106 to

104. A reconsideration was instantly moved

by Mr. McKeon of New York, which, after

some discussion, was adopted, 100 to 90. The

resolution was then laid on the table : from

which it was never raised. Afterwards a mod-

ification of it was submitted by Mr. Kennedy

of Maryland, from the committee on commerce,

in these words

:

" Resolved, That a select committee of ebven

members, not more than one of which sliall be

from any one State, be appointed by the Chair,

for the purpose of taking evidence at the prin-

cipal ports of entry and elsewhere as to the

operation of the existing system and rates of

duties on imports upon the manufacturing,

commercial, and agricultural interests of the

countiy ; and of procuring, generally, such in-

formation as may be useful to Congress in any

revision of the revenue laws which may be at-

tempted at the next session.

" Jiesuived, further, That said committee be

authorized to sit during the recess, and to em-

ploy a lerk."

11
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I committee be

A motion was made by Ingcrsoll which

brought up the question of recess committees

on their own merits, stripped of the extraneous

considerations which a proposition for such a

committee, for a particular purpose, would al-

ways introduce. He moved to strike out the

1 words, " to sit during th^ recess." This was

the proper isolation of the contested point. In

this form the objections to such committees

were alone considered, and found to be insuper-

able. In the first place, no warrant could be

found in the constitution for this elongation of

itself by the House by means of its committees,

and it was inconsistent with tliat adjournment

for which the constitution provides, and with

tliose immunities to members which are limited

to the term of service, and the time allowed for

travelling to and from Congress. No warrant

could be found for them in the constitution, and

practical reasons against them presented them-

selves more forcibly and numerously as the

question was examined. The danger of degen-

erating into faction and favoritism, was seen to

be imminent. Committees might be appointed

to perambulate the Union—at the short ses-

sions for nine montlis in the year—spending

their time idly, or engaged in political objects

—

drawing the pay and mileage of members of

Congress all the time, with indefinite allow-

ances for contingencies. If one committee

might be so appointed, then as many others as

the House chose : if by one House, then by
both : if to perambulate the United States,

then all Europe—constituting a mode of mak-
ing the tour of Europe at the public expense.

All Congress might be so employed : but it

was probable that only the dominant party,

each in its turn, would so favor its own parti-

sans, and for its own purposes. The practical

evils of the measure augmented to the view as

more and more examined : and finally, the

whole question was put to rest by the decided

sense of the House—only sixty-two members
voting against the motion to lay it on tha table,

not to be taken up again: a convenient, and
compendious way to get rid of a subject, as it

brings on the direct vote, without discussion,

and without the process of the previous ques-

tion to cut off debate.

Such was the decision of the House; and,

what has happened in the Senate, goes to con-

firm the wisdom of their decision. Recess com-

VoL. II.—20

mittees have been appointed from that body;
and each case of such appointment has become
a standing argument against their existence.

The first instance was that of a senatorial com-

mittee, in the palmy days of the United States

Bank, consistmg of the friends of that bank,

appointed on the motion of its own friends to

examine it—spending the whole recess in the

work : and concluding with a report lauding

the management of the bank, and assailing

those who opposed it. Several other senato-

rial recess committees have since been appoint-

ed ; but under circumstances which condemn
them as an example ; and with consequences

which exemplify the varieties of abuse to which

they are subject ; and of which, faction, favorit-

ism, personal objects, ungovernable expense,

and little, or no utility, constitute the heads.

CHAPTER LXXVIII.

REDUCTION OF THE EXPENSE OF FOREIGN MI3-
blONS B"X REDUCIN& TUE NUMBER.

A QUESTION of permanent and increasing in-

terest was opened at this session, which has be-

come more exigent with time, and deserves to

be pursued until its object shall be accom-

plished. It was the question of reducing the

expenses of foreign missions, by reducing the

number, and the expediency of returning to the

Jeffersonian policy of having no ministers resi-

dent, or permanent succession of ministers

abroad. The question was brought on by a

motion from Mr. Charles Jared Ingcrsoll to

strike from the appropriation bill the salaries

of some missions mentioned in it; and this

motion brought on the question of, how far the

Hl use had a right to interfere in these missions

and control them by withholding compensa-

tion ? and how far it was expedient to diminish

their number, and to return to the Jeffersonian

policy? Charges had been appointed to Sar-

dinia and Naples: Mr. Ingcrsoll thought them
unnecessary ; as also the mission to Austria,

and that the ministers to Spain ought to be re-

duced to chargeships. Mr. Caleb Cusliing con-

sidered the appointment of these ministers as

giving them "vested rights in theu" salaries,"
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and that tho House was bound to vote. Mr.

Ingersoll scouted this idea of "vested rights."

Mr. Adams said the office of minister was cre-

ated by the law of nations, and it belonged to

the President and Senate to fill it, and for the

Congress to control it, if it judged it necessary,

as the British parliament has a right to control

the war which the king has a right to declare,

namely, by withholding the supplies : but it

would require aa extreme case to do so after

the appointment had been made. He did not

think the House ought to lay aside its power

to control in a case obviously improper. And

ho thought the inti'oduction of an appropriation

bill, like the present, a fit occasion to inquh-e

into the propriety of every mission ; and he

thouglit it expedient to reduce the expenses of

our foreign missions, by reducing the number

:

and with this view he should offer a resolution

when it should be in order to do so. Mr. Gil-

mer, as one of the Committee on Retrenchment,

had paid some attention to the subject of our

foreign representation ; and he believed, with

Mr. Adams, that both the grade and the desti-

nation of our foreign agents would admit of a

beneficial reduction. Mr. Ingersoll rejoined on

the different branches of the question, and in favor

of Mr. Jefferson's policy, and for following up

the inquiry proposed by Mr. Adams ; and said

:

" If the stand he had now taken should even-

tually lead to the retrenchment alluded to in

the resolution of the venerable gentleman from

Massachusetts, he should be content. He still

thought the House might properly exercise its

withholding power, not, indeed, so as to stop

the wlieels of government, but merely to curtail

an unnecessary expenditure ; and he hoped

there would be enough of constitutional feeling,

of the esprit du corps, to lead them to insist

upon their right. He scouted the idea of the

President's appointment creating a vested in-

terest iu the appointee to his salary as minister.

Such a doctrine would be monstrous. The
House might be bound by high considerations

of polic}' and propriety, but never by the force

of a contract, to appropriate for an appointed

minister. This was carrying the principle totally

eatra vnj^nia mundi. Mr. I. disclaimed op-

posing these measures on the mere ground of

dollars and cents ; he alluded to the multiplica-

tion of missions to and from this country as in-

troducing examples of lavish, expenditure and

luxurious livmg among our own citizens. As
to the distinction between temporary and per-

manent missions, the gentleman from Massa-

chusetts [Mr. Cushing] perfectly well knew

that originally all public missions we'e tempo.
rary ; such a thing as a permanent foreign mis-

sion was unheard of. This was an invention

of modern times ; and it had been Mr. Jeffer-

son's opinion that such missions ought not to

exist. It was high time that public attention

was called to the subject ; and he hoped that at

the next session Mr. Adams would bring fjr-

ward and press his resolution of inquiry as to

the expediency of reducing the whole system

of foreign intercourse."

Mr. Adams afterwards introduced his pro-

posed resolution, which was adopted by the

House, and sent to the Committee on Foreign

Relations ; but which has not yet produced the

required reform. This was his resolve

:

" Resolved, That the Committee on Foreign

Affairs be instructed to inquire into the expe-

diency of reducing the expenditures in the dip-

lomatic department of the government, by di-

minishing the number of ministers and other

diplomatic agents abroad, and report thereon to

the House."

It would be a public benefaction, and a great

honor to the member who should do it, for some

ardent man to take charge of this subject—re-

vive Mr. Adams' resolution, and pursue the in-

quiry through all the branches which belong to

it : and they are many. First : The full mission

of minister plenipotentiary and envoy extra-

ordinary, formerly created only on extraordi-

nary occasions, and with a few great courts, and

intrusted to eminent men, are now lavished in

profusion ; and at secondary courts ; and filled

with men but little adapted to grace them ; and

without waiting for an occasion, but rapidly, to

accommodate political partisans ; and as a mere

party policy, recalling a political opponent to

make room fur an adherent : and so keeping up

a perpetual succession, and converting the en-

voys extraordinary into virtual ministers resi-

dent. In the second place, there are no pleni-

potentiaries now—no ministers with full powers

—or in fact with any powers at all, except to copy

what is sent to them, and sign what they are told,

The Secretaries of State now do the business

themselves, either actually making the treaty at

home while the minister is idle abroad, or virtu-

ally by writing instructions fci' home ell'ect, ofter

Published before they are delivered, and con-

taining every word tho minister is to say—witt

orders to apply for fresh instnictions at even

new turn the business takes. And communica-
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tions have now become so rapid and facile that

the entire negotiation may be conducted at home

—tlie important minister plenipotentiary and

envoy extraordinary being reduced to the func-

tions of a messenger. In the third place, all

the missions have become resident, contrary to

tlie policy and interest of our country, which

wants no entangling alliances or connections

abroad; and to the damage ofour treasury, which

is heavily taxed to keep up a numeious diplomatic

establishment in Europe, not merely useless,

but pernicious. In the fourth place, our foreign

intercourse has become inordinately expensive,

costing above three hundred thousand dollars a

year; and for ministers who do not compare

with the John Marshalls of Virginia, the John

Quincy Adamses, the Pinckneys of South Caro-

lina, the Pinkney of Maryland, the Rufus Kings,

Albert Gallatins, James Monroes, the Living-

stons, and all that class, the pride of their coun-

try, and the admiration of Europe ; and which

did not cost us one hundred thousand dolhrs a

vear, and had something to do, and did it—and

represented a nation abroad, and not a party.

Prominently among the great subjects demand-

ing reform, is now the diplomatic intercourse of

the United States. Reduction of number, no mis-

sion without an object to accomplish, no per-

petual succession of ministers, no ministers resi-

dent, no exclusion of one party by the other

from this national representation abroad, no

rank higher than a charge except when a special

service is to be performed and then nationally

composed : and the expenses inexorably brought

back within one hundred thousand dollars a

year. Such are the reforms which our diplo-

matic foreign intercourse has long required

—

which so loudly called for the hand of correction

fifteen years ago, when Mr. Adams submitted

his i-esolution ; and al the evils of which have

nearly doubled since. It is a case in which the

House of Representatives, the immediate repre-

sentatives of the people, and the sole constitu-

tional originator of taxes upon them, should act

as a check upon the President and Senate ; and

do it as the British House of Commons checks

the king, the lords and the ministry—by with-

holding the supplies.

CHAPTER LXXIX.

INFEINQEMENT OF .THE TAEIFP COMPROMISB
ACT OF 1888: COEEECTION OF ABUSES IN
DEAWBACK8

The history, both ostensible and secrect, of this

act has been given, and its brief existence fore-

told, although intended for perpetuity, and the

fate of the Union, in numerous State legislative

resolves, and in inumerable speeches, declared

to depend upon its inviolability. It was assumed

to have saved the Union : the corollary of that

assumption was, that its breach would dissolve

the Union. Equally vain and idle were both

the assumption and the inference ! and equally

erroneous was the general voice, which attri-

buted tbf> act to Mr. Clay and Mr. Calhoun.

They appeared to the outside observer as the

authors of the act : the inside witness saw in

Mr. John M. Clayton, of Delaware, and Mr.

Robert P. Letcher, of Kentucky, its real archi-

tects—the former in commencing the measure

and controlling its provisions ; the latter as hav-

ing brought Mr. Calhoun to its acceptance by

the communication to him of President Jack-

son's intentions ; and by his exertions in the

House of Representatives. It was composed of

two parts—one part to last nine years, for the

benefit of the manufacturers : the other part to

last for ever, fcr the benefit of the planting and

consuming interest. Neither part lived out its

allotted time ; or, rather, the first part died pre-

maturely, and the second never began to live.

It was a felo de se from the beginning, and

bound to perish of the diseases in it. To Mr. Clay

and Mr. Calhoun, it was a political necessity

—

one to get rid ofa stumbling-block (which protec-

tive tariff had become) ; the other to escape a

personal peril which his nullifying ordinance had

brought upon him : and with l)oth, it was a piece

of policy, to enable them to combine against Mr.

Van Buren, by postponing their own contention:

and a device on the part of Mr. Clayton and Mr.

Clay to preserve the protective system, doomed

to a correction of its abuses at the ensuing ses-

sion of Congress. The presidential election was

over, and General Jackson elected to his second

term, pledged to a revenue tariff and incidental

protection : a majority of both Houses of Con-
ili
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gress were under the same pledge : the public

debt was rapidly verging to extinction: and

both the circumstances of the Treasury, and the

temper of the government were in harmony

with the wisiies of the people for a "judicious

tariff;" limited to the levy of the revenue re-

quired for the economical administration of a

plain government, and so levied as to extend

encouragement to the home production of arti-

cles necessary to our independence and comfort.

All this was ready to be done, and the country

quieted for ever on the subject of the tariff, when

the question was taken out of the hands of the

government by a coalition between Mr. Clay and

Mr. Calhoun, and a bill concocted, as vicious in

principle, as it was selfish and unparliamentary

in its conception and execution. The plan was

to give the manufacturers their undue protec-

tion for nine years, by making annual reduc-

tions, so light and trifling during the time, that

they would not be felt ; and after the nine years,

to give the anti-tariff party their millennium, in

jumping down, at two leaps, in the two last

years, to a uniform ad valorem duty of twenty

per centum on all dutied articles. All practical

men saw at the time how this 'oncoction would

work—that it would produce more revenue than

the government wanted the first seven years,

and leave it deficient afterwards—that the re-

sult would be a revulsion of all interests against

a system which left the government without

revenue—and that, in this revulsion there must

be a re-modelling, and an increase in the tariff:

all ending in a complete deception to the anti-

tariff party, who would see the protective part

of the compromise fully enjoyed by the manu-

facturing interest, and the relief part for them-

selves wholly lost. All this was seen at the

time: but a cry was got up, by folly and knavery,

of danger to the Union : this bill was proclaimed

as the only means of saving it : ignorance, credu-

lity, timidity and temporizing temperaments

united to believe it. And so the bill was ac-

cepted us a God-send : the coming of whicli had

saved the Union—the loss of which would de-

stroy it : and the two ostensible architects of

the measure (each having worked in his own

iiifArpst fttul one ciuatlv over-rcachine the

other), were saluted as pacificators, who had

eacriUced their ambition upon the altar of pa-

triotism for the good of their country.

The time had come fur testing these opinions.

We were in the eighth year of the compromise;

the first part had nearly run its course : within

one year the second part was to begin. The

Secretary of the Treasury had declared the ne-

cescity of loans and taxes to carry on the govern-

ment : a loan bill for twelve millions had been

passed : a tariff bill to raise fourteen millioaa

more was depending ; and the chairman of the

Committee of Ways and Means, Mr. Millard

Fillmore, thus defended its necessity

:

" He took a view of the effects of the compro-

mise act, in the course of which he said that by

that act one tenth of the customs over twenty-

five per cent, ad valorem was to come off on the

Ist January, 1834 ; and on the 1st January,

1836, another tenth was to be deducted ; on the

Ist January, 1838, another tenth ; and on the

1st January, 1840, another tenth ; and on the

1st January, 1842, three tenths more ; and on

the 1st July, 1842, the remaining three tenths

were to be deducted, so that, on that day, what

was usually termed the compromise act, was to

go fully into effect, and reduce the revenue to

20 per cent, ad valorem on all articles imported

into the country. It appeared from a report suh-

mitted to this House (he meant the financial re-

port of the Secretary of the Treasury, document

No. 2, page ""O), showing the amount of imports

for the seven years from 1834 to 1840 inclusive,

that there were imported into this country one

hundred and forty-one million four hundred and

seventy-six thousand seven hundred and sixty-

nine dollars' worth of goods, of which seventy-

one million seven hundred and twenty-eight

thousand three hundred and twelve dollars were

free of duty, and sixty-nine million seven hundred

and forty-eight thousand four hundred and fifty-

seven dollars paid duty. Then, having these

amounts, and knowing that, by the compromise

act, articles paying duty over 20 per cent., and

many of them paid more, were to be reduced

down to that standard, and all were to pay only

20 per cent., what would l)e the amount of re-

venue from that source ? Why, its gross amount

would only be thirteen million nine hundred

and fifty thousand dollars in round numbers—

that is, taking the average of goods imported in

the last seven years, the whole gross amount ol

duty that would pass into the Treasury, did all

the imported articles pay the highest rate of

duty, would only be thirteen million nine hun-

dred and fifty-four thousand dollars—say four-

teen millions of dollars in round numbers."

Thus the compromise act, under its second

stage, was only to produce about fourteen mil-

lions of dollars—little more than half what tiie

exigencies of the government required. -Mr

Fillmore passed in review the different modes

by which money could be raised. I'irst, by

I

revenue are
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loans: and rejected that mode as only to be

used temporarily, and until taxes of some kind

could be levied. Next, by direct taxation : and

rejected that mode as being contrary to the

habits and feelings of the people. Thirdly, by

duties: and preferred that mode as being the

one preferred by the country, and by which the

payment of the tax became, in a large degree,

voluntary—according to the taste of the payer

in purchasing foreign goods. He, therefore, with

the Secretary of the Treasury, preferred that

mode, although it involved an abrogation of the

compromise. His bill proposed twenty per

centum additional to the existing duty on cer-

tain specified articles—sufficient to make up the

amount wanted. This encroachment on a mea-

sure so much vaunted when passed, and which

had been kept inviolate while operating in favor

of one of the parties to it, naturally excited com-

plaint and opposition from the other ; and Mr.

Gilmer, of Virginia, said

:

•' In referring to the compromise act, the true

characteristics of that act which recommended
it stronpjly to him, were that 't contemplated
that duties were to be levied for revenue only,

and in the next place to the amount only neces-

sary to the supply of the economical wants of

the government. He begged leave to call the
attention of the committee to the principle re-

cognized in the language of the compromise—

a

principle which ought to be recognized in all

time to come by every department of the govern-
ment. It i^, said he, that duties to be raised for

revenue are to be raised to such an amount only
as is necessary for an economical administration
of the government. Some incidental protection
must necessarily be given, and he, for one, com-
ing from an anti-tariff portion of the country,
would not object to it. But said he, we were
told yesterday by the gentleman from Massa-
chusetts [Mr. Adams], that he did not consider
the compromise binding, because it was a com-
pact between the South and the West, in which
New England was not a party, and it was cram-
med down her throat by the previous question,
he voting against it. The gentleman from Penn-
sylvania said to-day almost the same thing, for
he considered it merely a point of honor which
he was willing to concede to the South, and that
object gained, there was no longer reason for
adliering to it.

' Did the gentleman contend that no law was
binding on New ETigland, and on him, unless it

is sanctioned by him and the New England dele-
gation ? Sir, said Mr. (f ., I believe that it is

binding, whether sanctioned by New England or
not The gentleman said that he would give
tlie imblic lands to the States, and the compro-

mise act to the dogs. Sir, if the lands are to

be given to the States, if upwards of three mil-

lions are to be deducted fk>m that source of

revenue, and we are then to bo told that this

furnishes a pretext, first for borrowing, and then

for taxing the people, we may well feel cause for

insisting on the obligations of the compromise.
Sir, said Mr. G., gentlemen know very well that

there is some virtue in the compromise act, and
that though it may be repudiated by a few of

the representatives of the people, yet the people

themselves will adhere to it as the means of

averting the greatest of evils. But he had seen

enough to show him that the power of giving

might be constnied as the power of taking, and
he should not be surprised to see a proposition

to assume the debts of the States—for the more
that you give, the more that is wanted.

"After some further remarks, Mr. G. said

that he was opposed to the hurrying of this im-

portant measure through at the present session.

Let us wait until suflScient information is ob-

tained to enable us to act judiciously. Let us
wait to inquire whether there is any necessity

for raising an increased revenue of eight millions

of dollars from articles, all of which, under the

compromise act, are either free of duty or liable

to a duty of less than 20 per cent. Let us not

be told that on recount of the appropriations for

a home squadron, and for fortifications amount-
ing to about thi-ee millions of dollars, that it is

necessary to raise this large sum. We have al-

ready borrowed twelve millions of dollars, and
during the remainder of the year, Mr. Ewing
tells us that the customs will yield five millions,

which together, will make seventeen millions of

dollars of available means in the Treasury. Then
there was a large sum in the hands of th% dis-

bursing officers of the government, and he ven-

tured to assert that there would be more than
twenty millions at the disposal of the Treasury
before the expiration of the next session of Con-
gress. Are we to be told, said Mr. G., that we
are to increase the tariff in order to give to the

States this fourth instalment under the deposit

act ? No sir ; let us arrest this course of ex-

travagance at the outset ; let us arrest that bill

which is now hanging in the other House [the

distribution bill], and which I trust will ever

hang there. Let us arrest that bill and the pro-

ceeds from that source will, in 'the coming four

years, pay this twelve million loan. But these

measures are all a part of the same system.

Distribution is used as a pretext for a loan, and
a loan is used as a pretext for high duties. This
was an extraordinary session of Congress, and
inasmuch as there would be within a few months
a regular session—inasmuch as the Committee
on Commerce hrd reported a resolution contem-
plating the organization of a select committee,

with a view to the collection of information to

aid in the revision of the tariff" for revenue—and
inasmuch as the compromise goes fully into

operation in July next—he thought that wis-

Ml
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dom, as well as justice, demanded that they

should not hurry through so important a mea-
sure, when it was not absolutely essential to

the wants of the government.
"Aft«r some further remarks, Mr. G. said

that it was time that he and his whig friends

should understand one another. He wanted
now to understand what were the cardinal prin-

ciples of the whig party, of which he was an
humble member. He had for six or seven years

been a member of that party, and thought he

understood their principles, but he much feared

that he had been acting under some delusion
;

and now that they were all here together, he

wished to come to a perfect understanding."

The perfect understanding of each other which

Mr, Gilmer wished to have with his whig friends,

was a sort of an appeal to Mr. Clay to stand by

the act of 1833. He represented that party on

one side of the compromise, and Mr. Calhoun

the other : and now, when it was about to be

abrogated, he naturally called on the guaranty

of the other side to come to the rescue. Mr.

Charles Jared Ingersoll, pleasantly and sarcas-

tically apostrophized the two eminent chiefs,

who represented two opposite parties, and glo-

riously saved the Union (without the participa-

tion of the government), at the making of that

compromise : and treated it as glory that had

passed by

:

" I listened with edification to the account of

the venerable member from Massachusetts [Mr.

Ad:^s], of the method of enacting the compro-

mise act—what may be called the perpetration

of that memorable measure. Certainly it put

an end to fearful strife. Perhaps it saved this

glorious Union. I wish to be understood as

speaking respectfully of both the distinguished

persons who are said to have accomplished it.

After all, however, it was rather their individual

achievement than an act of Congress. The two

chiefs, the towering .peaks, of overhanging pro-

hibitory protection and forcible nullification,

nodded their summits together, and the work
was done, without the active agency of either

the executive or 'legislative branches of govern-

ment. Its influences on public tranquillity were

benignant. But how to be regarded as economi-

cal or constitutional lessons, is a different ques-

tion, which, at this session, I am hardly prepared

to unravel. Undisoriminating impost, twenty

per cent, fliush throughout, on all articles alike,

will not answer the purposes of the Union, or

of my State. It is not supposed by their ad-

yoonf^o that, it. '.yill. The nresent bill is to be

transient ; we are to have more particular, more

thorough and permanent laws hereafter. With-

out giving in my adhesion to the compromise

act, or announcing opposition to it, I hope to see

such government as will ensure steady eniplov.

ment, at good wages, by which I mean high
wages, paid in hard money ; no others can be
goo<l, high, or adequate, or money at all ; for

every branch of industry, agricultural, commer-
cial, manufacturing, and navigation, that palmy
state of a coimtry, to which this of all others is

entitled, pulcherrimo populifaatigio."

Mr. Pickens, of South Carolina, the intimate

friend of Mr. Calhoun, also raised his volcr;

against the abrogation of the act which had been

kept in good faith by the free-trade party, and

the consuming classes while so injurious to thcni.

and was now to be impaired the moment it wm
to become beneficial

:

" All the jrentlemen who had spoken denied

the binding force of the compromise act. Waa
this the doctrine of the party in power ? Mr,
P. had wished to hear from Kentucky, that ho

might discover whether this had been deter-

mined in conclave. The struggle would be se-

vere to bring back the system of IS^t, '28, and
'32. The fact could no longer be disguised;

and gentlemen might prepare themselves for the

conflict. He saw plainly that this bill was to

be passed by, and that all the great questions

of the tariff policy would be again thrown open

as though the compromise act had no existence.

Was this fair? In 1835-6, when the kst ad-

ministration had taken possession of power, it

was determined that the revenue must be re-

duced ; but Mr. P. had at that time insisted

that, though there was a surplus, the compro-

mise act was not lightly to be touched, and tliat

it would therefore be better to forbear and let

that act run its course. Gentlemen on the other

side had then come up and congratulated him on

his speech ; for they had already received the

benefit of that act for four years. Then his doc-

trine was all right and proper ; but now, when
the South came to enjoy its share of the benefit,

they took the other side, and the compromise
was as nothing. One gentleman had said that

twenty-eight millions would be needed to carry

on the government ; another, that twenty-seven

;

another, that twenty-five ; and in this last opin-

ion, the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. In-

gkrsollJ agreed. And, as this sum could not

be raised without duties over 20 per cent, the

compromise must be set aside. Until lately Mr.

P. had not been prepared for this ; he had ex-

pected that at least the general spirit of that

act would be carried out in the legislation of

Congress ; but he now saw that the whole tariff

question must be met in all its length and

breadth."

Very justly did Mr. Pickens say that the bill

had been kept inviolate while operating inju-

riously to the consumers—that no alteration

would bo allowed in it. That was the course
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of the Congress to such a degree that a pal-

pable error in relation to drawbacks was not al-

lowed to bo rectified, though plundering the Trea-

sury of some hundreds of thousands of dollars

per annum. But the new bill was to be passed

;

it was a necessity : for, in the language of Mr.

Adams, the compromise act had beggared the

Treasury, and would continue to beggar it

—

producing only half enough for the support of

the government : and the misfortune of the free

trade party was, that they did not foresee that

consequence at the time, as others did ; or see-

ing it, were obliged to submit to what the high

tariff party chose to impose upon them, to re-

lease eminent men of South Carolina from the

perilous condition in which the nullification

ordinance had placed them. It passed the House

by a vote of 116' to 101—the vote against it

being stronger than the resistance in debate in-

dicated.

The expenses of collecting the duties under

the universal ad valorem system, in which

every thing had to be valued, was enormous,

and required an army of revenue officers—many

of them mere hack politicians, little acquainted

with their business, less attentive to it, giving

the most variant and discordant valuations to

the same article at different places, and even in

the same place at different times ; and often

corruptly ; and more occupied with politics than

with custom-house duties. This was one of

the evils foreseen when specific duties were

abolished to make way for ad valorems and

home valuations, and will continue until specific

duties are restored as formerly, or ^'angels"

procured to make the valuations. Mr. Charles

Jared Ingcrsoll exposed this abuse in the de-

bate upon this bill, showing that it cost nearly

two millions of dollars to collect thirteen ; and

that two thousand officers were employed about

it, who also employed themselves in the elec-

tions. He said

:

"Even the direct tax and internal duties

levied during the late war cost but little more
than five per cent, for collection ; whereas, now,
upon an income decreasing under the compro-
mise act in geometrical ratio, the cost of collect-

ing it increases in that ratio ; amounting, ac-

cording to the answer I got from the chairman
of the Coramittee of Ways and Means, to at

least twelve percent.; near two millions of dol-

lars, says the gentleman from Massachusetts
[Mr. Saltonst^vli.]—one million seven hun-
dred thousand dollars. To manage the cus-

toms, government is obliged to employ not less

than two thousand officers, heavily paid, and

said to be the most active partipans ; those

who, in this metropolis, are extremely annoy-

ing by their importunate contests for office, and

elsewhere still more offensive by misconduct^

sometimes of a gross kind, as in the instraicu of

one, whom I need not name, in my district.

The venerable gentleman from Vermont [Mr.

Eveuett] suggested yesterday a tax on auc-

tions as useful to American manufactures. On
that, I give no opinion. But this I say, that a

stamp tax on bank notes, and a duty on auc-

tions, would not require fifty men to collect

them. It is not for us of the minority to deter-

mine whether they should be laid. Yet I make
bold to suggest to the friends of the great

leader, who, next to the President, lias the

power of legislation at present, that one of

three alternatives is inevitable."

The bill went to the Senate where it found

its two authors—such to the public ; but in rcl

ative positions very different from what they

were when it was passed—then united, now di-

vided—then concurrent, now antagonistic : and

the antagonism, general upon all measures, was

to be special on this one. Their connection

with the subject made it their function to lead

off in its consideration ; and their antagonist

positions promised sharp encounters—which

did not fail to come. From the first word tem-

per was manifest ; and especially on the part of

Mr. Clay. He proposed to go on with the bill

when it was called : Mr. Calhoun wished it put

off till Monday. (It was then Friday.) Mr.

Clay persevered in his call to go on with the

bill, as the way to give general satisfaction.

Then ensued a brief and peremptory scene,

thus appearing in the Register of Debates :

" Mr. Calhoun thought the subject had bet-

ter lie over. Senators had not an opportunity

of examining the amendments ; indeed, few had

even the bill before them, not expecting it to

come up. He agreed with the senator from

Kentucky that it was important to give satis-

faction, but the best way was to do what was

right and proper ; and he always found that, in

the end, it satisfied more persons than they

would by looking about and around to see what

particular interest could be conciliated. What-
ever touched the revenue touched the pockets

of the people, and should be looked to with

great caution. Nothing, in his opinion, was so

preposterous as to expect, by a high duty on

these articles, to increase the revenue. If the

duty was placed at 20 per cent, it would be im-

possible to prevent smuggling. The articles in

question would not bear any such duty; in-

deed, if they were reduced to 5 per cent, more
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revenue would bo realized. Ho really hoped
the senator would let the matter lie over until

to-morrow or Monday."
*' Mr. Clay said ho always found, when there

was a journey to bo performed, that it was as

well to make the start ; if they only got five or
six miles on tho way, it was so much gained at

least."

"Mr. Calhoun. "Wo ought to have had
some notice."

" Mr. Clay. I give you notice now. Start

!

start ! The amendment was very simple, and
easily understood. It was neither more nor
less than to exempt the articles named from
tho list of exct^ptiouH in the bill, by which they
would be subjected to a duty of 20 per cent.

Those who agreed to it could «ay 'aye,' and
those who did not ' no ;

' and that was all he
should say on the subject."

The bill went on. Mr. Calhoun said

:

" lie was now to be called on to vote for this

bill, proposing, as it did. a great increase of

taxes on the community, because it wa.s an exi-

gency measure. He should give his votes as if

for the permanent settlement of the tariff. The
exigency was produced by tlio gentlemen on
the opposite side, and they should be held re-

sponsible for it. This necessity had been pro-

duced by the present administration—it was of

their making, and ho should vote for this as if

he were settling the taxes, and as if the gentle-

men had done their duty, and had not by ex-

travagance and distribution cix'ated a deficiency

in the Treasury, for which they were responsi-

ble. They yesterday passed a bill emptying
the Treasury, by giving away the proceeds of

the public lands, and to-day we have a bill to

supply the deficiency by a resort to a tax which
in itself was a violation of the compromise .ict.

The compromise ajt provides that no duty shall

bo laid except for tne economical support of the

government ; and he regarded the giving away
of tho public lands a violation of that act,

whether the duty was raised to 20 per cent, or

not, because they had not attempted to bring

down the expenses of the government to an
economical standard. He should proceed with
this bill as if he were fixing the tariff; he
thought an average of twehe and a half per

cent, on our imports would raise an ample rev-

enue for the support of the government, and in

his votes on the several classes of articles he
should bear this average in mind, imposing
higher duties on some, and lower duties on
others, as he thought tho several cases called

for."

" Mr. Benton said the bill came in the right

place ; and at the right moment : it came to

flU up the gap which we had just made in the

revenue by voting away the land-money. He
should not help to fill that gap. Those who

made it may fill it. Ho knew tho government
needed money, and must have it, and he did not

intend to vote factiously, to stop its wheels but

considerately to compel it to do right. Stop

the land-money distribution, and he would vote

to supply its place by increased duties.on im-

jx)rts ; but while that branch of tho revenue

was lavished on tho States in order to purchase

popularity for those who squandered it he

would not become accessory to their offence by

giving tliem other money to enable them to do

so. Tlie present ;.Tcasion, ho said, was one of

high illustration of tho vicious and debauciiing

distribution schemes. When those schemes

were first broached in this chamber ten years

before, it was solely to get rid af a surplus—

solely to get rid of money lying idle in the

Treasury—merely to return to tho people

money which they had put nto tho Treasury

and for which there was nc public use. Such

was the argument for these distributions for

the first years they were attempted. Then the

distributors advanced a step further, and pro-

posed to divide the land money for a series of

years, without knowing whether there would be

any surplus or not. Now they have taken the

final stride, and propose to borrow money, and

divide it : propose to raise money by taxes, and

divide it : for that is what the distribution of

the land money comes to. It is not a separate

fund : it is part of tho public revenue : it is in

the Treasury : and is as much custom-house

revenue, for the customs have to be resorted to

to supply its place. It is as much public money

as that which is obtained upon loan : for the

borrowed money goes to supply its loss. The

distribution law is a fraud and a cheat on its

face : its object is to debauch the people, and

to do it with their own money ; and I avIU

neither vote for the act ; nor for any tax to

supply its place."

It was moved by Jlr. Woodbury to include

sumach among the dutiable articles, on the

ground that it was an article of home growth,

and the cultivation of it for domestic manufac-

turing purposes ought to be encouraged. Mr.

Clay opposed this motion, and fell into a per-

fect free-trade argument to justify his opposi-

tion, and to show that sumach ought to come

in free. This gave Mr. Calhoun an opportunity,

which was not neglected, to compliment him on

his conversion to the right faith j and this com-
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pliment led to some intei-esting remarks on

both sitlcH, in which each greeted the other in a

very different spirit from what they had done

wiicn they wer'3 framing that compromise which

one of them was now breaking. Thus :

" Mr. Clay snid it was very true that sumach

was an article of home growth ; but he undcr-

Ktood it was abundant where it was not wanted

;

and where those manufactures exist which

would require it, there was none to be found.

Tinder these circumstances, it had not as yet

been cultivated for manufacturing purposes, and

probably would not be, as long as agriculttiral

labor could be more profitably employed. Im-

ported sumach came from countries where la-

bor was much cheaper than in this country, and

he thought it wa.s for the interest of our manu-

facturers to obtain it upon the cheapest terms

they can. Our agricultural labor would be

much employed in other channels of industry."

"Mr. Oamioun was very glad to bear the

senator from Kentucky at last coming round

in support of this sound doctrine. It was just

wliat lie (Mr. Calhoun) had long exi^cted that

Jlr. Clay would Ihj forced to conform to, that

those articles ought to be imported, which can

be obtained from abroad on cheaper terms than

they can be produced at home."

•'Mr. Clay thought the senator from South

Carolina was not entitled to his interpretation

of what he (Mr. Clay) had said. The senator

converts a few words expressed in favor of con-

tinuing the free importation of sumach, under

present circumstances, into a general approba-

tion of free trade—a thing wholly out of view

in his (Mr. Clay's) mind at the time he made
his remarks. It was certainly owing to the pe-

culiar habit of mind in which the senator from

South Carolina was so fond of indulging, that

he was thus always trying to reduce every thing

to his system of abstractions."

These " abstractions," and this " peculiar

habit," were a standing resort with Mr. Clay

when a little pressed by Mr. Calhoun. They

were mere ilo'its, but authorizing retaliation

;

and, on the present occasion, when the question

was to break up that compromise which (in his

part of it, the universal 20 per cent, ad valo-

rem?) was the refined essence of Mr. Calhoun's

financial system, and which was to be perpetual,

and for which he had already paid the conside-

ration in the nine years' further endurance of the

protective system : when this was the work in

hand, and it aggravated by the imperative man-

ner in wliicii it was brought on—refusal to wait

till Monday, and that most extemporaneous

notice, accomi)anied by the command, "start!

start ! "-rail tlus was u good justification to ilr.

Calhoun in the biting spirit which ho gave to

his replies—getting sharper as ho went on, until

Mr. Clay plea.santly took ref\igo under sumach

—popularly called shoe-make in the South and

West.

" Mr. Calhoun observed that the senator from
Kentucky had evidently very strong j)rejudice8

against what he calls abstractions. This would
be easily understood when we take into con •

sidcAtion what the senator and his friends

characterized as abstractions. What he and
thoy called abstractions, was the principle of

scrutiny and opposition so powerfully evinced

oy this side of the Senate, against the low esti-

mates, ruinous projects, and extravagant ex-

penditures which constitute the leaciing meas-
ures of the present administration. As regards

the principles of free trade, if these were ab-

stractions, he was happy to know that he was
in company with some of the ablest statesmen

of Great Britain. lie referred to the report re-

cently made in Parliament on this subject—

a

document of eminent ability."

" Mr. Clay observed that the senator from
South Carolina based his abstractions on the

theories of books—on English authorities, and
on the arguments urged in frvor of free trade by
a certain i)artv in the British Parliament. Now,
he (Mr. Ch^y), and his friends would not adfnit

of these authorities being entitled to as much
weight as the universal practice of nations, which
in all parts of the world was found to be in favor

of protecting home manufactures to an extent

surlicient to keep them in a flourishing condi-

tion. This was the whole difference. The sen-

ator was in favor of book theory and abstrac-

tions: he (Mr. Clay) and his friends were in

favor of the univerf^al practice of nations, and the

wholesome and neces&ary protection of domestic

manufactures. And what better proof could

be given of national decision on this point

than that furnished by the recent elections in

Great Britain. A report on the .subject of free

trade, written by the astute and ingenious

Scotchman, Mr. Hume, had obtained pretty gen-

eral circulation in this country. On the prin-

ciples set forth in that report the British min-

istry went before the people of England at a
general election, and the result proved that they

were repudiated."
" Mr. Calhouii had supposed the senator from

Kentucky was possessed of more tact than to

allude at all to the recent elections in England,

and claim them as a triumph of bis principles,

much less to express himself in sucli strong

terms of approbation at the result. Tlie sena-

tor was, however, elated at the favorable result

of the late elections to the tory party in Eng-
land. That was nut much to be wondered at

}

for the interests, objects, and aims of the tory

party there and the whig party here, are identi-

cal. The identity of the two parlies is remark-

able. The tory party are the patrons of corpo-
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rate monopolies; nndnre not yon ? Tliey arc
advoaitf'M of a liigh tariff; (iiid (tre not yon?
They are tlio Biip{)orter8 of a national bank

;

ana are not you? They are for corn-lawH

—

laws oppressive to the mass of the people, and
favorable to their own power; and are not
mill Witness this bill. The tory party in

Enj^lnnd are not Biipportcd by the British peo-
j»le. Tlint party is the representative of the
mere aristocracy (if the country, which, by the
most odious and oppressive system of coercion
exercised over the tenantry of the country, has
obtaineil the power of staivin^? the mass of the

people, by the continuation of laws exclusively

protectini; the landed interests, that is. the rent
rolls of the aristocracy. These laws that party
will uphold, rather than sufler the i)eople to ob-

tain cheap bread. The administration party in

England wished to dissipate this odious system
of exclusive lefjislation, ami to jjive the mass of

the people cheap bread. This the senator from
Kentucky characterizes as ridiculous abstrac-

tion. And who are these tories of England ?

Do not the abolitionists constitute a large por-

tion of that party? Those very abolitionists,

who have i.iore sympathy for the negroes of the

West India Islnnds, than for the starving and
oppressed white laborers of England. And why ?

Because it is the interest of the tory party to

have high rents at home, and high tarilf duties

against the sugar of this country, for the protec-

tion of the owners of estates in the West India

Islands. This is the party, the success of which,

at the recent elections in Great Britain, has so

elated the senator from Kentucky ! The suc-

cess of that party in England, and of the whig
party here, is the success of the great money
power, which concentrates the interests of the

two parties, and identifies their principles. The
struggle of both is a struggle for the ascendency
of this great money power. When the whole
subject is narrowly looked into, it is seen that

the whole question at issue is that of the as-

cendency of this enormous and dangerous power,

or that of popular rights. And this is a strug-

gle which the opposition in this Capitol, to

whom alone the people of this country can now
look for protection against the measures threat-

ened to be cons ".mmated here, will maintain to

the last, regardless of the success of the tories

abroad or their allies at home."

Mr. Clay did not meet these biting interroga-

tories. He did not undertake to show any iii-

juBticc in classifying his modern whig party

with the English high tory party, but hauled

off, washing his hands of sympathy for that

party—a retreat, for which Mi. Calhoun taunted

him in his reply. Fact was, the old federal

party—and 1 never refer t'^ them as such in re-

proach—ha<l become unpopular, and changed

name without changing priiicij)les. They took

that of whig, m having a seductive revolution-

ary odor, without seeming to pcreeivo that it

had not a principle in common with the whicg

of the revolution which their adversaries had

not also ; and that in reality they occupied tlie

precise ground inoir political parties which the

high tory party did <ii England. Mr. Culhoiin

drove this home to Mr. Clay with a point and

power, and a closeness of application, which

stuck, and required an exculpatory answer if

any could be given. But none such wa.s at-

tempted, either by Mr. Clay, or any of his

friends ; and the issue has shown the folly of

taking a name without corresponding works.

The name " whip, " has been pretty well given

up, without finding : better, and perhaps with-

out saving the conn lendablo principle of con-

.'^ervatism which was in it; and which, in its

liberal and enlightened sense, is so essential in

all governments. One thing both the di8piita,.ts

seemed to forge:, though others did not ; and *1 it

wa.s, that Jlr. Calhoun ha<l acted with this to *y

for ten years against President Jackson.

" Mr. Clay dtiiied that he had made any boa*t

of the success of the tories in the English elec-

tions, lie had expressed no sympathy with

that party. lie cared nothing about their sue-

ce8.s, though he did hope that the tories would
not come into power in this country. lie had

only adverted to their triumph in England as an

evidence of the sense of t.*.c English nation on

the subject of free trade. Lis argument mds,

that no matter what contending politicians said

about abstract principles, when it came to tho

practical action of the whole nation on these

principles, that action was found decisive against

theories and in favor of the practice of nations

all over the globe. As to the success of tho

tories in England, he had frequently made the

remark that this government had more to cx-

[K'ct from the justice of a tory ministry than a

whig ministry, either in England or France, as

the latter were afraid of being accused of bemg
swayed by their liberal sentiments."

This wa^' disavowing a fellow-feeling— not

showing a difference ; and Mr. Calhoun, seeing

his advantage, followed Jt up with clinching

vigor, and concluded with a taunt justified by

the occasion.

" Mr. Calhoun said when there wfus .a ques-

tion at issue between the senator from Ken-

tucky and him:-('lf, that pcnatcr w!!« not tli!'

judge of its accuracy, nor was he ; but he would

leave it to the Senate, and to all present wiio

had heard ilic argument, if he had not met it
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fiirly. !>'<• ''^ °^^ quote, in tones of exultation,

the triumph of the lory party in Ennland as the

triumph of hin principles ovor the piincii)leH of

frcetrafle'? And when he (Mr. Calhoun) had

noticcKl tlio points of identity in principle be-

tween the tory party of KnRland and the whi)?

party of tliis country, hail the senator attempted

to reply i Nay more, he had alluded to the

fltrikinn coincidence between the party affliiities

in (ia'at Britain and this country, and showed

that this victory was not a tory victory only,

but an abolitionist victory—the advocates of

high taxes on supar joining the advocates of

high taxes on bread, and now the senator wishes

to produce the impression that ho had not fairly

met the question, and tries to make a new issue.

There was one trait in the senator's character,

which he had often noticed. lie makes his on-

slaughts with prcat impetuosity, not always

thinking where they will carry him ; and when

ho finds liimself in difficulty, all his great in-

genuity is taxed to make a skilful retreat.

Like tlio French general, Morcau, he is more

celebrated for the dexterity of his retreats than

the fame of his battles."

Mr. Clay pleasantly terminated this interlude,

which was certainly improfitable to him, by re-

calling the Senate to the qiiestion before them,

which was simply in relation to the free, or

taxed importation of sumach : a word which ho

pronounced with an air and emphasis, peculiar

to himself, and which hal the effect of a satiric

speech whea he w^ished to make any thing ap-

pear contemptible, or ridiculous.

'• Mr. Clay of Kentucky was not going into a

dissertatiou on the political institutions of the

Britisli nation. He would merely recapitulate

the facts with relation to the question at issue

lietween the administration party in England

and the tory party. Here Mr. Clay re-stated

the position of both parties at the recent elec-

tion, and the result ; and concluded by declar-

ing, mat, after all, it was not a question now bc-

forn the Senate, whether it was a tory victory

in England and a whig victory here, but whether

sumach was or was not to be admitted free of

duty. lie thought it would be just as well to

revert to that question and let it be decided.

For his part, he cared very little whether it was

or was not. He would leave it to the Senate to

decide the question just as it pleased."

The vote was taken : sumach was taxed : the

foreign rival was discouraged—with what bene-

fit to the American farmer, and the .^mestic

grower of the article, the ela>x>rate statistics of

the decennial census has yet failed to inform us.

But certainly so insignificant a weed has rarely

been the occasion of such keen debate, between

such eminent men, on a theatre m i«virt«d.

The next attempt to amend the hi ' < ^ at a

point of more concern to the Amerii, uer:

and apiwars thus in the Register of Debates :

" Mr. Allen had proposed to make salt afhie

article, which Mr. Walker had proposed to

amend by adding gunny bagc.

" Mr. Benign appealed to the senator from

Mississippi to withdraw his amendment, and lot

the vote be taken on salt.

' Mr. Kino also appealed to the senator from

Mississippi to withdraw his amendment.

"Mr. Walker said, at the suggestion of his

friends, he shoidd withdraw his amendment for

the present, as it was supposed by some it might

embarrass the original amendment.

"Mr. HcjNTiNGTON opposcd the amendment
as tending to a violation of the compromise act.

It would result, also, in the annihilation of the

extensive American works engaged in this manu-

facture, and would give the foreign manufactur-

ers a monopoly in trade, which would tend to

greatly increase the price of the article as it en-

tered mto the consumption of the country.
" Mr. Kino was in favor of the compromise

act, so far as it could l)e maintained. The article

of salt entered equally into the consumption of

all classes—the poor as well as the rich. He
should vote for this amendment. If the senator

wished, he would vote to amend the proposition

so that it should not take effect till the 30th of

June, 1842 ; and that would prevent its interr

ference with the compromise. He hoped the

experiment would be made, and be ascertained

whether revenue sufticient for the expenses of

government could be raised by taxation on other

articles which could better bear it. He should

vote for the amendment.
" Mr. Bates said the duty on salt affected two

great portions cf the community in a very dif-

ferent manner—the interior of the country,

which derived their supplies from the domestic

manufacture, from salines, and those parts on

the seaboard which were supplied with imported

salt. The price of salt for the interior of the

country, which was supplied with domestic salt,

of which there was a great abundance, would

not be affected by an imposition of duty, as the

price was regulated by the law of nature, and

could not be repealed or modified ; but the price

of salt on the seaboard, which was supplied by
imports, and some manufactured from marine

water, would, however gentlemen might be dis-

posed to disbelieve it, be increased if the duty

were taken off; as the manufactories of salt from

marine water would be entirely suspended, since

none would continue the investment of their

capital in so uncertain a business—the foreign

supply being quite irregular. Thus perhaps, a

third'of the supplies being cut off, a greater de-

mand would arise, and the price be increased

on the seaboard, while the interior would not be

affected.
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*' Mr. Sevikr wiched to know how much rcvc-

nuo w«« collcott'd from Halt ; ho liml hfiird it

RtattMt that tho drawlmckH ain(nii>ti><l to nioir

than the duty ; if ho, it would bo hotter to leave

it umoiip tho free articles.

"Afr. ('i,AV did not recollect imsitively ) ho
Vwlieved the duty waH alniut lg!4()(V)()0, aiul tlic

draw!)ackH near !U2<K),(H)0—tho tax greatly ex-

ceeded tho drawback.
"Mr. Calhoun said, indiTidnally there was,

perhaps, no article which he would prefer to have
exempted from duty than salt, but ho was op-

posed, by any vote of his, to pive a pretext for

a violation of tho compromise act hereafter.

The duty on salt was Roinji off gradually, and
full as rapidly as was consistent with safety to

commercial interests. No one could regard the
bill before them as permanent. It was evident

that the whole system would have to be revised

under the compromise system.
" Mr. VValkkr was warmly in favor of tho

amendn»ent. lie regarded a tax on salt as in-

human and unjust. It was almost as necessary
to human life as the air they breathed, and
should bo exempted from all burdens whatever.

" Mr. Allkn then modified his amendment so
OS that it should not take eflcct until after tho
3d of June, 1842.

"Mr. Ci.AV spoke against the amendment
5

and said the very circumstance of the univer-
sality of its use, was a reason it should come in

for its share of taxation. He never talked about
the ])in}r, but he believed he felt as much, and
probably more, than those who did. Who were
the poor ? Why we were all poor ; and any
attempt to select certain classes for taxation was
absunl, as lioforo the collector came round they
might be poor. lie expressed the hope that the
tax might not be interfered with. This was a
subject which Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Macon took
uuder their peculiar care, and other gentlemen
had since mounted the hobby, and literally rode
it down. He could tell them, if they desired to

preserve the compromise, they must leave the
salt tax alone.

The debate was further continued by Messrs.
Wamvkr, Bknton, Calhoun, and Preston,
when the question was taken on the adoption
of the amendment, and decided in the negative,

as foUov, .-,

:

Ykas—Messrs. Allen, Benton. Buchanan, Clay
of Alabama, Cuthbert, Fulton, King, Linn, Mc-
Roberts, Mouton, Nicholson, Pierce, Prentiss,'

Preston. Smith of Connecticut, Tappan, Walker,
White, Woodbury, Wright, and Young—21.

Nays—Messrs. Archer, Barrow, Bates, Ber-
rien, Calhoun, Choate, Clay of Kentucky, Clay-

ton, Dixon, Evans, Graham, Henderson, Hun-
tington, Ker, Mangum, Merrick, Miller, Porter,

Smith of Indiana, Southard, Sturgeon, Tall-

madge, and Woodbridgo—2i5.

This odious and impious tax on salt has been

kept up by a combination of private and political

intcrcHtfl. Tho cod and mackerel flHhcriei of

New England and tho domestic uianiifacturen

of salt on the Kenhawa and in New York con-

stituting tho private interest ; and the tariff-pro.

toctivc party constituting the political intcrent.

The duty has been reduced, not alK)liNhcd
; and

the injury has liecomo greater to tho TrcMi,ry

in consequence of tho re<luction ; and still re-

mains considerable to the consumers. The Rait

duty, previous to the full taking effect of tho

compromise act of 183.3, jmid the fishi'ig bounties

and allowances founded upon it, and left a siir-

plus for the Treasury : now, and since 1842,

these bounties and allowances take tho whole

amount of the salt duty, and a largo sum he-

sides, out of the public Treasury. In five years

(from 1848 to 1854), tho duty produced from

about ^210,000, to ^220,000 ; and tho bounties

and allowances during the same time, were from

about <J240,000, to ^300,000 ; leaving the Treag-

ury a loser to the amotmt of the diffen'nce : and,

without going into figures, the same result may

bo predicated of every year since 1842. To the

consumer the tax still remaining, although only

one-fifth of tho value, about doubles the cost of

the article consumed to the consumer. It sends

all the salt to the custom-house, and throws it

into tho hands of regraters ; and they combine,

and nearly double the price.

The next attempt to amend the bill was on

Mr. Woodbury's motion to exempt tea and

coffee from duty, which was successful by a

large vote—39 to 10. The nays were : Messrs.

Archer, Barrow, Berrien, Clay of Kentucky,

Henderson, Leeds Kerr, Merrick, Preston,

Rives, Southard. The bill was then passed by

a general vote, only eleven against it, upon the

general ground that the government must have

revenue : but those who voted against it thought

the proper way to stop the land bill was to deny

this supply until that was given up.

The compromise act of 1833—by a mere

blunder, for it cannot be supposed such an omis-

sion could have been intentional—in providing

for the reduction of duties on imported sugars,

molasses, and salt, made no corresponding pro-

vision for tho reduction of drawbacks when the

sugars underwent refining and exportation ; nor

jj.^rj nif)la55.ses when converted into rum and

exported ; nor on the fishing bounties and al-

lowances, when the salt was re-exported on the

fish which had been cured by it. This omissioo
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vu flcU«ted at the time by mombori not fwtwn

t(i the compromiifi, but not allowed to »» cor

fjctcd by any one nnfricndly to the comproiniiw.

The author of this View ofiert-il an niii<«n Inwnt

to thttt effect—whioh was rejectoil, l.y yt ah and

njyg MfolloWB: Yeoa—MfK«r8. TJtiilon, Biick-

mr, Ciilhoini, DiillaB, Dickenion, Dudley, For-

<yth, JohiiHon. Knno, King, Rives, Robinson,

Seymour, Tomiinson, Webster, White, WilkinB,

and Wright. Nays—Messrs. Boll, Hi' h, Black,

Clay, Clayton, Ewing, Foot, Grundy, Hendricks,

Holmes, Knight, Mangum, Miller, Mooro, Nau-

dain, I'oindexter, Prentiss, Robbins, Silslwe,

Smith, Sprague, Tipton, Troup, and Tyler. Of

those then voting against this provision, one

(Mr. Ewing, as Secretary of the Treasury), now,

in 1841, rt'comniendcd its adoption, so fur as it

related to refined sugars and rum; another

(Mr. Clay), supported his recommendation ; a

third (JIv. Tyler), approved the act which

adopted it: but all this, after the injury had

been going on for eight years, and had plundered

the Treasury of one and a half millions of dol-

lars. The now tariff act of this extra session

made the corn ipon<ling reductions, and by a

unanimous vote in each House ; the writer of

this View, besides his motion at the time, hav-

ing renewed it, and in vain, almost every year

afterwards—always rejected on the cry that

the compromise was sacred and inviolable—had

saved the Union at the time it was made, and

would endanger it the day it was broken. Well

!

it was prctty well broken at this extra session :

and the Union was just as much destroyed by

its breaking as it had been saved by its making.

In one case the reductions of drawback re-_,

mained untouched—that of the bounties and

allowances to the cod and mackerel fisheiies,

founded on the idea of returning to the fisher-

man, or the exporter, the amount of duty sup-

posed to have been paid on the imported salt

carried back out of the country on that part of

the fish which was exported. The fisheries have

so long possessed this advantage that they now

claim it as a right—no such pretension being

set up until it was attacked as an abuse. A com-

mittee of the Senate, in the year 1840, of which

Mr. Benton was chairman, and Mr. John Davis

nf MsssRchuscttSj ar.d 'Mr. Alexander Anderson,

were members,made a report which explored this

abuse to its source ; but without being able to get

it corrected. The abuse commenced after the late

war with Onjat Britain, and has taken since

that time about six millions of dollars ; and in

now going at the rate of about throe hundred

thousand dollars per annum. In the earlier

ages of 'government, these bounties and al-

lowancti.t were always stated in the annual

treasury report, according to their true nature

in connection with the salt duties, and as de-

pendent upon those duties : and the sums al»

lowed were always carried out in bushels of

salt : which would show how much salt was

supposed to have been carrieil out of the coun-

try on the exported fish. A treasury statement

of that kind at present, would show about one

million three hundred thousand bushels of for-

eign salt (for it is only on the foreign tlmt the

bounties and allowances accrue), so exported,

while there is only about one million of bushels

imported—nintteen-twentieths of which is em-

ployed in other branches of business—beef and

pork packing, and bacon curing, for example

:

and there can be no doubt but that these

branches export far more foreign salt on the ar-

ticles they send abroad, than is done on cod and

mackerel exported. In viewing the struggles

about these bomvties and allowances, I have of-

ten had occa-sion to admire the difTerence be-

tween the legislators of the North and those of

the South and West—the former always intent

upon the benefits of legislation—the latter upon

the honors of the government.

CHAPTER LXXX.

NATIONAL BANK: FIKST BILL.

This was the great measilro of the session, and

the great object of the whig party, and the one

without which all other measures would be

deemed to be incomplete, and the victorious

election itself little better than a defeat. Though

kept out of view as an issue during the canvass,

it was known to every member of the party to

be the alpha and omega of the contest, and the

crowning consummation of ten years labor in

favor of a nat", nal bank. It was kept in the

background for a reason perfectly understood.

Both General Harrison and Mr. Tyler had been

ultra against a national bank while members of

iff
^

'
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the democratic party : they had both, as mem-

bers of the House of Representatives voted in a

small minority in favor of issuing a writ of

scirefacias against the late Bank of the United

States soon after it was chartered; and this

could he quoted in the parts of the country

where a bank was unpopular. At the same

time the party was perfectly satisfied with their

present sentiments, and wanted no discussion

which might scare off an ti-bank men without

doing any good ou their own side. The bank,

then, was the great measure of the session

—

the great cause of the called session—and as

such taken by Mr. Clay into his own care from

the first day. He submitted a schedule of

measures for the consideration of the body, and

for acting on which he said it might be under-

stood the extraordinary session was convoked

;

he moved for a select committee to report

a bill, of which committee he was of course to

be chairman : and he moved a call upon the Sec-

retary of the Treasury (Mr. Ewing) for the

plan of a bank. In was furnished accordingly,

and studiously contrived so as to avoid the

President's objections, and save his consistency

—a point upon which he was exceedingly sensi-

tive. The bill of the select committee was

modelled upon it. Even the title was made ri-

diculous to please the President, though not as

much so as he wished. lie objected to the name

of bank, either in the title or the body of the

charter, and proposed to style it " The Fiscal

Institute ; " and alierwards the " Fiscal Agent ;

"

and finally the " Fiscal Coi-poration." Mr. Clay

and his friends could not stand these titles ; but

finding the President tenacious on the title of the

bill, and having all the properties of all sorts

of banks—discount—deposit—circulation—ex-

change—all in the plan so studiously contrived,

they yielded to the word Fiscal—rejecting each

of its proposed addenda—and substituted bank.

The title of the instrument then ran thus :
" A

Bill to incorporate the subscribers to the Fiscal

Bank of the United States." Thus entitled,

and thus arranged out of doors, it was brought

into the Senate, not to be perfected by the col-

lective legislative wisdom of the body, but to

be carfie'l through the form? of Icgialatinn,

without alteration except from its friends, and

made into law. The deliberative power of the

body had nothing to do with it. Registration

of what had been agreed upon was its only

ofBcc. The democratic members resisted strenu-

ously in order to make the measure odious. Suc-

cessful resistance was impossible, and a repeal

of the act at a subsequent Congress was the only

hope—a veto not being then dreamed of. Re-

peal, therefore, was taken as the watchword and

formal notice of it proclaimed in successive

c;p'>pche8, that all subscribers to the bank should

be warned in time, and deprived of the plea of

innocence when the repeal should be moved.

Mr. Allen, of Ohio, besides an argument in

favor of the right of this repeal, produced a re-

solve from the House Journal of 1819, in which

General Harrison, then a member of that body

voted with others for a resolve directing the

Judiciary Committee to report a bill to repeal

the then United States Bank charter—not to

inquire into the expediency of repealing, but to

repeal absolutely.

The bill was passed through both Houses—

in the Senate by a close vote, 26 to 23—in the

House by a better majority, 128 to 98. This

was the sixth of August. All was considered

finished by the democracy, and a future re-

peal their only alternative. Suddenly light be-

gan to dawn upon them. Rumors came that

President Tyler would disapprove the act;

which, in fact he did: but vnih. such expres-

sions of readiness to approve aftother bill which

should be free from the objections which he

named, as still to keep his party together, and

to prevent the explosion of his cabinet. But

it made an explosion elsewhere. Mr. Clay was

not of a temper to be balked in a measure so

dear to his heart without giving expression to

his dissatisfaction ; and did so in the debate on

the veto message ; and in terms to assert that

Mr. Tyler had violated his faith to the whig

party, and had been led ofif from them by new

•associations. He said

:

" On the 4th of April last, the lamented Ha^

rison, the President of the United States, paid

the debt of nature. President Tyler, who, as

Vice-P resident, succeedetl to the duties of that

office, arrived in the city of Washington on the

Gth of that month. He found the whole metropo-

lis wrapt in gloom, every heart filled with sonow

and sadness, every eye streaming with tears,

and the surrounding hills yet Hinging back the

echo of the bells which were tolled on that

melancholy occasion. On rntoring the Presi-

dential mansion he contemplated the pale body

of his predecessor stretched before him, and

clothed in tlie black habiliments of death. At

tliat solemn moment, I have no doubt that

the heart of President Tyler was overflowing

with mingled emotions of grie^ of patriotism
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and gratitude—above all, of gratitude to that

coantry by a majority of whose suffrages, be-

Btowed at the preceding Nnveraber, he then

gtood the most distinguished, the most elevated,

the most honored of all living whigs of the

United States.

"It was under these circumstances, and in

this probable state of mind, that President

Tyler, on the 10th day of the same month of

April, voluntary promulgated an addres-s to the

people of the United States. That address wa,s

in the nature of a coronation oath, which the

chief of the State, in other countries, and under
other forms, takes upon ascending the throne.

It referred to the solemn obligations, and the

frofound sense of duty under which the new
resident entered upon the high trust which

had devolved upon him, by the joint acts of the

people and of Providence, and it stated the

principles and delineated the {)olicy by which
he would be governed in his exalted station. It

was emphatically a whig address from begin-
ning to end—every inch of it was whig, and
was patriotic.

"In that address the President, in respect

to the subject-matter embraced in the present
bill, held the following conclusive and emphatic
language :

' I shall promptly give my sanction
to any constitutional measure which, originat-

ing in Congress, .shall have for its object the
restoration of a sound circulating medium, so
essentially necessary to give confidence in all

the transactions of life, to secure to industry
its just and adequate rewards, and to re-estab-
lish the public prosperity. In deciding upon
the adaptation of any such measure to the end
proposed, as well as its conformity to the Con-
stitution, I shall resort to the fathers of the
great republican school for advice and instruc-
tion, to be drawn from their sage views of our
system of government, and the light of their
ever glorious example.'
"To this clause in the address of the Presi-

dent, I believe but one interpretation was given
throughout this whole country, by friend and
foe, by whig and democrat, and by the presses
of both parties. It was by every man with
whom I conversed on the subject at the time
of its appearance, or of whom I have since in-
quired, construed to mean that the President
intended to occupy the Madison ground, and to
regard the question of the power to establish a
national bank as immovably settled. And I
think I may confidently appeal to the Senate,
and to the country, to sustJiin the fact that this
was the contemporaneous and unanimous judg-
ment of the public. Reverting back to the
period of the promulgation of the address,
could any other construction have been given
to its language ? What is it? ^ I shall promptly
give my sanction to any constitutional measure
which, originating in Congress,' shall have cer-
tain defined objects in view. He concedes the
vital importance of a sound circulating me-
dium to industry and to the public prosperity.

He concedcG that its origin must be in Congress.
And, to prevent any inference from the qualifi-
cation, which he prefixes to the measure, being
interpreted to mean that a United States Bank
was unconstitutional, he declares that, in de-
ciding on the adaptation of the measure to the
end proposed, and its conformity to the consti-
tution, he will,resort to the fathers of tlie great
Republican school. And who were they ? If
the Father of his country is to be excluded, are
Madison (the father of the constitution), Jef-
ferson, Monroe, Gerry, Gallatin, and the long
list of Republicans who acted with them, not to
be regarded as among those fathers ? But Presi-
dent Tyler declares not only that he should
appeal to them for advice and instruction, but to
the light of their ever glorious example. What
example? AVhat other meaning could have
been posnbly applied to the phrase, than that
he mtended to. refer to what had been done
during the administrations of Jeflerson, Madi-
son, and Monroe ?

' Entertaining this opinion of the address, I
came to Washington, at the commencement of
the session, with the most confident and buoyant
hopes that the Whigs would be able to carry
all their prominent measures, and especially a
Bank of the United States, by far that one of
the greatest immediate importance. I antici-
pated nothing but cordial co-operation between
the two departments of government; and I
reflected with pleasure that I should find at the
head of the Executive branch, a personal and
political friend, whom I had long and intimately
known, and highly esteemed. It will not be
my fault if our amicable relations should un-
happily cease, in consequence of any difference
of opinion between us on this occasion. The
President Las been always perfectly familiar
with my opinion on this bank question,

" Upon the opening of the session, but es-
pecially on the receipt of the plan of a national
bank, as proposed by the Secretary of the
Treasury, fears were excited that the President
had been misunderstood in his address, and that
he had not waived but adhered to his constitu-
tional scruples. Under these circumstances it

was hoped that, by the indulgence of a mutual
spirit of compromise and concession, a bank,
competent to fulfil the expectations and satisfy
the wants of the people, might be established.

" Under the influence of that spirit, the Sen-
ate and the House agreed, Ist, as to the name
of the proposed bank. I confess, sir, that there
was something exceedingly outri- and revolting
to my ears in the term "JMscal Bank;" but
I thought, " What is there in a name 1 A rose,
by any other name, would smell as sweet.''
Looking, therefore, rather to the utility of the
subslanliai faculties than to the name of the
contemplated institution, we consented to that
which was proposed.

In his veto message Mr. Tyler fell back upon
his early opinions against the constitutionality
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of a national bank, so often and so publicly ex-

pressed ; and recurring to these early opinions

ho now declared that it would be a crime and

an infamy in him to sign the bill which had

been presented to him. In this sense he thus

expressed himself

:

"Entertaining the opinions alluded to, and
having taken this oath, the Senate and the coun-

try will see that I could not give my sanction

to a measure of the character described without
surrendering all claim to the respect of honor-

able men—all confidence on the part of the peo-

ple—all self-respect—all regard for moral and
religious obligations ; without an observance

of which no government can be prosperous, and
no people can be happy. It would be to com-
mit a crime which I would not wilfully commit
to gain any earthly reward, and which would
justly subject me to the ridicufe and scorn of

all virtuous men."

Mr. Clay found these expressions of self-con-

demnation entirely too strong, showing too

much sensibility in a President to personal

considerations—laying too much stress upon

early opinions—ignoring too completely later

opinions—and not sufiQciently deferring to those

fathers of the government to whom, in his in-

augural address, he had promised to look for

advice and instruction, both as to the constitu-

tionality of a bank, and its adaptation to the

public wants. And he thus animadverted on

the passage

:

" I must think, and hope I may be allowed

to say, with profound deference to the Chief

Magistrate, that it appears to me he has viewed

with too lively sensibility the personal conse-

quences to himself of his approval of the bill

;

and that, surrendering himself to a vivid imagi-

nation, he has depicted them in much too glow-

ing and exaggerated colors, and that it would
have been most happy if he had looked more
to the deplorable consequences of a veto upon
the hopes, the interests, and the happiness of

his country. Does it follow that a magistrate

who yields his private judgment to the concur-

ring authority of numerous decisions, repeated-

ly and deliberately pronounced, after the lapse

of long intervals, by all the departments of gov-

ernment, and by all parties, incurs the dreadful

penalties described by the President ? Can
any man be disgraced and dishonored who
yields his private opinion to the judgment of

the nation ? In this case, the country (I mean
a majority ), Congress, and, according to com-
mon lame, an unanimous cabinet, were all unit-

ed in favor of the bill. Should any man feel

himself humbled and degraded in yielding to

the conjoint force of such high authority ?

Does any man, who at one period of his life

shall have expressed a particular opinion, and at
a subsequent period shall act upon the opposite
opinion, expose himself to the terrible conse-
quences which have been portrayed by the
President ? How is it with the judge, in the
case by no means rare, who bows to the au-
thority of repeated precedents, settling a par-
ticular question, whilst in his private judgment
the law was otherwise ? How is it with that
numerous class of public men in this country,

and with the two great parties that have divided

it, who, at different periods, have maintained
and acted on opposite opinions in respect to this

very bank question ?

" How is it with James Madison, the father

of the constitution—that great man whose ser-

vices to his country placed him only second to

Washington—whose virtues and purity in pri-

vate life—whose patriotism, intelligence, and
wisdom in public councils, stand unsurpassed 1

He was a member of the national convention
that formed, and of the Virginia convention

that adopted the constitution. No man under-
stood it better than he did. He was opposed in

1791 to the establishment of the Bank of the

United States upon constitutional ground ; and
in 1816 he approved and signed the charter of

the late Bank of the United States. It is a part

of the secret history connected with the first

Bank, that James Madison had, at the instance

of General Washington, prepared a veto for him
in the contingency of his rejection of the bill.

Thus stood James Madison when, in 1815, he

applied the veto to a bill to charter a bank
upon considerations of expediency, but with a

clear and express admission of the existence of

a constitutional power in Congress to charter

one. In 1816, the biil which was then pre-

sented to him being free from the objections

applicable to that of the previous year, he sanc-

tioned and signed it. Did James Madison sur-

render 'all claim to the respect of honorable men
—all confidence on the part of the people—all

self-respect—all regard for moral and religious

obligations?' Did the pure, the virtuous, the

gifted James Madison, by his sanction and sig-

nature to the charter of the late Bank of the

United States, commit a crime which justly

subjected him ' to the ridicule and scorn of all

virtuous men ? '

"

But in view of these strong personal conse-

quences to his (Mr. Tyler's) own character in the

event of signing the bill, Mr. Clay pointed out a

course which the President might have taken

which would have saved his consistency—con-

formed to the constitution—fulfilled his obliga-

tions to the party that elected him—and iiermit-

ted the establishment of that sound currency, and

that relief from the public distress, which his in-

augural address, and his message to Congress, and

his veto message, all so earnestly declared to be
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necessary. It was to have let the bill lie in

his hands without approval or disapproval : in

which case it would have become a law without

any act of his. The constitution had made pro-

vision for the case iu that clause in which it de-

clares that—" If any bill shall not be returned

by the President within ten days (Sundays ex-

cepted) after it shall have been presented to

him, the same shall be a law, in like manner as

if he had signed it, unless the Congress by their

adjournment prevent its return ; in which case

it shall not be a law." In this case there was

no danger of Congress adjourning before the

lapse of the ten days ; and Mr. Clay adverted

to this course as the one, under his embarrass-

ing circumstances the President ought to have

adopted, and saved both his consistency and

faith to his party. He urged it as a proper

course—saying

:

"And why should not President Tyler have
suffered the bill to become a law without his

signature ? Without meaning the slightest pos-

sible disrespect to him (nothing is further from
my heart than the exhibition of any such feel-

ing towards that distinguished citizen, long my
personal friend), it cannot be forgotten that he
came into his present oflSce under peculiar cir-

cumstances. The people did not foresee the
contingency which has happened. They voted
for him as Vice-President. They did not, there-

fore, scrutinize his opinions with the care which
they probably ought to have done, and would
have done, if they could have looked into futu-
rity. If the present state of the fact could have
been anticipated—if at Ilarrisburg, or at the
polls, it had been foreseen that General Harri-
son would die in one short month after the
commencement of his administration ; that
Vice-President Tyler would be elevated to the
presidential chair ; that a bill, passed by deci-
sive majorities of the first whig Congress, char-
tering a national bank, would be presented for
his sanction ; and that he would veto the bill,

do I hazard any thing when I express the con-
viction that he would not have received a soli-
tary vote in the nominating convention, nor
ono solitary electoral vote in any State in the
Union?"

Not having taken this course with the bill,

Mr, Clay pointed out a third one, suggested by
the conduct of the President himself under
analogous circumstances, and which, while pre-

serving his self-respect, would accomplish all

tiie objects in view by the party which elected

bim, by simply removing the ob.staclc which
stood between them and the object of their

hopes
; it was to resign the presidency. For
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this contingency—that of neither President
r • Vice-President—the constitution had also

Hiiide provision in declaring—" In case of the

removal of the President from office, or of his

death, resignation, or inability to discharge the

powers and duties of the said office, the samo
shall devolve on the Vice-President; and the

Congress may by law provide for the case of the

removal, death, resignation, or inability both
of the President and Vice-President, declaring

what officer shall then act as President ; and
such officer shall act accordingly, until the dis-

ability be removed, or a President shall be
elected." Congress had acted under this in-

junction and had devolved the duties of Presi-

dent, first on the president of the Senate pro
tempore ; and if no such temporary president,

then on the speaker of the House of Represen-

tatives ; and requiring a new election to be held
on the first Wednesday of the ensuing Decem-
ber if there was time before it for a notification

of two months ; and if not, then the new elec-

tion to take place (if the vacant term had not

expired on the third day of March after they

happened) on the like Wednesday of the next

ensuing month of December. Here was pro-

vision made for the case, and the new election

might have been held in less than four months
—the temporary president of the Senate, Mr.
Southard, acting as President in the mean time.

The legal path was then clear for Mr. Tyler's

resignation, and Mr. Clay thus enforced the

propriety of that step upon him

:

" But, sir, there was still a third alternative,
to which I allude not because I mean to inti-

mate that it should be embraced, but because I
am reminded of it by a memorable event in the
life of President Tyler. It will be recollected
that, after the Senate had passed the resolution
declr.ring the removal of the deposits from the
Bank of the United States to have been derogar
tory from the constitution and laws of the
United States, for which resolution President
(then senator) Tyler had voted, the General
Assembly of Virginia instructed the senators
from that State to vote for the expunging of
that resolution. Senntor Tyler declined voting
in conformity with that instruction, and re-
signed his seat iu the Senate of the United
States. This he did because he could not con-
form, and did not think it right to go counter,
to the wishes of those who had placed him in
the Senate. If, when the people of Virginia, or
the General Assembly of Virginia, were his
only constituency, he would not set up his own
particular opinion in opposition to theirs, what

#'
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ounlit l(» lio tlio IMllo of \m ciiiHluot wlwMi tlio

pvopk) i<r l.\vt>iit.y-Hix Stutcs— a whoki nation

—

I'ouipoM' IiIh canHlilncncy ? Is tlio will of tiio

tonHtilucncy of ono Stalo to ho n spoctcfl, luid

tluit of twonty-Kix to l>o vvliolly fiiHrfKiiidt'il

V

1h olMiillt'nco »lno only to tlio Hinglo Sluto of Vir-

Hiniu? riio I'lVHitlout iidniitH l.liiil tlio ltunl<

(intKlionilooply imilutod.iiiulcoutinnoHtoiigltiito,

tlio MRlioii. (t Is ilU'(>llt»'«tlll»l0 tliiit it VVIIH tlio

gri'iil, iiliNorhinn, and coiilfollinp; (pioslion, in all

our rtH'cnt diviHioim and t'xortiiins. I am llrni-

Iv oonvincotl, and it In my doliborato judnmont,

tlial an imnu-nso majority, not Iohh tliau two-

thirds of (ho nation, «U'NiVo suoli an institution.

All douhls in this ivH|MH't onuht to ho dispollod

l»y tho nvont dooisioiiM of the two Uousos of

Cltingirss. I wpoak of thoiii as ovidonoo of |)op-

ular opinion. In tho Honsoof U««i)rosoiitativoH.

tho umjoiity WHS Kit to KM). If the llouso had

Ih-oii full, and hut for tho niodilloation of tlio

ICitli fniidiuuontal oonditicn, llioi-o wouhl hnvo

hoon a prohahlo nii^jority of 47. Is it to ho ho-

liovod llmt (his largo majority of tho imine-

«Iiato iTprosontativos of tho pooplo, frosh from

nmtuigst thoin, and to whom tho Prosidont

soomod inolinod, in his opoiiing ino«sHgt<, to itv

for this very (inostion, havo iniHtakon tho wihIioh

of (hoir oonstitiiontH ?"

Tlu^ aoting Pivsidont did not fool it to bo his

duty tiuvsign, although it may Ik< tho jndgmtMit

tif history (allor stving tho oxjHisitions of his soc-

n>i.iriof< at llu nsignation of thoir plaoos oonao-

quont «|>on r second veto to a second bank not),

that he ought to hnvo done 80. In his veto

ino«.sago ho st>oniod to leave the way open for

h'H approval of a ohftrt4.^r fi'eo from the excej)-

t^ns ho hrtd t«kt>n ; and rumor was positive in

RS.SO -tiiij; that ho was then engagtHl in arranging

with some friends the details of a hill which he

could approve. In allusion to thi.s rumor, Mr.

Chiy rtMiiarked

:

' On a former invasion T stated that, in the

event of an nnfcrtunate diflen>noi> of opinion he-

twivn the legislative and oxwutive de(wrtmcntM,

(he point of criftViviu-e might Iri develoiR>d, and

it would 1k> then sivn whether they could he

brought to coincide in any nu'».sun> corrt>sjHnid-

ing with the public hoiK's and ex|KH:tatious. 1

rv<pivt that the President has not, in this mes-

sago, favoriMl us with a mon» clear and explicit

exhibition of his views. U is sulHcieutly mani-

fest tl l he is dccidtnily op[M>sed to the estnlv-

lishiue of a new llaiik of the United States

formed after two old nunlels. 1 think it is fairly

to Ik> informl that i\w plan of the Sivrv>tary of

the Tuasury rvuild Jiui have rv;"-vived 'tis SaiiC-

tion. He is opjMistHl to (he i»a8.sagi> of the bill

which ho h:5S ivturned ) but whether he wovjd

give his approbation to any Iwnk, ami, if any,

what sort of a bank, is not absolutely clear. I

think it may bo eollwiU-d from tho nicHBaRo

with (ho aid of information derived throiiull

other SOIUWM, (hat tho President would concur

in the oHtHhliMhnient of a hank whoso oiicriitions

should ho limited to dealing in billsof e.\dianf>;c

to deposits, anil to tho supply of a circulation

excluding (ho power of disex)unting promisNctiy

notes. And I understand that some of our

friends are now considering the luacticahility of

arranging and passing a bill in eonloriiiity will)

the views of President Tyler. Whilst 1 tv^tv[

that I can take no active part in Hucliaiiex|jcri-

mcnt, and must reserve to myself the rinht of

determining whether I can or cannot vote for

such a hill after I soo it in its matured form, I

assuiv my fiicuds that, they shall lliid no olmta-

ole or impediment in me. On the contrary, I

say to them, go on : Ood siiecd you in any mea

sure which will serve the country, and pivsorvc!

or n'store hiirmoiiy and concert between tho dc-

paitmonts of government. An executivo volo

of a Bank of the United States, after the sad ex-

perience of late years, is an event which was not

anticipated by the political friends of the Pnsi-

deiil ; certainly not by mo. But it lias come

upon us with tivmciulous weight, and nniidsl

the greatest excitement within and without tho

metropolis. 'I'lio (piestion now is, what shall \k

tlono ? What, under this most enilmrruBBinf;

and unexpected state of things, will our consti-

tuents expect of us 7 What is rccpiired by tlio

duty and the dignity of t'ongress ? I repeat

that if, after a careful examination of (lie exe-

cutive message, a bank can be devised wliiciiwill

atVord any remedy to existing evils, and seeuro

the Presi'deiit's approbation, let tho project of

such a bank be presented. It shall, encounter

no op|)osition, if it should receive no support,

from me."

Tho speech of Mr. Clay brought out Mr.

liives in defenco of tho President, who com-

menced with saying:

" He came to the Senate that morning to givo

a silent vote on the bill, and he should havo

contented himself with doing so but for the ob-

servations which had fallen from the senator

from Kentucky in resjicct to the conduct of the

President of tho United States. Mr. H. had

hopi>d the senator would have confined himself

strictly to the merits of the question K'fon< tlio

Senate, lie told us, said Mr. K., that the ques-

tion was this: the I'lvsident having iTturiicd

the bill for a fiscal bank with his exceptions

then'to, the bill w as such an one as oucht to

pass by the it)nstitutional majority of twiv

thirds ; and thus beinune a law of the land.

Now what was the ival issue befoix' tJic Senate
|

M-_.. :< ...,l •l,.x ....I... I ..ii.wti/iii tv4>>Vfi>l>!l till' llil

and the objections to it, as tximpared with ead

other? 1 ically had hoiK>d that the hoiioraWi

senator, atter announcing Ui us the issue in tin*

very projKT mauuer, would have conliued his ufc'
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light out Mr. !̂
1

gervationH to it alono ; and if ho had done ho I

dhould n'lt have troiihlod tho Heiiato with a

RJncl*' word. Jlnt what has l)een tho course of

tho honorable Hcnator? I do not reproach him

witli it. 11", no doubt, fblt it necesaury, in order

to vindicate his own position hotove the country,

to inoidpate tho courso taken by the President:

ttnd a<!(:or<linp;ly about two-thirds of his 8[)cech,

howsoever (|ualifled by expressions of personal

kindness and resptict, were taken up in a solemn

arrttiKnnient of tho President of the United

States. Most of tho allegations put forth by

tho Bcnator seem to arrango themselves under

the general charge of perlldy—of faithlessness

to his i)arty, and to the people."

Mr. Hives went on to defend the Pre:;idcnt at

all points, declaring tho question of a bank was

not an issue in tho election—repelling tho im-

putation of perfidy—BcoTiting tho suggestions of

resignation luid of p.Kjketing the bill to let it be-

come law—arguing that General Harrison him-

self would have disapproved tho same bill if he

had lived and it had been presented to him. In

Bupiwrt of this opinion ho referred to the Gene-

ral's early opposition to tho national bank of

1810, and to his written answer given during

tho canvass—" that he would not give his sanc-

tion to a Bank of tho United States, unless by

the failure of all other expedients, it should be

demonstrated to bo necessary to carry on the

operations of government ; and imlcss there

should be a gener>l and unequivocal manifesta-

tion of tho will of tho Union in favor of such an

institution ; and then only as a fiscal, and not

as a commercial bank." But this authentic de-

claration seemed to prove tho contrary of that

for which it was quoted. It contained two con-

ditions, on tho happening of which General

Harrison would sign a bank charter—first, the

failure of al' other plans for carrying on the

financial operations of tho government ; and,

secondly, tho manifestation of public opinion in

favor of it. That tho first of these conditions

had been fulfilled was well shown by Mr. Rives

himself in tho concluding passagee of his speech

where ho said: "All previous systems have

been rejected and condemned—the sub-treasury

—the pet banks—an old-fashioned Bank of the

United States—a new-fashioned fiscal agent."

The second condition was fulfilled in the presi-

dential elco.tinn •!', iho success of the whig party,

whose first object was a bank ; and in the elec-

tion of members of the House and the Senate,

where the majorities were in favor of a bank.

The conditions were fulfilled then on which

General Harrison was to approve a bank char-

ter ; and tho writer of this View has no doubt

that he would have given his signature to a

usual bank charter if ho had lived ; and from

an obligatory sense of duty, and with no mere

dishonor than Mr. Madison had incurred in

signing tho act for tho second bank charter after

having been the great opponent of tho first one

;

and for which signing, as for no act of his life,

was dishonor imputed to him. Tho writer of

this View believes tnat General Harrison would

hr-ve signed a fair bank charter, and under its

proper name ; and he believes it, not from words
spoken between them, ; rt from public manifesta-

tions, seen by every body. 1. His own declar

ration, stating the conditions on which he would
do it ; and which conditions were fulfilled. 2.

The fact that ho was the presidential candidate

of the party which was emphatically the bank
party. 3. Tho selection of his cabinet, every

member of which was in favor of a national

bank. 4. Tho declaration of Mr. Clay at the

head of tho list of measures proposed by him
for the consideration of Congress at its extra

session, in which a national bank was included;

and which measures he stated wore probably

those for which the extraordinary session had

been convened by President Harrison— a point

on which Mr. Clay must be admitted to be well

informed, for ho was tho well reputed adviser of

President Harrison on the occasion.

Mr. Clay rejoined to Mr. Rives, and became
more close and pointed in his personal remarks

upon Mr. Tyler's conduct, commencing with

Mr. Rives' lodgment in the " half-way house,"

i, e. tho pet bank system—which was supposed

to have been a camping station in the transition

from the democratic to the whig camp. He be-

gan thus

:

" I have no desire, said he, to prolong this un-
pleasant discussion, but I must say that I heard
with great surprise and regret the closing re-
mark, especially, of the honorable gentleman
from Virginia, as, indeed, I did many of those
which preceded it. That gentleman stands in a
peculiar situation. I found him several years
ago in the half-way house, whore he seems afraid
to remain, and from which he is yet unwilling
to go. I had thought, after the thorough rid«

dling which the roof of the house had received
in the bi"eaking up of the pet bauk system, he
would have fled somewhere else for refuge ; but,
there ho still stands, solitary and alone, shiver-
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ing and pelted by the pitiless storm. The sub-

treasury is repealed—the pet bank system is

abandoned— the United States Bank bill is

vetoed—and now, when there is as complete

and perfect a reunion of the purse and the sword
.n the hands of the executive as ever there was
under General Jackson or Mr. Van Buren, the

senator is for doing nothing."

There was a whisper at this time that Mr.

Tyler had an inner circle of advisers, some de-

mocratic and some whig, and most of whom had

sojourned in the " half-way house," and who

were more confidential and influential with the

President than the members of his cabinet. To

this Mr. Clay caustically adverted.

"Although the honorable senator professes

not to know the opinions of the President, it

certainly docs turn out in the sequel that there

is a most remarkable coincidence between those

opinions and his own ; and he has, on the pre-

sent occasion, defended the motives and the

course of the President with all the solicitude

and all the fervent zeal of a member of his privy

council. There is a rumor abroad that a cabal

exists—a new sort of kitchen cabinet—whose
object is the dissolution of the regular cabinet

—

the dissolution of the whig party—the disper-

sion of Congress, without accomplishing any of

the great purposes of the extra session—and a

total change, in fact, in the whole face of our

political affairs. I hope, and I persuade myself,

that the honorable senator is not, cannot be, one

of tiie component members of such a cabal ; but

I must say that there has been displayed by the

honorable senator to-day a predisposition, aston-

ishing and inexplicable, to misconceive almost

all of what I have said, and a perseverance, after

repeated corrections, in misunderstanding—for I

will not charge him with wilfully and intention-

ally misrepresenting—the whole spirit and char-

acter of the address which, as a man of honor

and as a senator, I felt myself bound in duty to

make to this body."

There was also a rumor of a design to make

a third party, of which Mr. Tyler was to be the

head ; and, as part of the scheme, to make a

quarrel between Mr. Tyler and Mr. Clay, in

which Mr. Clay was to be made the a^ressor

;

and he brought this rumor to th?, uotico of Mr.

Rives, repelling the part which inculpated himself,

and leaving the rest for Mr. Rives to answer.

*' Why, sir, what possible, what conceivable

motive can I have to quarrel with the President,

or to break up the wliig party 7 VV hat earthly

motive can impel me to wish for any other re-

sult than that that party shall remain in per-

fect harmony, undivided, and shall move undis-

mayed, boldly, and unitedly forward to the ac-

complishment of the all-important public object'

which it has avowed to be its aim? Vvhat
imaginable interest or feeling can I have other

than the success, the triumph, the glory of the

whig party ? But that there may be desip;n8 and
purposes on the part of certain other individuals

to place me in inimical relations with the Presi-

dent, and to represent me as personally opposed

to him, I can well imagine—individuals who are

beating up for recruits, and endeavoring to form

a third party, with materials so scanty as to be

wholly insufficient to compose a decent cor-

poral's guard. I fear there are such individ-

uals, though I do not charge the senator as

being himself one of them. What a spectacle

has been presented to this nation during this

entire session of Congress ! That of the cher-

ished and confideniial friends of John Tyler,

persons who boast and claim to be par excel-

lence, his exclusive and genuine friends, being

the bitter, systematic, determined, uncompromis-

ing opponents of every leading measure of John

Tyler's administration ! Was there ever before

such an example presented, in this or any other

age, in this or any other country ? I have my-

self known the President too long, and cher-

ished towards him too sincere a friendship, to

allow my feelings to be affected or alienated by

any thing which has passed here to day. If

the President chooses—which I am sure he

cannot, unless falsehood has been whispered

into his ears or poison poured into his heart-

to detach himself from me, 1 shall deeply regret

it, for the sake of our common friendship and

our common country. I now repeat, what I

before said, that, of uU the measures of relief

which the American people have called upon us

for, that of a National Bank and a sound and

uniform currency has been the most loudly and

importunately demanded."

Mr. Clay reiterated his assertion that bank,

or no bank, was the great issue of the presiden-

tial canvass wherever he was, let what else

might have been the issue in Virginia, where

Mr. Rives led for General Harrison.

" The senator says that the question of a Bank

was not the issue made before the people at the

late election. I can say, for one, my own con-

viction is diametrically the contrary. What
may have been the character of the canvass in

Virginia, I will not say
;
probably gentlemen

on both sides were, every where, governed in

some degree by considerations of local jwlicy.

What issues may therefore have been presented

to the people of Virginia, either above or be-

low tide water, I am not prepared to say. The

great error, however, of the honorable senator,

is in thinking that the seuliineuls of a particu-

lar party in Virginia are always a fair expo-

nent of the sentiments of the whole Union.

I can tell the senator, that, wherever I was

—in the great valley of the Mississippi, in
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Kentucky, in Tennessee, in Maryland—in all

the circles in which I moved, every where,
' Bank or ro Bank ' was the great, the leading,

the vital question."

In conclusion, Mr Clay apostrophize<l him-

self in a powerful peroration as not having

moral courage enough (though he claimed as

much as fell to the share of most men) to make
himself an obstacle to the success of a great

measure for the public good; in which the

allusion to Mr. Tyler and his veto was too

palpable to miss the apprehension of any

person.

"The senator says that, if placed in like
circumstances, I would have been the last man
to avoid putting a direct veto upon the bill,

had it met my disapprobation ; and he docs me
the honor to attribute to me high qualities of
stern and unbending intrepidity. I hope that
in all that relates to personal firmness—all

that concerns a just appreciation of the in-

significance of human life—whatever may be
attempted to threaten or alarm a soul not
easily swayed by opposition, or awed or in-

timidated by menace—a stout heart and a steady
eye, that can survey, unmoved and undaunted,
any mere personal perils that assail this poor
transient, perishing frame—I may, without dis-

paragement, compare with other men. But there
is a sort of courage which, I frankly confess it,

I do not possess—a boldness to which 1 dare
not aspire—a valor which I cannot covet. I
cannot lay myself down in the way of the
welfare and happiness of my country. That I
cannot, I have not the courage to do. I can-
not interpose the power with v, hich I may be
invested—a power conferred not for my per-
sonal benefit, not for my aggrandizement, but for
my country's good—to check her onward march
to greatness and glory. I have not courage
enough, I am too cowardly for that. I would
not, I dare not, in the exercise of such a trust,
lie down, and placemy body across the path that
leads my country to prosperity and happiness.
Thi!3 is a sort of courage widely different from
tliat which a man may display in liis private
conduct and personal relations. Personal or
private courage is totally distinct from that
higher and nobler courage, which prompts the
patriot to oft'er himself a voluntary sacrifice to
his country's good. Apprehensions of the im-
putation of the want of firmness sometimes im-
pel us to perform rash and inoonsiderate acts.
It is the greatest courage to be able to bear the
imputation of the want of courage. But pride,
vanity, egotism, so unamiable and offensive in
private life, are vices which partake of tiie char-
acter of crimes in the conduct of public affairs.
Ihe unfortunate victim of these passions cannot
see beyond the little, petty, contemptible circle
of his own personal interests. All his thoughts

are withdrawn from his country, and concen-
trated on his consistency, his firmness, himself.
The high, the exalted, the sublime emotions of
a patriotism, which, soaring towards Heaven,
rises far above all mean, low, or selfish things
and is absorbed by one soul-transporting
thought of the good and the glory of one's
country, are never felt in his impenetrable
bosom. That patriotism which, catching its
inspiration from the immortal God, and leaving
at an immeasurable distance below," all lesser,
grovelling, personal interests and feelings, ani-
mates and prompts to deeds of self-sacrifico, of
valor, of devotion, and of death itself—that ia
public virtue—that is the noblest, the sublimest
'^f all public virtues !

"

Mr. Rives replied to Mr. Clay, and with
respect to the imputed cabal, the privy council,

and his own zealous defence of Mr. Tyler, said

:

" The senator has indulged his fancy in regard
to a certain cabal, which he says it is alleged by
rumor (an authority he seems prone to quote of
late) has been formed for the wicked purpose of
breaking up the regular cabinet, and dissolving
the whig party. Though the senator is pleased
to acquit me of being a member of the supposed
cabal, he says he should infer, from the zeal and
promptitude with which I have come forward to
defend the motives and conduct of the President,
that I was at least a member of his privy coun-
cil ! I thank God, Mr. President, that in his
gracious goodness he has been pleased to give
me a heart to repel injustice and to defend the
innocent, without being laid under any special
engagement, as a privy councillor or otherwise,
to do justice to my fellow-man ; and if there be
any gentleman who cannot find in the conscious-
ness of his own bosom a satisfactory explana-
tion of so natural an impulse, I, for one, envy
him neither his temperament nor his philosophy.
If Mr. Tyler, instead of being a distinguished
citizen of my own State, and filling at this mo-
ment, a sta,tion of the most painful responsibility,
which entitles him to a candid interpretation of
his official acts at the hands of all his country-
men, had been a total stranger, unknown to me
in ihe relations of private or political friendship,
I should yet have felt myself irresistibly im-
pelled by the common sympathies of humanity
to undertake his defence, to the I c^t of my poor
ability, when I have seen him this day so pow-
erfully assailed for an act, as I verily believe, of
conscientious devotion to the constitution of his
country and the sacred obligation of his high
trust."

"With respect to the half-way house, Mr.

Rives admitted his sojourn there, and claimed a
sometime companionship in it with the senator

from Kentucky, just escaped from the lordly

mansion, gaudy without, but rotten and rat-
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eaten within (the Bank of the United States) ;

and glad to shelter in this humble but comfort-

able stopping place.

" The senator from Kentucky says he found
me several years ago in this half-way house,

which, after the thorough riddling the roof had
received in the breaking up of the pet bank sys-

tem, he had supposed I woiild have abandoned.
How could I find it in my heart, Mr. President,

to abandon it when I found the honorable sena-

tor from Kentucky (even after what he calls

the riddling of the roof) so anxious to take re-

fuge in it from the ruins of his own condemned
and repudiated system, and where he actually

took refuge for four long years, as I have already

stated. When I first had the honor to meet
the honorable senator in this body, I found him
not occupying the humble but comfortable half-

way house, which has given him shelter from
the storm for the hst four years, but a more
lordly mansion, gaudy to look upon, but alto-

gether unsafe to inhabit ; old, decayed, rat-eaten,

which has since tumbled to the ground with its

own rottenness, devoted to destruction alike by
the indignation of man and the wrath of heaven.

Yet the honorable senator, unmindful of the

past, and heedless of the warnings of the pres-

ent, which are still ringing in his ears, will hear

of nothing but the instant reconstruction of this

devoted edifice."

Mr. Rives returned to the imputed cabal,

washed his hands of it entirely, and abjured all

desire for a cabinet ofBce, or any public station,

except a seat in the Senate : thus

:

" I owe it to myself^ Mr. President, before I

close, to say one or two words in regard to this

gorgon of a cabal, which the senator tells us,

upon the authority of dame Rumor, has been
formed to break up the cabinet, to dissolve the

whig party, and to form a new or third party.

Although the senator was pleased to acquit me
of being a member of this supposed cabal, he

yet seemed to have some lurking jealousies and
suspicions in his mind on the subject. I will

tell the honorable senator, then, that I know of

no such cabal, and I should really think that I

was the last man that ought to be suspected of

any wish or design to form a new or third party.

I have shown myself at all times restive under

mere party influence and control from any quar-

ter. All party, in my humble judgment, tends,

in its modern degeneracy, to tyranny, and is

attended with serious hazard of sacrificing an

honest sense of duty, and the great interests of

the country, to an arbitrary lead, directed by
other aims. I desire, therefore, to take upon
i^Trar»]r nrk jiew part^' bonds, while I am anxious

to fulfil, to the fullest extent that a sense of

duty to the country will permit, every honorable

engagement implied in existing ones. In regard

to the breaking up of the cabinet, I had hoped

that I was as far above the suspicion of havinc
any persona! interest in such an event as any
man. I have never sought office, but have often
declined it; r-ud will now give the honorable
senator from Kentucky a full quit-claim and
release of all cabinet pretensions now and for

ever. lie may rest satisfied that he will never
see me in any cabinet, under this or any othur
administration. During the brief rcnmant of my
public life, the measure of my ambition will be
filled by the humble, but honest part 1 may be

pennitted to take on this floor in consultations

for the common good."

Mr. Rives finished with informing Mr. Clay

of a rumor which ho had heard—the rumor of a

dictatorship installed in the capitol, seeking to

govern the country, and to intimidate the Presi-

dent, and to bend every thing to its own will

thus:

" Having disposed of this rumor of a cabal,

to the satisfaction, I trust, of the honorable

senator, I will tell him of another rumor I have

heard, which, I trust, may be equally destitute

of foundation. Rumor is busy in alleging that

there is an organized dictatorship, in permanent

session in this cupitol, seeking to control the

whole action of the government, in both ihe

legislative and executive branches, and sending

deputation after deputation to the President of

the United States to teach him his duty, and

bring him to terms. I do not vouch for the

correctness of this rumor. I humbly hope it

may not be true ; but if it should unfortunately

be so, I will say that it is fraught with far more

danger to the regular and salutary action of our

balanced constitution, and to the liberties of the

people, than any secret cabal that ever has ex-

isted or ever will exist."

The allusion, of course, was to Mr. Clay, who

promptly disavowed all knowledge of this im-

puted dictatorship. In this interlude between

Mr. Clay and Mr. Rives, both members of the

same party, the democratic senators took no

part ; and the subject was dropped, to be fol-

lowed by a little conversational debate, of kin-

dred interest, growing out of it, between Mr,

Archer of Virginia, and Mr. Clay—which ap-

pears thus in the Register of Debates

:

" Mr. Archer, in rising on the present occa-

sion, did not intend to enter into a discussion

on the subject of the President's message. Ho

thought enough had been said on the subject by

the two senators who had preceded him. and

was disposed, for his part, to let the question bo

taken without any more debate. His object in

rising was to call the attention of the senator

frbai Kentucky to a certain portion of his ro
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marks, in which ho hoped the Rcnator, upon re-

flection, would 800 tliat the IiinpunKo used by

him had been too iiar.sh. Ili.s honorablo friend

from Kentucky had taken occasion to apply

gome very harsh obaervatinns to the conduct of

certain persons who '<io nipposed had instij^ated

the I'residcnt of the In led Stiitcs in the course

he had taken in regard to the bill for chartering

the Fiscal Bank of the United States. The

honorable senator took occasion to disclaim any

aUiision to his colleague [Mr. IIivks], and he

would say beforehand that he knew the honor-

able senator would e>.cept iiim also.

" Mr. Clay said, certainly, sir
!

"

This was not a parliamentary disclaimer, but

a disclaimer from the heart, and was all that

Mr. Archer could ask on his own account ; but

he was a man of generous spirit as well as of

high sense of honor, and taking up the case of

his colleagues in the House, who seemed to be

implicated, and could not appear in the chamber

and ask for a disclaimer, Mr. Archer generously

did so for them ; but without getting what he

asked for. The Register says

:

" Mr. Archer. Ho would say, however, that

the remarks of the senator, harsh as they were,

might w611 be construed as having allusion to

his colleagues in the other House. He (Mr.

A.) discharged no more than the duty which he

knew his honorable colleagues in the other

House would discharge towards him were an
offensive allusion supposed to be made to him
M'here he could not defend himself, to ask of

the honorable senator to make some disclaimer

as rejrarded them.

"Mr. Clay here said, no, no.

"Mr. AucHER. The words of the senator

were :
' A low, vulgar, and protligate cabal ;

'

wh'oh the senator also designated as a kitchen

cabinet, had surrounded the President, and were
endeavoring to turn out the present ciibinet.

Now, who would the public suppose to be that

low and infamous cabal ? Would the people

of the United States suppose it to be composed
of any other than those who were sent here by
the people to represent them in Congress ? He
asked the senator from Ivcntucky to say, in that

spirit of candor and frsmkness which always
characterized him, who he meant by that cabal,

and to disclaim any allusion to his colleagues in

the other House, as he had done for his col-

league and himself in this body.
"Mr. Clay said, if the honorable senator

would make an inquiry of him, and stop at the
inquiry, without going on to make an argu-
ment, he would answer him. He had said this,

and he would roj^eat itj p.r.t] mnke no disclaimer
—that certain gentlemen, professing to be the
friends, par excellence, of the President of the
United States, had put themselves in opposition
to all the leading measures of his administra-

tion. He said that rumor stated that a cabal

was formed, for the purpose of breaking down
the present cabinet and forming a new one

;

and that that cabal did not amount to enough
to make a corporal's guard. He did not say
who they were ; but he spoke of rumor only.

Now, he would ask his friend from Virginia

(Mr. Archkr] if he never heard of that rumor?
f tho gentleman would tell him that he never
heard of that rumor, it would give him soma
claims to an answer.

" Mr. Archer confessed that he had heard
of such a rumor, but he never heard of any evi-

dence to support it.

"Mr. Clay. I repeat it here, in the face of

the country, that there are persons who call

themselves, par excellence, the friends of John
Tyler, and yet oppose all the leading measures

of tho administration of John Tyler. I will

s»»y that the gentleman himself is not of that

cabal, and that his colleague is not. Farther

than that, this deponent saith not, and will not
say.

" Mr. Archer. Tho gentleman has not ad-

verted to the extreme harshness of the language

he employed when he was first up, and he

would appeal to gentlemen present for the cor-

rectness of the version he (Mr. k.) had given

of it. The gentleman said there was a cabal

formed—a vile kitchen cabinet—low and infa-

mous, who surrounded the President and insti-

gated him to the course ho had taken. That
was the language employed by the honorable

senator. Now suppose language such as this

had been used in the other branch of the nar

tional legislature, which might be supposed to

refer to him (Mr. A.) where he had not an op-

portunity of defending himself; what would be
the course of his colleagues there ? The course

of those high-minded and honorable men there

toward him, would be similar to that he had
taken in regard to them.
"Mr. Clay. Mr. President, did I say one

word about the colleagues of the gentleman?
I said there was a cabal formed for the purpose

of breaking down the present cabinet, and that

that cabal did not number a corporal's guard

;

but I did not say who that cabal was, and do
not niean to be interrogated. Any member
on this floor has a right to ask me if I alluded

to him ; but nobody else has. I spoke of ru-

mor only.
" Mr. Archer said a few words, but he was

not heard distinctly enough to be reported.
" Mr. Clay. I said no such thmg. I said

there was a rumor—that public fame had stated

that there was a cabal formed for the purpose
of removing the cabinet, and I ask the gentle-

man if he has not heard of that rumor ?

" Mr. AucHEU, after some remarks too low
to be heard in the g.allery, ."..aid it v.!i.°. not the

words the gentleman had quoted to which he
referred. It was the remark of the gentleman
that there was a low and infamous cabal—a vile

kitchen cabinet—and the gentleman knew that

VI

I
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to his view there could not bo a inoro odious

phraso used than kitchen cabinet—an(t that it

was these expressions that ho wished an ex-

planation of.

"Mr. Br.RHiKN said it was the concurrent

opinion of all tlio senators around him, that tin;

senator from Kentucky had spoken of the cabul

as a rumor, and as not cominp within his own
knowledge. He hoped the senator would un-

derstand him in rising to make this explanation.

"Mr. AiuiiKn said he was plad to hear the

disclaimer made by the gentleman from (Icor-

gia, and he would therefore sit down, under the !

conviction that the gentleman from Kentucky
had made no such blow at his colleagues of the

other House, as he h^l supposed."

Mr. Clay could not disclaim for the Virginia

members of the House—that is to say, for all

those members. Humor was too loud with re-

spect to some of them to allow him to do that.

He rested upon the rumor ; and public opinion

justified him in doing so. He named no one, nor

was it necessary. They soon named themselves

by the virulence with which they attacked liim.

The vote was taken on the bill over again, as

required by the constitution, and so far from

receiving a two-thirds vote, it bai-ely escaped

defeat by a simple majority. The vote was 24

to 24 ; and the yeus and nays were

:

" Yeas—Messrs. Barrow, Bates, Bayard, Ber-

rien, Choate, Clay of Kentucky, Dixon, Evans,

Graham, Henderson, Huntington, Kerr, Man-
giun, Merrick, Miller, Morehead, Porter, Pren-

tiss, I'reston, Simmons, Smith of Indiana, South-

ard, Talhnadge, White, Woodbridge.
" Nays—Messrs. Allen, Archer, Benton, Bu-

chanan, Callioun, Clay of Alabama, Clayton,

Cuthbert, Fulton, King, Liun, McRoborts,

Mouton, Nicholson, Pierce, Rives, Sevier, Stur-

geon, Tappan, Walker, Williams, Woodbury,
Wright, Young."

The rejection of the bank bill gave great vex-

ation to one side, and equal exultation 'to the

other. Hisses resounded from the galleries of

the Senate : the President was outraged in his

house, in the night, by the language and conduct

of a disorderly crowd assembled about it. Mr.

Woodbury moved an inquiry into the extent of

these two disturbances, and their authors ; and

a committee was proposed to be charged with

the inquiry : but the perpetrators were found to

be of too low an order to be pursued, and the

Kattia rrinnifpRtntionSw*£\t\r\t^fproceeding was s'.ropf

of joy or sorrow took place, however, by actors

of high order, and went into the parliamentary

debatcb. Some senators deemed it proper to

make a complimentary visit to Mr. Tyler on

the night of the reception of the veto messairc,

and to manifest their satisfaction at the service

which he had rendered in arresting the bank

charter ; and it so happened that this conipli-

mentary visit took place on the same night on

which the President's hoiise had been bewet au'l

outraged. It was doubtless a very consolatory

compliment to the President, then sorely as-

sailed by hiM late whig friends ; and very proper

m the part of those who paid it, though there

were senators who declined to join in it—

amon^" others, the writer of this View, though

sharing the exultation of his party. On tlio

other hand the chagrin of the whig party was

profound, and especially that of Mr. Clay, its

chief—too frank and impetuous to restrain his

feelings, and often giving vent to them—gen-

erally bitterly, but sometimes playfully. An

occasion for a display of the hitter kind was

found in the occasion of this complimentary

visit of democratic senators to the President,

and in the offering of Mr. Woodbury's resolu-

tion of inquiry into the disturbances ; and ho

amusingly availed himself of it in a brief speech,

of which some extracts are here given

:

" An honorable senator from New Hampshire

[Mr. WoouBURv] proposed some days ago a

resolution of inquiry into certain disturbances

which are said to have occurred at the presi-

dential mansion on the night of the memorable

IGth of August last. If any such proceedings

did occur, they were certainly very wrong and

highly culpable. The chief magistrate, whoever

he may be, should be treated by every good

citizen with all becoming respect, if not for his

personal character, on account of the exalted

oflBce he holds for and from the people. And I

will here say, that I read with great pleasure

the acts and resolutions of an early meeting,

promptly held by the orderly and respectable

citizens of this metropolis, in reference to, and

in condemnation of, those disturbances. But, if

the resolution had been adopted, I had intended

to move for the appointment of a select com-

mittee, and that the honorable senatoi from

New Ilauipshire himself should be placed at the

head of it, with a majority of his friends. And
will tell you why, Mr. President. I did hear

that aV)out eight or nine o'clock on that same night

of the famous lOth of August, there was au ir-

ruption on the President's house of the whole

loco foco party in Congress ; and I did not know

but that the alleged disorders might have grown

out of or had some connection with tlml iiu.1.

I understand that the whole party were there.

No spectacle, I am sure, could have been nioit)

supremely amusing and ridiculous. If I could
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have licen in a position in wliicli, without Ix-inp;

swii, I could have witncHSwl that niOHt extra-

ordinary rotmion, I should have had an oujoy-

ment wliich no dramatic perfornianco could

posHiiily communicate. I think tliat I can now
ge" tiic principal dramatis peraome who figured

in* the scene. There Htood the grave and dis-

tinguisliod senator from South Carolina

—

['•^fr. Caliiokn hero instantly rose, and
enmcstly insisted on explaining ; but Mr. Clay
refused to be interrupted or to yiohl the lloor.]

" Mr. Clav. There, I say, I can imagine stood

the senator from South Carolina—tall, care-

worn, with fiurowed brow, haggard, and in-

tonHoly gazing, looking as if ho wore dissecting

the last and newest abstraction which sprung

from metaphysician's brain, and muttering to

himself, in half-uttered sounds, 'This is indeed a

real criHJs !
' 'I'len there was the senator from

AInlmma [Mr. IvfNis], standing upright and
gracefully, as if he were ready to settle in the

most authoritative manner any question of

order, or of etiquette, that might possibly arise

between the high assembled parties on that

new and unprecedented occasion. Not far off

stood the honorable senators from Arkansas
and from Missouri [Mr. Sevieu and Mr. Ben-
ton], the latter looking at the senator from
South Carolina, with an indignant curl on his

lip and scorn in his eye, and pointing his finger

with contempt towards that senator [Mr. Cal-
houn], whilst he said, or rather seemed to say,
' lie call himself a statesman ! why, he has
never even produced a deco it humbug !

'

[' Mr. Benton. The senator from Missouri
was not there."]

Mr. Clay had doubtless been informed that

the senator from Missouri was one of the sena-

torial procession that night, and the readiness

with which he gave his remarks an imaginative

turn with respect to him, and the facility with

which ho went on with his scene, were instances

of that versatility of genius, and presence of

mind, of which his parliamentary life was so

full, and which generally gave him the ad-

vantage in sharp encounters. Though refusing

to i)ermit explanations from Mr. C'dhoun, he
readily accepted the correction from Mr. Benton
—(probably because neither Mr. Benton, nor
his immediate friends, were suspected of any at-

tempt to alienate Mr. Tyler from his whig
friends)—and continued his remarks, with great
apparent good humor, and certainly to the

amusement of all except the immediate objects
of his attention.

' Mr. Clay. I stand corrected ; I was only
imagmmg what you would have said if you had
been there. Then there stood the senator from
Ueorgift [Mr. Cuthbert], conning over in his

mind on what point ho hi'ould make his next
attack upon the senator from Kentucky. On
y(mder ottoman leclined the other senator from
Missouri on my left [Mr. Linn], indulging, with
smiles on his face, in pleasing meditations on
the rise, growth, and fut»ire power of his new
colony of Oregon. The honorable seiuitor from
Penn.sylvania [Mr. Buchanan], I presume, stood
forward as spokesman for his whole party ; i\nd,

althotigh I cannot pretend to imitate his well-
known eloquence, I bt ;j; leave to make an hum-
ble essay towar.ls what I presume to have been
the kind of speech delivered by him on that au-
gust occasion

:

" Ma> .t i)lease your Excellency : A number
of yourprcei"'^ political friends, late your politi-

cal opponents, in company with myself, have
come to deposit at your Excellency's feet the
evidences of our loyalty and devotion ; and they
have dona mo the honor to make me the organ
of their sentiments and feelings. We are here
more particularly to present to your Excellency
our grateful and most cordial congratulations on
your rescue of the country from a flagrant and
alarming violation of the constitution, by the
creation of a Bank of the United States ; and
also our profound acknowledgments for the
veto, by which you have illustrated the wisdom
of your administration, and so greatly honored
yourself. And we would dwell particularly on
the unanswerable reasons and cogent arguments
with which the notification of the act to the
legislature had been accompanied. We had
been, ourselves, struggling for days and weeks
to arrest the passage of the bill, and to prevent
the creation of the monster to which it gives
birth. We had expended all our logic, exerted
all our ability, employed all our eloquence ; but
in spite of all our utmost efforts, the friends of
your Excellency in the Senate and House of
Representatives proved too strong for us. And
we have now come most heartily to thank your
Excellency, that you have accomplished for us
that against your friends, which we, with our
most strenuous exertion.s, were unable to
achieve."

After this plea.sant impersonation of the Penu-
sylvania senator, Mr. Clay went on with his own
remarks.

" I hope the senator will view with indulgence
this effort to represent him, although I am but
too sensible how far it falls short of the merits of
the original. At all events he will feel that there
is not a greater error than was committed by
the stenographer of the Intelligencer the other
day, when he jiut into my mouth a part of the
honorable senator's speech. I hope the honor-
able senators on the other side of the chamber
will pardon me for having conceived it possible
that, amidst the popping of champagne.' the in-
toxication of their joy, the ecstasy of their glori-
fication, they might have been the parties who
created a disturbance, of which they never could
have been guilty had they waited for their ' sobar
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teconU //io»/^'/j/«.' I have no doubt tho very

luarnvd ex-Socrt-lary of the Treftsury. who con-

ducted thiit ilopartnicnt with ttiich di.stin)i;uish(>d

ability, and Huch liappy resultH to tho country,

and wiio now has (such a profound abhorrence

of all the taxes on tei^nd cotl'ee, thoii^^h, in \m
own odlcial R'ports, ho ho di.Htinctly recom-

niendi-d them, would, if appointeil chainnan of

the coininiltoe, have conducted the investipition

with that induHtry which ho eminently diHtin-

guishes liim ; and would have favored the Senate

with a ivport, marked with all hiw accustomed

rirocision and ability, and with tho most perfect

ucid clearncsa."

Mr. Buclianan, who had been roado the prin-

cipal llgure in Mr. Clay's imaj^inary scene, took

his satisfaction on the spot, and balanced tho

account by the description of another nijiht

scene, at the east end of the avenue, not entirely

imaginary if Dame Uumor may bo credited on

one side of the question, as ttcll as on the other.

He said

:

" The honorable senator has, with great power
of humor, and much felicity of description,

drawn for us a picture of the scene which ho

supposes to have been prest-ntcd at the I'resi-

dent's house on the evcT-memonible evening of

the veto. It was a happy etlort ; but, unfortu-

nately, it was but a fancy sketch—at least so

far as I am concerned. I was not there at all

upon the occasion. But, 1 ask, what scenes

were enacted on that eventful r.ight at this end
of the avenue 7 The senator would have no
cause to complain if 1 should attempt, in humble
imitation* of him, to present a i)icturo, true to

the life, of the proceedings of himself and his

friends. Amidst the dark and lowering clouds

of that never to-be-forgotten night, a caucus

assembled in one of the apartments of this

gloomy building, and sat in melancholy con-

clav<' deploring the unhappy fate of the whig

party. Some rose, and advcx-ated vengeance •

'their voice was still for wn..' Others, more

moderate, sought to repress the anient zeal of

their fiery compatriots, and advised to jjcace

and prudence. It was finally concluded il.it,

instead of making oi)en war upon Captain Ty in-,

they should resort to stratagem, and, in the

elegant, language of one of their number, that

they should endeavor • to head ' him. The ques-

tion was earnestly debated by wliat means they

could best accomplish this purpose ; ami it was
resolved to try the etfectof the 'Fiscality' now
before us. Unfortunately for the success of the

scheme, ' Captain Tyler ' was forewarned an<l

forearmed, by means of a private and contiden-

tia'i letter, addres-e'l by -^•-i2t-".k!^ in ."- V^irginiii

coflee-house. It is by means like this that • enter-

prises of great pith and moment ' oiteii fail. But

so desperately intent are the whig party still on

the creation of a bank, that one of my friends on

this side of the House told me that a bank they

would have, though its exchanges should U
made in bacon hams, and its currency bo hiojH
[Mitatoes.

Other Bcr.ators took the imaginary scone, in

whicli they had been made to act imrts jn

|K>rfect good temper ; and thus tho delmtn on

the first Fisca. Bank charter was brought ^q a

conclusion with more amicability than it Im]

licen conducted with.

1 n the course of tho consideration of this bill

in tSo Senate, a vote took place which showed

to what degree tho belief of corrupt practices

between the old bank and members of Contrcss

had taken place. A motion was made Iv Mr,

Walker to amend the Fiscal Bank bill so u to

prevent any nunnber of Congress from borrow-

ing money fiom that institution. Tho motion

was resisted by Mr. Clay, and supported by

democratic senators on the grounds of the cor-

ruptions already practised, and of which repeti-

tions might 1)0 expected. Mr. Pierce, of New

Ilampshiiv, spoke most fully in favor of tho

motion, and said

:

"It was idle—if it were not offensive, he

would say absurd—for gentlemen to discourse

here u{H)n the incorruptibilitu of members of

Congress. They were like other men—and no

better, he believed no worse. They were sul)-

ject to like passions, influenaul by like motives,

and capable of being reached by similar anpli-

(iiicea. History affirmed it. The experience

of past years afibrded humiliating evidence of

the fact. Were we wiser than our fattiers?

Wiser than the most sagacious and patriotic as-

semblage of men that the world ever sftwl

Wiser than the frainers of the constitution?

What protection did they provide for the coun-

try against the corruptibili/ij of members of

Congre^^ ? Why, that no number should hold

any ofiicc, however hundtle, which should be

created, <n- the emolunii-nts of which should bs

increased, during his term of service. How

could the influence of a potty office be compared

with that of the large biuik accoinvtudiiHo.is

which had been granted and would be planted

again ? And yet they were to be tol 1, that in

[)rop()sing this guard for the whole people, they

were fixing an ignominious brand upoi\ them-

selves and their associates. It seemed to him,

that such remarks could hardly bo serious ; but

whe tiler sincere or otherwise, they were not

legislating for themselves—not legisliiting for

individual—and he felt no apprehension that

the mass, whose rights and interests were in-

volved, would consider themselve-s airgrieved by

such a. Iirand.
" The senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. Bl-

chanan] while pressing bis inianswerabic align-

ment in favur of the provision, remarkeii, thai

i

should this bill become a law, no meml'er of
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o be toll, that in

ConRredH
' having b prop«>r hciiho of di'liciicy and

honor,' with the question of repntl before him,

could a<i'i'i)t a loan from th(< Hank. That (|uo«-

tion of '•leliwicy and honor' wa.s one to which

he (Mr. F.) dill not cIiooho now to addreHS him-

self Ho would, however, ho guided by the

littht of cxiHTii-nce, and he would take leave to

nay, Hint tliat liglit made the path before hini,

upon thl I proiJOHJtion. perfectly himinouH. Uy
no vole of his (diould a provi«ion bo strirkon

from thiH bill, the oniigHion of which would tend

to establiNh a corrupt and corrupting influence

—secret ond intangible— in the very boHojn of

the two IIouHos whoBo province and duty it

wouM bt' to pasH upon that groat qucHtion of

repeal. What had taken place was liable to

occur rjfttin. Those who were now hero and

those who would .succeed to their places, were

not more virtuous, not more secure from the

approach of venality, not more elevated above

the influence o( certain appliancfit^ than their

predecessors. Well, what did history teach in

relation to the course of members of Congress

during that most extraordinary struggle be-

tween the Hank and the pi'oplo foi- supremacy,

which convulsed the whole continent from 1831

to 1834?
'• Ho rose chiefly to advert to that page of

history, and whether noticed hero or not, it

nould be noticed by his constituents, who,

with their children, had an infinitely higher

(take in this absorbing question than members

of Congress, politicians, or bankers.
" Ho rend from the bank report presented to

the Senate in ]8.'?4, by the present President of

the United States, ' Senate Documents, second

session, twenty-third Congress,' p. 320. From
that document it appeared that in 1831 there

was loaned to flfty-nine members of Congress,

the sum of three hundred and twenty-two

thousand one hundred and ninety-nine <1 s.

In 1832, the year when the bank rlrnivr was
arrested by tlit* veto of that stern olu man who
occupied the house and hearts of his country-

men, there was loaned to fifty-four raeml'ors of

Congress, the sum of four hundrtvl and seventy-

eight thousand and sixty-nine dc'iars. In 1833,

the memorable panic year, there was loaned to

fifty-eight members, threo hundred and seventy-

four thousand seven hun ired and sixty-six dol-

lars. In 1834, hope begun to decline with the

Bank, and so, also, did its line of discounts to

members of Congress ; but even in that year
the loan to fifty-two members amounted to two
hundred and thirty-eight thousand live hundred
and eighty-six dollars.

" Thus in four years of unparalleled political

excitement, growing out of a struggle with the
people for the mastery, did that institution

grant accommodations to two hundred and
tivetitj ihrc" of the Dcoplc'a representatives,

amounting to the vast sum of one million four

hundred and thirteen thousmid six hundred and
twenty dolhira. He presented no argument on

these focts. He would regard it not mertdy an

MU|)eron)gation, but an inMult to the intelligenco

of his countrymen. A tribunal of higher au-

thority than the executive and Congress com-
bined, would pass upon the question of 'delica-

cy and ho.ior,' started by the senator from
I'ennsylvaria, and it would also decnde whr her

in the bank to loan was dangerous or other-

wise. He induIgiHl no fears as to the deci ion

of the tribunal in the last resort—the sovereign

jK-'ople."

Mr. Clay remarked that the greater part of

these loans were made to memberH opposed to

the bank. Mr. Buchanan an8were<l, no doubt

of that. A significant smile went through tho

chamber, with inquiries whether any one had

remained opposed? Tho jcas and nays were

called up(m tho question—and it was carried
;

the two Virginia senators, Messrs. Archer and

Rives, and Mr. Preston, a Virginian by birth,

voting with the democracy, and making tho

vote 25 yeas to 24 nays. Tho yeas were :

Messrs. Allen, Archer, Benton, Buchanan, Cal-

houn, Clay of Alaba na, Cuthbert, Fulton, King,

Linn, McRoberts, Mouton, Nicholson, Pierce,

Preston, Rives, Sevier, Smith of Connecticut,

Sturgeon, Tappan, Walker, Williams, Wood-

bury, Wright and Young. Tho nays were:

Messrs. Barrow, Bates, Berrien, Choate, Clay

of Kentucky, Clayton, Dixon, Evans, Graham,

Henderson, Huntingdon, Leeds Kerr, Mangum,

Merrick, Miller, Morehead, Phelps, Porter,

Simmons, Smith of Indiana, Southard, Tall-

ma Ige, White. Woodbridge. This vote, after

the ground:* on which the question was put,

was considered an explicit senatorial condemna-

tion of the bank for corrupt practices with

members of C ngi-ess.

CHAPTER LXXXl.

SECOND FISCAL AGENT: RILL PRESENTED: PASS-

ED: D18APrU0VEI> BY THE PRESIDENT.

This second attempt at a fiscal bill has two his-

tories—one public and ostensible—the other se-

cret and real : and it is proper to write them

both, for their own sakes, and also to show in

what manner the govcrnmeut is worked. Tho

public history will be given first, and will be

given exclusively from a public source—the de-
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bates of Congress. We begin with it as it be-

gins there—an extemporaneous graft upon a

neglected bill lying on the table of the House

of Representatives. Early in the session a bill

had been brought in from a select committee on

the "currency," which had not been noticed

from the time of its introduction. It seemed

destined to sleep undisturbed upon the table to

the end of the session, and then to expire quiet-

ly upon lapse of time. Soon after the rejection

of the first fiscal under the qualified veto of

the President, Mr. Sergeant of Pennsylvania

moved the House (when in that state which is

called Committee of the Whole) to take up this

bill for consideration : which was done as

moved. Mr. Sergeant then stated that, his in-

tention was to move to amend that bill by

striking out the whole of it after the enact-

ing clause, and inserting a new bill, which he

would move to have printed. Several mem-

bers a.sked for the reading of the new bill, or

a statement of its provisions ; and Air. Ser-

geant, in compliance with these requests, stood

up and said

:

" That, as several inquiries had been made of

him with regard to this bill, he would now pro-

ceed to make a short statement, to show in

what respect" it difftred from that recently be-

fore this House. He would say, first, that

there wcie two or three verbal errors in this

bill, and there were words, in two or three

places, which he thought had better have been

left out, and which were intended to have been

omitted by the committee. There were several

gentlemen in the present Congress who enter-

tained extreme hostility to the word 'bank,'

and, as far a.s he was concerned, he felt every

disposition to indulge their feelings ; and he had

therefore endeavored throughout this bill to

avoid using the word 'bank.' If that word
anywhere remained as applicable to the being

it was proposed to create by this law, let it go

out—let it go out. Now the word 'corpora-

tion ' sounded well, and he was glad to perceive

it pave pleasure to the House. At all events,

they had a new word to fight against. Now
the difierence between this bill and that which

passed this House some days ago, would be

seen by comparison. The present diflfered from

the other principally in tliree or four particu-

lars, and there were some other parts of the

bill which varied, in minor particulars, from

that which had been before the Iloupe a few

da3'S ago. Those diirerciiees gentlemen would

have no difficulty in discovering and under-

standing when the bill should have been print-

ed. He would now proceed to answer the in-

quiries of gentlemen in reference to this bill.

Mr. S. then stated the following as the sub-

stantial points of difierence between the two
bills

:

" 1. The capital in the former bill was thirty

millions, with power to extend it to fifty mil-

lions. In this bill twenty-one millions, with

power to extend it to thirty-five millions.

2. The former bill provided for offices of Cxi-

count and deposit. In this there are to be

agencies only. 3, The dealings of the corpo-

ration are to bo confined to buying and sell-

ing foreign bills of exchange, including bills

drawn in one State or teiTitory, and payable

in another. There are to be no discounts.

4. The title of the corporation is changed."

This was Friday, the 20th of August. The

next day—the bill oflered in ame dment by

Mr. Sergeant having been printed and the

House gone into committee—that member

moved that all debate upon it in committee of

the whole should cease at 4 o'clock that afto^

noon, and then proceed to vote upon the amend-

ments which might be offered, and report those

agreed upon to the House. And having moved

this in writing, he immediately moved the pre-

vious question upon it. This was sharp prac-

tice, and as new as sharp. It was then past 12

o'clock. Such rapidity of proceeding was a

mockery upon legislation, and to expose it as

such, Mr. Roosevelt of New York moved to

amend the time by substituting, instanter, for 4

o'clock, remarking that they might as well

have no time for discussion as the time desig-

nated. Several members expressing themselves

to the same effect, Mr. Sergeant extended the

time to 4 o'clock on Monday evening. The

brevity of the time was still considered by the

minority, and justly, as a mockery upon legisla-

tion ; and their opinions to that effect were

freely expressed. Mr. Cave Johnson asked to

be excused from voting on Mr. Sergeant's reso-

lution, giving for the reason that the amend-

ment was a new bill just laid upon the table of

members, and that it would be impossible for

them to act understandingly upon it in the

short time proposed. Mr. Charles Brown of

Pennsylvania also asked to be excused from

voting, saying that the amendment was a bill

of thirty-eight printed pages—that it had only

been laid upon their tab^js ten minutes when

the motion to close the debate at 4 o'clock was

made—and that it was impossible to act upon

it with the care and consideration due to a leg-

islative act, and to one of this momentous iin-

lation, it was s
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Dortance, and which was to create a great fiscal

corporation with vast privileges, and an exclu-

givo charter for twenty years. Mr. Rhctt of

South Carolina asked to be in like manner ex-

cused, reducing his reasons to writing, in the

form of a protest. Thus

:

" 1. Because the rule by which the resolution

is proposed is a violation of the spirit of the

Constitution of the United States, which de-

clares that the freedom of speech and of the

press shall not be abridged by any law of Con-

gress. 2. Because it destroys the character of

this body as a deliberative assembly : a right to

deliberate and discuss measures being no longer

in Congress, but with the majority only. 3. Be-

cause it is a violation of the rights of the people

of the United States, through their representa-

tives, inherited from their ancestors, and enjoyed

and practised time immemorial, to speak to the

taxes imposed on them, when taxes are imposed.

4 Because by the said rule, a bill may be taken

up in Committee of the Whole, be immediately

reported to the House, and, by the aid of the

previous question, be passed into a law, with-

out one word of debate being permitted or ut-

tered. 5. Because free discussion of the laws
by which the people are governed, is not only

essential to right legislation, but is necessary to

the preservation of the con^'itution, and the
liberties of the people : and to fear or supress it

is the characteristic of tyrannies and tyrants
only. 6. Because the measure proposed to be
forced through the House within less than two
days' consideration is one which deeply afl'ects

the integrity of the constitution and the liberties

of the people ; and to pass it with haste, and
without due deliberation, would evince a con-
temptuous disregard of either, and may be a fatal

violation of both."

Besides all other objections to this rapid legis-

lation, H was a virtual violation of the rules of

the House, made under the constitution, to pre-

vent hasty and inconsiderate, or intemperate ac-

tion
; and which requires a bill to be read three

times, each time on a different day, and to be

voted upon each time. Technically an amend-
ment, though an entire new bill, is not a bill, and
therefore, is not subject to these three readings

and votings : substantially end truly, such an
amendment is a bill ; and the reason of the rule

would require it to be treated as such.

Other members asked to be excused from
voting; but all being denied that request by an
inexorable majority, Mr. Pickens of South Caro-
lina stood up and said: "It is now manifest

that the House docs not intend to excuse any
member from voting. And as enough has been

done to call public attention to the odious reso-

lution proposed to be adopted, our object will

have been attained : and I respectfully suggest

to our friends to go no further in this proceed-

ing ! " Cries of " agreed ! agreed ! " responded

to this appeal ; and the motion of Mr. Sergeant

was adopted. He, himself, then spoke an hour

in support of the new bill—one hour of the brief

time which was allowed for discussion. Mr.

Wise occupied the remainder of the evening

against the bill. On Monday, on resuming its

consideration, Mr. Tumey of Tennessee moved

to strike out the enacting clause—which, if

done, would put an end to the bill. The mo-

tion failed. Some heated discussion took place,

which could hardly be called a debate on the

bill ; but came near enough to it to detect its

fraudulent character. It was. the old defunct

Bank of the United States, in disguise, to come

to life again in it. That used-up concern was

then in the hands of justice, hourly sued upon

its notes, and the contents collected upon exe-

cution ; and insolvency admitted. It could not

be named in any charter: no reference could

be made to it by name. But there was a pro-

vision in the amended bill to permit it to slip

into full life, and take the whole benefit of the

new charter. Corporations were to be allowed

to subscribe for the stock : under that provision

she could take all the stock—and be herself

again. This, and other fraudulent provisions

were detected : but the clock struck four ! and

the vote was taken, and the bill passed—125 to

94. The title of the original bill was then

amended to conform to its new character ; and,

on the motion of Mr. Sergeant was made to read

in this wise : " An act to providefor the better

collection, safe keeping, and disbursement of

the public revenue, by means ofa corporation

to be styled the fiscal Corporation of the

United States." Peals of laughter saluted the

annunciation of this title ; and when it was car-

ried to the Senate, as it immediately was, for

the concurrence of that body, and its strange

title was read out, ridicule was already lying in

wait for it ; and, under the mask of ridicule, an

attack was nAde upon its real character, as the

resuscitation of Mr. Biddle's bank : and Mr.

Benton exclaimed

—

" Heavens what a name ! long as the moral
law—half sub treasury, and half national bank—
and all frauduknt and deceptive, to conceal what

1
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it is ; and entirely too long. The name is too

long. People will never stand it. They cannot

go through all that. We must have something

shorter—something that will do for every day

use. Corporosity ! that would be a great

abridgment ; but it is still too long. It is five

syllables, and people will not go above two syl-

lables, or three at most, and often hang at one,

in names which have to be incontinently re-

peated. They are all »:conomical at that, let

them be as extravagant as they may be in spend-

ing their money. They will not spend their

breath upon long names which have to be re-

peated every day. They must have something

short and pointed ; and, if you don't give it to

them, they will make it for themselves. The
defunct Fiscal Bank was rapidly taking the title

of fiscality ; and, by alliteration, rascality ; and

if it had lived, would soon have been compen-

diously and emphatically designated bj some
brief and significant title. The Fiscal Corpora-

tion cannot expect to have better luck. It must

undergo the fate of all great men and of all great

measures, overburdened with titles—it must sub-

mit to a short name. There is much virtue in

a name ; and the poets tell us there are many on

whose conception Phoebus never smiled, and at

whose birth no muse, or grace, was present. In

that predicament would seem to be this intru-

sive corporosity, which we have received from

the other House, and sent to our young com-

mittee, and which has mutation of title without

alteration of substance, and without accession

of euphony, or addition of sense. Some say a

name is nothing—that a rose by any other name
would smell as sweet. So it will ; and a thorn

by any other name would stick as deep. And
60 of these fiscals, whether to be called banks or

corporations. They will still be the same thing

—a thorn in our side—but a short name they

must have. This corporosity must retrench its

extravagance of title.

" I go for short names, and will give reasons

for it. The people will have short names, al-

though they may spoil a fine one ; and I will

give you an instance. There was a most beau-

tiful young lady in New Orleans some years

ago, as there always has been, and still are many
such. She was a Creole, that is to say, born in

this country, of parents from Europe. A gentle-

man who was building a superb steamboat, took

it into his head to honor this young lady, by
connecting her name with his vessel ; so he be-

stowed upon it the captivating designation of

La Bklle Creolk. This fine name was painted

in golden letters on the sides of his vessel ; and

away she wont, with three hundred horse power,

to Kentucky and Ohio. The vessel was beauti-

ful, and the name was beautiful, and the lady

was beautiful ; but all the beauty on earth could

not save the name from the catastrophe to which

all long titles are subjected. It was immediately

abbreviated, and, in the abbreviation, sadly de-

teriorated. At first, they called her th , bell—

not the French belle, which signifies fine or
beautiful—but the plain English bell, \rhich in

the Holy Scriptures, was definied to be a tink-

ling cymbal. This was bad enough ; but worse
was coming. It so happens that the vernacular
pronunciation of Creole, in the Kentucky waters
is rre-owl ; so they began to call this beautiful

boat the cre-owl ! but things did not stop hore.

It was too extravagant to employ two syllables

when one would answer as well, and be so much
more economical ; so the first half of the name
was dropped, and the last retained ; and thus

La Belle Creole—the beautiful Creole—sailed

up and down the Mississippi all her life by the

name, style, title, and description of. The Owl !

(Roars of laughing in the Senate, with excla-

mations from several, that it was a good name
for a bank—that there was an Owl-Creek bank
in Ohio once, now dead and insolvent, but, in

its day, as good as the best.)

" Mr. B. continued. I do not r.now whether

owl will do for this child of long name, and

many fathers ; but we must have a name, and

must continue trying till we get one. Let us

hunt far and wide. Let us have recourse to the

most renowned Jilsop and his fables, and to that

one of his fables which teaches us how an old

black cat succeeded in getting at the rats again

after having eaten up too many of them, and

become too well known, under her proper form,

to catch any more. She rolled herself over in

a meal tub—converted her black skin into white

—and walked forth among the rats as a new

and innocent animal that they had never seen

before. All were charmed to see her ! but a

quick application of teeth and claws to the

throats and bellies of the rats, let them see that

it was their old acquaintance, the black cat;

and that whitening the skin did not alter the

instincts of the animal, nor blunt the points of

its teeth and claws. The rats, after that, called

her the meal-tub cat, and the mealy cat. May

we not call this corporosity the meal-tub bank!

A cattish name would certainly suit it in one

particular ; for, like a cat, it has many lives, and

a cat, you know, must be killed nine times be-

fore it will die ; so say the traditions of the

nursery ; and of all histories the traditions of

children are the most veracious. They teach

us that cats have nine lives. So of this bank.

It has been killed several times, but here it is

still, scratching, biting, and clawing. Jackson

killed it in 1832 ; Tyler killed it last week

But this is only a begmning Seven times more

the Fates must cut the thread of its hydra life

before it will yield up the ghost."
" The meal tub ! No insignificant, or vulgai

name. It lives in history, and connects its fame

with kings and statesmen. We all know the

Stuarts of England—an honest and bigoted ract

in the beginning, but always uuforiuiiate in ti;

end. The second Charles was beset by plot;

and cabals. There were many attempts, or sup

posed attempts to kill him; many plots agaiiis;
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jiim and some very ridiculous ; among the rest

one which goes by the name oif the meal-tub

plot; because the papers which discovered it

were found in the meal-tub where the con-

spirators, or their enemies, had hid them.
" Sir I have given you a good deal of meal

this morning ; but you must take more yet. It

is & fruitful theme, and may give us a good

name before we are done with it. I have a re-

miniscence, as the novel writer? say, and I will

tell it. When a small boy, I went to school in

a Scotch Irish neighborhood, and learnt many
words and phrases which I have not met with

since, but which were words of great pith and

power ;
among the rest shake-poke. (Mr.

Aecher : I never heard that before.) Air.

Benton : but you have heard of poke. You
know the adage : do not buy a pig in the poke

;

that is to say, in the bag ; for poke signifies bag, or

wallet, and is a phrase much used in the north of

England, and among the Scotch Irish in America.

A pig is carried to market in a poke, and if you

buy it without taking it out first, you may be
' taken in.' So corn is carried to a mill in a

poke, and when brought home, ground into

jneal, the meal remains in the poke, in the

houses of poor families, until it is used up.

When the bag is nearly empty, it is turned up-

side down, and shaken ; and the meal that

comes out is called the shake-poke, that is to

say, the last shake of the bag. By an easy and

natural metaphor, t*^" f 3rm is also applied to

the last child that ' r - in a family ; especial-

ly if it is puny or * , y concern. The last

child, like the last meal, is called a shake-poke

;

and may we not call this fiscalous corporation

a shake-poke also, and for the same reason ? It

is the last—the last at all events for the session

!

it is the las'; meal in their bag—their shake-

poke ! and it is certainly a rickety concern.

" I do not pietend to impose a name upon this

bantling ; that is a privilege of paternity, or of

spor.sorship, and I stand in neither relation to

this babe. But a name of brevity—of brevity

and significance— it must have ; and, if the
fathers and sponsors do not bestow it, the peo-
ple will : for a long name is abhorred and es-

chewed in all countries. Remember the fate of
John Barebone, the canting hypocrite in Crom-
well's time. He had a very good name, John
Barebone ; but the knave composed a long verse,
like Scripture, to sanctify himself with it, and
intituled himself thus :— ' Praise God, Barebone,
for if Christ had not died for you, you would be
damned, Barebone.' Now, this was very sancti-
monious ; but it was too long—too much of a
good thing—and bo the people cut it all ofl' but
tl»e last two words, and called the fellow
^damned Barebone,^ and nothing else but
damned Barebone, all his life after. So let this
Cfirporcsity beware ; it may gut itself damned
before it is done with us, and Tyler too."

The first proceeding in the Senate was to re-

fer this bill to a committee, and Mr. Clay's select

committee would naturally present itself as the

one to which it would go : but he was too much
disgusted at the manner in which his own bill

had been treated to be willing to take any lead

with respect to this second one ; and, in fact,

had so expressed himself in the debate on the

veto message. A motion was made to refer it'

to another select committee, the appointing of

which v< ould be in the President of the Senate

—Mr. Southard, of New Jersey. Mr. Southard,

like Mr. Sergeant, was the fast friend of the

United States Bank, to be revived under this

bill; and like him conducted the bill to the best

advantage for that institution. Mr. Sergeant

had sprung the bill, and rushed it through,

backed by the old bank majority, with a velocity

which distanced shame in the disregard of all

parliamentary propriety and all fair legislation.

He had been the attorney of the bank for many
years, and seemed only intent iipon its revivifi-

cation—no matter bj"^ what means. Mr. South-

ard, bound by the same friendship to the bank,

seemed to be animated by the same spirit, and de-

termined to use his power in the same way. He
appointed exclusively the friends of the bank,

and mostly of young senators, freshly arrived in

the chamber. Mr. King, of Alabama, the often

President of the Senate pro tempore, and the

approved expounder of the rules, was the first

—

and very proper'v tl <} first—to remark upon the

formation of » -sided committee ; and to

bring it to the attention of the Senate. He ex-

posed it in pointed terms.

" Mr. King observed, that in the organization
ofcommittees by Congress, the practice had been
heretofore invariable—the usage uniform. The
first business, on the meeting of each House,
after the selection of officers and organizing, was
to appoint the various standing committees. In
designating those to whom the various subjects

to which it is proposed to call the attention of
Congress shall be referred, the practice always
has been to place a majority of the friends of the
administration on each committee. This is

strictly correct, in order to insure a favorable

consideration of the various measures which the
administration may propose to submit to their
examination and decision. A majority, how-
ever, of the friends of the administration, is all

that has heretofore been considered either ne-
cessary or proper to be placed on those commit-
tees ; and in every instance a minority of each
committee consists of members supposed to be
adverse to the measures of the dominant party.
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The propriety of such an arrangement cannot

fail to strike the mind of every senator. All

measures should be carefully examined ; objec-

tions suggested; amendments proposed; and

every proposition rendered as perfect as practi-

cable before it is reported to the House for its

action. This neither can, nor will, be contro-

verted. In the whole of his [Mr. King's] con-

gressional experience, he did not know of a single

Instance in which this rule had been departed

from, until now. But there has been a departure

from this usage, sanctioned by justice and unde-

vinting practice, which had g'^ en to it the force

and obligation of law; and Ik. [Mr. King] felt

it to be his duty to c.ll the attention of the

Senate to this most objectionable innovation.

Yesterday a bill was reported from the House

of Representatives for the chartering of a fiscal

corporation. It was immediately taken up, read

twice on the same day, and, on tlie motion of the

senator from Georgia, ordered to be referred to

a select committee. This bill embraced a sub-

ject of the greatest importance, one more dis-

puted upon constitutional grounds, as well as

upon the grounds of expediency, than any other

which has ever agitated this country. This bill,

of such vast importance, fraught with results of

the greatest magnitude, in which the whole

country takes the liveliest interest, either for or

against its adoption, has been hurried through

the other House in a few days, almost without

discussion, and, as he [Mr. K.], conceived, in

violation of the principles of parliamentary law,

following as it did, immediately on the heels of

a similar bill, which had, most fortunately for

the country, received the veto of the President,

and ultimately rejected by tlio Senate. The

rules of the Senate forbade him to speak of the

action of the other House on this subject as he

could wish. He regretted that he was not at

liberty to present their conduct plainly to the

people,- to show to the country what it has to

expect from the dominant party here, and what

kind of measures may be expected from the

mode of legislation which has been adopted.

The fiscal corporation bill has, however, come

to US; and he [Mr. King] and his friends, much
as they were opposed to its introduction or pas-

sage, determined to give it a fair and open op-

position. No objection was made to the motion

of the senator from Georgia to send it to a select

committee, and that that committee should be

appointed by the presiding officer. The Presi-

dent of the Senate made the selection ; but, to

his [Mr. K.'sJ great surprise, on reading the

names this morning in one of the public papers.

he found they were all members of the dominant

party : not one selected for this most important

committee belongs to the minority in this body

opposed to tht' bilL Why was it, he [Mr. King]

must be i)ermitted to ask, that tlie presiding

officer had departed from a rule which in all

the fluctuations of party, and in the highest

times of party excitement, had never before been
departed from f

" There must have be(;n a motive in thus de-

parting from a course sanctioned by time and
by every principle of propriety. It will be for

the presiding officer to state what that motive
was. Mr. King must be permitted to repeat

the more to impress it on the minds of sonato/s'

that during more than twenty years he had
been in Congress, he had never known impor-

tant committees to be appointed, either standing

or select, in which some member of the then

minority did not constitute a portion, until this

most extraordinary selection of a committee, to

report on this most important bill, ^v'ould it

not [said Mr. King] have been prudent, as well

as just, to have given to the minority a fair op-

portunity of suggesting their objections in com-

mittee 1 The friends of the measure would then

be apprised of those objections, and could pre-

pare themselves to meet them. He [Mr. KiN(i]

had not risen to make a motion, btit merely to

present this extraordinary proceeding to the

view of the Senate, and leave it there ; but, he

believed, in justice to his friends, and to stamp

this proceeding with condemnation, he would

move that two additional members be added to

the committee."

The President of the Senate, in answer to the

remarks of Mr. King, read a rule from Jeffer-

son's Manual in which it is said that, a bill must

be committed to its friends to improve and per-

fect it, and not to its enemies who would destroy

it. And under this rule Mr. Southard said he

had appointed the committee. Mr. Benton then

stood up, and said

:

" That is the Ij€x Parliamentaria of Eng-

land from which you read, Mr. President, and is

no part of our rules. It is English authority-

very good in the British Parliament, but not

valid in the American Senate. It is not in our

rules—neither in the rules of the House nor in

those of the Senate; and is contrary to the

practice of both Houses—their settled practice

for flfly years. From the beginning of our gov-

ernment we have disregarded it, and followed a

rule much more consonant to decency and jus-

tice, to pubhc satisfaction, and to the results of

fair legislation, and that was, to conuuit our

business to mixed committees—committees con-

sisting of friends and foes of the measure, And of

both political parties—always taking care that

the friends of the measure sliould be the majo-

rity ; and, if it was a political question, that the

political party in power should have the majo-

rity. This is our practice ; and a wise and good

practice it is, containing all the good that there

is in tlie British rule, avoiding its harshiRss, und

giving both sides a chance to perfect or to un-

derstand a measure. The nature of our govern-
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ment—its harmonious anil successful action

—

requires both parties to have a hand in conduct-

ing the public business, both in the committees

and the legislative halls ; and this is the first

session at which committee business, or legis-

lative business, has been confined, or attempted

to be confined, to one political party. The clause

wiiich you read, Mr. President, I have often

read myself; not for the purpose of sending a

measure to a committee of exclusive friends, but

to prevent it from going to a committee of ex-

clusive enemies—in fact to obtain for it a mixed
committee.—such as the democracy has always

given when in power—such as it will again give

^Yhen in power—and sucli as is due to fair, de-

ctni, satisfactory, and harmonious legislation."

Mr. Benton, after sustaining Mr, King in his

view of the rules and the practice, told him that

he was df'ceived in his memory in supposing

there had never been a one-sided committee in

the Senate before : and remarked

:

"That senator is very correct at all times;

but he will not take it amiss if I shall suggest
to him that he is in error now—that there has
been one other occasion in which a one-sided
committee was employed—and that in a very
important case—concerning no less a power than
Mr. Biddle's bank, and even Mr. Biddle himself.

I speak of the committee which was sent by this

Senate to examine the Bank of the United States
in the summer of 1834, when charged with in-

solvency and criminality by General Jackson

—

charges which time have proved to be true—and
when the whole committee were of one party,
and that party opposed to General Jackson, and
friendly to the bank. And what became then
of tiie rule of British parliamentary law, which
has just been read ? It had no application then,
thougli it would have cut ofl' every member of
the committee ; for not one of them was favor-
able to the inquiry, but the contrary ; and the
thing ended as ail expected. I mention this as
an instance of a one-sided committee, which the
senator from Alabama has overlooked, and which
dcser\'es to be particulai-ly remembered on this
occasion, for a reason which I will mention ; and
which is, that both these committees were ap-
pointed in the same case—for the same Bank of
the United Stat's—one to whitewash it—which
it did

; the other to smuggle it into existence
under a charter in wiii<'li it cannot be named.
And thus, whenever that bank is concerned, wo
have to look out for tricks and frauds (to say no
more), even on the high floors of natii/.ial legis-
lation."

^

Mr. Buchanan animadverted with justice and
severity upon the tyranny with which the ma-
jority in the House of Representatives had
forced the bill through, and marked the fact

that not a single democratic member had suc-

VoL. II.—22

ceeded in getting an opportunity to speak against

it. This was an unprecedented event in tho

history of parties in America, or in England,

and shows the length to wliich a bank party

would go in stifling the right of speech. In all

great measures, before or since, and in all coun-

tries possessing free institutions, the majority

has always allowed to the adversary the privi-

lege of speaking to tlie measures which were to

be put upon them : here for the first time it waa
denied ; and the denial was marked at the time,

and carried at once into parliamentary history

to receive the reprobation due to it. This was

the animadversion of Mr. Buchanan

:

"The present bill to establish a fiscal cor-

poration was hurried through the House of Rep-
resentatives with the celerity, and, so far as
the democracy was concerned, with the silence

of despotism. No democratic member had an
opportunity of raising his voice against it. Un-
der new rules in existence there, the majority
had predetermined that it should pass that body
within two days from the commencement of the
discussion. At first, indeed, the determination
was that it should pass the first day ; but this

was felt to be too great an outrage ; and the
mover was graciousl}' pleased to extend the time
one day longer. Whilst the bill was in Com-
mittee of the Whole, it so happened that, in the
struggle for the floor, no democratic member
succeeded in obtaining it ; and at the destined
hour of four in the afternoon of the second day,

the committee rose, and all further debate was
arrested by the previous question. Tho voice

of that great party in this country to which I
am proud to belong, was, therefore, never heard
through any of its representatives in the House
againsr this odious measure. Not even ore brief

hour, the limit prescribed by the majority to

each speaker, was granted to any democratic
member."

The bill went to the committee which had

been appointed, without the additional two

members which Mr. King had suggested ; and

which suggestion, not being taken up by the

majority, was no further pressed. Mi\ Berrien,

chairman of that committee, soon reported it

back to the Senate—without alteration ; as had

been foreseen. He spoke two hours in its favor

—concluding with the expression that tho Pre-

sident would give it his approval—founding that

opinion on the President's message at the com-

mencement of the session—on his veto message

of the first fiscal bill—on the report of tho Sec-

retary of the Treasury—and on this Secretary's

subsequent plan for a bank framed with tho view
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to avoid his constitutional objections. Mr. Clay

declared his intention to vote for the bill, not

that it went a.s far as he could wish, but that it

wrould go a good distance—would furnish a

sound national currency, and regulate exchanges.

Mr. Archer, who had voted against the first

bank, and who was constitutionally opposed to

a national bank, made a speech chiefly to justify

his vote in favor of the present bill. It was

well known that no alteration would be permit-

ted in the bill—that it had been arranged out

of doors, and was to stand as agreed upon : but

some senators determined to offer amendments,

merely to expose the character of the measure,

to make attacks upon the most vulnerable

points ; and to develope the spirit which con-

ducted it. In this sense Mr. Benton acted in

presenting several amendments, deemed proper

in themselves, and which a foreknowledge of

their fiite would not prevent him from offering.

The whole idea of the institution was, that it

was to be a treasury bank ; and hence the per-

tinacity with which " fiscal," synonymous with

treasury, was retained in all the titles, and con-

formed to in all its provisions: and upon this

idea the offered amendments turned.

" Mr. Benton said he had an amendment to

offer, which the Senate would presently see was
of great importance. It was, to strike out from

the ninth line of the first section the word
"States." It was in that provision assigning

seventy thousand shares to individual companies,

corporations, or States. This was a new kind

of stockholders : a new description of co-part-

ners with stockjobbers in a banking corporation.

States had no r'ght to be seduced into such com-
pany ; he would therefore move to have them
struck out : let the word " States" be taken out

of that line. To comprehend the full force and
bearing of this amendment it would be neces-

sary to keep in view that the sixteenth section

of this charter designates the Fiscal Corporation

the Treasury of the United States. It expressly

says that

—

"
' All public moneys in deposit in said corporation, or stand-

ing on its boolis to the credit of the Treasurer, shall b« taken

and deemed to be in thu Treasury of the United Shite/i, and
•11 payments made by the Treusuror shall be in checks drawn
on said corporation.'

"

" Yes, sir ! this Fisc is to be the Treasury of

the United States ; and the Treasury of the

IFnited States is to be converted into a corpora-

tion, and not only forced into partnership with

individuals, companies, and corporations, but

into joint stock co-partnership with the States.

The general government is to appoint three

directors, and the rest of the partners will have

the appointment of the other six. The corpora-

tors will be two to one against the general gov-

ernment, and they will of course have the con-

trol of the Treasury of this Union in their hands.

Now he was for sticking to the constitution, noi

only in spirit and meaning, but to the letter;

and the constitution gives no authority to indi-

viduals, companies, corporations, and States, to

take the public Treasury of the Union out of

the hands of the general government. Tlie

general government alone, and acting independ-

ently of any such control, is required by tiie

constitution to manage its own fiscal affairs.

Here it is proposed to retain only one-third of

the control of this Treasury in the hands of the

general government—the other two-thirds may
fall exclusively into the hands of the States, and

thus the Treasury of the whole Union may be

at the disposal of such States as can contrive to

possess themselves of the two-thirds of the stock

they are authorized to take. If it is the object

to let those States have the funds of the Trea-

sury to apply to their own use, the scheme is

well contrived to attain that end. He, however,

wa-s determined not to let that plan be carried

without letting the people know who were its

supporters ; he should, therefore, demand tlie

yeas and nays on his amendment."
'•Mr. Bekrien explained that the objection

raised against the sixteenth section was merely

technical. The words did not convert the banlc

into the United States Treasury ; they merely

provided for a conformity with laws regulating

the lodgment and withdrawal of Treasury funds.

The question was then taken on the amendment,

which was injected as follows : Yeas—Messrs,

Allen, Benton, Buchanan, Clay of Alabama, King,

Linn, McRoberts, Mouton, Nicholson. Pierce, Se-

vier, Smith of Connecticut, Sturgeon, Tappan,

Walker, Woodbury, Wright, and Young—18.

Nays—Messrs. Archer, Barrow, Bates, Berrien,

Choate, Clay of Kentucky, Clayton, Dixon, Ev-

ans, Graham, Henderson, Huntington. Kerr,

Mangum, Merrick, ]\Iiller, Morehead, Phelps,

Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Rives, Simmons,

Smith of Indiana, Southard, Talimadge, White,

and Woodbridge—28."

Mr. Benton then moved to strike out "corpo-

rations " from the enumeration of persons and

powers which should possess the faculty of be-

coming stockholders in this institution, with the

special view of keeping out the Pennsylvania

Bank of the United States, and whose name

could not be presented openly for a charter, or

rc-charter

:

" The late United States Bank had means yet

to keep a cohort of lawyers, agents, casiiiers,

and directors, who would not lo.se sight of tiie

hint, and who were panting to plunge their

hands into Uncle Sam's pocket. There was

nothing to prevent the corporators of the i,ite

United States Bank becoming the sole owners

ions, and co
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of these two-thirds of the Btock in the new Fis-

cality. The sixteenth fundamental rule of the

eleventh section is the point where we are to

find the constitutionality of this Fiscality. The

little pet banks of every State may be employed

as agents. This is a tempting bait for every in-

solvent institution in want of Treasury funds to

strain every nerve and resort to every possible

scheme for pussessinp; themselves of the control

of the funds of the United States. This object

was to defuat such machinations. On this amend-

ment he would demand the yeas and nays. The
question was then taken on the amendment,

and decided in the negative as follows : Yeas

—

Messrs. Allen, Benton, Buchanan, Calhoun, Clay

of Alabama, Fulton, King, Linn, McRoberts,

Mouton, Nicholson, Pierce, Rives, Sevier, Smith

of Connecticut, Sturgeon, Tappan, Walker,

Wuodbury, Wright, and Young—21. Nays-
Messrs. Archer, Barrow, Bates, Berrien, Choate,

Clay of Kentucky, Clayton, Dixon, Evans, Gra-

ham, Henderson, Huntington, Kerr, Mangum,
Merrick, Miller, Morehead, Phelps, Porter, Pren-

tiss, Preston, Simmons, Smith of Indiana, Tall-

madge, White, and Woodbridge—26.'*

Mr. Rives objected to the exchange dealings

which this fiscal corporation was to engage in,

as being discounts when the exchange had some

time to run. He referred to his former opin-

ions, and corrected a misapprehenfion of Mr.

uerrien. He was opposed to discounts in every

form; while this bill authorizes discounts to

any amount on bills of exchange. He offered

no amendment, but wished to correct the mis-

understanding of Mr. Berrien, whc held that

this bill, in this particular, was identica with

the amendment offered to the first bill by Mr.

Rives, and that it was in strict conformity with

the President's message.

" Mr. Benton fully concurred with the sena-

tor from Virginia [Mr. Rives], that cashing
bills of exchange was just as much a discounting
operation as discounting promissory notes ; it

was, in fact, infinitely worse. It was the great-

est absurdity in the world, to suppose that the
flimsy humbug of calling the discounting of
bills of exchange—gamblers' kites, and race-

horse bills of exchange—a 'dealing in ex-
changes ' within the meaning of the terms used
in the President's veto message. As if the
President could be bamboozled by such a shal-
low artifice. Only look at the operation under
this bill. A needy adventurer goes to one of
these agencies, and offers his promissory note
with securities, in the old-fashioned way but is

told it cannot be discounted—the law is against
it. The law, however, may be evaded if he put
his note into another shape, making one of his
sureties the drawer, and making the other, who

lives beyond the State line, his drawee, in favor

of himself, as endorser ; and in that shape the

kite will be cashed, deducting the interest and
a per centage besides in the shape of exchange.
Here is discount added to usury ; and is not
that worse than discounting promissory notes 1"

The President had dwelt much upon " local

discounte," confining the meaning of that phrase

to loans obtained on promissory notes. He did

not consider money obtained upon a bill of ex-

change as coming under that idea—nor did it

when it was an exchange of money—when it

was the giving of money in one place for money

in another place. But that true idea of a bill

of exchange was greatly departed from when the

drawer of the bill had no money at the place

drawn on, and drew upon tiuio, and depended

upon getting funds there in time ; or taking up

the bill with damages when it returned pro-

tested. Money obtained that way was a dis-

count obtained, and on far worse terms for the

borrower, and better for the bank, than on a

fair promissory note : and the rapacious banks

forced their loans, as much as possible into this

channel. So that this fiscal bank was limited

to do the very thing it wished to do, and which

was so profitable to itself and so oppressive to

the borrower. This, Mr. Tappan, of Ohio,

showed in a concise speech. *

"Mr. Tappan said, when senators on the
other side declare that this bank bill is intended
to withhold from the corporation created by it

the power of making loans and discounts, he
felt himself bound to believe that such was
their honest construction of it. He was, how-
ever, surprised that any man, in the slightest

degree acquainted with the banking business
of the country, who had read this bill, should
suppose that, under its provisions, the company
incorporated by it would not have unlimited
power to loan their paper ttnd to discount the
paper of their customers. The ninth funda-
mental article says, that ' the said corporation

shall not, directly or indirectly, deal or trade

in any thing except foreign bills of exchange,
including bills or drafts drawn in one State

or Territory and payable in another.'' This
bill, in this last clause, sanctioned a mode of

discounting paper, and making loans common
in the Western country. He spoke of a mode
of doing business which he had full knowledge
of, and he asked senators, therefore, to look at

it- A man who wants Ji loan from a bank ZTi-

plies to the directors, and is told, we can lend

you the money, but we do not take notes for

our loans—you must give us a draft ; but, says
the applicant, I have no funds any where to
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draw upon ; no matter, say the bankers, if jom
draft is not met, or expected to bo met, because

you have no funds, that need make no differ-

ence
;
you may pay it here, with the exchange,

when tlie time it has to run is out; so tlie

borrower signs a draft or bill of excliango on

somebody in New York, Philadelphia, or Bal-

timore, and pays the discount for the time it

has to run ; when that time comes round, the

borrower pays into the bank the amount of his

draft, with two, four, six, or ten per cent,, what-

ever the rate of exchange may be, and the affair

is settled, and he gets a renewal for sixty days,

by further paying the discount on the sum bor-

rowed ; and if it is an accommodation loan, it

is renewed from time to time by paying the

discount and exchange. Very few of the West-

era banks, lie believed, discounted notes ; they

found it much more profitable to deal in ex-

change, as it is called ; but this dealing in ex-

change enables the banks to discount as much
paper, and to loan as much of their own notes,

as the old-fashioned mode of discounting ; it is

a.difference in form merely, with this advantage

to the banks, that it enables them to get from

their customers ten or twelve per cent, on their

loans, instead of six, to which, in discounting

notes, they are usually restricted. How then,

he asked, could senators say that this bill did

not give the power to make loans and discounts ?

He had shown them how, under this law, both

loans and discounts will be made without limi-

tation."

Mr. Benton then went on with offering his

amendments, and offered one requiring all the

stockholders in this corporation Fisc (which

was to be the Treasury of the United States),

to be citizens of the United States, for the ob-

vious reason of preventing the national treasury

from falling under tlie control of foreigners.

M. Berrien considered the amendment unneces-

sary, as there was already a provision that none

but citizens of the United States should take

the original stock ; and the only effect of the

provision would be to lessen the value of the

stock. Mr. Benton considered this provision as

a fraudulent contrivance to have the appearance

of excluding foreigners from being stockholders

while not doing so. The prohibition upon them

as original subscribers was nothing, when they

were allowed to become stockholders by pur-

chaiie. His amendment was intended to make

the charter what it fraudulently pretended to

be—a bank owned by American citizens. The

word "original" would be a fraud unless the

prohibition was extended to assignees. And

he argued that the senator from Georgia (Mr.

Berrien), had admitted the design of selling to

foreigners by saying that the value of the stock

would be diminished by excluding fon-igners

from its purchase. He considered the answer

of the senator double, inconsistent, and contra-

dictory. He first considered the amendment

unnecessary, as the charter already confined

original subscriptions to our own citizens;

and then c(msldcred it would injure the price

of the stock to bo so limited. That was a con-

tradiction. The fact was, he said, that this bill

was to resurrect, by smuggling, the old United

States Bank, which was a Br. ish concern; and

that the efl'ect woidd be to make the British the

governors and masters of our treasury : and Iw

asked the yeas and nays on his motion, which

was granted, and they stood—19 to 2C>, and

were : Yeas—Messrs. Allen, Benton, Buchanan,

Clay of Alabama, Cuthbert, Fulton, King, Linn,

Mclloberts, Mouton, Nicholson, Pierce, Sevier.

Sturgeon. Tappan, Walker, Woodbury, Wright,

and Young—19. Navs—Messrs. Archer, Bar-

row, Bates, Berrien, Clay of Kentucky, Clayton,

Dixon, Evans, Graham, Henderson, Hunting-

ton, Kerr, Mangum, Merrick, Miller, Moi-ehcad,

Phelps, Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Eivcs, Sim-

mons, Smith, of Indiana, Tallmadge, White,

and Woodbridge—20. Considering this a vital

question, and one on which no room should be

left for the majority to escape the responsi-

bility of putting the United States Treasury in

the hands of foreigners—even alien enemies in

time of war, as well as rival commercial com-

petitors in time of peace—IMr. Benton moved

the same prohibition in a different form. It was

to affix it to the eleventh fundamental rule of

the eleventh section of the bill, which clothes

the corporation with power to make rules to

govern the assignment of stock: his amend-

ment was to limit these assignments to Ameri-

can citizens. That was different from his first

proposed amendment, which included both origi-

nal subscribers and assignees. The senator

from Georgia objected to that amendment as

imnecessary, because it included a class already

prohibited as well as one that was not. Cer-

tainly it was unnecessary with respect to one

class, but necessary with respect to the other—

in the estimation of all who werenecessary

not willing to see the United States Trcisury

owned and managed by foreigners. He wished

now to hear what the senator from Georgia

could say against the proposed amendment, in
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this form. Mr. Berrien answered :
" IIo hoped

the amendment would not prevail. The origi-

nal subscribers would be citizens of the United

States. To debar them from transferring their

stock would bo to lessen the value of the stock,

which they rendered valuable by becoming the

purchasers of it." Mr. Benton rejoined, that

his amendment did not propose to prevent the

orij^'inal subscribers from selling their stock, or

any assignee from selling ; the only design of

the amendment was to limit all these sales to

American citizens ; and that would be its only

effect if adopted. And as to the second objec-

tion, a second time given, that it would injure

the value of the stock, he said it was a strange

argument, that the paltry difference of value in

shares to the stockholders should outweigh the

danger of confiding the Treasury of the United

States to foreigners—subjects of foreign poten-

tates. He asked the yeas, which were granted

—and stood—21 to 27 : the same as before,

witli the addition of some senators who had

come in. These several proposed amendments,

and the manner in which they were rejected,

compk'ted the exposure of the design to resus-

citate the defunct Bank of the United States,

just as it had been, with its foreign stock-

holders, and extraordinary privileges. It was

to be the old bank revived, disguised, and smug-

gled in. It was to have the same capital as the

old one—thirty-five millions : for while it said

the capital was to be twenty-one millions, there

was a clause enabling Congress to add on four-

teen millions—which it would do as soon as the

Dill passed. Like the old bank, it was to have the

United States for a partner, owning seven mil-

lions of the stock. The stock was all to go to

the old Bank of the United States ; for the

subscriptions were to be made with commis-

sioners appointed by the Secretary of the Trea-

sury—who, it was known, would appoint the

friunds of the old bank ; so that the whole sub-

scription would be in her hands ; and a char-

ter for her fraudulently and deceptiously ob-

tained. The title of the bill was fraudulent,

being limited to the management of the "pub-

lic" moneys, while the body of it conferred

all the privileges known to the three distinct

kinds of banks :—1. Circulation. 2. Exchange.

3. Discount and deposit—the discount being in

the most oppressive and usurious form on in-

land and mere neighborhood bills of exchange,

declared by the charter to b« foreign bills for

the mere purpose of covering these local loans.

"Mr. Walkkr moved an amendment, re-

quiring that the bills in which the Bank should

deal shoidd bo drawn at short dates, and on

goods already actually shipped. It was nega-

tived by yeas and nays, as follows:

—

Yeas—
Messrs. Allen, Benton, Buchanan, Calhoun,

Clay of Alabama, Fulton, King, Linn, McRob-
crts, Mouton, Nicholson, Pierce, Rives, Sevier,

Smith of Connecticut, Sturgeon, Tappan, Walk-

er, Woodbury, Wright, and Young—21. Nays
—Messrs. Archer, Barrow, Bates, Berrien,

Choate, Clay of Kentucky, Clayton, Dixon,

Evans, Graham, Henderson, Huntington, Kerr,

Mangum, Merrick, Miller, Moi«head, Phelps,

Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Simmons, Smith of

Indiana, Southard, Tallmadge, White, and Wood-
biidge—27. Mr. Allen moved an amendment
to make the director, in case of suspension,

personally liable for the debts of the bank.

This was negatived as follows : Yeas—Messrs.

Allen, Benton, Buchanan, Clay of Alabama,

Cuthbert, Fulton, King, Linn, McRoberts, Mou-
ton, Nicholson, Pierce, Sevier, Smith of Con-

necticut, Sturgeon, Tappan, Walker, Woodbury,

Wright, and Ybung—20. Nays—Messrs. Ar-

cher, Barrow, Bates, Berrien, Choate, Clay of

Kentucky, Clayton, Dixon, Evans, Graham,

Henderson, Himtington, Kerr, Mangum, Mer-

rick, Miller, Morehead, Phelps, Porter, Pren-

tiss, Preston, Rives, Simmons, Smith of Indiana,

Southard, Tallmadge, White, and Woodbridgo
—28."

The character of the bill having been shown

by the amendments offered and rejected, there

was no need to offer any more, and the demo-

cratic senators ceased opposition, that the vote

might be taken on the bill : it was so ; and the

bill was passed by the standing majority. Con-

curred in by the Senate without alteration, it

was returned to the House, and thence i-eferred

to the President for his approval, or disapproval

It was disapproved, and returned to the House,

with a message stating his objections to it;

where it gave rise to some violent speaking,

more directed to the personal conduct of the

President than to the objections to the bill

stated in his message. In this debate Mr.

Botts, of Virginia, was the chief speaker on one

side, inculpating the President : Mr. Gilmer of

Virgin.% and Mr. Proffit of Indiana, on the

other weiv the chief respondents in his favor.

The vote being taken there appeared 103 for

the bill, 80 against it—which not being a ma-

jority of two-thirds, the bill was rejected : and

so ends the public and ostensible history of the
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second attempt to establish a national bank at

this brief session under the gnise, and disguise,

of a misnomer : and a long ono at that.

The negative votes, when rejected on the final

vote for want of two-thirds of the House, were

:

" Messrs. Archibald 11. Arrington, Charles O.

Atherton, Linn Banks, Benjamin A. Bidlack,

Linn Boyd, David P. Brewster, Aaron V. Brown,
Charles Brown, William 0. Butler, Patrick C.

Caldwell, John Campbell, Reuben Chapman,
James G. Clinton, Walter Coles, Richard D.

Davis, John B. Dawson, Ezra Dean, Andrew
W. Doig, Ira A. Eastman, John C. Edwards,

Joseph Egbert, Charles Q. Ferris, John G.

Floyd, Charles V. Floyd, Joseph Fornance,

James Gerry, Thomas W. Gilmer, William O.

Goode, Amos Gustine, William A. Ilarris, John
Hastings, Samuel L. Hays, Isaac E. Holmes,

George W. Hopkins, Jacob Houck,jr., George

S. Houston, Edmund W. Hubard Robert M. T.

Hunter, Charles J. Ingersoll, William W. Ir-

win, William Jack, Cave Johnson, John W.
Jones, George M. Keim, Andrew Kennedy,
Dixon H. Lewis, Abraham McClcUan, Robert

McClellan, James J. McKay, John McKeon,
Francis Mallory, Albert G. Marchand, John
Thompson Mason, James Mathews, William

Medill, John Miller, Peter Newhard, William

Parmenter, Samuel Patridge, Wm. W. Payne,

Aii.old Plumer, George H. Proffit, John Rey-
nolds, R. Barnwell Rhett, Lewis Riggs, James
Rogers, Tristram Shaw, Benjamin G. Shields,

John Sn3'der, Lewis Steenrod, George Sweney,
Hopkins L. Turney, John Van Buren, Aaron
Ward, Harvey M. Watterson, John B. Wcller,

John Westbrook, James W. Williams, Henry
A. Wise, Fernando Wood.

CHAPTER LXXXII.

SECRET HI8T0UY OF THE SECOND BILL FOB A
FISCAL AGENT, CALLED FISCAL CORPORATION:
ITS ORIGIN WITH MK. TYLER : IT8 PROGRESS
THROUGH CONGRESS UNDER HIS LEAD: ITS

EEJECTION UNDER HIS VETO.

Soon after the meeting of Congress in this ex-

tra session—in the course of the first week of it

—^Mr. Gilmer, of Virginia, held a conversation

with a whig member of the House, in which he

suggested to him that " a couple of gentlemen

of about their size," might become important

men in this country—leading men—and get the

control of the government. An explanation

was requested—and given. It was to with-

draw Mr. Tyler from the whig party, and make

him the head of a third party, in which those

who did it would become chiefs, and have con>

trol in the administration. This was the ex.

planation ; and the scheme was based, nut upon

any particular circumstances, but upon a know-

ledge of Mr. Tyler's character and antecedents:

and upon a calculation that he would be dazzled

with the idea of being the bend of a party ant'

let the government fall into the hands of those

who pleased him—his indolence, and want of

business habits disqualifying him for the labors

of administration. Democratic doctrines were

to be the bfisis of the new party, especially op-

position to a national hank : but recruits from

all parties received. The whig member to

whom this suggestion for the third party was

made, declined to have any thing to do with it

:

nor was he further consulted. But i is eyes

were opcnd, and ho had to see; and hi saw

other whigs do what he would not. And ho

had received a clue which led to the compre-

hension of things which he did not see, an<l had

got an insight that would make him observant.

But his lips were sealed under an injunction

;

and remained .so, as far as the public was con-

cerned. I never heard him quoted for a word

on the subject ; but either himself, or some one

equally well informed, must have given Mr.

Clay exact information ; otherwise he could

not have hit the nail on the head at every lick,

as he did in his replies to Mr. Rives and Mr.

Archer in the debate on the first veto message

:

as shown in the preceding chapter.

The movement went on : Mr. Tyler fell into

it : the new party germinated, microscopical-

ly small ; but potent in the President's veto

power. A national bank was the touchstone

;

and that involved a courtship with the democ-

racy—a breach with the whigs. The democra-

cy rejoiced, and patted Mr. Tyler on the shoul-

der—even those who despised the new party

:

for they deemed it fair to avail themselves of a

treachery of which they were not the authors

;

and felt it to be a retributive justice to deprive

the whigs of the fruits of a victory which they

had won by log-cabin coonskin, and hard cider

tactics ; and especially to effect the deprivation

in the person of one whom they had taken from

the democratic camp, and set up against his old

friends—the more annoying to them because he

could tell of their supposed misdeeds when ho

was one of them. To break their heads with

such a stick had retribution in it, as well as
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grttiftcation : anil Mr. Tyler was greatly ex-

tolled. To the whigs, it was a Kalllnp; nrxi mor-

tifying desertion, and ruinons besides, A na-

tional bank was their life—the vital principle—

vvitliont which they could not live .is a party—

the power which was to give thc/n power :

which was to beat down their adversaries—up-

hold themselves—and give thtin the jiolitical

and the financial control of the Union. To lose

it was to lose the fruits of the election, with

tlio prospect of losing the paity itself. Indig-

nation was their pervading feeling ; but the

stake was too great to be given up in a pas-

sion ; and policy required the temporizing ex-

pedient of conciliation—the proud spirit of Mr.

Clay finding it hard to bend to it; but yielding

a little at first. The breach with the whigs

was resolved on : how to cirect it without too

much rudeness—without a violence which

would show him an aggressor as well as a de-

serter—was the difficulty ; and indirect methods

were taken to cfilct it. Newspapers in his

interest—the Aladiaoniau at Washington and

Herald at New York—vituperated the whig

party, and even his cabinet ministers. Slights

and neglects were put upon tho^o ministers: the

bank question was to complete the broach ; but

only after a long management which should have

the appearance of keeping faith with the whigs,

and throwing the blame of the breach upon

tlicm. This brings us to the point of commenc-

ing the history of the second fiscal bank bill,

ending with a second veto, and an open rupture

between the President and the whigs.

The beginning of the second bill was laid in

the death of the first one ; as the seed of a sep-

aration from his cabinet was planted in the

same place. The first veto message, in reject-

ing one bill, gave promise to accept another,

and even defined the kind of bill which the

President could approve : this was encouraging

to the whigs. But that first veto was resolved

upon, and the message for it drawn, without

consultation with his cabinet—without refer-

ence to them ; and without their knowledge

—

except from hearsay and accident. They first

got wind of it in street rumor, and in para-

graphs in the Madisonian, and in letters to the

Nnc York Herald : and got the first know-
ledge of it from coruing in upon the President

while ho was drawing it. This was a great

slight to his cabinet, and very unnrrountable to

ministers who, only two short months before,

had been solicited to remain in their places^

lad been saluted with expressions of confl-

dcnce ; and cheered with the declaration that

their ailvice and counsel would Iw often wanted.

They I'clt the slight of the neglected consulta-

tion, as well as the disappointment in the re-

jected bill ; biit the President consoled them

for the disapi)ointment (saying nothing about

the slight) by showing himself ready, and even

impatient for another bill. This readiness for

another bill is thus related by Mr. Ewing, the

Secretary of the Treasury, in his letter of resign

nation of his office addressed to the President

;

dated Sept. 11th, 1841:

"On the morning of the ICth of August I

called at your chamber, and found you jjrepar-

ing the first veto message, to bo despatched to

thi Senate. The Secretary of War came in also,

auvt you read a portion of the message to us.

He observed that though the veto would create

a great sensatiiiu in Congress, yet bethought
the minds of our friends better prepared for it

than they were some days ago, and he hoped it

would be calmly received, especially as it did

not shut out all hope of a bank. To this you
rej)lied, that you really thought that there

ought to be no difficulty aVmit it ; that you
had sufficiently indicated the kind of u tank
you would approve, and that Congress might,

if they saw fit, pass such a bill in three days."

Mr, Bell, the Secretary of War, referred to in

the foregoing statement of Mr. Ewing, thus

gives ' is account of the same interview

:

" I called on the President on official business

on the morning of Monday the 1 'Hh of August,
before the first veto message was out in. I

found him reading the message to the Secretary

of the Treasury. II" did me the honor to read

the material passages to me. Upon reading

that part of it which treats of the superior im-

portance and value of the business done by the

late Bank of the United States in furnishing

exchanges betw on difl'erent States and sections

of the Union, I was so strongly impressed with
the idea that he meant to intinmte that he
would have no objection to a bank which should

be restricted to dealing in exchanges, that I in-

terrupted him in the reading, and asked if I was
to understaiil (by what he had just read) that

he was prepared to give his assent to a bank in

the District of Columbia, with offices or agen-

cies in the States, having the privilege, without
their assent, to deal in exchanges between them,

and in foreign bills. He promptly replied that

he Thought experience had shown liio necessity

of such a power in the government. And (after

some further remarks favorable to such a bill)

expressed the opinion that nothing could t)e

more easy than to pass a bill which would an-
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wer nil nuccHHary piirpoiies—that it could bo

done in threo days."

Siirh arc the concurrent stntoincnts of two

of tht> cabinet ; and Mr. Alexander A. Stuart, a

member of the House of Reprewentiitives from

Virpiiniu, thus j,'ives his statement to tlio Hamf

cft'eot in his account "I the readiness of the

President, amounting to onxicty, for the Intro-

duction and pasHa^c of a second bill.

" After the adjournment of the Hon™ ^on the

l()th of AuRust), iMr. I'earce of Maryland (then

a representative in Conpess, now a K>nator)

called at my board' "j:liouKe, and informed ni'

that he wnH indm to believe that there yvixs

BtilL Homo hope of comprni.isind the difficulties

between Conttress and the President, by adopt-

ing a bank bill on the basis of a proposition

which had bi'en submitted by Mr. Ibiynrd

(Richard H.) in the Senate, modified so ns to

kave oui the Inst clause which iiuthorized the

conversion of the agencies into ofhces of dis-

count and dij sit ou eertiun contingencies. He
prodncod to. me a portion of the Senate journnl.

containing that proposition, with the obnoxious

clause crossed out with ink ; and rei|iiested me
to visit the President and see if we could not

a<ljust the difliculty. At first I declined, but at

length yielded to his desire, and promised to

do so. About 5 o'cl(»ck, I drove to the Presi-

dent's house, but Ibund him engaged with a dis-

tinguished (/e»/or/<//ic' senator. This i thought

rather a bad omen ; l/>it I made known my wish

for a private audii'uce , which in a few minutes
was granted. Tliis was the first occasion on

which I had venturetl to approach the President

on the subject. I made known to him at onco

the object of my visit, and expressed the hope

that s. imc measure might be adopted to heal

the division l)etween himself and the whig party

in Congress. I informed him of tiie existence

of the committee to which I referred, and men-
tioned tiie names of those who comj)osed it,

and relied on their age and known character for

prudence and moderation, as the best guaran-

tees of the conciliatory spirit of the whig party

in Congress. He seemed to meet me in the

proper temper, and expressed the belief that a

fair ground of compromise might yet be agreed

upon. 1 then made known what I had licard

of his opinions in regard to Mr. Bayard's pro-

position, lie asked me if I had it with me ?

I replied in the afflrmative, and produced the

paper, which had been given to nic by Mr.
Pearce witli the clause struck out, as above

stated. Ho read it over carefully, and said it

would do, making no objection whatever to the

elaase in regard to the establi.-hmeut of agencies

in the several States without their assent. But
he said the capital was too large, and nieired

to Mr. Appleton and Mr. Jaudon as authority

to prove that ten or fifteen millions woidd be

enough. I objected that it might hereafter be

found insufficient j and as the charter had twenty

years to run, it might ho aH well to provida
against a contingency which wouUl leave the gov-
ernment dependent on the bank for (KTHusRion to

enlarge the capital ; and to obviate the difliculty

I suggested the propriety of giving to CongrosiJ
the power to increase it as the public exigoncien
should retpiire. To this he assented; mul by
his direction 1 made the note on the margin o."

the pajK'r; 'capital to be 15 nnllions of dullarH

— to be increased at the option of ('ongregs when
public interests require.' The I'resident then
.said : 'Now if you will send me this bill I will

sign it in twenty-four hours,' (After informing

the President that tlwrv was a statute in W
ginia against establishing agencies of forciRn

iianks in the State, he .<aid), ' This nmstbe pro-

vided for:' and he then took the paper unci

wrote on the margin the following words, which
were to coiTic iti after the word ' or,' and before

the word 'bank' in the first lino of the proposi-

tion of Mr. Bayard, (the blank line in this paper)

'In case such agencies ore fbiliidden by the

laws of the State.' I remonstrated again.st tiii.s

addition as unnecessary, and not meeting the

objection; but he said: 'Let it siimd ( n- tho

I)resent ; 1 will think about it.'— 1 he President

then instructed me to go to Mr. Webster, and
have the bill prepared at once; ui , as I rose to

leave him, after cautioning me not to expose
him to the charge of dictating to Congress, he

held my right hand in his left, and niising his

right hand upwards, exclaimed with nnich fuel-

ing : -Stuart! if you can be in.<trununtal in

passing this bill through Cougres.s, 1 will esteem
you the best friend I have on earth."

The original paper of Mr. Bayard, here refer-

red to, with the President's autograpldcenienda

tions upon it, were in the jjossession of Mr. Ben-

ton, and burnt in the conflagration of his house,

books and papers, in PV-bruary, 1855.

These statements from Messrs. Ewing, Bell,

and Stuart are enough (though others might

be added) to show that Mr. Tyler, at the time

that he sent n the first veto message, was in

favor of a second bill—open and earnest in

his professions for it—impatient for its ad-

vent—and ready to sign it within twenty-four

hours. The only question is whether these

professions were sincere, or only phrases to de-

ceive the whigb—to calm the conuuotion wh'ch

raged in theircamp—and of which he was well in-

formed—and to avert the storm which was ready

to burst upon him ; trusting all the while to the

chapter of contingencies to swamp the bill in

one of the two Houses, or to furnish pretexts

for a second veto if it should come back to his

hands. Tlie progress of the narrative must

solve the problem ; and, therefore, let it pro-

ceed.
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Till) 18th of AiiKtist— the day oti which Mr.

CUy was to have HjM)ktm in the .Si'iiaU; >n\ the

flpit vi'to mcsHago, and whi<'h Hiihjccl wus

thi'ii poHtpont'd on the motion of Mr. Hcr-

rii'n for reasonn which ho declined to Rtate—

Mr. Tyic r had a niei-tinK with his oahinit, in

whic'li till' proviHions of the new bill were diw-

cussed, and agreed upon— the two memhers

pidi'd out (one in eiu-h iroime— Mr. Sergeant

1111(1 Mr. Ik'rricn) to conduct it—the oahirot

invited to sland by him (the President) and see

that the hill pasKcd. Mr. Ewing Rives this ac-

count, iif thiM daya' work, in his letter of resigna-

tion addressed to the President.

"I thtn said to you, 'I have no doubt that the

lIoiiBe hiivinR ascertained your views will pass

a bill in conrorniity to them, provided they can

be Bivtisficd that it would answer the i)nrposes

of the Treasury, and relieve the country.' You

then Rai<l, ' cannot my cabinet see that this is

brouglit about ? You must staiid by nio in this

inuTtioncy. Cannot you pcc tli:it a bill passes

Congress such as I can approve without mcor

eisttncy 1 ' 1 declari'd again my belief that sucl

a bill might bo passed. And you then said ti-

mo, ' wliat do you understand to be my opin-

ions? State them: so that I may sec that

there is no misopprchension about them.' I

tlicn said that I understood you to be of opin-

ion tliat Congress might charter a bank in the

District of Columbia, giving it its location here.

To this you assented. That they might au-

thorize such bank to establish oflices of discount

and deposit in the several States, with the assent

of the States. To this you replied, ' don't name
discounts : they have Wn the source of the

most abominable corruptions, and are wholly

iiiiiK cessary to enable the bank to discharge its

duties to the country and the government.' I

obsci-ved in reply that 1 was proposing nothing,

bnt simply endeavoring to state what I had un-

derstood to be your opii>.jn as to the powers

which Congress might constitutionally confer on

a bank; that on that point I stood corrected.

1 then proceeded to say tluit I understood you

to be of opinion that Congress might authorize

sncli Ijank to establish agencies in the several

States, with power to deal in bills of exchange,

without the assent of the States, to which you
replied, ' yes, if they bo foreign bills, or bills

drawn in one State and payable in another.

That is all the power necessary for transnr ^ t ing

tlie public funds and regulating exchang' * and

the currency.' Jlr. WebFter then expressed,

in strong terms, his opinion that such a charter

would answer all just purposes of government
and be satislactory to the people ; and declared

his preference for it over any wbieli had been

proposed, especially as it dispensed with the as-

sent of the States to the creation of an institu-

tion necessary for carrying on the fiscal ojicra-

fions of LTovernment. lie examined it at some

length, both as to its coii itutionaliiy and Its

influence on the currency and exchangi s, in nil

which views you expressed your concurrence,

desired that such a bill should be introduced,

and especially that it should go into the hands

ofsomeof yoHr/r/V«(/#. To my inquiry whether

Mr. Sergeant would be ngn-eable to you, you

replied that he would You especially refjuestcd

Mr. Webster and ni} nelf to commimicate with

Messrs. Herrien and Sergeant on the subject, to

whom you said you had promised to address v

note, but you doubted not that this personal

comniunication would bo equally satisfactory

You desired us, also, in i)v<iiiniuiiicating with

those gentlemen, not to commit you personally,

lest this being recognized as your measure, it

might be made a subject of comparison to your

Iirejudice in the course of discussion. You and

lir. Webster then conversed about the particu-

lar wording «i the Kith fundamental article,

containing the grant of power to deal in ex-

chttny;es, and of the connection in which that

',inM^, bould be introduced; you also spoke of

tlio iu..n ' of the institution, desiring that lluit

yhmilil 1, changed. To this I objected, as it

• luld pr ')ably be made a subject of ridicule,

bi'l you i> -listed that there was much in a name,

I I'tb,' mstitution ought not to be called a

V:. k. Mr. Webster undertook to adapt it in

this particular to vour wishes. Mr. IJell then

observe<l to Jlr. Uebster and myself that wo
had no time to lose ; that if this were not im-

mediately attended to, another bill, less accept-

able, might be got up and reported. Wo replied

that we would lose no time. Mr. Webster ac-

cordingly called on Messrs. Berrien and Ser-

geant immediately, and I waited on them by his

apimintment at 5 o'clock on the same day, and

agreed upon the principles of the bill in accord-

ance with your expressed wishes. And I am
apprised of the fact, though it did not occur in

my presence, that after the bill was drawn up,

and before it was reported, it was seen and ex-

amined by yourself; that your attenti(jn was
specially called to the IGth fundamental article

:

that on full examination you concurred in its

provisions ; that at the same time its name was
so modified as to meet your approbation : and

the bill w as reported and paH^ecl, in all essential

particulars, as it was when it came through your

hands."

The sixteenth fundamental article, here de-

clared to have been especially examined and

approved by the President, was the part of the

bill on which he afterwards rested bis objections

to its approval, and the one that had been pre-

viously adjusted to suit him in the intei-view

with Mr. Stuart : Mr. Sergeant, and Mr. Berrien

(mentioned as tbe President's choice to conduct

». V>1
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the bill through the two Houses), were the two

members that actually did it: and they did it

with a celerity which subjected themselves to

great censure ; but which corresponded with the

President's expressed desire to have it back in

three days. Every part of the bill was made to

suit him. The title, about which he was so

solicitous to preserve his consistency, and about

which his cabinet was so fearful of in'^urring

ridicule, was also adjusted to his desire. Mr.

Bell says of this ticklish point :
" A name, he

(the President) said, was important. What
should it be ? Fiscal Institute would do." It

was objected to by a member of the cabinet, and

Fiscal Bank preferred. He replied, " there was

a great deal in a name, and he did not want the

wortl bank to appear in the bill." Finally,

Fiscal Corporation was agrewl upon. Other

members of the cabinet, in their letters of resig-

nation, who were present on the 18th, when the

bill was agreed upon, corroborated the state-

ment of Mr. Ewing, in all particulars. Mr.

Badger said, " It was then distinctly stated and

underf'^ood that such an institution (the plan

before the cabinet) met the approbation of the

President, and was deemed by him free from

constitutional objections ; that he desired (if

Congress should deem it necessary to act upon

the subject during the session) that such an

institution should be adopted by that body, and

that the members of his cabinet should aid in

bringing about that result : and Messrs. Web-
ster and Ewing were specially requested by the

President to have a communication on the sub-

ject with certain members of Congress. In con-

sequence of what passed at this meeting I saw

such friendri in Congress as I deemed it proper

to approach, and urged upon them the passage

of a bill to establish such an institution (the

one agreed upon), assuring them that I did not

doubt it would receive the approbation of the

President. Mr. Bell is full and particular in his

statement, and especially -^n the point of coneti

tutionality in the 10th fundamental article

—

the reference to Mr. Webster on that point

—

his affirmative opinion, and the concurrence of

the President in it. A part of she statement is

here given—enough for the purpose.

"The President then gave t'v outline of such

a bank, or fiscal institution, as^ he tliouglit he

could sanction. It was to be in the District of

Columbia, to have the privilege of i. ling its

own notes, receive moneys on deposit, and to
deal in bills of exchange between the Statea
and between the United States and foreim
states. But he wished to have the opinion of
his cabinet upon it. His own consistency and
reputation must be looked to. He considered
his cabinet his friends, who must stand bv and
defend whatever he did upon the subject.' He
appealed particularly to Mr. Webster, for his
opinion on the point of consistency ; and whe-
ther there was not a clear distinction between
the old bank of the United States—a bank of

discount and deposit—and the one he now
thought of proposing ; and whether the consti-

tutional question was not different. He re-

minded us that in all his former speeches and
reports, he had taken the ground that Congress
had no constitutional power to charter a bank
which had the power of local discount. Mr.
Webster pointed out the distinction between
the two plans, which appeared to be satisfactory

to him."
•'

On the point of having hims*"if understood,

and all chance for misunderstanding obviated

the President was very particular, and requested

Mr. Ewing to repeat what he (the President)

had said. Mr. Ewing did so ; and having at one

point deviated from the President's understand-

ing, he was stopped—corrected—set right ; and

then allowed to go on to the end. Mr. Bell's

own words must tell the rest.

" The President said he was then understood,

He requested Mr. Webster particularly to com-

municate with the gentlemen (Messrs. Sergca: i

and Berrien), who had waited upon him that

morning, and to let them know the conclusions

to which he had come. He also requested Mr.

Ewing to aid in getting the subject properly be-

fore Congress. He requested that they would

take care not to commit him by what they said

to members of Congress, to any intention to

dictate to Congress. They might express their

confidence and belief that such a bill as had just

been agreed upon would receive his sanction;

but it should be as matter of inference from his

veto message and his general views. He tliought

he might request that the measure should be

p it into the hands of some friend of hii own

upon whom he could rely. Mr. Sergeant was

named, ".nd he expressed himself satisfied tlmt

he shouhi have charge of it. Ho al.«o expressed

a wish to see the bill before it was presented to

the House, if it could be so managed."

Thus instructed and equipped, the members

of the cabinet went lorth as requested, and inul

such success iii preparing :i inajur-ity of tiie nieir-

bers of each House for the reception of this Fis-

cal Corporation bill, and for its acceptance also,

that it \ras taken up to the exclusion of all busi-
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ness, hurried along, and passed incontinently

—

ss shown in the public history of the bill in the

preceding chapter ; and with such disregard of

decent appearances, as drew upon the President's

two conductors of the bill (Messrs. Sergeant

and Berrien) much censure at the time—to be

vetoed, like the first ; and upon objections to

that 16th fundamental rule, which had been

the subject of such careful consideration—of

autographic correction—clear understanding

—

and solemn ratification. And here the opportu-

nity occurs, and the occasion requires, the cor-

rection of a misapprehension into which senators

fell (and to the prejudice of Mr. Berrien), the

day he disappointed the public and the Senate

in putting off the debate on the first veto mes-

sage, and taking up the bankrupt bill. He de-

clined to give a reason for that motion, and sus-

picion assigned it to an imperious requisition on

the part of the senators who had taken the

bankrupt act to their bosoms, and who held the

fate of Mr. Clay's leading measures in their

hands. It was afterwards known that this was

a mistake, and that this postponement, as well

as the similar one the day before, were both

yielded to conciliate Mr. Tyler—to save him
from irritation (for he had a nervous terror of

Mr. Clay's impending speech) while the new
bill was in process of concoction. This pro-

cess was commenced on the IGth of August,

continued on the 17th, and concluded on the

18th. Mr. Clay consented to the postponement

of his anti-veto speech both on the 17th and on

the 18th, not to disturb this concoction ; and

spoke on the 19th—being f.\". day after the pre-

pared bill had been completed, and confided to

its sponsors in the House and the Senate. All

this is derived from Mr. Alexander A. Stuart's

subsequent publication, to comprehend which
fully, his account of his connection with the sub-

ject must be taken up from the moment of his

leaving the President's house, that night of the

16th ; and premising, that the whig joint com-
mittee of which he speaks, was a standing little

body of eminent whigs, whoso business it was
to fix up measures for the action of the whole
party in Congress. With this preliminary view,

tlie important statement of Jlr. Stuart will be
given,

" Upon leaving the President. I took a hack,
and drove immediately to Mr. Webster's lodg-
ings, which were at the oppcsite end of the city

;

but, unfortunately he was not at home. I then
returned to my boarding-house, where I told

what had transpired to my messmates, Mr.
Summers, and others. After tea I went to the
meeting of the joint Committee, of which I have
already spoken. I there communicated to Mr.
Sergeant, before the committee was called to
order, what had occurred between the President
and myself. When the committee was first or-
ganized there was a good deal of excitement, and
difference of opinion ; and an animated debate
ensued on various propositions which were sub-
mitted. Finally I was invited by Mr. Sergeant
to state to the committee what had passed be-
tween the President and myself; which I did,

accompanied by such remarks as I thought
would have a tendency to allay excitement, and
lead to wise and dispassionate conclusions. After
much deliberation, the committee concluded to
recommend to the whig party, in both Houses
of Congress, to accede to the President's views.
A difficulty was then s- ggested, that the veto
message had been made ihe order of the day at
noon, and Mr. Clay had the floor ; and it was
supposed that the debate might possibly assume
such a character as to defeat our purposes of
conciliation. Mr. Mangum at once pledged him-
self that Mr. Clay should ofi'er no obstacle to
the adjustment of i difficulties ; and engaged
to obtain his assent to the postponement of the
orders of the day, until we should have an op-
portunity of reporting to a general meeting of
the whig party, and ascertaining whether they
would be willing to accept a bank on the basis
agreed on by Mi. Tyler and myself—with this

understanding the committee adjourned. On
the next day (17th of August) Mr. Mangum,
with Mr. Clay's assent, moved the postponement
of the discussion of the veto, and it was agreed
to (see Senate Journal, p. 170) : and on the
18tn of August the subject was agoin, with
Mr. Clay's concurrence, postponed, on the mo-
tion of Mr. Berrien. (Senate Journal, p. 173.)
During this time the whigs held their general
meeting, and agreed to adopt a bill on thr: Presi-
dent's plan ; and Mr. Sergeant and Mr. Berrien
were requested to see that it was properly
drawn ; and, if necessary, to seek an interview
with the Piesident to be certain that there was
no misunderstanding as to his opinions. From
this statement, confirmed by the journals of
the Senate, it will be seen with how much truth
Mr. Tyler has charged Mr. Clay with an intol-

erant and dictatorial spii'it, and a settled pur-
pose to embarrass his administration, So far
from such being the fact, I state upon my own
personal knowledge, that Mr. Clay made every
sacrifice consistent with honor and' patriotism,
to avoid a rupture with Mr. Tyler. The result
of the labors of Messrs. Sergeant and Berrien,
was the second bank bill, which these distin-
guished jurists supposed to be in conformity
with the President's views.

From this array of testimony it would seem
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certain that the President was sincerely in favor

of passing this second bill : but this account has

a per contra side to it ; and it is necessary to

give the signs and facts on the other side which

show him against it from the beginning. These

items arc :—1. The letters in the New York

Herald; which, from the accuracy with which

they told beforehand what the President was

to do, had acquired a credit not to be despised ;

and which foreshadowed the veto, lauding the

President and vituperating his cabinet. 2. A

sinister rumor to that effect circulating in the

city, and countenanced by the new friends who

were intimate with the President. 3. The con-

course of these at his house. 4. The bitter op-

position to it from the same persons in the

House and the Senate ; a circumstance on

which Mr. Clay often remarked in debate, with

a significant implication. 5. What happened

to Mr. Bell ; and which was this : on the 17th

day of August Mr. Tyler requested him to

make up a statement from the operations of

the war department (its receipts and disburse-

ments) to show the advantage of such a bank

as they had agreed ui)on, and to be used as an

argument for it. ]Mr. Bell complied with alac-

rity, and carried the statement to the Presi-

dent himself the same evening—expecting to be

thanked for his zeal and activity. Quite the

contrary. " He received the statements which

I gave him (writes Mr. Bell) with manifest in-

ditlercnce, and alarmed me by remarking that

he began to doubt whether he would give his

assent (as I understood him) to any bill."

G. What happened to Mr. Webster and Mr.

Ewing, and which is thus related by the latter

in his letter of resignation to the President

:

"You asked Mr. Webster and myself each to

prepare and present you an argument touch-

ing the constitutionality of the bill (as agreed

upon); and before those arguments could be

prepared and read by you, you declared, as I

heard and believe, to gentlemen, members of the

House, that you would cut off your right hand

rather than approve it. 7. What passed be-

tween Mr. .'Wise and Mr. Thompson of Indiana

in the debate on the veto of this bill, and which

thus appears on the Congress Register :
" Mr.

Wise rose and said, that he liud ulwut/>- felt

perfectly assured that the President woidd not

sign a bank : that if he had been waked up at

any hour of the night he would have declared

his opposition to a bank." To which Mr.

Thompson : " Then why not tell us so at once?

Why all this subterfuge and prevarication—

this disingenuous and almost criminal conceal-

ment ? What labor, care, and arriety he

would have saved us." 8. Rumors that Mr,

Tyler was endeavoring to defeat the bill wh'le

on its passage. 9. Proof point blanc to that

effect. As this is a most responsible allegation,

it requires a clear statement and exact proof;

and they shall both be given. On the 25th of

August, after the bill had passed the House and

was still before the Senate, Mr. Webster wrote

a letter to Messrs. Choate and Bates (the two

senators from Massachusetts) in which, speak-

ing in the interest of the President, and of his

personal knowledge, he informed them that the

President had seen the rapid progress of the

bill in the House with regret, and wished it

might have been postponed ;—and advised the

whigs to press it no further ; and justified this

change in the President on Mr. Botts' letter,

which had just appeared. This is the allega-

tion, and here is the proof in the letter itself—

afterwards furnished for publication by Mr.

Webster to the editors of the Madisonian:

"Gentlemen:—As you spoke last evening

of the general policy of the whigs, under the

present postiu'e of affairs, relative to the bank.

bill I am willing to plate you in full possession

of my opinion on that subject.

"It is not necessary to go further back, into

the history of the past, than the introduction

of the present measure into the House of Rep-

resentatives.
" That mtroduction took place, within two or

three days, after the President's disapproval of

the former bill ; and I have not tlie slighu^st

doubt that it was honestly and fairly intended

as a measure likely to meet the President's ap-

probation. I do not believe that one in fifty of

the whigs had any sinister design wliatovcr, if

there was an individual who had such design.

'But 1 know that the President had been

greatly troubled, in regard to the former bill,

being desirous, on one hand, to meet tlio wishes

of his friends, if he could, and on the other, to

do justice to his own opinions.

" Having returned this first bill with objec-

tions, a new one was presented in the House,

and appeared to be making rapid progress.

"/ know the President regretted this, and

wished the whole subject might have been iws!-

~ui»f'i!. At tise sumo time, I believed lie was

disposed to consider calmly and conscieutioufly

whatever other measure might be presented to

him. But in the m(;an time Mr. Botts' verycX'

traordinary letter made its appearaua\ Jlr.

session, row

ertheless, the

rassment, I s
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her back, into

Botts is a whig of eminence and influence in

our rank.«. I need not recall lo your mind the

contents of the letter. It is enough to say, that

it
purported that the whigs designed to circum-

yent tlipir own President, to 'head him' as the

expression was and to place him in a condition

of embarrassment. From that moment, I felt

that it was the duty of the whigs t(^ forbear

from pressing the bank bill further, at the

present time. I thought it was but just in

them to give decisive proof that they enter-

tained no such purpose, as seemed to be imput-

ed to them. And since there was reason to be-

lieve, tliat the President would be glad of time,

for information and reflection, before being called

on to form an opinion on another plan for a

bank—a plan somewhat new to the country—

I

thought his known wishes ought to be com-

plie(fwith. I think so still. I think this is a

course just to the President, and wise on be-

half o'f the whig party. A decisive rebulce

ought, in my judgment^ to he given to the inti-

mation, from whatever quarter, of a disposi-

tion among the whigs to embarrass the Presi-

'lent. This is the main ground of my opinion
;

and such a rebuke, I think, would be found in

the general resolution of the party to postpone

furtlier proceedings on the subject to the next

session, row only a little more than three

months otf.

"The session has been fruitful of important

acts.—The wants of the Treasury h.ive been

supplied ;
provisions have been made for fortifi-

cations, and for the navy ; the repeal of the sub-

treasury has passed ; the bankrupt bill, that

great measure of justice and benevolence, has

been carried through ; and the land bill seems

about to receive the sanction of Congress.

•'In all these measures, forming a mass of

legislation, more important, I will venture to

say, than all the proceedhigs of Congress for

many years past, the President has cordially

concurred.

"I agree, that the currency question is, nev-

ertheless, the great question before the country
;

but considering what has already been accom-

plished, in regard to oiher things ; considering

the difference of opinion which exists upon this

remaining one ; and, considering, especially, that

it is the duty of the whigs eflectually to repel

and put down any supposition, that they are

endeavoring to put the President i'n a condition,

in wliich he must act under restraint or embar-
rassment, I am fully and entirely persuaded,

tliat the bank subject should be postponed to

tlie next session. I am gentlemen, your friend

and obeihent servant. (Signed, Daniel Web-
ster, and addressed to Messrs. Choatc and
Bates, senators from Massachusetts, and dated,

August 25th, 1841.)"

This is the proof, and leaves it indisputable

that the President undertook to defeat his own
bill. No more can be said on that point. The

only point open to remark, and subject to ex-

amination, is the reason given by Mr. "Webster

for this conduct in the President ; and this rea-

son is found in Mr. Botts' letter—which had

just made its appearance. That letter might

be annoyance—might be offensive—might ex-

cite resentment : but it could not change a con-

stitutional opinion, or reverse a state policy, or

justify a President in breaking his word to his

cabinet and to the party that had elected him.

It required a deeper reason to work such re-

sults ; and the key to that reason is found in

the tack taken in the first eight or nine days

of the session to form a third party, breaking

with the whigs, settling back on the democracy,

and making the bank veto the point of rupture

with one, the cement with the other, the rally-

ing points of the recruits, and the comer-stone

of the infant Tyler party. That was the rea-

son : and all the temporizing and double-deal-

ing—pushing the bill forward with one hand,

and pulling back with the other—were nothing

but expedients to avert or appease the storm

that was brewing, and to get through the tem-

pest of his own raising with as little damage to

himself as possible. The only quotable part of

this letter was the phrase, '^Jlead Captain Ty-

ler, or die : " a phrase quoted by the public to

be laughed at—by Mr. ; "^ster, to justify Mr.

Tyler's attempt to defetk ? .^ own bill, so sol-

emnly prepared and sent to the whigs, with a

promise to sign it in twenty-four hours if they

would pass it. The phrase was fair though it

presented a ridiculous image. This " heading,"

applied to a person signifies to check, or re-

strain ; applied to animals (which is its com-

mon use in the South and the West) is, to turn

one round which is running the wrong way, and

make it go back to the right place. Taken in

either sense, the phrase is justifiable, and could

only mean checking !Mr. Tyler in his progress

to the new party, and turning him back to the

party that elected him Vice-preside^it. As for

the "dying," that could imply no killing of per-

sons, nor any death of any kind to " Captain

Tyler," but only the political death of the

whigs if their President left them. All this

Mr. Webster knew very well, for he was a good

philologist, and knew the meaning of words.

lie was also a good lawyer, and knew that an

odious meaning must be given to an innocent

word when it is intended to make it oifonsive.

I

I
i

I

I

_^^
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The phrase was, therefore, made to signify a

design to circumvent tlie President with a view

to embarrass him—Mr. Clay being the person

intended at the back of Mr. Botts in this sup-

posed circumvention and embarrassment. But

circumvent was not the word of the letter, nor

its synonyme; and is a word always used in

an evil sense—implying imposition, stratagem,

cheat, deceit, fraud. The word " heading" has

no such meaning : and thus the imputed offence,

gratuitously assumed, makes its exit for want

of verity. Embarrassment is the next part of

the offence, and its crowning part, and fails like

the other. Mr. Clay had no such design. That

is proved by Mr. Stuart, and by his own con-

duct—twice putting off his speech—holding in

his proud cpirit until chafed by Mr. Rives-

then mollifying indignant language with some

expressions of former regard to Mr. Tyler. He

had no design or object in embarrassing him.

No whig had. And they all had a life and

death interest (political) in conciliating him,

and getting him to sign : anu did their best to

do so. The only design was to get him to sign

his own uill—the fiscal corporation bill—which

he had fixed up himself, ti^'e and all—sent out

his cabinet to press ufon Congress—and desired

to have it back in three days, that he might sign

it in twenty-four hours. The only solution is,

that he did not expect it to come back—that

he counted on getting some whigs turned

against it, as tried without avail on Messrs.

Choate and Bates : and that he could appease

the whig storm by sending in the bill, and

escape the performance of his promise by get-

ting it defeated. This is the only solution ; and

the fact is that he would have signed no bank

bill, under any name, after the eighth or ninth

day of the session—from the day that he gave

into the scheme for the third party, himself its

head, and settling back upon his ci-devant

democratic character. From that day a na-

tional bank- of any kind was the Jonas of his

political ship—to be thrown overboard to save

the vessel and crow.

And this is the secret history of the birth,

life and death of the second fiscal bank, called

fiscal corporation—doomed from the first to be

vetoed—brought forward to appease a whig

storm—sometimes to be postponed—commend-

ed to the nursing care of some—consigned to

the strangling arts of others : but doomed to

be vetoed when it came to the point as being

the corner-stone in the edifice of the new party

and the democratic baptismal regeneration of

Mr. Tyler himself.

CHAPTER LXXXIII.

THE VETO MESSAGE HISSED IN THE SENATE
GALLERIES,

The Senate chamber, and its galleries, were

crowded to their utmost capacity to hear the

reading of the veto message, and to witness the

proceedings to which it would give rise. The

moment the reading was finished hisses broke

forth, followed by applauses. Both were breaches

of order, and contempts of the Senate ; but the

hisses most so, as being contemptuous in them-

selves, independent of the rule which forbids

them, and as being also tlie causes of the ap-

plauses, which are only contemptuous by virtue

of the rule which forbids manifestations of satis-

faction as well us of dissatisfaction at any thing

done in the Senate : and because a right to ap-

plaud would involve a right to judge ; and, by

implication, to condemn as well as to approve.

The President of the Senate heard a disturbance,

and gave the raps on the table to restore order:

but Mr. Benton, who was on the look-out for

the outrage, was determined that it should not

go off with raps upon the table : he thought

there ought to be raps on the offenders, and im-

mediately stood up and addressed the Chair.

•' Mr. President, there were hisses here, at the

reading of the presidential message. I heard

them, sir, and I feel indignant that the American

President shall be insulted. I have been insulted

by the hisses of ruffians in this gallery, when

opposing the old Bank of the United States,

While I am here, the President shall never be

insulted by hisses in this hall. 1 ask for no

such thing as clearing the galleries, but lot those

who have made the disturbance be pointed out

to the sergeant-at-arms, and be turned out

from the galleries. Those who have dared to

insult our form of government —for in insulting

this message they have insulted the President

and our form of government—those ruflians who

would not have dared to insult the Kmg, =!ir-

rounded by his guard, have dared to insult the

American President in the American Senate;

and I move that the sergeant-at-arms be directed

to take them into custody."
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This motion of Mr. Benton was opposed by

several senators, some because they did not hear

the disturbance, some because it was balanced,

being as much clapping as hissing; some be-

cause they were in doubt about the power to

punifeh for a contempt ; and some from an ami-

able indisposition to disturb the people who had

disturbed the Senate, and who had only yielded

to an ebullition of feeling. This sort of tempo-

rizing with an outrage to the Senate only stim-

ulated Mr. Benton to persevere in his motion

;

which he did until the object was accomplished.

The Register of Debates shows the following re-

marks and replies; which are given here to

show the value of perseverance in such a case,

and to do justice to the Senate which protected

itself:

"Mr. Rives regretted that any disturbance

had taken place. He doubted not but the sen-

ator thought he heard it, but must say, in all

sincerity, he did not hear the hiss. At all

events, it was so slight and of short duration,

that the majority of the Senate scarcely heard

it. He hoi)cd that no proceedings of this kind

would take place, and that this manifestation of

disturbance, when so deep an interest was felt,

and which was so immediately quieted, would

be passed over. The general opinion of the sen-

ators around him was, that the honorable sena-

tor was mistaken.

"Mr. Benton. I am not mistaken—^I am
not.

Mr. Rives. He hoped they would pass it by,

as one of those little ebullitions of excitement

which were unavoidable, and which was not of-

fered to insult this body, or the President of the

United States.

"Mr. Benton heard the hisses, and heard

them distinctly ; if a doubt was raised on it, he

would bring the matter to a question of fact,

'true or not true.' No man should doubt whe-

ther he heard them or not. He came here this

day prepared to see the American President in-

sulted by bank bullies ; and he told his friends

that it had been done, and that they never could

proceed in action on a bank, when the American

Senate would not be insulted, either by hissing

on one side, or clapping on the other. He told

them, if it was done, as sure as the American
President should be insulted this day, by bank

ruffians, just so sure he should rise in his place

and move to have those disturbers of the honor

and dignity of the Senate brought to the bar of

the Senate. He would not move to clear the

galleries, for a thousand orderly people were
there, who were not to be turned out for the

disturbance of a few ruffians. He would tell the

senator from Virginia that he fthe senator)

should hang no dt)ubt on his declaration ; and

if it were doubted, he ^rould appeal to senators

near hiia. [Mr. "Walker. I will answer,

most directly, that I heard it, and I believe the

same bully is going on now.") A national bank

(continued Mr. B.) is not, as yet, our master,

and shall not be ; and he would undertake to

vindicate the honor of the Senate, from the out-

rages perpetrated on it by the myrmidons of a

national bank. Were the slaves of a national

bank to have the privilege of insulting the Sen-

ate, just as often as a vote passed contrary to

their wishes 1 It was an audacity that must be

checked—and chcckeu before they went with

arms in their hands to fire on those who gave

votes contrary to their wishes, or assassinate

them on their way homo. He put the whole at

defiance—the entire bank, and its myrmidons.
" Mr. Preston said if any thing had occurred

in the gallery out of order, it should be strictly

inquired into and punished. He himself did

not hear the manifestations of disapprobation,

alluded to by the senators on the other side

;

but it was sufficient for him that the senators

heard it, or supposed that they heard it. [Mr.

Benton. We did not suppose we heard it ; we
knew it.] In this case (continued Mr. P.), a

formal investigation should take place. It was

a contempt of the Senate, and, as a member of

the Senate, he desired to see an investigation-—

to see the charge fixed on some person, and if

properly sustained, to see punishment awarded.

Manifestations of praise or censure were emi-

nently wrong, and eminently dangerous ; and it

was due to every member of the Senate that

they should preserve the dignity of the body by
checking it. He hoped, therefore, if a formal

motion was made, it would be discovered who
had caused the disturbance, and that they would

be properly punished.

"Mr. Buchanan said this was a very solemn

and momentous occasion, which would form a

crisis, perhaps, in the politics of the country

;

and he should hope, as he believed that every

American citizen present in the galleries would

feel the importance of this crisis, and feel deeply

sensible of the high character to which every

man, blessed with birth in this free country,

should aim. He heard, distinctly heard, the

hiss referred to by the senator from Missouri

[Mr. Benton], but he was bound to say it was

not loud and prolonged, but was arrested in

a moment, he believed partly from the senator

rising, and partly from the good sense and

good feeling of the people in the galleries.

Under these circumstances, as it only com-

menced and did not proceed, if he had the

power of persuasion, he would ask the senator

from Missouri to withdraw his motion.

"[Mr. Benton. I never will, so help mo
God.]

'• He thought it better, far better, that they

proceed to the important business before them,

under the consideration that they should not

be disturbed hereafter; and if they were, he

it I
f
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would go as far as the senator irom Missouri

in immediately arresting it. Ho would much
rather go on with the business in hand.

" Jlr. Linn reminded the Senate that when
the bank bill had passed the Senate there was

a loud manifestation of apprr^ ation in the gal-

lery, of which no notice wa- •" kti:. He believed

on the present occasion thevo was approbation

as well as hisses ; but both were instantly sup-

pressed. Ho had distinctly heard both. No
doubt it was the promptness wit"; which his

colleague had got up to check the disturbance,

which had prevented it from going further.

He had no doubt some la^v ought to be passed

making it punishable to commit any outrav.o of

this kind on either House of Congress.

"Mr. Mkhiuck thought with the senator

from Pennsylvania, that thiB was a very solemn

occasion. Tliore had been tokens of assent and

dissent. The President of the Senate at the

moment rapped very hard till order was re-

stored. The disorder was but momentary.

He trusted sou;o allowance would lie made for

the excitement sn ^nUnal on the occasion.

" Mr. King mtr.: icsted the difRculv that mi^-ht

arise o\it of pursuing tlie UKiit uirther. lie

had witnessed something of ti ; kind <.nce be-

fore, and when the offender was ;:r:.ugii- t'^-' the

" Mr. Allen made some appropriate remarks

and concluded by stating that he understood

the oft'cnder was in custody, and expressed his

? irrow for having done what he was not at

the time aware was an offence; as, therefore,

all the ends had been accomplished whicli his

friend had in view when he refused to witli-

draw his motion, he hoped he would now with-

draw it.

"Mr. Walkkij said, when the senator from

Missouri [Mr. Benton] pledged hiwiscu not Id

withdraw his motion to arrest the inlii^id^lal

\\ho had insulted the Senate anltha u)nntry

i>y hissing the message of the Pr> -idefji of the

V'nited States, tliat pledge arose fr;'in ihodonl't

expressed by the senator from '•, ir.-iuia [Mr.

PvivEs] whether tb.e hist'iug had taken place.

Tliat doubt was now solved When '.\fl senator

from Alissouri appriiled to his friends as to the

trutb of the fact stated by him, he [Mr.

AS^'.M.K.i u] had iiseii, and pointed to ih-'t por-

tion of the gallery from which the hissing pro-

ceeded. Our assigi tnt 'v.'i'geaiit-sil Arms had

proceeded to that quarter of the gallery liisij-

nated by him [Mr. W.J, ancl this_ oilicer hul

now in his possession one of the oilendtr>, who
acknowledged his indecent conduct, and who

^\ a i prepared to point out many of those who

bar,' great embarruF.^ment was ercf^ted s.y not
j

hii.l joined him. The object of the senator was,

. J

knowing how to get rid of him. \i(> <,}io\ij^ht
j

it would be better to pass uver tlio '/..-tcei, and

proceed to Uie consideratiou of tlv; mes.sagej

or to the appointment of a time fo-r its con-

sideration.

"The Chair explained that hn.ing heard

bc/iie noise, without considering whether it was

approbation or disa)»p(<>lation, he had called

the f:-'iiate to order; but could not say that he

had or 'n'd not heard hisses,

"Mr. Hives explained that he did not mean

to say the senator from Missouri did not hear

the hisses, l-u; that he himself did not hear

them, and he b.dievcd many gentlemen around

him did not hear any. But as the senator

from Missouri had avowedly come prepared to

hear them, no doubt he did, more sensitively

than others. He would ask the senator to be

sati.'ified with the crush which the mother of

monsters had got, .and not to bear too hard on

the solitary bank ruffian, to use his own ex-

pression, who had di:'.a})proved of the monster's

fate. He hoped the .-onato: would withdraw

the motion.

"Mr. JiiNN observed that the senator from

Virginia, by his own remarks, doubting that

there were any hisses, had forced the senator

from Missouri to persist in having the proof.

However, he now understood that point was

settled ; and the object being accomplished, he

hoped his colleague would withdraw the motion.

•' Mr. Preston again expressed his concur-

rence in the propriety of the motion, an-l -oped

etiectual steps would be taken to provL!;; the

recurrence of such a scene.

therefore, now accomplished ; the fact of the

indecorum was. established, luid the offender,

as moved by the senator from Missouri, was

now in custody. This, Mr. ^V . hoped, would

be sufficient punishment, cspcei dly as Jlr, W.
understood the offender expres.-^td his penitence

for the act, as one of sudden impulse. As,

then, the formal trial of this individual would

occupy much time, Mr. W. hoped the matter

would be dropped here, and let us proceed, as

required by the Constitution, to consider the

message of the President returning the bank

bill, with his objections. This message, Mr. W.

said, ho regarded as the most important which

ever emanated from an American President,

and under circumstances the most solemn and

imposing. The President, in peifect and glorious

consistency with a long life of usefulness and

honor, has placed his veto upon the charter of

a National Bank, and, Jlr. W. said, his heart

was too full of gratitude to the Giver of all

good for this .salvation of the country, and

rescue of the Constitution, to engage in tlie

business of inflicting punishment upon an in-

dividual, said to be resi)ectable, and who had

in part atoned for his offence by the expression

of his repentance. Let him go, then, and sin

no more, and let us proceed to the considera-

tion of that Veto M essage, which he, Mr. W. had

confidently predicted at the • >': commence-

ment of this session, and recoi '<'' .Imt opinion

at its date in the journals of i:..; day. Many

then doubted the corr<j;.(iiess :: this prediction,

but, he, Mr. W. whilst 'k- : ited at the tune

that ho was not authosizflfi to speak for the

message, is sul
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President of the United States, based his con-

viction tipon his knowledge of Mr. Tvler as a

man and a senator, and upon his long and con-

sistent opposition to the creation of any such

bank, as was now proposed to bo established.

"Mr. Benton said he had been informed by
one of the officers of the Senate [Mr. Beale]
that one of the persons who made tne disorder

in tlie gallery had been seized by him, and was
now in custody and in the room of the Ser-

geant-at-Arms. This the officers had very pro-

norly done of their ovn motion, and without
waiting for the Senate's order. They had done

th ir duty, and his motion had thus been exe-

i;,il"(l. His motion was to seize the disorderly,

told bring them to the bar of the Senate. One
\i-A been seized ; he was in custody in an adjoin-

iag room ; and if he was still acting contempt-
uously to the Senate, he should move to bring

him to the bar; but that was not the case,

lie ^vas penitent and contrite. He expressed

his borrow for what he had done, and said he

had acted without ill design, and from no feel-

ings of contempt to the President or Senate.

I'nder these circumstances, all was accom-
plished that his motion intended. The man
is in custody and repentant. This is sufficient.

Let him be discharged, and there is an end of

the affair. His motion now \\ .is that the Presi-

dent direct him to be discharged. Mr. B. said

he had acted from reflection, and not from im-
pulse, in this whole affair. He expected the
President to be insulted : it was incident to the
legislation on national bank charters. When
they were on the carpet, the Senate, the Presi-
dent, and the American people must all be in-

sulted if the bank myrmidons arc disappointed.

He told his family before he left home, that the
Senate and the President would be insulted by
hisses in the gallery this day, and that he would
uot let it pass—that ifwould be au insult, not
merely to the President and Senate, but to the
whole American peoi)le, and to their form of
government—and that it should not pass. He
came here determined to nip this business in
the bud—and to prevent an insult to the Presi-
dent in this chamber from being made a prece-
dent for it elsewhere. We all know the inso-
lence of the national bank party—we know
the insolence of their myrmidons—we know
that President Tyler, who has signed this veto
message, is subject to their insults—beginning
here, and following him wherever he goes. He
[Mr. R] was determined to protect him here,
and, in doing so, to set the example which
would be elsewhere followed. He repeated:
an insult to the President for an official act,

was not an insult to the man, but to the whole
American i)eople, and to their foim of govern-
ment. Would these bank myrniidons insult a
king, surrounded by his guards ? Not at all.

Tiieu Ihey should not insult an American Presi-
dent with impunity whenever ho was present. In
the Senate or out of it, he would defend the Pre-
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eident from personal outrage and indignity. As
to the numerous and respectable auditory now
present, his motion did not reach them. He
had not moved to clear the galleries ; for that
would send out the respectable audience, who
had conducted themselves with propriety. Tho
rule of order was " to clear the galleries ; "

but he had purposely avoided that motion, be-
cause the disorder came from a few, and the
respectable part of the audience ought not to
suffer for an offence in which they had no share.
Mr. B. siaid the man being in custody, his motion
was executed and ruperseded ; its object was
accomplished, and, he being contrite, he would
move to discharge him.

" The President of the Senate ordered him
to be discharged."

CHAPTER LXXXIV.

RESIGNATION OF MB. TYLER'S CABINET.

This event, with the exception of Mr. Webster
who was prevailed upon to remain, took place

on the 11th day of September—being two days

after the second veto message—the one on the

fiscal corporation bill—had been sent to the

House of Reifresentatives. It was a thing to

take place in consequence of the President's

conduct in relation to that bill ; but the immedi-

ate cause, or rather, the circumstance which

gave impulse to the other causes, was the ap-

pearance of a letter from Washington city in

the New York lerald in which the cabinet was
much vituperated—accused of remaining in their

places contrary to the will of the President, and

in spite of the neglects and slights which he put

upon them with a view to make them resign.

Appearing in that paper, which had come to be

considered as the familiar of the President, and

the part in relation to the slights and neglects

being felt to be true, it could not escape the

serious attention of those to whom it referred.

But there was something else in it which seemed

to carr}"^ its origin directly to the President him-

self. There was an account of a cabinet meet-

ing in it, in which things were told which were

strictly confidential between the President and
his ministers— which had actually occurred;

and which no one but themselves or the Presi-

dent could have communicated. They conferred

together: the conviction was unanimous that

Jk
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the President had licensed this communication

:

and this circumstance authorised tlicm to con-

sider the wliolo letter as liis, of course by

subaltern hand. To this letter Mr. Ewing al-

luded in his letter of resignation when he said

to the President: " The very secrets of our

cabinet councils made their appearance in an in-

famous paper, printed in a neighboring city, the

columns of which were daily charged with flat-

tery of yourself and foul abuse of your cabinet."

There was no exception in the letter in favor of

any one. All were equally included : all took

their resolutions together (Mr. Granger ex-

cepted who was not present), and determined

to resign at once, and in a body, and to publish

their reasons—the circumstances under which

they acted justifying, in their opinion, this ab-

rupt and unceremonious separation from their

chief. All carried this resolve into effect, except

Mr. Webster, who was induced to re-consider

his determination, and to remain. The reasons

for this act should be given, so far as they are

essential, in the words of the retiring ministers

themselves : and, accordingly here they are

;

and first from Mr. Ewing:

" This bill, framed and fashioned according to

your own suggestions, in the initiation of which
I and another member of your cabinet were
made by you the agents and negotiators, was
passed by large majorities through the two
Houses of Congress, and sent to you, and you re-

jected it. Important as was the part which I had
taken, at your request, in tlie origination of this

bill, and deeply as I was committed for your ac-

tion upon it, you never consulted me on the sub-

ject of the veto message. You did not even re-

fer to it in conversation, and the first notice I

had of its contents was derived from rumor.
And to me, at least, you have done nothing to

wipe away the personal indignity arising out of

the iict. I gathered, it is true, from your con-

versation, .shortly after the bill had passed the
House, that you had a strong purpose to reject

it ; but nothing was said like softening or apol-

ogy to me, either in reference ta myself or to

those with whom I had communicated at your
request, and who had acted themselves and in-

duced the two Houses to act upon the faith of

that communication. And, strange as it may
Kcem, the veto message attacks in an especial

manner the very provisions which were inserted

at your request ; and even the name of the cor-

poration, which was not only agreed to by you,

but especially changed to meet your expressed
wishes, is made the subject of your criticism.

Diflerent men might view this transaction in

dift'crent points of light, but, under these cir-

cumstances, as a matter of personal honor, it

would be hard for me to remain of your coup,
sef, to seal my lips and leave unexplained unci

undisclosed where lies in this transaction the de-

parture from straightforwardness and candor.

So far indeed from admitting the encouragement
which you gave to this bill in its inception, and
explaining and excusing your sudden and vio-

lent hostility towards it, you throw into your
veto message an interrogatory equivalent to an

assertion that it was such a bill as you had al-

ready declared could not receive your sanction,

Such is the obvious effect of the first interroga-

tory clause on the second page. It has ail tiie

force of an assertion without its open fairness.

I have met and refuted this, the necessary infer-

ence from your language, in my preceding state-

ment, the correctness of which you I am sure

will not call in question."

Of the

change

Botts' letter,

self:

cause assigned for the President's

in relation to the bill, namely, Mr.

expresses him-Mr. Ewing thus

" And no doubt was thrown out on the sub-

ject (veto of the fiscal corporation bill) by yon
in my hearing, or within my knowledge, until

the letter of Mr. Botts came to your hands.

Soon after the reading of that letter, you threw

out strong intimations that you would veto the

bill if it were not postponed. That letter I did

and do most unequivocally condemn, but it did

not effect the constitutionality of the bill, or

justify you in rejecting it on that ground ; it

could affect only the expediency of your action

;

and, whatever you may now believe as to the

scruples existing in your mind, in this and in a

kindred source there is strong ground to believe

they have their origin."

Mr. Badger, Secretary of the Navy

:

" At the cabinet meeting held on the 18th of|

August last (the attorney-general auu the post-

master-general being absent), the suijectofan

exchange bank, or institution, was brought for-

ward by the President himself, and was fully

considered. Into the particulars of what passed

I do not propose now to enter. It will be suffi-

cient to say that it was then distinctly stated

and understood that such an institution met the

approbation vi the President, and w<as deemed

by him free of constitutional objections ; that he

desired (if Congress should deem it necessary

to act upon the subject during the session) that

such an institution should be adopted by that

body, and that the members of his cabinet

would aid in bringing about that result ; and

Messrs. Webster and Ewing were specially re-

quested hy the President to have a conununica-

tion upon the subject with certain members of

Congress. In consequence of what passed iit

this meeting, 1 saw such friends in Congress as

1 deemed it proper to approach, and urged upon
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them tlio passage of a bill to establish such an
institution, assuring them that I did not doubt

it would receive the approbation of the Presi-

dent. The bill was passed, as the public know,
and was met by the veto. Now, if the Presi-

dent, after the meeting of the 18th August, had
changed his mind as to the constitutional power
of Congress, and had come to doubt or deny

what he had admitted in that meeting (which is

the most favorable interpretation that can ba

put upon his conduct), it was, in my opinion, a

plain duty on his part to have made known to

the gentlemen concerned this change of senti-

ment—to have offered them an apology for the

unpleasant situation in which they were placed

by his agency—or, at least, to have softened, by
a full explanation of his motives, his intended

veto of a measure in promoting the success of

which they, at his r;.que6t, had rendered their

assistance. But this the President did not do.

Never, from the moment of my leaving his house

on the 18th, did he open his lips to me on the

subject. It was only from the newspapers, from

rumor, from hearsay, I learned that he had de-

nied the constitutionality of the proposed insti-

tution, and had made the most solemn assevera-

tions that he would never approve a measure

which I knew was suggested by himself, and
which had been, at his own instance, introduced

into Congress. It is scarcely necessary to say

that I have not supposed, and do not now sup-

pose, that a difference merely between the Pre-

sident and his cabinet, either as to the constitu-

tionality or the expediency ofa bank, necessarily

interposes any obstacles to a full and cordial co-

operation between them in the general conduct

of his administration ; and therefore deeply as I

regretted the veto of the first bill, I did not feel

myself at liberty to retire on that account from

my situation. But the facts attending the initi-

ation and disapproval of the last bill made a case

totally different from that—one it is believed

without a parallel in the history of our cabinets
;

presenting, to say nothing more, a measure em-
braced and then repudiated—efforts prompted
and then disowned—services rendered and then

treated with scorn or neglect. Such a case re-

quired, in my judgment, upon considerations,

private and public, that the official relations sub-

sisting between the President and myself should

be immediately dissolved."

Mr. Bell, Secretary at War.

" I called to see the President on official busi-

ness on the morning (Monday, IGth August)
before the first veto message was sent in. I

found him reading the message to the Secretary
of the Treasury. He did me the honor to read
the material passages to me. Upon reading
that part of it which treats of the superior im-
portance and value of the business done by the
late bank of the United States in furnishing ex-
changes between the dififerent States and sec-

tions of tho Union, I was so strongly impressed

with tho idea that he meant to intimate that

ho would have no objection to a bank which
sliould be restricted in dealing in exchanges, that

I interrupted him in the rea(ling, and asked if I

was to understand, by what he had just read,

that he was prepared to give his assent to a
bank in the District of Columbia, with offices or
agencies in the States, having the privilege, with-
out their assent, to deal in exchanges between
tliem, and in foreign bills. He promptly replied

that he thought experience had shown the ne-

cessity of such a power in tho government. I

could not restrain the immediate expression of

my gratification upon hearing this avowal. I said

to the President at once, that what I had feared

would lead to fatal dissension among our friends,

I now regarded as rather fortunate than other-

wise ; that his veto of the bill then before him
(the first one), would lead to the adoption of a
much better one. I also congratulated him upon
the happy circumstance of the delay which had
taken place in sending in his veto message. The
heat and violence which might have been ex-
pected if the veto had been sent in immediately
upon the passage of the bill, would now be
avoided. Time had been given for cool reflec-

tion, and as the message did not exclude the

idea of a bank in some form, no unpleasant con-

sequences would be likely to follow. He ex-

pressed his great surprise that there should be
so much excitement upon the subject ; said that

he had had his mind made up on the bill before

him from the first, but had delayed his message
that there should be time for the excitement to

wear off; that nothing could be more easy than
to pass a bill which would answer all necessary

purposes ; that it could be done in three days.

The next day, having occasion to see the Presi-

dent again, he requested me to furnish him with
such information as the war department afforded

of the embarrassments attending tho transfer

and disbursement of the public revenue to dis-

tant points on the frontier, in Florida, &c. He
at the .same time requested me to draw up a

brief statement of my views upon the subject,

showing the practical advantages and necessity

of such a fiscal institution as he had thought oif

proposing. Such information as I could hastily

collect from the heads of the principal disbursing

bureaus of the department I handed to him on
the evening of the same day, knowing that time

was of the utmost importance in the state in

which the question then was. He received the

statements I gave him with manifest indifference,

and alarmed me by remarking that he began to

doubt whether he would give his assent (as I

understood him) to any bank."

This was Mr. Bell's first knowledge of the

second bill—all got from the President himself,

and while he was under nervous apprehension

of the storm which was to burst v^n hinx. He
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goes on to detail the Bubsequent consultations

with his cabinet, and especially with Mr. Web-

ster, as heretofore giviii; and concludes with

ezprcsijing the impossibility of his remaining

longer in the cabinet.

Mr. Chittenden, the attorney-general, re-

signed in a brief and general letter, only stating

that circumstances chiefly connected with tl.o

flhcal agent bills, made it his duty to <lo so.

His reserve was supposed to bo induced l»y tlu'

close friendly relation in which he stor nvili.

respect to Mr. Clay. Palliation for Mr. 'lylcr's

conduct was attempted to be found by <.ne of

his friends in the alleged hostility of Mr. Clay

to him, and dcsiie to brow-beat him iid em-

barrass him. No doubt Mr. Clay was indig-

nant, and justly so, at the first veto, well know-

ing the cause of it as he showed in his replies

to Mr. Rives and Mr. Archer : but that was

after the veto. But even then the expression

of his indignation was greatly restrained, and he

yielded to his friends in twice putting off his

speech on that first veto, that he might not dis-

turb Mr. Tyler in his picparatiou of the second

bill. The interest at stake was too great—no

less than the loss of the main fruits of the presi-

dential election—for him to break voluntarily

with Mr. Tyler. lie restrained himse'f, and

only ceased his self-restraint, when temporizing

would no longer answer any purpose ; and only

denounced Mr. Tyler when he knew hat he had

gone into the embraces of a third party—taken

his etand against any national bank as a means

of reconciling himself to the democracy—and

substituted "a secret cabai ' (which ln*stij,'ma-

tized as " a hitchen cabinet ") in place of his

constitutional advisers.

Two days . fter the appearance of those L t. rs

of resignation., the whole of which came out in

the Kationa! Intelligencer, Mr. "Webster pub-

lished his rea.sons for not joining in that act wit'i

his colleagues : and justice to him requires this

paper to be given in his own words. It is dated

September 13th, and addressed to Messrs. Gales

and Seaton, the well reliable whig editors in

Washington.

"Lest any niisappreliensio?i should exist, as

to the reasons which have led me to differ from
the course '^irsivl ^jv niv late eollcftc;'''-''. I wish

to say that I remain in iny place, first, because

I have seen no .-ufiBcient reasons for the dissolu-

tion of the late cabinet, by the voluntary act of

ita own members. 1 am perfectly jjersuaded of

the absolute necessity of an institution, under
the authority of Congress, td aid revenue and
financial operatif na, and to give the country the
blessings of a Lood currency and clicnp ex-

changes. Notwithstanding what has passed, I

have confidence that 'he President will co-oper-

ate with the legislati. '^ in overcoming all difB-

culties in the attainment of these objects
; ant'

it is to the union of the whiir party—l)y which
1 mean the whole party, the whig President, the

' I, '^ -ngrcss, and the whig pef nlo—that I look

for & nm'i '.alion of our w i hes. I can look no-

wl-'i. I'lse. In the second place, if I had seen

joiotjiij to resign my office, I should not have

done BO, without giving the President ivasonablo

noticCj and affording him time to select the hands

to which ho should confide the delicate and im-

portant affairs now pending in this department."

NotwithstnTi'!:rr: t^u *f^ne of this letter, it is

entirely ctiuim that Mr. Wcbii-tfer had agreed

to go out with his colleagues, and was expectid

to have done so at the time they sent in their

resignations ; but, in the mean while, means had

fjcen found to effect a change in his determina-

tion, probablj' by disavowing the applicati ii of

any part of the New York Herald letter to him

—certainly (as it appears from his letter) by

promising a co-operation in the establishment

of a national bank (for that is what was in-

tended by the blessings of a sound currency and

cheap exchauA's): and also equally certain.

from the same letter, that he was mad t i.,-

pect that he would be able to keep all w liiggery

together—w hig President Tyler, whig raombera

of Congress, and >viiig people, thron^i :iut the

Union. The belief of these things shows that

Mr. Webster was entirely ip-'i^irant of the for-

mation of a third party, resting on a deraocrai c

basis ; and that the Pn-sident himself was in

regular march o the democratic camp. But of

all 'his here r.

The ri on^truction of his cabinet bcc.ime the

immediau care of the President, and in the

, uurse of a month it was rccomplished. Mr.

Walter Forward, of Pennsylvania, was appointed

Secretary oi' the Treasuiy ; the depai imeiit of

war was offere 1 tu Mr. Justice McLean of the

Suprenit ')ourt of tho United States, and I'oa

his refu^ «o |it the place, it s ronkrred

upon J< C. icer, Esq., of Ne York ; Mr.

Abel P. I pshur, of Virginia, ^^ appoinud

of South Carol v, Attorney-General—Cfarles

A. Wickliffe, Esq., of Kentucky, Postmaster-

General. This cabinet was not of uniform po-

United States
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litical compK'xion. Mr. Webster had been per-

manently of tJiat party which, under whatso-

ever name, had remained antagoniHtic to the

democracy. Mr. Forwnrd came intr) public life

democratic, and iifterwards acted with its an-

tagonists : the same of Mr. Wicklifto and Mr.

Spencer: Mr. Upshur a whip:, classed with Mr.

Calhoun's political friends—Mi . Legare the con-

trary, a. I democratic, and distinguished for op-

position u> nullification, secession, and disunion.

CHAPTER LXXXV.

REl'l'DlATION OF MR. TYLKRBYTIIE WIIIO PAR-
TY: THI IB MANIFESTO: COUNTER MANIFESTO
BV MU. CALEB '.'U8UIN0.

The conduct of Mr. Tyler in relation to a na-

tional bank produced its natural effect upon the

party which had ( lected him—disgust and re

volt. In both Houses of Congress individual

members boldly denoum cil and renounced him.

lie seemed to be cms I a i there, for his ossail-

auts were manj .md finrce—his defenders few,

and tVeble. But a more formal act of - indem-

natioii. and separation was wanted—aiid had.

On the 1 1 th day of September—the day of the

cabinet n-'signatio<'«. ;• I two days after the

transmission of th' ... nd veto message—the

wliigs of the tvo lluiwes had a formal meeting

to consider at they should do in the new,

anomalous, md acepl 'lus c tulition in which

till y founu thomseh The ulibrrations were

conducted with all lui '
'•. Seutitor Dixon

of Rhode Island and Mr. . oii uah Morrow of

Ohio—both if them men venerable for age

and clu.iacter—were appointed presidents ; and

Messrs. Kenneth Rayner of North Caro''"ia,

Mr. Christopher Morgan of New York, ah '

Richard ^\ Thompson of Indiana—all members
of the House—were appointed secretaries. Mr.

Mangti i. of North Carolina, then offered i\\

resolutions

:

" 1. That it is exj dient for the whigs of ih^
Senate and House of Representative^ ^ f (b
T" lited States to publish an !i .ress to the jMio-
-!;•

:
r tls:- ''T-.itcd States. - •••staining a Buo"inct

exposition oi the prominent proceedings of bo
extra session of Congress,' of the measures 1 it

have ucen uUopted, and tho.se in whifh t v
have failed, aud the causes of such fail e

,

gether with such other matters lus may exhibit
truly the condition of the whig jiarty and whig
pro.'

I

's.

'>at a committee of three on the part
of tl, ,iate, ami five on the part of tho House,
bo api mted to prepare such address, and sub-
mit it to a meeting of tho whigs on Monday
mornuig next,

o'clock."

the 13th inst., at half past 8

Both resolutions were unanimously adopted,

and Messrs. Berrien of Georgia, Tallmadge of

New York, and Smith of Indiana were appoint-

ed on the part of the Senate ; and Messrs. Ev-

erett of Vermont, Mason of Ohio, Kennedy of

Maryland, John C. Clark of New \ork, and
Rayner of North Carolina, on the part of the

House.

At the appointed time the meeting reassem-

bled, and the committee made their report.

Much of it was taken up with views and recom-

mendations in relation to the general policy of

the party : it is only of what relates to the ro-

iidiatioii of Mr. Tyler that this history intends

o speak : for government with us is a struggle

of parties : and it is necessary to know how
parties are put up, and put down, in order to

understand how the government is managed.

An opening paragraph of the address set forth

that, for twelve years the whigs had carried on
n contest for the regulation of the currency, the

cijualization of exchanges, the economical ad-

ministration of the finances, and the advance-

ment of industry—all to be accomplished by
means of a national bank—declaring these ob-

jects to be misunderstood by no one—and the

bank itself held to bo secured in the presiden-

tial election, and it,~ establishment the main ob-

ject of the extra session. The address then

goes on to tell how these cherished hopes were

frustrated

:

" It is with profound and poignant regret that
we find ourselves called u| on to invoke your
attention to this point. Upon '' ;reat and
leading measure touching thi.- ., stion, our
anxious endeavors to respond l^ the earnest
prayer of the nation have been frustrated by an
act Jis unlooked for as it is to be lamented. We
gi I've to say to yc that by the exercise of that

p . t\ < r in the conf ution which has ever been
regarded with susj :cion, and often with odium,
by the people—a } wer which we had hojJeci

was never e.-; -'-ited on this subject, by a
whig Pro.siilci -we have been defeated in two
attci: fts to te a fiscal agent, which the

want.- of tho ( ntry bad demonstrated to tia,

in the most ab^^olute form of proof, to be emi-

'! i
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nently necossary and proper in the present

emergency. Twico liavo we, with the utmost

diliKPiw'o and dclilwratioii, matured a plan for

the collection, safe-keepinR and dlMhursing of

the public moneyH through the BKencyi)f a cor-

poration adapted to thai end, and twico haH it

betni our fate to encounter the oppoHition ol the

President, through the ajiplication of the vet(.

power. The character of that veto in each cam-,

the circumstanccH in which it was administered,

and the grounds ii\nni which it has met the de-

cided disapprobation of yotir friends m Con-

gress, are suillciently apparent in the public

docrmients and the debates relating to it. Ihis

subject has ac.iuired a painful interest with u

and will doubtless acquire it with you, liui..

the unhappy developm.nts with which it is ac-

companied. We are constrained to say, that

wo tlnd no ground to justify us in the convic-

tion that the veto of the President has been in-

terposed on this question solely upon conscien-

tious and well-considered ojiiii w of constitu-

tional scruple as to his duty in the case present-

ed. On the contrary, too many proofs have

been forced upon our observation to leave us

free from the apprehension, that the President

has permitted himself to Imj Iwguiled into an

opinion that, by this exhibition of his preroga-

tive, he might U able to divert the i)olicy of his

administration into a channel which should lead

to new political combinations, and accomplish

results which must overthrow the presen' di-

visu.. s of party in the country ; and flnallN pro-

duce a state of things which those who elect-

ed him, at least, have never contemplated. VVe

have seen from an early period of the session,

that the whig party did not enjoy the conlidence

of the President. With mortification we have

observed that his associations more sedulously

aimed at a free communion with those who

have been busy to prostrate our pmiwses,

rather than those whose principles seemed to

be most identified with the power by which he

was elected. Wc have rea.son to believe that

he has permitted himself to be approached,

counselled and influenced by those who have

manifested least interest in the success of whig

mea.sures. What were represented to be his

opinions and designs have been freely and even

insolently ]mt forth in certain portions, and

those not tiie most reputable, of the public

press, in a manner that ought to be deemed

oflensive to his honor, as it certainly was to the

feelings of those who were believed to be his

friends; In the earnest endeavor manifested

by the members of the whig party in Congress

to ascertain specifically the President's notions

in reference to the details of such a bill relating

ta a fiscal agent as would be likely to meet his

approbation, thf froq-.ient chang-js of his opmion,

and the singular want of consistency in his

views, have bafHed his best friends, and ren-

dered the hope of adjustment with him impos-

Bible."

" The plan of an exchange bank, mich as WM
reported after the first veto, the Prtmideiit it

understood by more than one meiiil>er of ('on-

gresH to whom li" expressed his opinion, to

have regarded as a favoritt) meaRure. It woo

in view of this opinion, giiggested as it is in hii

first veto, and after using * very proper ellort

to a«c-ertain his precise views upon it, that tht

conunittee of the IIouso of RepreMntatives re-

ported their second bill. It made mvision

for a bank without the nrivilege of local din-

counting, andwusailapted ai^ closely as possible,

to that class of mercantile operation.s which tho

first veto message describes with approbation,
»»*-»^"»"f^*'

^.^.-v-"— •— -II ,

and which that [jajwr specifically illustrates by

reference to tho 'dealings in the exchanj!;eH'

of the Hank of the United States in I s;!3, which

the President aftinns 'amounted U> upwards of

one hundred milli .ns of dollars.' Yet this plan,

when it was subinilled to him, was objected U>

(m a new ground. The lat-t veto has narrowed

the question of a bank down to the basis of the

sub-treasury scheme, and it i.s obvious from tlu

opinions of that message that the country is not

to expect any thing Ix'tter than the exploded

sub-treasury, or some measure of the sumo

character, from Mr. Tyi.ku. In the midst of

all these varieties of opinion, an impenctrablo

mystery seemed to luuig over the whole ques-

tion. There was no such frank interchange of

sentiment as ought to characterize the inter-

course of a President ami his friends, and the

last persons in the government who would

seem to havebf n intrusted with his confidence

on those embana ing topics were the constitu-

tional advi.sers which the laws had piovidid

for him. In this review of the position into

which tho late events have thrown the whig

party, it is with piofound sorrow wo look to

the course pursued by the President. H( \m

wrested from us one of the best fruits of a lung

and painful struggle, and tho consummation of

a glorious victory ; he has even perhaps thrown

us once more upon the field of political stnle,

not weakened in numbers, nor shorn of tiie

support of the country, but stripped of the

arms which success had placed in our hands,

and left again to rely upon that high patriotism

which for twelve years sustained us in a con-

flict of unequalled asperity, and which linally

brought us to the fulfilment of those bril-

liant hopes which ho has done so much to

destroy."

Having thus shown tho loss, by the conduct

of the President, of all the main fruits of a

great victory after a twelve years' contest, the

address goes on to look to the future, and to

,;,„.„;pj, v.liat is to be the conduct of the party

in such unexpected and disastrous circum-

stances ? and the first answer to that inquiry

is, to establish a pen tment separation of the
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nhiR party from Mr. Tyler, and to wash their

hands of all accountuhility for hi« acts.

" III IhiH statu of thingH, (ho whiti;ft will natu-

rnlly look with unxioly to thu fiitiiit', and in-

([uiit" what aio tiiu actual relations between

the President and tlio.<4u who hroiiKlit him into

power ; and what, in the opinion of their li ieudH

ill OongreHS, should be their course hen ufter.

On both of thi Jio questions we feel it to ho our

duty to aihlrcsrt you in perfect fnuikncHrt and

willioiit reserve, hut, at the Huine tjme, with clue

ven\» ' to othei'H. In re;;ard to the first, we
are .istrained to Hay that tins Pn'si«lent, hy

tho course ho has adojited in reH|)e('l to the a|t-

Iiiii.itiou of tho veto i)Ower to two KUcccHsive

laiik cimrters, ench <>f which there wiih juat

reiisou to lielievo would meet his approhation
;

bv his withdrawal of confidence from his real

frieiuis in Congress and from tho iiieniherfl of

hia cabinet ; hy his hcstowiil of it upon others

notwithstandinp; tlnir notorious o|)position to

leadiii;:; measures of his aiiniiiiistration, has

voluntarily separated himself from those hy

whoso exertions and sutfragea ho was elevated

to that ofHco tliroiigh which he reached his

present exalted station. The existence of this

unnatural relation is us extraordinary as the

iinnuni.iation of it is painful und mortifying.

What are tho conseijueiices and duties which
grow out of it i The first consequence is, that

those who brought tho President into power
can be no longer, in any manner or degree,

justly held responsible or blamed for the ad-

ministration of the executive branch of the gov-

ernraciit ; and that the President and his ad-

visers should bo exclusively hereafter deemed
accountable."

Then comes the coneideration of what they

are to do? iuid after inculcating, in the ancient

form, the laudable policy of supporting their

obnoxious President when he was ' right,^ and

opi ing him when he was 'wroug^—phrases

ropi'ated by all parties, to be complied with by

none—they go on to recommend courage and

unity to their discomfited ranks—to promise

a new victory at the next election ; and with it

the establishment of all their measures, crowned

by a national bank.

"The conduct of the President has occa-

sioned bitter mortification and deep regret.

Shall tho party, therefore, yielding to senti-

ments of despair, abandon its duty, and submit
to defeat and disgrace? Far from suffering f-iich

dishonorable consequences, the very disappoint-

ment which it has unfortunately experienced
.sliotild sorvc only to re<lo"..ible it;^ exertions, ftnd

to inspire it with fresh courage to persevere
with a spirit unsubdued and a resolution un-
shaken, until tlie prosperity of the country is

fully re-established, and its liberties firmJy ««>

cured agttiiwt all danger from tho abuses, t'lt-

(•roachmentH or usurpations of tho executJTe

department of the government."

ThiB was tho manifesto, so far as it concernB

tho repudiation of Mr. Tybr, which tho whig

memb«'r8 of Congress put Ibrth : it was an-

swered (under tho name of an address to hia

cimstituents) by Mr. (Pushing, in what may ho

called a counter manifesto : for it was on the

same subject as the other, and counter to it at all

points—especially on the fiindomeiital point of,

which jxirtij the Presiitent waii tobfloiig to!

tho manifesto of the whig meinliers assigning

him to tho democracy—the counter manifesto

claiming him for tho whigs I In this, Mr.

Cushing followed the lead of Mr. Welister in

his letter of resignation : and, in fact, the whole

of his pleading (for hii> li it was) was iin am-

plification of Mr. Webster's letter to tho editors

of the National Intelligencer, and of tho one to

Messrs. Bates and Choate, and of another to

Mr. Ketchum, of New York. The first part of

the address of Mr. Cushing, is to justify the

President for changing his course on the fi.scal

corporation bill ; and this attempted in a thrust

at Mr Clay thus:

" A caucus dictatorship has been set up in

Congress, which, not satisfied with nding thot

body to the extinguishment of individual free-

dom of opinion, seeks to control the President

in his proper sphere of duty, denounces liira be-

fore you for refusing to surrender his independ-

ence uid his conscience to its decit;o, and pro-

poses, through subversion of the fundamental

provisions and principles of tho const it \itionj to

usurp the command of the government. It is a

question, therefore, in fact, not of legislative

measures, but of revolution. What is the visi-

ble, and the only professed, origin of these ex-

traordinary movements? The whig party in

Congress have been extremely desirous to cause

tt law to be enacted at the late session, incorpo-

rating I national bank. Encountering, in the

veto ol the President, a constitutional obstacle

to the enactment of such a law at the late ses-

sion, a certain portion of the whig party, repre-

sented by the caucus dictatorship, proceeds

then, in tho beginning, to denounce the Presi-

denti Will you concur in this denunciation of

he President?"

This was the accusation, first hinted at by

Mr. Kivcs in the Senate, afterwards obscurely

intimated in Mr. AVebster's letter to the two

Massachusetts senators ; and now broadly stated

I

J!
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by Mr. Gushing j without, however, naming the

imputed dictator ; which was, in fact, unneces-

«ary, .Every body knew that Mr. Clay was the

person intended ; with what justice, not to re-

jieat proofs already given, let the single fact

»nswer, that these caucus meetings (for such

there were) were all subsequent to Mr. Tyler's

change on the bank question! and in conse-

quence of it ! and solely with a view to get him

back ! and that by conciliation until after the

second veto. In this thrust at Mr. Clay Mr.

Cushing was acting in the interest of Mr. "Web-

ster's feelings as well as those of Tyler; for

since 1832 Mr. Clay and Mr. Webster had not

oeen amicable, and barely kept in civil relations

»y fricn*5, who had frequently to interpose to

irevent, or compose outbreaks ; and even to

make in the Senate formal annunciation of re-

conciliation efiected between them. But the

design required Mr. Clay to be made the cause

of the rejection of the bank bills ;
and also re-

quired him to be crippled as the leader of the

anti-administration whigs. In this view Mr.

Cushing resumes

:

"When Lord Grenville broke up the whig

party of England, in 1807, by the unseasonable

pressure of some great question, and its conse-

quent loss, ' Wliy,' -^aid Sheridan, ' did they not

pat it off. as Fox did ? I have heard of me?i

running their heads against a wall ; but this '.s

the first time I ever heard of men building a

wall, and squaring it, and clamping !', for the

express purpose of knocking out their brains

against it.' This bon mot of Sheridan's will ap-

ply to the whig party in Congress, if, on account

of the failure of 1' " bank bill at the late session,

they secede from tiie administration, and set up

as a TerUu'ii Quid in tlie government, neither

administration nor opposition."

Having presented this spectacle of their brains

beaten out against a wall of their own raising,

if the whig party should follow Mr. C'.ay into

opposition to the Tyler-Webster administration,

Mr. Cushing took the party on another tack-

that of the bird in the hand, wliich is worth two

in the bush ; and softly commences with them

on the profit of using the presidential power

while they had it

:

" Is it wise for the whig party to throw away

the actuality uf power for tlse current for.r ynrs ?

If so, for what object ? For some contingent

vossibiliti/ four years hence ? ll so, what one ?

Is the contingent possibility of advancing to

power four years lience any one particular man

in its ranks, whoever ho may be, and howevn
eminently deserving, a sufficient object to induce

the whig party to abdicate the power which it-

self as a body possesses now ? "

And changing again, and from seduction to

terror, he presents to them, as the most appal-

ling of all calamities, the possible election of

a democratic President at the next election

through the deplorable divisions of the whig

party.

" If so, will its abdication of power now tend to

promote that object ? Is it not, on the contrary,

the very means to make sure the success of sonio

candidate of the democratic party ?
"

Proceeding to the direct defence of the Presi-

dent, he then boldly absolves him from any

violation of faith in rejectinn; the two bank bills.

Thus:

" In refusing to sign those bills, then, he vio-

lated no engagement, and committed no act of

perfidy in the sense of a forfeited pledge."

Ai.d advancing from exculpation to applause,

he -.nakes it an act of conscience in Mr. Tyler in

remsing to sign them, and places him under the

imperious command of a triple power—con-

science, constitution, oath ; without vhe faculty

of doing otherwise than he did.

" But, in this particular, the President, as an

upright man, could do no otherwise than lie did.

He conscientiously disapproved those bills.

And the constitution, which he was sworn to

obey, commands him. expressly and peremp-

torily commands him, if he do not approve of

any bill presented to him for his signature, to

return it to tlie House of Congress in which it

originated. ' If he approve he shall sign it: if

not, he SHALL return it,' are the words of the

constitution. AVould you as conscientious men

yourselves, forbid th President of the United

States to iiave a conscience ?
"

Acquittal of the President of all hand in the

initiation of the second bill, is the next *ask of

Mr. Cushing, and he boldly essays it.

" Tiie President, it is charged, trifled wilii one

or mure of the retiring secretaries. Of what

occurred at cabinet meetings, the public knows

and can know nothing. But, as to the main

point, whether be initiated tlie fiscal corporation

bill. This idea is incompatible with the dates

find facts above stated, wbi'ii jbow that the cou-

sideration of a new bill was forced on thel'iTsi

dent by nienibois of Congress. It is, also.

incompatible with the fact that on Tuesday, the

17th of August, as it is said by the Secretary
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of War, the President expressed to him doubt

as to any bill."

Now what happened in these cabinet meet-

ings is well known to the public from the con-

current statement of three of the secretaries,

and Ircm presidential declarations to members

of Congress, and these statements cover the

main point of the initiation of the second bill by

the President himself; and that not on the 18th,

but the 16th of August, and not only to his

cabinet but to Mr. Stuart of Virginia the same

evening ; and that it was two days afterwards

that the two members of Congress called upon

him (Messrs. Sergeant and Berrien), not to force

him to take a bill, but to be forced by him to

rmi his own bill through in three ikys. De-

murring to the idea that the President could be

forced by members of Congress to adopt an ob-

noxious bill, the brief statement is, that it is not

true. The same is to be said of the quoted

remark of the Secretary at War, Mr. Bell,

that the President expressed to him a doubt

whether he would sign any bank bill—leaving

out the astonishment of the Secretary at that

declaration, who had been requested by the Pre-

sident the day before to furnish facts in favor of

the bill ; and who came to deliver a statement of

these facts thus prepared, and in great haste,

upon request ; and when brought, received with

indifference ! and a doubt expressed whether he

would sign any bill. Far from proving that the

President had a consistent doubt upon the sub-

ject, which is the object of the mutilated quota-

tion from Mr. Bell— it proves just the contrary

!

proves that the President was for the bill, and

began it himself, on the ICth. ; and was laying

an anchor to windward for its rejection on the

17lh! having changed during the night.

Tiie retirement of all the cabinet ministers

but one, and that for such reasons as they gave,

is treated by Mr. Gushing as a thmg of no sig-

nification, and of no consequence to any body

but themselves. lie calls it a common fact

which has luippencd under many administra-

tioiKs, and of no permanent consequence, pro-

vided good successors are appointed. All that

is riglit enoiijih where secretaries retire for per-

sonal reasons, such as are often seen ; but when

they retire hee;u!H.c they impeach the Pri'-sident

of great moral delinquency, and refuse to remain

with him on that account, the state of the case

is altered. He and they arc public officers ; and

officers at the head of the government; and

their public conduct is matter of national con-

cern; and the people have a right to inquire

and to know the public conduct of public men.

The fact that Mr. Webster remained is con-

sidered as overbalancing the withdrawal of all

the others ; and is thus noticed by Mr. Gush-

ing:

" And that, whilst those gentlemen have re-

tired, yet the Secretary of State, in whose pa-

triotism and ability you have more immediate
cause to confide, has declared that he knows no
sufficient cause for such separation, and con-

tinues to co-operate cordially with the Presi-

dent in the discharge of the duties of that sta-

tion which he fills with so much honor to him-
self and advantage to the country."

Certainly it was a circumstance of high mo-

ment to Mr. Tyler that one of his cabinet re-

mained with him. It was something in such a

general withdrawing, and for such reasons as

were given, and was considered a great sacrifice

on the part of Mr. Webster at the time. As

such it was well remembered a siiort time after-

wards, when Mr. Webster, having answered the

purposes for which he was retained, was com-

pelled to follow the example of his old ool-

leagues. The address of Mr. Giishing goes on

to show itself, in terms, to be an answer to the

address of the whig party—saying:

" Yet an address has gone forth from a por-

tion of the members of Congress, purporting to

be the unanimous act of a meeting of thk whigs
of Congress, which, besides arraigning the Pre-

sident on various allegations of fact and surmises

not fact, recommends such radical changes of the

constitution."

The address itself of the whig party is treated

as the work of Mr. Clay—as an emanation of

that caucus dictatorship in Congress of which

he was always the embodied idea. He says

:

" Those changes, if ofTected, would concentrate

the chief powers of government in the hands of

that of which this document (the whig address)

itself is an emanation, namely a caucus dictator-

ship of Congress."

This defence by Mr. Cushing, the letters of

Mr. Webster, and all the writers in the in-

terests of Mr. Tyler himself, signified nothing

aeriiinst the concurrent state'.ueuts of the retir-

ing senators, and the confirmatory statements

of many members of Congress. The whig party

recoiled from him. Instead of that " whig

!
, cmt

1 t4i
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President, whig Congress, and whig people,"

formed into a unit, with the vision of which Mr.

Webster had been induced to remain when his

colleagues retired—instead of this unity, there

was soon found diversity enough. The whig

party remained w.th Mr. Claj' ; the whig Sec-

retary of State returned to ^lassachusetts, in-

quiring, " where am I to go? " The whig de-

fender of Mr. Tyler went to China, clothed

with a mission; and returning, found that

greatest calauiity, the election of a democratic

President, to be a fixed fact ; and being so

fixed, he joined it, and got another commission

thereby : while Mr. Tyler himself, who was to

have been the Koman cement of this whig unit}',

continued his march ^o the democratic camp

—

arrived there—knock.^d at the gate—asked to

be let in : and was refi.>sed. The national dem-

ocratic Baltimore convention would not recog-

nize him.

CHAPTER LXXXVI.

THE DANISH SOUND DUES.

This subject was brought to the attention of

the President at this extra session of Congress

by a report from the Secretary of State, and by

the President communicated to Congress along

with his message. He did not seem to call for

legi.slative action, as the subject was diplomatic,

and relations were established between the

countries, and the remedy proposed for the

evil stated was simply one of negotiation. Tlie

origin and history of these dues, and the claims

and acquiescenccs on which they rest, are so

clearly and concisely set forth by Mr. Webster,

and the amelioration he jiroposed so natural

and easy for the United States, and the subject

now acquiring an increasing interest with us,

that I draw upon his r(;port for nearly all that

is necessary +o be said of it in tliis chapter;

and which is enough for the general I'cader.

The report says

:

"The ri;!,ht of Denmark to levy these dues is

assciteil nil tiie jsroun'! ••f aiiciviit usa^e. coming
down frdui the period when that jiower had

possession of Imth shmes of the I>elt and Sound.

However (piestionable the right or uncertain its

origin, it has been recognised by European
governments, in several treaties with Den-
mark, some of Avhom entered into it at as early

a period as the fourteenth century ; and inas-

much as our treaty with that power contains

a clause putting us on the same footing in this

r-jspect as other the most favored nations it

has been acquiesced in, or rather has not been

denied by us. The treaty of 164.5, between
Denmark and Holland, to which a taiiff of the

principal articles then known in commerce
with a rule of measurement and a fixed rate of

duty, was appended, together with a subsequent

one between the same parties in 1701, amenda-
tory and explai ar jry of the former, has been

generally considered as the basis of all subse-

quent treaties, and among them of our ovn,

conceded in 1 820. and limited to continue ton

years from its date, and further until the end

of one year, after notice by either party of an

intention to terminate it, and which is still in

force.

"Treaties have also been concluded with

Denmark, by Great Britain, France, Spain.

Portugal, Russia. Prussia and Brazil, by which,

with one or two exceptions in their favor, they

are placed on the same looting as the United

States. There has recently been a general

movement on the part of the northern powers

of Europe, with regard to the subject of these

Sound dues, and which seems to atford to this

government a favorable opportunity, in con-

junction with them, for exerting itself to obtain

some such alteration or modification of exist-

ing regulations as shall conduce to the freedom

and extension of our commerce, or at least to

relieve it from some of the burdens now im-

posed, which, owing to the natuic of our trade.

operate, in many instances, very unequally

and unjustly on it in comparison with that of

other nations.
" The ancient tariff of 1045, by which the pay-

ment of these dues was regulated, has nevei'

been revised, and by means of the vaiious

changes which have taken place in commerce

since that jjcriod, and of the alteration in price

in many articles therein included, cliiedy in

consequence of the settlement of America, and

tlic introduction of her jiroducts. into general

commerce, it has become quite inapplicable. It

is presumed to have been the intention of the

franiers of tliat tarilf to lix a duty of ab(jut one

per centum ad valorem iqxm the articles there-

in enumerated, but the change in value of many

of those commodities, and the absence of any

corresi)onding change in the duty, has, in many

instanct.'s, increaseil the ad vahnvui from one

per centum to tiiree, four, and even seven ; and

this, generally, upon those articles which form

the chief exports of the United States, of South

Auicri'"! nv.d t}ic Wi'H.t rjidi.". IsliiiidH. : suehas

the articles of cotton, rice, raw sugar, tobacco,

rum, Campeachy wood, &c. On all articles not

enumerated in this ancient tarilf it is stipulated

€
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by the treaty of 1701 that the 'privileged

nations,' or those who have treaties with Den-

mark, shall pay an ad valorem of one per cent.

;

but the value of these articles being fixed by

some rules known only to the Danish govern-

ment, or at least unknown to us, this duty ap-

pears uncertain and fluctuating, and its estimate

18 very much left to the arbitrary discretion of

the custom house officers at Elsinore.

" It has been, by some of the public writers

in Denmark, contended that goods of privileged

nations, carried in the vessels of unprivileged

nations, should not be entitled to the limitation

of one per centum ad valorem, but should be

taxed one and a quarter per centum, the anaount

levied on the goods of unprivileged nations;

and also, that this limitation should be confined

to the direct trade, so that vessels coming from

or bound to the ports of a nation not in treaty

with Denmark should pay on their cargoes the

additional quarter per cent."

" These questions, although the former is not

of so much consequence to us, who are our own

carriers, are still in connection with each other,

of sufficient importance to render a decision

upon them, and a final understanding, extreme-

ly desirable. These Sound dues are, moreover,

in addition to the port charges of light money,

pass-money, &c., which are quite equal to the

rates charged at other places, and the payment

of which, together with the Sound dues, often

causes to vessels considerable delay at Elsinore.

" The port charges, which are usual among

al' nations to whose ports vessels resort, are

unobjectionable, except that, as in this case,

tliey are mere con= jquences of the imposition

of the .Sound dues, following, necessarily, upon

the compulsory delay at Elsinore of vessels

bound up and down the Sound with cargoes,

with no intention of making any importation

mto any port of Denmark, and having no other

occasion lor delay at Elsinore than that which

arises from the necessity of paying the Sound

dues, and, in so doing, involuntarily subjecting

themselves to these other demands. These port

duties would appear to have some reason in

them, because of the ecpiivalent ; while, in fact,

they are made requisite, with the exception,

perliaps, of tlie expense of lights, by the delay

necessary tor the payment of the Sound dues.

'•The amount of our commerce with Den-

mark, direct, is inconsidenible, compared with

that of our transactions with Russia, Sweden,

and the ports of Prussia, and the Germanio as-

sociation on the TJaltic ; but the sum annually

paid to that government in Sound dues, and the

cousf(iut'iit port charges by our vessels alone,

is estiinatod at sometliMig over one hundred
thousand dollars. The greater proportion of

this amount is paid by tiie articles of cotton,

hutrar. tubacoo. and rice ; the first uu'l lust of

these paying a duty of about three per ctnt. ad

valorem, reckoning their value at the places

whence thoy come.

" By a list published at Elsinore, in 1840, it

appears that between April and November of

that year, seventy-two American vessels, com-

paratively a small number, lowered their top-

sails before the castle of Cronberg. These were

all bound up the Sound to ports on the Baltic,

with cargoes composed in pari of the above-

named products, upon which alone, according

to the tariff, was paid a sum exceeding forty

thousand dollars for these dues. Having dis-

posed of these cargoes, they returned laden with

the usual )iroductions of the countries on the

Baltic, on which, in like manner, were paid du-

ties on going out through the Sound, again ac-

knowledging the tribute by an inconveaient

and sometimes hazardous ceremoi^. The

whole amount thus paid within a period of

eight months on inward and outward bound

cargoes, by vessels of the United States, none

of which were bound for, or intended to stop

at, any port m Denmark, except compulsorily

at Elsinore, for the purpose of complying with

these exactions, must have exceeded the large

sum above named."

This is the burden, and the history of it

which Mr. Webster so succinctly presents.

The peaceful means of negotiation are recom-

mended to obtain the benefit of all the reduc-

tions in these dues which should be granted to

other nations ; and this natural and simple

course is brought before the President in terms

of brief and persuasive propriety.

" I have, therefore, thought proper to bring

this subject before you at this time, and to go

into these general statements in relation to it,

which might be carried more into detail, and

substantiated by documents now at the depart-

ment, to the end that, if you should deem it ex-

pedient, instructions may be given to the repre-

sentative of the United States at Denmark to

enter into friendly negotiations with that gov-

ernment, with a vie-.v of securing to the com-

merce of the United States a full participation

in any reduction of these duties, or the benefits

resulting from any new arrangements respect-

ing them which may be granted to the com-

merce of other states."

This is the view of an American statesman.

No quarrelling, or wrangling with Denmark,

always our friend : no resistance to duties which

all Europe pays, and were paying not only be-

fore we had existence as a nation, but before the

continent on which we live had beon discov-

ered : no setting ourselves up for the liberators

of the Baltic Sea : no putting ourselves in the

I

front of a contest i:i which other nat'Oi"-" .i.'vvri

I more interest than ourselves. It is not even

I

recommended that we should join a congress
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of European ministers to solicit, or to force, a

reduction or abolition of those duties ; and the

policy of engaging in no entangling alliances, is

well maintained in that abstinence from asso-

ciated negotiation. The Baltic is a European

sea. Great powers live upon its shores : other

great powers near its entrance : and all Europe

nearer to it than ourselves. The dues collected

at Elsinore nresent a European question which

should be settled by European powers, all that

we can ask being (what Denmark has always

accorded) the advantage of being placed on the

footing ^ the most favored nation. We might

solicit a further reduction of the dues on the

articles of which we are the chief carriers to

that sea—cotton, rice, tobacco, raw sugar ; but

solicit separately without becoming parties to a

general arrangement, and thereby making our-

selves one of its guarantees. Negotiate sepa-

ratelj-, asking at the same time to be continued

on the footing of the mo.st fiivorcd nation. This

report and recommendation of Mr. Webster is

a gem in our State papers—the statement of the

case condensed to its essence, the recommenda-

tion such as becomes our geographical position

and our policy ; the style perspicuous, and even

elegant in its simplicity.

I borrow from the Boston Daily Advertiser

(Mr. Hale the writer) a condensed and clear

account of the success of Mr. Webster's just

and wise recommendations on this subject

:

from 15 stivers to C stivers. On some othef

articles of importance to American commerce
the duties were reduced in a larger proportion

;

on some dyewoods the reduction was from 30

stivers to 8, and on others from 36 to 12, per

thousand pounds ; and on coffee the reduction

was from 24 to 6 stivers per 100 pounds, there-

by making it profitable to ship this article di-

rectly i;p the Baltic, instead of to Hamburgh,

and thence by land across to Lubec, which had

previously been done to avoid the Sound dues.
" It was also provided that no unnecessary

formalities should be required from the vessels

passing through the Sound. The lowering of

top-sails, complained of by Mr. Webster, was

dispensed with. We mention this circumstance

because a recent article in the New York Ti i-

bune speaks of this formality as still required.

It was abolished thirteen years ago. A num-

ber of other accommodations were also granted

on the part of Denmark in modification of the

harshness of former regulations. The tinie for

the functionaries to attend at their offices was

prolonged, and an evident disposition was mani-

fested to make great abatements in the rigor of

enforcing as well as in the amount of the tax.

'• These concessions were regarded as emi-

nently favorable, and as satisfactory to the

United States. Mr. Webster cordially ex-

pressed this sentiment in a letter to Mr. Isaac

Kand Jackson, then our Charge d'Affaires for

Denmark, bearing date June 25, 1842, and also

in another letter, two days later, to Mr. Steen

BiUe, the Danish Charge d'Affaires in tlie

United States. In the former letter Mr. Web-

ster praised Mr. Jackson's ' diligence and fideli-

ty in discharging his duties in regard to this

subject.'

"

" He recommended that ' friendly negotia-

tions ' be instituted with the Danish govern-

ment, ' with a view to securing to the United

States a full participation in any reduction of

these duties, or the benefits resulting f:|om any

new arrangements respecting them, which nrcy

be granted to the commerce of other states.'

"This rccomuunulation was doubtless adopt-

ed, for the concluding papers of the negotiation

appear amf)ng the documents comnuuiicated to

Congress. The Danish government made a

complete revision of the ancient tariff, esta' ''. >h-

ing new specific duties on all articles ! .ovn-

merce, with one or two exceptions, in which

the one per cent, ad valorem duty was retained.

"The duties were not increased in any in-

stance, and on many of the articles they were

largely reduced ; on some of them as largo a

discount as 8;i per cent, was made, and a great

number were reduced 50 per cent. Of the ar-

*:^!,,g 'larHcularlv meiifionc'l by Mr. Webster

Bs forming the bulk of the American commerce

paying these duties, the duty on ruw sugar was

reduced from 'J stivers on 100 pounds to 5 sti-

sWrs } on rice (in paddy) 4^he duty was reduced

Greatly subordinate as the United States are

geographically in this question , they are equal-

ly, and in fact, duly and proportionably so in

interest. Their interest is in the ratio of their

distance from the scene of the imposition ; that

is to say, as units are to hundreds, and hun-

dreds to thousands. Taking a modern, and an

average year for the number of vessels of dif-

ferent powers which passed this Sound and

paid these duties—the year 1850—and 'he re-

spective proportions stand thus : English, 5,448

vessels; Norwegian, 2,553; Swedish, l,l'82i

Dutch, 1,'.»00 ; Pnissian, 2,301 ; Russian, 1,138;

American, IOC—being about the one-f'ftieth

part of the English number, and about the one-

twentieth part of the other powers. But that

is not the way to measure the American in-

terest. The European powers aggregately pre-

sent one interest : the United States solo

another: and in this point of view the propor-

Ifr
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tion of vessels is as two hundred to one. The
whole number of European vessels in a series

of five years—1849 to 1853—varied from 17,563

to 21,586; the American vessels during the

Bamo years varying from 76 to 135. These
figures show the small comparative interest of

the United States in the redaction, or abolition

of these dues—large enough to make the United

States desirous of reduction or abolition en-

tirely too small to induce her to become the
champion of Europe against Denmark: and
taken in connection with our gt^^graphical posi-

tion, and our policy to avoid European entan-

. glement, should be sufficieni to stamp as Quix-
otic, and to qualify as mad, any such attempt.

CHAPTER LXXXVII.
LAST NOTICE OP THE BANK OF THE UNITED

STATES.

For ten long years the name of this bank had
resounded in the two Halls of Congress. For
twenty successive sessions it had engrossed
the national legislature—lauded, defended, sup-
ported—treated as a power in the State : and
vaunted as the sovereign remedy for all the dis-

eases to which the finances, the currency, and
the industry of the country could be heir. ' Now,
for the first time in that long period, a session
passed by—one specially called to make a bank
—in which the name of that institution was not
onr" mentioned

: never named by its friends

!

seldom by its foes. Whence this silence ?
Whence this avoidance of a name so long, so
lately, and so loudly invoked ? Alas ! the great
bank had run its career of audacity, crime, op-
pression, and corruption. It was in the hands
of justice, for i^s crimes and its debts—was
taken out of t' J;ands of its late insolvent di-
rectory—placeu m the custody of assignees—
and passed into a state of insolvent liquidation.
Goaded by public reproaches, and I

•

c , je in
a state of suspension by other bauks, she es-
sayed the perilous effort of a r«3S(' nip. i-v ,, Her
credit was gone. It was only foi . .lyinent that
any one approached her doors. In twenty days
she was eviscerated of six millions of solid dol-
lars, accumulated by extraordinary means, to

enable her to bid for a re-charter ai the extra
session. This was the last hope, and which
had been resolved upon from the moment of
General Harrison's election. She was empty.
The seventy-six millions of assets, sworn to the
month before, were either undiscoverable, or
unavailable. The shortest month in the year
had been too long for her brief resources.
Farly in the month of Februa'-y, her directory
issued a new decree of suspension—the third
one in four years ; but it was in vain to under-
take to pass off this stoppage for a suspension.
It was felt by, all to be an insolvency, though
bolstered by the usual protestations of entire
ability, and firm determination to resume briefly.

An avalanche of suits fell upon the helpless in-
stitution, with judgments carrying twelve per
cent, damages, and executions to be levied on
whatever could be found. Alarmed at last, the
stockholders assembled in general meeting, and
verified the condition of their property. It was
a wreck

!
nothing but fragments to be found,

and officers of the bank feeding on these crumbs
though already gorged with the spoils of the
monster.

A report of the affairs of the institution was
made by a committee of the stockholders : it

was such an exhibition of waste and destruction,
and of downright plundering, and criminal mis-
conduct, as was never seen before in the annals
of banking. Fiity-six milUons and three quar-
ters of capital out of sixty-two millions and one
quarter (including its own of thirty-five) were
sunk in the limits of Philadelphia alone : for
the great monster, in going down, had carried
many others along with her ; and, like the strong
man in Scripture, slew more in her death than
in her hfe. Vast was her field of destruction-
extending all over the Unitetl States—and reach-
ing to Europe, where four millions sterling of
her stock was held, and large loans had been
conti'acted. Universally on classes the ruin
fell—foreigners as well as citizens—peers and
peeresses, as well as the ploughman and the
wash-woman—merchants, tradesmen, lawyers,
divines

: widows and orphans, wards and guar-
dians : confiding friends who came to the res-
cue : deceived stockholders who held on to their
F.tofk, or purchased more : the credulous musses
who believed in the safety of their deposits, and
in the security of the notes they held—all—all

saw themselves the victims of indiscriminate
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ruin. An hundred millions of dollars was tne

lowest at which the destruction was estimated ;

and how such ruin could be worked, and such

blind confidence kept up for so long a time, is

the instructive lesson for history : and that les-

son the report of the stockholders' committee

enables history to give.

From this authentic report it appears that

from the year 1830 to 1830—the period of its

struggles for a re-charter—the loans and dis-

counts of the bank were about doubled—its ex-

penses trebled. Near thirty millions of these

loans were not of a r^ercantile character—neither

made to persons in trade or business, nor gov-

erned by the rules of safe endorsement and

punctual payment which the by-laws of the in-

stitution, and the very safety of the bank, re-

quired ; nor even made by the board of direc-

tors, as the charter required ; but illegally and

clandestinely, by the exchange committee—

a

small derivation of three from the body of the

jommittee, of which t'.ie President of the bank

was e.T officio a member, and the others as good

as nominated by him. It follows then that

these, near thirty millions of loans, were vir-

tually made by Mr. Biddle himself; and in vio-

lation of the charter, the by-laws and the prin-

ciples of banking. To whom wei-e they made ?

To members of Congress, to editors of news-

papers, to brawling politicians, to brokers and

jobbers, to favorites and connections : and all

with a view to purchase a rc-charter, or to en-

rich connections, and exalt himself—having the

puerile vanity to delight in being called the

"Emperor Nicholas." Of course these loans

were, in many instances, not expected to be

returned—in few so secured as to compel re-

turn : and, consequently, nt all a dead loss to

the stockholders, whose money was thus dis-

l)osed of.

The manner in which these loans were made

to members of Congress, was told to me by one

of these members who had gone tlirough this

process Oi bank accommodation ; and i,vho, vot-

ing against the bank, after getting the loan, felt

himself free from shame in telling what had

been done. He needed $4,000, and could not

get it at home: he went to Philadelphia—to

the bank—inquired for Mr, ?.id.'l!c=wn.'5 shown

into an ante-room, Bupplied with newspapers

and periodicals ; and asked to sit, and amuse

himself—the president being engaged for the

moment. Presently a fide door opened. Ho

was ushered into the presence—graciously re-

ceived—stated his business—was smilingly an-

swered that he could have it, and more if he

wished it : that he could leave his note with

the exchange committee, and check at ono for

the proceeds : and if inconvenient to give an

indorser before he went home, he could do it

afterwards: and, whoever he said was good,

would be accepted. And in telling me this, the

member said he could read •' bribery " in his

eyes.

The loai* 'j) brokers to extort usury upon—

to jobbers, to put up and down the price of

stocks—to favorites, connections, and bank offi-

cers, were enormous in amount, indefinite in time,

on loose security, or none : and when paid, if at

all, chiefly in stocks at above their value. The

report of the committee thus states this abuse

:

" These loans were generally in larpe atnounts.

In the list of debtors on "bills receivable ' of

the first of January 1837, twenty-one individu-

als, firms and companies, stand charged, each

with an amount of one hundred tliousiind dol-

lars and upwards. One firm of this city re-

ceived accommodations of this kind between

August 1835, and November 1837, to the extent

of 4,213,878 dollars 30 cents—more than half

of which was obtained in 1C37. The officers of

the bank theniselves received in this way, loaiis

to a lavge amount, in March 183G, when the

bank went into operation, under its nc- 'char-

ter, Mr. Samuel Jaution, then elected its princi-

pal cashier, was indebted to it, 100,500 dollars.

When he resigned the situation of cashier, and

was appointed foreign agent, he was in debt

408,389 dollars 25 cents ; and on the first of

^larch 1841, he still stood charged with an in-

debtedness of 117,500 dollars. Mr. John An-

drews, first assistant cashier, was indebted to

the bank in March 1830, 104,000 dollars. By

subsequent loans and advances made during the

next three years, he received in all, tiio sura af

426,930 dollars 07 cents. Mr. Joseph Cowpcr-

thwaite, then second assistant cashier, was in

debt to the bank in JIarch 1830, 1 15,000 (tollars;

when he was appointed cashier in September,

1837, 320,382 dollars 50 cents : when he re-

signed, and was elected a director by tlie boanl,

in Juno 1840, 72,800 dollars, and he stands

charged March 3, 18 ll, on the books with tlie

sum of 55,081 dollars 05 cents. It appears on

the books of the bank, that these three gentle-

men were engaged in making investments o,

their joint accounts, in the stock und loan
"

the Camden and Woodbury railroad company,

Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore rail'
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ishicr, was in

I'oad company, Dauphin and Lycoming coal land?,

and Grand Gulf railroad and banking com-
pany."

Tliese enormous loans were chiefly in the year

1837, at the time when the bank stopped pay-

ment on account of the " specie circular," the

"removal of the deposits," and other alleged

misdoings of the democratic administrations

:

and tliis is only a sample of the way that tho

institution "ent on during that period of ficti-

tious distress, and real oppression—millions to

brokers and favorites, not a dollar to the man
of business.

Two agencies were established in London

—

one for the bank, under Mr. Jaudon, to borrow

money; the other for a private firm, of which

Ml. Biddle was partner, and his young son the

London head—its business being to sell cotton,

bought with the dead notes of the old bank.

Of the expenses and doings of these agencies, all

bottomed upon the money of the stockholders

(so far as it was left), the committee gave this

account

:

'• When Mr. Jaudon was elected to the place
of foreign agent, he was the principal cashier, at

a salary of 7,000 dollars per annum. The bank
paid tlie loss on the sale of his furniture, 5,074
dollars, and the passage of himself and family
to London, a further sum of 1,015 dollars. He
was to devote himself exclusively to the busi-
ness of the bank, to negotii': an uncovered
credit in England, to provide . i' .Ve t/>en exist-

ing debt in Europe, to receive its iuh' s, to pay
its bills and dividends, to effect saici of stocks,
and generally to protect the interests of the
bank and ' the country at large.' For these ser-
vices he was to receive the commission thereto-
fore ciiarged and allowed to Baring Brothers &
Company, equal to about 28,000 dollars per an-
num. In addition to which, the expenses of the
agcn.-y were allowed him, including a salarv of
1,000 pounds sterling to his brother, Mr. Charles
B. Jaudon, as his principal clerk. From the in-
crease of money operations, arising from facili-

ties afforded by ihe agency, the amount upon
which commissions were charged was greatly
augmented, so that the sums paid him for his
country services up to January, 1841, amounted
at nme per cent, exchange to 178,044 dollars 47
cents, and the expenses of the agency to 35,160
dollars 09 cents. In addition to these sum.s, he
was allowed by the exchange committee, an
extra commission of one per cent, upon a loan

™';;'^L"!.'»
October, 1839. of 800,000 pounds, say

Soo.iStj !)i\: and upon his claim for a similar
commission, upon subsequent loans in France
and Holland, to the amount of .^'8,337,141 90,
the board of directors, under the sanction of a

legal opinion, from counsel of high standing, and
the views of the former president, by whom the
agreement with Mr. Jaudon was made, that the
case of extraordinary loans was not anticipated,
nor meant to be included in the original arrange-
ment, allowed the further charge of ^83 '^70 37.
These several sums amount to ^335,937 39, as
before stated."

A pretty expensive agency, although the agent

was to devote himself exclusively to the business

of the bank, protecting its interests, and those

of " the country at large "—an addition to his

mission, this protection of the country at large,

which illustrates the insolent pretensions of this

imperious corporation. Protect the country at

large ! while plundering its own stockholders of

their last dollar. And that furniture of this

bank clerk ! the loss on the sale of which was
$5,074 ! and which loss the stockholders made
up : while but few of them had that much in

their houses. The whole amount of loans eftect-

ed by this agency was twenty-three millions of

dollars ; of which a considerable part was raised

upon fictitious bills, drawn in Philadelphia with-

out funds to meet them, and to raise money to

make runs upon the New York banks, compel

them to close again : and so cover her own in-

solvency in another general suspension : for all

these operations took place after the suspension

of 1837. The committee thus report upon these

loans, and the gambling in stock speculations at

home:

" Such were some of the results of the resolu-
tion of March. 1835, though it cannot be ques-
tioned, *-}.?t much may be fairly att'ibuted to
the unhappy si'/iation of the business and ex-
c*" i '"Ci' of the country, concurring with the un-
f. •iU';. ^e polit,- p-.iL-ned by the administration
of till hi ,1;, Thus the institution has gone on
to in. ,se its indebtedness abroad, until it has
now more money borrowed in Europe, than it

has on loan on its list of active debt in America.
To this has been superadded, extensive dealing
in stocks, and a continuation of the policy of
loaning upon stock securities, though it was evi-
dently proper upon the recharter, that such a
policy should be at once and entirely abandoned.
Such indeed was its avowed purpose, yet one
year afterwards, in March, 1837, its loans on
stocks and other than personal security had in-
creased .$7,821,541, while the bills discounted
on personal security, and domestic exchange
had suffered a diminution of .$9,516,463 78. It
seems to liiivc been suiiicicnt, to obtain niuney
on loan, to pledge the stock of an ' incorporated
company,' however remote its operation or un-
cortain its prospects. Many large loans origi-
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nally made on a i)lcdge of stocks, were paid for

in the same kind of property, and that too at par,

when in many instances they had become depre-

ciated in Tahic. It is very evident to the commit-

tee, that several of the officers of the bank were

thcnvsclves engaged in hirjic operations m stocks

and speculations, of a similar character, with

funds obtained of the bank, and at the same time

loans were made to the comi)aiiies in which they

were interested, and to others engaged in tlie

same kind of oixjrations, in amounts greatly dis-

proportionate to the means of the parties, or to

their proper and legitimate wants and dealings.

The effect of this system, was to monopolize

the active means of the institution, and disable

it from aiding and accommodating men engaged

in business really productive and useful to the

community; and as might have been anticipated,

a large part of the sums thus loaned were ulti-

mately lost, or the bank compelled, on disad-

vantageous terms as to price, to take in pay-

ment stocks, back lands and other fragments of

the estates of great speculators."

The cotton agency seemed to be an ambidex-

trous concern—both individual and cori>oration

—its American office in the Bank of the United

States—the purchases made upon ten millions

of its defunct notes—the profits going to the

private firm—the losses to the bank. The com-

mittee give this history

:

'• In the course of the investigation the atten-

tion of the committee has been directed to cer-

tain accounts, which appear on the books as ad-

vances on merchandise.' but Avhich were, intact,

payments for cotton, tobacco and other produce,

purchased by the direction of the then President,

Mr Nicholas Biddle, and shipped to Europe on

account of himself and others. These accounts

were kept by a clerk in the foreign exchange

department, this department being under the

charge of Jlr. Cowperthwaite, until September

22, 1837, when he was elected cashier and ot

Mr. Thomas Dunlap, until March 20, 1840,

when he was chosen president. The original

documents, necessary to enable the committee

to arrive at all the facts in relation to these

transactions, were not accessible, having been

retained, as wa.s supposed, by the parties in-

terested, as private papers. A succinct view ot

the whole matter, sulBcient to convey to the

stockholders a general idea of its character, may

be drawn from the report of a committee ol the

board of directors, appointed on the 21st ot

July, 1»40, for the purpose of adjusting and

settling these accounts, and who reported on the

21st of December, 1840, which report with tlie

accompanying accounts, is spread at large upt>u

.1 ..:..-.t~ TV.,. <5r.ct triMwnrtiims Wel'O 111
XIIC Illiiiutcs. -! "V '-

,

July, 1837, and appear as advances, to A. U.

Jaudon. to purchase cotton for shipment to

Baring Brothers & Co. of Liverpool, tne pro-

ceeds to bo remitted to their house in London,

then acting as the agents of the bank. Tho

amount of these shipments was 2,182,998 dol-

lars 28 cents. The proceeds were passed to tho

credit of the bank, and the account appears to bo

balanced. The results, as to the jiroiit and loss,

do not appear, and the committee had no means

of ascertaining them, nor the names of the pa---

ties interested. In the autumn of 1837, whec

the second of these transactions commenced, it

will be recollected, that Mr. Samuel Jaudon had

been appointed tho agent of the bank to reside

in London. About the same time, a co-partner-

ship was formed between Mr. May Humphreys,

then a director of the bank, and a son of Mr.

Nicholas Biddle, under the firm of Biddle &

Humphreys. This house was established at

Liverpool, and thenceforward acted as agents ,or

the sale of the produce shipped to that place,

which comprised a large proportion of the whole

amount. In explanation of these proceedino;s,

the committee annex to their report a copy of a

letter dated Philadelphia, December 28, 1840, to

the president and directors of the bank, from

Mr. Joseph Cabot, one of the firm of Bevan &

Humphreys, and who became a director at tho

election in January, 1838. This letter was read

to the board, December 29, 1840, but was not

inserted on the minutes.
" This arrangement continued during the years

1837 1838 and 1839, the transactions of which

amounted to 8,909,450 dollars 95 cents. The

shipments were made principally to Biddle and

Humphreys, were paid for by drafts on Bevan

and Humphreys—the funds advanced by the

bank, and the proceeds remitted to Mr. Samuel

Jaudon, agent of the bank in London. It ap-

i)ears that there was paid to Messrs. Bevan and

Humphreys by the bank in Philadelphia during

the months of March, April, and May, 1839, the

sum of eight hundred thousand dollars, and tlie

account was thus balanced. The committee

have reason to believe, that this sura consti-

tuted a part or perhaps the whole of the profits

derived from the second series of shipraeiits.

How and among whom, it was distributed,

they' have not been informed, but from the

terms of the final settlement, to be adverted to

presently, each one will be at liberty to make

his own inferences. The third and last ao-

count, amounting to 3,241,042 dollars 83 cents,

appears on the books, as ' bills on London, ad-

vances S. V. S. \V.' These letters stand for

the name of S. V. S. Wilder, of New \ork.-

Messrs. Humphreys and Biddle, to whom these

consignments were made, continued their ac-

counts in the name of Bevan aud Ilimiplireys,

but without the knowledge of that iirm, as ap-

pears by Mr. Cabot's letter of December 2!',

1840. T"he result of these last .shipments, wis

a loss of 9G2 524 dtdlars 13 cent.^ 01 this

amount the sum of 553,908 duiiais 0/ cciu. v,;;-

for excess of payments by Messrs. Iluniphrevs

and Biddlo to the London agency, beyond tnc

,';i.ll»i.1
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proceeds of sale, with interest thereon,

parties interested, claimed and were nlin

The
parties interested, claimed and were allowed a

deduction for loss on 52(),0()() dollars of southern

funds, used in tho purchase of cotton, when at

a discotmt, tho sum of 310,071 dollars 30 cents

;

and also this sum, being banker's commission
to Messrs. Ilnniphrcys and liiddlo on advances

^
to Samuel Jaudon, a^ent, 21,001 dollars 80 cents,

niakinj? 331,133 dollars 10 cents, and leaving to

be settled by tho parties the sum of 031,390
dollars 97 cents."

Thus, the profit of eight hundred ' •; sand

dollars on the first shipments of cotton went to

this private firm, though not shown on tho

books to whom ; and the loss of nine hundred

and sixty-two thousand five hundred and

twenty-four dollars and thirteen cents on the

last shipments went to the bank; but this

being objected to by some of the directors, it

was settled by Mr. Biddle and the rest—the

bank taking from them stocks, chiefly of Texas,

at par—the sales of the same being slow at a

tithe of their face. The bank had also a way
of guaranteeing the individual contracts of Mr.
Biddle for millions ; of which the report gives

this account

:

" Upon the eighteenth day of August, 1838,
the bank guaranteed a contract made by Mr.
Nicholas Biddle in his individual capacity for
the purchase of two thousand five hundred
bonds of the State of Mississippi, of two thou-
sand dollars each, amounting in the whole to
5,000,000 dollars. The signature of Mr. Thomas
Dunlap, then second assistant ca.shier, was affix-
ed to the guarantee, in behalf of the bank, upon
the verbal authority of the president. Upon the
29th of January, 1839, the bank guaranteed to
the State of Michigan, the punctual fulfilment
of the obligations of the Morris canal and bank-
ing company, for the purchase of bonds of that
state.Jo the extent of 3,145,087 dollars 50 cents,
for 2,700,000 taken at par, and including interest
on the instalments payable every three months
up to January, 1843. On the 29th of April, 1839,
the bank guaranteed a contract entered into by
Mr. Thomas Dunlap in liis individual capacity
lor the purchase of one million of dollars of the
Jllinois and Miclvgan canal stock.' In regard

to ihese transactions, the committee can find no
authority on tho minutes of the board, and have
t)een referred to none, by the president, upon
whom they called for information."

Unintelligible accounts of large amounts ap-
peared in the profit and loss side of the bank
ledger; which, not explaining themselves, the
parties named as receiving the money, were

Vol. II.—24

called upon for explanations—which they re-

fused to give. Thus:

" In this last account there is a charge under
date of June 30, 1840, of !i$40(),000 to ' parent
bank notes account,' which has not been ex-
plained to the satisfaction of tho committee.
It must be also mentioned, that among the ex-
penditures of the bank, there is entered, at
various dates, commencing May 5, 1830, sums
amounting in all to 018,040 dollars 15 cents,
as paid on the 'receipts of Mr. N. Biddle'
of 'Mr. N. Biddle and J. Cowperthwaite,' ancl
'cashier's vouchers.' As the committee were
unable to obtain satisfactory information upon
the subject of these expenses from the books or
officers of tho bank, application was made by
letter to Mr. N. Biddle and Mr. J. Cowperth-
waite, from whom no reply has been received."

These enormous transactions generally with-
out tho knowledge of the directory, usually
upon the initials of a member of tho exchange
committee ; and frequently upon a deposit of
stock in the cash drawer. Besides direct loans
to members of Congress, and immense fees,

there was a process of entertainment for thera
at immense expense—nightly dinners at hotels

—covers for fifty: and the most costly winea
and viands : and this all the time. Besides
direct applications of money in elections, the
bank became a fountain of supply in raising an
election fund where needed, taking the loss on
itself. Thus, in 18^3, in the presidential election

in Kentucky, souiO politicians went into the
branch bank at Lexington, assessed the party
in eax;h county for the amount wanted in that

county—drew drafts for the amount of the as-

sessment on some ardent friends in the county,

received tho cash for the drafts from the bank,
and applied it to the election—themselves not
liable if the assessment was not paid, but the
same to go to the profit and loss account of the
bank. In such operations at all these, and
these are not all, it was easy f.T the bank to
be swallowed up: and swallcved up it was
totally.

The losses to the stockholders were deplor-

able, and in many instances attended with cir-

cumstances which aggravated the loss. Many
were widows and children, their all invested

where it was believed to be safe ; and an as-

certained income relied on as certain, with event-

ual return of the capital. iMany were unfortu-

nately deceived into the purchase or retention
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of stock, hy the deluaive bank reports. The

inakfia of these reports themselves held no

quantity of the stock—only the few shares

necessary to qualify them for the direction.

Foreign holders were nnmerouB, attracted by

the, heretofore, high ore^.t of Amcricisn securi-

ties, and by the inipVu^ationsof che name

—

Bhu!c

of t ho United States ; iiiil)ly ing a national o >vner-

sh p, which gnarantcoii nationul care in its man-

agement, and national liability on its winding

up. Holland, England, France pulTered, but the

English mu<t of all the foreigners. The Lon-

don Banker's Circular thus described their loss:

•'The proportion of its capital held by British

Bubjccta is nearly four millions steriing ; it may

be described as an entire loss. And the loss

we venture, upon some consideration, to say is

groaU'r than the aggregate of all the losses sus-

tained by the inhabitants of the British Islands,

from failure of banks in this country, since Mr.

Patterson established the banks of England and

Scotland :it the close of the seventeenth cen-

tury. The small population of Guernsey and

Jersey hold £200,000 of the stock of this U.

States Bank. Call it an entire loss, and it is

equal to a levy of three or four pounds on every

man, woman, and child in the whole community

of those islands—a sum greater than was ever

raised by taxation in a single year on any

people in the whole ivorld. Are these im-

portant facts ? if facts they be. Then let states-

men meditate upon them, for by th^ir errors and

reckless confidence in delusive 'theories they

have been produced."

The credit of the bank, and T.'.' of stock

r -..if orofits,was kept up by delusive statemtai:

and fictitious exhibition of assets and fa'.se de-

clarations of surpluses. Thus, declaring a half-

yeariy dividend of four per centum, January 1st,

183'J, with a surplus of more than four mil-

lions ; on the iirst of July of the same year,

another half-yea-ly dividend of four per centum,

with a surplus of more than four millions ; on

the 15th of January, the same year, announ-

cing a surplus of three millions ; and six weeks

thereafter, on the first of January, announcing

a surplus of five millions; while the assets

of the bank were carried up to seventy-six

millions. In this way credit was kept up. The

creating of suspensions—that of 1837, and sub-

sequent—cost immense sums, and involved the

most enorraoiH villainy ; and the last of these

attempts—the run upon the New York banks

to stop them again before she herself stopped

for the last time—was gigantically criminal, and

ruinous > itself. Mr. Joseph Oowperthwaite

({Ksrfuctly familiar with the oiiration) dcscribog

it to the life, and with the indiffercnoo ot a

common business trausacti* Premising that

a second suspension was coming on, it wa«

deemed best (a-, in the first one of is:i7) to

make it begin in New Yorkj and the ojKsration

for that purpose is thus narrated:

" After the feverish excitement conseqi on

this too speedy ellbrt to return to cash payin, ntH

had in a good degree subsided, another crisis was

iiuticipat<'d, and it was feared timt (lie hanks

generally wotdd be obliged again to r-usiinui.

This was, unhappily, too soon to bo realized !

'

the storm was then ready to burst, but, in^iwii

of meeting its full force at once, it was (U'ttiu(

best to make it full liist upon the banks vf N. w

York. Tu efl'ect tliis purpo.^u, large mc;i >s wero

necessary, and to procure these, resort w • Iw '

to the sale of loreign exchange. The Btni
i

the accounts of the bank with its agents abroad

did not warrant any large drafts upon them, es-

pecially that of the Messrs. Ilottinguer in Pari?.

This difficulty, however, it was thougli' miirl

be avoided, by shipping the coin to be drawn

from the New York banks immediately to me

the bills. Accordingly, large mas.ses of cxcliangt.

particularly bills on Paris, which were then in

great demand, were sent to New York to be

sold without limit. Indeed, the bills were signed

in blank, and so sent to New York ; and al-

though a large book was thus forwarded, it was

.soon exhausted, and application was made to tlie

agent of the Paris house in New York for a fur-

ther supply, who drew a considerable aniuunt

besides. The jjroceeds of these immense sales

of exchange created very heavy balances against

the New York banks, which, after all,_ signally

failed in producing the contemplated ellect. The

bills not being provided for, nor even regularly

advised, as had uniformly been the custom of

the bank, were dishonored ; and although the

agent in London did every thing which ski'l and

judgment could accomplish, the credit of the

bank was gone, and from that day to the pre.sent

its effects upon the institution have been more

and more disastrous."

" Deemed best to make the storm fall fiist upon

the banks of New York ;" and for that purpose to

draw bills without limit, without funds to meet

them, in such rapid succession as to preclude the

possibility ofgiving notice—relying upon scndin-

the gold which they drew out of the New York

banks to Paris, to meet the same bills (all the

while laying that exportation of gold to the

wickedness of the specie circular), and tailing

to get the money there as fa.st as these "race-

horse " bills went—they returned dishonored-
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me roll i II r hnrl. </ millions, roleh <! U> Pans
ti. tie accain protested in Philiul Iphia. Then the

bublh burst. The credit which susdiined the

monster was gone. Ruin fell upon itself, imd
upon nil who put their tri » it ; and certainly

this last act, for the crirnii, y of its itent and
the audacity of its moans, won worti)_> o cap
nud crown the career of ,«' h an institution.

It was Ch! largest ruin, mil the mos criminal

that has leen seen since tho South .Sea and
Mississippi Hcheiuos

J
yoi no on" vrti" punished

or made to n fund. Bills of ndictment were
found by the grand jury of the .xiunty of Phila-

"elphia against Nicholas Biddle, Samuel Jaudon,
and John Andi fur a conspiracy to defraud
the stockholders in the bunk ; and they were
arresttd, and held to bail for trial. But they
surrendered themselves into custody, procured
writs of ''ubi'ns corp"s for their release; and
were discharged in vacation by judges before
whom they w •- brouplit. It has been found
flifficuU in the I .ted States to punish great
•I'nders—much more so than in England or

1 nuice. In the cast of the South Sea and
Mi.ssissippi frauds, tl loipal actors, though
men of high positioi criminally punished,
and made to pay damages. While these delin-
quencies were going on in the Bank of the
United States, an eminent banker of London-
Mr. Fauntleroy—was hanged at Tyburn, like a
common felon—for his bank misdeeds: and
wliile some plundered stockholders are now
(autumn of 1855) assembled in Philadelphia,
searching in rain for a shilling of their stock,'
three of the greatest bankers in London are re-
ceiving s-ntence of transportation for fourteen
years for offences, neither in money nor morals
the hundredth part of the ruin and crime per-
petrated by our American bank—bearing the
name of the United States. The case presents
too strong a contrast, and teaches too great a
lesson to criminal justice to be omitted ; and
here it is

:

Liddell, the rector
the Countess < '

;

nngton, Lady Bl
honorable Mrs, Viui
of Clarendcm. Thi
a country where ran

This fcutlcman
bendary of ''0<

a personal

with whir
many yea
the trial <

assisted h
The dcfeii.

"The firm had been in existence for nearly
two centuries. The two elder partners of thehrm l|ad been distinguished for munificent cliari-

«mi' „n I"
'^•^^«=acy of great moral reforms,

IhLZ
''^ P'lrticipation in the religious oi'

p lUanthropic measures of the day. Thev hadalways been liberal "ivrr" h«/ -^ -; i i ^
F,v.-»or H„ii ~ "x- ti"-"'^'-)

naa presided at
i' xeter Hall meetings, built chapels, and gener-

hlT"^')'
part of liberal and /.seful Sm-

bers of society
; and one of them, Sir John Dean

Paul, was a baronet by descent, and allied to
some of the highest nobility of England. Ho
was first cousin to the present Lord Ravens-
worth, the honor '>!.' Augustus and Adolphus

' Paul's Knightsbridge,
•ke, Viscountess Bar-
, and, above all, the

sister-in-law to the Earl
connections, however, in

.. and social position have
peculiar influence, did not save them from a
criminal trial and utt<r disgrace. One of their
customers, m obedience to what he believed to
be a duty to society, having personally inquired
into the affairs of the firm, proceeded to lay a
triininal information against Messrs. Stralian
1 aul, nnd Bates, which led to their indictment
and 81 iquent ^rial before tL<! criminal court.

.- tho Rev. Dr. Oriflith, Pre-
vealthy ecclesiastic and

the partners of the firm,
been a lai-ge depositor for

he twenty-fifth of October
'11 before Mr. Baron Alderson,
on Martin and Justice Willes.

„. _, ,
appeared in court, attended by

feir Frederick Thesiger. Mr. Ballantync, Ser-
geant Byles, and other almost equally eminent
counsel. The Attorney-general appeared for the
prosecution, and the evidence adduced at the
trial, disclosed the following facts : Dr. Griffith
the prosecutor in the proceedings, and who at
the time of the failure of the defendants had
money and securities on deposit with them to
the amount of £22,000, about five years ago em-
powered them to purchase for him on three dif-
ferent occasions, Danish five per cent, bonds to
the value of £5,000. The defendants purchased
the bonds, upon which they regularly received
the dividends, and credited Dr. Griffith with
the same on their books. This continued until
March, 1854, when Sir John D. Paul, to relieve
the embarra^ssments under which the firm were
laboring, sold these securities, together with
others with which they were entrusted, and

'!-^iCif^n''f"lu^'''
proceeds, amo,-,ting to over

£12,000, to the use of the fii-m. This, as we
have stated, was no oflence at common law, and
the idictment was preferred upon a statutory
pr^u hsion found in the 7th and 8th of George IV
' .29 Tho rigid severity of the penal law in
ugland on this subject will bo better apnre-

ciated when we add, that the bonds were re-
placed by others of equal value, in the June fol-
lowing their misappropriation, just one year
previous to the failure of the firm ; and that the
indictment only charged the defendants with
misappropriating them in this single instance
although it was shown that the second set of
bonds were again sold for the use of the firm in
April, 1855 ; Dr. Griffith having, in the inter-
val regulariy received his dividends ; so that
although the firm might be perfectly solvent at
this moment, the fact that they had sold the
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bonds in March, 1851, even if they had replaced

them in June, 1854, and had credited Dr. Griffith

with the dividends on them between those dates,

would still render them liable to an indictment.

The case, therefore, overlooking ths final mis-

appropriation of the bonds, and the failure of the

firm in 1855, was narrowed down to the single

issue—whether they had been sold jn 1854

without the consent of Dr. Griffith."

For misappropriating sixty thousand dollars

of one of their customers—using it without his

consent—these three great London bankers were

43entenced to fourteen years' transportation : for

misappropriating thirty-five millions, and sink-

ing twenty-one millions more in other institu-

tions, the wrong-doers go free in the United

States—giving some countenance among us to

the sarcasm of the Scythian philosopher, that

laws are cobwebs which catch the weak flies,

and let the strong ones break through. The

Judge (Mr. Baron Aldcrson) who tried this

case (that of the three London bankers), had as

much heart and feeling as any judge, or man

ought to have ; but he also had a sense of his

own duty, and of his obligations to the laws,

and to the country ; and in sentencing men of

such high position, and with whom he had been

intimate and social, he combined in the highest

degree the feelings of a man with the duties of

the judge. He said to the prisoners

:

" William Strahan, Sir John Dean Paul, and

Robert Makin Bates, the jury have now found

you guilty of the oflence charged upon you in

the indictment—the oflence of disposing of secu-

rities which were entrusted by your customers

to you as bankers, for the purpose of being kept

safe for their use, and which you appropriated,

under circumstances of temptation, to your own.

A greater and more serious offence can hardly

be imagined in a great commercial city like this.

It tends to shake confidence in all persons in the

position you occupied, and it has shaken the

public confidence in establishments like that you

for a long period honorably conducted. I do

very, very much regret that it falls to my lot to

pass any sentence on persons in your situation
;

but yet the public interest and public justice re-

quire it ; and it is not for me to shrink from the

discharge of any duty, however painful, which

properly belongs to my office. I should have

been very glad, if it had pleased God that some

ofle else now had to discharge that duty. I have

seen (continued the learned judge, with deep

emotion^ at least one of vou under very diflercnt

circumstances, sitting at my side in high office,

instead of being where you now are, and I could

scarcely then have fancied to myself that it

would ever come to me to pass sentence on you.

But 80 it is, and this is a proof, therefore, that

we all ought to pray not to be led into tempta-

tion. You have been well educated, and held a

high position in life, and the punishment wiiich

must fall on you will consequently be the more
seriously and severely felt by you, and will also

greatly affect those connected with you, who
will most sensitively feel the disgrace of your

position. All that I have to say is, that I can-

not conceive any worse case of the sort arising

under the act of Parliament, applicable to your

offence. Therefore, as I cannot conceive any

worse case under the act, I can do nothing else

but impose the sentence therein provided for the

worst case, namely, the most severe punishment,

which is, that you be severally transported for

fourteen years."

For the admiration of all in our America—for

the imitation of those who may be called to act

in the like cases—with the sad conviction that

the administration of criminal justice is not

equal in our Republic to what it is in the mon-

archies of Europe : for the benefit of all such,

this brief notice of judicial action in an English

court against eminent, but culpable bankers, is

here given—contrasting so strikingly with the

vain attempts to prosecute those so much more

culpable in our oyra country.

CHAPTER LXXXVIII.

END AND EESULTS OF THE EXTRA SESSION,

This extraordinary session, called by President

Harrison, held under Mr. Tyler, dominated by

Mr. Clay, was commenced on the 31st of May

and ended the 13th of September : seventy-five

days' session—and replete with disappointed

calculations, and nearly' barren of permanent

results. The whigs expected from it an easy

and victorious course of legislation, and the con-

solidaticu of their power by the inauguration

of their cherished measures for acting on the

people—national bank—paper money national

currency—union of bank and state—distribu-

tion of public money—bankrupt act—monopoly

of office. The democracy saw no means of pre-

venting these measures ; but relied upon the

goodness of their cause, the badness of the

measures to be adopted by the whigs, and the

blunders they would commit, to give them

eventual >. .ctory, and soon to restore parties to
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their usual relative positions. The defection

of Mr. Tyler was not foreseen : his veto of a

nutional bank was not counted upon : the es-

tablishment of that institution was considered

certain : and the only remedy thought of was

in the repeal of the law establishing it. As a

public political corporation, that repealability

came within tlie decision of the Supreme Court

of the United States in the Dartmouth College

case ; and being established for the good of the

state, it became amenable to the judgment of

the State upon the question of good, or evil

—

to be decided by the political power. Repeal-

iibility was then the reliance against a national

bank ; and that ground was immediately taken,

and systematically urged—both for the pur-

pose of familiarizing the people with the idea

of repeal, and of deterring capitalists from
taking its stock. The true service that Mr.
Tyler did the democratic party was in rejecting

the bank charters (for such they both were
though disguised with ridiculous names). Nu-
merically he weakened the whig ranks but
little: potentially not at all—as those who
joined him, took oflSce : and became both use-

less to him, and a reproach. That becu ideal, of

a whig unity—" whig President, whig Congress,

and whig people "—which Mr. Webster and
Mr. Gushing were to realize, vanished : and they
with it—leaving Mr. Tyler without whig, and
without democratic adherents ; but with a small

party of his own as long as he was in a condi-

tion to dispense office. The legislation of the
session was a wreck. The measures passed
had no duration. The bankrupt act, and the dis-

tribution act, were repealed by the same Con-
gress that passed them—under the demand of
the people. The new tariff act, called revenue
—was changed within a year. The sub-trea-
sury system, believed to have been put to death,
came to life again. Gold and silver, intended
to have been ignored as a national currency,
had become that currency—both for the na-
tional coffers, and the people's pockets. Of all

the measures of that extraordinary session,
opening with so much hope, nothing now re-
mains to recall the idea of its existence, but,

first—Tm: Home Squadron ! keeping idle

watch on our safe cnastj?, at the cost of a mil=
lion per annum. Next, The Ocean Line
Steamers! plundering the country of two
millions annually, oppressing fair competition,
and damaging the character of Congress. And

last, not least. That One Hour Rule ! which
has silenfced the representatives of the people in

the House of Representatives, reduced the na-
tional legislation to blmd dictation, suppressed
opposition to evil measures, and deprived the
people of the means of knowing the evil that
Congress is doing.

To the democracy it was a triumphant ses-

sion—triumphant in every thin^' that consti-

tutes moral and durable triumph. They had
broken down the whig party before the session

was over—crushed it upon Its own measures

;

and were ready for the elections which were to

reveise the party positions. The Senate had
done it. The House, oppressed by the hour
rule, and the tyrannical abuse of the previous
question, had been able to make but little show.
The two-and-twenty in the Senate did the work

;

and never did I see a body of men more effec-

tive or brilliant—show a higher spirit or a more
determined persistence. To name the speakers,
would be to enumerate all—except Mr. Mouton,
who not having the English language perfect

was limited to his vote—always in place, and
always faithful. The Globe newspaper was a
powerful assistant, both as an ally working in
its own columns, and as a vehicle of communi-
cation for our daily debates. Before the session
was over we felt ourselves victorious, and only
waiting for the day when the elections were to
show it. Of all our successes, that of keeping
the hour rule, and the previous question out of
the American Senate, was the most brilliant, and
durably beneficent—rising above party—enter-
ing the high region of free government—pre-
serving the liberty of speech—preserving to i*-

publican government its distinctive aiid vital

feature, that of free debate ; and saving national

legislation from unresisted party dictation.

CHAPTER LXXXIX.
KIEST ANNUAL MESSAGE OF PRESIDENT TYLEE.

This message commg in so soon after the ter-

mination of the extra session—only two months
after it—was necessarily brief and meagre of
topics, and presents but kw points worthy of
historical remembrance. The first subject men-
tioned was the acquittal of M'Leod, which had
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taken place in the recess : and with which re-

sult the British government was content. The

next subject was, the kindred matter of the

Oaroline ; on which the President had nothing

satisfactory to communicate, but expressed a

high sense of the indignity which had been of-

fered to the United States, and evinced a be-

coming spirit to obtain redress for it. He
said:

" I regret that it is not in my power to make
known to you an equally satisfactory conclu-

sion in the case of the Oaroline steamer, with

the circumstances connected with the destruc-

tion of which, in December, 1837, by an armed
force fitted out in the Province of Upper Canada,

you are already made acquainted. No such

atonement as was duo for the public wrong
done to the United States by this invasion of

her territory, so wholly irreconcilable with her

rights as an independent power, has yet been

made. In the view taken by this government,

the inquiry whether the vessel was in the em-
ployment of those who were prosecuting an un-

authorized war against that Province, or was
engaged by the owner in the business of trans-

Eorting passengers to and from Navy Island in

opes of private gain, which was most probably

the case, in no degree alters the real question

at issue between the two governments. This

government can never concede to any foreign

government the power, except in a case of the

most urgent and extreme necessity, of invading

its terri cory, either to arrest the persons or de-

stroy the property of those who may have

violated the municipal laws of such foreign gov-

ernment, or have disregarded their obligations

arising under the law of nations. The territory

of the United States must be regarded as sa-

credly secure against all such invasions, until

they shall voluntarily acknowledge their in-

ability to aquit themselves of their duties to

others. And in announcing this sentiment, I

do but affirm a principle which no nation on

earth would be more ready to vindicate, at all

hazards, than the people and government of

Great Britain."

The finances were in a bad condition, and the

President chiefly referred to the report of the Sec-

retary of the Treasury upon them. Of the loan

of twelve millions authorized at the previous ses-

sion, only five millions and a half had been taken

—being the first instance, and the last in our

financial history in which, in time of peace, our

government was unable to borrow money. A
deficiency existed in the revenues of the year,

and for the eiisuing year that deficiency was es-

timated, would amount to a fraction over four-

teen millions of dollars. To meet this large

deficit the secretary recommended—;^rs/, an

extension of the term for the redeemability of

the remainder of the authorized loan, amount-

ing to ^6,500,000. Secondly, the re-issue of

the five millions of treasury notes authorized at

the previous session. Thirdly, the remainder

($2,718,570) to be made up by additional duties

on imported articles. While recommending

these fourteen millions and a quarter to be

raised by loans, treasury notes, and duties, the

President recommended the land revenue should

still remain as a fund for distribution to the

States, and was solicitous that, in the imposi-

tion of new duties, care should be taken not to

impair the mutual assurance for each othe"'8

life which the land distribution bill, and the

compromise clause contained in the tariff bill of

the extra session provided for each other—say-

ing : " It might be esteemed desirable that no

such augmentation of the duties should take

place as would have the effect of annulling the

land proceeds distribution act of the last ses-

sion, which act it declared to be inoperative the

moment the duties are increased beyond 20

per centum—the maximum rate established by

the compromise act." This recommendation, so

far as it applied to the compromise act, was

homage to the dead ; and so far as it related to

continuing the distribution of the land revenue

was, probably, the first instance in the annals

of nations in which the chief magistrate of a

country has recommended the diversion and gra-

tuitous distribution of a large branch of its re-

venues, recommending at the same time, monej

to be raised by loans, taxes, and government

notes to supply the place of that given away.

The largeness of the deficiency was a point to

be accounted for ; and that was done by show-

ing the great additional expenses to be incurred

—and especially in the navy, for which the

new secretary (Mr. Upshur) estimated enor-

mously, and gave rise to much searching dis-

cussion in Congress: of which, in its place.

But the chief item in the message was another

modification of the Gscalities of the extra ses-

sion, with a new name, and an old countenance

upon it, except where it was altered for the

worse. This new plan was thus introduced by

the President

:

" In pursuance of a pledge given to you in my

last message to Congress, which pledge I urge

as an apology for adventuring to present you

the details of any plan, the Secretary of tiw

Treasury will be ready to submit to you,shoula
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time, mone-,

you require it, a plan of finance which, while it

throws around the public treasure reasonable

guards for its protction, and rests on powers
acknowledged in practice to exist from the origin

of the government, will, at the same time, fur-

nish to the country a soimr' paper medium, and
afford all reasonable facilities for regulating the
exchanges. When submitted, you will perceive

in it a plan amendatory of the existing laws in

relation to the Treasury department—subordi-

nate in all respects to the will of Congress di-

rectly, and the will of the people indirectly

—

self-sustaining should it be found in practice to
realize its promises in theory, and rcpealable at
the pleasure of Congress. It proposes by efl'ec-

tual restraints, and by invoking the true spirit

of our institutions, to separate the purse from
the sword ; or more properly to speak, denies
any other control to the President over the
agents who may be selected to carry it into exe-
cution, but what may be indispensably necessary
to secure the fidelity of such agents ; and, by
wise regulations, keeps plainly apart from each
other private and public funds. It contemplates
the establishment of a Board of Control at the
seat of government, with agencies at prominent
comraercial points, or wherever else Congress
shall direct, for the safe-keeping and disburse-
ment of the public moneys, and a substitution,
at the option of the public creditor, of treasury
notes, in lieu of gold and silver. It proposes
to limit the issues to an amount not to exceed
^15,000,000—without the express sanction of
the legislative power. It also authorizes the re-
ceipt of individual deposits of gold and silver to
a limited amount, and the granting certificates
of deposit, divided into such sums as may be
called for by the depositors. It proceeds a step
further, and authorizes the purchase and sale of
domestic bills and drafts, resting on a real and
substantial basis, payable at sight, or having but
a short time to run, and drawn on places not
less than one hundred miles apart—which au-
thority, except in so far as may be necessary for
government purposes exclusively, is only to be
exerted upon the express condition, that its
exercise shall not be prohibited by the State
in which tho agency is situated,"

This was the prominent feature of the mes-
sage, and appeared to Mr. Benton to be so mon-
strous and dangerous that it ought not to be
allowed to get out of the Senate without a mark
of reprobation should be first set upon it. The
moment the reading was finished, the usual re-
solve was otfered to print extra copies, when he
rose and inveighed against the new fiscality with
great vehemence, saying

:

" He wnld not reconcile it to himself to let the
reso ution pass without making a few remarks
on tliat part of the message which related to the
uew bscal agent. Looking at that feature of it.

as read, he perceived that the President gave an
outline of his plan, leaving it to the Secretary
of the Treasury to furnish the details in his re-
port. He (Mr. Benton) apprehended that no-
thing in those details could reconcile him to the
project, or in any manner meet his approbation.
There were two main points presented in the
plan, to which he never could agree—both being
wholly unconstitutional and dangerous. One
was that of emitting bills of credit, or issuing a
treasury currency. Congress had no constitu-
tional authority to issue paper money, or emit
federal bills of credit ; and the other feature is

to authorize this government to deal in ex-
changes. The proposition to issue bills of credit,
when under consideration at the formation of
the constitution, was struck out with the ex-
press view of making this government a hard
money government—not capable of recognizing
any other than a specie currency—a currency of
gold and silver—a currency known and valued,
and equally understood by every one. But here
is a proposition to do what is expressly refused
to be allowed by the framers of the constitution—to exercise a power not only not granted to
Congress, but a power expressly denied. Tha
next proposition is to authorize the federal gov-
ernment to deal in and regulate exchanges, and
to furnish exchange to merchants. This is a
new invention—a modpi •> idea of the power of
this government, invci; .u by Mr. Biddle, to help
out a national bank. Much as General Ham-
ilton was in favor of paper money, he never went
the length of recommending government bills of
credit, or dealings in exchange by the United
St tes Treasury. The fathers of the church,
Macon, and John Randolph, and others, called
this a hard money government • they obj-'ited
to bank paper; but here is "-ivi an.jr' paper;
and that goes beyond Han /

, mu.i as he
was in favor of the paper system. The whole
scheme making this government a regulator of
exchange—a dealer in exchange—a furnisher of
exchange—is absurd, unconstitutional, and per-
nicious, and is a new thing under the sun.

" Now he (Mr. Benton) objected to this gov-
ernment becoming a seller of exchange to the
country (which is transportation of money) for
which there is no more authority than there is
for its furnishing transportation of goods or
country produce. There is not a word in the
constitution to authorize it—not a word to be
found justifying the assumption. The word ex-
change is not in the constitution. What does
this message propose ? Congress is called upon
to establish a board with agencies, for the pur-
pose of furnishing the country with exchanges.
Why should not Congress be also called on to
furnish that portion of the community engaged
in commerce with facilities for transporting mer-
chandise ? The proposition is one of the most
pernicious nature, and such as must lead to the
most dangerous consequences if adopted.

" The British debt began in the time of Sii
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Robert Walpole, on issues of exchequer bills

—

by which system the British nation has been
cheated, and plunged irretrievably in debt to the

amount of nine hundred millions of pounds.

The prcj sition that the government should

become the issuer of exchequer notes, is one
borrowed from the system introduced in Eng-
land by Sir Robert Walpole, vrhose whig admin-
istration was nothing but a high tory administra-

tion of Queen Anne : and infinitely worse ; for

Walpole's exchequer bills were for large sums, for

investment : this scheme goes down to five dol-

lar notes for common and petty circulation. He
(Mr. Benton) had much to say on this subject,

but this was not the time for entering at lai^e

into it. This perhaps was not the proper occa-

sion to say more ; nor would it, he considered,

be treating the President of the United States

with proper respect to enter upon a premature
discussion. He could not, however, in justice to

himself, allow this resolution to pass without
stating his objections to two such obnoxious
features of the proposed fiscality, looking, as he
did, upon the whole thing as one calculated to

destroy the whole structure of the government,

to change it from the hard money it was in-

tended to be, to the paper money government it

was intended not to be, and to mix it up with

trade, whic' no one ever dreamed of. He (Mr.

Benton) had on another occasion stated that

this administration would go back not only to

the federal times of '98, but to the times of Sir

Robert Walpole and Queen Anne, and the evi-

dence is now before us.

" He (Mr. Benton) had only said a few
words on this occasion, because he could not let

the proposition to sanction bills of credit go
without taking the very ea -liest opportunity of

expressing his disapprobation, and denouncing

a system calculated to produce the same re-

sults which had raised the funded debt of Great
Britain from twenty-one millions to nine hundred
millions of ponnds. He should avail himself of

the first appropriate opportunity to maintain

the ground he had assumed as to the identity of

this policy with that of Walpole, by argument
and references, that this plan of the President's

was utterly unconstitutional and dangerous

—

part borrowed from the system of English ex-

chequer issues, and part from Mr. Biddle's

scheme of making the federal government an
exchange dealer—though Mr. Biddle made the

government act indirectly through a board of

bank directors, and this makes it act directly

through a board of treasury directors and their

agents.
" This is the first time that a formal proposi-

tion has been made to change our hard money
government (as it was intended to be) into a
paper money machine ; and it is the first time

that there has been a proposal to mix it up with
traHe and commerce, by making it a furnisher of

exchanges, a bank of deposit, a furnisher of paper

currency, and an imitator of the old confedera-

tion in its continental bills and a copyist of the
English exchequer system. Being the first time
these unconstitutional and pernicious schemes
were formally presented to Congress, he felt It

to be his duty to disclose his opposition to them
at once. He would soon speak more fully."

The President in his message referred to the

accompanying report of the Secretary of the

Treasury (Mr. Walter Forward), for the details

of his plan ; and in looking at these they were

found to comprise all the features of a bank of

circulation, a bank of deposit, and a bank of dis-

count upon bills of exchange—all in the hands of

the government, and they to become the collec-

tors and keepers of the public moneys, and the

furnishers of a national paper money currency

in sums adapted to common deahngs, both to

the people and the federal government. It was a

revolting scheme, and fit for instant condemna-

tion, but in great danger of being adopted from

the present predominance of that party in all

the departments of the government which was

60 greatly addicted to the paper system.

CHAPTER XC.

Tlimn PLAN FOB A FISCAL AGENT, CALLED
EXCHEQUER BOAKD: ME. BENTON'S SPEECH
AGAINST IT: EXTRACTS.

Mn. President :—I have said on several occa-

sions since the present administration was

formed, that we had gone back not merely to

the federal times of General Hamilton, but far

beyond them—to the whig times of Sir Robert

Walpole, and the tory times of Queen Anne.

When 1 have said this I did not mean it for sar-

casm, or for insult, or to annoy the feelings of

those who Imd just gotten into power. My aim

was far higher and nobler—that of showing the

retrograde movement which our government

was making, and waking up the country to a

sense of its dangers before it was too late ; and

to the conviction of the necessity of arresting

that movement, and recovering the ground

which we have lost. When I had said tliat we

had gone back to the Walpole and Queen Anne

times of the British government, I knew full

well the extent of the declaration which I had

made, and the obligation which I had imposed
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on myself to sustain my assertion, and I knew
that history would bear me out in it. I know
(ill this ; and I felt that if I could show to the

American people that we had retrograded to

the most calamitous period of British history

—the period from which her present calamities

all date—and that we were about to adopt the

systems of policy which she then adopted, and

which has led to her present condition ; I felt

that if I could do this, I might succeed in rous-

ing up the country to a sense of its danger be-

fore it was too late to avoid the perils which

ire spread before us. The administration of Sir

Robert Walpole was the fountain-head of British

woes. All the measures which have led to the

present condition of the British empire, and

have given it more debt and taxes, more pau-

pers, and more human misery than ever before

was collected under the sway of one sceptre

:

all these date from the reigns of the first and

second George ; when this minister, for twen-

ty-five years, was the ruler of parliament by
means of the moneyed interest, and the ruler of

kings by beating the tories at their own game
of non-resistance and passive obedience to the

royal will. The tories ruled under Queen
Anne: they went for church and state, and

rested for support on tlif landed interest. The
whigs came into power with the accession of

George the First : they went for bank and
state ; and rested for support on the moneyed
interest. Sir Robert Walpole was the head of

the whig party ; and immediately became the

favorite of that monarch, and afterwards of his

successor ; and, availing himself during that

long period of power of all the resources of

genius, unimpeded by the obstacle of principles,

he succeeded in impressing his own image upon
the age in which he lived, and giving to the

government policy the direction which it has
followed ever since. Morals, politics, public

and private pursuits, all received the impress
of the minister's genius ; and what that genius

produced I will now proceed to show : I read
•rom Smollet's continuation of Hume :

" This was the age of interested projects, in-
spired by a venal spirit of adventure, the natu-
ral consequence of that avarice, fraud, and prof-
ligaey which the moneyed corporations had
introduced. The vice, luxury, and prostitution
of the age—the almost total extinction of senti-
ment, honor, and public spirit—had prepared
the minds of men for slavery and corruption.

The means were in the hands of the ministry

:

the public treasure was at their devotion ; they
multiplied places and pensions, to increase the
number of their dependents : they squandered
away the national treasure without taste, dis-
cernment, decency, or remorse : they enlisted
an army of the most abandoned emissaries,
whom they employed to vindicate the worst
measures in the face of truth, common sense,
and conimon honesty ; and they did not fail to
stigmatize as Jacobites, and enemies to the gov-
emmtnt, all those who presumed to question
the merit of their administration. The inte-
rior government of Great Britain was chiefly
managed by Sir Robert Walpole, a man of ex-
traordinary talents, who had from low begin-
nings raised himself to the head of the minis-
try. Having obtained a seat in the House of
Commons, he declared himself one of the most
forward partisans of the whig faction. He was
endued with a species of eloquence which, though
neither nervous nor elegant, flowed with great
facility, and was so plausible on all subjects,
that even when he misrepresented the truth,
whether from ignorance or design, he seldom
failed to persuade that part of his audience for
whose hearing his harangue was chiefly in-
tended. He was well acquainted with the na-
ture of the public funds, and understood the
whole mystery of stockjobbing. This know-
ledge produced a connection between him and
the MONEY CORPORATIONS, which served to en-
hance his importance."

Such was the picture of Great Britain in the

time of Sir Robert Walpole, and such was the

natural fruit of a stockjobbing government,

composed of bank and state, resting for sup-

port on heartless corporations, and lending the

wealth and credit of the country to the inter-

ested schemes of projectors and adventurers.

Such was the picture of Great Britain during

this period; and who would not mistake it

(leaving out names and dates) for a description

of our own times, in our own America, during

the existence of the Bank of the United States

and the thousand afliliated institutions which

grew up under its protection during its long

reign of power and corruption ? But, to pro-

ceed, with English history :

Among the corporations brought into exist-

ence by Sir Robert AValpole, or moulded by
him into tliQ form which they have since worn,

were the South Sea Companj^, the East India

Company, the Bank of England, the Royal In-

surance Company, the London Insurance Com-
pany, the Charitable Corporation, and a multi-

tude of others, besides the excliequcr and fund-

ing systems, which w«o the machines for
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Mi ^i^^l^ll

Bmupglinp; dobts and taxes upon the people and

saddling them on posterity. All these schemes

were brought forward un<ior the pretext of pay-

ing the debts of the nation, relieving the dis-

tresses of the people, aHsisling the poor, encour-

aging agriculture, commerce, and manufactures
;

and saving the nation from the burden of loans

and taxes. Such were the pretexts for all the

schemes. They were generally conceived by

low and crafty adventurers, adopted by the

minister, carried through parliament by bribery

and corruption, flourished their day ; and ended

in ruin and disgrace. A brief notice of the ori-

gin and pretensions of the South Sea scheme,

may serve for a sample of all the rest, and be

an instructive lesson upon the wisdom of all

government projects for the relief of the people.

I say, a notice of its origin and pretensions ; for

the progress and termination of the scheme are

known to everybody, while few know (what

the philosophy of history should be most for-

ward to teach) that this renowned scheme of

fraud, disgrace, and ruin, was the invention of a

London scrivener, adopted by the king and his

minister, passed through parliament by bribes

to the amount of ;£574,000 ; and that its vaunt-

ed object was to pay the debts of the nation, to

ease the burdens of the subject, to encourage

the industry of the country, and to enrich all

orders of men. These are the things which

Bh< uld be known ; these are the things which

philosophy, teaching by the example of history,

proposes to tell, in order that the follies of one

age or nation may be a warning to others ; and

this is what I now want to show. I read again

from the same historian

:

"The king (George I.) having recommended
to the Commons the consideration of proper
means for lessening the national debt, was a
prelude to the famous South Sea act, which be-

came prodiictive of so much mischief and infat-

uation. The sciieme was projected by Sir John
Blunt, who had been bred a scrivener, and was
possessed of all the cunning, plausibility and
boldness requisite for such an undertaking. lie

communicated his plan to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, as well as to one of the Secretaries

of State. He answered all their objections, and
the plan was adopted. They foresaw their own
private advantage in the execution of the de-

sign. The pretence for the scheme was to dis-

charge the national debt, by reducing all the

funds into one. The Uank and the South Sea
Company outbid each other. The South Sea
Company altered their original plan, and offered

such high terms to government that the propo-
sals of the Bank were rejected : and a bill was
ordered to be brought into the House of Com-
mons, formed on the plan presented by the
South Sea Company. The bill passed without
amendment or division ; and on the 7th day of
April, 1720, received the royal assent. Before
any subFcription could be made, a fictitious

stock of jE574,000 had been disposed of by the
directors to facilitate the passing of the bill.

Great part of this was distributed among the
Earl Sunderland, Mr. Craggs, Secretary of State
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Duchess
of Kendall, the Countess of Platen, and her two
nieces" (mistresses of the king, &c.)

This is a sample of the origin and pretension^

of nearly all the great corporations which were

chartered and patronized by the Walpole wliigs:

all of them brought forward under the pretext

of relieving the people and the government—

nearly all of them founded in fraud or folly-

carried through by corruption—and ending in

disgrace and calamity. Leaving out names,

and who would not suppose that I had been

reading the history of our own country in our

own times ? The picture suits the United

States in 1840 as well as it suited England in

1720 : but at one point, the comparison, if

pushed a step further, would entirely fail ; all

these corporation plunderers were punished in

England ! Thougfi favored by the king and

ministry, they were detested by the people, and

pursued to the extremity of law and justice.

The South Sea swindlers were fined and impris-

oned—their property confiscated—their names

attainted—and themselves declared incapable

of holding any office of honor or profit in the

kingdom. The president and cashier of the

chaiilable corporation—(which was chartered

to relieve the distresses of the poor, and which

swindled the said poor ut of j£C00,000 sterling)

—this president and this cashier were pursued

into Holland—captured—brought back—crimi-

nally punished—and made to disgorge their

plunder. Others, authors and managers of va-

rious criminal corporations, were also punished:

and in this the parallel ceases between the Eng-

lish times and our own. With us, the swin-

dling corporations are triumphant over law and

government. Their managers are in high places

—give the tone to society—and riot in wealth.

Those who led, or counselled the greatest ruin

which this, or any country ever beheld—tlie

Bank of the United States—these leaders, their
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le, a fictitious

counsellors and abettors, are new potential with

the federal government—furnish plans for new

systems of relief—and are as bold and perse-

vering as ever in seizing upon government

money and government credit to accomplish

their own views. In nil this, the parallel ceases

;

and our America sinks in the comparison.

Corporation credit was ruined in Great

Britain, by the explosions of banks and com-

panies—by the bursting of bubbles—by the de-

tection of their crimes—and by the crowning

catastrophe of the South Sea scheme : it is

equally ruined with us, and by the same means,

and by the crowning villany of the Bank of the

United States. Bank and state can no longer

go together in our America: the government

can no longer repose upon corporations. This

is the case with us in 1841 ; and it was the case

with Great Britain in 1720. The South Sea

explosion dissolved (for a long time) the con-

nection there; the explosion of the Bank of

the United States has dissolved it here. New
schemes become indispensable : and in both

countries the same alternative is adopted.

Having exhausted corporation credit in Eng-

land, the Walpole whigs had recourse to gov-

ernment credit, and established a Board of

Exchequer, to strike government paper. In
like manner, the new whigs, having exhausted

corporation credit with us, have recourse to

government credit to supply its place ; and send

us a plan for a federal exchequer, copied with

such fidelity of imitation from the British origi-

nal that the description of one seems to be the

description of the other. Of course I speak of

the exchequer feature of the plan alone. For
as to all the rest of our cabinet scheme—its

banking and brokerage conceptions—its ex-

change and deposit operations—its three dollar

issues in paper for one dollar specie in hand

—

its miserable one-half of one per centum on its

Change-alley transactions—its Cheapsideunder-
biddings of rival bankers and brokers :—as to
all these follies (for they do not amount to the
dignity of errors) they are not copied from any
part of the British exchequer system, or any
other system that I ever heard of, but are the un-
contested and unrivalled production of our own
American genius. I repeat it : our administra-
tion stands to-day where the British govern-
ment stood one hundred and twenty years ago.

Corporation credit exhausted, public credit is

resorted to ; and the machinery of an exchequer

of issues bcames the instrument of cheating

and plunderinj; the people in both countries.

The British invent : we copy : and the copy

proves the scholar to bo worthy of the master.

Here is the British act. Let us read some parts

of it : and recognize in its design, its structure,

its object, its provisions, and its machinery, the

true original of this plan (the exchequer part)

which the united wisdom of our administration

has sent down to us for our acceptance and rati-

flication. I read, not from the separate and de-

tached acts of the first and second George, but

from the revised and perfected system as cor-

rected and perpetuated in the reign of George

the Third. (Here Mr. Benton compared the

two systems through the twenty sections

which compose the British act, and the same
number which compose the exchequer bill of

this administration.)

Here, resumed Mr. B. is the original of our

exchequer scheme ! here is the original of which
our united admini'tration has unanimously sent

us down a faitliful copy. In all that relates to

the exchequer— its design— operation— and
mode of action—they are one and the same
thing! identically the same. The design of

both is to substitute government credit for cor-

poration credit—to strike paper money for the

use of the government—to make this paper a

currency, as well as a means of raising loans—to

cover up and hide national debt—to avoid pre-

sent taxes in order to increase them an hun-

dred fold in future—to throw the burdens of

the present day upon a future day ; and to ad
posterity with our debts in addition to uxu-
own. The design of both is the same, and the

structure of both is the same. The English

board consists of the lord treasurer for the time

being, and three commissioners to be appointed

by the king ; our board is to consist of the Sec-

retary of the Treasury and the Treasurer for the

time being, and three commissioners to be ap-

pointed by the President and Senate. The
English board is to superintend and direct the

form and mode of preparing and issuing the ex-

chequer bills ; our board is to do the same by
our treasury notes. The English bills are to be

receivable in all payments to the public; our

treasuiy notes are to be received in like manner
in all federal payments. The English board ap-

points paymasters, clerks and officers to assist
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them in t!ic work of the exchequer ; orrs is to

appoint agents in the States, with offlccra and

clerks to as^i^t them in the Kamo work. The

English paymasters are to give bonds, and be

subject to inspection ; our agents are to do and

submit to the same. The English exchequer

bills are to servo for a currency ; and for that

purpose the board may contract with persons,

bodies politic and corporate, to take and cir-

culate them ; our board is to do the same thing

through its agencies in the States and terri-

tories. The English exchequer bills arc to be

exchanged for ready money ; ours are to \>g ex-

changed in the same manner. In short, the

plans are the same, one copied from the other,

identical in design, in structure, and in mode of

operation ; and wherein they differ (as they do

in some details), the advantage is on the side of

the British. For example: 1. The British pay

interest on their bills, ana raise the interest

when necessary to sustain thera in the market.

Ours are to pay no interest, and will depreciate

from the day they issue. 2. The British cancel

and destroy their bills when once paid ; wo are

to reissue ours, like common bank notes, until

worn out with use. 3. The British make no

ymall bills; none less than £100 sterling

($500), we begin with five dollars, like the old

continentals ; and, like them, will soon be down

to one dollar, and to a shilling. 4. The British

board could issue no bill except as specially au-

thorized from time to time by act of Parlia-

ment : ours is to keep out a perpetual issue of

fifteen millions ; thus creating a perpetual debt

to that amount. 5. The British board was to

have no deposit of government stocks : ours are

to have a deposit of five millions, to be con-

verted into money when needed, and to consti-

tute another permanent debt to thai amount.

P. The British gave a true title to their ex-

. chequer act : we give a false one to ours. They

entitled theirs, "A7i act for regulating the

issuing and paying of, of exchequer bills :^^

we entitle ours, "A bill amendatory of the

several acts establishing the Treasury de-

partment.^' In these and a few other particu-

lars tlie two exchequers differ ; but in all the

essential features—design—structure—operation

—they are the same.

Having shown that our proposed exchequer

was a copy of the British system, and that we

are having recourse to it under the same cir-

cumstancea : that in both countries it is a transit

from corporation credit deceased, to government

credit which is to bear the brunt of new follies

and nev/ extravagances : having shown this, I

next propose to show the manner in which this

exchequer system has worked in England, that

from its workings there, we may judge of its

workings here. This is readily done. Some
dates and figures will accomplish the task, and

enlighten our imderstandings on a point so im-

portant. I say some dates and figures will do

it. Thus : at ihe commencement of this system

in England the annual taxes were 5 millions

sterling : they are now 50 millions. The publx

debt was then 40 millions : it is now 900 mil-

lions, the unfun''.»3d items included. The in-

terest and mar.agement of the debt were then IJ

millions : they are now 30 millions.

Here Mr. B. exhibited a book—the index to

the British Statutes at large—containing a re-

ference to all the issues of exchequer bills from

the last year of the reign of George I. (1727)

to the f«urth year of the reign of her present

Majesty (1840). He showed the amounts issued

under each reign, and the parallel growth of the

national debt, until these issues exceeded a

thousand millions, and the debt, after all pay-

ments made upon it, is still near one thousand

millions, idr. B. here pointed out the annual

issues under each reign, and then the totals for

each reign, si owing that the issues were small

and far between in the beginning—large and

close together in the conclusion—and that it

was now going on faster than ever.

The following was the table of the issues un-

der each reign

:

Geo. I. In 1727 (ono year),

Geo. n. from 1727 to 1760 (88 years),

Geo. IH. from 1760 to 1820 (60 years),

Geo. IV. from 1820 to 1881 (U years),

Will. IV. from 1881 to 1887 (6 years),

Victoria I. from 1S87 to 1S40 (4 years),

£870,000
ll,5iK),0<'0

M2,500,C1)0

820,00»,()n0

160,000,000

160,000,000

£1,140,870,000

Near twelve hundred millions of pounds ster-

ling in less than a century and a quarter—we

may say three-quarters of a century, for the

great mass of the issues have taken place since

the beginning of the reign of George III. The

first issue was the third of a million; under

George II., the average annual issue was the

third of a million ; under George HI., the an-

nual average was nine millions ; under George

IV. it was thirty millions ; under William IV.
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ho issues un-

£1,140,3:0,000

twenty-thrco inillions ; and under Victoria, it is

twcnty-ono millions. Sucli is the progress of

the systcin—such the danger of commencing the

issue of paper money to supply the wants of a

goTeniment.

This, continued Mr. B., is the fruit of the ex-

chequer issues in England, and it shows both

the rapid growth and dangerous perversion of

such issues. The first bills of this kind ever

issued in that country were under William III.,

commonly called the Prince of Orange, in the

year 1C96. They were issued to supply the

place temporarily of the coin, which was all

called in to be recoined under the superintend-

ence of Sir Isaac Newton. The first bills were

put out by King William only for this tem-

porary purpose, and were issued as low as ten

pounds and five pounds sterling. It was not

until more than thirty years afterwards, and

when corporation credit had failed, that Sir Ro-

bert Walpole revived the idea of these bills, and

perverted them into a currency, and into instru-

ments for raising money for the service of the

gOTcmment. His practice was to issue these

bills to supply present wants, instead of laying

taxes or making a fair and open loan. When
due, a new issue took up the old issu^ ; and

when the quantity would become great, the

whole were funded j that is to say saddled upon

posterity. The fruit of the system is seen in

the 900,000,000 of debt which Great Britain

still owes, after all the payments made upon it.

The amount is enormous, overwhelming, appal-

ling ; such as never could have been created un-

der any system of taxes or loans. In the nature

of things government expenditure has its limits

when it has to proceed upon taxation or bor-

rowing. Taxes have their limit in the capacity

of the people to pay : loans have their limit in

the capacity of men to lend ; and both have

their restraints in the responsibility and pub-

licity of the operation. Taxes cannot be laid

without exciting the inquiry of the people.

Loans cannot be made without their demanding

wherefore. Money, i. e. gold and silver, cannot

be obtained, but in limited and reasonable

amounts, and all these restraints impose limits

upon the amount of government expenditure

and government debt. Not so with the noise-

less, insidious, boundless progress of debt and
expenditure upon the issue of government pa-

per! The silent working of the press is un-

heard by the people. Whether it is one million

or twenty millions that is struck, is ull one to

them. When the time comes for payment, the

silent operation of the funding system succeeds

to the silent operation of the printing press

;

and thus extravagant expenditures go on — a

moiuitain of debt grows up—devouring interest

accrjies—and the whole is thrown upon pos-

terity, to crush succeeding ages, after demoraliz-

ing the age which contracted it.

The British debt is the fruit of the exchequer

system in Great Britain, the same that we are

now urged to adopt, and under the same circum-

stances ; and frightful as is its amount, that is

only one branch—one part of the fruit—of the

iniquitous and nefarious system. Other parts

remain to bo stated, and the first that I name
is, that a largo part of this enormous debt is

wholly false and factitious ! McCuUoch states

two-fifths to bo fictitious ; other writers say

more ; but his authority is the highest, and I

prefer to go by it. In his commercial dictionary,

now on my table, under the word "/«n(/s," he

shows the means by which a stock for £100
would be granted when only XGO or £70 were

paid for it ; and goes on to say :

" In consequence of this practice, the principal

of the debt now existing amounts to nearly two-
fifths more than the amount actually advanced
by the lender."

So that the English people are bound for two-

fifths more of capital, and pay two-fifths more
of annual interest, on account of their debt than

they ever received. Two-fifths of 900,000,000

is 300,000,000 ; and two-fifths of 30,000,000 is

12,000,000 ; 80 that here is fictitious debt to the

amount of $1,600,000,000 of our money, draw-

ing $60, ,\ .',000 of interest, for which the people

of Engli: id never received a cent ; and into which

they were juggled and cheated by the frauds

and villanies of the exchequer and funding sys-

tems ! those systems which we are now unani-

mously invited by our administration to adopt.

The next fruit of this system is that of the kind

of money, as it was called, which was considered

lent, and which goes to make up the three-fifths

of the debt admitted to have been received

;

about the one-half of it was received in depre-

ciated paper during the long bank suspension

which took place from 1797 to 1823, and during

which time the depreciation sunk as low as 30

per centum. Ilere, then, is another deduction
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of near one-third to be taken off the one-half of

the three-fifths whicli i« counted as having been

advanced by the lenders. Finally, another bit-

ter drop is found in this cup of indcbtednesB,

that the lenders were mostly jobbers and gam-

blera in Blocks, without a shilling of tlieir own

to go upon, and who by the tricks of the system

became the creditors of the government for mil-

lions. These gentry would puff the stocks which

they had received—sell them at some advance

—

and then lend the government a part of its own

money. These are the lenders—these the re-

ceivers of thirty millions sterling of taxes

—

these the scrip nobility who cast the hereditary

nobles into the shade, and who hold tributary

to themselves all the property and all the pro-

ductive industry of the British empire. And

this is the state of things which our adminis-

tration now proposes for our imitation.

This is the way the exchequer and funding

system have worked in England; and let no

one say they will not work in the same manner

in our own country. The system is the same

in all countries, and will work alike every where.

Go into it, and we shall have every fruit of the

system which the English people now have

;

and of this most of our young States, and of

our cities, and corporations, which have gone

into the borrowing business upon their bonds,

are now living examples. Their bonds were

their exchequer bills. They used them pro-

fusely, extravagantly, madly, as all paper credit

is used. Their bonds were sold under par,

though the discount was usually hid by a trick

:

pay was often received in depreciated paper.

Sharpers frequently made the purchase, who had

nothing to pay but a part of the proceeds of the

same bonds when sold. And thus the States

and cities arc bound for debts which are in a

great degree fictitious, and are bound to lenders

who had nothing to lend ; and such are the

frauds of the system which is presented to us,

and must be our fate, if we go mto the exche-

quer system.

I have shown the effect of an exchequer of

issues in Great Britain to strike paper money

for a currency, and as a substitute for loans and

taxes. I have shown that this system, adopted

by Sir Robert Walpole upon the failure of cor-

poration credit, has been the means of smuggling

a mountain load of debt upon the British people,

two-fifths of which is fraudulent and fictitious
;

that it has made the ^rroat body of the people

tributaries to a handful of tuiulhf>lders, most of

wliom, w iliout owning a shilling, were enabled

by the frauds of the paper system and the fund-

ing system, to lend millions to the government.

I have shown that this system, thus ruinous ia

England, was the resort of a crafty minister lo

substitute government credit for the exhausted

credit of the moneyed corimrations, and the ex-

ploded bubbles ; and I have shown that the

exchequer plan now presented to us by our ad-

ministration, is a faithful copy of the English

original. I have shown all this ; and now the

question is, shall we adopt this copy? This

is the question ; and the consideration of it im-

plies the humiliating conclusi^-n, that wo have

forgot that we have a constitution, and we have

gone back to the worst era of English history—

to times of the South Sea bubble, to take les-

sons in the science of political economy. Sir,

wo have a Constitution ! and if there was any

thing better established than another, at the

time of its adoption, it was that the new govern-

ment wos a hard-money government, made by

hard-money men, who had seen and felt the

evils of government paper, and who intended

for ever to cut off the new government from the

use of that dangerous expedient. The question

was made in the Convention (for there was a

small paper money party in that body), and

solemnly decided that the government should

not emit paper money, bills of credit, or paper

currency of any kind. It appears from the his-

tory of the Convention, that the first draft of

the constitution contained a paper clause, and

that it stood in connection with the power to

raise money ; thus :
" To borrow money, and

emit bills, on the credit of the United Slates."

When this clause came up for consideration,

Mr. Gouvemeur Morris moved to strike out the

words, " and emit bills," and was seconded by

Mr. Pierce Butler. "Mr. Madison thought it

sufficient to prevent them from being made a

tender." " Mr. Ellsworth thought this a favorable

moment to shut and bar the door against paper

money. The mischief of the various experi-

ments which had been made, were now fresh in

the public mind, and had excited the disgust of

all the respectable part of America. By with-

holding the power from the lit-.v government,

more friends of intiuence would be gained to it

than by almost any thing else. Paper moaey
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can in no ca«o bo nccoN«ary. Give tho govern-

ment creilit, an<I other reHourccN will ofTor. Tho
power may do harm, never good." Mr. Wilson

said :
" It will have a most salutary influence on

the credit of tho United States, to remove the

possibility of paper money. This expedient can

never succeed while its mischiefs are remem-

bered ; and as long as it can be resorted to, it

will be a bar to other resources." " Mr. Butler

remarked that paper was a legal tender in no
countr- » Europe. IIo was urgent for disarm-

in;; tho government of euch a power." " Mr.

Read thought the words, if not struck out, would

be as alarming oa the mark of the beast in Revc-

lalions." "Mr. Langdon had rather reject the

whole jilan tlian retain tho three words, ' and

omit bills.'" A few members spoko in favor of

retaining tho clause ; but, on taking tho vote,

tho sense of tho convention was almost unani-

mously against it. Nino States voted for strik-

ing out : two for retaining.

If there were a thousand constitutional pro-

visions in favor of paper money, I should still

be against it—against the thing itoelf, per se

and propter se—on account of its own inherent

baseness and vice. But tho Constitution is

against it—clearly so upon its face ; upon its

history ; upon Us early practice ; upon its uni-

form interpretation. Tho universal expression

at the time of its adoption was, that the new
government was a hard money government,
made by hard money men, and that it was to

save the country from the curse of paper money.
This was the universal language—this the uni-

versal sentiment ; and this hard money char-

acter of the new government was one of the
great recommendations in its favor, and one of
the chief inducements to its adoption. All the
early action of the government conformed to
this idea—all its early legislation was as true
to hard money as the needle is to the pole. Tho
very first act of Congress for tho collection of
duties on imports, passed in the first year of
the new government's existence, and enacted
by the very men who had framed the Consti-
tution—this first act required those duties to be
paid " in gold and silver coin only ; " the word
only, which is a contraction for tho old English
onely, being added to cut off the possibility of
an intrusion, or an injection of a particle of
paper money into the Treasury of the United
States. The first act for tho sale of public

lands required them to bo paid for In ** specie "

—the spccio circular of 18;{(5 was only tho en-
forcement of that Oct J ard tho hard money
clause in tho independent treasury was a re-

vival of these two original ond fundamental
revenue laws. Such were tho early legislativo

interpretations of tho Constitution by the men
who made itj and corresponding with these

for a long time after tho commencement of tho
government, were the interpretations of all

public men, and of no ono more emphatically
than of him who is now the prominent mem-
ber of this administration, and to whoso hand
public opinion attributes tho elaborate defence
of tho Cabinet Exchequer plan w hich has been
sent down to us. In two speeenes, delivered

by that gentleman in tho House of Representa-
tives in tho year 181G, ho thus expressed him-
self on the hard money character of our govem-
m.ent, and on the folly and danger of the paper
system

:

"No nation had a better currency than the
United States. There was no nation which had
guarded its currency with more care : for the
framors of the Constitution and those who had
enacted the early statutes on tho subject, were
hard money men. They had felt and duly ap-
preciated the evils of a paper medium : they,
therefore, sedulously guarded the currency or
the United States from debasement. The legal
currency of tho United States was gold and
silver coin: this was a subject in regard to
which Congress had run into no folly. Gold
and silver currency was the law of tho land
at home, and the law of the world abroad : there
could, in the present condition of the world, bo
no other currency."

So spake the present Secretary of State in

February, 1816 ; and speaking so, ho spoko the

language of the Constitution, of tho statesman,

and of tho enlightened age in which wo live.

He was right in saying that Congress, up to

that time, had run into no folly in relation to

the currency ; that is to say, had not attempted
to supersede the hard money of the Constitu-

tion by a national currency of paper. I can say
the same for Congress up to the present day.

Can the Secretary answer in like manner for

the cabinet of which he is a member "2 Can he
say of it, that it has run into no folly in rela-

tion to the currency ? Tho secretary is right

again in sjjying that, in the present eonditiou

of the world, there can be no other currency

than gold and silver. Certainly he is right.
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Gold and silver is the measure of values. The

actual condition of the world requires that

measure to be uniform and universal. The

whole world is now in a state of incessant in-

tercommunication. Commercial, social, politi-

cal relations are universal. Dealings and trans-

actions are immense. All nations, civilized and

barbarian, acknowledge the validity of the gold

and silver standard ; ard the nation that should

attempt to establish another, would derange its

connections with the world, and put itself with-

out the pale of its monetary system. The Sec-

retary was right in saying that", in the present

condition of the world, in the present state of

the universal intercommunications of all man-

kind, there could be no measure of values but

that which was universally acknowledged, and

that all must conform to that measure. In this

he showed a grasp of mind—a comprehension

and profundity of intellect—which merits en-

comium, and which casts far into the shade the

lawyer-like argument, in the shape of a report,

which has been sent down to us.

The senator from Virginia [Mr. Eives] felici-

tates himself upon the character of these pro-

posed exchequer bills, because they are not to

be declared by law to be a legal tender : as if

there was any necessity for such a declaration

!

Far above the law of the land is the law of ne-

cessity ! far above the legal tender, which the

statute enacts, is the forced tender which neces-

sity compels. There is no occasion for the

statutory enactment : the paper will soon enact

the law for itself—that law which no power

can resist, no weakness can shun, no art elude,

no cunning escape. It is the prerogative of all

paper money to expel all hard money; and

then to force itself into every man's hand, be-

cause there is nothing else for any hand to re-

ceive. It is the prerogative of all paper money

to do this, and of government paper above all

other. Let this government go into the busi-

ness of paper issues : let it begin to stamp

paper for a currency, and it will quickly find

itself with nothing but paper on its hands ;

—

paper to pay out—paper to receive in ;—the

specie basis soon gone—and the vile trash de-

preciating from day to day until it sinks into

nothing, and perishes on the hands of the igno-

rant, the credulous, and the helpless part of

the community.

The same senator [Mr. Rives] consoles him-

self with the small amount of these exchequer
bills which are to be issued—only fifteen mil-
lions of dollars. Alas ! sir, does he recollect

that that sum is seven times the amount of our
first emission of continental bills ? that it is fif-

teen times the amount of Sir Robert Walpole's

firct emission of exchequer bills? and doi.blo

the amount of the first emission of the French
assignats ? Does he consider these things and
recollect that it is the first step only which costs

the difficulty ? and that, in the case of govern-

ment paper money, the subsequent proo'ress is

rapid in exact propoption to the difficulty of the

first step? Does he not know that the first

emission of our continental bills was two millions

of dollars, and that in three years tlicy amount-

ed to two hundred millions ? that the first issue

of Sir Robert Walpole's exchequer bills was
the third of a m'Uion, and that they have since

exceeded a thousand millions ? that the first

emission ol assignats was the third of a mil-

liard of francs, and that in seven years they

amounted to forty-five thousand milliards?

Thus it has been, and thui, it will be. The

first issues of government paper are small, and

with diiBculty obtained, and upon plausible

pretexts of necessity and relief. The subse-

quent issues are large, and obtained without

opposition, and put out without the formality

of an excuse. This is the course, and thus it

will be wit'i us if we once begin. "We propose

fifteen millions for the start : grant it : it will

soon be fifteen hundred millions ! and those

who go to that excess will be far less blamable

than those who made the first step.

I have said that the present administration

have gone back far beyond the times of General

Hamilton—that they have gone to the times

of Sir Robert Walpole ; and I prove it by

showing how faithfully they copy his policy in

pursuing the most fatal of his measures. Yes,

sir, they have gone back not merely far beyond

where General Hamilton actually stood, but to

the point to which he refused to go. He refused

to go to government paper mone^ That great

man, though a friend to bank paper, was an

enemy to government paper. He condemned

and deprecated the whole system of govern-

ment issues. He has left his own sentimonts

on record on this point, and they deserve m
this period of the retrogression of our govern-

ment to be remembered, and to be cited on this
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floor. In his repoit on a national bank in 1791,

he ran a parallel between the dangers of bank

paper and government paper, assigning to the

latter the character of far greatest danger and

mischief—an opinion in which I fully concur

with him. In that report, he thus expressed

himself on the dangers of government paper

:

" The emitting of paper money by the author-

ity of the government is wisely prohibited

to the individual States by the National Consti-

tution : and the spirit of the prohibition should

not be disregarded by the government of the

United States. Though paper emissions, under

a general authority, might have some advan-

tages not applicable, and be free from disadvan-

tages which are applicable, to the like emissions

by the States separately, yet they arc of a na-

ture so liable to abuse—and, it may even be
affirmed, so certain of being abused—that the

wisdom of the government will be shown in

never trusting itself with the use of so seduc-

ing and dangerous an expedient. The stamping

of paper is an operation so much easier than
the laying of taxes, that a government in the
practice of paper emissions would rarely fail, in

any such emergency, to indulge itself too far

in the employment of that resource, to avoid,

as much as possible, ono less auspicious to pre-

sent popularity. If it should not oven be car-

ried so far as to be rendered an absolute bubble,

it would at least bt likely to be extended to a
degree which would occasion an inflated and
artificial state of thiugs, incompatible with the
regular and prosperous cou'-se of the political

economy."

A division has taken place in the great whig
party on this point. It has split into two
wings—a great, and a small wing. The body
of the party stapd fast on the Hamiltonian

ground of 1791 : a fraction of the party have

slid back to the Walpole groimd of 1720. The
point of difference between them is a govern-

ment bank and government paper on one hand,

and a banking company under a national char-

ter, issuing bank notes, on the other. This is

the point of difference, and it is a large one,

very visible to every eye ; and I am free to say
that, with all my objections to the national

bank and its paper, I am far more opposed to

government banking, and to government issues

of paper money.

The Tyler-Webster whigs are for government
banking—for making the a'an»ii from corporation
credit, no longer available, to government credit,

which is to stand the brunt of new follies and
new extravagances. They go for the British

Vol. II.—25

exchequer system, with all the folly and degra-

dation of modern banking superadded and en-

grafted upon it. And what are the pretexts for

this flagrant attempt? The same that were
urged by the scrivener, John Blunt, in favor of

his South Sea bubble—and by the gambler,

John Law, in favor of the Mississippi scheme.

To relieve the public distress—to aid the gov-

ernment and the people—to make money plen-

ty, and to raise the price '^f property and
wages : these are the pretexts which usher in

our exchequer scheme, an "• which have ushered

in all the paper money bubbles and projects

which have ever afflicted and disgraced man-
kind. Relief to the people has been the pretext

for the whole ; and thoy have all ended in the

same way—in the enrichment of sharpers—the
plunder of nations—and the shame of govern-

ments. All these schemes have been brought
forward in the eame way, and although bas«

upon their face, and clearly big with shame and
ruin, and op' --d by the wise and good of the

times, yet L.. o seem to be seasons of national

delusion ^vhen the voice of judgment, reason,

and honor is drowned under the clamor of

knaves and dupes ; and when the highest re-

commendation of a new plan is its absolute

folly, knavery, and audacity. Thus it was in

England during the reign of the moneyed cor-

porations under the protection of Walpole.

Wise men opposed all the mad schemes of that

day, and exposed in advance all their disastrous

and disgraceful issues. Mr. Shippen, Sir Joseph
Jekyll, Mr. Barnard, Sir William Wyndham,
Mr. Pulteney, Lord Morpeth (that Howard
blood which has not yet degenerated), all these

pnd many others opposed the South Sea, ex-

chequer issues, and other mad schemes of their

day—to be overpowered then, but to be remem-
bered, and quoted with honor now. The chan-

cellor of France, the wise and virtuous D'Agues-

seau, was exiled from Paris by the Regent Duke
of Orleans for opposing and exposing the Mis-

sissippi scheme of the gambler, John Law ; but

his name lives in the pantheon of history ; and

I take a pleasure in citing it here, in the Amer-
ican Senate, as well in honor to him, as to en-

courage others to sacrifice themselves in the

noble task of resisting the mad delusions of the

day. Every nation has its seasons of delusion.

They seem to come, like periodical epidemics,

once in so many ages or centuries ; and while
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they rage, neither morals nor reason can make

head against them. The have to run out. We
have just had our season of this delusion, when

every folly, from a national l)ank whose notes

were to circulate in China, to the moms multi-

caulia whose leaves were to breed fortunes to

the envied possessors ; when every such folly

had its day of triumph and exultation over rea-

son, judgment, morals and common sense.

Happily this season is passing away—the delu-

sion is wearing off—before this cabinet plan of

a government bank, with its central board, its

fifty-two branches, its national engine to strike

paper, its brokerage and exchange dealings, its

Cheapside and Change-Alley operations in real

business transactions, its one-half of one per

centum profits, its three dollars in paper money

to any one who was fool enough to deposit one

dollar in the hard : happily our season of delu-

sion is passing off before this monstrous scheme

was presented. Otherwise, its adoption would

have been inevitable. Its very monstrosity

would have made it irresistibly captivating to

the diseased public appetite if presented while

still in its morbid state.

But the senator from Virginia who sits over

the way [Mr. Rives], who has spoken in this

debate, and who appears as a quasi defender of

this cabinet plan of relief, he demands if the

senator from Missouri (my poor self) will do

nothing to relieve the distress of the people and

of the government ? He puts the question to

me, and I answer it readily
;
yes ! I will do

my part towards relieving this distress, but not

exactly in the mode which he seems to prefer

—not by applying a cataplasm of lamb-black

and rags to the public wounds ! whether that

cataplasm should be administered by a league

of coon-box banks in the States, or by a Biddle

king bank in Philadelphia, or by a Walpole

exchequer bank in Washington city. I would

relieve the distress by the application o*" appro-

priate remedies to notorious diseases—a bank-

rupt act to bankrupt banks—taxation to bank

issues—restoration of the land revenue to its

proper destination—the imposition of economy

upon this taxing, borrowing, squandering, gold-

hating, paper-loving administration ; and by re-

gtoring, as goon as po-sKilili^, the reign nf demnc-

racy, economy, and hard money.

The distress ! still the distress. Distress,

ctill the staple of all the whig speeches made

here, and of all the cabinet reports which come
down to us. Distress is the staple of the whole.
" Motley is their only wear." Why, sir, I have

heard about that distress before ; and 1 am al-

most tempted to interrupt gentlemen in the

midst of their pathetic rehearsals &? the Vicar

of Wakefield interrupted Jenkins )n in the

prison, when he began again the same learned

dissertation upon the cosmogony or creation of

the world ; and gave him the same quotations

from Sanconiathan, Manetho, Berosus, and Lu-

canuB Ocellus, with which he entertained the

good old Vicar at the fair, while cheating him

out of Blackberry, after having cheated Moses

out of the colt. You know the incident, said

Mr. B. (addressing .limself to Mr. Archer, who

was nodding recognition), you remember the

incident, and know the Vicar begged pardon

for interrupting so much learning, with the de-

claration of his belief that he had had the honor

to hear it all before. In like manner, I am al-

most tempted to stop gentlemen with a bcg-

pai-don for interrupting so much distress, and

declaring my belief that I have heard it all be-

fore. Certain it is, that for ten years past I

have been accustomed to hear the distress ora-

tions on this floor ; and for twenty-two years

I have been accustomed to see distress in our

country ; but never have I seen it, or heard of

it, that it did not issue from the same notorious

fountain—the moneyed corporations—headed

and conducted by the Juggernaut of federal

adoration, the Biddle King Bank of the United

States ! I have seen this distress for two and

twenty years ; first, from 1819 to 182G ; thei,

again in 1832—'33—'34—'37—'39 ; and I see

something of it now. The Bank of the UniteC

States commenced the distress in 1819, and

gave a season of calamity which lasted as long

as one of the seven years' plagues of Egypt.

It was a seven years' agony ; but at that timj

distress was not the object, but only the effec;

of her crimes and follies. In 1832 she renewed

the distress as an object per se and propter se

to force a renewal of her charter. In 1833—'34

she entered upon it with new vigor—with vas

preparation—upon an immense scale—and a.

her forces—to coei-ce a restoration of the de-

poKJls, which the patriot President had saved

by taking from her. In 1837 she headed th«

conspiracy for the general suspension (and ac

complished it by the aid of the deposit distr'
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DUtion act) for the purpose of covering up and

hiding her own insolvency in a general catas-

trophe, and .naking the final, agonizing dea*'

sln'ggle, to clutch the re-charter. In 18.,';^ '><.

forced the second suspension (which took »--;,., jj

all south and west of New York) and endeav-

ored to force it all north aud east of that place,

and make it universal, in order to conceal her

own impending bankruptcy. She failed in the

universalitj' of this second suspension only for

want of the means and power which the gov-

ernment deposits would have given her. She

succeeded with her limited means, and in her

crippled condition, over three-fourths of the

Union ; and now the only distress felt is in the

places which have felt her power j—in the parts

of the country which she has regulated—and

arises from the institutions which have followed

her lead—obeyed her impulse—imitated her

example—and now keep up, for their owii

profit, and on their own account, the distress

of which they were nothing but the vicarious

agents in the beginning. Sir, there has been no
distress since 1819 which did not come from

the moneyed corporations ; and since 1832, all

the distress which we have seen has been facti-

tious and factious—contrived of purpose, made
to order, promulgated upon edict—and spread

over the people, in order to excite discontents

against the administration, to overturn the de-

mocracy, to re-establish federalism, to unite

bank and state—and to deliver up the credit

and revenue of the Union, and the property and
industry of the people, to the pillage and plun-

der of the muckworm nobility wluch the crimes
of the paper system have made the lords of the

land. This is the only distress we have seen
;

and had it not been that God had given our
country a Jackson, their daring schemes would
all have succeeded ; and we and our children,

and all the property and labor of our country
would have been as completely tributary to the
moneyed corporations of America, as the people
of Great Britain arc to the Change-alley lords
who hold the t-irtificates of their immense na-
tional debt.

Distress .'—what, sir, are not the whigs in
power, and was not all distress to cease when
the democracy was turned out ? Did they not
carry the elections ? Has Mr. Van Buren not
gone to Kinderhook ? Is General Jackson not
in the Hermitage? Are democrats not in the
minority in Congress, and expelled from office I

every where ? Were not " Tippecanoe and
Tyler too " both elected ? Is not whiggery m
entire possession of the government? Have
they not had their extra session, called to re-

lieve the country, and passed all the relief mea-
sures, save one ?—all save one !—all except their

national bank, of which this fine exchequer bank
is to be the metempsychosis.

The cry is distress ! and the remedy a national

poultice of lamp-black and rags ! This is the

disease, and this the medicine. But let us look

before we act. Let us analyze the case—exam-
ine the pathology of the disease—that is the

word, I believe (looking at Dr. Linn, who nod-
ded assent), and see its cause and eflPect, the

habits and constitution of the patient, and the
injuries he may have suffered. The complaint
is, distress: the specifications are, depreciated

currency, and deranged exchanges. The ques-

tion is, where ? all over the Union ? not at all-
only in the South and West. All north and
east of New York is free from distress—the ex-

changes fair—the currency at par: all south
and west of that city the distress prevails—the

exchanges (as they are called) being deranged
and the currency depreciated. Why ? Because,

in one quarter—the happy quarter—the banks
pay their debts : in the other-the distressed

quarter—they refuse to pay. Here then is the

cause, and the effect. This is the analysis of

the case—the discovery of the nature and lo-

cality of the disease—and the key to its cure.

Make the refractory banks comply with their

promises ; and there is an end of depreciated

paper and deranged exchanges, and of all the

distress which they create ; and that without a
national bank, or its base substitute, an exche-

quer bank ; or a national institution of any kind

to strike paper money. Make the delinquent

banks pay up, or wind up. And why not?
Why should not the insolvent wind up, and the

solvent pay up ? Why should not the commu
nity know the good from the bad ? Suspension

puts all on a level, and the community canno

distinguish between them. Our friend Sanch,

(looking at Mr. Mouton) has a proverb that

suits the case :
" De noche todos los gatos son

pardos."

"M. Mouton: 'Denuit tons les chats sont

gris? "

"Mr. Buchanan : What is all that?

"

Mr. Benton : It is this : Our friend, Sancho
Paiua, aays that, in the dark all the cats are of
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one color. [A laugh.] So of these banks. In

a state of suspension they are all of one credit

;

but as the light of a candle soon disn-iminatcs

the black cats from the white ones, so would the

touch of a bankrupt act speedily show the dif-

ference between a rotten bank and a solvent

one.

But currency—currency—a national currency

of uniform value, and universal circulation : this

is what modern whigs demand, and call upon

Congress to give it; meaning all the while a

national currency of paper money. I deny the

power of Congress to give it, and aver its folly

if it had. The word currency is not in the con-

stitution, nor any word which can be made to

signify paper money. Coin is the only thing

mentioned in that instrument ; and the only

power of Congress over it is to regulate its value.

It is an interpolation, and a violation of truth

to say that the constitution authorizes Congress

to regulate the value of paper money, or to create

paper money. It is a calumny upon the consti-

tution to say any such thing ; and I defy the

whole phalanx of the paper money party to pro-

duce one word in that instrument to justify their

imputation. Coin, and not paper, is the thing

to be regulated ; coin, and not paper, is the cur-

rency mentioned and intended ; and this coin it

is the duty of Congress to preserve, instead of

banishing it from circulation. Paper banishes

coin ; and by creating, or encouraging paper,

Congress commits a double violation of the con-

stitution ; Jirst, by favoring a thing which the

constitution condemns; and, necondhj, by de-

stroying the thing which it meant to preserve.

But the paper mo; y party say there is not

gold and silver enough in the world to answer

the purposes of a currency ; and, therefore, they

must have paper. I answer, if this was true,

we must first alter our constitution before we

can create, or adopt paper money. But it is

not true ! the assertion is unfounded and erro-

neous to the last degree, and implies the most

lamentable ignorance of the specie resources of

commercial and agricultural countries. The

world happens to contain more specie than

such countries can use ; and it depends upon

each one to have its share when it pleases.

This is an assertion as cosily proved as made
;

and I proceed to the proof of it, because it is a

point on which there is much misunderstanding

;

and on which the public good requires authentic

information. I will speak first of our own coun-

try, and of our own times—literacy, my own
times.

I have some tabular statements on hand Sir.

President, made at the Treasury, on my moticn

and which show our specie acquisitions during

the time that I have sat in this chair : I say sat

in this chair, for I ivays sit in the same place.

I never change my position, /md therefore ncyer

have to find it or define it. These tables show

our imports of gold and silver during this time—

•

a period of twenty-one years—to have been on

the custom-house books, 182 millions of dollars:

making an allowance for the amounts brought

by passengers, and not entered on the books

and the total importation cannot be less than

200 millions. The coinage at our Mint durini>

the same period, is 60 millions of dollars. The

product of our gold mines during that period

has been several millions; and many millions

of gold have been dragged from their hiding

places and restored to circulation by the gold

bill of 1834. Putting all together, and our

specie acquisitions must have amounted to 220

or 230 millions of dollars in these twenty-one

years ; being at the average rate of ten or eleven

millions per annum.

Not specie enough in the world to do the

business of the country ! What an insane idea

!

Do people who talk in that way know any

thing about the quantity of specie that there is

in the world, or even in Europe and America,

and the amount that diflerent nations, according

to their pursuits, can employ in their business ?

If they do not, let them listen to what Gallatin

and Gouge say upon the subject, and let them

learn something which a man should know be-

fore he ventures an opinion upon currency. Mr.

Gallatin, in 1831, thus speaks of the quantity of

gold and silver in Europe and America:

" The total amount of gold and silver produced

by the mines of America, to the year 1803, in-

clusively, and remaining there or exported to

Europe, has been estimated by Humboldt at

about five thousand six hundred millions of dol-

lar.s ; and the product of the years 1804—1830,

may be estimated at seven hundred and fifty

millions. If to this we add one hundred mil-

lions, the nearly ascertained product, to this

time, of the mines of Siberia, about four hun'livl

and fifty millions for the African gold dust, and

for the product of the mines of Europe (which

yielded about three millions a year, in the bcgiu-

uiug of this century), from the discovery of
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America to this day, and three hundred millions

for the amount existing in Europe prior to the

discovery of America, we find a total not widely

differing; from the fact, of jeven thousand two
hundred millions of dollars. It is much more
difficult to ascertiiin the amount which now re-

mains in Europe and America together. The
loss by friction and accidents might be esti-

mated, and researches made respecting the total

amount which has been exported to countries

beyond the Cape of Good Hope ; but that which
has been actually consumed in gilding, plated

ware, and other manufactures of the same char-

acter, cannot bo correctly ascertained. From
the imperfect data within our reach, it may, we
think, be aflirmed, that the amount still existing

in Europe and America certainly exceeds four

thousand, and most probably falls short of five

thousand millions of dollars. Of the medium,
or four thousand five hundred millions, which
we have assumed, it appears that from one-third

to two-fifths is used as currency, and that the
recidue consists of plate, jewels, and other man-
ufactured articles. It is known, that of the gross
amount of seven thousand two hundred millions

of dollars, about eighteen hundred millions, or
one-fourth of the whole in value, and one-forty-

eighth in weight, consisted of gold. Of the
four thousand five hundred millions, the pre-

sumed remaining amount in gold and silver, the
proportion of gold is probably greater, on ac-
count of the exportation to India and China
having been exclusively in silver, and of the
greater care in preventing every possible waste
in an article so valuable as gold."

Upon this statement, Mr. Gouge, in his Jour-

nal of Banking, makes the following remarks

:

" We begin to-day with Jlr. Gallatin's esti-
mate of the quantity of gold and silver in Europe
and America. In a work published by him in
1831, entitled ' Considerations on the Currency
and Banking system of the United States,' he
estimates the amount of precious metals in these
two quarters of the world at between four thou-
sand and five thousand million dollars. This, it

will be recollected, was ten years ago. The
amount has since been considerably increased
as the mines have annually produced millions'
and tlic demand for the China trade has been
greatly diminished.

"Taking the medium, however, of the two
suras stated by Mr. Gallatin—four thousand five
hundred million dollars—and supposing the
population of Europe and America to be two
hundred and seventy-seven millions, it will
amount to sixteen dollars and upwards for
every man, woman, and child, on the two con-
t'.nonts. The same gentleman estimates the
whole amount of currency in the United States
in 18'29, paper and specie together, at only six
dollars a head.

" It is not too much to say, that if the natural
laws of supply and demand had not been inter-
fered with, the United States would have, in
proportion to population, four, five, six, seven,
yea, eight times as much gold and silver as
many of the countries of Europe. Take it at
only the double of the average for the popula-
tion of the two continents, and it will amount
to thirty-two dollars a head, or to five hundred
and fourteen millions. This would give us one-
ninth part of the stock of gold and silver of
Europe and America, while -^ur population is

but one-sixteenth : but for the reasons already
stated, under a natural order of things, we sliould
h.%ve^ man for man, a much larger portion of the
preoious metals, than falls to the lot of most
countries of Europe.

"Suppose, however, we had but the average
of sixteen dollars a head. This would amount
to two hundred and fifty-seven millions.

" On two points do people (that is, some peo-
ple) capitally err. First, m regard to the
quantity of gold and silver in the world : this is

much greater than they imagine it to be. Next,
in regard to the amount of money required for
commercial purposes : this is much smaller than
they suppose it to be. Under a sound money,
sound credit, and sound banking system, ten
dollars a head would probably be amply suffi-

cient in the United States."

The points on which the statesman's atten-

tion should be fixed in these statements are : 1.

The quantity of gold and silver in Europe and
America, to wit, $4,500,000,000. 2. Our fair

proportion of that quantity, to wit, $257,000,000,

or $16 per head. 3. Our inability to use more
than $10 a head. 4. The actual amount of our
whole currency, paper and specie, in 1830 (when
the Bank of the United States was m all its

glory), and which was only $6 a head. 5. The
ease with which the United States can supply
itself with its full proportion of the whole
quantity if it pleased, and have $16 per head
(if it could use it, which it cannot) for every
human being in the Union.

These are the facts which demand our atten-

tion, and it is only at a single point that I now pro-

pose to illustrate, or to enforce them ; and that
is, as to the quantity ofmoney per head which any
nation can use. This differs among diflerent na-
tions according to their pursuits, the commercial
and manufacturing people requiring most, be-
cause their payments are daily or weekly for

every thing they use : food, raiment, labor and
raw materials. With agricultural people it is

less, because they produce most of what they
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consume, and their largo payments are made

annually from the proceeds of the crops. Thus,

England and Franco (both highly manufactur-

ing and commercial) aro ascertained to employ

fourteen dollars per head (specie and paper

combined) for their whole population : Russia,

an i^ricultural country, is ascertained to em-

ploy only four dollars per head ; and the United

SUtes, which is chiefly agricultural, but with

Bomo considerable admixture of commerce and

manufactures, ten dollars are believed to be tue

maximum which they could employ. In this

opinion I concur. I think ten dollars per head,

an ample average circulation for the Union ;
and

it is four dollars more than we had in 1830, when

the Bank of the United States was at the zenith

of its glory. The manufacturing and commercial

districts might require more — all the agri-

cultural States less ;—and perhaps an agricul-

tural State without a commercial town, or man-

ufactures, like Mississippi, could not employ five

dollars per head. Here then are the results

:

Our proportion of the gold and silver in Europe

and America is two hundred and fifty-seven mil-

lions of dollars : we had but twenty millions in

1830 : we have ninety millions now ; and would

require but eighty millions more (one hundred

and seventy millions in the whole) in the pre-

sent state of our population, slaves included

(for their labor is to be represented by money

and themselves supported), to furnish as much

currency, and that in gold and silver, as the

country could possibly use ; consequently sus-

taining the prices of labor and property at their

maximum amount. Of that sum, we now have

about the one-half in the country, to wit, ninety

millions ; making five dollars per head ; and as

that sum was gained in seven years of Jackso-

nian policy, it follows of course, that another

seven years of the same policy, would give us

the maximum supply that we could use of the

precious metals ; and that gold, silver, and the

commercial bill of exchange, could then consti-

tute the safe, solid, constitutional, moral, and

never-failing currency of the Union.

The facility with which any industrious coun-

try can supply itself with a hard-money cur-

rency—can lift itself out of the mud and mire

of depreciated paper, and mount the high aud

clean road of gold and silver ; the ease with

which any industrious people can do this, has

been sufficiently proved in our own country, and

in many others. We saw it in the ease witt

which the Jackson policy gained us ninety mil.

lions of dollars in seven years. Wo saw it at

the close of the Revolution, when the paper

money sunk to nothing, ceased to circulate, and

specie re-appeared, as by magic. I have asked

tho yenerable Mr. Macon how long it was after

paper stopped, before specie re-appeared at that

period of t)ur history ? his answer was : No

time at all. As soon as one stopped, the other

came. We have seen it in England at the end

of tho long bank suspension, which terminated

in 1823. Parliament allowed the bank four

years to prepare for resumption : at the end of

two years—half the time—she reported herself

ready—having in that short space accumulated

a mass of twenty millions sterling (one hundred

millions of dollars) in gold ; and, above all, we

have seen it in France, where the great Emperor

restored tho currency in the short space of six

years, from the lowest degree of debasement

to the highest point of brilliancy. On becom-

ing First Consul, in 1800, he found nothing

but depreciated assignats in the country;—in

six years his immortal campaigns—Austerlitz,

Jena, Friedland-all the expenses of his imperial

court, surpassing in splendor that of the Romans,

and rivalling tho almost fabulous magnificence

of the Cahphs of Bagdad—all his internal im-

provements—all his docks, forts, and ships-all

tho commerce of his forty millions of subjects-

all these were carried on by gold and silver

alone ; and from having tho basest currency in

the worid, France, in six years, had near the

best; and still retains it. These instances show

how easy it is for any country that pleases to

supply itself with an ample currency of gold and

silver—how easy it will be for us to complete

our supplies—that in six or seven years we

could saturate the land with specie 1 and yet we

have a formal cabinet proposition to set up &

manufactory of paper money !

The senator from Mississippi [Mr. Walkeii]

who sits on my right, has just visited the island

of Cuba, and has told us what he has seen there

—a pure metallic currency of gol('.—twelve mil-

lions of dollars of it to a population of one mil-

lion of souls, half slaves-not a particle of paper

moncy-priees of labor and property higher

than in the United States—industry active-

commerce flourishing : a foreign trade of twenty-

four millions of dollars, which, compared to pop
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3, forts, and ships—all

lation and territory, is so much greater than ours

that it would require ours to bo four hundred

and twenty-five millions to be equal to it ! This

Is what the senator from Mississippi tells us that

he has seen ; and would to God that wo had all

seen it. Would to God that the whole Ameri-

can Congress had seen it. Devoutly do I wish

that it was the custom now, as in ancient times,

for legislators to examine the institutions of

older countries before they altered those of their

own country. The Solons and Lycurguses of

antiquity would visit Egypt, and Crete, and other

renowned places in the East, before they would

touch <he laws of Sparta or Athens; in like

manne" I should rejoice to see our legislators

visit the hard moneycountries—Holland, France,

Cuba—before they went further with paper

money schemes in our own country. The cabi-

net, I think, should be actually put upon such

a voyage. After what they have done, I think

they should be shipped on a visit to the lands

of hard money. And although it might seem
strange, under our form of government, thus to

travel our President and cabinet, yet I must be

permitted to say that I can find constitutional

authority for doing so, just as soon as they can

find constitutional authority for sending such a

scheme of finance and currency as they have

spread before us.

Holland and Cuba have the best currencies

in the world: it is gold and the commercial

bill of exchange, with small silver for change,

and not a particle of bank paper. France has

the next best : it is gold, with the commercial

bill of exchange, much silver, and not a bank
note below five hundred francs (say one hun-
dred dollars). And here let me do justice to

the wisdom and firmness of the present king
of the French. The Bank of France lately re-

solved to reduce the minimum size of its notes

to two hundred francs (say forty dollars). The
king gave them notice that if they did it, the

government would consider it an injury to tho
currency, and would take steps to correct the

movement. The Bank rescinded its resolution

;

and Louis Philippe, in that single act (to say
nothing of others) showed himself to be a pa-
triot king, worthy of every good man's praise,

and of every legislator's imitation. The United
States have the basest currency in the world

:

it is paper, down to cents ; and that paper su;.-

pUud' by irresponsible corporations, which exer-

cise tho privilege of paying, or not, just as it

suits their interest or politics. We have the

basest currency upon the face of the earth ; but
it will not remain so Keform is at hand

;

probably from the mild oporatio.^ of law; if

not, certainly from the strong arm of ruin.

God has prescribed morality, law, order, gov-

ernment, for the conduct of human afiairs ; and
he will not permit these to be too long outraged

and trampled under foot. The day of vindicat-

ing the outraged law and order of our country,

is at hand ; and its dawn is now visible. The
excess of bank enormity will cure itself under
the decrees of Providence ; and the cure will be

more complete and perfect, than any that could

come from the hands of man.

It may seem paradoxical, but it is true, that

there is no abundant currency, low interest,

and facility of loans, except in hard money
countries : paper makes scarcity, high interest,

usury, extortion, and diificulty of borrowing.

Ignorance supposes that to make money plenty,

you must have paper: this is pure nonsense.

Paper drives away all specie, and then dies

itself for want of specie ; and leaves the coun-

try penniless until it can recruit.

The Roman historians, Mr. President, inform

us of a strange species of madness which afllict-

ed the soldiers of Mark Antony on their retreat

from the Parthian war. Pressed by hunger

they ate of unknown roots and herbs which

they found along the base of the Armenian
mountains, and among the rest, of one which

had the efiect of depriving the unfortunate man
of memory and judgment. Those who ate of

this root forgot that they were Romans—that

they had arms—a general—a camp, and theii

lives, to defend. And wholly possessed of a

single idea, which became fixed, they neglected

all their duties and went about turning over all

the stones they could find, under the firm con-

viction that there was a great treasure under

it which would make them rich and happy.

Nothing could be more deplorable, say the his-

torians, than to see these heroic veterans, tho

pride of a thousand fields, wholly given up to

this visionary pursuit, their bodies prone to the

earth, day after day, and turning over stones in

search of this treasure, until death from famine,

or the Parthian arrow, put an end at once ta

their folly and their misery. Such is the ac-

count which historians give us of this Strang*
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madness amongst Antony's soldiers ; and it does

seem to me that something liko it has happened

to a great number of our Americans, and even

to our cabinet council—that they have forgotten

that we have such a thing as a constitution

—

that there are such things as gold and silver

—

that there are limitations upon government

power—and that man is to get his living by
toil and labor, and the sweat of his brow, and
not by government contrivances ; that they

have forgot all this, and have become possessed

of a fixed idea, that paper money is the sum-

mum bonum of human life ; that lamp-black and

rags, perfumed with the odor of nationality, is

a treasure which is to make everybody rich and
happy ; and, thereupon incontinently pursue

this visionary treasure—this figment of the

brain—this disease of the mind. Possessed of

this idea, they direct all their thoughts to the

erection of a national institution—no matter

what—to strike, paper money, and circulate it

upon the faith of the credit and revenues of the

Union : and no argument, no reason, no expe-

rience of our own, or of other nations, can have

the least effect in dislodging that fixed and sov-

ereign conception. To this we are indebted for

the cabinet plan of the federal exchequer and its

appurtenances, which has been sent down to us.

To this we are indebted for the crowds who
look for relief from the government, instead of

looking for it in their own labor, their own in-

dustry, and their own economy. To this we are

indebted for all the paper bubbles and projects

which are daily presented to the public mind

:

and how it all is to end, is yet in the womb of

time ; though I greatly suspect that the catas-

trophe of the federal exchequer and its appur-

tenances will do much towards curing the de-

lusion and turning the public mind from the

vain pursuit of visionary government remedies,

to the solid relief of hard money, hard work,

and instant compulsion of bank resumption.

The proposition which has been made by our

President and cabinet, to commence a national

issue of paper money, has had a very natural

effect upon the public mind, that of making peo-

ple believe that the old continental bills are to

be revived, and restored to circulatioa by the

federal government. This belief so naturally

growing out of the cabinet movement, has taken

very wide and general root in the public mind
;

and my position in the Senate and connection

with the currency questions, have made rao the
centre of many communications on the point

Daily I receive applications for my opinion as

to the revival of thi., long deceased and vener-

able currency. The very little boys at the

school havo begged my little boy to ask their

father about it, and let them know, that tliey

may hunt up the one hundred ioUar bills which

their mothers had given them for thumb pa-

pers, and which they had thrown by on account

of their black and greasy looks. I receive let-

ters from all parts of the Union, bringing speci-

mens of these ve::>crable relics, and demanding

my opinion of the | robability of their resusci-

tation. These letters contain various proposi-

tions—some of despair—some of hope— some
of generous patriotism—and all evidently sin-

cere. Some desire mo to exhibit the bundle

they enclose to the Senate, to show how the

holders havo been cheated by paper money
some want them paid ; and if the government

cannot pay at present, they wish them funded,

and converted into a national stock, as part of

the iQW national debt. Some wish me to look

at them, on my own account ; and from this

sample, to derive new hatred to paper money
and to stand up to the fight with the greater

courage, now that the danger of swamping us

in lamp-black and rags is becoming so much
greater than ever. Others, again, rising above

the degeneracy of the times, and still feeling a

remnant of that patriotism for which our ances-

tors were so distinguished, and which led them

to make so many sacrifices for their country,

and hearing of the distress of the government

and its intention to have recourse to an emis-

sion of new continental bills, propose at once to

furnish it with a supply of the old bills. Of

this number is a gentleman whose letter I re-

ceived last night, and which, being neither con-

fidential in its nature, nor marked so, and be-

ing, besides, honorable to the writer, I will,

with the leave of the Senate, here read

:

"East Wevmouth, Massachusetts,
January 8, 1842.

" Dear Sir :—Within you have a few conti-

nentals, or promises to pay in pold or silver,

which may now be serviceable to the Treasury,

which the whigs have bankrujjted in the first

year of their reign, and left members witliout

piiy for their landlords. They may serve to

start the new fiscality upon ; and, if they

should answer the purpose, and any more are

1
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wanted, please let mo know. (' another batch

will como on from your frien^ n^A servant,

"Lowell Bicknell.

'Hon. Thomas H. Benton, United States Sen-

ate, Washington city."

This is the letter, resumed Mr. B., and these

the contents (holding up a bundle of old conti-

nentals). This is an assortment of them, be-

ginning at nine dollars, and descending regu-

larly through eight, seven, six, five, four, three,

two, one, and the fractional parts of a dollar,

down to the one-sixth part of a dollar. I will

read the highest and lowest in the bundle,

as a sample of the whole. The highest runs

thus:

" This bill entitles the bearer to receive nine
Spanish milled dollars, or the value thereof in

gold or silver, according to the resolves of the
Congress held at Philadelphia, the 10th day of
May, 1775.

^ ^

"Signed, William Craig."

The margins are covered with the names of

the States, and with the words continental cur-

rency^ in glaring capitals, and the Latin motto,

Sustine vel abstine (Sustain it, or let it alone).

The lowest runs thus :

" One-sixth of a dollar, according to a resolve
of Congress passed at Philadelphia, February
17th, 1770.

'

" Signed, B. Brannan."

The device on this note is a sun shining

through a glass, with the wordfugio (I fly) for

the motto—a motto sufficiently appropriate,

whether emblematic of the fugitive nature of

time, or of paper money.

These are a sample of the bills sent me in the

letter which I have just read ; and now the

mind naturally reverts to the patriotic proposi-

tion to supply the administration with these

old bills instead of putting out a new emission.

For myself I incline to the proposition. If the

question is once decided in favor of a paper
emission, I am decidedly in favor of the old

continental currency in preference to any new
edition—as much so as I pr. for the old Revolu-
tionary whigs to the new whigs of this day. I

prefer the old bills ; and that for many and co-

gent reasons. I will enumerate a few of these

reasons :—1. They are ready made to our hand,

and will save all the expense and time which
the preparations of new bills would require.

The expense would probably be no objection

with this atbninistration ; but, in the pre.sent

condition of the Treasury, the other considera-

tion, that of time, must have great weight.

2. They cannot bo counterfeited. Ago protects

them fVom that. The wear and tear of seventy

long year.s cannot bo impressed on the face of

the counterfeits, cunning as their makers may
be. 3. Being limited in quantity, and there-

fore incapable of conjfaction or inflation at the

will of jobber.s in stocks or politics, they will

answer better for a measure of values. 4. They
are better promises than any that will be made
at this day ; for they are payable in Spanish

milled dollars, which are at a premium of three

pCr cent, in our market over other dollars ; and
they are payable in gold or silver, disjunctively,

so as to give the holder his option of the metals.

5. They are made by better men than will

make the bills of the present day—men better

known to Europe and America—of higher

credit and renown—whose names ar« connected

with the foundation of the republic, and with
all the glorious recollections of the revolution.

Without oflence to any, I can well say that no
Congress of the pre.sent day can rank with our

Revolutionary assemblies who signed the De-
claration of Independence with ropes round
their necks, staked life, honor, and fortune in a

contest where all the chances were against

them ; and nobly sustained what they hnd dared
to proclaim. We cannot rank with them, nor
our paper ever have the credit of theirs.

G. They are of all sizes, and therefore ready

for the catastrophe of the immediate flight, dis-

persion, absconding, and inhumation of all the

specie in the country, for which the issue of a

government paper would be the instant and im-

perative signal. Our cabinet plan comes no
lower than five dollars, whereby great difficulty

in making change at the Treasury would accrue

until a supplementary act could be passed, and
the small notes and change tickets be prepared.

The adoption of the old continental would pre-

vent this balk, as the notes from one to ten

dollars inclusive would be ready for all i)ay-

ments which ended in even dollars ; and the

fractional notes would be ready for all that

ended in shillings or sixpences. 7. And, final-

ly, because it is right in itself that we should

take up the old continentals before we begin to

make new ones. For these, and other reasons,

I am bold to declare that if we must have a
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Congress papor-nioney, I prefer the paper of the

Congress of 177f) to that of 1842.

" Sir, the Senate must pardon mo. It is not

my custom to speak irreverently of ofBcial mat-
tors ; but there are some things toe light for

argiimont—too grave for ridicule—and which it

is difficult to treat in a becoming manner. This

cabinet plan of a federal exchequer is one of

those subjects; and to its strange and novel

character, part tragic and part farcical, must be

attributed my more than usually defective mode
of speaking. I plead the subject itself for the

imperfection of my mode of treating it.

I

CHAPTEK XCI.

THE TniED FISCAL AGENT, ENTITLED A BOAED
OF EXCUEQUEK. .

This measure, recommended by the President,

was immediately taken up in each branch of

Con-^ress. lu the IIouso of Representatives a

committee of a novel character—one without

jjiecedent, and without imitation—was created

for it :
" A select committee on thefinances and

the currency," composed of nine members, and
Mr. Caleb Cushing its chairman. Through its

chairman this committee, with the exception of

two of its members (Mr. Garret Davis of Ken-

tucky, and Mr. John P. Kennedy, of Maryland),

made a most elaborate report, recommending

the measure, and accompanied by a bill to carry

it into effect. The ruling feature of the whole

plan was a national currency of paper-money,

to be issued by the federal goveniment, and to

be got into circulation through payments made
by it, and by its character of receivability in

payment of public dues. To clear the ground

for the erection of this new species of national

currency, all other kinds of currency were re-

viewed and examined—their good and their bad

qualities stated—and this government currency

pronounced to combine the good qualities, and

to avoid the bad of all other kinds. National

bank-notes were condemned for one set of rea-

sons : local bank-notes for another : and as for

gold and silver, the reporter found so many de-

fects in such a currency, and detailed them with

such precision, that it looked like drawing up a

bill of indictment against such vicious substi-

tutes for money. In this view the report said •

"But tha precious metals themselves, in
addition to their uses for coin, are likewise
v/hether coined or uncoined, a commodity or
article of production, consumption, and mer-
chandise. Themselves are a part of that gcn-
eral property of the community, of all the rest
of which they are the measure ; and they are
of actual value different in different places, ac-
cording to the contingencies of government or
commerce. Their aggregate quantity is subject
to be diminished by casual destruction or alj-

sorption in the arts of manufacture, or to he
diminished or augmented by the greater or less

lumber or productiveness of mines; and thus
their aggregate value relatively to other com-
modities is liable to perpetual chonge. The in-

fluence of these facts upon prices, upon public
affairs, and upon commen 'i, is visible in all the
financial history of modern times. Besides
which, coin is subject to oebasement, or to be
made a legal temper, at a rate exceeding its ac-
tual value, by the arbitrary act of the govern-
ment, which controls its coin <j;e and prescribes

its legal value. In times wh«;n the uses of a pa-
per currency and of public s\ ocks were not un-
derstood or not practised, and communities liad

not begun to resort to a paper symbol or nomi-
nal representative of money, c.-.i>^blc of being
fabricated at will, the adulteration of coin, in-

stead of it, was. it is well known, the frequent
expedient of public necessity or public cupidity

to obtain relief from some pressing pecuniary
embarrassment. Moreover, the precious metals,

though of le&s bulk in proportion to their value

than most other commodities, yet cannot bo
transported from place to place without cost

and risk ; coin is subject to be stolen or lost,

and in that case cannot be easily identified, so

as to be reclaimed ; the continual counting of it

in large sums is inconvenient ; it would be un-

safe, and would cause much money to remain
idle and unfruitful, if every merchant kept con-

stantly on hand a sum of coin for all his trans-

actions ; and the displacement of largo amounts
of coin, its transfer from one community or one

country to another, is liable to occasion fluctua-

tions in the value of property or labor, and to

embarrass commercial operations."

Having thus shown the demerit of all other

sorts of currency, and cleared the way for this

new species, the report proceeds to rcconuuend

it to the adoption of the legislature, with an en-

comium upon the President, and on the select

committee on the finances and the currency,

who had i^o well discharged their duty ia pro-

posing it ; thus

:

" The President of the Unitetl States, in pre-

senting this plan to Congress, has obeyed the
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injunction of the constitution, which requires

him to recommend to their consideration such
mcnsures as he shall judge necessary and exjx;-

di, fit ; he has fully re<leemod the enjragements

in this respect which he hud previously made to

Coufiress : and thus he has faithfully discharged

his whole duty to the constitution and the Union.
Tlie committee, while animated by the highest
rcH|)ect for his views, have yet deemed it due to

him, to themselves, to the occasion, and to the
country, to gi"o to those views a free and un-
biassed examination. They have done so ; and
in so doing, they have also discharged their duty.
They respectfully submit the result to the House
in the bill herewith reported. Thoy believe this

measure to contain the elements of usefulness

and public good ; and, as such, they recommend
it to the House. But they feel no pride of opin-
ion concerning it ; and, if in error, they nre ready
to follow the lead of better lights, if better there
be, from other quarters ; being anxious only to
minister to the welfare of the people whom they
repasent. It remains now for Congress to act
in the matter; the country demands that in

some way we shall act ; and the times appeal to

us to act with decision, with moderation, with
impartiality, with independence. Long enough,
the question of the national iinauces has been
the sjwrt of passion and the battle-cry of party.
Foremost of all things, the country, in order to
recover itself, needs rejiose and order for its

material interest, and a settled purpose in that
respect (what it shall be is of less moment, but
at any rate some settled purpose) on the part
of the federal government. If, careless of names
and solicitous only for things, aiming beyond all

intermediate objects to tho visible mark of the
practicable and attainable good—if Congress
shall in its wisdom concur at length in some
equitable adjustment of the currency question,
it cannot fail to deserve and secure the lasting
gratitude of the people of the United States."

After reading this elaborate report, Mr. Gush-
ing also read the equally elaborate bill which
accompanied it : and that Avas the last of the

bill ever heard of in the House. It was never
called up for consideration, but died a natural

death on the calendar on which it was placed.

In the Senate the fate of the measure was still

more compendiously decided. The President's

recommendation, the ample report of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, and tho bill drawn up at

the Treasury itself, were all sent to the Com-
mittee of Finance ; which committee, deeming
it unworthy of consideration, through its chair-

man, Mr. Evans, of Maine, prayed to be dis-

chai-ged from the coasidemtiou of it : and were
80 discharged accordingly. But, though so
lightly disposed of, the measure did not escape

ample denunciation. Deeming tho proposition

an outrage upon the constitution, an insult tc

gold and silver, and infinitely demoralizing to

the government and dangerous to the people,

Mr. Benton stnick another blow at it as it went
out of tho Senate to the committee. It was on
the motion to refer the subject to tho Finance
Committee, that ho delivered a speech of thieo
hours against it : of which some extracts wcro
given in Chapter XO.

CHAPTER XCII.

ATTEMPTED REPEAL OF THE BANKRUPT ACT.

As soon as Congress met in the session 1841-'2
tho House of Representatives commenced tho
repeal of this measure. Tho period for the act

to take effect had been deferred by an amend-
ment in the House from the month of Novem-
ber, which would bo before the beginning of tho
regular session, to the month of February—for
the well-known purpose of giving Congress an
opportunity to repeal it before it went into

operation. The act was odious in itself, and
tho more so from the manner in which it was
passed—coercively, and by the help of votes
from those who condemned it, but who voted
for it to prevent its friends from defeating the
bank bill, and the land distribution bill. Those
two measures were now passed, and many of
the coerced members took their revenge upon
the hated bill to which they had temporarily

bowed. Tho repeal commenced in the House,
and had a rapid progress through that body.
A motion was made to instruct the Judiciary

Committee to bring in a bill for the repeal ; and
that motion succeeded by a good majority. The
bill was brought in, and, under the pressure of
the previous question, was quickly brought to

a vote. The yeas were 124—the nays 9G. It

then went to the Senate, where it was closely

contested, and lost by one vote—22 for the re-

peal
: 23 against it. Thus a most miquitous

act got into opei-ation, by the open joining of

measures which could not pass alone ; and by
the weak calculation of some members of the

House, who expected to undo a bad vote before

it worked its mischief. The act was saved by
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one vote ; but met its fato at the ne> foswon

—

having but a short nm ; whih th» tw ct- v •

it passed wtro <'<|ually and one ,
"' dJ

more short lived. Thti M*'*l Vi«nV W^ y, hich

was o(i(! (hat it carried, >k »i'» Wciime a ln\v *t

all : the land distribution Uill, vt^hich was tlu

other, became a law onlf t, be repealed before

it had effect. TLp thre« courid'^rate criminal

bills which had mutilftif^ pn*rchas>td existence

from each other, all pcrisVi<?4 pr^^maturoly, fruit-

less and odious—inculcating ill tfcfiii' histoiy

and their fate, an impresi^ive moral «tg«>iri8t vi-

cious and foul legislation.

CHAPTER XCIII.

DEATH OP LEWIS WILLIAMS, OF NORTH CARO-
LINA, AND NOTICE OF 1118 LIFE AND ClIAKAC-
TEU.

He was one of those meritorious and exemplary

members whoso labors are among the most use-

ful to thoir country: diligent, modest, atten-

tive, pa tic, ir"*Rxibly honest—a friend to

rmplicity ind e<i amy in the working of the

gov ."Timent, and m enemy to all selfish, per-

sonal, and indirci i legislation. lie had the dis-

tinction to have his merits and virtues com-

memorated in the two Houses of Congress by

twi) of the most eminent men of the age—Mr.

Clay and Mr. Adams—who res[)ectively seconded

in the House to wliich each belonged, the cus-

tomary motion for funeral honors to his mem-
ory. Mr. Adams said

:

" Mr. Speaker, I second the ."notion, and ask

the indulgence of the House f the utterance

of a few words, from a heart full to overflowing

with anguish which no words can express. Sir,

my acquuintance with Mr. Williams commenced
with the second Congress of his service in this

House. Twenty-five years have since elapsed,

during all which he has been always here at

his post, always true to his trust, always adher-

ing faithfidly to his constituents and to his coun-
try—always, and through every political vicis-

situde and revolution, adhered to i' <;hfully by
them. I have often thought that fhi, «-^n.ffiist-

ness of mutual attachment betwev'n i^. , 'v

'

sentative and the constituent was cl(a";'Ar, -'St,

;

of butli ; ;iinl, COUCuFfiiig with tiiC lile.;> is'

expressed with such touching elo;!H'»i-i hy

his colleague (Mr. Rayner). I have 1 'biiua; j?

looked upon Lewis Williams as the true por-

traiture and iKTHoniflcation of the pcopW of
North Carolina. Sir, the loss of such a man at
an^ time, to his country, would be great. To
this HoiLse, At this juncture, it is irreparal)ie.

His wi8(k>tti, hi« experience, his unHulJiod mivg.
rity, his ardt ,d patriotism, his cool and dt k'r-

ate judgment, his nu nntory temper, \m (irm
adherence to prinm/l> « ' ''ro shall we HimI a
substitute for them I In ' in distracted state of
oui f)nblio counsels, with the wonnwood and
the gii ' of |)ersonal animosities adding tenfold

bitterness fo the copflirt of rival interests and
discordant opinions, >w shall we have to de-

plore the l)enavemen. ' hia presence, the very
light of whose countenance, the very sound of

whoso voice, could recall us, like a talisman, li-ora

the tempest of hostile iioasions to the calm com-
posure of harmony and peace.

"Mr. Williams was, and had long been, in

the official language which wo have adopted
from the Vritish House of Commons, thi' lather
of the House ; and though my junior by nearly

twenty years, I have looked up to him in this

House, with the reverence of filial affection, as

if he was the father of us all. The seriousness

and gravity of his character, tempered as it was
with habitual cheerfulness and equanimity, pe-

culiarly fitted him for that rehtion to the other

members of the House, while the unassuming
courtesy of his deportment and the benevolonco

of his disposition invited every one to consider

hiia as a brother. Sir, he is gtme I The places

that have known him shall know him no more;
but his memory shall bo treasured up by the

wise and the good of his contemporaries, as emi-

nent among the patriots and statesmen of this

our native land ; and were it possible for any

Northern bosom, within this hall, ever to har-

bor for one moment n wish for the dissolution

of our National Union, may the spirit of our de-

parted friend, pervading every particle of tlie

atmosphere around us, dispel the delusion of his

soul, by reminding him that, in that event, he

would no longer be the countryman of Lewis

Williams."

Mr. Clay, in the Senate, who was speaker of

the House when the then young Lewis Williams

first entered it, bore his ample testimonj'^ from

intimate personal knowledge, to the merits o:

the deceased ; and, like Mr. Adams, professet'. i

warm personal friendship for the individual, .

well as exalted admiration for the public man.

"Prompted by a friendship which existed

between the deceased and myself, of upwards of

a quarter of a century's duration, and by the

fci^lings and sympathies which this melanclioiy

ision excites, will the Senate allow me to

f.Jdi a few words to those which have boeii so

well and > nppropriately expressed by my
friend nca; me [Mr. Graham], in seconding the

motion he has just made ? Already, during the
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present BCBsion. has OonRrosii, and each IIouHe,

iiaid the annual instalment of tho K"^at debt of
Nature. Wo could not have lost two more
worthy and eHtimable men than those who have
b«'en taken from uh. My acquaintance with
the lamented Lewis WiliiamH commenced in

the fall of IHIS, when he first took ]m seat as a
member of tho House of lieproscntatives from
the State of North C'aroliiui, and I re-entered
lii t Houw uUer mv return from Europe. From
that period imtil his <loath, a cordial and un-
broken friendship has subsiHted between usj and
nimilar ties were Hubsenuently created with al-

most every member of his highly resjactablo
family. When a vacancy arose in tho respon-
iibie and laborious olHcc of chairman of tho
Committee of Claims, which had lieen nrevious-
ly filled by another di'stincuiblied :\m\ .amented
son of North Oarol na (the I,! Air. Yancy),
m virtue of authority vested in me, as the pre-
siding oftlccr of t'u IToise, I appointed Mr.
Williams to lill it. Always full of labor, and
requiring un, - vtting industry, it was then, in
consequtuo) of claims originating in tho lato
war, more than ever toilsome. Ho discharged
his complicated duties with the greatest dili-

gence, ability, impartiality, and uprightness,
and continued in the office until I left the House
in the year 1825. He occasionally took part
in the debates which sprung uj) on great mea-
sures brought for the advancement of the in-
terests of tho countrjr, and was always heard
with profound attention, and, I believe, with a
thorough conviction of his perfect integrity. 1 n-
llexibly adhering always 'o what ho believed
to be right, if he ever dispmyed warmth or im-
patience, it was excited by what he thought was
insincere, or has*, or ignoble. In short, Lewis
AVilliams was a true and faithful image of the
respectable State which he so long and so ably
served in tho national councils—intelligent,
quiet, unambitious, loyal to the Union, and
uniformly patriotic. Wo all feel and deplore,
with tho greatest sensibility, tho heavy loss we
have so suddenly sustained. May it impress us
with a just sense of tho frailty and uncertainty
of human life ! And, profiting by his example,
may we all be fully prepared for that which is
soon to follow."

Mr. Williams refloctnl the character of his

State
; and ; ;'.^t was a distinction so obvious and

so honorable that both speakers mentioned it, and
in doing so did honor both to the State and the
citizen. And she illustrated her character by
the manner in wliich she cherished him. Elect-
ed into the General Assembly as soon as age
would permit, and continued there until riper

sress.
^B age would admit him into tlie EedoriJ fl.-

he was elected into that body amongst the
youngest of its members ; and continued there
by successive elections until he was the longest

sitting member, and becamo entitled to the
Parliamentary appellation of Father of tho
Hoiine. Ex^ mplary in all tho relations ;if pub-
lic and private life, h(' crowned a meritorioua

existence by an exemi '''7 P'«ty, »nd was aa
remarkable foi i ho close ob.se ivance of all his

christuifi oMigationrt as be was for the ditchago

ofhispubli duties.

CHAPTER XOIV.

THE CIVIL LIST EXPKN8EH: THK CONTINGENT
EXI'KNSKH OF CUNUUEaS; AHl) THE UKVEJiUE
COLLECTION EXPENSE.

PunsuiNO tho inBtructivo political lesson to be
found in the study of the progressivo increased

expenditures of the government, we take up, in

this chapter, the civil list in tho gross, and two
of its items in detail—tho contingent expenses

of Congress, and tho expense of collecting the
revenue—premising that the civil list, besides

the salaries of civil officers, includes tho foreign

diplomatic intercourse, and a variety of mis-

cellanies. To obtain the proper comparative

data, recourse is again had to Mr. Calhoun's

speech of this year (1842) on the naval appro-
priation.

" The expenditures under tho first head have
increased since 1823, when they were .'^2,022,00.1
to $5,492,030 98, the amount in 1840; showing
an increase, in seventeen yeans, of 2 7-10 to 1,
while the population has increased only about f
to 1, that is, about 75 per cent.—making the in-
crease of expenditures, compared to tho increase
of population, about 3 G-10 to 1. This enormous
increase has taken place although a large por-
tion of the expenditures under this head, con-
sisting of salaries to officers, and the pay of
members of Congress, has remained unchanged.
The next year, in 1841, the expenditure ro-se to
.$6,19G,5C0. I am, however, happy to perceive
a considerable reduction in the estimates for
this year, compared with the last and several
preceding years ; but still leaving room for
great additional reduction to bring the increase
of expenditures to the same ratio with the in-
crease of population, as liberal as that standard
of increase would be.

" That tho Senate may form some conception,
in dotai!, of tliis enormous !ncrfift.ROj T pr.opoae
to go more Il.o particulars in reference to two
items : the contingent expenses of the two
Houses of Congress, and that of collecting the
duties ou imports "" 'The latter, though ~of a
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cho' Jtfir belonging to the civil list, is not in-

cluded in it, or either of the other heads ; as the
expenses incident to collecting the custoniS, are

deducted from the receipts, before the money is

paid into the Treasury.
'• The contingent expenses (they exclude the

fay
and mileage of members) of the Senate in

823 were 1&>12,841 07, ofwhich the printing cost

^6,349 5G, and stationery $1,631 51 ; and that

of the House, $37,848 95, of which the printing

cost $22,314 41, and the stationery $3,877 71.

In 1810, the contingent expenses of the Senate

were $77,447 22, of which the printing cost

$31,285 32, and the stationery $7,0C1 77 ; and
that of the House $199,219 57, of which the

printing cost $05,086 40, and the stationery

^36,352 99. The aggregate expenses of the

two Houses together rose from $50,090 02 to

$276,606 ; being an actual increase of 5 4-10

to 1, and an increase, in proportion to popula-

tion, of about 7 2-10 to one. But as enormous
as this increase's, the fact that the number of

members had increased not more than about ten

per cent, from 1823 to 1840, is calculated to make
it still more strikingly so. Had the increase

kept pace with the increase of members (and
there is no good reason why it should greatly

exceed it), the expenditures would have risen

from $5U,090 to $55,759, only making an in-

crease of but $5,009 ; but, instead of that, it

rose to $270,060, making an increase of$225,970.
To place the subject in a still more strikiog view,

the contingent expenses in 1823 were at the rate

of $144 per member, which one would suppose

was ample, and in 1840, $942. This vast in-

crease took place Lnder the immediate eyes of

Congress ; and yet we were told at the extra

session, by the present chairman of the Finance

Committee, that there was no room for econo-

my, and that no reduction could be made ; and
even in this discussion he has intimated that

little can be done. As enormous as are the

contingent expenses of the two Houses, I infer

from tlie very great increase of expenditures

under the head of civil list generally, when so

large a portion is for fixed salaries, which have
not been materially increased for the last seven-

teen years, that they are not much less so

throughout the whole range of this branch of

the public service.

" 1 shall now proceed to the other item, which
I have selected for more particular examination,

the increased exjienses of collecting the duties

on imports. In 1823 it was $700,099, equal to

3 80-100 per cent, on the amount collected, and
98-100 on the aggregate amount of imports

;

and in 1840 it had increased to $1,542,319 24,

equal to 14 13-100 per cent, on the amount col-

lected, and to 1 58-lOU on the aggregate amount
of the imports, being an actual increase of

nearly a million, and considerably more than
double the amount of 1823. In 1839 it rose

to $l,7i '.,515.

" From these facts, there can be little doubt

that more than a million annually may be
saved under the two items of contingent ex-
penses of Congress, and the collection of the
customs, without touching the other great itcraa

comprised under the civil list, the executive and
judicial departmentSj the foreign intercourse

light-houses, and miscellaneous. It would be

safe to put down a saving of at least a half

million for them."

The striking facts to be gleaned from these

statements are—That the civil list in 1821 was

about two millions of dollars; in 1839, four

and a half millions ; and in 1841, six millions

and a fraction. That the contingent expenses

of Congress during the same periods respec-

tively, were, $50,000, and $270,000. And the

collection of the custom house revenue at the

same periods, the respective sums of $700,000,

and $1,542,000. These several sums were each

considered extravagant, and unjustifiable, at the

time Mr. Calhoun was speaking ; and each was

expected to feel the pruning knife of retrench-

ment. On the contrary, all have risen hiprher—

inordinately so—and still rising ; the civil and

diplomatic appropriation having attained 17

millions : the contingent expenses of Congress

4 to 510,000: and the collection of the customs

to above two millions.

CHAPTER XCV.

EESIGNATION AND VALEDICTORY OF ME. CLAY.

In the month of March, of this year, Mr. Clay

resigned his place in the Senate, and delivered

a valedictory address to the body, in the coureo

of which he disclosed his reasons. Neither age,

nor infirmities, nor disinclination for public

service were alleged as the reasons. Disgust,

profound and inextinguishable, was the ruling

cause—more inferrible than alleged in his care-

fully considered address. Supercessiou at the

presidential convention of his party to make

room for an " available " in the person of

General Harrison—the defection of Mr. Tyler—

the loss of his leading measures—the criminal

catastrophe of the national b.iiik for which he

had so often pledg'd himself—and the insolent

attacks of the petty adherents of the adminis-

tration in the two Houses, (too annoying for
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his equanimity, and too contemptible for his

reply) : all these causes of disgust, acting upon

a proud and lofty sp'rit, induced this with-

drawal from a splendid theatre f^" which, it

was evident, he had iiot yet lost his taste. The

address opened with a retrospect of his early

entrance into the Senate, and a grand encomium

upon its powers and dignity as he had foimd it,

and left it. Memory went back to that early

year, 1800, when just arrived at senatorial age,

he entered the American Senate, and commenced

his liigii career—a wide and luminous horizon

before him, and will and talent to fill it. After

some little exordium, he proceeded

:

" And now, allow me, Mr. President, to an-
nounce, formally and officially, my retirement
from the Senate of the United States, and to
present the last motion which I shall ever make
within this body ; but, before making that mo-
tion, I trust I shall be pardoned for availing

myself of this occasion to make a few observa-
tions. At the time of my entry into this body,
which took place in December, 1806, 1 regarded
it, and still regard it. as a body which may be
compared, without disadvantage, to any of a
similar character which has existed in ancient
or modern times ; whether we look at it in re-

ference to its dignity, its powers, or the mode of
its constitution ; and I will also add, whether
it be rejrarded in reference to the amount of
ability which I shall leave behind me when I
retire from this chamber. In instituting a com-
parison between the Senate of the United States
and similar political institutions, of other coun-
tries, of France and England, for example, he
was sure the comparison might be made with-
out disadvantage to the American Senate. In
respect to the constitution of these bodies : m
England, with only the exception of the peers
from lri;land and Scotland, and in France with
no excci)tion, the component parts, the members
of those bodies, hold their places by virtue of no
delegated authority, but derive their powers
from tlie crown, either by ancient creation of
nobility transmitted by force of hereditary de-
scent, or by new patents as occasion required an
increase of their numbers. But here, Mr. Pre-
sident, we have the proud title of being the
representatives of sovereign States or common-
wealths. If we look at the powers of these
bodies in France and Enp:land, and the powers
of this Senate, we shall find that the latter are
lar {,Ti.ater than the former. In both those
countries they have the legislative power, in
both the judicial with some modifications, and
in both perhaps a more extensive judicial pmver
tluui IS possessed by this Senate ; but then the
vast and undefined and undefinable power, the
treaty-makmg power, or at least a participationm the conclusions of treaties with foreign
powers, is possessed by this Senate, and is pos-

sessed by neither of the others. Another
power, too, and one of infinite magnitude, that
of distributing the patronage of a great nation,
which is shared by this Senate with the exe-
cutive magistrate. In both these respects we
stand upon ground different from that occupied
by the Houses of Peers ofEngland and of France.
And I repeat, that with respect to the dignity
which ordinarily prevails in this body, and with
respect to the ability of its members during the
long period of my acquaintance with it, without
arrogance or presumption, we may say, in pro-
portion to its numbers, the comparison would
not be disadvantageous to us compared with
any Senate either of ancient or modern times."

He then gave the date of the period at which
he had formed the design to retire, and the

motive for it—the date referring to the late

presidential election, and the motive to find re-

pose in the bosom of his family.

" Sir, I have long—full of attraction as public
service in the Senate of the United States is—

a

service which might fill the aspirations of the
most ambitious heart—I have nevertheless long
desired to seek that repose which is only to be
found in the bosom of one's family—in private
life—in one's home. It was my purpose to have
terminated my senatorial career in November,
1840, after the conclusion of the political Strug-
gle which characterized that year."

The termination of the presidential election in

November, was the period at which Mr. Clay in-

tended to retire : the determination was formed
before that time—formed from the moment that

he found himself superseded at the head of his

party by a process of intricate and trackless fil-

tration ofpublic opinion which left himselfa dreg
where he had been for so many years the head.
It was a mistake, the effect of calculation, which
ended more disastrously for the party than for

himself. Mr. Clay could have been elected at

that time. The same power which elected Gen-
eral Harrison could have elected him. The
banks enabled the party to do it. In a state of
suspension, they could furnish, without detri-

ment to themselves, the funds for the campaign.
Affecting to be ruined by the government, they
could create distress : and thus act upon the
community with the double battery of terror

and seduction. Lending all their energies and
resources to a political party, they elected Gene-
ra! Harrison in a hurrah ! and could have done
the same by Mr. Clay. With him the election

would have been a reality—a victory bearing
fruit

: with General Harrison and Mr. Tyler-
through Providence with one, and defection in

<tf-
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the other—the triumph, achieved at so great ex-

pense, became ashes in the mouths of the victors.

He then gave hie reasons for not resigning, as

he had intended, at the termination of the elec-

tion: it was the hope of carrying his measures

at the extra session, which he foresaw was to

take place.

" But I learned very soon, what my own re-

flections indeed prompted me to suppose would
take place, that there would be an extra session

;

and being desirous, prior to my retirement, to

co-operate with my friends in the Senate in re-

storing, by the adoption of measures best calcu-

lated to accomplish that purpose, that degree of

prosperity to the cotmtry, which had been, for a
time, destroyed, I determined upon attending

the extra session, which was called, as was well

known, by the lamented Harrison. His death,

and the succession which took place in conse-

quence of it, produced a new aspect in the affairs

of the country. Had he lived, I do not enter-

tain a particle of doubt that those measures
which, it was hoped, might be accomplished at

that session, would have been consummated by
a candid co-operation between the executive

branch of the government and Congress ; and,

sir, allow me to say (and it is only with respect

to the extra session), that I believe if there be

any one free from party feelings, and free from
bias and from prejudice, who will look at its

transactions in a spirit of candor and of justice,

but must come to the conclusion to which, 1

think, the country generally will come, that if

there be any thing to complain of in connection

with that session, it is not as to what was done
and concluded, but as to that which was left un-
finished and unaccomplished."

Disappointed in his expectations from the ex-

tra session, by means which he did not feel it ne-

cessary to recapitulate, Mr. Clay proceeds to give

the reasons why he still deferred his proposed

resignation, and appeared in the Senate again at

its ensuing regular session.

" After the termination of that session, had
Harrison lived, and had the measures which it

appeared to me it was desirable to have accom-
plished, been carried, it was my intention to

have retired ; but I reconsidered that determina-

tion, with the vfiin hope that, at the regular ses-

sion of Congress, what had been unaccomplished
at, the extra session, might then be etfected,

either upon the terms proposed or in some man-
ner which would be equivalent. But events

were announced after the extra session—events

resulting, I believe, in the failure to nccompli.sh

certain objects at the extra session— events

which seemed to throw upon our fiiends every

where present defeat—this h(){)e, and the occur-

rence of these events, induced me to attend the

regular session, and whether in adversity or in

prosperity, to

friends. But
share in the fortunes of my
I came here with the purpose

which I am now about to effectuate, of retiring

as soon as I thought I could retire with pro-
priety and decency, from the public councils,"

Events after the extra session, as well as the

events of the session, determined him to "etum

to the regular one. He does not say what tho.ie

subsequent events were. They were principally

two—the formation of a new cabinet wholly

hostile to him, and the attempt of Messrs.

Tyler, Webster and Cushing to take the whi"

party from him. The hostility of the cabinet

was nothing to him personally ; but it indicated

a fixed d sign to thwart him on the part of the

President, and augured an indisposition to pro-

mote any of his measures. This augury was

fulfilled as soon as Congress met. The admin-

istration came forward with a plan of a govern-

ment bank, to issue a national currency of gov-

ernment paper—a thing which he despised as

much as the democracy did ; and wliich, howso-

ever impossible to succeed itself, was quite

sufficient, by the diversion it created, to mar

the success of any plan for a national bank.

Instead of carrying new measures, it became

clear that he was to lose many already adopted.

The bankrupt act, though forced upon him, had

become one of his measures ; and that was

visibly doomed to repeal. The distribution of

the land revenue had become a political mon-

strosity in the midst of loans, taxes and treasury

notes resorted to to supply its loss : and the

public mind was in revolt against it. The com-

promise act of 1833, for which he was so much

lauded at the time, and the paternity of which

he had so much contested at the time, had run its

career of folly and delusion—had left the Trea-

sury without revenue, and the manufacturers

without protection ; and, crippled at the extra

session, it was bound to die at this regiilar one

—and that in defiance of the mutual assurance

for continued existence put into the land bill;

and which, so far from being able to assure the

life of another bill, was becoming unable to save

it; own. Losing his own measures, he saw

those becoming established which he had most

labored to oppose. The specie circular was tak-

ing effect of itself, from the abundance of gold

and the baseness of paper. Tlie divorce of Bank

and State was becoming absolute, from the de-

linquency of the banks. There was no prospect

ahead either to carry new measures, or to save
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old ones, or to oppose the hated ones. All was
gloomy ahead. The only drop of consolation

which sweetened the cup of so much bitterness

was the failure of his enemies to take the whig
party from him. That parricidal design (for

these enemies owed their elevation to him) ex-

ploded in its formation—aborted in its concep-

tion ; and left those to abjure whiggism, and fly

from its touch, who had lately combined to con-

solidate Congress, President and people into one

solid whig mass. With this comfort he determin-

ed to carry into effect his determination to resign

although it was not yet tlie middle of the ses-

sion, and that all-important business was still

on the anVil of legislation—to say nothing of the

general diplomatic settlement, to embrace ques-

tions from the peace of 1783, which it was then
known Great Britain was sending out a special

mission to effect. But, to proceed with the va-

ledictory. Having got to the point at which
he was to retire, the veteran orator naturally

threw a look back upon his past public course.

With this retrospection of his own coursa
was readily associated the recollection of the
friends who had supported him in his long and
eventful, and sometimes, stormy career.

' But I have not been unsustained during this
long course of public service. Every where on
this widespread continent have I enjoyed the
benefit of possessing warm-hearted, and en-
thusiastic, and devoted friends— friends who

" From the year 1806, the period of my enter-
ing upon this noble theatre of my public service
with but short intervals, down to the present
time, I have been engaged in the service of my
country. Of the nature and value of those ser-
vices which I may have rendered during my
long career of public life, it does not become me
to speak. History, if she deigns to notice me,
and posterity—if a recollection of any humble
service which I may have rendered shall be
transmitted to posterity— will be the best
truest, and most impartial judges ; and to them
I defer for a decision upon their value. But
upon one subject, I may be allowed to speak!
As to my public acts and public conduct, they
are subjects for the judgment of my fellow-citi-
zens

;
but my private motives of action—that

which prompted me to take the part which I
may have done, upon great measures durin"-
their progress in the national councils, can be
known only to the Great Searcher of the human
heart and myself; and I trust I shall be par-
doned for repeating again a declaration which I
made thirty years ago: that whatever error I
may have committed—and doubtless I have
committed many during my public service—

I

may appeal to the Divine Searcher of hearts for
the truth of the declaration which I now make
with pride and confidence, that I have been
actuated by no personal motives—that I have
sought no personal aggrandizement—no promo-
tion ii-ora the advocacy of thoso va'-i^no idc"°-
ures on which 1 have been called to act—that I
liave had an eye, a single eye, a heart, a single
heart, ever devoted to what appeared to be the
best interests of the country."

Vol. II.—26

knew me, and appreciated justly the motives by
vehich I have been actuated. To them, if I had
language to make suitable acknowledgments, I
would now tak3 leave to present them, as being
all the offering that I can make for their long
continued, persevering and devoted friendship."

These were general thanks to the whole body
of his friends, and to the whole extent of his
country

; but there were special thanks due to
nearer friends, and the home State, which had
then stood by him for forty-five years (and
which still stood by him ten years more, and
until death), and fervidly and impressively he
acknowledged this domestic debt of gratitude
and affection.

" But, sir, if I have a difficulty in giving ut-
terance to an expression of the feelings of grati-
tude which fill my heart towards my friends,
dispersed throughout this continent, what shall
I say—what can I say—at all comrnensui-ate
with my feelings of gratitude towards that State
whose humble servitor I am ? I migrated to the
State of Kentucky nearly forty-five years ago. I
went there as an orphan, who had not yet at-
tained his majority—who had never recognized
a father's smile—poor, penniless, without the
favor of the great—with an imperfect and inade-
quate education, limited to the means applica-
ble to such a boy ;—but scarcely had I set foot
upon that generous soil, before I was caressed
with parental fondness—patronized with boun-
tiful munificence—and I may add to this, that
her choicest honors, often unsolicited, have been
freely showered upon me ; and when I stood, as
it were, in the darkest moments of human ex-
istence—abandoned by the world, calumniated
by a large portion of my own countrymen, she
threw around me her impenetrable shield, and
bore me aloft, and repelled the attacks of ma-
lignity and calumny, by which I was assailed.
Sir, it is to me an unspeakable pleasure that I
am shortly to return to her friendly limits;
and that I shall finally deposit (and it will not
be long before that day arrives) my last remains
under her generous soil, with the remains of her
gallantand patriotic sons who have preceded me."

After this grateful overflow of feelings to
faithful friends and country, came some notice
of foes, whom he might forgive, but not forget.
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" Yet, sir, during this long period, I have not
escaped the fate of other public men, in this and
other countries. I have been often, Mr. Presi-

dent, the object of bitter and unmeasured de-

traction and calumny. I have borne it, I will

not say always with composure, but I have
borne it without creating any disturbance. I

have borne it, waiting in unshaken and un-
doubting confidence, that the triumphs of truth

and justice would ultimately prevail ; and that

time would settle all things as they ought to be
settled. I have borne them under the convic-

tion, of which no injustice, no wrong, no injury

could deprive me, that I did not deserve them,
and that lie to whom we are all to be finally

and ultimately responsible, would acquit me,
whatever injustice I might experience at the
hands of my fellow-men."

This was a general reference to the attacks

and misrepresentations with which, in common
with all eminent public men of decided charac-

ter, he had been assailed ; but there was a re-

cent and offensive imputation upon him which

galled him exceedingly—as much so for the

source from which it came as for the offence

itself: it was the imputation of the dictator-

ship, lavished upon him during the extra ses-

sion ; and having its origin with Mr. Tyler and

his friends. This stung him, coming from that

source—Mr. Tyler having attained his highest

honors through his friendship : elected senator

by his friends over Jlr. Randolph, and taken

up for Vice-President in the whig convention

(whereby he became both the second and the

first magistrate of the republic) on account of

the excessive affection which he displayed for

Mr. Clay. To this recent, and most offensive

imputation, he replied specially

:

" Jlr. President, a recent epithet (I do not

know whether for the purpose of honor or of

degradation) has been applied to me ; and I

have been held up to tlie country as a dictator !

Dictator ! The idea of dictatorship is drawn
from Koman institutions ; and there, when it

was created, the person who was invested with
this tremendous authority, concentrated in his

own person the whole power of the state. He
exercised unlimited control over the property

and lives of the citizens of tlic commonwealth.
He had tlie power of raising annies, and of rais-

ing revenue by taxing the people. If I have

been a dictator, what have been the powers
with which I have been clothed ? Have I pos-

wssed an army, a uavy, revenue ? Have I had
the distribution of liie patrouage of the i^overn-

mant ? Have I, in short, possessed any power
whatever ? Sir, if I have been a dictator, I

think tliosc who api)ly tlic epithet to mo must
at least admit two things : in the first place,

that my dictatorship has been distinguislicd by
no cruel executions, stained by no deeds of
blood, soiled by no act of dishonor. And they
must no less acknowledge, in the second place
(though I do not know when its commencement
bears date, but I suppose, however, that it is in-

fended to be averred, from the commencement
of the extra session), that if I have been invest-

ed with, or have usurped the dictatorship I

have at least voluntarily surrendered the power
within a shorter period than was assigned by
the Roman laws for its continuance."

Mr. Clay led a great party, and for a lon^

time, whether he dictated to it or not, and kept

it well bound together, without the usual

means of forming and leading parties. It was

a marvel that, without power and patronage

(for the greater part of his career was passed in

opposition as a mere member of Congress) he

was able so long and so undividedly to keep so

great a party together, and lead it so unresist-

ingly. The marvel was solved on a close in-

spection of his character. He had great talents,

but not equal to some whom he led. He had

eloquence—superior in popular effect, but not

equal in high oratory to that of some others.

But his temperament »vas fervid, his will strong,

and his courage daring; and these qualities,

added to his talents, gave him the lead and su-

premacy in his party—where he was always

dominant, but twice set aside by the politicians.

It was a galling thing to the President Tyler,

with all the power and patronage of office, to

see himself without a party, and a mere opposi-

tion member at the head of a great one—the

solid body of the whigs standing firm around

Mr. Clay, while only some flankers and fol-

lowers came to him ; and they importunate for

reward until they got it. Dictatorship was a

natural expression of resentment under such

circumstances ; and accordingly it was applied

—and lavishly—and in all places : in the Sen-

ate, in the House, in the public press, in con-

versation, and in the manifesto which Mr. Gush-

ing put out to detach the whigs from him. But

they all forgot to tell that this imputed dictator-

ship at the extra session, took place afier the

defection of Mr. Tyler from the whig piu'ty, anJ

as a consequence of that defection—some leader

being necessary to keep the party together

after losing the two chiefs they had elected—

one lost by Providence, the other by treaclicry.

This account settled, he turned to a more genial

topic—tliat of friendship ; and to make atone-

ment, reconciliation and peace with all the sen-
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ators, and they were not a few, with whom he

had had some rough encounters in the fierce

debate. Unaffectedly acknowledging some im-

perfection of temper, he implored forgiveness

from all whom he had ever offended, and ex-

tended the hand of friendship to every brother

member. '

" Mr. President, that my nature is warm, my
temper ardent, my disposition in the public ser-

vice enthusiastic, I am ready to own. But
those who suppose they may have seen any
proof of dictation in my conduct, have only
mistaken that ardor for what I at least sup-
posed to be patriotic exertions for fulfilling the

wishes and expectations by which I hold this

seat ; they have only mistaken the one for the
other. Mr. President, during my long and ar-

duous services in the public councils, and espe-
cially during the last eleven years, in the Sen-
atCj the same ardor of temperament has charac-
terized my actions, and has no doubt led me, in

the heat of debate, in endea.oring to maintain
my opinions in reference to the best course to
be pursued in the conduct of public affairs, to
use language offensive, and susceptible of un-
gracious interpretation, towards my brother
senators. If there be any who entertain a feel-

ing of dissatisfaction resulting from any circum-
stance of this kind, I beg to assure them that I

now make the amplest apology. And, on the
other hand, I assure the Senate, one and all,

without exception and without reserve, that I

leave the Senate chamber without carrying
with me to my retirement a single feeling of
di!<satisfaction towards the Senate itself or any
one of its members. T go from it under the
hope that we shall mutually consign to per-
petual oblivion whatever of personal animosities
or jealousies may have arisen between us dur-
ing the repeated collisions of mind with mind."

fervent wishes, that all the great and patriotic
objects for which it was instituted, may be ac-
complished—that the destiny designed for it by
the framers of the constitution may be fulfilled—that the deliberations, now and hereafter in
which it may engage for the good of our com-
mon country, may eventuate in the restoration
of its prosperity, and in the preservation and
maintenance of her honor abroad, and her best
interests at home. I retire from you, Mr. Pre-
sident, I know, at a period of infinite distress
and embarrassment. I wish I could have taken
leave of the public councils under more favoi^
able auspices : but without meaning to say at
this time, upon whom reproaches should fall on
account of that unfortunate condition, I think I
may appeal to the Senate and to the country
for the truth of what I say, when I declare that
at least no blame on account of these embar-
rassments and distresses can justly rest at my
door. May the blessings of Heaven rest upon
the heads of the whole Senate, and every mem-
ber of it ; and may every member of it advance
still more in fame, and when they shall retire
to the bosoms of their respective constituencies,
may they all meet there that most joyous and
grateful of all human rewards, the exclamation
of their countrymen, ' well done, thou good and
faithful servant.' Mr. President, and Mes-
sieurs Senators, I bid you, one and all, a lone
a last, a friendly farewell."

This moving appeal was strongly responded

to in spontaneous advances at the proper time

—deferred for a moment by a glowing and mer-
ited tribute to his successor (Mr. Crittenden),

and his own solemn farewell to the Senate.

" And now, allow me to submit the motion
which is the object that induced me to arise
upon this occasion. It is to present the cre-
dentials of my friend and successor, who is

present to take my place. If, Mr. President,
any void could be created by my withdrawal
from the Senate of the United States, it will
be filled to overflowing by my worthy succes-
sor, whose urbanity, gallant bearing, steady
adherence to principle, rare and uncommon
powers of debate, are well known alroaHv in
advance to the whole Senate. I move that" the
credentials be received, and at the proper mo-
ment that the oath required be administered.
And now, in retiring as I am about to do from
the Senate, 1 beg leave to deposit with it my

Mr. Preston concluded the ceremony by a
motion to adjourn. He said he had well ob-

served from the deep sensation which had been
sympathetically manifested, that there could be
but little inclination to go on with business in

the Senate, and that he could not help partici-

pating in the feeling which he was sure univer-

sally prevailed, that something was due to the

occasion. The resignation which had just taken

place was an epoch in the annals of the country.

It would undoubtedly bo so considered in his-

tory. And he did not know that he could bet-

ter consult the feelings of the Senate than by
moving an adjournment: which motion was
made and agreed to. Senators, and especially

those who had had their hot words with the

retiring statesman, now released from official

restraint, went up, and made return of all the

kind expressions which had been addressed to

them. But the yaledictory, though well per-

formed, did not escape the criticism of senators,

as being out of keeping with the usages of the

body. It w-as the first occasion of the kind

;

and, thus far, has been the last ; and it might
not be recommendable for any one, except

another Henry Clay—if another should ever

appear—to attempt its imitation.
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CHAPTER XCVI.

MILITARY DEPARTMENT : PROGRESS OP ITS EX-
PENSE.

There is no part of the working of t«je govern-

ment, at which that part of the citizens who

live upon their own industry should look more

closely, than into its expenditures. The pro-

gress of expense in every branch . f the public

service should bo their constant care ; and for

that purpose retrospective views are necessary,

and comparisons between different periods.

A preceding chapter has given some view of

this progress and comparison in tlie Navy De-

partment : the present one will make the same

retrospect with respect to the army, and on the

same principles—that of taking the aggregate

expense of the department, and then seeing the

effective force produced, and the detailed cost of

such force. Sucii comparative view was well

brought up by Mr. Calhoun for a period of

twenty years—1822 to 1842—in the debate on

the naval appropriations ; and it furnishes in-

structive data for this examination. lie said

:

" I shall now pass to the military, with which

I am more familiar. I propose to confine my re-

marks almost entirely to the army proper, in-

cluding the Military Academy, in reference to

which the information is more full and minute.

I exclude the expenses incident to the Florida

war, and the expenditures for the ordnance, the

engineer, the topographical, the Indian, and the

pension bureaus. Insteatl of 1823, for which

there is no official and exact statement of the

expenses of the army, I shall take 1821, for

which there is one made by myself, as Secretary

of War, and for the minute correctness of which,

I can vouch. It is contained in a report made
under a call of the House of Representatives,

and comprises a comparative statement of the

expenses of the army proper, for the years 1818,

'19, '20, and '21, respectively, and an estimate

of the expense of 1823. It may be proper to

add, which 1 can with confidence, that the com-

parative expense of 1823, if it could be ascer-

tained, would be found to be not less favorable

than 1821. It would probably be something

more so.

"With these remarks, I shall begin with a

comparison, in the first piace, between 1821 and

the estimate for the army proper for this year.

The average aggregate strength of the army in

the year 1821, including officers, professors, ca-

dets, and soldiers, was 8,109, and the proportion

of officers, including the professors of the Mill-

tary Academy, to the soldiers, including cadets

was 1 to 12 18-100, and the expenditure $2,180,-

093 53, equal to $263 91 for each individual.

The estimate for the army proper for 1842, in-

cluding the Military Academy, is $4,45;'),370 l(j.

The actual strength of the army, according to

the return accompanying the message at the

opening of the session, was 11,109. Assuming
this to bo the average strength for this year, and

adding for the average number of the Academy,
professors and cadets, 300, it will give within a

very small fraction $390 for each individual

making a difference of $13G in favor of 1821.

How far the increase of pay, and tlie additional

carfiense of two regiments of dragoons, compared

to other descriptions of troops, would justify

this increase, I am not prepared to say. In

other respects, I should suppose, there ought

to be a decrease rather than an increase, a,s tho

prices of clothing, provisions, forage, and other

articles of supply, as well as transportation, are,

I presume, cheaper than in 1821. The propor-

tion of officer's to solders I would suppose to be

less in 1842, than in 1821, and of course, as far

as that has influence, the expense of the former

ought to be less per man than the latter. Witi

this brief and imperfect comparison between the

expense of 1821 and the estimates for this year,

I shall proceed to a more minute and full com-

parison between the former and the year 1837.

I select that year, because the strength of the

army, and the proportion of officers to men (a

very material point as it relates to the expendi-

ture) are almost exactly the same.
" On turning to document 105 (II. li., 2d sese.,

2Gth Con.), a letter will be found from the then

Secretary of War (Mr. Poinsett) giving a com-

parative statement, in detail, of the expense of

the army proper, including the Military Acad-

emy, for the years 1837, '38, '39 and '40. The

strength of the army for the first of these years,

including officers, professors, cadets, and soldiers,

was 8,107, being two less than in 1821. Tiie

proportion of officers and professors, to the ca-

dets and soldiers, 11 40-100, being 72-100 more

than 1821. The expenditure for 1837, $3,308,-

011, being $1,127,918 more than 1821. The

cost per man, including officers, professors, ca-

dets, and soldiers, was in 1837 $408,03, exceed-

ing that of 1821 by $144 12 per man. It appears

by the letter of the Secretary, that the expense

per man rose in 1838 to $404 35 ; but it is due

to the head of the department, at the time, to

say, that it declined under his administration,

the next year, to $381 05 ; and in the subse-

quent, to $380 G3. There is no statement for

the year 1841 ; but as there has been a falling

off in prices, there ought to be a proportionate

reductiou iu the cost, especially dariug tfe

present year, when there is a prospect of eo

great a decline in almost every article whicii

enters into the consumption of ^Ve army. As-

Kk.
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suminf; that the average titrcngtli (;f tl:o army
will be kept equal to the return accompany in

j^

the Prosiilent's message, and that the expendi-
ture of the year should bo reduced to the stand-
ard of 1H21, the expense of the army would not
exceed .$2,895,080. making a difference, com-
pared with the estimates, of $1,557,084; but
that, from the increase of pay, and the greater
e.xpcnsc of the dragoons, cannot be expected.
Having no certain information how much the
expenses are necessarily increa.sed from those
causes, I am not prepared to say what ought to
be the actual reductions ; but, unless the increase
of pay, and the increased cost because of the
dragoons are very great, it ought to be very
considerable.

" 1 found the expense of the army in 1818, in-
cluding the Military Academy, to be $3,702,495,
at a cost of $45] 57 i)er man, including officers,

professors, cadets, and soldiers, and reduced it

in 1821 to $2,180,098, at a cost of $203 91 ; and
making a difference between the two years, in the
aggregate expenses of the army, of $1,522,397,
and $185 CO per man. There was, it is true, a
great fall in prices in the interval ; but allowing
for that, by adding to the price of every article
entering into the supplies of the army, a sum
suflicitnt to raise it to the price of 1818, there
was still a difference in the cost per man of
$103 95. This great reduction was effected
without stinting the service or diminishing the
supplies, either in quantity or quality. They
were, on the contrary, increased in both, espe-
cially the latter. It was effected through an
efficient organization of the staff, and the co-
operation of the able officers placed at the head
of each of its divisions. The cause of the great
expense at the former period, was found to be
prnicipally in the neglect of public property, and
the application of it to uses not warranted by
law. There is less scope, doubtless, for refor-
mation in the army now. I cannot doubt, how-
ever, but that the universal extravagance which
pervaded the country for so many years, and
which increased so greatly the expenses both
ot government and individuals, has loft much
room for reform in this, as well as other branches
01 the service."

This is an instructive period at which to look.
In the year 1821, when Mr. Calhoun was Secre-
tary at War, the cost of each man in the mill-
tary service (officers and cadets included) was,
in round numbers, 204 dollars per man : in the
year 1839, when Mr. Poinsett was Secretary,
and the Florida war on hand, the cost per man
was 380 dollars : in the year 1842, the second
year of Jlr. Tyler's administration, the Florida
war still continuing, it was 300 dollars pur man

:

now, m 1855, it is about 1,000 dollars a man.
rhufl, the cost of each man in the army has in-
creased near three fold in the short space of

about one dozen years. The same result will

bo shown by taking the view of these increased
expenses in a different form—that of aggregates
of men and of cost. Thus, the aggregate of
the army in 1821 was 8,109 men, and the ex-
pense was $2,180,093: in 1839 the aggregate
of the army was about 8,000 men—the cost

$3,308,000: in 1842 the return of the urmy
was 11,109—the appropriation asked for, and
obtained $4,453,370. Now, 1854, the aggregate
of the army is 10,342—the appropriations ten
millions and three quarters! that is to say
with nearly ono thousand men less than in

1842, the cost is upwards of six millions more.
Such is the progress of waste and extravagance
in the army—fully keeping up with that in the
navy.

In a debate upon retrenchment at this ses-

sion, Mr. Adams proposed to apply the pruning
knife at the right place—the army and navy

:

he did not include the civil and diplomatic,

which gave no sign at that time of attaining

its present enormous proportions, and confined
himself to the naval and military expenditure.

After ridiculing the picayune attempts at re-

trenchment by piddling at btationery and tape,

and messengers' pay, he pointed to the army
and navy ; and said

:

" There you may retrench millions ! in the
expenses of Congress, you retrench picayunes.
You never will retrench for the benefit of the
people of this country, till you retrench the
army and navy twenty millions. And yet he
had heard of bringing down the expenditures
of the government to twenty millions. Was
this great retrenchment to be effected by cutting
off the paper of members, by reducing the num-
ber of pages, and cutting down the salaries of
the door-keepers? How much could be re-
trenched in that way ? If there was to be any
real retrenchment, it must be in the army and
navy. A sincere and iionest determination to
reduce the expenses of the government, was the
spirit of a very large portion of the two parties
in the House ; and that was a spirit in which
the democracy had more merit than the other
party. He came here as an humble follower of
those who went for retrenchment ; and, so help
him God, so long as he kept his seat here, he
would continue to ui-go retrenchment in the
expenditures of the military and naval force.
Well, what was the corresponding action of the
Executive on this subject: It was a recom-
mendation to increase the expenditures both for
the army and navy. They had estimates from
the War and Navy Departments of twenty mil-
lions. The additions proposed to the armed
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ibrco, as he observed yesterday, fifteen luillionB

would not provide for. Where was the spirit

of retrenchment on the part of the Executive,

which Congress had a right to expect ? How
had he met the spirit manifested by Congress

for retrenchment of the expenditures of the

government ? By words—words—and nothing

else but words,"

A retrenchment, to bo effectual, requires the

President to take the lead, as Mr. Jefferson did

at the commencement of Jiis administration.

A solitary member, or even several members

acting together, could do but little: but they

should not on that account forbear to ^^cry

aloud and spare not." Their voice may wake

up the people, and lead to the election of a

President who will b6 on the side of republican

economy, instead of royal extravagance. This

writer is not certain that 20 millions, on these

two heads, could have been retrenched at the

time Mr. Adams spoke ; but he is pure of it

now.

CHAPTER XCVII.

PAPER MONKY PAYMENTS: ATTEMPTED BY THE

FEDERAL GOVEENMENT: EE8ISTED: MK. BEN-

TON'S SPEECH.

The long continued stru^le between paper

money and gold was now verging to a crisis.

The gold bill, rectifying the erroneous valuation

of that metal, had passed in 1834 : an influx of

gold coin followed. In seven years the specie

currency had gone up from twenty millions to

one hundred. There was five times as much

specie in the country as there was in 1832,

when the currency was boasted to be solid

under the regulation of the Bank of the United

States. There was as much aa the current

business of the country and of the federal gov-

ernment could use : for these 100 millions, if

allowed to circulate and to pass from hand to

hand, in every ten hands that they passed

through, would do the business of one thou-

sand millions. Still the administration was

persistent in its attempts to obtnin a paper

money currency : and the nat'i-"-Tial n-irs., having

failed, and all the efforts to get up paper money

machines (under the names of fiscal agent,

fiscal corporation, and exchequer board) hav-

ing proved abortive, recourse was had to trca

Bury notes, with the quality of re-issuability at

tached to them. Previous issues had been upon

the footing of any other promissory note : when

once paid at the treasury, it was extingtnshed

and cancelled. Now they were made re-issu-

able, like common bank notes ; and a limited

issue of five millions of dollars became unlimited

from its faculty of successive emission. Tlie

new administration converted these notes into

currency, to bo offered to the creditors of the

government in the proportion of two-thirds

paper, and one-third specie ; and, from the

difilculty of making head against the govern-

ment, the mass of the creditors were constrain-

ed to take their dues in this compound of paper

and specie. Mr. Benton determined to resist

it, and to make a case for the consideration and

judgment of Congress and the country, with the

view of exposing a forced unconstitutional ten-

der, and inciting the country to a general resist-

ance. For this purpose he had a check drawn

for a few days' compensation as senator, and

placed it in the hands of a messenger for collec-

tion, inscribed, " the hard, or a protest." The

hard was not delivered : the protest followed;

and Mr. Benton then brought the case before

the Senate, and the people, in a way which ap-

pears thus in the register of the Congress de-

bates (and which were sufficient for their ob-

jects as the forced tender of the paper money

was immediately stopped)

:

Mr. Benton rose to offer a resolution, and to

precede it with some remarks, bottomed upon a

paper which he held in his hand, and which he

would read. He then read as follows

:

[COMPENSATION NO. 149.]

OmcB OF Skcketabv of thk Senate of the V. 8, A.

W ABUiNGTON, 81bt January, 1842.

Cashier of the Bank of Washington,

Pay to Hon. Thomas H. Benton, or order,

one hundred and forty-two dollars.

S142 (Signed) Asbury Dichkns,

Secretary of the Senate.

("Endorsed). ^^ " The hard, or a protest.
^ " Thomas H. Benton."

DiSTBirr OF Columbia,
Washington County, Set

:

Be it KNOWN. That on the thirty-first day of

January, 1842, I, George Sweeny, Notary Pub-

lic, by lawful authority duly commissioned anJ

sworn, dwelling in the County and Distnc:

aforesaid, at the request of the hoiiorabfc

Thomas H.Benton, presented at the baukol

Washington, the original check whereof tK
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sbove is a true copy, and domanclod there pay-

ment of the sum of money in the said check

spccifled, whereunto the cashier of said bank
answered :

" The wliolo amount cannot bo paid

in Bpecio, as treasury notes alone have been de-

posited licre to meet the Secretary of the Sen-

ate's checks ; but I am ready to pay this check

in one treasury note for one hundred dollars,

bearing nix per cent, interest, and the residue

in specif."

Therefore I, the said notary, at the request

aforesaid, have protested, and by these presents

do solemnly protest, against the drawer and
endorser of this said check, and all others whom
it doth or may concern, for all costs, exchange,

or re-exchange, charges, damages, and interests,

suffered and to bo suffered for want of pay-

ment thereof.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto
r , set my hand and affixed my Seal
ISEALJ

Notarial, this fir-st day of Febru-
ary, 1842.

George Sweeny,
Notary Public.

Protesting, $1 75,

Kecorded in Protest Book, G. S. No. 4, page 315.

Mr. B. said this paper explained itself. It

was a check and a protest. The check was
headed ''•compensation.^^ and was drawn by
the Scerctavy of the Senate for so much pay due

to him (Mr. B.) for his per diem attendance in

Congress. It had been presented at the proper

place for payment, and it would be seen by the

protest that payment was refused, unless he

(Mr. B.) would consent to receive two-thirds

paper and about one-third specie. He objected

to this, and endorsed upon the check, as an in-

struction to the messenger who carried it, these

words :
" The hard, or a protest." Under in-

structions the protest came, and with it nota-

rial fees to the amount of ^1,75, which were
paid in the hard. S\Ir. B. said this was what
had happened to himself, here at the seat of

government ; and he presumed the same thing

was happening to others, and all over the Union.
He presumed the time had arrived when paper
money payments, and forced tenders of treasury

notes, were to be universal, and when every
citizen would have to decide for himself whether
he would submit to the imposition upon his

riglits, and to the outrage upon the Constitution,

wliich such a state of things involved. Some
might not be in a situutlou to submit. Necessity,

stronger than any law, might compel many to
submit

; but there were others who were in a
situation to resist ; and, though attended with

some loss and inconvenience, it was their duty
to do so. Tyranny must Ix) resisted ; oppres-

sion must bo resisted ; violation of the Consti-

tution must be resisted; folly or wickedness
must be resisted ; otherwise there is an end of

law, of liberty, and of right. The government
becomes omnipotent, and rides and rules over a
prostrat* country, as it pleases. Resistance

to the tyranny or folly of a government be-

comes a sacred duty, which somebody must
perform, and the performance of which is al-

ways disagreeable, and sometimes expensive

and hazardous. Mr. Hampden resisted the

payment of ship money in England : and his

resistance cost him money, time, labor, losses

of every kind, and eventually the loss of his

life. His share of the ship money was only
twenty shillings, and a suggestion of self-in-

terest would have required him to submit to

the imposition, and put up with the injury.

But a feeling of patriotism prompted him to re-

sist for others, not for himself—to resist for the

benefit of those who could not resist for them-
selves ; and, above all, to resist for the sake of

the Constitution of the country, trampled under
foot by a weak king and a profligate minister.

Mr. Hampden resisted the paynwnt of ship

money to save the people of England from op-

pression, and the constitution from violation.

Some person must resist the payment of paper
money here, to save the people from oppression,

and the Constitution from violation ; and if per-

sons iu station, and at the seat of government
will not do it, who shall ? Sir, resistance must
be made ; the safety of the country, and of the

Constitution demands it. It must be made here

:

for here is the source and presence of the

tyranny. It must be made by some one in sta-

tion : for the voice of those in private life could

not be heard. Some one must resist, and for

want of a more suitable person, I find my-
self under the necessity of doing it—and I do it

with the less reluctance because it is in my line,

as a hard-money man ; and because I do not deem
it quite as dangerous to resist our paper money
administration as Hampden found it to resist

Charles the First and the Duke of Buckingham.

There is no dispute about the fact, and the

case which I present is neither a first one, nor

a solitary one. The whig administration, in the

firsc year of its existence, is without money,

and without credit, and with no other means of
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keeping up but by forced payments of paper

money, which it strikes from day to day to force

into the hands, and to Htop the mouths of its

importunate creditors. This is its condition

;

and it is the natural result of the folly which

threw away the land revenue—which repealed

the hard money clause of the independent treas-

ury—which repealed the prohibition against the

use of small notes by the federal goverinnent

—

which has made war upon gold, and jtrotccted

paper—and which now demands the establish-

ment of a national manufactory of paper money

for the general and permanent use of the federal

government. Its present condition is the natu-

ral result of these measures ; and bad as it is,

it must bo far worse if the jwople do not soon

compel a return to tli#. hard money and economy

of the d^inocratic administrations. This ad-

ministration came into power upon a promise to

carry on the government upon thirteen millions

per annum ; the first year is not yet out ; it has

already hnd^ a revenue of twenty odd millions, a

loan bill for twelve millions, a tax bill for eight

or ten millions, a treasury note bill for five mil-

lions : and with all this, it dccliues a deficit^ and

shows its insolvency, by denying money to its

creditors, and forcing them to receive paper, or

to go without pay. In a season of profound

peace, and in the first year oi the whig admin-

istration, this is the condition of the country !

a condition which must fill the bosom of every

friend to our form of government with grief and

shame.

Sir, a war upon the currency of the constitu-

tion has been going on for many years ; luid the

heroes of that war are now in jjowcr. They

have ridiculed gold, and persecuted it in every

way, and exhausted their wits in sarcasms upon

it and its friends. The humbug gold bill was

their favorite phrase ; and among other exhibi-

tions in contempt of this bill and its authors,

were a couple of public displays—one in May,

1837, the other in the autunmof 1840—at Wheel-
ing, in Virginia, by two gentlemen (Mr. Tyler and

Mr. Webster), now high functionaries in this

government, in which empty purses were held

up to the contemplation of the crowd, in derision

of the gold bill and its authors. Sir, that bill

was pftss(>(l in .Tune, 1H;^4; and fi-om that day

down to a few weeks ago, we wore paid in gold.

Every one of us had gold that ciiose it. Now
the scene is reversed. Gold is gone

;
paper has

come. Forced payments, and forced tendors of
paper, is the law of the whig administration

!

and empty purses may now bo held up wjtli

truth, and with sorrow, as the emblem both of

the administration and its creditors.

The cause of this disgracefn state of thinm

Mr. B. said, he would not furlncr investinatf at

present. The remedy was the point now to be

attended to. The governnunt creditor was suf-

fering; the constitution was bleeding; the clia-

racter of the country was sinking into disgrace'

and it was the duty of Congress to apjilj' a

remedy to so many disasters. He, Mr. IJ., saw

the remedy; but he had not (he power t) apply

it. The power was in othei hands ; and to theij

he would wish to commit the in airy whiclitho

present condition of things impei iously repaired

of Congress to make.

Mr. B. said here was t forced payment of pa-

per money—a forced tender of paper nionoy—

and forced loans from the citizens. The loan to

be forced out of him was igllOO, at G per ci'iit.

;

but he had not the money to lend, and shoult

resist the loan. Those w !to have money will

not lend it, and wisely refuse to lend it to an

administration which throws away its ricfi pearl

—the land revenue. The senator from North

Carolina [Mr. Mangum] proposes a reduction ot

the pay of the members by way of relief to the

Treasury, but Mr. B. had no notion c ' . ubmit-

ting to it : he had no notion of submiiting to a

deduction of his pay to enable an administration

to riot in extravagance, and to expend in a sin-

gle illegal commission in New York (the Poin-

dexter custom house inquisition), more than

the whole proposed saving from the UKinbcrs'

pay would amount to. He had no notion of

submitting to .such curtailments, and would pre-

fer the true remedy, that of restoring tlic land

revenue to its proper destination ; and also re-

stoiing economy, democracy, and hard money to

l)ower.

Mr. Benton then offered the following resolu-

tion, which was adopted

:

" Resolved, That the Committee on Finance

be instructed to inquire into the nalui" ol'the

payments now made, or otl'ered to be inaikv liy

the federal government to its creditors. Wlie-

tlier the same are made in hard money or in pa-

per money I \\'hetlier the eredilors liave iiii i

option? Whether the government paper is at

a discount? And what remedy, if any. is neces-

sary to enable the government to keep its faitli
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! following resolu-

with its cre<litcrH^ so oh to Have them from Iohr,

thu Constitution from violation, and tho country

I'roin dicgraco 7
"

CHAPTEK XCVIII.

CASE OJ" TIIK AMKIUOAN BRIO CUKOLE, WITH
8LAVK8 FOIt NKW OULKANS. CAUUIKl) UY
MUTINY INTO NASSAU, AND TIIK SLAVES
LIBKRATKl).

At tills time took plnco one of those liberations

of slaves in voyages between our own ports, of

which there had already been four insiances;

but no one under circumstanceH of Riich criiiio

and outrage. Mutiny, piracy, and bloodshed

accompanied this fifth instance of slaves libe-

rated by British authorities while on tho voy-

age from one American port to another. Tho

brig Creole, of Richmond, Virginia, had sailed

from Norfolk forNew Orleans, among other cargo,

having 135 slaves on board. When out a week,

and near tho Bahama Islands, a mutiny broke

out among tho slaves, or rather nineteen of

them, in tho night, manifesting itself instantly

and unexpectedly upon the officers and crew of

the brig, and the passengers. The mutineers,

anncd with knives and handspike:^, rushed to

the cabin, where the officers not on duty, the

wife and children of tho captain, and passengers

were asleep. They were knocked down, stab-

bed and killed, except as they could save them-

selves in the dark. In a few minutes the muti-

neers were masters of the vessel, and proceeded

to arrange things according to their mind. All

tho slaves except the 19 were confined in the

hold, and great apprehensions entertained of

them, as they had refused to join in the mutiny,

many of them weejiing and praying—some en-

deavoring to save their masters, and others hid-

ing to save themselves. The living, among the

officers, crew and passengers were hunted up,

and their lives spared to work the ship. They
fu'st demanded that they should be carried to

Liberia—a design which was relinquished upon

representations that there was not water and
provisions for a quarter of the voyage. They
then demanded to go to a British island, and
placing tlio muzzle of a nmsket against the

breast of the severely wounded captain, menaced
him with instant death if he did not comply

with their demand. Of course he complied, i.iul

steered for Nassau, in tho island of Providence.

The lives of his wife and children were s()ttred

;

and they, with other surviving whites, were or-

dered into the forward hold. Masters of the

ship, tho 19 mutineers took possession of tho

cabin—ate there—and had their consultations

in that place. All the other slaves were rigor-

ously confined in the hold, and f.ars expressed

that they would rise on the mutineers. Not
one joined them. The affidavits of tho master

and crew taken at Nassau, say

:

"None but the 19 went into the cabin. They
ate in the cabin, and others ate on deck as they
had lone the whole voyage. The 19 were fre-

quently closely engaged in secret conversation,
but the others took no part in it, and appeared
not to share in their confidence. The others
were quiet and did not associate with the muti-
neers. The only words that passed between the
others and the 19, were when the others asked
them for water or f/nih, or something of the
kind. The others were kept under as much as
the whites were. The 19 drank liquor in tho
cabin and invited tho whites to join them, but
not the other negroes. Madison, the ring-leader,
gave orders that the cooking for all but the 19
should be as it was before, and appointed tho
same cook for them. The nin'>teen said that all

they had done was for their freedom. The
others said nothing about it. They were much
afraid of the nineteen. They remained forward
of the mainmast. The nineteen took possession
of the after part of tho brig, and stayed there
the whole time or were on watch. The only
knives found after the allray, were two sheath
knives belonging to the sailors. The captain's
bowio knife and the jack knife. None of the
other negroes had any other knives. Madison
sometimes had the bowie knife, and sometimes
Ben had it. No other negro was seen with that
knife. On Monday afternoon Madison got tho
pistol from one of the nineteen, and said he did
not wish them to have any arms when they
reached Nassau. The nineteen paraded the
deck armed, while the other negroes behaved
precisely as they had done before the nmtiny.
About 10 o'clock, p. m., on the 8th day of No-
vember, 1841, they made the light of Abaco.
Ben had the gun. About 10 o'clock p. Jt. he
fired at Stevens, who came on deck as already
stated. Merritt and Gilford (officers of tlio

vessel) alternately kept watch. Ben, Madison,
Rulhn and Morris (four jjrincipal nnitineers)

. pt watch by turns, the whole time up to tlieir

arrival at Nassau, with knives drawn. So close

was the watch, that il was luipus.sibie to rescue
the brig. Neither passengers, odicers or sailors

were allowed to communicate with each other.
The sailors performed their usual duties."

'
1

^•4
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Arrived at Nassau, a pilot cainu on liounl—
all the iiirn in IiIh boat being m-t^rocH. Ho and
liiH men on coming on board, mingled witii the
Hlavt's, and tohl thcni they were free men—that
they should go on mIioiv, and never Iki curried
Bwuy from there. The regular (juarantine ollicer

then came on board, to whon* Gillonl, Jh-st

nrnte of the vessel, related all the circumHtances
of the mutiny. (Joing ashore with the quaran-
tine officer, Oiftbrd related all the Hame circum-
stances to the Governor of the island, and to
the American Consul at Nassau. The consul,
in behalf of the vessel and all interested, re-

quested that a guard should bo sent on board
to protect the vessel and cargo, anil keep the
Blavea on l)oard until it could be known what
was to be done. The Governor did so—sending
a guard of twenty-four negro soldiers in British
uniform, with loaded muskets and fixed bayo-
nets. The affidavits then say :

"From Tticsday the 10th, till Friday the 12th
day of November, they tied Ben Blacksmith,
.iddison, Rufiin, and Morris, put them in the
long boat, placed a sentry over them, and fed
them there. They mingled with the negroes
and told the women they were free, and i)er-'
Buaded them to remain in the island. t)npt.
Fit/frerald, commanding the company, told many
ol the slaves owned by Thomas McCargo, in
presen.c of many other of the slaves, how fool-
ish they were, that they had not, when they
rose, killed ail the whites on bojvrd. and run the
vessel ashore, and then they would have been
free, and there would have lK,'en no more trouble
about It. This was on Wednesday. Every day
the ollicers and soldiers were changed at \)

o'clock, A.M. There are WO regular soldiers
on the island, divided into four eijual companies
commanded by four officers, called caittains.'
There was a regular .sentry stationed every
night, and they put all the men slaves below,
excei)t the four wiiioh were tied, and placed a
guard over the hatchway. They put them in the
hold at sunset, and let tliem out at sunrise. There
were apparently from twelve to thirteen thou-
sand negroes in the town of Nassau and vicinity
and about three or four thousand wliitcs." '

The nexi, day the Queen's attorney-general for

this part of her West Indian possessions, came
on board the brig, attended by three magistrates

and the United States consul, and took the de-

positions of all the white persons on board in

relation to the mutiny. That being done, the

attorney-general placed the 19 mutineers in the
custody of the captain and his guard of 24 negro

soldiers, and ordered them upon the qmjrter
deck. The affidavits then continue :

"There were about fifty l)oatH lying rouml
the brig, all filled with men from the HZarmed with clubs, and subject to the order of
the attorney-general, and awaiting a signal from
one of the civil magistrates ; a sloop was towid
from the shore by some of our boats and nchored near the brig-this sloop was alw (Hied
with men armed with clubs ; all the men in the
boats \vere negroes. The fleet of boats «iw
under the nnmediate command of the pilot who
pdoted tlie brig into the harbor. This pilot.
partly before the signal was given by one of the
mngiHtrates, said that lie wished they would mt
through the business

; that they had tlitir time
and he wanted his.

"The attorney-general hero stepjH'd on the
quarter-deck, and addressing himself to all the
jiersons except the nineteen who were in cus-
tody, said, ' My friends, you have been detained
a short time on Iward the Creole for the pur-
pose of ascertaining the individuals who were
concerned in this mutiny and murder They
have been identified, and will be detained and
the rest of you are free, and at liberty to go on
shore, and wherever you please.' Then ad-
dressing the prisoners ho said : < Men, there are
nineteen of you who have been identilied as hav-
ing been engaged in the murder of Mr. llewell
and m an attempt to kill the captain and olliuiu
i on will be detained and lodged in prison for
a time, in order that we may cominiinieate with
the English government, and ascertain wliether
your trial shall take place hero or elsewhere

'

At this thne Mr. GifTord, the mate of the vessel
then in command, the captain being on .shore
under the cure of a physician, addressed the at-
torney-general in the presence of the inao'is-
trates, protested against the boats being per-
mitted to come alongside of the vessel, or that
the negroes other than the mutineers should be
put on shore. The attorney-general replied that
Mr. Giflbrd had better make no objection, but
let them go quietly on shore, for if he did, tliere

might be bloodshed. At this moment one of
the magistrates ordered Mr. Merritt, Mr. JleCar-
go, and the other passengers, to look to their
money and effects, as he apprehended that the
cabin of the Creole would be sacked and robbed.

•' The attorney-general with one of the magis-
trates, stejjped into his boat and withdrew iuto
the stream, a short distance from the brig,wiien
they stopped. A magistrate on the deck of the
Creole gave the signal for the boats to appro.ich
mst.antly. With a hurrah and a shout, a fleet

of boats came alongside of the biig, and the
iiiagistiates directed the men to remain on Ijoard
of their own boats, and commanded the slaves
to leave the lirig and go o<i boaid the lioats.

They obeyed his orders, and passing from the
Creole into the boats, were assisted, many of

them, by this magistrate. During this pioceed-
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Injf, tho 8ol(Jicri» and oHloorH were on thi> quar-

ter tlcck of the Crwle, armed with loaded inuH-

ketM and buyonetH fixed, and tho attorney-goni-

rftl with one of the inanistraleH in his Inint, lav

at a convenient distance, looiiing on. After tlw

negroes hiid endmrked in the boats, the attor-

ney-pcnoral and niufriMtrate pimhed out their

boat, and mingled with tho fleet, conpratulntinjj;

tho slaveH on their eHca|)e, and Hhukini; handH

with them. Three cheers wore then given, and

tho boats went to tho shoro, whoro thous luds

were waiting to receive them."

The 19 mutinecrH wore then taken on shore,

anil lo<lf!;ed in prison, wliile many of the slaves

—

the greater part of them—who were proclaimed

to \hi liberated, begged to bo allowed to proceed

with their masters to New Orleans, but were

silenced by threats, and the captain told that

his vessel shoidd Ih; forfeited if he attempted to

carry any of them away. Only four, by hiding

themselves, succeeded in getting off with their

masters. The ne.\t day a proceeding took jjliicc

in relation to what was called " the baggage of

tho passengers ;" which is thus Ktated in the

uffidavitB

:

"On Monday follov.'ing these events, being
the 15th day of November, the attorney-general
wrote a letter to Captain Ensor, informing hiiu
that the passengers of tho Creole, as he called
the slaves, had applied to him for assistance in

obtaining their baggage which was still on boar<l
the brig, and that he should assist them in get-
ting it on shore. To this letter, Giflbrd, the
oflBcer in command of the vessel, replied that
there was no baggage on board belonging to the
slaves that he was aware of, as he considered
them cargo, and the property of their owners,
and that if they had left any thing on board the
brig, it was the property also of their masters

;

and besides he could not land any thing without
a permit from the custom house, and an order
from the American consul. Tlie attorney-gen-
eral immediately got a permit from the custom-
house, but no order from the American consul,
and put an officer of the customs on board the
brig, and demanded tho delivery of the baggage
of the slaves aforesaid to be landed in the brig's
boat. The master of the Creole, not feeling
himself at liberty to refuse, permitted the officer
with his men to come on board and take such
baggage and property as they chose to consider
as belonging to the slaves. Thoy went into the
hold of the vessel, and took all the wearing ap-
parel, blankets, and other articles, as also one
bale of blankets, belonging to Mr. Lockett, which
had not been opened. These things wore put
on board of the boat of the officer of the customs,
and carried on shore."

The officers of the American brig earnestly

demanded that tho mutineers Bhould be left witli

them to Ik) carried into a port of tho United

States to Ik) tried for their mutiny and nturdor

}

but this df nd was positively refust'd—tho

attorney-geneai saying that thoy would take

the «)rder« of the British government as to tho

place. This was tantamount to an ac(|uittal,

and even Justification of all they had done, as

according to the British ju<licial decisions a slavo

has a right to kill his master to obtain his free'

dom. This outrage (tho fore bio liberation of

the slaves, refusal to permit the mutineers to be

brought to their own country for trial, and tho

abstraction of articles from tho brig belonging

to the captain and crew), produced much exas-

peration in the slave States. Coming so soon

after four others of kindred character, and while

the outrage on the Caroline was still unatoned

for, it bespoke a contempt for the United States

which was galling to the feelings of many be-

sides the inhabitants of tho States immediately

interested. It was a subject for the attention

both of tho Executive government and the Con-

gress ; and accordingly received the notice of

both. Early in the session of '41-'42, Mr. Cal-

houn submitted a call in the Senate, in which

the President was requested to give information

of what he had heard of the outrage, and what

steps he had taken to obtain redress. lie an-

swered through the Secretary of State (Mr.

Webster), showing that all tho facts had been

regularly communicated, and that he (the Secre-

tary) had received instructions to draw up a

despatch on the subject to the American minis-

ter in London (Mr. Edward Evei-ett) ; which

would be done without unnecessary dela}'. On
receiving this message, Mr. Calhoun moved to

refer it to the Connnittee on Foreign lielutions

—

prefacing his motion with some remarks, and

premising that the Secretary had answered well

as to tho facts of the case.

" As to the remaining portion of the resolu-
tion, that which asked for information as to
what steps had been taken to bring the guilty
in this bloody transaction to justice, and to re-

dress the wrong done to our citizens, and the
indignity oflercd to our flag, he regretted to say.

the repoit of the Secietary is very unsatisfac-
tory. He, Mr. C, ha*^ suppo.sed, in a case of
such cross outrage, tliut prompt measures for

redress would have been adopted. lie had not
doubted, but that a vessel had been desjiatched,

or some early opportunity seized for transmit-
ting directions to our minister at the court of

^'s'll
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St. James, to demand that the criminals should
be deHvered to our government for trial ; more
especially, as they were detained with the view
of abiding the decision of the government at
home. But in all this he had been in a mis-
take. Not a step has been yet taken—no de-
mand made for the surrender of the murderers,
though the Executive must have been in full
possession of the facts for more than a month.
The only reply is, that he (the Secretary) had
received the orders of the President to prepare
a despatch for our minister in London, which
would be 'prepared without unnecessary de-
lay.' He (Mr. Calhoun) spoke not in the spirit
of censure; he had no wish to find fault; but
he thought it due to the country, and more es-
pecially, „f the portion that has so profound an
interest in this subject, that he should fearlessly
state the facts as they existed. He believed our
right to demand the surrender of the murderers
clear, beyond doubt, and that, if the case was
fairly stated, the British government would be
compelled, from a sense of justice, to yield to
our demand

; and hence his deep regret that
there should have been such long delay in
making any demand. The apparent indiffer-
ence which it indicates on the part of the gov-
ernment, and the want of our views on the sub-
ject, it is to bo feared, would prompt to an op-
posite decision, before any despatch can now
be received by our minister.

" He repeated that the case was clear. He
knew that an effort had been made, and he re-
gretted to say, even in the South, and through
a newspaper in this District, but a morning or
two since, to confound the case with the ordi-
nary one of a criminal fleeing from the country
where the crime %vas perpetrated, to another.
He admitted that it is a doubtful question
whether, by the laws of nations, in such a case
the nation to which he fled, was hound to sur-
render him on the demand of the one where
the crime was committed. But that was not
this case, nor was there any analogy between
them. This was mutiny and murder, commit-
ted on the ocean, on board of one of our vessels
sailing from cue port to another on our own
coast, m a regular voyage, committed by slaves,
who constituted a part of the cargo, and forc-
ing the officers and crew to steer the vessel into
a port of a friendly power. Now there was
nothing more clear, than that, according to the
laws of nations, a vessel on the ocean is regi^rd-
ed as a portion of the territory of tlie State to
which she belongs, and more emphatically so
if possible, in a coasting voyage ; and that if !

forced into a friendly port by an unavoidable
i

necessity, she loses none of the rights that be- I

long to her on the ocean. Contrary to these i

admitted principles, the British authorities en- i

tored on l.-ard of the Crof)le, took the ciiminais !

under ihcir own jurisdiction, and that after they
had ascertauied them to be guilty of iimtiny
and murder, instead (as they ought to have

done) of aiding the officers and crew in confin-
ing them, to be conveyed to one of our ports'
where they would be amenable to our laws'
The outrage would not have been greater normore clearly contrary to the laws of nations if
instead of taking them from the Creole thev
had entered our territory, and forcibly taken
them from one of our jails ; and such, he /ould
scarcely doubt, would be the decision of the
British government itself, if the facts and rea-
sons of the case be fairly presented before its
decision is made. It would be clearly the
course she would have adopted had the mu-
tiny and murder been perpetrated by a portion
of the crew, and it can scarcely be that she will
regard it less criminal, or less imperiously her
duty, to surrender the criminals, because the
act was perpetrated by slaves. If so, it is time
we should know it."

The Secretary soon had his despatch ready
and as soon as it was ready, it was called for a;

the instance of a friend of the Secretary, com-
municated to the Senate and published for cen-
eral information, clearly to counteract theim-
pressions which Mr. Calhoun's remarks had
made. It gave great satisfaction in its mode
of treating the subject, and in the intent it de-

clared to demand redress

:

" The British government cannot but see that
this case, as presented in these papers, is one
calling loudly for redress. The 'Creole' wis
passing from one port of the United States to
another, in a voyage perfectly lav\ful, with mer-
chandise on board, and also with slaves or per-
sons bound to service, natives of America, and
belonging to American citizens, and which are
recognized as property by the constitution of
the United States in those States in which
slavery exists. In the course of the voyage
some of the slaves rose upon the master and
crew, subdued them, murdered one man uiid
caused the vessel to be carried into Nassau.
The vessel was thus taken to a British port
not voluntarily, by those who had the lawful
authority dVer her, but forcibly and violently,
against the master's will, and with the consent
of nobody but the mutineers and murderers

:

for thire is no evidence that these outrages were
committed with the concurrence of any of the
slaves, except those actually engaged in them.
Under these circumstances, it would seem to
have been the plain and obvious duty of the
authorities at Nassau, the port of a friendly
power, to assist the American consul in puttini,'
an end to the captivity of the master and crew,
restoring to them the control of the vessel, and
enaliliiig them to resume their voyu;re, and to
take tlie iiailuieers and murderers to tliuir own
country to answer for their crimes before the
proper tribunal. One cannot conceive how any
other course could justly be adopted, or how the
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duties imposed by that part of the code regu-

lating the intercourse of friendly states, which

is generally called the comity of nations, qould

otherwise be fulfilled. Here was no violation

cf British law attempted or intended on the

part of the master of the ' Creole ' nor any in-

fringement of the principles of the law of na-

tions. The vessel was lawfully engaged in

p!u><sing from port to port, in the United States.

By violence and crime she was carried, against

the master's will, out of her course, into the

port of a friendly power. All was the result

of force. Certainly, ordinary comity and hos-

pitality entitled him to such assistance from
the authorities of the place as should enable

him to resume and prosecute his voyage and
bring the offenders to justice. But, instead of

this, if the facts be as represented in these pa-

pers, not only did the authorities give no aid for

any such purpose, but they did actually inter-

fere to set free the slaves, and to enable them
to disperse themselves beyond the reach of the

master of the vessel or their owners. A pro-

ceeding like this cannot but cause deep feeling

in the United States."

Mr. Calhoun was so well satisfied with this

despatch that, as soon as it was read, he stood

up, and said

:

" The letter which had been read was drawn
up with great ability, and covered the ground
which had been assumed on this subject by all

parties in the Senate. He hoped that it would
have a beneflciai effect, not only upon the United
States, but Great Britain. Coming from the
quarter it did, this document would do more
good than in coming from any other quarter."

This was well said of the letter, but there was
a paragraph in it which damped the expectations

of some senators—a paragraph which referred

to the known intention to send out a special

minister (Lord Ashburton) to negotiate a gene-

ral settlement of differences with Great Britain

—and which expressed a wish that this special

minister should be clothed with power to settle

this case of the Creole. That looked like defer-

ring it to a general settlement, which, in the

opinion of some, was tantamount to giving it up.

CHAPTER XCIX.

DI8TEE83 OF THE TEEASURT : THREE TARIFF
BILLS. AND TWO VETOES : END OF THE COM-
PROMISE ACT.

Never were the coffers and the credit of the

Treasury—not even in the last year of the war
with Great Britain (1814)—at a lower ebb, or

more pitiable point, than at present. A deficit

of fourteen millions in the Treasury—a total

inability to borrow, cither at home or abroad,

the amount of the loan of twelve millions au-

thorized the year before—treasury-notes below

par—a million and a half of protested demands
—a revenue from imports inadequate and de-

creasing : such was the condition of the Trea-

sury, and all the result of three measures forced

upon the previous administration by the united

power of the opposition, and the aid of tem-

porizing friends, too prone to take alarm iu

transient difficulties, and too ready tj join the

schemes of the opposition for temporary relief,

though more injurious than the evils they were
intended to remedy. These three measures were

:

1. Compromise act of 1833. 2. The distribution

of surplus rovenue in 1837. 3. The surrender

of the land revenue to the States. The com-

promise act, by its slow and imperceptible re-

ductions of revenue during its first seven years,

created a large surplus : by its abrupt and pre-

cipitous falling off the last two, made a deficit.

The distribution of this surplus, to the amount
of near thirty millions, took away the sum
which would have met this deficiency. And
the surrender of the land revenue diverted from

its course the second largest stream of revenue

that came into the Treasury : and the effect of

the whole was to leave it without money and

without credit : and with a deficit which was
ostentatiously styled, " the debt of the late ad-

viinistration." Personally considered, there

was retributive justice in this calamitous visi-

tation. So far as individuals were concerned it

fell upon those who had created it. Mr. Tyler

had been the zealous promoter of all these

measures : the whig party, whose ranks he had

joined, had been their author : some obliging

democrats were the auxiliaries, without which

they could not have been carried. The udmin-

i 71
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istration nf President Tyler now needed the

money : his former whig friends had the power
to grant, or withhold it : and they chose, either

to withhold, or to grant upon terms which Mr.
Tyler repulsed. They gave him two tariff

revenue bills in a month, which he returned

with vetoes, and had ir^ look chiefly to that

democracy whom he had left to join the whigs
(and of whom he had become the zealous oppo-

nent), for the means of keeping his administra-

tion alive.

A bill called a '^ provisional tariff''^ was first

sent to him : he returned it with the objections

which made it impossible for him to approve

it : and of which these objections were the

chief

:

" It suspends, in other words, abrogates for
the time, the provision of the act of 1833, com-
monly called the ' compromise act.' The only
ground on which this departure from the solemn
adjustment of a great and agitating question
seems to have been regarded as expedient is,

the alleged necessity of establishing, by legisla-

tive enactments, rules and regulations for as-
sessing the duties to be levied on imports, after
the 30th June, according to the home valua-
tion ; and yet the bill expressly i)rovides that
' if before the 1st of August there be no further
legislation upon the subject, the laws for laying
and collecting duties shall be the same as though
this act had not been passed.' In other words,
that the act of 1833, imperfect as it is eo"><ider-
ed, shall in that case continue to be, aud to be
executed under such rules and regulations as
previous statutes had prescribed, or had enabled
the executive department to prescribe for that
purpose, leaving the supposed chasm in the rev-
enue laws just as it was before.

" The bill assumes that a distribution of the
proceeds of the public lands is, by existing laws,
to be made on the first day of July, 1842, not-
withstanding there has been an imposition of
duties on imports exceeding twenty per cent,
up to that day, and directs it to be made on the
1st of August next. It seems to me very clear
that this conclusion is equally erroneous and
dangerous ; as it would divert from the Trea-
sury a fund sacredly pledged for the general
purposes of the government, in the event of a
rate of duty above twenty per cent, being found
necessary for an economical administration of
the government. The act of September last,

which provides for the distribution, couples it

inseparably with the condition that it shall

cease—first, in case of war; second, as soon
and so long as the rate of duties shall, for any
ronsnn whatever be raised above twentv jie'r

cent. Nothing can be more clear, express, or
imperative, than this language. It is in vaui to
allege that a deficit iu the Treasury was known

to exist, and that means were taken to supnlv
this deficit by loan when the act was passed."

These reasons show the vice and folly of the
acts which a pride of consistency still made
him adhere to. That compromise act of 1833
assumed to fix the tariff to eternity, first by
making existing duties decline through nine
years to a uniform ad valorem of twenty per
centum on all dutied articles ; next, by fixing

it there for ever, giving Congress leave to work
under it on artic.es then free ; but never to an

above it: and the mutual assurance entered

into between this act and the land distribution

act of the extra sessiui, was intended to make
sure of both objects—the perpetual twenty per

centum, and the land distributiv n. One hardly

knows which to admire most, the arrogance or

the folly, of such presumptuous legislation : and
to add to its complication there was a clear di-

vision of opinion whether any duty at all, for

want of a law appointing appraisers, could be

collected after the 30th of June. Between the

impracticability, and the unintelligibility of the

acts, and his consistency, he having sanctioned

all these complicated and dependent measures

it was clear that Mr. Tyler's administration

was in a deplorable condition. The low credit

of the government, in the impossibility of get-

ting a small loan, was thus depicted

:

" Who at the time foresaw or imagined the
possibility of the present real state of tilings,

whcu a nation that has paid off her whole debt
since the last peace, while all the other great
powers have been increasing theirs, and whose
resources already so great, are yet but iu the
infancy of their development, should be com-
pelled to haggle in the money market for a pal-

try sum, not equal to one year's revenue upon
her economical system."

Not able to borrow, even in time of peace, a

few millions for three years ! This was in the

the time of paper money. Since gold became

the federal currency, any amount, and in time

of war, has been at the call of the government

;

and its credit so high, and its stock so much

above par, that twenty per centum premium is

now paid for the privilege of paying, before they

are due, the amounts borrowed during the Mexi-

can war

:

" This connection (the mutual assurance be-

tween the compromise act and the land distri-

bution) thus meant to bo inseparable, is severed
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by the bill presented to me. The bill violates

the principle of the acts of 1833, and September,

1841, by suspending the first, and rendering,

for a time, the last inoperative. Duties above

twenty ]}ev cent, are proposed to be levied, and
yet the proviso in the distribution act is disre-

garded. The proceeds of the sales are to be

distributed on the Ist of August ; so that,

while the duties proposed to be enacted exceed

twenty per cent, no suspension of the distribu-

tion to the States is permitted to take place.

To abandon the principle for a month is to open

the way for its total abandonment. If such is

not meant, why postpone at all ? Why not let

the distribution take place on the 1st of July,

if the law so directs? '(which, however, is re-

garded as questionable.) But why not have

limited the provision to that effect ? Is it for

the accommodation of the Treasury ? I bee no
reason to believe that the Treasury will be in

better condition to meet the payment on the 1st

of August, than on the 1st of July."

Here Mr. Tyier was right in endeavoring to

get back, even temporarily, the land revenue

;

but slight as was this relaxation of their policy,

it brought upon him keen reproaches from his

old friends. Mr. Fillmore said

:

"On what principle was this veto based?
The President could not consent that the dis-

tribution of the proceeds of the public lands

should cease for a single day. Now, although

that was the profession, yet it appeared to have
been but a pretence. Mr. F. wished to speak
with all respect to the chief magistrate, but of
his message he must speak with plainness.

Wh.'! i was the law which that message vetoed ?

It authorized the collection of duties for a sin-

gle month as they were levied on the first of
January last, to allow^ time for the consideration

of a permanent revenue for the country ; it

postponed the distribution of the proceeds of
the public lands till the month should expire,

and Congress could provide the necessary sup-
plies for the exhausted Treasury. But what
would bo the effect of the veto now on the ta-

ble ? Did it prevent the distribution ? By no
means ; it reduced the duties, in effect, to twen-
ty per cent., and authorized the distribution of
the land fund among the States ; and that dis-

tribution would, in fact, take place the day after

to-morrow. That would be the practical ope-
ration of this paper. When Congress had post-
poned the distribution for a month, did it not
appear like pretence in the chief magistrate to
say that he was forced to veto the bill from
Congress, to prevent the distribution, which his
veto, and that alone, would cause to take place ?
Congress had been willinc: to prevent the dintri-

bution, but the President, by one and the same
blow, cut down the reveime at a moment when
his Secretary could scarce obtain a loan on any
termis, and in addition to this distributed the

income fr om the public domain ! In two days
the distri ution must take place. Mr. F. said
he was not at all surprised at the joy with
which the veto had been hailed on the other
side of the house, or at the joyful countenances
which were arrayed there; probably this act
was but the consummation of a treaty which
had been long understood as in process of nego-
tiation. If this was the ratification of such
treaty, Mr. F. gave gentlemen much joy on the
happy event. He should shed no tears that
the administration had passed into its appro-
priate place. This, however, was a matter ho
should not discuss now ; he should desire the
message might be laid on the table till to-mor-
row and be printed. Mr. F. said he was free to
confess that we were now in a crisis which
would shake this Union to its centre. Time
would determine who would yield and who was
right ; whether the President would or would
not allow the representatives of the people to
provide a revenue in the way they might think
best for the country, provided they were guilty
of no violation of the constitution. The Presi-
dent had now told them, in substance, that he
had taken the power into his own hands ; and
although the highest financial officer of the gov-
ernment declared it as his opinion, that it was
doubtful whether the duties could be collected
which Congress had provided by law, the Pre-
sident told the House that any further law was
unnecessary ; that he had power enough in his
own hands, and he should use it ; that he had
authorized the revenue officers to do all that
was necessary. This then would be in fact the
question before the country : whether Con-
gress should legislate for the people of this
country or the Executive ? "

Mr. Alexander H. H. Stuart, of Virginia, took

issue with the President on the character of the

land distribution bill, and averred it to have

been an intended part of the compromise from
the beginning. He said :

" That the President has rested his veto upon
the grounds of expediency alone, and not upon
any conscientious or constitutional scruples.

lie withholds his assent because of its sup-
posed conflict with the compromise act of 1833.

I take issue with the President in regard to this

matter of fact, and maintain that there is no
such conflict. The President's particular point
of objection to the temporary tarift' bill is that
it contemplates a prospective distribution of the
land proceeds. Now, conceding that the Presi-

dent has put a correct construction on our bill,

I aver that it is no violation of the compromise
act to withdraw the land proceeds from the or-

dinary purpose's (if the govornnicnt, and dis-

tribute them among the States. On the con-

trary, I maintain that that act distinctly con-

templates the distribution of the land proceeds,

that the distribiUion was one of the essential

\
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elements of the compromise, and that the/at7-
ure to (h'stribute the land fund now would of
itself be a violation of the tnio understanding
of those who adopted the compromise, and a

palpable fraud upon the rights of one of the
parties to it."

Mr. Caruthers, of Tennessee, was still more

pointed to the same effect, referring to Mr. Ty-

ler's conduct in the Virginia General Assembly to

show that he was in favor of the land revenue

distribution, and considered its cessation as a

breach of the compromise. He referred to his,

" 0«Vquoted resolutions in the legislature of
Virgil, a, in 1839, urging the distribution, and
conveying the whole proceeds of the lands, not
only ceded but acquired by purchase and by
treaty. Mr. C. also referred to the adroit man-
ner in which Mr. Tyler had at that time met
the charge of his opponents (that he desired to
violate tlie compromise a'^t) by the introduc-

tion of the well known proviso, that the General
A "r.embly did not mean to infringe or disturb

the provisions of the compromise act."

The vote was taken upon the returned bill,

as required by the constitution ; and falling far

short of the required two- thirds, it was rejected.

But the exigencies of the Treasury were so great

that a further -ffort to prss a revenue bill was
indispensable ; and ono was accordingly imme-

diately introduced into the House. It differed

but little from the first one, and nothing on the

laud revenue distiibufcion clause, which it retain-

ed in full. Th."<^ clause had been the main cause

of the first ^eto : it was a challenge for a second

!

and uiidov circumstances which carried embar-

rasisment to the President either way. He had

been from the beginning of the policy, a sup-

poi cer of the distribution ; and at the extra

session had solemnly recommende^l it in his

regular message. On the other hand, he had

just disapproved it in his message returning

the tariff bill. He adhered to this latter view
;

and said

:

" On the subject of distributing the proceeds

of the sales of the public lands, in the existing

state of the finances, it has been my duty to

make known my se led convictions on various

occasions during tht present session of Con-
gress. At the opening of the extra session, up-
wards of twelve months ago, sharing fully in

the general hope of returning prosperity and
ci'udil, I recouiiueuded oUch a disti'ibulioii ; but
that recommendation was even then expressly

coupled with the condition that the duties on
imports should not exceed the rate of twenty

per cent, provided by the compromise act of
1833. The bill which is now before me pro-
poses, in its 27th section, the total repeal of one
of the provisos in the act of September ; and
while it increases the duties above twenty per
cent., directs an imconditional distribution of
the land proceeds. I am therefore subjected a
second time, in the period of a few days to
the necessity of either giving my approval to a
measure which, in my deliberate judgment, is in

conflict with great public interests ; or of re-

turning it to the House in which it originated

with my objections. With all my anxiety for

the passage of a law which would replenish au
exnausted Treasury, and furnish a sound and
healthy encouragement to mechanical industry
I cannot consent to do so at the sacrifice of tlie

peace and harmony of the country, and tlie

clearest convictions of public duty."

The reasons were good, and ought to have

prevented Congress from retaining the clause

;

but party spu-it was predominant, and in each

House the motion to strike out the clause had

been determined by a strict party vote. An
unusual course was taken with this second veto

message : it was refei'red to a select committet

of thirteen members, on the motion of Mr.

Adams; and from that committee emanated

three reports upon it—one against it, and two

for it; the committee dividing pohticaily in

making them. The report against it was signed

by ten members ; the otlier two by the remain-

ing three members ; but they divided, so as to

present two signatures to one report, and a sin-

gle one to the other. Mr. Adams, as the chair-

man, was the writer of the majority report, and

made out a strong case against Mr. Tyler per-

sonally, but no case at all in favor of the distri-

bution clause. The report said

:

"Who could imagine that, after this most

emphatic coupling of the revenue from duties

of impost, with revenue from the proceeds of

the sales of the public lands, the first and para-

mount objection of the Pn:sidcnt to this bill

should be, that it unites two subjects winch, so

far froia having any affinity to one anotlier, are

wholly incongruous in their character ; which

two subjects are identically the same with those

which he had coupled together in his recom-

mendation to Congress at the extra session?

If there was no affniity between the parties,

why did he join them together ? If the union

was illegitimate, who was the administering

priest of the unhallowed rites ? It is objected

to this bill, that it is both a revenue and an ap-

propriation bill ? What then ? Is not lie uct

of September 4, 18-41, approved and signed by

the President nimsclf. both a revenue and an
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it, after this most

appropriation bill 1 Does it not enact that, in

the evont of an insufficiency of impost duties,

not exceeding twenty per centum ad valorem,

to defray the current expenses of the govern-

ment, the proceeds of the sales of the lands

shiill be levied as part of the same revenue, and
appropriated to the same purposes ? "

The report concluded with a sti-ong donun-

ciation of, what it considered, an abuse of the

veto power, and a contradiction of the Presi-

dent's official recommendation and conduct

;

" The power of the present Coiigrcbs to enact

laws essential to the welfare of the people has
been struck with apoplexy by the Executive

hand. Submission to his will, is the only con-

dition upon which he will permit them to act.

For the enactment of a measure earnestly re-

commended by himself, he forbids their action,

unless coupled with a condition declared by
himself to be on a subject so totally difFerent,

that he will not suffer them to be coupled in

the same law. With that condition, Congress
cannot comply. In this state of things, he has
assumed, as the committee fully believe, the ex-
ercise of the whole legislative power to himself,

and is levying millions of money upon the peo-
ple, without any authority of law. But the
final decision of this question depends neither
upon legislative nor executive, but upon judicial

authority ; nor can the final decision of the Su-
preme Court upon it be pronounced before the
close of the present Congress."

The returned bill being put to the vote, was
found to lack as much as the first of the two-

thuds majority, and was rejected. But revenue

was indispensable. Daily demands upon the

government were undergoing protest. The
President in his last message had given in

$1,400,000 of such dishonored demands. The
existing revenue from imports, deficient as it

was, was subjected to a new embarrassment,

that of questioned legality for want of a law of

appraisement under the compromise, and mer-
chants paid their duties under protest, and with
notices of action against the collector to recover
them back. It was now near the end of Au-
gust. Congress had been in session nine
months—an unprecedentedly long session, and
that following immediately on the heels of an
extra session of three months and a half. Ad-
journment could not be deferred, and could not
take place without providing for the Treasury.
The compromise and the land distribution were
the stumbling-blocks : it was determined to
sacrifice them together, but without seeming to

Vol. II.—27

do po. A contrivance was fallen upon : duties

were raised above twenty per centum: and
that breach of the mutual assurance in relation

to the compromise, immediately in tenns of the
assurance, suspended the land revenue distri-

bution—to continue it suspended while duties

above the compromise limit continued to be
levied. And as that has been the case ever
since, the distribution of the revenue has been
suspended ever since. Such were the contri-

vances, ridiculous inventions, and absurd cir-

cumlocutions which Congress had recourse to
to get rid of that land distribution which was
to gain popularity for its authors j and to get
rid of that compromise which was celebrated at

the time as having saved the Union, and the

breach of which was deprecated in numerous
legislative resolves as the end of the Union, and
which all the while was nothing but an arro-

gant piece of monstrosity, patched up between
two aspiring politicians, to get rid of a stum-
bling-block in each other's paths for the period

of two presidential elections. In other respects

one of the worst features of that personal and
pestiferous legislation has remained—the uni-

versal ad valorems—involving its army of ap-

praisers, their diversity of appraisement from
all the imperfections to which the human mind
is subject—to say nothing of the chances for

ignorance, indifference, negligence, favoritism,

bribery and corruption. The act was approved
the 30th day of August ; and Congress forth-

with adjourned.

CHAPTER C.

ME. TYLKE AND THE WHIG PARTY : CONFIKMED-
BEPAEATION.

At the close of the extra session, a vigorous

eflbrt was made to detach the whig party from
Mr. Clay. Mr. Webster in his published letter,

in justification of his course in remaining in the

cabinet when his colleagues left it, gave as a.

reason the expected unity of the party under

a new administration. "A whig president, a

whig Congress, and a whig people," was the

vision that dazzled and seduced hira. Mr.
Cushing published his address, convoking the

i
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Whigs to the support of Mr. Tyler. Mr. Clay
was stigmatized as a dictator, setting himself

up against the real President. Inducements as

well as arguments were addressed tq the whig
ranks to obtain recruits : all that came received

high reward. The arrival of the regular ses-

sion was to show the fruit of these efforts, and
whether the whig party was to become a unity

under Mr. Tyler, Mr. Webster, and Mr. Gush-
ing, or to remain embodied under Mr. Clay.

It remained so embodied. Only a few, and they
chiefly who had served an apprenticeship to

party mutation in previous changes, were seen

to join him : the body of the party remained
fl.'m, and militant—angry and armed ; and giv-

ing to President Tyler incessant proofs of their

resentment. Ilis legislative recommendations
were thwarted, as most of them deserved to bo

:

his name was habitually vituperated or ridi-

culed. Even reports of committees, and legis-

lative votes, went the length of grave censure

and sharp rebuke. The select committee of

thirteen, to whom the consideration of the

second tariff, in a report signed by nine of its

members, Mr. Adams at their head, suggested

impeachment as due to him :

" The majority of the committee believe that
the case has occurred, in the annals of our
Union, contemplated by the founders of the
constitution by the grant to the House of Rep-
resentatives of the power to impeach the Presi-
dent of the United States ; but they are aware
that the resort to that expedient might, in the
present condition of public affairs, prove abor-
tive. They see that the irreconcilable differ-

ence of opinion and of action between the legis-

lative and executive departments of tlie govern-
ment is but sympathetic with the same discor-
dant views and feelings among the people."

A rebuking resolve, and of a retributive na-

ture, was adopted by the House. It has been

related (Vol. I.) that when President Jackson
sent to the Senate a protest against the senato-

rial condemnation pronounced upon him in 1835,

the Senate refused to receive it, and adopted

resolutions declaring the protest to be a broach

ot the privileges of the body in interfering with

the discharge of their duties. The resolves so

adopted were untrue, and the reverse of the

truth—the whole point of the protest being

that the condemnation was extra-judicial and
void, coming under no division of power which
belonged to the Senate : not legislative, for it

proposed no act of legislation : not executive
for it applied to no treaty or nomination

: not

judicial, for it was founded in no articles of jir.-

peachment from the House, and without form-

ing the Senate into a court of impeachment.
The protest considered the condemnatory sen-

tence, and justly, as the act of a town meeting

done in the Senate-chamber, and by senatcrs •

but of no higher character than if done by tbo

same number of citizens in a voluntary town
meeting. This was the point, and whole com-

plaint of the protest ; but the Senate, avoiding

to meet it in that form, put a different face

upon it, as an interference with the constitu-

tional action of the Senate, attacking its inde-

pendence ; and, therefore, a breach of its privi-

leges. Irritated by the conduct of the House
in its reports upon his tariff-veto messages Mr.

Tyler sent in a protest also, as President Jack-

son had done, but without attending to the dif-

ference of the cases, and that, in its action upon

the veto messages, the House was clearly act-

ing within its sphere—within its constitutioml

legislative capacity; and, consequently, how-

ever disagreeable to him this action might be it

was still legislative and constitutional, and such

as the House had a legal right to adopt, whether

just or unjust. Overlooking this difference, Mr.

Tyler sent in his protest also ; but the House

took the distinction ; and applied legitimately

to the conduct of Mr. Tyler what had been ille-

gally applied to General Jackson, with the ag-

gravation of turning against himself his own

votes on that occasion—Mr. Tyler being one cf

the senators who voted in favor of the three

resolves against President Jackson's protest.

When this protest of Mr. Tyler was read in the

House, Mr. Adams stood up, and said

:

" There seemed to be an expectation on the

part of some gentlemen that he should pro-

pose to the House some measure suitable to

be adopted on the present occasion. Jlr. A.

knew of no reason for such an expectation, but

the fact that he had been the mover of tlio reso-

lution for the appointment of the coniinitto

which had made the report referred to iu the

message ; had been appointed by the Speaker,

chairman of the committee ; and that tiie re-

port against which the President of the United

States had sent to the House such a multitude

of protests, was written by him. So far as it

had been so written, Mr. A. held himsulf re-

sponsible to the House, to the country, to the

world, and to posterity ; and, so far as he was

uv\t
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the author of the report, he held himself respon-

sible to the President also. The President

should hear from him elsewhere than hero on
that subject. Mr. A. went on to say that it

was liecau.'e the report had been adopted by the
IIoMSC, and not becanse it had been written by
him, that the President had sent such a bnndlc
of protests ; and therefore Mr. A. felt no neces-

sity or obligation upon himself to propose what
measures the House ought to adopt for the vin-

dication of its own difrnity and honor; and per-

haps, from considerations of delicacy, ho was
indeed the very last man in the House who
should propose any measure, under the circum-
stances."

Mr. Botts, of Virginia, a member of the com-

mittee which had made the report, ifter some
introductory remarks, wont on to say

:

"In 1834 the Senate had adopted certain
resolutions, condemning the course of President
Jackson in the removal of the deposits from the
Bank of the United States to the State banks.
In consequence of this movement on the part
of the Senate, President Jackson sent to that
body a protest against the right of the Senate
to express any opinion censuring his public
coiu'se ; and, what made the case then stronger
than the present case, was. that the Senate con-
stituted the jury by whom he was to be tried,
should any impeachment be brought against
him. The Senate, after a long, elaborate dis-
cussion of the whole matter, and the most elo-
quent and overpowering torrent of debate that
ever was listened to in this country', adopted
the three following resolutions

:

'1. Itesolved, That, while the Senate Is. and ever will oe
ready to receive from tlio President all such niessn-o" and
communications as the constitution and laws, and the nsnal
coiirst^ of bii.<ino3s. anthorize him to transmit to it; yet it can-
not recognize any right in him to make a formal protest
ngiimut votes and proceedings of the Senate, declaring such
votes and proceedings to be illegal ond uncon.stitutlonal, and
requesting the Senate to enter such protests on its journal.'

' On this resolution the 3'ea8 and nays were
taken

; and it was adopted, by a vote of 27 to
16: and, among the recorded votes in its favor,
stood the names of John Tyler, now acting
President of the United States, and Daniel
Webster, now his prime minister.

• The second resolution was as follows

:

'% nesoltfd That the oforesaid protest is a 'jreach of the

Crnap'
'^*'""°' ""'' "*"' *' ^^ ""' entered on the

"The same vote, numerically, was given in
favor of this resolution ; and among the yeas
stood the names of John Tyler, now acting
President of the United States, and of Daniel
Webster, now his prime minister.

" The third resolutions read as follows

:

nnLiffT'''''*'i'^'''*'."'^^'"''=''^'""^''f t''« United states h8«

Medin^.'" "^ * ""**'' *" *''« ^^'""« «e»'"St any of its pro-

"And in sanction of this resolution also, the

record shows the names of the same John Ty-
ler and Daniel Webster."

Mr. Botts forbore to make any remarks of
his own in support of the adoption of these

resolutions, but read copious extracts from the
speech of Mr. Webster in support of the same
resolutions when offered in the Senate; and,

adopting them as his own, called for the pre-

vious question ; which call was sustained ; and
the main question being put, and the vote taken
on the resolutions separately, they were all car-

ried by large majorities. The yeas and nays
on the first resolve, were

:

"Yeas—MessM. Adams, Lanc/uff W. An-
drews, Arnold, Babcock, Barnard, Birdseye,
Blait^ Boardman, Borden, Botts, Brockway,
Jeremiah Brown. Calhoun, William B. Camp-
bell, Thomas J. Campbell, Caruthersj, Chitten-
den, John C. Clark, Cowen, Garrett Davis,
John Edwards, Everett, Fillmore, Gamble, Gen-
try Graham, Granger, Green, Habersham, Hall,
Halstcd, Howard, Hud.son, Joseph R. Ingersoll
Isaac D. Jones, John P. Kennedy, King, Linn!
McKennan, S. Mason, Mathiot, Mattocks, Max-
well, Maynard, Mitchell, Moore, Morrow. Os-
borne, Owsley, Pope, Powell, Ramsey. Benj.
Randall, A. Randall, Randolph, Rayner, Ridg-
way, Rodney, William Rnssell, James M. Rus-
sell, Saltonstall, Shepperd, Simonton, Slade,
Truman Smith, Sprigg, Stanly, Stratton, Sum-
mers, TaliaferroL John B. Thompson, Richard
W. Thompson, Tillinghast, Toland, Tomlinson,
Triplett, Trumbull, Underwood, Van Rensse-
laer, Wallace, Warren, Washington, Thomas
W. Williams, Joseph L. Williams, Yorke, and
Augn.stus Young—87.

"Navs—Mes.srs. Arrington, Atherton, Black,
Boyd, Aaron V. Brown, Burke, Wm. 0. Butler,
P. C. Caldwell, Casey, Coles, Cross, Gushing,
Richard D. Davis, Dawson, Gordon, Harris,
Hastings, Hays, Hopkins, Hubbard, William W.
Irwin, Cave Johhson, John W. Jones, Abra-
ham McClellan, Mallory, Medill, Newhard, Oli-
ver, Parmenter, Payne, Proffit. Read, Reding,
Reynolds, Riggs, Rogers, Shaw, Shields, Steen-
rod, Jacob Thompson, Van Buren, Ward, Wel-
ler, James W. Williams, Wise, and Wood—46."

The other two resolves were adopted by,

substantially, the same vote—the whole body
of the whigs voting for the adoption. And this

may be considered, so far as Congress was con-
cerned, as the authoritative answer to that idea

of whig unity which had induced Mr. Webster
to remain in the cshinet. General Jackson was
then alive, and it must have looked to him like

retributive justice to see two of those (Mr. Ty-
ler and Mr. Webster) who had voted his pro-

UH
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test to be a breach of privilege, when it was
not, now receiving the same vote from their

own party ; and that in a case where the

breach of privilege was real.

CHAPTER CI.

LOBD ASHBUKTON'S MISSION, AND THE BRITISH
TEEATY.

Sixty years had elapsed since the treaty of

peace between the United States and Great

Britain which terminated the war of the revo-

lution, and estabhshed the boundaries between
the revolted colonies, now independent States,

and the remaining British possessions in North
America. A part of these boundaries, agreed

upon in the treaty of peace, remained without
acknowledgment and without sanction on the

part of the British government : it was the part

that divided the (now) State of Maine from
Lower Canada, and was fixed by the words of

the treaty, ''along the highlands which divide

the waters which empty themselves into the

river St. Lawrence from those whichfall into

the Atlantic OceanP Nothing could be more
simple, or of more easy ascertainment than this

line. Any man that knew his right hand from
his left, and who could follow a ridge, and not
get off of it to cross any water flowing to the

right or the left, could trace the boundary, and
establish it in the very words of the treaty.

In fact there was no tangible dispute about it.

The British government had agreed to it under
a misapprehension as to the coiyse of these high-

lands; and a:' cioon as their true course was
found out, that government refused to carry
that part of the treaty into eiTect, and for a rea-

son which was very frankly told, after the trea-

ty of 1842, by a British civil engineer who had
been employed by his government to search out
the course of the boundary along those high-
lands. He said

:

" The treaty of 1783 proposed to establish
the boundary between the two countries along
certain highlands. The Americans claimed
these highlands to run in a northeasterly direc-
tion from the head of the Connecticut River, in
a course which would have brought the boun-
dary within the distance of twenty miles from
the river St. Lawrence, and which, besides cut-

tmg off the posts and military routes leadinc
from the province of New Brunswick to Que-
bee, would have give" them various military
positions to command and overawe that river
and the fortress of Quebec."

This was the objection to the highland boun-
dary. It brought the United States frontier

within twenty miles of Quebec, and went one
degree and a half north of Quebec I skirting

^

and overlooking Lower Canada all the way, and
cutting off all communication between that in-

land province and the two Atlantic provinces

of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and be-

tween Quebec and Halifax. It was a boundary
which commanded the capital of British North
America, and which flanked and dominated tiie

principal British province for one hundred and
fifty miles. Military considerations rendered

such a boundary just as repugnant to the

British as the same considerations rendered it

acceptable to us ; and from the moment it was
seen that the State of Maiue was projected far

north of Quebec and brought up to the loig

line of heights which locked down upon tlmt

capital, the resolution was not to abide that

boundary. Negotiation began immediately, and

continued, without fruit, for thirty years. That

brought the parties to the Ghent Treaty, at the

end of the war of 1812, where all attempts to

settle the boundary ended in making provision

for referring the question to the arbitrament of

a friendly sovereign. This was done, the king

of the Netherlands being agreed upon as the

arbiter. He accepted the trust—executed it-

and made an award nearly satisfactory to the

British government because it cut off a part of

the northern projection of Maine, and so admit-

ted a communication, although circuitous, be-

tween Halifax and Quebec ; but still leaving tho

highland boundary opposite that capital. The

United States rejected the award because it

gave up a part of the boundary of 1783 ; and

thus the question remained for near thirty

years longer—until the treaty of 1842—Great
Britain demanding the execution of the award

—the United States refusing it. And thus the

question stood when the special mission arrived

in the United States. That mission was well

constituted for its purposes. Lord Ashburton,

as Mr. Alexander Baring, and head of the great

banking house of Baring and Brothers, had

been known for more than a generation for his
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[aine, and so admit-

friendly gentimcnts towards the United States,

and business connection with the people and the

government ; and was, besides, married to an

American lady. The affability jf '\is manners

was a further help to his missio.i, Jie whole of

which was so composed (Mr. Mildmay, Mr.

Bruce and Mr. Stepping, all gentlemen of mind,

tact, and pleasing deportment) as to bo real

auxiliaries in accomplishing the object of his

mission. It was a special mission, sent to set-

tle questions, and return ; and so confined to

its character of special, that Mr. Fox, the resi-

dent minister, although entirely agreeable to

the United States and his owa government, was
not joined in it. It was the first time the

United States had been so honored by Great

Britain, and the mission took the character of

beneficent, in professing to come to settle all

questions between the two governments; but
ended in only settling such as suited Great

Britain, and in the way that suited her. At
the head of those questions was the northeast-

ern boundary, v/hich was settled by giving up
the line of 1783, retiring the whole line from
the heights which flanked Lower Canada, cut-

ting off as much of Maine as admitted of a pret-

ty direct communication between Halifax and
Quebec

J
and thus granting to Great Britain

far more than the award gave her, and with
which she had been content. The treaty also

made a new boundary in the northwest, from
Lake Superior to the Lake of the "Woods, also

to the prejudice of the United States, retiring

the line to the sc uth, and depriving the United
States' fur traders of the great line of transpor-
tation between these two lakes, which the trea-
ty of 1783 gave to them. The treaty also bound
the United States to pay for Rouse's Point, at
the outlet of Lake Champlain, which the treaty
of '83 and the award of the king of the Nether-
lands gave to us as a matter of right. It also
bound the (Jnitcd States to keep up a squadron,
in conjunction with the British, on the coast of
Africa for the suppression of the slave trade-
nominally for five years, but in reality indefi-
nitely, by the addition of that clause (so se-
ductive and insidious, and so potent in sad-
dling an onerous measure permanently upon a
people) which is always resorted to when per-
petuity is intended, and cannot be stipulated—
the clause which continues the provision in
force, after its limited term, until one of the par-

ties give notice to the contrary. An extradi-

tion clause was also wanted by Great Britain,

and she got it—broad enough to cover the re-

capture of her subjects whether innocent or
guilty, and to include political offenders while
professing to take only common felons. These,
were the pomts Great Britain wished settled

j

and she got them all arranged according to her
own wishes : others which the United States
wished settled, were omitted, and indefinitely

adjourned. At the head of these was the boun-
dary beyond the Rocky Mountains. Oregon
was in dispute. The United States wished it

settled
: Great Britain wished that question to

remain as it was, as she had the possession, and
every day was ripening her title. Oregon was
adjourned. The same of the Caroline, the
Schlosser outrage—the liberation of slaves at
Bermuda and Nassau—the refusal to shelter
fugitive slaves in Canada: all were laid over
and for ever. Every thing that the United
States wished settled was left unsettled, espe-
cially Oregon—a question afterwards pregnant
with "inevitable war." Besides obtaining all

she wished by treaty, Great Britain also made
a great acquisition by statute law. An act of
Congress was passed to fit the case of McLeod
(in future), and to take such offenders out of
the hands of the States.

Notwithstanding its manifold objections the
treaty was so framed as to secure its ratifica-

tion, and to command acquiescence in the
United States while crowned with the greatest
applause in Great Britain. Lord Ashburton
received the formal thanks of parliament for
his meritorious labors. Ministers and orators
united in declaring that he had accomplished
every object that Great Britain desired, and in
the way she desired it—and left undone every
thing which she wished to remain as it was.
The northeastern boundary being altered to
suit her, they made a laugh, even in parliament,
of the manner in which they had served us. It
had so happened, immediately after the peace
of '83, that the king's geographer made a map
of the United States and the Canadas, to show
their respective boundaries ; and on that map
the line of '83 was laid down correctly, along
the highlands, overlooking and going beyond
Quebec

; and had marked it with a broad red
line. lie made it for the king, George the
Third, who wrote upon it with his own hand—

)i

m
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This ia Oswald's line. (Mr. Richard Oswald

being the British negotiator of the provisional

treaty of peace of '82 which established that

boundary, and which was adopted in the defini-

tive treaty of peace in '83.) This map disap-

peared from its accustomed place about the

time Lord Ashlmrton'a mission was resolved

upon, not to be brought over to America by

him to assist in finding the true line, but to be

hid until the negotiation was over. Some mem-
ber of parliament hinted at this removal and

hiding, during the discussion on the motion of

thanks, with an intimation that ho thought

British honor would have been better consulted

by showing this map to the American negotia-

tor : Lord Brougham, the mover of the motion,

amused himself at this conception, and thought

it would have been carrying frankness a little

too far, in such a negotiation, for the British ne-

gotiator to have set out with showing, " thiit lie

had no case "—" that he had not a leg to stand

07ty His lordship's speech on the occasion,

which was more amusing to himself and the

parliament than it can be to an American, nev-

ertheless deserves u place in this history of the

British treaty of 1842 ; and, accordingly, here

it is:

"It does so happen that there was a map
published by the King's geographer in this

country in the reign of his Majesty George III.,

and here I could appeal to an illustrious Duke
whom I now sec, whether that monarch was not
as little likely to err from any fulness of at-

tachment towards America, as any one of his

faithful subjects ? [The Duke of Cambridge,]
Because he well knows that there was no one
thing which his reverend parent had so much
at heart as the separation from America, and
there was nothing he deplored so much as that
separation having taken place. The King's
geographer, Mr. Faden, published his map 1783,
which contains, not the British, but the Ameri-
can line. Why did not my noble friend take
over a copy of that map ? My noble friend

opposite (Lord Aberdeen) is a candid man ; he
is an experienced diplomatist, both abroad and
at home ; he is not unlettered, but thoroughly
conversant in all the craft of diplomacy and
statesmanship. Why did he conceal this map ?

We have a right to complain of that ; and I, on
the part of America, complain of that. You
ought to have sent out the map of Mr. Faden,
and said, ' this is George the Third's map.' But
it never occurred to my noble friend to do so.

Then, two years after Mr. Faden published that
map, another was published, and that took the
British line. This, however, came out after the

boundary had become matter of controversT
post litem niotam. But, at all events, my noble
friend had to contend with the force of the
argmnent against Mr. Webster, and America
had a right to the benefit of bot'i mapn. My
noble friend opposite never sent it over ami
nobody ever blamed him for it. But that was
not all. What if there was another inup con
taining the American line, and never corrected
at all by any subsenuent chart coming fron, tlie

same custody ? And what if that map came out
of the custody of a jjorson high in ofllco in this

coimtry—nay, what if it came out of the cus-
tody of the highest functionary of ail—of
George III. himself? I know that map-I
know a map which I can trace to the custody
of George III., and on which there is tlie

American line and not the English line and
tipon which there is a note, that from the hand-
writing, as it has l)ecn described to me, maiies
me think it was the note of George 111. him-
self: ' This is the line of Mr. Oswald's treaty

in 1783j' written three or four times upon the

face of It. Now, suppose this should occur—

I

do not say that it has happened—but it may
occur to a Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs—either to my noble friend or Lord Palnierston'

who, I understand by common report, talics a

great interest in the question ; and thoujjh lo

may not altogther approve of the treaty ho

may peradventure envy the success whicii at-

tended it, for it was a success which did not

attend any of his own American negotiations.

But it is possible that my noble friend, or Lord
Palnierston, may have discovered that there

was this map, because George III.'s library by

the munificence of George IV. was given to tlie

British Museum, and this map must have been

there ; but it is a curious circumstance that it

is no longer there. I suppose it must have been

taken out of the British Museum for the pur-

pose of being sent over to my noble friend in

America ; and that, according to the new doc-

trines of diplomacy, he was bound to have used

it when there, in order to show that ho had no

case—that he had not a leg to stand upon.

Why did he not take it over witii him?

Probably he did not know of its existence. I

am told that it is rot now in the British

Museum, but that it is in the Foreign Office.

Probably it was known to exist ; but somehow

or other that map, which entirely destroys our

contention and gives all to the Americans,

has been removed from the British Museum,

and is now to be found at the Foreign Office,

Explain it as you will, that is the simple fact,

that this important map was removed from the

Museum to the Office, and not in the time of

my noble friend (Lord Aberdeen)."

Thus did our simplicity, r.nd their own deX'

terity, or ambi-dexterity, as the case may k
furnish sport for the British parliament;
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and thus, " without a case," and, " without a

leg to aland upon,'" was Lord Anhburton an
overmatch for our Secretary-negotiator, with a

good ca.so to show, and two good l«:gs to rest

on. This map with its red line, and the King's

autographic inscription upon it, was afterwards

shown to Mr. Everett, upon his request, by
Lonl Aberdeen ; and tljo fact communicated by
hinm to the Department of State. But the effect

of the altered line was graphically stated at a

public dinner in honor of it by the same gentle-

man (Mr. Featherstonhaugh), whose view of the

old boundary has already been given.

"Now, gentlemen, if you will divert your
attention for a momei, from the conflicting

statements you may have read in regard to the
merits of the compromise which has been made,
I will explain them to you in a few words. The
American claim, instead of being maintained,
has been altogether withdrawn and abandoned

;

the territory has been divided into equal
moieties, as nearly as possible ; we have re-
tained that moiety which secures to us every
object t'lat was essential to the welfare of our
colonies ; all our communications, military and
civil, are for ever placed beyond liostile reach

;

and all the military positions on the highlands
claimed by America are, without exception,
secured for ever to Great Britain."

So spoke a person who had searched the

country under the orders of the Britisli govern-

ment—who knew what he said—and who says

there was a compromise, in which our territory

(for that is the English of it) wa.s divided into

two equal parts, and the part that contained

every thing that gave value to the whole, was
retained by Great Britain for her share. But
there were some members of the American
Senate, as will be seen in the sequel, who had no
occasion to wait for parliamentary revelations,

or dinner-table exultations, in order to under-

stand the merits of this treaty of L''42 ; and
who pnt their opinions in a form and place,

while the treaty was undergoing ratification, to

speak for themselves in after time.

Many anomalies attended the conducting ofthe
negotiations which ended in the production ofthe
treaty. As far as could be seen there was no ne-

gotiation—none in the diplomatic sense of the
term. There were no protocols, minutes, or re-

cord to show the progress of things—to sliow
what was demanded, what was offered, and what
was agreed upon. Articles came forth ripe and
complete, without a trace of their i)rogre,<sion

;

and when thus produced a letter would bo drawn
up to recommend it—not to the British govern-
ment, who needed no recommendation of any
part of it—but to the American people, who
otherwise might not have pera'ived its advan-
tages. In the next place the treaty was made
by a single negotiator on each side, Mr. Fox the
resident minister not having bi>cn joined with
Lord Ashburton, and no one on the American
side joined with Mr. Webster, and he left with-
out instructions from the President. On this

point Mr. Benton remarked in the debate on
the treaty

:

"In this case the employment of a single
negotiator was unjustifiable. The occa.sion was
great, and required several, both for safety and
for .satisfaction. The negotiation was here.
Our country is full of able men. Two other
negotiators might have been joined without
delay, without trouble, and almost without ex-
pense. The British also had another negotiator
here (Mr. Fox) ; a minister of whom I can say
without disparagement to any other, that, in the
two and twenty years which I have sat in this
Senate, and had occasion to know the foreign
ministers, I have never known his superior for
intelligence, dignity, attention to his business,
fidelity to his own Government, and decorum
to ours. Why not add Mr. Fox to Lord Ash-
burton, unless to prevent an associate from
being given to Mr. Webster ? Was it arranged
in London that the whole negotiation should be
between two, and that these two should act
without a witness, and without notes or minutes
of their conferences ? Be this as it may, the
effect is the same ; and all must condemn this
solitary business between two ministers, when
the occasion so imperiously demanded several."

The want of instructions was also animad-
verted upon by Mr. Benton, as a departure from
the constitutional action of the government,
and injurious in this case, as the three great

sections of the Union had each its peculiar

question to get settled, and the Secretary-ne-

gotiator belonged to one only of these sections,

and the only one whose questions had been
settled.

"By the theory of our government, the
President is the head of the Executive Depart-
ment, and must treat, through his agents and
ministers, with foreign powers. He must tell

them what to do, and should tell that in un-
equivocal language, that there may be no mis-
take about it. He must command and direct
the negotiation ; he mu.st order what is done.
This is the theory of our government, and this
1ms been its practice from the beginning of

i.

t "i
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Washiniiton'fl to tho ond of Mr. Van Biiron'H
adiniiHstrntion ; and never was it more nea«H-
ary than now. UoinK but one nt't^otiator, and
ho not approvcrf by tlie .Senate for that purpose,
and being from an interested State, it wiw the
boundon duty of tho Prenident to iuivo guided
and directed every thing. He is the head of tlie

Union, and should have attended to tlie interest
of the whole Union ; on tho contrary, he aban-
dons every thing to his Secretary, and this
Secretary takes care of ono section of tho Union,
and of his own 8tate, and of Great Uritain

;

and leaves the other two sections of the Union
oiit of the treaty. Tho Northern States, coter-
minou.s with Canada, get their boundaries ad-
justed; Ma8.sachusett8 gets money, which .ler

sister States are to pay; and (jreat Hritain takes
two slices, and all her military frontiers, from
the State of Maine I tho Southern and Western
States aro left as they were."

Tt was known that certain senators wore con-

sulted as the treaty went along, not publicly,

but privately, visiting the negotiators ujwn re-

quest for that purpose, agreeing to it in these

conferences ; and thus forestalling their official

action. This anomaly Mr. Lenton thus ex-

posed :

" The irregular manner in which tho ratifica-

tion of this treaty has been sought, by consul-
tations with individual members, before it was
submitted to the Senate. Hero I tread upon
delicate ground ; and if I am wrong, this is the
time and the place to correct me. I speak in
the hearing of those who nnist know whether
I am mistaken. I have reason to believe that
the treaty has been privately submitted to sena-
tors—their opinions obtained—the judgment of
the body forestalled ; and then sent hero for the
forms of ratification. [One senator said he harl

not been consulted.] Air. B. in continuation

:

Certainly not, as the senator says so ; and so
of any other geiMeman who will say the same.
I interrogate no one. I have no right to i-.iter

rogate any one. I do not pretend to say that
all were consulted; that would ha/e been un-
necessary ; and besides, I know I was not con-
sulted myself; and I know many others who
were not. All that I intend to say is, that I

have nason to think that this treaty has been
ratified out of doors ! and that this is a great
irregularity, and bespeaks an undue solicitude
for it on the part of its authors, arising from a
consciousness of its indefensible character."

The war argument was also pressed into the

service of the ratification, and vehemently relied

upon as one of the most cogent arguments in its

favor. The treaty, or war! was the constant

alternative presented, and not without efiect

upon all persons of gentle and temporizing spirit.

Mr. Benton also exposed the folly and misohicf
of yielding to such a threat—declaring it to ho
groundless, and not to bo yielded to if it wa,
not.

" Tho fear of war. This AVulpolo argiiin.nt
IS heavily pressed tipon us and wo are coiiNtintlv
told thftt the alternatives lie between this treaty—the whole of it, just as it is—or war '

'I'hL
is a degrading argument, if true ; and infamoa^
if false ! and false it is : and more than that it
is as shameless as it is unfounded ! Wlmt '

the
peace missior come to make war ! It jj, „„
such thing. It comes to tftke advantage of uw
deploniblo comlition—to take what it pleases
and to repulse the rest. (Jreat Britain is in no
condition to go to war with us, and evory child
knows it. But I do not limit myself to umi-
nient, and general considerations, to disiirove
this war argument. ' refer to tho fact which
stamps it with untruth. Look to the notes of
Sir Charles Vaiighan and Mr. Bankhead de-
manding tho execution of the award, and dJdar-
ing that it» e.rcaitinn would remove every im-
pediment to the harmony rf the two coinitrieii.

After that, and while holdmg these authentic
declarations in our hands, are we to be told that
the peace mission requires more than the award

'

requires ono hundred and ten miles more of
boundary? requires ,$500,000 for Rouse's Point
which the award gave us without money ? rc-
(luires a naval and diplomatic alliance, which she
dared not menti< .n in the time of Jackson or
Van Buron ? re(]uires the surrender of '//M.^'
under the name of criminals ? and puts the
South and West at defiance while conciliating
the non-slaveholding States 7 and gives us war
if we do not consent to all this degradation in-

sult, and outrage? Are we to be told this?
No, sir, no ! There is no danger of war ; but
this treaty may make a war, if it is ratified. It

gives up all advantages ; leaves us with great
questions unsettled; increases the audacity of
tho British; weak-ns and degrades us; and
leaves us no alternative but war to save the Co-
lumbia, to prevent impressment, to resist search,
to repel Schlosser invasions, and to avoid a San
Domingo insurrection in the Sout'i, excited from
LondiH from Canada, and from Nassau."

The mission had been heralded as ono of

peace—as a beneiicent overture for a universal

settlement of all ditficulties—and as e piim to

establish the two countries on a footing of friend-

ship and cordiality, which was to leave each

without a grievance, and to launch both into a

career of mutual felicity. On the contrary only

a few were settled, and those few the only ones

which concerned Gn at Britain and the northern

States : the rest which peculiarly concerned the

South and the West, were adjourned to London

I
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—that is to Hay, to tho Qret'k calond» On this

point Mr. Bonton said

:

» Wc wore led to believe, on the nrrivnl of tho

gpt'cittl mininfer, that lie raino as a meHHenfifer of

peace, ftml clothed with full powers to Kettle

every thiiiR ; and believing this, his arrival was

hailed with universal joy. But here is a disap-

pointment—a great disappointment. On receiv-

ing tho treaty and tho papers which accompany

it, we find that all the sunjects in dispute have

not been settled ; that, in fact, only three out

of seven are settled ; and that tlie minister has

returned to his country, leaving four of the con-

tested subjects unadjusted. This is a disappoint-

ment ; and tho greater, because the papers com-
municated confirm tho report that the minister

carao with full powers to settle every thing.

The very first note of the American negotiator

—and tliat in its very first sentence, confirms

this belief, and leaves us to wonder how a mis-

sion tliat promised so much, has performed so

little. Mr. Webster's first note runs thus

:

'Lord Ashburton liaving been charged by the

Queen's govcmnicnt with full powers to nego-

tiate and settle all matters in discussion between
tho United States and England, and having on
his arrival at Washington announced,' &c., Ac.

Here is a declaration of full power to settle

every thini: ; and yet, after this, only part is

settled, aiiil the minister has returned home.
This is unexpected, and inconsistent. It con-
tradicts the character of tho mission, balks our
hopes, and Irustrates our policy. As a confed-
eracy of States, our policy is to settle every
thing or nothing ; and having received the minis-
ter for that purpose, this complete and univer-
sal sottlcnient, or nothing, should have been the
sine qua non of tho American negotiator.

" From the message of the President which
accompanies the treaty, we learn that the ques-
tions in discussion between tho two countries
were: 1. The Nort Iurn boundary. 2. The right
of search in the African seas, and tho suppres-
sion of the African slave trade. 3. Tho surren-
der of fugitives from justice. 4. The tiiie to
the Columbia River. 5. Impressment, i. The
attack on the Caroline. 7. The casi- uf the
Creole, and of other American vessels which
had shared the same fate. Thes< are the sub-
jects (seven in number) which the President
enumerates, and which he informs ns occupied
the attention of the negotiators. Ho does not
say whether these were all the subjects which
occupied their attention. lie does not tell us
whether they discussed any others. He does
not say whether the British negotiator opened
the qiiestion of the State debts, and their as-
sumption or guarantee by the Federal govern-
ment

! or wh(;ther the American negotiator

~~V" ;...-,... .... -tit,- vaiiaiiiiu: ;i53;uin lur
fugitive sl.ives (of which twelve tiiousand have
already gone there) seduced by the honors and
lowai-ds which they receive, and by the protec-

tion which is extended to them. Tho message
is silent upon these further subjects of diffrreiico,

if not of discussion, between tlio two countries
,

and, following the lead of the President, and
confining ourselves (for tho present) to tho
seven subjects of dispute named by him, and wo
find three of thera provided for in tie treaty

—

four of them not : and this constitutes a great
objection to the treaty—an objection which is

aggravated by the nature of the subjects settled,
or not settled. For it so happens that, of tho
subjects in discussion, somo were general, and
atfected tho whole Union ; others were local,"

urid ailected sections. Of these general sub-
jects, those which Great Britain had most at
he art are provided for; those which most con-
cerned tho United .States are omitted ; nnd of
the three sections of tho Vnwn which had each
its jieculiar grievance, one section is (jineted, and
two aro left as they were. This gives Great
Britain an advantage over ns as a nation : it

gives one section of the Union un advantage
over tho two others, sectionally. This is all
wrong, unjust, unwise, and impolitic. It is

wrong to give a foreign i)ower an advantage
over us : it is wrong to give one section of tho
Union an advantage over the others. In their
diflercnces with foreign powers, the States should
be kept united : their peculiar grievances should
not be separately settled, bo as to disunite their
several complaints. Tliis is a view of the ob-
jection which commends itself most gravely to
the Senate. Wo are a confederacy of States,
and a confederacy in which States classify them-
selves sectionally, and in wliich each section has
its local feelings and its peculiar interests. We
are classed in three sections : and each of these
sections had a peculiar grir ,ance against Great
Britain ; ;uid here is a tre!..y to adjust the griev-
anf^'s ol' oi. . a,nd but one,' of these three sec-
I To all intcnta and purposes, we have a
separate treaty—a treaty between the Northern
States and Great Britain ; for it is a treaty in
which tho North is provided for, and the South
and West left out. \ u tually, it is a sejuirate
treaty with a part of the States ; and this forms
a grave objection to it in my eyes.

" Of the nine Northern States whose territo-
ries are coterminous with the dnininions of her
Britannic Majesty, six of theni imd questions
of boundary or of territory, to adjust ; and all
of these are adjusted. The twe'h Southern
slaveholding States had a (luestion in which they
were all interested—that of tin protection and
liberation of fugitive or criminal sla es in Canada
and the West Indies : this great question finds
no place in the treaty, and is put ott' with phrases
in an arranged correspondence. The whole great
West takes a deep interest in the fate of the Co-
lumbia River, and demands the withdrawal of
the British from it: this large subject finds no
place in the treaty, nor even in the correspon-
dence which took place between the negotiators.
The South and West must go to London with

r<l
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their complaints : the North has been accom-
modated here. The mission of peace has found
its benevolence circumscribed by the metes and
boundaries of the sectional divisions in the Union.
The peace-treaty is for one section : for the other
two sections there is no peace. The non-slavc-
holding States, coterminous with the British
dominions are pacified and satisfied : the slave-
holding and the Western States, remote from
the British dominions, are to suffer and complain
as heretofore. As a friend to the Union—

a

friend to justice—and as an inhabitant of the
section which is both slaveholding and Western,
I object to the treaty which makes this injurious
distinction amongst the States."

The merits of the different stipulations in the

treaty were fully spoken to by several senators

—among others, by Mr. Benton—some extracts

from whose speech will constitute some ensuing

chapters.

CHAPTER CII.

BRITISH TREATY : THE PEETEUMITTKD SUB-
.lECTS : MR. BENTON'S SPEECH : EXTRACTS.

I. The Columbia River and its valley.
The omitted or pretormitt^d subjects are four

:

the Columbia River—impressment—the outrage

on the Caroline—and the liberation of American
slaves, carried by violence or misfortune into

the British West India islands, or enticed into

Canada. Of these, I begin with the Columbia,

because equal in importance to any, and. from
position, more particularly demanding my at-

tention. The country on this great river is

ours : diplomacy has endangered its title : the
British have the possession, and have repulsed

us from the whole extent of its northern shore,

and from all the fur region on both sides of the

river, and up into all the valleys and gorges of

the Rocky Mountains. Our citizens are begin-

ning to go there
; and the seeds of national con-

testation between the British and Americans are

deeply and thickly sown in that quarter. From
the moment that we discovered it. Great Britain

has claimed this country ; and for thirty years
past this claim has been a point of contested and
deferred diplomacy, in which every stop taken

has been a step for the benefit of her claim, and
for the injury of ours. The germ of a war lies

there ; and tliis mission of peace should have
i

eradicated that germ. On the contrary, it does
not notice it ! Neither the treaty nor the cor-

respondence names or notices it ! and if it were
not for a meagre and stinted paragraph in the
President's message, communicating and recom-
mending the treaty, we Snould not know that
the name of the Oregon had occurred to the

negotiators. That paragraph is in these worda •

" After sundry informal communications with
the British minister upon the subject of the
claims of the two countries to territory west of
the Rocky Mountains, so little probability wag
foimd to exist of coming to any agreement on
that subject at present, that it was not thought
expedient to make it one of the subjects of foN
mal negotiation, to be entered upon between
this governmout and the British minister as
part of his duties under his special mission."

This is all that appears in relation to a dis-

puted country, equal in extent to the Atlantic

portion of the old thirteen United States
; su-

perior to them in climate, soil, and configuration •

adjacent to the valley of the Mis-sissippi ; fron,-

ing Asia ; holding the key to the North Paciao

Ocean ; the only country fit for colonization on

the extended coast of Northwest America- a

country which belongs to the United States by
a title as clear as their title to the District of

Columbia ; which a resolve of Congress, during

Mr. Monroe's administration, declared to be

occluded agamst European colonization ; which

Great Britain is now colonizing ; and the title

to which has been a subject of diplomatic dis-

cussion for thirty years. This is all that is heard

of such a country, and such a dispute, in this

rrission of peace, which was to settle every thing.

To supply this omission, and to erect some bar-

rier against the dangers of improvident, indiffer-

ent, ignorant, or treacherous diplomacy in future

negotiations in relation to this great country, it

is my purpose at present to state our title to

it ; and, in doing so, to expose the fallacy of the

British pretensions ; and thus to leave in the

bosom of the Senate, and on the page of our

legislative history, the faithful evidences of our

right, and which shall attest our title to all suc-

ceeding generations.

(Here Mr. Benton went into a full derivation

of the American title to the Columbi.a River and

its valley, between the parallels of 42 and 49

degrees of north latitude—taking the latter

boundary from t>ie tenth article of the treaty
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of Utrecht, and the former from the second ar-

ticle of the Florida treaty of 1819, with Spain.)

The treaty of Utrecht between France and

England, as all the world knows, was the treaty

which put an end to the wars of Queen Anne

and Louis XIV., and settled their differences in

America as well as in Europe. Both England

and France were at that time large territorial

possessors in North America— the English

holding Hudson's Bay and New Britain, beyond

Canada, and her Atlantic colonies on this side

of it; and France holding Canada and Louisi-

ana. These were vast possessions, with unfixed

boundaries. The tenth article of the treaty of

Utrecht provided for fixing these boundaries.

Under this article, British and French commis-

sioners were appointed to define the possessions

of the two nations J and by these commissioners

two great points were fixed (not to speak of

others), which have become landmarks in the

delinition of boundaries in North America,

namely : the Lake of the Woods, and the 49th

parallel of north latitude west of that lake.

These two points were established above a cen-

tury and a quarter ago, as dividing the French

and British dominions in that quarter. As suc-

cessful rebels, we acquired one of these points at

the end of the Revolution. The treaty of Inde-

pendence of 1783 gave us the Lake of the Woods
as a landmark in the (then) north-west corner of

the Union. As successors to the French in tlie

ownership of Louisiana, we acquired the other

;

the treaty of 1803 having given us that province

as France and Spain had held it ; and that was,

on the north, by the parallel of 49 degrees. Be-

ginning in the Lake of the Woods, ouv northern

Louisiana boundary followed the 49th parallel

to the west. How far ? is now the important

question ; and I repeat the words of the report

of the commissioners, accepted by their re-

spective nations, when I answer—" indkfinite-

LY !

" I quote the words of the report when I

answer (omitting all the previou«> parts of the

line), " to the latitude of 49 degrees north of
tlie equator, and along that parallel indefinUe-

ly to the west.'''' [A senator asked where all this

was found.] Mr. Benton. I find it in the

state papers of France and England above an
hundred years ago, and ia those of the United

States since the acquisition of Louisiana. I

quote now from Mr. Madison's instructions,

when Secretary of State under Mr. Jefferson in

1804, to Mr. Monroe, then our minister in Lon-

don ; and given to him to fortify him in his de-

fence of our new acquisition. The cardinal word
in this report of the commissioners is the word
" indefinitely ; " and that word it was the object

of the British to expunge, from the moment
that we discovered the Columbia, and acquired

Louisiana—events which were of the same era

in our history, and almost contemporaneous.

In the negotiations with Mr. Monroe (which
ended in a treaty, rejected by Mr. Jefferson

without communication to the Senate), the
effort was to limit the line, and to terminate it

at the Rocky Mountains ; well knowing that if

this line was suffered to continue indefinitely to

the west, it would deprive them of all they
wanted ; for it would strike the ocean three de-

grees north of the mouth of the Columbia.

Without giving us what we were entitled to by
right of discoveries, and as successors to Spain,

it would still take from Great Britain all that

she wanted—which was the mouth of the river,

its harbor, the position which commanded it,

and its right bank, in the rich and timbered re-

gion of tide-water. The line on the 49th parallel

would cut her off from all these advantages

;

and, therefore, to mutilate that line, and stop it

at the Rocky Mountains, immediately became
her inexorable policy. At Ghent, in 1814, the

effort was renewed. The commissioners of the

United States and those of Great Britain could

not agree ; and nothing was done. At London,

in 1818, the effort was successful ; and in the

convention then signed in that city, the line of

the treaty of Utrecht was stopped at the Rocky
Mountains. The country on the Columbia was
laid open fcr ten years to the joint occupation of

the citizens and subjects of both powers ; and,

afterwards, ly a renewed convention at London,

this joint occupation was renewed indefinitely,

and until one of the parties should give notice

for its termination. It is under this privilege

of joint occupation that Great Britain has taken

exclusive possession of the right bank of the

river, from its head to its mouth, and also ex-

clusive possession of the fur trade on both sides

of the river, into the heart of the Rocky Moun-
tains. My friend and colleague [Mr. Linn] has

ijubmittcd a motion to require the Piusidunt to

give the stipulated notice for the termination of

this convention—a convention so unequal in its

operation, from the inequality of title between
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the two parties, and from the organized power
of the British in that quarter under the power-
ful direction of the Hudson's Bay Fur Company.
Thus our title as far as latitude 49, so valid un-

der the single guarantee of the treaty of Utrecht,

without looking to other sources, has been jeop-

arded by this improvident convention 5 and the

longc- it stands, the worse it is for us.

A great fault of the treaty of 1818 was in ad-

mitting an organized and powerful portion of

the British people to come into possession of our
territories jointly with individual and discon-

nected possessors on our part. The Hudson's

Bay Company held dominion there on the north

of our territories. They were powerful in them-
selves, perfectly organized, protected by their

government, united with it in policy, and con-

trolling all the Indians from Canada and the

Rocky Mountains out to the Pacific Oc^an, and
north to BaflBn's Bay. This company was ad-

mitted, by the convention of 1818, to a joint

possession with us of all our territories on the

Columbia River. The effect was soon seen.

Their joint possession immediately became ex-

clusive on the north bank of the river. Our fur-

traders were all driven from beyond the Rocky
Jlountains ; then driven out of the mountains

;

more than a thousand of them killed: forts

were built ; a chain of posts established to com-
municate with Canada and Hudson's Bay ; set-

tlers introduced; a colony planted; firm pos-

session acquired ; and, at the end of the ten

years when the joint possession was to cease,

the intrusive possessors, protected by their gov-

ernment, refused to go—began to set up title—

and obtained a renewal of the convention, with-

out limit of time, and until they shall receive

notice to quit. This renewed convention was
made in 1828 ; and, instead of joint possession

with us for ten years, while we should have
joint possession with them of their rivers, bays,

creeks and harbors, for the same time—instead
of this, they have had exclusive possession of

our territory, our river, our harbor, and our
creeks and inlets, for above a quarter of a cen-

tury. They are establishing themselves as in a

permanent possession—making the fort Van-
couver, at the confluence of the Jfultnomah and
Colmnbia in tirfp-wntfr tl)" coof r.f *^^r.^^v. .,^...„-

and operations. The notice required never will

be given while the present administration is in

power ; nor obeyed when given, unless men are

in power who will protect the rights and the
honor of their country. The fate of Maine has
doubled the dangers of the Columbia, and nearly
placed us in a position to choose between war
and INFAMY, in relation to that river.

Another great fault in the convention was in

admitting a claim, on the part of Great Britain
to any portion of these territories. Before that
convention, she stated no claim ; but asked a
favor— the favor of joint possession for ten
years: now she sets up title. That title is

backed by possession. Possession aaong nar

tions, as well as among individuals, is eleven
points out of twelve ; and the bold policy of
Great Britain well knows how to avail itself of

these eleven points. The Madawaska settle-

ment has read us a lesson on that head; and
the success there must lead ta still greater bold-

ness elsewhere. The London convention of
1818 is to the Columbia, what the Ghent treaty

of 1814 was to Maine 5 that is to say, the first

false. step in a game in which we furnish the
whole stake, and then play for it. In Maine
the game is up. The bold hand of Great Britain

has clutched the stake; and nothing but the

courage of our people will save the Columbia
from the same catastrophe.

I proceed with more satisfaction to our title

under the Nootka Sound treaty, and can state it

in a few words. All the world knows the com-
motion which was excited in 1790 by the

Nootka Sound controversy between Great

Britain and Spain. It was a case in which the

bullying of England and the courage of Spain

wore both tried to the ne plus ultra point, and
in which Spanish courage gained the victory.

Of course, the British writers relate the story in

their own way ; but the debates of the Parlia-

ment, and the terms of the treaty in which all

ended, show things as they were. The British,

presuming on the voyages of Captain Cook, toolc

possession of Nootka ; the Spanish Viceroy of

Mexico sent a force to fetch the Englisli away,

and placed them in the fortress of Acapulco.

Pitt demanded the release of his English, their

restoration to Nootka, and an apology for the in-

sult to the British Crown, in the violation of its

territory and the persons of its subjects ; the

i.-panmrd refused to release, refused the restora-

tion, and the apology, on the ground that Nootlca

was fjjanish territory, and declared that tiiey

would fight for its possession. Then both pa^
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ties prepared for war. The preparations fixed

the attention of all Europe. Great Britain bul-

lied to the point of holding the match over the

touch-hole of the cannon; but the Spaniards re-

maining firm, she relaxed, and entered into a

convention which abnegated her claim. She ac-

cepted from the Spaniards the privilege of land-

ing and building huts on the unoccupied parts

of the coast, for the purpose of fishing and trad-

ing; and while this acceptance nullified her

claim, yet she took nothing under it—not even

temporary use—never having built a hut, erect-

ed a tent, or commenced any sort of settlement

on any part of the coast. Mr. Fox keenly re-

proached Mr. Pitt with the terms of this con-

vention, being, as he showed, a limitation instead

of an acquisition of rights.

Our title is clear : that of the British is null.

She sets up none—that is, she states no deri-

vation of title. There is not a paper upon the

face of the earth, in which a British minister

has stated a title, or even a claim. They have
endeavored to obtain the country by the arts of

diplomacy ; but never have stated a title, and
never can state one. The fi- .s Jer, Sir Alex-
ander McKenzie, prompted ; aisition, gave
the reason for it, and nevci' ^'retended a title.

His own discoveries gave no title. They were
subsequent to the discovery of Captain Gray
and far to the north of the Columbia. He never
saw that river. He missed the head sources of
it, fell upon the Tncouche Tesse, and struck the
Pacific m a latitude 500 miles (by the coast) to
the north of the Columbia. His subsequent
discoveries were all north of that point. He
was looking for a communication with the sea
—for a river, a harbor, and a place for a colony
—within the dominions of Great Britain ; and,
not finding any, he boldly recommended his go-
vernment to seize the Columbia River, to hold
it, and to expel the Americans from the whole
country west of the Rocky Mountains. And
upon these pretensions the British claim has
rested, until possession has made them bold
enough to exclude it from the subjects of formal
negotiation between the two countries. The
peace-mission refused us peace on that point.
The President tells us that there is « no proba-
bihiy of coming to any ugrceraent at present ! "
Then when can the agreement be made ? If re-
fiised now, when is it to come? Never, until

we show that we prefer war to ignominious
peace.

This is the British title to the Columbia, and
the only one that she wants for any thing. It
suits her to have that river: it is her interest
to have it: it strengthens her, and weakens
others, for her to have it j and, therefore, have
it she will. This is her title, and this her argu-
ment. Upon this title and argument, she gets a
slice from Maine, and gains the mountain bar-
rier which covers Quebec ; and, upon this title

and argument, she means to have the Columbia
River. The events of the late war, and the ap-
plication of steam power to ocean navigation,
begat her title to the country between Halifax
and Quebec: the suggestions of McKenzie begat
her title to the Columbia. Improvident diplo-

macy on our part, a war countenance on her
part, and this strange treaty, have given success
to her pretensions in Maine: the same diplo-

macy, and the same countenance, have given her
a foothold on the Columbia. It is for the Great
West to see that no traitorous treaty shall

abandon it to her. The President, in his mes-'
sage, says that there was no chance for any
" agreement " about it at present ; that it would
not be made the subject of a ^^formal negotior
tion " at present; that it could not be included
in the duties of the " special mission." Why
so 1 The mission was f>-

. neace, and to set-

tle every thing; and ri omit this pregnant
question ? Was this a war question, and there-
fore not to be settled by the peace mission 1

Why not come to an agreement now, if agree-
ment is ever intended 1 The answer is evident.

No agreement is ever intended. Contented with
her possession, Great Britain wants delay, that
time may ripen possession into title, and for-

tunate events facilitate her designs. My col-

league and myself were sounded on this point:
our answers forbade the belief that we would
compromise or sacrifice the rights and interests

of our country ; and this may have been the
reason why there were no

^^
formal " negotia-

tions in relation to it. Had we been "soft
enough,''^ there might have been an agreement
to divide our country by the river, or, to refer

the whole title to the decision of a friendly

sovereign ! We were not soft enough for that

;

and if such a paper, marked B, and identified

with the initials of our Secretary, had been sent It
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to the Missouri delegation, as was sent to the

Maine commissioners, instead of subdning us to

the purpobes of Great Britain, it would have re-

ceived from the whole delegation the answer

due to treason, to cowardice, and to insolence.

But, it is demanded, what do wo want with

this country, so far off from us ? I answer by

asking, in my turn, what do the British want

with it, who are so much further off? They

want it for the fur trade ; for i colon ; for an

outlet to the sea ; for the communication across

the continent ; for a road to Asia ; for the com-

mand of one hundred and forty thousand In-

dians against us 5 for the port and naval station

which is to command the commerce end navi-

gation of the North Pacific Ocean, and open

new channels of trade with China, Japan, Poly-

nesia, and the great East. They want it for

these reasons ; and we want it for the same

;

and because it adjoins us, and belongs to us,

and should bo possessed by our descendants,

who will be our friends ; and not by aliens,

who will be our enemies.

Forty years ago, it was written by Humboldt

that the valley of the Columbia invited Euro-

peans to found a fine colony there ; and, twenty

years ago, the American Congress adopted a re-

solve, that no part of this continent was open

to European colonization. The remark of

Humboldt was that of a sagacious European

;

the resolve of Congress was the work of pa-

triotic Americans. It remains to be seen which

will prevail. The convention of 1818 has done

us the mischief; it put the European power in

possession : and possession with nations, still

more than with individuals, is the main point

in the contest. It will require the western

pioneers to recover the lost ground ; and they

must be encouraged in the enterprise by liberal

grants of lands, by military protection, and by

governmental authority. It is time for the bill

of my colleague to pass. The first session of

the first Congress under the new census should

pass it. The majority will be democratic, and

the democracy will demand that great work at

their hands. I put no faith in negotiation. I

expect nothing but loss and shame from any

negotiation in London. Our safety is in the

energy of our people ; in their prompt occupa-

tion of the country ; and in their invincible de-

termination to maintain their rights.

I do not dilate upon the value and extent of

this great country. A word sulBces to display

both. In extent, it is larger than the Atlantic

portion of the old thirteen United States ; in

climate, softer; in fertility, greater; in salu-

brity, superior; in position, better, because

fronting Asia, and washed by a tranquil sea.

In all these particulars, the western slope of

our continent is far more happy than the east-

em. In configuration, it is inexpressibly fine

and grand—a vast oblong square, with natural

bouadaries, and a single gateway into the sea.

The snow-capped Rocky Mountains enclose it

to the east, an i • -bound coast on the vvest : a

Trozen desert on the north, and sandy plains on

the south. All its rivers, rising on the segment

of a vast oJrcuir iorence, run to meet each other

in the centre ; and then flew together into the

ocean, through a gap in the mountain, where

the heats of summer and the colds of winter are

never felt ; and where southern and northern

diseases are equally unknown. This is the val-

ley of the Columbia—a country whose every

advantage is crowned by the advantages of po-

sition and configuration : by the unity of all its

parts—the inaccessibility of its borders—and

its single introgression to the sea. Such a

country is formed for union, wealth, and

strength. It can have but one capital, and

that will be a Thebes ; but one commercial em-

porium, and that will be Tyre, queen of cities.

Such a country can have but one people, one

interest, one government: and that people

should be American—that interest ours—and

that government republican. Great Britam

plays for the whole valley : failing in tliat, she

is willing to divide by the river. Accursed and

infamous be the man that divides or alienates it

!

II.

—

Impressment.

Impressment is another of the omitted sub-

jects. This having been % cause of war in

1812, and being now declared, by the American

negotiator, to be a sufiicient cause for future

wars, it would naturally, to my mind, have

been included in the labors of a special mis-

sion, dedicated to peace, and extolled for its be-

nevolent conception. We would have expected

to find such a subject, after such a declaration,

included in the labors of such a mission. Not

so the fact. The treaty does not mention im-

pressment. A brief paragraph in the Presi-

dent's message informs us that there was a cor-

respondence on this point ; and, on turning to
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to my mind, have

this correspondence, we actually find two let-

ters on the subject : one from Mr. Webster to

Lord Ashburton—one from Lord Ashburton to

Mr, Webster : both showing, from their dates,

tliat they were written aftar the treaty was
signed; and, from their characte.^, that they

were written for the public, and not for the ne-

gotiators. The treaty was signed on the 9th

of August ; the letters were written on the 8th

and 9th of the same month. They are a plea,

and a reply ; and they leave the subject pre-

cisely where they found it. From their date

and character, they seem to be what the law-

yers call the postea—that is to say, the after-

waras; and are very properly postponed to

the end of the document containing the corres-

pondence, where they find place on the 120th
page. They look ex post facto there ; and,

putting all things together, it would seem as if

the American negotiator had said to the British

lord (after the negotiation was over) : 'My Lord
here is impressment—a pretty subject for a
composition ; the people will love to read some-
thing about it ; so let us compose.' To which
it would seem, his lordship had answered : * You
may compose as much as you please for your
people; I leave that field to you: and when
you arc done, I will write three lines for my
own government, to let it know that I stick to

impressment.' In about this .manner, it would
seem to me that the two letters were got np

;

and that the American negotiator m this little

business has committed a couple of the largest

faults
: fmt, in naming the subject of impress-

ment at all
! 7iext, in ever signing a treaty, after

having named it, without an unqualified renun-
ciation of the pretension

!

Sir, the same thing is not always equally
proper. Time and circumstances qualify the
proprieties of international, as well as of indi-

vidual intercourse ; and what was proper and
commendable at one tmie, may become im-
proper, reprehensible, and derogatory at another.
When George the Third, iii the first article of
his first treaty with the United States, at th.
end of a seven years' war, acknowledged them
to be free, sovereign, and independent States,
and renounced all dominion over them, this was
a proud and glorious consummation for us. nnd
the crowning mercy of a victorious rebeilion.
The same acknowledgment and renunciation
from Queen Victoria, at present, would be an

insult for her to offei^a degradation for us to
accept. Soof this question of impressment. It

was right in all the administrations previous to
the late war, to negotiate for its renunciation.

But after having gone to war for this cause

;

after having suppressed the practice by war;
after near thirty years' exemption from it-
after all this, for our negotiator to put the
question in discussion, was to compromise our
rights ! To sign a treaty without its renuncia-
tion, after having proposed to treat about it,

was to relinquish them ! Our negotiator should
not have mentioned the subject. If mentioned
to him by the British negotiator, he should
have replied, that the answer to that preten-
sion was in the cannon's mouth !

But to name it himself, and then sign with-
out renunciation, and to be invited to London
to treat about it—to do this, was to descend
from our position ; to lose the benefit of the
late war ; to revive the question ; to invite the
renewal of the practice, by admitting it to be
an unsettled question—and to degrade the
present generation, by admitting that they
would negotiate where their ancestors had
fought. These are fair inferences ; and infer-

ences not counteracted by the euphonious de-

claration that the American government is

"prepared to say" that the practice of im-
pressment cannot hereafter be allowed to take
place !—as if, after great study, we had just ar-

rived at that conclusion ! and as if we had not
declared much more courageously in the case
of the Maine boundary, the Schlosser massacre,
and the Creole mutiny and murder ! The
British, after the experience they have had,
will know how to value our courageous decla-

ration, and must pay due respect to our flag

!

For one, I never liked these declarations, and
never made a speech in favor of any one of
them ; and now I like them less than ever, and
am prepared to put no further faith in the de-
clarations of gentlemen who were for going to

war for the smallest part of the Maine bounda-
ry in 1838, and now surrender three hundred
miles of that boundary for fear of war, when
there is no danger of war. I am prepared to

saij that I care not a straw for the heroic de-

ol.irations of such gentlemen. I want actions,

not phrases. I want Mr. Jefferson's act in

180G—rejection of any treaty with Great
Britain that does not renounce impressment I

\i
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Aud after havinfc declared, by law, black im-

pressment on the coast of Africa to bo piracy

;

after stipulating to send a fleet there, to en-

force our law against that impressment—after

this, I am ready to do the same thing against

white impressment on our own coasts, and on

the high seas. I am ready to enact that the

impressment of my white fellow-citizens out of

an American ship is an act of piracy ; and then

to follow out that enactment in its every conse-

quence.

The correspondence between our Secretary

negotiator and Lord Ashburton on this subject,

has been read to you—that correspondence

which was drawn up after the treaty was

finished, and intended for the American public

:

and what a correspondence it is ! What an

exchange of phrases ! One denies the right of

impressment : the other afiBrms it. Both wish

for an amicable agreement ; but neither attempts

to agree. Both declare the season of peace to

be the proper time to settle this question ; and

both agree that the present season of peace is

not the convenient one. Our Secretary rises so

high as to declare that the administration •' is

now prepared " to put its veto on the practice

:

the British negotiator shows that his Govern-

ment is still prepared to resume the practice

whenever her interest requires it. Our nego-

tiator hopes that his communication will be

received in the spirit of peace: the British

minister replies, that it will. Our secretary then

persuades himself that the British minister will

communicate his sentiments in this repect, to

his own government : his Lordship promises it

faithfully. And, thereupon, they shake hands

and part.

How different this holiday scene from the

firm and virile language of Mr. Jefferson :
" No

treaty to be signed without a provision against

ivipressment;" and this language backed by

the fact of the instant rejection of a treaty so

signed ! Lord Chatham said of MagnaCharta

that it was homely Latin, but worth all the

classics. So say I of this reply of Mr. Jeffer-

son: it is plain English, but worth all the

phrases which rhetoric could ever expend upon

the subject. It is the only answer which our

secretory negotiator should have given, after

committing the fault of broaching the subject.

Instead of that, he commences rhetorician, new

vamps old arguments, writes largely and pret-

tily ; and loses the question by making it debat-

able. His adversary sees his advantage, and

seizes it. He abandons the field of rhetoric to

the lawyer negotiator ;
puts in a fresh claim to

impressment; saves the question from being

lost by a non-user; re-establishes the debate

and adjourns it to London. He keeps alive the

pretension of impressment against us, the wliito

race, while binding us to go to Africa to fight

it down for the black race ; and has actually

left us on lower ground in relation to this ques-

tion, than we stood upon before the late war.

If this treaty is ratified, we must begin where

we were in 1806, when Mr. Monroe and Mr.

Pinckney went to London to negotiate against

impressment; we must begin where thcydldj

with the disadvantage of having yielded to

Great Britain all that she wanted, and baring

lost all our vantage-ground in the negotiation.

We must go to London, engage in a humiliating

negotiation, become the spectacle of nationB,

and the sport of diplomacy ; and wear out years

in begging to be spared from British seizme,

when sitting under our own flag, and sailing in

our own ship : we must submit to all this

degradation, shame and outrage, unless Congress

redeems us from the condition into which we

have fallen, and provides for the liberty of our

people on the seas, by placing America.i im-

pressment where African impressment has al-

ready been placed—piracy by law ! For one, I

am ready to vote the act—to execute it—and lo

abide its every consequence.

III.

—

The liberated slaves.

The case of the Creole, as it is called, is

another of the omitted subjects. It is only one

of a number of cases (differing in degree, but

the same in character) which have occurred

within a few years, and are becoming more

frequent and violent. It is the case of Ameri-

can vessels, having American slaves on board,

and pursuing a lawful voyage, and being driven

by storms or carried by violence into a British

port, and their slaves liberatetl by British law.

This is the nature of the wrong. It is a gene-

ral outrage liable to occur in any part of the

British dominions, but happens most usually

in the British West India islands, which line

the passage round the Florida reefs in a voyage

between New Orleans and the Atlantic ports.

I do not speak of the 12,000 slaves (worth at a

moderate computation, considermg they must

I
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be all grown, and in youth or middle life, at

least $6,000,000)
enticed into Canada, and re-

ceived with the honors and advantages due to

the first class of emigrants, I do not speak of

'hese nor of the liberation of slaves carried

voluntarily by their owners into British ports

:

the man who exposes his property wilfully to

the operation of a known law, should abide the

consequences to which he has subjected it. I

confine myself to cases of the class mentioned

—

such as the Encomium^ the Comet, the Enter-

prise the Creole, and the Hermosa—cases in

which wreck, tempest, violence, mutiny and

murder were the means of carrying the vessel

into the interdicted port; and in which the

slave property, after being saved to the owners

from revolt and tempests, became the victim

and the prey of British law. It is of such cases

that I complain, and of which I say that they

furnish no subject for the operation of injurious

laws, and that each of these vessels should have

been received with the hospitality due to mis-

fortune, and allowed to depart with all conve-

nient despatch, and with all her contents of

persons and property. This is the law of

nations : it is what the civilization of the age

requires. And it is not to be tolerated in this

nineteenth century that an American citizen,

passing from one port to another of his own
country, with property protected by the laws of

his country, should encounter the perils of an un-

fortunate navigator in the dark ages, shipwrecked

on a rude and barbarian coast. This is not to be

tolerated in this age, and by such a power as

the United States, and after sending a fleet to

Africa to protect the negroes. Justice, like

charity, should begia at home ; and protection

should be given where allegiance is exacted.

We cannot tolerate the spoil and pillage of our

own citizens, within sight of our own coasts,

after sending 4,000 miles to redress the wrongs
of the black race. But if this treaty is ratified

it seems that we shall have to endure it, or seek

redress by other means than negotiation. The
previous cases were at least ameliorated by
compensation to their owners for the liberation

of the slaves ; but in the more recent and most
atrocious case of the Creole, there is no indem-
nity of any kind—neither compensation to the

ewners whose property has been taken; nor
apology to the Government, whose flag has

been insulted ; nor security for the future, by

Vol. II.—28

giving up the practice. A treaty is signed with-

out a stipulation of any kind on the subject

;

and as it would seem, to the satisfaction of those

who made it, and of the President, who sends

it to us. A correspondence has been had ; the

negotiators have exchanged diplomatic notes on

the subject ; and these notes are expected to be

as satisfactory to the country as to those who
now have the rule of it. The President in hit

message says

:

" On the subject of the interference of the
British authorities in the West Indies, a confi-

dent hope is entertained that the correspondence
which has taken place, showing the grounds
taken by this government, and the engagements
entered into by the British minister, will be
found such as to satisfy the just expectatii of
the people of the United States."

—

Message^
August 9.

This is a jhort paragraph for so large a sub

ject ; but it is all the message contains. But
let us see what it amounts to, and what it is

that is expected to satisfy the just expectations

of the country. It is the grounds taken in

the correspondence, and the engagements

entered into by the British minister, which are

to work out this agreeable effect.

And it is of the grounds stated in the Secre-

tary's two letters, and the engagement entered

irto in Lord Ashburton's note, that the Presi-

dent predicates his belief of the pubUc satisfac-

tion in relation to this growing and most sensi-

tive question. This brings us to these grounds,

and this engagement, that we may see the nature

and solidity of the one, and the extent and va-

lidity of the other. The grounds for the public

satisfaction are in the Secretary's letters ; the

engagement is in Lord Ashburton's letter ; and

what do they amount to ? On the part of the

Secretary, I am free to say that he has laid down
the law of nations correctly ; that he has well

stated the principles of public law which sav»

from hazard or loss, or penalty of any kind, the

vessel engaged in a lawful trade, and driven or

carried against her will, into a prohibited port.

He has well shown that, under such circum-

stances, no advantage is to be taken of the dis-

tressed vessel ; that she is to be received with

the hospitality due to misfortune, and allowed

t/> depart-, after rec^ivino' tb« nnccors of hu-

manity, with all her contents of persons and

thmgs. All this is well laid down by our Secre-

tary. Thus far his grounds are solid. But, alas,
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this is all talk ! and the very next paragraph,

after a handsome vindication of our rights under

the law of nations, is to abandon them ! I refer

to the paragraph commencing :
" Ifyour Lord-

ship has no authority to enter into a stipula-

tion by treatyfor the prevention of such occur-

rences hereafter," Ac. This whole paragraph

is fatal to the Secretary's grounds, and pregnant

with strange and ominous meanings. In the

first place, it is an admission, in the very first

line, that no tixiaty stipulation to prevent future

occurrences of the same kind can he obtained

here ! that the special mission, which came to

settle every thing, and to establiwh peace, will

not settle this thing ; which the Secretary, in

numerous paragraphs, alleges to be a dangerous

source of future war ! This is a strange contra-

iiction, and most easily got over by our Secre-

tary. In default of a treaty stipulation (which

he takes for granted, and evidently makes no

effort to obtain), he goes on to solicit a prfsonal

engagement from his Lordship ; and an engage-

ment of what ? That the law of nations shall

be observed ? No ! but that instructions shall

be given to the British local authorities in the

islands, which shall lead them to regulate their

conduct in conformity with the rights of citizens

of the United States, and the just expectations

of their government, and in such manner as

shall, in future, take away all reasonable ground

of complaint. This is the extent of the engage-

ment which was so solicited, and which was to

supply the place of a treaty stipulation ! If the

engagement had been given in the words pro-

posed, it would not have been worth a straw.

But it is not given in those words, but with

glaring and killing additions and difierences.

His Lordship follows the commencement of the

formula witli sufficient accuracy ; but, lest any

possible consequence might be derived from it,

he takes care to add, that when these slaves do

reach them " no matter by what means," there

is no alternative ! Hospitality, good wishes,

friendly feeling, the duties of good neighborhood

—all give way ! The British law governs ! and

that law is too well known to require repetition.

This is the sum and substance of Lord Ashbur-

ton's qualifications of the engagement ; and they

show him to be a man of honor, that would not

leave the Secretary negotiator the slightest room

for raising a doubt as to the nature of the instruc-

tions which he engaged to have given. These

Instructions go only to the mode of executing

the law. His Lordship engages only for the
civility and gentleness of the manner—<Ae «(<,.

viter in modo ; while the firm execution of tlie

law itself remains as it \ras—forfiter in re.

Lord Ashburton proposes London as the best

place to consider this subject. Mr. Webster
accepts London, and hopes that her Majesty's

government will give us treaty stipulations to

remove all further cause for complaint on this

subject. This is his last hope, contained in the

last sentence of his last note. And now why
a treaty stipulation hereafter, if this engagement

is such (as the President says it is) as to satisfy

the just expectations of the people of the United

States ? Why any thing more, if that is enough ?

And if treaty stipulations are wanting (as in

fact they are), why go to London for them-
the head-quarters of a^ oHtionism, the seat of the

World's Convention for the abolition of slavery

and the laboratory in which the insurrection

of San Domingo was fabricated ? Why go to

London ? Why go any where ? Why deliy ?

Why not do it here? Why not include it

among the beatitudes of the vaunted peace

mission ? The excuse that the minister had not

powers, is contradictory and absurd. Tlie Seo-

retary negotiator tells us, in his first letter, that

the minister came with full powers to settle

every subject in discussion. This was a subject

in discussion ; and had been since the time of

the Comet, the Encomium, and the Enterprise-

years ago. If instructions were forgotten, why

not send for them ? What are the steamers for,

that, in the six months that the peace mission

was here, they could not have brought these

instructions a dozen times ? No ! the truth is,

the British government would do nothing upon

this subject when she found she could accom-

plish all her own objects without granting any

thing.

IV.

—

Burning of the Caroline.

The Caroline is the last of the seven subjects

in the arrangement which I make of them. I re-

serve it for the last ; the extreme ignominy of

its termination making it, in my opinion, the

natural conclusion of a disgraceful negotiation.

It is a case in which all the sources of national

degradation seem to have been put in requisi-

tion—diplomacy, legislation ; the judiciary ; and

even the military. To volunteer propitiations

to Great Britain, and to deprecate her wrath.
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seem to have been the sole concern of the admin-

iBtration, when signal reparation was due from

her to UH. And here again we have to lament

the absence of all the customary disclosures in

the progress of negotiations. No protocol, no

minutes, no memorandums : nothing to show

how a subject began, went on, and reached its

consummation. Every thing was informal in

this anomalous negotiation. Wat Tyler never

hated the ink-horn worse than our Secretary-

negotiator hated it upon this occasion. It was

only after a thing was finished, that the pen

was resorted to ; and then merely to record the

agreement, and put a face upon it for the public

eye. In this way many things may have been

discussed, which leave no written trace behind

them ; and it would be a curious circumstance

if so largo a subject, and one so delicate as the

State debts, should find itself in that predica-

ment. •

The case of the Caroline is now near four years

old. It occurred in December of the year 1838,

under Mr. Van Buren's administration ; but it

was not until March, 1841, and until the new
administration was in power, that the question

assumed its high character of a quarrel between

the United States and Great Britain. Before

that time, the outrage upon the Caroline was

only the act of the individuals engaged in it.

The arrest of one of these individuals brought

out the British government. She assumed the

offence ; alleged the outrage to have been per-

petrated by her authority ; and demanded the

release of McLeod, under the clear implication

of a national threat if he was not surrendered.

The release was demanded unconditionally—not

the slightest apology or atonement being oflered

for the outrage on the Caroline, out of which

the arrest of McLeod grew. The arrogant de-

mand of the British was delivered to the new
Secretary of State on the 12th day of March.

Instead of refusing to answer under a threat, he

answered the sooner ; and, in his answer went
far beyond what the minister [Mr. Fox] had
demanded. He despatched the Attorney-general

of the United States to New York, to act as

counsel for McLeod; ho sent a Major-general

of the United States army along with him, to

give emphasis to his presence ; and he gave a
false version to the law of nations, which would
not only cover the McLeod case, but all suc-

ceeding cases of the same kind. I consider all

this the work of the State Department; for

General Harrison was too new in his office, too

much overwhelmed by the army of applicanta

who besieged him and soon destroyed his life,

to have the time to study the questions to which

the arrest of McLeod, and the demand for his

release, and the assumption of his crime by the

British government gave rise. The Romans

had a noble maxim— grand in itself, and

worthy of them, because they acted upon it.

Parcere subj^ctis, debellare superbos :

Spare the humble— humble the proud. Our

administration has invoked this maxim to

cover its own conduct. In giving up McLeod

they say it is to lay hold of the sovereign

—

that the poor servant is spared while the

proud master is to be held to account. Fine

phrases these, which deceive no one : for both

master and servant are let go. Our people

were not deceived by these grave professions.

They believed it was all a pretext to get out

of a difiiculty ; that, what between love and

fear of the British, the federal party was un-

willing to punish McLeod, or to see him pun-

ished by the State of New York ; that the de-

sign was to get rid of responsibility, by getting

rid of the man ; and, that when he was gone,

we should hear no more of these new Romans

calling his sovereign to account. This was the

opinion of the democracy, very freely expressed

at the time ; and so it has all turned out to be.

McLeod was acquitted, and got off; the British

government became responsible, on the adminis-

tration's own principles ; they have not been

held to that responsibility; no atonement or

apology has been made for the national outrage

at Schlosser ; and the President informs us that

no further complaint, on account of this aggres-

sion on the soil and sovereignty of the Union,

and the lives of its citizens, is to be made

!

A note has been obtained from Lord Ashbur-

ton, and sent to us by the President, declaring

three things—first, that the burning of the Caro-

line, and killing the people, was a serious fact

;

secondly, that no disrespect was intended to the

United States in doing it ; thirdly, that the Brit-

ish government unfeignedly hopes there will be

no necessity for doing it again. This is the ex-

tent, and the whole extent, to which the special

minister, with ail his politeness and good nature,

and with all his desire to furnish the administra-

tion with something to satisfy the public, could

possibly go. The only thing which I see him

instrm. o 'i.y his government to say, or which
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in itself amounts to a positive declaration, is the

tvenneat that her M^esty's government " con-

aidera it a moat aerioua fact " that, in the hur-

ried execution of this neceaaary service, a viola-

tion of the United States territory was commit-

ted. This is admitted to be a fact !—a serious

fact !—and a most serious fact ! But as for any

Borrow for it, or apology for it, or promise not

to commit such serious facts again, or even not

to bo so hurried the next time—this is what the

minister nowhere says, or insinuates. On tte

contrary, just the reverse is declared ; for the

justification of this "moat aerioua fact" as

being the result of a hurried execution of a

"neceaaary aervice,''* is an explicit averment

that the aforesaid " moat aerioua fact " will be

repeated just so often as her Majesty's govern-

ment shall deem it necessary to her service. As
to the jjolite declaration, that no disrespect was

intended to the United States while invading its

ierritory, killing its citizens, setting a steam-

joat on fire, and sending her in flames over the

£dls of Niagara—such a declaration is about

equivalent to telling a man that you mean him

no disre,pect while cudgelling him with both

hands over the head and shoulders.

The celebrated Dr. Johnson was accustomed

to say that there was a certain amount of gulli-

bility in the public mind, which must be pro-

vided for. It would seem that our Secretary-

negotiator had possessed himself of this idea,

and charged himself with the duties under it,

and had determined to make full provision for

all the gullibility now extant. He has certainly

provided quantum aufficit of humbuggery in this

treaty, and in his correspondence in defence of

it, to gorge the stomachs of all the gulls of the

present generation, both in Europe and America.

Our Secretary is full of regret that McLeod
was so long imprisoned, makes excuses for the

New York court's decisions agaipst him, and

promises to call the attention of Congress to

the necessity of providing against such deten-

tion in future. He says, in his last letter to

Lord Aehburton

:

" It was a subject of regret that the release

of McLeod was so long delayed. A State court
—and that not of the highest jurisdiction—de-

cided thati on summary annlication, embarrass-

ed, as it would appear,' by technical difSculties,

he could not be released by that court. His
discharge, shortly afterward, by a jury, to whom
he preferred to submit his case, rendered unne-
cessary the further prosecution of the legal ques-

tion. It is for the Congress of the United States
whose attention has l^en called to the subject'

to say what further provision ought to bo made
to expedite proceedings in such cases."

Such is the valedictory of our Secretary—his

sorrows over the fate of McLeod. That indi-

vidual had been released for a year jmHt. His

arrest continued but for a few months with

little personal inconvenience to himself; with

no danger to his life, if innocent ; and with the

gratification of a notoriety flattering to hia

pride, and beneficial to his interest. He ig

probably highly delighted with the honors of

the occurrence, and no way injured by his

brief and comfortable imprisonment. Yet the

sorrow cf our Secretary continues to flow. At

the end of a y<^'^• he is still in mourning, and

renews the expi-ession of his regret for the poor

man's detention, and gives assurances against

such delays 'ti future ;—this in the same letter

in which ho closes the door upon the fate of his

own countrymen burnt and murdered in the

Caroline, and promises never to disturb the B it-

ish government about them again. McLeod and

all Canadians are encouraged to repeat their most

aerioua facta upon ua, by the perfect immunity

which both themselves and their government

have experienced. And to expedite their re-

lease, if hereafter arrested for such facts, they

are informed that Congress had been '^called^^

upon to pass the appropriate law—and passed

it was ! The haheaa corpus act against the

States, which had slept for many months in the

Senate, and seemed to have sunk under the pub-

lic execration—this bill was " called " up, and

passed contemporaneously with the date of this

letter. And thus the special minister was en-

abled to carry home with him an act of Con-

gress to lay at the footstool of his Queen, and to

show that the measure of atonement to McLocd

was complete : that the executive, the militar}',

the legislative, and the judicial departments had

all been put in requisition, and faithfully ex-

erted themselves to protect her Majesty's sub-

jects from being harmed I'or a past invasion,

conflagration, and murder ; and to secure them

from being called to account by the State courts

for such trifles in future.

And so ends the case of the Caroline and

McLeod. The humiliation of this conclusion,

and the contempt and future danger which it

brings upon the country, demand a pause, and a

moment's reflection upon the catastrophe of thii
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episode in the negotiation. The whole negotia-

tion has been one of shame and injury ; but this

catiwtroplie of the McLeod and Caroline aOiiir

puts the finishing hand to our disgrace.^ I di

not spcalc of the individuals who have done this

work but of the national honor which has been

tarnished in their hands. Up to the end of Mr.

Van Buren's administration, fill was safe for the

honor of the country. Redress for the outrage

at Schlosscr had been demanded ; interference

to releaso McLcod had been refused ; the false

application of the laws of war to a state of peace

had been scouted. On the 4th day of Marcli,

1841, the national honor was safe ; but on that

day its degradation commenced. Timing their

movements with a calcuhited precision, the

British government transmitted their assump-

tion of the Schlosscr outrage, their formal de-

mand for the releasi; of McLeod, and their threat

in the event of refuKal, so as to arrive here on

the evening of the day on which the new admin-

istration received the reins of government.

Their assumption, demand, and threat, arrived

in Washington on the evening of the 4th day of

Marcli, a few hours after the inauguration of

tiie new powers wa.s over. It seemed as if the

British had said to themselves : This is the

time—our friends are in power—we helped to

elect them—now is the time to begin. And
begin they did. On the 8th day of March, Mr.

Fox delivered to Mr. Webster the formal notifi-

cation of the assumption, made the demand, and

delivered the threat. Then the disgraceful scene

began. They reverse the decision of Mr. Van
Buren's administration, and determine to inter-

fere in behalf of McLeod, and to extricate him

by all means front the New York courts. To

mask the ignominy of this interference, they

pretend it is to get at a nobler antagonist ; and

that they are going to act the Romans, in spar-

ing the humble and subduing the proud. It is

with Queen Victoria with whom they will deal

!

McLeod is too humble game for them. McLeod
released, the next thing is to get out of the

scrape with the Queen ; and for that purpose

they invent a false reailirT of the law of nations,

and apply the laws of w ur to a state of peace.

The;«s belli, and not ihejus gentium, then be-

comes their resort. And here ends their "rand
imitation of the Roman character. To assume
the laws of war in time of peace, in order to

cover a craven retreat, is the nearest approach
which they make to war. Then the special

minister cotnos. They accept from him private

and verbal explanations, in full satisfaction to

themselves of all the outrage at Schlosser : but

beg the minister lo write them a little apology,

which they can show to the people. The min-

ister refuses ; and thereupon they assume that

thoy have received it, and proclaim the a{)ology

to the world. To finish this scene, to complete

the propitiation of the Queen, and to send her

minister home with legal and parchment evi-

dence in his hand of our humiliation, the ox-

{jression of regret for the arrest and detention

of McIx?od is officiously and gratuitously re-

newed ; the prospect of a like detention of any

of her Majesty's subjects in future is patheti-

cally deplcxjd ; and, to expedite their delivery

from State cou-^s when they again invade our

soil, murder oui citizens, and burn our vessels,

the minister is informed that Congress has

been " called " upon to pass a law to protect

them from these courts. And here " a most se-

riousfact " presents itself. Congress has actu-

ally obeyed the " call "—passed the act—se-

cured her Majesty's subjects in future—and

given the legal parchment evidence of his suc-

cess to her minister before he departs for his

home. The infamous act—the habeas corpus

against the States—squeamishly called the " re-

medial justice act "—is now on the statute-

book ; the original polluting our code of law, the

copy lying at the i jotstool of the British Queen.

And this is the point we have reached. In the

short space of a year and a half, the national

character has been run down, from the pinnacle

of honor to the abyss of disgrace. I limit ray-

self now to the aflFair of McLeod and the Caro-

line alone ; and say that, in this business, ex-

clusive of other disgraces, the national character

has been brought to the lowest point of con-

tempt. It required the Walpole adiliinistration

five-and-twenty long years of cowardly submis-

sion to France and Spain to complete the degrar

dation of Great Britain: our present rulers

have completed the sani' work for their own
country in the short space of eighteen months.

And this is the state of our America! that

America which Jackson and Van Buren left so

proud ! that America which, with three millions

of people fought and worsted the British emnire

—with seven millions fought it, and worsted it

again—and now, with eightt'en millions, truckles

to the British Queen, and invents all sorts of

propitiatory apologies for her, when the most

*(f3°'***^
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ample ntonemont is diio to itself. Arc wo the

pcojilo of the RoTolution ?—of tho wnr of 1812 ?

—of tho year 18.'}4, when Jackson clictrifiwl

Ilurope by threatening tho King of Franco with

reprisals I

McLcod is given tip because ho is too wealt
;

the Queen is excused, be<yauB<- 'lo is too strong;

propitiation is lavished where atonement is due

;

Hn apology accepted where uuiio was offered

;

the statute of limitations pleaded against an

iosult, by the party which received it! And
tho miserable perfonners in all this drama of

national degradation expc to be applauded for

magnanimity, when tho laws of honor and tho

code of nations, stamp their conduct with the

brand of cowardice.

CHAPTER mil.

BRITISH TREATY: NORTHEASTERN BOUNDARY
ARTICLE: MR. BENTON'S SPEECH: EXTRACT.

The establishment of the luw-land boundary

in place of the mountain boundary, and parallel

to it. This now lino is 110 miles long. It is

on this side of tho awarded line—not a con-

tinuation of it, but a deflection from it ; and

evidently contrived for tho purpose of weaken-

ing our boundary, and retiring it further from

Quebec. It will bo called in history the

Webster line. It begins on the awarded line,

at a lake in the St. Francis River ; breaks off

at right angles to the south, passes over the

valley of the St. John in a straight line, and

equidistant from that river and tho mountain,

until it reaches the north-west branch of the

St. John, when approaching within forbidden

distance of Quebec, it dcflecLs to tho east ; and

then holds on its course to the gorge in the

mountain at the head of Metjarmette creek.

A view of the map will show the character of

this new line ; the words of the treaty show
how cautiously it was guarded ; and the want

of protocols hides its paternity from our view.

The character of the line is apparent ; and it

requires no military man, or military woman,

oi- mililury child, Lo say lu whoise buueUt it

enures. A man of any sort—a woman of any

kind—a child of any age—can tell that ! It is

a British line, mode for the security of Quebec.

Follow its call- on tho map, and every oyo wil

see this design.

Tho surrender of the mountain boundary be-

tween tho United States and Great Britain on

tho frontiers of Maine. This is a distinct ques-

tioti from tho surrender of territory. Tho Ut-
ter belonged to Maine: tho former to the

United State-s. They were national, and not

State boundaries—established by tho war of

the Revolution, and not by a State law or an

act of Congress ; and involving all tho consider-

ations which apply to tho attack and defcna> of

nati HIS. So far as a State boundary is coter-

minous with another State, it is a State ques-

tion, and may be loft to tho discretion of the

States interested : so far us it is coterniinous

with a foreign power, it is a national question,

and belongs to tho national authority. A State

cannot be jicrmitted to weaken and cndanp;r

the nation by dismembering herself in favor of

a foreigner ; by demolishing a strong frontier

delivering tho gates and keys of a courtr' nito

tho hands of a neighboring nation, and givjng

them roads and passes into tin; country. Vhe

boundaries in question were national, not State;

and the consent of Maine, even if given, availed

nothing. Her defence Iwlongs tc tho Union'

is to be made by tho blood and treasure of the

Union ; and it was not for her, even if she had

been willing, to make this defence more difficult

more costly, and more bloody, by giving up tho

strong, and substituting tho weak line of de-

fence. Near three hundred miles of this strong

national frontier have been surrendered by this

treaty—being double as much as was given up

by tho rejected award. The King of the

Netherlands, although on the list of British

generals, and in the pay of tho British Crown,

was a man of too much honor to deprive us of

the commanding mountain frontier opposite tc

Quebec; and besides, Jackson would hau

scouted the award if he had attempted it. The

King only gave up the old line to the north of

the head of the St. Francis River ; and for this

he had some reason, as the mountain there sub-

sided into a plain, and the ridge of the high

lands (in that part) was diflBcult to follow : ou:

negotiator gives up tho boundary for one hun-

dred and fifty miles on this side the head of the

Si. Fiaiici.s, and wilhoul pretext ; for llio moun-

tain ridge was there three thousand feet high.

The new part given up, from tho head of the

St. Francis to Metjarmette portage, is invaluable
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nap, and every eye ^i
to Great Britain. It covers her new ro»d to

Quebec, removoH us" further from that city,

places ft mountain between uh, and brings her

into Maine. To comprehend the value of this

new boundary to (Jreat Britain, and its li\jury

to us, it is only necessary to follow it on a map

—to see its fonn -know its height, the depth

of its gorges, and its rough and rocky sides.

The report of Capt. Talcott will show its cha-

racter—three thousand feet liigh: any map will

show its form. The gorge at the head of the

Mctjarmette creek—a water of the St. Lawrence

—is made the terminus ad quevi of the now

convcutional lowland lino: beyond that g<rgo,

the mountain barrier is yielded to Great Britain.

Now tu> up a map. Begin at the head of the

Metjarfuette creek, within a degree and a half

of the Ncw Hampshire line—follow the moun-

tain north—see how it bears in upon Quebec

—

approaching within two marches of that great

city, and skirting the St. Lawrence for some

hundred miles. All this is given up. One

hundred ami fifty miles of this boundary is

given up on this side the awarded line ; and the

country left to guess and wonder at the enor-

mity and fatuity of the sacrifice. Look at the

now military road from Halifax to Quebec

—

that part of it which approaches Qubec and lies

between the mountain and the St. Lawrence.

Even by the awarded line, this road was forced

to cross the mountain at or beyond the head of

the St. Francis, and then to follow the base of

the mountain for near one hundred miles ; with

all the disadvantages of crossing the spurs and

gorges of the mountain, and the creeks and

ravines, and commanded in its wliole extent by
the power on the mountain. See how this is

changed by the new boundary ! the road per-

mitted to take either side of the mountain—to

cross where it pleases—and covered and pro-

tected in its whole extent by the mountain
heights, now exclusively British. Why this

new way, and this security for the road, unless

to give the British still greater advantages over

us than the awarded boundary gave ? A palli-

ation is attempted for it. It is said that the

mountain is unfit for cultivation ; and the line

along it could not be ascertained; and that
Maine consentfld^ These are the iwlli.'vtinns^

insignificant if true, but not true in their es-

sential parts. And, first, as to the poverty of
the mountain, and the slip along its l)ase, con-
stituting this area of 893 square miles surren-

dered on thiH si'lu the awarded lino- Captain

Talcott certifies it to be poor, and udftt for cul-

tivation. I Bay HO much the better for a fron-

tier. As to the height of the mountains, and

the difllcidty of findinf; the dividing ridge, and

the necessity of adopting a conventional line:

I say all this has no application to the surren-

dered boundary on this side I lo awarded lino at

the head of the St. Francis. On this Hide of

that jwint, the mountain ridge is lofty, the

heights attain three thousand feet ; and navi-

gable rivers rise in them, and flow to the east

and to the west—to the St. Lawi-ence and the

Atlantic. Hear Captain Tolcott, in his letter to

Mr. Webster : (The letter read.)

This letter was evidently obtained lor the

purpf)so of depreciatinfr the lost boundary, by
showing it to be unfit for cultivation. Tho note

of the Secr'^tary-negotiator which drew it forth

is not I < ou, 1)1. 1 the answer of Captain Talcott

show-' its charac^ t ; and its date (that of the

14th 'f ,' dy) clases it with tho testimony

which \> "^11 InuKtc ip to justify a foregone con-

clusion. ic jjtter of Captain Talcott is good

for the Secretary's purpose, and for a great denl

more. It is good ''or the overthrow of all

the arguments on which tho plea for a conven-

tional boundary stood. What was that plea?

Simply, that the highlands in the neighborhood

of the north-west corner of Nova Scotia could

not bo traced ; and that it was necessary to

substitute a conventional line in their place.

And it is the one on which the award of the

King of the Netherlands turned, and was, to the

extent of a part of his award, a valid one. But
it was no reason for the American Secretary to

give one hundred and fifty miles of mountain

line on this side the awarded line; where the

highlands attained three thousand feet of eleva-

tion, and turned navigable rivers to the right

and left. Lord Ashburton, in his letter of the

13th of June, commences with this idea : that

the highlands described in the treaty could not

be found, and had been so admitted by Ameri-

can statesmen ; and quotes a part of a despatch

from Mr. Secretary Madison in 1802 to Mr. Rufus

Kbg, then U. 8. Minister in London. 1 quote

the whole despatch, and from this it appears

—

1 . That tho part at which the treaty could not

be executed, for want of finding the highlands,

was the point to be constituted by the intersec-

tion of the due north line from the head of the

St. Croix with the line drawn along the high-
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lands. 2. That this point might be substituted

by a conventional one agreed upon by the three

commissioners. 3. That from this point, so

agreed upon, the line was to go to the highlands,
and to follow them wherever they could be
ascertained, to the head of the Connecticut
River. This is the clear sense of Mr. Madison's
letter and Mr. Jefferson's message ; and it is to

be very careless to confound this point (which
they admitted to be dubious, for want of high-
lands at that place) with the line itself, which
was to run near 300 miles on the elevations of

a mountain reaching 3,000 feet high. The King
of the Netherlands took a great liberty with
thiB ^oint when he brought it to the St. John's
River: our Secretajy-negotiator took a far

greater liberty with it when he brought it to

the head of the Metjarmette creek; for it is

only at the head of this creek that our bne
under the new treaty begins to climb the high-

lands. The King of the Netherlands had some
apology for his conventional point and conven-
tional line to the head of the St. Francis—for
the highlands were sunk into table-land where
the point ought to be, and which was the ter-

minus a quo of his conventional line : but our
negotiator had no apology at all for turning this

conventional line south, and extending it 110
miles through the level lands of Maine, where
the mountain highlands were all along in sight

to the west. It is impossible to plead the diffi-

culty of finding the highlands for this substitu-

tion of the lowland boundary, in the whole
distance from the head of the St. Francis, where
the King of the Netherlands fixed the com-
mencement of our mountain line, to the head of
the Metjarmette, where our Secretary fixed its

commencement. Lord Ashburton's quotation
from Mr. Madison's letter is partial and incom-
plete : he quotes what answers his purpose, and
ifi justifiable in so doing. But what must we
think of our Secretary-negotiator, who neglected

to quote the remainder of that letter, and show
that it was a conventional poi7it, and not a con-
ventional line, that Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Madi-
son proposed? and that this conventiona' ^oint

was merely to fix the north-west angle of Nova
Scotia, where, in fact, there were no highlands

;

after which, the line ^ftH irt proceed to { - ele-

vated ground dividing the waters, &c., and then
follow the highlands to the head of the Con-
necticut? Why did our Secretary omit this

correction of the British minister's quotation.
and thus ^aable bim to use American nam2
against us ?

To mitigate the enormity of this barefaced
sacrifice, our Secretary-negotiator enters into a
description of the soil, and avers it to be unfit
for cultivation. "W hat if it were so ? It is still

nch enough to bear cannon, and to carry the
smuggler's cart; and that is the crop Great
Britain wishes to plant upon it. Gibraltar and
Malta are rocks

; yet Great Britain would not
exchange them for the deltas of the Nile and of
the Ganges. It is not for growing potatoes and
cabbages that she has fixed her eye, since the
late war, on this slice of Maine ; but for trade
and war—to consolidate her power on our north-
eastern border, and to realize all the advantages
which steam power gives to her new militaiy

and naval, and commercial staii.i, in Passama-
quoddyBay; and her new route for trade and
war through Halifax and Maine to Quebec.
She wants it for great military and commercial
purposes

; and it is pitiful and contemptible n
our negotiator to depreciate the sacrifice as

being poor land, unfit for cultivation, when
power and dominion, not potatoes and cab-

bages, is the object at stake. But the fact is,

that much of this land is good ; so that the ex-

cuse for surrendering it without compensation
is unfounded as well as absurd.

I do not argue the question of title to the

territory and boundaries surrendered. That
work has been done in the masterly report

of the senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. Bu-
chanan], and in the resolve of the Senate, unani-

mously adopted, which sanctioned it. Tliat re-

port and that resolve were made and adopted in

the year 1838—seven years after the award of

the King of the Netherlands—and vindicated

our title tf> the whole extent of the disputed

territory. After this vindication, it is not for

me to OTjrue the qrnstion of title. 1 remit that

ta.sk to abler and more appropriate liands—to

the author of the report of 1838. It will be for

him to show the clearness of our title under

the treaty of 1783—how it was submitted to in

Mr. Jay's treaty of 1794, in Mr. Listen's cor-

respondence of 1798, in Mr. King's treaty of

1S03, in Mr. Monroe's treaty of 1607, iiiul in the

conferences at Ghent—where, after the late war

M.'ul shown the value of a military connnuiiica-

tion between Quebec and Halifax, a variation of
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the line was solicited as a favor, by the British

commissioners, to establish that communication.

It will be for him also to show the progress of

the British claim, from the solicited favor of a

road to the assertion of title to half the terri-

tory, and all the mountain frontier of Maine

;

and it will further be for him to show how he

is deserted now by those who stored by him then.

It will be for him to expose the fatal blunder at

Ghent, in leaving our question of title to the

arbitration of a European sovereign, instead of

confiding the marking of the line to three com-

missioners, as proposed in all the previous trea-

ties, and agreed to in several of them. To him,

also, it will belong to expose the contradiction

between rejecting the award for adopting a con-

ventional line, and giving up part of the territory

of Maine ; and now negotiating a treaty which

adopts two conventional lineSj gives up all that

the award did, and more too, and a mountain

frontier besides ; and then pays money for

Rouse's Point, which came to us without monej-

under the award. It will be for him to do these

things. For what purpose ? some one will say.

I answer, for the purpose of vindicating our

honor, our intelligence, and our good faith, in

all this affair with Great Britain ; for the pur-

pose of showing how we are wronged in charac-

ter and in rights by thie treaty ; and for the

purpose of preventing similar wrongs and blun-

ders in time to come. Maine may be dismem-

bered, and her boundaries lost, and a great mili-

tary power established on three sides of her

;

but the Columbia is yet to be sa.^d? There

we have a repetition of the Northeastern comedj'^

of errors on our part, and of groundless preten-

sion on the British part, growing up from a pe-

tition for joint possession for fishing and hunt-

ing, to an assertion of title and threat of war
;

this groundless pretension dignified into a claim

by the lamentable blunder of the convention of

London in 1818. We may save the Columbia

by showing the folly, or worse, which has dis-

membered Maine.

Tlie award of the King of the Netherlands

was a<iceptable to the British, and that award
was infinitely better for us; and it was not

only accepted by the British, but insisted upon

;

and its non-execution on our part was made ii

subject of remonstrance and complaint against

OS. After this, can any one believe that the

'peace rimsion" was sent out to make war

upon us if we did not yield up near double as

much as she then demanded 7 No, sir ! there

is no truth in this cry of war. It is only a
phantom conjured up for the occasion. From
Jackson and Van Buren the British would
gladly have accepted the awarded boundary:

the federalists prevented it, and even refused a
new negotiation. Now, the same federalists

have yielded double as much, and are thanking

God that the British condescend to accept it.

Such is federalism : and the British well knew
their time, and their men, when the)'- selected

the present moment to send their special mis-

sion ; to double their demands ; and to use ar-

guments successfully, which would have been

indignantly repelled when a Jackson or a Van
Buren was at the head of the j overnment—or,

rather, would never have been used to such

Presidents. The conduct of our Secretary-ne-

gotiator is inexplicable. He rejects the award,

because it dismembers Maine; votes against

new negotiations with Enp' iid ; and announces

himself ready to shoulder a musket and march
to the highland boundary, and there fight his

death for it. This was under Jackson's admin-

istration. He now becomes negotiator himself;

gives up the highland boundary in the first

note
;

gives up all that was awarded by the

King of the Netherlands
; gives up 110 miles on

this side of that award
; gives up the mountain

barrier which covered Maine, and commanded
the Halifax road to Quebec; gives $500,000

for Rouse's Point, which the King of the Nether-

land's allotted us as our right.

CHAPTER CIV.

BEITISn TREATY : NOKTIIWESTERN BOUNDAEY:
MB. BENTON'S SPEECH : EXTRACTS.

The line from Lake Superior to the Lake of

the Woods never was susceptible of a dispute.

That from the Lake of the AVoods to the head

of the jSTississippi was disputable, and long dis-

puted ; and it will not do to confound these

two lines, so diflerent in themselves, and in their

political history. The line from Lake Superior

was fixed by landmarks as permanent and no-

torious as the great features of nature herself—

the Isle Royale, in the northwest of Lake Su-

"I nP
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perior, and the cliiiin of small lakes and rivers

which led from the north of that isle to the

Lake of the Woods. Such were the precise

calls of the treaty of 1783, and no room for dis-

pute existed about it. The Isle Royale was a

landmark in the calls of the treaty, and a great

and distinguislied one it was—a large rocky

island in Lake Superior, far to the northwest, a

hundred miles from the southern shore ; unin-

habitable, and almost inaccessible to the Indians

in their canoes ; and for that reason believed by

them to be the residence of the Great Spirit,

and called in their language, Menong. This

isle was as notorious as the lake itself, and was

made a landmark in the treaty of 1783, and the

boundary line directed to go to the north of it,

and then to follow the chain of small lakes and

rivers called "Long Lake," which constituted

the line of water communication between Lake

Superior and the Lake of the Woods, a commu-

nication which the Indians had followed beyond

the reach of tradition, which was the highway

of nations, and which all travellers and traders

have followed since its existence became known

to our first discoverers. A line through the

Lake Superior, from its eastern outlet to the

northward of the Isle Royale, leads direct to

this communication ; and the line described was

evidently so described for the purpose of going

to that precise communication. The terms of

the call are peculiar. Through every lake and

every water-course, from Lake Ontario to the

Lake Huron, the language of the treaty is the

same : the line is to follow the middle of the

lake. Through every river it is the same

:

the viiddle of the main channel is to be fol-

lowed. On entering Lake Superior, this lan-

guage changes. It is no longer the middle of

the lake that is to constitute the boundary, but

a line through the lake to the '• northward " of

Isle Royale—a boundary which, so fa* from

dividing the lake equally, leaves almost two-

thirds of it on the American side. The words

of the treaty arc these

:

"Tliunce through Lake Superior, northward

of the isles Royale and Philippeaux, to the Long
Lake ; thence tlirough the middle of said Long
Luke, and the water communication between it

.".nd tl'.ft Lake of the Woods, to the Lake of the

Woods." &c.

These are the words of the call ; and this va-

riation of language, and this different mode of

dividing the lake, were for the obvious purpose

of taking the shortest course to the Long Lake
or Pigeon River, which led to the Lake of the

Woods. The communication through these lit-

tie lakes and rivers was evidently the object

aimed at; and the call to the north of Isle

Royale was for the purpose of getting to that

object. The island itself was nothing, except

as a landmark. Though large (for it is near

one hundred miles in circumference), it has no

value, neither for agriculture, commerce, nor

war. It is sterile, inaccessible, remote from

shore ; and fit for nothing but the use to which

the Indians consigned it—the fabulous residence

of a fabulous deity. Nobody wants it—neither

Indians nor white people. It was assigned to

the United States in the treaty of 1783, not as

a possession, but as a landmark, and because the

shortest line through the lake, to the well-known

route which led to the Lake of the Woods, passed

to the north of that isle. All this is evident

from the maps, and all the maps are here the

same ; for these features of nature are so wtU

defined that there has never been the least dis-

pute about them. The commissioners under the

Ghent treaty (Gen. Porter for the United States,

and Mr. Barclay for Great Britain), though dis-

agreeing about several things, had no disagree-

ment about Isle Royale, and the passage of the

line to the north of that isle. In their separate

reports, they agreed upon this ; and this settled

the whole question. After going to the north

of Isle Royale, to get out of the lake at a known

place, it would be absurd to turn two hundred

miles south, to get out of it at an unknown place,

The agreement upon Isle Royale settled the

line to the Lake of the Woods, as it was, and as

it is : but it so happened that, in the year 1790,

the English traveller and fur-trader Mr. (after-

wards Sir Alexander) McKenzie, in his voyage

to the Northwest, travelled up this line of water

communication, saw the advantages of its exclu-

sive possession by the British ; and proposed in

his " History of the Fur Trade," to obtain it by

turning the line down from Isle Royule, near

two hundred miles, to St. Louis River in the

southwest corner of the lake. The Earl of Sel-

kirk, at the head of tlie Hudson's Bay Company,

repeated ihe .suggestion ; and the British guvira-

ment, for ever attentive to the interests of its

subjects, set up a claim, through the Ghent com-

missioners, to the St. Louis River as the boirn-
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dary. Mr. Barclay made the question, but too

faintly to obtain even a reference to the arbitra-

tor ; and Lord Ashburton had too much candor

and honor to revive it. He set up no pretension

to the St. Louis River, as claimed by the Ghent

commissioners : he presented the Pigeon River

as the "long lake" of the treaty of 1783, and

only asked for a point six miles south of that

river ; and he obtained all he asked. His letter

of the 17th of July is explicit on this point.

He says

:

"In considering the second point, it really

appears of little importance to either party
how the line be determined through the wild
country between Lake Superior and the Lake
of the Woods, but it is important that some
line should be fixed and known. I would pro-
pose that the line be taken from a point about
six miles south of Pigeon River, where the
Grand Portage commences on the lake, and
continued along the line of the said portage,
alternately by land and water, to Lac la Pluie
—the existing route by land and by water
remaining common by both parties. This line

has the advantage of being known, and attended
with no doubt or uncertainty in running it."

These are his Lordship's words : Pigeon

Kiver, instead of St. Louis River ! making no

pretension to the four millions of acres of fine

mineral land supposed to have been saved be-

tween these two rivers ; and not even alluding

to the absurd pretension of the Ghent commis-
sioner ! After this, what are we to think of the

candor and veracity of an oflHcial paper, which
would make a merit of having saved four mil-

lions of acres of fine mineral land, " northward
of the claim set up by the British commissioner
under the Ghent treaty?" What must we
think of the candor of a paper which boasts of

having " included this within the United States,"

when it was never out of the United States ?

If there is any merit in the case, it is in Lord
Ashburton—in his not having claimed the 200
miles between Pigeon River and St. Louis River.

What he claimed, he got; and that was the
Bouthern line, commencing six miles south of
Pigeon River, and running south of the true
line to Rainy Lake. Ho got this ; making a dif-

ference of some hundreds of thousands of acres,
and giving to the Britir^h the exclusive pos.-es

sion of the best route ; and a joint possession of
the one which is made the boundary. To un-
derstand the value of this concession, it must be

known that there are two lines of communica-
tion from the Lake Superior to the Lake of the
Woods, both beginning at or near the mouth of

Pigeon River ; that these lines are the channels
of trade and travelling, both for Indians, and
the fur-traders ; that they are water communi-
cations

; and that it was a great point with the
British, in their trade and intercourse with the

Indians, to have the exclusive dominion of the
best communication, and a joint possession with
us of the other. This is what Lord*Ashburton
claimed—what the treaty gave him—and what
our Secretary-negotiator became his agent and
solicitor to obtain for him. I quote the Secre-

tary's letter of the 25th of July to Mr. James
Ferguson, and the answers of Mr. Ferguson of
the same date, and also the letter of Mr. Joseph
Delaficld, of the 20th of July, for the -truth of

what I say. From these letters, it will be seen

that our Secretary put himself to the trouble to

hunt testimony to justify his surrender of the

northern route to the British ; that he put lead-

ing questions to his witnesses, to get the infor-

mation which he wanted ; and that he sought
to cover the sacrifice, by depreciating the agri-

cultural value of the land, and treating the dif-

ference between the lines as n thing of no im-
portance,

from it

:

Here is the ktter. d an extract

" What is the general nature of the country
between the mouth of Pigeon River and the
Rainy Lake ? Of what formation is it, and how
is its surface ? and will any considerable part of
its area be fit for cultivation ? Are its waters
active and running streams, as in other parts of
the United States? Or are they dead lakes,
swamps, and morasses ? If the latter be their
general character, at what point, as you proceed
westward, do the waters receive a more decided
character as running streams ?

" There are said to be two lines of communi-
cation, each partly by water and partly by por-
tages, from the neighborhood of Pigeon River to
the Rainy Lake : one by way of Fowl Lake, the
Saganaga Lake, and the Cypress Lake; the
other by way of Arrow River and Lake ; then
by way of Saganaga Lake, and through the river
Maligne, meeting the other route at Lake la
Croix, and through the river Namekan to the
Rainy Lake. Do you Know any reason for at-
taching gieat preference to either of these two
lines ? Or do you consider it of no importance,
in any point of view, which may be agreed to ?
Please be full and particular on these several
points."

Here are leading questions, such as the rules
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of evidence forbid to be put to any Avitncss, and

the answers to which would be suppressed by

the order of any court in England or America.

They are called "leading," because they lead

the witness to the answer which the lawyer

wants ; and thereby tend to the perversion of

justice. The witnesses are here led to two

points : first, that the country between the two

routes or lines is worth nothing for agriculture

;

secondly, that it is of no importance to the

United States which of the two lines is estab-

lished for the boundary. Thus led to the de-

sired points, the witnesses answer. Mr. Fergu-

son says

:

" Aa an agricultural district, this region will

always be valueless. The pine timber is of high

growth, equal for spars, perhaps, to the Norway
pine, and may, perhaps, in time, find a market

;

but there are no alluvions, no arable lands, and

the whole country may be described as one

waste of rock and water.

"You have desired me also to express an

opinion as to any preference which I may know
to exist between the several lines claimed as

boundaries through this country, between the

United States and Great Britain.

"Considering tu^t Great Britain abandons

her claim by the Fond du Lac and the St. Louis

River ; cedes also Sugar Island (otherwise called

St. George's Island) in the St. Marie River

;

and agrees, generally, to a boundary following

the old commercial route, commencing at the

Pigeon River, I do not think that any reason-

able ground exists to prevent a final determina-

tion of this part of the boundary."

And Mr. Delafield adds

:

" As an agricultural district, it has no value

or interest, even prospectively, in my opinion.

If the climate were suitable (which it is not), I

can only say that I never saw, in my explora-

tions there, tillable land enough to sustain any

permanent population sufficiently numerous to

justify other settlements than those of the fur-

traders ; and, I might add, fishermen. The fur-

traders there occupied nearly all those places

;

and the opinion now expressed is the only one I

ever heard entertained by those most experienced

in these northwestern regions.

" There is, nevertheless, much interest felt by

the fur-traders on this subject of boundary. To
them, it is of much importance, as they con-

ceive ; and it is, in fact, of national importance.

Had the British commissioner consented to pro-

ceed by the Pigeon River (which is the Long
Lake of Mitchell's map), it is probable there

would have been an agreement. There were

several reasons for his perliuacity, and for this

disagreement; which belong, however, to the

private history of the commission, and can be

stated when required. The Pigeon River is a
continuous water-course. The St. George's
Island, in the St. Marie River, is a valuable

island, and worth as much, perhaps, as roost of

the country between the Pigeon River and Dog
River route, claimed for the United States, m an
agricultural sense."

These are the answers ; and while they are

conclusive upon the agricultural character of

the country between the two routes, and pre-

sent it as of no value
;
yet, on the relative im-

portance of the routes as boundaries, they re-

fuse to follow the lead which the question held

out to them, and show that, as commercial

routes, and, consequently, as commandmg the

Indians and their trade, a question of national

importance is involved. Mr. Delafield says the

fur-traders feel much interest in this boundary

;

to them, it is of much importance ; and it is, in

fact, of national importance. These are the

words of Mr. Delafield ; and they show the

reason why Lord Ashburton was so tenacious

of this change in the boundary. lie wanted i^,

for the benefit of the fur-trade, and for the con-

sequent command which it would give the Brit-

ish over the Indians in time of war. All this is

apparent ;
yet our Secretary would only look at

it as a corn and potato region ! And finding it

not good for that purpose, he surrenders it to

the British ! Both the witnesses look upon it

as a sacrifice on the part of the United States,

and suppose some equivalent in other parts of

the boundary was received for it. Tliere was

no such equivalent : and thus this surrender

becomes a gratuitous sacrifice on the part of the

United States, aggravated by the condescension

of the American Secretary to act as the at-

torney of the British minister, and seeking tes-

timony b}- unfair and illegal questions ; and then

disregarding the part of the answers which

made against his design.

CHAPTER CV.

BRITISH TREATY : EXTRADITION ARTICLE : MB.

BENTON'S SPEECH : EXTRACT,

I PROCKED to the third subject and last article

in the treaty—the article which stipulates for

the mutual surrender of fugitive criminals.
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And here again we are at fault for these same

protocols. Not one word is found in the cor-

respondence upon this subject, the brief note

excepted of Lord Ashburton of the 9th of Au-

gust—the day of the signature of the treaty

—

to say that its ratification would require the

consent cf the British parliament, and would

necessarily be delayed until the parliament met.

Except this note, not a word is found upon the

subject; and this gives no light upon its origin,

progress, and formation—nothing to show with

whom it originated—what necessity for it in

this advanced age of civilization, when the com-

ity of nations delivers up fugitive offenders

upon all proper occasions—and when explana-

tions upon each head of offences, and each class

of fugitives, is so indispensable to the right im-

derstanding and the safe execution of the trea-

ty. Total and black darkness on all these

points. Nor is any ray of light found in the

President's brief paragraphs in relation to it.

Those paragraphs (the work of his Secretary,

of course) are limited to the commendation of

the article, and are insidiously deceptive, as I

shall show at the proper time. It tells us

nothing that we want to know upon the origin

and design of the article, and how far it applies

to the largest class of fugitive offenders from
the United States—the slaves who escape with
their master's property, or after taking his life

—into Canada and the British West Indies.

The message is as silent as the correspondence

on all these points ; and it is only from looking

into past history, and contemporaneous circum-
stances, that we can search for the origin and
design of this stipulation, so unnecessary in the
present state of international courtesy, and so
useless, unless something unusual and extraor-
dinary is intended. Looking into these sources,

and we are authorized to refer the origin and
design of the stipulation to the British minis-
ter, and to consider it as one of the objects of
the special mission with which we have been
honored. Be this as it may, I do not like the
article. Though fair upon its face, it is difficult

of execution. As a general proposition, atro-
cious offenders, and especially between neigh-
boring nations, ought to bo given up ; bat th?it
is better done im an affair of conseat and discre-
tion, than under the constraints and embarrass-
ments of a treaty obligation. Political offenders
ought not to be given up j but, under the stern

requisitions of a treaty obligation, and the bene-

fit of an ex parte accusation, political offenders

may be given up for murder, or other crimes,

real or pretended ; and then dealt with as their

government pleases. Innocent persons should

not be harassed with groundless accusations;

and there is no limit to these vexations, if all

emigrants are placed at the mercy of malevo-

lent informers, subjected to arrest in a new and
strange land, examined upon ex parte testimo-

ny, and sent back for trial if a probable case is

made out against them.

This is a subject long since considered in our
country, and on which we have the benefit both
of wise opinions and of some experience. Mr.
Jefferson explored the whole subject when he
was Secretary of State under President Wash-
ington, and came to the conclusion that these

surrenders could only be made under three

limitations :—1. Between coterminous coun-

tries. 2. For high offences. 3. A special pro-

vision against political offenders. Under these

limitations, as far back as the year 1793, Mr.
Jefferson proposed to Great Britain and Spain
(the only countries with which we held coter-

minous dominions, and only for their adjacent

provinces) a mutual delivery of fugitive crimi-

nals. His proposition was in these words

:

"Any person having committed murder of
malice prepense, not of the nature of treason, or
forgery, within the United States or the Span-
ish provinces adjoining' thereto, and fleebg
from the justice of the country, shall be deliv-
ered up by the government where he shall be
found, to that from which he fled, whenever de-
manded by the same."

This was the proposition of that great states-

man : and how different from those which we
find in this treaty ! Instead of being confined

to coterminous dominions, the jurisdiction of

the country is taken for the theatre of the

crime ; and that includes, on the part of Great
Britain, possessions all over the world, and
every ship on every sea that sails under her
flag. Instead of being confined to two of-

fences of high degree—murder and forgery

—

one against life, the other against property

—

this article extends to seven offences ; some of

which may be incurred Ibi- a sliilling's worth
of property, and another of them without

touching or injuring a human being. Instead

of a special provision in favor of political of-

r-
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fenders, the insurgent or rebel may be given up

for murder, and then hanged and qua? i.ered for

treason ; and in the long catalogue of seven of-

fences, a charge may be made, and an ex parte

case established, against any poli'. \ oJender

which the British government nhali choose to

pursue.

To palliate this article, and render it raore

acceptable to us, we are informed that it is

copied from the 27th article of Mr. Jay's trea-

ty. That apology for it, even if exactly true,

would be but a poor recommendation of it to

the people of the United States. Mr. Jay's

treaty was no fovorite with the American peo-

ple, and especially with that part of the people

which constituted the ix-publican party. Least

of all was this 27th article a favorite with them.

It was under that artick' that the famous Jona-

than Bobbins, alias Thoniitci Nash, was surren-

dered—a surrender wiii'-h contributed largely

to the defeat of Mr. Adams, and the tj> trbrov;'

of the federal party, in 1800. The Tipij\\>\^.j

would be poor, if true : but it happens t<' bo

not exactly true. The article in the Wcbc tf
."

treaty differs widely from the one in ,i^.fs

t'.( aty—and all for the worse. The iniitati'm

if far worse than the original—about as ranch

worse as modern whiggery is worse than an-

cient federalism. Here are thi two articles

;

let us compare, them

:

Mr. Wsbster's Treaty.

^^ Article 10.—It is agreed that the United
States and her Britauuic Majesty shall, upon
mutual requisitions by them, or their ministers,

officers, or authorities, respectively made, de-

liver up to justice all persons who, being
charged with tlif; crime of murder, or assault

with intent lo commit murder, or piracy, or ar-

son, or robbery, or for^ry, cr the utterance of

forged papers committed within the jurisdiction

of either, shall seek an asylum, or shall be
found, within the territories of tho other : pro-

vided, that this shall only be doi^e, upcn such
evidence of criminality as, acci/rding to the

laws of the place where the fugitive or person
so charged shall be found, would justify his ap-

prehension and commitment for trial, if the
crime or offence had there been committed

;

and the respective judges and other magistrates

shall have power, jurisdiction, and authority,

upon complaint made under oath, to issue a
warrant for the apprehension of the fugitive or

person so charged, that he may be brought be-

fore such judges, or otl.sr magistrates, respec-

tively, to the end that the evidence of criminali-

ty may bo heard and considered ; and if on
such hearing, the evidence be deemed sufficient

to sustai a the charge, it shall be the duty of

the examining judge, or magistrate, to certify

the sarat; to the proper executive authority

that a warrant may issue for the surrender of

such fugitive. The expense of such apprclien-

sion and delivery shall be borne and defrayed

by the party who makes the requisition, am!

receives the fugitive."

Mr. Jay's Treaty.

" Artid'i 27.—It is further agreed that hif; .\(n-

jesty and the United Stat<;s, on ruitual rciiaij.

tions <jj J.liem, respectively, or by their respic-

tive ministers, or ;.fflceis, authorizrd to majvo

the same, wVll deliver up to justice all persona

who, being vl :?.rged With -jiurder, or forgery.

committed witiiin tho jurisdiction of either,

shall sedk an asylum within any of thefr'un-

tries of the oth'^r: provide i, that this sblj

01; Ij be done on tiuch evidence of ciimi'atlityaa,

according to the laws of the pliv,ce vh tc the

fugitive or person so charged shall l.{- found,

woiiid justify his >tpprehension and comniiiment

,
ft' trial if -he offence had there been coimnit-

; !.<-<!. The ..xpense of such apprehension aid

: ds'iivery shall be borne and defrayed by those

,
wiio make the requisition, and receive the fugi-

tive."

These are the two articles, and the dii! rence

betweeen them is great and striking. First,

the number of offences for which delivery of the

offender is to be made, is much greater in tho

present treaty. Mr. Jay's article is limited to

two offences—murder and forgery: the two

proposed by Mr. Jefferson ; but without his

qualification to exclude political offences, und to

confine the deliveries to offenders from cotermi-

nous dominions. The present treaty embraces

these two, and five others, making seven in the

whole. The five added offences are—assault,

with intent to commit murder; piracy; rob-

bery ; arson ; and tho utterance of forged pa-

per. These additional five offences, though

high in name, might be very small in degree.

Assault, with intent to murder, might be with-

out touching or hurting any person ; for, to lift

a weapon at a person within striking distance,

without striking, is an assault : to level a fire-

arm at a person within carrying distar '

'. nnd

without firing, is an assault ; and the '''' '"

'^'inii in the intent, is difficult of prc'^ Mr.

Kierson excluded it, and so did J .<;'"! ireaty)

.\,,use the offence was too %\.:'A ami too

equivocal to be made a matter of ir^.' iiational
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arrangement. Piracy was excluded, because it

ms absurd to speak of a pirate's country. He
has no country. Ho is hostis humani generis

—the enemy of the human race j and is hung
wherever he is caught. The robbery might be

of a shilling's worth of bread ; the arson, of

burning a straw shed ; the utterance of forged

pnper, might be the emission or passing of a

;)(.u.Uei llii sixpence. All these were excluded

from Jayh- treaty, because of their possible in-

signific aic'J, and the door they opened to abuse

m bara j3)*!g the innocent, and in multiplying

the cl)aiic<;S for getting hold of a political of-

fender for some other offence, and then punish-

ing him for his politics.

Striking as these differences are between the

pi-e^oiit article and that of Mr. Jay's treaty,

then' is ,<v still more essential difference in

unothcr part ; and a difference which nullifies

the article in its only material bearing in our
&vor. It is this : Mr. Jay's treaty referred the

delivery of the fugitive to the executive power.
This treaty intervenes the judiciary, and re-

quires two decisions from a judge or magistrate

before the governor can act. This nullifies the
treaty in all that relates to fugitive slaves guil-

ty of crimes against their masters. In the eye
of the British law, they have no master, and
can commit no offence against such a person in

asserting their liberty against him, even unto
death. A slave may kill his master, if necessa-

ry to his escape. This is legal under British

law
; and, in the present state of abolition feel-

ing throughout the British dominions, such kill-

ing would not only be considered fair, but in

the highest degree meritorious and laudable.

What chance for the recovery of such a slave

under this treaty? Read it—the concluding
part-after the word "committed," and see
what is the process to be gone through. Com-
plaint is to be made to a British judge or jus-
tice. The fugitive is brought before this judge
or justice, that the evidence of the criminality
may he heard and considered—such evidence as
would justify the apprehension, commitment,
and trial of the party, if the offence had been
committed there. If, upon this hearing, the
evidence be deemed sufficient to sustain the
charge, the judge or magistrate is to f^ortify the
fact to the executive authority ; and then, and
not until then, the surrender can be made.
This is the process j and in aU this the new

treaty differs from Jay's. Under his treaty,

the delivery was a ministerial act, referring
itself to the authority of the governor : under
this treaty, it becomes a judicial act, referring
itself to the discretion of the judge, who must
twice decide against the slave (first, in issuing
the warrant ; and next, in trying it) before the
governor can c.der the surrender. Twice judi-
cial discretion interposes a barrier, which can-
not be forced; and behind which the slave, who
has robbed or killed his master, may repose in
safety. What evidence of criminality will sat-
isfy the judge, when the act itself is no crime
in his eyes, or under his laws, and when all his

sympathies are on the side of the slave ? What
chance would there be for the judicial surren-
der of offending slaves in the British dominions,
under this treaty, when the provisions of our
own constitution, within the States of our own
Union, in relation to fugitive slaves, cannot be
executed ? We all know that a judicial trial is

immunity to a slave pursued by his owner in
many of our own States. Can such trials be
expected to result better for the owner in the
British dominions, where the relation of mas-
ter and slave is not admitted, and where aboli-
tionism is the policy of the government, the
voice of the law, and the spirit of the people ?
Killing his master in defence of his liberty, is

no offence in the eye of British law or British
people; and no slave will ever be given up
•for it.

(Mr. Wright here said, that counterfeiting

American securities, or bank notes, was no of-

fence in Canada ; and thb same question might
arise there in relation to forgers.)

Mr. Benton resumed. Better far to leave
things as they are. Forgers are now given up
in Canada, by executive authority, when they
fly to that province. This is done in the spirit

of good neighborhood
; and because all honest

governments have an interest in suppressing
crimes, and repelling criminals. The governor
acts from a sense of propriety, and the dictates
of decency and justice. Not so with the judge.
He must go by the law ; and when there is no
law against the offence, he has nothing to justi-
fy him in delivering the offender.

Conventions for the mutual surrender of
large offenders, where dominions are coter-

minous, might be proper. Limited, as pro-
posed by Mr. Jefferson in 1793, and they might

iHi
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be beneficial in euppression of border crimes

and the preservation of order and justice. But

extend^ as this is to a long list of offenders

—

unrestricted as it is in the case of murder—ap-

plying to dominions in all parts of the world,

and to ships in every sea—it can be nothing

but the source of individual annoyance and na-

tional recrimination. Besides, if we surrender

to Great Britain, why not to Russia, Prussia,

Austria, France, and all the countries of the

world? If we give up the Irishman to Eng-

land, why not the Pole to Russia, the Italian to

Austria, the German to his prince ; and so on

throughout the catalogue of nations ? Sir, the

article is a pestiferous one ; and as it is deter-

minable upon notice, it will become the duty of

the American people to elect a President who

will give the notice, and so put an end to its

existence.

Addressing itself to the natural feelings of

the country, against high crimes and border

offenders, and in favor of political liberty, the

message of the President communicating and

recommending this treaty to us, carefully pre-

sents this article as conforming to our feelings

in all these particulars. It is represented as

applicable only to high crimes—to border of-

fenders; and to offences not political In all

this, the message is disingenuous and deceptive,

and calculated to ravish from the ignorant and

the thoughtless an applause to which the treaty

is not entitled. It says :

" The surrender to justice of persons who,

having committed high crimes, seek an asylum

in the territories of a neighboring nation, would

seem to be an act due to the cause of general

justice, and properly belonging to the present

state of civilization and intercourse. The Brit-

ish provinces of North America are separated

from the States of the Union by a line of sev-

eral thousand miles ; and, a'ong portions of this

line, the amount of population on either side is

quite considerable, while the passage of the

boundary is always easy.

" Offenders against the law on the one side

transfer themselves to the other. Sometimes,

with great difficulty they are brought to jus-

tice; but very oft«n they wholly escape. A
consciousness of immunity, from the power of

avoiding justice in this way, instigates the un-

principled and reckless to the commission of

offences ; and the peace and good neighbor-

hood of the border are cotisequenlhj ifCtn din-

turbed.
" In the case of offenders fleeing from Canada

into the United States, the governors of Statts

are often applied to for their surrender; and

questions of a very embarrassing nature arise

from these applications. It has been thought

highly important, therefore, to provide for the

whole case by a proper treaty stipulation. The

article on the subject, in the proposed treaty, jg

carefully confined to such offences as all man-

kind agree to regard as heinous and dtstructive

of the security of life and of property. lu this

careful and specific enumeration of crimes, the

object has been to exclude all poUtical offences,

or criminal charges arising from wars or intes-

tine commotions. Treason, misprision of trest-

son, libels, desertion from military service, and

other offences of a similar character, are ei-

cluded."

In these phrases the message recommends

the article to the Senate and the country ; and

yet nothing could bo more fallacious and decep-

tive than such a recommendation. It confines

the surrender to border offenders—Canadian

fugitives : yet the treaty extends it to all per-

sons committing offences imder the "jurisdic-

tion " of Great Britain—a term which includes

all her territory throughout the world, and

every ship or fort over which her flag waves.

The message confines the surrender to high

crimes : yet we have seen that the treaty in-

cludes crimes which may be of low degree-

low indeed ! A hare or a partridge from a pre-

serve ; a loaf of bread to sustain life ; a sixpen-

ny counterfeit note passed ; a shed burnt ; a

weapon lifted, without striking ! The message

says all political crimes, all treasons, misprision

of treason, libels, and desertions are excluded.

The treaty shows that these offences are not

excluded—that the limitations proposed by Mr.

Jefferson are not inserted ; and, consequentl-

under the head of murder, the insurgent, the

rebel, and the traitor who has shed blood, may

be given up ; and so of other offences. When

once surrendered, he may be tried for any thing.

The fate of Jonathan Robbins, alias Nash, is a

good illustration of all this. Ho was a British

sailor—was guilty of mutiny, murder, and pi-

racy on the frigate Hermione—deserted to the

United States—was demanded by the British

uunister as a murderer under Jay's trea.y-

given up as a murderer—then tried by a court-

martial on board a man-of-war for mutiny, mur-

der, desertion, and piracy—found guilty—exe-

cuted—and his body hung in chains from the

yard-arm of a man-of-war. And so it would be

again. The man given up for one offence, would
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be tried for another 5 and in the number and in-

signiflcanco of the offences for which ho might

be surrendered, there would bo no difficulty in

reaching any victim that a foreign government

chose to pursue. If this article had been in

force in the time of the Irish rebellion, and Lord

Edward Fitzgerald had escaped to the United

States after wounding, as he did, several of the

mynnidons who arrested him, ho might have

been demanded as a fugitive from justice, for

the assault with intent to kill ; and then tried

for treason, and hanged and quartered ; and such

will be the operation of the article if it continues.

CHAPTER CVI.

BRITISH TRKATT; AFRICAN SQUADRON FOR THE
SUPPRESSION OF THE SLAVE TRADE ; MR, BEN-
TON'S SPEECH; EXTRACT.

Thh suppression of the African slave-trade is

the second subject included in the treaty ; and

here the regret renews itself at the absence of

all the customary lights upon the origin and

progress of treaty stipulations. No minutes of

conference; no protocols; no draughts or

counterdraughts ; no diplomatic notes; not a

word of any kind from one negotiator to the

other. Nothing in relation to the subject, in

the shape of negotiation, is communicated to us.

Even the section of the correspondence entitled

^^Suppression of the slave-trade"—even this

section professedly devoted to the subject, con-
tains not a syllable upon it from the negotiators

to each other, or to their Governments ; but
opens and closes with communications from
American naval officers, evidently extracted
from them by the American negotiator, tojustify

the forthcoming of preconceived and foregone
conclusions. Never since the art of writing was
invented could there have been a treaty of such
magnitude negotiated with such total absence of
necessary light upon the history of its forma-
tion. Lamentable as is this defect of light
upon the formation of the treaty generally, it

becomes particularly so at this point, where a
stipulation new, delicate, and embarrassin" h.as

been unexpectedly introduced, and falls upon
us as abruptly as if it fell from the clouds.
In the absence of all appropriate information

Vol. II.—29

from the negotiators themselves, I am driven to

glean among the scanty paragraphs of the

President's message, and in the answers of the

naval officers to the Secretary's inquiries.

Though silent as to the origin and progress of

the proposition for this novel alliance, they still

show the important particular of the motives

which caused it.

Passing from the political consequences of

this entanglement—consequences which no
human foresight can reach—I come to the im-

mediate and practical effects which lie within

our view, and which display the enormous in-

expediency of the measure. First : the expense

in money—an item which would seem to be

entitled to some regard in the present deplorable

state of the treasury—in the present cry for re-

trenchment—and in the present heavy taxation

upon the comforts and necessaries of life. This

expense for 80 guns will be about $750,000 per

annum, exclusive of repairs and loss of lives.

I speak of the whole expense, as part of the

naval establishment of the United States, and
not of the mere expense of working the ships

after they have gone to sea. Nino thousand

dollars per gun is about the expense of the

establishment ; 80 guns would be $720,000 per

annum, which is $3,600,000 for five years. But
the squadron is not limited to a maximum of

80 guns; that is the minimum limit: it is to be

80 guns " at the least." And if the party which
granted these 80 shall continue in power, Great

Britain may find it as easy to double tho num-
ber, as it was to obtain the first eighty. Nor
is the time limited to five years ; it is only de-

terminable after that period by giving notice

;

a notice not to be expected from those who made
the treaty. At the least, then, the moneyed ex-

pense is to be $3,600,000 ; if the present party

continues in power, it may double or treble that

amount ; and this, besides the cost of the ships.

Such is the moneyed expense. In ships, tho wear

and tear of vessels must be great. We are to

prepare, equip, and maintain in service, on a

coast 4,000 miles from home, the adequate

number of vessels to carry these 80 guns. It

is not sufficient to send the number there;

they must be kept up and maintained in ser-

vice there ; .ind this will require constant ex-

penses to repair injuries, supply losses and cover

casualties. In tho employment of men, and the

waste of life and health, the expenditure must
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bo large. Ton men ami two olHccrs to the gun,

is the smallest estimate that can bo admitted.

This would require a com) dement of 900 men.

Including all the necessary equipage of the ship,

and above 1,000 persons will bo constantly re-

quired. These are to be employ d at a vast

distance from home ; on a savage coast ; in a

perilous service ; on both sides of the equator

}

and in a climate which is death to the white

race. This waste of men—this wear and tear

of life and constitution—should stand for bouu>-

thing in a Christian land, and in this nin d
roaming philanthroi)hy ; unless, indeed, in ox-

cessivo love for the blacks, it is deemed meri-

torious to destroy the whites. The field of ope-

rations for this squadron is great ; the term

"coast of Africa" having an immense applioa-

tion in the vocabulary of the slave-trade. On

the western coast of Africa, xeeording to the

replies of the naval officers Bell and Paine, the

trade is carried on from Senegal lo Cape Frio

—

a distance of 3,600 miles, following its windings

as the watching squadron.' " ould have to go.

But the track of the slaverfa between Africa and

America has to bo watched, as well as the im-

mediate coast ; and this embraces a spnco in the

ocean of 35 degrees on each side of the equator

(say four thousand miles), and covering the

American coast from Cuba to Rio Janeiro ; so

that the coast of Africa—the western coast

alone—embraces a diagram of the ocean f near

4,000 miles every way, having the equator in

the centre, and bounded east and west by the

New ami the Old World. Thisisforthc wcstei.i

coast only : the eastern is neaiiy as large. The

same naval officers say that a large trade in ne-

groes is carried on in the Mahometan countrif^s

bordering on the Red Sea and the Persian Gui:

and in the Portuguese East India colonies ; and,

what is worthy to be told, it is also carried on

in the British presidency of Bombay, and other

British Asiatic possessions. It is true, the

officers say the American slavers are not yet

there ; but go tliere they will, according to all

the laws of trading and hunting, the moment

they are disturbed, or the trade fails on the

western coast. Wherever the trade exists, the

combinetl [»owers must follow it: for good is

not to be done by li.tlves, and philanthropy is

not to bo circumsti ibed by coasts and latitudes.

Among all the strange features in the comedy

of errors which has ended in this treaty, that

of sending American ministers abroad, to cIo««

tho markets of the w orld against the slave-trade

is tho most strikint:. Not content with tho n.
penses, loss of life, and political entanglement

of this alliance, we mii electioneer for insults

and send ministers abroad to receive, pocket

^iiul bring them home.

In what circumstances do we undertake
all

tl.'-i iinu (."""rkl What is our .onditiVni at

ho:ii'.\ wliilo lima going abroiui in search of cm.

pioviiicnti Wo raise 1,000 men for foreiim

service, while reducing our little army at lioim
!

We send ships to the coast of Africa, while dis

moimting our dragoons on tho frontiers of iMij-

souri and Arkansas ! We protect Africa from

slave-dealers, ar.'l ,. r "Florida to savage

butchery ! \v e send cannon, shot, sliells, pow-

der, lead, bombs, and balls, to Africa, while de-

nying arms and ammunition to the young men

who go to Florida ! We give food, clothes, pay

to the men who go to Africa, and deny rations

even to those who go to Florida ! Wo cry om

for retrenchment, and scatter ^3,000,000 it one

broad cast of the hand ! We tax tea and

coffee, and send the money to Africa ! We are

borrowing and taxing, and striking paper money,

and reducing expenses at home, when engaging

in this new and vast expense for tho defence of

Africa ! What madness and folly ! Has 1

Quixote come to life, and placed himself at the

head of our Government, and taken the ncroes

of Africa, instead or tho damsels of Spain, for

tlio objects of his chivalrous protection I

Tlio slave-trade is diabolica' '1 inllimous;

but Great Britain is not the country to i'ead\B

a lesson upon its atrocity, or to stimulate our

exertions to sup; ss it. The nation which, 't

'ho pv.ice of I "ht, made the asiento—lk

slave contrai r—a condition of peace, fighting oa

till she obtained it; tlie nation which entailed

.Jii'.an slavery vym us—whi i; rejected our

colonial statutes for its suppression —which

Ho ims waged cruel '^^r agaiD-tt human nature telf, 'lo-

latlng its most > crcd rlgiiut of llfn and liberty in tlie pcrny

of ft distant pc who' r offended lilm, cajitivatlng snii

carryiii|LC tlicin i iav ,i another heiiilsplu uibca

miserable deat! the- sportatlontliither, 'i ^piratial

warfare—tlio oii,. brii.ui ui injidel poweru—is tl lirtof

the Clirlstian king of Great Britain, determined t 1«

a marliet wh.-ro men slirild be benight ami sold. i-'

problitutcd his negative I ." 8upprc'8.shig evfiy legislative »;•

tempt to prohibit or restrain this exeuublo cunimerce; sai

that this ii8.'*emll:i);o of horrors might want no fact of (llslif

i.;uished dye, he i- now excltlnj,' tho very people to rise Id lia
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hns many, many ten millionH, of white subjects

in Europe and in Asia in Rreater slavery of body

and mind, in more [ml'ily misery and mental

Jiirlvness, than uiiy black slaves in the United

Stjites;—such a nation has no right to ciyole <^r

to dragoon us into alliances and expenses for

the suppresMion of slavery on the couHt "f Africa.

We have dom >ur part on tliat subject. Con-

gidcrinK the ex niple and instruction wo had

from Great Britain, wo have done a wonderful

part. The constitution of the United States,

mainly iii t; by slaveholdin^ States, authorized

Cnnprress to pit an end to tlio importation of

slaves by a given day. Anticipating the limited

day by legislative action, the Congress had the

law ready to take effect on the day |)ermitted

by the conatituti' n. Op. the 1st day of Janu-

ary, 1808, Thomas Jefferson being President of

the United States, the importation of slaves be-

came unlawful and criminal. A subsoijuent act

of Congress follow 'ng up the idea of Mr. JefTer-

soii in his first draught of tlie Declaration of In-

dependence, qualified the crime ns piratical, and

delivered up its pursuers to t) sword of the

law, and to the vengean'o of tW world, as the

enemies of the human race. Vessels of war
cruising on liie coast of Africa, under our act of

1819, have bei directed to search our own ves-

sels—to arrest the violators of the law, and
bring them in— Ui.- ships '"ir nfiscation, and
tli< nen for punishment. Tiiis was doing

enough—enough for a vouug country, ftir rc-

' ite in the New W ;, and whoso policy is to

avoid foreign coir tions an ntan ''ng alli-

ances. We did tins volunt it ,[
'

^ti-

gation, and without supervisiui, ibroad;

and now there can be no necessit , i.. Great
Britain to assnmo a iiperiority over us in this

pii icular, and uind us in treaty stipulations,

winch destroy all the merit of a voluntary ac-
tion. "We have d' ae enough; and it is no part
f our business to exalt still higher the fanati-

' ' spirit of abolition, which is now become the
'•:iti^!; horse u nations and of political powers

*

'
ountry contains manj slaves, derived from

Aiiica; and, while holding these, it is neither

among us, and to purchase tlmt liberty of whir! ' jhasde-
prlvca them, ,y murderine tbo people on wluna ho has cb-
trnded Hi.>m

;
thu iKiylng i funnrr primes coi lultted .-urainst,

tiw Mertifs ot one people, with crimes which he urgcs'th'em
to commit against M lives of HnothiT:'-[Original draught
^tfie Declaration ,./ r,i '.'pendmee, as drawn by Jfr. Jcf-
ferson, and bt/ore ,. wm altered hy Vie committee.]

politic nor decent to join the crusade of Euro-
pean powci > put down the African slave-

trade. Proi lubinations of powers against

the present m >c-takcrs, there is but a step to

the combi :atl(,ii of the same powers against the

present slaveholders; and it is not for the

United States to join in the first movement,
which leads to the second. "No entangling

alliances" should be her motto! And as for

her part in preventing the foreign slave-trade, it

is sufficient that .she prevents her own citizens,

in her own way, from engaging in it ; and that

she takes care to become neither the instru-

ment, nor the victim, of European combinations

for its sTippressioa.

The eighth and i nth articles of the treaty

bind us to this naval alliance with Great Britain.

By the.te articles we stipulate to keep a squad-
ron of at least 80 guns on the coast ofAfrica for

five years for the suppression of this trade—
with a further .stipulation to keep it up until

one or other party shall give notice of a de-

sign to retire from it. This is the insidious

vv.ay of getting an onerous measure saddled upon
the country. Short- sighted people are fasci-

nated with the idea of being able to get rid of
the burden when they please ; but such burdens
fire always found to be the most interminable.

In this c. ^e Great Britain will never give the
notice : our government will not without a con-

grest-i-^nal recommendation, and it will be found
difficult to unite the two IIou.ses in a request.

The stipulation may be considered permanent
under the delusion of a five years' limit, and an
optional continuance.

The papers communicated do not show at

whoso instance these articles were inserted

;

and the absence of all minutes of conferences

leaves us at a loss to trace their origin and pro-

gr in the hands of the negotiators. Tlie little

that seen would indicate its origin t Ko

whoHv American; evidence aliunde pi , ,t

to bi lolly British; and that our Secretary-

negoi ator vas only doing the work of the Brit-

sh minist ; m assuming t) o ostensible pater-

nity of th< articles. In < papers communi-
cattd, i.iere is not a syllabi upon the subject

from Lord Ashburton Hif fmger is not seen

in !^be affair, Mr. \i -bster appears txa aolo

mo^ and cor ductor o o proposition. In his

left of the 3; th of Api to Captains Bell and
Paiiie of the United States navy, he first ap-

J J

^'i
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proache.*! the subject, and opens it with a Berios

of questiong on the African Hlavo-trado. This

draws forth the answers which I have already

shown. This is the conimoncoment of tiio l)UHi-

nt'SH. And huro wo are struclt with the curious

foot, that this letter of inijuiry, laying the foun-

dation for a novel and extraordinary article in

the tnaty, bears date 44 days before tlio first

writtcsi communication froiri the IJritish to the

American negotiator! and 47 days before the

first written comnmnication from Mr. Webster

to Lord Ashburton ! It would seem that much
was done by word of mouth before pen was put

to paper ; and that in this most essential part

of the negotiations, pen was not put to pajtcr at

all, from one negotiator to the other, through-

out the whole affair. Lord Ashburton's name
is never found in connection with tlu ubject!

Mr. Webster's only in the notes of inquiry to

the American naval officers. Even in these he

docs not mention the treaty, nor allude to the

negotiation, nor indicate the purpose for which

information was sought ! So that this most ex-

traoniinary article is without a clew to its his-

tory, and stands in the treaty as if it had fallen

from the clouds, and chanced to lodge there

!

Even the F >ident's mewsage, which undertakes

to account for the article, and to justify it, is

silent on the point, though lal)oring through a

mass of ambiguities and obscurities, evidently

calculated to raise the inference that it originated

with us. From the papers communicated, it is

an American proposition, of which the British

negotiator knew nothing until he signed the

treaty. That is the first place wliere his name

is seen in conjunction with it, or seen in a place

to authorize the belief that he knew of it. Yet,

it is certainly a British proposition ; it is cer-

tainly a British article. Since the year 180G

Great Britain has been endeavoring to get the

United States into some sort of arrangement for

co-operation in the suppression of the African

slave-trade. It was slightly attempted in Mr.

Jefferson's time— again at Ghent; but the

warning-voice of the Father of his country

—

no

entangling alliances—saved us on each occa-

sion. Now we are yoked—yoked in with the

British on the coast of Africa ; and when we
can fi:et free from it. no mortal can foresee.

CHAPTER CVII.

KXPKNSE OV THE NAVY: WA8TK OF MONET
NKCKS81TY OF A NAVAL PKACE KSrABUSH
MENT, AND OF A NAVAL POLICY.

The naval policy of the United States was a

jueition of party division from the origin of

parties in the early years of the j;;overnmenl-

the f' '^Tal party favoring a strong and splendid

uiUj
.
the republican a moderate establishment

adapted to the purpones of defence nioit> tli.ii of

offtMco: and this line of division between the

parties (under whatsoovijr names they have HJnce

worn), continues more or less jwiw ptiblo to the

present tinie. In this time (the administration

of Mr. Tyler) iJl the branches being of the samo

political party, and retaining the early principles

of the party under the name of whig, the policy

for a great navy developed itself with groat

vigor. The new Secretary, Mr. Ujjshur, reco n-

mcnded a large increase of ships, seamen, and

officers, ih , olving an additional expense of about

tv V) millions and a half in the naval branch of

the service; and that at a time when a deficit

of fourteen millions was imnounced, and a resort

to taxes, loans and treasury notes recr)nHuended

to make it up; and w1i'>n no emergency required

increase in that branch of the public service.

Such a recommendation brought on a debate in

which the policy of a great navy was discussed

—the necessity of a naval peace establislunent

was urged—the cost of our cstablisluuent ex-

amined—and the waste of money in the naval

department severely exposed. Mr. Calhoun,

always attentive to the economical working of

the government, opened the discussion on this

interesting point.

" The aggregate expense of the British navy

in the year 1840 amounted to 4,980,353 pounds
sterling, deducting the expense of transport for

troops and convicts, which does not properly

belong to the navy. That sum, at ^4 80 to tlie

pound sterling, is equal to $23,905,094 4G. The

navy was composed of 392 vessels of war of all

descriptionSj leaving out 30 steam vessels in the

packet service, and 23 sloops fitted for foreign

packets. Of the 392, 98 were line of battle

ships, of which 19 were buiiduig; IIG frigates,

of which 14 w ere building ; 08 sloops, of wliich

13 were building ; 44 steam vessels, of which 16
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wern buililing ; and CO gun IrigH, Rchfioners, and
cuttorM, of which 12 wuro building.

•'Tiio t'irectivo force of the voar—that which
waH in nctual Bervico, connistod of 3,400 offlocrM,

3,908 n'ity omccra, 12,840 Keiuncii. and 9,000

nmrlncs, nial»inK mi nggregiite of 2'.),2I4. The
number of vcsbcIh in actual Kcrvice wore 175, of

which 24 were lino of \muh> ships, 31 frigates,

30 stciuii vessels, nnil 45 gun hrigH. schoonerB.

and cutters, not including the 30 Htcamers nnd
24 gloops in the jMicket service, at an average

expenditure i i ^573 for each individual, includ-

ing otTlcurs, |. i' officers, seamen, and marines.
" Our navy is composed, at present, according

to the report nf the Secretary accomi)anying the

Prcnidcnt's niesHage, of 07 veBsels—of which 11

are line of battle ships, 17 frigates, 18 sloops of
wnr, '2 brigs, 4 schooners, 4 steamers, 3 store

shii/8, 3 receiving vessels, and 5 small schooners.

The estimates for the year are made on the as-

sumption, that there will be in service during
the year, 2 ships of the line, 1 razee, frigates,

20 8l()cps, 11 brigs and schooners, 3 steamers, 3
store ships and 8 small vessels ; making in the
apgregate, 53 vessels. The estimates for the
year, f"r the navy and marine corps, as lias been
stated, is §8,705,579 83, considerably exceeding
one-third of the entire expenditures of the Brit-
ish navy for 1840.

" Mr. C. contended there should be no diflPer-

cnce in the expenses of the two navies. We
should build as cheap and employ men as cheap.
m»e should not be able to compete with the
Lritish navy. If our navy should prove vastly
more expensive than the British navy, we might
as well give up, and ho recommended this matter
to the consideration of the Senate.

"Among the objects of retrenchment, I place
at the head the great increase that is proposed
to be made to the expenditures of the navy,
compared with that of last year. It is no less
than $2,508,032 13, taking the expenditures of
last year from i]w annual report of the Secre-
tary. 1 .SCO n^' sufficii-nt reason, at this time,
and in the prchont embarrassed condition of the
Treasury, for this great increase. I have looked
over the report of the Secretary hastily, and
find none assigned, except general reasons, for
an increased navy, which I am not disposed to
controvert. But I am decidedly of the opinion,
that the commencement ought to be postponed
till some systematic plan is niatured, both as to
the ratio of increase and the description of force
of which the addition should consist, and till

Ha' department is properly organized, and in a
condition to enforce exact responsibility and
economy in its disbursements. That the de-
partment is not now properly organized, and in
that condition, we have the authority of the
Secretary himself, in which I concur. I am satis-
fied that its administration cannot be made ef-
fective under the present organization, particu-
larly as it regards its expenditures."

" The expeuses of this government were of

thrvn clMseR : the civil list the army and the
navy ; and all of these had been increased enor-
mously since 1823. The remedy now was to
compare the present with the past, mark tho
difference, and compel the difference to be ao-
coiinted for. lie cited 1823, ond intended to
I Hike that the standard, because that was the
st.mdard for him, the government Iteing then
e<;oiiomicaIIy administered. He selected 1823,
ftlao, liecauso in 1824 wo commenced a new sys-
tem, and that of protection, which had done so
much evil. "Wo had made two tarifls since
then, the origin of all v\'\U. The civil list rose
in seventeen years from about §2,000,000 to
$0,000,000—nearly a threefold projwrtion com-
pared with the increase of |x)pulation. In Con-
gress tho increiiso had been enormous. Tlie
increase of contingent expenses had been five-
fold, and (compared with population, sixfold.
The aggregate expenses of the two Houses now
amounted to more than $250,000. The expense
of collecting revenue had also bei ii enormously
increased. From 1823 it had gone up from
$700,000 to ,$1,700,000—an increase of one mil-
lion of dollars. The expense on collection in
1823 was but one per cent., now one per cent,
and 5-100. Under tho tarirt* these increases
were made from 1824 to 1828. Estimating
the expenses of collection at $800,000, about
$1,000,000 would be saved. The judiciary had
increased in this proportion, and the light-house
department also. In the war department, in
1822 (the only year for which he had estimates),
the expenses per man weie but $204 ; now the
increase had gone up to $400 for each individual.
At one time it had been as much as ,$480 for
each individual—$1,400,000 could be saved hero
in the army proper, including the military
academy alone. It might be said that one was
a cheap and the other a dear year. Far other-
wise ; meat was never cheaper, clothing never
as cheap as now. All this resulted from the
expansive force of a surplus revenue. In 1822
he had reduced the expenses of every man in
the army.

" It had been proposed to increase the expen-
ditures of tho navy two and » half millions of
dollars over the past year, and he was not ready
for this. Deduct two millions from this recom-
mendation, and it < ould be two millions saved.
These appropriations, at least, might go over to
the next session. The expenses of the marine
corps amounted to nearly six hundred thousand
dollars, nearly six hundred dollars a head—two
hundred dollars a head higher than the army,
cadets imd all. He hoped the other expenses
of tho nav department were not in proportion
so high as , iiis. Between tho reductions which
might be made in the marine corps and the
n.avy, two millions and a half mi"'ht be saved.

" The Secretary of the Treasury estimates for
32 millions of dollars for the expenses of the
current year. I am satisfied that $17,000,000
were sufficient to meet the per aimum expenses
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of the government, and that this sum would
have been according to the ratio of population.

Tnis sum, by economy, could be brought down
to fifteen millions, and thus save nine millions

over the present estimates. This could be done

in three or four years—the Executive leading

the way, and Congress co-operating and follow-

ing the Executive."

This was spoken in the year 1842. Mr. Cal-

houn was then confident that the ordinary ex-

penses of the government should not exceed 17

millions of dollars, and that, with good economy

that sum might be further reduced two millions,

making the expenses but 15 millions per annum.

The navy was one of the great points to which

he looked for retrenchment and reduction ; and

on that point he required that the annual ap-

propriation for the navy should be decreased

instead of being augmented ; and that the money

appropriated should be more judiciously and

economically applied. The President should

lead the way in economy and retrenchment.

Organization as well as economy was wanted in

the navy—a properly organized peace establish-

ment. The peace establishment of the British

navy in 1840, was 24 millions—there being 173

vessels in commission. Instead of reduction,

the expense of our navy, also in time of peace, is

gaining largely upon hers. It is nearly doubled

since Mr. Calhoun spoke—15 millions in 1855.

Mr. Woodbury, who had be«m Secretary of

the Navy under President Jackson, spoke de-

cidedly against the proposed increase, and

i^ainst the large expe' liture in the depart-

ment, and its unfavorable comparison with the

expenses of the British navy in time of peace.

He said

:

" There are twenty-nine or thirty post-cap-

tains now on leave or waiting orders, and from

thirty to forty commanders. Many of them are

impatient to be called into active service—hating

a life of indolence—an idle loafing life—and

who arc anxious to be performing some public

service for the pay they receive. It was, gene-

rally, not their fault that they were not on duty

;

but ours, in making them .so numerous that

they could not be employed. lie dwelt on the

peace establishment of England—for her navy

averaged £18,000,000 in time of war, before the

year 1820—but her peace establishment was

now only £5,000,000 to 0,000,000. Gentlemen

talk of 103 pobt-caplaiiis being neccssia-y, for

employment in cominis^fm ; while England has

only 70 post-captains employed in vessels in

commission. She had fewer commanders so

employed than our whole number of the same
grade.

" The host of English navy oncers was on re-

tired and half-pay—less in amount than ours

by one-third when ftill, and not one-half of full

pay often, when retired ; and her seamen only

half Her vessels afloat, also, were mostly
small ones—03 of them being steamers, with
only one or two guns on an average.

" That the navy ought to be regulated by law

every gentleman admits. Without any express

law, was there not a manifest propriety in any

proviso which should prevent the number of

appointments from being carried half up, or quite

up to the standard of the British navy, on full

pay ? It would be a great relief to the Execu-

tive, and the head of the Navy Department, to

fix some limitation on appointments, by which

the importunities with which they are beset

shall not be the occasion of overloading; the

Government with a greater numb )r of officers

in any grade than the exigencies of the service

actually demand. A clerk in any public ofRce,

a lieutenant in the army, a judge could not he

appointed Avithout authority of law; and why
should there rot be a similar check with regard

to officers in che navy ?

"It was Ui'ged heretofore, in official commvni-

cations by himself, that it would be proper to

limit Executive discretion in this ; and a benefit

to the Executive and the departments would

also accrue by passing laws regulating the peace

establiihment. He had submitted a resolution

for that purpose, in December last, which had

not b'.'en acted on ; though he hoped it yet would

be acted upon before our adjournment. It was

better to bring this matter forward in an appro-

priation bill, than that there should be no check

at all. It is the only way in which the House

now finds it practicable to effect any control on

this question. It could only be done in an ap-

propriation bill, which gives that House the

power of control as to navy officers. There

should be no reflection on the House on this

account ; for there is no reflf^ction on the Ex-

ecutive or the Senate. It is v .cir right and duty

in th-^ present exigency, lie considered the

introduction of it into this bill under all the

circumstances, not only highly excusable, but

justifiable. He did not mean to say that a

separate law would not, in itself, if prepared

early and seasonably, be more desirable ; but he

contended this check was better than none at

all. When acting on this proviso the Senate is

aoting on the whole bill. It was not put in

without some meaning. It was not merely to

strip the Executive and the Senate of the ap-

pointing power, now unlimited : its object was

to reduce the expenses of the navy, from the

Secretary of the Navy's estimate of eight and a

half millions of dollnre^, t^-- -.xhrnt o.(;,293,00n,

That was the whole effect of the whole measure,

and of all the changes in the bill.

" The ditlerence between both sides of the
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Tiber of the same Senate on this subject seemed to be, that one

believed the navy ought to be kept upon a quasi

war establishment ; and the other, in peace and

not expecting war, believed it ought to be on

a peac<! tctoblishment ;—not cut down below

that, but left liberally for peace.

'' During the administration of the younger

Adams, there was a peace establishment of the

navy ; and was it not then perfectly efficient

and prosperous for all peace purposes? Yet

the average expenditure then was only from

three to four millions. It was so under Gene-

ral Jackson. Under Mr. Adams, piracy was ex-

tirpated in the West Indies. Under his succes-

Bor the Malays in the ftirthest India were

cha.stised ; and a semi-banditti broken up at the

Falkland Islands. It was not till 1836 '37 that

a large increase commenced. But why ? Be-

cause there was an overflowing treasury. We
were embarrassed with money, rather than for

money. An exploring expedition was then

decided upon. But even with that expedition

—so noble and glorious in some respects—six

millions and a fraction were the whole expenses.

But why should it now at once be raised to

eight and a half millions 1 "

The British have a peace as well as a war

establishment for their navy ; and the former was

usually about one-third of the latter. We have

no naval peace establishment. It is all on the

war footing, and is now (1855) nearly double

the expense of what it was in the war with

Great Britain. A perpetual war establishment,

vrhen there is no war. This is an anomaly

which no otlier country presents, and which no

country can stand, and arises from the act of

1806, which authorizes the President " to keep in

actual service, in time ofpeace, so many ofthe

frigates and other armed public vessels of the

United iitates as in his judgment the nature

of the service might require, and to cause the

residue thereof to be laid up in ordinary in

convenient ports." This is the discretion which

the act of 1806 gives to the President—un-

limited so far as that clause goes ; but limited

by two subsequent clauses limiting the number

of ofiBcers to be employed to 94, and the whole

number of seamen and boys to 925 ; and placing

the unemployed officers on half pay without

rations—a degree of reduction which made
them anxious to be at sea instead of remaining

unemployed at home. Under Mr. Jefferson,

•iin, the act of 1806 made a naval peace estab-

lishment ; but doing away all the limitations of

that act, and leaving nothing of it in force but

the presidential discretion to employ as many

vessels as the service might require, the whde
navy is thrown into the hands of the President •

and the manner in which he might exercise that

discretion might depend entirely upon the view

which he would take of the naval policy which

ought to be pursued—whether great fleets for

offence, or cruisers for defence. All the limita-

tions of the act of 1806 have been thrown

down—even the limitation to half pay; and

unemployed pay has been placed so high as to

make it an object with officers to be unemployed.

Mr. Reuel Williams, of Maine, exposed this

solecism in a few pertinent remarks. He said

:

t

" Half of the navy officers are now ashore,
and there can be no necessity for such a number
of officers as to admit of half being at sea, and
the other half on land. Such was not the case
heretofore. It was in 1835 that such increase
of shore pay was made, as caused it to be the
interest of the officers to be off duty. The only
cure for this evil was, either to reduce the pay
when off duty, or to limit the time of relaxa-
tion, and to adjust the number to the actuii.1 re-

quirements of the service."

The vote was taken upon the increase pro-

posed by the Secretary of the Navy, and recom-

mended by the President, and it was carried by

one vote—the yeas and nays being well defined

by the party line.

" Yeas—Messrs. Archer, Barrow, Bates, Ber-

rien, Choate, Clayton, Conrad, Crittenden,

Evans, Graham, Henderson, Huntington, Kerr,

Mangum, Merrick, Miller, Morehead, Porter,

Preston, Rives, Simmons, Tallmadge, and Wood-
bridge—23."

" Nays—Messrs. Allen, Bagby, Benton, Bu-
chanan, Crafts, Cuthbcrt, Fulton, King, Linn,

McRoberts, Sevier, Smith of Connecticut, Smith
of Indiana, Sturgeon, Tappan, Walker, Whito,
Wilcox, WiUiams, Woodbury, Wright and
Young—22.''

Mr. Benton spoke chiefly to the necessity of

having a naval policy—a policy which would

determine what was to be relied on—a gi'eat

navy for offence, or a moderate one for defence

;

and a peace establishment in time of peace, or

a war establishment in peace as well as war.

Some extracts from his speech are given in th«

next chapter.
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CHAPTER CVIII.

EXPENSES OP THE NAV\ : MR. BENTON'S SPEECH

:

EXTRACTS.

1 PROPOSE to recall to the recollection of the

Senate the attempt which was made in 1822

—

being seven years after the war—to limit and

fix a naval peace establishment ; and to fix it at

about one-fourth of what is now proposed, and

that that establishment was rejeoted because it

was too large. Going upon the plan of Mr.

Jefferson's act of 180G, it tjok the number of

men and officers for the lin.itation, discouraged

absence on shore by reducin,^ the pay one-half

and withholding rations ; collected timber for

future building of vessels ; and directed all to

remain in port which the public service did not

require to go abroa^'. It provided for one rear-

admiral ; five commodores ; twenty-five cap-

tains ; thirty masters conunandant ; one hun-

dred and ninety lieutenants; four hundred

midshipmen ; thirty-five surgeons ; forty-five

surgeon's mates : six chaplains ; forty pursers
;

and three thousand five hiuidred men and boys

—in all a little over four thousand men. Yet

Congress refused to adopt this number. This

shows what Congress then thought of the size

of a naval peace establishment. Mr. B. was
contemporary with that bill—supported it

—

knows the reason why it was rejected—and

that was, because Congress would not sanction

80 large an establishment. To this decision

there was a close adherence for many years.

In the year 1833—eleven ycai's after that time,

and when the present senator from New Hamp-
shire [Mr. Woodbury] was Secretary of the

Navy, the naval establishment was but little

above the bill of 1822. It was about five thou-

sand men, and cost about four millions of dol-

lars, and was proposed by that Secretary to be

kept at about that size. Here Mr. B. read sev-

eral extracts from Mr. Woodbury's report of

1833—the last which he made as Secretary of

the Navy—which verified these statements.

Mr. B. then looked to the naval establishment

on the 1st of January, 1841, and showed that

the csty-biiohincnt had largely increased since

Mr. Woodbury's report, and was far beyond

any calculation in 1822. The total number of

was
men, of all grades, in the service in 1841

a little over eight thousand; the total cost

about six millions of dollars—^being double the

amount and cost of the proposed peace estab-

lishment of the United States in the year 1822,

and nearly double the actual establishment

of 1833. Mr. B. then showed the additions

made by executive authority in 1841, and that

the number of men was carried up to upwards

of eleven thousand, and the expense for 1842

was to exceed eight ro'nions of dollars ! This

(he said) was considcied an excessive increase •

and the design now was to correct it, and carry

things back to what they were a year before.

This was the clesign ; and this, so far from be-

ing destructive to the navy, was doing far more

for it than its most ardent friends proposed or

hoped for a few years before.

Mr. B. here exhibited a table showing the

actual state of the navy, in point of numbers at

the commencement of the years 1841 and 1842;

and showed that the increase m one year was

nearly as great as it had been in the prev'ous

twenty years ; and that its totality at the lat-

ter of these periods was between eleven and

twelve thousand men, all told. This is what

the present administration has done in one year

—the first year of its existence : and it is only

the commencement of their plan—the first step

in a long succession of long steps. The further

increases, still contemplated were great, and

were officially made known to the Congress,

and the estimates increased accordingly. To

say nothing of what was in the Senate in its

executive capacity, Mr. B. would read a clause

from the report of the Senate's Committee on

Naval Affairs, which showed the number of ves-

sels which the Secretary of the Navy proposed

to have in commission, and the consequent vast

increase of men and money which would bo re-

quired. (The following is the extract from Mr.

Bayard's report)

:

" The second section of the act of Congress

of the 21st April, 1806, expressly authorizes

the President ' to keep in actual service, in time

of peace, so many of the frigates and other pub-

lic armed vessels of the United State?, as in his

judgment tlie nature of the service may require.'

In the exercise of this discretion, tlie connnit-

tee are informed by the Secretary of the Aavy

that ho ''ropiisos to om"lov a squadron in tbft

Mediterranean, consisting of two .sliijis of the

line, four frigates, and four sloops and brigs—

in all, teu vessels ; another squadron on the

I
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lal service, in time

I

Brazil station, consisting, also, of two ships-of

the-lme, four frigates, and four sloops and brigs

;

which two squadrons will be made from time

to time to exchange their stations, and thus to

traverse the intermediate portion of the Atlan-

tic. He proposes, further, to employ u squad-

ron in the Pacific, consisting of one ship-of-the-

line, two frigates, and four sloops ; and a simi-

lar squadron of one snip of the line, two fri-

gates, and four sloops in the East Indies ; which
squadrons, in like manner, exchanging from time

to time their stations, will traverse the inter-

mediate portion of the Pacific, giving counte-

nance and protection to the whale fishery in

that ocean. He proposes, further, to employ a
fifth squadron, to be called the home squadron,
consisting of one ship-of-the-line, three frigates,

and three sloops, which, besides the duties

which its name indicates, will have devolved

upon it the duties of the West India 8quaL,.^on,

whose cruising ground extended to the mouth
of the Amazon, and as far as the 30th degree of

west longitude from London. He proposes, ad-
ditionally, to employ on the African coast one
frigate and four sloops and brigs—in all, five

vessels ; four steamers in the Gulf of Mexico,
and four steamers on the lakes. There will

thus be in commission seven ships-of-the-line,

sixteen frigates, twenty-three sloops and brigs,

and eight steamers—in all, fifty-four vessels."

This is the report of the committee. This is

what we are further to expect. Five great

squadrons, headed by ships of the line; and

one of them that famous home squadron hatch-

ed into existence at the extra session one year

ago, and which is the ridicule of all except those

who live at home upon it, enjoying the emolu-

ments of service without any service to per-

form. Look at it. Examine the plan in its

parts, and see the enormity of its proportions.

Two ships-of-the-line, four frigates, and four

sloops and brigs for the Mediterranean—a sea

as fiee from danger to our commerce as is the

Chesapeake Bay. Why, sir, our Secretary is

from the laud of Decatur, and must have heard
of that commander, and how with three lit-

tle frigates, one sloop, and a few brigs and
schooners, he humbled Algiers, Tripoli, and Tu-
nis, and put an end to their depredations on
American ships and commerce. He must have
heard of Lord Exmouth, who, with less force

than he proposes to send to the Mediterranean,
went there and crushed the fortifications of Al-
giers, and took the bond of the pirates never to
trrniblo a Christian again. And lie must have
heard of the French, who, since 1830, are the
owners of Algiers. Certainly the Mediterra-

nean is as free from danger to-day as is the

Chesapeake Bay ; and yet our Secretary pro-

poses to send two ships-of-the-line, four fri-

gates, and four sloops to that safe sea, to keep
holiday there for three years. Another squad-
ron of the same magnitude is to go to Brazil,

where a frigate and a sloop would be the extent
that any emergency could require, and more
than has ever been required yet. The same of
the Pacific Ocean, where Porter sailed in tri-

umph during the war with one little frigate; and
a squadron to the East Indies, where no power
has any navy, ind where our sloops and brigs

would dominate without impediment. In all

fifty-four men-of-war ! Seven ships-of-the-line,

sixteen frigates, twenty-three sloops and brigs,

and eight steamers. And all this under Jeffer-

son's act of 1800, when there was not a ship-of-

the-line, nor a large frigate, nor twenty ves.sel8

of all sorts, and part of them to remain in port
—only the number going forth that would re-

quire nine hundred and twenty-five men to man
them

! just about the complement of one of

these seven ships-of-the-line. Does not presi-

dential discretion want regulating when such
things as these can be done under the act of

1800 ? Has any one calculated the amount of

this increase, and counted up the amount of

men and money which it will cost ? The re-

port does not, and, in that respect, is essential-

ly deficient. It ought to be counted, and Mr.
B. would attempt it. He acknowledged the

difficulty of such an undertaking ; how easy it

was for a speaker—and especially such a speaker

as he was—to get into a fog when he got into

masses of millions, and so bewilder others as

well as himself. To avoid this, details must be
avoided, and results made plain by simplifying

the elements of calculiition. He would endea-

vor to do so, by takhig a few plain data, in this

case—the data correct in themselves, and the

results, therefore, matlicmatically demonstrated.

He would take the guns and the men—show
what we had now, and what we proposed to

have ; and what was the co.st of each gun afloat,

and the number of men to work it. The num-
ber of guns we now have afloat is nine hundr d
and thirty-seven ; the number of men between
eleven and twelve thousand; and the estimated

cost lor the wliole, a fraction over eight millions

of dollars. This would give about twelve men
and about nine thousand dollars to each gun.
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[Mr. Bayard asked how could these nine thou-

sand dollars a gun be made out ?] Mr. Ben-

ton replied. By counting every thing that

was necessary to give you the use of the gun

—

every thing incident to its use—every thing be-

longing to the whole naval establishment. The

end, design, and effect of the whole cstablish-

uient, was to give you the use of the gun. That

was all that was wanted. But, to get it, an es-

ti '/lishment had to be kept up of vast extent

and variety—of shops and yards on land, as

well a^ ships at sea—of salaries and pensions,

as well as powder and balls. Every expense is

counted, and that gives the cost per gun. Mr.

B. said he would now analyze the gentleman's

report, and see what addition these five squad-

rons would make to the expense of the naval

establishment. The first point was, to find the

number of guns which they were to bear, and

which was the element in the calculation that

would lead to the results sought for. Recur-

ring to the gentleman's report, and taking the

number of each class of vessels, and the num-

ber of guns Avhich each would carry, and the

results would be

7 ships-of-the-line, rating 74, but carry-

ing 80 guns,

16 frigates, 44 guns each, .

13 sloops, 20 guns each,

10 brigs, 10 guns each,

8 steamers, 10 guns each, .

500
704
2G0
100
80

1,704

Here (said Mr. B.) is an aggregate of 1,704

guns, which, at $9,000 each gun, would give

$15,330,000, as the sum -which the Treasary

would have to pay for a naval establishment

which would give us the use of that number.

Deduct the difference between the 937, the pres-

ent number of guns, and this 1.704, and 3-ou

have 7G7 for the increased number of guns,

which, at $9,000 each, will give $0,903,000 foi

the increased cost in money. This was the

moneyed result of the increase. Now take the

personal increase—that is to say, the increased

number of men which the five squadrons would

require. Taking ten men and two ofiiccrs to

the gun—in all, twelve—and the increased

number of men and officers required for 707

guns would be 8,i4f>4. Add Uiefe to ihe ll,00O

or 12,000 now in scrviw, and you have close

upon 20,000 men for the naval peace establish-

ment of 1843, costing about fifteen millions and

a half of dollars.

But I am asked, and in a way to questiop my
computation, how I get at these nine tliousand

dollars cost for each gun afloat ? I answer—by
a simple and obvious process. I take the whole

annual cost of the navy department, and then

see how many guns we have afloat. The ob-

ject is to get guns afloat, and the whole estab-

lishment is subordinate and incidental to that

object. Not only the gun itself, the ship which

carries it, and the men who work it, are to be

taken into the account, but the docks and navy-

yards at home, the hospitals and pensions, the

marines and guards—every thing, in fact, which

constituted the expense of th<i naval establish-

ment. The whole is employed, or incurred to

produce the result—which is, so many guns at

sea to be fired upon the enemy. The whole is

incurred for the sake of the guns, and therefore

all must bo counted. Going by this rule (said

Mr. B.), it would be easily shown that his

statement of yesterday was about correct-

rather under than over ; and this could bo seen

by making a brief and plain sum in aritlmietic.

We have the number of guns afloat, and the es-

timated expense for the year: the guns 936;

the estimate for the year is $8,705,579. Now,

divide this amount by the number of guns, and

the result is a little upwards of $9,200 to each

one. This proves the correctness of the state-

ment made yesterday ; it proves it for the

present year, which is the one in controversy,

The result will be about the same for several

previous years. Mr. B. said he had looked

over the years 1841 and 1838, and found this

' ) be the result : in 1841, the guns were 747,

a:. 1 the expense of the naval establishment

$G,1P(),516. Divide the money by the guns,

and you have a little upwards of $8,300. In

1838, the guns were 670, and tlic expense

^5,980,971. This will give a little upwards of

$8,900 to the gun. The average of the whole

three years will be just about $9,000.

Thus, the senator from New Iliimpshire [llr.

Woodbury] and himself were corrcct in tlieir

statement, and the figures proved it, At the

same time, tiie senator from Delaware [Mr,

Bayard] is undoubtedly correct in taking a

small liunibur of guuo, and saying Ihvy maybe

added without incurring an expense of inoro

than three or four thousand dollars. Small ad-
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teen millions and ditioTis may be made, without incurring any

thin" but the expense of the gun itself, and the

men who work it. But that is not the ques-

tion here. The question is to almost double

the number; it is to carry up 937 to 1,700.

Here is an increase intended by the Secretary

of the Navy of near 800 guns—perhaps quite

800. if the seventy-fours carry ninetj'' guns, as

intimated by the senator [Mr. Bavard] this

day. These seven or eight hundred guns could

not be added without ships to carry them, and

all the expense on land which is incident to the

construction of these ships. These seven or

eight hundred additional guns would require

seven or eight thousand men, and a great many

officers. Ten men and two officers to the gun

is the estimate. The present establishment is

near that rate, and the increase must be in the

same proportion. The present number of men
in the navy, exclusive of officers, is 9,784 :

which is a fraction over ten to the gun. The

number of officers now in service (midshipmen,

si.rgcons, &<r., included) is near 1,300, be&ides

the list of nominations not yet confirmed. This

is in the proportion of nearly one and a half

to a gun. Apply the whole to the intended

increase—the increase which the report of the

committee discloses to us—and you will have

close upon 17,000 men and 2,000 officers for

the peace establishment of the navy—in all,

near 20,000 men ! and this, independent of those

employed on land, and the 2,000 mechanics and
laborers who are usually at our navy-yards.

Now, these men and officers cost money : two
hundred and twenty-six dollars per annum per

man, and eight hundred and fifty dollars per
annum per officer, was the average cost in 1833,
as stated in the report of the then Secretary cC

the Navy, the present senator from New Hamp-
shire [Mr. WooDBunY]. What it is now, ilr.

B. did not know, but knew it was greater for

the officers now, tho' t was then. But one
thing he did know— i. ,. that was, that a naval
peace establishment of the magnitude disclosed
in the committee's report (six squadrons. .'^4

vessels, 1,700 guns, 17,000 men, and 2,Ui10 oi
j

3,000 officers) would break down the wh ile

navy of the United States.

Mr. R. said we had just had a presidential

election carried on a hue-and-cry against ex-
travagance, and a hurrah for a change, and a

promise to carry on the government for thirtef.n

millions of dollars ; and here were fifteen and a

half millions for one branch of the service ! and
those who oppose it are to be stigmatized as

architects of ruin, and enemies of the navy ; and
a hue-and-cry raised against them for the op-

position, lie said we had just voted a set of re-

solutions [Mr. Clay's] to limit the expenses of

the government to twenty-two millior.s; and
yet here are two-thirds of that sura proposed

for one branch of the service—a branch which,

under General Jackson's administration, cost

about four millions, and was intended to be

limited to about that amount. This was the

economy—the retrenchment—the saving of the

people's money, which was promised before the

election

!

Mr. B. would not go into points so well stated

by the senator from New Hampshire [Mr. Wood-
bury] on yesterday, that our present peace naval

estabhshment exceeds the cost of the war estab-

lishment during the late war ; that we pay far

more money, and get much fewer guns and men
than the British do for the same monoy. He
would omit the tables which he had on hand to

prove these important points, and would go on to

say that it was an obligation of imperious duty

on Congress to arrest the present state of things;

to turn back the establishment to what it was a

year ago ; and to go to work at the next session

of Congress to regulate the United States naval

peace establishment by law. When that bill

came up, a great question would have to be de-

cided—the question of a navy for defence, or for

oflenne ! When that question came on, he would
give his opinion upon it, and his reasons for that

opinion. A navy of some degree, and of some
kind, all seemed to be agreed upon ; but what it

is to be—whether to defend our homes, or carry

war abroad—is a question yet to be decided, and

on which the wisdom and the patriotism of the

country would be called into requisition. He
would only say, at present, that coasts and cities

could be defended without great fleets at sea.

The history of continental Europe was full of

the proofs. England, with her thousand ships,

could do nothing after Europe was ready for

her, during the late wars of the French revolu-

tion, lie did not speak of .attacks in time of

peace, like Copenhagen, but of Cadiz and Tene-

rifte in 1797, and Boulogne and Flushing ia
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1804, where Nelson, with all his skill and per-

sonal daring, and with vast fleets, was able to

make no impression.

Mr. B. said the navy was popular, and had

many friends and champions; hut there was

such a thing as killing by kindness. He had

watched the progress of events for some time,

and said to his friends (for he made no speeches

about it) that the navy was in danger—that the

expense of it was growing too fast—that there

would be reaction and revulsion. And he now

said that, unless things were checked, and mode-

rate counsels prevailed, and law substituted for

executive discretion (or indiscretion, as the case

might be), the time might not be distant when

this brilliant arm of our defence should become

as unpopular as it was in the time of the elder

Mr. Adams.

CHAPTEK CIX.

MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT AT THE OPENING
OF THE KEGULAR SESSION OF 18,2-3.

The treaty with Great Britain, and its com-

mendation, was the prominent topic in the fore-

part of the message. The President repeated,

in a more condensed form, the encomiums which

had been passed upon it by its authors, but

without altering the public opinion of its cha-

racter—which was that it was really a British

treaty, Great Britain getting every thing settled

which she wished, and all to her own satisfac-

tion ; while all the subjects of interest to the

United States were adjourned to ' indefinite

future lime, as well known then as now never to

occur. One of these deferred subjects was a

matter of too much moment, and pregnant with

too grave consequences, to escape general repro-

bation in the United States : it was that of the

Columbia River, exclusively possessed by the

Biitish under a joint-occupation treaty: and

which possession only required time to ripen it

into a valid title. The indefinite adjournment

of that question was giving Great Britain the

time she wanted ; and the danger of losing the

country was turning the attention of the W est-

ern people towards saving it by sending emi-

grants to occupy jt. Many emigrants had gone

:

more were going : a tide was setting in that di-

rection. In fact the condition of this great

American territory was becoming a topic of

political discussion, and entering into the con-

tests of party ; and the President found it ne-

cessary to make further excuses for omitting tc

settle it in the Ashburton treaty, and a neces-

sity to attempt to do something to soothe the

public mind. He did so in this message

;

" It would have furnished additional caus-j for

congratulation, if the treaty could have embraced

all subjects calculated in future to lead to a mis-

understanding between the two governments.

The territory of the United States, commonly
called the Oregon Territory, lying on the Pacific

Ocean, north of the forty-second degree of lati-

tude, to a portion of which Great Britain lays

claim, begins to attract the attention of our fol-

low-citizons ; and the tide of population, wliich

has reclaimed what was so lately an unbroken

wilderness in more contiguous regions, is pre-

paring to flow over those vast districts which

stretch from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific

Ocean. In advance of the acquirement of indi-

vidual rights to these lan.'.s, sound policy dic-

tates that every efibrt should be resorted to by

the two governments to settle their respective

claims. It became manifest, at an early hour of

the late negotiations, that any attempt, for tiie

time being, satisfactorily to determine those

rights, would lead to a protracted discussion

which might embrace, in its failure, other more

pressing matters ; and the Executive did not re-

gard it as proper to waive all the advantages of

an honorable adjustment of other difficulties of

great magnitude and importance, because this,

not so immediately pressing, stood in the way.

Although the difficulty referred to may not, for

several years to come, involve the peace of the

two countries, yet 1 shall not delay to urge on

G reat Britain the importance of its early settle-

ment."

The excuse given for the omission of this sub-

ject in the Ashburton negotiations is lame and

insufficient. Protracted discussion is incident

to all negotiations, and as to losing other mat-

ters of more pressing importance, all that were

of importance to the United States were given

ip any way, and without getting any equiva-

lents for them. The promise to urge an early

settlement could promise but little fruit after

Great Britain had got all she wanted; .indtiie

discouragement of settlement, by denying land

titles to the emigrants until an adjustment could

be made, was the etfectual way to abandon die

country to Great Britain. But this subject wii!

have an appropriate chapter in the history oi
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the proceedings of CongrcBs to encourage that

emigration which the President would repress.

Tiie termination of tho Florida war was a

subject of just congratulation with the Presi-

dent, and was appropriately communicated to

Congress.

"The vexatious, harassing, and expensive

war which so long prevailed with the Indian

tribes inhabiting the ^ninsula of Florida, has

happily been terminatt-i" •, whereby our army
las been relieved from a service of the most dis-

agreeable character, and the Treasury from a

!»rge expenditure. Some casual outbreaks may
occur, such as are incident to the close prox-

imity of border settlers and the Indians ; but
these, as in all other cases, may be left to the

care of the local authorities, aided, when occa-

sion may require, by tho forces of the United
States."

The President does not tell by what treaty of

peace this war was terminated, nor by what

great battle it was brought to a conclusion : and

there were none such to be told—either of treaty

negotiated, or of battle fought. The war had

died out of itself under the arrival of settlers

attracted to its theatre by the Florida armed

occupation act. No sooner did the act pass,

giving land to each settler who should remain

in the disturbed part of ihe territory five years,

than thousands repaired to the spot. They
went with their arms and ploughs—the wi .\p ^ns

of war in one hand and the implements ->t

husbandry in the other—their families, flocks

and herds, established themselves in block-

houses, commenced cultivation, and showed that

they came to stay, and intended to stay. Bred
to the r'fie and the frontier, they were an over-

match foi the Indians in their own mode of war-
fare

; and, interested in the peace of the coun-

try, they soon succeeded in obtaining it. The
war died out under their presence, and no per-

son could tell when, nor how ; for there was no
great treaty held, or great battle fought, to sig-

nalize its conclusion. And this is the way to

settle all ladian wars—the cheap, effectual and
speedy way to do it : land to the armed settler,

and rangers, when any additional force is wanted
—rangers, not regulars.

Tr.it a government bank, under the name of
exchequer, was the prominent and enTossin"'
feature of the message. It was the same paper-
money iii-ichine, borrowed from the times of
Sir Robert Walpole, which had been recom-

mended to Congress at tho previous session,

and had bjen so unanimously repulsed by all

parties. Like its predecessor it ignored a gold

and silver currency, and promised paper. The
phrases " sound currency "—" sound circulating

medium "—" safe bills convertible at will into

specie," figured throughout tho scheme ; and to

make this government paper a local as well aa

a national currency, the denomination of its

notes was to be carried down at the start to

the low figure of five dollars—involving the ne-

cessity of reducing it to one dollar as soon aa

the banishment of specie which it would create

should raise the usual demand for smaller paper.

To do him justice, his condensed argument in

favor of this government paper, and against the

gold and silver currency of the constitution, is

here given

:

'= There can be but three kinds of public cur-
rency : 1st. Gold and silver ; 2d. The paper of
State institutions ; or, 3d. A representative of
the precious metals, provided by the general
government, or under its authority. The sub-
treasury system rejected the last, in any form

;

and, as it was believed that no reliance could be
placed on the issues of local institutions, for the
purposes of general circulation, it necessarily and
unavoidably adopted specie as the exclusive
currency for its own use. And this must ever
be the case, unless one of the other kinds be
used. The choice, in the present state of public
sentiment, lies between an exclusive specie cur-
1 3ncy on the one hand, and government issues
if some kind on the other. That these issues
cannot be made by a chartered institution, is

supposed to Le conclusively settled. They must
be made, then, dit t i.c>y by government agents.
J'or several jt-ars past, tl^sy have been thus
made in the .<;( .i of treasury notes, and have
answered a Vi-'uviJu, purpoje. Iheir usefulness
has been limited .

• iheir being transient and
tempc/rary ; thei ^ea'^ing to bear interest at
given periods, necessarily causes their speedy
return, and thus restricts their range of circula-

tion ; and being used only in the disbursenionts
of government, they cannot reach those points
where they are most required. By rendering
their use permanent, to the moderate extent
already mentioned, by offering no inducement
for their return, and by exchanging them for
coin and other values, they will constitute, t * a
certain extent, the general currency so nuich
needed to maintain tho internal trade of the
country. And this is the exchequer plan, so far

as it may operate in furnishing a currency."

It would seem impossible to carry a passion

for paper money, and of the worst kind, that of

govcmmeut paper, farther than President Tyler

!'
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did ; but he found it impossible to communicate

his passion to Congress, which repulsed all the

exchequer schemes with the promptitude which

was duo to an unconstitutional, pernicioufi, and

gratuitous novelty. The low state of the public

credit, the impossibility of making a loan, and

the empty state of the Treasury, were the next

topics in the message.

" I cannot forego the occasion to urge its im-
portance to the credit of the government in a
financial point of view. The great necessity of

resorting to every proper and becoming expe-
dient, in order to place the Treasury on a foot-

ing of the highest respectability, is entirely ob-
vious. The credit of the government may be
regarded as the very soul of the government it-

self—a principle of vitality, without which all

its movements are languid, and all its operations

embarrassed. In this spirit the Executive felt

itself bound, by the most imperative Sinse of

duty, to submit to Congress, at its last session,

the propriety of making a specific pledge of the
land fund, as the basis for the negotiation of the
loans authorized to be contracted. I then thouglit

that such an application of the public doinain
would, witliout doubt, have placed at the com-
mand of the government pniplc funds to relieve

the Treasury from the temporary embarrass-
ments under which it labored. American credit

had suffered a considerable shock in Europe,
from the large indebtedness of the States, and
the temporary inability of some of them to meet
the interest on their debts. The utter and dis-

astrous prostration of the United States Bank
of Pennsylvania had contributed largely to in-

crease the sentiment of distrust, by reason of

the loss and ruin sustained by the holders of its

stock—a large portion of whom were foreigners,

and many of whom were alike ignorant of our
political organization, and of our actual respon-
sibilities. It was the anxious desire of the
Executive that, in the effort to negotiate the
loan abroad, the American negotiator might be
able to point the money-lender to the fund
mortgaged for the redemption of the principal

and interest of any loan he might contract, and
thereby vindicate the government from all sus-

picion of bad faith, or inability to meet its en-

gagements. Congress differed from the Execu-
tive in this view of the subject. It became,
nevertheless, the duty of the Executive to resort

to every expedient in its power to negotiate the
authorized loan. After a failure to do so in the
Ami rirau market, a citizen of high character

and talent was sent to Europe—with no better

success ; and thus the mortifying spectacle has
been presented, of the inability of this govern-

ment to obtain a loan so small as not in the
wn*>i'- to tirnouui. to more thiin one-fourth oi its

ordinary annual income ; at a time when the
governments of Europe, although involved in

debt, and with their subjects heavily burdened

with taxation, readily obtain loans ofany amount
at a greatly reduced rate of interest. It would
be unprofitable to look further into this anonia.

lous state of things ; but I cannot conclude witii.

out adding, that, for a government whirh has

paid ofiF its debts of two wars with the liirgtgt

maritime power of Europe, and now owing a

debt which is almost next to nothing, when com-
pared with its boundless resources—a govern-

ment the strongest in the world, because ema-

nating from the popular will, and firmly rooted

in the affections of a great and free people—and
whose fidelity to its engagements has never Wen
questioned—for such a government to have ten-

dered to the capitalists of other countrios an

opportunity for a small investment of its stock,

and yet to have failed, implies either the most

unfounded distrust in its good faith, or a purpose

to obtain which, the course pursued is the most

fatal which could have been adopted. It lias

now become obvious to all men that the govern-

ment must look to its own means for supplying

its wants ; and it is consoling to know that these

means are altogether adequate for tlic object,

The exchequer, if adopted, will greatly aid in

bringing about this result. Upon what I regard

as a well-founded supposition, that its bills would

be readily sought for by the public creditort and

that the issue woidd, in a short time, reach the

maximum of $15,000,000, it is obvious that

$10,000,000 would thereby be added to the

available means of the treasury, without cost or

charge. Nor can I fail to urge the great and

beneficial effects which would be produced in

aid of all the active pursuits of life. Its effects

upon the solvent State banks, while it would

force into liquidation those of an opposite char-

acter, through its weekly settlements, would

be highly beneficial ; and, with the advantages

of a sound currency, the restoration of confidence

and credit would follow, with a numerous train

of blessings. My convictions are most strong

that these benefits would flow from the adoption

of this measure ; but, if the result should be ad-

verse, there is this security in connection with

it—that the law creating it may be repealed at

the pleasure of the legislature, without the

slightest implication of its good faith."

It is impossible to read this paragraph with-

out a feeling of profound mortification at seeing

the low and miserable condition to which the

public credit had sunk, both at home and abroad;

and equally mortifying to see the wretched ex-

pedients which were relied upon to restore it;

a government bank, issuing paper founded on

its credit and revenues, and a hypothecation of

the lands, their proceeds to help to bolster up

the slippery and frail edifice of governmeulai

paper : the United States unable to make a

loan to the amount of one-fourth of its revc-

SBStsntcsst^im
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nues ! unablo to borrow five millions of dollars !

unable to bori-ow any thing, while the over-

loaded governments of Europe could borrow as

much as they pleased. It was indeed a low

point of depressed credit—the lowest that the

United States had ever seen since the declaration

of Independence. It was a state of humiliation

and disgrace which could not be named without

ofTeriug some reason for its existence ; and that

reason was given : it was the " disastroui-; pros-

tration," as it was called—the crimes and bank-

ruptcy, as should liave been called, of the Penn-

sylvania Bank of the United States ! that bank

which, in adding Pennsylvania to its name, did

notcliange its identity, or its nature ; and which

for ten 'ong years had been the cherished idol

of the President, his Secretary of State, and his

exchequer orator on the floor of the House—for

whicli General Jackson had been condemned

and vituperated—and on the continued existence

of which the whole prosperity of the govern-

ment and the people, and their salvation from

poverty and misery, was made to depend. That

bank ^ras now given as the cause of the woful

plight into which the public credit was fallen—

and truly so given ! for while its plunderings

were enormous, its crimes were still greater:

and the two put together—an hundred millions

plundered, and a mass o( crimes committed

—

the effect upon the American name was such as

to drive it with disgrace from every exchange

iu Europe. And the former champions of the

bank, uninstructed by experience, unabashed by
previous appalling mistakes, now lavish the

same encomiums on an exchequer bank which
they formerly did on a national bank ; and chal-

lenge the same fiiith for one which they had in-

voked for the other. The exchequer is now,
according to them, the sole hope of the country

;

the independent treasury and hard money, its

only danger. Yet the exchequer was repulsed
—the independent treasury and gold was estab-
lished

: and the eftect, that that same country
which was unablo to borrow five millions of
dollars, has since boirowed many ten millions,

and is now paying a premium of 20 per centum
—actually paying twenty dollars on the hun-
dred—to purchase the privilege of paying loans
before they are due.

CHAPTER ex.

-KEPEAL OF THE BANKRUPT ACT: MB. BENTON'8
SPEECH; EXTRACTS.

Tjie BjMJctacle was witnessed in relation to tho

roneal of this act which has rarely been seen

't/ore—a repeal of a great act of national legis-

lation by the same Congress that passed it—by
the same members sitting in the same seats

—

and the repeal approved by tho same President

who had approved the enactment. It was a
homage to the will of the people, and tho result

of the general condemnation which the act re-

ceived froiii tho community. It had been
passed as a party measure : its condemnation
was general without regard to party : and tho

universality of tho sentiment against it was
honorable to the virtue and intelligence of the

people. In the commencement of the session

1842-'43, motions were made in both Houses to

repeal the act ; and in the Senate the practical

bad working of the act, and of the previous act,

was shown as an evidence of the unfruitfulness

of the whole system, and of the justice and wis-

dom of leaving the whole relation of debtor and
creditor in relation to insolvency, or bankrupt-

cy, to the insolvent laws v the States. la of-

fering a petition in the Senate for the repeal of

the act from the State of Vermont, Mr. Benton
said:

" He would take the opportunity which the
presentation of this pedtion offered, to declare
that, holding the bankrupt act to be unconsti-
tutional at six diQerunt pohits (the extinction
of the debt without the consent of a given ma-
jority of the creditors being at the head of these
points), he would vote for no repeal which
would permit the act to continue in foice for
the trial of depending cases, unless witl" pro-
visions which would bring the action of <ae law
within the constitution. To say notaing, at
present, of other points of unconstitutionality,
he limited himself to the abolition of debts
without the consent of a given majority of the
creditors. This, he held, no power in our coun-
try can do. Congress can only go as far as the
bankrupt systems of England and other coun-
tries go ; and that is, to require the consent of
a given majority of the creditors (four-fifths in
number and value in England and Scotland),
and that founded upon a judicial certificate of
intepirity by the commissioners who examined
the case, and approved afterwards by the Lord
Chancellor. Upon these principles only could
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Congress act : ujwn those priiK^leil the Con-
gress of 1800 acted, in making a bankrupt act

:

and to these principlcH he would endeavor to

conform the action of the present act so long as

it might run. IK- held all the cerliticivl' = grant-

ed by the courts to be null and \ oid ; uiid that

the question of the validity v .^uld bo carried

before the courts, and bcfoixs the tribunal of

public opinion. The federal judges decided the

alien and sedition law to l)o constitutional.

The peo]) reversed that decision, and put down
the men who held it. This bankrupt act was
much more glaringly unconstitutional—much
more immoral—and called more loudly upon
the people to rise u^'ainst it. If he was a United

States judgj, he would decide the act U> be un-

constitutional. If he was a State court, and one

of these certificates of discharge from debts

should be pleaded in bar before him, on an ac-

tion brought for the recovery of the old debt,

ho would treat the certificate as a nullity, and

throw it out of court. If commanded by the

Supreme Court, he would resign first. The
English law held all bankrupts, whose certifi-

cates were not signed by the given majority of

the creditors, to be uncertificated; and, as

such, he held all these to be wlio had received

certificates under our law. They had no cer-

tificate of discharge from a given majority of

the creditors ; and were, tlierefore, what the

English law called 'taicertificatcd bankiuptn.''

He said the bankrupt systems formed the cred-

itors into a partnership for the management of

the debtor's estate, and his diso'iarge from debt

;

and, in this partnership, a given majority Jicted

for the whole, all having the same interf ' m
what was lost or saved ; and, therefore, X'l ! f

governed by a given majority, doing wb-i; v hv

best for the whole. But even to this th. ic vi!>i",!

limitations. The four-fifths could n •!, r-.ik'J!>f>i>

the debt of the remaining fifth, except Hi" ;i a

certificate of integrity from the commission .;'s

who tried the case, and a final approval by the

Lord Chancellor. The law made itself party to

the discharge, as it does in a case of divorce, and
for the sake of good morals ; and required the

judicial certificate of integrity, without which

the release of four-fifths of the creditors would
not extinguish the debt of the other fifth. It

is only in this way that Congiess can act. It

can only act according to the established princi-

ples of the bankrupt systems. It had no inhe-

rent or supreme authority over debts. It could

not abolish debts as it pleased. It could not

confound bankruptcy and insolvency, and so

get hold of all debts, and sweep them off as it

pleased. All this was despotism, such as only

could be looked for in a government which had
no limits, either on its moral or political powers.

The attempt to confound insolvency and bank-

ruptcy, and to make Congress supreme over

both, was the must daring attack uii the consti-

tution, on the State laws, on the rights of prop-

erty, and on public morals, which the history

of Europe or \mcrica exhil itod. There w»s
no parallel to u in Europe or America. It wag
repudiation—universal repudiation of all ddii,

—at the will of the debtor. The Inw was sul)-

versivo of civil society ; and hi- i ailed upon
Congress, the State legislatures, the federal and
State judiciaries—and, above all, the people to

brrnd it for unconstitutionality and iromonilitv

and put it down.
" Mr. B. said he had laid down the law, 1 t he

would lofer to i\\& forms which the wisd' n of

the law provided for executing itself. Chcse

forms were the highest evidences of tho law.

They were framed by men learned in the law—
ajiproved by tho courts—and studied by tii

apprentices to the law. They should n ' u lie

studied by the journeymen—by the professorj

—and by the erminod judges. In this case,

especially, they should be so studied. Bank-

ruptcy was a branch of the law but little studied

in our country, 'i he mass of the community
were uninformed upon it ; and the latitudina-

rians, who could find no limits to the power of

our government were daringly presuming upon

the general ignorance, by undertaking to con-

found bankruptcy and insolvency, and claiming

for Congress a despotic power over both. l\m
daring attempt must be chastised. Congtess

must be driven back within the pale of the con-

stitution ; and for that purpose, the principles

of the bankrupt systems must be made known
to the people. The forma are one of the best

modes of doing this : and here are ihaforms of

a bankrupt's certificate in Great Britain—the
country from which our constitution borrowed

the system. [Mr. B. then read from Jacob's

Law Dictionary, title Bankruptcy, at the end

of the title, the three forms of the certificates

which were necessary to release a debtor from

his debts,] The first form was that of the com-

missioners who examined the case, and who
certified to the integrity of the bankrupt, and

that he had conformed in all particulars to the act.

The second form was that of the certificute of

four-fifths of his creditors, ' allowing hvn to be

discharged from his debts.' The third was

the certificate of the Lord Chancellor, certifying

that notice of these two certificates having been

published for twenty-one days in the London

Gazette, and no cause being shown to the con-

trary, the certificates granted by the commis-

sioners and by the creditors were ' confrmcd.'

Then, and not till then, could the debtor be dis-

charged from his debts ; and witii all tliis, the

act of 1800 in the United States perfectly a;;reed.

only taking two-thirds instead of four-fifths ot

the creditors. Congress could only absolve

debts in this way, and that among the proper

subjects of a biinkrupt law : and the moral sense

of the community must revolt against any at-

tempt to do it in any other form. The present

act was repudiation—criminal repudiation, as

far as any one chose to repudiate—and must be

put down by the community."
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On iie qneP*'on for tho rcptu' of tli^ tct, Mr.

1 ,;ntou took CH, nion to show a to b^ui iO-

v».Hion of tlie rightf f" tho States, ovcs tho oidi-

iiary n lations >f debtur and creditor within tlieir

own limits, aad a means of eating up estates to

the loss of both ikbtor and creditor, the

enrichment of assignees, who make the ttle-

mentof the estate a life-long busines; , at' ; often

a legacy to his children.

A question cannot ^e between two noigh-

bois I'uout a dozen of ^pn, wit' oiif hting hable

to bo aken from the custody oi tlu ws of i e

Sta: , and brought up to he federal coins.

Ami now, when this doctrine that insolvency

ml lankriiptry are the same, if a continuance

of till law is to bo contrived, ' must be done in

conformity with such a faila The law has
proved to be nothing bnt a gn at insolvent law,

'<r tlie abolition -
, bts, tor tho benefit of

aebtors; and would it be maintained that a
periiiftiit lit system ought to bo built up on such
a foumliiiion as that?

"Some months ago, l.e read inaPtiiladelphia
naper a notice to creditors ' come forward for

. dividend of half a cent in the loUar, in a case
of bankruptc pending under the old law of
1801 i nee year 1801. A n(l three or four
da;. read a notice in a t. ion paper,
Ciiilu roditors to come in for 'dcnd of
five-sixil of a penny in the poun*' m ^ case of
ljfi!''ii[)t V pending since the year 17'

»J. Here
has boci. case where the waste oi property
has been going on for fifty years in England, and
another case where it ha3 been going on in this
country forty-one or forty-two years. He had
been himself twenty-three years in the Senate,
and, during that time, various efforts were made
to revive the old law of 1800 in some shape or
other

; but never, till last session, in the shape
in which the present law passed. And how
could this law be expected to stand, when even
the law of 1800 (which was in reality a bank-
rupt law) could not stand ; but was, in the first
year of its operation, condemned by the whole
country 1

"

The passage of the act had been a reproach to

Congress
: its repeal should do them honor, and

still more the people, under whose manifest and
determined will it was to be done. The repeal bill

readily passed the Senate, and then went to the
House, where it was quickly passed, and under
pressure of the previous question, by a vote 128
to 98. The history of the passage of these two
measures (bankrupt and distribution) each of
which camo to an untimely end, is one of those
legislative arcana which should be known, that
such legislation may receive the reprobation
which it desen-es. The public only sees the out-

VoL. II.--30

le proceeding, and imagines a wise and patriotic

motive for the enactment of important laws. Too
oft<'n there is neither wisdom nor patriotism in

such enactment, but bargain, ani! 'fiMhut'ss, and
duresse of circumstances. So it

'1 e misconduct and misfortun

ho vices inherent in papUi

this case.

banks,

y, which
had h IniiL' been tho currcnr) i e coimtry,

ha(' tilled tho Union with pecuniary distress, and
created an imincnse body of insolvent debtors,

estimated by some at fi > hundred thousand:
and all these were clamorous for a bankrupt
act. The State of Mississppi « us one of those

most sorely afllicted with tl .» state of things, and
most earnest for tht vCt. Her condition frov-

H itors, and their

j'ussed the

icb are the

,,it -sly authorized

er been favored by
as tried fifty years

ernod the conduct of her

votes made the bankriii

fiscal bank through he

mysteries of legislation

A bankrupt act, thouj

by the constitution, haci

the American people.

ago, and condemned upon a two years' experience.

Persevering efibrts had since been made for a
period of twenty years to obtain another act,

but in vain. It was the opinion of Mr. Lowndes,

expressed at the last session that he sei-ved, that

no act framed upon tho principles of the British

system would ever be suitable to our country

—

that the complex and expensive machinery of

the system, so objectionable in England, where
debtors and creditors were comparatively luar

together, would be intolerable in tho United

States, where they were so widely separated,

and the courts so sparsely scattered over the

land, and so inconvenient to the majority of

parties and witnesses. He believed a simple

system might be adopted, reducing the proceie-

to a transaction between the debtor and his

creditors, in which courts would have but little

to do except to ^ive effect to their agreement.

The principle his plan was that there should

be a meeting of the creditors, either on the

invitation of the failing debtor, or the summons
of .-i given number of creditors ; and when to-

gether, and invested with power to examine into

the debtor's affairs, and to examine books and

take testimony, that they themselves, by a given

majority of two-thirds or three-fourths in value,

should decide every question, m.ike a j)?.'; rnfa

division of the effects, and grant a certificate

of release: the release to be of right if the
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effects were taken. This simple process would

dispense with the vexatious question, of what

constitutes an act of bankruptcy ? And substi-

tute for it the broad inquiry of failing circum-

stances—in the solution of which, those most

interested would be the judges. It would also

save the devouring expenses of costs and fees,

and delays equally devouring, and the commis-

sioners that must be paid, and the assignees

who frequently become the beneficiaries of the

debtor's effects—taking what he collects for his

own fees, and often making a life estate of it.

The estate of^a bankrupt, in the hands of an

assignee, Mr. Randolph was accustomed to call,

" a lump of butter in a dog's mouth ; " a desig-

nation which it might sometimes bear from the

rapidity with which it was swallowed; but

moro frequently it was a bone to gnaw, and to

be long gnawed before it was gnawed up. As

an evidence of this, Mr. Benton read a notice

from a Philadelphia paper, published while this

debate was going on, inviting creditors to come

forward and receive from the assignee a divi-

dend of half a cent in the dollar, in a case of

bankruptcy under the old act of 1800 ; also a

notice in a London paper for the creditors to

come in and receive a dividend of five-sixths of

a penny in the pound in b, case depending since

1793—the assignees respectively having been

administering, one of them forty-one years, and

the other fifty-two years, the estate of the

debtor ; and probably collecting each year about

as m^ch as paid his own fees.

The system has become nearly intolerable in

England. As far back as the year 1817, the

British Parliament, moved by the pervading be-

lief of the injustice and abuses under their bank-

rupt laws, appointed a commissioner to examine

into the subject, and to report the result of their

investigation. It was done; and such a mass

of iniquity revealed, as to induce the Lord

Chancellor to say that the system was a disgrace

to the country—that the assignees had no

mercy either upon the debtor or his creditors

—

and that it would be better to repeal every law

on the subject. The system, however, was too

much interwoven with the business of the

country to be abandoned. The report of the

commissioners only led to a revision of the laws

and attempted ameliorations; the whole of

which were disregarded by our Congress of

1841, as were the principles of all previous

European Continent, or in the United States,

That Congress abandoned the fundamental

principle of all bankrupt systems—that of a

proceeding of the creditors for their own bene-

fit, and made it practically an insolvent law at

the will of the debtor, for the aboHtion of his

debt at his own pleasure. Iniquitous in itself

vicious in its mode of being passed, detested by

the community, the life of the act was short and

ignommious. Mr. Buchanan said it would be

repealed in two years : and it was. Yet it was

ardently contended for. Crowds attended Con-

gress to demand it. Hundreds of thousands

sent up their petitions. The whole number of

bankrupX was stated by the most moderate at

one hundred thousand : and Mr. Walker declared

in his place that, if the act was not passed, thou-

sands of unfortunate debtors would have to wear

the chams of slavery, or be exiled from their

native land.

field with the companies to which they were

__ .„_ ^ ^ ^
attached, and receiving the pay, clothing, and

bankrupt acts either in Great Britain, on the I
ration of a eeigeant, should bo sent—such of

CHAPTER CXI.

MILITARY ACADEMY AND AEMY EXPENSES.

The instincts of the people have be"a against

this academy from the time it took its present

form under the act of 1812, and those subse-

quent and subsidiary to it : many efforts have

been made to abolish or to modify it : and all

unsuccessful—^partly from the intrinsic difficul-

ty of correcting any abuse—partly from the

great number interested in the Academy as an

eleemosynary institution of which they have

the benefit—and partly from the wrong way in

which the reformers go to work. They gen-

erally move to abolish the whole system, and

are instantly met by Washington's recommen-

dation in favor of it. In the mean time Wash-

ington never saw such an institution as now

shelters behind his name ; and possibly would

never have been in the army, except as a private

soldier, if it had existed when he was a young

man. lie never recommended such an acade-

my as we have ; he never dreamed cf such a

thing : he recommended just tlie reverse of it,

in recommending that cadets, serving in the
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them as showed a stomach for the hardships, as

well as a taste for the pleasures and honors of

the service, and who also showed a capacity for

the two higher branches of the profession (engi-

neering and artillery)—to West Point, to take

instruction from oflBcers in these two branches

of the military art : and no more. At this ses-

sion :ne of the usual mcrements was made
against it—an attack upon the institution in its

annual appropriation bill, by moving to strike

out the appropriation for its support, and sub-

stitute a bill for its abolition. Mr. Hale made

the motion, and was supported in it by several

members. Mr. McKay, chairman of the com-

mittee, which had the appropriation bill in

charge, felt himself bound to defend it, but in

doing so to exclude the conclusion that he was
favorable to the academy. Begging gentlemen,

therefore, to withdraw their motion, he went on
to say:

" He was now, and always had been, in favor
of a very material alteration in the or^nization
of this institution. He did not think that the
government should educate more young men
than were necessary to fill the annual vacancies
in the army. It was beyond dispute, that the
number now educated was more than the aver-
age annual vacancies in the army required ; and
hence the number of supernumerary second
lieutenants—which he believed was now some-
thing '.ike seventy; and would be probably
thirl/ more the next year. This, however, did
not present the true state of the question. In
a single year, in consequence of an order issued
from the war department, that all the officers

who were in the civil service of the railroad and
canal companies, &c., should join their respec-
tive regiments, tnere were upwards of one hun-
dred resignations. Now, if these resignations
had not taken place, the army would have been
overloaded with supernumerary second lieu-

tenants. He was for reducing the number of
cadets, but at the same time would make a pro-
vision by which parents and guardians should
have the privilege of sending their sons and
wards there to be educated, at their own ex-
pense. This (Mr. M. said) wa« the system
adopted in Great Britain ; and it appeared, by
a document he had in his hand, that there were
three hundred and twenty gentlemen cadets,
and fifteen officers educated at the English Mil-
itary Academ} at a much less expense than it

required to educate two hundred and twenty
cadets at West Point. He agreed with much of
what had been said by the gentleman from Con-
necticut, Mr. Seymour, that it would be an ame-
lioration of our military service, to open the
door of promotion to meritorious non-commis-
sioned officers and privates. Under the present

system, no man who was a non-commissioned
officer or private, however meritorious, had the
least chance of ppomotion. It was true that
there were instances of such men getting com-
missions, but they were very rare ; and the
consequence was, that the ranks of the army
were filled with some of the worst men in the
country, and desertions had prevailed to an
enormous extent. Mr. McK. here gave from
the documents, the number of annual deser-
tions, from the year 1830 to 1836, showing ar
average of one thousand. He would not now,
hc>wever, enlarge on this subject, but would re-
serve his remarks till the bill for reorganizing
the academy, which he understood was to be
reported by the Military Committee, should
come in."

Mr. McKay was not counted among the ora-

tors of the House : he made no pretension to

fine speaking : but he was one of those busi-

ness, sensible, upright men, who always spoke

sense and reason, and to the point, and general-

ly gave more information to the House in a few
sentences than could often be found in one of

the most pretentious speeches. Of this charac-

ter were the remarks which he made on this

occasion ; and in the four statements that he

made, Jirst, that upwards of one hundred West
Point officei ^ had resigned their commissions in

one year when ordered to quit civil service and
join their corps; secondly, that there was a

surplus of seventy graduates at that time for

whom there was no place in the army ; thirdly,

,

that at the English Military Academy, three

hundred and thirty-five cadets and officers were

instructed at much less expense than two hun-

dred and twenty with us
; fourthly, that the

annual desertions from the rank and file of the

army had averaged one thousand men per an-

num for six years together, these desertions re-

sulting from want of promotion and disgust at

a service which was purely necessary. Mr.

McKay was followed by another speaker of the

same class with himself—Mr. Cave Johnson,

of Tennessee ; who stood up and said

:

" That there was no certainty that the bill to
be reported by the Military Committee, which
the gentleman referred to, would be reached
this session ; and he was therefore for eJSTecting

a reform now that the subject was before them.
He would, therefore, suggest to the gentleman
from New Hampshire to withdraw his amend-
ment, and submit another, to the follf^wing ef-

fect : That no money appropriated in this bill,

or hereafter to be appropriated, shall be applied
to the payment of any cadet hereafter to be ap-
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pointed ; and the terms of service of those who

have warrants now in the academy shall be

held to cease from and after four years from

the time of their respective appointments. The

limitation of this appropriation now, would put

an end to the academy, unless the House would

act on the propositions which would be hereaf-

ter made. He was sfttisfied it ought to be abol-

ished, and he would at once abolish it, but for

the remarks of his friend from North Carolina

;

he therefore hoped his friend from New Hamp-
shire would adopt the suggestions which had

been made."

Mr. Harralson, of Georgia, chairman of the

Committee on Military Afi'airs, felt himself

called upon by his position to come to the de-

fence of the institution, which he did in a way

to show that it was indefensible. He

" Intfanated that that committee would pro-

pose some reductions in the number of cadets

;

and when that proposition came before the

House, these amendments could be appropriate-

ly ijred. The proposition would be made to

re luce the number of the cadets to the wants

of the army. But this appropriation should

now be made ; and if, by any reductions here-

after made, it should be found more than ade-

quate to the wants of the institution, the bal-

ance would remain in the Treasury, and would

not be lost to the country. He explained the

. circumstances under- which, in 1836, some per-

sons educated as cadets at West Point became

civil engineers, and accepted employment on

projected lines of railroad ; and asserted that

no class of our countrymen were more ready to

obey the call of their country, in any exigency

which might arise."

Mr. Orlando Ficklin, of Illinois, not satisfied

with the explanations made by the chairman on

military affairs, returned to the charge of the

one hundred resignations in one year; and

said:

cratic institution, shall be brought to a close,

If it did not cost this government a single dol-

lar, he would still be unwilling that it should

be kept up. He was not willing that the door

of promotion should be shut against the honest

and deserving soldier, and that a few dandies

and band-box heroes, educated at that insti-

tation, should enjoy the monopoly of all the

offices. Mr. F. adverted to the present condi-

tion of the army. It was filled up, he said, by
foreigners. Native Americans, to whom they

should naturally look as the defenders of the

country, were deterred from entering it. It

would bs well, he thought, to have a committee

of investigation, that the secrets of the prison-

house might be disclosed, and its abuses brought

to light."

Mr. Bawk, of Georgia, proposed an amend-

ment, compelling the cadets to serve ten years,

and keeping up the number : upon which Mr,

Hale remarked

:

"The amendment of the gentleman from

Georgia would seem to imply that there were

not officers enough : whereas the truth was

there were more than enough. The difficulty

way, there were already too many. The Army

Register showed a list already of seventy su-

pernumeraries ; and more were being turned

out upon us every year. The gentleman from

New York had made a most unhappy illustra-

tion of the necessity for educating cadets for the

army, by comparing them with the midshipmen

in the navy. What was the service rendered

by midshipmen on board our national vessels?

Absolutely none. They were of no sort of use

;

and precisely so was it with these cadets. He

denied that General Washington ever recom-

mended a militanr academy like the present in-

stitution ; and, if he had done so, he would, in-

stead of proclaiming it, have endeavored to

shield his great name from such a reproach."

The movement ended as usual, in showing

necessity for a reform, and in failing to get it.

" He had listened to the apology or excuse

rendered by the chairman of the Committee on

Military Affairs, for the cadets who resigned in

1836. And what was that excuse ? Why,
1 forsooth, though they had been educated at the

government expense, yet, because they could

get better pay by embarking in other pursuits,

they deserted the service of the country which

had educated them, and prepared them for her

service. He did not intend to detain the com-

mittee at present, but he must be permitted to

say to those who were in favor of winding up

the concern, that they ought not to vote an ap-

propriation of a single dollar to that institution,

^^ess the same bill contained a provision, in

)janguage as emphatic as it could be made^ de-

claring that this odious, detestable, and ansto-

CHAPTER CXII.

KMIQKATION TO THE COLT'MBIA EIVEE, ABD

FOUNDATION OF ITS SETTLEMENT BY AMEBI-

CAN CITIZENS: FBEM0NT8 FIK8T EXPEDI-

TION.

The great event of carrying the Anglo-Saxon

race to the shore of the Pacific Ocean, and

planting that race firmly on that sea, took place

at this time, beginning in 1842, and largely in-

creasing in 1843. It was not an act of the go?-
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vernment, leading the people and protecting

them ; but, like all the other great emigrat'ons

and settlements of that race on ou/ continent,

it was the act of the people, going forward with-

out government aid or countenance, establifhing

their possession, and compelling the government

to follow with its shield, and spread it over

them. So far as the action of the government

was concerned, it operated to endanger our title

to the Columbia, to prevent emigratxii, and to

incur the loss of the country. The first great

step in this unfortunate direction was the treaty

of joint occupation, aa it was called, of 1818 ; by

which the British, under the fallacious idea of

mutUHj'ity, where there was nothing mutual,

were admitted to a delusive jobt occupation,

with ourselves, intended to be equal—^but which

quickly became exclusive on their part: and

was obliged to become so, from the power and

organization of their Hudson Bay Company,

already flanking the country and ready to cross

over and cover it. It is due to the memory of

President Monroe, under whose administration

this unfortunate treaty was made, to say that,

since the publication of the first volume of this

View, the author has been informed by General

Jesup (who had the fact from Mr. Monroe him-

self at the time), that his instructions had not

authorized this arrangement (which in fact the

commissioners intimated in their correspond-

ence), and only after much hesitation prevailed

on himself to send it to the Senate. That treaty

ra'j for ten years, and the second false step was
in its indefinite extension by another of 1828, un-

til one or the other of the parties should give no-

tice for its discontinuance—the most insidious

and pernicious of all agreements, being so easy

to be adopted, and so hard to be got rid of. The
third great blunder was in not settling the Ore-
gon question in the Ashburton negotiation, when
we had a strong hold unon the British govern-
ment in its earnest desire to induce us to with-
draw our northeastern boundary from the neigh-

borhood of Lower Canada, and to surrender a
part of Maine for the road from Halifax to Que-
bea The fourth step in this series of govern-
mental blunders, was the recommendation of
President Tyler to discountenance emigration
to Oregon, by withholding land from the em'-
grants, until the two governments had settled
the title—a contingency too remote to be count-
ed upon within any given period, and which

every year's deky would make more difficult

The title to the country being thus endangered

by the acta of the government, the saving of it

devolved upon the people—and they saved it.

In 1842, incited by numerous newspaper publi-

cations, upwards of a thousand American emi-

grants went to the country, making their long

pilgrimage overland from the frontiers of Mis-

souri, with their wives and children, their flocks

and herds, their implements of husbandry and

weapons of defence—traversing the vest inclined

plane to the base of the Rocky Mountains,

crossing that barrier (deemed impassable by
Europeans), and descending the wide slope

which declines from the mountains to the

Pacific. Six months would be consumed in

this journey, filled with hardships, beset by
dangers from savt^ hostility, and only to be

prosecuted in caravans of strength and deter-

mination. The Bumets and Applegates from

Missouri were among the first leaders, and in

1843, some two thousand more joined the first

emigration. To check these bold adventurers

was the object of the government : to encourage

them, was the object of some Wester- ~ ?mbers

of Congress, on whom (in conjunction with the

people) the task of saving the Columbia evi-

dently devolved. These members were ready

for their work, and promptly began. Early in

the session, Mr. Linn, a senator from Missouri,

introduced a bill for the purpose, of which these

were the leading provisions

:

"That the President of the United States is

hereby authorized and required to cause to be
erected, at suitable places and distances, a line

of stockade and blockhouse forts, not exceeding
five in number, from some point on the Missouri
and Arkansas rivers into the best pass for enter-
ing the valley of the Oregon ; and, also, at or
near the mouth of the Columbia River.

" That provision hereafter shall be made by
law to secure and grant six hundred and forty
acres, or one section of land, to every white
niale inhabitant of the territory of Oregon, of
the age of eighteen years and upward, who shall
cultivate and use the same for five consecutive
years ; or to his heir or heirs-at-law, if such
there be, in case of his decease. And to every
such inhabitant or cultivator (being a married
man) there shall be granted, in addition, one
hundred and sixty acres to the wife of said hus-
band- and the like quantity of one hundred and
sixty acres to the father for each child under the
age of eighteen years he may have, or which
may be born within the five years aforesaid.

" That no sale, alienation, or contract of any
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kind, shall be valid, of such lands, before the

Eatent is issued therefor ; nor shall the same be

able to be taken in execution, or bound by any
judgment, mc *gage, or lien, of any kind, before

the patent is so issued ; and all pretended alien-

ations or contracts for alienating such lands,

made before the issu.ng of the patents, shall be

null and void against the settler himself, his

wife, or widow, or against his heirs-at-law, or

against purchasers, after the issuing of the pa-

tent.

"That the President is hereby authorized

and required to appoint two additional Indian

agents, with a salary of two thousand dollars

each, whose duty it shall be (under his direction

and control) to superintend the interests of the

United States with any or every Indian tribe

west of any agency now established by law.
" That the sum of one hundred thousand dol-

lars be appropriated, out of any money in the

Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to carry

into effect the provisions of this act.

" Sec 2. And be itfurther enacted, That the

civil and criminal jurisdiction of the supreme

court and district courts of the territory of Iowa,

be, and the same is hereby, extended over that

part of the Indian territories lying west of the

present limits of the said territory of Iowa, and

south of the forty-ninta degree of north latitude,

and west of the Rocky Mountains, and north of

the boundary line between the United States

and the Republic of Texas, not included within

the limits of any State ; and also, over the In-

dian territories comprising the Rocky Moun-
tains and the country between them and the

Pacific Ocean, south of fifty-four degrees and

forty minutes of north latitude, and north of the

forty-second degree of north laticude ; and jus-

tices of the peace may be appointed for the said

territory, in the same manner and with the same

powers as now provided by law in relation to

the territory of Iowa : Provided, That any sub-

ject of the government of Great Britain, who
shall have been arrested under the provisions of

this act for any crime alleged to have been com-

mitted within the territory westward of the

Stony or Rocky Mountains, while the same re-

mains free and open to the vessels, citizens, and

subjects of the United States and of Great

Britain, pursuant to stipulations between the

two powers, shall be delivered up, on proof of

his being such British subject, to the nearest or

most convenient anthorities having cognizance

of such offence by the laws of Great Britain, for

the purpose of being prosecuted and tried accord-

ing to such laws.
" Sec. 3. And be itfurther enacted. That one

associate judge of the supreme court of the

territory of Iowa, in addition to the number
now authorized by law, may, in the discretion

of the President, be appointed, to hold his office

by the same tenure and for the same time, re-

ceive the same compensation, and possess all the

powers and authority conferred by law upon

the associate judges of the said territory • and
one judicial district shall be organized by the
said supreme court, in addition to the existing

number, in reference to the jurisdiction con-
ferred by this act ; and a district court shall be
held in the said district by the judge of the su-

preme court, at such times and places as the

said court shall direct; and the said district

court shall possess all the powers and authority

vested in the present district courts of the said

territory, and may, in like manner, appoint its

own clerk.

" Sec 4. And be itfurther enacted, That any

justice of the peacCj appointed in and for the

territories described in the second section of this

act, shall have power to cause all offenders

against the laws of the United States to be ar-

rested by such persons as they shall appoint for

that purpose, and to commit such offenders to

safe custody for trial, in the same cases and in

the manner provided by law in relation to the

Territory of Iowa ; and to cause the offenders

so committed to be conveyed to the place ap-

pointed for the holding of a district court for

the said Territory of Iowa, nearest and most con-

venient to the place of such commitment, there

to be detained for trial, by such persons as shall

be authorized for that purpose by any judgt of

the supreme court, or any justice of the peace

of the said Territory ; or where such offenders

are British subjects, to cause them to be de-

livered to the nearest and most convenient Brit-

ish authorities, as hereinbefore provided; and

the expenses of such commitment, removal, and

detention, shall be paid in the same manner as

provided by law in respect to the fees of the

marshal of the said territory."

These provisions are all just and necessary

for the accomplishment of their object, and

carefully framed to promote emigration, and to

avoid collisions with the British, or hostilities

with the Indians. The land grants were the

grand attractive feature to the emigrants : the

provision for leaving British offenders to British

jurisdiction was to avoid a dash ofjurisdictions,

and to be on an equality with the British

settlers over whom the British Parliament had

already extended the laws of Canada ; and the

boundaries within which our settlers were to

be protected, were precisely those agreed upon

three years later in a treaty between the two

powers. The provisions were all necessary for

their object, and carefully framed to avoid infrac-

tion of any part of the unfortunate treaty of

1818 : but the bill encountered a strenuous, and

for a long time a nearly balanced, opposition

in the Senate—some opposed to the whole ob-

ject of settling the country at any time—some

|tHt*-l
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British, or hostilities

to its present settlement, many to the fear of

collision with the British subject3 already there,

or infraction of the treaty of 1818. Mr. Mc-

Duffle took broad ground against it.

" For whose benefit are we bound to pass this

bill? Who are to go there, along the line of

military posts, and take possession of the only

part of the territory fit to occupy—that part

lying upon the sea-coast, a strip less than one

hundred miles in width ; for, as I have already

stated, the rest of the territory consists of

mountains almost inaccessible, and low lands

which are covered with stone and volcanic re-

mains, where rain never falls, except during the

spring ; and even on the coast no rain falls, from
ipril to October, and for the remainder of the

year there is nothing but rain. Why, sir, of

wliat use will this be for agricultural purposes ?

I would not for that purpose give a pinch of

snuff for the whole territory. I wish to God
we did not own it. I wish it was an impassable

barrier to secure us against the intrusion of

others. This is the character of th*e country.

Who are we to send there? Do you think
?our honest farmers in Pennsylvania, New
ork, or even Ohio or Missouri, will abandon

their farms to go upon any such enterprise as

this? God forbid! if any man who is to go
to that country, under the temptations of this

bill, was my child—if he was an honest indus-

trious man, I would say to him, for God's sake
do not go there. You will not better your con-
dition. You will exchange the comf)rts of
home, and the happiness of civilized life, for the
pains and perils of a precarious existence. But
if I had a son whose conduct was such as made
him a fit subject for Botany Bay, I would say
in the name of God, go. This is my estimate
of the importance of the settlement. Now,
what are we to gain by making the settlement i

In what shape are our expenditures there to be
returned ? When are we to get any revenue
from the citizens of ours who go to that distant
territory—3,300 miles from the seat of govern-
ment, as I have it from the senator from Mis-
souri ? What return are thev going to make us
for protecting them with military posts, at the
expense at the outset of $200,000, and swelling
hereafter God knows how much—probably
equalling the annual expenses of the Florida
war. What will they return us for this enornious
expense, after we have tempted them, by this bill,

to leave their pursuits of honest industry, to go
upon this wild tnd gambling adventure, in which
their blood is to bo staked? "

Besides repulsmg the country as worthless,

Mr. McDufiie argued that there was danger in

taking possession of if.—that the provisions of

the bill conflicted with the stipulations of the
treaty of 1818—and that Great Britain, though
desirous of peace with the United States, would

be forced into war in defence of her rights and

honor. Mr. Calhoun was equally opposed as

his colleagae to the passage of the bill, but not

for the same reasons. He deemed the country

well worth having, and presenting great com-

mercial advantages in communicating with

China and Japan, which should not be lost.

" I do not agree with my eloquent and able
colleague that the country is worthless. He
has underrated it, both as to soil and climate.
It contains a vast deal of land, it is true, that is

barren and worthless ; but not a little that is

highly productive. To that may be added its

commercial advantages, which will, in time,
prove to be great. We must not overlook the
important events to which I have alluded as
having recently occurred in the Eastern portion
of Asia. As great as they are, they are but the
beginning of a series of a similar character,
which must toilow at no distant day. What
has taken place in China, will, in a few years,
be followed in Japan, and all the eastern por-
tions of that continent. Their ports, like the
Chinese, will be opened, and the whole of that
large portion of Asia, containing nearly half of
the population and wealth of the globe, will be
thrown open to the commerce of the world, and be
pla^icd within the pales of European and Ameri-
can intercourse and civilization. A vast market
will be created, and a mighty impulse will be
given to commerce. No small portion of the
share that would fall to us with this populous
and Industrious portion of the globe, is destined
to pass through the ports of the Oregon Terri-
tory to the valley of the Mississippi, instead of
taking the circuitous and long voyage round
Cape Horn ; or the still longer, round the Cape
of Good Hope. It is mainly because I place
this high estimate on its prospective value, that
I am so solicitous to preserve it, and so adverse
to this bill, or any other precipitate measure
which might terminate in its loss. If I thought
less of its valuCj or if I regarded our title less

clear, my opposition would be less decided."

Infraction of the treaty and danger of war

—

the diflBculty and expense of defending a pos

session so remote—the present empty condition

of the treasury—were further reasons urged by
Mr. Calhoun in favor of rejecting the bill ; but

having avowed himself in favor of saving our

title to the country, it became necessary to

show his mode of doing so, and fell upon the

same plan to ripen and secure our title, which
others believed was wholly relied upon by
Great Britain to ripen .and secure hers—Time f

an element which only worked in favor of the

possessor ; and that possessor was now Great

Britain. On this head he said

;
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" The question presents itself, how shall we

K
reserve this country ? There is only one means

y which 't can be ; but that, forlvinately, is the

most powerful of all

—

time. Time is acting

for us ; and, if we shall havo the wifidom to

trust its operation, it will assert una maintain

our right with resistless force, without costing a

cent of money, or a drop of blood. There is

often in the affairs of government, more efQ-

ciency and wisdom in non-action, than in action.

All we want to effect our object in this case, is

' a wise and masterly inactivity.' Our popula-

tion ia rolling towards the shores of the Pacific,

with an impetus greater than what we realize. It

is one of tliose forward movements which leaves

anticipation behind. In the period of thirty-

two years which have elapsed since I took my
Beat in the other House, the Indian frontier has

receded a thousand milec to the .West. At that

time, our population was much less than half

what it is now. It was then increasing at the

rate of about a quarter of a million annually
;

it is now not less than six hundred thousand

;

and still increasing at the rate of something
more than three per cent, compound annually.

At that rate, it will soon reach the yearly

increase of a million. If to this be added, that

the region west of Arkansas and the State of

Missouri, and south of the Missouri River, is

occupied by half civilized tribes, who have their

lands secured to them by treaty Tand which
will prevent the spread of population in that

direction), and that this great and increasing tide

will be forced to take the comparatively narrow
channel to the north of that river and south of

our northern boundary, some conception may
be formed of the strength with which the cur-

rent will run in that direction, and how soon it

will reach the eastern gorges of the Rocky
Mountains. It will soon—^far sooner than an-

ticipated—reach the Rocky Mountains, and be
ready to pour intj the Oregon Territory, when
it will come into »r possession without resist-

ance or struggle >r, if there should be resist-

ance, it would be f^ble and ineffectual. Wc
would then be as much stronger there, compa-
ratively, than Great Britain, as she is now
stronger than we are ; and it would then be as

idle in her to attempt to assert and maintain

her exclusive claim to the territory against us.

as it would now be in us to attempt it against

her. Let us be wise, and abide our time, and it

will accomplish all that we desire, with far

more certainty and with infinitely less sacrifice,

than we can without it"

Mr. Calhoun averred, and very truly, that his

opposition to the bill did not grow out of any

opposition to the growth of the West—declared

himself always friendly to the interests of that

great section of our country, and referred to his

course when he was Secretary at war to prove

it.

•'I go back to the time when I was at the
head of the War Department. At that early

period I turned my attention particularly to the
interest of the West. I saw that it required
increased securitjr to its long Hue of frontier

and greater facility of carrying on intercourse

with the Indian tribes in that quarter, and to

enable it to develope its resources—especially

that of its fur-trade. To give the required

security, I ordered a much larger portion of the

army to that frontier ; and to afford facility and
protection for carrying on the fur-trade, the

military posts were moved much higher up the

Mississippi and Missouri rivers. Under the

increased security and facility which these

measures afforded, the fur-trade received a

p^reat impulse. It extended across the continent

fn a short time, to the Pacific, and north and

south to the British and Mexican frontiers-

yielding in a few years, as stated by the Senator

from Missouri [Mr. Linn], half a million of dol-

lars annually. But I stopped not there. I saw
that individual enterprise on our part, however
great, could not successfully compete with the

powerful incorporated Canadian and Hudson
Bay Companies, and that additional measures

were necessary to secure permanently our fur-

trade. For that purpose I proposed to ostab'ish

a post still higher up the Missouri, at the mouth
of the Yellow Stone River, and to give such

unity and efficiency to our intercourse and trade

with the Indian tribes between our Western
frontier and the Pacific ocean, as would enable

our citizens engaged in the fur-trade to compete

successfully with the British traders. Had
the measures proposed been adopted, we would

not now have to listen to the complaint, so fre-

quently uttered in this discussion, of ths loss of

that trade."

The inconsistent argument of Mr. McDuffie,

that the country was worthless, and yet that

Great Britain would go to war for it, was thus

answered by Mr. Linn

:

" The senator from South Carolina somewhat

inconsistently urges that the country is bleak,

barren, volcanic, rocky, a waste always flooded

when it is not parched ; and insists that, worth-

less as it is. Great Britain will go at once to war

for it. Strange that she should in 1818 have

held 80 tenaciously to what is so worthless!

Stranger still, that she should have stuck yet

closer to it in 1827, when she had had still

ampler time to learn the bootlessness of the

possession ! And strangest of all, that she

should still cling to it with the grasp of death

!

Sir, I cannot for my life help thinking that she

and the senator have formed a very different

estimate of the territory, and that she is (as she

ought to be) a good deal the better informed.

She knows well its soil climate, and physical re-

sources, and perfectly comprehends its commer-

cial and geographical importance. And know-

ing all this, she was ready to sink all sense of
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justice, stifle all respect for our clear title, and

hasten to root her interests in the soil, so as to

secure the strong, even when most wrongful,

title Oi possession."

The danger of waiting for Great Britain to

strengthen her claim was illustrated by Mr.

Linn by what had happened in Maine. In 1814

she proposed to purchase the part she wanted.

She afterwards endeavored to negotiate for a

right of way across the State. Failing in that

attempted negotiation, as in the offer to pur-

chase, she boldly set up a claim to all she wanted

—demanded it as matter of right—and obtained

it by the Ashburton treaty—the United States

paying Massachusetts and Maine for the dis-

membered part. Deprecating a like result from

temporizing measures with respect to Oregon,

Mr. Linn said

:

"So little before 1813 or 1814 did Great

Britain ever doubt your claim to the lately con-

tested territory in Maine, that in 1814 she pro-

posed to purchase that part of it which she de-

sired. Sne next treated for a right of way. It

was refused ; and she then set up a claim to the

soil. This method has sped no ill with her;

for she has got what she wanted, and made you

PAY FOR IT. Her Oregon game is the same.

She has set her heart upon a strip of territory

north of the Oregon, and seems determined to

pluck it from us, either by circumvention or

force. Aware of the political aa well as legal

advantages of possession, she is strengthening

hers in every way not too directly responsible.

She is selecting and occupying the best lands,

the most favorable sites. These she secures to

the settlers under contracts. For any counter-

action of yours, she may take, and is taking,

possession of the whole territory. She has ap-

propriated sites for mills, manufactories, and
farms. If one of these has been abandoned for

a better, she reverts to it, if a citizen of yours
occupies it, and ejects him. She tells her people

she will protect them in whatever they have
laid, or may lay, their hands upon. If she can
legitimately do this, why may not we ? Is this

a joint occupation of which she is to have the
sole benefit 1 Had you as many citizens there

as she, you would be compelled to protect them

;

and if you have not, why is it but because she
keeps them off. and you refuse to offer them the

inducements which she holds out ? Give them
a prospective grant of lands, and insure them
the shelter of your laws, and they will soon con-
gregate there in force enough to secure your
rights and their own."

The losses already sustained by our citizens

from the ravages of Indians, incited against them
by the British Hudson Bay company, were

stated by Mr. Linn upon good authority, to be

five hundred men in lives taken in the first ten

years of the joint occupation trsaty, and half s

million of dollars in property robbed or de-

stroyed, besides getting exclusive posscsHion of

our soil, and the command of our own Indians

within our own limits : and he then contrasted

this backwardness to protect our own citizens

on their own soil with the readiness to expend

untold amounts on the protection of our citizens

engaged in foreign commerce ; and even in going

to the coast of ,. frica to guard the freedom of

the negro race.

" Wherever your sails whiten the sea, in no
matter what clime, against no matter w&iwn,
the national arm stretches out its protection.

Every where but in this unhappy territory, the
persons and the pursuits of your citizens arc

watched over. You count no cost when other
interests are concerned, when other rights are
assailed ; but you recoil here from a trifling ap-
propriation to an object of the highest national

importance, because it enlists no sectional in-

fluence. Contrast, for instance^ yur supineness

about the Oregon Territory, with your alacrity

to establish, for guarding the slave coast and
Liberia, a squadron costing $000,000 annually,

and which you have bound yourself by treaty

to keep up for five years, with great exposure
of lives and vessels. By stipulation, eighty

guns (one-twelfth of your force afloat) is kept
upon this service ; and, as your naval expendi-

ture amounts to about seven millions a year,

thiB (its twelfth part) will make, in five years,

three millions bestowed in watching the coast

of Africa, and guarding the freedom of the negro
race ! For this you lavish millions ; and you
grudge $100,000 to the great American and nar

tional object of asserting your territorial rights

and settling your soil. You grant at once what
furthers the slave policy of a rival power, and
deny the means of rescuing from its grasp your
own property and soil."

This African squadron has now been kept up

more than twice five years, and promises to be

perpetual ; for there was that delusive clause in

the article, so tempting to all temporizing spirits,

that after the lapse of the five years, the squad-

ron was still to be kept up until the United States

should give notice to terminate the article. This

idea of notice to terminate a treaty, so easy to

put in it, and so difllcult to be given when en-

tanglement and use combine to keep things as

they are, was shown to be almost impossible in

this treaty ofjoint occupation of the Columbia.

Mr. Calhoun had demanded of Mr. Linn, why
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not give the notice to terminate tho treaty be-

fore proceeding to settle tho country 1 to which

ho answered

:

"The senator from South Carolina [Mr. Cal-
hounI, has urged that we should, first of all,

give tne twelve months' notice of our renuncia-
tion of the treaty. Ho [Mr. Linn] could only
answer that he had repeatedly, by resolutions,

urged that course in former years ; but always
in vain. He had ever been met with the answer

:

'This is not the proper time—wait.' Mean-
while, the adverse possession was going on, for-

tifying from year to year the British claim and
the British resources, to make it good. Mr.
Madison had encouraged the bold and well-ar-
ranged scheme of Astor to fortify and colonize.

He was dispossessed ; and the nucleus of empire
which his establishments formed, passed mto
tho hands of the Hudson Bay Company, now
the great instrument of English Eggrandizement
in that quarter. The senator insists that, by
the treaty^ there should be a joint possession.

Be it so, if you will. But where is our part of
this joint possession ? In what does it consist,

or has it consisted ? We have no posts there,

no agent, no military power to protect traders.

Nay, indeed, no traders ! For they have disap-

peared before foreign competition ; or fallen a
sacritice to the rifle, the tomahawk, or the scalp-

ing knife of those ."javages whom the Hudson
Bay Company can always make the instruments
of systematic massacre of adventurous rivals."

Mr. Benton spoke at large in defence of the

bill, and first of the clause in it allotting land

to the settlers, saying

:

" The objections to this bill grew out of the
clause granting land to the settlers, not so much
on account of the grants themselves, as on ac-

count of the exclusive jurisdiction over the coun-
try, which the grants would seem to imply.
This wa.s the objection ; for no one defended the
title of the British to one inch square of the
valley of Oregon. The senator from Arkanpas
[Mr. Sevier], who has just spoken, had well
said that this was an objection to the whole bill

;

for the rest would be worth nothing, without
these grants to the settlers. Nobody would go
there without the inducement of land. The
British had planted a power there—the Hudson
Bay Fur Company—in which the old Northwest
Company was merged ; and this power was to

them in the New World what the Fiast India
company was to them in the Old World: it

was an arm of the government, and did every
thing for the government which policy, or trea-

ties prevented it from doing for itself. This
company wa-s sottlin" and colonizin" the Colum-
bia for the British government, and we wish
American citizens to settle and colonize it for

us. The British government gives inducement
to this company. It gives them trade, commerce,

an exclusive charter, Uws, and national protec-
tion. We must give inducement also ; and our
inducement must bo land and protection. Grants
of land will carry settlers there ; and tho sena-
tor from Ohio [Mr. Tappan] was treading in

the tracks of Mr. Jefferson (perhaps without
having read his recommendation, although he
has read much) when he proposed, in his speech
of yustcrday, to plant 50.000 settlers, with their
50,000 rifles, on the banks of the Oregon. Mr.
Jefferson had proposed the same thing in regard
to Louisiana. lie proposed that we should aet-

tle that vast domain when we acquired it ; and
for that purpose, that donations of land should
bo made to the first 30,000 settlers who should
go there. This was the right doctrine, and the

old doctrine. The white race were a land-loving
people, and had a right to possess it, because
they used it according to the intentions of the

Creator. The white iace went for land, and
they will continue to go for it, and will go where
they can get it. Europe, Asia, and America,
have been settled by them in this way. All the

States of this Union have been so settled. The
l)rinciple is founded in their nature and in God's
command ; and it will continue to be obeyed.
The valley of the Columbia is a vast field open
to the settler. It is ours, and our people a'e

beginning to go upon it. They go under the

expectation of getting land ; and that expecta-

tion must be confirmed to them. This bill pro-

poses to confirm it ; and if it fails in this par-

ticular, it fails in all. There is nothing left to

induce emigration ; and emigration is the only

thing which can save the country from the

British, acting through their powerful agent—
the Hudson Bay Company."

Mr. Benton then showed from a report of

Miyor Pilcher, Superintendent of Indian Affairs,

and who had visited the Columbia River, that

ftctual colonization was going on there, attended

by every circumstance that indicated ownership

and the design of a permanent settlement. Fort

Vancouver, the principal of these British es-

tablishments, for there are many of them within

our boundaries, is thus described by Major

Pilcher

:

'' This fort is on the north side of the Colum-

bia, nearly opposite the mouth of the Multnomah,
in the region of tide-water, and near the head

of ship navigation. It is a grand position, both

in a military and commercial point of view, and

formed to command the whole region watered

by the Columbia and its tributaries. The sur-

rounding countiy, both in climate and soil, is

capable of sustaining a large population ; and

its resfiiirce.H in timber g'ive aiui^U*- fjicilitips for

ship-building. This post is fortified with can-

non ; and, having been selected as the principal

or master position, no pains have been spared

to strengthen or improve it. For this purpose.

.IIHii^ii
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possess it, because

the old post Doar the mouth of tho river has

been abandoned. About one hundred and

twenty acres of ground are in cultivation ; and

the product in wheat, barley, oats, corn, pota-

toes, and other vegetables, is equal to what is

known in the l>est parts of tho United States.

Uoniestic animals are numerous—the horned

cattle having been stated to me at three hun-

dred ; hogs, iiorses, sheep, and goats, in propor-

tion; also, tho usual domestic fowls: every

thing, in foct, indicating a permanent establish-

mcnt. Ship-building has commenced at this

place. One vessel has been built and rigged,

sent to sea, and employed in the trade of the

Pacific Ocean. I also met a gentleman, on my
way to Lake Winnipec, at the portage between
the Columbia and Athabasca, who was on his

way from Hudson's Bay to Fort Colvillo, with
a master ship-carpenter, and who was destined

for Fort Vancouver, for the purpose of building

aship of considerable burden. Both grist and
saw-mills have been built at Fort Vancouver

:

with the latter, they saw the timber which is

needed for their own use, and also for exporta-

tion to the Sandwich Islands ; upon the former,

their wheat is manufactured into flour. And,
from all that I could learn, this important post

is silently growing uy into a colony ; and is,

perhaps, mtended as a future military and na-
val station, which was not expected to be
delivered up at the expiration of the treaty
which granted them a temporary and joint pos-

Bcssion."

Mr. Benton made a brief deduction of our

title to the Columbia to the 49th parallel under

the treaty of Utrecht, and rapidly traced the

various British attempts to encroach upon that

line, the whole of which, though earnestly made
and perseveringly continued, failed to follow

that great line from the Lake of the Woods to

the shores of the Pacific. He thus made this

deduction of title

:

"Louisiana was acquired in 1803. In the
very instant of signing the treaty which brought
us that province, another treaty was signed in
London (without a knowledge of what was
done in Paris), fixing, among other things, the
line from the Lake of the Woods to the Missis-
sippi. This treaty, signed by Mr. Rufus King
and Lord Hawkesbury, was rejected by Mr.
Jeiferson, without reference to the Senate, on
account of the fifth article (which related to the
line between the Lake of the Woods and the
head of the Mississippi), for fear it might com-
promise the northern boundary of Louisiana
and the line of 49 degrees. In this negotiation
of 18().S, the British made no attempt on the
line of the 49th degree, because it was not then
known to them that we had acquired Louisiana

;

but Mr. Jefferson,. having a knowledge of this

acquisition, was determined that nothing should
bo (lone to compromise our rights, or to unset-
tle tho boundaries established under tho treaty
of Utrecht.

"Another trcatr was negotiated with Great
Britain in 1807, between Messrs. Monroe and
William Pinckney on one side, and Lords Hol-
land and Auckland on the other. Tho English
were now fully possessed of tho fact that wo
had acquired Louisiana, and become a party to
the line of 49 degrees ; and they set themselves
openly to work to destroy that line. The cor-
respondence of the ministers shows the perti-

nacity of these attempts ; and the instructions
of Air. Adams, in 1818 (when Secretary of
State, under Mr. Monroe), to Messrs. Hush and
Gallatin, then in London, charged with negotia-

ting a convention on points left unsettled at
Ghent, condense the history of the mutual pro-
positions then made. Finally, an article was
agreed upon, in which the British succeeded in

mutilating tne line, and stopping it at the Rocky
Mountains. This treaty of 1807 shared the
fate of that of 1803, but for a different reason.

It was rejected by Mr. Jefferson, without refer-

ence to the Senate, because it dia not contain an
explicit renunciation of the pretension of im-
pressment !

"At Ghent the attempt was renewed: the
arrest of the lino at the Rocky Mountains was
agreed upon, but the British coupled with their

proposition a demand for tho free navigation of
the Mississippi, and access to it through the
territories of the United States ; and this de-
mand occasioned the whole article to be omit-
ted. The Ghent treaty was signed without any
stipulation on the subject of the line along the
49th degree, and that point became a principal

object of tho ministers charged with completing
at London, in 1818, the subjects unfinished at
Ghent in 1814. Thus the British were again
foiled ; but, true to their design, they perse-

vered and accomplished it in the convention
signed at London in 1818. That convention

arrested the line at the mountains, and opened
the Columbia to the joint occupation of tlie

British; and, being f iied by the United
States, it has become binding and obligatory

on the country. But it is a point not to be
overlooked, or undervalued, in this case, that it

was in the year 1818 that this arrestation of the

line took place ; that up to that period it was
in full force in all its extent, and, consequently,

in full force to the Pacific Ocean ; and a com-
plete bar (leaving out all other barriers) to any
British acquisition, by discovery, south of 49'

degrees in North America."

The President in his message had said that

"informal conferences" had taken place be-

tween Mr. Webster and Lord Ashburton on the

subject of the Columbia, but he had not com-

municated them. Mr. Benton obtained a call
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jf the Senaie for them : the Prcsklcnt answorod

it WM incompatible with the public intereHt to

make thera public. That was a strange answer,

seeing that all claims by either party, and all

negotiations on the subjects between them,

whether concluded or not, and whether suc-

oessful or not should be communicated.

" The President, u» his message recommend-

ing the peace treaty, informs us that the Co-

lumbia was the subject of ^'informal confer-

ences " between the negotiators of that treaty

;

but that it could not then be included among
the subjects of formal negotiation. This was

an ominous annunciation, and should have open-

ed the eyes of the President to a great danger.

If the peace mission, which came here to settle

every thing, and which had so much to gain in

the Maine boundary and the African alliance ;—if

this mission could not agree with us about the

Columbia, what mission ever can 7 To an inquiry

from the Senate to know the nature and extent

of these " informal conferences " between Mr.

Webster and Lord Ashburton, and to learn the

reason why the Columbia question could not

have been included among the subjects of formal

negotiation—to theee inquiries, the President

answers, that it is incompatible with the public

interest to communicate these things. This

is a strange answer, and most unexpected.

We have no political secrets in our country,

neither among ourselves nor with foreigners.

On this subject of the Columbia, especially, we
have no secrets. Every thing in relation to it

has been published. All the conferences hereto-

fore have been made public. The protocols, the

minutes, the conversations, on both sides, have

all been published. The British have published

their claim, such as it is: we have published

ours. The public documents are full of them,

and there can be nothing in the question itself

to require secrecy. The negotiator, and not the

subject, may require secrecy. Propositions may
have been made, and listened to, which no pre-

vious administration would tolerate, and which

it may be deemed prudent to conceal until it

has taken the form of a stipulation, and the cry

of war can be raised to ravish its ratification

from us. All previous administrationSj while

claiming the whole valley of the Columbia, have

refused to admit a particle of British claim so«<A

of 49 degrees. Mr. Adams, under Mr. Monroe,

peremptorily reftised to submit any such claim

even to arbitration. The Maine boundary, set-

tled by the treaty of 1783, had been submitted

to arbitration ; but this boundary of 49 was re-

fused. And now, if, after all this, any proposi-

tion haa been made by our government to give

up the north bank of the river, Ij for one, shall

not fail to biaud such a propositioii with the

name of treason."

This paragraph was not without point, and

even inuendo. The north bank of the Columbia,

with equal rights "f navigation in th<5 river, and

to the harbor at its mouth, had been tho object

of the British flrom the time that the fur-trader

and explorer, Sir Alexander McKonzie, had

shown that there was no river and harbor suit-

able to commerce and settlement north of that

stream. They had openly proposed it in negoti-

ations : they had even gone so far as to tell our

commissioners of 1818, that no treaty of boun-

daries could be made unless that river became

tho lino, and its waters and the harbor at the

mouth made common to both nations—a decla-

ration which should have utte.ly forbid the idea

of a joint occupation, as such occupation was ad-

mitting an equality of title and laying a founda-

tion for a division of tho territory. This cherish-

ed idea of dividing by the river had pervaded

every British negotiation since 1818. It was no

secret: the British begged it: we reftised it.

Lord Ashburton, there Is reason to know,

brought out the same proposition. In his first

diplomatic note he stated that he came pre-

pared to settle all tho questions of difference

between the two countries; and this affair of

the Columbia was too large, and of too long

standing, and of too much previous negotiation

to have been overlooked. It was not over-

looked. The President says that ther? were

conferences about it, qualified as informal : wliich

is evidence there would have been formal negoti-

ation if the informal had promised success. The

informal did not so promise; and the reason

was, that the two senators from Missouri being

sounded on the subject of a conventional divi-

sional line, repulsed the suggestion with an

earnestness which put an end to it; and this

knowledge of a proposition for a conventional

line induced the indignant language which those

two senators uafd on the subject in all their

speeches. If they had yielded, the valley of the

Columbia would have been divided j for that is

the way the whole Ashburton treaty was made.

Senators were sounded by the American negoti-

ator, each ou the point which lay nearest to

him ; and whatever they agreed to was put into

the treaty. Thus the cases of the liberated

slaves at Nassau i»,nd Bermuda were given

up—the leading southern senators agreeing to

it beforehar 1, and voting for the treaty af-

terwards. The writer of this View had this

fact from Mr. Bogby, who refused to go with

|.JIlifr
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tl,('.| and voted against tho ratiflcatioii of tho

treaty.

" ThiH pretension to tho Columbia iH an en-

croachment upon our ri^htH and posseMsion. It

Is a continuation of tiic encroachments which

Great Britain systematically practiHes upon us.

Diplomacy and audacity carry her through, and

gain her position after position upon our bor-

ders. It i.s in vain thai tho treaty rf 1783 gave

08 a safe military frontier. We have been los-

ing it ever nince the late war, and are still losing

it. Tho commission u er tho treaty of Ghent

took from us the islands of Qrand Monan, Campo
Bello, and Indian Island, on the coast of Maine,

and which command the bays of Fundy and
Passamaquoddy. Those islands belongtid to us

by the treaty of peace, and by the laws of God
and nature ; for they are on our coast, and within

wading distance of it. Can we not wade to these

islands? [Looking at senator Williams, who
answered, ' We can wade to one of them."] Yes,

wade to itl And yet tho British worked^ them
out of us ; and now can wade to us, and com-

mand our land, as well as our water. By these

acquisitions, and those of the late treaty, the

Bay of Fundy will become a great naval station

to overawe and scourge our whole coast, from

kaine to Florida. Under the same commission
of the Ghent treaty, she got from us the island

of Boisl)lanc, in tho mouth of the Detroit River,

and which commands that river and the entrance

into Lake Erie. It was ours under the treaty

of 1783 ; it was taken from us by diplomacy.

And now an American ship must pass between
the mouths of two sets of British batteries—one
on Boisblanc ; the other directly opposite, at

Maiden ; and the two batteries within three or

four hundred yards of each other. Am I right

as to the distance ? [Looking at Senator Wood-
BRiDOE, who answered, ' The distance is three

hundred yards.'] Then comes the late treaty,

vnich takes from us (for I will say nothing of

what tho award gave up beyond the St. John)
the mountain frontier, 3,000 feet in height, 150
miles long, approaching Quebec and the St.

Lawrence, and, in the language of Mr. Feather-
stonhaugh, ' commanding all their communica-
tions, and commanding and overawing Quebec
itself.' This we have given up ; and, in doing
so, have given up our military advantages in

that quarter, and placed them in the hands of
Great Britain, to be used against ourselves in

future wars. The boundary between the Lake
Superior and the Lake of the Woods has been
altered by the late treaty, and subjected us to
another encroachment, and to the loss of a mili-
tary advantage, which Great Britain gains. To
say nothing about Pigeon River as being or not
being the ' long lake ' of the treaty of 1783 ; to
say nothing of that, there are yet two routes
commencing m that stream—one bearing far to
the south, and forming the lai^ island called
Hunter's.' By the old boundary, th^ line went

the northern route ; by tho now, it goes to the

south
i
giving to the British a large scope of our

territory (which is of no great value), butgivmg
them, also, the exclusive possession of the old

route, the best route, and the one commanding
the Indians, which is of great importance. Tho
encroachment now attempted u|)on the Colum-
bia, is but a continuation of this system of en-

croachments which in kept up against us, and
which, until 1818, labored even to get the navi-

gation of the Mississippi, by laboring to make
the line from tho Lake of the Woods reach ita

head spring. If Groat Britain had succeeded in

getting this lino to touch the Mississippi, she

was then to claim the navigation of the river,

under the law of nations, contiary to hor doctrine

in the case of the people of Maine and the rivor

St. John. Tho line of tho 49th parallel of north
latitude is another instance of her encroaching
policy ; it has been mutilated by the persever-

ing efforts of British diplomacy ; and the break-

ing of that line was immediately followed by
the most daring of all her encroachments—that

of the Columbia River."

The strength of the bill was tested by a

motion to strike out the land-donation clause,

which failed by a vote of 24 to 22. The bill

was then passed by tho same vote—the yeas

and nays being

:

"Yeas.—Messrs. Allen, Benton, Buchanan,
Clayton, Fulton, Henderson, King, Linn. Mc-
Roberts, Magnum, Merrick, Phelps, Sevier,

Smith, of Connecticut, Smith of Indiana, Stur-

geon, Tappan, Walker, White, Wilcox, Wil-
liams, Woodbury, Wright, Young."

"Nays.—Messrs. Archer, Bagby, Barrow,
Baies, Bayard, Berrien, Calhoun, Choate, Con-
rad, Crafts, Dayton, Evans, Graham, Hunting-
ton, McDuffle, Miller^orter, Rives, Simmons,
Sprague, Tallmadge, Woodbridge."

The bill went to the House, where it remained

unacted upon during the session ; but the effect

intended by it was fully produced. The vote

of the Senate was sufficient encouragement to the

enterprising people of the West. Emigration

increased. An American settlement grew up at

the mouth of the Columbia. Conventional agree-

ments among themselves answered the purpose

of laws. A colony was planted—had planted

itself—and did not intend to retire from its

position—and did not. It remained and grew

;

and that colony of self-impulsion, without the

aid of government, and in spite of all its blun-

der, saved the Territory of Oregon to the

United States : one of the many events which

show how little the wisdom of government has
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to do with great events which fix the fate of

countries.

Connected with this emigration, and auxiliary

to it, was the first expedition of Lieutenant

Fr6mont to the Rocky Mountains, and under-

taken and completed in the summer of 1842

—

upon its outside view the conception of the

government, but in fact conci ived without its

knowledge, and executed upon solicited orders,

of which the design was unknown. Lieutenant

Fremont was a young oflBcer, appointed in the

topographical corps from the class of citizens

by Tresident Jackson upon the recommendation

of Mr. Poinsett, Secretary at War. He did not

enter the army through the gate of West Point,

and was considered an intrusive officer by the

graduates of that institution. Having, before

his appointment, assisted for two years the

learned astronomer, Mr. Nicollet, in his great

survey of the country Ifctween the Missouri

and Mississippi, his mind was trained to such

labor ; and instead of hunting comfortable

berths about the towns and villages, he solicited

employment in the vast regions beyond the

Mississippi. Col. Abert, the chief of the corps,

gave him an order to go to the frontier beyond

the Mississippi. That order did not come up

to his views. After receiving it he carried it

back, and got it altered, and the Rocky Moun-

tains inserted as an object of his exploration,

and the South Pass in those mountains named

as a particular point to be examined, and its

position fixed by him. It was through this

Pass that the Oregon emigration crossed the

mountains, and the exploration of Lieutenant

Fremont had the double effect of fixing an

important point in the line of the emigrants'

travel, and giving them encouragement from the

apparent interest which the government took

in their enterprise. At the same time the gov-

ernirient, that is, the executive administration,

knew nothing about it. The design was con-

ceived by the young lieutenant : the order for

its execution was obtained, upon solicitation,

from his immediate chief—importing, of course,

to be done by his order, but an order which had

its conception elsewhere.

CHAPTER CXIII.

LIEUTENANT FElfeMONT'S FIRST EXPEDITION-
SPEECH, AND MOTION OF SENATOK LINN. '

A COMMUNICATION was reccivcd from the War
Department, in answer to a call heretofore

made for the report of Lieutenant Fremont's

expedition to the Rocky Mountains. Mr, Linn

moved that % be printed for the use of the

Senate ; and also that one thousand extra copies

be printed.
" In support of his motion," Mr. L. said, "

that

in the course of the last summer a very interest-

ing expedition had been undertaken to the

Rocky Mountains, ordered by Col. Abert, chief

of the Topographical Bureau, with the sanction

of tlie Secretary at War, and executed by Lien-

tenant Fremont of the topographical engineers,

The object of the expedition was to examine

and report upon the rivers and country between

the frontiers of Missouri and the base of the

Rocky Mountains ; and especially < -> examine

the character, and a.scertain the latitude and

longitude of the South Pass, the great crossing

place to these mountains on the way to the

Oregon. All the objects of the expedition have

been accomplished, and in a way to be beneficial

to science, and instructive to the general reader,

as well as useful to the government.

"Supplied with the best astronomical and

barometrical instruments, well qualified to use

them, and accompanied by twenty-five voya-

geurs, enlisted for the purpose at St. Loui.s, and

trained to all the hardships and dangers of the

prairies and the mountains, Mr. Fremont left the

mouth of the Kansas, on the frontiers of Mis-

souri, on the 10th of June ; and, in the almost

incredibly shori, space of four months returned

to the same point, without an accident to a

man, and with a vast mass of useful ohsena-

tions, and many hundred specimens in botany

and geology.
" in executing his instructions, Mr. Fremont

proceeded up the Kan.sas River far enough to

ascertain its character, and then crossed over to

the Great Platte, and pursued that river to its

source in ihe mountains, where the Sweet Water

(a head branch of the Platte) issues from the

neighborhood of the South Pass, lie reached

the Pass on the 8th of August, and describes it

as a wide and low depression of the mountains,

where the ascent is as easy as that of the hill on

which this Capitol stands, and where a plainly

beaten wagon road leads to the Oregon through

the valley of Lewis's River, a fork of the Co-

lumV)ia. 'lie went through the Pass, and saw

the head-waters of the Colorado, of the Gulf

of California ; and, leaving the valleys to indulge

a laudable curiosity, and to make some usefjl
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observations, and attended by four of his men,

he climbed tne loftiest peak of the Rocky Moun-
tains, until then untrodden byanyknown human
being ; and, on the 15th of August, looked down
upon ice and snow some thousand feet below,

and traced in the distance the valleys of the

rivers which, taking their rise in the same ele-

vated ridge, flow in opposite directions to the

Pacific Ocean and to the Mississippi. From
that ultimate point he returned by the valley of

the Great Platte, following the stream in its

whole course, and solving All questions in rela-

tion to its navigability, and the character of the

country through which it flows.

"Over the whole course of this extended

route, barometrical observations were made by
Mr. Fremont, to ascertain elevations both of the

plains and of the mountains ; astronomical ob-

servations were taken, to ascertain latitudes and
longitudes ; the face of the country was marked
as arable or sterile ; the facility of travelling,

and the practicability of routes, noted ; the grand
features of nature described, and some presented

in drawings ; military positions indicated ; and
a large contribution to geology and botany was
made in the varieties of plants, flowers, shnibs,

trees, and grasses, and rocks and earths, which
were enumerated. Drawings of some grand and
striking points, and a map of the whole route,

illustrate the report, and facilitate the under-
standing of its details. Eight carts, drawn by
two mules each, accompanied the expedition ; a
fact which attests the facility of travelling in this

vast region. Herds of bufialoes furnished sub-
sistence to the men ; a short, nutritious grass,

sustained the horses and mules. Tvo boys
(one of twelve years of age, the other of
eighteen), besides the enlisted men, accompanied
vhe e.xpedition, and took their share of its hard-
ships ; which proves that boys, as well as men,
are able to traverse the country to the Rocky
Mountains.

" The result of all his observations Mr. Fre-
mont had condensed into a brief report—enough
to make a document of ninety or one hundred
pages ; and believing that this document would
be of general interest to the whole country, and
beneficial to science, as well as useful to the
government, I move the printing of the extra
number which has been named.

" In making this motion, and in bringing this
report to the notice of the Senate, I take a great
pleasure in noticing the activity and importance
of the Topographical Bureau. Under its skil-
ful and vigilant head [Colonrl Abert], numerous
valuable and incessant surveys are made ; and
a mass of information collected of the highest
importiuico to the country generally, as well as
to the military branch of the public service.
This report proves conclusively that the country,
for rc-verai hundred miles from the frontier ot
Missouri, is exceedingly beautiful and fertile

;

alternate woodland and prairie, and certain por-
tions vvell supplied with water. It also proves

that the valley of the river Platte has a very
rich soil, aflbrding great facilities for emigrants
to the west of the Rocky Mountains.

" The printing was ordered."

CHAPTER CXIV.

OEEQON COLONIZATION ACT : ME. BENTON'S
SPEECH.

Mr. Benton said : On one point there is una-

nimity on this floor ; and that is, as to the title

to the country in question. All agree that the

title is in the United States. On another point

there is division ; and that is, on the point of

giving offence to England, by granting the land

to our settlers which the bill proposes. On this

point we divide. Some think it will ofiend her

—some think it will not. For my part, I think

she will take offence, d. lat we maj in relsr

tion to this territory. She wants it herself, and

means to quarrel for it, if she does not fight for

it. I think she will take offence at our bill,

and even at our discussion of it. The nation

that could revive the question of impressment

in 1842—which could direct a peace mission to

revive that question—the nation that can insist

upon the right of search, and which was ready

to go to war with us for what gentlemen call a

few acres of barren ground in a frozen region—

the nation that could do these things, and which

has set up a claim to our territory on the west-

em coast of our own continent, must be ripe

and ready to take offence at any thing that we
may dc. I grant that she will take offence

;

but that is not the question with me. Has she

a right to take offence 1 That is my question !

and this being decided in the negative, I neither

fear nor calculate consequences. I take for my
rule of action the maxim of President Jackson

in his controversy with France—ask nothing

but what is right, submit to nothing wrong,

and leave the consequences to God and the

country. That maxim brought us safely and

honorably out of our little difficulty with

Franco, notwithstanding the fears which so

many then entertained ; and it will do the same

with Great Britain, in spite of our present ap-

prehensions. Courage will keep her off; fear

will bring her upon us. The assertion of our
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rights will command her respect; the fear to

assert them will bring us her contempt. The

question, then, with ma, is the question of right,

and not of fear ! Is it right for us to make

these grants on the Columbia? Has Great

Britain just cause to be offended at it ? These

are my questions ; and these being answeicd to

my satisfaction, I go forward with the grants,

and leave the consequences to follow at their

pleasure.

The fear of Great Britain is pressed upon us

;

at the same time her pacific disposition is en-

forced and insisted upon. And here it seems

to me, that gentlemen fall into a grievous incon-

sistency. While they dwell on the peaceable

disposition of Great Britain, they show her

ready to go to war with us for nothing, or even

for our own ! The northeastern boundary is

called a dispute for a few acres of barren land

in a frozen region, worth nothing
;
yet we are

called upon to thank God Almighty and Daniel

Webster for saving us from a war about these

few frozen and barren acres. Would Great

Britain have gone to war with us for these few

acKS 1 and is that a sign of her pacific temper ?

The Columbia is admitted on all hands to be

ours
;

yet gentlemen fear war with Great

Britain if we touch it—worthless as it is in

their eyes. Is this a sign of peace ? Is it a

pacific disposition to go to war with us, for

what is our own ; and which is besides, accord-

ing to their opinion, not worth a straw ? Is

thiR peaceful ? If it is, I should like to know

what is hostile. The late special minister is

said to have come here, bearing the olive branch

of peace in his hand. Granting that the olive

branch was in one hand, what was in the other ?

Was not the war question of impressment in the

other ? also, the war question of search, on the

coast of Africa ? also, the war question of the

Columbia, which he refused to include in the

peace treaty ? Were not these three war ques-

tions in the other hand ?—to say nothing of the

Caroline ; for which he refused atonement ; and

the Creole, which he says would have occar

sioued the rejection of the treaty, if named in it.

All these war questions were in the other

hand ; and the special mission, having accom-

plinhed its peace object in getting possession of

the military frontiers of Maine, has adjourned

all the war questions to London, where we may

follow them if we please. But there is one of

these subjects for which we need not go to Lon.

don—the Creole, and its kindred cases. The

conference of Lord Ashburton with the aboil-

tion committee of New York shows that that

question need not go to London—that England

means to maintain all her grounds on the sub-

ject of slaves, and that any treaty inconsiBten'i

with these grounds would be rejected. This is

what he says

:

" Lord Ashburton said that, when the dele-

gation came to read his correspondence with

Mr. Webster, they would see that he had taken

all possible care to prevent any injury bemg

done to the people of color 5 that, if he lad been

willing to introduce an article including cases

similar to that of the Creole, his government

would never have ratified it, as they will adhere

to the great principles they have so long avowed

and maintained ; and that the friends of the

slave in England would be very watchful to see

that no wrong practice took place under the

tenth article."

This is what his lordship said in New York,

and which shows that it was not want ol in-

structions to act on the Creole case, as alleged

in Mr, Webster's correspondence, but want of

inclination in the British government to settle

the case. The treaty would have been rejected,

if the Creole case had been named in it ; and if

we had had a protocol showing that fact, I pre-

sume the important note of Lord Ashburton

would have stood for as little in the eyes of

other senators as it did in mine, and that the

treaty would have found but few supporters.

The Creole case would not be admitted into the

treaty ; and what was put in it, is to give the

friends of the slaves in England a right to

watch us, and to correct our wrong practices

under the treaty ! This is what the protocol

after the treaty informs us ; and if we had had

a protocol before it, it is probable that there

would have been no occasion for this conference

ith the New York abolitionists. Be that as

it may, the peace mission, with its olive branch

in one hand, brought a budget of war questions

in the other, and has carried them all back to

London, to become the subject of future nego-

tiations. All these subjects are pregnant with

danger. One of them will force itself upon us

in five years—the search question—which wo

have purchased off for a time ; and when the

purchase is out we must purchase again, or sub-

mit to be searched, or resist with arms. I re-
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peat it: the pacific England has a budget of

war questions now in reserve for us, and that

we cannot escape them by fearing war. Neither

nations nor individuals ever escaped danger by

fearing it. They must face it, and defy it. An

abandonment of a right, for fear of bringing on

an attack, instead of keeping it off, will inevita-

bly bring on the outrage that is dreaded.

Other objections are urged to this bill, to

which I cannot agree. The distance is objected

to it. It is said to be eighteen thousand miles

by water (around Cape Horn), and above three

thousand miles by land and water, through the

continent. Granted. The very distance, by

Cape Horn, was urged by me, twenty years

ago, as a reason for occupying and fortifying

the mouth of the Columbia. My argument was,

that we had merchant ships and ships of war in

the North Pacific Ocean ; that these vessels

were twenty thousand miles from an Atlantic

port; that a port on the western coast of

America was indispensable to their safety ; and

that it would be suicidal in us to abandon the

port we have there to any power, and especial-

ly to the most formidable and domineering na-

val power which the world ever saw. And I

instanced the case of Commodore Porter, his

prizes lost, and his own ship eventually cap-

tured in a neutral port, because we had no port

of our own to receive and shelter him. The
twenty thousand miles distance, and dangerous

and tempestuous cape to be doubled, were with
me arguments in favor of a port on the western

coast of America, and, as such, urged on this

floor near twenty years ^o. The distance

through the continent is also objected to. It is

said to exceed three thousand miles. Granted.
But it is further than that to Africa, where we
propose to build up a colony of negroes out of
our recaptured Africans. Our eighty-gun fleet

is to carry her intercepted slaves to Liberia : so
says the correspondence of the naval captains
(Bell and Paine) with Mr. Webster. Hunting
in couples with the British, at an expense of
money (to say nothing of the loss of lives and
ships) of six hundred thousand dollars per an-
num, to recapture kidnapped negroes, we are to
carry them to Liberia, and build up a black
colony there, four thousand miles from us,
while the Columbia is too far ofi" for a white
colony

!
The English are to carry their re-

deemed captives to Jamaica, and make appren-

Vol. II.-31

tices of them for life. We are to carry ours to

Liberia ; and *hen we must go to Liberia to pro-

tect and f'cf chem. Liberia is four thousand
miles distii/' id not objected to on account of
the distance ; the Columbia is not so far, and
distance becomes a formidable objection.

The expense is brought forward as another
objection, and repeated, notwithstanding the
decisive answer it has received from my col-

league. He has shown that it is but a fraction

of the expense of the African squadron ; that

this squadron is the one-twelfth part of our
whole naval establishment, which is to cost ug
seven millions of dollars per annum, and that

the annual cost of the squadron must be near
six hundred thousand dollars, and its expense
for five years three millions. For the forts in

the Oregon—forts which are only to be stock-

ades and block-houses, for security against the

Indians—for these forts, only one hundred
thousand dollars is appropriated; being the
sixth pavt of the annual expense, and the thir-

tieth part of the whole expense, of the African

fleet. Thus the objection of expense becomes

futile and ridiculous. But why this everlasting

objection of expense to every thing western?
Our dragoons dismounted, because, they say,

horses are too expensive. The western rivers

unimproved, on account of the expense. No
western armory, because of the expense. Yet
hundreds of thousands, and millions, for the

African squadron

!

Another great objection to the bill is the land

clause—the grants of land to the settler, his

wife, and his children. Gentlemen say they
will vote for the bill if that clause is stricken

out; and I say, I will vote against it if that

clause is stricken out. It is, in fact, the whole
strength and essence of the bill. Without
these grants, the bill will be worth nothing-

Nobody will go three thousand miles to settle

a new country, unless he gets land by it. The
whole power of the bill is in this clause ; and if

it is stricken out, the friends of the bill will

give it up. They will give it up now, and wait

for the next Congress, when the full represen-

tation of the people, under the new census, will

be in power, and when a more auspicious re-

sult might bo expected.

Time is invoked, as the agent that is to help

us. Gentlemen object to the present time, re-

fer us to the future, and beg us to wait, and
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rely upon time and negotiations to accom-

plieh all our wishes. Alas ! time and negotia-

tion have been fatal agents to us, in all our dis-

cussions with Great Britain. Time has been

constantly working for her, and against us.

She now has the exclusive possession of the

Columbia 5 and all she wants is time, to ripen

her possession into title. For above twenty

years—from the time of Dr. Floyd's bill, in

1820, down to the present moment—the present

time, for vindicating our rights on the Colum-

bia, has been constantly objected to ; and we

were bidden to wait. "Well, we have waited

:

and what have we got by it ? Insult and de-

Sance !—a declaration from the British minis-

ters that large British interests have grown up

on the Columbia during this time, which they

will protect '.—and a flat refusal from the olive-

branch minister to include this question among

thof - which his peaceful mission was to settle !

No, sir; time and negotiation have been bad

agents for us, in our controversies with Great

Britain. They have just lost us the military

frontiers of Maine, which we had held for sixty

years ; and the trading frontier of the North-

west, which we had held for the same time.

Sixty years' possession, and eight treaties, se-

cured these ancient and valuable boundaries

:

one negotiation, and a few days of time, have

taken them from us ! And so it may be again.

The Webster treaty of 1842 has obliterated the

great boundaries of 1783—placed the British,

their fur company and their Indians, within our

ancient limits : and I, for one, want no more

treaties from the hand which is always seen on

the side of the British. T -o now for vindicat-

ing our rights on the Columbia ; and, as the

first step towards it, passing this bill, and mak-

ing these grants of land, which will soon place

the thirty or forty thousand rifles beyond the

Rocky Mou^ins, which will bo our eflective

negotiators.

CHAPTER CXV.

NAVY PAY AND EXPENSES: PROPOSED EEDnc.

TION; SPEECH OF ME. MEUIWETHEE, OF

GEORGIA: EXTRACTS.

Mr. Meriwether said " that it wasi from no

hostility to the service that he desired <o reduce

the pay of tlie navy. It had been increased in

1835 to meet the increase of labor elsewhere,

&c. ; and a decline having taken place there, he

thought a corresponding decline should take

place in the price of labor in the navy. At the

last session of Congress, this House called on

the Secretary of the Navy for a statement of

the pay allowed each ofiBccr previous to the act

of 1835. From the answer to that resolution,

Mr. M. derived the facts which he should state

to the House. He was desirous of getting the

exact amount received by each grade of officers,

to show the precise increase by the act of 1835.

Aided by that report, the Biennial Register of

1822, and the Report of the Secretary of the Navy

for 1822, furnishing the estimates for ths' full

pay and full rations ' of each grade of otflcer8,he

was enabled to present the entire facts accurately.

Previous to that time, the classification of offi-

cers was different from what it has been shice;

but, as far as hke services have been rendered

under each classification, the comparative pay is

presented under each. Previous to 1835, the pay

of the ' commanding officer ofthe navy ' was §100

per month, and sixteen rations per day, valued at

25 cents each ration ; which amounted, 'full pay

and full rations,' to $2,660 per annum. The

same officer as senior captain in service receives

now $4,500 ; while ' on leave ' he receives

$3,500 per annum. Before 1835, a 'aptaia

commanding a squadron ' received the same pay

as the commanding oflicer of the navy, and the

same rations; amounting, in all, to $2,GCfl;

that same officer, exercising the same command,

receives now $4,000. Before 1835, a captain

commanding a vessel of 32 guns and upwards,

received $100 per month and eight rations per

day—being a total of $1,930 per annum; acap-

tain commanding a vessel of20 and under 32 guns,

received $75 per month and six rations per day

—amounting to $1,447 50 per annum. Sinw

1835, these same captains, when perfomiing

these same duties, receive $3,500 ; and when at

home, by their firesides, ' waitmg orders,' re-

ceive $2,500 per annum. Before 1835, a 'mas-

ter commanding ' received $00 per month and

five rations per day—amounting to $l,l"(i pa

annum. Since that time, the same officer, ii

bca service, receives $2,500 per annum; at™
duty, $2,100 ])er annum ; and ' waitiuK orders,

$1,8(10 per annum. Before 1835, a ' licutcnaiil

coimnanding ' received $50 per mouth and ton
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rations per day ; which amounted to $905 per

annum. Since that time, the same officer re-

ceives, for similar services, $1,800 per annum.
Before 1835, a lieutenant on other duty received

g40 per month, and three rations per day

—

amounting to $701 per annum. S'uce that time,

for the same services, that same officer has re-

ceived $1,500 per annum; and when 'waiting

orders,' $1,200 per annum. Before 1835, a mid-
shipman received $19 per month and one ration

per day—making $319 25 per annum. Since

that time, a passed mipshipman on duty received

^750 per annum ; if ' waiting orders,' $000 ; a
midshipman received, in sea .service, $400; on
other duty, $350 ; and ' waiting orders,' $300
per annum. Suigeons, before 1835, received

$50 per month and two rations per day

—

amounting to $787 50 ; they now receive from
$1,000 to $2,700 per annum. Befor.^ 1835, a
'schoolmaster ' received $25 per month and two
rations per day ; now, under the name of a pro-
fessor, he receives $1,200 per annum.

'• Before 1835, a carpenter, boatswain, and gun-
ner received $20 per month and two rations per
day—making $427 50 each per annum ; they
now receive, if employed on a ship-of-the-line,

$750, on a frigate $000, on other duty $500,
and ' waiting orders ' $300 per annum. A simi-

lar increase has been made in the pay of all other
officers. The pay of seamen has not been en-
larged, and it is proposed to leave it as it is. lu
several instances, an officer idle, ' waiting orders,'

receives more pay now than one of similar grade
received during the late war. when he exposed
his life in battle in defence of his country. At
the navy-yards the pay of officers was greater
than at sea. Before 1835, a captain command-
ant received for pay, rations, candles, and ser-
vants' hire, $3,013 per annum, besides fuel; the
same oflBcer, for the same services, receives now
$3,500 per annum. A master commandant re-
ceived $1,408 per annum, with fuel ; the same
officer now receives $2,100 per annum. A lieu-

tenant received $877, with fuel ; the same officer
receives now $1,500. At naval stations, before
the act of 1835, a captain received $2,000 per
annum ; he now receives $3,500 per annum. A
lieutenant received $701 per annum, and he
now receives $1,500 per annum. Before and
since the act of 1835, quarters were furnished
the officers at navy yards and stations. Before
that time, the pay and emoluments were esti-
mated for in dollars and cents, and appropriated
for as pay; and the foregoing statements are
taken from the actual ' estimates ' of the navy
department, and, as such, show the whole pay
and emoluments received by each officer.

'• The effect of this increase ofpay has been re-
alized prejudicially in more ways than one. In
the year 1824, there were afloat in the navy, 404
giins

;
in 1843, 940 guns. The cost of the item

ot pay alone for each gun, then, was $2,300

;

now the cost is $3,500.
>.•»-).

'•The naval service has become, to a great ex-

tent, one of ease and of idleness. The high pay
has rendered its offices mostly sinecures ; hence
the great eflfort to increase the number of offi-

cers. Every argument has been used, every en-
treaty resorted to, to augment that corps. "VVe
have seen the effect of this, that in one year
(1841) there were added 13 captains, 41 com-
manders, 42 lieutenants, and 103 midshipmen,
without any possibly conceivable cause for the
increase ; and when, at the same time, these ap-
pointments were made, there were 20 captains
'waiting orders,' and 6 'on leave;' 20 com-
manders 'waiting orders,' and 3 'on leave;'
103 'ieutenants ' on leave and waiting orders,'
and 16 midshipmen 'on leave and waiting or-
ders.' The pay of officers 'waiting orders'
amounted, during the year 1641, to $201,000;
and now the amount required for the pay of that
same idle corps, increased by a useless and un-
necessary increase of the navy, is $395,000!
It is a fact worthy of notice, that, under the old
pay in 1824, there Avere 28 captains, 4 of whom
were ' waiting orders,' of 30 commanders, only
7 wore ' waiting orders.' Under the new pay,
in 1843, there are 08 captains, of whom 38 are
' waiting orders ;

' 97 commanders, of whom 57
are ' waiting orders and on leave.' The item of
pay, in 1841, amounted to $2,335,000, and we
are asked to appropriate for the next twelve
months $3,333,139. To give employment to as
many officers as possible, it is proposed to ex-
tend greatly our naval force; increasing the
number of our vessels in commission largely,
and upon every station, notwithstanding our
commerce is reduced, and we are at peace with
all the world, and have actually purchased our
peace from the only nation from which we ap-
prehended difficulty.

" It was stated somewhere, in some of the re-
ports, that the appropriation necessary to defray
the expenses of courts-martial in the navy
would be, this year $50,000. This was a very
large amount, when contrasted with the service.
The disorderly conduct of the navy was noto-
rious—no one could defend it. The country
was losing confidence in it daily, and becoming
more unwilling to bear the burdens of taxation
to foster or sustain it. A few years since, its

expenditures did not exceed four millions and a
half: they are now up to near eight millions of
dollars. Its expense is greater now than during
the late war with England. Notwithstanding
the unequivocal declarations of Congress, at the
last session, agaiust the increase of the navy,
and in favor of its reduction, the Secretary
passes all imheeded, and moves on in his bold
cireer of folly and extravagance, without abid-
ing for a moment any will but his own.
Nothing more can be hoped for, so long us the
navy has such a host of backers, urging its in-

crease and extravagance—from motives of per-
sonal interest too often. The axe should be laid
at once to the root of the evil : cut down the
pay, and it will not then be sought after so
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much as a convenient resort for idlers, who seek

the oflBces for pay, expecting and intending that

but little service shall be rendered in return, be-

cause but very little is needed. The salaries are

far beyond any compensation paid to any other

officer of government, cither State or Federal,

for corresponding services. A lieutenant re-

ceives higher pay than a very large majority of

the judges of the highest judicatories known to

the States; a commander far surpasses them,

and equals the salaries of a majority of the Gov-

ernors of the States. Remove the temptation

which high pay and no labor present, and you

will obviate the evil. Put down the salaries to

where they were before the year 1835. and you

will have no greater effort after its offices than

you nad before. So long as the salaries are

higher than similar talents can command in

civil life, bo long will applicants flock to the

navy for admission, and the constant tendency

will be to increase its expenses. The policy of

our government is to keep a very small army

and navy during time of peace, and to insure

light taxes, and to induce the preponderance of

the civil over the military authorities. In time

of peace we shall meet with no difficulty in sus-

taining an efficient navy, as we always have

done. In time of war, patriotism will call forth

our people to the sei-vice. Those who would

not heed this call are not wanted ; for those

who fight for pay will, under all circumstances,

fight for those who will pay the best. The

navy cannot complain of this proposed reduc-

tion ; for its pay was increased in view of the

increasing value of labor ajid property through-

out the whole country. No other pay was

increased ; and why should not this be reduced {

—not the whole amount actually increased, but

only a small portion of the increase ? It is due

to the country ; and no one should object. We
are now supporting the government on borrowed

money. The revenues will not be sufficient to

support it hereafter; and reduction has to take

place sooner or later, and upon some one or all

of the departments. Upon which ought it to

fall more properly than on that which has been

defended against the prejudices resulting from

the high prices which have recently fallen upon

every department of labor and property 1

« By the adoption of the amendment proposed,

there will be a permanent and annual saving of

about $400,000 in the single item of pay. And

from the embarra.ssed condition of the treasury,

80 large a sum of money might, with the greatest

propriety, be saved ; more especially since by

the late British treaty concluded at this place,

an annual increase is to be made to the navy

expenditures of some ^000,000, as it is stated, to

keep a useless squadron on the coast of Africa.

YJig «j3^,;j«otes for pay for the present year

greatly exceed those of the last year. We ap-

propriated for the last year's service for pay,

&c., $2,335,000. The sum asked for the same

service this year is $2,953,139. Besides, there

is the sum of $380,000 asked for clothing-a

new appropriation, never asked for before. The

clothing for seamen being paid for by them-

selves, so much of the item of pay as was neces-

sary had hitherto been rixpendeu in clothing for

them, which was received by them in lieu cf

money. Now a separate fund is asked, which

is to be used as pay, and will increase that item so

much, making a sum-total of $3,333,139 ; which

is an excess of $998,139 over and above that

appropriated for the like purpose last session.

" The Secretary of the Navy says that his

plan cf keeping the ships sailing over the ocean

(where possibly no vessel can or will see them, and

where the people with whom we trade can never

learn any thing of our greatness, on account of

the absence of our ships from their ports, bemj

kept constantly sailing from station to station)

will 'require larger squadrons than we have

heretofore employed.' He then s.atcg that his

estimates are prepared for squadrons iij.vl this

large and expensive scale. ' This,' he says, 'it is

my duty to do, submitting to Congress to de-

termine' whether, under the circumstances, so

large a force can properly be put in commission

or not. If the condition of the .reasurywiU

warrant it (of which they are the judges),!

have no hesitation in recommending the largest

force estimated for.' It is well known that the

condition of the treasury will not warrant this

force. We must fall back upon the force of last

year, as the ultimatum that can bo sustained.

Our appropriations for pay last year were

$1,000,000 less than those now asked for. This

can be cut off without prejudice to the senice;

and with the reduction proposed in the salaries.

$1,400,000 can be saved from waste, and applied

to sustain a depleted treasury. Increase is now

unreasonable and impracticable.

" A portion of the home squadron, authorized

in September, 1841, has not yet gone to sea for

the want of seamen. While our commerce is fail-

ing, and our sailors are idle, they will not enter

the service. The flag-ship of that squadron is

yet in port without her complement of men.

Why then only increase officers and build ships,

when you cannot get men to man them?
" From 1829 to 1841, the sums paid to

officers 'waiting orders,' were, 1829, $197,684;

in 1830, $156,025; in 1831, $231,378 ;
inl83i

$204,290 ; in 1833, $205,233 ; in 1834, $202914;

in 1835, $219,036'; in 1836, $212 3C2 ; m 18

1

$250,930; in 1838, $297,000; in 1839, $265,043;

b 1840, $265,000; in 1841, $252,856.

" The honorable member also showed from

the report of the chief of the mediavl depart-

ment, that, out of the appropriation for me*^

cine there had been purchased in one year ol

blue cloth frock coats with navy buttons andi

silver star on them, 31 pairs ofblue cassimere pan-

teloons, and 31 blue cassimere vests with miJ

buttons—all for pensioners. Ho also shofl

that under the head of medicine there hadm
purchased out of the same fund, whiskey, con,
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clothing, spirits, harness, stationery, hay, corn,

oats, stoves, beef, mutton, fish, bread, charcoal,

4c., to the amount of some $4,000 ; and, in gene-

ral, that purchases of all articles were generally

made from particular persons, and double prices

paid. Many examples of this were given, among
them the purchase of certain surgical instru-

ments in Philadelphia from the favored sellers

for the sum of $1,224 and 54 cents, which it

was proved had been purchased by tnem from

the maker, in the same city, for $669 and 81

cents : and in the same proportion in the pur-

chases generally."

CHAPTER CXVI.

EULOGY ON SENATOR LINN : SPEECHES OF MB.
BENTON AND ME. CEITTENDEN.

In Senate: Tuesday^ December 12, 1843.

—

The death of Senator Linn.

The journal having been read, Mr. Benton

rose and said

:

'Mr. President:—I rise to make to the
Senate the formal communication of an event
whicli has occurred during the recess, and has
been heard by all with the deepest regret. My
colleague and friend, the late Senator Linn, de-
parted this life on Tuesday, the 3d day of Octo-
ber last, at the early age of forty-eight years,

and without the warnings or the sufferings

which usually precede our departure from this

world. lie had laid him down to sleep, and
awoke no more. It was to him the sleep of
death 1 and the only drop of consolation in this
sudden and calamitous visitation was, that it

took place in his own house, and that his un-
conscious remains were immediately surround-
ed by his family and friends, and received all

the care and aid which love and skill could give.
" I discharge a mournful duty, Mr. President,

in bringing this deplorable event to the formal
notice of the Senate ; in offering the feeble
tribute of my applause to the many virtues of
my deceased colleague, and in asking for his
memory the last honors which the respect and
affection of the Senate bestow upon the name
of a deceased brother.
"Lewis Field Linn, the subject of this an-

nunciation, was born in the State of Kentucky,
in the year 1795, in the immediate vicinity of
Louisville. His grandfather was Colonel Wil-
liam Linn, one of the favorite officers of General
George Rodgers Clark, and well known for his
courage and enterprise in the early settlement
of the Great West. At the age of eleven he
had fought in the ranks of men, in the defence
of a station in western Pennsylvania, and was

seen to deliver a deliberate and effective fire.

He was one of the first to navigate the Ohio
and Mississippi from Pittsburg to New Or-
leans, and back again—a daring achievement,
vrhich himself and some others accomplished
for the public service, and amidst every species
of danger, Jn the year 1770. He was killed
by the Indians at an early period ; leaving a
family of young children, of whom the worthy
Colonel William Pope (father of Governor Pope,
and head of the numerous and respectable fami-
ly of that name in the West) became the guar-
dian. The father of Senator Linn was among
these children; and, at an early age, skating
upon the ice near Louisville, with three other
boys, he was taken prisoner by the Shawanee
Indians, carried off, and detained captive for
three years, when all four made their escape
and returned home, by killing their guard, tra-
versing some hundred miles of wilderness, and
swimming the Ohio River. The mother of
Senator Linn was a Pennsylvanian by birth;
her maiden name Hunter; born at Carlisle;
and also had heroic blood in her veins. Tradi-
tion, if not history, preserves the recollection
of her courage and conduct at Fort Jefferson, at
the Iron Banks, in 1781, when the Indians at-
tacked and were repulsed from that post. Wo-
men and boys were men in those days.
"The father of Senator Linn died young,

leaving tliis son but eleven years of age. The
cares of an elder brother* supplied (as far as
such a loss could be supplied) the loss of a fa-

ther ; and under his auspices the education of
the orphan was conducted. He was intended
for the medical profession, and received his edu-
cation, scholastic and professional, in the State
of his nativity. At an early age he was quali-
fied for the practice of medicine, and commenced
it in the then territory, now State, of Missouri

;

and was immediately amongst the foremost of
his profession. Intuitive sagacity suppUed in
him the pla«e of long experience ; and bound-
less benevolence conciliated universal esteem.
To all his patients he was the same ; flying with
alacrity to every call, attending upon the poor
and humble as zealously as on the rich and
powerful, on the stranger as readily as on the
neighbor, discharging to all the duties of nurse
and friend as well as of physician, and wholly
regardless of his own interest, or even of his
own health, in his zeal to serve and to save
others.

" The highest professional honors and rewards
were before him. Though commencing on a
provincial theatre, thei-e was not a capital in

Europe or America in which he would not have
attained the front rank in physic or surgery.
But his fellow-citizens perceived in his varied
abilities, capacity and aptitude for service in a
diffureut walk. He was called into the poiiti-

i field by an election to the Senate of his
adopted State. Thence he was called to the

* General now Senator Ilerrj Dodga.
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perfommncc of judicial duties, by a federal ap-

pointment to invostisato land titles. Thence

ho was called to the hijih station of senator in

the Congress of the United States—first by an

executive appointment, then by three successive

almost unanimous elections. The last of those

elections ho received but one year apo, and had

not commenced his duties under it—had not

sworn m under the certificate which attested it

—when a sudden and premature death put an

end to his earthly career. lie entered this body
in the year 1833 ; death dissolved his connec-

tion with it in 1843. For ten years ho was a

beloved and distinguished member of this body;

and surely a nobler or a finer character never

adorned the chamber of the American Senate.
" Ho was my friend ; but I speak not the lan-

guage of friendship when I speak his praise. A
debt of justice is all that I can attempt to dis-

charge : an imperfect copy of the true man is

all that I can attempt to paint.

" A sagacious head, and a feoling heart, wore
the great characteristics of Dr. Linn. lie had

a judgment whicli penetrated both men and

things, and gave him near and clear views of far

distant events. He saw at once tho bearing

—

the remote bearing of great measures, either for

good or for evil ; and brought instantly to their

"upport, or opposition, the logic of a prompt and
natural eloquence, more beautiful in its delivery,

and more effective in its application, than any

that art can bestow. He had great fertility of

mind, and was himself the author and mover of

many great measures—some for the benefit of

the whole Union—some for the benefit of the

Great West—some for tho benefit of his own
State—many for the benefit of private indi-

viduals. The pages of our legislative history

;yill bear the evidences of those meritorious la-

bors to a remote and grateful posterity.

" Brilliant as were the qualities of his head,

the qualities of his heart still eclipse them. It

is to the heart we look for the character of the

man ; and what a heart had Lewis Linn ! Tho
kindest, the gentlest, the most feeling, and the

most generous that ever beat in the bosom of

bearded man ! And yet, when the occasion re-

quired it, the bravest and the most daring also.

He never beheld a case of human woe without

melting before it ; he never encountered an ap-

parition of earthly danger without giving it de-

fiance. Where is the friend, or even the stran-

ger, in danger, or distress, to whose succor he

did not fly, and whose sorrowful or perilous

case he did not make his own ? When—where
—was he ever called upon for a service, or a

sacrifice, and rendered not, upon tho instant, the

one or tne other, as the occasion required 1

" The senatorial service of this rare man foil

upon trying times—high party times—when the

collisions of narty too often enihittered the ar-

dent feelings of generous natures ; but who ever

knew bitterncas, or party animosities in him ?

He was, indeed, a party man—as true to his

tarty as to his friend and his country; but
eyond tho line of duty and of principle—beyond

the debate and the vote—he knew no party and
saw no opponent. Who ann ig us r 11, even after

the fiercest debate, ever met him Without meet-

ing the benignant smile and the kind halutation?

Who of us all ever needed a friend without
finding one in him ? Who of ub all was ever

stretched upon the bed of sickness without find-

ing him at its side ? Who of us all ever knew
of a personal difficulty of which he was not, a?

far as possible, tho kind composer?
" Such was Senator Linn, in high party times,

here among us. And what he was here, among
us, he was every where, and with every body.

At home among his friends and neighbors
; on

the high road among casual acquaintances
; in

foreign lands among strangers ; in all, and in

every of these situations, he was the same thin".

Ho had kindness and sympathy for every huniMi

being ; and the whole voyage of his life was one

continued and benign circumnavigation of all

the virtues which adorn and exalt the character

of man. Piety, charity, benevolence, generosity

courage, patriotism, fidelity, all shono conspicu-

ously in him, and might extort from the be-

holder the impressive interrogatory, ' For vhul

place was this man made?^ Was it for the

Senate, or the camp ? For public or for private

life ? For the bar or the bench ? For the art

which heals the diseases of the body, or that

which cures the infirmities of the State 1 For

which of all these was he bom ? And the an-

swer is, ' For all
!

' He was born to fill the

largest and most varied circle of human exrel-

lonce ; and to crown all these advantages, Nature

had given him what the great Lord Bacon calls

a perpetual letter of recommendation—a coun-

tenance, not only good, but sweet and winning-

radiant with the virtues of his soul—captivating

universal confidence ; and such as no stranger

could behold—no traveller, even in the desert,

could meet, without stopping to reverence, and

saying ' Here is a man in whose hands I could

deposit life, liberty, fortune, honor" Alas!

that so much excellence should have perished

so soon 1 that such a man should have been

snatched away at the early age of forty-eight,

and while all his faculties were still ripening

and developing

!

" In the life and character of such a man, so

exuberant in all that is grand and beautiful in

human nature, it is difficult to particularize ex-

cellences or to pick out any one quality, or cir-

cumstance, which could claim pre-eminence over

all others. If I should attempt it, I should

point, among his measures for the benefit of the

whole Union, to the Oregon Bill ; among his

measures for the benefit of his own State, to the

acquisition of the Platte Country ; among hii

private virtues, to the love and atfection whict

he bore to that brother—the hall-brother only-

who, only thirteen years older tlian himseK

had been to him the tenderest of fathers. Foi
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twenty-nine years I had known the depth

that affection, and never saw it burn moie
brightly than in our last interview, only three

weeks before his death. He had just travelled

a thousand miles out of his way to see that

brother; and his name was still the dearest

theme of his conversation— a conversation,

gtranj^e to tell ! which turned, not upon the

empty and fleeting subjects of the day, but upon
things solid and eternal—upon friendship, and
upon death, and upon the duties of the living to

the dead. He spoke of two friends whom it

was natural to believe that he should survive,

and to whose memories he intended to pay the

debt of friendship. Vain calculation ! Vain im-

pulsion of generosity and friendship ! One of

these two friends now discharges that mournful

debt to him : the other* has written me a letter,

expressing his 'deep sorrow for the untimely
death of ourfriend, Dr. Linn."

Mr. B£NTON then oiTered the following reso-

lutions :

"Itesolvtd unanimoutl!/, That tho members of tlio Senate,
ttom sincere desire of showing every mark of respect due to

the ineinory of the Hon. Lewis F. Li»n, deceased, late a mem-
ber thererl; will go Into mourning, by wearing crape on tbe
left arm for thirty days.

"Remhed unanimoualu. That, as an additional mark of
respect for the memory of the Uon. Lewis F. Linn, tbe Senate
do now aiyourn."

"Mr. CniTTENDEN said : I rise, Mr. President,

to second the motion of the honorable senator

from Missouri, and to express my cordial con-
currence in the resolutions he has offered.

" The highest tribute of our respect is justly
due to the honored name and memory of Sena-
tor Linn, and there is not a heart here that does
not pay it freely and plenteously. These reso-

lutions are but responsive to the general feeling
tliat prevails throughout the land, and will afford

to his widow and his orphans the consolatory
evidence that their country shares their grief,

and mourns for their bereavement.
"I am very sensible, Mr. President, that the

very appropriate, interesting, and eloquent re-

marks of the senator from Missouri [Mr. Ben-
ton] have made it diflScult to add any thing that
will not impair the effect of what he has said

;

but I must beg the indulgence of the Senate for
a few moments. Senator Linn was by birth a
Kentuckian, and my couutryman. I do not dis-
pute the claims of ilissouri, his adopted State

;

but Iwish it to be remembered, that I claim fcr
Kentucky the honor of his nativity ; and by the
great law that regulates such precious inherit-
ances, a portion, at least, of his fame mu de-
scend to his native land. It is the just ambition
and rij^ht of Kentucky to gather together the
brifrht names of her children, no matter in what
lands their bodies may be buried, and to pre-
serve them as her jewels and her crown. The
name of Linn is nnc of hor jewels ; and its pure
and unsullied lustre shall long remain as one of
her richest ornaments.

* Oeoerol Jackson.

"The death of such a man is a national car

lamity. Long a distinguished member of thii

body, he was continually rewarded with the
increasing confldenco of the great State ho so
honorably represented ; and his reputation and
usefulness increased at every step of his pro-
gress.

" In tho Senate his death is most sensibly felt.

We have lost a colleague and friend, whose noble
and amiable qualities bound us to him as with
' hooks of steel.' Who of us that knew him can
forget his open, frank, and manly l)earing—that
smile, that seemed to be the pure, warm sun-
shine of the heart, and the thousand courtesies
and kindnesses that gave a ' daily beauty to his

" He possessed a high order of intellect ; waa
resolute, courageous, and ardent in all his pur-
suits. A decided party man, he participated
largely and conspicuously in the business of the
Senate and the conflicts of its debates ; but there
was a kindliness and benignity about him, that,
like polished armor, turned aside all feelings of
ill-will or animosity. He had political oppo-
nents in the Senate, but not one enemy.

" The good and generous qualities of our na-
ture were blended in his character

;

and the elements
So mixed In him, that Nature might stand np
And say to all the world

—

7Ttia «)«« a man.

The resolutions were then adopted, and the
Senate adjourned.

CHAPTER CXVII.

THE COAST SURVEY: ATTEMPT TO DIMINISH ITS
EXPENSE, AND TO EXPEDITE ITS COMPLETION,
BY RESTORING THE WORK TO NAVAL AND
MILITARY OFFICERS.

Under the British government, not remarkable

for its economy, the survey of the coasts is ex-

clusively made by naval officers, and the whole

service presided by an admiral, of some de-

gree—usually among tho lowest ; and these

oflScers survey not only the British coasts

throughout all their maritime possessions, but

the coasts of other countries where they trade,

when it has not been done by the local au-

thority. The survey of the United States be-

gan in the same way, being confined to army
and navy officers ; and costing but little : now
it is a civil estsiblishment, and the office which

conducts it has almost grown up into a depart-

ment, under a civil head, and civil assistance^

costing a great annual sum. From time to time
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eflTorts have been made to restore the naval

Buporinteiulcnco of this work, tm it was when
it was commenced under Mr. JcfferHon : and as

it now is, and always has been, in Great Britain.

At the session 1842-'3, this eflbrt was renewed ;

but with the iisual fate of all attempts to put an

end to any unnecessary establishment, or ex-

penditure. A committee of the House had been

Bitting on the subject for two sessions, and not

being able to agree upon any plan, proposed an

amendment to the civil and diplomatic appro-

priation bill, by which the legislation, which

they could not agree upon, was to bo referred

to a board of oflBcers ; and their report, when
accepted by the President, was to become law,

and to be carried into effect by him. Their pro-

position was in these words

:

" That the sum of one hundred thousand dol-

lars be appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for con-
tinuing the survey of the coast of the United
States : Provided, That this, and all other ap-
propriations hereafter to be made for this work,
shall, until otherwise provided by law, be ex-
pended in accordance with a plan of re-organiz-

ing the mode of executing the survey, to bo sub-
mitted to the President of the United States by
a board of officers which shall bo organized by
him, to consist of the present superintendent,
his two principal assistants, and the two naval
offlcers now in charge of the hydrographical
parties, and four from among the principal offi-

cers of the corps of topographical engineers

;

none of whom shall receive any additional com-
pensation whatever for this service, and who
shall sit as soon as organized. And the Presi-

dent of the United States shall adopt and carry
into effect the plan of said board, as agreed upon
by a majority of its members ; aad the plan of
said board shall cause to be empioyed as many
oflBcers of the army and navy of the United
States as will be compatible with the successful

prosecution of the work ; the officers of the navy
to be employed on the hydrographical parts,

and the officers of the army on the topographical
parts of the work. And no officer of the army
or navy shall hereafter receive any extra pay,
out of this or any future appropriations, for

surveys."

In support of this proposition, Mr. Mallory,

the mover of it, under the direction of the com-

mittee, said

:

" It would be perceived by the House, that
this amendment proposed a total re-organization
of the work ; and if it should be carried out in

the spirit of that amendment, it would correct
many of the abuses which some of them Ix'lieved

to exist and would effect a saving of some

$20,000 or $30,000, by dispensing with the
services of numerous civil officers, believed not
to bo necessary, and substituting for tiiem otH-
ccrs of the tojwgraphical corps and ofJlocrn of
the navy. The committee had left the phin of
the survey to bo decided on by a board of offi-

ccrs, and submitted to the President for his ap-
proval, as they had not been able to agree anionff

themselves on any detailed plan, lie had, to Ijo

sure, his own views as to how the work should
be carried on ; but as they did not meet tiie

concurrence of a majority of the coinniittee, ho
could not bring them before the House in the

form if a report."

This was the explanation of the proposition.

Not being able to agree to any act of legislation

themselves, they refer it to the President, and a

board, to do what they could not, but with an

expectation that abuses in the work vouid bo

corrected, expense diminished, and nvval and

military officers substituted, as far as coi,ipatibie

with the successful prosecution of th( worlt.

This was a lame way of getting a refoi n ac-

complished. To say nothing of the rght to

delegate legislative authority to a board ana the

President, that mode of proceeding wai the

most objectionable that could have been devibed,

It is a proverb that these boards are a machine

in the hands of the President, in which he and

they equally escape responsibility—they shel-

tering themselves under his approval—he, un-

der their recommendation • and, to make sure

of his approval, it is usually obtained before

the recommendation is made. This proposed

method of effecting a reform was not satisfactory

to those who wished to sec this branch of the

service subjected to an economical administra-

tion, and brought to a conclusion within some

reasonable time. With that view, Mr. Charles

Brown, of Pennsylvania, moved a reduction of

the appropriation of more than one half, and a

transference of the work from the Treasury de-

partment (where it then was) to the navy de-

partment where it properly belonged ; and pro-

posed the work to be done by army and naval

officers. In support of his proposal, he said

:

" The amendment offered under the instruc-

tions of the committee, did not look to tlie prac-

tical reform which the House expected when this

subject wus last under discussion. He belii'vcd.

that there was a decided disposition manifesteu

in the House lo get clear of the pivseiil licad of

the survey
;
yet the amendment of the gent;^

man brought him forward as the most prominent

member of it. He thought the House decided,
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when the subject was up before, that the survey

ghouid bo carried on bv tbe offlcerH of the j>;en-

ersl government ; and no wished it to be carried

on in that way now. lie did not wish to jmy

some hundred tiiousand dollars oa extra pay for

officers taken from private life, when there were

BO many in the navy and army perfectly com-

netcnt to peifonn this service. This work had

cost nearly a million of dollars (l$720,0()0) by

the employment of Mr. Ilassler and his civil

gggistants alone, without takin;!; into considera-

tion the pay of the officers of the navy and army

who were engaged in it."

The work had then been in hand for

thirty years, and the average expense of each

year would bo l$22,000; but it was now in-

creased to a hundred thousand ; and Mr. Brown

wished it carried back more than half—a saving

to bo efTcctcd by transferring the work to the

Navy Department, where there were bo many

ofBcers without employment—receiving pay,

and nothing to do. In support of his proposal,

Mr. Brown went into an examination of the

laws on the .subject, to show that this work was

bep;un under a law to have it done as he pro-

posed ; and he agreed that the army and navy

officers (so many of whom were without com-

mands), were competent to it ; and that it was

absurd to put it under the Tn>asury Department.

"The law of February 10, 1807, created the

coast survey, put it in the hands of the Presi-

dent, and authorized him to use army and navy
officers, navy vessels, astronomers, and other

persons. In August, 1816. Mr. Ilassler was ap-

pointed superintendent. His agreement was to

"make the principal triangulation and conse-

quent calculations himself; to instruct the
engineer and naval officers employed under him

;

and he wanted two officers of engineers, topo-

graphical or others, and some cadets of said

corps, in number according to circumstances.

April 14, 1818, that part of the law of 1807 was
repealed which authorized the employment of
other persons than those belonging to the army
and navy. Up to this time over ^55,000 were
expended in beginning the work and buying
instruments, for which purpose Mr. Hassler was
in England from August 1811, to 1815.

" June 10, 1832, the law of 1807 was revived,

and Mr. Hassler was again appointed superin-
tendent. The work has been going on ever
since. The coast has been triangulated from
Point Judith to Cape Ilcnlopen (say about 300
miles) ; but only a part of the off-shore sound-
ings have been taken. There are about 3.000
miles of seaboard to the United States. $720^000
have been expended already. It is stated, in
Captain Swift's pamphlet, that the survey of the
coast was under the Treasury Department, be-

cause Mr. Ilassler was already engaged under
that department, making weights and measures.
These are allma<le now. When the coast s«ir-

vey was begun, the tojwgraphical corps existed

but in name. In 1838, it was organized and
enlarged, and is now an able and useful corps.

Last year Congress established a hydrographical
bureau in the Navy Department. There are

nundjers of naval officers capable of doing hy-
drographical duties under this bureau. The
coast survey is the most important topographi-
ca vnd hydrographical work in the country.
Wb have a tO|K)graphical and a hydrographical
bureau, yet neither of them has any coiuiection

with this great national work. Mr. Hassler has
just published from the opinion of the Marquis
de La Place (Chamber of Peers, session of
181()-'17),upon the French survey, this valuable
suggestion, viz :

' Perhaps even the great num-
ber of geographical engineers which our present
state of peace allows to employ in this work, to
which it is painful to see them strangers, would
render an execution more prompt, and less ex-
pensive.'

" The Florida war is now over ; many works
of internal improvement are susjiended ; there
must be topographical officers enough for the
coast survey. The Russian government has
employed an able American engineer to perform
an important scientific work; but that wise
government requires that all the assistants shall

come from its corps of engineers, which is com-
posed of army and navy oflBcers. If the coast
survey is to Imj a usefid public work, let the
officers conduct it under their bureaus. The
officers would then take a pride in this duty,

and do it well, and do it cheap. The supervision

of tho bureaus would occasion system, fidelitjr^

and entire responsibility. More than $30,000
are now paid annually to citizens, for salary out
of the coast survey appropriation. This could
be saved by employing officers. Make exclusive

use of them, and half the present annual appro-
priation would suffice. Can the treasury de-
partment manage the survey understandingly 1

The Secretary of the Treasury has already
enough to do in the line of his duty ; and, as
far as the sui-vey is concerned, a clerk in the
Treasury Department is the secretary. Can a
citizen superintendent, of closet and scientific

habits ; or can a clerk in the Treasury Depart-
ment, manage, with efficiency and economy, so
many land and water parties, officers, men, ves-
sels, and boats ? The Navy Department pays
out of the navy appropriation the officers and
men now lent to the Treasury for the survey.

Tho Secretary of the Navy appears to have no
control over the expenditures of this part of
the naval appropriation. lie does not even
select the officers detailed for this duty, though
he knows his own material be-st, and tliosn who
are most suitable. This navy duty has be-
come treasury patronage, with commands, extra
pay) &c.
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" The TroMiiry Dppnrtnunt linn charRO of th<-

vcb'^oIk; thoy aro Ixiuf^ht by tho coast-surw
a|)proj)riutioii ; lla- ofl-shoro aoundinpH nco or>

ii) |)iu t takon. TIutl' ars ni)t t<'k>h1,s enoiiL
and of tlio Hj:;lit Hort, to tuko ( ,i « «'»mdii^
and in tho ^i^'^lt way. Steamers »f ( »^Me,..
Tho Burvoy apmopriiition cannot bc*» jfoe cx-
jH-nso

; but if tne Navy Dcrmrtment, lukt chiinto
of tho hydrt>(,'raphy, it could [m^ *\hkiLUe ves-
Bt'ls on the coast Hquadron, and empjoy thcin
on tho coast survey, apoeabf^ t'^ 'h«t ia\v f

1807. LaHt year the vohhcIm did iv . » midings
until about tho Ist of June, although in'f ^prinp
opened early. The Treasury liad not tU- iuunn^
to ecpdp the vessels until tho appropriation Uii
passed Congress. But if the luvvy had charge
of vesaols, tho few naval stores thoy wanted
might have been furnished from the navy stores,
or given from secDud-hand articles not on charge
at tho yards. Had good arrangements been
made, tlio Delaware Bay might readily have
been finished lust fall, and tho chart of it got
out at onco. Now, tho topographical corps
makes surveys for defences ; tho navy officers
make charts along the coast ; and tho coast sur-
vey goes over tho same [dace a third time. If
the officers did this work, tho army might get
the military information, and tho navy tho hy-
drographioal knowledge, which tho interest of
the C'-tmtry requires that each of these branches
of tin ,»ublic defence should have ; and this, at
tho expense of bi'* "no survey • for, at places
where defences m bo r ilirod, the survey
could bo (i»me win. tho . nost minuteness.
The officers '' tho army and navy need not
clash. The tupographicji corps (aided by
junior navy officers willing to serve under that
bureau—and the locent i'lorida war and the
present coast survey system, show that navy
officers aro willing to serve, for the public good,
under other departments than their own) would
do the topography and furnish tho shore line.

The hydrographical officers would receive tho
shore line, take the soundings, and make the
chart. Tho same principle is now at work, and
works well. The navy otHcers now get the
shore lino from tho citizens in tho shon* pnr-
ties. The President could direct the Wai ind
Navy Secretaries to make such rules, through
the bureaus, as would obviate every difficulty.

Employing officers would secure for the public,
system, economy, and despatch. The informa-
tion obtained would be got by tho right persons
and kept in tho right hands. Qo%ernment
would have complete command of tho jjcrsons
employed ; and should the work ever be sus-
pended, might, at pleasure, sot them to work
again on the same duty. The survey he wished
to be prosecuted without delay ; and all I.-o

wanted was to have it under the most efflcient

'

management. If it wiw found that the officers '

of the navy and army were not comi^tent, it

could be remedied hereafter ; but it was due to .

them to give them a fair trial, before they wore
I

condemned. Certainly they ought not to h«
(bpyr,vr»d and condomnc*! in advance. It »«
!>ii

'
; v> >\wm to Bupp'mo that Mr. HiuHJir

-n» MB only man in the country cajiablc of mi.

,,, tending this work ; and thot they couM
not

.
*«Ty on tho survi-r "f our coast by trian-

gulaiio," Th*iy ha«l been for ^ >w time, and
wcn>no IV, Burveying tho lakis , .hkI f*.-

lH.lii.v,.(l

their survoys would l)e equally (..n-,/f with
Mr. Ilassli ('-. Wo had a bureau of hydrcimv-
phy of tho nii\

,
and a corps of topographical

engineers, which . ro expa'ssly created to m.
form this kind of sirvico ; wIu" there was the
miUtaiy aca<loiny at West IM. ' which (luali

ti-\\ tho officers to perform it. The jK-opl
w,/ijl<l hardly believe that these offlcerN (edu^
cated at tho exiKJnso of tho government) wero
not capable of performing tho services for which
they were educated ; and if they thoiinht »o
they would bo for abolishing that institution!
They would say that those officers should bo
dismissed, and others appointed in their places
who were qualified.

'

'• He never could acknowledge that there was
no other man but Mr. Hassler in the country
capable of carrying on tho work. This mlKht
liave been tho case when ho was first appointed.
thirty vears ago ; but since that time they had
a number of officers educated at the niilitiiry

academy, while many others in tho civil walks
of life had qualified themselves for scientific

employment.H, Ho was sure that the odiccrs

of the army and navy were competent to per-

form this work. There was but little now for

the tojiographical engineers to do ; and he had
no doubt that many of them, as well as officers

of the navy, would be glad to be employed on
tho coast survey. Indeed, several officers of the

navy had told him that they would like such

employment, rather than bo idle, as they then
were. From the rate tho coast survey had thus

far proceeded, it would take more than u hun-
dred years to complete it. Certainly this was
too slow. He hoped, therefore, a change would
be made. In the language of tho reiA)rt of Mr.
Aycrigg : " Wo should then havo the survey
conducted on a system of practical utility, and
moving right end foremost."

These were wise suggestions, and unanswer-

able ; but although they could not Ue answered

they could be prevented from becoming law.

Instead of reform of abuses, reduction of ex-

pense, and speedy termination of the work, all

the evils intended to be reformed went on and

iiecarae greater than ever, and all are still kept

'ir'.)n the same arguments that sustained the

^''. -... It i' •', orthy of note to hear tho .same

;\3J». n- '. j^iven for continuing the civilian,

Mv .L.,'*Ji<. At the hea i i" iliis work, which was

givcn fu' thirty years for retaining ]\Ir. Hassler
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in the name place, namolj, that there is no

other man in the cimntry that can conduct tlio

wciik. Dut that is a tribute whicli servility

aiid iiitcrcHt will pay to any man who is at the

ht'iifl of a great establishment ; and is always

luiiil more punctually where the establishnient

uiight to 1k) abolished than where it ou^^ht to

be preserved ; anil for tbo obvious reason, that

the better oii< iin stnnd on its own merits,

while the worse nneds the support of incessant

ailiiiation. Mr. Brown's proiwsal was rtyected

—the other adopted ; and the coast survey now

cofitfi above five hundred thousand dollars a

year in direct appropriations, besides .in im-

mense amount indirectly in the employmotit of

government vessels and officers • ard no \.rin

pcct of its termination. But tho .'rientiK of this

great reform did not abandon Jicir ( uiiso with

the (lefeat of Mr. Brown's jif position. Another

was oilered by Mr. Ayi . i(ii.; "' New Jersey, wlio

moved to discontinue tho survey until a report

could be made upon it at tho next session ; and

for this motion there were 75 yeas—a respect-

able proportion of the House, but not a majori-

ty. The yeas were

:

" Messrs. LandafT W. Andrews, Sherlock J.

Andrews, Thomas D. Arnold, John B. Aycripjy,

Alfred Babcock, Henry W. Beoson, Benjamin

A. Bidlack, David Bronson, Aaron V. Brown,
Milton Brown, Ednnmd Burke, William B.

Campbell, Thomas J. Campbell, Rolxjrt L.

Ciiruthers, Zadok Casey, Ketiben Chapman,
Thomas C. Chittenden, Janics Cooper, Mark
A. Cooper, Benjamin S. Cowen, James II. Cra-

vens, John U. J. Daniel, Garrett Davis, Ezra
Doiin, Edmund Debcrry, Andrew W. Doig,

John Edwards, John C. Edwards, Joseph Eg-
bert, William P. Fessenden, Roger L. Gamble,
Thomas W. Gilmer, Willis Green, William Ilal-

Btcd, Jacob Houck, jr., Francis James, Cave
Johnson, Nathaniel S. Littlefield, Abraham
McClcUan, James J. McKay, Alfred Marshall,

John Mattocks, John P. B. Maxwell, John
M.fDfir 1, William Medill, Christopher Morgan,
VViilii \a v., Oliver, Bran Y. Owsh y, William

JV. l' ;•.,> >:athaniel r P adleton, Francis W.
. .-.,

.' m Pope, Joseph F. Randolph, Kcn-
netli Rayner, Abraham Rcncher, John Rey-
nolds, Romulus M. Saunders, Tristram Shaw,
Augustine H. Sheppcrd, Benjamin G. Shields,

William Slade, Samuel Stokcly, Charles C.
Stratton, John T. Stuart, John 13. Thompson,
Philip Triplett. Hopkins L. Turncy, David
Wallace, Aaron Ward, Edward D. White, Jo-
f^'p:t u. tV "itej Joseph L. V/illiaiuSj Thouiuo
Jones Yorke, John Young."

The fi'icnds of economy in Congress, when

onco more strong enough to form a porty, will

have a swired duty to perfom» to tho country—

that of diminishing, ))V nearly ono-half, tho

present mad exjionditurc^ of tho government:

ond tho a'»olition of tho present ooast-survoy

establishment should !» among the [> iiiiary ob-

jects of rctrendunent. It i- - reproach to «iiir

naval and military olBfTs, and hesi' ^s untru<>

in point of fact, to assuni I hem to be incapable

of conducting and of per. arming this work : it

is a reproach to Congress to vote vnnually an

immense sum on the civil superintendence and

conduct of this work, when there are more idle

officers on the pay-roll than could be employed

u) on it

CHAPTER OXVIII.

PEATII OF COMMODOHK POUTER, AND NOTICK
OF HIS LIFE ANU CIIAUACTEK.

The naval career of Commodore Porter illus-

trates in the highest degree that which almost

the whole of our naval ofBcers, eacli according

to his opportunity, illustrated more or less

—

the benefits of the cruising system in our naval

warfare. It was the system followed in tho

war of the Revolution, in the quasi v ar with

France, and in the war of 1812—imposed upon

us by necessity in each case, not adopted

throiigh choice. In neither of these wars did

we possess ships-of-thc-line and fleets to fight

battles for tho dominion of the seas ; fortunate-

ly, we had not the means to engage in that ex-

pensive and fatal folly ; but we had smaller ves-

sels (frigates the largest) to penetrate every

sea, attack every thing not too much over size,

to ca[ituro merchantmen, and take shelter when
pressed where ships-of-the-line and fleets could

not follow. We had the enterprising ofTicers

which a system of separate commands so favor-

ably developes, and tho ardent seamen who
looked to the honors of the service for their

greatest reward. Wages were low ; but re-

ward was hiirh when the man before the mast,

or the boy in the cabin, could look upon his

officer, and see in his past condition what he

himself was, and in his piosent rank what he

himself might be. Merit had raised one and

might raise the other.

mi
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The ardor for the service was then great;

the service itselt heroic. A crew for a frigate

has been raised in three hours. Instant sailing

followed the reception of the order. Distant

and dangerous ground was sought, fierce and

desperate combat engaged ; and woe to the ene-

my that was not too much over size ! Five,

ten, twenty minutes would make her a wreck
and a prize. Almost every oflBcer that obtained

a command showed himself an able commander.

Every crew was heroic ; every cruise daring

:

every combat a victory, where proximate equal-

ity rendered it possible. Never did any ser-

vice, in any age or country, exhibit so large a

proportion of skilful, daring, victorious com-

manders, mainly developed by the system of

warfare which gave so many a chance to show
what they were, Necessity imposed that sys-

tem
;
judgment should continue it. Economy,

efBciency, utility, the impossibility of building

a navy to cope with the navies of the great

maritime Powers, and the insanity of doing it

if we could, all combine to recommend to the

United States the system of naval warfare

which does the most damage to the enemy with

tlie least expense to ourselves, which avoids

the expensive establishments which oppress

the Bnances df other nations, and which ren-

ders useless, for want of an antagonist, the

great fleets which they support at so much
cost.

Universally illustrated as the advantages of

this system were by almost all our oflScers in

the wars of the Revolution, of '98, and 1812, it

was the fortune of Commodore Porter, in the

late war with Great Britain, to carry that illus-

tration to its highest point, and to show, in

the most brilliant manner, what an American

cruiser could do. Of course we speak of his

cruise in the Pacific Ocean, prefaced by a little

preliminary run to the Grand Banks, which
may be considered as part of it—a cruise which

the boy at school would read for its romance,

the mature man for its history, the statesman

for the lesson which it teaches.

The Essex, a small frigate of thirty-two guns,

chiefly carronades, and but little superior to a

first-class sloop-of-war of the present day, with

a ercw of some three hundred men, had the

honor to make this illustrious cniisc. Leaving

New York in June, soon after the declaration

of war, and making some small captures, she

ran up towards the Grand Banks, and in the
night discovered a fleet steering north, all un-
der easy sail and in open order, wide spaces
being between the ships. From their numbers
and the course they steered Captain Porter
judged them to be enemies, and wished to know
more about them.

Approaching the stemmost vessel and enter-

ing into conversation with her, he learnt that

the fleet was under the convoy of a frigate the

Minerva, thirty-six guns, and a bomb-vessel

both then ahead ; and that the vessels of the

fleet transported one thousand soldiers. He
could have cut ofi" this vessel easily, but the in-

formation he had received opened a more bril-

liant prospect. He determined to pass along

through the fleet, the Essex being a good sailer

speaking the different vessels as he quietly

passed them, get alongside of the frigate, and

carry her by an energetic attack. In execution

of this plan he passed on without exciting the

least suspicion, and came up with the next ves-

sel; but this second one was more cautiois

than the first, and, on the Essex's ranging up

alongside of her, she took alarm and announced

her intention to give the signal of a stranger

having joined the fleet. This put an end to

disguise and brought on prompt action. The

vessel, under penalty of being fired into, was

instantly ordered to surrender and haul out of

the convoy. This was so quietly done as to be

unnoticed by the other ships. On taking pos-

session of her she was found to be filled with

soldiers, one hundred and fifty of them, and all

made prisoners of war.

A few days afterwards the Essex fell in with

the man-of-war Alert, of twenty guns and a full

crew. The Alert began the action. In eight

minutes it was finished, and the British ship

only saved from sinking by the help of her

captors. It was the first British man-of-war

taken in this contest, and so easily, that not

the slightest injury was done to the Essex,

either to the vessel or her crew. Crowded

now with prisoners (for the crew of the Alert

had to be taken on board, in addition to the

one hundred and fifty soldiers and the previous

captures), all chafing in their bondage, and

ready to embrace tiie opportuuity of the first

action to rise. Captain Porter agreed with the

commander of the Alert to convert her into a

cartel, and send her into port at St. John's,
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with the prisoners, to await their exchange.

Continuing her cruise, the Essex twice fell in

with the enemy's frigates having other vessels

of war in company, so that a fair engagement

was impossible. The Essex then returned to

the Delaware to replenish her stores, and, sail-

ing thence m October, 1812, she fairly com-

menced her great cruise.

Captain Porter was under orders to proceed

to the coast of Brazil, and join Commodore

Bainbridge at a given rendezvous, cruising as

he went. It was not until after he had run the

greater part of the distance, crossing the equa-

tor that he got sight of the first British vessel,

a small man-of-war brig, discovered in the after-

noon, chased, and come up with in the night,

having previously boldly shown her national

colors. The two vessels were then within

musket shot. Not willing to hurt a foe too

weak to fight him. Captain Porter hailed and

required the brig to surrender. Instead of

complying, the arrogant little man-of-war turned

upon its pursuer, attempting to cross the stern

of the Essex, with the probable design to give

her a raking fire and escape in the dark. Still

the captain would not open his guns upon so

diminutive a foe until he had tried the efiect of

musketry upon her. A volley was fired into

her, killing one man, when she struck. It was

the British government packet Nocton, ten

guns, thirty-one men, and having fifty-five

thousand silver dollars on board.

Pursuing his cruise south to the point of ren-

dezvous, an English merchant vessel was cap-

tured, one of a convoy of six which had left

Rio the evening before in charge of a man-of-

war schooner. The rest of the convoy was out

of sight, but, taking its track, a long and fruit-

less chase was given ; and the Essex repaired

to the point of rendezvous, without meeting

with further incident. Commodore Bainbridge

had been there, and had left ; and, being now
under discretionary orders. Captain Porter de-

termined to use the discretion with which he

was invested, and took the bold resolution to

double Cape Horn, enter the Pacific Ocean, put

twenty thousand miles between his vessel and

an American port, and try his fortune among
British whalers, merehaatiiica, and ships-of-war

in that vast and remote sea.

It was a bold enterprise, such as few ^overn-

ments would have ordered, which many would

have forbid, and which the undaunted resolu-

tion of a bold commander alone could take.

He had every thing against him : no depots, no

means of repairing or refitting ; only one chart

;

the Spanish American States subservient to the

British, and unreliable for the impartiality of

neutrals, much less for the sympathy of neigh-

bors. He was deficient both in provisions and

naval stores, but expected to furnish himself

from the enemy, whose vessels in that capacious

and distant sea, were always well supplied;

and the silver taken from the British govern-

ment packet would be a means towards paying

wages.

In the middle of January, after a most tem-

pestuous passage, he had doubled the Cape, en-

tered the Pacific, his characteristic motto, Frke

Trade and Sailors' Rights, at the mast-head,

and ran for Valparaiso—the great point of mar-

itime resort in the South Pacific. He had ex-

pected to find it a Spanish town, as it was

when he left the United States: he found it

Chilian, for Chili, in the mean time, had declared

her independence : and this change he had a

right to deem favorable, as, in addition to the

advantages of conventional neutrality, it was

fair to count upon the good feeling of a young

and neighboring republic. In this he was not

disappointed, being well received, meeting good

treatment, obtaining supplies, and acquiring val-

uable information. He learnt that the Ameri-

can whalers were in great danger, most of them

ignorant of the war, cruisers in pursuit of them,

and one already taken. He learnt also that the

Viceroy of Peru had sent out corsairs against

American shipping—a piece of information of

the highest moment, as it showed him an ene-

my where he expected a neutral, and enabled

him to know how to deal with Peruvian ships

when he should meet them. This criminality

on the part of the viceroy was the result of a

conclusion of his own, that as Spain and Great

Britain were allies against France, so they

would soon be allies against the United States

;

and that he, as a good Spanish viceroy should

begin without waiting for the orders. This let

Captain Porter see that he had two enemies in-

stead of one to contend with in the Pacific ; and

this information, as it showed increase of dan-

ger to American interests, increased his ardor

to go to their protection ; which he promptly

did.
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Barely taking time to hurry on board the sup-

pUes, which six months already at sea rendered

indispensable, he was again in pursuit of the

enemy, and soon had the good fortune to fall in

with an American whale-ship, which gave the

important intelligence that a Peruvian corsair

had just captured two American whalers oflf

Coquimbo and was making for that place, with

a British vessel in company. This was excit-

ing information, and presented a three-fold en-

terprise to the chivalrous spirit of Porter—to

rescue the American, punish the Peruvian, and

capture the Englishman. Instantly all sail was
set for Coquimbo, the American whaler which

had given the information in company, and all

hearts beating high with expectation, and with

the prospect of performing some generous and

gallant deed.

In a few hours a strange sail was descried in

the distance, with a smaller vessel in company

;

and soon the sail was suspected to be a cruiser,

disguised as a whaler. Then some pretty play

took place, allowable in maritime war, although

entirely a game of deception. The stranger

showed Spanish colors ; the Essex showed
English, and then fired a gun to leewai-d. The
whaler in company with the Essex hoisted the

American flag beneath the English jack. All

these false indications are allowable to gain ad-

vantages before fighting, but not to fight under,

when true colors must be shown by the attack-

ing ship under the penalty of piracy.

Gun signals were then resorted to. The
stranger fired a shot ahead of the Essex, as

much as to say stop and talk ; the Essex fired

a shot over him, signifying come nearer. She

came, for the implication was that the next shot

would be into her. When nearer, tho stranger

sent an armed boat to board the Essex ; but the

boat was directed to return with an order to

the sti-anger to pass under the frigate's lee

(i. e. under her guns), and to send an officer on
board to apologise for the shots he had fired

at an English man-of-war The order was
promptly complied with. Tiie stranger came
under the lee of the Essex and sent her lieu-

tenant on board, who, not suspecting where he

was, readily told him that his ship was the

Ncrcyda, Peruvian privateer, of fiftc-:-a guns
and a full crew ; that they were cruising for

Americans, and had already taken two (the

same mentioned by tho whaler) ; and that

the smaller vessel in company was one of

these.

After giving this information he made the

apology for tho shot, which was that, having

put one of their American prizes in charge of a

small crew, the English letter-of-marque Nim-

rod had fallen in with it and taken it from tlie

crew, and that they weye cruising for this Nim-

rod with a view to obtain redress, and had mis-

taken this frigate for her, and hence the shot

ahead of her ; and hoped the OAplanation would

constit> te a sufficient apology. It did so ; Cant.

Porter was perfectly satisfied with it, and still

more so, with the information which accom-

panied it. It placed the accomplishment of one

of his three objects immediately in his iiands,

and the one perhaps dearest to his heait—that
of catching the Peruvian corsair which was

preying upon American commerce. So, civilly

dismissing the lieutenant, he waited mitil he

had got aboard of the Nereyda, then run up

the American flag, fired a shot over the corsair

and stood ready to fire into her. The cau ion

was sufficient : tho Peruvian surrendered im-

mediately, with her prize. Thus was the pirati-

cal capture of two American whalers promptly

chastised, and one of them released, and the

Peruvian informed that he and his countrymen

were cruising against Americans in mistalce.

and would be treated as pirates if they con-

tinued the practice. This admonition put an

end to Peruvian seizure of American vessels.

Believing that the other American whaler

captured by the Nereyda, and taken from her

prize-crew by the Nimrod would be can ied to

Lima, Captain Porter immediately bore away

for its port (Callao), approached it, hauled off

to watch, saw three vessels standing in, prepared

to cut them off, and especially the foremost,

which he judged to be an American. She was

so, and was cut ofl"—the very whaler he was in

search of. It was the Barclay ; and the master,

orew and all, so rejoiced at their release that

they immediately joined their deliverer. The

Barclay became the consort of the Essex ; her

crew enlisted under Porter ; the master became

(what he greatly needed) a pilot for him in tlic

vast and unknown eea he was traversing. Tiiere

was now a good opportunity tu look into this

most frequented of Peruvian ports, which Cap-

tain Porter did, showing English colors ; and,

seeing nothing within that ho would have a
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)any was one of

I

right to catch when it came out, nor gaining

any special information, and finding that nothing

had occurred there to make known hia arrival

in the Pacific, he immediately sailed again, to

make the most of his time before the fact of

his presence should be known and the alarm

spread.

He stood across the main towards Chatham

Island and Charles Island, approaching which

three sail were discovered in the same moment

—

two in company, the other apart and in a different

direction. The one apart was attended to first,

pursued, summoned, captured, and proved to be

the fine British whaler Montezuma, with four-

teen hundred barrels of oil on board. A crew

was put on board of her, and chase given to

the other two. They had taken the alarm,

seeing what was happenihg to the Montezuma,'

and were doing their best to escape. The Essex

gained upon them ; but when within eight miles

it fell calm, dead still—one of those atmospheric

stagnations frequent iii the South Sea. Sailing

ceased; boats were bvlUed out; the first lieu-

tenant, Downes, worthy second to Porter, was

put in command. Approached within a quarter

of a mile, the two ships showed English colors

and fired several guns. Economizing powder

and time, the boats only replied with their oars,

pulling hard to board quick ; seeing which the

two ships struck, each in succession, as the

boarders were closing. They proved to be the

Georgiana and the Policy, both whalers, the

former built for the East India service, pierced

for eighteen guns, and having six mounted when

taken. Having the reputation of a fast vessel,

the captain determined to equip her as a cruiser,

which was done with her own guns and those of

the Policy—this latter, like the Georgiana,

pierced for eighteen guns, but mounting ten.

A very proper compliment was paid to Lieut.

Downes in giving him the command of this

British ship, thus added to the American navy

with his good exertions. An armament of 16

pns, and a crew of 41 men, and her approved

comuiandcr, it was believed would make her an

over-match for any English letters of marque,

supposed to be cruising among these islands,

and justify occasional separate expeditions.

B\' these three: captures Capt-. Porter was en-

abled to consummate the second part of his plan

—that of living upon the enemy. He got out

of them ample supplies of beef, bread, pork.

water, and Gallipagos tortoises. Besides food

for the men, many articles were obtained for

repairing his own ship: and accordingly the

rigging was overhauled and tarred down, many
new spars were fitted, new cordage supplied,

the Essex repumteu—all in the middle of the

Pacific, and at the expense of a Power boasting

great fleets, formidable against other fleets, but

useless against a daring little cruiser.

Getting into his field of operation in the

month of April, Capt. Porter had already five

vessels under his comma ul—the Montezuma,

the Georgiana, the Barclay, and the Policy, in

addition to the Essex. All cruising together

towards the middle of that month, and near

sunset in the evening, a sail was perceived in

the distant horizon. A night-chase might per-

mit her to escape j a judicious distribution of

his little squadron, without alarming, might

keep her in view till morninf,. It was dis-

tributed accordingly. At daylight the sail was

still in sight, and, being chased, she was soon

overtaken and captured. It was the British

whaler Atlantic, 355 tons, 24 men, pierced for

20 guns, and carrying 3 18-pounder carronades.

While engaged in this chase another sail was

discovered, pursued, and taken. It was the

Greenwich, of 338 tons, 18 guns, and 25 men

;

and like the other was an English letter of

marque.

In the meanwhile the now little man-of-war,

the Georgiana, under Lieut. Downes, made a

brief excursion of her own among the islands,

apart from the Essex, and with brilliant success.

He took, without resistance, the British whale

ships Catherine, of 270 tons, 8 guns, and 29 men,

and Rose, of 220 tons, 8 guns and 21 men; and,

after a sharp combat, a third whaler, the Hector,

270 tons, 25 men, pierced for 20 guns and 11

mounted. In this action the lieutenant, after

having manned his two prizes, had but 21 men
and boys left to manage his ship, fight the

Hector, and keep down fifty prisoners. After

manning the Hector and taking her crew on

board his own vessel, he had but ten men to

perform the double duty of working the vessel

and guai'ding seventy-three prisoners; yet he

brought all safe to his captain, who then had a

little fleet of nine ?*ail under his command, all

of his own creation, and created out of the

enemy.

The class of some of his prizes enabled the
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captain to increase the efficiency of his force

by some judicious changes. The Atlantic,

being nearly one hundred tons larger than the

Georgiana, a faster ship, and every way a better

cruiser, was converted into a sloop-of-war,

armed with twenty guns, manned by sixty men,

named the Essex Junior; and the intrepid

Downes put in command of her. The Green-

wich, also armed with guns, but only a crew to

work her (for so many prizes to man left their

cruisers with their lowest number,) was con-

verted into a store-ship, and received all the

spare stored of the other ships. A few days

afterwards the Sir Andrew Hammond was

captured, believed to be about the last of the

British whalers in those parts, and among the

finest. She was a ship of three hundred and

ten tons, twelve guns, and thirty-one men ; and

had a large supply of beef, pork, bread, wood,

and water—adding sensibly to the supplies of

the little fleet.

The fourth of July, arrived and was gaily

kept, and with the triumph of victorious feel-

ings, firing salutes with British guns, charged

with British powder. It was a proud celebra-

tion, and must have looked like an illusion of

the senses to the British prisoners, accustomed

to extol their country as the mistress of the

seas, and to consider American sliips as the

impressment ground of the British navy. The

celebration over, tlie little fleet divided ; Essex

Junior bound to Valparaiso, with the Hector,

Catherine, Policy, and Montezuma, prizes, and

the Barclay, re-captured ship, under convoy.

The Essex, with the Greenwich and Georgiana,

steered for the Gallipagos Islands, and fell in

with three sail at once, the whole of which were

eventually captured: one, the English whaler

Charlton, of 274 tons, ten guns, and 21 men
;

another, the largest of the three, the Seringa-

patam, of 357 tons, 14 guns, and 40 men ; the

smallest of the three, the New Zealander, 260

tons, 8 guns, and 23 men. Here were 900 tons

of shipping, 32 guns, and 75 men all taken at

once, and, as it were, at a single glance at the

sea.

The Seringapatam had been built for a cruiser,

and, of all the ships in the Pacific, was the most

danirerous. to American c.nmmorcp. It had just

come out, and hid already made a prize. Find-

ing that the master had no commission, and

that he had commenced cruising in anticipation

of one, and thereby subjected himself to be
treated as a pirate, Captain Porter had him put

in irons, and sent to the United States to be

tried for his life. While finding himself encum-

bered with prisoners, and his active strength

impaired by the guards they required, he re-

leased a number on parole, and gave them up

one of the captured ships (the Charlton) to

proceed to Rio Janeiro. The Georgiana and the

New Zealander were despatched to the United

States, each laden vrith the oil taken from the

British whalers. Encumbered with prizes aa

well as with prisoners, and no American port in

which to place them (for the mouth of the Co-

lumbia, though claimed by the United States

since 1804, and settled under Mr. John Jacob

Astor since 1811, had not then been nationally

occupied), Captain Porter undertook to provide

a place of his own. Repairing to the wild and

retired island of Nooaheevah, he selected a se-

questered inlet, built a little fort upon it, warped

three of his prizes under its guns, left a little

garrison of twenty-one men under Lieutenant

Gamble to man it, and then went npon another

cruise.

The story of the remamder of his cruise is

briefly told. He had learnt that the British

government, thoroughly aroused by his opera-

tions in the Pacific, had sent out a superior force

to capture him. Taking the Essex Junior with

him, he sailed for Valparaiso, entered the har-

bor, and soon a superior British frigate and a

sloop of war entered also. Captain Hillyar, for

that was the British captain's name, saluted tiie

American frigate courteously, inquiring for the

health of Captain Porter ; but the British frigate

(the Phoebe) came so near that a collision seemed

inevitable, and looked as if intended, her men

being at quarters and ready for action. In a

moment Captain Porter was equally ready, ajid

that either for boarding or raking, for the ves-

sels had got so close that the Phoebe, in haulmg

oflj passed her jib-boom (that spar which runs

out from the bowsprit) over the deck of the

Essex, and lay with her bow to the broadside

of the American. It was a fatal position, and

would have subjected her to immediate capture

or destruction, justifiable by the imdue intimacy

of an onomVi Ga^taip Porter mijiht have firod

into her ; but, reluctant to attack in a neutral

port, he listened to the protestations of the

British captain, accepted his declaration of in-
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noccnt intentions and accidental contact, and

permitted him to haul off from a situation in

which he could have been destroyed in a few

minutes. Could he have foreseen what was to

happen to himself soon after in the same port,

lie could not have been so forbearing to the foe

nor so respectful to the Chilian authorities.

For six weeks the hostile vessels watched

each other, the British vessel sometimes lying

off and on outside of the harbor, and when so

at sea the Essex going out and offering to fight

her single handed ; for the Essex Junior was

too light to be of any service in a frigate fight.

Other British ships of war being expected at

Valparaiso, and no combat to be had with the

Phoebe without her attendant sloop. Captain

Porter determined to take his opportunity to

escape from the harbor—which the superior

sailing of the Essex would enable him to do

when the British ships were a few miles on, as

they often were—Essex Junior escaping at the

same time by parting company, as it was certain

that both the British ships would follow the

American frigate.

March 28th, 1813, was a favorable day for the

attempt—the wind right, the enemy far enough

out, and the Essex in perfect order for fighting

or sailing. The attempt was made, and with

success, until, doubling a headland which formed

part of the harbor, a squall carried away the

maintopmast, crippling the ship and greatly dis-

abhng her. Capt. Porter put back for the har-

bor, and though getting within it, and within

pistol shot of the shore, and within half a mile

from a detached battery, could not reach the

usual anchoring ground before the approach of

the enemy compelled him to clear for action.

A desperate but most unequal combat raged for

near three hours—an inferior crippled frigate

contending with a frigate and a sloop in iMjrfect

order. The crippled mast of the Essex allowed
the enemy to choose his distance, which he al-

ways did with good regard to his own safety,

using his long eighteens at long distances

—

keeping out of the reach of Porter's carronades,
out of the reach of boarding, and only within
range of six long twelves which played with
such effect that at the end of half an hour both
British ships hauled off to repair d.imagcs.
Having repaired, both returned, and got such a
position that not a gun of the crippled Essex
could bear upon them. An attempt was made

Vol. II.—32

to close upon them and get near enough to crip-

ple the sloop and drive her out of the fight for

the remainder of the action ; but the frigate

edged away, choosing her distance, and using

her long guns with terrible effect upon the Es-

sex, which could not send back a single shot.

The brave and faithful Downes pulled through

the fire of the enemy in an open boat to take

the orders of his captain ; but his light guns
could bo of no service, and he was directed to

look to his own ship. Twice more the Essex
endeavored to close upon the British frigate,

but she edged away each time, keeping the dis

tance which was safe to himself and destructive

to the Essex. By this time half the whole crew
were killed or wounded, and the ship on fire.

Capt. Porter then attempted to run her on
shore ; but the wind failed when within musket
shot of the land. Leave was then given to the

crew to save themselves by swimming, which

but few would do. At last the surrender be

came imperative. The Essex struck, and hes

heroic commander and surviving men and offi

cers became prisoners of war. Thousands ot

persons—all Valparaiso—witnessed the combat
The American consul, Mr. Poinsett, witnessed

it and claimed the protection of the fort, only to

receive evasive answers, as the authorities were

now favorable to the British. It was a clear

case of violated neutrality, tried by any rule

First, the Essex was Avithin the harbor, though

not at the usual anchoring place, which she

could not reach ; secondly, she was under the

guns of the detached fort, only half a mile dis-

tant; thirdly, she was within the territorial

jurisdiction of Chili, whether measured by the

league or by the range of cannon, and no dispute

about either, as the shore was at hand, and the

British balls which missed the Essex hit the

land.

After the surrender some arrangements were

made with Capt. Hillyar. Some prisoners were

exchanged upon the spot, part of those made
by Capt. Porter being available for an equal

number of h's own people. Essex Junior be-

came a cartel to carry home himself and officer's

and others of his men on parole j but thib man
of daring deeds was not allowed to reach home
without another proof of his determined spirit.

When within thirty miles of New York, Essex

Junior was brought to by the British razee

Saturn, Capt. Nash, who denied the right of
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Gapt. Hillyar to allow tho cartel, and ordered

her to lie by him during the night. Capt Por-

ter put off in a whale-boat, and, though long

chased, saved himself by the chance of a fog

coming to tho aid of hard rowing.

And thus ended this unparalleled cruise

—

ending with a disaster. But the end could not

efface the past ; could not undo tho captures

which had been made ; could not obscure the

glory which had been acquired ; cannot impair

the lesson which its results impress on the

minds of statesmen. It had lasted eighteen

months, and during that time the little frigate

had done every thing for itself and the country.

It had lived and flourished upon the enemy.

Not a dollar had been drawn from the public

Treasury, either for pay or supplies ; all came

from the foe. Money, provisions, munitions,

additional arms, spars, cordage, rigging, and

vessels to constitute a little fleet, all came from

the British. Far more than enough for all pur-

poses was taken and much destroyed ; for dam-

age as well as protection was an object of the

expedition—damage to the Bi'itish, protection to

Americans ; and nobly were both objects ac-

complished. Surpluses, as far as possible, were

sent home ; and, though in part recaptured,

these accidents did not diminish the merit of

the original capture. The great whale trade of

the British in the Pacific was broken up, the

supply of oil was stopped, the London lamps

were in the condition of those of the " foolish

virgins," and a member of Parliament declared

in his place that the city had burnt dark for a

year.

The personal history of Commodore Porter,

for such he became, was full of incident and ad-

venture, all in keeping with his generous and

heroic character. Twice while a lad and serving

in mcrcliaiit vessels in the West Indies, he was

impresseil by the British, and, by his courage

and conduct made his escape, each time. A third

attempt at impressment was repulsed bj^ the

bloody defeat of the press-gang. The same at-

tempt, renewed with increased numbers, was

again rojmlsed with loss to the British party

—

young I'orter, only sixteen, among the most

conraj^eous defenders of the vessel. He was

upwards of a year a prisoner at Tripoli, being

first lieutenant on board the Phiiadeljiliia when

she grounded before that city and was captured.

lie was midshipman with the then Lieutenant

Rodgers, when the two young officers and eleven

men performed that marvel of endurance firm,

ness, steadiness, and seamanship, in working for

three days and nights, without sleep or rest on

the French frigate Insurgent, guarding all the

time their 173 prisoners, and conducting the

prize safe into port—as related in the notice of

Commodore Rodgers.

After his return from the Pacific, he was em-

ployed in suppressing piracy in the West Indieg

which he speedily accomplished ; but for punish-

ing an insult tothe flag in the island of Porto

Rico, he incurred the displeasure of his govern-

ment, and the censure of a court martial. His

proud spirit would not brook a censure which

he deemed undeserved ; and he resigned his

commission in the navy, of which he was so

brilliant an ornament. The writer of this View

was a close observer of that trial, and believed

the Commodore to have been hardly dealt hy

and considered the result a confirmation of his

general view of courts martial where the govern-

ment interferes—an interference (when i" hap-

pens) generally for a purpose, either to convict

or acquit ; and rarely failing of its object in

either case, as the court is appointed by the

government, dependent upon it for future honor

and favor, acts in secret, and subject to the ap-

proval of the Executive.

Stung to the quick by such requital of his

services, the brave officer resigned his commis-

sion, and left the country which he had sened

so faithfully, and loved so well, and took ser-

vice in the Republic of Mexico, then lately be-

come independent and desirous to create a navy.

But he was not allowed to live and mourn an

exile in a foreign land. President Jackson pro-

posed to restore him to his place in the navy,

but he refused the restoration upon the samo

ground that he had resigned upon—would not

remain in a sei-vice under an unreversed sentence

of unjust censure. President Jiickson then ga\'e

him the place of Consul General at Algiers ; mi,

upon the reduction of that placo by the French

appointed him the United States Charge d'Af-

faires to tho Sublime Porte—a mission after-

wards raised to Minister Resident by act of

Congress for his special benefit. The Sultan

Mahmoud—he who suppressed the Janissaries,

introduced European reforms, and so greatly

favored Christians and strangers—was then on

the throne, and greatly attached to the Com-
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modore, whose conversation and opinions he

often sought. He died in this post, and was

brought home to be buried in the country which

gave him birth, and which no personal wrong

could make him cease to love. A national ship

of war, the Truxton, brought hi.n home—a deli-

cate compliment in the selection of the vessel

bearing the name of the commander under

whom he first seiTcd.

Humanity was a ruling feature in his charac-

ter and of this he gave constant proof—humane

to the enemy as well as to his own people. Of

his numerous captures he never made one by

bloodshed when milder means could prevail

;

always preferring, by his superior seamanship,

to place them in predicaments which coerced

surrender. Patriotism was a part of his soul.

He was modest and unpretentious ; never seem-

ing to know that he had done things of which

the world talked, and of which posterity would

hear. He was a "lion" nowhere but on the

quarter-deck, and in battle with the enemies of

his country. He was affectionate to his friends

and family, just and kind to his men and officers,

attaching all to him for life and for death. His

crew remaining with him when their terms were

expiring in the Pacific, and refusing to quit their

commander when authorized to do so at Valpa-

raiso, were proofs of their devotion and affec-

tion.

Detailed history is not the object of this no-

tice, but character and instruction—the deeds

which show character, and the actions which

instruct posterity ; and in this view his career

is a lesson for statesmen to study—to study in

its humble commencement as well as in its daz-

zling and splendid culmination. Schools do not

form such commanders; and, if they did, the

wisdom of government would not detect the

future illustrious captain in the man before the

mast, or in the boy in the cabin. Born in Bos-
ton, the young Porter came to man's estate in

Baltimore, and went to sea at sixteen in the

mercliant ship commanded by his fttther—the

worthy fatli|er of such a son—making many
voyages to the West Indies. There he earned
his midshipman's warrant, and there he learned

the seamanship which made him the worthy
second of Rodgers in that marvellous manage-
ment of the Insurgent, which faithful history

will love to commemorate. Self-made in the

beginning, he was self-acting through life, and

will continue to act upon posterity, if amenable

to the lesson taught by his life : the mcrchtmt

service, the naval school, cruisers, the naval

force, separate commands for young men. With
a little 32 gun frigate, all carronades except a

half-dozen stern chasers, and they only twelve-

pounders, he dominated for a year in the vast

Pacific Ocean; with a 44 and her attendant

sloop-of-war, brig, and schooner, ho would have

dominated there to the end of the war. He
was the Paul Jones of the " second war of Inde-

pendence," with a more capacious and better

regulated mind, and had the felicity to trans-

mit as well as to inherit the qualities of a com-

mander. The name of Porter is yet borne with

honorable promise on the roll of the American

navy.

CHAPTER CXIX.

REFUNDING OF GENEEAL JACKSON'S FINE.

During his defence of New Orleans in the

winter of 1814-'15, General Jackson was ad-

judged to have committed a contempt of court,

in not producing the body of a citizen in obedi-

ence to a writ of habeas corpus^ whom he had

arrested under martial law which he had pro-

claimed and enforced for the defence of the

city. He was fined for the contempt, and paid

it himself, refusing to permit his friends, and

even the ladies of New Orleans who presented

the money ($1,000), to pay it for him. He
submitted to the judgment of the court, paying

the amount before he left the court room, but

protesting against it as an illegal exaction, and

as involving the imputation of illegality on his

conduct. This conveyed a reproach under

which he was always sensitive, but to relieve

himself from which he would countenance no

proceeding while he was still on the theatre of

public action, and especially while he Avas

President. His retirement to private life re-

moved the obstacle to the action of his friends,

and soon thereafter Mr. Linn, a senator from

the State nf Missouri, brought in a bill for re-

funding the fine. This was a quarter of a

century after it had been imposed. On getting

notice of this proceeding General Jackson wrote
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a letter to Senator Linn, of which the leading

paragraphs are here given.

" Having observed in the newppapcrs that

you had given notice of your intention to intro-

duce a bill to refund to me the fine ^principal

and interest) imposed by Judge Hall, for the

declaration of martial law at New Orleans, it was

my determination to address you on the sub-

ject ; but the feeble state of my health has here-

tofore prevented it. I felt that it was my duty

to thank you for this disinterested and voluntary

act ofjustice to my character, and to assure you

that it places me under obligations which I

shall always acknowledge with gratitude.

" It is not the amount of the fine that is im-

portant to me : but it is the fact that it was

imposed for reasons which were not well

founded ; and for the exercise of an authority

which was necessary to the successful defence

of New Orleans ; and without which, it must
be now obvious to all the world, the British

would have been in possession, at the close

of the war, of that great emporium of the

West. In this point of view it seems to me
that the country is interested in the passage of

the bill 5 for exigencies like those which existed

at New Orleans may again arise ; and a com-

manding-general ought not to be deterred from

taking the necessary responsibility by the re-

flection that it is in the power of a vindictive

judge to impair his private fortune, and place a

stain upon his character which cannot be re-

moved. I would be the last man on earth to

do any act which would invalidate the principle

that the military should always be subjected to

the civil power; but I contend, that at New
Orleans no measure was taken by me which

was at war with this principle, or which, if

properly understood, was not necessary to pre-

serve it.

" When I declared martial law. Judge Hall

was in the city ; and he visited me often, when
the propriety of its declaration was discussed,

and was recommended by the leading and pa-

triotic citizens. Judging from his actions, he

appeared to approve it. The morning the order

was issued he was in my office ; and when it

was read, he was heard to exclaim :
' Nuw the

country may be saved : without it, it was lost.'

How he came afterwards to unite with the

treacherous and disaffected, and, by the exercise

of his power, endeavored to paralyze my exer-

tions, it is noi necessary here to explain. It

was enough for me to know, that if I was ex-

cusable in the declaration of martial law in

order to defend the city when the enemy were

besieging it, it was right to continue it until all

danger was ( ver. For full information on this

part of the subject, I refer you to my defence

under Judge Hall's rule for rnc to appear and

show cause why an attachment should not issue

for a contempt of court. This defence is in the

appendix to ' Eaton's Life of Jackson.'
•' There is no truth in the rumor which you

notice, that the fine he imposed was paid by
others. Every cent of it was paid by myself.

When the sentence was pronounced, Mr. Abner
L. Duncan (who had been one of my aides-de-

camp, and was one of my counsel), hearing mo
request Major Reed to repair to my quarters

and bring the sum—not intending to leave the

room until the fine was paid—asked the clerk

if he would take his check. The clerk replied

in the affirmative, and Mr. Duncan gave the

check. I then directed my aide to proceed forth-

with, get the money, and meet Mr. Duncan's

check at the bank and take it up ; which was

done. These are the facts ; and Major Davezac,

now in the Assembly of New York, can verify

them.
" It is true, as I was informed, that the ladies

did raise the amount to pay the fine and costs

;

but when I heard of it, I advised them to apply

it to the relief of the widows and orphans that

had been made so by those who had fallen in

the defence of the country. It was so applied,

as I had every reason to believe ; but Major

Davezac can tell you more particularly what

wap done with it."

The refunding of the fine in the sense of a

pecuniary retribution, was altogether ref ised

and repulsed both by General Jackson and his

friends. He would only have it upon the

ground of an illegal exaction—as a wrongful

exercise of authority—and as operating a decla-

ration that, in declaring martial law, and im-

prisoning the citizen under it, and in refusing

to produce his body upon a writ of habeas cor-

pus, and sending the judge himself out of the

city, he was justified by the laws of the land

in all that he did. Congress was quite ready,

by a general vote, to refund the fine in a way

that would not commit members on the point of

legality. It was a thing constantly done in the

case of officers sued for official acts, and without

strict inquiry Into the legality of the act where

the officer was acting in good faith for the public

service. In all such cases Congress readily as-

sumed the pecuniary consequences of the act,

either paying the fine, or damages awarded, or

restoring it after it had been paid. General

Jackson might have had his fine refunded in

the same way without opposition ; but it waa

not the money, but release from the impu-

tation of illegal conduct that he desired ;
and

with a view to imply that release the biU was

drawn: and that made it the subject of an

earaestly contested debate in both Houses. In

the Senate, where the bill originated, Mr. Tap-

pan of Ohio, vindicated the recourse to martial
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Uw, and as being necessary for the safety of

the city.

" I ask you to consider the position in which

he was placed ; tho city of New Orleans was,

from tlio necessity of tlio case, his camp ; the

British, in superior force, had landed, and were

eight or nine miles below tho city; within three

hours' march; in his camp were many over

whom he had no contr(>i, whom he could not

i)revent (or punish by any process of civil law")

rom conveying intelligence to tho enemy of hi:j

mimbers, means of defence or offence, as well

as of his intended or probable movements ; was
not the entire command of his own camp neces-

sary to any efficient action ? It seems to me
that this cannot be doubted. In time of war,

when the enemy's force is near, and a battle is

impending, if your general is obliged, by the

necessities of his position, and the propriety of

his operations, to occupy a city as his camp, he

must have the entire command of such city, for

tlie plain reason that it is impossible, without

such command, to conduct his operations with

that secrecy which is necessary to his success.

The neglect, therefore, to take such command,
would be to neglect the duty which his country

had imposed upon him. I perceive but two
ways in which General Jackson could have ob-

tained the command of his own camp ; one was
by driving all the inhabitants out of the city,

the other by declaring martial law. He wisely

and humanel}' chose the latter, and by so doing,

saved the city from being sacked and plundered,

and its inhabitants from being outraged or de-

stroyed by the enemy."

But this arrest of a citizen, and refusal to

obey a writ of habeas corpus, was after the

Britisli had been repulsed, and after a rumor of

peace had arrived at the city, but a rumor com-

ing through a British commander, and therefore

not to be trusted by the American general.

He thought the peace a probable, but by no means
a certain event : and he could not upon a prob-

ability rehix the measures which a sense of

danger had dictated. The reasons for this weiu
given by the General himself in his answer to

ohow cause why the rule which had been

granted should not be made absolute.

" The enemy uad retired from their position,
it is true ; but they were still on the coast, and
within a few hours' sail of the city. They had
been defeated, and with loss; but that loss
was to be repaired by expected reinforcements.
Their numbers much more than quadrupled all
the regular forces which the respondent could
command

; and the term of service of his most
efficient militia force was about to expire.
Defeat, to a powerful and active enemy, was
raore likely to operate as an incentive to renewed

and increased exertion, than to inspire them
with despondency, or to paralyze their elforts.

A treaty, it is truo, had been probably signed,

but yet it might not bo ratified. Its contents

even had not transpired ; so that no reasonable
conjecture could be formed whether it would
be acceptable ; and the influence which tho ac-

count of the signature had on the army was
deleterious in the extreme, and showed a neces-

sity for increased energy, instead of relaxation

of discipline. Slen who had shown themselves
zealous in the preceding part of the campaign,
became lukewarm in tho service. Wicked and
weak men, who, from their situation in life,

ought to have furnished a better example,
secretly encouraged the spirit of insubordina-

tion. They affected to pity the hardships of

those who were kept in the held ; they fomented
discontent, by insinuating that the merits of

those to whom they addressed themselves, had
not been sufficiently noticed or applauded ; and
disorder rose to such an alarming height, that at

one period only fifteen men and one officer were
found out of a whole regiment, stationed to

guard the very avenue through which the
enemy had penetrated into the country. At
another point, equally important, a whole corps,

on which the greatest reliance had been placed,

operated upon by the acts of a foreign agent,

suddenly deserted their post. If, trusting to an
uncertain peace, the respondent had revoked his

proclamation, or ceased to act under it, the fatal

security by which they were lulled, would have
destroyed all discipline, dissolved all his force,

and left him without any means of defending
the country against an enemy instructed by the
traitors within our bosom, of the time and place

at which he might safely make his attack. In
such an event, his life, which would certainly

have been offered up, would have been but a
feeble expiation for the disgrace and misery into

which his criminal negligence would have
plunged the country."

A newspaper in the city published an inflam-

matory article, assuming the peace to be cer-

tain, though not communicated by our govern-

ment, inveighed against the conduct of the

General in keeping up martial law as illegal

and tyrannical, incited people to disregard it,

and plead the right of volunteers to disband

who had engaged to serve during the war.

Louallier, a member of the General Assembly,

was given up as the author of the article : the

General had him arrested and confined : Judge

Hall issued a writ of habeas corpus to release

his body : General Jackson ordered the Judo«

out of the city, and sent a guard to conduct him
out. All this took place on the 10th and 11th

of March : on the 13th authentic news of the
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peace arrived, and tho martial law ceased to

exist. Judge Hull returned to tho city, and

Mr. Tappan thus relates what took place

:

" Instead of uniting witli tho whole popula-

tion, headed by their venerable bishop, in joy
and thankfulness for a (lelivorance almost nii-

raculous. achieved by tho wisdom and energy
of the deneral and tho gallantry of his army,
ho was brooding over his own imaginary
wrongs, and planning some method to repair

his wounded dignity. On this day, twenty-
seven years ago, lie caused a rule of the district

court to be served on General Jackson, to ap-

pear before him and show cause why an attach-

ment should not issue against him for :— Ist.

Refusing to obey a writ issued by Judge Ilall.

2d. Detaininig an original paper belonging to

the court. And 3d, for imprisoning the Judge.
Tho first cause was for tho Oenoral refusing to

obey a writ of habt.is corpus in tho case of

Louallier ; tho second for detaining tho writ.

The whole of these three causes assigned are

founded on the hypothesis, that instead of Gen-
eral Jackson having command of his camp, ho
exercised a limited authority under the control

of tho civil magistracy. 1 trust I have satisfied

you that martial law did in fact exist, and of

necessary consequence, that Judge Hall's au-
thority was suspended. If ho was injured by
it, surely he was not tho proper person to try
General Jackson for that injury. The princi-

pal complaint against General Jackson was for

imprisoning the Judge. The imprisonment
consisted in sending an olficer to escort him out
of camp ; and for this, instead of taking tho
regular legal remedy, by an action for assault

and false imprisonment, in the State court, which
was open to him as well as every other citizen,

he called tho General to answer before himself.

He went before the Judge and proflered to show
cause ; the Judge would not permit him to do
this, nor would ho allow him to assign his rea-

sons in writing for his conduct, but, without
trial, without a hearing of his defence, ho fined

him one thousand dollars. You all know tho
conduct of the General on that occa^'ion ; he
saved the Judge from tho rising indignation of

the people and paid his fine to the United States

marshal. These proceedings of Judge Hall
were not only exceedingly outrageous, but they
were wholly illegal and void ; for, as says an
eminent English jurist, ' even an act of parlia-

ment cannot make a man a judge in his own
cause.' This was truly and wholly the cause
of the Judge himself. If a law of Congress had
existed which authorized him to sit in judgment
upon any man for an injury inflicted upon him-
self, such a law would have been a mere dead
letter, and the Judgii woidd have l)oen bound to

disregard it. It was tho violation of this prin-

ciple of jurisprudence which aroused the indig-

nation of the people and endangered the life of

this contemptible judge. I am aware of the law

of contempt ; it is tho power of Hclf-preHcrvs'

tion given to tho courts ; it results from neces-

sity alone, and extends no further than neceg.

sity strictly reouires ; it has no power to avense
the wrongs and injuries done to the judgi un-

less those wrongs obstnict the n'gulur co «

of justice. I am aware also of tho maim
. in

which tho law of contempt has beer, adniiiiis-

tered in our courts wiiero no statute law regu-

lated it, and it was left to the discretion of tl:e

judges to determine what was or was not a

contempt. In one case a man was fined for

contempt for reviewing tho opinion of a Jiuige

in a newspaper. This judge was impeached be-

fore this body and acquitted, because not (niite

two-thirds of tho Senate voted him guilty.

Some senators, thinking probably that f..s Con-

gress had neglected to pass a law on the si
'--

ject of contemj)t, tho judge had nothing i

govern his discretion in tho matter, and theit-

foro ought not to be convicted. Congress im-

mediately passed such a law. and no contempts

have occurred since in the United States courts."

The speech of Judge Tappan covered the facts

of the case, upon which, and other speeches de-

livered, the Senate made up its mind, anc tho

bill -was passed, though upon a good division,

and a visible development of party lines. Tho

yeas were

:

"Messrs. Allen, Bagby, Benton, Buchanan,

Calhoun, Cuthbert, Fulton, Graham, Hender-

son, King, Linn, McDuffle, Mclloberts, Man-

gum, Rives, Sevier, Smith of Connecticut, Smith

of Indiana, Sprague, Sturgeon, Tallmadgc, Tap-

pan, Walker, Wilcox, Williams, Woodbury,

Wright, Young—28."

Tho nays were

:

" Messrs. Archer, Barrow, Bates, Bayard, Ber-

rien, Choate, Clayton, Conrad, Crafts, Critten-

den, Dayton, Evans, Huntington, Kerr, Merrick,

Miller, Alorehead, Phelps, White, Woodbridge
—20.'^

In tho House it was well supported by Mr,

Charles Jared Ingersoll, and others, and passed

at tho ensuing session by a large .T^ajority—158

to 28. This gi-atifying result took place before

the death of General Jackson, so that he had

the consolation of seeing the only two acts

which impugned the legality of any part of his

conduct—the senatorial condemnation for the

removal of the deposits, and the proceedings in

New Orleans under martial law—both con-

demned by the national renresentatiou. and the

judicial record as well as the Senate journal,

left free from imputation upon hun.
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Bentop, Buchanan,

,
Graham, Ileniier-

illiams, Woodbury,

White, Woodbridge

CHAPTER CXX.

BEPEAL OF TIIR D.\NKRtrPT ACT: ATTACK OP

Ma CUSHINO ON MU. CLAY : 1T8 UEBUKE.

This measure was immediately commenced in

the House of Representatives, and pressed with

vigor to its concluHlon. Mr. Everett, of Ver-

mont, brought in the repeal bill on leave, and

after a strenuous contest from a tenacious mi-

nority, it was passed by the unexpected vote

of two to one—to l)e precise—140 to 72. In

the Senate it hnd the same success, and greater,

being passed by nearly three to one—34 to 13 :

and the repealing act being carried to Mr. Ty-

ler, he signed it as promptly as he had signed

the banlcrupt act itself. This was a splendid

victory for ,}'e minority who liad resisted the

passage of the bill, and for the people who had

condemned It. Tlio same members, sitting in

the same chairs, who a year and a half before,

passed the act, now repealed it. The same

President who had recommended it in a mes-

sage, and signed the act as soon as it passed,

now signed the act which put an end to its ex-

istence. A vicious and criminal 'aw, corruptly

passed, and made the means of passing two

other odious measures, was itself now brought

to judgment, condemned, and struck from the

statute-book ; and this great result was the

work of the people. All the authorities—legis-

lative, executive, and judicial—had sustained

the act. Only one judge in the whole United

States (R. W. Wells, Esq., United States dis-

trict judge for Missouri), condemned it as un-

constitutional. All the rest sustained it, and

he was overruled. But the intuitive sense of

honor and justice in the people revolted at it.

They rose against it in masses, and condemned

it in every form—in public meetings, in legisla-

tive resolves, in the press, in memorials to Con-

gress, and in elections. The tables of the two

Houses were loaded with petitions and remon-

strances, demanding the repeal, and the mem-
bers were simply the organs of the people in

pronouncing it. Never had the popular voice

been more ctfectivo—never more meritoriously

raised. The odious act was not only repealed,

but its authors rebuked, and compelled to pro-

nounce the rebuke upon themselves. It was a

proud and triumphant instance of the innate,

upright sentiment of the jieople, rising above all

the learning and wisdom of the constituted au-

thorities. Nor was it the only instance. The

bankrupt act of forty years before, though

strictly a bankrupt act as known to the legisla-

tion of all commen:ial countries, was repealed

within two years after its i)asange—and that by

the democratic administration of Mr. Jed'erson :

this of 1841, a bankrupt act only in name—an

act for the abolition of debts at the will of the

debtor in reality—had a still shorter course,

and a still more ignominious death. Two such

condemnations of acts for getting rid of debts,

are honorable to the people, and bespeak a high

degree of reverence for the sacred obligations

between debtor and creditor ; and while credit

is due to many of the party discriminated as

federal in 1800, and as whig in 1840 (but al-

ways the same), for their assistance in con-

demning these acts, yet as party measures, the

honor of resisting their passage and conducting

their rejieal, in both instances, belongs to the

democracy.

The repeal of this act, though carried by such

large majorities, and so fully in accordance with

the will of the people, was a bitter mortifica-

tion to the administration. It was their mea-

sure, and one of th°ir measures of "relief" to

the country. Mr. Webster had drawn the bill,

and made the main speech for it in the Senate,

before ho went into the cabinet. Mr. Tyler

had recommended it in a special message, and

promptly gave it his approving signature. To

have to sign a repeal bill, so soon, condemning

what he had recommended and ai)i)roved, was

most unpalatable : to see a measure intended

for the "relief" of the people repulsed by those

it was intended to relieve, was a most unwel-

come vision. From the beginning the repeal

was resisted, and by a species of argument, not

addressed to the merits of the measure, but to

the state of parties, the conduct of men, and the

means of getting the government carried on.

Mr. Caleb Cushing was the organ of the Presi-

dent, and of the Secretary of State in the

House ; anc' 'dentifying himself with these two

in his attacks and defences, he presented a sort

of triunniratc in which he became the spokes

man of the others. In this character he spoke

often, and with a zeal which outran discretion,

and brought him into much collision with tho
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IIouHe, and kept him much ocriipied in deftml-

ing himHelf, and tho two eminent jHsrsonngci

who were not in a position to Hpeak for thom-

elvcs. A few pasfiagcN fmm these spoeclu's,

from lK)th sides, will he given to hIiow tho Ktiito

of men and piirtii'S at that tinu', and how much
pergonal conHidcrations had to do with U'anaaet-

ing tho business of Congress. Thus

:

" Mr. Gushing, who was entitled to tho Uoor,
addrescd tlio House at length, in roi)ly to the
remarks made by various gentlemen, during the
last throo weeks, in relation to tho pivsent a<l-

ministration. Ilo commenced by renmrking
that the President of the United States was ac-

cused of oh.>itructing tho passage of whig mea-
sures of relief, and was charged with uncertain-

ty and vacillation of puri)ose. As these charges
had been made against Mie President, he felt it

to bo his duty to ask tho country who was
chargeable with vacillation and uncertainty of
purpose, and the destruction of measures of re-

lief? Who were they who, with sacrilegious

bauds, were seeking to expunge the last mea-
sure of tho ' ill-starred ' extra session from the
statute-books ? Forty-seven whigs, ho an-
swered, asi.uciated with tho democratic party
in the House, and formed a coalition to blot out
that measure. He rej)eatod it : forty-seven

whigs formed a coalition witli the democrats to

expunge all the remains of the extra session

which existed. For three weeks past, there
had been constantly poured forth the most elo-

quent denunciations of the President, of the
Secretary of State, and of himself. Ho 'might
imagine, as was said by Warren Iliistings when
such torrents of denunciation were poured out
upon him, that there wa.s some foundation for

the imputation of the orators. He should in-

quire into the merits of the political questions,

and into the accusations made against him. He
was told that he had thrown a firebrand into

the House—that ho had brought a tomahawk
here. He denied it. lie had done no svich

thing. It was not true that he commenced the

debate which was carried on ; and whea gen-
tlemen said that he lia«l volunteered remarks
out of the regular order, in reply to the gentle-

man from Tennessee [Mr. Arnold], he told

them that they were not judges. His mode of
defence was counter-attack, and it was for him
to judge of the argument. If he carried the

war into the enemy's camp, the responsibility

was with those who commenced the attack."

Mr. Clay, though retiring from Congress, and

not a member of the House of Representatives,

was brought into the debate, and accused of

setting up a dictatorship, and baffling or con-

trolling the constitutional administration

:

" The position of the two great parties, and

those few who stood here to defend tho acts of
tho administration, woa pec\iliar. Ow govcm-
ment was now undergoing a test in a new iMir-

ticular. This was tho first time that tin; ad-
ministration of tho government had tvcr df.
volved upon the VMce-President. Now, he liad

called upon the jwoplo and tho Houhc to adapt
themselves to that c<mtingency, an(il support Uw
onstitution ; for with tho 'constitutional fact'

was associated the party fact ; and whilst tlie

President was not a party chief, there was a
party chief of tho party in power. The ques-

tion was, whether there could be two adminis-
trations—one, a constitutional administration
by tho PtTJsident ; and tho other a i)arty ad-

ministration, exercised by a party chief in the

capitol ? With this issue Iwforo bin)—whotiier
the President, or tho party leader—tho chief in

tho White House, or tho chief in the capitol—
should carry on the administration—he ftdtit

to be a duty which ho owed to the government
of his country to give his aid to tho constitu-

tional chief. That was the real question which
had jwrvaded all our contests thus far."

Such an unparliamentary reference to Mr.

Clay, a member of a different House, could not

pass without reply in a place where he c luld

not 8|)eak for himself, but where his friends

were abundant. Mr. Garret Davis, of Ken-

tucky, performed that office, and found in the

fifteen years' support of Mr. Clay by Mr. Cush-

ing (previous to his sudden adhesion to Mr.

Tyler at the extra session), matter of personal

recrimination

:

" Mr. Garret Davis replied to tho portion of

the speech of the gentleman from Massachusetts

[Mr. Cushing] relating to the alleged dictation

of the ex-senator from Kentucky [Mr. Clay].

The gentleman from Massachusetts d(.clared

that there were but two alternatives—one, a

constitutional administration, under the lead of

the President ; and the other, a faction, wider

the lead of the senator from Kentucky. Such

remarks were no more nor less than calumnies

on that distinguished man ; and he would ask

the gentleman what principle Mr. Clay had

changed, by which he had obtained the ill-will

of the gentleman, after having had his support

for fifteen years previous to the extra .session ?

He asked. Did the senator from Kentucky bring

forward any new measure at the extra session?

Did he enter upon any untrodden path, in onkr

to embarrass tho path of John Tyler I No, was

the answer."

Reverting to the attacks on the administra-

tion, Mr. Cushing considered them as {\w im-

potent blows of a faction, beating its brains out

against the immovable rock of tho Tyler gov-

ernment :
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» [t was now nearly two years since, in tuy

conlnncc with a vofo of tho people, a chango

took i)lnro in tlio arlrniniNtration of tiie govern-

ment. Since that time, an intemecino vviir had

nriwn in tho donsinant party. Tlie war had

now iK'on purimed for about one year and a iialf

;

Imt, in tho midst of it, tho federal ROYornment,

with itH fixed constitution, had Htood, lilte the

pxl TerniinuH, defying t!io progress of those

wlio were ruHJiiiig upainst it. The country had

Bccii (iiie iMirtv throw itHelf against the ininiov-

abic roclc of the constitution. What had been

tho consequence ? The party thuH hurling it-

Bcif against tho conntitutional rock was dash«l

to atoms."

Mr. Gushing did not confine his attempts to

piin adherents to Mr. Tyler, to the terrors of

denunciations and (inathetnas : ho superadded

tho seductive arguments of persuasion and en-

ticement, and carried his overtures so far as to

bo charged with putting up the adniiniHtration

favor to auction, and soliciting bidders. IIo

had said

:

" Now he would suppose a raan called to bo
President of the United States. It mattered
not whether ho was elected, or whether tho

office devolved upon him by contingcv )ies con-

templated in tho constitution. Ho was Presi-

dent. What, then, was his fiist duty? To
consider liow to discharge his functions. IIo

(Mr. C.) thought tho President was bound to

look around at tho facts, and see by what
circmnstances ho was supported. Gentlemen
might talk of trcatfon ; mucn had been said on
that subject ; but tho question for the individual

who might happen to be President to consider
was, How is the government to be carried out ?

By whose aid ? lie (Mr. Gushing) would say
to tiiat party now having tho majority (and
whom, on account of that circumstance, it was
more important he should address), that if they
gave him no aid, it was his duty to seek aid
from their adversaries. If tho whigs continue
to blockade the wheels of the government, ho
trusted that tho democrats would be patriotic
enough to carry it on."

Up to this point Mr. Gushing had addressed

himself to the whigs to come to the support of

Mr. Tyler : despairing of success there he now
turned to the democracy. This open attempt

to turn from ono party to tho other, and to take

whichever he could get, turned upon him a

storm of ridicule and reproach. Mr. Thomp-
son, of Indiana, said

:

'• 'the gentleman seemed to have assumed the
character of auctioneer for this bankrupt ad-
ministration, and he took it that the gentleman
would be entitled to a good part of its effects.

This was tht first time in (ho history of any
civilir^d country that i government had, through
tho person of its acknowledged leader—a man
doing most of its speaking, and much of ita

thinking- Htalkod into a rep. .tlve assem-
bly, and openly put up the u i.jiiniatration in
tho common market to tlio highest bidder."

But Mr, Gushing did not limit liimself to se-

ductive appliances in turning to the democracy
for suppor" to Mr. Tyler: ho dealt out denun-

ciation to them also, antl menaced them with

tho fate of the shattered whig party if they did

not como to tho rescue. On this Mr. Thomp"
son remarked

:

" Tho gentleman also told the minority that
they would bo dashed to pieces, like their pre-

decessors, unless they came into tho measunis of
he President; but it yet remained to bo seen
whether ho would gtst a bid. Judging from the
expression of o[)inion by tho leading organ of
the democratic party, he ^Mr. T.) wa« inclined
to think that no bid woula be offered by a por-
tion of that party. IIo thought, from givings-
out, in various (luarters, that the President
would ultimately have to resort to this ' consti-

tutional fact,' to defend himself against a large
portion even of that party. Indeed, it was
doubtful whether there would bo bidders from
either side."

Mr. Gushing had said that there were per-

sons connected with the administration who
would yet be heard of for the Presidency, and

seemed to present that contingency also as a

reason why support should bo given it. To
this intimation Mr. Thompson made an indig-

nant reply

:

" Ho recollected well—though ho was very
young at the time, and not prepared to take
part in the political discussions of the day

—

that, during tho administration of the distin-

guished and venerable gentleman from Massa-
chusetts [Mr. Adams] there arose in this coun-
try a party, who, upon the bare supposition

f

which was dispelled on an examination of the

acts)—upon the bare suspicion that there was
what was called a bargain, intrigue, and man-
agement between the then head of the adminis-
tration, and another distinguished citizen who
was a member of his cabinet, made it a subject

of tho most bitter and vindictive denunciation.

Yet, notwithstanding that this part of our his-

tory was still fresh in the recollection of tho

gentleman from Massachusetts—when we see,

in this aw of ropublio.an lil>ertv, a "catleraan

descended from a line of illustrious Revolu-
tionary ancestry—coming, too, almost from the

very Cradle of Liberty, and acting as the organ
of tho administration on this floor—boldly
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shamelessly, and unblushingly offering the
spoils of office .s a consideration for party sup-
port, we may well have cause for alarm. How
many clerkships were there in Philadelphia to

be disposed of in this manner ? From the col-

lector down to the lowest tide-waiter, the power
of appointment was to be directed for the pur-
pose of operating on the coming presidential

contest. Who, now, would charge the whig
party with shaping their measures with a view
to the elevation of a particular individual, after

hearing the bold and open avowal from ^he gen-

tleman that the present administration would
shape their measures for tha purpose of operat-

ing on the coming contest ? But (said Mr. T.)
there was sometbing exceedingly ridiculous in

the idea of the administration party—and such
a party, too !—coming into the Representative
hall, and telling its members that it had the

power to dispose of the various candidates for

the Presidency at its pleasure, and controlling

the votes of nearly three millions of freemen by
meons of its veto power, and the power of ap-

pointment and removal."

Mr. Gushing had belonged to the federal

party, since called whig, up to the time that he

joined Mr. Tyler, and had been all that time a

fierce assailant of the democratic party: the

energy with which he now attacked that party,

and the warmth with which he wooed the

other, brought on him many reproaches, some

rough and cutting—some tender and depreca-

tory ; as this from Mr. Thompson

:

" The gentleman exulted in the fate of the

whig party, and told them with much satisfac-

tion that their party was destroyed. ^ ow, let

him ask the gentleman, in the utmost sincerity

of his heart, whether he did not feel some little

mortification and regret when he saw the ban-
ner under which he had so often rallied trail-

ing in the dust, and trampled under the feet of

those against whom he had fought for so many
years?''

Foremost of the whigs in zeal and activity,

Mr. Gushing, as one of the most prominent men

of the party, was appointed when the presiden-

tial vote of 1840 was counted in the House, as

one of the committee of two to wait upon Gen-

eral Harrison and formally make known to him

his election. In two months afterwards Gene-

ral Harrison died—Mr. Tyler became President

and quit the whigs: Mr. Gushing quit at the

same time; and not content with quitting,

threw all the obloijuy upon them which, for

fifteen years, he had lavished upon tlie de-

mocracy ; and in quitting the whigs ho reversed

his conduct in all the measures of his life, and

without giving a reason for the change in a

single instance. Mr. Garret Davis summed up
these changes in a scathing peroration from
which some extracts are here given

:

" The gentleman occupies a strange position,
and puts forth extnioruinary notions, consider-
ing the measures and principles which he al-

waj's, until the commencement of this aJminis-"

tration, advocated with so much zeal and ability

I had read many of his speeches before I knew
him. I admired his talents and attainments-
I approved of the soundness of his views and
was instructed and fortified in my own. '

But
he is wonderfully metamorphosed ; and I think
if he will examine the matter deliberately he
will find it to l)e quite as true, that he has
broken his neck politically in jumpin" his

somersets, ys that ' the whig party has knocked
out its brains against the fixed fact.' He tells

us that party is nothing but an association of

men struggling for power; and that he con-

temns measures—that measures are not princi-

ples. The gentleman must have been readini'

the celebrate'd treatise, ' The Prince,' for such

dicta are of the school of Machiavelli ; and his

sudden and total abandonment of all the prin-

ciples as well as measures, to which he vas as

strongly pledged as any whig, good and true,

proves that he had studied his lesson to some

purpose. At the extra session of 1837, he op-

posed the sub-treasury in a very elaborate

speech, in which we find these passages :
' Wo

are to have a government paper currency, re-

cognizable by the government of the United

States, and employed in its dealings ; but it is

to be irredeemable government paper.' 'If the

scheme were not too laughingly absurd to spend

time in arguing about it seriously ; if the mis-

chiefs of a government paper currency had not

had an out-and-out trial both in Europe and

America, I might discuss it as a question of po-

litical economy. But I will not occupy the

committee in this way. I am astounded at the

fatuity of any set of men who can think of any

such project.' This is what he said of the sul>

treasury. Now, he is the unscrupulous advocate

of the exchequer, a measure embodying Ijoth

the sub-treas!iry and a great orgauizod jov-

ernment bank, and fraught with more frightful

dangers than his own excited imagination bad

pictured in the whole three years.
" He was one of the stanchest supporters of

a United States bank. He characterized 'the

refusal of the late President (Jackson) to sign

the bill re-chartering the bank, like the removal

of the deposits, to be in defiance and violation

of the popular will,' and characterized as felicit-

ous the periods of time when wo possessed a

national bank, and as calamitous tlie pciiuds

that we were without them, saying—'Twice for

long periods of tiine, have we tried a national

bank, and in each period it has fulfilled its ap-

lX)iuted purpose of supplying a safe and equal
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idcnt (Jackson) to sign

; bank, like tlic removal

defiance and violiitioD

currency, and of regulating and controlling the

issues of the State banks. Twice have we tried

for a few years to drag on without a national

bank and each of these experiments has been a

season of disaster and confusion.' And yet, sir,

he has denied that he was ever the supporter

of a bank of the United States, and is now one

of the most rabid revilers of such an institu-

'' He was for Mr. Clay's land bill ; and he has

abandoned, and now contemns it. No man has

been more frequent and unsparing in his de-

nunciations of General Jackson ; and now he is

the sycophantic eulogist of the old hero. He
was the unflinching defender of the constitu-

tional rights and powers of Congress. This ad-

ministration has not only resorted to the most

flagitious abuse of the veto power, but has re-

newed every other assault, open or insidious, of

Presidents Jackson and Van Burcn upon Con-

gress, which he, at the time, so indignantly re-

buked; and he now justifies them all. He
has gone far ahead of the cxtremest parasites of

executive power. John Tyler vetoed four acts

of Congress which the gentleman had voted for,

and strange, by his subtle sophistry, he defend-

ed each of the vetoes ; and most strange, when
the House, in conformity to the provisions of

the constitution, voted again upon the measures,

his vote was recorded in their favor, and to over-

rule the very vetoes of which he had just been

the venal advocate."

This versatility of Mr. Cushing, in the sup-

port of vetoes, was one of the striking qualities

developed in his present change of parties. He

had condemned the exercise of that power in

General Jackson in the case of the Bank of the

United States, and dealt out upon him unmeas-

ured denunciation for that act ; now he became

the supporter of all the vetoes of Mr. Tyler,

even when those vetoes condemned his own

votes, and when they condemned the fiscal bank

charter which Mr. Tyler himself had devised

and arranged for Congress. He became the

diampion, unrivalled, of Mr. Webster and Mr.

Clay, defending them in all things ; but now in

attacking Mr. Clay whom he had so long, and

until so recently, so closely, followed and loudly

applauded, he became obnoxious to the severe

denunciations of that gentleman's friends.

CEAPTEK CXXI.

NAVAL EXPENDITURES, AND ADMINISTRATION:
ATTEMPTS AT REFORM : ABORTIVE.

The annual appropriation for this branch of the

service being under consideration, Mr. Parmen-

ter, the chairman of the naval committee, pro-

posed to limit the whole number of petty ofQ-

cers, seamen, ordinary seamen, landsmen and

boys in the service to 7,500 ; and Mr. Slidell

moved an amendment to get rid of some 50 or

60 masters' mates who had been illegally ap-

pointed by Mr. Secretary Henshaw, during his

brief administration of the naval department in

the interval between his nomination by Mr.

Tyler and his rejection by the Senate. These

motions brought on a debate of much interest

on the condition of the navy itself, the necessity

of a peace establishment, and the reformation

of abuses. Mr. Cave Johnson, of Tennessee

—

" Expressed himselfgratified to sec the limitar

tion proposed by the chairman of the Commit-
tee on Naval Affairs ; that he had long believed

that we should have a peace establishment for

the navy, as well as the army; and that the

number of officers and men in each should be
limited to the necessities of the public service.

Heretofore the navy had been left to the discre-

tion of the Secretary; only limited by the ap-

propriation bills. He urged upon the chairmnn
of the Naval Committee the propriety of reduc-

ing still further. If he did not misunderstand
the amendment, it proposed to man the number
of vessels required for the next year in the same
way that we would do in time of war, as we
have heretofore done. He thought there should
be a difference in the complement of men re-

quired for each ship in war and in peace. He
read a table, showing that in the British service,

first class men-of-war of 120 guns, in time oi

peace had on board (officers, men, and marines)
880 men, whilst the same class in our service

had on board 1,200, officers, men, and marines
—near one-third more officers and men in the

American service than were employed in the
British. The table showed about the same dif-

ference in vessels of inferior size. He thought
the number of men .and officers should be regu-

lated for a peace, and not a war establishment.

He expressed the hope that the chairman of the

Naval Uoinniitleo would so sliape iiis amend-
ment as to fix the number of officers and men
for a peace establishment. Ho was desirous of

having a peace establishment, and the expendi-

tures properl}^ regulated. This branch of the

i7r 5
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service, together with the army, were the great

sources of expenditure. He read a table, show-

ing the expenditures of these branches of the

public servi(« from 1821 to 1842, as follows:

($235,000,000.) He said the country would be

astonished to see the immense sums expended

on the army and navy; and, as he thought,

without any adequate return to the country.

He could see no advantage to th'? country from

this immense expenditure—no adequate return.

He was aware of the excuse made for it—the pro-

tection of our commerce. This was a mere pre-

text—an excuse for throwing upon the public

treasury an immense number of men, who might

bemuch more profitably to the countryemployed

in other occupations. He alluded to the Medi-

terranean squadron and the expenditures for the

protection of our commerce on that sea; and

expressed the opinion that our expenditures at

that station equalled the whole of the commerce

cast of the Straits of Gibraltar—that it would

be better for the country to pay for the com-

merce than protect it ; that there was no more

need to protect our commerce in the Mediter-

ranean than there was in the Chesapeake Bay.

Such a thing as pirates in that sea had been

scarcely heard of in the last twenty years. He
expressed his detennination to vote for the

amendment, but hoped the chairman would so

shape it as to make a regular peace establish-

ment."

The member from Tennessee was entirely

right in his desire for a naval peace establish-

ment, but the principle on which such an es-

tablishment should be formed, was nowhere de-

veloped. It was generally treated as a naval

question, dependent upon the number of na-

val marine—others a commercial question, de-

pendent upon our amount of commerce ; while,

in fact, it is a political question, dependent upon

the state of the world. Protection of commerce

is the reason always alleged : that reason, pur-

sued into its constituent parts, would always in-

volve two inquiries, and both of them to be an-

swered in reference to the amount of commerce,

and its dangers in any sea. To measure the

amount of a naval peace establishment, and its

distribution in diflFerent seas, the amount of

danger must be considered : and that is con-

stantly varying with the changing state of the

world. The great seat of danger was formerly

in the Mediterranean Sea ; and squadrons pro-

portioned to the amount of that danger were

sent llifie : since the extirpation of the iiirati-

cal powers on the coast of the sea, there is no

danger to commerce there, and no need for any

protection ;
yet larger squadrons are sent there

than ever. Formerly there was piracy in tha

West Indies, and protection was needed there

;

now there is no piracy, and no protection need-

ed, and yet a home squadron must watch these

islands. So of other places. There is no danger

in many places now in which there was much

formerly ; and where we have most commerce

there is no danger at all. This protection, the

object of a naval peace establishment, is only re-

quired against lawless or barbarian powers:

such powers require the presence of some ships

of war to restrain their piratical disposition.

The great powers which recognize the kws of

nations, need no such negotiators as men-of-war.

They do not commit depredations to be re-

dressed by a broadside into a town : if they do

injury to commerce it is either accidental, or

in pursuance to some supposed right : and in

either case friendly ministers are to negotiate,

and the political power to resolve, before cannon

are fired. Here then is the measure of a peace

establishment : it is in the number and power

of the barbarian or half-barbarian powers \7hich

are not amenable to the laws of nations, and

whose lawless propensities can only be re-

strained by the fear of immediate punishment.

There are but few of these powers at present-

much fewer than there were fifty years ago,

an*! can only be found by going to the extremi-

ties of the globe—and are of no force when

found, and can be kept in perfect order hy

cruisers. As for the squadrons kept up in the

Mediterranean, the Pacific coast, Brazil, and

East Indies, they are there Avithout a reason,

and against all reason—have nothing to do but

stay abroad three years, and then come home-

to be replaced by another for another three

years : and so on, until there shall be reform,

Better far, if all these squadrons are to be kept

up, that they should remain at home, spending

their money at home instead of abroad, and just

as serviceable to commerce. As for the home

squadron, that was established by law, without

reason, and should be suppressed without delay:

and as for the African squadron, that was estab-

lished by treaty to please Great Britain, and

ought, in the first place, not to have been estab-

lished at all ; and in the second place, siiould

liave been £uppre=i?od rs snon fvs the five years'

obligation to keep it up had expired.

Mr. Hamlin, of Maine, sjwke to the body of

the case, and with knowledge of the subject,
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and a friendly feeling to the navy—but not such

B feeling as could wink at its abuses. He said

:

'< He trusted he was the very last person who

would detract from the well-merited fame of the

navy ; but he had another rule of action : he

would endeavor so to vote in relation to this

subject, as to check, if possible, what he be-

lieved the gross and extravagant expenditure

of public money: and he referred gentlemen, in

corroboration of this assertion that there was

extravagance in the expenditures, to the report

of the Committee on Naval Affairs. The facts

which stared them in the face from every quar-

ter justified him in the assertion that there was

OTOss extravagance. Mr. H. referred to various

items of expenditure, in proof of the existence

of extravagance."

' Mr. Hamlin pointed to the enormous in-

crease in the number of officers in the navy,

constantly augmenting in a time of peace, in-

stead of being duninished as the public good re-

quired :

" He produced tables, taken from ofBcial re-

turns, to show that the greater number of these

ofBcers were necessarily unemployed, and were

spending their time at home in idleness. He
had nothing to urge against any officer of the

navy ; they could not be blamed for receiving

the allowance which the law gave them,

whether employed or not ;—but he asked gen-

tlemen to examine the great disparity between

the number of naval officers, as regulated by
statute, and the number now in existence."

This was said beiore the naval school was

created : since the establishment of that school,

enough are legally appointed to officer a great

navy. Two hundred and fifty midshipmen con-

stantly there, coming off by annual deliveries,

and demanding more ships and commissions

than the public service and the public Treasury

can bear. Illegal appointments have ceased, but

the evil of excessive appointments is greater

than ever.

Mr. Hamlin produced some items of extrava-

gance, one of which he summed up, showing

as the result that $2,142 97 was expended at

one hospital in liquors for the " sick," and $10,-

288 53 for provisions : and then went on to say

:

"The amount expended within a period of
one year on the coast of Florida by the com-
mander of this little squadron, was five hun-
dred and four thousand live hundred and eighty
dollars; and yet the gentleman from South
Carolina found in this nothing to induce the
House to restrict the appropriations. Mr. H.
said he would go for the amendment. Ho

would go for any thing to op the drafts these

leeches were making on he Treasury. His

principal object, however, in rising, was to call

on the members to redeem the pledges of econo-

my that they made at the beginning of the ses-

sion, and he trusted that now that they had the

opportunity they would redeem them. He was
from a commercial State, and would be the last

man to do any act that would be injurious to

commerce ; but he did not understand how
commerce could be benefited or protected by
suffering this enormous and profligate waste of

public money to be continued. By introducing

a proper system of economy and accountability,

the navy would be more efficient, and the gov-

ernment would be able to employ more ships

and more guns to protect commerce than tliey

now did."

Mr. Hale repKcd to several members, and

went on to speak of abuses in the navy expen-

ditures, and the irresponsibiUty of officers

:

" There was an old maxun in the navy, that

there was no law for a post-captain, and really

the adage seemed now to be verified. The navy
(said Mr. H.) is utterly without law, and the

document just read by the gentleman from

Maine [Mr. Hamlin] showing the expenditures

of the Florida squadron, proved it. Such con-

duct as was described in that document ought

to make every American blush ; but what was
the result of it ? Why, the officer came forward

and demanded of the Secretary of the Navy (Mr.

Henshaw) extra compensation as commander
of a foreign squadron, and the Secretary paid

him from five to seven thousand dollars more.

It was to correct a thousand such abuses as this,

that had crept into the navy, that he would of-

fer the amendment which had been read for the

information of the committee. Mr. II. went on

to comment on the large amount of money un-

necessarily expended for the navy. We have,

said he, twice as many officers as there is any

use for, and they receive higher pay than the

officers of any navy in the world."

Mr. Hale believed we had too many navy-

yards, and mentioned the condition of the one

nearest his own home, as an exemplification of

his opinion, Portsmouth, New Hampshire

—

"Where were stationed twenty-six officers,

at an expense of $30,000 a year, and all to com-
mand six seamen and twelve ordinary seamen.

This yard was commanded by a post-captain

;

and what duties had he to perform ? Why, just

nothing. What had the commander to do ?

Why, to help the captain ; and as for the lieu-

tenants, they had nothing to do but to give or-

ders to the midshipmen.'^

The movement ended without results, and so

of all desultory efforts at reform at any time.

p.jm '^^^^^^^^^B

ifl

b9^^i
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Abuses in the expenditure of public money are

not of a nature to surrender at the first sum-

mons, nor to yield to any thing but persevering

and powerful efforts. A solitary member, or a

few members, can rai-ely accomplish any thing.

The ready and efflcient remedy hes with the ad-

ministration, but for that purpose a Jefferson is

wanted at the head of the government—a man
not merely of the right principles, but of admin-

istrative talent, to know how to apply his eco-

nomical doctrines. Such a President would

now find a great field for economy and re-

trenchment in reducing our present expendi-

tures about . le one-half—from seventy odd

millions to thirty odd. Next after an adminis-

tration should come some high-spirited and per-

severing young men, who would lay hold, each

of some great abuse, and pursue it without truce

or mercy—^year in, and year out—until it was

extirpated. Some such may arise—one to take

hold of Lhn navy, one of the army, one of the

civil and diplomatic—and gain honor for them-

selves and good for their country at the same

time.

CHAPTEK, CXXII.

CHINESi; MISSION ; MR. CUdlllNG'S APPOINT-
MENT AND NEGOTIATION.

Ten days before the end of the session 1842-'3,

there was taken up in the House of Represen-

tatives a hill reported from the Committee of

Foreign Relations, to provide the means of

opening future intercourse between the United

States and China. The bill was unusually

worded, and gave rise to criticisn^ and objec-

tion. It ran thus

;

" That the sum of forty thousand dollars be,

and the same is hereby, appropriated and placed

at the disposal of the President of the United
States, to enable him to establish the future

commercial relations betwet " the United States

and the Chinese Empire or. 'orras of national

equal reciprocity ; tlie said sum to be accounted
for by the President, under the restrictions and
in the manner prescribed by the act of first of

July, oiic thousfind .seveii hundi'cd atid ninety,

entitled ' An act providing the means of inter-

course between the United States and foreign

nations.'

"

This bill was unusual, and objectionable in all

its features. It appropriated a gross sum to

be disposed of for its object as the President

pleased, being the first instance in a public act

of a departure from the rule of specific appro-

priations which Mr. Jefferson introduced as one

of the great reforms of the republican or demo-

cratic party. It withdrew the settloment of

the expenditure of this money from the Treasury

ofiicers, governed by law, to the President him-

self, governed by Iiis discretion. It was copied

from the act of July 1st, 1790, but under cir-

cumstances wholly dissimilar, and in violation

of the rule which condemned gross, and required

specific, appropriations. That act was made in

the infancy of our government, and when pre-

liminary, informal, and private steps were neces-

sary to be taken before public negotiations could

be ventured. It was "under that act that Jlr,

Gouverneur Morris was privately authorized by

President Washington to have the unofficial in-

terviews with the British ministry which opened

the way for the public mission which ended in

the commercial treaty of 1794. Private ad-

vances were necessary with several powers in

order to avoid rebuff in a public refusal to treat

with us. Great latitude of discretion was, there-

fore, entrusted to the President ; and that Presi-

dent was Washington. A gross sum was put

into his hands, to be disposed of as he should

deem proper for its object, that of intercourse

between the United States and foreigir nations,

and to account for such part of the expenditure

of the sum as, in his judgment, might be made

public, and he was limited in the sums lie might

allow to $9,000 outfit, and $9,000 salary to a

full minister—to $4,.500 per annum to a charge

de affaires—and to $1,350 to a secretary of le-

gation. This bill for the Chinese mission was

framed upon that eai-ly act of 1790, and even

adopted its mode of accounting for the money

by leaving it to the President to suppress the

items of the expenditure, when he should judge

it proper. The bill was loose and latitudinous

enough to shock the democratic side of the

House ; but not enough so to satisfy its friends;

and accordingly the first movement was to en-

large the President's discretion, by strikinj

from the bill the word "restrictions" which

applied to his application of the money. Air.

Adams made the motion, and as he informed tho

House in the course of the discussion, at the in-
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stance and according to the wish of the Secre-

tary of State (Mr. Webster). This motion

cave rise to much objection. Mr. Meriwether,

a member of the committee which had reported

the bill, spoke first ; and said

:

" He opposed the amendment. If he under-

stood its effect, it would be to leave the mission

without any restriction. The bill, as it came

from the Committee on Foreipn Affairs, placed

this mission on the same footing as other mis-

sions. The Secretary of State, however, wished

the whole sum placed at his own disposal and

control—wished it left to him to pay as much
as he pleased. He (Mr. M.) did not consider

this mission to China as a matter of so much
importance as had been claimed for it. He
thought it would be difficult to persuade the

people of that country to change their polity,

give up their aversion to foreigners, and enter

into commercial intercourse with other nations.

He wished, at any rate, to have this mission

placed on the same footing as other missions.

He knew not how the whole of this sum of

$40,000 was to be expended, although he was
a member of the Committee on Foreign Affairs.

Our ministers generally receive $9,000 a year

salary, and ^9,000 outfit. Now, iif the amend-
ment of the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.

Adams] should be adopted, it would be in the

power of the President to pay the minister who
might be sent to China $20,000 outfit, and
$20,000 more salary. The minister would be
subject to no expense, would go out in a na-

tional vessel, and would not be compelled to

land until it suited his pleasure. Why mate a

difference in the case of China ? Was that mis-

sion of greater importance than the French 1

Look at Turkey—a semi-barbarous country

—

where our minister received $6,000 a year. He
thought if lijOjOOO was enough for the services

of Commod re Porter at Constantinople, that

sum would be sufficient for any minister that

might be sent out to China. When the amend-
ment now before the committee should have
been disposed of, he should move to place the
mission to China upon the same footing with
that to Turkey."

In these remarks Mr. Meriwether shows it

was the sense of the comnattee to make the ap-

propriation in the usual specific form, leaving

the accountability to the usual Treasury settle-

ment ; but that the bill was changed to its

present shape at the instance of the Secretary

of State. Some members placed their objec-

tions on the ground of no confidence in the ad-

ministration that was to expend the money

:

thus, Mr. J. C. Clark, of New York:

" In the British Parliament, it is a legitimate
ground of objection to a supply bill, that the

objector has no confidence in the ministry.

This bill proposes to vest in the President and
Secretary of State a large discretion in the ex-
penditure of forty thousand dollars ; and I

agree with my friend from Georgia [Mr. Meri-
wether], that there is good reason to doubt
the propriety of giving to these men the dis-

bursement of any money not imperiously called

for by the exigencies of the public service. I

place my opposition to this bill solely on the
ground of an utter want of confidence in the
political integrity of the President and some of
his official advisers."

Mr. Adams replied to these objections

:

" He did not think it necessary to waste the
time of the House in arguing the propriety of a
mission to Chma. The message of the Presi-

dent was sufficient on that point.
" He then replied to the objections urged

against the bill, on the ground that it placed
too much confidence in the President, and that
the appropriation was to be made without re-

striction. The motion which he had submitted,

to strike out the restrictions of law, which were
applicable to other diplomatic appropriations,

was made after a consultation with the Secretary

of State, who thought that to impose restric-

tions might embarrass the progress of the nego-
tiations."

Mr. McKeon, of New York, opposed the whole

scheme of the mission to China, believing it to

be unnecessary, and to be conducted with too

much pomp and expense, and to lay the foundar

tion for a permanent mission. He said

:

" There was nothing so very peculiar in the
case of China, that Congress should depart from
the usual restrictions of law, which applied to
diplomatic appropriations generally. He thought
it would be better to take the matter quietly, and
go about it in a quiet business manner. Should
the bill pass as reported by the committee, it

would authorize a minister at a salary of $9,000
and $9,000 outfit. Pass it according to the
amendment of the gentleman from Massachu-
setts [Mr. Adams], and $40,000 would thereby

be placed at the disposal of the Executive

—

more than he fMr. McK.) was willing to see

placed in the nands of any President. He
should be as liberal as any man in fixing the

salaries of the minister and secretary. But the
appropriation was only a beginning. The largest

shiji in this country (the Pennsylvania) would
no doubt be selected to carry out whomsoever
should be selected as minister, in order to give

as much eclat as possible to our country. Then
other vessels would have to be sent to accom-
pany this ship, and to sail where her size would
not allow her to go. These, and other parapher-

nalia, would have to be provided for the minis-

ter ; and this $40,000 would be but a beginning
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m^M.':

of the expense. He concluded by expressing

the hope that the motion to strike out the re-

strictions contained in the bill, and thereby place

the whole appropriation at the disposal of the

Prcsider would not prevail."

Mr. Bronson, of Maine, expressed it as his

conviction, that we should possess more infor-

mation before such a measure as that of sending

a minister plenipotentiary to China should be

adopted. He should prefer having a commer-

cial agent for the present. The question was

then taken on Mr. Adams's proposed amend-

ment, and resulted in its adoption—80 votes for

it ; 55 against it. The previous question being

called, the bill was then passed without further

debate or amendment—yeas 96 : nays 59. The

nays were

:

" Messrs.—Thomas D. Arnold, Archibald H.

Arrington, Charles G. Atherton, Benjamin A.

Bidlack, John M. Botts, David Bronson, Milton

Brown, Charles Brown, Edmund Burke, Wil-

liam 0. Butler, Patrick C. Caldwell, William

B. Campbell, Zadock Casey, John C. Clark,

Nathan Clifford, Walter Coles, Benjamin S.

Cowen, James H. Cravens, George W. Craw-

ford, Garrett Davis, Andrew W. Doig, William

P. Fessenden, Charles A. Floyd, A. Lawrence

Foster, Roger L. Gamble, James Gerry, Wil-

liam L. Goggin, William 0. Goode, Willis Green,

William A. Harris. John Hastings, Samuel L.

Hays, Jacob Houck, jr., Robert M. T. Hunter,

John W. Jones, George M. Keim, Nathaniel S.

Littleficld, Abraham McClellan, James J. Mc-

Kay, John McKeon, Albert G. Marchand,

Alfred Marshall, John Maynard, James A.

Meriwelher, John Moore, Bryan Y. Owsley,

Kenneth Rayner, John R. Reding, John Rey-

nolds, R. Barnwell Rhett, James Rogers, Wil-

liam Smith, John Snyder, James C. Sprigg,

Edward Stanley, Lewis Stcenrod, Charles C.

Stratton, John T. Stuart, Samuel W. Trotti."

It was observed that Mr. Gushing, though a

member of the committee which reported the

bill and a close friend to the administration,

took no part in the proceedings upon this

bill—neither speaking nor voting for or against

it: a circumstance which strengthened the

belief that he was to be the beneficiary of it.

It was midnight on the last day of the session

when the bill was called up in the Senate. Mr.

Wright of New York, desired to know the

reason for so large an appropriation in this case.

He was answered by Mr. Archer, the senatorial

reporter of the bill, who said it was not intended

that the salary of the minister, or agent, together

with his outfit, should exceed $18,000 per an-

num—the amount usually appropriated for sucli

missions. Supposing the mission to occupy two

years, and the sum is not too much, and the re-

moteness of the country to be negotiated with

justifies the full appropriation in advance. Mr.

Wright replied that the explanation was not at

all satisfactory to him : the compensation to an

agent in China could be voted annually, and ap-

plied annually, as conveniently as any otlier.

Mr. Benton objected to any mission at all, and

especially to such a one as the bill provided for.

He argued that

—

" There was no necessity for a treaty with

China, was proved by the fact that our trade

with that country had been going on well with-

out one for a century or two, and was now

growing and increasing constantly. It was a

trade conducted on the simple and elementary

principle of 'Aere is one,'' and 'there is Ike

other ^—all ready-money, and hard money, or

good products—no credit system, no paper

money. For a long time this trade took notlimg

but silver dollars. At present it is taking some

other articles, and especially a goodly quantity

of Missouri leadi This has taken place without

a treaty, and without an agent at $40,000 ex-

pense. All things are going on well between

us and the Chinese. Our relations are purely

commercial, conducted on the simplest principles

of trade, and unconnected w^ith political views,

China has no political connection with us. She

is not within the system, or circle, of American

policy. She can have no designs upon as, or

views in relation to us ; and we have no need of

a minister to watch and observe Iier conduct.

Politically and commercially the mission is use-

less. By the Constitution, all the ministers

are to bo appointed by the Senate ; but this

minister to China is to be called an agent, and

sent out by the President without the cousent

of the Senate ; and thus, by imposing a false

name upon the minister, defraud the Senate

of their control over the appointment. The

enormity of the sum shows that the mission is

to be more expensive than any one ever sent

from the United States ; and that it is to be one

of the first grade, or of a higher grade than any

known in our country. Nine thousand dollars

per annum, and the same for an outfit, is the

Wghest compensation known to our service

i

yet this $40,000 mission may double that

amount, and still the minister be only called an

agent, for the purpose of cheating the Senate

out of itb control over the appointment. The

bill is fraudulent in relation to the compensation

to be given to this ambassadorial agent. No

sum is fixed, but he is to take what he pleases

for himself and his suitu. He and they arc tc

help themselves ; and, from the amount allowed,

they may help themselves liberally. In all

other cases, salaries and compensations are fixed
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by law. and graduated by time ; here there

is nc limit of cither money or time. This
mission goes by the job—$40,000 for the
job—without regard to time or cost. A sum-
mer's work, or a year's work, it is all the

same thing: it is a job, and is evidently in-

tended to enable a gentleman, who loves to

travel in Europe iind Asia, to extend his travels

to the Celestial Empire at the expense of the
United States, and to write a book. The settle-

ment of the accounts is a fraud upon the Trea-
sury. In all cases of foreign missions, except
where secret services are to be performed, and
spies and informers to be dealt with, the ac-

counts are settled at the Treasury Department,
by the proper accounting officers ; when secret

services are to be covered, the fund out of which
they are paid is then called the contingent
foreign intercourse fund ; and are settled at the
State Department, upon a simple certificate from
the President, that the money has been applied
according to its intention. It was in this way
that the notorious John Henry obtained his

$50,000 during the late war ; and that various
other sums have been paid out to secret agents
at different times. To this I do not object.

Every government, in its foreign intercourse,

must have recourse to agents," and have the
benefit of some services, which would be de-
feated if made public ; and which must, there-
fore, be veiled in secrecy, and paid for privately.
This must happen in all governments ; but not
60 in this case of the Chinese mission. Here,
secrecy is mtended for what our own minister,
his secretary, and his whole suite, are to receive.
Not only what they may give in bribes to
Chinese, but what they may take in pay to
themselves, is to be a secret. All is secret and
irresponsible ! And it will not do to assimilate
this mission to the oldest government in the
world, to the anomalous and anonymous mis-
sions to revolutionary countries. Such an ana-
logy has been attempted in defence of this
mission, and South American examples cited

;

but the cases are not analogous. Informal
agencies, with secret objects, are proper to revo-
lutionary governments ; hut here is to be a
public mission, and an imposing one—the
grandest ever sent out from the United States.
—To attempt to assimilate such a mission to a
John Henry case, or to a South American agency,
IS absurd and impudent; and is a fraud upon
the system of accountabiUty to which all our
missions are subjected,

'' The sum proposed is the same that is in the
act of 1790, upon which the bill is framed.
Ihat act appropriated $40,000 : but for what ?
* or one mission? one man? one agent? one
by himself, one? No. Not at all. That appro-
priation of 1790 was for aU the missions of the
Tfi.ar-r.ll of evei^ kind—public as well as secret

:

the lorty thousand dollars in this bill is for one
man. The whole diplomatic appropriation in
tne time of Washington is now to be given to

Vol. II.--33

one man : and it is known pretty well who it
is to be. Forty thousand dollars to enable one
of our citizens to get to Peking, and to bump hie
head nineteen times on the ground, to get the
privilege of standing up in the presence of his
majesty of the celestial empire. And this ia
our work in the last night of this Congress.
It LS now midnight: and, like the midnight
which preceded the departure of the elder
Adams from the government, the whole time is
spent in making and filling offices. Providing
for favorites, and feeding out of the public crib,
is the only work of those whose brief reign is
drawing to a close, and who have been already
compelled by public sentiment to undo a j)art of
their work. The bankrupt act is repealed by
the Congress that made it ; the distribution act
has shared the same fate^ and if they had
another session to sit, the mandamus act against
the States, the habeas corpus against the States,
this Chinese mission, and all the other acts, would
be undone. It would be the true realization of
the story of the queen who unravelled at night
the web that she wove during the day. As it; is,

enough has been done, and undone, to characterize
this Congress—to entitle it to the name of
Ulysses' wife—not because (like the virtuous
Penelope) it resisted seduction—but because,
like her, its own hands unravelled its own
work."

Mr. Archer replied that the ignominious pros
trations heretofore required of foreign ministers
in the Imperial Chinese presence, were all abol-

ished by the treaty with Great Britain, and that

the Cliinese government had expressed a desire

to extend to the United States all the benefits

of that treaty, and this mission was to conclude
the treaty which she wished to make. Mr..

Benton replied, so much the less reason for

sending this expensive mission. We now have
the benefits of the British treaty, and we have
traded for generations with China without a
treaty, and without a quarrel, and can continue
to do so. She extends to us and to all nations,

the benefits of the British treaty : the consul at

Canton, Dr. Parker, or any respectable mer-
chant there, can have that treaty copied, and
8'^ it for the United States ; and deem himself

well paid to receive the fortieth part of this

appropriation. Mr. Woodbury wished to see a
limitation placed upon the amount of the annual
compensation, and moved an amendment, that
not more than nine thousand dollars, exclusive-

of outfit; bo allowed to an}"- one per.son for his

annual compensation, Mr. Archer concurred in

the limitation, and it was adopted. Mr. Benton
then returned to one of his original objections

—
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the design of the bill to cheat the Senate out of

its constitutional control over the appointment.

He said the language of the bill was studiously

ambiguous. "Whether the person was to be a

minister, a charg6, or an agent, was not expressed.

He now desired to know whether it was to be

understood that the person intended for this

mission was to be appointed by the President

alone, without asking the advice and consent of

the Senate? Mr. Archer replied that he had no

information on the subject. Mr. Conrad of

Louisiana, said that he would move an amend-

ment that might obviate the difficulty ; he would

move that no agent bo appointed without the

consent of the Senate. This amendment was

proposed, and adopted—31 yeas ; 9 nays.

These amendments were agreed to by the

House; and, thus limited and qualified, the

bill became a law.

The expected name did not come. The Sen-

ate adjourned, and no appointment could be

made until the next session. It was not a va-

cancy happening in the recess which the Presi-

dent could fill by a temporary appointment, to

continue to the end of the next session. It

was an original office created during the ses-

sion, and must be filled at the session, or wait

until the next one. The President did neither.

There were two constitutional ways open to

him—and he took neither. There was one

unconstitutional way—and he took it. In

brief, he made the appointment in the recess

;

and not only so made it, but sent off the ap-

pointee (Mr. Caleb Cushing) also in the recess.

Scarcely had the Senate adjourned when it wati

known that Mr. Cushing was to go upon this

mission as soon as the shins could be got ready

to convey him : and in the month of May he de-

parted. This was palpably to avoid the action

of the Senate, where the nominaUon of Mr.

Cushing would have been certain of rejection.

He had already been three times rejected in one

day upon a nomination for Secretary of the

Treasury—receiving but two votes on the last

trial. All the objections which applied to him

for the Treasury appointment, were equally in

force for the Chinese mission; and others be-

sides. It was an original vacancy, and could

not bo filled during the recess by a temporary

appointment. It was not a vacancy " happen-

ing " in the recess of the Senate, and therefore

to be temporarily filled without the Senate's

previous consent, lest the public interest in thj

meanwhile should suft'er. It was an office

created, and the emolument fixed, during the

time that Mr. Cushing was a member of Con-

gress: consequently he was constitutionally inter-

dicted from receiving it during the continuance

of that term. His term expired on the third of

March : he was constitutionally ineligible up to

the end of that day : and this upon the words

of the constitution. Upon the reasons and mo-

tives of the constitution, he was ineligible for

ever. The reason was, to prevent corrupt and

subservient legislation—to prevent members of

Congress from conniving or assisting at the en-

actment of laws for their own benefit, and to

prevent Presidents from rewarding legislative

subservience. Tested upon these reasons Mr,

Cushing was ineligible after, as well as before,

the expiration of his congressional term ; and

such had been the practice of all the previous

Presidents. Even in the most innocent cases,

and where no connivance co\ild pcjsibly be

supposed of the member, would any previous

President appoint a member to a pift/^e after liis

term expired, which he could not receive before

it : as shown in Chapter XXX of the first vol-

ume of this View. In the case of Mr. Cushing

all the reasons, founded in the motives of the

constitutional prohibition, existed to forbid his

appointment. He had deserted his party to

join Mr. Tyler. He worked for him in and

out of the House, and even deserted himself to

support him—as in the two tariff bills of the

current session ; for both of which he voted,

and then voted against them when vetoed: for

which he was taunted by Mr. Granger, of New

York.* There was besides a special provision

in the law under which ho was appointed to

• "Mr. Granger observed tlmt he had »fow words to wto

the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Cuseino]. Wliethe

reflected that that gentleman had voted for every bill thst tto

President had vetoed, and had thei) defended every yett

which the President hivl sent them, he liad been not ate

puzzled to know how to defend his iKwitlon. The gfntlemJl

was like a man ho saw a short time since in the circus, »to

camo forward ready dressed and equipped to ride aiiylioN

that might bo brought out for him. First the geutlemantw

M!u«sacliusetts rmle the bank pony; and that liavinjrunB

death, he mounted the veto charger. 'J'he second baulc rosi-

ster, then the tariff palfrey, and lastly, the stout-linib«lWu

ImiUer, were ir.ov.v.ted In their turn : Hn.I the veto M*
were as complacently mounted, and were seated with as dm>.

i-elf-tatisfLiction. The gentleman had voted for every biil,ul

tlien had justllled every veto, and every act of execuUvett'

croachment on this House."
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prevent the appointment from being made with-

out tne concurrence of the Senate. (The notice

of the proceedings in the Senate when the bill

which ripened into that law, have shown tl t

terms of that provision, and the reasons of itfc

adoption.) It is no answer to that pregnant

amendment to say that the nomination would

be sent in at the next session. That sessio i

would not come until six months after Mr.

Gushing had sailed ! not until he had arrived

at his post ! not until he had placed the entire

diameter of the terraqueous globe between him-

self and the Senate! and a still greater distaace

between the Treasury and the $40,000 which

he had drawn out of it

!

Two squadrons of ships-of-war were put in

reauisition to attend this minister. The Pacific

squadron, then on the coast of South America,

was directed to proceed to China, to meet him

:

a squadron was collected at Norfolk to convey

him. This squadron consisted of the new steam

frigate, Missouri—the frigate Brandywine, the

sloop-of-war Saint Louis, and the brig Perry

—

carrying altogether near two hundred guns ; a

formidable accompaniment for a peace mission,

seeking a commercial treaty. Mr. Gushing had

a craving to embark at Washington, under a

national salute, and the administration gratified

him: the magnificent steam frigate, Missouri,

was ordered up to receive him. Threading the

narrow and crooked channel of the Potomac

Kiver, the noble ship ran on an oyster bank,

and fifteen of her crew, with a promising young
officer, were drowned in getting her off. The
minister had a desire to sail down the Mediter-

ranean, seeing its coasts, aiid landing in the an-

cient kingdom of the Pharaohs : the administra-

tion deferred to his wishes. The Missouri was
ordered to proceed to the Mediterranean, which
the ill-fated vessel was destined never to enter

;

for, arriving at Gibraltar, she took fire and
burned up—baptizing the anomalous mission in

fire and blood, as well as in enormous expense.

The minister proceeded in a British steamer to

Egypt, and then by British conveyance to Bom-
bay, where the Norfolk squadron hud been or-

dered to meet him. The Brandywine alone
was there, but the minister entered her, and
proceeded to the nearest port to Canton, where,
reporting his arrival and object, a series of di-

plomatic contentions immediately commenced
between himself and " Ching, of the celestial

dynasty. Governor-general of that part of the

Central Flowery Kingdom." Mr. Gushing in-

formed this governor that he was on his way to

^eking, to deliver a letter from the President

f the United States to the Emperor, and to ne-

gotiate a treaty of commerce ; and, in the mean
time, to take the earliest opportunity to inquire

after the health of the august Emperor. To this

inquiry Ching answered readily that, "At the

present moment the great Emperor is in the

enjoyment of happy old age and quiet health,

and is at peace with all, both far and near :

"

but with respect to the intended progress to

Peking, he demurs, and informs the minister

that the imperial permission must first be ob-

tained. " I have examined," he says, " and find

that every nat'on's envoy which has come to

the Central Flowc<.v Kingdom with a view of

proceedmg to Peking, there to be presented to

the august Emperor, has ever been required to

wait outside of the nearest port on the frontier

till the chief magistrate of the province clearly

memorialize the Emperor, and request the im-

perial will, pointing out whether the interview

may be permitted." With respect to the treaty

of friendship and commerce, the governor de-

clares there is no necessity for it—that China
and America have traded together two hundred
years in peace and friendship without a treaty

—that all nations now had the benefit of the

treaty made with Great Britain, which treaty

was necessary to establish relations after a war

;

and that the United States, having had no war
with China, had no need for a treaty. He sup-

poses that, having heard of the British treaty,

the United States began to want one also, and
admits the idea is excellent, but unnecessary,

and urges against it

:

" As to what is stated, of publicly deliberat-
ing upon the particulars of perpetual peace, in-
asmuch as it relates to discoursing of good faith,

peace, and harmony, the idea is excellent ; and
it may seem right, because he has heard that
England has settled all the particulars of a
treaty with China, he may desire to do and
manage in the same manner. But the circura-

j

stances of the two nations are not the same, for

i

England had taken up arms against China for

!

several years, and, in beginning to deliberate
! upon a treaty, those two nations could not avoid
suspicion ; therefore, they settled the details of
a treaty, in order to coiArm their good faith

;

but since your honorable nation, from the com-
mencement of commercial intercourse with

it
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China, during a period of two hundred years,

all the merchants who have come to Canton, on

the one hand, have observed the laws of China

without any disagreement, and on the other,

there has been no fiiiluro of treating them with

courtesy, so that there has not been the slightest

room for discord; and, since the two nations

are at peace, what is the necessity of negotiat-

ing a treaty ? In the commencement, England

was not at peace with China ; and when after-

wards these two nations began to revert to a

state of peace, it was indispensable to establish

and settle details of a treaty, in order to opposo

a barrier to future difficulties. I have not- dis-

cussed this subject, and desire the honoirblo

Klenipotentiary maturely to consider it. Your
onorable nation, with France and England, are

the three great foreign nations that come to

the south of China to trade. But the trade of

America and England with China is very gi-eat.

Now, the law regulating the taviff has changed

the old established duties, many of which have

been essentially diminished, and the customary

expenditures (exactions ?) have been abolished.

Your honorable nation is treated in the same

manner as England ; and, from the time of this

change in the tariff, all kinds of merchandise

have flowed through the channels of free trade,

among the people, and already has your nation

been bedewed with its advantages. The honor-

able plenipotentiary ought certainly to look at

and consider that the Great Emperor, in his

'eniency to men from afar, has issued edicts

commanding the merchants and people peace-

ably to trade, which cannot but be beneficial to

the nations. It is useless, with lofty, polished,

and empty words, to alter these unlimited ad-

vantages."

In all this alleged extension of the benefits of

the British treaty to all nations, Ching was right

in what he said. The Emperor had already

done it, and the British government had so de-

termined it from the beginning. It was a treaty

for the commercial world as well as for them-

selves, and had been so declared by the young

Queen Victoria in her speech communicating the

treaty to Parliament. " Throughout the whole

course of my negotiations with the government

of China, I have uniformly disclaimed the wish

for any exclusive advantages. It has been my
desire that equal favor should be shown to the

industry and commercial enterprise of all na-

tions." There was really no necessity for a

treaty, which as often begets dissensions as pre-

vents them ; and if one was desirable, it might

have been had through Dr. Parker, long a resident

of China, and now commissioner there, and who

was Secretary of Legation and interpreter in

Mr. Cushirj's mission, and the medium of his

communications with the Cliinese ; and actually

the man of business who did the business in

conducting the negotiations. But Mr. Cashing

perseveres in his design to go to Peking, alleg-

ing that, " He deems himself bound by tho in-

structions of his government to do so." Ching

replies that he has received the imporal order

" to stop and soothe him." Ching also informs

him that the treaty with Great Britain was n^

gotiated, not at Peking but at Canton, and also

its duplicate with Portugal, and that a copy of

it was in the hands of the American consul at

Canton, for the information and benefit of

American merchants. In his anxiety to pre-

vent a foreign ship-of-war from approaching

Peking, the Chinese governor intimated that,

if a treaty was yndispensable, a commissioner

might come to Canton for that purpose ; and on

inquiry from Mr. Cushing how long it would

take to send to Peking and get a return, Ching

answered, three months—the distance being so

great. Mr. Cushing objects to that deity -d^

clarcs he cannot wait so long, as the season for

favorable navigation to approach Peking may

elapse ; and announces his determination to pro-

ceed at once in the Brandywine, without waiting

for any permission ; and declaies that a refusal

to receive him would be a national iniult, and a

just cause of war. Here is the extract from his

letter

:

"Under these circumstances, inasmuch as

your Excellency does not propose to o]m to

me the inland road to Peking, in the event of my

waiting here until the favorable monsoon for

proceeding to the north by sea shall have passed

away, and as I cannot, without disregai-d of the

commands of my government, permit the season

to elapse without pursuing the objects of my

mission, I shall immediately leave Macao in the

Brandywine. I feel the less heei'ation in pur-

suing this course, in consideration of the tenor

of the several communications which I have re-

ceived from your Excellency. It is obvious,

that if the court had entertained any very par-

ticular desire that I should remain here, it

would have caused an imperial commissioner to

be on the spot, ready to receive me on my arri

val, or, at any rate, instructions would have

been forwarded to your Excellency for the re-

ception of the legation ; since, in order that no

proper act of courtesy towards the Chinese gov

ernment should bo loft unobservfld, notice m
duly given last autumn, by the consul of the

United States, that my government had ap-

pointed a mmister to China. The omission of
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knees, inasmuch as

the court to take ciHicr of these Htcps seems to

indicate expectation, on its part, that I should

probably land at some port in the north."

That is to say, at some port in the Yellow Sea,

or its river nearest to Peking. This must have

been a mode of reasoning new to Governor

Ching, that an omission to provide for Mr.

C'lisliing at the port where foreigners were re-

ceived, should imply a license for him to land

where they were not, except on express, imperial

permission. Much as Chingniust have been as-

tonished at this American logic, he must have

been still more so at the penalty announced for

disregarding it I nothing less than " natii)nal in-

sult," and "just cause of war." For the letter

continues

:

"Besides which, your Excellency is well
aware, that it is neither the custom in China,
nor consistent with the high character of its

Sovereign, to decline to receive the embassies
of friendly states. To do so^ indeed, would
among Western States be considered an act of
national insult, and a just cause of war."

This sentence, as all that relates to Mr. Cunn-

ing's Chinese mission, is copied from his own offi-

cial despatches ; so that, what would be inciedi-

ble on the relation of others, becomes undenia-

ble on his own. National insult and just cause

of wai", for not allowing him to go to Peking

!

Mr. Gushing justifies his refusal to negotiate

at Canton as the British envoy had done, and
not being governed by the ceremony observed

in his case, on the ground that the circum-

stances were not analogous—that Great Britain

had chastised the Chinese, and taken possession

of one of their islands—and that it would be

necessary for the United States to do the same
to bring him within the rules which were ob-
served with Sir Henry Pottinger, the British

minister. This intimation, as impertinent as
unfeeling, and as offensive aa unfounded, was
thus expressed

:

" In regard to the mode and place of deliber-
ating upon all things relative to the perpetual
peace and friendship of China and the United
States, your Excellency refers to the precedent
of the late negotiations with the plenipotentiary
of Great Britain. The rules of politeness and
ceremony observed by Sir Ilenrv Pottimrer.
were- duubtless just and proper in"the particu-
lar circumstances of the case. But, to render

i/l!"^
applicable to the United States, it

would be necessary for my government, in the
nrst mstance, to subject the people of China to

all the calamities of war, and especially to take
possession of some island on tlie coast of China
as a jdace of residence for its minister. I can*
not BuppoBo that the imperial government
wishes the United States to do this. Certainly
no such wish is entertained at present by the
United States, which, animated with the most
amicable sentiments towards China, feels as-
sured of being met with corresponding deport-
ment on the part of China."

The Brandywine during this time was still at
Macao, the port outside of the harbor, where for-

eign men-of-war are only allowed to come ; but
Mr. Cushing, following up the course ho had
marked out for himself, directed that vessel to
enter the nmer port, and sail up to Whampoa

;

and also to require a salute of twenty-one guns
to be fired. Against this entrance the Chinese
goveiTiment remonstrated, as being against the
laws and customs of the empire, contrary to

what the British had done when they nego-
tiated their treaty, and contrary to an article in

that treaty which only permitted that entrance
to a small vessel with few men and one petty
officer : and if the Brandywine had not entered,

he forbids her to come ; and if she had, requires

her to depart : and as for the salute, he declares

he nas no means of firing it ; and, besides, it was
against their laws. The governor expressed

himself with animation and feeling on this sub-
ject, at the indignity of violating their laws,

and under the pretext of paying him a compli-

ment—for that was the only alleged cause of
the intrusive entrance of the Brandywine. Ho
wrote

:

" But it is highly necessary that I should also
remark, concerning the man-of-war Brandywine
coming up to Whampoa. The Bogue makes an
outer portal of Kwang Tung, where an admiral
is stationed to control and guard. Heretofore,
the tnen-of-war of foreign nations have only
been allowed to cast anchor in the seas without
the mouth of the river, and have not been per-
mitted to enter within. This is a settled law
of the land, made a long time past. Whampoa
is the place where merchant ships collect to-
gether, not one where men-of-war can anchor.
Now, since the whole design of merchantmen is
to trade, and men-of-war are prepared to fight
if they enter the river, fright and suspicion will
easily arise among the populace, thus causing
an ohstJiclo in tlie way of trade. Furthermore
the two countries are just about deliberating
upon peace and good will, and suddenly to have
a man-of-war enter the river, while we are
speaking of good faith and cultivating good feel-
ing, has not a little the aspect of distrust.
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Amonx the articles of tho commercial rcpila-

tionnitis providt-d, Uiatan Ennlish ftovcrnnu'iit

TesHul sliali he allowod to remain at anchor at

Wiittmi>oa, and tliut u deiiuty Hiiall Ikj appointed

to control the seamen. The «Usign of tills, it

waH evident, was to put an end to Htrife, and

quell disputes. But this vessel is a small one,

containing but few troops, and moivover hrhips

A petty ollicer, so that it is a matter of but lit-

tle conseciuence, one way or ttnother. If your

country's man-of-war IJrandywine contains live

hundred and more troops, she has also a pro-

portionately largo number of gims in her, and

brings a commodore in her ; she is in truth far

different from tho government vessel of the

British, and it is inexpedient for her to enter

the river ; and there are, in tho aspect of the

atfoir, many things not agreeable."

NevenhcleBB Mr. Gushing required tho ship

to enter the inner \w\t, to demand a return-

salute of twcnty-ono guns, and permission to

tho American commodore to make his compli-

ments in person to the Chinese governor. This

governor then addressed a remonstrance to the

American commodore, which runs thus :

•' When your Excellency first arrived in the

Central Flowery Land, you were unacquainted

with her laws and prohibitions—that it was

against the laws for men-of-war to enter the

river. Having previously received the public

officer's (Cushing's) communication, I, the act-

ing governor, have fully and clearly stated to

him that the ship should be detained outside.

Your Excellency's present coming up to Blen-

heim reach is tnercibre, no doubt, because the

despatch sent pa-viously to his Excellency

Gushing had not been made known to you

—

whence the mistake. Respecting the salute of

twenty-one guns, as it is a salute among western

nations, it does [not] tally with the customs of

Ghina. Your Excellency oeing now in China,

and, moreover, entered the river, it is not tho

same as if you were in your own country ; and,

consequently, it will be inexpedient to have the

salute performed here ; also, China has no such

salute as firing twenty-one guns ; and how can

we imitate your country's custom in the num-
ber, and make a corresponding ceremony in re-

turn ? It will, indeed, not be easy to act ac-

cording to it. When the English admirals Par-

ker and Saltoun came up to Canton, they were

both in a passage vessel, not in a man-of-war,

when they entered the river ; nor was there any

salute. This is evidence plain on this matter.

" Concerning what is said reganling a perso-

nal visit to this officer to pay respects, it is cer-

tainly indicative of good intention ; but the laws

of the land direct that whenever officers from

other countries arrive upon the frontier, the

governor and other high officers, not having re-

ceived his Majesty's commands, cannot hold any

private intercourse with them ; nor cm a depu.

ty, not having received a special comitiisKioi

from the superior otllcers, have a'ly private in-

tercoiu'se with (ureign fuiictionnricK. It ^vjn

consequently be inexpedient tha, your Excii

lency (whose sentiments are so poiito ami tor-

dial) and I, the acting governor, sliocld have an

interview ; for it is against the settled laws of

the land."

Having thus violated the laws and cuBtoms

of China in sending tho Brandywine, Mr. Cush-

ing follows it tip with threats and menaces—as-

sumes tho attitude of an injured and insuliwl

minister of peace—and, for tho sake of Cliina,

regrets what may happen. In this vein ho

writes

:

" It is customary, among all tho nations of the

West, fjr the ships of war of one country to

visit the ports of another in time of peace, aiil,

in doing so, for the commodore to exchange sa-

lutes with tho local authorities, and to pay his

compliments in person to the principal public

functionary. To omit these testimonies of

good will is considered as evidence of a hostile,

or at least of an unfriendly feeling. Bit your

Excellency says the provincial government \\k

no authority to exchange salutes with Commo-

dore Parker, or to receive a visit of ceremony

from him. And I deeply ivgret, for tlie salie

of China, that such is the fact. China will lint)

it very difficult to remain in peace with any of

tho great States of the West, so long as lier pro-

vincial governors are prohibited either to give

or to receive manifestations of that peace, in the

exchange of the ordinary courtesies of national

intercourse. And I cannot forbear to express

my surprise, that, in tho great and powerful

province of Kwang Tung, the presence of a sin-

gle ship of war should be cause of apprehension

to the local government. Least of all, should

such appR'hcnsion be entertained in reference

to any ships of war belonging to the United

States, which now feels, and (unless ill-treat'

ment of our public agents should produce >

change of sentiments) will continue to feel, ' e

most hearty aiui sincere good will towmls

China. Coming here, in behalf of my govern-

ment, to tender to China the friendship of the

greatest of the Powers of America, it is my

duty, in the outset, not to omit uny of the

tokens of respect customary among western na-

tions. If these demonstrations are not met in

a correspondent manner, it will be the misfor-

tune of China, but it will not be the fault of the

United States."

In these sentences China is threatened wilk

a war with the United Stat .s on account of

her ill-treatment of the United States' public

agents, meaning himself-the iU-uciitment con-

sisting in not permitting him to trample, witb-
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out restraint, upon the laws and ciistoniH < i ilu-

country. In this scnso, Ching the governor,

understood it, and answered

:

" Kpi'arilinK what is said of the nettlod u«ap;e«

of wt'Htern niitions— tliat not to reooivo a hi^jh

coniniiH'^ioner from unother Htate in an instilt to

that statt—thin certainly, with nu-n, huH a war-

liico bearing But during the two hinidred

years of commercial intercourse between Chini.

aiiJ your couf.try, there has not l)een the least

animosity nor the slightest insult. It is for

harmony and gooil will your Excellency haa

come ; and your request to proceed to the capi-

tal and to nave an audience with the Em|)eror,

is wholly of the same good mind. If, then, m
the outset, such pressing language is used, it

will destroy the admirablo relations."

To this Mr. Cushing rtjoins, following up the

menace of war for the " ill-treatment " ho was

receiving—justifying it if it comes—reminds

Chiuaoftheflvoyeai'H'hostilitiesof Great Britain

upon her—points to her antiquated customs as

having already brought disoKtcrs upon her ; and

suggests a dismemberment of her empire as a

consequence of war with the United States,

provoked by ill-treatment of her public agents.

Thus

:

"
I can only assure your Excellency, that this

is not the way for China to cultivate good will

and maintain peace. The late war with Eng-

land was caused by the conduct of the authori-

ties at Canton, in disregarding the rights of pub-

lic officers who represented the English gov-

ernment. If, in the face of the experience of

the last five years, the Chinese government
now reverts to antiquated customs, which have

already brought such disasters upon lior, it can

be regarded in no other light than iih evidence

that she invites and desires [war with] the

other great western Powers. The United

States would sincerely regret such a result.

We have no desire whatever to dismember the

territory of the empire. Our citizens have at

all times deported themselves here in a just .and

respectful manner. The position and policy of

the Unitetl States enable us to be the most dis-

interested and the most valuable of the friends

of China. I have flattered myself, therefore,

and cannot yet abandon the hope, that the

imperial government will see the wisdom of
promptly welcoming and of cordially respond-
ing to tile amicable assurances of the govern-
ment of the United States."

Qnickly following this despatch was anothur,

in which Mr. Cushing rises still higner m hi^

complaints of molestation and ill-treatment

—

refers to the dissatisfaction which the Ameri-

can people will experience—thought they would

have done lulter, having Just been whipped

by the British—confesses that his exalted

opinion of China is undergoing a decline—*

hopes they will do bettor—postpones for a

while his measures of redress—Busjwnds his re-

sentment—and by this forbearance will feel

himself the better justified for what he may do

if forced to act. But let his own words sjKjak :

"I must not conceal from your Excellency

the extreme dii>satisfacti<m and (lisa]>{M>intment

which the people of America will experience

when they learn that their Envoy, instead of

being promptly and cordially welcomed by the

Chinese government, is thus molested and de-

layed, on the very threshold of the province of

Yuh. The jieople of America have been accus-

tomed to consider China the most refined and
the most enlightened of the nations of the East

;

and they w'll demand, how it is possible, if

China be thus refined, she should allow herself

to bo wanting in courtesy to their Envoy ; and,

if China be thus enlightened, how it is possible

that, having just emerged from a war with Eng-
land, and being in the daily expectation of the

arrival of the Envoy of the French, she should

sufler herself to slight and repel the good will

of the United States. And the people of America
will be disposed indignantly to draw back the

proflered hand of friendship, when they learn

how imperfectly the favor is appreciated by the

Chinese government. In consenting, therefore,

to postpone, for a short time longer, my depar-

ture for the North (Peking), and in omitting,

for however brief a period, to consider the action

of the Chinese government as one of oper dis-

respect to the United States, and to tn. e due
measures of redross [ incur the hazard of the

disapprobation ., . censure of my government;
for the Aniirican government is peculiarly sen-

sitive to am it of foreign governments injurious

to the hoiinr u\' the United States. It is the

custom (if American citizens to demi.in them-
selves respectfully towards the people and au
thoriti.'S of any foreign nation in which they

niaj . tor the time being, happen to reside. Your
Excellency has frankly and truly borne witnesd

to the just and respectful deportment which
tiolh scholars and merchants of the United

States have at all times manifested in China.

But I left America as a messenger of peace.

I came into China full of sentiments of respe<-t

and friendship towards its sovereign an<l its

people. And notwithstanding what has occur-

red, since my arrival here, to chill the warmth
of my previous good will towards China, and to

bring down the high conceptions I had previously

been led to form in regard to the courtesy of its

government, I am loth to give these up entirely,

and in so doing put an end perhaps to the exist-

ing harmonious relations between the United

States and China. I have therefore to ?ay to

your Excellency, that I accept, for the present,
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your assurances of the sincerity and friendship

of the Chinese government. I suspend all the
resentment which I have just cause to feel on
ac«»unt of the obstructions thrown in the way
of the progress of the legation, and other par-

ticulars of the action of the Imperial and Pro-
Tincial governments, in the hope that suitable

reparation will be made for these acts in due
time. I commit myself, in all this, to the in-

tegrity and honor of the Chinese government

;

and if, in the sequel, I shall prove to have done
this in vain, I shall then consider myself the
more amply justified, in the sight of all men, for

any determination which, out of regard for the

honor of the United States, it may be my duty
to adopt under such circumstances."

It was now the middle of May, 1844 : the

correspondence with Ching had commenced the

last of February : the three months had nearly

elapsed, within which a return answer was to

be had from Peking: and by extraordinary

speed the answer arrived. It contained the

Emperor's positive refusal to suffer Mr. Cushing

to come to Peking—enjoined him to remain

where he was—cautioned him not to " agitate

disorder "—and informing him that an Imperial

commissioner would proceed immediatelj'- to

Canton, travelling with the greatest celerity,

and under orders to make one hundred and

thirty-three miles a day, there to draw up the

treaty with him. This information took away

the excuse for the intrusive journey, or voyage,

to Peking, and also showed that a commercial

treaty might be had with China, without inflict-

ing upon her the calamities of war, or breeding

national dissensions out of diplomatic conten-

tions. It made a further suspension of his re-

sentment, and postponement of the measures

which the honor of the United States required

hira to take for the molestations and ill treat-

ment which tho federal government had received

in his person. These formidable measures, well

kuown to be belligerent, were postponed, not

abandoned ; and the visit to Peking, forestalled

by the arrival of an imperial commissioner to

sign a treaty, was also postponed, not given up

—

its pretext now diminished, and reduced to the

errand of delivering Mr. Tyler's letter to the

Emperor. He consents to treat at Canton, but

makes an excuse for it in the want of a steamer,

and the non-arrival of the other ships of the

squadron, which would have enabled him to

approach Canton, intimidate the government,

and obtain from their fears the concessions

which their manners and customs forbid. All

this he wrote himself to his government, and he

is entitled to the benefit of his own words

:

" So far as regards the objects of adjusting in

a proper manner the commercial rektions of
the United States and China, nothing could be
more advantageous than to negotiate with Tsi-

yeng at Canton, instead of running the risk of

compromising this great object by having it

mixed up at Tien Tsin, or elsewhere at the north

with questions of reception at Court. Add to

which the fact that, with the Brandywine alone

without any steamer, and without even the St!

Louis and the Perry, it would be idle to repair

to the neighborhood of the Pih-ho, in any expec-

tation of acting upon the Chinese by intimida-

tion, and obtaining from their fears concessions

contrary to the feeling and settled wishes of the

Imperial government. To remain here, there-

fore, and meet Tsiyeng, if not the most desir&ble

thing, is at present the only possible thing, It

is understood that Tsiyeng will reach Canton

from the 5th to the 10th of June."

This commissioner, Tsiyeng, arrived at the

time appointed, and fortunately for the oeace

and honor of the country, as the St. Louis sloop-

of-war, and the man-of-war brig Perry, arrived

two days after, and put Mr. Cushing in posses-

sion of the force necessary to carry out his de-

signs upon China. In the joy of receiving this

accession to his force, he thus writes home to

his government

:

" It is with great pleasure I inform you that

the St. Louis arrived here on the 6th instant,

under the command of Lieutenant Keith, Cap-

tain Cocke (for what cause I know not, and

cannot conceive), after detaining the ship at the

Cape of Good Hope three months, having at

length relinquished the command to Mr. Keith.

And on the same day arrived also the Perry,

commanded by Lieutenant Tilton. The arrival

of these vessels relieves me from a load of solici-

tude in regard to the public business ; for if

matters do not go smoothly with Tsiyeng, the

legation has now the means of proceeding to

and acting at the North."

" If matters do not go smoothly with Tsi-

yeng ! " and the very first step of Mr. Cushing

was an attempt to ruffle that smoothness. The

Chinese commissioner announced his arrival at

Canton, and made known his readiness to draw

up the treaty instantly. In this communica-

tion, the name of the United States, as acconiiug

to Chinese custom with all foreign nations, was

written in a lower colunia than that of the

Chinese government—in the language of Mr.
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Gushing "the name of the Chinese government

stood higher in column by one character than

that of the United States." At this collocation

of the name of his country, Mr. Gushing took

fire and instantly returned the communication

to the Imperial commissioner, "even at the

hazard (as he informed his government) of at

once cutting off all negotiation." Fortunately

Tsiyeng was a man of sense, and of elevation of

character, and immediately directed his clerk to

elevate the name of the United States to the

level of the column which contained that of

China. By this condescension on the part of

the cihinese commissioner, the negotiation was

saved for the time, and the cannon and ammuni-

tion of our three ships of war prevented from

being substituted for goose-quills and ink. The

commissioner showed the greatest readiness,

amounting to impatience, to draw up and exe-

cute the treaty ; which was done in as little

time as the forms could be gone through : and

the next day the commissioner, taking his for-

mal leave of the American legation, departed

for Peking—a hint that, the business being

finished, Mr. Gushing might depart also for his

home. But he was not in such a hurry to re-

turn. " His pride and his feelings (to use his

own words) had been mortified " at not being

permitted to go to Peking—at being in fact

stopped at a little island off the coast, where he

had to transact all his business ; and his mind

still reverted to the cherished idea of going to

Peking, though his business would be now

limited to the errand of carrying Mr. Tyler's

letter to the Emperor. In his despatch, imme-

diately after the conclusion of this treaty, he

justifies himself for not having gone before the

Chinese commissioner arrived, placing the blame

on the slow arrival of the St. Louis and the

Perry, the non-arrival at all of the Pacific squad-

ron, and the want of a steamer.

"With these reflections present to my mind,

it only needed to consider further whether I

should endeavor to force my way to Peking, or

at least, by demonstration of force at the mouth
of the Pih-ho, attempt to intimidate the Impe-

rial government into conceding to me free access

to the Court. In regard to this it is to be ob-

served that owing to the extraordinary delays

of tlie St. Louis on her way here, i had no
means of making any serious demonstration of

force at the north, prior to the time when Tsi-

yeng arrived at Ganton, on his way to Macao,

there to meet me and negotiate a treaty. And
with au Imperial commissioner near at hand.

ready and willing to treat, would it have been

expedient, or even justifiable, to enter upon acts

of hostility with China, in order, if possible, to

make Peking the plaee of negotiation ?
"

The correspondence does not show what was

the opinion of the then administration upon

this problem of commencing hostilities upon

China after the commissioner had arrived to

make the treaty ; and especially to commit

these hostilities to force a negotiation at Peking,

where no treaty with any power had ever been

negotiated, and where he expected serious diffi-

culties in his presentation at court, as Mr. Gush-

ing was determined not to make the prostra-

tions (i. e bumping his head nineteen times

against the floor), which the Chinese ceremonial

required.

" I have never disguised from myself the seri-

ous difficulties which I might have to encounter

in forcing my way to Peking; and, if volun-

tarily admitted there, the difficulties almost

equally serious connected with the question

of presentation at court ; for I had firmly re-

solved not to perform the acts of prostration to

iL3 Emperor. I straggled with the objections

until intelligence was officially communicated

to me of the appointment of Tsiyeng as imperial

commissioner, and of his being actually on his

way to Ganton. To have left Macao after re-

ceiving this intelligence would have subjected

me to the imputation of fleeing from, and, as it

were, evading a meeting with Tsiyeng; and

such an imputation would have constituted a

serious difficulty (if not an insuperable one) in

the way of successful negotiation at the North."

The despatch continues

:

" On the other hand, I did not well see how
thfc United States could make war on China to

change the ceremonial of the court. And for

this reason, it had always been with me an ob-

ject of great solicitude to dispose of all the

commercial questions by ti )aty, before ventur-

ing on Peking."

"Did not well see how the United States

could make war on Chma to change the cere-

monial of the court." This is very cool lan-

guage, and implies that Mr. Gushing was ready

to make the war—(assuming himself to be the

United States, and invested with the war power)

—but could not well discover any pretext on

which to found it. He then excuses himself for

nul imviag done better, and gone on to Peking

without stopping at the outer port of Canton,

and so giving the Chinese time to send down a

negotiator there, and so cutting off the best pre-

text for forcing the way to China: and this ex-
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cuse resolves itself into the one so often given

—

the want of a suflBcient squadron to force the

way. Thus

:

" If it should be suggested that it would have
been better for me to have proceeded at once to
the North (Peking), without stopping at Macao,
I reply, that this was impracticable at the time
of my arrival, r- ith the Brandywine alone, be-
fore the southerly monsoon had set in, and
without any steamer ; that if at any time I had
gone to the North in the view of negoti&v!.ng

there, I should have been wholly dependent on
the Chinese for the means of lodging and sub-
sisting on shore, and even for the means of land-

ing at the mouth of the Pih-ho ; that only at

Macao could I treat independently, and that
here, of necessity, must all the pecuniary and
other arrangements of the mission be made, and
the supplies obtained for the squadron. Such
are the considerations and the circumstances
which induced me to consent to forego proceed-
ing to Peking."

So that, after all, it was only the fear ofbeing

whipt and starved that prevented Mr. Gushing

from fighting his way to the foot-stool of power

in the Tartar half of the Chinese Empire. The

delay of the two smaller vessels, the non-arrival

of the Pacific squadron, and the want of a

steamer, were fortunate accidents for the peace

and honor of the United States ; and even the

conflagration of the magnificent steam frigate,

Missouri, with all her equipments, was a bless-

ing, compared to the use to which she would

have been put if Mr. Cushing's desire to see the

coasts of the Mediterranean and the banks of

the Nile had not induced him to take her to Gib-

raltar, instead of doubling the Cape of Good
Hope in company with the Brandywine.

Finally, he gives the reason for all this craving

desire to get to Peking, which was nothing

more nor less (and less it could not be) than

the gratification of his own feelings of pride and

curiosity. Hear him

:

" And in regard to Peking itself I have ob-
tained the means of direct correspondence be-

tween the two governments immediately, and
an express engagement, that if hereafter a min-
ister of the French, or any other power, should
be admitted to the court, the same privilege

shall be accorded to the United States. If the
conclusion of the whole matter bo one less

agreeable to my own feelings of pride or curi-

of!ity, it is, at any rate, tiie mo~t important and
useful to mycouniry, and will therefore, I trust,

prove satisfactory to the President."

It does not appear from any published in-

structions of the administration (then con-

sisting of Mr. Tyler and his new cabinet

after the resignation of all the whig members
except Mr. "Webster), how far Mr. Gushing was
warranted in his belligerent designs upon

China; but the great naral force which was
assigned to him, the frankness with which he

commnnicated all his bellicose intentions the

excuse" which he made for not having pro-

ceeded to hostilities and the dismemberment of

the Empire, and the encomiums with which his

treaty was communicated to the Senate—all be-

speak a consciousness of approbation on the

part ol the administration, and the existence of

an expectation which might experience disap-

pointment in his failing to make war upon the

Chinese. In justice to Mr. Webster, it must

be told that, although still in the cabinet when

Mr. Gushing went to China, yet his day of m-

fluence was over : he was then in the process of

being forced to resign : and Mr. Upshur, then

Secretary of the Navy, was then virtually, as

he was afterwards actually, Secretary of State,

when the negotiations were carried on.

The publication of Mr. Cushing's correspond-

ence, which was ordered by the Senate, excited

astonishment, and attracted the general repro-

bation of the country. Their contents were re-

volting, and would have been incredible except

for his own revelations. Narrated by himself

they coerced belief, and bespoke an organization

void of the moral sense, and without the know-

ledge that any body else possessed it. The con-

duct of the negotiator was condemned, his treaty

was ratified, and the proceedings on his nomina-

tion remain a senatorial secret—the injunction

of secrecy having never been removed from

them.

CHAPTER CXXIII.

THE ALLEGED MUTINY, AND THE EXECUTIONS
(AS THEY WERE CALLED) 0\ BOAKl) TIIE

UNITED STATES MAN-OF-WAB, 80MEU9.

In the beginning of this year the public mind was

suddenly astounded and horrified, at the news

of a mutiny on board a national ship-uf-war,

with a view to '•onvert it into a pirate, and at

the same time excited to admiration and grati-

tude at the terrible energy with jivhioli the

commander of the ship had suppressed it—
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hanging three of the ringleaders on the spot

without trial, bringing home twelve others in

jpons— and restrainmg the rest by the un-

daunted front which the officers assumed, and

the complete readiness in which they held them-

selves to face a revolt. It was a season of pro-

found peace, and the astounding news was like

claps of thunder in a clear sky. It was an un-

precedented event in our navy, where it had been

the pride and glory of the seamen to stand by

their captain and their ship to the last man, and

to die exultingly to save either. Unlike almost

all mutinies, it was not a revolt against oppres-

sion, real or imagined, and limited to tho seizure

of the ship and the death or expulsion of tha

officers, but a vast scheme of maritime depreda-

tion, in which the man-of-war, converted into a

piratical cruiser, "was to roam the seas in quest

of blood and plunder, preying upon the com-

merce of all nations—robbing property, slaugh-

tering men, and violating women. A son of a

cabinet minister, and himselfan officer, was at the

head of the appalling design ; and his name and

rank lent it a new aspect of danger. Every ag-

gravation seemed to attend it, and the b v iV,

ing intelligence came out in a way to .
<'/'7

its terrors, and to startle the imagination as well

as to overpower the judgment. The vessel was

the bearer of her own news, and arriving on the

coast, took a reserve and mystery which lent a

terrific force to what leaked out. She stopped

off the harbor of New York, and remained out-

side two days, severely interdicting all communi-

cation with the shore. A simple notice of her

return was all that was made public. An offi-

cer from the vessel, related to the commander,

proceeded to Washington city—giving out fear-

ful intimations as he went along—and bearing a

sealed report to the Secretary of the Navy.

The contents of that report went direct into

the government official paper, and thence flew

resounding through the land. It was the offi-

cial and authentic report of the fearful mutiny.

The news being spread from the official source,

and the pubUc mind prepared for his reception,

the commander brought his vessel into port

—

landed : and landed in such a way as to increase

the awe and terror inspired by his narrative.

He went direct, in solemn procession, at the

head of his crew to the nearest church, and re-

turned thanks to God for a great deliverance.

Taken by surprise, the public mind delivered

itself up to joy and gratitude for a marvellous

escape, applauding the energy which had saved

a national ship from mutiny, and the commerce

of nations from piratical depredation. The cur-

rent was all on one side. Nothing appeared to

weaken its force, or stop its course. The dead

who had been hanged, and sent to the bottom of

the sea, could send up no voice: the twelve

ironed prisoners on the deck of the vessel, were

silent as the dead : the officers and men at large,

actors in what had taken place, could only con-

firm the commander's official report. That re-

port, not one word of which would be heard in

a court of justice, was received as full evidence

at the great tribunal of public opinion. Th3 re-

ported confessions which it contained (though

the weakest of all testimony in the eye of the

law, and utterly repulsed when obtained by

force, terror or seduction), were received by the

masses as incontestable evidence of guilt.

The vessel on which all this took place was

the United States man-of-war, Somers— her

commander Alexander Slidell Mackenzie, Esq.,

with a crew of 120 all told, 96 of which were

apprentice boys under age. She had gone out

on one of those holiday excursions which are

now the resource of schools to make seamen.

She had crossed the Atlantic and was returning

to the United States by way of the West Indies,

when this fearful mutiny was discovered. It

was communicated by the purser's *"-- 'rd to

the purser—by him to the first Ik j .az —by
him to the commander: and the i..credulous

manner in which he received it is established by

two competent witnesses—the lieutenant who

gave it to him, and the commander himself:

and it is due to each to give the account of this

reception in his own words : and first the lieu-

tenant shall speak

:

" I reported the thing (the intended mutiny)

to the commander immediately. He took it

very coolly, said the vessel was in a good state

of discipline, and expressed his doubts as to the

truth of the report."

This is the testimony of the lieutenant before

the court-martial which afterwards sat upon the

case, and two points are to be noted in it—Jirst,

that the commander did not believe it; and,

secondly, that he declared the vessel to be in a

good state of discipline ; which was cquivnlont

to saying, there was no danger, even if the in-

formation was true. Now for the commander's

account of the same scene, taken from his ofil-

cial report : '
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" Such was the purport of the information laid

before me by Lieut. Gansevoort, and although
ho was evidently impressed with the reality of
the project, yet it seemed to me so monstrous,
so improbable, that I could not forbear treating
it with ridicule. I was under the impression
that Mr. Spencer had been reading piratical

stories, and had amused himself with Mr.
Wales "—(the informer).

Ridicule was the only answer which the com-
mander deemed due to the information, and in

that he was justified by the nature of the infor-

mation itself A purser's steward (his name
Wales) had told the lieutenant that midship-

man Spencer had called him into a safe place

the night before, and asked him right off—" Do
yon fear death ? do you fear a dead man ? are

you afraid to kill a man ? "—and getting satisfac-

tory answers to these questions, he immediately

imfolded to him his-plan of capturing the ship,

with a list of four certain and ten doubtful as-

sociates, and eighteen nolens volens assistants to

be forced into the business ; and then roaming

the sea with her as a pirate, first calling at the

Isle of Pines (Cuba) for confederates. It

was a ridiculous scheme, both as to the force

which was to take the ship, and her employ-

ment as a buccaneer—the state of the ocean and

of navigation being such at that time as to leave

a sea-rover, pursued as he would be by the

fleets of all nations, without a sea to sail in,

without a coast to land on, without a rock or

corner to hide in. The whole conception was
an impossibility, and the abruptness of its com-

munication to Wales was evidence of the design

to joke him. As such it appeared to the com-

mander at the time. It was at 10 o'clock in the

morning of the 26th of November, 1842, ap-

proaching the West Indies from the coast of

Africa, that this information was given by the

lieutenant to the commander. Both agree in

their account of the ridicule with which it was
received ; but the commander, after the deaths

of the implicated, and when making out his

ofBcial report to the Secretary of the Navy, for-

got to add what he said to the lieutenant—that

the vessel was in a good state of discipline

—

equivalent to saying it could not be taken.

Further, he not only forgot to add what he said,

but rerr.pmberpd to say the contrary; and on

his trial undertook to prove that the state of

the ship was bad, and had been so for weeks

;

and even since they left the coast of Africa. In

this omission to report to the Secretary a fact

so material, as he had remarked it to his lieu-

tenant, and afterwards proving the contrary on
his trial, there is room for a pregnant reflection

which will suggest itself to every thinking mind
—still more when the silence of the log-book

upon this " bad " state of the crew, corresponds

with the commander's account that it was good.

But, take the two accounts in what they agree

and it is seen that at 10 o'clock in the morning
Lie; tenant Gansevoort's whole report of the con-

spir?x!y and mutiny, as derived from the purser's

steward (Wales) was received with ridicule-

as the romance of a boy who had been reading

piratical storie^, and was amusing himself with

the steward—a landsman, of whom the com-

mander gives -a bad account as having bought a

double quantity of brandy—twice as much as

his orders justified, before leaving New York;—
and afterwards stealing it on the voyage. By
five o'clock in the evening of the same day and

without hearing any thing additional, the com-

mander became fully impressed with the truth

of the whole story, awfully impressed with ihe

danger of the vessel, and fully resolved upon a

course of terrible energy to prevent the success

of the impending mutiny. Of this great and

sudden change in his convictions it becomes the

right of the commander to give his own account

of its inducing causes : and here they are, taken

from his official report

:

"In the course of the day, Lieut. Gansevoort
informed me that Mr. Spencer had been in the

wardroom examining a chart of the West Indies,

and had asked the assistant surgeon some ques-
tions about the Isle of Pines, and the latter had
informed him that it was a place much fre-

quented by pirates, and drily asked if he liad

any acquaintances there.—He passed the day
rather sullenly in one corner of the steerage, as

was his usual custom, engaged in examining a

small piece of paper, and writing upon it with
his pencil, and occasionally finding relaxation in

working with a penknife at the tail of a devil-

fish, one of which he had formed into a sliding

ring for his cravat. Lieut. Gansevoort also

made an excuse of duty to follow him to the

foretop, where he found him engaged in having

some love device tattooed on his arm by Benja-

min F. Green, ordinary seaman, and apprentice,

Lieut. Gansevoort also learned that he had
been endeavoring for some days to ascertain the

rate of the chronometer, by applying to Mid.

Rfflgors, to whom it was unknown, and who
referred him to the master. He had been seen

in secret and nightly conferences with the boat-

swain's mate, S. Cromwell, and seaman Elisha

Small, r also heard that he had given money
to several of the crew ; to Elisha Small on the
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twelfth of September, the day before our de-

parture from New York; the same day on

which in reply to Commodore Perry's injunc-

tions to reformation, he had made the most

solemn promises of amendment; to Samuel

Cromwell on the passage to Madeira ; that he

had been in the habit of distributing tobacco

extensively among the apprentices, in defiance

of the orders of the navy department, and of

my own often reiterated ; that he had corrupted

the ward-room *\)Cward, caused him to steal

brandy from the ward-room mess, which he,

Mr. Spencer, had drunk himself, occasionally

getting drunk when removed from observation,

and had also administered to several of the

crew ; that, finally, he wcs in the habit of amus-

ing the crew by making music with his jaw.

He had the faculty of throwing his jaw out of

joint, and by contact of the bones, playing with

accuracy and elegance a variety of airs. Servile

in his intercourse with me, when among the

crew ho loaded me with blasphemous vitupera-

tion, and proclaimed that it would be a pleasing

task to roll me overboard off the round-house.

He had some time before drawn a brig with a

black flag, and asked one of the midshipmen

what he thought of it ; he had repeatedly as-

serted in the early part of the cruise, that the

brig might easily be taken; he had quite

recently examined the hand of midshipman
Kodgers, told his fortune, and predicted for him

a speedy and violent death."

Surely the historian, as well as the poet

may say: To the jealous mind, trifles light

as air are confirmations strong as proofs from

holy writ. Here are fourteen causes oi sus-

pected mutiny enumerated, part of which causes

are eminently meritorious in a young naval

officer, as those of studying the chart of the

West Indies (whither the vessel was going),

and that of learning the rate of the chronome-

ter ; another part of which is insignificant, as

giving tobacco to the apprentice boys, and giv-

ing money to two of the seamen ; others again

would show a different passion from that of

piracy, as having love devices tattooed on his

arm ; others again would bespeak the lassitude of

idleness, as whittling at the tail of a devilfish, :ind

making a ring for his cravat, and drawing a brig

with a black flag ; others again would indicate

playfulness and humor, as examining the palm

of young Rodgers' hand, and telling his fortune,

which fortune, of course, was to be startling, as

a sudden and violent death, albeit this young
Rodgers was his favorite, and the only one he

asked to see when he was about to be hung
up—(a favor which was denied him) ; others

again are contradicted by previous statements,

as, that Spencer corrupted the purser's steward

and made him steal brandy, the commander
having before reported that steward for the

offence of purchasing a double quantity of

brandy before he left New York—a circum-

stance which implied a sufficient inclination to

use the extra supply he had laid in (of which

he had the custody), without being corrupted

by Spencer to steal it ; others of these causes

again were natural, and incidental to Spencer's

social condition in the vessel, as that of talking

with the seamen, he being objected to by his

four roommates (who were the commander's

relations and connections), and considered one

too many in their room, and as such attempted

to be removed to another ship by the com-

mander himself; another, that occasionally he

got drunk when removed from observation, a

fault ri>.ner too common (even when in the

presence of observation) to stand for evidence

of a design to commit mutiny on board a man-
of-war ; another, that blasphemous vituperation

of the commander which, although it might be

abusive, could neither be blasphemous (which

only applies to the abuse of God), nor a sign of

a design upon the vessel, but only of contempt

for the commander ; finally, as in that marvel-

lous fine music with thejaw out ofjoint, playing

with skill and accuracy a variety ofelegant airs by

the contaction of the luxated ends of the bones.

Taken as true, and this musical habit might

indicate an innocency of disposition. But it is

ridiculously false, and impossible, and as such

ridiculous impossibility it was spared the men-
tion even of contempt during the whole court-

martial proceedings. Still it was one of the

facts gravely communicated to the Secretary of

the Navy as one of the means used by Spencer

to seduce the crew. While ridicule, contempt

and scorn are the only proper replies to such

absurd presumptions of guilt, there were two

of them presented in such a way as to admit of

an inquiry into their truth, jiameiy, the fortune-

telling an ' "^he chronometer : Midshipman Rod-

gers testified before the court that this fortune-

telling was a steerage amusement, and that he

was to die, not only suddenly and violently, but

also a gambler ; and that as for the examination

of the chronometer, it was with a view to a bet

between himself and Rodgers as to the time that

the vessel would get to St. Thomas—the bet on
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Spencer's side, being on eight days. Yet, the

diseased mind of the commander could see

nothing in tliose little incidents, but proof of a

design to kill Rodgers (with the rest) before the

ship got to St. Thomas, and afterwards to run

to the Isle of Pines. Prftposterous as these

fourteen reasons were, they were conclusive

with the commander, who forthwith acted upon

them, and made the arrest of Spencer."

" At evening quarters I ordered through my
clerk, 0. H. Perry, doing the duty also of mid-
shipman and aid, all the officers to lay aft on
the quarter deck, excepting the midshipman
stationed on the forecastle. The master was
ordered to take the wheel, and those of the

crew stationed abaft sent to the mainmast. I

approached Mr. Spencer, and said to him, ' I

learn, Mr. Spencer, that you aspire to the com-
mand of the Somers.' With a deferential, but
unmoved and gently smiling expression, he re-

plied, 'Oh no, sir.' 'Did you not tell Mr.
Wales, sir, that you had a project to kill the
commander, the officers, and a considerable por-
tion of the crew of this vessel, and to convert
her into a pirate ?

' 'I may have told him so,

sir, but it was in a joke.' ' You admit then that
you told him so ? ' ' Yes, sir, but in joke !

'

'This, sir, is joking on a forbidden subject—this

joke may cost you your lile
!

'
"

This was the answer of innocence : guilt

would have denied every thing. Here all the

words are admitted, with a promptitude and

frankness that shows they were felt to be what

they purported—the mere admission of a joke.

The captain's reply shows that the life of the

young man was already determined upon. It

was certainly a punishable joke—a joke upon a

forbidden subject : but how punishable ? cer-

tainly among the minor offences in the navy,

offences prejudicial to discipline ; and to be ex-

piated by arrest, trial, condemnation for breach

of discipline, and sentence to reprimand, sus-

pension ; or some such punishment for incon-

siderate offences. But, no. The commander
replies upon the spot, ' this joke may cost you

your life

:

' and in that he was prophetic, being

the fulfiller of his own prophecy. The informer

Wales had reported a criminal paper to be in

the neckcloth of tlie young man; the next

movement of the commander was to get pos-

session of that paper : and of that attempt he

gives this account

:

"
' Be pleased to remove your neckhandker-

chief.' It was removed and opened, but nothing
waa found in it. I asked him what he had done

with a paper containing an account of his project
which he had told Mr. Wales was in the back of
his neckhandkerchief. ' It is a paper containini?
my day's work; and I have destroyed it' 'Itjsa
singular place to keep day's work in.' '

It is a
convenient one,' he replied, with an air of defer-

ence and blandnesB."

Balked in finding this confirmation of guilt

the commander yet proceeded with his design

and thus describes the arrest

:

" I said to him, * You must have been aware
that you could only have compassed your
designs by passing over my dead body, and
after that the bodies of all the officers. You
had given yourself a great deal to do. It will

be necessary for me to confine you.' I turned
to Lieutenant Gansevoort and said, 'Arrest Mr.
Spencer, and put him in double irons.' Mr!
Gansevoort stepped forward, and took his

sword ; he was ordered to sit aown in the stem
port, double ironed, and as an additioLiJ security

handcuffed. I directed Lieut. Gansevoort to

watch over his security, to order him to be put

to instant death if he was detected speaking to

or holding intelligence in any way, with any of

the crew. He was himself made aware cf the

nature of these orders. I also directed Lieut,

Gansevoort to see that he had every comfort

which his safe keeping would admit of In con-

fiding this task to Lieut. Gansevoort, his kind-

ness and humanity gave me the assurance that

it would be zealously attended to ; and through-

out the period of Mr. Spencer's confinement,

Lieut. Gansevoort, whilst watching his person

with an eagle eye, and ready at any moment to

take his life should he forfeit that condition of

silence on which his safety depended, attended

to all his wants, covered him with his own grego

when squalls of rain were passing over, aud

ministered in every way to his comfort with the

tenderness of a woman."

Double-ironed—handcuffed—bagged (for he

was also tied up in a bag), lying under the sun

in a tropical clime, and dnnched with squalls

of rain—silent—instant death for a word or a

sign—Lieutenant Gansevoort, armed to the

teeth, standing over him, and watching, with

" eagle eye," for the sound or motion which was

to be the forfeit of life : for six days and nights,

his irons examined every half hour to see that

all were tight and safe, was this boy (of less

than nineteen) thus confined ; only to be roused

from it in a way that will be told. But the

lieutenant could not stand to his arduous

w.itch during the whole nf t.h.it time. His ea-

gle eye could not resist winking and shutting

during all that time. lie needed relief—and

had it—and in the person of one who showed
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that he had a stomach for the buBiness—Wales,

the informer : who, fiuding himself elevated

from the care of pea-jackets, molasses, and to-

bacco to the rank of sentinel over a United

States officer, improved upon the lessons which

his superiors had taught him, and stood ready,

a cocked revolver in hand, to shoot, not only

the prisoners (for by this time there were

three), for a thoughtless word or motion, but

also to shoot any of the crew that should

make a suspicious sign :—such as putting the

hand to the chin, or touching a handspike with-

in forty feet of the said Mr. Wales. Hear him,

as he swears before the court-martial

:

" I was officer in charge of the prisoners : we
were holy-stoning the decks. I noticed those

men who missed their muster kept congregat-

ing round the stern of the launch, and kept

talking in a secret manner. I noticed them

making signs to the prisoners by putting their

hands up to their chins : Cromwell was lying on

the starboard arm-chest: he rose up in his bed.

I told him if I saw any more sig^is passing be-

tween them / should put him to death : my
orders were to that effect. He laid down in his

bed. I then went to the stern of the launch,

found Wilson, and a number of small holy-

stones collected there, and was endeavoring to

pull a gun handspike from the stern of the

launch : xohut his intentions were I donH know.

I cocked a pistol, and ordered him to the lee-

gangway to draw water. I told him if I saw
him pulling at the handspike I should blow his

brains out."

This comes from Mr. Wales himself, not from

the commander's report, where this handspike-

incident is made to play a great part ; thus :

" Several times during the night there were
symptoms of an intention to strike some blow.

Mr, Wales detected Charles A. Wilson attempt-

ing to draw out a handspike from under the

launch, with an evident purpcbe of felling him

;

and wiien Mr. Wales cocked his pistol and ap-

proached, he could only offer some lame excuse
for his presence there. I felt more anxious
than I had yet done, and remained continually

on deck."

Here is a discrepancy. Wales swears before

the court that he did not know what Wilson's

intentions were in pulling at the handspike

:

the captain, who did not see the pulling, reports

to the Secretary of the Navy that it was done

with the evident intent of felling Wales ! while

Walts himself, before the court-martial, not

only testified to his ignorance of any motive for

that act, but admitted upon cross-examination,

that the handspike was not drawn at all—only

attempted ! and that he himself was forty feet

from Wilson at the time ! (but, more of this

handspike hereafter.) Still the impression

upon the commander's mind was awful. Ho
felt more anxious than ever : he could not rest

:

he kept continually on deck. Armed to the

teeth he watched, listened, interrogated, and

patrolled incessantly. Surely the man's crazy

terrors would excite compassion were it not for

the deeds he committed under their influence.

—But the paper that was to have been found

in Spencer's cravat, and was not found there

:

it was found elsewhere, and the commander in

his report gives this account of it

:

" On searching the locker of Mr. Spencer, a
small razor-case was found, which he had re-

cently drawn, with a razor in it, from the

purser. Instead of the razor, the case was
found to contain a small paper, rolled in

another ; on t^^ inner one wei« strange charac-

ters, which proved to be Greek, with which Mr.
Spencer was familiar. It fortunately happened
that there was another midshipman on board
the Somers who knew Greek—one whose
Greek, and every thing else that he possessed,

was wholly devoted to his country. The Greek
characters, converted by midshipman Henry
Rodgers into our own, exhibited well known
names among the crew. The certain—the

doubtful—those who were to be kept whether
they woidd cr not—arranged in separate rows

;

those who were to do the work of murder in

the various apartments, to take the wheel, to

open the arm-chests."

The paper had about thirty names upon it

:

four under the head of " certain : " ten under

that of doubtful, and the remainder under the

head of nolens volens—which was construed by

the Latinists on board to signify men who were

to be made to join in the mutiny whether they

would or not: and these nolens volens who
were to be forced were more numerous than

those who were to force them. Eighteen un-

willing men to be forced into mutiny and piracy

by four willing and ten uncertain ; and of the

four willing, one of them the informer himself!

and another not in the ship ! and a third Spen-

cer ! leaving but one under Spencer to do the

work. The names of all were spelt with the

Greek alphabet. Of course these nolens volens

men could not have been counted in any way

among the mutiueei's; yet they were always

counted to make up the thirty, as, of less than

that number it would not have been seemly foi

if

.1
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a man-of-war to have been afraid
;
yet some of

these were brought homo in irons. The ten

marked doubtful should not have been held to

be guilty upon any principle of human justice

—

the humanity of the law always giving the bene-

fit of the doubt to the suspected criminal. This

brings the inquiry to the four " certain : " and of

these four, it turned out that one of them (An-

drews) was a personage not in the vessel ! An-

other was the veritable Mr. Wales himself ! who

was the informer, and the most determined oppo-

ser of the mutiny—leaving but two (Spencer and

McKinley) to do the work of murder in the va-

rious departments : and of this McKinley it will

eventually be seen with what justice his name

was there. The names of Small and Cromwell,

both of whom were hung with Spencer, were

neither of them in this certain list—nor that of

Cromwell in any: in fact, there was notliing

against him, and Small was only included in

Wales's information. So that the "certain"

mutineers were reduced to two, both of whom
were in irons, and bagged, and five others out

of the doubtful and nolens volens classes.

There was no evidence to show that this was

Spencer's razor-case : it was new, and like the

rest obtained from the purser. There was no

evidence how it got into Spencer's locker:

Wales and Gansevoort were the finders. There

was no evidence that a single man whose name

tvas in the list, knew it to be there. Justice

would have required these points to have been

proven ; but with respect to the writing upon

this paper it was readily avowed by Spencer to

be his—an avowal accompanied by a declaration

of its joking character, which the law would re-

quire to go with it always, but which was dis-

regarded.

Small and Cromwell were not arrested with

Spencer, but afterwards, and not upon accusa-

tions, but upon their looks and attitudes, and

accident to the sky-sail-mast, which will be

noted at the proper time. The first point is to

show the arrestation upon looks and motions
;

and of that the commander gave this account in

the official report

:

" The following day being Sunday, the crew
were inspected at quarters, ten o'clock. I took
my station abaft with the intention of particu-

larly observing Cronnvcli and Small. The
third, or master's division, to which they both
belonged, always mustered at morning quarters

upon the after part of the quarter deck, in con-

tinuation of the line formed by the crews of tlie

guns. The persona of both were faultlessly

clean. They were determined that their ap-

I)earance in this respect should provoke no re
proof. Cromwell stood up to his full stature
his muscles braced, his battle-axe grasped reso'

lutely, his cheek pale, but his eye fixed as if

indifferently at the other side. He had a de-

termined and dangerous air. Small made a
very different figure. His appearance was
ghastly ; ho shifted his weight from side to

side, and his battle-axe passed from one hand
to the other ; his eye wandered irresolutely but
never towards mine. I attributed hia conduct
to fear ; I have since been led to believe that

the business upon which he had entered was re-

pugnant to his nature, though the love of money
and of rum had been too strong for his fidelity."

Here were two men adjudged guilty of mu-

tiny and piracy upon their looks, and attitude

and these diametrically opposed in each case.

One had a dangerous air—the othe. a ghastly

air. One looked resolute—the other irresolute.

One held his battle-axe firmly griped—the

other shifted his from hand to hand. One

stood up steadily on both legs—the ether

shifted his weight uneasily from leg to leg.

In one point only did they agree—in that of

faultless cleanliness : a coincidence which the

commander's judgment converted into evidence

of guilt, as being proof of a determination that,

so far as clean clothes went, there should be no

cause for judging them pirates: a conclusion to

the benefit of which the whole crew would be

entitled, as they were proved on the court-

martial to be all "faultlessly clean" at this

Sunday inspection—as they always were at

such inspection—as the regulations required

them to be—and for a fault in which any one

of them would have been punished. Yet upon

these looks, and attitudes, suspicions were ex-

cited, which, added to the incident of a mast

broken by the blundering order of the com-

mander's nephew, caused the arrest and death

of two citizens.

After the crew had been inspected, divine

service was performed, the crew attending be-

fore the time, and behaving well ; and the com-

mander again availed himself of the occasion to

examine the countenances of the men; and,

happily, without finding any thing to give him

distrust. He thus describes the scene

:

" After quarters the church was rigged. Tlie

crew mustered up with their prayer-boolcs, and

took their seats without waiting for all hands
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to be called, and considerably before five bells,

or half-past ten—the usual time of divine ser-

vice. The first lieutenant reported all ready,

and asked me if he should call all hands to

muster. I told him to wait for the accustomed

hour. Five bells were at length struck, and all

hands called to muster. The crew were unu-

sually attentive, and the responses more than

commonly audilile. The muster succeeded, and

I examined very carefully the countenances of

the crew, without discovering any thing that

gave me distrust."

This Sunday then (Nov. 27th) being the first

Sunday, and the first day after the arrest of

Spencer, had passed half by without any thing

discoverable to excite distrust, except the clean-

liness, the looks, and the attitudes of Small and

Cromwell at the morning inspection. At the

second ordeal, that of the church service, the

whole crew came out well, and all seemed to be

safe and right up to this time—being twenty-

four hours after the arrest of Spencer—the

event which was expected to rouse his accom-

plices to some outbreak for his rescue. But

that critical day was not destined to pass away

without an event which confirmed all the sus-

picions of the commander, and even indicated

the particular criminals. Before the sun had

gone down, this event occurred ; and as it be-

came the turning point in the case, and the point

of departure in the subsequent tragic work, the

commander shall have the benefit of telling it

himself

:

" In the afternoon, the wind having moderat-
ed, skysails and royal studding-sails were set.

• In going large I had always been very particu-

lar to have no strain upon the light braces lead-

ing forward, as the tendency of such a strain

was to carry away ihe light yards and masts.

Whilst Ward M. Gji,gely, one of the best and
most skilful of our 'Apprentices, was yet on the
main royal yard, after setting the main skysail,

a sudden jerk of the weather main royal brace
given by Small and another, whose name I have
not discovered, carried the topgallant-mast
away in the sheeve hole, sending forward the
royal mast with royul skysail, royal studding
sail, main-topgallant staysail, and the head of
the gaft" topsail. Gagely was on the royal yard.
I scarcely dared to look on the booms or in the
larboard gangways where he should have fallen.

For a minute I was in intense agony : in the
next I saw the shadow of the boy through the
topgallant sail, rising rapidly towards the top-
gallant yard, which still remained at tlic mast
head. Presently he rose to view, descended on
the after side to the topgallant-mast cap, and
began to examine with coolness to see what was

Vol. II.—34

first to be done to clear the wreck. I did not
dream at the time that the carrying away of
this mast was the work of treachery—but I

knew that it was an occasion of this" sort, the
loss of a boy overboard, or an accident to a
Sj>ar, creating confusion and intcrruiiting the
regularity of duty, which was likely to be taken
advantage of by the conspirators were they still

bent on the prosecution of their enterprise."

The commander did not dream at the time of

treachery : did not dream of it when he saw the

mast fall : and well he might not, for he had

given the order himself to set the skysails. the

ship running " large " at the time, i. e. with a

favorable wind, and when a slight press of sail

might carry away the elevated, light, and un-

supported mast which carried the skysail. Ho
did not dream of treachery when he saw it fall

under an order which himself had given : but

quickly he had that dream, and ho must tell

himself how it came to him ; thus

:

" To my astonishment, all those who were
most conspicuously named in the programme
of Mr. Spencer, no matter in what part of the
vessel they might be stationed, mustered at the
main-top masthead—whether animated by some
new-born zeal in the service of their country, or
collected there for the purpose of conspiring, it

was not easy to decide. The coincidence con-
firmed the existence of a dangerous conspiracy,

suspended, yet perhaps not abandoned."

This is the way the dream began, in aston

ishment at seeing all those most conspicuously

nominated in the razor-case paper, rush to the

scene of the disaster. Now, for the misfortune

of this paragraph, it came to be proved before

the court-martial, and after the men were dead,

that the majority of those who ran forward:

were not named in the paper at all ! and espe-

cially that one of the two was not upon it who
were presently seized as guilty, and whose haste

to perform a duty was the passport to death-

TJie crew ran to tho place. This would seem

to be the most natural conduct imaginable.

They ran to the place where the mast and boy

were expected to fall. They flew to the place

at which the commander, in his intense agony,

did not dare to look. This haste to such a

place was proof of guilt, take it either way,

either as animated by some new-born zeal to

hide past defection, or to collect for a conspira

cy. The commander finds it hard to decide be-

tween these two purposes ; but take which he

might, it was confirmation of a dangerous con-
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^piracy, and of its Buspcnsion, not abandon-

ment. The sudden running to tho iilace was

tho proof of the conspiracy: tho jerk which

Small, and another whoso name has never yet

been discovered, pave to tho weather main royal

brace, pointed out the two eminently guilty.

What put the seal upon tho confirmation of all

this guilt was the strange and stealthy glances

which Spencer, in his irons, and his head then

out of the bag (for tho heads were left out in

tho day time) cast at it. Hear him

:

" The eye of Mr. Si)encer travelled perpetually

to the masthead, and cast thither mii.iy of those

strange and stealthy glances which I had be-

fore noticed."

The commander nowhere tells when and how

he had previously seen these sinister glances—

certainly not before the revelations of Wales,

as, up to that time, ho was anxious before the

court-martial to show that Spencer was kindly

regarded by him. But the glances. What

more natural than for Spencer to look at such

a startling scene ! a boy falling in the wreck of

a broken mast, and tumbling shrouds, from

fifty feet high: and look ho did— a fair and

honest look, his eyes steadfastly fixed upon it,

as proved by the commander's own witnesses

on the court-martial—especially midshipman

Hays—who testified to the fixed and steady

look ; and this in answer to a question from

the commander tending to get a confirmation

of his own report. Nor did any one whatever

see those strange and furtive glances which the

commander beheld. Now to the breaking of

the mast. This incident was reviewed at the

time by two competent judges—Mr. Fenimore

Cooper, the naval historian, and himself an ex-

naval officer, and Captain William Sturgis of

Boston, cne of the best navigators that Boston

ever bred (and she has bred as good as the

world ever saw). They deemed the breaking of

that slender, elevated, unbraced mast the natural

result of the order which the commander gave

to set the skysail, going as the vessel then was.

She was in the trade-winds, running into West

Indies from the coast of Africa, and nmning

" large." as the mariners express it ; that is to

say, with the wind so crossing her course as to

come F.troP" upon her beam or quarter, and

send hci- weU before it. With such a wind,

these experienced seamen say that the order

which the commander gave might well break

that mast. It would increase the press of lai]

on that delicate and exposed mast, able to beat

but little at the best, and often breaking with

out a perceptible increase of pressure upon it.

But the order which ho gave wius not tlio one

given to the men. lie gave his order to his re-

lation, Mr. 0. II. Pcriy, to have a small pul! on

one brace ; instead of that the order given to

tho men was, to haul, that is, pull hanl, on

ant)ther ; which was dire(;tly contrary to the

order he had received—ono slacking, the other

increasing the press of sail. Under that m-der

the men with alacrity threw their whole wi ight

on the wrong brace ; and the mast cracked,

reeled, and fell immediately. Tho commander

himself saw all this—saw the fault his nephew

had committed—sent for him—reproved him

in tho face of tho crew—told him it was his

fault—the eifect of his inattention. All this

was fully proved before the court-nmrtial,

Perry's own testimony admitted it. Thus-

questioned by the judge advocate :
" After the

mast was carried away were you sent for by the

commander?" Answer: "Yes, sir." 'Who

came for you ? " A. " I don't recollect the per

son." "Was it not McKeo?" A. "I don't

recollect." " What then occurred between yon

and the commander ? " A. " He asked me why

I did not attend to my duties better ? and said

I must do it better in future." " What was the

commander alluding to ? " A. " To my not at-

tending to the brace at the time they were

hauling on it." "Did he say to you, 'this is

all your fault, sir 7^ or words to that effect?"

A. "I don't recollect." "What reply did you

make the commander 1 " A. " I did not maiie

I said, I think, that I understood the or
any.

der to haid on the brace." There vas also

something else proved there, which, like the

other, was not reported in the commander's ac-

count of that portentous event, which wi\s the

immediate cause of a new and terrible line of

conduct. First, there is no mention on the log-

book of tliis rush of the men aft :
secondly,

there is no mention in it of any suspe^ d de-

sign to carry away this topgallant mast. The

commander was seeing when he wrote his re-

port what the keeper of the log-book did not

see at the time it should have happened. And

this point i^: here dismissed willi the num

that, in this case (the men coming fast to ths

I
work) was the sign of guilt: in other cases,
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coming slow wan the Hame sign: no that, faiit

or slow, from the time Wales mado hia revela-

tion, to the time of hanging, all motions, how-

ever ojipositfi to each other, were equally signs

of the wiiMie guilt. The account of this incident

being given, the report proceeds :

" The wreck being cleared, supper was piped

down before sending up the new mast. After

supper the same persons mustered agjiin at the

mast head, aii<l the topgallant mast was Added,

the light yards crossed, and the sails set. By
this time it was dark, and quarters had been

unavoidably dispensed with ; still I thought,

under all the circumstances, that it was scarcely

safe to leave Cromwell at large during the night.

The right was the season of danger. After con-

sult! ng Lieutenant Ganscvoort, I determined to

arres Cromwell. The moment he reached the

deck, ar officer was sent to leeward to guard

the ice-rigging ; and the main stays were also

thought of, though not watched. As his voice

was heard in the top, descending the rigging, I

met hi M I at the foot of Jacob's ladder, surrounded

by the officers, guided him aft to the quarter-

deck, and caused him to sit down. On ques-

tioning him as to the secret conversation he had
held the night before with Mr. Spencer, he de-

nied its being he. lie said ;
' It was not me,

sir, it was Small!' Ciomwell was the tallest

man on board, and Small the shortest. Crom-
well was immediately ironed ; and Small, then
pointed out by an associate to increased suspi-

cion, was also sent for, interrogated, and ironed.

Increased vigilance was now enjoined upon all

the officers ; henceforward, all were perpetually
armed. Either my.^clf, or the first lieutenant
was always on deck ; and, generally, both of us
were."

Two more were now arrested ; and in giving

r.n account of these arrests, as of all others

(fifteen in the whole), the commander forgets

to tell that the arrested persons were bagged,

as well as double-ironed and handcuffed, and
their irons ordered to be examined every half

hour day and night—a ceremony which much
interfered with sleep and rest. And now for

the circumstances which occasioned these ar-

rests : and first of Cromwell. There are but
two points mentioned ; first, " under all the cir-

cumstances." These have been mentioned, and
comprise his looks and attitudes at t' e mornins;

inspection, and his haste in getting to the scene
of the wreck when the mast fell. The next
was his answer to the question upon his secret

conversation with Spencer the night before.

This "night before," seems to be a sad blunder
m point of time. Spencer was in irons on the
larboard arm-chest at that time, a guard over

him, and holding hia life from minute to minute

by the tenure of silence, the absenoo of signs,

and the absence of understanding looks with

any person. It does not seem possible that he

could have (,eld a conversation, secret or public,

with any person during that night, or after his

arrest until his death ; nor is any such any

where else averred : and it is a stupid contradic-

tion in itself. If it was secret, it could not be

known : if it was ojien, both the parties would

have been shot instantly. Upon its stupid con-

tradiction, as well as upon time, the story is

falsified. Besides this blunder and extreme im-

probability, there is other evidence from the

commander himself, to make it quite sure that

nobody could have talked with Spencer that

night. The men were in t'.« hammocks, and

the ship doubly guarded, and the officers pa-

trolling the deck with pistols and cutlasses. Of
this, the report says :

" That night the officers

of the watch were armed with cutlasses and pis-

tols, and the rounds of both decks made fre-

quently, to see that the crew were in their

hammocks, and that there were no suspicious

collections of individuals about the deck." Un-
der these circumstances, it would seem impos-

sible that the previous night's conversation

could have been held by any person with Mr.

Spencer. Next, supposing there was a secret

conversation. It might have been innocent or

idle; for its subject is not iniunated; and its

secret nature precludes all knowledge of it. So

much for Cromwell : now for Small. His case

stands thus :
" Pointed out by an associate to

increased suspicion." Here association in guilt

is assumed ; a mode of getting at the facts he

wanted, almost invariable with the commander,

Mackenzie. Well, the answer of Cromwell, "It

was nou me, it was Small !" would pr' ve no
guilt if it w as true ; but it is impossible to have

been true. But this was only cause of "in-

creased " suspicion : so that there was suspicion

before ; and all the causes of this had been de-

tailed in the official report. First, *"(cre v. ere

the causes arising at inspection that morning

—

faultless cleanliness, shifting liii battle-axe from

one hand to the ether, resting alternately on the

legs, and a ghastly look—to wit : a ghostly

look. He was interrogated : the report does

not say about what : nor does it intimate the

character of the answers. But there were per-

sons present who heard the questions and the

answers, and who told both to the court-martiaL
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The quoatiouH were as to the conTersation with

Spencer, which Wales reported ; and the an-

Bwers were, yea—that ho liad foolisli conversa-

tions with Spencer, but no mutiny. Still there

WHH a stumbling block in the way of arresting

Small. His name was nowhere made tmi

as certain by Spencer. This was a balk : but

there was the name of a man in the list who

was not in the vessel : and this circumstance of

a man too few, suggested an idea that thi-re

should be ii transaction between these names

;

and the man on the list who had no plac<- in the

ship, should give place to him who had [)lace

in the ship, and no place on the list : so Small

was a.ssumed to be Andrews ; and by that he

was arrested, though proved to be Small oy all

testimony—that of his mother inclusive.

The three prisoners were hugged, and how

that process was perfornicd upon them, they

did not live to tell : but others who had under-

gone the same investment, did; and from them

the ojxiration will be learnt. With the arrest

of these two, the bu^ uess of Sunday closed ; and

Monday opened with much flogging of boys, and

a speech fram the commander, of which ho gi^*'S

an abstract, and also displays its capital effects

:

"The eflect of this (speech of the 28th) upon

the crew was various : it filled many with hor-

ror at the idea of what they had escaped from

:

it inspired others with terror at dangers await-

ing them from their connection with the con-

spiracy. The thoughts of returning to that

home, and those friends fnun whom it had been

intended to cut them off for ever, caused many
of them to weep. I now considered the crew
tranquillized and the vessel safe."

Now, whether this description of the emo-

tions excited by the captain's oratory, be reality

or fancy, it is still good for one thing : it is good

for evidence against himself ! good evidence, at

the bar of all courts, and at the high tribunal

of public opinion. It shows that the captain,

only two days before the hanging, was perfect

master of his ship—that the crew was tranquil-

lized, and the vessel Hafe ! and all by the effect

of his oratory : and consequently, that he had

a power within himself by which he could con-

trol the men, and mould them into the emotions

which he pleased. The 28th day came. The

commander had much flogging done, and again

made a speech, but not of such potency as the

other. He stopped Spencer's tobacco, and re-

ports that, " the day after it was stopped, his

spirits gave way entirely. Ho remained the

whole day with his face buried in the gregoe

and when it was raised, it was bathed in tearn.'

So passed the 28th. " On the 29th (rontinues

the n.\>ort) all hands were again cnlUnl to wit-

ness puniwhmcnt," and the comnmuder made

another speech. Hut the whole crew wag fm

from being tranquillized. During thu night He-

ditious cries were heard, Signs of disaflection

multiplied. The commander felt more uneasy

than ho had ever done before. The most n

riously implicated collected in knots. Thej

conferred together in low tones, hushing up. or

changing the subject when an officer approached.

Some of the petty officers had been sounded by

the first I/cu.xnant, aid found to be true to their

colors : they were under the impression tliatthe

vessel was yet far from being safe—that there

were many still at liberty that ought t'> bo con-

fined—that an outbreak, having for its object

the rescue of the prisoners, was seriously con-

templated. Several times durmg the night there

were symptoms of an intention to strike some

blow. Such are a specimen of the circunis anccs

grouped together under vague and intangible

generalities with which the day of the 29th is

ushered in, all tending to one point, ihc danger

of a rescue, and the necessity for more arrests.

Of these generalities, only one was of r. character

to be got hold of before the court nartial, and

it will take a face, under the process of judicial

examination pf witnesses, very different from

that which it wore in the report. After these

generalities, applying to the mass of the crew,

come special accusations against four seamen-

Wilson, Green, McKee, McKinley : and of these

special accusations, a few were got hold of by

the judge advocate on the court-martial. Thus:

1. The handspike sign.—"Mr. Wales de-

tected Charles A. Wilson attempting to draw

out a handspike from under the launch, with

an evident purpose of felling him ; and when

Wales cocked his pistol, and approached, he

could only offer some lame excuse for his pres-

ence there."

This is the amount of the handspike portent,

as reported to the Secretary of the Navy among

the signs which indicated the immediate danger

of the rising and the rescue. This Wales, of

course, was a witness for the couiinaiider, ana

on being put on the stand, delivered his testi-

mony in a continuea narrative, covering the

whole case. In that narrative, he thus intro-

duces the handspike incident

:
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" r then wont to tho stern of the launch, found

Wilson had a number of small holyHtoncH col-

Icctwl thtTo, and wan ondoavorinp; if) pull a gun

hamlspiko ftom tho Htern of the launch : what

hig intentiouH wen) I don't know. I cocked a

pistol, and ordered him in the ganj?way to draw

water. I told him if 1 saw him pulling on tho

handKpike, I should blow his brains out."

'•I then went to the stern," Ac. Thid period

of time of going to tho stern of tho launch, was

immediately after this Wales had detected pcr-

Hons making signs to tho prisoners by putting

their hands to their chins, and when he told

Cromwell if he saw any more signs between

them ho nhould put him to death. It was in-

stantly after this do^'ftion and threat, and of

course at a time when this purser's steward was

in a good mood to sco niKUS and kill, that ho had

thia vision of the handspike : but he happens

to swear that ho does not know with what in-

tent the attempt to pull it out was made. Far

om seeing, as the commander did when ho

OTote the t\>port, that th(> design to fell him

was evident, he does not know what the design

was at all ; but he gives us a glimpse at the in-

side of his own heart, when ho swears that ho

would blow out the brains of Wilson if he saw

him again attempting to pull out the handspike,

wlun he did not know what it was for. Here

is a murderous desipn attributed to Wilson on

an incident with Wales, in which Wales himself

saw no design of any kind ; and thus, upon his

direct examination, and in the narrative of his

testimony, ho convicts the commander of a cruel

and groundless misstatement. But proceed to

the cross-examination : the judge advocate re-

quired him to tell the distance between himself

and Wilson when the handspike was being

pulled by Wilson? He answered forty feet,

more or less ! and so this witness who had gone

to the stem of the launch, was forty feet from

that stern when he got there.

2. Missing their muster.—" McKinley. Green,
and others, missed their musters. Otncrs of
the implicated also missed their musters. I
could not contemplate this growth of disaffec-

tion without serious uneasiness. Where was this
thing to end? Each new arrest of prisoners
seemed to bring a fresh se^ of conspirators for-
ward to occupy the first place."

The point of this is the missing tho musters
;

and of these the men themselves give this ac-

count, in reply to questions from the judge ad-

vocate •

" It was after the arrpst (of Si{)enccr). me and
McKee (it is McKinloy speaks) turned in and
out with ono another when tho watch was
called : wo made a bargain in th»^ first of the
cruise to wake ono another up when the watches
were called. I came up on deck, awaked by
the noise of relieving (iuards, 1ft minutes too

late, and asked McKeo w hy he did not call mo ?

He told mo that the officer would not let 'lim

stir : that they were ordered to lie down on the

deck, and whcai ho lay down ho fell asleep, and
did not wake up : that was why I missed my
muster, being used to Iks waked up by ono an-

other."

Such is tho natural iK,w*ount, veraoious upon

its face, which McKinley gives for missing, by

15 minutes, his midnight muster, and which the

commander characterized as a lame excuse, fol-

lowed by immediate punishment, and a con-

firmed suspicion of mutiny and piracy. All

tho ethers who missed . :i: ters had their ex-

cuses, true on their "ace, goc ! In their nature,

and only varying a. ar ising fr. n the different

conditions of the ran n the tiir;.

3. 7'he African knij. -;£-?•. -* In his sail-bag

(Wilson's) was found a». African knifbof an ex-

traordinary shape—short, and gradually exfland-

ding in breadth, sharp on both aids:'. It was of

no use for any iionost purpose. It was only fit

to kill. It had been secretly sharpened, by his

own confession, the day before with a file to a
perfect edge."

The history of this knife, as brought out be-

fore the coui't-martial was tWs (McKinley, the

witness)

:

" I was ashore on the coast of Africa—I be-

lieve it was at Monrovia that I went ashore, I

having no knifo at the time. I went ashore

there, and saw one of the natives with a knife.

I spoke to Mr. Hciskill (the purser) about

buying it for me. He sent me aboard the brig

(Somers) with some things in the second cutter.

When I came back Warner had bought the

knife I looked at, and Mr. Heiskill bought an
African dirk instead of that, and gave it to me.

I came on board with the knife, and wore it for

two or three days. Wilson saw it, and said he
wanted to buy it as a curiosity to take to New
York. I would rut let him have it then. I

went up on the top;;allant yard, and it nearly

threw me off". It caught in some of the rigging.

When I came dovra, I told Wilsor. he might

have it for one dollar. He promised to give a

dollar out of tho first grog money, or tho first

dollar he could get."

So much for this secret and formidable wea-

pon in the history of its introduction to the

ship—coming through the purser Heiskill, one
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of the supporters of Commander Mackenzie in

all the affairs of these hangings—given as a

present to McKinley, a cot-boy, i. e. who made

up the cots for the officers, who had been a

waiter at Howard's Hotel (N. ¥.), and who was

a favorite in the ship's crew. As for the uses

to which it could only be put—no honest use,

and only fit to kill—it was proved to be in cur-

rent use as a knife, cutting holes in hammocks,

shifting their numbers, &c.

4. The baUle-axe alarm.—"He had begun

also to sharpen his battle-axe with the same as-

sistant (the file) : one part of it he had brought

to an edge."

The proof was the knife and the battle-axe

were publicly sharpened as often as needed, and

that battle-axes, like all other arms, were re-

quired to be kept in perfect order; and that,

sharp and shining was their desired condition.

Every specified sign of guilt was cleared up be-

fore the court-martial—one only excepted ; and

the mention of that was -equally eschewed by

each party. It was the sign of music from the

luxated jaw ! Both parties refrained from al-

luding to that sign on the trial—one side from

shame, the other from pity. Yet it was gravely

reported to the Secretary ofthe Navy as fact, and

as a means of seducing the crew. Returning to

generalities, the informer Wales, presents himself

prominently on this day—this 29th ofNovember,

memorable for its resolves ; and groups a picture

which was to justify all that was to be done

in two days more, and of which the initiation

»»id preliminary steps were then taken.

" The crew still continued very much dissatis-

fied, grumbling the whole time. The master-

at arms was sick at the time, and I attended to

his duties, and had charge of the berth dock.

Their manner was so insulting that, I hud to

br'jig three or four up for punishment (with

the cat-and-nine-tails.) The dissatisfaction con-

tinued to increase (this was the 30tb I think\
and continued till the execution took place,

when I noticed a marked change in their man-

ner : those who were the most unruly and in-

solent were the first to run and obey an order

:

they seemed to anticipate an order."—" Before

that, an order had to bo given two or three

times before it was executed, and when they did

execute it, they would go growling along, as

though tiiCy did iiot eare whetisc-r it was done-

or not. They went slow."

This swearing of Wales tallies with the rejwrt

of the commander in bringing the mutiny up to

the bursting point '>u the 29th of November.

That was a point necessary to be reached, as it

will be seen hereafter, and to be reached on that

day. There was one other point necessary to

be made out, and that was, the mutiny was to

break forth before they arrived at the island

of St. Thomas, as at that place the mutineers

could be landed, or transhipped, and so the

whob thing evaporate. They were now within

less than four days of that island. Spencer had

bet just before they would be there in eight

days—a bet which seemed to say that he had no

thought of preventing her from arriving there,

But it was now necessary to hare the mutiny

to take place before they got to that island;

and this essential point was established by

Wales, by an addition to his previous testimony,

fixing that point. This addition to his testi-

mony caused an inquiry to be put to him by the

judge advocate before the court :
" "When did

you first swear that Mr. Spencer told you that

the mutiny would break out shortly before your

arrival at St- Thomas ? " Answer :
" At the ex-

amination of officers, and of men by the officers.

I forget what day, but I think it was on the

30th of November." This was corroborated in

the view of the commander by the fortune-tell-

ing of the young Rodgers' fate—to die suddenly,

i. e. in the mutiny before they got to St. Thomas,

without adding the remainder of the prediction.

that he was to die a gambler ; and without add-

ing the essential fact, that Spencer had a bet

that she would arrive there by a given day.

On the 30th day of November, at nine o'clock

in the morning, a letter was delivered by the

commander to Lieutenant Gansevoort, Surgeon

Leecock and Purser Heiskill, and four midship-

men, stating the dangers of the ship, and calling

upon them to enlighten the commander with

their opinion as to what phould be done with

Spencer, Small and C' omwell. The letter was

not addressed to any of the acting midshipmen,

the reason why being thut. stated :
" Tliough

they had done men's duty in the late transac-

tion, they were still boys : their opinion could

add but little force to that of the other oi-

cers : it would have been hard, at their early

age, to call upon them to say whether three of

t'-.eir fellow-creatures .should live or die." So

reasoned tlie conimuudcr with respect to the

acting midshipmen. It would seem that the

same reuboning should have excused tlic four

mid.shipmcn on whom this hard task was im-

posed. The letter was delivered at 9 o'clock in

1
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the morning: the nominated officers met in

(what was called) a council : and proceeded im-

mediately to take,what they called testimony, to

be able to give the required opinion. Thirteen

Beamen were examined, under oath—an extra-ju-

dicial oath of no validity in law, and themselves

punishable at common law for administering it:

and this testimony written down in pencil on

loose and separate slips of paper—the three

persons whose lives were to be passed upon,

having no knowledge of what was going on.

Purser Heiskill being asked on the court-mar-

tial why, on so important occasion pen and ink

was not used, answered, he did not know—" that

there were no lawyers there : " as if lawyers

were necessary to have pen and ink used. The

whole thirteen, headed by Wales, swore to a

pattern : and such swearing was certainly never

heard before, not even in the smallest magis-

trate's court, and where the value cf a CvOw and

calf was at stake : hearsays, beliefs, opinions

;

preposterous conclusions from innocent or frivo-

lous actions: gratuitous assumptions of any fact

wanted : and total disregard of every maxim

which would govern the admissibility of evi-

dence. Thus:

Henry King :
" Believed the vessel was in

danger of being taken by them : thinks Crom-

well the htad man : thinks they have been en-

gaged in it ever since they left New York:

thinks if they could get adrift, there would be

danger of the vessel being taken : thinks Spen-

cer, Small, Cromwell and Wilson were the lead-

ers: thinks if Golderman and Sullivan could

get a party among the crew now that they wou»

release the prisoners and take the vessel, and

that they are not to be trusted."- -Charles

Stewart :
" Have seen Cromwell and Spencer

talking together often—talking low : don't think

the vessel safe with these prisoners on board

:

this is my deliberate opinion from what I've heard

King, the gunner's mate, say (that is) that he

had heard the boys say that there were spies

about: 1 think the i)ri8oners have friends on

board who would release them if they got a

chance, I can't give my opinion as to Crom-

well's character : I have seen him at the galley

getting a cnp of coffee now and then."

—

Charles
Ror.Kus: " I believe Spencer gave Cromwell 15

dollars on the passage to Madeira—Cromwell
showed it to me and said Spencer had given it to

hira. If wo get into hard weather I think it will

be liard to look out for all the prisoners : I believe

if there are any concerned in the plot, il would

not be safe to go on our coast in cold or bad

weather with the prisoners : I think they would
rise and take the vessel : I think if Cromwell,

Small, and Spencer were disposed of, our lives

would be much safer. Cromwell and Small un-

derstand navigation: these two are the only

ones among the prisoners capable of taking

charge of the vessel."

—

Andrew Anderson :

" Have seen Spencer and Cromwell often speak-

ing together on the forecastle, in a private way

:

never took much notice : I think it's plain proof

they were plotting to take this vessel out of the

hands of her officers : from the first night Spen-

cer was confined, and from what I heard from

my shipmates, I suspected that they were plot-

ting to take the vessel : I think they are safe

from here to Saint Thomas (West Indies), but

from thence home I think there is great danger

on account of the kind of weather on the coast

and squalls."

—

Oliver B. Browning :
" I would

not like to be on board the brig if he (Crom-

well) was at large : I do not bear him any ill

will : I do not know that he bears me any ill

will : I do not think it safe to have Cromwell,

Spencer and Small on board : I believe tha+ if

the men were at their stations taking caro of

the vessel in bad weather, or any other time

when they could get a chance, they would try

and capture the vessel if they could get a chance

:

to tell you God Almighty's truth, I believe some

of the cooks about the galley, I think they are

the main backers."—H. M. Garty :
" T^elieves

Spencer, Small and Cromwell were determined

on taking the brig : he supposes to turn pirates

or retake slavers : on or about the 11th of Oc-

tober heard Spencer say the brig could, be taken

with six men : I think there are some persons

at large who would voluntarily assist the pris-

oners if they had an opportunity : thinks if the

prisoners were at large the brig would certainly

be in great danger: thinks there are persons

adrift yet who would, if any opportunity offerei

rescue the prisoners : thinks the vessel would

be safer if Cromwell, Spencer, and Small were

put to death."—George W. Warner: " Have

seen Cromwell and Spencer sitting together fre-

quently: h,ive heard Spencer ask Cromwell

what sort of a slaver this vessel would make?

he replied, he thought she would make a nice

slaver : have no doubt he had joined Spencer in

the project of taking this vessel : thinks Crom-

well would have taken the vessel to the north

west coast: Cromwell was in a slaver and taken

a year since at Cuba: has seen Spencer give

Cromwell cigars: thinks Cromwell deserves to

be hung : thinks he is the most dangerous man
in the ship : if I had my way I would hang

him."—Van Vklson: "A good while since

Spencer said he would like to have a ship to go

to the north-west coast: Cromwell and him

was thick: should think Cromwell meant to

join Spencer to ^ake this vessel: Spencer

thought he could raise money to get a ship. My
reason for thinking that Cromwell meant to join

Spencer in taking this vessel, is because I have

frequently seen them in close couversatiou."

The drift of all this swearing was to show

that the men ought not only to be put. to death,

but immediately, to prevent a rescue, and before
ni V
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they got to St. Thomas, and to make an excuse
for not bringing them to the United States,

pleading the difficulty to guard the in in bad
weather on the coast of the United States.

(Among the persons examined, and one of those
who " thinks the vessel would be safer if Crom-
well, Spencer, and Small were put to death,"

was one Garty—Sergeant Michael H. Garty—
who will be especially noticed hereafter.) The
examination of these persons, though com-
menced immediately on receiving the com-
mander's letter, was not finished until nine
o'clock of the next morning, December the
first ; and then upon the pressing application of

Gansevoort (who was absent much of the
time), and telling the council that the com-
mander was waiting for it. The answer was
soon prepared, and delivered, declaring Spencer,

Cromwell, and Small to be guilty of mutiny ac-

cording to the evidence which had come to

their knowledge, and that they were leagued

with others still at large ; and then goes on to
say—" We are convinced that it would be im-

possible to carry them to the United States, and
that the safety of the public property, the lives of

ourselves, and of those committed to our charge,

require that (giving them sufficient time to

prepare) they should be put to death in a man-
ner best calculated to make a beneficial impres-

sion upon the disaflected." And this recom-
mimdation was signed by the whole seven to

whom the commander's letter had been ad-

dressed—among them two names illustrious in

the annals of our navy. The heart grieves over

that view, but draws a veil over the names, and
absolves the boys from the guilt of the transac-

tion. "We know the power of the quarter deck.

The midshipman must be born a Cato, or a
Macon (and such men are only born once in

ages) to be able to stand up against the irresisti-

ble will of that deck. History refuses to see

these boys as agents in the transaction. Mac-
kenzie, Gansevoort, liCecock and Ileiskill, are

tho persons with whom sho deals.

The narrative, thus far following the com-
mander's report, is here suspended for tho pur-

pose of bringing in some circumstances not re-

lated in that report, and which came out before

the coiirt-martial; and the relation of which is

due to the truth of history. 1. That the three

persons whoso lives were thus passed upon
were, during this whole time, lying on the deck
in their multiplied irons, and tied up in strong

tarpaulin bags, wholly unconscious of any pro.
ceeding against them, and free from fear of

death, as they had been made to understand by
the commander that they were to be brought
home to the United States for trial ; and who
reported that to have been his first intention.

2. While this examination was going on and
during the first day of it, Gansevoort (the head
of the council) went to Spencer (telling him
nothing of his object), for the purpose of getting

proofs of his guilt, to be used against him,

whereof he got none; and thus tells his errand

in answer to a question before the court-mar-

tial :
" I am under the impression it was the

30th (of November), for the purpose of his

iroving more clearly his guilt. I took him the

paper (razor-case paper), that he might translate

it so I could understand it. My object was
to obtain from him an acknowledgment of his

guilt." 3. That it had been agreed among the

upper officers two days before that, if anymore
prisoners were made, the three first taken should

sufier immediate death on account of the impos-

sibility of guarding more than they had. This

dire conclusion came out upon question and

answer, from one of the midshipmen whc was

in the council. " Had you an^ discussion on

the 28th of November, as to putting the three

prisoners to death?" Answer: "I don't re-

collect what day Gansevoort asked rae my
opinion, if it became necessary to make more

prisouers, if we should be able to guard thorn?

I told him no." " Did you then give it as your

opinion that Cromwell, Small, and Spencer

should be put to death ? " Answer : " Yes,

sir." Four more officers of the council were

ascertained to have been similarly consulted at

the same time, and to have answered in the

same way : so that tho deaths of the three men

were resolved upon two days before the council

was established to examine witnesses, raid en-

lighten the commander with their opinions. 4.

That it had been resolved that, if moie prison-

ers were taken, the three alreadj in tlie bags

must be put to death ; and, accordingly, while

the council was sitting, and in the cveniug of

their session, and before they had reported

an opinion, four more arrests were made: so

th.it the roTulition became absolute upon which

the three were to die before tho council had

finifched their examination.

This is, perhaps, the first instance in the an-

nals of military or naval courts, in which the
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"er : " I don't re-

eadj in the bags

commander fixed a condition on which prison-

ers were to be put to death—which condition

was to bo an act of his own, unknown to the

prisoners, but known to the court, and agreed

to be acted upon before it was done : and which

was done and acted upon

!

These are four essential circumstances, over-

looked by the commander in his report, but

brought outupon interrogatories before the court.

The new arrests are duly reported by the com-

mander. They were : Wilson, Green, McKin-

ley, McKee. The commander tells how the ar-

rests were made. "These individuals were

made to sit down as they were taken, and when
they were ironed, I walked deliberately round

the battery, followed by the first lieutenant

;

and we made together a very careful inspection

of the crew. Those who (though known to be

Tery guilty) were considered to be the least

dangerous, were called out and interrogated:

care was taken not to awaken the suspic'ons of

such as from courage and energy were really

formidable, unless it were intended to arrest

them. Our prisoners now amounted to seven,

filling up the quarter deck, and rendering it

very difiBcult to keep them from communicating

with each other, interfering essentially with the

management of the vessel." This is the com-
mander's account ofthe new arrests, but he omits

to add that he bagged them as fast as taken and
ironj'd ; and as that bagging was an investment

which all the prisoners underwent, and an un-
usual and picturesque (though ugly) feature

in the transaction, an account will be given of it

in the person of one of the four, which will

stand for all. It is McKinley who giveo it, and
who was bagged quite home to New York, and
became qualified, to give his experience of these
tarpaulin sacks, both in the hot region of the
tropics and the cold blasts of the New York
latitude in the dead of winter. Question by
the judge advocate : " When were you put in

the bags?" Answer: " After the examination
and before we got to St. Thomas." " How were
the bags put on you?" Answer: "They
were laid on deck, and we got into them as well
as we could, feet foremost." " Was your bag
ever put over your head ? " Answer : " Yes,
?ir. The first night it was tied over my head."
"Who was the person who superintended, and
did it?" Answer: "Sergeant Garty was
always Ikerc when we were put into the bags.
I could not see. I could not say who tied it

over my head. He (Garty) was there then."

"Did you complain of it ? " Answer : " After

a while the bag got very hot. Whoever was
the officer I don't know. I told him I was
smothering. I could not breathe. He came
back with the order that I could not have it un-

tied. I turned myself round as well as I could,

and got my mouth to the opening of the bag,

and staid so till morning." Question by a mem-
ber of the court :

" Did you find the bag com-
fortable when not tied over your head? " Ans-
wer : " No, sir. It was warm weather : it was
uncomfortable. On the coast (of the United

States in December) they would get full of rain

water, nearly up to my knees." Catching at

this idea of comfort in irons and a bag. Com-
mander Mackenzie undertook to prove them so

;

and put a leading question, to get an affirmative

answer to his own assertion that this bagging

was done for the "comfort" of the prisoners

—a new conception, for which he seemed to be en-

tirely indebted to this hint from one of the court.

The mode of McKinley's arrest, also gives an
insight i' to the maimer in which that act

was performed on board a United States man-
of-war; and is thus described by McKinley
himself. To the question, when he was arrestf

and how, he answers :
" On the 30th of Noven

ber, at morning quarters I was arrested. The
commander put Wilson into irons. When he
was put in irons the commander cried, ' Send
McKinley aft.' I went aft. The commander
and Gansevoort held pistols at my head, and
told me to sit down. Mr. Gansevoort told

King, the gunner, to stand by to knock out

their brains if they should make a false motion.

I was put in irons then. He ordered Green and
McKee aft : ho put them in irons also. Mr.
Gansevoort ordered me to get on all fours, and
creep round to the larboard side, as I could not
walk." And that is the way it was done

!

The three men were thus doomed to death,

without trial, without hearing, without know-
ledge of what was going on against them ; and
without a hint of what had been done. Oic of the

officiating officers who had sat in the council,

being asked before the court if any suggestion,

or motion, was made to apprise the prisoners of

wliat was going on, and give them a hearing,

answered that there was not. When Governor
Wall was on trial at the Old Bailey for causing

the death of a soldier twenty years before at

Goree, in Africa, for imputed mutiny, he plead

11

I
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the sentence of a drum-head court-martial for

his justification. The evidence proved that the

men so tried (and there were just three of

them) were not before that court, and had no

knowledge of its proceedings, though on the

ground some forty feet distant—about as far off

as were the three prisoners on board the Somers,

with the difference that the British soldiers

could see the court (which was only a little

council of ofiicers), while the American prison-

ers could not see their judges. This sort of a

court which tried people without hearing them,

struck the British judges ; and when the wit-

ness (a foot soldier) told how he saw the

Governor speaking to the officers, and saw them

speaking to one another for a minute or two,

and then turning to the Governor, who ordered

the man to be called out of the ranks to be tied

on a cannon for punishment : when the wit-

ness told that, the Lord Chief Baron McDonald

called out—" Repeat that." The witness re-

peated it. Then the Chief Baron inquired into

the constitution of these drum-head courts, and

to Inow if it was their course to try soldiers

without hearing them : and put a question to

that effect to the witness. Surprised at the

question, the soldier, instead of answering it di-

rect, yes or no, looked up at the judge, and said

:

" My Lord, I thought an Englishman had that

privilege every where." And so thought the

judge, who charged the jury accordingly, and

that even if there was a mutiny ; and so thought

the jury, who immediately brought in a verdict

for murder; and so thought the King (George

III.), who refused to pardon the Governor, or

to respite him for longer than eight days, or to

remit the anatomization of his dead body. There

was law then in England against the oppressors

of the humble, and judges to execute it, and a

king to back them.

The narrative will now be resumed at the

point at which it was suspended, and Com-

mander Mackenzie's official report will still be

followed for the order of the incidents and his

account of them.

It was nine o'clock on the morning of the

first of December, that Gansevoort went into

the ward-room to hurry the completion of the

letter which the council of officers waa drawing

up, and which, under the stimulating remark

that the commander was waiting for it, was

soon ready. Purser Ileiskiil, who had been tlic

pencil scribe of the proceedings, carried the

letter, and read it to the commander. In whal

manner he received it, himself will tell

:

" I at once concurred in the justice of their

opinion, and in the necessity of carrying its re-

commendation into immediate effect. Tiiere

were two others of the conspirators almost as

guilty, so far as the intention was concerned, as

tlie three ringleaders who had been first confined

and to whose cases the attention of the officers

had been invited. But they could be kept in

confinement without extreme danger to the ulti-

mate safety of the vessel. The three chief con-

spirators alone were capable of navigating and

sailing her. By their removal the motive to a

rescue, a capture, and a carrying out of their

original design of piracy was at. once taiien

away. Their lives were justly forfeited to the

country which they had betrayed ; and the in-

terests of that country and the honor and se-

curity of its flag required that the sacrifice, how-

ever painful should be made. In the necessities

of my position I found my law, and in them also

I must trust to find my justification."

The promptitude of this concurrence pre-

cludes the possibility of deliberation, for which

there was no necessity, as the deaths had been

resolved upon two days before the council met,

and as Gansevoort communicated with the com-

mander the whole time. There was no need for

deliberation, and there was none ; and the

rapidity of the advancing events proves there

was no time for it. And in this haste one of

the true reasons for hanging Small and Crom-

well broke forth. They were the only two of

all the accused (Spencer excepted) who could

sail or navigate a vessel ! and a mutiny to tsh

a ship, and run her as a roving pirate, without

any one but the chief to sail and navigate her,

would have been a solecism too gross even for

the silliest apprehension. Mr. M. C. Perry ad-

mitted upon his cross-examination that this

knowledge was " one of the small reasons " for

hanging them—meaning among the lesser rea-

sons. Besides, three at least, may have been

deemed necessary to make a mutiny. Governor

"Wall took that number ; and riots, routs, and

unlawful assemblies require it ; so that in hav-

ing three for a mutiny, the commander was

taking the lowest number which parity of cases,

though of infinitely lower degree, would allow.

The report goes on to show the commander's

»)reparations for the sacrifice ; which prepara-

tions, from his own showing, took place before

the assembling of the council, and in which h

showed his skill and acumen.

"I had for a day or two been disposed to arm
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the petty oflBcers. On this subject alone the

first lieutenant differed from me in opinion, in-

fluenced in some degree by the opinions of some

of the petty officers themselves, who thought that

in the peculiar state of the vessel the commander

and officers could not tell whom to trust, and
therefore had better trust no one. I had made up

my own mind, reasoning more from the proba-

bilities of the case than from my knowledge of

their characters, which was necessarily less inti-

mate than that of the first lieutenant, that they

could be trusted, and determined to arm them. I

directed the first lieutenant to muster them on

the quarter deck, to issue to each a cutlass,

pistol and cartridge-boX; and to rejwrt to me
when they were armed. I then addressed them
as follows :

' My lads ! you are to look to me

—

to obey my orders, and to see my orders

obeyed ! Go forward ! '

"

This paragraph shows that the arming of the

petty officers for the crisis of the hangings had

been meditated for a day or two—that it had

been the subject of consultation with the lieu-

tenant, and also of him with some of the petty

officers ; and it was doubtless on this occasion

that he took the opinions of the officers (as

proved en the court-martial trial) on the subject

ofhanging the three prisoners immediately ifany

more arrests were made. The commander and

his lieutenant differed on the question of arming

these petty officers—the only instance of a

difference of opinion between them: but the

commander's calculation of probabilities led

him to overrule the lieutenant—to make up his

own mind in favor of arming : and to have it

done. The command at the conclusion is emi-

nently concise, and precise, and entirely military

;

and the ending words remind us of the French

infantry charging command : " En avant, mes
enfans !

" in English—" Forward, my children."

The reception of the council recommendation,

and the order for carrying it into effect, were

simultaneous: and carried into effect it was

with horrible rapidity, and to the utmost letter

—all except in one particular—which forms a

dreadful exception. The council had given the

recommendation with the Christian reservation

of allowing the doomed and helpless victims

"sufficient time to prepare"—meaning, of course,

preparation for appearance at the throne of God.

That reservation was disregarded. Immediate
execution was the word ! and the annunciation

of the death decree, and the order for putting it

in force, were both made known to the prisoners

in the same moment, and in the midst of the

awful preparations for death.

" I gave orders to make immediate preparation
for hanging the three principal criminals at the
mainyard arms. All hands were now called to
witness the punishment. The afterguard and
idlers of both watches were mustered on the
quarterdeck at the whip (the hdter) intended
for Mr. Spencer : forecastle-men and foretop-
men at that of Cromwell, to whose corruption
they had been chiefly exposed. The maintop
of both watches, at that mtended for Small,
who, for a month, had filled the situation of
captain of the maintop. The officers were
stationed about the decks, according to the
watch bill J had made out the night before, an'J
the petty officers were similarly distributed, with
orders to cut down whoever should let go the
whip (the rope) with even one hand ; or fail to
haul on (pull at the rope) when ordered."

Here it is unwittingly told that the guard

stations at the hangings were all made out the

night before.

For the information of the unlearned in nautical

language, it may be told that what is called the

whip at sea, is not an instrument of flagellation,

but of elevation—a small tackle with a single

rope, used to hoist light bodies ; and so called

from one of the meanings of the word whip, used

as a verb, then signifying to snatch up suddenly.

It is to be hoped that the sailors appointed to

haul on this tackle had been made acquainted

(though the commander's report does not say

so) with the penalty which awaited them if

they failed to pull at the word, or let go, even

with one hand. The considerate arrangement

for hanging each one at the spot of his imputed

worst conduct, and under an appropriate watch,

shows there had been deliberation on that part

of the subject—deliberation which requires time

—and for which there was no time after the re-

ception of the council's answer ; and which the

report itself, so far as the watch is concerned,

shows was made out the night before. The re-

port continues

:

" The ensign and pennant being bent on, and
ready for hoisting, I now put on my full uni-

form, and proceeded to execute the most pain-

ful duty that has ever devolved on an Ameri-
can commander

—

that of announcing to the

criminals theirfate."

It has been before seen that these victims had

no knowledge of the proceedings against them,

while the seven officers were examining, in a

room below, the thirteen seamen whose answers

to questions (or rather, whose thoughts) were

to justify the fate which was now to be an-

nounced to them. They had no knowledge of
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it at the time, nor afterwards, until standing in

the midst of the completed arrangentcnts for

their immediate death. They were brought into

the presence of death before they knew that

any proceedings had been had against them, an(i <

while under the belief, authorized by the cori-

mander himself, that they were to bo brought

home for trial. Their fate was staring them in

the face before they knew it had been doomed.

The full uniform of a commander in the Ameri-

can navy had been put on for the occasion, with

what view is not expressed ; and, in this im-

posing costume,—feathers and chapeau, gold

lace and embroidery, sword and epaulettes

—

the commander proceeded to announce their fate

to men in irons—double irons on the logs, and

iron cuffs on the hands—and surrounded by

guards to cut them down on the le«<?t attempt

to avoid the gallows which stood beil (• them.

In what terms this annunciation, ;i' rather,

these annunciations (for there was a separate

address to each victim, and each address adapted

to its subject) were made, the captain l.imself

will te]',

" I informed Mr. Spencer that svhen he had
been about to take my life, and to dishonor me
as an offictr w!!ien in the execution of my right-

ful duty, wUiiout cause of offence to him, on
speculation, it had bees his intention to remove
me suddenly from the world, in the darkness of

the night, without a momt it to utter one r rur-

mur of afiection to my wii"" tnd children—one

prayer for their welfare. His life was now for-

feited to his country ; and the >iec«ssitios of the

case growing out of his corruption rf the crew,

compelled me to take it. I would not, however,

imitate his intended example. If there yet re-

mained one feeling true to nature, it should be

gratified. If he had any word to send to hia

parents, it should berecorded uTidfaithfully de-

livered. Ten minutes sSi^uld be granted him for

this purpose ; and Midshipman Egbert Thompson
was called to note the time, and inform me when
the ten minutes had elapsed."

Subsequent events require this appeal to

Spencer, and promise to him, to be noted. IIo

is invoked, in the name of Nature, to speak to

his parents, and his words promised deliveiy.

History will have to deal with that invocation,

and promise.

This is the autographic account of the annun-

ciation to St>encer -, and if there is ft par-ille!

to it in Christendom, this writer has yet to

learn the instance. The vilest : jalefactors,

convicts of the greatest crimes, are allowed an

interval for themselves when standing between

time and eternity j and during that time they

arc left, undisturbed, to their own thoughts.

Even pirates allow thi » much to vanquished and

si'bdued men. The sMp had religious exercises

ipoii it, and had multiplied their performance

since the mutiny had been discovered. The

commander was a devout attendant at these

exercises, and harangued the crew morally and

piously daily, and in :iiis crisis twice or thrice a

day. He might havt been of some consolation

to the desolate youth in this supreme moment,

He might have spoken to him some word* of pity

and of hope : he luight at least have refrained

from reproaches : he jnight have omitted the

comparison in which he as-^umed to hiriself >'icha

superiority over Spencer in '.he mannc: dltAiking

life. It was the Pharisee that thanked Gud he

was not like other men, nor like that Pubiio'tn.

But the Pharii > J did not take the Publican's

lif.!, ;•! • charge iiim with crimes. Besides, the

Cv) :pari3on was not true, admitting that Spencer

intmx'if.l to ki'l him in his sleep. There is no

diffbrcr.'fl of lia?,-> between one minute ai;d ten

zninutei- iv tbe b>.73iness of killing; and the

iKOSt svi-ideu death,—a bullet through the heart

ju sleep—would be mercy compared to the ten

minutes' reprieve allowed Spencer : and that

time taken up (as the event proved) in harass-

ing the mind, enraging the feelings, and in de-

stroying the'character of the young man before

he destroyed his body. It is to be hoped that

the greater part of what the commander says

he said to Spencer, was not said : it would be less

discreditable to make a false report in such cases

than to have said what was alleged ; and there

were so many errors in the commander's report

that disbelief of it becomes easy, and even ohli-

gatory. It is often variant or improbable in Itself,

and sometimes impossible ; and almost entirely

contradicted by the testimony. In the vital—

really vital—case of holding the watch, he Is con-

tra<ilcted. He says Midshipman Thompson was

called to note the time, and to report Its expira-

tion. Mr. 0. H. Perry swore in the court that the

order was given to him—that he reported it—and

that the commander said, " very well." Tiiis was

clear and positive : but Mr. Thompson was ex-

amined to the same point, and testified thus'

" That he hrfH him (the commander) say some-

thing about ;< ;: minutes—that he told Mr. Perry,

he thinks, to liu'o the time—that Perry and him-

self both noted It—thinks he reported it—don't

recollect what the commander said—is under an

s
m
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elings, and in de-

impression ho said " very good." So that Mr.

Perry was called to note the time, and did it,

and reported it, and did not know that Thomp-

son had done it. To the question, " What did

Mr. Thompson say when he came back from re-

porting the time ?
" the answer is : "I did not

know that he reported it." At best, Mr.

Thomp vin was a volunteer in the business, and

tu ) int'iift rent to i( ;o km>vy what he did. Mr.

0. fl, I'lrry is the one that had the order, and

di} the i-laty. Now it i' quite immaterial which

liiti'. th. oru'jr : but it if -.Piy material that the

coromandt-r siiculd remciAiber the true man.

—

The manner in which the young man received

this dreadful intelligence, is thus reported

:

m

"ThiE intimation quite overpowered him.

IT'! fell upon his katai, and said he was not fit

to die."

"Wi;s not fit to die 1 " that is to say, was not

in a con; ;; Ion to appear before his God. The

quick perishing of the body was not the thought

that came to his mind, but the perishing of his

fioul, and his suddcu appearance before his

Maker, unpurged of the sins of this life. Virtue

was not dead in the heart which could forget

itself and the world in that dread moment, and
only think of his fitness to appear at the throne

ol' Heaven. Deeply afiecting as this expression

was—am not fit to die—it was still more so as

actually spoken, and truly stated by competent

witnesses before the court. "When he told

him he was to die in ten minutes, Spencer told

him he was not fit to die—that he wished to

live longer to get ready. The commander said,

I know you are not, but I cannot help it."—

A

remarK which was wicked in telling him he
knew he was not fit to die, and false, in saying

he could not help it. So far from not being able

to help it, he was the only man that could pre-

vent the preparation for fitness. The answer
then was, an exclamation of unfitness to die,

and a wish to live longer to get ready. But
what can be thought of the heart which was
dead to such an appeal ? and which, in return,

could occupy itself with reproaches to the
desolate sinner ; and could deliver exhortations

J).e trembling fleeting shadow that was before

!
^0 study looks and attitudes, and set an

tAample of decorous -jyiug to his two compan-
ions in dr^ath? for that was the conduct of
Mackenzie

: and here is his account of it:

" I repeated to him his own catechism, and
begged him at least to let the officer set to the
men he had corrupted and seduced, the example
of dying with decorum."

" The men whom he had corrupted and se-

duced,"—outrageous words, and which the com-

mander says, "immediately restored him to

entire self-possession." But they did not turn

away his heart from the only thing that occu-

pied his mmd—that of fitting himself, as well

as he could, to appear before his God. He com-

menced praying with great fervor, and begging

from Heaven that mercy for his soul which was
denied on earth to his body.

The commander then went off to make the

same annunciation to the other two victims, and

returning when the ten minutes was about half

out—when the boy had but five minutes to live,

as he was made to believe—he soon made ap-

parent the true reason which nil this sudden

announcement of death in ten minutes was in

reality intended for. It was to get confessions

!

it was to make up a record against him ! to ex-

cite him against Small and Cromwell ! to take

advantage of terror and resentment to get

something from him forjustification in taking his

life ! and in that work he spent near two hours,

making up a record against himself of revolting

atrocity, aggravated and made still worse by the

evidence before the court. The first movement
was to make him believe that Cromwell and

Small had informed upon him, and thus induce

him to break out upon them, or to cujfess, or

to throw the blame upon the others. He says

:

" I returned to Mr. Spencer. I explained to
him how Cromwell had made use of him. I
told him that remarks had been made about the
two, and not very flattering to him, and which
he might not care to hear ; and which showed
the relative share ascribed to each of them in
the contemplated transaction. He expressed
great anxiety to hear what was said."

It is to be borne in mind that Spencer was in

prayer, with but five minutes to go upon, when
Mackenzie interrupts him with an intimation of

what Small and Cromwell had said of him, and
piques his curiosity to learn it by adding, " which

he might not care to hear "—artfully exciting

his curiosity to know what it was. The desire

thus excited, he goes on to tell him that one had
called him a damn fool, and the other had con-

sidered him Cromwell's tool : thus

:
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" Ono had told the first lieutenant :
' In my

opinion, sir, you have tho damned fool on the

larboard arm-chest, and the damned villain on the

starboard.' And another had remarked, that

after the vessel should have been captured by
Spencer, Cromwell might allow him to live, pro-

vided he made himself useful ; he would pro-

bably make him hia secretary."

Spencer was on tho larboard arm-chest

;

Cromwell on the starboard : so that Small was

tho speaker, and the damned fool applied to Spen-

cer, and the damned villain to Cromwell : and

Spencer, who had all along been the chief, was

now to be treated as an instrument, only

escaping with his life if successful in taking

the vessel, and, that upon condition of making

himself useftil ; and then to have no higher

post on the pirate than that of Cromwell's

secretary. This was a hint to Spencer to turn

States' evidence against Cromwell, and throw

the whole blame on him. The commander con-

tinues, still addressing himself to Spencer

—

" [ think this would not have suited your
temper."

This remark, inquisitively made, and evidently

to draw out something against Cromwell, failed

of its object. It drew no remark from Spencer; it

merely acted upon his looks and spirit, according

to the commander—who proceeds in this strain

:

" This effectually aroused him, and his coun-

tenance assumed a demoniacal expression. He
said no more of the innocence of Cromwell.

Subsequent circumstances too surely confirmed

his admission of his guilt. He might perhaps

have wished to save him, in fulfilment of some
mutual oath."

This passage requires some explanation. Spen-

cer had always declared his total ignorance of

Cromwell, and of his visionary schemes : he re-

peated it earnestly as Mackenzie turned off to

go and announce his fate to him. Having en-

raged him against the man, he says he now said

no more about Cromwell's innocence ; and catch-

ing up that silence as an admission of his guilt,

he quotes it as such ; but remembering how
often Spencer had absolved him from all know-

ledge even of his foolish joking, he supposes

he wished to save him—in fulfilment of some

mutual oath. This imagined cause for saving

him ia shamefully crratuitous, unwarranted

by a word from any delator, not inferrible

from any premises, and atrociously wicked. In

fact this whole story after the commander re-

turned from Small and Cromwell, is without

warrant from any thing tangible. Mackemio

got it from Qansevoort ; and Gansevoort got

one half from one, and tho other half from an-

other, without telling which, or when—and it

was provably not then ; and considering the

atrocity of such a communication to Spencer at

such time, it is certainly less infamous to the

captain and lieutenant to consider it a falsehood

of their own invention, to accomplish their omi

design. ...lackenzie's telling it, however, was in-

fernal. The commander then goes on withi

batch of gratuitous assumptions, whicli Bhowj

he had no limit in such assumptions but m his

capacity at invention. Hear them I

" He (Spencer) more probably hoped that he

might yet get possession of the vessel, and carry

out the scheme of murder and outrage matured

between them. It was in Cromwell that lie had

apparently trusted, in fulfilment of some aj^ree-

ment for a rescue ; and he eloquently plead to

Lieutenant Gansevoort when Cromwell was

ironed, for his release, as altogether ignorant of

his designs, and innocent. He had endmvored

to make of Elisha Andrews appearing on the

list of the " certain," an alias for Small, though

his name as Small appeared also in the list of

those to effect the murder in the cabin, by falsely

asserting that Small was a feigned name, when

he had evidence in a letter addressed by Small's

mother to him that Small was her name as well

as his."

Assumptions without foundations, inferences

without premises, beliefs without knowledge,

thoughts without knowing why, suspicions

without reasons—are all & secies of inventions,

but little removed from direct falsehood, and

leaves the person who indulges in them without

credit for any thing he may say. This was pre-

eminently the case with the commander Slidell

Mackenzie, and with all his informers; and

here is a fine specimpn of it in himself. First:

the presumed probability that Spencer yet hoped

16 get possession of the vestel, and carry out

the scheme of murder and piracy which ho had

matured. What a presumption m such a case

!

the case of men, ironed, bagged and heipless,-

standing under the gallows in the midst of

armed men to shoot and stab for a motion or a

sign—and a presumption, not only without a

shadow to rest upon, but contradicted by the

entire current of all that was sworn—even by

Garty and Wales. " Fulfilment of secret agree-

ment for rescue." Secret ! Yes i very secret
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indeed ! There was not a man on board the

vessel that ever heard such a word as rescue pro-

nounced until after the arrests! The crazy

misgivings of a terrified imagination could alono

have invented such a scheme of rescue. The

name of Small was a sad stumbling block in the

road to his sacrifice, as that of Andrews to the

truth of the razor case paper. One was not in

the list, and the other was not in the ship : and

all these forced assumptions were to reconcile

these contradictions ; and so the idea of an alias

dictus was fallen upon, though no one had ever

heard Small called Edward Andrews, and his

mother, in her letter, gave her own name as her

son's, as Small. Having now succeeded in get-

ting Spencer enraged against his two companioas

in death, the commander takes himself to his

real work—that of getting confessions—or get-

ting up something which could be recorded as

confessions, under the pretext of writing to his

father and mother : and to obtain which all this

refined aggravation of the terrors of death had

been contrived. But here recourse must be had

to the testimony before the court to supply de-

tails on which the report is silent, or erroneous,

and in which what was omitted must be brought

forward to be able to get at the truth. McKinley

swears that he was six or eight feet from Spen-

cer wlien the commander asked him if he wished

to write. Spencer answered that he did. An ap-

prentice named Dunn was then ordered to fetch

paper and campstool out of the cabin. Spencor

took the pen in his hand, and said—" I cannot

write." " The commander spoke to him in a

low tone. I do not know what he then said. I

saw i'n> commander writing. Whether Mr.

Spencer asked him to write for him or not, I

can't say."—Mr. Oliver H. Perry swears : " Saw
the commander order Dunn to bring him paper

and ink ; saw the commander write : was four

or five feet from him while writing : heard no

part of the conversation between the commander
and Spencer : was writing ten or fifteen min-

utes."—Other witnesses guess at the time as

high as half an hour. The essential parts of

this testimony, are-^rs/, That Spencer's hands
were ironed, and that he could not write : sec-

ondly, that the commander, instead of releasing

his hrvnds, took the pen and wrote himself:

third,
y, that he carried on all his conversation

with Spencer in so low a voice that those within
four or five feet of him (and in the deathlike

stillness which then prevailed, and the breathlcsa

anxiety of every one) heard not a word of
what passed between them ! neither what Mac-
kenzie said to Spencer, nor Spencer said to him.

Now the report of the commander is silent upon

this lowness of tone which could not be heard

four or five feet—silent upon the handcuffs of

Spencer—silent upon the answer of Spencer

that ho could not write ; and for which he sub-

stituted on the court-martial the answer that he
" declined to write "—a substitution which gave

rise to a conversation between the judge advo-

cate and Mackenzie, which the judge advocate

reported to the court in writing ; and which all

felt to be a false substitution both upon the tes-

timony, and the facts of the ca.se. A man in

iron handcuffs cannot write ! but it was neces-

sary to show him " declining " in order to give

him a recording secretary ! And it is silent

upon the great fact that ho sat on the arm-chest

with Spencer, and whispering so low that not a

human being could hear what passed : and, con

sequently, that Mackenzie chose that he himself

should be the recording secretary on that occa-

sion, and that no one could know whether the

record was true or false. The declaration in

the report that Spencer read what was written

down, and agreed to it, will be attended to here-

after. The point at present is the secrecy, and

the fact that the man the most interested in the

world in getting confessions from Spencer, was
the recorder of these confessions, without a

witness 1 without even Wales, Gansevoort, Gar-

ty ; or any one of his familiars. For the rest,

it becomes a fair question, which every person

can solve for themselves, whether it is possible

for two persons to talk so low to one another for,

from a quarter to half an hour, in such profound

stillness, and amidst so much excited expecta-

tion, and no one in arm's length able to hear

one word. If this is deemed impossible, it may
be a reasonable belief that nothing material was
said between them—that Mackenzie wrote with-

out dictation from Spencer; and wrote what

the necessity of his condition required—confes-

sions to supply the place of total want of proof

—admissions of guilt—acknowledgments that

he deserved to die—begging forgiveness. And
so largo a part of what he reported was proved

to bo false, that this reasonable belief of a fab-

ricated dialogue becomes almost a certainty.

The commander, now become sole witness of
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Spencer's IanI words—words spoken if at all

—

after his time on earth was out—after the an-

nouncement in his presence that the tcnmirjutes

were out—and hearing the commander's re-

sponse to th' notification, "Verj well:" this

commander thus proceeds with his report :
" I

asked him if he had no message to send to his

fiiends ? He answered none that they would

wish to receive. When urged still further to

send some words of consolation in so great an

a£Biction, ho said, ' Tell them I die wishing them

every blessing and happiness. I deserve death

for this and many other crimes—there are few

crimes I have not committed. I feel sincerely

penitent, and my only fear of death is that my
repentance may come too late.' "—This is what

the commander reports to the Secretary of the

Navy, and which no human witness could gain-

say, because no human being was allowed to

witness what was said at the time ; but there it

another kind of testimony, independent ofhuman

eyes and ears, and furnished by the evil-doer

himself, often in the very effort to conceal 'uis

guilt, and more convincing than the oath of any

witness, and which fate, or accident, often brings

to light for the relief of the innocent nnd the

confusion of the guilty. And so it was in this

case with Commander Alexander Slidell Mac-

kenzie. That original record made out upon in-

audible whispers on the camp-stool! It still

existed—and was produced in court—and here

is the part which corresponds (should corres-

pond) with this quoted part of the report, and

constituting the first [.art of the confession :

" When asked if he had any message to send ;

none that they would wish to receive. After-

wards, that you die wishing them every bless-

ing and happiness ; deserved death for this and

other sins ; that you felt sincerely penitent, and

only fear of death was that your repentance

might be too to<e."—Compared together, and it

is seen thai the words " other sins," in the third

sentence, is changed into " many other crimes,"

—words of revoltingly different import—going

beyond what the occasion required—and evi-

dently substituted as an introduction to the

further gratuitous confession :
" Inhere arc few

crimes which I have not committed." Great

consolation in this for those parcnu for whom
the record was made, and who ne%or saw it ex-

cept as promulgated through the {)ublic press.

In any court ofjustice the entire report would be

discredited upon this view of flagrant and wicked

falsifications. For the rest, there is proof that

the first sentence is a fabrication. It is to be

recollected that this inquiry m to Spencer's

wishes to communicate with his pan r \\jj

uiado publicly, and before the pen, ink auU pa.

per was sent for luid that the answi-r was the

inducement to send for those writing materials,

That public an' v ; ni.\; >u rd by those arourd

and was {)ms firoynt be^^re the court-martia,-

McKinley iho witutsa. '^The commander

asked hi in if he wished to write? Mr. Spcn-

cer said iic did. The commander ordered Dunn

to fetch paper and carapstool out of the cabin,

Spencer took the pen in his hand—he said, 'I

cannot write.' The commandc- |> .

in a low tone : I do not know what he then

said. I saw the commander writing." This

testimony contradicts the made-up report, in

showing that Spencer was asked to write liim-

self, instead of sending a message : that the de-

claration. " nothing that they would wish to

hear" is a fabricated addition to what he did

gay—and that he was prevented from writing,

not from disinclination and declining, as the

<^mni,'inder attempted to make out, but because

upon trial—after taking the pen in his hand-

he could not with his handniffs ^n. Certainly

this was understood beforehand. Men do not

write in iron handcuffs. They were kft ou to

permii the commander to become hi,s secretary,

and to send a message for him ; whicn message

he never sent ! the promise to do so beinp; a

mere contrivance to get a chance of writing for

the Secretary of the Navy, and the public.

The official report continue,s :
" T asked him if

there was anv one he had injure to whom he

could yet mul r'jparu on—any suffering ol

loquy for crimes which he 1 id committed. He

made no answer ; but soon after continued :
' I

have wronged -: any persons, but cl'lefly my pa-

rents.' He said ' this will kill my poor mother,'

I was not before aware that he had a mdiher."

The corresponding sentences in th*; original, run

thus : " Many that he had onged »
-it did not

know how reparation couia m. to them.

Your parents most wronged . . • himself

by saying he had entertainca same idem in John

Adams and Potomac, but had not ripened iiitc

.... Do you not think lat sucii a

mania should .... certainly. Objected

to manner of death." The dots in place of
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words indicate the places where the writing was

illegible. The remarkable variations between

the report and the original in these sentences

is, that the original leaves out all those criinew

which he had committed, and which were bring-

ing obloquy upon others, and t<» which ho made

no answer, but shows that hi> did make answer

as to having wronged persons, nd that answer

was, that he did not know how > "paration could

bo made. There is no mention of mother in

this part of the original—it comes in long after.

Then the John Adams ai the Potomac, which

are here mentioned in the t\'. olfth line of the

original, only appear in the fifty-sixth in the re-

port—and the long gap filled up with things

not in the original—and the word " idea," as

attributed to Spencer, substitute! I by " mania."

The report continues (and here it is told once

for a'l, that the quotations both from the report

and the original, of which it should be a copy,

follow cnrh in its place in cons' nitive order,

leavinj; un u'ap beUvecn each quoted part and

what precedi'd it): '' when, rrcoveredfrom tlie

pain of this announcement {^the tjfect upon hi

mother), I asked him if it would not hn ve been

still more dreadful had he Kuccecded in his at-

tempt, murdered the officers and the greater

part of tho crew of the ves.-ol, and run that

careei oidime which, with so much satisfaction

he had marked out for himself: h replied fd

a p'uise; 'I do no< low what would havi ue-

mie of ine if I ua , succeeded.' I old hiiii

Ctomwoll would )on have made v it,h him.

and McKii 'i>y would probably ive clef"

tlie whole of them from his path." The
responding part of the original runs thus:

"Objcj.ed to manner of death : rciiuested to be

shot, Could not make any distinction betw<«

n

him and those he d seduced. Justifiable de-

sire at first to ... . The last words he
had to say, and hoped they would be believed,

that Cromwell w. -innocent .... Crom-
well. Admitted was just th.i' no distinction

should Ix made. Thife is the nsecutive part
m the 01 i^inal, be;, aning in utter variance with

:iUhouldbe its counterpart—hardly toi.-h-

thesaui" p. a —leaving out all the cru. 1

'aches which the offi. .il report; heaps upon
tsptii I r -ending with the intri-ducti:!! of from-
well, bui without the innor<>nce which the
original contains, with the ^ul utution of
Cionuvell's destruction of him, and with the

Vol. II.—35

addition of McKinloy's destruction of them all,

and ultimate attainment > chief place in

that long career of piracy v^ was to bo ran

—and ran in that state of th. , orld in which no
pirate couM live at all. > , hai was actually said

alx)ut Cromwell's innocence by Spencer and by
McKinley as coming from Cromwell " to stir

up the devil between them," as the historian

Cooper remarked, was said before this writing

commenced
! said when Mackenzie returned from

announcing the ten minutes lease of life to him
and Small ! which Mackenzie himself had re-

ported in a previous part of his report, before

the writing materials were sent for : and now,
strange enough, introduced again in an after

place, but with such alterations and additions

as barely to leave their identity discoverable.

The official report proceeds :
'" I fear, said he,

this may injure my father.' I told him it

was too late to think of that—that had ho

succeeded in his wish< • it would have injured

his father much mon iiat had it been possible

to have taken him homo as I intended to do, it

was not in nature that his father should not

have interfered to save him

—

thatfor those who
havefriends or money in America there was
no punishnu 'for the worst of crimes—that

though this had nothinp- to do with my determi-

nation, which had been li reed upon me in spite

of every cfibrt I had made to avert it, I, on this

account the less regixtted the dilemma in which
I was placed : it would injure his father a great

deal more if ho got home alive, should he be
con mned and yet escape. The best and only

or .0 V hich he could do his father wi^s to

di( —Now from the original, beginning at the

end o! the last quotation: "Asked that his face

might be covered. Granted. When he found

that his repentance might not be in season, I

nferred him to tl story of the penitent thief.

Tried to find it. Com ! not. Read the Bible, the

prayer-book. Did not know what would have

become of him if ht *- d succeeded. Makes no
objection to death, but ol>, ts to time. Reasons

—God would ,.uderstand f him oflences

. many crimes. Dies, ^ .iug God to less

and T"oserv( I am afraid thit will

injiuo my father."—The quotatioi tl re-

j-rt opens with -rrrehended fem --.iry to

his father: it conci Its wit! ; commei, ^ him
to die, as the nly rvice he • ould reni. r that

parent : and tiie whole is token up with thai
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topic, and crowned with tho assertion that, for

those wholiiivo frieiidH or iiioiioy in AmiTioa there

is no imnishineiit for tho worst of crimeH—

a

sweeping i-ei«n)ucl» upon the Ainer'can jiuliciary ;

and, however unfounded in liis brood denuncia-

tion, may he n«t himself have counted on the

benefit of tho laxity of justice which ho de-

nounced? and—inori' -did ho not receive it?

The rest of the paragraph is only remiu kablo

for tho declaration of tho intention to have

bruupht his prisoners home, and of tho change,

of which intention they had no notice until

placed in the prcBcnce of tlie completed prepa-

rations for death, ami told they had but ten

minutes, by the watch, to live—Turning to the

original of this paragraph, and it will bo seen

that it opens with preparations for death—goes

on in tho same spirit—barely mentions his

father—and ends with his death—" dies pray-

ing God to bless and preserve ^^ ....
This is evidently the termination of the whole

scene. It c^iiries him through the last prepara-

tions, and cuds his lift>-secs him die praying to

God. Now does tlic report give any of these

circumstances? None. Does the report stop

there ? It does not. Does it go on ? Yes
:
two

hundred and thirty lu s further. And the

original record go on further ? Yes : sixty lines

further—which was just double the distance it

had come. Here wa.s a puzzle. The man to be

talking double as much after his death as before

it. This solecism required a solution—and re-

ceived it before the court-martial: and tho

solution was that this double quantity was

written after hanging—how long, not stated—

but after it. Before the court Mackenzie de-

livered in a written and sworn statement, that

his record embracing what was taken down from

tho lips of Spencer finished at the sentence-

« / am afraid this will injure my father :

'-

and that the remainder was vritten shortly

afterwards. Now the part written before tho

death was thirty-three lines : tho part written

shortly after it, is above fifty. This solecism

explained, another difficulty immediately arises.

The commander reported that, " he (Spencer)

read over what he {Mackenzie) had written

down,^^ and agreed to it all, with one exception

which was > »
r ecteu. Now he could not have

read the fift.. I lines which were written

after his death. (AH the lines here mentioned

are the short ones in the double column pages

of tlio piiblished, "Official Proceedings of the

Naval Co«irt Martial.) " These fifty odrl lines

could not b;ivc l>eon read by Si)cncer. That Is

certain. The previous thirty-three it is morally

certain ho never read. They aro in some places

illegible—in others unintelligible; and aie

printed in the official report with blanks because

there were parts which could not be read. No

witness says they were read by Spencer.

Tho additional fifty odd lines, expanded by

additions and variations into about two hundrol

in tho official report requires but a brief notice,

parts of it being .jjlifications and aggravations

of what had been previously noted, aiul adli-

tional insults to Spencer ; with an accumulation

of acknowledgments of guilt, of williiijrncss to

die, of obligations to the commander, and en-

tP ties for his forgiveness. One part of the

repi'i'ted scene was even more than usually in-

human. Spencer said to him :
" But are you

not going too far ? are you not too fasti docs

the law entirely justify you ? " To this the

commander represents himself as rei'lying;

"That he (Spencer) had not consulted him in

his arrangements—tli t his opinion could not bi

an unprejudirod one—that I had consulted all

his brother oiiicers, his messmates included, ex-

cept tho bova
i
and I placed befoiv him their

opinion. Ik- stated that it was jusi -that he

deserved death." For the honor of human na-

ture it is to be hoped that Maek> ii/.ic reports

himself falsely here—which is probable, both on

its face, and because it is not in the original

record. The commander says that he begged

for one hour to prepare himself for death, say-

ing the time is so short, asking if there was time

for repentance, and if he could be changed so

soon (from sin to grace). To the request for

the hour, tho commander says no answer was

given • to tho other parts he reminded him of

the :hief on the cross, who was pardoned by

our Saviour, and that for the rest, God wouU

understand the difficulties of his situation and

be merciful. The commander also represents

liimself as recapitulating to Spencer the arts he

had used to seduce the crew. Thr- commander

says upwards of an hour elapsed before the

hanging: he might have said two hours: for

tb.e doom of the prisoners was announced at

about eleven, and they were hung at one. liut

no part of this delay was for their benefit, as lie

would make believe, but for his own, to get 'on-
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fcsHionH vindt-r tlie agonies of terror. No jMirt

of it—not even the whole ten niinutiH—was

ftllowed to iSiHiUcer to nuike liiH |)eace with God
;

but continually interrupted, (juestioned, out-

raged, infliinied againnt hid cunipiinionH in dentil,

ho had liiH devotions broken in U|)on, and him-

gflf deprived of one peaceful moment to com-

mune with Ood.

i'lie report of the confesKions is fal.so upon its

fuee: it is also invalidated by other matter

within itself, sliowing that ^Iackcnzio ha<l two

opposite ways of HjK'akinn <ii the same person,

and of the same incident, before and after the

!>sinn up<'u Spencer's life. I Bpcak of the at-

tempt, and of the reasons given for it, to get the

voungniau Iransfir'ed to another vchhcI before

.sailing fmm New York. According to the ac-

count given first of these reasons, and at the

time, the disire to get hinj out of the Somers

was entirely occasioned by the crowded state

of tli<! nudshij)inen's room—seven, where only

five could be accomm* dated. Thus

:

"When we were on the eve of sailing, two
midrthipmen who had Ix'cn with me before, and
in whom 1 had confidence, joined the vessel.

This carried to seven, the number to occupy a
space capable of accommodating only five. I had
lieard that Mr. iSpencer had expressed a wil-

lingness to be tninsferred from the Somers to

the (Inunpus. I directed Lieut. Gan.sevoort to

say to him that if he would apply to Conmiodorc
Perry to detach him (there was no time to com-
raunicate with the Navy Department), I would
second tin- application. He made the applica-

tion; I , cconded it, earnestly urging that it

siiould be granted on ine score of the comfort
of the young officers. The commodore declined
detaching Mr. Spencer, but ofiered to detach
midshipman Henry Rodger who bad been last

ordered. 1 could nut lOnsc a to pikrt with Mid-
shipman Rodgers, whom I knew to be a seaman,
an ofRcer, a gentleman ; a young man of high
attainments within his profession and ))cyond
it. The Somers sailed with seven in her steer-

age. They could not all sit together round the
table. The two oldest and most useful had no
lockers t" put their clothes in, and have slept

during tl <ruise on the steerage deck, the camp-
stools, the booms, in the tops, or in the quarter
boats."

Nothing can be clearer than this statement.

It was to relieve the steerage room where the

young midshipmen congregated, that the trans-

fer uf Spencer was requested; and this was
after Captain Mackenzie had been informed that

the young man had been dismissed from the

Hnizilian scjuadron, lor drunkenness. "And
this fact," he » ii<l, "made mo very deHirous of

his removal IVum the vessel, cliiefly on account

of the young men who were to mess and be

associated with bim, tho rather that two of

them were connected with me by blood and

two by marri.ii^e ; and all four intrusted to my
especial caro.'' After the deaths he wrote oif

tlie same incident in these words

:

" The circumstance of Mr. Spencer's being tho
son of a high officer of tho government, by en-
hancing bis baseness in my estimation, made me
more desirous to bo rid of him. On tliis point
r beg that I may not bo misunderstood, l revere
authority. I recogniee, in the exercise of its

higher functions in this {rca country, tho evi-

dences of genius, intelligence, and virtue ; but I

have no respect for the base son of an honored
father ; on tho contrary, T consider that he who,
by misconduct sullies tho lustre of an honorable
nnmo, is more culpable than the unfriended in-

dividual whose disgrace falls only on himself.

I wish, however, to have nothing to do with
baseness in any shape ; the navy is not the
place for it. On these accoimts I readily sought
the first opportunity of getting rid of Mr.
Spencer."

Here the word base, as applicable to tho young

Spencer, occurs three times in a brief paragraph,

and this baseness is given as the reason for

wishing to get the young man, not out of the

ship, but out of tho navy ! And this sentiment

was so strong, that reverence for Spencer's

father could not control it. Ho could have no-

thing to do with baseness. The navy is not the

place for it. Now all this was written after the

young man was dead, and when it was necessary

to make out a case of justification for putting

him, not out of the ship, nor even out of tlu navy,

but out of the world. This was an altered state

f^f the case, and the captain's report accommo-

dated itself to this alteration. The reasous now
given go to the baseness of tho young man

:

those which existed at tlie (''no, went to the

comfort of the four midshipmen, connected by

blood and alliance with the captain, and com-

mitted to his special care :—as if all in the ship

were not committed to his special care, and that

by the laws of the land—and without preference

to relations. Tho cap I in even goes into an ac-

count of his own high moral feelings at the time,

uiid disregard of persons liigii in power, in show-

ing that he then acted upon a sense of Spencer's

baseness, maugre the reverence he had for his
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father and his cabinet position. Every body

sees that these are contradictions—that all this

talk about baseness is after-talk—that all these

fine sentiments are of subsequent conception

:

in fact, that the first reasons were those of the

time, before he expected to put the young man

to death, and the next after he had done it

!

and when the deed exacted a justification, and

that at any cost of invention and fabrication.

The two accounts are suflicient to establish one

of those errors of fact which the law considers

as discrediting a witness in all that he says.

But it is not all the proof of erroneous state-

ment which the double relation of this incident

affords : there is another, equally flagrant. The

cpptain, in his after account, repulses associa-

tion with baseness, that is with Spencer, in any

shape : his elaborate report superabounds with

expressions of the regard with which he had

treated him during the voyage, and even ex-

acts acknowledgment of his kindness while

endeavoring to torture out of him confessions

of guilt.

The case of Spencer was now over : the cases

of Small and Cromwell were briefly despatched.

The commander contrived to make the three

victims meet in a narrow way going to the sac-

rifice, all manacled and hobbling along, helped

along, for they could not walk, by persons

appointed to that duty. Gansevoort helped

Spencer—a place to which he had entitled him-

self by the zeal with which he had pursued him.

The object of the meeting was seen in the use

that was made of it. It was to h -e a scene

of crimination and recrimination between the

prisoners, in which mutual accusations were to

help out the miserable testimony and the im-

puted confessions. They are all made to stop

together. Spencer is made to ask the pard.m

of Small for having seduced him : Small is made

to answer, and with a look of horror—" No, by

God

!

" an answer very little in keeping with

the lowly and Christian character of Small,

and rebutted by ample negative testimony : for

this took place after the secret whispering was

over, and in the presence of many. Even Gan-

sevoort, in giving a minute account of this in-

terview, reports nothing like it, nor any thing

on which it could be foumlud. Small really

seems to have been a gentle and mild man, im-

bued with kind and pious feelings, and no part

of his conduct correspomls with the brutal an-

swer to Spencer attributed to him. When asked

if he had any message to send, he answered

:

" I have nobody to care for me but a poor oM

mother, and I had rather she did not know how

I died." In his Bible was found a letter from

his mother, filled with affectionate expressions.

In that letter the mother had rejoiced that her

son was contented and happy, as he had in-

formed her; upon which the commander ma-

liciously remarked, in his report, " that was be-

fore his acquaintance with Spencer." There

was nothing against him, but in the story of the

informer, "Wales. He instantly admitted his

" foolish conversations " with Spencer when ar-

rested, but said it was no mutiny. When

standing under the ship gallows (yard-arm)

he began a speech to his shipmates, declar-

ing his innocence, saying "I am no pirate: 1

never murdered any body !

" At these words

Mackenzie sung out to Gansevoort, "Is that

right ? " meaning, ought he to be allowed to

speak so ? He was soon storjped, and Ganse-

voort swears he said " he deserved his punish-

ment." Cromwell protested his innocence to

the last, and with evident truth. Wlien ar-

rested, he declared he knew nothing about the

mutiny, and the commander told him he was to

be carried home with Spe-icer to be tried ; to

which he answered, "I assure you I know

nothing about it." His name was not on the

razor-ca^c paper. Spencer had declared his

ignorance of all his talk, when the commander

commenced his efforts, under the ten minutes'

reprieve, to get confessions, and when Spence-

said to him, as he turned off to go to Small ana

Cromwell with the ten minutes' news—the tirst

they heard of it :
" As these are the last words 1

have to say, I trust ihey will be believed :
«;rom-

well is innocent." When told his doom, he

(Cromwell) exclaimed, " God of the Universe

look down upon me ; I am innocent !
Tell my

^ife_tell Lieutenant illorris I die innocent!''

The last time that Mackenzie had spoken to

him before was to tell him he would be carried

to the United States for trial. The meeting of

the three victims was crowned by roprtiui;

them, not only as confessing, and admitting the

justice of their deaths, but even praising it, as

to the honor <--f the ilug, and—penitently beg-

ging pardon and forgiveness from the com-

mander and his lieutenant i—and tliey merci-

fully granting the pardon and forgiveness!
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y, as he )md in-

The orin"'nal record says there were no "hang-

men " on board the ship : but that made no

balk. The death signal, and command, were

given by the commander and his lieutenant

—

the former firing the signal gun himself—the

other singing out " whip ! " at which word the

three wretched men went up with a violent jerk

to the yard-arm. There is something unintel-

ligible about Cromwell in the last words of this

original " record." It says :
" S. Small stept up.

Cromwell overboard, rose dipping to yard-arm."

Upon which the editor remarks : " The above

paper of Commander Mackenzie is so illegible,

as not to be correctly written " (copied). Yet

it was this paper that Spencer is officially re-

ported to have read while waiting to be jerked

up, and to have agreed to its correctness—and

near two-thirds of which were not written until

after his death

!

The men were dead, and died innocent, as

history will tell and show. Why such conduct

towards them—not only the killing, but the

cruel aggravations ? The historian Cooper, in

solving this question, says that such was the

obliquity of intellect shown by Mackenzie in the

v^-hole affair, that no analysis of his motives can

be made on any consistent principle of human
action. This writer looks upon personal re-

sentment as having been the cause of the deaths-,

and terror, and a desire to create terror, the

cause of the aggravations. Both Spencer and
Cromwell had indulged in language which must
have been peculiarly oftensive to a man of the

commander's temperament, and opinion of him-
self—an author, an orator, a fine officer. They
habitually spoke of him before the crew, as
" the old humbug—the old fool ; " graceless

epithets, plentifully garnished with the prefix

of "damned;" and which were so reported to

the captain (after the discovery of the mutiny-
never before) as to appear to him to be " blas-

phemous vituperation." This is the only tan-
gible cause for hanging Spencer and Cromwell,
aud us for poor Small, it would seem that his

knowledge of navigation, and the necessity of
baving three nuUinecrs, decided his fate : for his
name is on neither of the three lists (though on
the distribu'iou list), aud he frankly told the
commander c! '^pencor's foolish cotwrrF-ations—
always adding, it was no mutiny. These are
the only tangible, oi- visible causes for putting
tlie men to dcatli. The reason for doing it at

the time it was done, was for fear of losing the

excuse to do it. The vessel was within a day
and a half of St. Thomas, where she was or-

dered to go—within less time of many other

islands to which she might go—in a place to meet
vessels at any time, one of which she saw nearly

in her course, and would not go to it. The ex-

cuse for not going to these near islands, or join-

ing the vessel seen, was that it was disgraceful

to a man-of-war to seek protection from foreign-

ers ! as if it was more honorable to murder than
to take such protection. But the excuse was
proved to be false ; for it was admitted the ves-

sel seen was too far off to know her national

character : therefore, she was not avoided as a

foreigner, but for fear she might be American.

The same of the islands : American vessels were
sure to be at them, and therefore these islands

were not gone to. It was therefore indispensable

to do the work before they got to St. Thomas,
and all the machinery of new arrests, and rescue

was to justify that consummation. And as for

not being able to carry the ship to St. Thomas,
with an obedient crew of 100 men, it was a story

not to be told in a service where Lieutenant

John Rodgers and Midshipman Porter, with 11

men, conducted a French frigate with 173 French
prisoners, three days and nights, into safe port.

The three men having hung until they ceased

to g've signs of life, and still hanging up, the

crew were piped down to dinner, and to hear a

speech from the commander, and to celebrate

divine service—of which several performances

the commander gives this account in his official

report

:

" The crew were now piped down from wit-
nessing punishment, and all hands called to
cheer ship. I gave the order, ' stand by to give
three hearty cheers for the flag of our country !

'

Never were three heartier cheers given. In that
electric moment I do not doubt that the patriot-
ism of even the worst of the conspirators for an
instant broke forth, I felt that I w as once mors
completely commander of the vessel which had
been entrusted to me; equal to do with her
whatever the honor of n^y country might re-
quire. The crew were now piped down and
piped to dinner. I noticed with pain that many
of the boye, as they looked to the yard-arm, in-
dulged in laughter and derision."

He also gives an impressive account of tlie

religious service which was performed, the punc-
tuality and ('ivotion with which it was attend-

ed, and the appropriate prayer—that 3f thanks

; 4 .
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to God for deliver.ince from a great danger—

•with which it vfas omcluded.

"The service wati then read, the responses

audibly and devoutly made by the olncers and

crew, and the bodies consigned to ihe deep.

This service was closed with that prayer so ap-

propriate to our situation; appointed to be read

in our ships of war, ' Preserve us from the dan-

gers of the sea, and from the violence of ene-

mies ; that we may be a safeguard to the United

States of America, and a security tor such as

pass on the seas upon their lawiul occasions

;

that the inhabitants of our land may in peace

and quietude serve thee our God ; and that we

may return in safety to enjoy the blessings of

our land, with the fruits of our labor, with a

thankful remembrance of thy mercies, to praise

and glorify thy holy name through Jesus (Ihnst

our Lord.'

"

This religious celebration concluded, and the

prayer read, the commander indulges in a re-

mark upon their escape from a danger plotted

before the ship left the United States, as unfeel-

ing, inhuman and impious at the time, as it was

afterwards proved to be false and wicked. After

the arrest of Spencer, the delators discovered

that he had meditated these crimes before he

left the United States, and had let his intention

become known at a house in the Bowery at New

York. In reference to that early inception of

the plot, now just found out by the commander,

he thus remarks

:

" In reading this (prayer) and in recollecting

the ases to which tlu' Somers had been destined,

as I now find, before she quitted the waters of

the United States, I could not but humbly hope

that divine sanction v\ ould not be wanting to the

deed of that day."

Here it is assumed for certain that piratical

uses were intended for the vessel by Spencer

before he left New York : and upon that as-

sumption the favor of Heaven was humbly

hoped for in looking downiupon the deed of that

day. Now what should be the look of Heaven

if all this yftdy plotting should be a false im-

putiition—a mere iuTention—as it was proved

i:o be. Before the court-martial it was proved

that the ; ailor boarding-house remark about

this dangur *o the Somers, was made by an-

oih-iv i-'-TSon, and hoforo .Sj>encer juisied the ves-

sel—and from which vessel the commander

know he hd<l endeavored to get transferred to

the Grampus, af.or he had come into her—the

commander himself I'e'ng tl.e organ of his

wishes. Foiled before the court in attaching

this boarding-house remark to Spencer, the de-

lators before the court undertook to fasten it n\Mu

Cromwell: there agfin the .name fate befell

them : the remark was proved to have been

made by a man of the name of Phelps, and be-

fore Cromwell had joined the vessel : and so

ended this last false and foul insinuation in his

report.

The commander then made a speecl'_ ^vhereof

he incorporates a synopsis in his repori ; and of

which, with its capital effects upon the crew, he

gives this account

:

" The crew were now ordered aft, and I

addressed them from the trunk, on which I

was standing. I called their attention first to

the fate of the unfortunate young man, whose

ill-regulated ambition, directed to the most in-

famous ends, had been the exciting cause of the

tr£^edy they had just witnessed. I spoke of

his honored parents, of his distinguished father,

whose talents and character had raised him to

one of the highest stations in the land, to be one

of the six appointed counsellors of tlie repre-

sentative of our national sovereignty. I spoke

of the distinguished social position to which

this young man had been born ; of the ad-

vantages of every sort that attended the outset

of his career, and of the professional honors to

which a long, steady, and faithful perseverance

in the course of duty might ultimately have

raised him. After a few months' service at sea,

most wretchedly employed, so fiir as the aajuisi-

tion of professional knowledge was concerned,

he had aspired to supi)lant me in a command

which I had only reached after nearly 30 years

of faithful servitude ; and for what object I had

alrearly explained to them. I told them that

their future fortunes were in their own control:

they had advantages of every sort and in an

eminent degree for the attaimiiont of pioHssioual

knowledge. The situations of warrant officers

and of masters in the navy were open to thera,

They might rise to commands in the merchant

service, to respectability, to competence, and to

fortune ; but they must advance regularly, and

step by step ; every step to be sure, must tie

guided by truth, honor, and fidelity. I called

their attention to Cromwell's case. He murt

have received an excellent education, his hand-

writing was even elegant. But he had ako

fallen through brutish sensuality and the gredy

thirst for gold."

But there was another speech on the Sunday

following, of which the commander fu'nishes

no report, but, of which some pans were k-

inembeied by hearer8--as thus by McKee;

- (the judge advocate having put the question

t(, him whether he had heard the commander's
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to be sure, must Ik-

addresess to the crew after the execution). An-

swer :
" I heard him on the Sunday after the

execution: he read Mr. Spencer's letters: he

said he was satisfied the young man had been

Jyinp; to him for half an hour before his death."

Another witness swore to the same words, with

the addition, " that he died with a lie in his

mouth." Another witness (Green) gives a fur-

ther view into this letter-reading, and affords a

glimpse of the object of such a piece of brutality.

In answer to the same question, if he heard the

commander's speech the Sunday after the exe-

cution ? He answered, " Yes, sir, I heard him

read over Mr. Spencer's letter, and pass a good

many remarks on it. He said that Cromwell

!iad been very cruel to the boys : that he had

called him aft, and spoke to him about it seve-

ral times. To the question. Did he say any

thing of Mr. Spencer ? he answered—" Yes, sir.

He said he left his friends, lost all his clothes,

and shipped in a whaling vessel." To the ques-

tion whether any thing was said about Mr.

Spencer's truth or falsehood? he answered:

" I heard the commander say, this young man
died with a lie in his mouth ; but do not know
wliether he meant Mr. Spencer, or some one else."

It is certain the commander was making a base

use of these letters, as he makes no n^. jntion of

them any where, and they seem to have been

used solely to excite the crew against Cromwell

and Spencer.

In finding the mother's letter in Small's

bible, the captain finds occasion to make two
innuendos against the dead Spencer, then still

hanging up. He says

:

" She expressed the joy with which she had
learned from him that he was so happy on board
the Somers (at that time Mr. Spencer had not
joined her) ; that no grog was served on board
of her. Within the folds of this sacred volume
he had preserved a copy of verses taken from
the Sailor's JIagazine, enforcing the value of tlie

bible to seamen. I read these verses to the
crew. Small had evidently valued his bible, but
could not resist temptation."

This happiness of Small is discriminated from
his acquaintance with Spencer: it was bc/ore

the time that Spencer joined the ship ! as if his

misery began from that time! when it only

commonced from the time he was seized and
ironed for mutiny. Then the temptation which
he could not resist, innuendo, tempted by Spen-

cer—of which there was not even a tangible hear-

say, and no temptation necessary. Poor Small

was an habitual drunkard, and drank all that ho

could get—his only fault, as it seems. But this

bible of Small's gave occasion to another speech,

and moral ard religious harangue, of which the

captain gave a report, too long to be noticed

here except for its characteristics, and which go

to elucidate the temper and state of mind in

which things were done

:

" I urged upon the youthful sailors to cherish
their bibles with a more entire love than Small
had done ; to value their prayer books also

;

they would find in them a prayer for every ne-
cessity, however great; a medicine for every
ailment of the mind. I endeavored to call to
their recollection the terror with which the
three malefactors had found themselves sudden-
ly called to enter the presence of an oflended
God. No one who had witnessed that scene
could for a moment believe even in the existence
of such a feeling as honest Atheism : a disbelief
in the existence of a God. They should also
remember that scene. They should also remem-
ber that Mr. Spencer, in his last moments, had
said that ' he had wronged many people, but
chiefly his parents.' From tliese two circum-
stances they might draw two useful lessons : a
lesson of filial piety, and of piety toward God.
With these two principles for their guides they
could never go astray."

This speech was concluded with giving cheers

to God, not by actual shouting, but by singing

the hundredth psalm, and cheering again—all

for deliverance from the hands of the pirates.

Thus:

"In conclusion, I told them that they had
shown that they could give cheers for their

country ; they should now give cheers to their

God, for they would do this when they sung
praises to his name. The colors were now
hoisted, and above the American ensign, the only
banner to which it may give place, the banner
of the cross. The hundredth pralm was now
sung by all the ofiicers and crew. After which,
the usual service followed ; when it was over, I

could not avoid contrasting the spectacle pre-

sented on that day by the Somers, with what
it would have been in pirates' hands."

During all this time the four other men in

irons sat manacled behind the captain, and he

exults in telling the fine effects of his speaking

on these "deeply guilty," as well as upon all

the rest of the ship's crew.

" But on this subject I forbear to enlarge. I

would not 1 I J described the scene at all. so
different from the ordinary topics of an official

communication, but for the unwonted circum-
stances in which we were placed, und the marked

! 1
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effect which it produced oa the ship's company,
even on those deeply guilty members of it who
sat manacled behind me, and that it was con-

sidered to have done much towards restoring

the allegiance of the crew."

Of theso deeply guilty, swelled to twelve be-

fore the ship got home, three appeared before

the court-mar( 1 and gave in their experience

of that day's v rk. McKee, the first one, testi-

fies that he hi>ik s'^ Mttle suspicion of what was

going on, thiS" wuen he saw the commander

come upon deck in full uniform, hs supposed

that some ship was seen, and that it was the in-

tention to visit or speak her. To the question,

what passed between yourself and the com-

mander, after the execution? he answered:

" He said he could find nothing against any of

the four that were then in irons—if he had

found any proof our fate would have been the

same ; and if he could find any excuse for not

taking them home in irons, he would do so. I

understood him to mean he would release them

from their irons." Green, another of them, in

answer to the question whether the commander

spoke to him after hanging, answered—"Yes,

sir. He said he could not fiml any thing against

us ; if he could, our fate would have been the

same as the other three. He asked me if I was

satisfied with it?" McK=nley was the third,

and to the same question, whether the com-

mander spoke to him on the day of the execu-

tions? he answered—"He did while the men

were hanging at the yard arm, but not before.

He came to me, and said, ' McKinley, did you

hear what I said to those other young men ?

'

I told him, ' No, sir.' ' Well,' said he, ' it is the

general opinion of the officers that you are a

pretty good boy, but I shall have to take you

home in irons, to see what the Secretary of the

Navy can do for you.' He said: 'In riskirg

your life for other persons (or something to

that effect) is all that saves you.' He left me

then, and I spoke to Mr. Gansevoort—I asked

him if he thougi't the commander thought I was

guilty of any thing of the kind. He said :
' No,

I assure yon if he did, he would have strung

you up.' "' Wilson, the fourth of the arrested,

was not examined before the court; but the

evidence of three of them, with McKenzie's re-

fusal lu proceed against them in Nrw York, and

the attempt to tampiir with one of them, is

proof enough tliat he nad no accusation a^in^t

tiiosc four men : that they were arrested to ful-

fil the condition on which the first three were

to be hanged, and to bo brought home in irons

with eight others, to keep up the idea of mutiny.

The report having finished the history of

the mutiny—its detection, suppression, execu

tion of the ringleaders, and seizure of the rest

(twelve in all) to bo brought home in bags and

irons—goes on, like a military report after a

great victory, to point out for the notice and

favor of the government, the diflferent officers

and men who had distinguished themselves in

the affair, and to demand suitable rewards for

each one according to his station and merits,

This concluding part opened thus

:

" In closing this report, a pleasing, yet solemn

duty devolves upon me, which I feel unable ade-

quately to fulfil—to do justice to the noble con-

duct of every one of the officers of the Somers

from the first lieutenant to the commander's

clerk, who has also, since her equipment, per-

formed the duty of midshipman. Throughout

the whole duration of the difficulties in which

we have been involved, their conduct has been

courageous, determined, calm, self-possesspd—

animated and upheld aHvays by a lofty and

chivalrous patriotism, perpetually armed by

day and by night, waking and sleeping, with

pistols often cocked for hours together."

The commander, after this general encomium,

brings forward the distinguished, one by one,

bcgvuning of course with his first lieutenant

:

"I cannot forbear to speak particularly of

Lieutenant Gansevoort. Next to me in rank on

board the Some's, he was my equal in every re-

spect to protec. and defend her. The perfect

harmony of our opinions, and of our views of

what should be done, on each new development

of the dangers which menaced the integrity of

command, gave i'* a unity of action that added

materially to ou. strength. Never since the

existence of our navy has a commanding officer

been more ably and zealously seconded by his

lieutenant."

Leaving out . ery thing minor, and depend-

ent uiwn ti.^ I aths of others, ihere are some

things sworn to by Gansevoort himself which

derogate from his chivalrous patriotism. First,

going round to the officers who were to sit in

council upon the three prisoners, and tfiliing

their agreement to execute the three on hand if

more arrests were made, iiecomilij, encourag-

in- and making t'lnsf^ arrests on whicl! the lives

of the three depended. Thirdly, going out of

the council to obtain from Spencer furtiitr

proofs of his guilt--Spencer not knu-ving for
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111 lyhich 111'' 1^^'t''^

what purpose he was thus interrogated.

Fourthly, his calmness and self-possession were

shown in the fire of his pistol while assisting

to arrest Cromwell, and in that consternation

inspired in him at the running towards where

he was of a cluster of the apprentice boys,

scampering on to avoid the boatswain's colt—

a

slender cord to whip them over the clothes,

like a switch. Midshipman Rodgers had gone

aft, or forward, as the case may be, to drive a

parcel of these boys to their duty, taking the

boatswain along to apply his colt to all the

hindmost. Of course the boys scampered brisk-

ly to escape the colt. The lieutenant heard

them coming—thought they were the mutineers

—sung out, God ! they are coming—levelled his

revolver, and was only prevented from giving

them the contents of the six barrels, had they

not sung out " It is me—it is me ; " for that is

what the witnesses stated. But the richness

of the scene can only be fully seen from the

lieutenant's own account of it, which he gave

before the court with evident self-satisfaction

:

" The commander and myself were standing on

the larboard side of the quarter deck, at the

after end of the trunk : we were in conversa-

tion : it was dark at the time. I heard an un-

usual noise—a rushing aft toward the quarter

deck: I said to the commander, 'God! I be-

lieve they are coming.' I had one of Colt's

piftols, which I immediately drew and cocked

:

the commander said his pistols were below. I

jumped on the tnmk, and ran forward to meet
them. As I was going along I sung out to

tliem not to come aft. I told them I would
blow the first man's brains out who would put
his foot on the quarter deck. I held my pistol

pointed at the tallest man that I saw in the

starboard gangway, and I think Mr. Rodgers
sung out to me, that he was sending the men
aft tc the mast rope. I then told them they
must have no such unusual movements on board
the vessel : what they did, they must in their

usual manner : they knew the state o. fcne ves-
sel, and might get their brains blown out before
they were aware of it. Some other short re-

marks, I d(. not recollect at this time what they
were, and ordered them to come aft and man
the mast rope : to move quietly." To finish

this vi(!w of Mr. Ganpevoort's self-pcss'jssion,

and the value of his " beliefs," it is only neces-
sary to know that, besides letting oft' his pistol

when Cromwell was arrested, he swore before !

the court that, " I had an idea that he (Crom-
well) meant to take me overboard with him,"

when they shook hands under the gallows yard
arm, and under that idea, " turned my arm to

get clear of his grasp."

The two non-combatants, purser Heiskill and
assistant surgeon Lcecock, come in for high ap-

plause, although for the low business of watch-
ing the crew and guarding the prisoners. The
report thus brings them forward

:

" Where all, without exception, have behaved
admirably, it might seem invidious to particu-
larize : yet I cannot refrain calling your atten-
tion to the noble conduct of purser II. W. Heis-
kill, and passed assistant surgeon Leecock, for
the services which they so freely yielded be-
yond the sphere of their immediate duties."

The only specification of this noble conduct,

and of these services beyond their proper

sphere, which is given in the report, is con-

tained in this sentence

:

" Both he and Mr. Heiskill cheerfully obeyed
my orders to go perpetually armed, to keep
a regular watch, to guard the prisoners : the
worst weather could not drive them from their
posts, or draw from their lips a murmur."

To these specifications of noble conduct, and
extra service, might have been added those of

eaves-dropping and delation—capacity to find

the same symptoms of guilt in opposite words
and acts—sitting in council to judio three

men whom they had agreed with Gansevoort
two days before to hang if necessary to make
more arrests, and which arrests, four in num-
ber, were made with their concurrence and full

approbation. Finally, he might have told that

this Heiskill was a link in the chain of the reve-

lation of the mutinous and piratical plot. He
was the pur, ei' of whom "Wales was the stew-
ard, and to whom "Wales revealed the plot—he
then revealing to Gansevoort—and Gansevoort
to Mackenzie. It was, then, through his subor-

dinate (and who was then stealing his liquor)

and himself that the plot was detected,

A general presentation of government thanks
to all the ofl!ccr!3, is next requested by the lieu-

tenant :

" I respc;.'f fully request that the thanks of the
Navy M|);;rtment maybe presented to all the
officers of the Somers, for their exertions in the
critics! situation in wliich she has been placed.
It is true they have but performed their duty,
Init they have performed it with fidelity and
zeal."

^

..-"•t^^^:*'
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The purser's steward, Wales, is then special-

ly and encomiastically presented, and a specific

high reward solicited for him :

« I respectfully submit, that Mr. J. W. Wales,

by his coolness, his presence of inind, and his

fidelity, has rendered to the American navy a

memorable service. I had a trifling difficulty

with him, not discreditable to his character, on

the previous cruise to Porto Rico—on that ac-

count he was sought out, and tampered with.

But ho was honest, patriotic, humane ; he re-

sisted temptation, was faithful to his flag, and

was instrumental in saving it from dishonor.

A pursership in the navy, or a handsome pecu-

niary reward, would after all be an inconsider-

able recompense, compared wHh the magnitude

of his services."

Of this individual the commander had pre-

viously reported a contrivance to make a mis-

take in doubling the allowed quantity of brandy

carried out on the cruise, saying :
" By accident,

as it was thought at the time, but subsequent

developments woulfi rather go to prove bv de-

sign, he (Waler) ' i contrived to make a mis-

take, and the supply of brandy was ordered

from two different groceries ; thus doubling the

quantity intended to be taken." Of this dou-

ble supply of brandy thus contrived to be taken

out, the commander reports Wales for continual

" sleaUng " of it—always adding that he was

seduced into these "thefts" by Spencer. Be-

ing a temperance man, the commander eschews

the use of this brandy on board, except furtive-

ly for the corruption of the crew by Spencer

through the seduction of the steward r thus

:

" None of the brandy was used in the mess, and

all of it is still on board except what was stolen

by the steward at the request of Mr. Spencer,

and drank by him, and those ho endeavored to

corrupt." By his own story this Wales comes

under the terms of Lord Hale's idea of a "des-

perate villain "—a fellow who joins in a crime,

gets the confidence of accomplices, then informs

upon them, gets them hanged, and receives a

reward. This was th'^ conduct of Wales upon

his own showing : and of such informers the

pious and mild Lord Hale judicially declared

his abhorrence—held their swearing unworthy

of credit unless corroborated—said that they

had done more mischief in getting innocent peo-

ple punished than they iiud ever dune good in

bringing criminals to justice. L'pon this view

of his conduct, thf'n. tliis Wales comes under

the legal idea of a desperate villain. Legal pre-

sumptions wou}i leave him in this categon-'

but the steward and the commander have not

left it there. They have lifted a comer of the

curtain which conceals an unmentionable trans-

action, to which these two persons were parties

—which was heard of, but not understood by

the crew—which was hugger-muggered into a

settlement between them about the time of

Spencer's arrest, though originating the pre-

ceding cruise—which neither would explain—

which no one could name—and of which Heis

kill, the intermediate between his steward and

the commander, could know nothing except

that it was of a "delicate nature," and that it

had been settled between them. The first hint

of this mysterious transaction was in the com-

mander's report—in his proud commendation

of this steward for a pursership in the United

States Navy—and evidently to rehabilitate his

witness, and to get a new lick at Spencer. Tl:e

hint runs thus :
" I had a trifling difficulty, not

discreditable to his character, on the previous

cruise to Porto Rico." On the trial the pnrser

Heiskill was interrogated as to the nature of

this difficulty between his subordinate and his

superior. To the question—" Did he know any

thing, and what, about a misunderstanding be-

tween the steward and the commander at Por-

to Rico ? " he answered, " he knew there -naj a

misunderstanding, which Wales told him was

explained to the satisfaction of the commi'.nder."

To the further question, " Was it of a delicate

nature 1 " the answer was, " yes, sir," To the

further question, as tc the time wher. this mis-

understanding was settled? the purser an-

swered r " I do not know—some tin e since, I

believe," Asked if it was before the arrest?

le answers : " I think Mr. Wales spoke of this

.atter before tiie arrest." Pressed to tell, if it

was shortly before the arrest, the purser wouiu

neither give a long nor a short time, but ignored

the inquiry with the declaration, "I won't pre-

tend to fix upon a time." Wales himself inter-

rogated before the court, as to the fact of this

misunderstanding, and also as to what it was?

admitted the fact, but refused its disclo.suro.

His answer, as ic stands in the official report of

the trial iis : "I had a difficulty, but decline to

explain it." And the obliging court submitted

10 the contrnipt ofthis answer.

Left without information in a case so myste-

rious, and denied explanation from those who

could give it, history can only deal with the
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facts as known, and with the inferences fairly

resulting from them ; and, therefore, can only

say that there was an old aifair between the

commander and the purser's steward, originat-

ing in a previous voyage, and settled in this

one and settled before the arrest of midship-

man Spcaccr ; and secondly, that the affair was

of so delicate a nature as to avoid explanation

from either party. Now the word " delicate
"

in this connection, implfts something which can-

not be discussed without danger—something

which will not bear handling, or exposure—and

in which silence and reserve are the only es-

capes from a detection worse than any suspi-

cion. And thus stands before history the in-

former upon the young Spencer—the thief of

brandies, the desperate villain according to

Lord Hale's classification, and the culprit of

unmontionable crime, according to his own im-

plied admission. Yet this man is recommended

for a pursership in the United States navy, or a

handsome pecuniary reward; while any court

in Christendom would have committed him for

perjury, on his own showing, in his swearing

before the court-martial.

Sergeant Michael H. Garty is then brought

forward; thus:

" Of the conduct of Sergeant Michael H. Gar-

ty (of the marines) I will only say it was wor-

thy of the noble corps to which he has the

honor - belong. Confined to his hammock

by a malady which threatened to be dangerous,

at tbo moment when the conspiracy was dis-

cove'-ed, he rose upon his feet a well man.

Tiiroughuut the whole period, from the day of

Mr. Spencer's arrest to the day after our arrival,

and until the removal of the mutineers, his con-

duct was calm, steady, and soldierlike. But

vrh^n his duty was done, and health was no

longer indispensable to its performance, his

malady returned upon him. and ho is still in his

hammock. In view of this fine conduct, I re-

spectfully recommend that Sergeant Garty be

promoted to a second lieutenancy in the ma-

rine corps. Should I pass without dishonor

through the ordeal which probably awaits me,

and attain 'n due time to the command of a

vessel er.title.i to a marine officer, I ask no bet-

ter fortune than to have the services of Ser-

geant Garty in that capacity."

New here is something like a lairacle. A
l)cdnddcn man to rise up a well man the mo-

ment his country needed his services, and to

remain a well man to the last moment those

services required, and then to fiiU down a bed-

ridden man agaiu. Such a miracle implies a

divine interposition which could only be bot-

tomed on a full knowledge of the intended

crime, and a special cere to prevent it. Tt is

quite improbable in itself, and its verity entire-

ly marred by answers of this sergeant to cer-

tain questions before the court-martial. Thus

:

" When were you on the sick list in tho last

cruise ? " Answer :
" I was twice on the list

:

the last time about two days." Now these two

days must be that hammock confinement from

the return of the malady which immediately

ensued on the removal of the mutineers (the

twelve from the Somers to the North Carolina

guardship at New York), and which seemed as

chronic and permanent as it was before the

arrest. Questioned further, whether he "re-

mained in his hammock the evening of Spen-

a>r's arrest 7 " the answer is, "'Yes, sir : I ^\ as

in and out of it all that night." So that the

rising up a well man does not seem to have

been so instantaneous as the commander's re-

port would imply. The sergeant gives no ac-

count of this malady which confined him to his

hammock in the marvellous way the commander

reports. He never mentioned it until it was

dragged out of him on cross-examination. He

was on the sick list. That does not imply bed

ridden. Men are put on the sick list for a

slight indisposition : in fact, to save them from

8ickr->38. Truth is, this Garty seems to La^e

beci. f ". -i o'.- the class of which every service

containb '^(r ,»e specimens—scamps who have a

pain, and get on the sick list when duty runs

hard ; and who have no pain, and get on the

well list, as soon as there is .something pleasant

to do In this case tlic ".ivrsant seems to have

had a pleasant occupat. 'it u^m tk alacrity

with which he fulfilled it, f'.: I'lOic the happy

relief which it procured him ivoia liis malady

as long as it lasted. That occupation was su-

perintendent of the bagging business. IL was

he who attended to the wearing and fitting of

the ba-^s-seeing that they were punctur-lly put

on whca a prisoner was made, tightly tied over

the head of nights, and snugly drawn round the

neck during the day. To this was added eaves-

dropping and delating, and swearing before all

tVie courts, and in this style before the council

of oflicers : " Thinks there arc some persons at

large that would ,(;luiitarily assist the prisoners

if they had an opportunity."—" Thinks if tho

prisoners were at large the brig would certainly

be in great danger."—" Thinks there are per-
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sons adrift yet, who, if opportunity offered,

would rescue the prisoners."—"Thinks the

vessel would be safer if Cromwell, Spencer, and

Small were put to death."—" Thinks Cromwell

a dei>perate fellow."—" Thinks their object

(that of Cromwell and Spencer), in taking

slaverri, would be to convert them to their own

use, and not to suppress the slave trade."

All this w»s swearing like a sensible witness,

who knew what was wanted, and would furnish

it. It covered all the desired points. More

arrests were wanted at that time to justify the

hanging of the prisoners on hand : he thinks

more arrests ought to be made. The fear of a

rescue was wanted: he thinks there will be a

re;s<;ue attempted. The execution of the pris-

oners is .-anted : he thinks the vessel would be

bPJe ' ley were all three put to death. And

it V ;ie> 1 " these noble serv'ices—bagging pris-

one •' f ^esdropping, delating, swciiring to what

w»- tf'.ited—that this sergeant had his marvel-

lous • ie-up from a hummock, and was now

recor aended for an officer of marines. His-

tory lepulses the marA-el which the commander

reports. A kind Providence may interpose for

the safety of men and ships, but not through

an agent who is to oag and suffocate innocent

men—to eaves-drop and delate—to swear in

all places, and just what was wanted—all by

thoujfhts, and without any thing to bottom a

thought upon. Certainly this Sergeant Garty,

from his stomach for swearing, must have some-

thing in common, besides nativity, with Mr.

Jtmiiiy O'Brien ; and, from his alacrity and

diligence in taking care of prisoners, would

seem to have come from the school of the fa-

mous M.ijor Sirr, of Irish rebellion memory.

Mr. 0. II. Perry, the commander's clerk and

nephew, the same whose blunder in giving the

order about the ma.st. occaf ioned it to break

;

and, in breaking, to become a sign of the plot-

ting, mutiny, and piracy; and the same that

held the watch to mp.rk the ten minutes that

Spencer wa^ to live : this young gentleman was

not forgotten, but came in liberally for praise

jind spoil—the spoil of the young man whose

messmate he had been, against whom he had

testified, and whose nnnutes he had counted,

and proclaimed when out

:

" If I shall be deemed by the Navy Dopart-

• n' to have had any merit in preserving the

...ers from those treasonable toils Viy which

kittj tii'/! "? «i surrounded since and before her

departure from the United States, I respectfully

request that it may accrue without reservation

for my nephew O. II. Perry, now clerk on board

the Somers, and that his name may be placed

on the register in the name left vacant by the

treason of Mr. Spencer. I think, under the pe-

culiar circumstances of the case, an act of Con-

gress, if necessary, might bo obtained to au-

thorize the appointment."

All these recommendations for reward and

promotion, bespeak an oblicputy of mental

vision, equivalent to an aberration of the mind

;

and this last one, obliquitous as any, superadds

an extinction of the moral sense in demanding

the spoil of the slain for the reward of a nepliew

who had promoted the death of which he was

claiming the benefit. The request was revolt-

ing ! and, what is equally revolting, it was

granted. But worse still. An act of Congress

at that time forbid the appointment of more

midshipmen, of which there were then too

many, unless to rill vacancies : hence the re-

quest of the commander, that his nephew's

name may take the place in the Navy Register

of the name left vacant by the " treason " of

Mr. Spencer

!

The commander, through all his witnesses,

had multiplied proofs on the attempts of Spen-

cer to corrupt the crew by largesses lavished

upon them—such as tobacco, segars, nuts, six-

pences thrown among the boys, and two bank-

notes given to Cromwell on the coast of Africa

to send home to his wife before the bank failed.

Now what were the temptations on the other

side 1 What the inducements to the witnesses

and actors in this foul business to swear up to

the mark which Mackenzie's acquittal and their

promotion required V The remarks of Mr. Fen-

imorc Cooper, the historian, here present them-

selves as those of an experienced man speaking

with knowledge of the subject, and acquaintaice

with human nature

:

" While on this point we will show the ex-

tent of the temptations that were thus incon-

siderately placed before the minds of these men

what preferment they had reason to hoi*

would l^ acconled to them should Mackenzie's

conduct be apfiroved. viz. : Garty, from the

ranks, to be an officer, with twenty-five dulhire

Tier month, and lifty cents per diem rations:

and the prospect of promotion^.
^

Wales, from

purser's Steward, at ciglitci-:! uoHars s mintn,

to (piarter-deck rank, and fifteen hundred dol-

lars per annum. Browning, Collins, and Stew-

art, petty officers, at nineteen dollars a month,

to be boatswains, with seven hundred dollars

'
-

"
i

''

,';;»» «i^f
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per annum. King, Anderson, and Rogers, pet-

tv otticers, at nineteen dollars a month, to he

cunners, at seven liundred dollars per annum.

Dickinson, petty officer, at nineteen dollars a

month, to be carpenter, with seven hundred

dollars per annum."

Such was the list of temptations placed before

the witnesses by Commander Mackenzie, and

which it is not in human nature to suppose

were without their influence on most of the

persons to whom they were addressed.

The commander could not close his list of

rcconiraendations for reward without saying

Bomething of himself. He asked for nothing

specifically, but expected approbation, and

looked forward to regular promotion, while

gratified at the promotions which his subordi-

nates should receive, and which would redound

to his own honor. He did not ask for a court

of inquiry, or a court-martial, but seemed to ap-

prehend, and to deprecate them. The Secreta-

ry of the Navy immediately ordered a court of

inquiry—a court of three officers to report upon

the facts of the case, and to give their opinion.

There was no propriety in this proceeding.

Tlie facts were admitted, and the law fixed their

character. Three prisoners had been hanged

without trial, and the law holds that to be

murder until reduced by a judicial trial to a

lower degree of offence—to manslaughter, ex-

cusable, or justifiable homicide. The finding

of the court was strongly in favor of the com-

mander; and unless this finding and opinion

were disapproved by the President, no further

military proceeding should be had—no court-

martial ordered—the object of the inquiry be-

ing to ascertain whether there was necessit)'-

for one. The necessity being neg-atived, and

that opinion approved by the President, there

was no military rule of action which could go

on to a court-martial : to the general astonish-

ment such a court was immediately ordered

—

and assembled with such precipitation that the

judge advocate was in no condition to go on
with the trial ; and, up to the third day of its

sitting, was without the means of proceeding

with the prosecution; and for his justification

in not being able to go on, and in asking some
delay, the judge advocate, Wm. H. Norris, Esq.,

"f Baltimoru, submitted to the court this state-

ment in writing

;

" The judge advocate states to the court that
he has not been furnished by the department,

as yet, with any list of witnesses on the part

of the government : that he has had no oppor-

tunity of conversing with any of the witnesses,

of whose names ho is even entirely ignorant,

except by rumor in respect to a few of them
;

and that, therefore, ho would need time to pre-

pare the case by conversation with the offlcera

and crew of the brig Somers, before he can com-
mence the case on the part of the government.
The judge advocate has issued two subpoenas,

duces tecum, f' ,ie record in the case of the

court of inquiry o -o the alleged mutiny, which
have not yet been returned, and by which re-

cord he could have been notified of the wit-

nesses and facts to constitute the case of the
government."

The judge advocate then begged a delay,

which was granted, until eleven o'clock the

next day. Here then was a precipitation, un-

heard of in judicial proceedings, and wholly in-

compatible with the idea of any real prosecu-

tion. The cause of this precipitancy becomes a

matter of public inquiry, as the public interest

requires the administration of justice to be fair

and impartial. The cause of it then was this

:

The widow of Cromwell, to whom he had sent

his last dying message, that he was innocent,

undertook to have Mackenzie prosecuted before

the civil tribunals for the murder of her hus-

band. &ho made three attempts, all in vain.

One judge, to whom an application for a ^var-

I'ant was made, declined to grant it, oii the

ground that he was too much occupied with

other matters to attend to that case—giving a

written answer to that effect. A commissioner

of the United States, appointed to issue war-

rants in all criminal cases, refused one in this

case, because, as he alleged, he had no authori-

ty to act in a military case. The attempt was

then made in the United States district court.

New York, to get the Grand Jury to find an

indictment : the court instructed the jury that

it was not competent for a civil tribunal to in-

terfere with matters which were depending be-

fore a naval tribunal : in consequence of which

instruction the bill was ignored. Upon this

instruction of the court the historian, Cooper,

well remarks :
" That after examining the sub-

ject at some length, we are of opinion that the

case belonged exclusively to the civil tribunals."

Here, then, is the reason why Mackenzie was

run so precipitately before the court-martial.

It was to shelter him by an acquittal there

:

and so apprehensive was he of being got hold

of by some civil tribunal, before the court-mar-
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tial could be organized, that he passed the in-

tervening days between the two courts " in a

bailiwick where the ordinary criminal process

couUi not reach him."—(CooiHor's Review of

the Trial.) When the trial actually came on,

the judge advocate was about as bad ott" as e

was the first day. He had a list of witDcssis.

They were Mackenzie's ofiBcors—and refus<'d to

converse with him on ' le nature of their lesti-

mony. lie stated their refusal to the court-

declared liimself without knowledge to conduct

the case—and likened himself to a new comer

in a house, having a bunch of keys given to

him, without information of the lock to which

each belonged—so that he must try every lock

with every key before he could find out the

right one.

The hurried assemblage of the court being

shown, its composition becomes a fair subject

of inquiry. The record shows that thiee ofiQ-

cers were excused from servinj.' on their own

application after being detailed as members of

the court ; and the information of the day made

known that another was excused before iia was

oflicially detailed. The same history of the day

informs that these four avoided the service be-

cause they had opinions against the accu .ed.

That was all right in them. Mackenzie was

entitled to an impartial trial, although he al-

lowed his victims no trial at all. But how was

it on the other side ? any one excused there for

opinions in favor of the accused ? None ! and

history said there were members on the court

strongly in favor of him—as the proceedings on

the trial too visibly prove. Engaged in the

case without a knowledge of it, the judge advo-

cate confined himself to the testimony of one

witness, merely proving the hanging without

trial ; and then left the field to the accused. It

was occupied in great force—a great number of

witnesses, all the reports of Mackenzie himself,

all the statements before the council of ofiBcers

—all sorts of illegal, irrelevant, impertinent or

frivolous testimony—every thing that could be

found against the dead since their death, in ad-

dition to all before—assumption or assertion of

any fact or inference wanted—questions put not

only leading to the answer wanted, but aiBrming

the fact wanted—all the persons served as wit-

nesses who had been agents or instruments in

the murders—Mackenzie himself submitting his

own statements before the court : such was the

trial ! and the issue was conformable to such a

farrago of illegalities, abaurdu les, frivolities,
i

,

pertinences and wickednesses. lie waH aaiim

t«d; but in the lowest fonn of acquittal kiii.

to rourt-martial pron;edings. "Not provn..

was the equivocal mode of saying " not guilty
;''

three racti'lierB of the court were in favor of

ccivictiou feu- iiairflor. The finding was hardv

permitted to stand by the President. To ,.

prove, or disprove court-martial proctedinj^s is

the ix'gular course : the President did neither.

The ofiBcial promulgation of the proceedinzs

wound up with this unusual and equivocal sanc-

tion :
" As these charges involved the life of the

accused, and as the finding is in his favor, he is

entitled to the benefit of it, as in the analogous

case of a verdict of not guilty before a nivil

court, and there is no power which can consti-

tutionally deprive him of that bmefit. The

finding, therefore, is simply confirmed^ and car-

ried into effect without any expression of appro-

bation or disapprobation on the part of the

President : no such expression being nea'ssary,

"

No acquittal could be of lower order, or lcs>

honorable. The trial continued two months;

and that long time was chiefly monopolized by

the defence, which became in flirt a trial of the

dead—who, having no trial while alive, had an

ample one of sixty days after their deaths. Of

cours'^ ''i^y were convicted—the dead and the

abs(:.tL 1 ;,:T!g always in the wrong. At the

co!!V!!ii i)cc!aent of the trial, two eminent couo>

« j of Nei5 York—Messrs. Benjamin F. Butler

and Ciflden O'Connor, Esqs.,—applied to the

court at the instance of the father of the young

Spencer to be allowed to sit by, and put ques-

tions approved by the court ; and offer sugges-

tions and comments on the testimony when it

was concluded. This request was entered on

the minutes, and refused. So that at the long

post mortem trial which was given to the boy

after his death, the father was not allowed to

ask one question in favor of h's son.

And here two remarks require to be made-

—first, as to that f\iithful promise of the Com-

mander Mackenzie to send to his parents tho

dying message of the young Spencer: not a

word was ever sent ! all was sent to the Navy

Department and the newspapers! and the

" faithful promise," and the moving appeal to

tho '' feelings of nature," turn out to have hen

a mere device to get a chance to make a report

to the Secretary of the Navy of confessions to

justify the'previous condemnation and the pre-
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determined hanping. Secoiir' : That the S< -

rctarr despfitchc' a man-of-war immediately on

the return of M;w:kenzie to the le of Pines,

to capture the confederate f rates (according to

Wales's testimony), who were waiting there for

the young SjKjnccr and the Soniers. A bootless

' md. The inland was found, and the
|

<>«
;

c no ' irates ! nor news of any for near twenty

cars', "'us failed the indispensabli jioint in

the wholL lir.iticil plot: but without alkingin

the least .egree the raging current of imiver>al

belief.

The trial of Mackenzie being over, aiid he

acquitted, ihc rial of the re? t of the implicated

crew—the twelve mutineers in irons- old

imtunilly come on ; and the court remaln( 1 in

gessioii >r that purpose. The F . aiy of the

Navy had w s itten to the judge advocate to pro-

ceed against such of thi m as he thou(!;ht proper

:

thejudp:e advocate referred that question to Mac-

kenzie dvinfr h'xva. the option to choose miv one

he pleased to i-arry on th(^ prosecutions. le

chose Theod"i( Scdewick >q., who had been

his own counsel on hip .nal. Mackenzie was

acquitted on the 2b ch )f March: the court re

mained in session unid the 1st of April : th

judge lulvocatc I uv] nothing from Mackenzie

with respect to the prosecutions. On that day

Mackenzie not being present, ho was sent for.

He was nc»t to be found ! and the provost mar-

shal ascertained that ho had gone to his resi-

dence in the country, thirty miks off. This

was an abandonment of the prosecutions, and in

a very unmilitary way—by running away from

them, and saying nothing to any body. The

court was then dissolved—the prisoners re-

leased—and the innocence of the twelve stood

confessed by the recreancy of their fugitive pro-

secutor. It was a confession of the innocence of

Spencer, Small, and Cromwell ; for he was tried

for the three murders together. The trial of

Mackenzie had been their acquittal in the eyes

of persons accustomed to analyze evidence, and

to detect perjuries in made-up stories. But the

masses could form no such analysis. With

them the confessions were conclusive, though

invalidated by contradictions, and obtained, if

obtained at all, under a refinement of terror and

oppression which has no parallel on the deck of

a pirate. "When has sueli a machinery of terror

b<«n contrived to shock and torture a helpless

victim ? Sudden annunciation of death in the

allowed o livi nd these ten minutes taken up

with iuti rupti' An imp of darkness in the

shiipe of a naval officer in full uniform, squat

down at his side, writing and whispering ; an'^

eviihiit'v making out a talc which was to mui

der i characi '• in order to ju.stify the mun r

of tht body. ( nauder Mackenzie had on

lived I year in Spam, and wrote a book upon It?

man, s and cus'oniH. as a "Young American."

11(1 must have ivad of the munner in which con-

fes.sion8 were obtained in the dungeois of the

Inquisiti' I. If he had, ho showed himself an

apt scholar ; if not, he howed a genius for tlio

business from which the familiars of tl Holy

Office might have taken instructic

Spencer's real design was clearly dedii Me

even from the tenors of the vile swearii '

him. lie meant to quit the nav v

turned to New York, obtain a vos- lo

wa} , and go to the northwest coast erica

- -to lead some wild life there ; but irati-

cal, as there is neither prey nor .or for

pirates in that quarter. This he was often say-

•ng to the crew, and to this his list of names re-

ed—mixed up with foolish and even vicious

about piracy. His first and his last answer

sv as the same—that it was all a joke. The an-

swer of Small was the same when he was ar-

rested; and it was well brought out by the

judge advocate in incessant questions during

the two months' trial, that there was not a sin-

gle soul of the crew, except Wales, that ever

heard Spencer mention one word about mutiny 1

and not one, inclusive of Wales, that ever heard

one man of the vessel speak of a rescue of the

prisoners. Remaining long in command of the

vessel as Mackenzie did, and with all his power

to punish or reward, and allowed as he was to

bring forward all that ho was able to find since

the deaths of the men, yet he )uld not find one

man to swear to these esscmial points ; so that

in a crew steeped in n' ay, there was not a

soul that had heard of il ! in a crow determined

upon a rescue of prisoners, there was not one

that ever heard the word pronounced. The

state of the brig, after the arrests, was that of

crazy cowardice and insane suspicion on the

part of the officers—of alarm and consterna-

tion on the part of the crew. Armed with

revolvors, cntlasscs and .swnrds, the officers

prowled through tlie vessel, ready to shoot any

one that gave thorn a fright— the weapon gene-

inidst of preparations to take life : ten minutes |
rally cocked for instant work. Besides the offl-
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cers, low wretches, as Wales and Garty, were

armed in the same way, with the same sum-

mary power over the lives and deaths of the

crew. The vessel was turned into a laboratory

of spies, informers, eavesdroppers and delators.

Every word, look, sign, movement, on the part

of the crew, was equally a proof of guilt. If the

men were quick about their duty, it was to

cover up their guilt : if slow, it was to defy the

oflBcers. If they talked loud, it was insolence

:

if low, it was plotting. If collected in knots, it

was to be ready to make a rush at the vessel

:

if keeping single and silent, it was because,

knowing their guilt, they feigned aversion to

escape suspicion. Belief was all that was

wanted from any delator. Belief, without a

circumstance to found it upon, and even con-

trary to circumstances, was accepted as full

legal evidence. Arrests were multiplied, to ex-

cite terror, and to justify murder. The awe-

stricken crew, consisting four-fifths of apprentice

boys, was paralyzed into dead silence and ab-

ject submission. Every arrest was made with-

out a murmur. The prisoners were ironed and

bagged as mere animals. No one could show

pity, much less friendship. No one could extend

a comfort, much less give assistance. Armed

sentries stood over them, day and night, to

shoot both parties for the slightest sign of in-

telligence—and always to shoot the prisoner

first. What Paris was in the last days of the

Reign of Terror, the United States brig Somers

was during the terrible week from the arrest to

the hanging of Spencer.

Analogous to the case of Commander Mac-

kenzie was that of Lieutenant Colonel Wall, of

the British service, Governor of Goree on the

coast of Africa—the circumstances quite paral-

lel, and where they differ, the difference in favor

of Wall—but the conclusion widely diflcrent.

Governor Wall fancied there was a mutiny in

the garrison, the one half (of 150) engaged in

it, and one Armstrong and two others, leaders in

it. He ordered the "long roll" to be beat

—

which brings the men, without arms, into line

on the parade. He conversed a few minutes

with the officers, out of hearing of the men,

then ordered the line to form circle, a cannon to

be placed in the middle of it, the three men tied

upon it, and receive 800 blows each with an

inch thick rope. It was not his intent to kill

them, and the surgeon of thr garris; us in all

cases of severe punishment, was ordered to at-

tend, and observe it : which he did, saying no-

thing : the three men died within a week. This

was in the year 1782. Wall came home—was

arrested (by the civil authority), broke custody

and fled—was gone twenty years, and seized

again by the civil authority on his return to

England. The trial took place at the Old

Bailey, and the prisoner easily proved up a

complete case of mutiny, seventy or eighty men,

assembled in open day before the governor's quar-

ters, defying authority, clamoring for supposed

rights, and cursing and damning. The full case

was sworn up, and by many witnesses; but the

attorney-general. Sir Edward Law (afterwards

Lord EUenborough), and the solicitor-general,

Mr. Pcrcival (afterwards First Lord of the

Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer),

easily took the made-up stories to pieces, and

left the governor nakedly exposed, a false ac-

cuser of the dead, after having been the foul

murderer of the innocent. It was to no

purpose that he plead, that the punishment

was not intended to kill : it was answered that

it was sufiicient that it was likely to kill, and

did kill. To no purpose that he proved by the

surgeon that he stood by, as the regulations

required, to judge the punishment, and said

nothing: the eminent counsel proved upon

him, out of his own mouth, that he was a young

booby, too silly to know the difference between

a cat-o'-ninc-tails, which cut the skin, and an

inch rope, which bruised to the vitals. The

Lord Chief Baron McDonald, charged the jury

that if there was no mutiny, it was murder;

and if there was mutiny, and no trial, it was

murder. On this latter point, he said to the

jury: " If you are of opinion that there icas

a mutiny, you are then to consider the degree

of it. and whether there was as much attention

paid to the interest of the person accused as

the circumstances of the case would admit, by

properly advising him, and giving him an

opportunity of justifying himself if he couW

The governor was only tried in one case, found

guilty, hanged within eight days, and his body,

like that of any other murderer, delivered up to

the surgeons for dissection—the King on appli-

cation, first for pardon, then for longer respite,

and last for remission of the anatomization, re-

fusing any favor, upon the ground that it was

worse than any common murder—being done

by a man in authority, far from the eve of the

government, on helpless people subject to his
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ling. The full case

power, and whom he was bound to protect, and
to defend from oppression. It is a case—a com-
mon one in England since the judges became in-

dependent of the crown—which does honor to
British administration of justice: and, if any
one wishes to view the extremes of judicial ex-
hibitions-legality, regularity, impartiality,

Jcnowledge-of the law, promptitude on one hand,
and the reverse of it all on the other—let them
look at the proceedings of the one-day trial of
Governor Wall before a British civil court, and
the two months' trial of Commander Mackenzie
before an American naval court-martial. But the
comparison would not be entirely fair. Courts-
martial, both ofarmy and navy, since the trial of
Admiral Byng in England to Commodore Porter,

Commander Mackenzie, and Lieutenant-colonel

Frfemont in the United States, have been ma-
chines in the hands of the government (where

• it took an interest in the event), to acquit, or
convict

:
and has rarely disappointed the inten-

tion. Cooper proposes, in view of the unfitness
of the military courts for judicial investigation,

that they be stripped of all jurisdiction in such
cases

:
and his opinion strongly addresses itself

to the legislative authority.

Commander Mackenzie had been acquitted by
the authorities: he had been complimented by
a body of eminent merchants : he had been ap-
plauded by the press: he had been encomiasti-
cally reviewed in a high literary periodical. The
loud public voice was for him : but there was a
small inward monitor, whose still and sinister
whisperings went cutting through the soul. The
acquitted and applauded man withdrew to a
lonely retreat, oppressed with gloom and melan-
choUy, visible only to a few, and was only roused
from his depression to give signs of a diseased
mmd. It was five years after the event, and
•lunng the war with Mexico. The administra-
tion had conceived the idea of procuring peace
through the instrumentality of Santa Anna-
then an exile at Havana; and who was to be
returned to his country upon some arrangement
of the American government. This writer going
to see the President (Mr. Polk) some day about
tHis time, mentioned to him a visit from Com-
mander Slidell Mackenzie to this exiled chief,
ile President was startled, and asked how this
caiae to be known to me. 1 told him I read it
"> the Spanish newspapers. He said it was all
a profound secret, confined to his cabinet. The

Vol. II.—36

\
case was this : a secret mission to Santa Anna
was resolved upon : and the facile Mr. Buchan-
an, Secretary of State, dominated by the re-

presentative Slidell (brother to the commander),
accepted this brother for the place. Now the
views of the two parties were diametrically op-
posite. One wanted secrecy—the other noto-
riety. Restoration of Santa Anna to his coun-
try, upon an agreen ent, and without being seen
in the transaction, was the object of the govern-
ment

; and that required secrecy : removal from
under a cloud, restoration to public view, re-
habilitation by some mark of public distinction,
was the object of the Slidells ; and that requu-ed
notoriety

: and the game being in their hands,
they played it accordingly. Arriving at Ha-
vana, the secret minister put on the full uni-
form of an American naval ofQcer, entered an
open volante, and driving through the principal
streets at high noon, proceeded to the suburban
residence of the exiled dictator. Admitted to.

a private interview (for he spoke Spanish,
learnt in Spain), the plumed and decorated officer

made known his secret business. Santa Anna
was amazed, but not disconcerted. He saw the
folly apd the danger of the proceeding, eschewed
blunt overture, and got rid of his queer visitor in
the shortest time, and the civilest phrases which
Spanish decorum would admit. The repelled
minister gone, Santa Anna called back his secre-
tary, exclaiming as he entered—" Porgwe el

Presidente me ha enviado este tonto ?

»

(Why has the President sent me this fool?)
It was not until afterwards, and through the
instrumentality of a sounder head, that the mode
of the dictator's return was arranged : and the
folly which Mackenzie exhiln.ted on this occasion
was of a piece with his crazy and preposterous
conceptions on board the Somers.

Fourteen years have elapsed since this tragedy
of the Somers. The chief in that black and
bloody drama (unless Wales is to be considered
the master-spirit, and the commander and lieu-

tenant only his instruments) has gone to his
long account. Some others, concerned with,
him, have passed away. The vessel itself, bear-
ing a name illustrious in the navy annals, has
gone to the bottom of the sea—foundering un-
seen—and goinpr down with al! on board • the
circling waves closing over the heads of the
doomed mass, and hiding all from the light of
Heaven before they were dead. And the mind
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of seamen, prone to belief in portents, prodigies,

Bigns and judgments, refer the hapless fate of

the vessel to the innocent blood which had been

shed upon her.

History feels it to be a debt of duty to examine

his transaction to the bottom, and to judge it

closelj—not with a view to affect individuals,

but to relieve national character from a foul im-

putation. It was the crime of individuals :
it

was made national. The protection of the gov-

ernment, the lenity of the court, the evasions

of the judiciary, and the general approving voice,

made a nation's offence out of the conduct of

some individuals, and brought reproach upon

the American name. All Christendom recoiled

with horror from the atrocious deed : all friends

to America beheld with grief and amazement

the national assumption of such a crime. Co-

temporary with the event, and its close ob-

server, the writer of this View finds confirmed

now, upon the fullest examination, the severe

judgment which he formed upon it at the time.

The naval historian, Fenimore Cooper (who

himself had been a naval officer), wrote a clear

exposure of all the delusion, falsehood, and

wickedness of this imputed mutiny, and of the

mockery of the court-martial trial of Macken-

jiie : but unavailing in the then condition of the

public mind, and impotent against the vast ma-

chinery of the public press which was brought

to bear on the dead. From that publication,

and the official record of the trial, this view of

the transaction is made up.

progress of the Texas annexation scheme, car-

ried on privately, not to say clandestine!}', had

reached a point to take an official form, and to

become the subject of government negotiation,

though still secret. Mr. Webster, Secretary o(

State, was an obstacle to that negotiation. He

could not even be trusted with the secret, much

less with the conduct of the negotiations. How

to get rid of him was a question of some deli-

cacy. Abrupt dismission would have revolted

his friends. Voluntary resignation was not to

be expected, for he liked the place of Secretary

of State, and Jiad remained in it against the

wishes of his friends. Still he must be got rid

of. A middle course was fallen upon—the

same which had been practised with others in

1841—that of compelling a resignation. Mr.

Tyler became reserved and indifferent to him.

Mr. Gilmer and Mr. Upshur, with whom he

had but few affinities, took but little pains to

conceal their distaste to him. It was evident

to him when the cabinet met, that he was one

too many ; and reserve and distrust was visible

both in the President and the Virginia part of

his cabinet. Mr. Webster felt it, and named it

to some friends. They said, resign ! He did

and the resignation was accepted with an
SO!,

alacrity which showed that it was waited for.

Mr. Upshur took his place, and quickly the

Texas negotiation became official, though still

private ; and in this appointment, and imme-

diate opening of the Texas negotiation, stood

confessed, the true reason for getting rid of Mr.

Webster.

CHAPTER CXXIV.

EETIKEMENT OP ME. WEB3TEE FROM ME. TY-

LER'S CABINET.

Mr. Tyler's cabinet, as adopted from President

Harrison, in April 1841, had broken up, as be-

fore related, in September of the same year-

Mr. Webster having l>een prevailed upon to re-

main, although he had agreed to go out with

the rest, and his friends thought he should have

done so. His remaining was an object of the

greatest importance with Mr. Tyler, abandoned

by aU the rest, and for such reasons as they

published. He had remained with Mr. Tyler

until the spring of the year 1843, when the

CHAPTER CXXV.

DEATH OP WILLIAM H. CRAWFOKD.

He was among the few men of fame that I have

seen, that aggrandized on the approach-that

having the reputation of a great man, became

greater, as he was more closely examined.

There was every thing about him to impress

the beholder favorably and grandly-in stature,

« a head and shoulders " above the common race

of men, justly proportioned, open countenar.ce

manlv features, ready and impressive converea-

tion, frank and cordial manners. 1 saw him tor

the first time in 1820, when he was amemWt
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CRAWFOKD.

of Mr. Monroe's cabinet—when the array of

eminent men was thick—when historic names
of til" expiring generation were still on the pub-

lic theatre, and many of the new generation (to

become historic) were entering upon it : and he

seemed to compare favorably with the foremost.

And that was the judgment of c\hers. For a

long time he was deferred to generally, by pub-

lic opinion, as the first of the new men who
were to become President. Mr. Monroe, the

last of the revolutionary stock, was passing off;

Mr. Crawford was his assumed successor. Had
the election come on one term sooner, he would

have been the selected man : but his very emi-

nence became fatal to him. He was formidable

to all the candidates, and all combined against

him. He was pulled down in 1824 j but at an
age, with an energy, a will, a talent and force

of character, which would have brought him up
within a few years, if a foe more potent than

political combinations had not fallen upon him

:

he was struck with paralysis before the canvass

was over, but still received an honorable vote,

and among such competitors as Jackson, Adams,
and Clay. But his career was closed as a na-

tional man, and State appointments only at-

tended him during the remaining years of his

life.

Mr. Crawford served in the Senate during

Mr. Madison's administration, and w uS the con-

spicuous mark in that body, then pre-eminent

for its able men. He had a copious, ready and

powerful elocution—spoke forcibly and to the

point—was the Ajax of the administration, and
as such, had constantly on his hands the splen-

did array of federal gentlemen who then held

divided empire in the Senate chamber. Sena-

torial debate was of high order then—a rival-

ship of courtesy, as well as of talent : and the
feeling of respect for him was not less in the

embattled phalanx of opposition, than in the

admiring ranks of his own party. He was m-
valuable in the Senate, but the state of Europe-
then convulsed with the approaching downfall
of the Great Emperor—our own war with Great
Britain, and the uncertainty of the new combi-
nations which might be formed—all required a
man of head and nerve—of mind and will, to
represent the United States at the French Court

:

and Mr. Crawford was selected for the arduous
post. He told Mr. Madison that the Senate
would be lost if he left it (and it was) j but a
aroper representative in France in that critical

juncture of Europe, was an overpowering con-

sideration—and he went. Great events took

place while he was there. The Great Emperor
fell : the Bourbons came up, and fell. The
Emperor reappeared, and fell again. But the
interests of the United States were kept unen-
tangled in European politics ; and the American
minister was the only one that could remain at

his post in all these sudden changes. At the

marvellous return from Elba, he was the sole

foreign representative remaining in Paris. Per-
sonating the neutrality of his country with de-

corum and firmness, he succeeded in command-
ing the respect of all, giving offence to none.

>?rom this high critical post he was called by
Mr. Monroe, at his first election, to be Secretary

of the Treasury ; and, by public expectation,

was marked for the presidency. There was a
desire to take him up at the close of Mr. Mon-
roe's first term ; but a generous and honorable

feeling would not allow him to become the com-
petitor of his friend ; and before the second

term was out, the combinations had become
too strong for him. He was the last candidate

nominate :^ by a Congress caucus, then fallen

into g -:a disrepute, but immeasurably prefer-

able, as an organ of public opinion, to the con-

ventions of the present day. He was the daunt-

less foe of nullification ; and, while he lived,

that heresy could not root in the patriotic soil

of Geo-'gia.

CHAPTER CXXVI.

FIRST SESSION OF THE TWENTY-EIGHTH CON-
GRESS : LIST OF MEMBERS : ORGANIZATION OF
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Senate.

Maink.—John Fairfield, George Evans.
New Hampshire.—Levi Woodbury, Charles

G. Atherton.
Vermont.—Samuel Phelps, William C, Up-

ham.
Massachusetts.—Rufus Choate, Isaac C.

Bates.

Rhode Island.-—William Sprague, James F.
Simmons.
Connecticut.—J. W. Huntington, John M.

Niles.

New York.—N. P. Tallmadge, Silas Wright
New Jersey.—W. L. Dayton, Jacob W

Miller.
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Pennsylvania.—D. W. Sturgeon, James Bu-
chanan.
Delaware.—R. H. Bayard, Thomas Clayton.

Maryland.—William D. Merrick, Reverdy

Johnson.
Virginia.—Wm. C. Rives, Wm. S. Archer.

North Carolina.—Willie P. Mangum, Wm.
H. Haywood, jr.

South Carolina.—Daniel E. Huger, George

McDuffle.
Georgia.—John M. Berrien, Walter T. Col-

quitt.

Alabama.—William R. King, Arthur P.

Bagby.
Mississippi.— John Henderson, Robert J.

Walker.
Louisiana.—Alexander Barrow, Alexander

Porter.

Tennessee.— E. H. Foster, Spencer Jar-

nagan.

Kentucky.—John T. Morchead, John J.

Crittenden.

Ohio.—Benjamin Tappan, William Allen.

Indiana.—Albert S. White, Ed. A. Hanne-

gan.

Illinois.—James Semple, Sidney Breese.

Missouri.—T. H. Benton, D. R. Atchison.

Arkansas.—Wm. S. Fulton, A. H. Sevier.

Michigan.—A. S. Porter, W. Woodbridge.

House of Representatives.

Maine.—Joshua Herrick, Robert P. Dunlap,

Luther Severance, Hannibal Hamlin.

Massachusetts.—Robert C. Winthrop, Dan-

iel P. King, William Parmenter, Charles Hud-
son, (Vacancy), John Quincy Adams, Henry
Williams, Joseph Grinnel.

New Hampshire.—Edmund Burke, John R.

Reding, John P. Hale, Moses Norris, jr.

Rhode Island.—Henry Y. Cranston, Elisha

R. Potter.

Connecticut.—Thomas H. Seymour, John

Stewart, George S. Catlin, Samuel Simons

Vermont.—Solomon Foot, Jacob Collamer,

George P. Marsh, Paul Dillingham, jr.

New York.—Selah B. Strong, Henry C. Mur-

phy, J. Philips Phoenix, William B. Maclay,

Moses G. Leonard. Hamilton Fish, Jos. II. An-

derson, R. D. Davis, Jas. G. Clinton, Jeremiah

Russell, Zadoc Pratt, David L. Seymour, Daniel

D. Barnard. Wm. G. Hunter, Lemuel Stetson,

Chesselden' Ellis, Charles S. Benton, Preston

King, Orville Hungerford, Samuel Beardsley,

J. E. Cary, S. M. Purdy, Orville Robinson,

Horace Wheaton, George Rathbun, Amasa Dana,

Byrara Green, Thos. J. Patterson, Charles H.

Carroll, Wm, S. Hubbell, Asher Tyler, Wm. A.

Moseley, Albert Smith, Washington Hunt.

New Jersey.—Lucius Q. C. Elmer. George

Sykes, I^snc G, Fr.rlen, Littleton Kirkpatrick,

Wm. Wright.
Pennsylvania.-Edward J. Morris, Joseph

R. Ingersoll, John T. Smith, Charles J. Inger-

BoU, Jacob S. Yost. Michael H. Jenks, Abrah.

R. Mcllvaine, Henry Nes, James Black, James

Irvin, Andrew Stewart, Henry D. Foster, Jere-

miah Brown, John Ritter, Rich. Brodhead, jr.,

Benj. A. Bidlack, Almond H. Read, Henry Frick,

Alexander Ramsey, John Dickey, William Wil-

kins, Samuel Hays, Charles M. Read, Joseph

Buffington.

Delaware.—George B. Rodney.

Maryland.—J. M. S. Causin, F. Brengle, J.

V/ithered, J. P. Kennedy, Dr. Preston, Thomas

A. Spence.

Virginia.— Archibald Atkinson, Geo. C.

Dromgoole, Walter Coles, Edmund Hubard,

Thomas W. Gilmer, John W. Jones, Henry A,

Wise, Willoughby Newton, Samuel Chilton,

William F. Lucas, William Taylor A. A. Chap-

man, Geo. W. Hopkins, Geo. W. Summers,

Lewis Steenrod.

North Carolina.—Thomas J. Clingman, D.

M. Barringer, David S. Reid, Edmund Deberry,

R. M. Saunders, James J. McKay, J. R. Daniel,

A. H. Arrington, Kenneth Rayner.

South Carolina.—James A. Black, Richard

F. Simpson, Joseph A. Woodwaiv John Camp-

bell, Artemas Burt, Isaac E. Holmes, R. Bam-

well Rhett.

Georgia.—E. J. Black, H. A. Haralson, J.

H. Lumpkin, Howell Cobb, Wm. H. Ptiles,

Alexander H. Stevens. A. H. Chappell.

Kentucky.—Liun Boyd, Willis Green, Henry

Grider, George A. Caldwell, James Stone, John

White, William P. Thompson, Garrett Davis,

Richard French, J. W. Tibbatts.

Tennessee.—Andrew Johnson, William T,

Senter, Julius W. Blackwell, Alvan Cullom,

George W. Jones, Aaron V. Brown, David W.

Dickinson, James H. Peyton, Cave Johnson,

John B. Ashe, Milton Brown.

Ohio.—Alexander Duncan, John B. Weller,

Robt. C. Schcnck, Joseph Vance, Emery D.Pot-

ter, Joseph J. McDowell, John I. Vanmeter,

Elias Florence, Heman A. Moore, Jacob Brink-

erhoff, Samuel F. Vinton, Perley B. Johnson,

Alexander Harper, Joseph Morris, James

Mathews, Wm. 0. McCauslin, Ezra Dean, Daniel

R. Tilden, Joshua R. Giddings, H. R. Brinker-

hoff. ^ ^
Louisiana.—John Slidell, Alcee Labranche,

John B. Dawson, P. E. Bossier.

Indiana.—Robt. Dale Owen, Thomas J. Hen-

ley, Thomas Smith, Caleb B. Smithj Wm. J.

Brown. John W. Davis, Joseph A. Wright, John

Pettit,'Samuel C. Sample, Andrew Kennedy.

Illinois.—Robert Smith, John A. McCler.

nand, Orlando B. Ficklin, John Went^vorth,

Stephen A. Douglass, Joseph P. Hoge, J. J.

Hardin.

Alabama.—James Dellet, James E. Belser,

Dixon H. Lewis, William W. Payne, George S.

Houston, Reuben Chapman, Felix McConnell.

Mississippi.—Wm. II. Ilammett, Robert W.

Roberts, Jacob Thompson, Tilghman M. Tuckw.

Missouri.—James M. Hughes, James U.

Relfe, Gustavus B. Bower, James B. Bowliu,

Jolm Jameson.
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rris, James

Arkansas.—Edward Cross.

Mich igan.—Robert McClelland, Lucius Lyon,

James B. Hunt.

Territorial Delegates,

Florida.—David Lev^.

Wisconsin.—Heniy Dodge.

Iowa.—Augustus 0. Dodge.

The election of Speaker was the first busi-

ness on the assembling of the Congress, and its

result was the authentic exposition of the

state of parties. Mr. John W. Jones, of Vir-

ginia, the democratic candidaiiK received 128

rotes on the first ballot, and was elected

—

the whig candidate (Mr. John White, late

Speaker) receiving 59. An adverse majority

of more than two to one was the result to he

whig party at the first election after the extra

session of 1841—at the first election after thi^t

log-cabin, hard-cider and coon-skin " campaign

in which the whigs had carried the presidential

election by 234 electoral votes against 60 : so

truly had the democratic senators foieseen the

destruction of the party in the contests of the

extra session of 1841. The Tyler party was

"nowhere"—Mr. Wise alone being fclassified

as such—the rest, so few in number as to have

been called the "corporal's guard," had been

left out of Congress by their constituents, or

had received oifice from Mr. Tyler, and gone oif.

Mr. Caleb McNulty, of Ohio, also democratic,

was elected clerk of the House, and by a vote

of two to one, thus ousting an experienced and

capable whig oflBoer, in the person of Mr. Mat-

thew St. Clair Clarke—a change which turned

out to be unfortunate for the friends of the

House, and mortifying to those who did it—the

new clerk becoming a subject of indictment for

embezzlement before his service was over.

CHAPTER CXXVII.

ME. TYLER'S BECOND ANNUAL MESSAGE.

The prominent topics of the message were the

state of our affairs with Great Britain and Mcx-
ico—with the former in ruhitiou to Oregon, the

latter in relation to Texas. In the same breath
in which the President announced the happy re-

sults of the Ashburton treaty, he was forced to

go on and show the improvidence of that treaty

on our part, in not exacting a settlement of the

questions which concerned the interests of the

United States, while settling those which lay

near to the interests of Great Britain. The
Oregon territorial boundary was one of these

omitted American subjects ; but though passed

over by the government in the negotiations, it

was forced upon its attention by the people. A
stream of emigration was pouring into that

territory, and their presence on the banks of

the Columbia caused the attention of both gov-

ernments to be drawn to the question of titles

and boundaries ; and Mr. Tyler introduced it ac-

cordingly to Congress.

" A question of much importance still remains
to be adjusted between them. The territorial

limits of the two countries in relation to what
is commonly known as the Oregon Territory,
still remains in dispute. The [Jnited States
would be at all times indisposed to aggrandize
themselves at the expense of any other nation

j

but while they would be restrained by princi-
ples of honor, which should govern the conduct
of nations as well as that of individuals, from
setting up a demand for territory which does
not belong to them, they would as unwillingly
consent to a surrender of their rights. After the
most rigid, and, as 'ar as practicable, unbiassed
examination ofthe subject, the United States have
always contended that their rights appertain to
the entire region of country lying on the Pacific,

and embraced within 42° and 54° 40' of north
latitude. This claim being controverted by
Great Britain, those who have preceded the
present Executive—actuated, no doubt, by an
earnest desire to adjust the matter upon terms
mutually satisfactory to both countries—have
caused to be submitted to the British Govern-
ment propositions for settlement and final ad-
justment, which, however, have not proved
heretofore acceptable to it. Our Minister at
London has, under instructions, again brought
the subject to the consideration of that Govern-
ment ; and while nothing will be done to com-
promit the rights or honor of the United States,

every proper expedient will be resorted to, in

order to bring the negotiation now in the pro-
gress of resumption to a speedy and happy ter-
mination."

This passage, while letting it be seen that we
were already engaged in a serious controversy

with Great Britain—engaged in it almost before

the ink was dry which had celebrated the peace

mission which was to settle all questions—also

couiniitted a serious mistake iii point of fact, and

which being taken up as a party watchword, be-

came a difficult and delicate point of manage-

ment at home : it was the line of 54 degrees 40
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minutes north for our northern boundary on

the Pacific. The message says that the United

States jjavo always contended for that line.

That is an e/ror. From the beginning of the

dispute, thu United States government had pro-

posed the parallel of 49 degrees, as being the

continuation of the dividing line on this side of

the Rocky Mountains, and governed by the

same law—the decision of the commissaries ap-

pointed by the British and French under the

tenth article of the treaty of Utrecht to estab-

lish boundaries between them on the continent

of North America, President Jefferson offered

that line in 1807—which was immediately after

the return of Messrs. Lewis and Clark from

their meritorious expedition, and as soon as it

Was seen that a question of boundary was to

arise in that quarter with Great Britain. Presi-

dent Monroe made the same offer in 1818, and

also in 1824. Mr. Adams renewed it in 1826

:

so that, so far from having always claimed to

54-40, the United States had always offered the

parallel of 49. As to 54-40, no American

statesman had ever thought of originating a

title there. It was a Russian point of demarca-

tion on the coast and islands—not a 'continental

line at all—first assigned to the Russian Fur

Company by the Emperor Paul, and afterwards

yielded to Russia by the United States and

Great Britain, separately, in separating their

respective claims on the north-west of America.

She was allowed to come south to that point on

the coast and islands, not penetrating the in-

terior of the continent—leaving the rest for

Great Britain and the United States to settle as

they could. It was proposed at the time that

the three powers should settle together—in a

tripartite treaty : but the Emperor Alexander,

like a wise man, contented himself with settling

his own boundary, without mixing himself in

the dispute between the United States and

Great Britain. This he did about the year

1820 : and it was long afterwards, and by those

who knew but little of this establishment of

» southern limit for the Russian Fur Com-

pany, that this point established in their charter,

and afterwards agreed to by the United States

and Great Britain, was taken up as the northern

boundary for the United States. It was a grsat

error in Mr. Tyler to put this Russian limit in

his message for our line ; and, being taken up

by party spirit, and put into one of those mush-

room political creeds, called "platforms"

(wherewith this latter generation has been bo

plentifully cursed), it came near involving iha

United States in war.

The prospective war with Mexico on the sub-

ject of Texas was thus shadowed forth

:

" I communicate herewith certain despatches

received from our Minister at Mexico, and also

a correspondence which has recently occurred

between the envoy from that republic and the

Secretary of State. It must be regarded as not

a little extraordinary that the government of

Mexico, in anticipation of a public discussion,

which it has been pleased to infer, from news-

paper publications, as likely to take place in

Congress, relalhg to the annexation of Texas

to the United States, should have so far antici-

pated the result of such discussion as to have

announced its determination to visit any such

anticipated decision by a formal declaration of

war against the United States. If designed

to prevent Congress from introducing that

question as a fit subject for its calm delibera-

tion and final judgment, the Executive has no

reason to doubt that it will entirely fail of its

object. The representatives of a brave and

patriotic people will suffer no apprehension of

future consequences to embarrass them 11 the

course of their proposed deliberations. Nor

will the Executive Department of the govern-

ment fail, for any such cause, to discharge its

whole duty to the country."

At the time of communicating this informa-

tion to Congress, the President was far advanced

in a treaty with Texas for her annexation to

the United States—an event which would be

war itself with Mexico, without any declaration

on her part, or our part—she being then at war

with Texas as a revolted province, and en-

deavoring to reclaim her to her former subjec-

tion. Still prepossessed with his idea of a na-

tional currency of paper money, in preference

to gold and silver, the President recurs to his

previous recommendation for an Exchequer

bank—regrets its rejection by Congress,—

vaunts its utility—and thinks that it would

still aid, in a modified form, in restoring the

currency to a sound and healthy state.

" In view of the disordered condition of the

currency at the time, and the high rates of ex-

change between different parts of the country,

I felt it to be incumbent on me to present to

the consideration of your predecessors a propo-

sition conflicting in no degree with the consti-

tution or the rights of the States, and having

the sanction—not in detail, but h\ principle—of

some of the eminent men who had preceded me

in the executive oflice. That proposition con-

templated the issuing of treasury notes of de-

nominations not less than five, nor more than
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e, nor more than

ono hundred dollars, to be employed in payment
of the obligations of the government in lieu of

gold and silver, at the option of the public

creditor, and to an amount not exceeding

$15,000,000. It was proposed to make them
receivable every where, and to i^stablish at

various points depositories of gold and silver^

to be held in trust for the redemption of such

notes, so as to insure their convertibility into

specie. No doubt was entertained that such

notes would have maintained a par value with
gold and silver—thus furnishing a paper cur-

rency of equal value over the Union, thereby

meeting the just expectations of the people,

aud fulfilling the duties of a parental govern-

ment. Whether the depositories should be
permitted to sell or purchase bills under very

limited restrictions, together with all its other

details, was submitted to the wisdom of Con-
gress, and was regarded as of secondary impor-

tance. I thought then, and think now, that

such fin arrangement would have been attended

with the happiest results. The whole matter

of the currency would have been placed where,

by the constitution, it was designed to be placed

—under the immediate supervision and control

of Congress. The action of the government
would have been independent of all corporations

;

and the same eye which rests unceasingly on
the specie currency, and guards it against adul-

teration, would also have rested on the paper

currency, to control and regulate its issues,

and protect it against depreciation. Under
all the responsibilities attached to the station

which I occupy, and in redemption of a pledge

given to the last Congress, at the close of its

first session, I submitted the suggestion to its

consideration at two consecutive sessions. The
recommendation, however, met with no favor

at its hands. While I am free to admit that

the necessities of the times have since become
greatly ameliorated, and that there is good
reason to hope that the country is safely and
rapidly emerging from the difficulties and em-
barrassments which every where surrounded it

in 1841, yet I cannot but think that its restora-

tion to a sound and healthy condition would be
greatly expedited by a resort to the expedient
in a modified form."

Such were still the sighings and longings of

Mr. Tyler for a national currency of paper

money. They were his valedictory to that de-

lusive cheat. Before he had an opportunity to

present another annual message, the Indepen-

dent Treasury System, and the revived gold

currency had done their office—had given ease

and safety to the government finances, had re-

stored prosperity and confidence to the commu-
nity, and placed the country iu a coudiliou to

dispense with all small money paper currency

—

all under twenty dollars—^if it only had the

wisdom to do so.

CHAPTER CXXVIII.

EXPLOSION OF TIIK GREAT GUN ON BOARD THE
PRINCETON MAN-OF-WAR: THE KILLED AND
WOUNDED.

On the morning of the 28th of February, a

company of some hundred guests, invited by

Commodore Stockton, including the President

of the United States, his cabinet, members of

both Houses of Congress, citizens and strangers,

with a great number of ladies, headed by Mrs.

Madison, ex-presidentess, repaired on board the

steamer man-of-war Princeton, then lying in the

river below the city, to witness the working of

her machinery (a screw propeller), and to ob-

serve the fire of her two great guns—throwing

balls of 225 pounds each. The vessel was the

pride and pet of the commodore, and having

und rgone all the trials necessary to prove her

machinery and her guns, was brought round to

Washington for exhibition to the public authori-

ties. The day was pleasant—the company nu-

merous and gay. On the way down to the

vessel a person whispered in my ear that Nicho-

las Biddle was dead. It was my first informa-

tion of that event, and heard not without re-

flections on the instability and shadowy fleet-

ingness of the pursuits and contests of this life.

Mr. Biddle had been a Power in the State, and

for years had bafiled or balanced the power of

the government. He had r yv- vanished, and

the news of his death came :\ ? whisper, not

announced in a tumult of voices ^ and those who

had contended with him might see their own
sudden and silent evanescence in his. It was a

lesson upon human instability, and felt as such

;

but without a thought or presentiment that,

before the sun should go down, many of that high

and gay company should vanish from earth—

and the one so seriously impressed barely fail

to be of the number.

The vessel had proceeded down the river be-

low the grave of Washington—below Mount

Vernon—and was on her return, the machinery

working beautifully, the guns firing well, and

the exhibition of the day happily over. It was

four-o'clock in the evening, and a sumptuous

collation had refreshed and enlivened the guests.

They were still at the table, when word wa«
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brought down that one of tho guns was to b«

flrod again ; and immediately the company rose

to go on deck and observe tho fire—tho long

and vacant stretch in the river giving full room

for tho utmost range of the ball. Tho President

and his cabinet went foremost, this writer among

them, conversing with Mr. Gilmer, Secretary of

the Navy. The President was called back

:

tho others went on, and took their places on

the left of the gun—pointing down the river.

The commodore was with this group, which

made a cluster near the gun, with a crowd

behind, and many all around. I had con-

tinued my place by the side of Mr. Gilmer, and

of course was in the front of the mass which

crowded up to the gun. The lieutenant of th j

vessel, Mr. Hunt, came and whispered in my
ear that I would see the range of the ball

better from the breech ; and proposed to change

my place. It was a tribute to my business

habits, being indebted for this attention to the

interest which I had taken all day in the work-

ing of the ship, and the firing of her great guns.

The lieutenant placed mo on a carronado car-

riage, some six feet in the rear of the gun, and

in the line of her range. Senator Phelps had

stopped on my left, with a young lady of Mary-

land (Miss Sommervillo) on his arm. I asked

them to get on the carriage to my right (not

choosing to lose my point of observation:

which they did—the young lady between us,

and supported by us both, with the usual civil

phrases, that we would take care of her. The

lieutenant caused the gun to bo worked, to

show the ease and precision with which her

direction could be changed, and then pointed

down the river to make the fire—himself and

thu gunners standing near the breech on the

right. I opened my mouth wide to receive the

concussion on the inside as well as on the out-

side of the head and ears, so as to lessen the

force of the external shock. I saw the hammer

pnlled back—heard a tap—saw a flash—felt a

blast in the face, and knew that my hat was

gone : and that was the last that I knew of the

world, or of myself, for a time, of which I can

give no account. The first that I knew of my-

self, or of any thing afterwards, was rising up

at the breech of the gun, seeing the gun itself

split open—two seamen, the blood ooziug from

their ears and nostrils, rising and reeling near

me—Commodore Stockton, hat gone, and face

blackened, standing bolt upright, staring fixedly

upon the shattered gun. I had heard no noise

—no more than the dead. I only knew that the

gun had burstcd from seeing its fragments. I

felt no injury, and put my arm under tho licad

of a seaman, endeavoring to rise, and fulling back.

By that time friends had ran up, and led nio to

tho bow—telling me afterwards that therc! was

a supernatural whiteness in the face and hands

—all tho blood in fact having been driven from

the surface. I saw none of tho killed: they

had been removed before consciousness returned.

All that were on tho left had been killed, the

gun bursting : n that side, and throwing a large

fragment, some tons weight, on he cluster from

which I had been removed, crushing tho front

rank with its force and weight. Mr. Upshur

Secretary of State ; Mr. Gilmer, Secretary of

the Navy ; Commodore Kennon, of the navy

;

Mr. Virgil Maxey, late United States charg6 at

the Hague ; Mr. Gardiner of New York, father-

in-law that would have been to Mr. Tyler-

were the dead. Eleven seamen were injui ed—
two mortally. Commodore Stockton was

scorched by the burning powder, and stunned

by the concussion ; but not further injured. I

had the tympanum of the left ear bursted

through, the warm air from the lungs issuing

from it at every breathing. Senator Phelps and

the young lady on my right, had fallen inwards

towards the gun, but got up without injury.

We all three had fallen inwards, as into a

vacuum. The President's servant who was next

me on the left was killed. Twenty feet of the

vessels bulwark immediately behind me was

blown away. Several of the killed had members

of theirfamily on board—to be deluded for a little

while, by the care of friends, with the belief that

those so dear to them were only hurt. Several

were prevented from being in the crushed cluster

by the merest accidents—Mr. Tyler being called

back—Mr. Seaton not finding hie hat in time-

myself taken out of it the moment before the

catastrophe. Fortunately there were physicians

on board to do what was right for the injured,

and to prevent blood-letting, so ready to be called

for by the uninformed, and so fatal when the

powers of life were all on the retreat. Gloomily

and sad the gay company of the morning re-

turned to thu city, and the calamitous intelli-

gence flew over the land. For myself, I had

gone through the experience of a sudden death,
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as if from lightning, which extinguiahus knovr-

letlRO and sensation, and takes ouo out of tho

world without thought or fooling. I think I

know what it is to dio without knowing it—and

that such a death is nothing tu him that rovivcs.

The rapid and lucid working of tho mind to tho

instant of extinction, is tho maiTel that still

iLstonishes mo. I hoard tho tap—saw tho fla.sh

—felt tho blast—and know nothing ,of tho ex-

plosion. I was cut oft" in that inapprcciablo

point of time which intervened between the

flash and the fire—between the burning of the

powder in the touch-hole, and the burning of it

in the barrel of the gun. No mind can seize

that point of time—no thought can measure it

;

yet to mo it was distinctly marked, divided life

from death—the life that sees, and feels, and

knows—from death (for such it was for tho

time), which annihilates self and tho world.

And now is credible to me, or rather compre-

hensible, what persons have told me of the rapid

and clear working of the mind in sudden and

dreadful catastrophes—as in steamboat explo-

sions, and being blown into tho air, and have

the events of their lives pass in review before

them, and even speculate upon the chances of

falling on tho dock, and being crushed, or falling

on the water and swimming : and persons re-

covered from drowning, and running their whole

lives over in the interval between losing hope

and losing consciousness.

CHAPTER CXXIX.

EECONSTEUCTION OF ME. TTLEE'8 CABir;

This was the second event of the kind during

the administration of Mr. Tyler—the first in-

duced by the resignation of Messrs. Ewing,
Crittenden, Bell, and Badger, in 1841; the
second, by the deaths of Messrs. Upshur and
Gilmer by the explosion of the Princeton gun.
Mr. Calhoun was appointed Secretary of State

;

John C. Spencer of Now York, Secretary of the
Treasury; William Wilkins of Pennsylvania,
Secretory at War ; John Y. Mason, of Virginia,

Secretary of the JS'avy ; Charles A. Wicklitle,

of Kentucky, Postmaster General ; John Nel-
son, of Maryland, Attorney General. The

resignation of Mr. Spencer in a short time

made a vacancy in tho Treasury, which was
filled by tho appointment of Georgo M. Bibb, of

Kentucky.

CHAPTER CXXX.

DEATH OF SENATOE POETEE, OF LOUISIANA:
EULOOIUM OF ME. BENTON.

Mk Benton. I rise to second the motion
which has been made to render tho last honors

of this chamber to our deceased brother sena-

tor, whose death has been so feelingly an-

nounced ; SUA in doing so, I comply with an
obligation of friendship, as well as conform to

the usage of the Senate. I am tho oldest per-

sonal friend which tho illustrious deceased could

have upon this floor, and amc/igst the oldest

which he could have in the United States. It

is now, sir, more than the period of a genera-

tion—more than the third of a century—since

the then emigrant Irish boy, Alexander Por-

ter, and myself, met on the banks of the Cum-
berland River, at Nashville, in the State of Ten-
nessee ; when commenced a friendship which
death only dissolved on his part. We belonged

to a circle of yoimg lawyers and students at

law, who had the world before them, and
nothing but their exertions to depend upon.

First a clerk in his uncle's store, then a student

at law, and always a lover of books, tho young
Porter was one of that circle, and it was the

custom of all that belonged to it to spend their

leisure hours in the delightful occupation of

reading. History, poetry, elocution, biography,

the ennobling speeches of the living and the

dead, were our social recreation; and the

youngest member of the circle was one of our

favorite readers. He read well, because he
comprehended clearly, felt strongly, remarked

beautifully upon striking passages, and gave a

new charm to the whole with his rich, mel-

lifluous Irish accent. It was then that I be-

came acquainted with Ireland and her children,

read the ample story of her wrongs, learnt the

long list of her martyred patriots' names, sym-
pathized in their fate, and imbibed the feelings

for a noble and oppressed people which the ex-

tinction of my own life can alone extinguish.
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Time and events dispersed that circle. The

young Porter, his law license signed wont to

the Lower Mississippi ; I to the Upper. And,

years oftoi wivrds, wo mot on this floor, senators

from difll-rent parts of that vast Louisiana

which was not even a part of the American

Union at the time that ho and I were \mn.

Wo met hero in the session of 1833-'34—hi^h

party times, and on opposite sides of the great

party lino ; but wo mot as we had parted years

before. We met as friends ; and, though often

our part to reply to each other in the ardent

debate, yet never did we do it with other feel-

ings than those with which we were wont to

discuss our subjects of recreation on the banks

of the Cumberland.

I mention these circumstances, Mr. I'resident,

because, while they are honorable to the de-

ceased, they arc also justificatory to myself for

appearing as the second to the motion which

has been made. A personal friendship of al-

most forty years gives mo a right to appear as

a friend to the deceased on this occasion, and to

perform the office which the rules and the usage

of the Senate permit, and which so many other

senators would so cordially and so faithfully

perform.

In performing this office, I have, litera'ly, but

little less to do but to second the motion of the

senator from Louisiana (Mr. Barrow). The

mover has done ample justice to his great sub-

ject. Ho also had the advantage of long ac-

quaintance and intimate personal friendship

with the deceased. He also knew him on the

banks of the Cumberland, though too young to

belong to the circle of young lawyers and law

students, of which the junior member—the

young Alexander Porter—was the chief orna-

ment and delight. But he know him—lone

and intimately—and has given evidence of that

knowledge in the just, the feeling, the cordial,

and impressive eulogium which he has just de-

livered on the life and character of his deceased

friend and colleague. He has presented to you

the matured man, as developed in his ripe and

meridian age: he has proserted to you the

finished scholar—the eminent lawyer—the pro-

found judge—the distinguished senator—the

firm patriot—the constant friend—the honor-

able man—the brilliant convert jr—the social,

cheerful, witty companion. He has presented

to you the ripe fruit, of which I saw the early

blossom, and of which I f?!t the amsunince

more than thirty years ago, that it would ripen

into the golden fruit which wo liave all liclif Id.

Mr. President, this is no vain or empty cere-

monial in which the Senate is now engaged.

Honors to the illustrious dead go l>eyond tho

discharge of a debt of justice to them, and the

rendition of consolation to their friends : they

become lessons and examples for tlio living,

The story of their humble beginning and noble

conclusion, is an example to be followed, and an

excitement to bo felt. And where shah wc find

an example more worthy of imitation, or more

fall of encouragement, than in the life and cliaN

actor of Alexander Porter?—a lad of tender

ago—an orphan with a widowed mother and

younger children—the father martyred in the

cause of freedom—an exile before he was ten

years old—an ocean to be crossed, and a strange

land to (.-£ wen, and a wilderness of a thousand

miles to be penetrated before he could find a

resting-place for the sole of his foot : then edu-

cation to be acquired, support to be earned, and

even citizenship to be gained, before he could

make his own talents available to hia support:

conquering all these difBculties by his own ex-

ertions, and the aid of an affectionate uncle—(I

will name him, for the benefactor of youth de-

serves to be named, and named with honor in

the highest places)—with no other aid but that

of an uncle's kindness, Mr. Alexander Porter,

son., merchant of Nashville, also an emigrant

from Ireland, and full of the generous qualities

which belong to the children of that soil : this

lad, an exile and an orphan from the Old World,

thus starting in the New World, with every

thing to gain before it could bo enjoyed, soon

attained every earthly object, either brilliant or

substantial, for which we live and struggle in

this life—honors, fortune, friends ; the highest

professional and political distinction ; long a

supreme judge in his adopted State ; twice a

senator in the Congress of the United States-

wearing all his honors fresh and glowing to the

last moment of his life—and the announcement

of his death followed by the adjournment of

the two Houses of the American Congress!

What a noble and crowning conclusion to a be-

ginning so humble, and so apparently hopeless!

Honors to such a life—tho honors wliicli we

now pay to the memory of Senator Porter—are

not mere offerings to the dead, or mere consola-
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tiorw to the feelings of survivinn friendH and nv

lations ; they go further, and Iwcome inrentiveg

ind imhicoinents tu the iiigcnuoua youth of the

pn'sent and HucceedinR gencrationn, encouraging

tlit'ir hopes, and firing their spirits with a gen-

erous emulation.

Nor do the benefits of these honors stop with

individuals, nor oven with massen, or genera-

tions of men. They are not confined to per-

sons, but rise to institutinna—to the noble re-

publican institutions under which such things

can bo ! Republican government itself—that

government which holds man together in the

proud state of ecjuality and liberty—this gov-

ernment is benefited by the exhibition of the

examples such asVc now celebrate, and by the

rendition of the honors such as we now pay.

Our deceased brother senator has honored and

benefited our free republican institutions by

the manner in which he has advanced himself

under them ; and wo make manifest that bene-

fit by the honors which wo pay him. IIo has

given a practical illustration of the working of

our free, and equal, and elective form of govern-

ment ; and our honors proclaim the nature of

that vrorking. What is done in this chamber

is not done in a corner, but on a lofty eminence,

seen of all people. Europe, as well as Ameri-

ca, will see how our form of government has

worked in the person of an orphan exiled boy,

seeking refuge in the land which gives to virtue

and talent all that they will ever ask—the free

use of their own exertions for their own ad-

vancement.

Our deceased brother was not an American
citizen by accident of birth ; ho became so by
the choice of his own will, and by the operation

of oiu laws. Tho events of his life, and the

business of this day, shows this title to citizen-

ship to be as valid in our America as it was in

the great republic of antiquity. I borrow tho

thought, not tho language of Cicero, in his

pleading for the poet Archias, when I place the

citizen who becomes so by law and choice on an

equal footing with the citizen who becomes so

by chance. And, in the instance before us, we
may say that our adopted citizen has repaid us
for the liberality of our laws ; that he has add-
ed to the stock of our national character by the

contributions which he has brought to it in the

purity of his private life, the eminence of his

public serviceg, the ardor of his patriotism, and

the elegant productions of his mind.

And here let mo say—and I say it with prido

and satisfaction—our deceased brother senator

loved and admired his adopted country, wiih a

love and ailmiration increasing with his age,

and with his better knowledge of the countries

of tho Old World. A few years ago, and after

he had obtained great honor and fortune in this

country, ho returned on a visit to his native

land, and to the continent of Europe. It was
an occasion of honest exultation for the orphan

emigrant boy to return to tho land of his fa-

thers, rich in tho goods of this life, and clothed

with tho honors of he American Senate, But
tho visit was a melancholy one to him. Ilis

soul sickened at tho state of his fellow man in

tho Old World (I had \i from his own lips), and
he returned from that visit with stronger feel-

ings than ever in favor of his adopted country.

New honor awaited him here—that of a second

election to the American Senate. But of this

ho was not permitted to taste ; and the ^::o-

ceedings of this day announce his second brief

elevation to this body, and his departure from

it through *'
. gloomy portals of death, and the

radiant temple of enduring fame.

CHAPTER CXXXI.

NAVAL ACADEMY, AND NAVAL POLICY OF THE
UNITED STATES.

By scraps of laws, regulations, and departmental

instructions, a Naval Academy has grown up,

and a naval policy become established for the

United States, without the legislative wisdom
of the country having passed upon that policy,

and contrary to its previous policy, and against

its interest and welfare. A Naval Academy,

with 250 pupils, and annr.ally coming off in

scores, makes perpetual demand for ships and

commissions ; and these must be furnished,

whether required by viie public service or not

;

and thus the idea of a limited navy, or of a na-

val peace establishment, is extinguished ) and a

perpetual war establishment in time of peace is

growing up upon our hands. Prone to imitate
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every thing that tv^as English, there was a party

among us from the beginning which wished to

make the Union, like Great Britain, a great na-

val power, without considering that England

was an island, with foreign possessions ; which

made a navy a necessity of her position and

her policy, wliilo we were a continent, without

foreign possessions, to whom a navy would be an

expensive and idle encumbrance ; without con-

sidering that England is often by her policy re-

quired to be aggressive, the United States never

;

without considering that England is a part of the

European system, and subject to wars (to her

always maritime) in which she has no interest,

while the United States, in the isolation of their

geographical position, and the independence of

their policy, can have no wars but her own;

and those defensive. On the other hand, there

was a large party, and dominant after the presi-

dential election of 1800, which saw great evil in

emulating Great Britain as a naval power, and

made head against that emulation in all the

modes of acting on the public mind : speeches

and votes in Congress, essays, legislative decla-

rations. The most authoritative, and best con-

sidered declaration of the principles of this

party, was made some fifty years ago, in the

General Assembly of Virginia, in the era of her

greatest men ; and when the minds of these

men, themselves fathers of the State, was most

profoundly turned to the nature, policy, and

working of our government. All have heard of

the Virginia resolutions of 1708-'99, to restrain

the unconstitutional and unwise action of the

federal government : there were certain other co-

temporaneous resolutions from the same source

in relation to a navy, of which but little has

been known ; and which, for forty years, and

now, are of more practical importance than the

former. In the session of her legislature, 1799-

1800, in their " Instructions to Senators," that

General Assembly said

:

" With rf^spect to the navy, it may be proper

to remind you, that whatever may be the pro-

posed object of its establishment, or whatever

n^ay be the prospect of temporary advantages

resulting therefrom, it is demonstrated by the

experience of all nations, which have ventured

fj^j. \-nfn naval tjUcv. that »<uoh prosjicct i^ ulti-

mately delusive ; aiici that a navy has ever, in

practici', beer known more as an instrument of

power, a source of expense, and an occasion of

collisions and of wars with other nations, than

as an instrument of defence

protection to commerce,
50, of economy, or of

Nor is there any na-

tion, in the judgment of this General Assembly

to whose circumstances these remarks are more
applicable than to the United States."

Such was the voice of the great men of Vir-

ginia, some fifty years ago—the voice of reason

and judgment then ; and more just, judicious,

and applicable, now, than then. Since that

time the electro-magnetic telegraph, and the

steam-car, have been invented—realizing for de-

fensive war, the idea of the whole art of war, as

conceived and expressed by the greatest of

generals

—

eiffuaioN for subsistence : concen-

tration FOR ACTION. That was the language of

the Great Emperor : and none but himself could

have so conceived and expressed that idea.

And now the ordinary commander can practise

that whole art of war, and without ever hav-

ing read a book upon war. He would know

what to have done, and the country would do

it. Play the telegraph at the approach of au

invader, Pnd bummon the volunteer <;it'zen? to

meet him at the water's edge. They would be

found at home, diffused for subsistence: they

would concentrato for action, and at the rate of

500 miles a day, or more if need be. In two

days they would come from the Mississippi to

the Atlantic. It would be the mere business

of the accumulation of masses upon a given

point, augmenting continually, and attacking

incessantly. Grand tactics, and the "nineteen

manoeuvres," would be unheard of ; plain and

direct killing would be the only work. No

amount of invading force could sustain itself a

fortnight on any part of our coast. If hundreds

of thousands were not enough to cut them up,

millions would come—arms, munitions, provi-

sions, arriving at the same time. With this de-

fence—cheap, ready, omnipotent—who, outside

of an insane hospital, would thtnk of building

and keeping up eternal fleets to meet the invader

and fight him at sea ? The idea would be sense-

less, if practicable j but it would be impracti-

nable. There will never be another naval action

fought for the command of the seas. There lias

been none such fought since the French imd

British fleets met off Ouessant, in 1793. That

is the last inistAnw of a naval action fought ii)inn

consent : all the rest have been mere catching

and whipping : and there will never be ancther

Fleets must approach equality before they can
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fight; and with her five hundred men-of-war

en hand, Great Britain ia too far ahead to be

oTcrtaken by any nation, even if any one was

senseless enough to incur her debt and taxes for

tlie purpose. Look at Russia ! building ships

from the time of Peter the Great ; and the first

day they were wanted, all useless and a burden

!

only to be saved by the strongest fortifications

in the world, filled with the strongest armies of

the world ! and all burnt, or sunk, that could

not be so protected. Great Britain is compelled

by the necessities of her position, to keep up

great fleets : the only way to cjake head against

them is to avoid swelling their numbers with

the fleets of other nations—avoid the Trafalgars,

Aboukirs, Copenhagens, St. Vincents—and prey

upon her with cruisers and privateers. It is

the profound observation of Alison, the Engl'sh

historian of the wars of the French revolution

that the American cruisers did the British more

mischief in their two years' war of 1812, than

all the fleets of France did during their twenty

years' war. What a blessing to our countrj

if American statesmen could only learn that one

little sentence in Alison.

The war of 1812 taught American statesmen

a great lesson ; but they read it backwards, and

understood it the reverse of its teaching. It

taiigiit the efficacy of cruising—the inefficacy

of fleets. American cruisers, and privateers,

did immense mischief to British commerce and

shipping : British fleets did no mischief to

America. Their cruisers did some mischief—

their fleets none. And that is the way to read

the lesson taught by the naval operations of the

war of 1812. Cruisers, to be built when they

are needed for use: not fleets to rot down in

peace, while waiting for war. Yet, for forty

years we have been building great ships

—

frigates equal to ships of the line : liners,

nearly double the old size—120 guns instead

of seventy-fours. Eleven of these great liners

have been built, merely to rot ! at enormous

cost in the building, and great continual cost to

delay the rotting ; which, nevertheless, goes on

with the regularity and certainty of time. A
judicious uilrainistrative economy would have

them all broken up (to say nothing of others),

f-nd the serviceable parte .ill preserved, to be

built into smalic vessels when there shall be

need for them. It is forty years since this sys-

tem of building vessels for which there was

no use, took its commencement, and the cry

for more is greater now than it was in the be-

ginning ; and must continue. A history of each

ship built in that time—what the building cost ?

what the repairs ? what the alterations ? what

the equipment ? svhat the crew ? and how many
shot she fired at an enemy ? would be a history

which ought to be instructive , for it would

show an incredible amount of money as effec

tually wasted as if it had been thrown into the

sea. Great as this building and rotting ha.s

been for forty years past, it must continue to

become greater. The Naval Academy is a fruit

ful mother, bearing 250 embryo officers in her

womb at a time, and all the time ; and most of

them powerfully connected : and they must

have ships and commissions, when they leave

the mother's breast. They are the children of

the country, and must be provided for—they

and their children after them. This academy

commits the government to a great navy, as the

Military Academy commits it to a great army.

t is no longer the wants of the country, but of

the eleves of the institution which must be

provided for ; and routine officers are to take

all the places. Officers are now to be made in

schools, whether they have any vocation for the

profession or not ; and slender is the chance of

the government to get one that would ever have

gained a commission by his own exertions. This

writer was not a senator for thirty years, and

the channel of incessant applications for cadet

and midshipman places, without knowing the

motives on which such applications were made

;

and these motives may be found in three classes.

First, and most honorable would be the case of

a father, who would say—" I have a son, a bright

boy, that I have been educating for a profession,

but his soul is on fire for the army, or navy,

and I have yielded to his wishes, though against

my own, and believe if he gets the place, that

he will not dishonor his country's flag." One of

the next class would say—" I have a son, and he

is not a bright boy (meaning that he is a booby),

and cannot take a profession, but he would do

very well in the army or navy." Of the third

class, an unhappy father would say—" I have a

son, a smart boy, but wild (meaning he was

vicious"^, and I want to get hirn in the army or

navy, where he could be disciplined." These,

and the hereditary class (those whose fathers

and grandfathers have been in the ser.ice) are

'^1

!i; m

kj
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the descriptions of applicants for these appoint-

ments ; so that, it may be seen, the chances are

three or four to one against getting a suitable

subject for an officer; and of those who are

suitable, many resign soon after they have got

educated at public expense, and go into civil

life. Routine officers are, therefore, what may

be expected from these schools—officers whom

nature has not licensed, and who keep out of the

service those whom she has. The finest naval

officers that the world ever saw, were bred in

the merchant service; and of that England,

Holland, France, Genoa, and Venice, are proofs

;

and none more so than our own country. The

world never saw a larger proportion of able

commanders than our little navy of the Revolu-

tion, and of the Algerine and Tripolitan wars,

and the war of 1812, produced. They all came

(but few exceptions) from the merchant ser-

vice ; and showed an ability and zeal which no

school-house officers will ever equal.

Great Britain keeps up squadrons in time of

peace, and which is a necessity of her insular

position, and of her remote possessions: we

must have squadrons also, though no use for

them abroad, and infinitely better to remain in

our own ports, and spend the millions at home

which are now spent abroad. There is not a sea

in which our commerce is subject to any danger

of a kind which a man-of-war would prevent, or

punish, in which a cruiser would not be suffi-

cient. All our squadrons are anomalies, and

the squadron system should be broken up.

The Home should never have existed, and owes

its origin to the least commendable period of

our existence; the same of the African, con-

ceived at the same time, put upon us by treaty,

under the insidious clause that we could get rid

of it in five years, and which has already con-

tinued near three times five ; and which timidity

and conservatism will combine to perpetuate

—

that timidity which i the child of temporization,

and sees danger in every change. As for the

Mediterranean, the Brazil, the Pacific, the East

India squadron, they are mere British imitations

without a reason for the copy, and a pretext for

Baying the ships are at sea. The fact is, they

are in comfortable stations, doing nothing, and

had far better be at homo, and iu urdinary.

One hundred and forty court-martials, many

dismissions without courts, and two h\indred

eliminations at a single dash, proclaim the fact

that our navy is idle! and that this idleness

gives I'ise to dissipation, to dissensions, to insub-

ordination, to quarrels, to accusations, to court.

martials. The body of naval officers aro as

good as any other citizens, but idleness i» a de-

stroyer which no body of men can stand. We
have no use for a navy, and never shall have

;

yet we continue building ships and breeding

offlcera—the ships to rot—the officers to be-

come " tho cankers of a calm world and a long

peace."

The Virginia resolves of 1799-1800 on the

subject of a navy, contain the right doctrine for

the United States, even if the state of the world

had remained what it was—even if the telegraph

and the steam-car had not introduced a new era

in the art of defensive war. It is the most ex-

pensive and inefficient of all modes of warfare.

Its cost is enormous: its results nothing. A

naval victory decides nothing but which shall

have the other's ships.

In the twenty years of the wars of the

French revolution, Great Britain whipped all the

inimical fleets she could catch. She got all

their ships ; and nothing but their ships. Not

one of her naval victories had the least effect

upon the fate of the wars : land battles alone

decided the fate of countries, and commanded

the issues of peace or war. Concluding no war,

they are one of the fruitful sources of beginnmg

wars. Only employed (by those who possess

them) at long intervals, they must be kept up

the whole time. Enormously expensive, the

expense is eternal. Armies can be disbanded—

navies must be kept up. Long lists of officers

must be receiving pay when doing nothing.

Pensions are inseparable from the system. Go-

ing to sea in time of peace is nothing but visit-

ing foreign countries at the expense of the gov-

ernment. The annual expense of our navy

now (all the heads of expense incident to the

establishment included) is some fifteen millions

of dollars : the number of men employed, is

some 10,000—being at a cost of ^1,500 a man,

and they nothing to do. The whole number of

guns afloat is some 2,000—which is at the rate

of some ^9,000 a gun ; and they nothing in the

world to shoot at. The expense of a navy is

enoriiioua. The protection of commerce Ls a

phrase incessantly repeated, and of no applica-

tion. Commerce wants no protection from men-

of-war except against piratical nations; and
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they are fewer now than they were fifty years

ago; and some cruisers were then sufficient.

The Jlediterranean, which vps then the great

seat of piracy, is now »s tr rom it as the

Chesapeake Bay is. We hav .: naval policy

—

no system a'^apted by the Itgisliitive wisdom

—

no peace establishment—no understood princi-

ciple of action in relation to a navy. All goes

by fits and starts. A rumor of wa** is started

:

more ships are demanded : a combined interest

supports the demand—officers, contractors, poli-

ticians. The war does not come, but the ships

are built, and rot : and so on in a circle without

end.

CHAPTER CXXXII.

THE HOME SQUADRON: ITS DiUTILITY AND
EXPENSE.

Early in the session of '43-'44, Mr. Hale, of

New Hampshire, brought into the House a reso-

lution of inquiry into the origin, use, and ex-

pense of the home squadron : to which Mr.

Hamlin, of Maine, proposed the further inquiry

to know what service that squadron had per-

formed since it had been created. In support

of his proposition, Mr. Hale said

:

" He believed they were indebted to this ad-
ministration for the home squadron. The whole
sixteen vessels which composed that squadron
were said to be necessary to protect the coasting
trade ; and though the portion of the country
from which he came was deeply concerned in
the coasting trade, yet he himself was convinced
that many of those vessels might be dispensed
with. If this information were laid before the
House, they would have something tangible on
which to lay their hands, in the way of retrench-
ment and reform. He wanted this information
for the purpose of pointing out to the House
where an enormous expense might be cut down,
without endangering any of the interests of the
country. Gentlemen had talked about being
prepared with a sufficient navy to meet and con-
tend with the naval power of Great Britain

;

but had they any idea of the outlay which was
required to support such a navy ? The expense
of the navy of Great Britain amounted to be-
tween eighty and a hundred millions of dollars
annually. Wc were not in want of such a
great naval establishment to make ourselves
respected at home or abroad. General Jackson
alone had produced an impression upon one of

the oldest nations of Europe, which it would be
impossible for this administration to do with
the assistance of all the navies in the world."

Mr. Jared IngersoU was in favor of retrench-

ment and economy, but thought the process

ought to begin in the civil and diplomatic de-

partment—in the Congress itself, and in the ex-

penses it allowed for multiplied missions abroad

and incessant changes in the incumbents. With
respect to abuses in the naval expenditures, he
said :

—

"He had no knowledge of his own on this
subject ; but he had learned from a distinguished
officer of the navy, that in the navy-yards, in the
equipment of ships, by the waste and extrava-
gance caused by allowing officers to rebuild
ships when they pleased, and the loss on the
provisions of ships just returned from sea, which
have been taken or thrown away, the greatest
abuses have been practised, which have assisted
in swelling up the naval expenditures to their
present enormous amount."

Mr. Adams differed from Mr. IngersoU in the

scheme of beginning retrenchment on the civil

list, and presented the army and the navy as

the two great objects of wasteful expenditure,

and the points at which reform ought to begin,

and especially with retrenching this home squad-

ron, for which ho had voted in 1841, but now
condemned. He said

:

" The gentleman gave the House, undoubtedly,
a great deal of instruction as to the manner in
which it should carry out retrenchment and re-
form, and finally elect a President ; but his re-
marks did not happen to apply to the motion
of the gentleman from New Hampshire ; for he
led them away from that motion, and told them,
in substance, that it was not the nine million ot
dollars asked for by the Secretary of the Navy—and he did not laiow how much asked for the
army—that was to be retrenched. Oh, no

!

The army and the navy were not the great ex-
penses of this nation ; it was not by curtailing
the military and naval expenditures that econo-
my was to be obtained j but by beginning with
the two Houses of Congress. And what was
the comparison, to come to dollars and cents, be-
tween the expenses of that House and the Navy
Department ? Why, the gentleman, with all his
exaggerating eloquence, had made the executive,
legislative, and judicial powers of the country,
to cost at least two millions of dollars ; while
the estimates for the navy were nine millions, to
enable our ships to go abroad and display the
blripeti and stais. And lor what purpose was it

necessary to have this home squadron ? Was
the great maritime power of the earth in such a
position towards us as to authorize us to expect
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a hostile British squadron on our coasts 1 No

;

ho believed not Then what was this nine mil-

lions of dollars wanted for 1 There was a state-

ment, two years ago, in the report of the Secre-

tary of the Navy, in w Inch they were told that

our present navy, in comparison with that of

Great Britain, was only as one to eight—that

is, that the British navy was eight times as

large as ours. Now, in that year eight millions

of dollars was asked for for the navy ; the re-

port of the present year asks for nine millions.

This report contained the principle that we must
go on to increase our navy until it is at least

one-half as large as that of Great Britain ; and
what, then, was the proportion of additional ex-

pense we must incur to arrive at that result ?

Why, four times eight are thirty-two ; so tftat

it will take an annual expenditure of thirty-two

millions to give us a navy half as large as that

of Great Britain. If, however, gentlemen were
to go on in this way, $32,000,000—nay,
$50,000,000 would not be enough to nay the

expense of their navy. He expressed his ap-

proval of the resolution of the gentleman from
New Hampshire, and his gratification that it had
come from such a q-iarter—a quarter which was
8o deeply interested in having a due protection

for their mercantile navy and their coasting

trade, by the establishment of a home squadron.

At the time the home squadron was first pro-

posed, he was, himself, in favor of it, and it was
adopted with but very little opposition; and
the reason was, because the House did not un-

derstand it at that time. It looked t<i a war with
Great Britain. It looked more particularly to

a war with Great Britain (the honorable gen-

tleman was understood to say), provided she

took the island of Cuba. He saw no necessity

for a large navy, unless it was to insult other

nations, by taking possession of their territory

in time of peace. What was the good, he asked,

of a navy which cost the country $9,000,000 a

J

rear, compared with what was done there in the

egislative department of the nation 1 He ex-

pressed his ardent hope that the gentleman from
Tennessee [Mr. Cave Johnson], and the gen-

tleman from North Carolina [Mr. McKay]

—

now the chairman of the Committee of Ways
and Means—would persevere in the same spirit

that marked their conduct during the last Con-
gress, and still advocate reductions in the army
and the navy."

Mr. Hale replied to the several gentlemen

who, without offering a word in favor of the

utility of this domestic squadron, were endeavor-

ing to keep it up ; and who, without denying

the great abuse and extravagance in the naval

disbursements, were endeavoring to prevent

their correction by starting smaller game—and

that smaller game not to be pursued, and bagged,

but merely started to prevent the pursuit of the

great monster which was ravaging the fields.

Thus :—

" He believed that the greatest abuses ex-

isted in every department of the government
and that the extravagances of all required cor-

rection. Look at the army of 8,000 men only
kept up at an expense to the nation of $1,000
for each man. Was not this a crying abuse that

ou . t to be corrected ? Why, if the proposition

ha^ succeeded to increase the army to 20,000

men, the eypenditure at this rate would have

been twenty millions annually. Ifany gentleman

knew of the existence of abuses, let him bring

them to the notice of the House, and he would
vote not only for the proper inquiry into them
but to apply the remedy. In regard to this

home squadron, he begged leave to disclaim any

of the suspicions entertained by the gentleman

from Massachusetts. In offering his resolution

he had no reference to Cuba, or any thing else

suggested by the gentleman. He wanted the

House and the country to look at it as the

Secretary of the Navy presented it to their

view. As to the pretence that it was intended

for the protection of the coasting trade, it was

a most idle one. He wished the gentlemen

from Maine (the State most largely interested

in that trade) to say whether they needed any

such protection. He would answer for them,

and say that they did not. He tiimself lived

among those who were extensively engaged in

the coasting trade, and part ofl>his property was

invested in it. He could, therefore, speak with

some knowledge on the sQbject ; and he hesitated

not to say, that the idea of keeping up this

squadron for its protection was a most prepos-

terous and idle one. Sir, said he, the navy has

been the pet cliild of the nation, and, like all other

pet children, has run away with the whole patri-

monial estate. If it were found that tho Ijest

interest of the country required the maintenance

of the home squadron, then he would go for it

;

but if it were found to be utterly useless, as he

believed, then he was decidedly against it. But

he would give this further notice ; that he did

not mean to stop here ; that when the appro-

priations should come up, he intended to pro-

pose to limit those appropriations to a sum

sufficient only to support the squadron stationed

in the Mediterranean. It was entirely useless

for this country to endeavor to contend with

monarchies in keepbg up the pageantry of a

naval establishment."

The proposed inquiry produced no result,

only ending in demonstrating what was well

known to the older members, namely, the

difficulty, and almost impossibility of introducing

any reform, or economy into tho adtuiiiistration

of any department of the government unkss tin;

Executive takes the lead. And of this truth a

striking instance occurred at this session, and

t'aem; andtl
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npon this subject. The executive government,

that is to say, the President and his Secretary

of the Navy had made a lawless expenditure of

about ^700,000 during the recess of Congress

;

and Congress under a moral duress, was com-

pelled to adopt that expenditure as its own, and

make it good. When the clause in the naval

appropriation bill for covering this item, was

under consideration, Mr. Ezra Dean, of Ohio,

Rtood up and said

:

"It was nothing less than a bill making ap-

Eropriations to the amount of $750,000 which
ad been expended by the department in virtue

of its own will and pleasure, and without the

sanction ofany law whatever ; and the House was
called on to approve this proceeding. He had
supposed that any department which took upon
itself the power of expending the public money,
without authority of law, would have been sub-

jected to the severest rebuke of Congress. He
had supposed that this would have been a re-

form Congress, and that all the abuses of this

administration would bo ferreted out and cor-

rected ; but in this he had been grievously dis-

appointed. He had endeavored to get the con-

sent of the House to take up the navy retrench-

ment bill, which w^ould correct all these abuses,

but he had been mistaken ; and so far from
being able to get the bill before the House, he
had been unable even to get the yeas and
nays on the question of taking it up. There
was great reason for this. This Navy Depart-
ment had been for the last two years the great
vortex which had swallowed up two-thirds of
the revenues of the government. In 1840, a
law was passed that no money should be ex-
pended for the building of ships without the
express sanction of Congress ; and yet, in de-
fiance of this law, the Navy Department had
gone on to build an iron steamship at Pitts-

burg, and six sloops-of-war ; and he was told
that part of the appropriations in this bill were
to complete these vessels. Mr. D. then spoke
of the utter uselessness of these steamships on
the western waters, and referred to the number
of ships that were now rotting for want of use,

both on the stocks and laid up in ordinary;
and particularly referred to the magnificent ship
Delaware, which had just returned from a cruise,

and was dismantled, and laid up to rot at Nor-
folk, while the department was clamorous for
building more ships. There were not only
more ships now built and building than could
be used, but there were three times as many
officers as could be employed. There were 96
commanders, with salaries of $3,500 a-year,
while there was only employment for 38 of
thuin ; and there were C8 captains, while there
was only employment for but 18. He then re-
ferred to the number of oflBcers waiting orders,
and on leave of absence, and said that the

Vol II.—37

country would bo astonished to learn, that for
such ofiBcers, the country was now paying
$283,700 a year ; and that, by referring to the
records of the Navy Department, it would be
found that for the last twenty years, more than
half of the >fflcers of the navy were drawing
their pay and emoluments while at home,on leave
of absence, or waiting orders. Mr. D. spoke ol
many other abuses in the navy, which he said
required correction, and expressed his great re-
gret that he had not been able to get the Houw
to act on his navy retrenchment bill."

Mr. McKay, of North Carolina, who was the

chairman of the Committee ofWays and Means,

whose duty it became to present this item in

the appropriation bill, fully admitted its illegality

and wastefulness ; but plead the necessity of

providing for its payment, as the money had
been earned by work and labor done on the

faith of the government, and to withhold pay-

ment would be a wrong to laborers, and no pun-

ishment to the oflBcers who had occasioned the-

illegal expenditure. A high oflBcer had done-

this wrong. He was ready to join in a vote of

censure upon him : but to repudiate the debt

and leave laboring people without pay for

their work and materials was what he could not

do. And thus ended the session with sanctioar

mg an abuse of $700,000 in one item in the

navy, which session had opened with a manly
attempt to correct some of its extravagances

And thus have ended all similar attempts since.

A powerful combined interest pushes forward

an augmented navy, without regard to any ob-

ject but their own interest in it. First, the

politicians who raise a clamor of war at the rer

turn of each presidential canvass, and a cry foe

ships to carry it on. Next, the naval officers,

who are always in favor of more ships to give-

more commands. And, thirdly, the contractors

who are to build these ships, and get rich upon
their contracts. These three parties combine

to build ships, and Congress becomes a helpless

instrument in their hands. The friends of

economy, and of a wise national policy, which

prefers cruisers and privateers to shipc of the

line, may deliver their complaints in vain. Ship

building, and ship rotting, goes on unchecked,

and even with accelerated speed; and must
continue to so go on until the enormity of the

abuse produces a revulsion which, in curing the

abuse may nearly kill the navy itself..
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CHAPTER CXXXIII.

PROFESSOR MORSE: HIS ELECTROMAGNETIC
TELEGRAPH.

Communication of intelligence by concerted

signals is as old as the human race, and by all,

except the white race, rcmaius where it was six

thousand years ago. The smokes raised on suc-

cessive hills to give warning of the approach of

strangers, or enemies, were found to be the

same by Fremont in his western explorations

which were described by Herodotus as used for

the same purpose by the barbarian nations of

his time : the white race alone has made ad-

'

vances upon that rude and imperfect mode of

communication, and brought the art to a mar-

vellous perfection, but only after the interven-

tion of thousands of years. It was not until

the siege of Vienna by the Turks, that the very

limited intelligence between the besieged in a

city and their friends outside, was established

,by the telegraph : and it was not until the break-

ing out of the French revolution that that mode

of intelligence was applied to the centre and to

the circumference of a country : and at that

point it was stationary for fifty years. It was

.reserved for our own day, and our own country

to make the improvement which annihilates

distance, which disregards weather and dark-

less, and which rivals the tongue and the pen

in the precision and infinitude of its messages.

Dr. Franklin first broached the idea of using

electricity for communicating intelligence:

Professor Morse gave practical application to

his idea. This gentleman was a portrait painter

by profession, and had been to Europe to per-

fect himself in his art. Returning in the au-

tumn of 1832, and while making the voyage, the

recent discoveries and experiments in electro-

magnetism, and the affinity of electricity to

magnetism, or rather their probable identity,

became a subject of casual conversation between

himself and a few of the passengers. It had

recently been discovered that an electric spark

could be obtained from a magnet, and tliis dis-

covery had introduced a new branch of science,

to wit: magneto-electricity. Dr. Franklin's

experiments on the velocity of electricity, ex-

ceeding that of light, and exceeding 180,000

mileS in a moment, the feasil)ility of making

electricity the means of telegraphic intercourse,

that is to say of writing at a distance, struck

him with great force, and became the absorbing

subject of hia meditations. The idea of tele-

graphing by electricity was new to him. Fo^

tunately he did not know that some eminent

philosophers had before conceived the same idea,

but without inventing a plan by which the

thought could be realized. Knowing nothing

of their ideas, he was not embarrassed or im-

peded by the false lights of their mistakes. As

the idea was original with him, so was his plan.

All previous modes of telegraphing had been

by evanescent signs : the distinctive feature of

Morse's plan was the self-recording property of

the apparatus, with its ordinarily inseparable

characteristic of audible clicks, answering the

purposes of speech; for, in impressing the

characters, the sounds emitted by the machi-

nery gave notice of each that was struck, as

well understood by the practised ear as the re-

corded language was by the eye. In thia Le

became the inventor of a new art—the art of

telegraphic recording, or imprinting characters

telegraphically.

Mr. Morse then had his invention complete

in his head, and his labor then begun to con-

struct the machinery and types to reduce it to

practice, in which having succeeded to the entire

satisfaction of a limited number of observers in

the years 1836 and '37, he laid it before Con-

gress in the year 1838, made an exhibit of its

working before a committee, and received a fa-

vorable report. Much time was then lost in

vain efforts to procure patents in England and

France, and returning to Congress in 1842. an

appropriation of $30,000 was asked for to en-

able the inventor to test his discovery on a line

of forty miles, between Washington and Balti-

more. The appropriation was granted -the

preparations completed by the spring of 1844,

and messages exchanged instantaneously be-

tween the two points. The line was soon ex-

tended to New York, and since so multiplied,

that the Morse electro-magnetic telegraph now

works over 80,000 miles in America and 50,000

in Europe. It is one of tV:C marvellous results

of science, putting people who are thousands ol

miles apart in instant communication with tho

accuracy of a face to face conversation. Its
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wonderful advantages are felt in social, political,

commercial and military communications, and,

in conjunction with the steam car, is destined to

work a total revolution in the art of defensive

warfare. It puts an end to defensive war on

the ocean, to the necessity of fortifications, ex-

cept to delay for a few days the bombardment

of a city. The approach of invaders upon any

point, telegraphed through the country, brings

down in the flying cars myriads of citizen sol-

diers, arms in hand and provisions in abundance,

to overwhelm with numbers any possible invad-

ing force. It will dispense with fleets and stand-

ing armies, and all the vast, cumbrous, and ex-

pensive machinery of a modern army. Far from

dreading an invasion, the telegraph and the car

may defy and dare it—may invite any number

of foreign troops to land—and assure the whole

of them of death or captivity, from myriads of

volunteers launched upon them hourly from the

first moment of landing until the last invader is

a corpse or a prisoner.

CHAPTER CXXXIV.

FREMONT'S SECOND EXPEDITION.

"The government deserves credit for the zeal

with which it has pursued geographical dis-

covery." Such is the remark which a leading

pai)er made upon the discoveries of Fremont, on
his return from his second expedition to the

Great West ; and such is the remark which all

writers will make upon all his discoveries who
write history from public documents and out-

side views. "With all such writero the expedi-

tions of Fremont will be credited to the zeal of

tlie government for the promotion of science

;

as if the government under which he acted had
conceived and planned these expeditions, as Mr.
Jefferson did that of Lewis and Clark, and then
selected this young officer to carry into effect

the instructionsTlelivered to him. How far such
history would be true in relation to the first ex-
pedition, which terminated in the Rocky Moun-
tains, h.v, been 5een in the aeeouiit which has
been given of the origin of that undertaking,
and which leaves the gcvernmeut innocent of its

conception
j and, therefore, not entitled to the

credit of its authorship, but only to the merit of

permitting it. In the second, and greater ex-

pedition, from which great political aa well as

scientific results have flowed, their merit is

still less ; for, while equally innocent of its con-

ception, they were not equally passive to its

performance—countermanding the expedition

after it had begun ; and lavishing censure upon
the adventurous young explorer for his manner
of undertaking it. The fact was, that his first

expedition barely finished, Mr. Fr6mont sought
and obtained orders for a second one, and was
on the frontier of Missouri with his command
when orders arrived at St. Louis to stop him,

on the ground that he had made a military

equipment which the peaceful nature of his geo-

graphical pursuit did not require ! as if Indians

did not kill and rob scientific men as well as

others if not in a condition to defend themselves.

The particular point of complaint was that he
had taken a small mountain howitzer, in addi-

tion to his rifles : and which, he was informed,

was charged to him, although it had been fur-

nished upon a regular 'equisition on the com-
mandant of the Arsenal at St. Louis, approved
by the commander of the military department
(Colonel, afterwards General Kearney). Mr.
Fremont had left St. Louis, and was at the

frontier, Mrs. Fremont being requested to ex-

amine the letters that came after him, and for-

ward those which he ought to receive. She
read the countermanding orders, and detained

them ! and Fremont knew nothing of their ex-
istence until after he had returned from one of

the most marvellous and eventful expeditions of

modern times—one to which the United States

are indebted (among other things) for the pre-

sent ownership of California, instead of seeing it

a British possession. The writer of this View,
who was then in St. Louis, approved of the

course which his daughter had taken (for she

had stopped the orders before he knew of it)

;

and he wrote a letter to the department con-

demning the recall, repulsing the reprimand
which had been lavished upon Fremont, and de-

manding a court-martial for him when he should

return. The Secretary at War was then Mr.
James Madison Porter, of Pennsylvania ; the

chief of the Topographical corps the same as

now (Colonel Aborts), himself an office man,
surrounded by West Pomt officers, to whose
pursuit of easy service Fremont's adventurous

s>
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expeditions was a reproach ; and in conformity

to whose opinions the secretary seemed to have

acted. On Fremont's return, upwards of a year

afterwards, Mr, William Wilkins, of Pennsyl-

vania, was Secretary at War, and received the

young explorer with all honor and friendship,

and obtained for him the brevet of captain from

President Tyler. And such is the inside view

of this piece of history—very different from

what documentary evidence would make it.

To complete his survey across the continent,

on the line of travel between the State of Mis-

souri and the tide-water region of the Columbia,

was Fremont's object in this expedition; and

it was all that he had obtained orders for doing

;

but only a small part, and to his mind, an insig-

nificant part, of what he propoFed doing. Peo-

ple had been to the mouth of the Columbia be-

fore, and his ambition was not liniited to making

tracks where others had made them before him.

There was a vast region beyond the Rocky

Mountains—the whole western slope of our

continent—of which but little was known ; and

of that little, nothing with the accuracy of

science. All that vast region, more than seven

hundred miles square—equal to a great king-

dom in Europe— was an unknown land—

a

sealed book, which he longed to open, and to

read. Leaving the frontier of Missouri in May,

1843, and often diverging from his route for the

sake of expanding his field of observation, he

had arrived in the tide-water region of Colum-

bia in the month of November ; and had then

completed the whole service which his orders

embraced. He might then have returned upon

his tracks, or been brought home by sea, or

hunted the most pleasant path for getting back

;

and if he had been a routine officer, satisfied with

fulfilling an order, he would have done so. Not

BO the young explorer who held his diploma

from Nature, and not from the United States'

Military Academy. He was at Fort Vancouver,

guest ofthe hospitable Dr. McLaughlin, Governor

of the British Hudson Bay B'ur Company ; and

obtained from him all possible information upon

his intended lino of return—faithfully given, but

which proved to be disastrously erroneous in its

leading and governing feature. A southeast

route to cross the great unknown region diago-

nally through its heart (making a line from the

Lower Columbia to the Upper Colorado of the

Gulf of Calfomia), was his line of return:

twenty-five men (the same who had come with

him from the United States) and a hundred

ho'-'^es, were his equipment ; and the commence-

ment of winter the time of starting—all with-

out a guide, relying upon their guns for gup-

port ; and, in the last resort, upon their horgcs

—such as should give out ! for one that could

carry a man, or a pack, could not bo spared for

food.

All the maps up to that time had shown this

region traversed from east to west—from the

base of the Rocky Mountains to the Bay of San

Francisco—by a great river called the Bueiia

Ventura : which may be translated, the Good

Chance. Governor McLaughlin believed in the

existence of this river, and made out a conjec-

tural manuscript map to show its place and

course. Fremont believed in it, and his plan

was to reach it before the dead of winter, and

then hybernate upon it. As a great river, he

knew that it must have some rich bottoms;

covered with wood and grass, where the wild

animals would collect and shelter, Wh^n the

snows and freezing winds drove them from the

plains : and with these animals to live on, and

grass for the horses, and wood for fires, he ex-

pected to avoid suftering, if not to enjoy com-

fort, during his solitary sojourn in that remote

and profound wilderness. He proceeded—soon

encountered deep snows which impeded pro-

gress upon the high lands—descended into a

low country to the left (afterwards known to

be the Great Basin, from which no water issues

to any sea)—skirted an enormous chain of

mountain on the right, luminous with glittering

white snow—saw strange Indians, who mostly

fled—found a desert—no Buena Ventura: and

death from cold and famine staring him in the

face. The failure to find the river, or tidmgs of

it, and the possibility of its existence seeming

to be forbid by the structure of the country,

and hyberaation in the inhospitable desert being

impossible, and the question being that of life

and death, some new plan of conduct became in-

dispensable. His celestial observations told him

that he was in the latitude of the Bay of San

Francisco, and only seventy miles from it. But

what miles ! up and down that snowy moun-

tain which the Indians told him no men could

cross in the winter-which would have snow

upon it as deep as the trees, and places where

people would sUp off, and fall half a mile at a
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time;— a fat . hich actually befell a mule,

packed with .iiv precious burden of botanical

Bpecimens, collected along a travel of two thou-

sand miles. No reward could induce an Indian

to become a guide in tins perilous adventure of

crossing this mountain. All recoiled and fled

from the adventure. It was attempted without

a guide—in the dead of winter—accomplished

in forty days—the men and surviving horses

—

a woful procession, crawling along one by one

:

skeleton men leading skeleton horses—and ar-

riving at Suter's Settlement in the beautiful val-

ley of the Sacramento; and where a genial

warmth, and budding flowers, and trees in foli-

age, and grassy ground, and flowmg streams,

and comfortable food, made a fairy contrast

with the famine and freezing they had en-

countered, and the lofty Sierra Nevada which

hey had climbed. Here he rested and recruited

;

and from this point, and by way of Monterey,

the first tidings were heard of the party since

leaving Fort Vancouver,

Another long progress to the south, skirting

the western base of the Sierra Nevada, made

him acquainted with the noble valley of the San

Joaquin, counterpart to that of the Sacramento

;

when crossing through a gap, and turning to

the left, he skirted the Great Basin ; and, by

many deviations from the right line home, levied

incessant contributions to science from expanded

lands, not described before. In this eventful

exploration all the great features of the western

slope of our continent were brought to light

—

the Great Salt Lake, the Utah Lake, the Little

Salt Lake; at all which places, then desert,

the Mormons now are ; the Sierra Nevada, then

solitary in the snow, now crowded with Ameri-

cans, digging gold from its flanks ; the beauti-

ful valleys of the Sacramento and San Joaquin,

then alive with wild horses, elk, deer, and wild

fowls, now smiling with American cultivation

;

the Great Basin itself, and its contents ; the

Three Parks ; the approximation of the great

rivers which, rising together in the central region

of the Roc' y Mountains, go off east and west,

towards the rising and the setting sun :—all

these, and other strange features of a new region,

more Asiatic than American, were brought to

light, and revealed to public -view in the results

of this exploration. Eleven months he was
never out of sight of snow; and sometimes,

freezing with cold, would look down upon a

sunny valley, warm with genial heat;—some-
times panting with the summer's heat, would
look up at the eternal snows which crowned

the neighboring mountain. But it was not then

that California was secured to the Unton—to

the greatest power of the New World—to which
it of right belonged : but it was the first step

towaruB the acquisitron, and the one that led to

it. That second expedition led to a third, just

in time to snatch the golden CaAfornia from the

hands of the British, ready to clutch it. But
of this hereafter. Fremont's second expedition

was now over. He had left the United States

a fugitive from his government, and returned

with a name that went over Europe and America,

and with discoveries bearing fruit which the

civilized world is now enjoying.

CHAPTER CXXXV.
TEXAS ANNEXATION: SECRET OKIGIN; BOLD

INTEIOUE FOB THE PRESIDENCY.

In the winter of 1842-'3, nearly two years before

the presidential election, there appeared in a

Baltimore newspaper an elaborately composed

letter on the annexation of Texas, written by
Mr. Gilmer, a member of Congress from Vir-

ginia, urging the immediate annexation, as ne-

cessary to forestall the designs of Great Britain

upon that young country. These designs, it was
alleged, aimed at a political and military dom-
ination on our south-western border, with a

view to abolition and hostile movements against

us ; and the practical part of the letter was an

earnest appeal to the American people to annex

the Texas republic immediately, as the only

means of preventing such great calamities. This

letter was a clap of thunder in a clear sky.

There was nothing in the political horizon to

announce or portend it. Great Britain had

given no symptom of any disposition to war
upon us, or to excite insurrection among our

slaves. Texas and Mexico were at war, and to

annex the country was to adopt the war: far

from hastening annexation, an event desirable in

itself when it could be honestly done, a prema-

ture and ill-judged attempt, upon groundless

pretexts, could only clog and delay it. There

was nothing in the position of Mr. Gilmer to
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make him a prime mover in the annexation

ichemc 5 and there was much in his connections

with Mr. Calhoun to nmlto him tlic reflector of

that gentleman's opinions. Tlie letter itself was

a counterpart of the movement made by Mr.

Calhoun in the Senate, in 1830, to bring the

Texas question into the presidential election of

that year ; its arguments were the amplification

of the seminal idca.s then presented by that gen-

tleman : and it was his known habit to operate

through others. Mr. Gilmer was a close politi-

cal friend, and known as a promulgator of his

doctrines—having been the first to advocate

nullification in Virginia.

Putting all these circumstances together, I be-

lieved, the moment I saw it, that I discerned the

finger of Mr. Calhoun in that letter, and that an

enterprise of some kind was on foot for the next

presidential election—though still so far ofl: I

therefore put an eye on the movement, and by

observing the progress of the letter, the papers

in which it was republished, their comments,

the encomiums which it received, and the public

meetings in which it was commended, I became

satisfied that there was no mistake in referring its

origin to that gentleman ; and became convinced

that this movement was the resumption of the

premature and abortive attempt of 1836. In

the course of the summer of 1843, it had been

taken up generally in the circle of Mr. Cal-

houn's friends, and with the zeal and pertinacity

which betrayed the spirit of a presidential can-

vass. Coincident with these symptoms, and in-

dicative of a determined movement on the Texas

question, was a pregnant circumstance in the ex-

ecutive branch of the government. Mr. Web-

ster who had been prevailed upon to remain in

Mr. Tyler's cabinet when all his colleagues of

1841 left their places, now resigned his place,

also—induced, a.s it was well known, by the

altered deportment of the President towards

him ; and was succeeded first by Mr. Legare, of

South Carolina, and, on his early death, by Mr.

Upshur, of Virginia.

Mr. Webster was inflexibly opposed to the

Texas annexation, and also to the presidential

elevation of Mr. Calhoun ; the two gentlemen,

his successors, were both favorable to annexa-

tion, and one (Mr. Upshur) extremely so to Mr.

Calhoun ; so that, here were two steps taken in

the suspected direction-an obstacle removed

and a fiicility substituted. This change in the

head of the State Department, upon whatever

motive produced, was indispensable to the suc-

cess of the Texas movement, and could only

have been made for some great cause never yet

oxplaine«l, seeing the service which Mr. Web-

ster did Mr. Tyler in remaining with him when

the other ministers withdrew. Another sign

appeared in the conduct of the President him-

self. He was undergoing another change. Long

a democrat, and successful in getting office ^t

that, he had become a whig, and with 8ti.l

greater success. Democracy had carried him lo

the Senate; whiggism elevated hira to the

vice-presidency ; and, with the help of an vxi-

dent, to the presidency. He was now settling

back, as shown in a previous chapter, towards

his origini) party, but that wing of it which had

gone off w ith Mr. Calhoun in the nullification

war—a natural line of retrogression on his part,

as he had tmvelled it in his transit from the dem-

ocratic to tl 3 whig camp. The papers in his in-

terest becarav rampant for Texas; and in the

course of th ) autumn, the rumor became cumnt

and steady tliat negotiations were in progress

for the anncxixtion, and that success was certain.

Arriving at Washington at the commencement

of the session of 1843-'44, and descending the

steps of the Capitol in a throng of members on

the evening of the first day's sitting, I was ac^

costed by Mr. Aaron V. Brown, a representative

from Tennessee, with expressions of great grati-

fication at meeting with me so soon ; and who

immediately showed the cause of his gratifica-

tion to be the opportunity it afibrded him to

speak to me on the subject of the Texas annex-

ation. He spoke of it as an impending and pro-

bable event—complimented me on my early op-

position to the relinquishment of that country,

and my subsequent efforts to get it back, and

did mo the honor to say that, as such original

enemy to its loss and early advocate of its re-

covery, I was a proper person to take a promi-

nent part in now getting it back. All this was

very civil and quite reasonable, and, at another

time and under other circumstances, would have

been entirely agrceabl6 to me ; but, preoccupic-1

as my mind was with the idea of an intrigue for

the presidency, and a land and scrip speculation

which I saw mixing itself up with it, and feel-

ing as if I was to be uiadu an instrument in

these schemes, I took fire at his words, and an-

swered abruptly and hotly : That it uan, m
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the part of some, an intrigue for the presi-

dency nnd a plot to dissolve the Union—on the

part of others, a Texas scrip and land specu-

lation ; and that I was affuinst it.

This answer went into the newspapers, and

was much notioei? at the time, and immediately

get up a high wall between mo and the annexa-

tion party. I hail no thought at the time that

Mr. Brown had been moved by anybody to

sound me, and presently regretted the warmth

with which I had replied to him—especially as

no part of what I said wa.s intended to apply to

him. The occurrence gave rise to some sharp

words at one another afterward.*?, which, so far

as they wore sharp on my part, I have since con-

demned, and do not now repeat.

Some three months afterwards there appeared

in the Richmond Enquirer a letter from Gene-

ral Jackson to Mr. Brown, in answer to one

from Mr* Brown to the general, covering a copy

of Mr. Gilmer's Texas letter, and asking the

favor of his (the general's) opinion upon it:

which ho promptly and decidedly gave, and

fully in favor of its object. Here was a revela-

tion and a coincidence which struck me, and put

my mind to thinking, and opened up a new vein

of exploration, into which I went to work, and

worked on until I obtained the secret history of

the famous " Jackson Texas letter" (as it came

to be called), and which played so large a part

in the Texas annexation question, and in the

presidential election of 1844 ; and which drew

so much applause upon the general from many

who had so lately and so bitterly condemned

him. This history I now propose to give, con-

fining the narrative to the intrigue for the pres-

idential nomination, leaving the history of the

attempted annexation (treaty of 1844) for a

separate chapter, or rather chapters ; for it was

an enterprise of many aspects, according to the

taste of dillerent actors—presidential, disunion,

speculation.

The outline of this history—that of the let-

ter

—

\% brief and authentic ; and, although well

covered up at the time, was known to too many
to remain covered up long. It was partly made
known to me at the time, and fully since. It

runs thus

:

Mr. Calhoun, in 1841-2, had resumed his

desif^n (intermitted in 184U) to stand for the

presidency, and determined to make the annex-

ation of Texas —immediate annexation—the con-

trolling issue in the election. The death of

President Harrison in 1841, and the retreat of

his whig ministers, and the accession of hia

friends to power in the person of Mr. Tyler

(then settling back to his old love), ami in the

persons of some of his cabinet, opened up to his

view the prospect of a 8UCceH.sful enterprise in

that direction ; and he fully embraced it, and

without diHcouragement from the similar bud-

ding hopes of Mr. Tyler himself, which it W8.s

known would be without fhiit, except what Mr.

Calhoun would gather—the ascendant of his

genius assuring him the mastery when ho should

choose to assume it. His real competitors (fore-

seen to bo Mr. Van Burcn and Mr. Clay) were

sure to be against it—immediate annexation

—

and they would have a heavy current to en-

counter, all the South and Wert being for the

annexation, and a strong interest, also, in other

parts of the Union. There was a basis to build

upon in the honest feelings of the people, and

inflammatory arguments to excite them ; and if

the opinion of General Jackson could be ob-

tained in its favor, the election of the annexation

candidate was deemed certain.

With this view the Gilmer letter was com-

posed and published, and sent to him—and was

admirably conceived for his purpose. It took

the veteran patriot on the side of his strong

feelings—love of country and the Union—dis-

trust of Great Britain—and a southern suscep-

tibility to the dangers of a servile insurrection.

It carried him back to the theatre of his glory

—the Lower Mississippi—and awakened hia ap-

prehensions for the safety of that most vulnera-

ble point of our frontier. Justly and truly, but

with a reflnement of artifice in this case, it pre-

sented annexation as a strengthening plaster to

the Union, while really intended to sectionalize

it, and to effect disunion if the annexation

failed. This idea of strengthening the Union

had, and in itself deserved to have, an invincible

charm for the veteran patriot. Besides, the re-

covery of Texas was in the lino of his policy,

pursued by him as a favorite object during his

administration ; and this desire to get back that

country, patriotic in itself, was entirely com-

patible with his acquiescence in its relinquish-

ment as a temporary sacrifice in 1819 ; an ac-

quiescence induced by the " domestic " reason

communicated to him by Mr. jMonroe.

The great point in sending the Gilmer letter

to him, with its portents of danger from British

designs, was to obtain from him the expression

h

I 1
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of KD opinion in favor of " iinmodiato" annexa-

tion. No other op on »ouI4 do any gofxl, A
ftiture annt x#<l"" "^ m" -"i (i«w noon after

1944$ Vould can «fwtion beyoiad Die

preRidenfmt •(wtAkM,, tad 'ould fUl in with H «

known opttlms^otMr. Van i?'nren in\il Mr. Clay,

»nd modt <iHlier American Htintesmen, the oom-

Dwil Mtttiaient bcinp; for aniu xation, wlicn it

<MKf)4 he hoQcstly accompliHhcd. Surli annexa-

tion mftmid. make no insuo nt all. t would

throw Tcu(M> "fl* "f the nanvaHS. Immediate

was, thorofoie, iLt p,'nn«* ; and to bring General

Jackson to that point ^as the object. To do

that, the danger of British occupation was pre-

sented aH Ijeing so imminent as to admit of no

delay, and so disastroux in its consequences as

to preclude all consideration of present objec-

tions. It was a bold conception, and of critical

execution. Jackson was one of the la.st men in

the world to bo tampered with—one of the last

to be used against a friend or for a foe—the very

last to bo willing to see Mr. Calhoun President

—and the very first in favor of Mr. Van Buren.

To turn him against his nature and his feelings

in all these particulars was a perilous enterprise

:

but it was attempted—and occomplished.

Ft has already been shown that the letter of

flif. Gilmer was skilfully composed for its pur-

pose : all the accessories of its publication and

transmission to General Jackson were equally

skilfully contrived. It was addressed to a friend

in Maryland, which was in the opposite direc-

tion from the loctia of its origin. It was drawn

out upon the call of a friend : that is the tech-

nical way of getting a private letter before the

public. It was published in Baltimore—a city

where its writer did not live. The name of the

friend in Maryland who drew it out, was con-

cealed; and tli t was necessary to the success

of the scheme, as the name of this suspected

friend (Mr. Duff Green) would have fastened

its origin on Mr. Calhoun. And thus the

accessories of the publication were complete,

and left tiio mind without suspicion that the

letter had germinated in a warm southern lati-

tude. It was thc:i retuly to start on its mission

to General Jacknc but how to get it there,

without exciting su ,
ior.j was the question.

Certainly Mr. Giiifi< ^^ a,j hf.,^) been the

natural agent for th *;>> Tji <;''/i of his own
letter; but he stood t*; >••.. 3 i-, Mr. Calhci,: --

was too mtich his frieid and -ntimate—to make

that a safe adventure. A medium was wanted,

which would bo a conductor of the letter and i

non-conductor of suspicion; and it was roiimlin

the person of Mr. Aaron V. Urown. Hn' ho

was the friend of Mr. Van Iluren, and it wu
necessary to approach him thmugh a nu><lium

also, i?i»d one was found m one of Mr. Oilmei'g

collea«uei»~believed to be Mr. Hopkins, of the

IIouBc, <*i>i. f^me from near the Tennessee line;

and through him the letter reached Mr. Biimi,

And thus, conceived by one, written by nn-

othi< •, published by a third, and transmitted

tliK. h two successive mediums, the missive

went (ipon iM destination, and arrived saftiy in

the hands of General Jackson. It had a pom-

plotc success. He answered it promptly, warm-

ly, decidedly, affirmatively. So fully did it put

h>m up to the point of " immediate " annexution,

that his impatience out-stripped expectation. He

counselled haste—considered the present the

accepted time—and urged the seizure of tlic

" golden opportimity " which, if lost now, might

never return. The answer was dated at the

Hermitage, March 12th, 184.1, and was ret lived

at Washington as soon as the mail could fetch

it. Of course it came to Mr. Brown, to whom

it belonged, and to whom it was addressed;

but I did not hear of it in his hands. My first

information of it was in the hands of Mr. Gil-

mer, in the hall of the House, immediately

after its arrival—he, crossing the hall with the

letter in his hand, greatly elated, and showing

it to a confidential friend, with many expres-

sions of now confident triumph over Jlr. Van

Buren. The friend was permitted to read the

letter, but with the understanding that nothing

was to be said about it at that time.

Mr. Gilmer than explained to his friend

the purposefor which this letter had been writ-

ten and sent to General Jackson, and the use

that was intended to be made of his answer

(iffavorable to the design af the authors),

whirl iise was this : It was to be proJneed in

the nominating conventio y
> 'ivf^in w Mr.

Van Buren. and give Mr. Calnoun the nomi-

nation, both of whom were to be interrogated

beforehand ; and as it was well kmnrn xckat

the answers would be— Calhoun for and Van

Buren against immediate annexation—and

Jackson''s answer coinciding with Calhoun^s,

wotdd turn the scale m hi^ favor, "and blow

Van Buren sky high."

This was the plan, and this the state of the

game, at the end of February, 1843 ; but a great
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anncxiition,

deal ri'iimined to Ixj done to perfect the schomc.

The Kentiinont of tho democratic party waa

m'«rly uimnimoiiH for Mr. Van Buren, and time

«a.s wanted to tmderniino that Hentimcnt. Puli-

lic opinion was not yet rijw for iniinediato nui-

noxation, ami time was wanted to cnltivate that

opinion. There was no eyidenco of any British

domination or abolition ph)t in TexoH, and time

WOH wanted to imjK)rt one from Ix)ndon. ' II

these oi)cration« reqiii-ed time—more of it than

intervened before the customary period for the

meeting of tho convention. That period had

been tho month of Deceml)cr preceding the year

of the election, and Baltimore the place for these

aHHemblofM'N ninee C-'ngress presidential cou-

cw'H bail l)e('n bioken dcwn—that near position

ii> U'ashiinjton oeing chosen for tho convenient

B'-indar' ) of that part of the memlwrs of Con-
gress who charged themselves with those elec-

tions. If December remained the period for the

meeting, there would be no time for the large

operations which required to be performed

;

for, to get the delegates there in time, they

must be elected beforehand, during the summer
—so that tho working season of tho intriguers

would 1)6 reduced to a few months, when up-

wards of a year was required. To gain that

time was tho first object, and a squad of mem-
bers, some in tho interest of Mr. Calhoun, some
proftsKing friendship to Mr, Van Buren, but se-

cretly hostile to him, sat privately in the Capi-
tol, almost nightly, corresponding with all parts
of tho country, to got the convention postponed.
All sorts of patriotic motives were assigned for

this desired postponement, as that it would be
more convenient for the delegates to attend-
nearer to tho time of election—more time for

public opinion to mature ; and most favorable
to deliberate decision. But another device was
fallen upon to obtain delay, the secret of which
was not put into tho letters, nor confided to the
body 0':' the nightly committee. It had so hap-
pened that the opposite party—the whigs—since
the rout of the Congress presidential caucuses,
had also taken the same time and place for their
conventions— December, and Baltimore—nnd
doubtless for tho same reason, that of the more
convenient attending of the Tusident-making
members of Congress ; and this led to an in-
trigtie with the wh;gs, the kuowk-ilge of which
was confined to a very few. It was believed
that the democratic convention could be the

more readily put off if tho whigs would do the
like—an<l do it first.

Tliero was a committee within tho committc*
—a little nest of head managers—who under-

took this collusive arrangement with the whigs.

They
i

..pnsed it to them, professing to oct in

I he interest nf Mr. Calhoun, though in fact

iigniuHl him, as well m against Mr. Van lurea.

Tho whige readily agreed to this proposal, be-

cause, being themselviw then unanimous for Mr.
Clay, it made no difference tt what tune be
should be nominated ; and bcli(<ving ilwy could

riore easily defeat Mr. Calhoun than Mr. Van
Buren, they preferred liiin for an antagonist.

They therefore agreed to the delay, and both

conventions were jnit off (and the T;higs flrct,

to enable the democrats to plead it) from De-
cember, 1843, to May, 1844. Time for opera-

ting having now been gained, the night squad in

the Capitol redoubled their activity to work
upon tho people. Letter writers and newspa-
pers were secured. Good, ea* members, were
plied with specious reasons—slopery ones were
directly approached. Visitors i om the States

were beset and indoctrinated. M n were picked

out to operate on the selfish, and ti " calculating

;

and myriads of letters were sent r> tho States,

to editors, and politicians. All lose agents

worked to a pattern, tho primary . 'ject being

to undo public sentiment in favor < f Mr. Van
Buren, and to manufacture one, ost nsibly in

favor of Mr. Calhoun, but in reality without
being for him—they being for any on<^' of four

(Mr. Cass, Mr. Buchanan, Colonel Join >on, Mr.
Tyler), in preference to either of then . They
were for neither, and the only diffen ce was
that Mr. Calhoun believed they were li him

:

Mr. Van Buren knew they wore again him.
They professed friendship for him; an' that

was necessary to enable them to undt -mine
him. The stress of the argument again.*- him
was that ho could not be elected, and the Tort

was to make good that assertion. No\ or
never, was the word with respect to Texas.

Some of tho squad sympathized with the specu-

lators in Texas land and scrip; and to these

Mr. Calhoun was no more palatable than Mr.
Van Buren, They wore both above plund.-?r.

Some wanted office, and knew that neither )f

these gentlemen would give it to them. Th( y
had a difficult as well as tortuous part to play.

Piofessing democracy, they colluded with whiga.

i
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Professing friendship to Mr. Van Buren, they

co-operated with Mr. Calhoun's friends to de-

feat him. Co-operating with Mr. Calhoun's

friends, they were against his election. They

were for any body in preference to either, and

especially for men of easy temperaments, whose

principles were not entrenched behind strong

wills. To undo public sentiment in favor of

Mr. Van Buren was their labor; to get un-

pledged and uuinstructed delegates into conven-

tion, and to get those released who had been

appointed under instructions, was the consum-

mation of their policy. A convention untram-

melled by instructions, independent of the peo-

ple, and open to the machinations of a few poli-

ticians, was what was wanted. The efforts to

accomplish these purposes were prodigious, and

constituted the absorbing night and day work

of the members engaged in it. After all, they

had but indifferent success—more with poli-

ticians and editors than with the people. Mr.

Van Buren was almost universally preferred.

Delegates were generally mstructed to support

his nomination. Even in the Southern States,

in direct question between himself and Mr. Cal-

houn, he was preferred—as in Alabama and

Mississippi. No delegates were released from

their instructions by any competent authority,

and only a few in any, by clusters of local poli-

ticians, convenient to the machinations of the

committee in the Capitol—as at Shockoe Hill,

Richmond, Virginia, where Mr. Ritchie, editor

of the Enquirer (whose proclivity to be de-

ceived in a crisis was generally equivalent in its

effects to positive treachery), led the way—him-

self impelled by others.

The labors of the committee, though intended

to be secret, and confined to a small circle, and

chiefly carried on in the night, were subject to

be discovered ; and were so ; and the discovery

led to some public denunciations. The two

senators from Ohio, Messrs. William Allen, and

Tappan, and ten of the representatives from that

State, published a card in the Globe newspaper,

denouncing it as a conspiracy to defeat the will

of the people. The whole delegation from South

Carolina (Messrs. McDuffie and Iluger, senators,

and the seven representatives), fearing that they

iiiisiit. be suspected ou account of their friend-

ship for Mr. Calhoun, published a card denying

all connection with the committee ; an unneces-

sary precaution, as their characters were above

that Buspicion. Many other members published

cards, denying their participation in these mee^

ings ; and some, admitting the participation, de-

nied the intrigue, and truly, as it concerned

themselves ; for all the disreputable part was

kept secret from them—especially the collusion

with the whigB, and all the mysteries of the

Gilmer letter. Many of them were sincere

friends of Mr. Van Buren, but deceived and

cheated themselves, while made the instrument

of deceiving and cheating others. It was prob-

ably one of the most elaborate pieces of political

cheatery that has ever been performed in a free

country, and well worthy to be studied by all

who would wish to extend their knowledge of

the manner in which presidential elections may

be managed, and who would wish to see the

purity of elections preserved and vindicated.

About this time came an occurrence well cal-

culated to make a pause, if any thing could

make a pause, in the working of pohtical ambi-

tion. The explosion of the great jun on board

the Princeton steamer took place, killing, among

others, two of Mr. Tyler's cabinet (Mr. Upshur

and Mr. Gilmer), both deeply engaged in the

Texas project—barely failing to kill Mr. Tyler,

who was called back in the critical moment, and

who had embraced the Texas scheme with more

than vicarious zeal ; and also barely failing to

kill the writer of this View, who was standing

at the breech of the gun, closely observing its

working, as well as that of the Texas game, and

who fell among the killed and stunned, fortu-

nately to rise again. Commodore Kcnnon, Mr.

Virgil Maxcy, Mr. Gardiner, of New York, father-

in-law (that was to be) of the President, were

also killed ; a dozen seamen were wounded, and

Commodore Stockton burnt and scorched as he

stood at the side of the gun. Such an occur-

rence was well calculated to impiess upon the

survivors the truth of the divine admonition;

"What shadows we are— what shadows we

pursue." But it had no effect upon the pursuit

of the presidential shadow. Instantly Mr. Cal-

houn was invited to take Mr. Upshur's place in

the Department of State, and took it with an

alacrity, and with apatronizing declaration, which

showed his zeal for the Tcxius movement, and as

good as avowed its paternity. Tie declared he

ook the place for the Texas negotiation alone,

and would quit it as soon as that negotiation

should be finished. In brief, the negotiation, in-
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Btoad of pausing in the presence of so awful a

catastrophe, seemed to derive ne'r life from it,

and to go forward with accelerated impetuosity.

Mr. Calhoun put his eager activity into it:

politicians became more vehement—newspapers

more clamorous; the interested classes (land

and scrip speculators) swarmed at Washington

;

and Jlr. Tyler embraced the scheme with a fer-

vor which induced the suspicion that he had
adopted the game for his own, and intended to

stand a cast of the presidential die upon it.

The machinations of the committto, though

greatly successful with individuals, and with

the politicians with whom they could commu-
nicate, did not reach the masses, who remained

firm to Mr. Van Buren ; and it became neces-

sary to fall upon some new means of acting

upon them. This led to a different use of the

Jackson Texas letter from what had been in-

tended. It was intended to have been kept in

the background, a secret in the hands of its pos-

sessors, until the meeting of the convention

—

then suddenly produced to turn the scale be-

tween M"-. Calhoun and Mr. Van Buren ; and
this design had been adhered to for about the

space of a year, and the letter kept close : it

was then recurred to as a means of rousing the

masses.

Jackson's name was potential with the peo-

ple, and it was deemed indispensable to bring it

to bear upon them. The publication of the let-

ter was resolved upon, and the Globe newspa-
per selected for the purpose, and Mr. Aaron V.
Brown to have it done. All this was judicious

and regular. The Globe had been the organ of

General Jackson, and was therefore the most pro-

per paper to bring his sentiments before the pub-
lic. It was the advocate of Mr. Van Buren's elec-

tion, and therefore would prevent the suspicion

of sinistrous design upon him. Mr. Brown was
the legal owner of the letter, and a professing

friend of Mr. Van Buren, and, therefore, the
proper person to carry it for publication.

He did so ; but the editor, Mr. Blair, seeing

no good that it could do Mr. Van Buren, but,

on the contrary, harm, and being sincerely his

friend, declined to publish it ; and, after exam-
ination, delivered it back to Mr. Brown. Short-
ly thereafter, to wit, on the 22d of March, 1814,
it appeared in tlie Richmond Enquirer, post-
dated, that is to say, tlie date of 1843 changed
into 1844—whether by design or accident is not
known; but the post-date gave the letter a

fresher appearance, and a more vigorous appli-

cation to the Texas question. The fact that

this letter had got back to Mr. Brown, after

having been given up to Mr. Gilmer, proved
that the letter travelled in a circle while kept
secret, and went from hand to hand among the
initiated, as needed for use.

The time had now come for the interrogation

of the candidates, and it was done with all the
tact which the delicate function required. The
choice of the interrogator was the first point.

He must be a friend, ostensible if not real, to

the party interrogated. If real, he must him-
self be deceived, and made to believe that he

was performing a kindly service j if not, he
must still have the appearance. And for Mr.
Van Buren's benefit a suitable performer was
found in the person of Mr. Hamett, a represen-

tative in Congress from Mississippi, whose let-

ter was a model for the occasion, and, in fact,

has been pretty well followed since. It abound-

ed in professions of friendship to Mr. Van Bu-
ren—approached him for his own good—sought

his opinion from the best of motives ; and urged

a categorical reply, for or against, immediate

annexation. The sagacious Mr. Van Buren
was no dupe of this contrivance, but took coun-

sel from what was due to himself; and an-

swered with candor, decorum and dignity. He
was against immediate annexation, because it

was war ^vith Mexico, but for it when it could

be done peaceably and honorably : and he was
able to present a very fair record, having been

in favor of getting back the country (in a way
to avoid difficulties with Mexico) when Secre-

tary of State, under President Jackson. His

letter was sent to a small circle of friends at

Washington before it was delivered to its ad-

dress ; but to be delivered immediately ; which

was done, and soon went into the papers.

Mr. Calhoun had superseded the necessity of

interrogation in his letter of acceptance of the

State Department : he was a hot annexationist,

although there was an ugly record to be exhi-

bited against him. In his almost thirty years

of public life he had never touched Texas, ex-

cept for his own purposes. In 1819, as one of

Mr. Monroe's cabinet, he had concurred in giv-

ing it away, in order to conciliato the antisla-

very interest in ithe Northeast by curtailing slave

territory in the Southwest. In 1830 he moved
her immatui'C annexation, in order to bring the

question into the presidential election of that

X<! J
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year, to the prejudice of Mr. Van Buren ; and

urged instant action, because delay was dan-

gerous. Having jdined Mr. Van Buren after

his election, and expecting to become his suc-

cessor, he dropped the annexation for which he

had been so impatient, and let the election of

1840 pass by without bringing it into the can-

vass ; and now revived it for the overthrow of

Mr. Van Buren and for the excitement of a sec-

tional controversy, by placing the annexation

on strong sectional grounds. And now, at the

approach of the election in 1844, after years of

silence, he becomes the head advocate of an-

nexation ; and with all this forbidding record

against him, by help of General Jackson's let-

ter, and the general sentiment in favor of an-

nexation, and the fictitious alarm of British

abolition and hostile designs, he was able to ap-

pear as a champion of Texas annexation, baf-

fling the old and consistent friends of the mea-

sure with the new form which had been given

to the question. Mr. Clay was of this class.

Of all the public men he was able to present the

best and fairest Texas record. He was opposed

to the loss of the province in 1819, and offered

resolutions in the House of Representatives,

supported by an ardent speech, in which he

condemned the treaty which gave it away. As

Secretary of State, under Mr. Adams, he had

advised the recovery of the province, and opened

negotiations to that eflect, and wrote the in-

structions under which Mi\ Poinsett, the United

States minister, made the attempt. As a west-

ern man, he was the natural champion of a great

western interest—pre-eminently western, while

also national. He was interrogated according

to the programme, and answered with firmness

that, although an ancient and steadfast friend to

the recovery of the country, he was opposed to

immediate annexation, as adopting the war with

Mexico, and making that war by treaty, when

the war-making power belonged to Congress.

There were several other democratic candidates,

the whole of whom were interrogated, and an-

swered promptly in favor of immediate annexa-

tion—some of them improving their letters, as

advised, before publication. Mr. Tyler, also,

now appeared above the horizon as a presiden-

tial rAudid-ate, and needed no interrogatories to

bring out his declaration for immediate annexa-

tion, although he had voted against Mr. Clay's

resolution condemning the sacrifice of the prov-

ince. In a word, the Texas hobby was multi-

tudinously mounted, and violently ridden, and

most violently by those who had been most in-

different to it before. Mr. Clay and Mr. Cal-

houn were the only candidates that answered

like statesmen, and they were both distatced.

The time was approaching for the convention

to meet, and, consequently, for the conclusion

of the treaty of annexation, which was to be a

touchstone in it. It was signed the 12th of

April, and was to have been sent to the Senate

immediately, but was delayed by a circumstance

which created alarm—made a balk—and re-

quired a new turn to be taken. Mr. Van Bu-

ren had not yet answered the interrogatories

put to him through Mr. Hamett, or rather his

answer had not yet been published. Uneasi-

ness began to be felt, lest, like so many others,

he should fall into the current, and answer in a

way that would enable him to swim with it.

To reUeve this uncertainty, Mr. Blair was ap-

plied to by Mr. Robert J. Walker to write to

him, and get his answer. This was a veiy

proper channel to apply through. Mr. Blair,

as the fast friend of Mr. Van Buren, had the

privilege to solicit him. Mr. Calhoun, as the

political adversary of Mr. Van Buren, could not

ask Mr. Blair to do it. Mr. Walker stood in a

relation to be ready for the work all round; as

a professing friend of Mr. Van Buren, though

co-operating with Mr. Calhoun and all the rest

against him, he could speak with Mr. Blair on

a point which seemed to be for Mr. Van Bu-

rcn's benefit. As co-operating with Mr. Cal-

houn, he could help him against an adversary,

though intending to give him the go-by in the

end. As being in all the Texas mysteries, he

was a natural person to ferret out information

on every side. He it was, then, to whose part it

fell to hasten the desired answer from Mr. Van

Buren, and through the instrumentality of Mr.

Blair. Mr. Blair wrote as solicited, not seeing

any trap in it ; but had received no answer up

to the time that the treaty was to go to the

Senate. Ardent for Texas, and believing in the

danger of delay, he wrote and published in the

Globe a glowing article in favor of immediate an-

nexation. That article was a poser and a dumb-

founder to the confederates. It threw the treaty

all aback. Considering Mr. Blair's frioiidsliip

for Mr. Van Buren, and their conlidential rela-

tions, it was concluded that this article could

not have been published without his cons-cnt-

that it spoke his sentiments—and was in fact his
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answer to the letter which had been sent to him.

Here was an ugly balk. It seemed as if the

long intrigue had miscarried—as if the plot was

going to work out the contrary way, and elevate

the man it was intended to put down. In this

unexpected conjuncture a new turn became in-

dispensable—and was promptly taken.

Mention has been made in the forepart of this

chapter, of the necessity which was felt to ob-

tain something from London to bolster up the

accusation of that formidable abolition plot

which Great Britain was hatching in Texur.

ana on the alleged existence of which the whole

argument for immediate annexation reposed.

The desired testimony had been got, and oracu-

hrly given to the public, as being derived from

a ^'private letter from a citizen of Maryland,

then in London" The name of this Maryland

citizen was not given, but his respectability and

reliability were fully vouched ; and the testi-

mony passed for true. It was to the point in

charging upon the British government, with

names and circumstances, all that had been al-

leged ; and adding that her abolition machina-

tions were then in full progress. This went

back to London, immediately transmitted there

by the British minister at Washington, Sir

Richard Pakenham ; and being known to be

false, and felt to be scandalous, drew from the

British Secretary of State (Lord Aberdeen) an

indignant, prompt, and peremptory contradic-

tion. This contradiction was given in a de-

spatch, dated December 26th, 1843. It was

communicated by Sir Richard Pakenham to

Mr. Upshur, the United States Secretary of

State, on the 26th day of February, 1844—

a

few days before the lamentable death of that

gentleman by the bursting of the Princeton

gun. This despatch, having no object but to

contradict an unfounded imputation, required

no answer—and received none. It lay in the

Department of State unacknowledged until af-

ter the treaty had been signed, and until the

day of the appearance of that redoubtable arti-

cle in the Globe, which had been supposed to

be Mr. Van Buren's answer to the problem of

immediate annexation. Then it was taken up,

and, on the 18th day of April, was elaborately

answered by Mr. Calhoun in a despatch to the

Britisli minister—not to argue the point of the

truth of the Maryland citizen's private letter

—

but to argue quite off upon a new text. It so

happened that Lord Aberdeen—after the fullest

contradiction of the imputed design, and the

strongest assurances of non-interference with

any slavery policy either of the United States

or of Texas—did not stop there ; but, like many

able men who are not fully aware of the virtue

of stopping when they are done, went on to add

something more, of no necessary connection or

practical application to the subject—a mere

general abstract declaration on the subject of

slavery ; on which Mr. Calhoun took position,

and erected a superstructure of alarm which

did more to embarrass the opponents of the trea-

ty and to inflame the country, than all other

matters put together. This cause for this new

alarm was found in the superfluous declaration,

" That Great Britain desires, and is con-

stantly exerting herself to procure the general

abolition of slavery throughout the world."

This general declaration, although preceded and

followed by reiterated assurances of non-iuter-

ference with slavery in the United States, and

no desire for any dominant influence in Texas,

were seized upon as an open avowal of a design

to abolish slavery every where. These assur-

ances were all disregarded. Our secretary es-

tablished himself upon the naked declaration,

stripped of all qualifications and denials. He

saw in them the means of making to a northern

man (Mr. Van Buren) just as perilous tho sup-

port as the opposition of immediate annexation.

So, making the declaration of Lord Aberdeen

the text of a most elaboi-ate reply, he took up

the opposite ground (support and propagation

of slavery), arguing it generally in relation to

the world, and specially in relation to the

United States and Texas ; and placing the an-

nexation so fully upon that ground, that all its

supporters must be committed to it. Here was

a new turn, induced by Mr. Blair's article in

the Globe, and by which the support of the

treaty would be as obnoxious in the North as

opposition to it would be in the South.

It must have been a strange despatch for a

British minister to receive—an argument in fa-

vor of slavery propagandism—supported by

comparative statements taken from the United

States census, between the numbers of deaf,

dumb, blind, idiotic, insane, criminal, and pau-

pers among the free and the slave negroes-

showing a large disproiwrtion against the free

negroes ; and thence deducing a conclusion in

favor of slavery. It was a strange diplomatic

1
despatch, and incomprehensible except with a

!
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knowledge of the circumstances in which it was

written. It must have been complete mystifi-

cation to Lord Aberdeen ; but it was not writ-

ten for him, though addressed to him, and was

sent to those for whom it was intended long be-

fore he saw it. The use that was made of it

showed for whom it was written. Two days

after its date, and before it had commenced its

maritime voyage to London, it wa« in the Amer-

ican Senate—sent in with the treaty, with the

negotiation of which it had no connection, be-

ing written a week after its signature, and after

the time that the treaty would have been sent

m had it not been for the appearance of the ar-

ticle (supposed to speak Mr. Van Buren's sen-

timents) in the Globe. It was no embarrass-

ment to Mr, Van Burcn, whose letter in answer

to the interrogatories had been written, and was

soon after published. It was an embarrassment

to others. It made the annexation a sectional

and a slavery question, and insured the rejec-

tion of the treaty. It disgusted northern sena-

tors; and that w.is one of the objects with

which it had been written. For the whole an-

nexation business had been conducted with a

double aspect—one looking to the presidency,

the other to disunion ; and the latter the alter-

native, to the furtherance of which the rejec-

tion of the treaty by northern votes was an

auxiliary step.

And while the whole negotiation bore that

for one of its aspects from the beginning, this

C.V post facto despatch, written after the treaty

was signed, and given to the American public

before it got to the British Secretary of State,

became tho distinct revelation of what had been

before dimly shadowed forth. All hope of the

presidency from the Texas intrigue had now

failed—the alternative aspect had become the

absolute one ; and a separate republic, consist-

ing of Texas and some Southern States, had be-

come the object. Neither the exposure of this

oVyect nor tlie history of the attempted annexa-

tion belong to this chapter. A separate chap-

ter is required for each. And this incident of

the Maryland citizen's private letter from Lon-

don. Lord Aberdeen's contradiction, and the

strange despatch of Mr. Calhoun to him, arc

onlv mentioned here as links in the chain of the

presidential intrigue; and will be dismissed

with the remark that the Maryland citizen was

afterwards fotmd out. and was discovered to be

a citizen better known as an inhabitant of

Washington than of Maryland ; and that the

private letter was intended to be for public use

and paid for out of the contingent fund of the

State Department; and tho writer, a person

whose name was the synonym of subserviency

to Mr. Calhoun ; namely, Mr. Duff Green. All

this was afterwards brought out under a call

from the United States Senate, moved by tlie

writer of this View, who had been put upon

the track by some really private information;

and when the Presidential Message was read in

the Senate, disclosing all these facts, he used

an expression taken from a Spanish proverb

which had some currency at the time: ".4(

last the devil is pulled from tinder the.

blanket.''^

The time was approaching for tho meeting

of the democra.tic presidential convention, post-

poned by collusion with the whigs (the mana-

gers in each party), from the month of Decem-

ber to the month of May—the 27th day of it,

It was now May, and every sign was not only

auspicious to Mr. Van Buren, but omii ous to

his opponents. The delegates almost univer-

sally remained under instructions to support

him. General Jackson, seeing how his letter

to Mr. Brown had been used, though ignorant

of the artifice by which it had been got from

him, and justly indignant at finding himself

used for a foe and against a friend, and especial-

ly when he deemed that foe dangerous to the

Union—wrote a second Texas letter, addressed

to the public, in which, while still adhering to

his immediate annexation opinions, also adhered

to Mr. Van Burcn as his candidate for the

presidency ; and this second letter was a wet

blanket upon the fires of the first one. The

friends of Mr. Calhoun, peeing that he would

have no chance in the Baltimore convention,

had started a project to hold a third one in

New York ; a project which expired as soon as

it got to the air ; and in connection with which

Mr. Cass deemed it necessary to make an au-

thoritative contradiction of a statement made

by Mr. Duff Green, who undertook to convince

him, in spite -of his denials, that he had agreed

to it. In proportion as Mr. Calhoun was dis-

appearing from this presidential canvass, Jlr,

Tyler was appearing in it ; and eventually be-

came fully developed as a candidate, intrusively

on the democratic side ; but his friends, seeing

no chance for him in the democratic national

convention, he got up an individual or collateral
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one for himself—to meet at the same time and

place ; but of this hereafter. This chapter be-

longs to the intrigue against Mr. "Van Buren.

CHAPTER CXXXVI.

DEMOOUATIO CONVENTION FOR THE NOMINA-
TION OF rilESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES.

The Convention met—a motley assemblage,

called democratic—many self-appointed, or ap-

pointed upon management or solicitation

—

many alternative substitutes—many members

of Congress, in violation of the principle which

condcnmed the Congress presidential caucuses

in 1824—some nullificrs ; and an immense out-

side conci-urse. Texas land and scrip specu-

lators were largely in it, and more largely on

the outside. A considerable number were in

favor of no particular candidate, but in pursuit

of office for themselves—inflexible against any
one from Avhom they thought they would not

get it, and ready to go for any one from whom
they thought they could. Almost all were un-

der instructions for Mr. Van Buren, and could

not have been appointed where such instruc-

tions were given, except in the belief that they

would be obc^'ed. The business of undoing in-

structions had been attended with but poor suc-

cess—in no instance having been done by the

instructing body, or its equivalent. Two hun-

dred and sixty-six delegates were present

—

South Carolina absent ; and it was immediately

seen that after all the packing and intriguing,

the majority was still for Mr. Van Buren. It

was seen that he would be nominated on the

first ballot, if the majority was to govern. To
prevent that, a movement was necessary, and
was made. In the morning of the first day, be-

fore the verification of the authority of the dele-

gates—before organization— before prayers—
and with only a temporary chairman—a motion
was made to adopt the two-thirds rule, that is

to say, the rule which required a concurrence
of two-thirds to effect a nomination. That rule

had been used in the two previous nominating
conventions—not to thwart a majority, but to

strengtlien it ; the argument being that t!ie re-

sult would be the same, the convention being

nearly unanimous; that the two-thirds would
be cumulative, and give more weight to the nom-
ination. The precedent was claimed, though

the reason had failed ; and the effect might now
bo to defeat the majority instead of adding to

its voice.

Men of reflection and foresight objected to

this rule when previously used, as being in vio-

lation of a fundamental principle—opening the

door for the minority to nile—encouraging in-

trigue and combination—and leading to corrupt

practices whenever there should be a design to

defeat the popular will. These objections were
urged in 1832 and in 183G, and answered by
the reply that the rule was only adopted by
each convention for itself, and made no odds in

the result : and now they were answered with
" precedents." A strenuous contest took place

over the adoption of this rule—all seeing that

the fate of the nomination depended upon it.

Mr. Romulus M. Saunders of North Carolina,

was its mover. Messrs. Robert J. Walker, and

Hopkins of Virginia, its most active supporters

:

and precedent the stress of their argument.

Messrs. Morton of Massachusetts, Clifford o(

Maine, Dickinson and Butler of New York,

Medary of Ohio, and Alexander Kayser of Mis-

souri, were its principal opponents : their argu-

ments were those of principle, and the inappli-

cability of precedents founded on cases where
the two-thirds vote did not defeat, but strength-

ened the majority. Mr. Morton of Massachu-

setts, spoke the democratic sentiment when he
said

:

" lie was in the habit of advancing his opin-
ions in strong and plain language, and he hoped
that no exception would be taken to any thing
that he might say. He thought the majority
principle was the true one of the democratic
party. The views which had been advanced on
tlie other side of the question were mainly based
upon precedent. He did not think that they
properly applied here. We were in danger of
relying too much upon precedent—let us go
upon principle. He had endeavored, when at
school, to understand the true principles of re-

publicanism. He well recollected the nomina-
tions of Jefferson and others, and the majority
principle had always ruled. In fact it wa*; i-e-

cognizeu in all the different ramifications of so-
ciety. The State, county and township conven-
tions were all governed by this rule."

Mr. Benjamin F. Butler, of New York, en-

forced tlie majority principle as the one which

lay at the foundation of our government—which
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prevailed at the adoption of every clause in the

Declaration of Independence—every clause in

the constitution—all the legislation, and all the

elections, both State and federal ; and he totally

denied the applicability of the precedents cited.

He then went on to expose the tricks of a cau-

cus within a caucus—a sub and secret caucus

—

plotting and combining to betray their instruc-

tions through the instrumentality and under the

cover of the two-thirds rule. Thus

:

" He made allusion to certain caucusing and

contriving, by which it was hoped to avert the

well-ascertained disposition of the majority of

the democracy. He had been appointed a dele-

gate to the convention, and accepted his cre-

dentials, as did his colleagues, with instructions

to support and do all in their power to secure

the nomination of a certain person (V.B.). By
consenting to the adoption of the two-thirds

rule, he, with them, would prove unfaithful to

their trust and their honor. He knew well

that in voting by simple majority, the friend he

was pledged to support would receive ten to

fifteen majority, and, consequently, the nomina-

tion. If two-thirds should be required to make

a choice, that friend must inevitably be defeated,

and that defeat caused by the action of States

which could not be claimed as democratic."

This last remark of Mr. Butler should sink

deep into the mind of every friend to the elec-

tive system. These conventions admitted dele-

gations from anti-democratic States—States

which could not give a democratic vote in the

election, and yet could control the nomination.

This is one of the most unfair features in the

convention system.

The rule was adopted, and by the help of

delegates instructed to vote for Mr. Van Buren,

and who took that method of betraying their

trust while affecting to fulfil it. The body then

organized and the balloting commenced, all the

States present except South Carolina, who

stood off, although she had come into it at the

preceding convention, and cast her vote for Mr.

Van Buren. Two hundred and sixty-six elec-

toral votes were represented, of which 134

would be the majority, and 177 the two-thirds.

Mr. Van Buren received 151 on the first ballot,

gradually decreasing at each successive vote

until the seventh, when it stood at 99 ;
probably

about the true number that remained faithful to

their constituents and their pledges. Of those

who fell off it was seen that they chiefly con-

sisted of those professing friends who had sup-

ported the two-thirds rule, and who now got an

excuse for their intended desertion and pre-

meditated violation of instructions, in being

able to allege the impossibility of electing tlie

man to whom they were pledged.

At this stage of the voting, a member from

Ohio (Mr. Miller) moved a resolve, that Mr.

Van Buren, having received a majority ofthe

votes on the frst ballot, was duly nominated,

and should be so declared. This motion waa

an unexpected step, and put delegates under the

necessity of voting direct on the majority

principle, which lies at the foundation of all

popular elections, and at the foundation of the

presidential election itself, as prescribed by the

constitution. That instrument only requires a

majprity of the electoral votes to make an elec-

tion of President ; this intriguing rule requires

him to get two-thirds before he is competent to

receive that majority. The motion raised a

storm. It gave rise to a violent, disorderly,

furious and tumultuary discussion—a fairt idea

of which may be formed from some brief ex-

tracts from the speeches

:

Mr. Brewster, of Pennsylvania.—" They (the

delegation from this State) had then been

solemnly instructed to vote for Martin Van

Buren first, and to remain Ann to that vote as

long as there was any hope of his success. He

had been asked by gentlemen of the convention

why the delegation of Pennsylvania were so

divided in their vote. He would answer that it

was because some gentlemen of the delegation

did not think proper to abide by the solemn

instructions given them, but rather chose to

violate those instructions. Pennsylvania had

come there to vote for Martin Van Buren, and

she would not desert him until New York had

abandoned him. The delegation had entered into

a solemn pledge to do so ; and he warned gentle-

men that if they persisted in violating that

pledge, they would be held to a strict account

by their constituency, before whom, on their

return home, they would have to hang thoir

heads with shame. Sorry would he be to see

them return, after having violated their pledge."

Mr. Hickman, of Pennsylvania.—" He cliarged

that the delegation from the 'Keystone State'

had violated the solemn pledge taken be-

fore they were entitled to seats on tlie floor.

He asserted on the floor of this convention, and

would a.ssert it every whei-e, that the delegation

from Pennsylvania came to the convention

instructed to vote for, and to use everj. lutaus

to obtain the nomination of JIartin Van Buren

for President, and Richard M. Johnson for
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Vice President ; and yet a portion of the dele-

gation, among whom was his colleague who had

just preceded him, had voted against the very

proposition upon which the fate of Martin Van
Buren hung. He continued his remarks in favor

of the inviolability of instructions and in rebuke

of those of the Pennsylvania delegation, who
had voted for tho two-thirds > ale, knowing, as

thcv did, that it would defeat Mr. Van Buren's

nomination."

Mr. Bredon, of Pennsylvania.— " He had

voted against tho two-thirds rule. He had been

instructed, he said, and he believed had fulfilled

those instructions, although he differed from

some of his colleagues. His opinion was, that

they were bound by instructions only so long as

they were likely to be available, and then every

member was at liberty to consult his own
judgment. He had stood by Mr. Van Buren,

and would continue to do so until the New York

and Ohio delegates flew the track."

Mr. Frazer, of Pennsylvania, " replied to the

remarks of his colleagues, and amidst much
and constantly increasing confusion, explained

his motives for having deserted Mr. Van Buren.

On the last ballot he had voted for James K.

Polk, and would do so on the next, despite the

threat that had been thrown out, that those

who had not voted for Mr. Van Buren would

be ashamed to show their faces before their

constituents. He threw back the imputation

with indignation. He denied that ho had vio-

lated his pledge ; that he had voted for Mr. Van
Buren on three ballots, but finding that Mr.

Van Buren was not the choice of the conven-

tion, he had voted for Mr. Buchanan. Finding

that Jlr. Buchanan could not succeed, he had

cast his vote for James K. Polk, the bosom
friend of General Jackson, and a pure, whole-

hogged democrat, the known enemy of banks,

distribution, &c. He had carried out his in-

structions as he understood them, and others

would do the same."
Mr. Young, of New York, " said it had

been intimated that New York desired perti-

naciously to force a candidate upon the conven-

tion. This he denied. Mr. Van Buren had
been recommended by sixteen States to this

convention for their suffrages before New York
had spoken on the subject, and when she did

speak it was with a unanimous voice, and, if an
expression of opinion on the part of these

people could now be had, it would be found
that they had not changed. (As Mr. Y pro-

ceeded the noise and confusion increased.) It

was true, he said, that a firebrand had been
thrown into their camp by the ' Mongrel admin-
istration at Washington,' and this was the
motive seized upon as a pretext for a change on
the part of some gentlemen. That firebrand

was the abominable Texas question, but that
question, like a fever, would wear itself out or
Kill the patient. It was one that should have
no effect ; and some of those who were now

Vol. II.—38

laboring to get up an excitement on a subject

foreign to tho political contest before them,
would be surprised, six months hence, that they

had permitted their equanimity to be disturbed

by it. Nero had fiddled while Rome was burn-
ing, and he believed that this que.«tion had been
put in agitation for the especial purpose of ad-

vancing the aspiring ambition of a man, who,
he doubted not, like Nero, ' was probably fid-

dling while Home was falling.'
"

The crimination and recrimination in the

Pennsylvania delegation, arose from division

among the delegates : in some other delegations

the disregard of instructions was unanimous, and

there was no one to censure another, as in Mis-

sissippi. The Pennsylvania delegation, may be

said to have decided tho nomination. They were

instructed to vote for Mr. Van Buren, and did so,

but they divided on the two-thirds rule, and gave

a majority of their votes for it, that is to say. 13

votes ; but as 13 was not a majority of 26, one

delegate was got to stand aside : and then the

vote stood 13 to 12. The Virginia delegation,

headed by the most respectable William H.

Roane (with a few exceptions), remained faith-

ful—disregarding the attempt to release them at

Shockoo Hill, and voting steadily for Mr. Vaa
Buren, as well on all the ballotings as on Ihe

two-thirds question—which was the real one.

Some members of the Capitol nocturnal commit-

tee were in the convention, and among its most

active managers—and the most zealous against

Mr. Van Buren. In that profusion of letters

with which they covered the country to under-

mine him, they placed the objection on the

groimd of the impossibility of electing him:

now it was seen that the impossibility was on

the other side—that it was impossibb to defeat

hini. except by betraying trusts, violating ia-

struc tions, combining the odds and ends of all

factions; and then getting a rule adopted by

which a minority was to govern.

The motion of Mr. Miller was not voted upon.

It was summarily disposed of, without the re-

sponsibility of a direct vote. The enemies of Mr.

Van Buren having secured the presiding officer

at the start, all motions were decided against

them ; and after a long session of storm and

rage, intermitted during the night for sleep and

intrigue, aud resumed in the morning, an eighth

ballot was taken; and without hope for Mr.

Van Buren. As his vote went down, that for

Messrs. Cass, Buchanan, and R. M. Johnson
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rose ; but without ever carrying either of them

to a majority, much less two-thirds. Seeing the

combination against him, the fricnda of Mr.

Van Buron withdrew his name, and the party

waa then without a candidate known to the

people. Having killed off the one chosen by

the people, the convention remained masters of

the field, and ready to supply one of its own.

The intrigue, commenced in 1842, in the Gilmer

letter, had succeeded one-half. It had put down

one man, but another was to bo put up ;
and

there were enough of Mr. Van Buren's friends

to defeat that part of the scheme. They de-

termined to render their country that service,

and therefore withdrew Mr. Van Buren, that

they might go in a body for a new man. Among

the candidates for the vice-presidency was Mr.

James K. Polk, of Tennessee. His interest as

a vice-presidential candidate lay with Mr. Van

Buren, and they had been much associated in

the minds of each other's friend.s. It was an

easy step for them to support for the firet oflGce,

on the loss of their first choice, the citizen

whom they intended for the second. Without

public announcements, he was slightly developed

as a presidential candidate on the eighth ballot

;

on the ninth ho was unanimously nominated,

all the president-makers who had been voting

for others—for Cass, Buchanan, Johnson—tak-

ing the current the instant they saw which way

it was going, in order that they might claim the

merit of conducting it. " You bring but seven

captives to my tent, but thousands of you took

them," was the sarcastic remark of a king of

antiquity at seeing the multitude that came to

•claim honors and rewards for taking a few

prisoners. Mr. Polk might have made the same

exclamation in relation to the multitude that

assumed to have nominated him. Their name

was legion : for, besides the unanimous conven-

tion, there was a host of outside operators, each

of whom claimed the merit of having governed

the vote of some delegate. Never was such a

multitude seen claiming the merit, and demand-

ing the reward, for having done what had been

done before they heard of it.

Tlie nomination was a surprise and a marvel

to the country. No voice in favor of it had been

heard ; no visible sign in the political horizon

had announced it. Two small symptoms—small

in 'J^jmselves and equivocal in their import, and

which would never have been remembered ex

ccpt for the event—doubtfully foreshadowed it

One was a paragraph in a Nashville newspaper,

hypothetically suggesting that Mr. Polk should

be taken up if Mr. Van Buren should be aban-

doned; the other, the ominous circumstance

that the Tennessee State nominating convention

made a recommendation (Mr. Polk) for the

second office, and none for the first ; and Tennes-

see being considered a Van Buren State, this

omission was significant, seeming to leave open

the door for his ejection, and for the admission

of some other person. And so the delegates

from that State seemed to understand it, voting

steadily against him, until he was withdrawn.

The ostensible objection to the last against

Mr. Van Buren, was his opposition to immediate

annexation. The shallowness of that objection

was immediately shown in the unanimous nomi-

nation of his bosom friend, Mr. Silas Wright,

identified with him in all that related to the

Texas negotiation, for Vice-President. He was

nominated upon the proposition of Mr. Robert

J. Walker—a main-spring in all the movements

against Mr. Van Buren, whose most indefati-

gable opiwncnts sympathized with the Texas

scrip and land speculators. Mr. Wright in-

stantly declined the nomination ; and Mr. George

M. Dallas, of Pennsylvania, was taken in his

place.

The Calhoun New York convention expired

in the conception. It never met. The Tyler

Baltimore convention was carried the length of

an actual meeting, and went through the forms

of a nomination, without the distraction of a ri-

val candidate. It met the same day and place

with the democratic convention, as if to officiate

with it, and to be ready to offer a pis alter, but

to no purpose. It made its own nomination-

received an elaborate letter of thanks and ac-

ceptance from Mr. Tyler, who took it quite se-

riously ; and two months afterwards joined the

democracy for Polk and Dallas, against Clay

and Frelinghuysen—his old whig friends. He

had co-operated in all the schemes against Mr.

Van Buren, in the hope of being taken up in

his place ; and there was an interest, calling it-

self democratic, which was willing to oblige liim.

But all the sound heart of the democracy re-

coiled from the idea of touching a inau wbo, after

having been raised high by the democracy, had
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gone over to the wliigs, to be raised still higher,

ttnd now came back to the democracy to obtain

the highest office they could give.

And here ends the history of this long in-

trigue—one of the most elaborate, complex and

daring, ever practised in an intelligent country

;

and with too much success in putting down

some, and just disappointment in putting up

others : for no one of those who engaged in this

intrigue ever .cached the office for which they

strived. My opinion of it wa.** expressed, warm-

ly but sincerely, from the first moment it was

broached to me on the steps of the Capitol, when

occosted by Mr. Brown, down to the rejection

of tlio treaty in the Senate, and the defeat of

Mr. Van Buren in the convention. Of this lat-

ter event, the author of this View thus wrote in

a public letter to Jlissouri

:

"Neither Mr. Polk nor Mr. Dallas has any
thing to do with the intrigue which has nulli-

fied the choice of the jieople, and the rights of

the people, and the principles of our government,

in the person of Mr. Van Buren ; and neither of

them should be injured or prejudiced by it.

Those who hatched that intrigue, have become
its victims. They who dug a pit for the inno-

cent have fallen into it ; and there let them lie,

for the present, while all hands attend to the

election, and give us our full majority of ten
thousand in Missouri. For the rest, the time
will come; and people now, as twenty years

ago (when their choice was nullified in the per-

son of General Jackson), will teach the Congress
intriguers to attend to law-making and let

President-making and un-making alone in fu-

ture. The Texas treaty, wnich consummated
this intrigue, was nothing but the final act in a
long conspiracy, in which the sacrifice of Mr.
Van Buren had been previously agreed upon

;

and the nomination of Mr. Wright for Vice-
President proves it ; for his opinions and those
of Mr. Van Buren, on the Texas question, were
identical, and if fatal to one should have been
fatal to the other. Besides, Mr. Van Buren was
right, and whenever Texas is admitted, it will

have to be done in the way pointed out by him.
Having mentioned Mr. Wright, I will say that
recent events have made him known to the
public, as he has long been to his friends, the
Cato of America, and a star of thefirst mag-
nitude in our politicalfirmament.''^

And now, why tell these things which may
be quoted to the prejudice of democratic institu-

tions? I answer: To prevent that prejudice!

and to prevent the repetition of such practices.

Democracy is not to be prejudiced by it, for it

was the work of politicians ; and as far as de-

pended upon the people, they rebuked it. The

intrigue did not succeed in elevating any of its

authors to the presidency ; and the annexation

treaty, the fruit of so much machination, was

rejected by the Senate ; and the annexation

afterwards effected by the legislative concuiv-

rence of the two powers. From the first incep-

tion, with the Gilmer letter, down to the Balti-

more conclusion in the convention, the intrigue

was carried on ; and was only successful in the

convention by the help of the rule which made
the minority its master. That convention is an

era in our political history, to be looked back

upon as the starting point in a course of usurpa-

tion which has taken the choice of President

oui -f the hands of the people, and vested it in

the hands of a self-constituted and irresponsible

assemblage. The wrong to Mr. Van Buren was

personal and temporary, and died with the occa-

sion, and constitutes no part of the object in

writing this chapter : the wrong to the people,

and the injury to republican institutions, and to

our frame of goveriiment, was deep and abiding,

and calls for the grave and correctional judg-

ment of history. It was the first instance in

which a body of men, unknown to the laws and

the constitution, and many of them (as being

members of Congress, or holding offices of honor

or profit) constitutionally disqualified to serve

even as electors, assumed to treat the American

presidency as their private property, to be dis-

posed at their own will and pleasure ; and, it

may be added, for their own profit : for many
of them demanded, and received reward. It

was the first instance of such a disposal of the

presidency—for these nominations are the elec-

tion, so far as the party is concerned ; but not

the last. It has become the rule since, and has

been improved upon. These assemblages now
perpetuate themselves, tlirough a committee of

their own, ramified into each State, sitting per-

manently from four years to four years; and

working incessantly to govern the election that

is to come, after having governed the one that 'i

past. The man they choose must always be a

character of no force, that they may rule him

:

and they rule always for their own advantage

—

" constituting a power behind the throne greater

than the throne." The reader of English his-

tory is familiar with the term, " cabal," and its

origin—taking its spelling from the initial let-

ters of the names of the five combined intrigu«
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Ing ministers of Charles II.—and taking its

meaning from the conduct and characters of

these five ministers. What that meaning was,

one of the five wrote to another for his better

instruction, not suspecting that the indefati-

gable curiosity of a subsequent generation would

ever ferret out the little missive. Thus :
" The

principal spring of our actions was to have

the government in our own hands} that our

principal views were the conservation of this

powei—great employments to ourselves—and

great opportunities of rewarding those who

have helped to raise us, and of he/, ming those

who stood in opposition to us." Such was the

government which the " cabal " gave England

;

and such is the one which the convention sj-s-

tem gives us : and until this system is abolished,

and the people resume their rights, the elective

principle of our government is suppressed: and

the people have no more control over the selec-

tion of the man who is to be their President,

than the subjects of kings have over the birth

of the child who is to be their ruler.

CHAPTER CXXXVII.

PEESIDKNTIAL: DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CON-

VENTION: ME. CALHOUN'S IlEFUSAL TO SUB-

MIT XII3 NAME TO IT: HIS REASONS.

Before the meeting of this convention Mr.

Calhoun, in a public address to liis political

friends, made known his determination not to

Buffer his name to go before that assemblage as

a candidate for the presidency, and stated his

reasons tor that determination. Many of those

reasons were of a nature to rise above personal

consideratioas—to look deep into the nature

and working of our government—and to show

objections to the convention system (as prac-

tised), which have grown stronger with time.

His first objection was as to the mode of choos-

ing delegates, and the manner of their giving in

their votes— he contending for district elec-

tions, and the delegates to vote individually, and

eondemning all otLer modes of electing and vot-

ing:

" I hold, then, that the convention should be

BO constituted, as to utter fully and clearly the

voice of the people, and not that of political

roanagcrs, or office holders and office seekers;

and for that purpose, I hold it indispensable

that the delegates should be appointed directly

by the people, or to use the language of General
Jackson, sIx-mM bo 'fresh from the people.'

I

also hold, th: the only possible mode to effect

this, is for the people to choose the delegates by

districts, and that they should vote per capita.

Every other mode of appointing would be con-

trolled by political machinery, and place the

appointments in the hands of the few, who
work it."

This was written ten years ago : there have

been three of these conventions since that time

by each p*. litical party : and each have verified

the character hero given of them. Veteran

office holders, aud undaunted office seekers, col-

lusively or furtively appointed, have had tlio

control of these nominations—the office holders

all being forbid by the constitution 'o be even

electors, and the office seekers forbici by shamo

and honor (if amenable to such sens vtions), to

take part in nominating a President f'oin whom

they would demand pay for their Mc. Mr.

Calhoun c(»iitinues

:

" I object, then, to the proposed convention,

because it will not be constituted in conformity

with the fundamental articles of the republi-

can creed. The delegates to it will be ap-

pointed from some of the States, not by the

people in districts, Oft, as has been stated, by

State conventions or. masse, composed of dele-

gates appointed in all cases, as far as I am in-

formed, by county or district conventions, and

in some cases, if not misinformed, these again

composed of delegates appointed by still smaller

divisions, or a few interested individuals. In-

stead then of being directly, or fresh from the

people, the delegates to the Baltimore conven-

tion will be the delegates of delegates ; and of

course removed, in all cases, at least three, if not

four degrees from the people. At each succes-

sive remove, the voice of the people will become

less full and distinct, until, at last, it will be so

fik'nt and imperfect, as not to be audible. To

drop metaphor, I hold it impossible to form a

echeme more perfectly calculated to annihilate

the control of the people over the presidential

election, and vest it in those who make politics

a trade, and who live or expect to live on the

government."

Mr. Calhoun proceeds to take a view of the

working of the constitution in a fair election by

the people and by the Stiiics, aud considered the

plar adopted as a compromise between the large

and the small States. In the popular election

through electors, the large States had tho ad-
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rantagc, as presenting inosfieH of population

which would govern the choice : in the election

by States in the House of Representatives, the

small States had the advantage, an the whole

voted equally. This, then, was considered a

compromise. The large States making the elec-

tion when they were united : when not united,

making the nomination of tliree (live as the con-

stitution first 8too<l), out of which the States

chose one. This was a compromise ; and all

comprouiiscs should be kept when founded in

the structure of the government, and made by

its founders. Total defeat of the will of the

people, and total frustration of the intent of the

constitution, both in the electoral nomination

and the House choice of a President, was seen

in the cxei-cise of this power over presidential

nominations by Congress caucuses, before their

corruption required a resort to conventions, in-

tended to be the absolute reflex of the popular

will. Of this Mr. Calhoun says

:

" The danger was early foreseen, and to avoid

it, some of the wisest and most experienced

statesmen of former days so strongly objected

to congressional caucuses to nominate candi-

dates for the presidency, that they never could

be induced to attend them ; among these it will

be sufficient to name Mr. Macon and Mr.
Lowndes. Others, believing that this provision

of the constitution was too refined for practice,

were solicitous to amend it, but without impair-

ing the influence of the smaller States in the

election. Among these, I rank myself. With
that object, resolutions were introduced, in 1828,

in the Senate by Colonel Benton, and in the

House by Mr. McDufBe, providing for districting

tiie State, and for referring the election back to

the people, in case there should be no choice, to

elect one from the two highest candidates. The
principle which governed in the amendment pro-

posed, was to give a fair compensation to the

Bmallcr States for the surrender of their advan-
tage in the eventual choice, by the House, and
at the same time to make the mode of electing

the President more strictly in conformity with
the principles of our popular institutions, and
to be less liable to corruption, than the existing.

They (the resolutions of McDuflBe and Benton)
received the general support of the party, but
were objected to by a few, as not being a full

equivalent to the smaller States."

The Congress presidential c'"''iuses were put

down by the will of the people, and in both
p.artics at the same time. They were put down
for not conforming to the will of the people, for

incompatibility between the legislative and the

elective functions, for being in tice at the m
time, fur following their owi tmitead of

presenting that of their constituents. Mr. Cal-

houn concurred in putting them down, but pre-

ferred them a liinlnd times over to the in-

triguing, juggling, corrupt and packed machinery

into which the conventions had so rapidly de-

generated.

" And here let mo add, that as objectionable

as I think a congressional caucus for nominating
a President, it is, in my opinion, far less so than
a convention constituted as is proposed. The
former had indeed many things to n commend
it. Its members consisting of senators and re-

presentatives, were the immediate organs of the

State legislatures, or the people ; were responsi-

ble to them, respectively, and were for the most
?art, of higher character, standing, and talents,

'hey voted per capita, and what is very im-
portant, they represented fairly the relative

strength of the party in their respective States.

In all these important particulars, it was all that

could be desired for a nominating body, ;ind

formed a striking contrast to the proposed con-

vention ; and yet, it could not be borne by the
people in the then purer days of the republia

I, acting with General Jackson and most of the

loaders of the party at that time, contributed to

put it down, because we believed it to be liable

to be acted on and influenced by the patronage

of the government—an objection far more ap-

plicable to a convention constituted as the one

proposed, than to a congressional caucus. Far
however was it from my intention, in aiding to

put that down, to substitute in its place what 1

regard as a hundred times more objectionable

in every point of view. Indeed, if there must
be an intermediate body between the people and
the election, unknown to the constitution, it

may be well questioned whether a better tnau

the old plan of a congressional caucus can be

devised."

Mr. Calhoun considered the convention sys-

tem, degenerated to the point it was in 1844, to

have been a hundred times more objectionable

than the Congress caucuses which had been re-

pudiated by the people : measured by the same

scale, and they are a thousand times worse at

present—having succeeded to every objection

that was made against the Congress caucuses,

and superadded a multitude of others going

directly to scandalous corruption, open intrigue,

direct bargain and sale, and flagrant disregard

of the popular will. One respect in which they

had degenerated from the Congress rancns was

in admitting a State to give its full vote in nomi-

nating a President, which could either give no
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Toto at nil, or a divided one, to the nominated

I'ntiilidato. Tn the Con(i;resH ciuicuh that anomaly

could not happen. The memb<»rii of the party

only voted: and if there were no membcni of a

party from a State, there was no vote from that

State In the caucuH: if a divided repreBcntation,

then a vote according to the divinion. This was

fair, and prevented a nomination being made by

those who could do nothing in the election.

Thifi objection to the convention Hystem, and a

grioTOUH one it is as practised, ho sets forth in

a clear and forcible point of view. IIo saya :

" I have laid down the j)rincij)le, on which I

rest the objection in question, with the limita-

tion, that the relative weight of the States should

be maintained, making due allowance for their

relative party strength. The propriety of the

limitation is so apparent, that but a few words,

in illustration, will bo required. The conven-

tion is a party convention, and professedly in-

tended to take the sense of the party, which

cannot be done fairly, if States having hut little

party strength, are put on equality with those

which have much. If that wore done, the result

might be, that a small prtion of the party from

States the least soimd, politically, and which

could give but little support in Congress, might

select the candidate, and make the President,

against a great majority of tl>e soundest, and on

which the President and his administration

would have to rely for support. All this is

clearly too unfair and improper to be denied.

There may l)e a great difBculty in applying a

remedy in a convention, but I do not feel my-
self called upon to say how it can be done, or

by what standard the relative party strength of

the respective States should be deternuned

;

perhaps the best would be their relative strength

in Congress at the time. In laying down the

principle, I added the limitation for the sake of

accuracy, and to show how imperfectly the party

must be represented, when it is overlooked. I

see no provision in the proposed convention to

meet it."

The objection is clearly and irresistibly

shown : the remedy is not so clear. The Con-

gress representation for the time being is sug-

gested for the rule of the convention : it is not

always the true rule. A safer one is, the gen-

eral character of the State—its general party

vote—and its probable present party strength.

Even that rule may not attain exact precision ;

but, between a rule which may admit of a slight

error, and no rule at all to keep out notorious

unfounded votes—votes representing no con-

stituency, unable to choose an elector, having no

existence when the election comes on, yet poten-

tial at the nomination, and jKrhapH govertilno

it: between these two extremes there is no

room for hesitation, or choice : the odoptjon of

some rule which would exclude notorioiiHly inj.

potent votes, becomes essential to the rightu nnd

safety of the party, and is peremptorily rle.

mandcd by the principle of popular representa-

tion. The danger of («ntralizing the nomina-

tion—(which, so far as the party is concerned, is

the election)—in the hands of n few Staten, by

the present convention mode A nomination, is

next shown by Mr. Calhoun.

" But, in order to realize how the convention

will operate, it will bo necessary to view the

combined effects of the objections which I havi"

made. Thus viewed, it will be found, that a

convention so constitutedj tends irresistibly to

centralization—centraliimtion of the control over

the presidential election in the hands of a few

of the central, large States, at first, and finally,

in political managers, office-holders, and olflce-

seckers ; or to express it differently, in that por-

tion of the community, who live, or expect to

live on the government, in contradistinction to

the great mass, who expect to live on tlnir own

means or their honest industry ; and who main-

tain the government ; and politically speaking,

emphatically the {)eople. That such would be

the cose, may be infen-ed from the fact, that it

would atlbrtl the means to some six or seven

States lying contiguous and not far from the

centre of the Union, to control the nomination,

and through that the election, by concentrating

their united votes in the convention. Give

them the power of doing so, and it would not

long lie dormant. What may bo done by com-

bination, where the temptation is so great, will

be sure ere long to be done. To combine and

conquer, is not less true as a maxim, where

power is concerned, than ' divide and conquer.'

Nothing is better established, than that the de-

sire for power can bring together and unite the

most discordant materials."

After showing the danger of centralizing the

nomination in the hands of a few great conti-

guous States, Mr. Calhoun goes on to show the

danger of a still more fatal and corrupt central-

ization—that of throwing the nomination into

the meshes of a train-band of office-holders and

office-seekers— professional President-makers,

who live by the trade, having no object but their

own reward, preferring a weak to a strong man

because they can manage him easiest :
and ac-

complishing their purposes by corrupt combiuu-

tions, fraudulent contrivances, and direct bribery

I

Of these train-bands, Mr. Calhoun says

:
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" But th<* tendency to centralization will not

itop there. Tho appointment of delcgatoa en

inaMC by ytato convention, woiiUl tend at the

«imo tini", and even with grcBt force, to neutral-

ize tho control in tho handh of tho few, who

make |)olitir8 a trade. The farther tho convi

tlon i"* remove*] from tho people, tho m<» '

certainly tlio control over it will h& placed in

the hands of tho interontcd few, and when re-

moval three or four dcf^rceH, an has l)cen shown

it will 1)0, where the appointment is hv State

convoiitions, the power of 'he jHiople will cease,

and the seekers of Kxeculive favor will become

Buprinie. At that Hta^e, an active, trained and

combined corps will bo formed in tho party.

whoHo whole time and attention will be directed

to politics. Into their hands the appointments

of dolef^tes in all the stages will fall, and they

will take special care that none but themselTos

or their humble and obedient dependents shall

be appointed. The central and State conven-

tions will be filled by tho most experienced and

cunning, and after nominating tho Pi-e8id((nt,

they will take good care to divide the patronage

and oilices, both of tho general and State gov-

ernments, among themselves and their depend-

ents. But why say will ? Is it not ab eadtj the

case 7 Have there ntjt been many instances of

State conventions being filled by office holders

and ollice seekers, who, after nmkmg the nomi-

nat..)n, have divided tho offices in the State

among themselves and their partisans, and

joined in recommending to tho candidate whom
they have just nominated to appoint them to

the offices to which they have been respectively

allotted ? If such be the case in tho infancy of

the system, it must end, if such conventions

should become the established usage, in the

President nominating his successor. When it

comes to that, it will not bo long before tho

sword will take the place of tho constitution."

caucuMs^ and be put down. Far better—a thou*

sand times better—to let the constitution work

its course ; as many candidates offer for Presf-

dent aa please ; and if no one gets a majority

-r the whole, then tho House of Representa-

tives to choose one fi"om the three highest on

the list. In that event, the people would be

tho nominating body : they would present the

three, out of which their representatives would

be obliged to take one. This would bo a nomi-

nation by tho People, and an election by the

States.

One other objection to these degenerate con-

ventions Mr. Calhoun did not mention, but it

became since ho made his address a prominent

one, and an abuse in itself, which insures suc-

cess to the train-band mercenaries whose profli-

gate practices ho so well describes. This is the

two-thirds rule, as it is called ; tho rule that

requires a vote of two-thinls of the convention

to make a nomination. This puts it in the

power of the minority to govern the majority,

and enables a few veteran intrigtiors to manage

as they please. And when it is remembered

that many are allowed—even the delegates of

whole States—to vote in the convention, which

can give no vote to the party at tho election, it

might actually happen that the whole nomina-

tion might be contrived and made by straw-

delegates, whose constituency could not give a

single electoral vote.

And it has come to that. Mr. Tyler set the

example in 1844—immediately after this ad-

dress of Mr. Calhoun was written—and had a

presidential convention of his own, composed

of office holders and office seekers. Since then

the example has been pretty well followed ; and

now any President that pleases may nominate

his successor by having tho convention filled with

the mercenaries in office, or trying to get in.

The evil has now reached a pass that must be

corrected, or the fricctive franchise abandoned.

Conventions must be reformed—that is to say,

purged of office holders and office seekers

—

purged of impotent votes—purged of all dele-

gates forbid by the constitution to bo electors

—

purged of intrigue, corruption and jugglery

—

and brought to reflect the will of the people ;

or, they must sufler the fate of the Congress

CHAPTER CXXXVIII.

ANNEXATION OF TEXAS ; SECRET NEGOTIATION

PRESIDENTIAL INTRIGUE : SCHEMES OF SPECU-

LATION AND DISUNION.

The President's annual message at tho com-

mencement of the session 1843-'44, contained an

elaborated paragraph on the subject of Texas

and Mexico, which, to those not in the secret,

was a complete mystification: to others, and

especially to those who had been observant of

signs, it foreshadowed a design to interfere in

tbc war between those parties, and to take

Texas under the protection of the Union, and to

make her cause our own. A scheme of annexa-

tion was visible in the studied picture presented
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of homogeniality between that country and the

United States, geographically and otherwise;

and which homogeniality was now sufficient to

risk a war with Great Britain and Mexico (for

the message squinted at war with both), to get

Texas back, although it had not been sufficient

when the country was ceded to Spain to prevent

Mr. Tyler from sanctioning the cession—as he

did as a member of the House in 1820 in voting

against Mr. Clay's resolution, disapproving and

condemning that cession. This enigmatical

paragraph was, in fact, intended to break the

way for the production of a treaty of annexa-

tion, covertly conceived and carried on with all

the features of an intrigue, and in flagrant viola-

tion of the principles and usages of the govern-

ment. Acquisitions of territory had previously

been made by legislation, and by treaty, as in

the case of Louisiana in 1803, and of Florida

in 1819 ; but these treaties were founded upon

legislative acts—upon the consent of Congress

previously obtained—and in which the treaty-

making power was but the instrument of the

legislative will. This previous consent and

authorization of Congress had not been obtained

—on the contrary, had been eschewed and ig-

nored by the secrecy with which the negotia-

tion had been conducted ; and was intended to

be kept secret until the treaty was concluded,

and then to force its adoption for the purpose

of increasing the area of slave territory, or to

make its rejection a cause for the secession of

the Southern states ; and in either event, and

in all cases, to make the question of annexa-

tion a controlling one in the nomination of presi-

dential candidates, and also in the election

itself.

The complication of this vast scheme, lead-

ing to a consummation so direful as foreign war

and domestic disunion, and having its root in

personal ambition, and in scrip and land specu-

lation, and spoliation claims—the way it was

carried on, and the way it Avas defeated—alto-

gether present one of the most instructive lessons

which the working of our government exhibits

;

and the more so as the two prominent actors in

the scheme had reversed their positions since

Texas had been retroceded to Spain. Mr. Cal-

houn was then in favor of curtailing the area of

slave territory, and as a member of Mr. Mon-

roe's cabinet, counselled the establishment of

the Missouri compromise line, which abolished

slavery in all the upper half of the great pro-

vince of Louisiana ; and, as a member of the

same cabinet, counselled the retrocession of

Texas to Spain, which extinguished all the

slave territory south of the compromise line,

Mr. Calhoun was then against slavery extension

and so much in favor of extinguishing slave

territory as to be a favorite in the free States

and beat Mr. Adams himself in those States in

the presidential election of 1824—receiving

more of their votes for Vice-President than Mr,

Adams did for President. After the failure in

1833 to unite the slave States against the free

ones on the Tariff agitation, he took up the

slavery agitation—pursuing it during his life

and leaving it at his death as a legacy to the dis-

ciples in his political schoc Mr. Tyler was a

follower in these amputations and extinction of

slave territory in 1819-'20 : he was now a fol-

lower in the slavery agitation to get back the

province which was then given away, or to make

it the means of a presidential election, or of

Southern dismemberment. Tliis scheme hid been

going on for two years before it appeared above

the political horizon ; and the right understand-

ing of the Texas annexation movement in 1844,

requires the hidden scheme to be uncovered

from its source, and laid open through its long

and crooked course : which will be the subject

of the next chapter, as shown at the time in a

speech from Senator Benton.

CHAPTER CXXXIX.

TEXAS ANNEXATION TREATT: FIRST SPEKCIf OP
MR. BENTON AGAINST IT: EXTRACTS.

Mr. Benton. The President, upon our call,

sends us a map and a memoir from the Topo-

graphical bureau to show the Senate the bound-

aries of the country he proposes to annex. This

memoir is explicit in presenting the Rio Grande

del Norte in its whole extent as a boundary of

the republic of Texas, and that in conformity

to the law of the Texian Congress establishing

its boundaries. ^The boundaries on the map

conform to those in the memoir : each takes for

the western limit the Rio Grande from head to

mouth ; and a law of the Texian Congress is

copied into the margin of the map, to show the
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legal, and the actual, boundaries at the same

time. From all this it results that the treaty

before us, besides the incorporation of Texas

proper, also incorporates into our Union the left

bank of the Rio Grande, in its whole extent

from its head spring in the Sierra Verde

(Green Mountain), near the South Pass in the

Rocky Mountains, to its mouth in the Gulf of

Mexico, four degrees south of New Orleans, in

latitude 20*. It is a " grand and solitary river,"

almost without affluents or tributaries. Its

source is in the region of eternal snow; its

outlet in the clime of eternal flowers. Its

direct course is 1,2?)0 miles ; its actual run

about 2,000. This immense river, second on

our continent to the Mississippi only, and but

little inferior to it in length, is proposed to be

added in the whole extent of its left bank to

the American Union ! and that by virtue of a

treaty for the re-annexation of Texas ! Now,

the real Texas which we acquired by the treaty

of 1803, and flung away by the treaty of 1819.

never approached the Rio Grande except near

its mouth! while the whole upper part was

settled by the Spaniards, and great part of it

in the year 1694—just one hundred years before

La Salle first saw Texas !—all this upper part

was then formed into provinces, on both sides

of the river, and has remained under Spanish,

or Mexican authority ever since. These former

provinces of the Mexican viceroyalty, now de-

partments of the Mexican republic, lying on

both sides of the Rio Grande from its head to

its mouth, we now propose to incorporate, so

far as they lie on the left bank of the river, into

our Union, by virtue of a treaty of re-annexation

with Texas. Let us pause and look at our new

and important proposed acquisitions in this

quarter. First : there is the d<;partment, for-

merly the province of New Mexico, lying on both

sides of the river from its head spring to near

the Paso del Norte—that is to say, half down

the river. This department is studded with

towns and villages—is populated—well culti-

vated—and covered with flocks and herds. On

its left bank (for I only speak of the part which

we propose to re-annex) is, first, the frontier

village Taos, 3 000 souls, and where the custom-

house is kept at which the Missouri caravans

enter their goods. Then comes Sants, Fe, the

capital, 4,000 souls—then Albuquerque, 0,000

Bouls- then some scores of other towns and

villages—all more or less populated, and sur-

rounded by flocks and ficlde. Then come the

departments of Chihuahua, Coahuila, and Ta-

maulipas, without settlements on the left bank

of the river, but occupying the right bank, and

commanding the left. All this—being parts of

four Mexican departments—now under Mexi-

can governors and governments—is permanent-

ly reannexed to this Union, if this treaty is

ratified; and is actually reannexed from the

moment of the signature of the treaty, accord-

ing to tae President's last message, to remain

so until the acquisition is rejected by rejecting

the treaty ! The one-half of the department of

New Mexico, with its capital, becomes a terri-

tory of the United States : an angle of Chihua-

hua, at the Passo del Norte, famous for its wine,

also becomes ours : a part of the department

of Coahuila, not populated on the left bank,

which we take, but commanded from the right

bank by Mexican authorities : the same of

Tamaulipas, the ancient Nuevo San Tander

(New St. Andrew), and which covers both

sides of the river from its mouth for some hun-

dred miles up, and all the left bank of which

is in the power and possession of Mexico.

These, in addition to the old Texas ; these

parts of four States—these towns and villages

—these people and territory—these flocks and

herds—this slice of the republic of Mexico,

two thousand miles long, and Some hundred

broad—all this our President has cut ofi" from

its mother empire, and presents to us, and de-

clares it is ours till the Senate rejects it ! He
calls it Texas ! and the cutting off he calls re-

annexation ! Humboldt calls it New Mexico,

Chihuahua, Coahuila, and Nuevo San Tender

(now Tamaulipas) ; and the civilized world may

quahfy this 7-e-annexation by the application

of some odious and terrible epithet. Demos-

thenes advised the people of Athens not to

take, bit to re-take a certain city ; and in that

re laid the virtue which saved the act from the

character of spoliation and robbery. Will it

be equally potent with us? and will the re,

prefixed to the annexation, legitimate the seiz-

ure of two thousand miles of a neighbor's do-

minion, with whom we have treaties of peace,

and friendship, and commerce 1 Will 5t legiti-

mate this seizure, made by virtue of a treaty

with Texas, when no Texian force—witness the

disastrous expeditions to Mier and to Santa Fe
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—have been seen near it without being killed

or taken, to the last man ?

The treaty, in all that relates to the boundary

of the Rio Grande, is an act of unparalleled out-

rage on Mexico. It is the seizure of two thou-

sand miles of her territory without a word of

explanation with her, and by virtue of a treaty

with Texas, to which she is no party. Our

Secretary of State (Mr. Calhoun) in his letter

to the United States charge in Mexico, and

seven days after the treaty was signed, and

after the Mexican minister had withdrawn

from our seat of government, shows full well

that he was conscious of the enormity of this

outrage ; knew it was war ; and proffered vol-

unteer apologies to avert the consequences

which he knew he had provoked.

The President, in his special message of

Wednesday last, informs us that we have ac-

quired a title to the ceded territories by his sig-

nature to the treaty, wanting only the action

of the Senate to perfect it ; and that, in the

mean time, he will protect it from invasion, and

for that purpose has detached all the disposable

portions of the army and n.avy to the scene of

action. This is a caper about equal to the mad
fi-caks with which the unfortunate emperor

Paul, of Russia, was accustomed to astonish

Europe about forty years ago. By this decla-

ration the thirty thousand Mexicans in the left

half of the valley of the Rio del Norte are our

citizens, and standing, m the language of the

President's message, in a hostile attitude to-

wards us, and subject to be repelled as invaders.

Taos, the scat of the custom-house, where our

caravans enter their goods, is ours : Santa Fe,

the capital of New Mexico, is ours ; Governor

Armijo is our governor, and subject to be tried

for treason if he does not submit to u^^ ; twenty

Mexican towns and villages arc ours ; and their

peaceful inhabitants, cultivating their fields and

tending their flocks, are suddenly converted, by

a stroke of the President's pen, into American

citizens, or American rebels. This is too bad

:

and, instead of making themselves party to its

enormities, as the President invites them to do,

I think rather that it is the duty of the Senate

to wnsli its hands of all this part of the trans-

action by a special disapprobation. The Senate

is the constitutional adviser of the President,

and has the right, if not the duty, to give him

advice when the occasion requires it. 1 there-

fore propose, as an additional resolution, appli-

able to the Rio del Norte boundary only—the

one which I will read and send to the Secreta-

ry's table—stamping as a spoliation this seizure

of Mexican territory—and on which, at the

proper time, I shall ask the vote of the Senate.

I now proceed a step further, and rise a step

higher, Mr. President, in unveiling the designs

and developing the conduct of our administra-

tion in this hot and secret pursuit after Texas.

It Is my business now to show that war with

Mexico is a design and an object with it from

the beginning, and that the treaty-makbg

power was to be used for that purpose. I

know the responsibility of a senator—I mean

his responsibility to the moral sense of his

country and the world—in attributing so grave

a culpability to this administration. I know

the whole extent of this responsibility, and

shall therefore be careful to proceed upon safe

and solid ground. I shall say nothing but upon

proof—upon the proof furnished by the Presi-

dent himself—and ask for my opinions no cre-

dence beyond the strict letter of these proofs.

For this purpose I have recourse to the mes-

sages and con'espondence which the President

has sent us, and begin with the message of the

22d of April—the one which communicated the

treaty to the Senate. That message, after a

strange and ominous declaration that no sinis-

ter means have been used—no intrigue set on

foot—to procure the consent of Texas to thb

annexation, goes on to show exactly the con-

trary, and to betray the President's design to

protect Texas by receiving her into our Union

and adopting her war with Mexico.

I proceed to another piece of evidence to the

same effect—namely, the letter of the present

Secretary of State to Mr. Benjamin Green, our

charg6 at Mexico, under date of the 19th of

April past. The letter has been already refer-

red to, and will be only read now in the sen-

tence which declares that the treaty has been

made in the full view of war ! for that alone

can be the meaning of this sentence :

" It has taken the step (to wit, the stop of

making the treaty) in full view of all possible

consequences, hut not without a desire and a

hope that a ftiii and fair disclosure of the causes

which induced it to do so, would prevent tlie

disturbance of the harmony subsisting between

the two countries, which the United States is

anxious to preserve."
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This is part of the despatch which "ommuni-

cates to Mexico the fact of the conclu on of the

treaty of annexation—that treaty, the conclu-

sion of which the formal and reiterated declara-

tions of the Mexican government informed our

administration, during its negotiation, would

be war. I will quote one of these declarations,

the last one made by General Almonte, the

Mexican minister, and in reply to the letter of

our Secretary who considered the previous de-

clarations as threats. General Almonte dis-

claims the idea of a threat—repeats his assev-

eration that it is a notice only, and that in a

case in which it was the right and the duty of

Mexico to give the notice which would apprise

us of the consequences of carrying the treaty

of annexation to a conclusion.

After receiving this notification from the

Mexican minister, the letter of our present Sec-

retary, of the 19th instant, just quoted, direct-

ing our charge to inform the Mexican govern-

ment of the conclusion of the treaty of annexa-

tion, must be considered as an official notifica-

tion to Mexico that the war has begun ! and so

indeed it has ! and as much to our astonishment

as to that of the Mexicans ! Who among us

can ever forget the sensations produced in this

chamber, on Wednesday last, when the march-

ing and the sailing orders were read ! and still

more, when the message was read which had

set the army and navy in motion !

These orders and the message, after having

been read in this chamber, were sent to the

printer, and have not yet returned r I can only

refer to them as I heard them read, and from a

brief extract which I took of the message ; and

must refer to others to do them justice. From

all that I could hear, the war is begun ; and

begun by orders issued by the President before

the treaty was communicated to the Senate

!

We are informed of a squadron, and an army

of ^'' observation,^^ sent to the Mexican ports,

and Mexican frontier, with orders to watch, re-

monstrate, and report ; and to communicate with

President Houston 1 Now, what is an army of

observation, but an army in the field for war ?

It is an army whose name is known, and whose

character is defined, and which is incident to

war alunc. It is to v.'atch the enemv ! and can

never be made to watch a friend ! Friends

cannot be watched by armed men, either indi-

vidually or nationally, without open enmity.

Let an armed man take a position before your

door, show himself to your family, watch your

movements, and remonstrate with you, and re-

port upon you, if he judged your movements

equivocal : let him do this, and what is it but

an act of hostility and of outrage which every

feeling of the heart, and every law of God and

man, require you to resent and repulse 1 This

would be the case with the mere individual

;

still more with nations, and when squadrons

and armies are the watchers and remonstrants.

Let Great Britain send an army and navy to lie

in wait upon our frontiers, and before our cities,

and then see what a cry of war would be raised

in our country. The same of Mexico. She

must feel herself outraged and attacked ; she

must feel our treaties broken ; all our citizens

within her dominions alien enemies ; their com-

merce to be instantly ruined, and themselves

expelled from the country. This must be our

condition, unless the Senate (or Congress) saves

the country. We are at war with Mexico now

;

and the message which covers the marching and

sailing orders is still more extraordinary than

they. The message assumes the republic of

Texas to be part of the American Union by the

mere signature of the treaty, and to remain so

until the treaty is rejected, if rejected at all

;

and, in the moan time, the President is to use

the army and the navy to protect the acquh-ed

country from invasion, like any part of the ex-

isting Union, and to treat as hostile all adverse

possessors or intruders. According to this, be-

sides what may happen at Vera Cruz, Tampico,

Matamoros, and other ports, and besides what

may happen on the frontiers of Texas proper,

the Mexican population in New Mexico, and

Governor Armijo, or in his absence the gover-

nor ad interim, Don Mariano Chaves, may find

themselves pursued as rebels and traitors to

the United States.

The war with Mexico, and its unconstitution-

ality, is fully shown : its injustice remains to

be exhibited, and that is an easy task. What
is done in violation of treaties, in violation of

neutrality, in violation of an armistice, must be

unjust. All this occurs in this case, and a great

deal more. Mexico is our neighbor. We are

ut peace with her. Social, commercial, and dip-

lomatic relations subsist between us, and the

interest of the two nations requires these rela-

tions to continue. We want a country which
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was once ours, but which, by treaty, we have

acknowledged to be hers. That country has

revolted. Thus far it has made good its revolt,

and not a doubt rests upon my mind that she

will make it good for ever. But the contest is

not over. An armistice, duly proclaimed, and

not revoked, strictly observed by each in not

firing a gun, though inoperative thus far in the

appointment of commissioners to treat for

peace : this armistice, only determinable upon

notice, suspends the war. Two thousand miles

of Texian frontier is held in the handb of Mexi-

co, and all attempts to conquer that frontier

have signally failed : witness the disastrous ex-

peditions to Mier and to Santa Fe. We ac-

knowledge the right—the moral and political

right—of Mexico to resubjugate this province, if

she can. We declare our neutrality : we pro-

fess friendship: we proclaim our respect for

Mexico. In the midst of all this, we make a

treaty with Texas for transferring herself to

the United States, and that without saying a

word to Mexico, while receiving notice from

hor that such transfer would be war. Mexico

is irtated as a nullity ; and the province she is

endeavoring to reconquer is suddenly, by the

magic of a treaty signature, changed into United

Statst; domain. We want the country ; but in-

sto«d of applying to Mexico, and obtaining her

consent to the purchase, or waiting a few

raouths for the events which would supersede

lln necessity of Mexican consent—instead of

this plain and direct course, a secret negotia-

tion was entered into with Texas, in total con-

trmpt of the acknowledged rights of Mexico,

and without saying a word to her until all was

over. Then a messenger is despatched in fu-

rious histe to this same Mexico, the bearer of

volunteer apologies, of deprecatory excuses, and

of an offer of ten millions of dollars for Mexi-

can acquiescence in what Texas has done. For-

ty days are allowed for the return of tho mes-

senger ; and the question is, will he bring back

the consent? That question is answered in

the r^jxican official notice of war, if the treaty

of an. ixation was made ! and it is answered in

the fact of not applying to her for her consent

before the treaty was made. The wrong to

Mexico is confessed in the fact of sending this

messenger, and in the terms of the letter of

which he was the bearer. That letter of Mr.

Secretary Calhoun, of the 10th of April, to Mr.

Benjamin Green, the United States charge in

Mexico, is the most unfortunate in the annals

of human diplomacy ! By the fairest implica-

tions, it admits insuU and injury to Mexico

and violation of her territorial boundaries ! it

admits that we should have had her previous

consent—should have had her concurrence-—

that we have injured her as little as possible—

and that we did all this in full view of all pos-

sible consequences ! that is to say, in full view

of war ! in plain English, that we have wronged

her, and will fight her for it. As an excuse for

all this, the imaginary designs of a third power,

which designs are four times solenmly disa-

vowed, are brought forward as a justification

of our conduct ; and an incomprehensible ter-

ror of immediate destruction is alleged as the

cause of not applying to her for her " previous

consent " during the eight months that the ne-

gotiation continued, and during the whole of

which time we had a minister in Mexico, and

Mexico had a minister in Washington. This

letter is surely the most unfortunate in th? his-

tory of human diplomacy. It admits the wrong,

and tenders war. It is a confession throughout,

by the fairest implication, of injustice to Mexi-

co. It is a confession that her " concurrence "

and " her previons consent " were necessary.

It is now ray purpose, Mr. President, to show

that all this movement, which is involving such

great and serious consequences, and drawing

upon us the eyes of the civilized world, is bot-

tomed upon a weak and groundless pretext, dis-

creditable to our government, and insulting and

injurious to Great Britain. We want Texas—

that is to say, the Texas of La Salle ; and we

want it for great national reasons, obvious as

day, and permanent as nature. We want it

because it is geographically appurtenant to our

division of North America, essential to our po-

litical, commercial, and social system, and be-

cause it would be detrimental and injurious to

us to have it fall into the hands or to sink un-

der the domination of any foreign power. For

these reasons, I was against sacrificing the

country when it was thrown away—and

thrown away by those who are now so sud-

denly possessed of a fury to get it back. For

these reasoiis, I am for getting it back when-

ever it can be done with peaco and honor, or

even at the price of just war against any intru-

sive European power : but I am against all dis-
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guise and artifice—against all pretexts—and es-

pecially against weak and groundless pretexts,

discreditable to ourselves, offensive to others,

too thin and shallow not to be seen through by

every beholder, and merely invented to cover

unworthy purposes. I am against the inven-

tions which have been brought forward to jus-

tify the secret concoction of this treaty, and its

gudden explosion upon us, like a ripened plot,

and a charged bomb, forty days before the con-

ventional nomination of a presidential candi-

date. In looking into this pretext, I shall be

governed by the evidence alone which I find

upon the face of the papers, regretting that the

resolution which I have laid upon the table for

the examination of persons at the bar of the

Senate, has not yet been adopted. That reso-

lution is in these words

:

"Resolved, That the author of the 'private

letter^ from London, in the summer of 1843

(believed to be Mr. Duff Green), addressed to

the American Secretary of State (Mr. Upshur),

and giving him the first intelligence of the (im-

puted) British anti-slavery designs upon Texas,

and the contents of which ^private letter' were

made the basis of the Secretary's leading de-

spatch of the 8th of August following, to our

charge in Texas, for procuring the annexation

of Texas to the United States, be summoned to

appear at the bar of the Senate, to answer on

oath to all questions in relation to the contents

of said ^private letter,' and of any others in re-

lation to the same subject : and also to answer

all questions, so far as he shall be able, in rela-

tion to the origin and objects of the treaty for

the annexation of Texas, and of all the designs,

influences, and interests which led to the for-

mation thereof.

"Resolved, also, That the Senate will exam-

ine at its bar, or through a committee, such

other persons as shall be deemed proper in re-

lation to their knowledge of any, or all, of the

foregoing points of inquiry."

I hope, Mr. President, this resolution will be

adopted. It is due to the gravity of the occa-

sion that we should have facts and good evi-

dence before us. We are engaged m a transac-

tion which concerns the peace and the honor of

the country ; and extracts from private letters,

and letters themselves, with or without name,

and, it may be, from mistaken or interested

persons, are not the evidence on which we

should proceed. Dr. Franklin was examined

at the bar of the British House of Commons

before the American war, and I see no reason

why those who wish to inform the Senate, and

others from whom the Senate could obtain in-

formation, should not be examined at our bar,

or at that of the House, before the Senate or

Congress engages in the Mexican war. It

would be a curious incident in the Texas drama

if it should turn out to be a fact that the whole

annexation scheme was organized before the

reason for it was discovered in London ! and

if, from the beginnmg, the abolition plot was to

be burst upon us, under a sudden and overwhelm-

ing sense of national destruction, exactly forty

days before the national convention at Baltimore

!

I know nothing about these secrets ; but, being

called upon to act, and to give a vote which may

be big with momentous consequences, I have a

right to know the truth ; and shall continue to

ask for it, until fully obtained, or finally denied.

I know not what the proof will be, if the exam-

ination is had. I pretend to no private know-

ledge ; but I have my impressions ; and if they

are erroneous, let them be effaced—if correct,

let them be confirmed.

In the absence of the evidence which ^this re-

sponsible and satisfactory examination might

furnish, I limit myself to the information which

appears upon the face of the papers—imperfect,

defective, disjointed, and fixed up for the occasion,

as those papers evidently are. And here I must

remark upon the absence of all the customary

information which sheds light upon the origin,

progress, and conclusion of treaties. No min-

utes of conferences—no protocols—no proposi-

tions, or counter-propositions—no inside view

of the na-scent and progressive negotiation. To

supply all this omission, the Senate is driven to

the tedious process of calling on the President,

day by day, for some new piece of information

;

and the endless necessity for these calls—the

manner in which they are answered—and the

often delay in getting any answer at all—be-

come new reasons for the adoption of my re-

solution, and for the examination of persons at

the bar of the Senate.

The first piece of testimony I shall use in

making good the position I have assumed, is the

letter of Mr. Upshur, our Secretary of State, to

Mr. Murphy, our charge in Texas dated the 8th

day of August, in the year 1843. It is the first

one, so far as we are permitted to see, that be-

gins the business of the Texas annexation ; and

has all the appearance of beginning it in the

middle, so far as the United States are con-

cerned, and upon grounds previously well con
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sidercd: for this letter of the 8th of August,

1843, contains every reason on which the whole

annexation movement has been defended, or

justified. And, here, I must repeat what I

have already said : in quoting these letters ofthe

secretaries, I use the name of the writer to dis-

criminate the writer, hut not to impute it to

him. The President is the author : the secre-

tary only his head clerk, writing by his com-

mand, and having no authority to write any

thing but as he commands. This important

letter, the basis of all Texian " immediate " an-

nexation, opens thus

:

"Sir: A private letter from a citizen of
Maryland, then in London, contains the follow-

ing passage

:

"
' 1 learn from a source entitledto the fullest

confidence, that there is now here a Mr. An-
drews, deputed by the abolitionists of Texas to

negotiate with the British government. That
he Jias seen Lord Aberdeen, and submitted his

project for the abolition of slavery in Texas,
which is, that there shall be organized a com-
pany in England, who shall advance a sum
sufficient to pay for the slaves now in Texas,
and I'cceive in payment Texas lands ; that the
bum thus advanced shall be paid over as an in-

demnity for the abolition of slavery ; and I am
authorized by the Texian minister to say to you,
that Lord Aberdeen has agreed that the British

government will guarantee the payment of the
interest on this loan, upon condition that the

Texian government will abolish slavery.'
" The writer professes to feel entire confidence

in the accuracy of this information. He is a
man of great intelligence, and well versed in

public att'airs. Hence I have every reason to

confide in the correctness of bis conclusions."

The name of the writer is not given, but he is

believed to be Mr. Duff Green—a name which

suggests a vicarious relation to our Secretary of

State—which is a synonym for intrigue—and a

voucher for finding in Loudon whatever he was

sent to bring back—who is the putative recipient

of the Gilmer letter to a friend in Maryland,

destined for General Jackson—and whose com-

plicity with this Texas plot is a fixed fact.

Truly this " inhabitant of Siaryland," who lived

in Washington, and whose existence was as

tibiquitouG as his Tole was vicarious, was a very

indispensable agent in all this Texas plot.

The letter then goes on, through a dozen

elaborate paragraphs, to give every reason for

the annexation of Texas, founded on the appre-

hension of British views there, and the conse-

quent danger to the slave property of the South,

and other injuries to the United States^ which

have been so incontinently reproduced, and so

tenaciously adhered to ever since.

Thus commenced the plan for the immediate

annexation of Texas to the United States, as the

only means of saving that country from British

domination, and from the anti-slavery schcraea

attributed to her by Mr. Duff Green. Un-

fortunately, it was not deemed necessary to in-

quire into the truth of this gentleman's informa-

tion ; and it was not until four months after-

wards, and vmtil after the most extraordinary

efforts to secure annexation had been made by

our government, that it was discovered that the

information given by Mr. Green was entirely

mistaken and unfounded ! The Bruish minister

(the Earl of Aberdeen) and the Texian charge

in London (Mr. Ashbel Smith), both of whom
were referred to by Jlr. Green, being informed

in the month of November of the use which had

beeu made of their names, availed themselves

of the first opportunity to contradict the whole

story to our minister, Mr. Everett. This min-

ister immediately communicated these important

contradictions to his own government, and we

find them in the official correspondence trans-

mitted to us by Mr. Everett, under dates of the

3d and 16th of November, 1843. I quote fijst

from that of the 3d of November

:

(Here was read Mr. Everett's account of his

first conversation with the Earl of Aberdeen on

this subject.)

I quote copiously, and with pleasure, Mr.

President, from this report of Lord Aberdeen's

conversation with Mr. Everett ; it is frank and

friendly, equally honorable to the minister as a

man and a statesman, and worthy of the noble

spirit of the great William Pitt. Nothing could

dissipate more completely, and extinguish more

utterly, the insidious designs imputed to Great

Britain ; nothing could be more satisfactory and

complete ; nothing more was wanting to acquit

the British government of all the alarming de-

signs imputed to her. It was enough ; but the

Earl of Aberdeen, in the fulness of his desire to

leave the American government no ground for

suspicion or complaint on this head, voluntarily

returned to the topic a few days afterwards j

and, on the Cth of November, again disclaims in

the strongest terms the offensive designs im-

puted to his government. Mr. Everett thus re

latcs, in his letter of tlie 10th of November, the

substance of these renewed declarations

:
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(Hero the letter giving an account of the sec-

ond interview vras read.)

Thus, twice, in three days, the British minister

fully, formally, and in the broadest manner con-

tradicted the whole story upon the faith of

which our President had commenced (so far as

the papers show the commencement of it) his

immediate annexation project, as the only means

of counteracting the dangerous designs of Great

Britain ! But this was not all. There was an-

other witness in London who had been referred

to by Jlr. Duff Green ; and it remained for this

witness to confirm or contradi t his story.

This was the Texian charg6 (Mr. Ashbel

Smith) : and the same letter from Mr. Everett,

of the IGth of November, brought his contra-

diction in unequivocal terms. Mr. Everett thus

recites it

:

(The passage was read.)

Such was the statement of Mr. Ashbel Smith I

and tlie story of Mr. Duff Green, which had

been made the basis of the whole scheme for

ivmediate aimexation, being now contradicted

by two witnesses—the two which he himself

had named—it might have been expected that

some halt or pause would have taken place, to

give an opportunity for consideration and reflec-

tion, and for consulting the American people,

and endeavoring to procure the consent of

Mexico. This might have been expected : but

not so the fact. On the contrary, the immedi-

ate annexation was pressed more warmly than

ever, and the adrr.inistration papers became

more clamorous and incessant in their accusa-

tions of Great Britain. Seeing this, and being

anxious (to use his own words) to put a stop to

these misrepresentations, and to correct the er-

rors of the American government, the Earl of

Aberdeen, in a formal despatch to Mr. Paken-

ham, the new British minister at Washington,

took the trouble of a third contradiction, and a

most formal and impressive one, to all the evil

designs in relation to Texas, and, through Texas,

upon the Ui/ited States, which were thus per-

severingly attributed to his government. This

paper, destined to become a great landmark in

this controversy, from the frankness and ful-

ness of its disavowals, and from the manner in

which detached phrases, picked out of it, have

beeu Hied by our Secretary of State [Mr. Cal-

houn] since the treaty was signed, to justify its

signature, deserves to be reau in full, and to be

made a corner-stone in the debate on this sub-

ject. I therefore, quote it in full, and shall

read it at length in the body of my speech.

This is it

:

(The whole letter read.)

This was intended to stop the misrepresenta-

tions which were drculated, and to correct the

errors of the government in relation to Great

Britain and Texas. It was a reiteration, and

that for the third time, and voluntarily, of de-

nial of all the alarming designs attributed to

Great Britain, and bj' means of which a Texas

agitation was getting up in the United States.

Besides the full declaration made to our federal

government, as head of the Union, a special as-

surance was given to the slaveholding States, to

quiet their apprehensions, the truth and suffi-

ciency of which must be admitted by every per-

son who cannot furnish proof to the contrary.

I read this special assurance a second time, that

its importance may bo more distinctly and

deeply felt by every senator

:

" And the governments of the slaveholding

States may be assured, that, although we shall

not desist from those open and honest efforts

which we have constantUj madefor procuring

the abolition of slavery throughout the world,

we shall neither openly nor secretly resort to

any measures which can tend to disturb their

internal tranquillity, or thereby to affect the

prosperity of the American Union."

It was on the 2Gth day of February that this

noble despatch was commvmicated to the (then)

American Secretary of State. That gentleman

lost his life by an awful catastrophe on the 28th,

and it seems to be understood, and admitted all

around, that the treaty of annexation was

agreed upon, and virtually concluded before his

death. Nothing, then, in Lord Aberdeen's de-

laration, could have had any effect upon its

irmation or conclusion. Yet, six days after the

actual signature of the treaty by the present

Secretary of State—namely, on the 18th day

of April—this identical despatch of Lord Aber-

deen is seized upon, iu a letter to Mr. Paken-

ham, to justify the formation of the treaty, and

to prove the necessity for the immediate annex-

ation of Texas to the United States, as a measure

of self-defence, and as the only means of saving

our Union ! Listen to the two or three first

paragraphs of that letter : it is the long one

filled with those negro statistics of which Mr.

Piikenliatn declines the controversy. The sec-

retary says

:
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(Here the paragraphs were read, and the

Senate heard with as much amazement as Mr.

Pakenham could have done, that compatativo

Btatement of the lame, blind, halt, idiotic, pau-

per and jail tenants of the free and the slave

blacks, which the letter to the British minister

contained, with a view to prove that slavery

was their best condition.)

It is evident, Mr. President, that the treaty-

was commenced, carried on, formed, and agreed

upon, so far as the documents show its origin, in

virtue of the information given in the private

letter of Mr. Duff Green, contradicted as that

was by the Texian and British ministers, to

wliom it referred. It is evident from all the

papers that this was the case. The attempt to

find in Lord Aberdeen's letter a subsequent pre-

text for what had previously been done, is evi-

dently an afterthought, put to paper, for the

first time, just six days after the treaty had

been signed ! The treaty was signed on the

12th of April : the afterthought was committed

to paper, in the form of a letter to Mr. Paken-

ham, on the 18th! and on the 19th the treaty

was sent to the Senate ! having been delayed

seven days to admit of drawing up, and sending

in along with it, this ex postfacto discovery of

reasons to justify it. The letter of Mr. Calhoun

was sent in with the treaty : the reply of Mr,

Pakenham to it, though brief and prompt, being

written on the same day (the 19th of April),

was not received by the Senate until ten days

thereafter—to wit : on the 29th of April ; and

when received, it turns out to be a fourth dis-

avowal, in the most clear and unequivocal terms,

of this new discovery of the old designs iniputed

to Great Britain, and which had been three

times disavowed before. Here is the letter of

Mr. Pakenham, giving this fourth contradiction

to the old story, and appealing to thejudgment of

the civilized world for its opinion on the whole

transaction. I read an extract from this letter

;

the last one, it is presumed, that Mr. Paken-

ham can write till he hears from his government,

to which he had immediately transmitted Mr.

Calhoun's ex postfacto letter of the 18th.

(It was read.)

Now what will the civilized world, to whose

good opinion we must all look : what will

Christendom, now so averse to war, and pre-

texted war : what will the laws of reason and

honor, so just in their application to the conduct

of nations and individuals : what will this civil-

ized world, this Christian world, these just laws

—what will they all say that our government

ought to have done, under this accumulation of

peremptory denials of all the causes whicli wc

had undertaken to find in the conduct of Great

Britain for our '^ immediate ^^ annexation of

Texas, and war with Mexico? Surely tiiese

tribunals will say : First, That the disavowals

should have been received as sufficient; or

Secondly, They should be disproved, if not ad-

mitted to bo true ; or Thirdly, That reasonable

time should bo allowed for looking further into

their truth.

One of these things should have been done:

our President does neither. He concludes the

treaty—retains it a week—sends it to the Senate

—and his Secretary of State obtains a promise

from the chairman of the Committee on Foreign

Relations [Mr. Archer] to delay all action upon

it—not to take it up for forty days—the exact

time that would cover the sitting of the Balti-

more democratic convention for the nomination

of presidential candidates ! This promise was

obtained under the assurance that a special mes-

senger had been despatched to Mexico for her

consent to the treaty ; and the forty days was

the time claimed for the execution of his errand,

and at the end of which he was expected to re-

turn with the required consent. Bad luck

again ! This despatch of the messenger, and

delay for his return, and the reasons he was

understood to be able to have offered for the

consent of Mexico, were felt by all as an admis-

sion that the consent of Mexico must be ob-

tained, cost what millions it might. This ad-

mission was fatal ! and it became necessary to

take another tack, and do it away ! This was

attempted in a subsequent message of the Presi-

dent, admitting, to be sure, that the messenger

was sent, and sent to operate upon Mexico in

relation to the treaty ; but taking a fine distinc-

tion between obtaining her consent to it, and

preventing her from being angry at it !
This

message will receive justice at the hands of

others ; I only heard it as read, and cannot quote

it in its own words. But the substance of it

was, that the messenger was sent to prevent

Mexico from going to war v/ith us on account

of the treaty ! as if there was any difference

between getting her to consent to the treaty,

and getting her not to dissent ! But, here again,

more bad luck. Besides the declarations of the

chairman of Foreign Relations, showing what
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! This was

this messenger was sent for, there is a copy of

the letter furnished to us of whicli he was the

bearer, and which shows that the " concurrence "

of Mexico was wanted, and that apologies are

ofl'ered for lO* obtaining her ^^pievioua con-

sfiiil." But, this hereafter. I go on with

the eurreut of events. The treaty was sent in,

and forty days' silence upon it was demanded of

the Senate. Now why send it in, if the Senate

was not to touch it for forty days ? Why not

retain it in the Department of State until the

lapse of these forty days, when the answer from

Mexico would have been received, and a fifth

disavowal arrived from Great Britain 1 if, indeed,

it is possible for her to reiterate a disavowal

already four times made, and not received?

Why not retain the treaty during these forty

days of required silence upon it in the Senate,

and when that precious time might have been

turned to such valuable account in interchanging

friendly explanations with Great Britain and

Mexico ? Why not keep the treaty in the Sec-

retary of State's ofDce, as well as in the Secre-

tary of the Senate's office, during these forty

days ? Precisely because the Baltimore conven-

tion was to sit in thirty-eight day^ from that

time ! and forty days would give time for the

" Texas bomb " to burst and scatter its frag-

ments all over the Union, blowing up candidates

for the presidency, blowing up the tongue-tied

Senate itself for not ratifying the treaty, and

furnishing a new Texas candidate, anointed with

gunpowder, for the presidential chair. This was

the reason, and as obvious as if written at the

head of every public document. In the mean
time, all these movements give fresh reason for

an examination of persons at the bar of the

Senate. The determination of the President to

conclude the treaty, before the Earl of Aber-

deen's despatch was known to him—that is to

say, before the 2Gth of February, 1844 : the

true nature of the messenger's errand to Mexi-

co, and many other points, now involved in ob-

scurity, may be cleared up in these examina-

tions, to the benefit and well being of the Union.

Perhaps it may chance to turn out in proof, that

the secretary, who found his reasons for making
the treaty and hastening the immediate annexa-

tion, had determined upon all that long before

be heard of Lord Aberdeen's letter.

Bui to go on. Instead of admitting, disprov-

ing, or taking time to consider the reiterated

Vol. II.—39

disavowals of the British government, the mes-

senger to Mexico is charged with our manifesto

of war against that government, on account of

the imputed designs of Great Britain, and in

which they are all assumed to bo true ! and not

only true, but fraught with such suddon, irre-

sistible, and irretrievable ruin to the United

States, that there was no time for an instant of

delay, nor any way to save the Union from de-

struction but by the " immediate " annexation

of Texas. Here is the letter. It is too im-

portant to be abridged ; and though referred tc

several times, will now be read in full. Hear it

:

(The letter read.)

This letter was addressed to Mr. Benjamin

Green, the son of Mr. Duff Green ; so that the

beginning and the ending of this ^^imviediate"

annexation scheme, so far as the invention of the

pretext, and the inculpation of Great Britain is

concerned, is in the hands of father and son—

a

couple, of whom it may be said, in the language

of Gil Bias, "These two make a pair." The

letter itself is one of the most unfortunate that

the annals of diplomacy ever exhibited. It ad-

mits the wrong to Mexico, and offers to fight

her for that wrong ; and not for any thing that

she has done to the United States, but because

of some supposed operation of Great Britain

upon Texas. Was there ever such a comedy of

errors, or, it may be, tragedy of crimes ! Let

us analyze this important letter ; let us examine

it, paragraph by paragraph.

The first paragraph enjoins the strongest as-

surances to be given to Mexico of our indispo-

sition to wound the dignity or honor of Mexico

in making this treaty, and of our regret if she

should consider it otherwise. This admits that

we have done something to outrage Mexico, and

that we owe her a volunteer apology, to soften,

her anticipated resentment.

The same paragraph states that wo have been

driven to this step in self-defence, and to coun-

teract the "policij adopted,''^ and the ^^ efforts

made " by Great Britain to abolish slavery in

Texas. This is an admission that we have done

what may be offensive and injurious to Mexico,

not on account of any thing she has done to us,

but for what wo fear Great Britain may do to

Texas. And as for this plea of self-defence, it

is an invasion of the homicidal criminal's pre-

rogative, to plead it. All the murders com-

mitted in our country, are done in self-defence

—
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a few through insanity. The choice of the de-

fence lies between them, and it is often a nice

guess for counsel to say which to take. And so

it mi(j;lit have boon in this case ; and insanity

would have been an advantage in the plea, being

more honorable, and not more false.

The same paragraph admits that the United

States has made this treaty in full view of war

with Mexico ; for the words "all possible con-

sequences,^'' tiikon in connection with the re-

maining words of the sentence, and with General

Almonte's notice filed by order of his govern-

ment at the commencement of this negotiation,

can mean nothing else but war ! and that to be

made by the treaty-making power.

The second paragraph directs the despatch of

Lord Aberdeen to be road to the Mexican Secre-

tary of State, to show him our cause of com-

plaint against Great Britain. This despatch is

to be read—not delivered, not even a copy of it

—to ihe Mexican minister. lie may take notes

of it during the reading, but not receive a copy,

because it is a document to be sent to the Sen-

ate ! Surely the Senate would have pardoned

a departure from etiquette in a case where war

was impending, and where the object was to

convince the nation we were going to fight ! that

we had a right to fight her for fear of something

which a third power might do to a fourth. To

crown this scene, the reading is to be of a docu-

ment in the English language, to a minister

whose language is Spanish ; and who may not

know what is read, except through an inter-

preter.

The third paragraph of this pregnant letter

admits that' questions are to grow out of this

treaty, for the settlement of which a minister

will be sent by us to Mexico. This is a most

grave admission. It is a confession that we

commit such wrong upon Mexico by this treaty,

that it will take another treaty to redress it

;

and that, as the wrong doer, we will volun-

teer an embassy to atone for our misconduct.

Boundary is named as one of these things to be

settled, and with reason ; for we violate 2,000

miles of Jlcxican boundary which is to become

ours by the ratification of this treaty, and to

remain ours till restored to its proper owner by

another treaty. Is this right ? Is it sound in

morals 1 Is it safe in policy ? Would we take

2.000 miles of the Canadas in the same way ?

I presume not. And why not ? why not treat

Great Britain and Mexico alike? why not

march up to " Fifty-Four Forty " as courage-

ously as we march upon the Rio Oiande? Be-

cause Great Britain is powerful, and Moxico

weak—a reason which may fail in policy as

much as in morals. Yes, sir ! Boundary y;\\\

have to be adjusted, and that of the lUo fiiandc;

and until adjusted, wc shall be aggressors, by

our o\v n admission, on the undisputed Mexican

territory on the Rio Grande.

The last paragraph is the most significant of

the whole. It is a confession, by the clearest

inferences, that our whole conduct to Mexico

has been tortuous and wrongfid, and that she

has " rights," to the settlement of which Mexico

must be a party. The great admissions are, the

want of the concurrence of Mexico ; the want

of her previous consent to this treaty ; its ob-

jectionableness to her; the violation of lier

boundary ; the " rights " of each, and of course

the right of Mexico to settle questions of secu-

rity and interest which are unsettled by the

present treaty. The result of the whole is, that

the war, in full view of which the treaty wa"

made, was an unjust war upon Mexico.

Thus admitting our wrong in injuring Mexico,

in not obtaining her concurrence ; in not secur-

ing her previous consent ; in violating her bound-

ary ; in proceeding without her in a case where

her rights, security, and interests are concerned

;

admitting all this, what is the reason given to

Mexico for treating her with the contempt of s

total neglect in all this affair ? And here strange

scenes rise up before us. This negotiation loe-

gan, upon the record, in August last. We had

a minister in Mexico with whom we could com-

municate every twenty dayb. Mexico had a

minister here, with whom we could communi-

cate every hour in the day. Then why not con-

sult Mexico before the treaty ? Why not speak

to hjr during these eight months, when in such

hot haste to consult her afterwardE, and so

anxious to stop our action on the treaty till she

was heard from, and so ready to volunteer mil-

lions to propitiate her wrath, or to conciliate

her consent ? Why this haste after the treaty,

when there v/as so much time before ? It was

because the plan required the " bomb " to be

kept back till forty days before the Baltimore

convention, and then a storm to be excited.

The reason given for this great haste after so

long delay, is that the safety of the United

States was at stake : that the British would

abolish slavery in Texas, and then in the United
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States, and so destroy the Union. Giving to

this imputed design, for the wike of the argu-

ment all the credit duo to an uncontradicted

schcnio, and still it is a preposterous excuse for

not obtaining tht previous consent of Mexico.

It turns upon the idea that this abolition of

sliivry in Texas is to be sudden, irresistible, ir-

rt'trievablo ! and that not a minute was tc V
lost in averting the impending r\iin I But this

is not the case. Admitting what is charged

—

that Oreat Britain has adopted a policy, and

made efforts to abolish slavery in Texas, with a

view to its abolition in the United States—yet

this is not to be done by force, or magic The

Diil<(' of Wellington is not to land at the head

of sohiu 100,000 men to set the slaves free. No

gunpowder plot, like that intended by Guy

Fawkes, is to blow the slaves out of the coun-

try. No magic wand is to be waved over the

land, and to convert it into the homo of the free.

No slips of magic carpet in the Arabian Nights

is to bo slipped under the feet of the negroes to

send them all whizzing, by a wish, ten thousand

miles through the air. None of these sudden,

irresistil-ie, irretrievable modes of operating is

to be followed by Great Britain. She wishes to

sec slavery abolished in Texas, as elsewhere;

but this wish, liKe all other human wishes, is

wholly inoperative without works to back it

:

and these Great Britain denies. She denies that

she will operate by works, only by words where

acceptable. But admit it. Admit that she has

now done what she never did before

—

denitd

her design ! admit all this, and you still have

to confess that she is a human power, and has

to work by human means, and in this case to

operate upon the minds of people and of na-

tions—upon Mexico, Texas, the United States,

and slaves within the boundaries of these two
latter countries. She has to work by moral

means ; that is to say, by operating on the mind
and will. All this is a work of time—a work
of years—the work of a generation ! Slavery is

in the constitution of Texas, and in the hearts,

easterns, and interests of the people ; and can-

not be got out in many years, if at all. And
are we to be told that there was no time to

consult Mexico 1 or, in the vague language of

the letter, that circumstances did not permit
the consultation, and that without disclosing

what these circumstances were 1 It was last

August that the negotiation began. Was there

fear that Mexico would liberate Texian slaves,

if she found out the treaty before it was made ?

Alas ! sir, she refused to have any thing to do

with the scheme ! Great Britain proposed to

her to make emancipation of slaves the condi-

tion of ocknowledging Texian independence.

She utterly refused it ; and of this our govern-

ment was officially informed by the Earl of

Aberdeen. No, sir, no ! There is no reason in

the excuse. I profess to be a man that can

understand reason, and could comprehend the

force of the circumstances which would show
that the danger of delay was so imminent that

nothing but immediate annexation could save

the United States from destruction. But none
such are named, or can be named ; and the true

reason is, that the Baltimore convention was to

sit on the 27th of May.

Great Britain avows all she intends, and that

is—a wish—to see—slavery abolished in Texas

;

and she declares all the means which she means
to use, and that is, advice where it is accept-

able.

It will be a strange spectacle, in the nine-

teenth century, to behold the United States at

war with Mexico, because Great Britain wishes

—TO SKE—the abolition of slavery in Texas.

So far from being a just cause of war, I hold

that the expression of such a wish is not even

censurable by us, since our naval alliance with

Great Britain for the suppression of the slave

trade—since our diplomatic alliance with her to

close the markets of the world against the slave

trade—and since the large effusion of mawkish
sentimentality on the subject of slavery, in

which our advocates of the aforesaid diplomatic

and naval alliance indulged themselves at the

time of its negotiation and conclusion. Since

that time, I think we have lost the right (if we
tvcr possessed it) of fighting Mexico, because

Great Britain says she wishes

—

to see—slavery

abolished in Texas, as elsewhere throughout the

world.

The civilized world judges the causes of war,

and discriminates between motives and pre-

texts : the former are respected when true and

valid—the latter are always despised and ex-

posed. Every Christian nation owes it to itself,

as well as to the family of Christian nations, to

examine well its grounds of war, before it begins

one, and to hold itself in a condition to justify

its act in the eyes of God and man. Not satis-
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flod of either tho truth or validity of the cauiw us, by the majority of Mr. Monroe's cabinet

for our war with Mexico, in the allogid inter-

ference of Great Britain in Texian affairs, I feel

myHclf bound to oppose it, and not tho lesH be-

cause it is deemed a smiiU war. Our constitu-

tion knows no difference between wars. Tho

declaration of all wars is given to Congress

—

not to the President and Senate—much less to

the President alone. Besides, a war is an un-

governable monster, and there is no knowing

into what proportions even a small one may ej •

pand ! especially when the interference of one

largo power may lead to the interference of an-

other.

Great Britain disavows (and that four times

over) all tho designs upon TcxiiS attributed to

her. She disavows every thing. I believe 1 am

as jealous of the encroaching and domineering

spirit of that power, as any reasonable man

ought to bo ; but these disavowals arc enough

for mo. That government is too proud to lie !

too wise to criminate its future conduct by ad-

mitting the culpability which the disavowal im-

plies. Its fault is on the other side of the ac-

count—in its arrogance in avowing, and even

overstating, its pretensions. Copenhagen isher

style ! I repeat it, then, the disavowal of all

design to interfere with Texian Independence,

or with tho existence of slavery in Texas, is

enough for me. I shall believe in it until I see

it disproved by evidence, or otherwise falsified.

Would to God that our administration could

get the same disavowal in all the questions of

real difference between the two countries ! that

we could get it in the case of the Oregon—the

claim of search—the claim of visitation—the

claim of impressment—the practice of liberating

our fugitive and crimiijal slaves—the repetition

of tha Schlosser invasion of our territory and

murder of our citizens— the outric of the

Comet, Encomium, Enterprise, and Hermosa

cases

And here, without regard to the tnith or

falsehood of this imputed design of British in-

tentions to abolish slavery in Texas, a very

awkward circumstance crosses our path in re-

lation to its validity, if true : for, it so happens

that we did that very tiling ourselves ! By the

treat" ' r 1803. Texas, and all theL.ouipiin.'i

country, between the Red River and Arkansas,

became ours, and was subject to slavery: by

the treaty of 1819, made, as Mr. Adami? assures

who were Southern men, this Texas, and a hun

dred thousand square miles of other territory

between the Red River and Arkansas, were dis-

men.bored from our Union, and added to Mexi-

CO, a non-slavcholding empire. By that treaty

of 181t(, slavery was actually abolislied in all

that region in which we now only fear, con-

trary to tho evidence, that there is a design to

abolish it ! and tho confines of a non-slavehold-

ing empire were then actually brouglit to tho

boundaries cf Louisiana, Arkansas, and Mis-

soiiri! tho exact places which we now so pa.at-

ly fear to expose to the contact of« non-slaTe-

holding dominion. All this I exposed at tho

time tho treaty of 1819 was made, and pointed

out as one of tho follies, or crimes, of that unac-

countable treaty ; and now recur to it in my

place here to absolve Mr. Adams, *he negotiator

of the treaty of 1819, from tho blame which I

then cast upon him. His responsible siattment

on the floor of the House of Representatives has

absolved hira from that blame, and transferred

it to tho shoulders of tho miyority ol Mr. Mon-

roe's cabinet. On seeing the report of his

si)eech in the papers, I deemed it right to com-

municate with Mr. Adams, through a senator

from his State, now in my eye, and who hears

what I say (looking at Mr. Bates, of Massachu-

setts), and through him received the conflrma-

tion of the reported speech, that he (Mr. Adams)

was the last of Mr. Monroe's cabinet to yield

our true boundaries in that quarter. [Hero Mr.

Bates nodded assent.] Southern men deprived

us of Texas, and made it non-slaveholding in

1819. Our present Secretary of State was a

member of that cabinet, and counselled that

treaty : our present President was a member of

the House, and sanctioned it in voting against

Mr. Clay's condemnatory resolution. Theydid

ft great mischief then: they should be cautious

not to err again in the manner of getting it

back.

I ha»e shown you, Mr. President, that the

ratification of this treaty would be war with

Mexico—that it would bo unjust war, unconsti-

t\itionally made—and made upon a weak and

groundless pretext. It is not my purpose to

sliow for what object this war is made—why

these marching and sailing orders have been

giv( n—and why our troops and ships, as squad-

rons and corps of observation, are now in the
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(iulf of Mexico, watching Mexican cities; or on

the Re<l Kiver, watching Mexican Holdiers. I

have not told the icasonH for this war, and war-

liite movements, nor is it neccHsary to do so,

Tlio purpose of the whole in plain and obvious.

It is iu every Inxly's mouth. It is in the air,

and we can see and feel it. Mr. Tyler wants to

bo President ; and, different from the pcrAimed

fop of Shak»i)care, to whom the smell of gun-

powder was so offensive, ho not only wants to

smell that compound, but also to smell of it.

He .vants an odor of the " villanoua compound "

upon him. lie has beome infected with the

modern notion that gunpowder popularity is

the passport to the presidency ; and ho wants

that passport. He wants to play Jackson ; but

let him Imvo a care. From the sublime to the

ridiculous there is but a step; and, in heroic

imitations, tliere is no middle ground. The

hero missed, the harlequin appears ; and hisses

gahite the ears which were itching for applause,

Jackson was no candidate for the presidency

when ho acted the real, not the mock hero.

He 8take<l himself for his country—did nothing

but what was just— and eschewed intrigue.

His elevation to the presidency was the act of

his fellow-citizens—not the machination of him-

self.

CHAPTER CXL

TEXA8 OR DISUNION: 80UTHKUN CONVENTION:
MR. BENTON'S SPEECH : EXTRACTS.

The senator from Soutii Carolina (Mr. Mc-

Duffie) assumes it for certain, that the great

meeting projected for !\ ushville is to take place

:

and wishes to know wiio are to be my bedfel-

lows in that grt at gathering : and I on my pr rt,

would wish to know who are to be his ! Misery,

says the proverb, makes strange bedfellows : and

political combinations sometimes make them

equally strange. The fertile imagination of

Burke has prctented us with a view of one of

thesn strange sights ; and the South Carolina

procession at Nashville (if nothing occurs to

balk it) may present another. Burke has ex-

hibued to us the picture of a cluster of old po-

litical antagonists Tit was after the formation

of Lonl North's inroad bottomed administra-

tion, and after the country's good and love of

office had smothered old animosities)—all sleep-

ing tfjgether in one truckle-bed : to use his own

language, uU pigging together (that is, lying

like pigs, heads and tails, and as many together)

ii> the same truc'ile-bed : and a (ji. er picture he

made of it ! Hut if things go on as projected

here, never did misery, or political combination,

or the imaginotion of Burke, present such a

medley of bedfellows as will bo seen at Nash-

ville. All South Carolina is to be there: of

course Oericral Jackson will be there, and will

be good and hospitable to all. But let the

travellerb take care who goes to bed to him.

If he should happen to find old tariff disunion,

disguised as Texas disunion, lying by his side !

then woo to the hapless wight that has sought

such a lodging. Preservation of the Federal

Union is as strong in the old Roman's heart

now as ever : and while, as a Christian, ho for-

gives all that is past (if it were past !), yet, no

old tricks under now names. Texas disunion

will bo to him the same as tariff disunion : and

if he detects a Texas disunionist nestling into

his bed, I say again, woe to the luckless wight I

Sheets and blankets will be no salvation. The

tiger will not bo toothless—the senator \mder-

stands the allusion—nor clawless either. Teeth

and claws he will have, and sharp use he will

make of thenn ! Not only skin and fur, but

blood an'' bowels may fly, and double-quick

time sc, npering may clear that bed! I shall

not bo there : even if the scheme goes on (which I

doubt after this day's occurrences) ; if it should

go on, and any thing should induce me to go so

far out of my line, it would be to have a view

of tiic senator from S'uth Carolina, and the

friends for whom he speaks, and their new bed-

fellows, or fellows in bed, as the case may be,

all pigging together in one truckle-bed at Nash-

ville.

But I advise the contrivers to give up this

scheme. Polk autl Texas are strong, and can

curry a great deal, but not every thing. The

oriental story informs us that it was the last

ounce which br<Ae the camel's back ? What if

a mountain had t.en put first on the poor

animal's back ? Nullification is a mountain I

Disunion is a mountain ! and what could Polk

and Texas do with two mountains on their

backs ? And here, Mr, President, I must speak

out. The time has come for those lo speak out
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who neither fear nor count consequences when

their country is in danger. Nullification and

disunion are revived, and revived under circum-

stances which menace more danger than ever,

since coupled with a popular question which

gives to the plotters the honest sympathies of

the patriotic millions. I have often intimated

it before, but now proclaim it. Disunion is at

the bottom of this long-concealed Texas machi-

nation. Intrigue and speculation co-operate

;

but disunion is at the bottom, and I dencimce

it to the American people. Under the pretext

of getting Texa.s into the Union, the scheme is to

get the South out of it. A separate confederacy,

stretching from the Atlantic to the Californias

(and hence the secret of the Rio Grande del

Norte frontier), is the cherished vision of disap-

pointed ambition; and for this consummation

every circumstance has been carefully and art-

fully contrived. A secret and intriguing nego-

tiation, concealed from Congress and the people

:

an abolition quarrel picked with Great Britain

to father an abolition quarrel at home : a slavery

coiTespondence to outrage the North : war with

Mexico : the clandestine concentration of troops

and ships in the southwest : the secret compact

with the President of Texas, and the subjection

of American forces to his command : the flagrant

seizure of the purse and the sword : the contra-

dictory and preposterous reasons on which the

detected military and naval movement was de-

fended—all these announce the prepared catas-

trophe ; and the inside viev of the treaty betrays

its design. The whole annexed country is to

be admitted as one territory, with a treaty-

promise to be admitted as States, when we all

know that Congress alone can admit new States,

and that the treaty-promise, without a law of

Congress to back it, is void. The whole to be

slave States (and with the boundary to the Rio

Grande there miiy be a great many) ; and the cor-

respondence, which is the key to the treaty, and

shows the design of its framers, wholly directed

to the extension of slavery and the exaspera-

tion of the North. What else could be done to

get ',ip Missouri controversies and make sure of

the non-admission of these States ? Then the

plot is consummated : and Texas without the

Union, sooner than tiie Union without iexas

(already the premonitory chorus of so many

resolves), receives its practical application in the

secession of the South, and its adhesion to the

rejected Texas. • Even without waiting for the

non-admission of the States, so carefully pro.

vided for in the treaty and correspondence, se-

cession and confederation with the foreip

Texas is already the scheme of the subaltern

disunionists. The subalterns, charged too high

by their chiefs, are ready for this ; but the more

cunning chiefs, want Texas in as a territory—in

by treaty—the supreme law of the land—with

a void promise for admission as States. Then

non-admission can be called a breach of the

treaty. Texas can be assumed to be a part of

the Union ; and secession and conjunction with

her becomes the rightful remedy. This is the

design, and I denounce it ; a' d blind is he who

occupying a position at this capitol, does not

behold it

!

I mention secession as the more cunnino

method of dissolving the Union. It is disunion,

and the more dangerous because less palpable.

Nullification begat it, and if allowed there is an

end to the Union. For a few States to secede,

without other alliances, would only put the

rest to the trouble of bringing them back ; but

with Texas and California to retire upon, the

Union would have to go. Many persmis uould

secede on the non-admission of Texian States

who abhor disunion now. To avoid all these

dangers, and to make sure of Texas, pass my

bill ! which gives the promise of Congress for

the admission of the new States—neutralizes

the slave question—avoids Missouri contro-

versies—^pacifies Mexico—and harmonizes the

Union.

The senator from South Carolina complams

that I have been arrogant and everbearing in

this debate, and dictatorial to those who were

opposed to me. So far as this reproach is

founded, I have to regret it, and to ask pardon

of the Senate and of its members. I may be in

some fault. I have, indeed, been laboring under

deep feeling ; and while much was kept down,

something may have escaped. I marked the

commencement of this Texas movement long

before it was visible to the public eye ; and al-

ways felt it to be dangerous, because it gave to

the plotters the honest sympathies of the mil-

lions. I saw men who never cared a straw

about Texas—one of whom gsive it away—an-

other of whom voted against saving it—and all

of whom were silent and indifferent while the

true friends of the sacrificed country were labor
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ing to get it back : I saw these men lay their

plot in the winter of 1842-'43, and told every

person with whom I talked every step they

were to take in it. All that has taken place, I

foretold : all that is intended, I foresee. The

intrigue for the presidency was the first act in

the drama: the dissolution of the Union the

second. And I, who hate intrigue, and love the

Union, can only speak of intriguers and dis-

unionists with warmth and indignation. The

oldest advocate for the recovery of Texas, I

must be allowed to speak in just terms of the

criminal politicians who prostituted the ques-

tion of its recovery to their own base purposes,

and delayed its success by degrading and dis-

gracing it. A western man, and coming from a

State more than any other interested in the re-

covery of this country so unaccountably thrown

away by the treaty of 1819, 1 must be allowed

to feel indignant at seeing Atlantic politicians

seizing upon it, and making it a sectional ques-

tion, for the purposes of ambition and disunion.

I have spoken warmly of these plotters and in-

triguers ; but I have not permitted their con-

duct to alter m^ own, or to relax my zeal for

the recovery of the sacrificed country. I have

helped to reject the disunion treaty ; and that

obstacle being removed, I have brought in the

bill which will insure the recovery of Texas

(with peace, and honor, and with the Union) as

soon as the exasperation has subsided which the

outrageous conduct of this administration has

excited in every Mexican breast. No earthly

power but Mexico has a right to say a word.

Civil treatment and consultation beforehand

would have conciliated her ; but the seizure of

two thousand miles of her undisputed territory,

an insulting correspondence, breach of the ar-

mistice, secret negotiations with Texas, and

sending troops and ships to waylay and attack

her, have excited feelings of resentment which

must be allayed before any thing can be done.

The senator from South Carolina compares

the rejected treaty to the slain Ceesar, and gives

it a ghost, which is to meet me at some future

day, as the spectre met Brutus at Philippi. I

accept the comparison, and thank the senator for

it. It is both classic and just ; for as Caesar

was slain for the good of his country, so has

been this treaty ; and as the spectre appeared

at Philippi on the side of the ambitious Antony
and the hypocrite Octavius, and against the

patriot Brutus, so would the ghost of this pool

treaty, when it comes to meet me, appear on the

side of the President and his secretary, and

against the man who was struggling to save his

country from their lawless designs. But here

the comparison must stop ; for I can promise

the ghost and his backers that if the fight goes

against me at this new Philippi, with which I

am threatened, and the enemies of the American

Union triumph over me as the enemies of Roman
liberty triumphed over Brutus and Cassius, I

shall not fall upon my sword, as Brutus did,

though Cassius be killed, and run it through my
own body ; but I shall save it, and save myself

for another day, and for another use—for the

day when the battle of the disunion of these

States is to be fought—not with words, but with

iron—and for the hearts of the traitors who ap-

pear in arms against their country.

The comparison is just. Cttssar was right-

fully killed for conspiring against his country

;

but it was not be that destroyed the liberties of

Rome. That work was done by the profligate

politicians, without him, and before his time

;

and his death did not restore the republic.

There were no more elections. Rotten politi-

cians had destroyed them ; and the nephew of

Caesar, as heir to his uncle, succeeded to the

empire on the principle of hereditary succession.

And here, Mr. President, History appears in

her grand and instructive character, as Philoso-

phy teaching by example : and let us not be

senseless to her warning voice. Superficial

readers believe it was the military men who de-

stroyed the Roman republic. No such thing

!

It was the politicians who did it ! factious, cor-

rupt, intriguing, politicians! destroying public

virtue in their mad pursuit after oflBce ! destroy-

ing their rivals by crime ! deceiving and de-

bauching the people for votes ! and bringing

elections into contempt by the frauds and vio-

lence with which they were conducted. From

the time of the Gracchi there were no elections

that could bear the name. Confederate and

rotten politicians bought and sold the consulship.

Intrigue, and the dagger, disposed of rivals.

Fraud, violence, bribes, terror, and the plunder

of the public treasury, commanded votes. The

people had no choice : and long before the timo

of Caesar nothing remained of republican gov-

ernment, but the name, and the abuse. Read

Plutarch. In the life of Caesar, and not three
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pages before the crossing of the Rubicon, he

paints the ruined state of the elections—shows
that all elective government was gone—that the

hereditary form had become a necessary relief

from the contests of the corrupt—and that in

choosing between Pompey and Caesar, many
preferred Pompey, not because they thought

him republican, but because they thought he

would make the milder king. Even arms were

but a small part of Caesar's reliance when he

crossed the Rubicon. Gold, still more than the

sword, was his dependence: and he spnt for-

ward the accumulated treasures of plundered

Gaul, to be poured into the laps of rotten poli-

ticians. There was no longer a popular govern-

ment ; and in taking all power to himself, he

only took advantage of the state of things which

profligate politicians had produced. In this he

was culpable, and paid the forfeit with his life

;

but in contemplating his fate, let us never forget

that the politicians had undermined and de-

stroyed the republic, before he came to seize and

to master it.

It was the same in our day. We have seen

the conqueror of Egypt and Italy overturn the

Directory, usurp all power, and receive the sanc-

tion of the people. And why ? Because the

government was rotten, and elections had be-

come a farce. The elections of forty-eight de-

partments, at one time, in the year 1798, were

annulled, to give the Directory a majority in the

legislative councils. All sorts of fraud and vio-

lence were committed at the elections. The

people had no confidence in them, and submitted

to Bonaparte.

All elective governments have failed in this

manner ; and, in process of time, must fail here,

unless elections can be taken out of the hands

of the politicians, and restored to the full control

of the people. The plan which I have submit-

ted this day, for dispensing with intermediate

bodies, and holding a second election for Presi-

dent when the first fails, is designed to accom-

plish this great purpose ; and will do much

good if adopted. Never have politicians, in so

young a country, shown such a thirst for office

—such disregard of the popular will, such read-

iness to deceive and betray the people. The

Tcxiis treaty (for I iiiust conSae myself to the

case before us) is an intrigue for the presidency,

anu a contrivance to get the Southern States out

of the Union, instead of getting Texian States

into it; and is among the most unscrupulous

intrigues which any country every beheld. But
we know how to discriminate. We know how
to separate the wrong from the right. Texas

which the intriguers prostrated to their ambi-

tious purposes (caring nothing about it, as their

past lives show), will be rescued from their de-

signs, and restored to this Union as naturally

and as easily, as the ripened pear falls to the

earth. Those who prepared the result at the

Baltimore convention, in which the will of the

people was overthrown, will be consigned to

oblivion ; while the nominees of the convention

will be accepted and sustained : and as for the

plotters of disunion and secession, they will be

found out and will receive their reward ; and I,

for one, shall be ready to meet them at Philippi,

sword in hand, whenever they bring their par-

ricidal scheaie to the test of arms.

\

CHAPTER CXLI.

TEXAS OE DISUNION: VIOLENT DEMONSTEA-
TIONS IN THE SOUTH : SOUTHEEN CONVENTION
PEOPOSED.

The secret intrigue for the annexation of Texas

was framed with a double aspect—one looking

to the presidential election, the other to the

separation of the Southern States ; and as soon

as the rejection of the treaty was foreseen, and

the nominating convention had acted (Mr. Cal-

houn and Mr. Tyler standing no chance), the

disunion aspect manifested itself over many of

the Southern States—beginning of course with

South Carolina. Before the end of May a great

meeting took place (with the muster of a

regiment) at Ashley, in the Barnwell district of

that State, to combine the slave States in a con-

vention to unite the Southern States to Texas,

if Texas should not be received into the Union

;

and to invite the President to convene Congress

to arrange the terms of the dissolution of the

Union if the rejection of the annexation should

be persevered in. At this meeting all the

speeches and resolves turned upon tlie original

idea in the Gtliuer letter —'that of British al^

liance with Texas—the abolition of slavery in

Texas in consequence of that alliance, and a

San Domingo insurrection of slaves in the.
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Southern States; and the conjunction of the

South and Texas in a new republic was presented

as the only means of averting these dire calami-

ties. With this view, and as giving the initia-

tive to the movement, these resolutions were

adopted:

" First : To call upon our delegations in Con-
gress, if in session, or our senators, if they be
at the seat of government, to wait on the Texian
Minister, and remonstrate with him against any
negotiation with other powers, until the South-
em States shall have had a reasonable time to

decide upon their course.
" Second : That object secured, a convention

of the people of each State should be promptly
called, to deliberate and decide, upon the action

to be taken by the slave States on the question

of annexation ; and to appoint delegates to a
cmvevlion of the slave States, with instruc-

tions to carry into efifect the behests of the
people.

" Third : That a convention of the slave

States by delegations from each, appointed as
aforesaid, should be called, to meet at some
central position, to take into consideration the
question of annexing Texas to the Union, if the
Union will accept it ; or, if the Union will not
accept it *' v oiannexing Texas to the South-
ern Str. >

•

" Fi ! - ' That the President of the United
States be requested by the general convention
of the slave States, to call Congress together
immediately ; when, the final issue shall be
made up, and the alternative distinctly presented
to the free States, either to admit Texas into
the Union, or to proceed peaceably and calmly
to arrange the terms of a dissolution of the
Union

!

"
•

About the same time another largo meeting

was held at Beaufort, in the same State, in

which it was

'^Resolved, That if the Senate of the United
States—under the drill of party leaders—should
reject the treaty of annexation, we appeal to the
citizens of Texas, and urge them not to yield
to a just resentment, and turn their eyes to
other alliances, but to believe that they have
the warm advocacy of a large portion of the
American public, who are resolved, that sooner
or later, the pledge in the treaty of 1803 shall
be redeemed, and Texas be incorporated into
our Union. But if—on the other hand—we are
not permitted to bring Texas into our Union
peacefully and legitimately, as now we may,
than we solemnly announce to the world—that
we will flisgoIvG this Union, sooner than aban-
don Texas.

"•Resolved, That the chair, at his leisure, ap-
pomt a committee of vigilance and correspond-

ence, to consist of twenty-one, to aid in carry-
ing forward the cause of Texas annexation."

In the Williamsburg District in the same
State another large meeting resolved

:

"That in the opiniin of this meeting, the
honor and integrity of our Union require
the immediate annexation of Texas; and we
hold it to be better and more to the interest
of the Southern and Southwestern portions of
this confederacy ' to be out of the Union with
Texas than in it without her.'

" That we cordially approve of the recom-
mendation of a Southern convention composed
of delegates from the Southern and South-
western portivjna of this confederacy, to delibe-
rate together, and adopt such measures as may
best promote the great object of annexation

;

provided such annexation is not previously
brought about by joint resolution of Congress,
either at its present or an extra session."

Responsive resolutions were adopted in sev-

eral States, and the 4th day of July furnished

an occasion for the display of sentiments in the
form of toasts, which showed both the depth of
the feeling on this subject, and its diffusion, more
or less, through all the Southern States. " Tex-
as, or Disunion," was a common toast, and a
Southern convention generally called for. Rich-
mond, Virginia, was one of the places indicated

for its meeting, by a meeting in the State of Ala-
bamr ^'r. Ritchie, the editor of the Enquu-er,

re^ ^ - e idea, on the part of the Democracy,
of hoMing the meeting there, saying, " There
is not a democrat in Virginia who will en-

courage any plot to dissolve the Union.^^ The
Richmond Whig, on the part of the whigs,

equally repulsed it. Nashville, in the State of

Tennessee, was proposed in the resolves of many
of the public meetings, and the assembling of
the convention at that place—the home of
General Jackson—was still more formally and
energetically repulsed. A meeting of the citi-

zens of the town was called, which protested

against " the desecration of the soil of Tennessee

by having aiiy convention held there to hatch
treason against the Union,^^ and convoked a
general meeting for the purpose of bringing out

a full expression of public opinion on the subject.

The meeting took place accordingly, and was
most numerouslv and resnectablv attended,

and adopted resolutions worthy of the State,

worthy of the home of General Jackson,

honorable to every individual engaged in it;
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and 80 ample as to Btand for an authentic

history of that attempt to dissolve the Union.

The following were the resolves, presented by

Dr. John Shelby

:

" Whereas, at several public meetings recently

held in the South, resolutions have been adopted

ui^ng with more or less directness the assem-

bling of a convention of States friendly to the

immediate annexation of Texas, at Nashville,

some time in August noxt ; and whereas it is

apparent from tl'e reso; :tions themselves and

the speeches of bime o? its prime movers in

those meetings, and the comments of public

journals friendly to them, that the convention

they propose to hold in this city was contem-

plated as a means towards an enl—that end

being to present deliberately and formally the

issue, ' annexation of Texas or dissolution of

this Union.'
" And whereas, further, it is manifested by all

the indications given from the most reliable

sources of intelligence, that there is a party of

men in another quarter of this nation who—in

declaring that ' the only true issue before the

South should be Texas or disunion,' and in pro-

posing the line of operation indicated by the

South Carolinian, their organ published at Co-

lumbia, South Carolina, in the following words,
•' That the President of the United States be

requested by the general convention of the slave

States to call Congress together immediately,

when the final issue shall be made up, and the

alternative distinctly presented to the free

States, either to admit Texas into the Union,

or to proceed peaceably and calmly to arrange

,the terms of a dissolution of the Union '—are

influenced by sentiments and opinions directly

at issue with the solemn obligation of the citi-

zens of every State to our national Union

—

sentiments and opinions which, if not repressed

and condemned, may lead to the destruction of

our tranquillity and happiness, and to the reign

of anarchy and confusion. Therefoi'c, we, the

citizens of Davidson County, in the State af

Tennessee, feel ourselves called upon by these

demonstrations to express, in a clear, decideil,

and unequivocal manner, our deliberate senti-

ments in regard to them. And upon the mo-
mentous question here involvedj we are happy
to believe there is no material division of senti-

ment among the people of this State.
" The citizens here assembled are Tennes-

seans ; they are Americans. They glory in

being citizens of this great confederate republic

;

and, whether friendly or opposed to the immc-
diatie annexation of Texas, they join with de-

cision, firmness, and zeal in avowiug their at-

tachment to our glorious, and, we trust, hu-

pregnable Union, and in condemning every at-

temjit to bring its preservation into issue, or its

value into calculation.

"Under these impressions, and with these

feelings, regarding with deep and solemn inter-

newest the circumstances under which this

issue may be ere long sprung upon us, and
actuated by a sense of the high responsibility

to his country imposed on every American
citizen, in the language of the immortal Wash-
ington, ' to frown upon the first dawnings of
every attempt to alienate any portion of our
country from the rest, or to enfeeble the sacred

ties which now link together the various parts

'

we hereby adopt and make known, as express-

ing our deliberate sentiments, the following

resolutions

:

" Resolved, That while we never have inter-

fered, and never will interfere with the arrange-

ments of any of the parties divided on the
general political questions of the day, and while

we absolutely repel the charge of designing any
such interference as totally unfounded and un-
justifiable, yet when we see men of any party

and any quarter of this nation announcing as

their motto, ' Texas or Disunion,' and singling

out the city of Nashville as a place of general

gathering, in order to give formality and so-

lemnity to the presentation of that issue, we
feel it to be not only our sacred right, but our

solemn duty to protest, as we now do protest,

against the desecration of the soil of Tennessee,

by any act of men holding within its herders a

convention for any such object.

" Resolved, That when our fellow-citizens of

any State come hither as Americans, loyal to

our glorious Union, they will be received and
welcomed by us with all the kindness and hos-

pitality which should characterize the inter-

course of a band of brothers, whatever may be

our differences on political subjects ; but when
they avow their wilUngness to break up the Union
rather than fail to accomplish a favorite object,

we feel bound to tell them this is no fit place to

concert their plans.
" Resolved, That we entertain for the people

of South Carolina, and the other quarters in

which this cry of ' Texas or Disunion ' has

been raised, feelings of fraternal regard and

alTection ; that we sincerely lament the exhibi-

tion by any portion of them of disloyalty to

the Union, or a disposition to urge its dissolu-

tion with a view to annexation with Texas, if

not otherwise obtained ; and that we hope a

returning sense of what is due to themselves,

to the other States of the Union, to the Ameri-

can people, and to the cause of American liberty,

will prevent them from persevering in urging

the issue they have proposed."

The energy with which this proposed conven-

tion was repulsed from Nashville and Richmond,

and the general revolt against it in most of the

States, brought the movement to a stand, para-

lyzed its loaders, and suppressed the disunion

scheme for the time being—only to lie in wait

for future occasions. But it was not before the

people only that this scheme for .1, Southern
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convention with a view to the secession of the

slave States, was matter of discussion : it was

the subject of debate in the Senate. Mr. Mc-

Duffie mentioned it, and in a way to draw a

reply from Mr. Benton—an extract from which

has been given in a previous chapter, and which,

besides some information on its immediate sub-

ject, and besides foreseeing the failure of that

attempt to get up a disunion convention, also

told that the design of the secessionists was to

extend the new Southern republic to the Cali-

fomias : and this was told two years before the

declaration of the war by which California was

acquired.

CHAPTER CXLII.

REJECTION OF THE ANNEXATION TREATY: PEO-
POSAL OF ME. BENTON-a PLAN.

The treaty was supported by all the power of

the administration ; but in vain. It was doomed

to defeat, ignominious and entire, and was re-

jected by a vote of two to one against it, when

it would have required a vote of two to one to

have ratified it. The yeas were

:

Messrs. Atchison, Bagby, Breese, Buchanan,
jDolquitt, Fulton, Haywood, Henderson, Huger,
Lewis, McDuflSe, Semple, Sevier, Sturgjon, Wal-
ker, Woodbury.—16.

The nays were

:

Messrs. Allen, Archer, Atherton, Barrow,
Bates, Bcyard, Benton, Berrien, Choate, Clay-
ton, Crittenden, Dayton, Evans, Fairfield, Fos-
ter, Francis, Huntington, Jarnagin, Johnson,
Mangum, Merrick, Miller, Morehead, Niles,

Pnarce, Phelps, Porter, Rives, Simmons, Tall-

madge, Tappan, Upham, White, Woodbridge,
Wright.—35.

xhis vote was infinitely honorable to the

Senate, and a severe rebuke upon those who
had the Jiardihood to plot the annexation of

Texas as an intrigue for *^he presidency, and to

be consummated at the expense of war with

Mexico, insults to Great Britain, breach of our

own constitution, and the disgrace and shame
of committing an outrage upon a feeble neigh-

boring power. But the annexation was desira-

ble in itself, and had been the unceasing effort

of statesmen from the time the province had

been retrocedcd to Spain. The treaty was a

wrong and criminal way of doing a right thing.

That obstacle removed, and the public mind

roused and attracted to the subject, disinter-

ested men who had no object but the public

good, took charge of the subject, and initiated

measures to effect the annexation in an honor-

able and constitutional manner. With this view

Mr. Benton brought into the Senate a bill au-

thorizing and advising the President to open

negotiations with Mexico and Texas for the ad-

justment of boundaries between them, and the

annexation of the latter to the United States.

In support of his bill, he said

:

" The return of Texas to our Union, and all

the dismembered territory of 1819 along with
it, is as certain as that the Red River and the
Arkansas rise within our natural limits, and
flow into the Mississippi. I wish to get it back,
and to get it with peace and honor—at all events
without unjust war, unconstitutionally made, on
weak and groundless pretexts. I wish it to
come back without sacrificing our trade even
with Mexico, so valuable to us on account of the
large returns of specie which it gave us, espe-

cially before the commencement of the Texian
revolution, the events of which have alienated

Mexican feeling from us, and reduced our specie

imports from eleven millions of dollars per an-

num to one rciillion and a half. I wish it to

come back in a way to give as little dissatisfac-

tion to any part of the Union as possible ; and
I believe it is veiy practicable to get it back
without a shock to any part. The difficulty

now is in the aspect which has been put upon
it as a sectional, political, and slave question

;

as a movement of the South against the North,
and of the slaveholding States for political su-

premacy. This is as unfounded in the true na-
ture of the question, as it is unwise and unfor-

tunate in the design which prompted it. The
question is more Western than Southern, and
as muclj free as slave. The territory to be re-

covered extends to the latitude of .38° in its

north-east comer, and to latitude 42" in its

north-west corner. One-half of it will lie in the
region not adapted to slave labor ; and, of course

when regained, will be formed into non-slave-

holding States. So far as slavery is concerned,

then, the question is neutralized ; it is as much
free as slave ; and it is greatly to be regretted

—

regretted by all thefriends of the Union—that

a different aspect has been given to it. I am
southern by my birth—southern in my affec-

tions, interests, and connections—and shall abide

the fate of the South in every thing in which
she has right upon licr side. I am a slavehokler,

and shall take the fate of other slaveholders in

every aggression upon that species of property,

and in every attempt to excite a San Domingo
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' I

inBurrection among us. I have my eyes wide
open to that danger, and fixed on the labora-

tories of insurrection, both in Europe and
America ; but I must see a real case of danger
before I take the alarm. I am against the cry
of wolf, when there is no wolf. I will resist the

intrusive efforts of those whom it does not con-

cern, to abolish slavery among us ; but I shall

not engage in schemes for its extension into

regions where it was never known—into the

valley of the Rio del Norte, for example, and
along a river of two thousand miles in extent,

where a slave's face was never seen."

The whole body of the people, South and

West, a majority of those in the Middle States,

and respectable portions of the Northern States,

were in favor of getting back Texas ; and upon

this large mass the intriguers operated, having

their feelings in their favor, and exciting them

by fears of abolition designs from Great Britain,

and the fear of losing Texas for ever, if not then

obtained. Mr. Benton deemed itjust to discrim-

inate this honest mass from the intriguers who

worked only in their own interest, and at any

cost of war and dishonor, and even disunion to

our own country. Thus

:

" A large movement is now going on for the

annexation of Texas ; and Ij who have viewed
this movement from the begmning, believe that

I have analyzed it with a just and discriminating

eye. The great mass of it is disinterested, par

triotic, reasonable, and moderate, and wishes to

get back our lost territory, as soon as it can be
done with peace and honor. This large mass is

passive, and had just as lief have Texas next
year as this year. A small part of this move-
ment is interested, and is the active part, and is

unreasonable, and violent, and must have Texas
during the present presidential election, or never.

For the former part—the great mass—I feel

great respect, and wish to give them reasons for

my conduct : to the latter part, it would be lost

labor in me to offer reasons. Political and in-

terested parties have no ears ; they listen only

to themselves, and run their course upon their

own calculations. All that I shall say is, that

the present movement, prostituted as it evi-

dently is, to selfish and sectional purposes, is

injurious to the cause of annexation, and must
end in delaying its consummation. But it will

be delay only. Annexation is the natural and
inevitable order of events, and will come ! and
when it comes, be it sooner or later, it will be

for the national reasons stated in Mr. Van
Buren's instructions of 1829, and in the rational

manner indicated in his letter of 1844. It will

come, because the country to be received is geo-

graphically appurtenant to our country, and po-

litically, commercially, and socially connected

with our people, and with our institutions:

and it will come, not in the shape of a secret

treaty between two Presidents, but as a legis-

lative as well as an executive measure—as the

act of two nations (the United States and Texas)

and with the consent of Mexico, if she is wise,

or without her consent, upon the lapse of her
rights."

The wantonness of getting up a quarrel with

Great Britain on this subject, was thus ex-

posed:

" Our administration, and especially the ne-

gotiator of this treaty, has been endeavoring to

pick a quarrel with England, and upon the slave

question. Senators have observed this, and
have remarked upon the improvidence of seek-

ing a quarrel with a great power on a weak
point, and in which we should be in the wrong,

and have the sympathies of the world against

us, and see divided opinions at home ; and doing

this when we have several great questions of

real difficulty with that power, in any war
growing out of which we should have right on
our side, good wishes from other nations, and
unity among ourselves. Senators have re-

marked this, and set it down to the account of

a great improvidence. I look upon it, for my
part, as a designed conclusion, and as calculated

to promote an ulterior scheme. The disunion

of these States is still desired by many, and the

slave question is viewed as the instrument to

effect it ; and in that point of view, the multi-

plication of quarrels about slavery, both at home
and abroad, becomes a natural part of the dis-

union policy. Hence the attempt to pick a

quarrel with Great Britain for imputed anti-

slavery designs in Texas, and among ourselves,

and all the miserable correspondence to which

that imputation has given birth ; and that by
persons who, two years ago, were emulating

Great Britain in denunciation of the slave trade,

and forming a naval and diplomatic alliance

with her for closing the markets of the world

against the introduction of slaves. Since then

the disunion scheme is revived j and this ac-

< ounts for the change of policy, and for the

search after a quarrel upon a weak point, which

many thought so improvident;"

The closing sentences of this paragraph refer

to the article in the Ashburton treaty which

stipulated for a joint British and American

squadron to guard the coast of Africa from

slave-trading vessels : a stipulation which Mr.

Calhoun and his friends supported, and which

showed him at that time to be against the

propagation of slavery, cither in the United

States or elsewhere. He had then rejoined the

democratic party, and expected to be taken up

ance

;
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as the successor to Mr. Van Buren ; and, in

that prospect of becoming President of the

whole Union, had suspended his design for a

separation, and for a new republic South, and

was conciliating instead of irritating the free

States ; and in which scheme of conciliation he

went so far as to give up all clainv for reclama-

tion for slaves liberate*', by the British authori-

ties in their passage from one port of the United

States to another, and even relinquished all op-

position to the practice. The danger of an alli-

ance offensive and defensive between Great

Britain and Texas was still insisted upon by

the President, and an attempt made upon the

public sensibilities to alarm the country into

immediate annexation as the means of avoiding

that danger. The folly of such an apprehension

was shown by the interest which Great Britain

had in the commerce and friendship of Mexico,

compared to which that of Texas was nothing

:

" The President expresses his continued be-

lief in a declaration previously made to the Sen-

ate, that an alliance, offensive and defensive, is

to be formed between Texas and Great Britain,

if the treaty is rejected. Well, the treaty is

rejected ! and the formidable alliance is not

heard of, and never will bt. It happens to take

two to make a bargain ; and the President would
seem to have left out both parties when he ex-

pressed his belief, amounting almost to certainty,
' that instructioiis have ahvady been given by
the Texian government to propose to the gov-

ernment of Great Britain forthwith, on the fail-

ure (of the treaty) to enter into a treaty of

commerce, and an alliance offensive and de-

fensive. Alliance offensive and defensive, be-

tween Great Britain and Texas! a true ex-
emplification of that famous alliance between
the giant and the dwarf, of which we all read at

the age of seven years. But let us see. First,

Texas is to apply for this honor : and I, who
know the people of Texas, and know them to

be American and republican, instead of British

and monarchical, know full well that they will

apply for no such dependent alliance ; and, if

they did, would show themselves but little

friendly to our country or its institutions.

Next, Great Britain is to enter into this alli-

ance ; and how stands the account of profit and
loss with her in such a contract for common
cause against the friends and foes of each other ?

An alliance offensive and defensive, is a bargain
to fight each other's enemies—each in propor-
tion to its strength. In such a contract with
Texas, Great Britain might receive a contingent
of one Xexiau soldier lor her AighanisLau and
Asiatic wars : on the other hand she would lose

the friendship of Mexico, and the twentj mil-
lions of silver dollars which the government or

the merchants of Great Britain now annually

draw from Mexico. Such would be the effect

of the alliance offensive and defensive which our

President so fully believes in—amounting, as

he says his belief does, to an almost entire cer-

tainty. Incredible and absurd ! The Mexican
annual supply of silver dollars is worth more to

Great Britain than all the Texases in the world.

Besides the mercantile supply, the government
itself is deeply interested in this trade of silver

dollars. Instead of drawing gold from London
to pay her vast establishments by sea and land

throughout the New World, and in some parts

of the Old—instead of thus depleting herself of

her bullion at home, she finds the silver for

these payments in the Mexican mines. A com-
missary of purchases at ^6,000 per annum, and
a deputy at $4,000, are incessantly employed in

these purchases and shipments of silver ; and if

interrupted, the Bai of England would pay the

forfeit. Does any one suppose that Great

Britain, for the sake of tTie Texian alliance, and
the profit upon her small trade, would make an
enemy of Mexico 1 would give up twenty mil-

lions annually of silver, deprive herself of her

fountain of supply, and subject her bank to the

drains which the foreign service of her armies

and navies would require ? The supposition is

incredible : and I say no more to this scare-

crow alliance, in which the President so fully

believes."

The magnitude and importance of our young

and growing trade with Mexico—the certainty

that her carrying trade would fall into our

hands, as her want of ports and ship timber

would for ever prevent her from having any

marine—were presented as a reason why we
should cultivate peace with her.

" The legal state between the United States

and Mexico is that cf war ; and the legal conse-

quence is the abrogation of all treaties between
the two powers, and the cessation of all com-
mercial intercourse. This is a trifle in the eyes

of the President ; not sufficient to impede for

an instant his intrigue for the presidency, and
the tilterior scheme for the dissolution of the

Union. But how is it in the eyes of the coun-

try ? Is it a trifle in the eyes of those whose
eyes are large enough to behold the extent of

the Mexican commerce, 'and whose hearts are

patriotic enough to lament its loss ? Look at

that commerce ! The richest stream which the

world beholds: for, of exports, silver is its

staple article ; of imports, it takes something of

every thing, changed, to be sure, Into the form
of fine goods and groceries : of navigation, it re-

quires a constant foreign supply; for Mexico
ueitlier has, iioi caji have, a marine, either com-
mercial or military. The want of ports and

timber deny her a marine now and for ever.

This country, exporting what we want—(hard
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money)—taking something of all oiir exports

—

using our own ships to fetch and carry—lying

at our door—with manv inland streams of trade

besides the great maritime stream of commerce
—pouring the perennial product of her innumer-
able mines into our paper-money country^ and
helping us to be able to bear its depredations

:

this country, whose trade was so important to

us under every aspect, is treated as a nullity by
the American President, or rather, is treated

with systematic outrage ; and even the treaty

which secures us her trade is disparagingly ac-

knowledged with the contemptuous prefix of

mere!—a mere commercial treaty. So styles

it the appeal message. Now let us look to this

commerce with our nearest neighbor, depre-

ciated and repudiated by our President : let us

see its origin, progress, and present state. Be-
fore the independence of Mexico, that empire of

mines had no foreign trade : the mother country
monopolized the whole. It was the Spanish
Hesperides, guarded with more than the fabu-

lous dragon's care. Mexican Independence was
declared at Iguala, in the year 1821. In that year
its trade with the United States began, humbly
to be sure, but with a rapid and an immense de-

velopment. In 1821, our exports to Mexico
were about ^100,000; our imports about the

double of that small sum. In the year 1836, the

year before the Texian revolution, our exports
to the same country (and that independent of

Honduras, Canipeachy, and the Mosquito shore)

amounted to $1,500,039; and that of direct

trade, without counting exportations from other
countries. Our imports were, for the same year,

in merchandise, $5,614,819 ; of which the whole,

except about $206,000 worth, was carried in

American vessels. Our specie imports, for the
same year, were $8,343,181. This was the state

of our Mexican trade (and that without coimt-

ing the inland branches of it), the year of the

commencement of the Texian revolution—an
event which I then viewed, as my speeches

prove, under many aspects ! And, with every

sympathy alive in favor of the Texians, and
with the full view of their return to our Union
after a successful revolt, I still wished to con-

ciliate this natural event with the great object

of preserving our peaceful relations, and vrith

them our commercial, political, social, and moral
position in regard to ]Mexico, the second power
of the New World after ourselves, and the first

of the Spanish branch of the great American
family."

Political and social considerations, and a re-

gard for the character of republican govern-

ment, were also urged as solid reasons for ef-

fecting the annexation of Texas without an out-

bieak or ••ollibiou w ith Mexico

:

" Mr. President, I have presented you consid-

erations, founded in the relations of commerce

and good neighborhoodj for preserving not
merely peace, but good-will with Mexico. We
are the first—she the second power of the New
World. Wo stand at the head of the Anglo-
Saxon—she at the head of the South-Europeau
race—but we all come from the same branch of
the human family—the white branch—which,

taking its rise in the Caucasian Mountains, and
circling Europe by the north and by the south,

sent their vanguards to ywople the two Ameri-
cas—to redeem them from the savage and the

heathen, and to bring them within the pale of

the European systems. The independence of

these vanguards from their metropolitan ances-

tors, was in the natural order of human events
j

and the precedence of the Anglo-Saxon branch
in this assertion of a natural right, was the

privilege and pi.jrogative of their descent and
education. The descendants of the English be-

came independent first ; those of the Spaniards

followed ; and, from the first dawn of their na-

tional existences, were greeted with applause,

and saluted with the affection of brothers.

They, oa their part, showed a deference and an

affection for us fraternal and affecting. Though
speaking a different language, professing a dif-

ferent religion, bred in a different system of

laws and of government, and guarded from all

communication with us for centuries, yet they

instantly took us for their model, framed their

constitutions upon ours, and spread the great

elements of old English liberty—elections, legis-

latures, juries, habeas corpus, face-to-face trials,

no arrests but on special warrants !—spread all

these essentials of liberty from the ancient cap-

ital of Montezuma to the end of the South

American continent. This was honorable tc

us, and we felt it ; it was beneficial to them,

and we wished to cement the friendship they

had proffered, and to perpetuate among them

the institutions they had adopted. Concilia-

tion, arising from justice and fairness, was our

only instrument of persuasion ; and it was used

by all, and with perfect effect. Every admin-

istration—all the people—followed the same

course ; and, until this day—until the present

administration—there has not been one to in-

sult or to injure a new State of the South.

Now it is done. Systematic insult has been

practised ; spoliation of two thousand miles of

incontestable territory, over and above Texas,

has been attempted ; outrage to the perpetra-

tion of clandestine war, and lying in wait to

attack the innocent by land and water, has

been committed : and on whom ? The second

power of the New World after ourselves—the

head of the Spanish branch—and the people in

whose treatment at our hands the rest may

read their own. Descended from the proud and

bravo Castilian—as proud and as brave now as

iu the time of Charles the Fifth, when Spain

gave law to nations, and threatened Europe

with universal domination—these young na-

tions are not to be outraged with impunity.
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Broken and dispcrserl, the Spanish family has

lost much of its power, but nothing of its prido,

its courage, its chivalry, and its sonsitiveness

to insult.

'• The head of the powers of the New World
—deferred to is a model by all—the position

of the United States was grandj and its vocation

noble. It wan called to the high task of unit-

ing the American nations in the bonds of broth-

erhood, and in the social and political systems

which cherish and sustain liberty. They are

bM republics^ and she the elder sister ; and it

was her busmess to preserve harmony, friend-

ship, and concord in a family of republics, occu-

pying the whole extent of the New World.
Every interest connected with the welfare of

the liuman race required this duty at our hands.

Liberty, religion, commerce, science, the liberal

and the useful arts, all required it ; and, until

now, wo had acted up to the grandeur of our
position, and the nobleness of our vocation. A
sad descent is now made ; but the decision of

the Senate arrests the plunge, and gives time to

the nation to recover its place, and its charac-

ter, and again to appear as the elder sister, the
friendly head, and the model power of the cor-

don of republics which stretch from the north to

the south, throughout the two Americas. The
day will come when the rejection of this treaty

will stand, uncontestedly, amongst the wisest

and most patriotic acts of the American
Senate.

" The bill which I have offered, Mr. Presi-

dent, is the true way to obtain Texas. It con-
ciliates every interest at home and abroad, and
makes sure of the accomplishment of its object.

Offence to Mexico, and consequent loss of her
trade and friendship, is provided against. If
deaf to reason, the annexation would eventual-
ly come without her consent, but not without
having conciliated her feelings by showing her
a proper respect. The treaty only provided dif-

ficulties—difficulties at home and abroad—war
and loss of trade with Mexico—slavery con-
troversies, and dissolution of the Union at home.
When the time came for admitting new States
under the treaty, had it been ratified, then came
the tug of war. The correspondence presented
it wholly as a slave question. As such it would
be canvassed at the elections ; and here numer-
ical strength was against us. If the new States
were not admitted with slaves, they would not
come in at all. Then Southern States might
say they would stand out with them : and then
came the crisis ! So obviously did the treaty
mode of acquisition, and the correspondence,
lead to this result, that it may be assumed to
have been their object ; and thus a near period
arranged for the dissolution of our Union. Hap-
pily, these dire consequences are averted, for
the present ; and the bill I have brought in pro-
vides the way of obviating them for^'ever, and,
at the same time, making sure of the annexa-
tion."

This bill, by referring the question of annex-

ation to the legislative and executive authori

ties combined, gave the right turn to the public

mind, and led to the measure which was adopt-

ed by Congress at the ensuing session, and

marred by Mr. Tyler's assuming to execute it

in the expiring moments of his administration,

when, forestalling his successor, he rejected the

clause for peaceful negotiations, and rushed for-

ward the part of the act which, taken alone, in-

volved war with Mexico.

During the whole continuance of these de-

bates in the Senate, the lobbies of the chamber

were crowded with speculators in Texas scrip

and lands, and with holders of Mexican claims,

all working for the ratification of the treaty,

which would bring with it an increase of value

to their property, and war with Mexico, to be

followed by a treaty providing for their de-

mands. They also infested the Department of

State, the presidential mansion, all the public

places, and kept the newspapers in their interest

filled with abuse and false accusations agamst

the senators who stood between themselves

and their prey. They were countenanced by
the politicians whose objects were purely politi-

cal in getting Texas, as well as by those who
were in sympathy or complicity with their

schemes. Persons employed by the govern-

ment were known to be in the ranks of these

speculators ; and, to uncover them to the pub-

lic, Mr. Benton submitted this resolution

:

" Besolved, That the Committee on Foreign
Affairs be instructed to inquire whether any
provisions are necessary in providing for the
annexation of Texas, to protect the United
States from speculating operations in Texas
lands or scrip, and whether any persons em-
ployed by the government are connected with
such speculations."

The r^olve was not adopted, as it was well

foreseen would be the case, there being always,

in every public body, a large infusion of gentle

tempered men, averse to any strong measure,

and who usually cast the balance between con-

tending parties. The motion, however, had the

effect of fixing public attention the more ear-

nestly upon these operators ; and its fate did

not prevent the mover from offering other re-

solves of a kindred character. It had been well

known that Mr. Calhoun's letter of slave sta-

tistics to Mr. Pakenham, as a cause for making
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the treaty of annexation, had been written after

the treaty had been concluded and signed by
the negt)tiators ; and this foct was clearly de-

ducible from the whole proceeding, as well as

otherwise known to some. There was enough

to satisfy close observers ; but the mass want

the proof, or an oflFor to prove 5 and for their

benefit, Mr. Benton moved

:

" Also, that said committee bo instructed to

inquire whether the Texas treaty was com-
menced or agreed upon before the receipt of
Lord Aberdeen's despatch of December 20, 1843,
to Mr. Pakenham, communicated to our govern-
ment la February, 1844."

This motion shared the fate of the former

;

but did not prevent a similar movement on

another point. It will bo remembered that this

sudden commencement in the summer of 1843,

was motived exclusively upon the communica-

tion of a British abolition plot in Texas, con-

tained in a private letter from a citizen of Mary-

land in London, an " extract " from which had

been sent to the Senate to justify the ^^self-

defence " measures in the immediate annexation

of Texas. The writer of that letter had been

ascertained, and it lent no credit to the infor-

mation conveyed. It had also been ascertained

that he had been paid, and largely, out of the

public Treasury, for that voyage to London

—

which authorized the belief that he had been

sent for what had been found. An extract of

the letter only had been sent to the Senate : a

view of the whole was desired by the Senate in

such an important case—and was asked for

—

but not obtained. Mr. Upshur was dead, and

the President, in his answer, had supposed it

had been taken away among his private papers

—^a very violent supposition after the letter had

been made the foundation for a most important

public proceeding. Even if so carried, it should

have been pursued, and reclaimed, and made

an archive in the Department : and this, not

having been done by the President, was pro-

posed to be done by the Senate ; and this mo-

tion submitted

:

" Also, that it be instructed to obtain, if pos-

sible, the ' private letter ' from London, quoted
in Mr. Upshur's first despatch on the Texas ne-

fotiation, and supposed by the President to

rtV6 !j66n csmcu swny snioiig nls privsto pa-

pers ; and to ascertain the name of the writer

of said letter."

To facilitate all these inquiries an additional

resolve proposed to clothe the committee with

authority to send for persons and papers—to
take testimony imder oath—and to extend their

inquiries into all subjects which should connect

themselves with selfish, or criminal motives for

the acquisition of Texas. And all these inqui-

ries, though repulsed in the Senate, had their

eflect upon the public mind, already well im-

bued with suspicions and beliefs of sinister pro-

ct odings, marked with an exaggerated demon-

stration of zeal for the pablic good.

CHAPTER CXLIII.

OREGON TEniUTOUY: CONVENTIONS OP 1918 AND
1828 : JOINT OCCUPATION : ATTEMPTED NOTICE
TO TEBMINATK IT.

These conventions provided for the joint occu-

pation of the countries respectively claimed by

Great Britain and the United States on the

north-west coast of America—that of 1818 lim-

iting the joint occupancy to ten years—that of

1828 extending it indefinitely until either of the

two powers should give notice to the other of a

desire to terminate it. Such agreements are

often made when it is found difficult to agree

upon the duration of any particular privilege,

or duty. They are seductive to the negotiators

because they postpone an inconvenient ques-

tion : they are consolatory to each party, be-

cause each says to itself it can get rid of the

obligation when it pleases—a consolation al-

ways delusive to one of the parties: for the

one that has the advantage always resists the

notice, and long bafiles it, and often through

menaces to consider it as an unfriendly proceed-

ing. On the other hand, the party to whom it is

disadvantageous often sees danger in change;

and if the notice is to be given in a legislative

body, there will always be a large per centum of

easy tempeiainents who are desirous of avoiding

questions, putting off difficulties, and BufTering

the evils they have in preference of flying to

those they know not : and in this way these

temporary agreements, to be terminated on the

notice of either party, generally continue longer

than either party dreamed 0/ when they were

reci
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nude. So it was with this Oregon Joint occu-

pancy. The first was for ten years : not being

able to agree upon ten years more, the usual de-

lusive resource was fallen u{)on : and, under the

second joint occupation hu<J already continued in

operation fourteen years. Western members of

Congress now took up the subjcet, and moved

the Senate to adviso the government to give the

notice. Mr. Semple, senator from Illinois, pro-

posed the motion : it was d<ibated many days

—

resisted by many speakers : and finally defeat-

ed. It was first resisted as discourteous to

Great Britain—then as offensive to her—then

as cause of war on her side—finally, as actual

w»r on our side—and even as a conspiracy to

make war. This latter accusation was so seri-

ously urged as to call out a serious answer from

one of the senators friendly to the notice, .lot

80 much in exculpation of himself, as that of a

friend at whom the imputation was levelled.

In this sense, Mr. Breese, of Illinois, stood up,

and eoid

:

"His friend on the left (Mr. Benton) was
accused of being at the head of a conspiracy,

having no other object than the involving us m
a vrar with Great Britain ; and it was said with
equal truth that his lever for moving the dif-

ferent elements was the northern boundary
question. What foundation was there for so
grave an accusation ? None other than that he
had fearlessly, from the beginning, resisted

every encroachment, come from what quarto
it might. He had stemmed the tide of British
influenco, if any such there was—he had ren-

dered great and imperishable services to the
West, and the West was grateful to him—he
had watched her interests from the cradle ; and
now, when arrived at maturity, and able to take
care of herself, he boldly stood forth her advo-
cate. If devotion to his country, then, made
him a conspirator, he was indeed guilty."

Upon all this talk of wnr the commercial in-

terest became seriously alarmed, and looked

upon the delivery of the notice as the signal for

a disastrous depression in our foreign trade. In

a word, the general uneasiness became so great

that there was no chance for doing what we had
a right to do, what the safety of our territory

req lired us to do, and without the right to do
which the convention of 1828 could not have
been concluded. The motion for the notice was
J ..... oya Tutc Oi ^o ajjamai io. J.ho yeas
were:

"Yeas—Messrs. Allen, Atchison, Atherton,

Vol, II.—40

Bagby, Benton, Breese, Buchanan, Colquitt,
Fairfield, Fulton, Ilannegan, King, Semple, So-
vier. Sturgeon, Walker, Woodbury, and Wright

" Nays—Messrs. Archer, Barrow, Bates, Bay-
ard, Berrien Choati\ Clayton, Crittenden, Day-
ton, Evans, Foster, Haywood, Huger, Hunting-
ton. Jarnagin, Johnson, McDuffle, Mangum.
Merrick, Miller, Morehcad, l'help.s, Rives, Sim-
mons, Tallmadge, Upham, White, and Wood-
bridge—28."

CHAPTER CXLIV.

rUESIDENTIAL ELECTION.

Mr. James Knox Polk, and Mr. George Mif-

flin Dallas, had been nominated, as shown, for

President and Vice-President by the democratic

convention : Mr. Calhoun had declined to suffer

his name to go before that election for reasons

which he published, and an attempt to get up ft

separate convention for him, entirely failed:

Mr. Tyler, who had a separate c nvention, and
received its unanimous nomination, and thank-

fully accepted it, soon withdrew, and without

having had a vice-presidential candiduie on hia

ticket. On the whig side, Mr. Clay and Mr.
Theodore Frelinghuysen were the candidates,

and the canvass was conducted without those

appeals to "hard cider, log-cabin.s, and coon-

skins " which had been so freely used by the

whig party during the lasl cauva.ss, and which
were so little complimentary to the popular in-

telligence. The democratic candidates were
elected—and by a large electoral vote—170 to-

105. The States which voted the democratic

ticket, were: Maine, New Hampshire, New
York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, South Carolina^.

Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Indiana, Illi-

nois, Alabama, Missouri, Arkansas, Michigan..

Those which voted the opposite ticket, were

:

Mat- achusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Ver-

mont, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, North
Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee. Ohio. The pop-

ular vote was, for the democratic candidate,

1,530,196: for the oppo.site ticket, 1,297,912

This was a large increase upon the popular vote

of 1840—large as that vote was, and Mr. Clay,

though defeated, receiving 22,000 votes more
than General Harrison did—affording good evi-
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(lunco that he would have bwjn elected if ho had

bct'n the candidate at that time. The ussuo in

the election was mainly the |iarty one of whig

and democrat, modified by the tariff and Texas

questions—Mr. Clay being considered the lH;Ht

repreHt-ntativo of the former interest, Mr. Polk

of the latter.

The difference in the electoral vote was largo

—65 ; in the popular vote, not so considerable

:

and in some of the States (and in enough of

them to have reversed the issue), the difference

in favor of Mr. Polk quite small, and dependent

upon cauw independent of himscll' and his

cause. 01 uicso if is sufficient to mention New

York. There the popular veto was about five

hundred tli' uaand : the difference in favor of

Mr. Polk, about five thousand : and that dif-

ference was solely owing to the association of

Mr. Silas Wright, with the canvass. Refusing

the 1. mination for the vice-presidency, and see-

ing a person nominated for the presidency by a

long intrigue at the expense of his friend, Mr.

Van Buren, ho sufi'ered himself to bo persuaded

to quit the Senate, which he liked, to become

the democratic candidate for governor of New

York—a place to which he was absolutely

averse. The two canvasses went on together,

and were in fact one ; and the name and popu-

larity of Mr. Wright brought to the presiden-

tial ticket more than enough votes to make the

majority that gave the electoral vote of the

State to Mr. Polk, but without being able to

bring it up to his own vote for governor;

which was wtill five thousand p^ore. It was a

great sacrifice of feeling and of wishes on his

part to quit the Senate to stand this election—

a sacrifice purely for the good of the cause, and

which became a sacrifice, in a more material

sense forhimself and his friends. The electoral

vote of New York was 30, which, going all to-

gether, and being taken from one side and added

to the other, would have made a difference of 72

—being seven more than enough to have elected

Mr. Clay. Mr, Polk was also aided by the with-

drawal of Mr. Tyler, and by receiving the South

Carolina vot« ; both of which contingencies de-

pended upon causes independent of his cause,

and of his own merits : but of this in another

place. I write to show how things were done,

more than what was done ; and to save, if pos-

sible, the working of the government in the

hands of the people whose interests and safety

'lepend upon its purity, not upon its corrup'

tiona.

CHAPTER CXLV.

AMENDMENT OF TIIK CONSTITUTION : ELKCTION
OF PRESIDENT AND VICE-I'KK8IDKNT: MB.
UENTON'S PLAN.

Mn. Bknton asked the leave for which he had

given notice on Wednesday, to bring in a joint

resolution for the amendment of the Constitu-

tion of the United States in relation to the elec-

tion of President and Vice-President, and pro-

faced his motion with an exposition of the prin-

ciple and details of the amendment whicli hi)

proposed to offer. This exposition, referring to

a speech which he had mode in the year 1824,

and repro.lucing it for tlu; present occasion, can

only be analyzed in this 1'fiof notice.

Mr. B. said he found mself in a position to

commence most of his speeches with ^'•twenty

years ago !
"—a commencement rather equivo-

cal, and liable to different interpretations in the

minds of different persons ; for, while ho might

suppose himself to be displaying sagacity and

foresight, in finding a medicine for the cure of

the present disorders of the state in the reme-

dies of i)revention which ho had proposed long

since, yet others might understand him in a

different character, and consider him as lielong-

ing to the category of those who, in tliat long

time, had learned nothing, and had forgot

nothing. So it might be now ; for ho was en-

deavoring to revive a proposition which ho had

made exactly twenty years before, and for the

revival of which ho deemed the present time

eminently propitious. The body politic was

now sick ; and the patient, in his agony, might

take the medicine as a cure, which he refused,

when well, to take as a prevention.

Mr. B. then proceeded to state the object and

principle of his amendmc t, which was, to dis-

pense with all intermediate bodies in the elec-

tion of President and Vice-President, and to

keep the election wholly in the hands of the

people ; and to do this by giving them a direct

vote for the man of their choice, and lioldiug a

second election between the two highest, in the

event of a failure in the first election to give a
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majority to wiy ono. This was to do away

with the machinery of all intorinediafr bodio

to guide, control, or defeat the popular choice
;

whether a Congress caucus, or a national con-

vention, to dictate tho selection of candidates

;

or a body of electors to receive and deliver thoir

votes; or a II0U.S0 of llipreBentativcH to sanc-

tion or frustrate their choice.

Mr. B. spoke warmly and dfci<k'dly In favor

of the principle of bis propositi.ni, assuming it

OS a fundamental truth to which there was no

exception, that lihatiy would be ruined by pro-

liding any kind of auhatitutc for popular

election ! asserting that all elections would de-

generate into fraud and violence, if any inter-

mediate body was established between the

voters and the object of their choice, and placed

in a condition to bo able to control, betray, or

defeat thitt choice. This fundamental Ivutli ho

supported upon arguments, drawn, fr*^'- ^he

philosophy of government, and the aature <f

man, and illustrated by examples aki 11 frori.

the history of all elective governnr )nt which

had ever existed. He showed that li, wim the

law of the few to disregard tho wil' ',' iiie

many, when they got power into their hands;

and that liberty had been destroyed wherever

intermediate bodies obtained tho direction of

the popular wilL He quoted a vast number of

governments, both ancient and modern, as illus-

trations of this trut h ; and referred to the period

of direct voting in Greece and in Rome, as the

grand and glorious periods of popular govern-

ment, when the unfettered will of tho people

aimually brought forward the men of their own
choice to administer their own affairs, and when
those people went on advancing from year to

year, and produced every thing great in arts and

in arms—in public and in private lif<'—which

then exalted them to the skies, and still makes
them fixed stars in the firmament of nations.

He believed in the capacity of the people for

self-government, but they must have fair play-
fair play at the elections, on which all depend-
ed; and for that purpose should be free from
the control of any intermediate, irresponsible

body of men.

At present (he said), the will of the people
was liable to be frustrated in the election of
their chief oiTicers (and that nt no less than
three different stages of the canvass), by the
intervention of small bodies of men between

tbemHelvcB and the object of their choice. V imt,

at the beginiiinr if tho process, in the nomina-

tion or Kclecti.jxi of candidates. A ConRress

caucus formerly, and a national convention now,

govern and control that nomination ; and never

fail, when they choose, to find pretexts for sub-

stituting their own will for that of tbo people.

Then a body of electors, to receive and hold the

electoral \.jte8, and who, it cannot be doubted,

will soon be expert enough to find reasons for a

similar substitution. Then tho House of Rep-

resentatives may come in at the coii» lusion, to

do as they have done heretofore, and set the

will fif tho people at al)solute defiance. The
K^medy for all this is the direct vote, and A

second election between the two highest, if tho

first one failed. This would ojierato fairly and

rightfully. No matter how many candidates

then appeared in the field. If any one obtained

a majority of the whole number of votes, the

I)opular principle was satisfied : the majority

had prevailed, and acquiescence was tho part of

,

;hc minority. If no one obtained the majority,

then the first election answered the purpose of

a nomination—a real nomination oy the people
5

!uid a second election between the two highest

v\ ould give cftect to the real will of the people.

Mr. B. then exposed the details of his pro-

posed amendment, as contained in the joint reso-

lution which he intended to offer. The plan of

election contained in that resolution, was the

work of eminent men—o*" Mr. Macon, Mr. Van
Buren, Mr. Hugh L. White, Mr. Findlay, of

Pemisylvania, Mr. Dickerson, of New Jersey,

Mr. Holmes, Mr. Haync, and Mr. R. M. John-

son, and was received with great favor by tho

Senate and tho country at the time it was re-

ported. Subsequent experience should make it

still more acceptable, and entitle its details to a

careful and indulgent consideration from tho

people, whoso rights and welfare it is intended

to preserve and promote.

The detail of the plan is to divide the States

into districts ; the people to vote direct in each

district for the candidate they prefer ; the can-

ditlate having tho highest vote for President to

receive the vote of the district for such oflice,

and to count one. If any candidate receives the

majority of the w'.iole number of districts, such

person to be elected ; if no one receives such

maJoril\ , the electici to be held over again be-

tween the two highest. To afford time for these
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double elections, when they become necessary,

the first one is proposed to be held in the month
of August—at a time to which many of the

State elections now conform, and to which all

may bo made to conform—and to be held on the

same days throughout the Union. To receive

the reiums of such elections, the Congress is

required to be in session, on the years of such

elections, in the month of Oc ^ber ; and if a

second election becomes necessary, it will be

held in December. Two days are proposed for

the first election, because most of the State

elections continue two days : one day alone is

allowed for the second election, it being a brief

issue between two candidates. To provide for

the possibility of remote and most improbable

contingencies, that of an equality of votes be-

tween the two candidates—a thing which cannot

occur where the whole uumber of votes is odd,

and is utterly improbable when they are even

—

and to keep the election from the House of

Representatives, while preserving the principle

which should prevail in elections by the House

if Representatives, it is provided that the can-

didate, in the case of such equality, having the

majority of votes in the majority of the States,

shall be the person elected President. To pro-

vide against the possibility of another almost

impossible contingency (that of more than two

candidates having the highest, and, of course,

the same number of votes in the first election,

by an equality of votes between several), the

proptMed amendment is so worded as to let all

—that Ls, all having the two highest number
of votes—^go before the people at the second

election.

Such are the details for the election of Presi-

dent : they are the same for that of Vice-Presi-

dent, with the single exception that, when the

first election should have been effective for the

election of President, and not so for Vice-Presi-

dent, then, to save the trouble of a second elec-

tion for the sec. dary olfico only, the present

provision of the constitution should prevail, and

the Senate choose between the two highest.

Having made this exposition of t\iQ principle

and of the details of ti;e plan he proposed, Mr.

B. went on to speak at largo in favor of its effl-

cacv and "racticabilit^' in prescrvinsi the riffhts

of the people, maintaining the purity ofelections,

preventing intrigue, fraud, and treachery, either

in guiding or defeating the choice of the people

and securing to our free institutions a chance

for a prolonged and virtuous existence.

Mr. B. said he had never attended a nomina-

ting caucus or convention, and never intended

to attend one. He had seen the last Congress

caucus in 1824, and never wished to see another

or hear of another ; he had seen the national

convention of 1844, and never wished to see an-

other. He should support the nominations of

the last convention ; but hoped to see such con-

ventions rendered unnecessary, before the re-

currence of another presidential election.

Mr. B. aftM va extended argument, concluded

with an appeal to the Senate to favor his pro-

position, and send it to the country. His only

object at present was to lay it before the coun-

try : the session was too far advanced to expect

action upon it. There were two modes to

amend the constitution—one by Congress pro-

posing, and two-thirds of the State legislatures

adopting, the amendment ; the other by a na-

tional convention called by Congress for the

purpose. Mr. B. began with the first mode : he

might end with the second.

Disclaiming every thing temporary or invidious

in this attempt to amend the constitution in an

important point—referring to his labors twenty

years ago for the elucidation of his motives-

despising all pursuit after oflBce, higii or low-
detesting all circumvention, intrigue, and man-

agement—anxious to restore our elections to

their pristme purity and dignity—and believing

the whole body of the people to be the only

safe and pure authority for the selection as well

as election of the first officers of the republic,

—he confidently submitted his proposition to

the Senate and the people, and asked for it the

indulgent consideration which was due to the

gravity and the magnitude of the subject.

Mr. B. then offered his amendment, which

was unanimously received, and ordered to bo

printed.

The following is the copy of this important

proposition

:

'^Resolved by the Senate and House of Rep-
rescntatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled^ two-thirds of both

Houses concurring, That tlie following amcnd-

nieiit to the constitution of the United states

be proposed to the legislatures of the several

States, which, when ratified by the legislatures
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ly of this important

by the legislatures

of three-fourths of the States, shall be valid to

all intents and purposes as part of the consti-

tution :

"That, hereafter, the President and Vice-

President of the United States shall be chosen

by the people of the respective States, in the

manner following : Each State shall be divided,

by the legislature thereof, into districts, equal in

number to the whole number of senators and

representatives to which such State may be en-

titled in the Congress of the United States ; the

said districts to be composed of contiguous ter-

ritory, and to contain, as nearly as may be, an

equal number of persons, entitled to be repre-

sented under the constitution, and to be laid off,

for the first time, immediately after the ratifica-

tion of this amendment, and afterwards, at the

session of the legislature next ensuing the ap-

portionment of representatives by the Congress

of the United States ; that, on the first Thurs-

day in August, in the year 1848, and on the

same day every fourth year thereafter, the citi-

r,ens of each State who possess the qualifications

requisite for electors of the most numerous
branch of the State legislatures, shall meet
within their respective districts, and vote for a
President and Vice-President of the United

States, one of whom at least shall not be an in-

habitant of the same State with themselves;

and the person receiving the greatest number of

votes for President, and the one receiving the

greatest number of votes for Vice-President in

each district, shall be holden to have received

one vote ; which fact shall be immediately cer-

tified by the governor of the State, to each of

the senators in Congress from such State, and
to the President of the Senate and the Speaker

of the House of Representatives. The Congress
of the United States shall be in session on the

second Jionday in October, in the year 1848,

and on the same day on every fourth year there-

after ; and the ^resident of the Senate, in the

presence of the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives, shall open all the certificates, and the

votes shall then b« counted. The person hav-

ing the greatest number of votes for President,

shall be President, if such number be equal to

a majority of the whole number of votes given

;

but if no person have such majority, then a
second election shall be held on the first Thurs-
day in the month of December then next ensu-
ing, between the persons having the two highest

numbers for the office of President; which
second election shall be conducted, the result

certified, and the votes counted, in the same
manner as in the first ; and the person having
the greatest number of votes for President, shall

be President. But, if two or more pei'sons

i-hall have received the greatest, and an equal
number of votes, at the second election, then
the per.soii who shall have received the greatest
number of votes in the greatest number of
States, shall be President. The person having
the greatest number of votes for Vice-President,

at the first election, shall be Vice-President, if

such number be equal to a majority of the
whole number of votes given : and, if no person
have such majority, then a second election shall

take place between the persons having the two
highest numbers on the same day that the
second election is held for President ; and the
person having the highest number of votes for

Vice-President, shall be Vice-President. But
if there should happen to be an equality of
votes between the persons so voted for at the
second election, then the person having the
greatest number of votes in the greatest num-
ber of States, shall be Vice-President But
when a second election shall be necessary in the
case of Vice-President, and not necessary in the
case of President, then the Senate shall choose
a Vice-President from the persons having the
two highest numbers in the first election, as is

now prescribed in the constitution."

CHAPTER CXLVI.

THE PllESIDENT AND THE SENATE: WANT OP
CONCORD: NUMEROUS REJECTIONS OP NOM-
INATIONS.

Mr. Tyler was without a party. The party

which elected him repudiated him : the demo-

cratic party refused to receive him. His only

resource was to form a Tyler party, at which

he made but little progress. The few who
joined him from the other parties were, most

of them, importunate for office; and whfc.,iier

successful or not in getting through the Senate

(for all seemed to get nominations), they lost

the moral force which could aid him. The in-

cessant rejection of these nominations, and the

pertinacity with which they were renewed, pre-

sents a scene of presidential and senatorial op-

pugnation which had no parallel up to that

time, and of which there has been no example

since. Nominations and rejections flew back-

wards and forwards as in a game of shuttlecock

—the same nomination, in several instanceji,

being three times rejected in the same day (as

it appears on the journal), but within the same

hour, as recollected by actors in the scene.

Thus : on the 3d day of March, 1843, Mr. Caleb

Cushing having been nominated to the Senate

for Secretary of the Treasury, was rejected by a

vote of 27 nays to 19 yeas. The nays were

:

Messrs. Allen, Archer, Bagby, Barrow, Bayard,

M\
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Benton, Berrien, Thomas Clayton, Conrad,

Crafts, Crittenden, Graham, Henderson, Hunt-

ingdon, Kerr, Linn, Mangum, Merrick, Miller,

Morehead, Phelps, Porter, Simmons, Smith of

Indiana, Spragus, Tappan, White. This vote

was taken after dark in the night of the last day

of the session. The President, who according

to the custom on such occasions, attended in an

ante-chamberappropriated to the Vice-President,

immediately sent back Mr, Cushing's name, re-

nominated for the same office. He was immedi-

ately rejected again by the same 27 nays, and

with a diminution of nine who had voted for

him. Incontinently the private secretary of

Mr. Tyler returned with another re-nomination

of the same citizen for the same office j which

was immediately rejected by a vote of 29 to 2.

The two senators who voted for him on this

last trial were, Messrs. Robert J. Walker and

Cuthbert. The 19 who voted for the nomina-

tion on the first trial were : Messrs. Bates, Bu-

chanan, Calhoun, Choate, Cuthbert, Evans, Ful-

ton, King, McDuffie, McRoberts, Sevier, Stur-

geon, Tallmadge, Walker, Wilcox, Williams,

Woodbury, Wright. The message containing

this second re-nomination was written in such

haste and flurry that half the name of the nom-

inee was left out. "I nominate Gushing as

Secretary of the Treasury, in place of Walter

Forward, resigned," was the whole message;

but the Senate acted upon it as it was, without

sending the message back for rectification, as

the rule always has been in the case of clerical

mistakes. These re-nominations by Mr. Tyler

were the more notable because, as chairman of

the committee which had the duty of reporting

upon the nomination of the United States Bank

directors in the time of the " war" as it was

called of the government upon the bank, ho had

made the report against President Jackson on

the re-nomination of the four government direc-

tors (Messrs. Gilpin, Sullivan, Wager and Mc-

Eldery), who had been rejected for reporting to

the President, at his request, the illegal and

corrupt proceedings of the bank (such as were

more fully established by a committee of the

stockholders) ; and also voted against the whole

four re-nominations.

The same night Mr. Henry A. Wise under-

went three rejections on a nomination, and two

re-nominations as minister plenipotentiary and

envoy extraordinary to France. The first rejec-

tion was by a vote of 24 to 12—the second, 26

to 8—the third, 29 to 2. The two yeas in this

case were the same as on the third rejection of

Mr. Gushing. The yeas and nays in the first

vote were, yeas: Messrs. Archer, Buchanan

Calhoun, Choate, Cuthbert, Evans, Fulton

King, McDuffie, Sturgeon, Tallmadge, Walker.

The nays: Messrs. Bagby, Barrow, Benton

Berrien, Clayton (Thomas), Conrad, Crafts,

Crittenden, Dayton, Graham, Henderson, Hunt-

ingdon, John Leeds Kerr, Mangum, Merrick

Miller, Phelps, Porter, Simmons, Smith of Indi-

ana, Sprague, Tappan, White, Woodbridge. Mr.

Wise had been nominated in the place of Lewis

Cass, Esq., resigned.

At the ensuing session a rapid succession of

rejections of nominations took place. Mr,

George H. Proffit, ofJndiana, late of the House

of Representatives, was nominated minister

plenipotentiary and envoy extraordinary to the

Emperor of Brazil. He had been commissioned

in the vacation, and had sailed upon liis destina-

tion, drawing the usual outfit and quarter's

salary, leaving the principal part behind, bet

upon the presidential election. He was not re-

ceived by the Emperor of Brazil, and was re-

jected by the Senate. Only eight members

voted for his confirmation— Messrs. Breese,

Colquitt, Fulton, Hannegan, King, Semple, Se-

vier, Walker. He had been nominated in the

place of William Hunter, Esq., ex-senator from

Rhode Island, recalled—a gentleman of educa-

tion, reading, talent, and finished manners ; and

eminently fit for his place. It was difScult to

see in Mr. Proffit, intended to supersede bira,

any cause for his appointment except his ad-

hesion to Mr. Tyler.

Mr. David Henshaw, of Massachusetts, had

been commissioned Secretary of the Navy in

the recess, in place of Mr. Upshur, appointed

Secretary of State. Ho was rejected— only

eight senators voting for his nomination : they

were : Messrs. Colquitt, Fulton, Haywood,

King, Semple, Sevier, Walker, Woodbury. The

same fate attended Mr. James M. Porter, of

Penn.sylvania, appointed in the recess Secretary

at War, in the place of Mr. John C. Spencer,

resigned. No more than three senators voted

for his confirmation—Messrs. Haywood, Porter

of Michigiin, and Tallmadge. Mr. John C.

Spencer himself, nominated an associate justice

of the Supreme Court of the United States, in
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the United States, in

the place of Smith Thompson, Esq., deceased,

was also rejected—26 to 21 votes. The negar

tives were: Messrs. Allen, Archer, Atchison,

Barrow, Bates, Bayard, Benton, Berrien, Choato,

Clayton, Crittenden, Dayton, Evans, Foster,

Haywood, Henderson, Huntingdon, Jarnagm,

Mangum, Merrick, Miller, Morehead, Pearce,

Simmons, Tappan, Woodbridge.—Mr. Isaac Hill,

of New Hartipshire, was another subject of sena-

torial rejection. Ho was nominated for the

place of the chief of the bureau of provisions

and clothing of the Navy Department, to fill a

vacancy occasioned by the death of Charles W.
Goldsborough, Esq., and rejected by a vote of

25 to 11. The negatives were : Messrs. Allen,

Archer, Atchison, Bagby, Barrow, Bates, Bay-

ard, Benton, Berrien, Breese, Clayton (Thomas),

Crittenden; Dayton, Evans, Foster, Huntingdon,

Jarnagin, Mangum, Merrick, Morehead, Pearce,

Sturgeon, Tappan, Walker, White.—Mr. Gush-

ing was nominated at the same session for min-

ister plenipotentiary and envoy extraordinary

to China, the proceedings on which have not

been made public.

CHAPTER CXLVII.

MR. TYLER'S LAST MESSAGE TO CONGRESS.

Texas was the prominent topic of this message,

and presented in a way to have the effect, what-

ever may have been the intent, of inflaming and

exasperating, instead of soothing and conciliat-

ing Mexico. Mr. Calhoun was now the Secre-

tary of State, and was now officially what he

had been all along actually, the master spirit in

all that related to Texas annexation. Of the

interests concerned in the late attempted nego-

tiation, one large interest, both active and pow-

erful, was for war with Mexico—not for the

sake of the war, but of the treaty of peace which

would follow it, and by which their Texas scrip

and Texas land, now worth but little, would

become of great value. Neither Mr. Tyler nor

Mr. Calhoun were among these speculators, but

their most active supporters were ; and these

8npport<?rs gave the spirit in which the Texa?.

movement was conducted ; and in this spirit

the message, in all that related to the point, was

conceived. The imperious notification given at

the last session to cease the war, was repeated,

with equal arrogance, and with an intimation

that the United States would come to the aid

of Texas, if it went on. Thua ;

" In my last annual message, I felt it lo be

my duty to make known to Congress, in terms

both plain and emphatic, my opinion in regard

to the war which has so long existed between
Mexico and Texas ; and which, since the battle

of San Jacinto, has consisted altog'Jther of pre-

datory incursions, attended by circumstances

revolting to humanity. I repeat now, what I

then said, that, after eight years of feeble and
ineffectual efforts to recover Texas, it was time

that the war should have ceased."

This was not the language for one nation to

hold towards another, nor would such have been

held towards Mexico, except from her inability

to help herself, and our desire to get a chance

to make a treaty of acquisitions with her. The

message goes on to say, " Mexico has no right

to jeopard the peace of the world, by urging

any longer a useless and fruitless contest."

Very imperious language that, but entirely un-

founded in the facts. Hostilities had ceased be-

tween Mexico and Texas upon an amistice un-

der the guarantee of the great powers, and peace

with Me: '--^ was immediate and certain when

Mr. Tyk. : ;ernment effected the breach and

terminatioii of the armistice by the Texas nego-

tiations, and by lending detachments of the

army and navy to President Houston, to assist

in the protection of Texas. This interposition,

and by the lawless and clandestine loan of

troops and ships, to procure a rupture of the^

armistice, and prevent the peace which Mexico

and Texas were on the point of making, was one

of the most revolting circumstances in all this

Texas intrigue. Thus presenting a defiant as-

pect to Mexico, the President recommended the

admission of Texas into the Union upon an act

of Congress, to be passed for that purpose, and

under the clause in the constitution which au-

thorizes Congress to admit new States. Thus,

a great constitutional point was gained by those

who had opposed and defeated the annexation

L jaty. By that mode of annexation the treaty-

making power— the President and Senate

—

made the acquisition : by the mode now recom-

mended the loffislfttive authority was to do it.

The remainder of the message presents noth-

ing to be noted, except the congratulations of

the President upon the restoration of the federal
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currency to what he called a sound stiite, but
which was, in fact, a solid state—for it had be-

come gold and silver; and his equal felicita-

tions upon the equalization of the exchanges
(which had never been unequal between those

who had money to exchange), saying that ex-

change was now only the difference of the ex-

pense of transporting gold. That had been the

case always with those who had gold; and what
had been called inequalities of exchange before,

was nothing but the different degrees of the

depreciation of different bank not«s. But what
the President did not note, but which all others

observed, was the obvious fact, that this resto-

ration and equalization were attained without
any of the remedies which he had been prescrib-

ing for four years ! without any of those Fiscal

Institutes—Fiscal Corporations—Fiscal Agents
—or Fiscal Exchequers, which he had been pre-

scribing for four years. It was the effect of the
gold bill, and of the Independent Treasury, and
the cessation of all attempts to make a national

currency of paper money.

CHAPTER CXLVIII.

LEGISLATIVE APMISSION OP TEXAS INTO THE
UNION A3 A STATE.

A JOINT resolution was early brought into the

House of Representatives for the admission of

Texas as a State of the Union. It was in these

words

:

" That Congress doth consent that the terri-
tory properly included within, and rightfully
lielonging to the republic of Texas, may be
erected into a new State, to be cailed the State
of Texas, with a republican form of government,
to be adopted by the people of said republic,
by deputies in convention asscmblwl, with the
consent of the existing government, in order that
the same may bo admitted as one of the States
of this Union. And, that the foregoing consent
of Congress is given upon the following condi-
tions, and with the following guarantees

:

" First. Said State to be formed, subject to
thi adjustment by this government of all ques-
tions of boundary that may arise with other
govemmcntK; ar.il f!)o on-titution thereof,
with the proper evidence of its adoption by the
people of said repul)lic of Texas, shall he trans-
mitted to the President of the United States,

to be laid before Congress for its final action
on or before the 1st day of January, 184C. '

" Second. Said State, when admitted into the
Union, aft«r ceding to the United States all

public edifices, fortifications, barracks, ports and
harbors, navy and navy-yards, docks, magazines
arms, armaments, and all other property and
means pertaining to the public defence bolonK-
ing to said republic of Texas, shall retain all
the public funds, debts, taxes, and dues of every
kind which may belong to, or be due and owing
said republic; and shall also retain all the
vacant and unappropriated lands lying within
its limits, to be applied to the payment of the
debts and liabilities of said republic of Texas •

and the residue of said lands, after discharging
said debts and liabilities, to be disposed of ^
said State may direct ; but in no event are said
debts and liabilities to become a charge upon
the government of the United States.

" Third. New States, of convenient size, not
exceeding four in number, in addition to said
State of Texas, and having sufficient popula-
tion, may hereafter by the consent of said State
be formed out of the territory thereof, whicli
shall be entitled to admission under the pro-
visions of the federal constitution. And such
States as may be forraed out of that portion of
said territory lying south of thirty-six degrees
thirty minutes north latitude, commonly known
as the Missouri compromise lino, shall be ad-
mitted into the Union, with or without slavery
as the people of each State asking admission
may desire ; and in such State or States as shall

be formed out of said territory north of said

Missouri compromise line, slavery or involun-
tary servitude (except for crime) shall be nro-
hibited."

To understand the third, and last clause

of this resolve, it must be recollected that the

boundaries of Texas, by the treaty of 1819,

which retroceded that province to Spain, were

extended north across the Red River, and en-

tirely to the Arkansas River; and following

that river up to the 37th, the 38th, and eventu-

ally to the 42d degree of north latitude; so that

all this part of the territory lying north of 36

degrees 30 minutes, came within the terms of

the Missouri compromise line prohibiting slavery

north of that line. Here then was an anomaly

—slave territory, and free territory within the

same State ; and it became the duty of Congress

to provide for each accordingly : and it was done.

The territory lying south of that compromise

line might become free or slave States as the

inhabitants should decide: the States to bo

formed out of the territory north of it were to

be bound by the compromise: and lest any

question should arise on that point in conse-
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nuenco of Texas having been under a foreign

dominion since the line was established, it was

expressly re-enacted by this clause of the reso-

lution, and in tlio prccitte words of the Missouri

compromise act. Thus framed, and made clear

in its provisions in respect to slavery, the reso-

lutions, after ample discussion, were passed

through the House by a good majority—120 'o

97. The afBrmatives were

:

"Archibald H, Arrington, John B. Ashe,

Archibald Atkinson, Thomas H. Bayly, James

E. Bclser, Benjamin A. Bidlack, Edward J.

Black, James Blatk, James A. Black, Julius

W. Blackwell, Gustavus M. Bower, James B.

Bo'vlip, Linn Boyd, Richard Brodhead, Aaron

V. Brown, Milton Brown, William J. Brown,

Edmund Burke, Armistead Burt, George Alfred

Caldwell, John Campbell, Shepherd Carey, Reu-

ben Chapman, Augustus A. Chapman, Absalom

H. Chappell, Duncan L. Clinch, James G. Clinton.

Howell Cobb, Walter Coles, Edward Cross, Alvan

Cullom, John R. J. Daniel, John W. Davis, John
B. Dawson, Ezra Dean, James Dellet, Stephen A.

Douglass, George C. Dromgool, Alexander Dun-
can, Chesselden Ellis, Isaac G. Farlee, Orlando

B. Ficklin, Henry D. Foster, Richard French,

George Fuller, William H. Hammett, Hugh A.
Haralson, Samuel Hays, Thomas J. Henley,

Isaac E. Holmes, Joseph P. Hoge, George W.
Hopkins, George S. Houston, Edmund W. Hu-
bard, William S. Ilubbell, James M. Hughes,

Charles J. Ingersoll, John Jameson, Cave John-

son, Andrew Johnson, George W. Jones. An-
drew Kennedy, Littleton Kirkpatrick, Alcee La-

branche, Moses G. Leonard, William Lrcas,

Jolm II. Lumpkin, Lucius Lyon, William C.

McCauslen, William B. Maclay, John A. Mc-
Clernand, Felix G. McConnel, Joseph J. Mc-
Dowell, James J. McKay, James Mathews,
Joseph Morris, Isaac E. Morse, Henry C. Mur-
phy, Willoughby Newton, Moses Norris, jr.,

Robert Dale Owen, William Parmenter, Wil-
liam AY. Payne, John Pettit, Joseph H. Peyton,

Emery D. Potter, Zadock Pratt, David S. Reid,

James II. Relfe, R. BamweU Rhett, John Hit-

ter, Robert W. Roberts, Jeremiah Russell,

Romulus M. Saunders, William T. Senter,

Thomas II. Seymour, Samuel Simons, Richard
F. Simpson, John Slidell, John T. Smith,
Thomas Smitl , Robert Smith, Lewis Steenrod,

Alexander H. Stephens, John Stewart, William
H. Styles. James W. Stone, Alfred P. Stone,

Selah B. Strong, George Sykes. William Taylor,
Jacob Thomson, John W. Tibbatts, Tilghman
M. Tucker, John B. Weller, John Wentworth,
Joseph A. Woodward, Joseph A. Wright, Wil-
liam L. Yancey, Jacob S. Yost."

Members from the slave and free States voted

for these resolutions, and thereby asserted the

right of Congress to legislate upon slavery in

territories, and to prohibit or prevent it as they

pleased, and also exercised the right each way
—forbidding it one side of a line, and leaving it

optional with the State on the other—and not

only acknowledging the validity of the Missouri

compromise line, but enforcing it by a new
enactmeit; and without this enactment every

one saw that the slavery institution would come
to the Arkansas River in latitude 37, and 38,

and even ^2 The vote was, therefore, an abo-

lition of the institution legally existing between

these two h'nes, and done in the formal and

sacred manner of a compact with a foreign

State, as a condition of its admission into the

Union. One hundred and twenty members of

the House of Representatives voted in favor of

these resolutions, and thereby both asserted,

and exercised the power of Congress to legislate

upon slavery in territories, and to abolish it

therein when it pleased: of the 97 voting against

the resolution, not one did so from any objection

to that power. The resolutions came down from

the Department of State, and corresponded with

the recommendation in the President's message.

Sent to the Senate for its concurrence, this

joint resolution found a leading friend in the

person of Mr. Buchanan, who was delighted

with every part of it, and especially the re-

enactment of the Missouri compromise line in

the part where it might otherwise have been

invalidated by the Texian laws and constitu-

tion, and which thus extinguished for ever the

slavery question in the United States. In this

sense he said

:

" He was pleased with it, again, because H
settled the question of slavery. These resolu-

tions went to re-establish the Missouri com-
promise, by fixing a line within which slavery

was to be in future confined. That controversy

had nearly shaken this Union to its centre in

an earlier and better period of our history ; but
this compromise, should it be now re-established,

would prevent the recurrence of similar dangers

hereafter. Should this question be now left

open for one or two years, the country could

be involved in nothing but one perpetual strug-

gle. We should witness a feverish excitement

in the public mind ;
parties would divvL on the

dangerous and exciting question of abolition

;

and the irritation might reach such ai; extreme
as to endanger the existence of the Union itself.

But close it now. and it would be closed f.>r

ever.
" Mr. B. said he anticipated no time when the

country would ever desire to stretch its limits
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beyond the Rio del Norte ; and, such being the

case, ou,c;ht any friend of the Union to desire to

see tins question left open any longer? Was
it desirable again to have the Missouri Cjneation

brought home to t''o people to goad them to

fury? That qu-s'ion between the two great

interests in our coaatry had been well discussed

and well decided ; and from that moment Mr.

B. had set down his foot on the solid grourd

then established, and thTe ho would let the

question stand for ever. Who could complain

of the terms of that compromise ?

"It was then settled that north of ;;0° 30'

slavery should be for ever prohibited. Tbo same

line was fixed upon in the resolutions recently

received from the House of Eepresenta.ivcs, now
before us. The bill from the House for tiio es-

tablishment of a territorial government in Oro-

gon excluded slavery altogether from that v;>>f

country. How vain were the fears entertfiin<H.-

in some quarters of the country that the slave-

holdi.is: Stfites would ever be able to control the

Fnionl While, on the othir hand, the fears

entertaJiuti in the south and south-west as to

the uitimatc succcbs rf .he abolitionists, were

not less unfounded . ^1 vain Sonth of the

compromise line of 36° .O'thfe ^tsues wit1i>i» the

limits of Tnxas applyitur to coh.-.- into the Union

were left to decide for "tlK- (,.::( i'es v/liclher they

would permit slavery vi.hk'i ;':.cii iimUs or not.

And under this fnv ptir^v'ssion, hi' believed,

with Mr. Clay (in his ktter on the subject of

annexation), that if Texas should be divided

into five States, two only of them would be

slavcholding, and three free States. The de-

scendants cf Wrrid Africa delighted in the

meridian ray h of a burning sun ; they basked

and rejoiced in a degree of heat which enervated

and would destroy the white man. The low-

lands of Texas, therefore, where they raised

cotton, tobacco, and rice, and indigo, was the

natuiai region for the slave. But north of San

Antonio, where the soil and climate were ailapted

to the culture of wheat, rye, com, and cattle, the

climate was exactly adapted to the white man
of the North ; there he could labor for himself

without risk or injury. It was, therefore, to be

expected that three out of the five new lexian

States woidd bo free States—certainly they

would be so, if they but willed it. Mr. B.

was wiUing to leave that question to themselves,

as they applied for admission into the Union.

He had no apprehensions of the result. With
that feature in the bill, as it came from the

House, he was perfectly content ; and, whatever

bill might ultimately pass, he trusted this would

be made a condition in it."

It was in the last days of his senatorial ser-

vice that Mr. Buchanan crowncl bis long devo-

tion to the Missouri compromi' 'y celebrating

its re mactment where it had '. a abrogated,

taking a stand upon it as the solirl ground on

which the Union rested, and invoking a perpe-

tuity of duration for it.

This resolution, +hus adopted by the House,

would make the admission a legislative act, but

in the opinion of many members of the Senate

that was only a step in the right direction : an-

other in their opinion required to bo taken : and

that was to combine the tro»ty making power

with it—the Congress tHkirjjj <ho ini'^'i.l've h
the question, and the Prasi Wnt and Senai

finishing it by treaty, «n don?, in the case >'

Louisian.n and Florida. W'th 'his rij^ Mf

Benton had brought in a bill for coiuTaissioneii?

to treat for annexation, i.Ld so worded as to

authotizG negotiation? with Mexico at the same

time, .".ad ^rot her acquiescence to the alienation

in the settlement of boundaries with hei. His

bill was in (best: iernn

:

"That a State to bo formed out of the pre-

sent republic of Tex;ui. with Bsillablo extent mi
boundaries, and viih two ro},resentatives in

Congress until the next apportionment of repre-

sentation, shall be admitted into the Union by

virtue of this act, on an equal footing witl'. thf>

existing States, as & i n as the terms and condi-

tions of such admission, and the cession of the

remaining Texian teiTitory to the United States

shall be agreed upon by the government of

Texas and the Unite(3 States.

" Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That

the sum of one hundred thousand dollars be,

and the same is hereby appropriated, to defray

the expenses of missions and negotiations to

agree upon the terms of said admission and ces-

sion, either by treaty, to be submitted to the

Senate, or by articles to be submitted to the

two Houses of Congress, as the President may^

direct."

In support of this bill, M •. Benton said

:

"I' was a copy, substantially, of the bill

which he had previously offered, with the

omission of all the terms and conditions which

that bill contained. He had l>een induced to

omit all these conditions because of the diffi-

culty of agreeing upon them, and because it was

now clear that whatever bill was passed upon

the subject of Texas, the execution of it must de-

volve upon the new President, who had beenjust

elected by the people with a view to this object.

He had confidence in Mr. Polk, and was willing

to trust tlie question of tonns and conditions to

his untrammelled di- j" uon, certain that ho

would do the best thr; ''^ could for the success

of the objecl, the 1 rruiony of the Union, and

the peactj and li'^or o the country.
" The occasion if- ^n extraordinary one, und

requires an ex(v, - rdinaiy mission. The volun-

tary union of two ;- lependent nations is a rart
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occurrence, and is worthy to be attended by
every circumstance which lends it dignity, pro-
motes its success, and makes it satisfactory.

When England and Scotland were united, at the
commencement of the last century, no less than
thirty-one commissioners were employed to
agree upon the terms; and the terms they
agreed upon received the sanction of the Parlia-

ments of the two kingdoms, and completed a
union which had been in vain attempted fn-- one
hundred years. Extraordinary missions, na-
tionally constituted, have several times been re-

sorted to in our own country, and alwa3's with
public approbation, whether successful or not.

The first Mr. Adams sent Marshall, Gerry, and
Pinckney to the French directory in 1798 ; Mr.
Jefferson sent Ellsworth, Davie, and ISIurray to
the French consular government of 1800: Mr.
Madison sent Adams, Bayard, Gallatin, Clay,
and Russell to Ghent in 1814. All these lais-

eions, and others which might be named, were
nationally constituted—composed of eminent
citizens taken from each political party, and from
different sections of the Union ; and, of course,

all favorable to the object for which they wore
employed. An occasion has occurred which, in

my opinion, requires a mission similarly consti-

tuted—as numerous as the missions to Paris or
to Ghent—and composed of citizens from both
political parties, and from the non-slavcholding
as well as the slaveholding States. Such a com-
mission could hardly fail to be successful, not
merely in agreeing upon the terms of the union,
but in agreeing upon terms which would be sat-

isfactory to the people and the governments of
the two countries. And here, to avoid misap-
prehension and the appearance of disrespect
where the contrary is felt, I would say that the
gentleman now in Texas as the charge of the
IJDited States, is, in my opinion, eminently fit

and proper to be one of the envoys extraordinary
and ministers plenipotentiary which my bill

contemplates.
" In withdrawing from my bill the terms and

conditions which had been proposed as a basis
of negotiation, I do not withdraw them from
the consideration of those who may direct the
negotiation. I expect them to be considered,
and, as far as judged proper, to be acted on.
The compromise principle between slave and
non-slaveholding territory is sanctioned by the
vote of the House of Representatives, and by
the general voice of the country. In withdraw-
ing it from the bill, I do not withdraw it from
the consideration of the President: I only leave
him free and untrammelled to do the best he
can for the harmony of the Union on a delicate
and embarrassing point.

" The assent of Mexico to the annexation is

judged to be unnecessary, but no one judges her
assent to a new boundary line to be unneces-
saiy

: no one judges ij unnecessary to preserve
her commerce and good will ; and, therefore,
every consideration of self-interest and national

policy requires a fair effort to be made to settle
this boundary and to preserve this trade and
friendship ; and I shall consider all this as re-
maining just as fully in the mind of the Presi-
dent as if submitted to him in a bill.

" The bill which I now offer is the same which
I have presented heretofore, divested of its con-
ditions, and committing the subject to the dis-
cretion of the President to accomplish the object
in the best way that he can, and either negotiate
a treaty to be submitted to the Senat \ or to
agree upon articles of union to be submitted to
the two Houses of Congress. I deem this the
best way of proceeding under every aspect. It
is the safest way ; for it will settle all questions
beforehand, and leave no nost-eggs to hatch fu-
ture disputes. It is the most speedy way ; for
commissioners conferring face to face will come
to conclusions much sooner than two delibera-
tive bodies sittmg in two different countries, at
near two thousand miles apart, and interchanging
categorical propositions in the shape of law. It
is the most satisfactory way ; for whatever such
a commission should agree upon, would stand
the best chance to be satisfactory to all parts of
the Union. It is the most respectful way to
Texas, and the mode for which she has shown
a decided preference. She has twice sent en-
voys extraordinary and ministers plenipoten-
tiary here to treat with us ; and the actual
Pnssident, Mr. Jones, has authentically declared
his willingness to engage in further negotiations.
Ministers sent to confer and agree—to consult
and to harmonize—is much more respectful
than the transmission, by mail or messenger, of
an inflexible proposition, in the shape of law, to
be accepted or rejected in the precise words in
which we send it. In every point of view, the
mode which I propose seems to me to be the
V'st ; and as its execution will devolve upon a
President just elected by the people with a view
to this subject, I have no hesitation in trusting
it to him, armed with full power, and untram-
melled with terms and conditions."

It was soon ascertained in the Senate, that

the joint resolution from the House could not

pass—that unless combined with negotiation, it

would be rejected. Mr. Walker, of Mississippi,

then proposed to join the two together—the bill

of Mr. Benton and the resolution from the

House—with a clause referring it to the discre-

tion of the President to act under them as he

deemed best. It being then the end of the ses-

sion, and the new President arrived so as to be

ready to act immediately; and it being fully

believed that the execution of the bill was to

be left to liiui, the conjunction was favored by

the author of the bill, and his friends ; and the

proposal of Mr. Walker was agreed to. The
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bill was added as an amendment, and then the

whole was passed—although by a close vote

—

27 to 25, The yeas were : Messrs. Allen, Ash-

ley, Atchison, Atherton, Bagby, Benton, Brcese,

Buchanan, Colquitt, Dickinson, Dix, Fairfield,

Hannegan, Haywood, Henderson, Huger, John-

son, Lewis, McDulfie, Merrick, Nilcs, Scmplc,

Sevier, Sturgeon, Tappan, Walker, Woodbury,
—27. The nays were: Messrs. Archer, Bar-

row, Bates, Bayard, Berrien, Choate, Clayton,

Crittenden, Dayton, Evans, Foster, Francis,

Huntington, Jarnagin, Mangum, Miller, More-

head, Pearce, Phelps, Porter, Rives, Simmons,

Upham, White, Woodbridge—25. The resolve

of the House was thus passed in the Senate, and

the validity of the Missouri compromise was
asserted, and its re-enactment effected in the

Senate, as well as in the House. But the amend-

ment required the bill to go back to the House
for its concurrence in that particular, which was

found to increase the favor of the measure—an

addition of thirty-six being added to the affir-

mative vote. Carried to Mr. Tyler for his ap-

proval, or disapproval, it was immediately ap-

proved by him, with the hearty concurrence of

his Secretary of State (Mr. Calhoun), who even

claimed the passage of the measure as a triumph

of his own. And so the executive government,

in the persons of the President and his cabinet,

added their sanction to the validity of the Mis-

souri compromise line, and the full power of

Congress which it exercised, to permit or abolish

slavery in territories. This was the month of

March, 1845—so that a quarter of a century after

the establishment of that compromise line, the

dogmas of " squatter sovereignty "—" no power
in Congress to legislate upon slavery in the ter-

ritories "—and " the extension of slavery to the

territories by the self-expansioix of the consti-

tution," had not been invented. The discovery

of these dogmas was reserved for a later period,

and a more heated state of the public mind.

The bill providing for the admission of Texas

had undergone all its formalities, and became a

law on Saturday, the first day of March ; the

second was Sunday, and a dies non. Congress

met on Monday for the last day of its existence
;

and great was the astonishment of members to

hear that the actual President had assumed the

execution of the act providing for the admission

of Texas—had adopted the legislative clause

—

and sent it oflF by a special messenger for the

adoption of Texas. It waa then seen that

some senators had been cheated out of their

votes, and that the passage of the act through

the Senate had been procured by a fraud. At
least five of the senators who voted afiirma-

tively would have voted against the resolu-

tions of the House, if Mr. Benton's bill had not

been added, and if it had not been believed that

the execution of the act would be left to the

new President, and that he would adopt Mr.

Benton's. The possibility of a contrary course

had been considered, and, as it was believed,

fully guarded against. Several senators and

some citizens conversed with Mr. Polk, then in

the city, and received his assurance that he

would act on Mr. Benton's proposition, and in

carrying it into effect would nominate for the

negotiation a national commission, composed of

safe and able men of both parties, such as Mr.

Benton had suggested. Among those who thus

conversed with Mr. Polk were two (senator

Tappan, of Ohio, and Francis P. Blair, Esq., of

Washington City), who published the result of

their conversations, and the importance of which

requires to be stated in their own words : which

is here done. Mr. Tappan, writing to the edi-

tors of the New York Evening Post, says

:

"When the joint resolution declaring the

terms on which Congress will admit Texas into

the Union as a State, was before the Senate, it

was soon found that a number of the democratic

'

members who were favorable to the admission
of Texas, would vote against that resolution.

I was one of them. In this stage of the matter
it was proposed, that instead of rejecting the

House resolution, we should amend it by adding,

as an alternative proposition, tin substance of

Mr. Benton's bill to obtain Texar by negotiation.

Mr. Polk was in the city; it was understood

that he was very anxious that Congress should

act on the subject before he came into office

,

it was also understood that the proposition to

amend the House resolution originated with Mr.
Polk. It had been suggested, that, if we did so

amend the resolution, Mr. Calhoun would send

off the House resolution to Texas, and so en-

deavor to forestall the action of Mr. Polk ; but

Mr. McDuffle, his friend, having met this sug-

gestion by the declaration that he would not

have the 'audacity' to do such a thing, it was
no more thought of. One difficulty remained,

and that was the danger of putting it into the

power of Mr. Polk to submit the Ilouse resolu-

tion to TexaSi We understood, indeed, that ho

intended to submit the €enate proiiosition to

that government ; but, without being satisfied

tiiat he would do this, I would not vote for the
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losition, and in

resolution, and it was well ascertained that,

without my vote, it could not pass. Mr. Hay-
wood, who had voted with mo, and was opposed
to the House resolution, undertook to converse

with Mr. Polk on the subject, and did so. He
afterwards told me that ne was authorized by
Mr. Polk to say to myself and other senators,

that, if wo could pass the resolution with the
amendmt.'t proposed to bo made, he would not

use the Hi ise resolution, but would •^uotnit the

Senate ambndment as the sole proposition to

Texas. Upon this assurance I voted for the
amendment moved by Mr. Walker, containing

the substance of Mr. Benton's bill, and voted
for the resolution as it now stands on the statute

book."

Mr. Francis P. Blair, in a letter addressed to

Mr. Tappai', and conversing with Mr. Polk at

a different time, gives his statement to the same

effect:

" When the resolution passed by the House
of Representatives for the annexation of Texas
reached the Senate, it was ascertained that it

would fail in that body. Benton, Bagby, Dix,
Haywood, and as I understood, you also, were
opposed to this naked proposition of annexa-
tion, which necessarily brought with it the war
in which Texas was engaged with Mexico. All
had determined to adhere to the bill submitted
by Col. Benton, for the appointment of a com-
mission to arrange the terms of annexation with
Te.xas. and to make the attempt to render its

accession to our Union as palatable as possible

to Mexico before its consummation. It was
Loped that this point might be effected by giving

(as has been done in the late treaty of peace) a
pecuniary consideration, fully equivalent in value
for the territory desired by the United States,

and to which Texas could justly assert any title.

The Senate had been polled, and it was ascer-

tained that any two of the democratic senators
who were opposed to Brown's resolution, which
had passed the House, could defeat it—the
whole whig party preferring annexation by ne-
gotiation, upon Col. Benton's plan, to that of
Bro^vn. While the qucation was thus pending,
I met Mr. Brown (late Governor of Tennessee,
then a member of the House), who suggestea
that the resolution of the House, and the bill of
Col. Benton, preferred by the Senate, might be
blended, making the latter an alternative, and
leaving the President elect (who alone would
have time to consummate the measure), to act
under one or the other at his discretion. I told
Mr. Brown that I did not believe that the
democratic senators opposed to the resolution
of the House, and who had its fate in their
hands, would consent to this arrangement,
unless they were satisfied in advance by Mr.
Folk that the commission and negotiation con-
templated in Col, Benton's plan would be tried,
before that of direct legislative annexation was

resorted to. He desired me to see Colonel Ben-
ton and the friends of his proposition, submit
the suggestions he had made, and then confer
with Mr. Polk to know whether he would meet
their views. I complied ; and after several in-
terviews with Messrs. Haywood, Dix, Benton,
and others (Mr. Allen, of Ohio, using his in-
fluence in the same direction^ finding that the
two plans could be coupled and carried, if it

were understood that the pacific project was
first to be tried, I consulted the President elect
on the subject. In the conference I had with
him, he gave me^ull assurance that he would
appoint a commission, as contemplated in the
hill prepared by Col. Benton, ifpassed in con-
junction with the House resolution as an alter'
native. In the course of my conversation with
Mr. Polk, I told him that the friends of this
plan were solicitous that the commission should
be filled by distinguished men of both parties,
and that Colonel Benton had mentioned to me
the names of Crittenden and Wright, as of the
class from which it shonld be formed. Mr. Polk
responded, by declaring with an emphasis,
' that the first men of the country shoidd fiYl
the commission^' I communicated the result
of this interview to Messrs. Benton, Dix, Hay-
wood, &c. The two last met, on appointment,
to adapt the phraseology of Benton's bill, to
suit as an alternative for the resolution of the
House, and it was passed, after a very general
understanding of the course which the measure
was to take. Both Messrs. Dix and Haywood
told me they had interviews with Mr. Polk on
the subject of the communication I had reported
to them from him, and they were confirmed by
his immediate assurance in pursuing the course
which they had resolved on in consequence of
my representation of his purpose in regard to
the point on which their action depended. After
the law was passed, and Mr. Polk inaugurated,
he applied to Gen. Dix (as I am informed by
the latter), to urge the Senate to act upon one
of the suspended cabinet appointments, saying
that he wished his administration organized
immediately, as he intended the instant recall

of the messenger understood to have been des-
patched by Mr. Tyler, and to revoke his orders
given in the last moments of his power, to
thw^art the design of Congress in affording him
(Mr. Polk) the means of institutmg a negotia-
tion, with a view of bringing Texas peaceably
into the Union."

All this was perfectly satisfactory with re-

spect to the President elect ; but there might

be some danger from the actual President, or

rather, from Mr. Calhoun, his Secretary of State,

and who had over Mr. Tyler that ascendant

which it is the prerogative of genius to exercise

over inferior minds. This danger was suggested

in debate in open Senate. It was repulsed as an
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Hi f 'i\

11 I

impossiMo infamy. Such a cheat upon sonatorH,

and such an encroachment upon the rights of the

now Prosidi nt, were accountofi among the im-

possibilities: and Mr. McDuflie, a closo and

generous friend of Mr. Calhoun, speaking for

the administration, md replying to the sugges-

tiun that they might seize upon tlie act, and

execute it without regard to the Senate's amend-

ment, not only denied it for them, hut repulscf^

it in terms which implied "ripiitiali;;; if 'iv^

did. He said they would not liave the auda-

city " to do it. Mr. McDuffit- wis an honorable

man, standing close to Mr , Oalhoun ; and al-

though ho did not assume to speak by authority,

yet his indignant repulse ot the suggestion was

entirely satisfactory, and left the misgiving

senators released from apprehension on account

of Mr. Tyler's possible conduct. Mr. Robert

J. Walker also, whc had moved the conjunction

of the two mcasurfs, and who was confidential

both with the eouung in and going out Presi-

dent, assisted in allaying apprehension in the

reason he fiiv fur opposing an amendment

offered by Mr. Ephraim H. Foster, of Tennessee,

which, looking to the President's adoption of

the negotiating clause, required that ho should

make a certain ^'stipulation" in relation to

slavery, and another in relation to the public

debt. Mr. Walker objected to this proposition,

saying it was already in the bill, " and if the

Preiident proceeded prt^erly in the negotia-

tion he would act upon it^ This seemed to

be authoritative that negotiation was to be the

mode, and consequently that Mr Benton's plan

was to be adopttJ. Thus <iuieted in their ap-

prehensions, five senators voted for the act of

admission, who wjuld not otherwise have done

so , and any two of whom voting : .inst it ould

have defeated it. Mr. Polk did not despatch

a messenger to recall Mr. Tyler's envoy ; and

that omission was the only point '

• 'nplaint

against him. Mr. McDufiBe stood exempt from

all blame, known to be an honorable man speak-

ing from a generous impulsion.

Thus was Texas incorporated into the Uniot

—by a deception, and by deluding five senators

out c r their votes. It was not a barren fraud,

but ><no prolific of evil, and pregnant with

bloody fniit. It established, no far as the

United ^ itos was concerned, the state of war

with Mexico: it only wanted the acceptance

of Texas to make war tho complete legal con-

dition of the two <x)untries: and that tempta-

tion to Texas was too -^reat to be resi.sted.

She desired annexation any way : and the gov-

ernment of the United States having broken up

the armistice, and thwarted the peace prospects,

and brought upon her the danger of a now in

vaaion, she leaped at the chance of throwing the

burden of the war on the United StatOH. The

Ic'ri-'iii- r .losition sent by Mr. Tyler was

accepted : Texas became incorporated with tho

United States : by that incorporation the state

of war

—

the status belli—was established be-

.twcen tho United States and Mexico : and it

only became a question of time and chance,

when hostilities were to begin. Mr. Calhoun,

though the master spirit over Mr. Tyler, and

the active power in sending off the proposition

to Texas, was not in favor of war, and still be-

lieved, as he did when he made the treaty, that

the weakness of Mexico, and a douceur of ten

mil ions in money, would make her submit:

but there was another interc t ail along work-

ing with him, and now to supersede him in

influcnc-e, which was for war, not as an < ' ot.

but as a means—as a mean.s of getting a it.sty

providing for claims and indemnities, an'1 terri-

torial acquisitior This interest, long his ad-

junct, now became independent i^f him, and

pushed for the war; 'out it was his conduct

thii enabled this party to act ; and this point

b< :ie one of < arnest debate oetween himself

and Mr. Benton the year afterwards ; in 'lich

he was charged as being the real author ( . the

war; .ind in whi^' Mr. Benton's speech being

entirely historical, becomes a condense' view of

the whole Texas annexation question ; nd as

such; -' presented in the next chapter.
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ADMINISTRATION OF JAMES K. POLK.

I <i^i> I

CHAPTER CXLIX.

THE WAR WITH MKXICO: ITS CAUSE: CHAEaED
ON TIIK CONDUCT OF Mit, CALHOUN: MR.
BENTON'S SPEECH.

Mr. Benton : The senator from South Caro-

lina (Mr. CaP'oun) has boldly made the issue

as I the authorship of this war, and as boldly

thrown the blame of it upon the present admin-

istration. On the contrar} f believe himself

to be the author of it, and will give a part of my
leasons for believing so. In saying tuis, I do

not con idc the march to the Rio Grande to

hwe bc> tie cause of the war, any more than

T isider ilie British march upon Concord and
i gton tx) have been the cause of the Ameri-

can Re\
'

' m, or he crossing of the Rubicon

h^ Csesii, lavt bet- the cause of the civil

war iu Rome. I 11 these cases, I consider the

"iu.se8 of war as pre existing, and the marches

iS only tlti! t'ffect of these causes. I consider

the march upon the Rio Grande as being im-

fortunate, and certainly shoul ave advised

against it if I had been consuitei and that

without the least fear of dimmisl in my influ-

ence in the settlement of the Or. a question

—a fear which the senator from South Carolina

says prevented him from interposing t. .went
the war vhich he foresaw. My t.j lic . Mr.
Polk—and cxpcrienro in thui very uregon case

has confirmed it aid not authorize me to con-
^echn- that =r^ one would lot; :;Suencc with
him by giving him honest opinioi ; so I w uld
have advised against the nar( to the ilio

Grande if I had been consulted. Nor do I see

how any opinion adverso to the President's was
to have the effect of lessening his influence in

the settlement of the Oregon question. That

question was settled by us, not by tho Presi-

dent. Half the democratic senators went con-

trary to tho President's opinion, and none of

them lost influence with him on that account;

and so I can see no possible connection betwi < n
the facts of the case and the senator's reason

for not interfering to save his country from the

war which, he says, he saw. His reason to mo
is unintelligible, incomprehensible, unconnecta-

ble with the facts of the case. But the march
on the Rio Grande was not the cause of the

war; but the causes of this event, like the

causes of our own revolutionary war, were in

progress long before hostilities broke out. The
causes < f this Mexican war were long anterior

to this march ; and, in fact, every circumstance

of war then existed, excejt the aetual collision

of arms. Diplomatic intercourse had ceased
;

commerce was destroyed; fleets and armies

confronted each ^'.o: • treaties were declared

to be broken ; the cor ^ncy had occurred in

which Mexico had (", iced the existence of

war ; the incorporation of Texas, with a Mexi-

can war on her hands, had produced, in legal

contemi lation, the s/atits belli between the two
countr : and all this had occurred befor the

march upon the Rio Grande, and before tho

nenvcment of this administration, and had

pr. ^ced a state of things which it \saB impoa-

-sil, 1 continue, and which could only receive

theii -lolution from arms or negotiation. The
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march to tho Rio Ci i .tndo brought on thu col-

lision of arms ; but, bo far from being tho cause

of the war, it was itself the eflect of thcHe

causes. Tho senator from South Carolina Ih

the author of those causes, and therefore the

author of the war ; nnd this I propose to show,

at jjresent, by evidence drawn from himself

—

from his public official nets—leaving all the evi-

dence derived from other sources, from private

and unoUicial acts, for future production, if

deemed necessary.

Tho senator ttom South Carolina, In his effort

to throw the blame of tho war uji the Presi-

dent, goes no ftirther bock in lus search for

causes than to this march upon the Rio Grande

:

upon the same principle, if he wrote a histoiy

of the American Revolution, he would begin at

tho march upon Lexington and Concord, leaving

out of view the ten 3 irs' work of Lord North's

administration which caused that mai'ch to be

made. No, the march upon tho Rio Grande

was not the cause of tho war : had it not been

for pre-existing causes, the arrival of tho Ameri-

can army on tho Mexican frontier would have

been saluted with military courtesy, according

to tho usnge of all civilized nations, and with

none so much as with the Span ads. Compli-

mentary visits, dinners, and fandangos, balls

—

not cannon balls—would havo been the salutar

tion. The causes of the war are long anterior

;

and 1 begin with tho beginning, and show tho

senator from South Carolina an actor from the

first. In doing this, I am acting in defence of

the country, for the Pi-esident represents the

country. The senator from South Carolina

charges the war upon the President : the whole

opposition follow him: the bill under discus-

sion is foi^otten : crimination of the President

is now the object : and in that crimination, the

country is injured by being made to appear the

aggressor in the war. This is my justification

for defending the President, and showing the

truth that the senator, in bis manner of acquir-

ing Texas, is the true cause of the war.

The cession of Texas to Spain in 1819 is the

beginning point in the chain of causes which

have led to this war; for unless the country

had been ceded away, there could have been no

quarrel with any power in getting it back. For

a long time the negotiator of that treaty of ces-

sion (Mr. J. Q. Adams) bore all the blame of

the loss of Texas ; and his motives for giving it

away were set down to hostility to tho South

and West, and a desire to clip the wings of the

slaveholding States. At last the truth of his-

tory has vindicated itself, and has ^huwn who

wiui the true author of that mischief to tho

South and West Mr. Adanio has made a put>

lie declaration, which no one controverts, that

that cession was made in conformity to the de-

cision of Mr. Monroe's i ,ibinet, a majority of

which was slaveholding, and among them the

present senator from South Carolina, and now

the only survivor of that minority, llo docg

not contradict tho statement of Mr. Adams: he

therefore, ytands admitted the co-uuthor of that

mischief to the South luid West vvhich the ces-

sion of Texas involved, and to escape from which

it became neccf^-ary, in tho opinion of the eeior

tor from South Carolina, to get back Texas at

the expense of war with Mexico. This conduct

of the senator in giving away Texas when we

had her, and then making war to get her back,

is an enigma which ho has never yet con-

descended to explain, and which, until exphimed,

leaves him in a state of self-contradiction, whicb,

whether it impairs his own confidence in him-

self or not, must have tliu effect of destroying

the confidence of others in him, and wholly dis-

quahtics him for the office of champion uf the

slavelii (ding States. It was tho heaviest blow

they had ever received, and put an end, in fon-

juiittion with the Missouri compromise, and

the permanent location of the Iiidiuns west of

the Mississippi, to their future (growth or ex-

tension as slave States beyond the Mississippi.

The compromise, which was then in full pro-

gress, and established at the next session of

Congress, cut off the slave States from all terri-

tory north and west of Missouri, and south of

thirty-six and a half degrees of north latitude

:

tho treaty of 1819 ceded nearly all south of that

degree, comprehending not only all Texas, but

a large part of the valley of the Mississippi on

the Red River and the Arkann.' to a foreign

power, and brought a non-slaveholdiug empire

to the confines of Louisiana and ArkHnsas: the

permanent appropriation of the rest of the terri-

tory for the abode of civilized Indians swept the

little slaveholding territory west of Arkansas

and lying between the compromise line and the

cession line ; and left the slave States without

one inch of ground for their future growth.

Nothing wa« left. Even the then territory of
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Arkansas was encroached upon. A breadtii of

forty inilcH wide, iind tlirco In n-lnd lonn was

cut (ilf from her, and given to ilio ClierokccH;

and thtTC wiw not as much slrivo torrltory left

went of the MiHHiseippi as a dovo could hove

rcstt'd the boIo of lu-r foot upon. It was not

men ly n, curtailment, hut a t(.(al extinction of

hIii oholding territory ; and done at a time when
till' .Missouri controvoray was rnginK, and every

effort made by Northern abolitionists to stop

the growth of slave States.*

I come now to the direct proofs of the sena-

tor's authorship of the war; and begin with

the year 1830, and with the month of May of

that year, and with the 27tli day of that month,

and with the first rumors of tho victory of San

Jacinto. The Congress of tlio United States was

then in Bcssion : tho senator from South Carolina

was then a member of this body ; nnd, without

even waiting for the official confirmation of that

great event, he proposed at once the immediate

recognition of tho independence of Texas, and

her immediate admission into this Union. IIo

put the two propositions together—recognition

anil admission : and allowed us no further time

for tlio double vote than the few days wliich

were to intervene before tho official intelligence

of tiie victory should arrive. Hero are some
extracts from his speech on that occasion, and
which verify what I say, and show that ho was
then ready to plunge the country into the Tcxian

war with Mexico, without the slightest regard

to its treaties, its commerce, its duties, or its

character.

(The extracts.)

Here, then, is the proof of the fact that, ten

ears ago, and without a word of explanation

with Mexico, or any request from Texas—with-

out tl\e least nolicu to the American people, or

time for deliberation among ourselves, or any
regard to existing commerce—he was for plung-
ing us into instant war with Mexico. I say, in

stant war ; for Mexico and Texas were then in

open war; and to incorporate Texas, was to in-

At tho presidential election of 1824, the Northern States
voted pretty much In a body for Mr. Calhoun, hs Vice-Presi-

dent, giving him near the same vote whi'jh the ^ave Mr.
Adams fur President. Thus

:

I'or itr. Adame. TorMr. Calhoun.
3 . . . T

. . 16 ... 16

. . 4 . . . 8

. . 7 ... 7
26 . . . 29

New Tlampshlfr,
Massachusetta,
Kbude Island, .

Vermont,
New York,

Vol II.—41

corporate the war at the same time. All thi«

tho senator was then for, immediately after his

own grattiitouH cessiou of Texas, and long lit-

foro the invention of tho London abolition plot

came so opportunely to his aid. Promptness
and unanimity were then his watchwords. Im-
mediate action—action before Congress adjourn-

ed—was his demand. No delay. Delays were
dangerou.s. Wo must vote, and vote unani-

mously, and promptly. I well remember tho

senator's look and attitude on that occasion

—

the fixedness of his look, and the magisteriality

of his attitude. It was such as he cften favors

us with, esiMicially when ho is in a " crisis," and
brings forward something which ought to be
instantly and unanimously rejected—as when
he brought in his string of abstractions on
Thursday last. So it was in l8aG—prompt and
unanimous ai lion, and a look to put down oppo-
sition. But tho Senate was not looked dowii in

1830. They promptly and unanimously refused

the senator's motion ! and the crisis and the dan-
ger—good-natured souls !—immediately post-

poned themselves until wanted for another occa-

sion.

Tho peace of the country was then saved

}

but it was a respite only ; and the speech of the

senator from South Carolina, brief as it was, be-

comes momentous as foreshadowing every thing

that has subsequently taken place in relation to

the admission of Texas. In this brief speech

we have the shadows of all future movements,
coming in procession—in advance of the events..

In the significant intimation, qualified with the

if "the Texiana prude/fly managed their

affairs, they {the Senate) might soon be called

upon to decide the question ofadmission." In
that pregnant and qualified intimation, there

was a vi.«ible doubt that the Texians might not

be prudent enough to manage their own afiairsj,

and might require help ; and also a visible feel-

ing of that paternal guardianship which after-

ward assumed the management of their affairs

for them. In tho admonitions to unanimity,

there was that denunciation of any difl'erence

of opinion which after ards displaj^ed itself in

the ferocious hunting down of all who opposed

the Texas treaty. In the reference to southern

slavery, and annoyance to slave property from

Texas, we have the germ of the " self-defence "

letter, and the first glimpse of the abolition plot

of John Andrews, Ashbel Smith, Lord Aber-

14 (

r^'
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deen—I beg pardon of Lord Aberdeen for nam-

ing him in such a connection—and the World's

Convention, with which Mexico, Texas, and the

United States were mystified and bamboozled

in April, 1844. And, in the interests of the

manufacturing and navigating States of the

north and east, as connected with Texas admis-

sion, wc have the text of all the communica-

tions to the agent. Murphy, and of all the let-

ters and speeches to which the Texas question,

seven years afterwards, gave rise. We have all

these subsequent events here shadowed forth.

And now, the wonder is, why all these things

were not foreseen a little while before, when

Texas was being ceded to a non-slaveholding

empire 7 and why, after being so imminent and

deadly in May, 1836, all these dangers suddenly

went to sleep, and never waked up again until

1844 ? These are wonders ; but let us not an-

ticipate questions, and let us proceed with the

narrative.

The Congress of 1836 would not admit Texas.

The senator from South Carolina became pa-

tient : the Texas question went to sleep ; and

for seven good years it made no disturbarce.

It then woke up, and with a suddenness and

violence proportioned to its long repose. Mr.

Tyler was then President : the senator f'-om

South Carolina was potent under his adminis-

tration, and soon became his Secretary of State.

All the springs of intrigu- and diplomacy were

immediately set in motion to resuscitate the

Texas question, and to re-invest it with all the

dang'>rs and alanns which it had worn in 1836.

Passii-g over all the dangers of annoyance from

Texas as possibly non-slaveholding, foreseen

by the senator in 1836, and not foreseen by him

in 1819, with all the need for guardianship then

foreshadowed, and all the arguments then sug-

gested : all these immediately developed them-

selves, and intriguing agents traversed earth

and sea, from Washington to Texa.s, and from

London to Mexico ;—passing over all this, as

belonging to a class of evidence, not now to be

used, I come at once to the letter of the 17th

of January, from the Texian minister to Mr.

Upshur, the American Secretary of State ; and

the answer to that letter by Mr. Calhoun, of

April llth of the same year. They are both

vital in this case ; and the first is in these words

:

(Tlie letter.)

This letter reveals the true state of the Texian

question in January, 1844, and the conduct of

all parties in relation to it. It prescnta Texas

and Mexico, weary of the war, reposing under

an armiEllce, and treating for peace; Great

Britain and France acting the noble part of ,?.<v

diators, and endeavoring to make peace: our

own government secretly intriguing for annex-

ation, acting the wicked part of mischief-makers,

and trying to renew the war ; and the issue of

its machinations to be unsuccessful unless the

United States should be involved in the re-

newed hostilities. That was the question ; and

the letter openly puts it to the American Sec-

retary of State. The answer to that question,

in my opinion, should have been, that the Pres-

ident of the United States did not know of the

armistice and the peace negotiations at the time

that he propose J to Texas to do an act ^vhich

would be a perfidious vioiition of those sacred

engagements, and bring upon herself the scourge

cf renewed invasion and the stigma of perfidy

—that he would not have made such a proposal

for the whole round world, if he had known of

the armistice and the peace negotiations—that

he wished success to the peace-makers, both for

the sake of Mexico and Texas, and because

Tjxas could then come into the Union without

the least interruption to our friendly, commer-

cial, and social relations with our sister repuMic

of Mexico; and that, as to secretly lending the

army and navy of the United States to Texas

to fight Mexico while we were at peace with

her, it would be a crime against God, and man,

and our own constitution, for which heads

might be brought to the block, if presidents

and their secretaries, like constitutional kings

and ministers, should be held capitally respon-

sible foi capital crimes. This, in my opinion,

should have been the answer.

Mr. Nelson refused to lend the army and

navy, because to do so was to violate our own

constitution. This is very constitutional and

proper langr^uge : and if it had not been re-

versed, there would have been no war with

Mexico. But it was reversed. Soon after it

was written, the present senator from South

Carolina took the chair of the Department of

State. Mr. Pinckney Henderson, whom Mr.

Murphy mentions as coming on w *h full pow-

ers, on the faith of the pledge he b d given, ar-

rived also. an<l found that pledge; entirely can-

celled by Mr. Tyler's answer thj-ough Mr. Nel-
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Bon ; and he utterly refused to treat. The new

secretary was in a strait ; for time was short,

and Te^as must be had ; and Messrs. Hender-

son and Van Zandt would not even begin to

treat without a renewal of the pledge given by

Jlr. Murphy. That had been cancelled in writ-

ing, and the cancellation had gone to Texas, and

had been made on high constitutional ground.

The new secretary was profuse of verbal assur-

ances, and even permitted the ministers to take

down his words in writing, and read them over

to him, as was shown by the senator from

Texas (General Houston) when he spoke on

this subject on Thursday last But verbal as-

surances, or memoranda of conversations, would

not do. The instructions under which the min-

isters acted required the pledge to be in writing,

and properly signed. The then President, pre-

sent senator from Texas, who had been a law-

yer in Tennessee before he went to Texas,

seemed to look upon it as a case under the

statute of frauds and perjuries—a sixth case

added to the five enumerated in that statute

—

in which the promise is not valid, unless re-

duced to writing, and signed by the person to

be charged therewith, or by some other person

duly authorized by him to sign for him. The

Grmness of the Texian ministers, under the in-

structions of President Houston, prevailed

;

and at last, and after long delay, the secretary

wrote, and signed the pledge which Murphy
had given, and in all the amplitude of his origi-

nal promise.

The promise was clear and explicit to lend

the army and navy to the President of Texas,

to fight the Mexicans while they weve at peace

with us. That was *he point—at peace with

us. Mr. Calhoun's assumpsit was clear and

explicit to that point; for the cases in which

they were to fight were to be before the ratifi-

aition of the treaty by the Senate, and conse-

quently before Texas should be in our Union,

and could be constitutionally defended as a

part of it. And, that no circumstance of con-

tradiction or folly slwuld be wanting to crown
this plot of crime and imbecility, it so happened

that on the same day that our new secretary

here was giving his written assumpsit to lend

the army and navy to fight Mexico while we
were at peace with her, the agent Murphy was
communicating to the Texian government, in

Texas, the refusal of Mr. Tyler, through Mr.
Nelson, to do so, because of its unconstitution-

ality.

In conformity with the secretary's letter of

April 11th, detachments of the army and navy

were immediately sent to the frontiers of Texas,

and to the coast of Jlexico. The senator from

South Carolina, in his colloquy vdth the senar

tor from Texas (General Houston), on Thuri-

day last, seemed anxious to have it understoofl

that these land and naval forces were not to re-

pel Invasions, but only to report them to our

government, for its report to Congi'ess. The
paper read by the senator from Texas, consist-

ing of our secretary's words, taken down in his

presence, and read over to him for his correc-

tion by the Texian ministers, establishes the

contrary , and shows that the repulse of the in-

vasion was in the mean time to be made. And
in fact, any other course would have been a

fraud upon the promise. For, if the invasion

had to be made known at Washington, and the

sense of Congress taken on the question of re-

pelling it, certainly, in the mean time, the mis-

chief would have been done—the invasion would

have been made ; and, therefore, to be consist-

ent with himself the President in the mean

time was bound to repel the invasion, without

waiting to heai' w hat Congress would say about

it. And this is what he himself tells us in his

two messages to the Senate, of the 15th and

31st of May, doubtless written by his Secreta-

ry of State, and both avowing and justifying his

intention to fight Jlexico, in case of invasion,

while the treaty of annexation was depending,

without awaiting the action of Congress.

(The message.)

Here are the avowals of the fact, and the rea-

sons for it—that honor required us to fight for

Texas, if we intrigued her into r war. I admit

that would be a good reason between indi-

viduals, and in a case where a big bully should

involve a little fellow iu the fight again after he

had got himscii parted ; but not so between na-

tions, and under our constitution. The en-

gagement to fight Jk'xico for Texas, while we

were at peace with Mexico, was to make war

with Mexico !—a piece of business which be-

longed to the Congress, and which should have

been referred to them ! and which, on ti»e con-

trary, was concealed from them, though ia bo

'%

m
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Bion, and present ! and the fact only found out

after the troops had marched, and then by dint

of calls from the Senate.

The proof is complete that the loan of the

land and naval forces was to fight Mexico while

we were at peace with her ! and this becomes a

great turning point in the history of this war.

Without this pledge given by our Secretary of

State—without his reversal of Mr. Tyler's first

decision—there could have been no war

!

Texas: and Mexico would have made peace, and

then annexation would have followed of itself.

The victor of San Jacinto, who had gone forth

and recovered by the sword, and erected into a

new republ' J the beautiful domain given away

by our secretarj' in 1819, was at the head of

the Texas government, and was Kucccssfully and

honorably conducting his coimtry to peace and

acknowledged independence. If let alone, he

would have accomplished his object ; for he had

already surmounted the great difficulty of the

fi.st step—the armistice and the commence-

ment of peace negotiations ; and under the

powerful mediation of Great Britain and

France, the establishment of peace was certain.

A heavenly benediction rests upon the labors

of the peacemaker ; and what is blessed of God

must succeed. At all events, it does not lie in

the mouth of any man—and least of all, in the

mouth of the mischief-maker—to say that the

peaceful mediation would not have succeeded.

It was the part of all men to have aided, and

wished, and hoped for success ; and had it not

been for our secretary's letter of April 11th,

authentic facts warrant the assertion that Texas

and Mexico would have made peace in the

spring of 1844. Then Texas would have come

into this Union as naturall}', and as easily, and

with as little offence to any body, as Eve went

into Adam's bosom in the garden of Eden.

There would have been no more need for in-

triguing politicians to get her in, by plots and

tricks, than there was for some old hag of a

match-making beldame, with her arts and al-

lurements, her philters and her potions, to get

Eve into Adam'.s bosom. And thus, the break-

ing up of the peace negotiations becomes tlic

great tiiniins; point of the problem of the Mexi-

can war.

The pledge of the 11th of April Ix.ing signed.

the treaty wa« gigned, and being communicated

to the Senate, it was rejected : and the great

reason for the rejection was that the ratification

of the treaty would have been war with Mexi-

co ! an act which the President and Senate to-

gether, no more than President Tyler and his

Secretary of State together, had the power to

make.

The treaty of annexation was signed, and in,

signing it the secretary knew that he had made

war with Mexico. No less than three formal

notices were on file in the Department of State,

in which the Mexican government solemnly de-

clare! that it would consider annexation as

equivalent to a declaration of war ; and it was

in allusion to these notices that the Secretary

of State, in his notification to Mexico of the

signature of the treaty, said it had been signed

IN FULL VIEW OF ALL POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES!

meaning war as the consequence ! At the same

time, he suited the action to the word ; he sent

off detachments of the army and navy, and

placed them imder the command of President

Houston, and made him the judge of the emer-

gencies and exigencies in which they were to

fight. This authority to the President of Texas

was continued in full force until after the rejec-

tion of the treaty, and then only modified by

placing the American diplomatic agent in Texas

between President Houston and the naval and

military commanders, and making him the me-

dium of communication between a foreign Pres-

ident and our forces ; but the forces themselves

were not withdrawn. They remained on the

Texian and Mexican frontier, waiting for the

exigencies and emergencies in which they were

to fight. During all that time a foreign Presi-

dent was commander-in-chief of a large detach-

ment of the army and navy of the United

States. "Without a law of Congress—without

a nomination from the President and confir-

mation by the Senate—without citizenship—

without the knowledge of the American people

—he was president-genersl of our land and sea

forces, made so by the senator from South Caro-

lina, with authority to fight them against Mex-

ico with whom we were at peace—an office and

authority rather above that of lieutenant-gen-

eral !—and we are indebted to the forbearance

and prudence of President Houston for not in-

curring the war in 1844, which fell upon us ia

1840. This is a point—this secret and Ia\vk»s

appointmept of this president-general to make

war upon Mexico, while we were at peace with
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her—on which I should like to hear a constitu-

tional argument from the senator from South

Carolina, showing it to be constitutional and

proper, and that of the proposed lieutenant-

general unconstitutional and improper; and

upon which he has erected himself into the

foreman of the grand-jury of the whole Ameri-

can people, and pronounced a unanimous ver-

dict for them before he had time to hear from

the ten-thousaudth part of them.

The treaty was rejected by the Senate ; but

so apprehensive was the senator of immediate

war, that, besides keeping the detachments of

the army and navy at their posts, a messenger

was despatched with a deprecatory letter to

Jlexico, and the offer of a large sum of money

(ten millions of dollars) to purchase peace from

her, by inducing her to treat for a boundary

which would leave Texas within our limits.

This was rejwrt : and I would not mention it,

if the senator was not present to contradict it,

if not correct. Report at the time said from

five to ten millions of dollars : from one of Mr.

Shannon's letters, we may set it down at ten

millions. Be it either sum, it will show that

the senator was then secretly willing to pay an

immense sum to pacify ilcxico, although he now

declares that he does not know how he will

vote ill relation to the three millions responsi-

bly asked by Mr. Polk.

The secretary knew that he had made war

with Mexico—that in accepting the gage three

times laid down, he had joined an issue which

tiiat compound of Celtic and Roman blood,

called Spanish, would redeem. I knew it, and

said it on this floor, in secret session—for I did

not then choose to say it in public—that if

there was but one man of that blood in all

Mexico, and he no bigger than General Tom
Thumb, he would fight. Senators >yill recollect

it. [Jlr. Mangum nodded assent.j

I now come to the last act in this tragedy of

errors—the alternative resolutions adopted by
Congress in the last days of the session of 1844

-'45, and in the last moments of Mr. Tyler's

administration. A resolve, single and absolute,

for the admission of Texas as a State of this

Union, had been made by the House of Repre-

sentatives ; it came to this body ; and an alter-

native roaoiuliou Was added, subject to the

ciioice of the President, authorizing negotia-

tions for the admission, and appropriating one

hundred thousand dollars to defray the ex-

penses of these negotiations. A senator fronj

North Carolina, not now a member of this

body, but who I have the pleasure to see sit-

ting near me (Mr. Haywood), knows all about

that alternative resolution ; and his country

owes him good thanks for his labors about it.

It was considered by every body, that the

choice between these resolutions belonged to

the new President, who had been elected with

a special view to the admission of Texas, and

who was already in the city, awaiting the morn-

ing of the 4th of March to enter upon the exe-

cution of his duties ; and upon wliose adminis-

tration ail the evils ol a mistake in the choice

of these resolutions were to fall.. We all ex-

pected the question to be left open to the new
President ; and so strong was that expectation,

and so strong the feeling against the decency or

propriety of interference on the part of the ex-

piring administration, to snatch this choice out

of the hands of Mr. Polk, that, on a mere sug-

gestion of the possibility of such a proceeding^

in a debate on this floor, a senator s+andmg in

the relation personally, and politically, and lo-

cally to feel for the honor of the then Secretary

of State, declared they would not have the au-

dacity to 00 it. Audacity was his word : and

that was the declaration of a gentleman of honor

and patriotism, no longer a member of this

body, but who has the respect and best wishes

of all who ever knew him. I speak of Mr.

McDuflie, and quote his words as heard at tho

time, and as since printed and published by

others. Mr. McDuffie was mistaken! They

did have the audacity ! They did do it, or

rather, he did it (looking at Mr. Calhoun) ; for

it is incontestable that Mr. Tyler was nothing,

ip any thing that related to the Texas question,

from the time of the arrival of his last S^'cretar

ry of State. His last act, in relation to Texas,

was the answer which Mr. Nelson gave for him

through the agent. Murphy, denying his right

to lend our forces to the President of Texas to

fight the Mexicans while we were at peace with

them : the reversal of that answer by his new

secretary was the extinction of his power over

the Texas question. He, the then Secretary of

State, the present senator from South Carolma,

to wiioiii I addi'css my self, did it. On Bundayj

the second day of Ma'-ch—that day which pre-

ceded the last day of his authority—and ou that

'I'
'}

ill

m
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day, sacred to peace—the conncil sat that acted

on the resohitions—and in the darkness of a

night howling with the storm, and hattling with

the elements, as if HeaTcn warred upon the

audacious act (for well do I rcmemhcr it), the

fatal messenger was sent off which carried the

selected resolution to Texas. The exit of the

secretary from office, and the start of the mes-

senger from Washington, were coetancous

—

twin acts—which ooine together, and will be

remembered together. The net was then done :

Texas was admitted : all the consequences of

admission were incurred—and especially that

consequence which Mr. de Bocanegra had de-

nounces!, and which our secretary had accepted

—WAR. The state of war was established

—

the status belli was created—and that by the

operation of our own constitution, as well as

by the final declaration of Mexico : for Texas

ihen being admitted into the Union, the war

with her extended to the whole Union ; and

the duty of protecting her, dcTolved upon the

President of the United States. The selection

of the absolute resolution exhausted our action :

the alternative resolution for negotiation was

defunct : the only mode of admission was the

absolute one. and it made war. The war was

made to Mr. Polk's hands : his administration

cftme into existence with the war upon its

hand?, and under tit constitutional duty to

protect Texps at the expense of war with Mex-

ico : and to that point, all events rapidly tended.

The Mexican niinistei-, General Almonte, who

had returned to Vv^ashington city after the re-

jection of the treaty of annexation, demanded

his passpoits, and left the United States. The

land forces which had been advincod to the Sa-

bine, were further advanced to t "-rpus Christi

;

the Mexican troops moved towards the Rio

Grande : ihe fleet which remained at Vera

Cruz, continued there : commerce died out

:

the citiaens of each country '* the other, a?

far as they could: angry Ucuunciations filled

the press of each country : and wh 'n a ministc-

was fent from the United States, his rt-cept'on

was refused. The state of war existed legally

:

all the cireumstancfB of war, except the single

circumstance cf bloodshed, existed at the acics-

sioa of Mr. Polk ; and the two couatrios, Mexi-

co and the ( aited States, stood m a reiatiou to

each oth^T impossible to bo continued. The

march upon the Rio Grande brought on the

conflict—made the collision of arms—but iiot

the war. The war was prepared, organized,

established by the Secretary of State, before he

left the department. It was his legacy to the

democracy, and to the Polk administration—his

last gift to them, in the moment of taking a

long farewell. And now he sets up for a man

of peace, and throws all the blame of war upon

Mr. Polk, to whom he bequeathed it.

Cicero says that Antony, flying from Rome

to the camp of Csesar in Cisalpine Gaul, was

the cause of the civil war which followed—as

much so as Helen was of the Trojan war. Ut

IJe'ena Trojanis. sic iste huic reipublica coit-

sa belli—causa pestis atque exitii fuit. He

says that that flight put an end to all chance

of accommodation ; closed the door to all con-

ciliation ; broke up the plans of all peaceable

men ; and by inducing Caesar to break up his

camp in Gaul, and march across the Rubicon,

lit up the flames of civil war in Italy. In like

manner, I say that the flight of the winged mes-

senger from this capital on the Sunday niflii

before the 3d of Mp.rch, despatched by the tlien

Secretary of State, in the expiring momcut of

his power, and bearing his fatal choice to tlie

capital of Texas, was the direct cause of the

war with Mexico in which we are now engaged.

Like the flight of Antony, it broke up the plans

cf all peaceable men, slammed the door upon

negotiations, put an end to all chance for accom-

modation, broke up the camp on the Sabine,

si-nt the troops towards Mexico, and lit up the

war. Like Antony and Helen, he made the

war; unlike Antony, he does not stand toil;

but, copying rather the conduct of the para-

mour of Helen, he flies from the conflict he has

provoked ! and, worse than Pans, he endeavors

to drnw along with him, in his own unhappy

flight, the whole American host. Paris fled

alone at the sight of Menelaus : the senator

from Soutii Carolina urges us all to fly at the

sight of Santa Anna. And, it may be, that

worse than Paris again, he may refuse to re-

turn to the field. Paris went back under the

keen reproach of Hector, and tried to fight

:

" For tbee the Bolilicr blc«il9, the matron iiiourna,

And wasteful w»r in all Its fury biirna,"

Stung with this just and kei.-u rebuke- -this

vivid pictare of tho ruin he had made—Paris

returned to the field, and tried to fight :
am
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now it remains to be seen whether the senator

from South Carolina can do the same, on the

view of the ruin which he has made : and, if

not whether ho cannot, at least, cease to ob-

struct the arms of others—cease to labor to in-

volve the whole army in his own unmanly re-

treat.

Upon the evidence now given, drawn from

his public official acts alone, ho stands the un-

disputed author and architect of that calamity.

History will so write him down. Inexorable

History, with her pen of iron and tablets of

brass, will so write him down : and two thou-

sand years hence, and three thousand years

hence the boy at his lesson shall learn it in

the book, that as Helen was the cause of the

Trojan, and Antony the cause of the Roman

civil war, and Lord North made the war of the

Revolution, just so certainly is John C. Cal-

houn the author of the present war between the

United States and Mexico.

He now sets up for the character of pacifica-

tor—with what justice, let the further fact pro-

claim which I now expose. Three hundred

newspapers, in the summer of 1844, in the pay

of the administration and Department of State,

spoke the sentiments of the Department of

State, and pursued as traitors to the United

States all who were for the peaceable annexa-

tion of Texas by settling the boundary line of

Texas with Mexico simultaneously with the an-

nexation. Here is the instruction under which

the *hree hundred acted

:

" As the conductor of the official journal here,

he has requested me to answer it (your letter),

which request I comply with readily. With

regard to the course of your paper, you can

take the tone of the administration from the

* * * *
. I think however, and would

recorameud that you woidd confine yourself to

attacks upon Benton, showing that he has allied

himself with the whigs on the Texas question.

Ouote Jackson's letter on Texas, where he de-

.nrnxs all those as traitors to the country who
vpoose the treaty. Apply it to Benton. Pro-

claim that Benton, by attacking Mr. Tyler and

his friends, and driving them from the party, is

aiding the election o*" ',": "V.-y; and charge him
with doing this to dvv'v L Air. Polk, and insure

himself the succe.s'.ior, h.i 1848 ; and claim that

full justice be dc-.f +a' the acts and motives of

John Tyle'. by i;,.- loaders. Harp upon these

strings. l)o not propose the union ;
' it is the

business of the democrats to do this, and ar-

range it to our perfect satisfaction,' / quote

here from our leading fiond at the South,

Such is the course whi< h I recommend, and

which you can pursue or not, acconling to your

real attachment to the administration. Look

out for my loader of to-morrow as an indicator,

and regard this letter as of the most strict and

inviolate confidence of character."

I make no comment on this letter, nor read

the other parts of it : a time will come for that.

It is an original, and will keep, and will prove

itself. I merely read a paragraph now, to show

with what justice the person who was in the

Department of State when these three hundred

newspapers in its pay were thus attacking the

men of peace, now sets up for the character of

pacificator 1

Mr. Calhoun. Does he intend to say that I

ever wrote such a letter ?

Mr. Benton. I read it. I say nothing.

Mr. Calhoun. I never wrote such a letter

as that

!

Mr. Benton

Mr. Calhoun

I have not said so.

I take this occasion to say

that I never exercised the slightest influence

over that paper. I never had the slightest con-

nection with it. I never was a subscriber to it,

and I very rarely read it.

Mr. Benton. It was the work of one of the

organs of the administration, not John Jones,

not the Madisonian ; and the instruction was

followed by three hundred newspapers in the

pay of the Department of State.

I have now finished what I proposed to say,

at this time, in relation to the authorship of this

war. I confine myself to the official words and

acts of the senator, and rely upon them to show

that he, and not Mr. Polk, is the author of this

calamity. But, while thus presenting him as

the author of the war, I do not believe that war

was his object, but only an incident to liis object

;

and that all his conduct in relation to tho admis-

sion of Texas refers itself to the periods of our

presidential elections, and to some connection

with those elections, and explains his activity

and inactivity on those occasions. Thus, in

May, 1 8;50, when he was in such hot and violent

haste for immediate admission, the election of

that year was impending, and Mr. Van Burcn

the democratic candidate; and if tho Texas

question could then have been brought up, he

might have been shoved aside jusit as easily as

he was afterwards, in 1844. This may explun
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his activity in 1836. In 1840, tho senator from

South Carolina was a sort of a supporter of Mr.
Van Buren, and might have thought that one

good turn deserves another; and so nothing

was said about Texas at that flection—danger-

ous as was the least delay four years before

;

and this may explain the inactivity of 1840.

The election of 1844 wp-s coming on, and the

senator from South Carolina was on the turf

himself; and then tho Texas question, with all

its dangers and alarms, which had so accommo-
datingly postponed themselves for seven good
years, suddenly woke up ; and with an activity

and vigor proportioned to its long repose. In-

stant admission, at all hazards, and at the ex-

pense of renewing hostilities between Mexico
and Texas, and involving the United States in

them, became indispensable—necessary to our

own salvation—a clear case of self-defence ; and

then commenced all those machinations which

ended in the overthrow of Mr. Van Buren and
Mr. Clay for the presidency, and in producing

the present war with Mexico; but without

making the senator President. And this may
explain his activity in 1844. Now, another

presidential election is approaching ; and if there

is any iiuth in the rule whicli interprets certain

gentlemen's declarations by their contraries, he

will be a candidate again : and this may explain

the reasons of the production of that string of

resolutions which the senator laid upon the table

last week ; and upon which he has required us

to vote instantly, as he did in the sudden Texas

movement of 183G, and with the same magiste-

rial look and attitude. The Texas slave ques-

tion has gone by—the Florida slave question

has gone by—there is no chance for it now in

any of its old haur>*s : hence the necessity for

a new theatre of agi ion, even if we have to go

R.S far as California for it, and before we have

got California And thus, all the senator's con-

duct in relation to Texas, though involving his

country in war, may have had no other object

than to govern a presidential election.

Our northern friends have exceeded my hopes

and expectations in getting themselves and the

Union safe tlirough the Texas and Florida slave

questions, and are entitled to a little repose.

So fa:- from that, they are now to be plunged

into a California slave quootion, ioiig before it

could arise of itself, if ever. Tho string of reso-

lutions laid on tho tiible by the senator from

South Carolina is to raise a new slave question

on the borders of tho Pacific Ocean, which, upon
his o\vn principles, cannot soon occur, if ever.

lie will not take the country by conquest only

by treaty—and that treaty to be got by Kittinf;

out tho Mexicans on a line of occupation. At
the same time, he shows that he knows that

Spanish blood is good at that game, and shows

that they sat it out, and fought it out, for 800

years, against tho Mooi's occupying half their

country. By-the-by, it was only 700 ; but that

is enough ; one hundred years is no object in

such a matter. The Spaniards held out 700

years against the Moors, holding half their

country, and 300 against the Visigoths, occupy.

ing the half of the other half; and, what is

more material, whipped them both out at the

end of the time. This is a poor chance for Cali-

fornia on the senator's principles. His five

regiments would bf; whipped out in a fraction

of the time ; but no matter ; men contend more

violently for nothing than for something, and if

he can get up a California slave question now
it will answer all tho purposes of a reality, even

if the question should never arise in point of

fact.

The Senator from South Carolina has been

wrong in all this business, from beginning to

ending—wrong in 1810, in giving away Texas-
wrong in 183G, in his sudden and hot haste to

get her back—wrong in all his machinations for

bringing on the Texas question jf 1844—wrong
in breaking up the armistice and peace negotia-

tions between Mexico and Texas—wrong in

secretly sending the army and navy to figlit

Mexico whUe we were at peace with her—wrong
in secretly appointing the President of Texas

president-general of the army and navy of the

United States, with leave to fight them against

a power with whom we were at peace—wrong
in writing to Mexico that he took Texas in view

of all possible consequences, meaning war-
wrong in secretly oifering Mexico, at the same

time, ten millions of dollars to hush up the war

which he had created—wrong now \.i refusing

Mr. Polk three millions to aid in getting out of

the war which lie made—wrong in throwing

the blame of this war of his own making upon

the shoulders of Mr. Polk—wrong in i is retreat

and occupation line of policy—wrong in expel-

ling old Fatiier Kitcliie from the Senate, who

worked .so hard for him during the Texas an-

i I
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nexation—and more wrong now than ever, in

that string of resolutions which he has laid

upon the table, and in which, as Syli'. saw in

the young Cffisar many Mariuses, so ao I pee in

them many nullifications.

In a picture of so many and such dreadful

errors, it is hard to specify the worst, or to dwell

upon any one to the exclusion of the rest ; but

there is one feature in this picture of enormi-

ties which seems entitled to that distinction

;

1 u'ludo to the pledge upon which the armistice

and the peace negotiations between Mexico and

Texas were broken up in 1844, and those two

countries put back into a state of war, and our-

selves involved in the contest. The story is

briefly told, and admits of no dispute. The let-

ter of 17th of January is the accusing record,

from which there is no escape. Its awful words

cannot be read now without freezing up the

blood :
" It is known to you that an armistice

exists between Mexico and Texas, and that ne-

gotiations for peace are now going on under the

mediation of two powerful sovereigns, mutually

friendly. If we yield to your solicitation to be

annexed to the United States, under these cir-

cumstances, we shall draw upon ourselves a

fresh invasion from Mexico, incur the imputa-

tion of bad faith, and lose the friendship and

respect of the two great mediating powers.

Now, will you, in the event of our acceding to

your request, stef l.-^tweon us and Mexico and

take the war off our t., < 3?" This was the

letter, and the terrible question with which it

concluded. Mr. Upshur, to whom it was ad-

dressed, gave it no answer. In the forty dsty^

that his life was spared, he gave it no inswer.

Mr. Nelson, his temporary successor, g' ve i^ an

answer ; and, speaking for the President oj* th

United States, positively refused to take am .
^-

tion on the awful terms proposed. This answer

was sent to Texas, and put an end to all negotia-

tion for annexation. The senator from South

Carolina came into the Department of State, pro-

cured the reversal of the President's decision,

and gave the pledge to the whole extent that

Texas asked it. Without, in the least denying

the knowledge of the armistice, and the negotia-

tions for peace, and all the terrible consequences

which were to result from their breach, he ac-

cepts the whole, and gives the fata! pledge which

his predecessors had refused : and follows it up

by sending our troops and ships to light a people

with whom we were at peace—the whole veiled

by the mantle of secrecy, and pretexted by mo-

tives as unfounded as they were absurd. Now.
what says morality and Christianity to this con-

duct? Certainly, if two individuals were en-

gaged in strife, and two others should part them,

and put them under an agreement to submit to

an amicable settlement : and while the settle-

ment was going on, another man, lying behind

a hedge, should secretly instigate one of the par-

ties to break off the agreement and renew the

strife, and promise to take the fight off his hands

if he did : what would morality and Christianity

say to this ? Surely the malediction of all good

men would fall upon the man who had interfered

to renew the strife. And if this would be the

voice of all good mcu h the case of mere indi-

viduals, what would it be when the strife was

between ^ ations, and when the renewal of it was

to involve a third nation in the contest, and such

a war as we now have with our sister republic

of Mexico ? This is the feature which stands

out in the awful picture : this is the question

which now presents itself to the moral sense of

the civilized world, in judging the conduct of

the senator from South Carolina in writing that

letter of the 11th of April, 1844, aggravated by

now throwing upon another the blame of a war

for which he then contracted.

CHAPTER CL.

MR. "OLK'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS, AND CABINET.

Tins was the longest address of the kind which

had yet been delivered, and although condemned

by its nature to declarations of general princi-

ples, there were some topics on which it dwelt

with more particuhirity. The blessings of the

Union, and the necessity of its preservation

were largely enforced, and not without point,

considering recent manifestations. Our title to

the Oregon Territory was asserted as clear and

indisputable, and tho determination avowed to

protect our settlers there. The sentiments were

good, but the necessity or propriety of avowing

them so tiositivolVi wos ouite (iiiostionnhlo. see-

ing that this title was then a subject of negotia-

tion with Great Britain, upon tho harmony of
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which a declaration so positive might have an
ill effect: and in fact did. The return voice

from London was equally positive on the other

side ; and the inevitability of war became the

immediate cry. The passage by Congress of the

Texas annexation resolution was dwelt upon
with great exultation, and the measure con-

sidered as consummated from the real disposi-

tion of Texas for the measure, and her great

desire to get a partner in the war with Mexico,

which would take its expenses and burdens ofl'

her hands.

The cabinet ministers were nominated and
confirmed the same day—the Senate, as always,

being convened on the 4th day of March for that

purpose : James Buchanan, of Pennsylvania,

Secretary of State ; Robert J. Walker, of Mis-
sissippi, Secretary of the Treasury ; William L.

Marcy, of New York, Secretary at War ; George
Bancroft, of Massachusetts, Secretary ol the

Navy ; Cave Johnson, of Tennessee, Postmaster-

general
; John Y. Mason, of Virginia, Attorney-

general. The last was the only one retained

of the late cabinet. Mr. Calhoun expected to

be, and desired it, to prosecute, as he said, the

Oregon negotiations, which he had commenced

;

and also to continue a certain diplomatic cor-

resjiondence with France, on the subject of sla-

very, which he opened through Wm. R. King-
greatly to the puzzle of the King, Louis Phil-

lippc, and his ministers. In place of the State

Department he was offered the mission to Lon-
don, which he refused; and the same being
offered to his friend, Mr. Francis W. Pickens, it

was refused by him also : and the word became
current, and was justified by the event, that
neither Mr. Calhoun, nor any of his friends,

would take oflBce under this administration. In
other respects, there was some balk and change
after the cabinet had been agreed ujwn—which
was done in Tennessee. General William 0.
Butler, the particular friend of General Jackson,
had been brought on to receive the place of
Secretary at War. lie came in company with
the President elect, at his special request, from
Louisville, Kentucky, and was not spared to

stop at his own house to get his wardrobe,
though in sight of it : he was thrown out by the
effect of a circuitous arrangement of whict Mr.
Puik was the dupe, and hiniseif ihu victim, in
the original cast of the cabinet, Mr. Silas Wright,
Jic Governor elect of New York, and to whom

Mr. Polk was indebted for his election, was to

be Secretary of the Treasury. It was offered to

him. He refused it, as he did all office : it was
then intended for Mr. Azariah Flagg, the able

and incorruptible comptroller of New York the

friend of Wright and Van Buren. He was su-

perseded by the same intrigue which displaced

General Butler. Mr. Bobert J. Walker had
been intended for Attorney-general : he brought
an influence to bear upon Mr. Polk, which car-

ried him into the Treasury. That displaced Mr,

Flagg. But New York was not a State to be

left out of the cabinet, and no place could be

made for her except in the War Department;
and Mr. Van Buren and Governor Wright were
notified accordingly, with the intimation that

\he place belonged to one of their friends ; and

to name him. They did bo upon the instant

and named Mr. Benjamin F. Butler ; and be-

ginning to be a little suspicious, and to guard

against all danger of losing, or delaying the

name on the road, a special messenger was d^
spatched to Washington, to travel day and night

and go straight to the President, and deposit

the name in his hands. The messenger did so—
and was informed that he was fifteen minutes

too late ! that the place had been assigned to

Mr. Wm. L. Marcy. And that was the begin-

mng of the material damage (not in Kossutli's

sense of the word), which Mr. Polk's adminis-

tration did to Mr. Van Buren, Governor Wright,

and their friends.

CHAPTER CLI.

MR. BLAIR AND THE GLOBE SUPERSEDED AS TOE
ADMINISTltATION ORGAN: MR. THOMAS KITCUIE
AND THE DAILY UNION SUBSTITUTED.

It was in the month of August, 1844, that a

leading citizen of South Carolina, and a close

friend of Mr. Calhoun—one who had been at the

Baltimore presidential convention, but not in it

—arrived at Mr. Pclk's residence in Tennessee,

had interviews with him, and made known the

condition on which the vote of Soutli Carolina

for him might be dependent. That condition

was to discontinue Mr. Blair as the organ of

the administration if he should bo elected. The
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electoral vote of tho State being in the hands

of the General Assembly, and not in the people,

was disposable by tho politicians, and had been

habitually disposed of by them—and oven twice

thrown away in the space of a few years. Mr.

Polk was certain of the vote of the State if he

agreed to the required condition: and he did

so. Mr. Blair was agreed to bo given up. That

was propitiation to Mr. Calhoun, to whom Mr.

Blair was obnoxious on ai,. .. nt of his inex-

orable opposition to nullification, and its author,

Mr. Blair was also obnoxious to Mr. Tyler be-

cause of his determined opposition both to him,

and to his administration. The Globe news-

paper was a spear in his side, and would con-

tinue to be so ; and to get it out had been one

of tho anxieties and labors of his presidential

life. Ho had exhausted all the schemes to

quiet, or to gain it, without success. A print-

ing job of twenty thousand dollars had been at

one time given to his ofiBce, with the evident

design to soften him : to avoid that suspicion

he struck the harder ; and the job was taken

away when partly executed. It now became

the interest of Mr. Polk to assist Mr. Tyler in

silencing, or punishing that paper ; and it was

done. Mr. Tyler had accepted tho nomination

of his convention for the presidency, and was

iu the field with an array of electoral candidates

struggling for it. He stood no chance to obtain

a single electoral vote : but Mr. Polk was in no

condition to be able to lose any part of the

popular vote. Mr. Tyler, now fully repudiated

by the whigs, and carrying democratic colors,

and with the power and patronage of the

federal government in his hands, would take off

some votes—enough in a closely contested State

to turn the scale in favor of Mr. Clay. Hence

it became essential to get Mr. Tyler out of the

way of Mr. Polk ; and to do that, the condition

was, to get Mr. Blair out of the way of Mr.

Tyler. Mr. Polk was anxious for this. A
friend of his, who afterwards became a member

of his cabinet, wrote to him in July, that the

main obstacle to Mr. Tyler's withdrawal was

the course of the Globe towards him and his

friends. Another of those most interested in the

result urged Mr. Polk to devise some mode of

inducing Mr. Tyler to withdraw, and General

Jackson was requested "io ascertain the mo-

tives which actuated the course of the Globe

towards Mr. Tyler and his friends. These

facta apiMjar in a letter from Mr. Polk to Gene-

ral Jackson, in which he says to him :
" TTit

main object in the way of Mr. Tyler^s with'

drnwal, is the course ofthe Globe towards him-

self and his friends." These communications

took place in tho month before tho South Caro-

lina gentleman visited Tennessee. Mr. Polk's

letter to General Jackson is dated the 23d of

July. In about as short time after that visit

as information could come from Tennessee to

Washington, Mr, Tyler publicly withdrew his

presidential pretensions ! and his official paper,

the Madisonian, and his supporters, passed over

to Mr. Polk, The inference is irresistible, that

the consideration of receiving the vote of South

Carolina, and of getting Mr. Tyler out of the

way of Mr. Polk, was the agreement to displace

Mr, Blair as government editor if ho should bo

elected.

And now we come to another fact, in this

connection, as the phrase is, about which also

there is no dispute ; and that fact is this : on

the fourth day of November, ISM, being after

Mr. Tyler had joined Mr, Polk, and when the

near approach of the presidential election au-

thorized reliable calculations to bo made on its

result, the sum of ^50,000, by an order from

the Treasury in Washington, was taken from a

respectable bank in Philadelphia, where it was

safe r 1 convenient for public use, and transferred

to a village bank in the interior of Pennsylvania,

where there was no public use for it, and where

its safety was questionable. This appears from

the records of the Treasury. Authentic let-

ters written in December following from tho

person who had control of this village bank

(Simon Cameron, Esq., a senator in Congress),

went to a gentleman in Tennessee, informing

him that $50,000 was in his hands for the pur-

pose of estabiishini^r a new government organ

in Washington City
,
proposing to him to be its

editor, and urging him to come on to Washing-

ton for the purpocse. These letters were sent to

Andrew Jackson Donelson, Esq., connection and

ex-private Secretary of President Jackson, who

immediately refused the proffered editorship,

and turned over the letters to General Jackson.

His (Jackson's) generous and high blood boiled

with indignation at what seemed to be a sacrifice

of Mr. Blair for some political considcratiou ; foi

the letters were so written as to imply a cogni-

zance on the part of Mr. Polk, and of two per
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f'ons who were to bo members of his cabinet

and that cognizance was strengthened by a fact

unknown to Oeneral Jackson, namelij, that Mr.
I'olk himself, in due «i>ason, pr* posed to Mr,

Blair to yield to Mr. Donelson as actual editor

—-himself writing sub roaa ; which Mr. Blair

utterly refused. It was n contr,vini>o of Mr.
Polk to get rid of Mr. Blair in implianco with

lus engage!iiunt to Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Tyler,

without breaking with Mr. Blair nnd his friends

;

but he had to deal with a man, and with men,

who would have no such luigger-niugger work;
and to whom an open breach was preferable to

a simulated friendship : General Jackson wrote

to ^Ir. Blair to apprise him of what was going

on, and to assure him of his steadfast friendship,

and to let him know that Jlr. Hi'^hio, of the

Ilichmond Enquirer, was the person to take

place on the refusal of Andrew Jackson Donel-

son, and to foretell mischiefs to Mr. Polk and
his party if ho fell into these schemes, of which

Mr. Robert J. Walker was believed to bo the

chief contriver, and others of the cabinet

passive instruments. On the 14tli of Decem-
ber, 1844, he (General Jackson) wrote to Mr.

Blair:

" But there s another project on foot as void
of good sense and benefit to the democratic
cause as the other, but nc' :,:, wicked, proceed-
ing from weak and inexj i !'(.;h ; d minds. It is

this : to bring about a pti i i :v hip between you
and Mr. Ilitchic, you lu ronhutj proprietor, and
Ritchie the editor. 1 fuH. to jac, is a most ex-
traordinary conception coriirtg from any well-
informed mind or experienced politician. It is

true, Mr. Ritchie is an experienced editor, but
sometimes goes off at half cock before he sees

the whole ground, and does the party great
injury before he sees his error, and then has
great difficulty to get back into the right track
again. Witness his course on my removal of
the deposits, and how much injury he did us
before he got into the right track again.

Anoihaifaux pas he made when he went off

with Rives and the conservatives, and advocated
for the safe keeping of the public reveime sjjecial

deposits in the State banks, as if where the
directory were corrupt there could be any more
security in special deposits in corrupt banks
than in general deposits, and it was some time
before this great absurdity could be beat out of
his mind.

" These are visionary measures of what I call

weak politicians who suffL^est tlicm, but who
wish to become great by • foolish changes.
Polk, I believe, will stick by you faithfully;

should he not, he is lost; but 1 have no fears

but that he will, and being informed < ont. len-

tlally of this movcimnt, may have it in ii s power
to put it all (Itiwn. There will h< j^reat intrigue
going on at VVV 'ngton this winter."—?/>«c
14,1844.)

^

"I fear there are some of our dcmucratio
friends who are trying to brin^ about a partner-
ship of which I wrote yo'i which shows a want
of confidence, or soractni worse. Be on your
fiiiard no pai tnership ; ou] ve the confidence
of the great body of the iemu^ <. and I have
no confidence in shifting politiciai.s."-—(/iecon.
bcr 21.)

"Another plan is to get Mr. Ritchie inteN
ested as editor of the Oloi,^'—all of wLich I

gave vou an intimation ui, and which I thought
had been put down. But thai u k .ding

Democrat hero had any thoufrlit i beci. ning
interested in the Madisonian. to make it he
oij.'an of the administration, was such a tlung

as I could not believe ; as c< nmon onse at

once ixjintedout,as a consequen<( (' ut it wouM
divide the doinncrncy, and destroy Polk's ail-

ministration. ^\hy, it would blow him up.

The moment I heard it, I atlopted such measures
as I tru>t have put an end to it, : I know
nothing could be so injurious to Poliv anil his

administration. The pretext for this niovcment
will be the Globe's support of Mr, Wi •».

Let me know if there is any truth i,,

rumor. I guarded Colonel Polk against iui

abandonment of the Globe. If true, it woulli

place Colonel Polk in the shoes of Mr.
—(February 28, 1845.)

" I have written a lo;

ier;

long, candid, and friendly

letter to Mr. Polk, bringing to his view the

dilemma into which he has got by some bad
advice, and which his good sense ought to imve

prevented. I have assured him of your unifoim
declarations to me of your firm support, and of

the destruction of the democratic party if he
takes any one but you as the executive organ,

until you do something to violate that con-

fidence which the democracy reposes in jou.

I ask in emphatic terms, what cause can he

assign for not continuing your paper, the organ

that was mine and Mr. Van Buren's, whose ad-

ministration he, Polk, and you hand to hand
supported, and those great fundamental prin-

ciples you and he have continued to support,

and have told him frankly that you will never

degrade yourself or your paper by submitting

to the terms proposed. I am very sick, ex-

hausted by writing to Polk, and will write you
again soon. I can only add, that, although my
letter to Mr. Polk is both friendly and frank, I

have done justice to you, and 1 hope he will say

at once to you, go on with my organ as yoii

have been the organ of Jackson and \'au Buivn.

Should he not, I hav3 told him his fate—

a

divided democracy, and all tlio jir'Htical cliques

looking to the succession, will annoy and crush

him—the fairest prospect.-- of successful ad-

ministration by lolly and jealousy lost. I would
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.km.!ir—( Decern-

fo it, I know

roy hi

"I wrote you nnd

instant, and was ii.

open lii"^ eyes to his

the democratic party

me, I suppose my
n'l' ])revent that ev.

wlt»h yoii I inform ni" whi< of the heads of

the Departnientfl, if anv are hostilo to you. Tf

Polk does not louk well to his course, the divi-

HJons in New York ami Pennsylvania will dc-

Btroy hini."-(#ri7 4 1845.)

nil (iJui Mie President, on the 4th
jicB thn my views would
wn iritt , and union of

But from tl» letters before

Uer to the President will

tohiman'lthe democratic

piuiy that I havo used my voice to prevent. I

am too ui vol] to write much to-day. I have

rend your letu with re ad much interest.

I knew you would mn r degrade yourself by

dividing; the editoral cluiir with any oi r for nny

cause. I well know that you never can or will

aliando' vonr- democratic principles. You
anniiot, iiiUtr existing circumstances, do any

tiling' t<> save your character and democratic

j,rinciples, and your high standing with all

classes of the democracy, but by selling out

vour paper. When you sell, have good security

fr tlu consid* ratiii 1 money. Ritchie is greatly

nwolved, if m t liually broke; and you know
Cam -t. who boasts that ho has $50,000 to

invest in newspaper. Under all existing cir-

cumstances, I say to you, sell, and when you

do, I look to a split in the democratic ranks

orely regret, and which might

!y avoided."

—

(April 7.)

which 1 wil

have been so ,

" I have b a quite sick for several days. My
mind, since ever I heard of the attitude the

President had assumed with you as editor of

the Globe,—which was the most unexpected

thing I ever met with,—my mind has been

troubled, and it was not only unexpected by me,

but has shown less good common sense, by the

President, than any act of his life, and calculatetl

to divide instead of uniting the democracy;

which appears to be his reason for urging this

useless and foolish measure at the very threshold

of his administration, and when every thing ap-

peared to augur well for, to him, a prosperous

administration. The President, here, before he
set out for Washington, must have been listen-

ing to the secret counsels of some political

cliques, such as Calhoun or Tyler cliques (for

there are such here) ; or after he reached Wn -h-

ington, some of the secret friends of som of

the aspirants must have gotten hold of 1' - ear,

and spoiled his common sense, or he nc would
have made such a movement, so uncalled for,

an'l well calculated to sever the democracy by
calling down upon himself suspicions, by the act

of secretly favoring some of the political cliques

who are looking to the succession for some
favorite. I wrote him a long letter on the 4th,

telling him there was but one safe course to

pursue—review his course, send for you, and
direct you and the Globe to proceed as the organ
of his administration, give you all his conti-

dence, and all would be well, and end well.

This is the substance ; and I had a hope the

receipt of this letter, and some others written

by mutual friends, would havo restored all

things to hannony and confidence again. I

rested on this hope until the 7th, when I received

yours of tl Hb, and two confidential letters

from tlK- 1 nt, directed to be laid before

me, from hi. ould seem that the purchase

of the Gl( o get clear of you, its e<litor,

is the grciii ifbing question before the Pres-

ident. M'c'/ /to is to be the piiichiuer 1 Mr.
Ritchie and Major A. J. Donelson its editors.

Query as to the hitter. The above question I

hav asked the President. Is that renegade

politician, Cameron, who boasts of his $50,000
to set up a new paper, to bo one of thcin ? Or
is Kr^ X Walker to be the purchaser ? Who is

to pi! > cVmse ? and where is the money to come
" om ? Ts Dr. JI. Owiun, the satellite of Cfil-

lioun, tl great friend of Robert J. Walker? a

Eerfect ' nipt in property. I would like to

ni ion of the cabinet are support-

in ,^ the President to this course,

w iig but injury can result to him in

l! , division in his cabinet, arising from

i
, . What political cli(iuc is to be bene-

ii My dear friend, let me know all about

til . loinet, and their movements on this sub-

ject. How loathsome it is to mo to see an eld

friend laid aside, principles of justice and friend-

ship forgotten, and all for the sake of jwlici/—
aiul the great democratic party divided or en-

dangered for policy—I cannot reflect upon it

with any calmness; every point of it, upon

scrutiny, turns to harm and disunion, and not

one beneficial result can be expected from it.

I will be anxious to know the result. If har-

mony is restored, and the Globe the organ, I

will rqjoice ; if sold to whom, and for what,

//are, if you sell, tlw purchase money ucll

secured. This may be the last letter I may bo

able to write you ; but live or die, I am your

friend (and never deserted one from policy), and

leave my papers and reputation in your keep-

ing."

—

(Apnl 9.)

From these letters it will be seen that Gen-

eral Jackson, after goin^^ through an agony of

indignation and amazement at the idea of shov-

ing Mr. Blair from his editorial chair and placing

Mr. Ritcliie in it (and which would have been

greater if he had known the arrangement for

the South Carolina vote and the withdrawal of

Mr. Tyler), advised Mr. Blair to sell his Globe

establishment, cautioning him to get good

.security ; for, knowing nothing of the money

taken from the Treasury, and well knowing the

insolvency of all who were ostensible payers, he

did not at all cnnfidn in their promises to make

payment. Mr. Blair and his partner, Mr. John

0. Rives, were of the same mind. Other friends

F?
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whom they consulted (Governor Wright and

Cobnel Benton) were of the same opinion ; and

the Globe was promptly sold to Mr. Ritchie,

and in a way to imply rather an abandonment

of it than a sale—the materials of the office be-

ing offered at valuation, and the "name and

good will" of the paper left out of the transac-

tion. The materials were valued at ^35,000,

and the metamorphosed paper took the name of

the " Daily Union ; " and, in fact, some change

of name was necessary, as the new paper was

the reverse of the old one.—^In all these schemes,

from first to last, to get rid of Mr. Blair, the de-

sign was to retain Mr. RiVes, not as any part

editor (for which he was far more fit than

either himself or the public knew), but for his

extraordinary business qualities, and to manage

the machinery and fiscals of the establishment.

Accustomed to trafficking and trading politicians,

and fortune being sure to the government editor,

it was not suspicioned by those who conducted

the intrigue that Mr. Rives would refuse to be

saved at the expense of his partner. He scorned

it ! and the two went out together.—The let-

ters from General Jackson show his apprecia-

tion of the services of the Globe to the country

and the democratic party during the eight event-

ful years of his presidency : Mr. Van Buren, on

learning what was going on, wrote to Mr. Rives

to show his opinion of the same services during

the four years of his arduous administration

;

and that letter also belongs to the history

of the extinction of the Globe newspaper

—

that paper which, for twelve years, had fought

the battle of the country, and of the democ-

racy, in the spirit of Jackson : that is to say,

victoriously and honorably. This letter was

written to Mr. Rives, who, in spite of his

modest estimate of himself, was classed by

General Jackson, Mr. Van Buren, and all their

friends, among the wisest, purest, and safest of

the party.

' The Globe has run its career at too critical

a period in our political history—has borne the

democratic flag too steadily in the face of as-

saults upon popular sovereignty, more violent

and powerful than any which had ever preceded

them in this or any other country, not to have

made impressions upon our history and our in-

stitutions, which are destined to be romembc'red

when those who witnessed its discontinuance shall

be no more. The manner in which it demeaned

itself through those per'ous periods, and the re-

peated triumphs which crowned its labors, will

when the passions of the day have spent their

force, be matters of just exultation to you and
to your children. None have had better op-

portunities to witness, nor more interest in

observing your course, than General Jackson
and myself; and Iam very sure that I couii

not, if I were to attempt it, express myself
more strongly infavor ofthe constancy,fidelUy^
and ability with which it was conducted, than

he would sanction with his whole heart. He
would, I have no doubt, readily admit that it

would have been exceedingly difficult, if not

impossible, for his administration to have sus-

tained itself in its cuitest with a money power

(a term as well understood as that of democrat,

and much better than that of whig at the pre-

sent day), if the corruptions which were in

those days spread broadcast through the length

and breadth of the land, had been able to sub-

vert the integrity of the Globe 5 and I am very

certain that the one over which I had the honor

to preside, could never, in such an vvent, have

succeeded in obtaining the institution of an in-

dependent treasury, without the establishment

of which, the advantages to be derived from the

overthrow of the Bank of the United States

will very soon prove to be wholly illusory. The

Bank of the jQnited States first, and afterwards

those of the States, succeeded in obtaining ma-

jorities in both branches of the national legisla-

ture favorable to their views ; but they could

never move tho Globe from the course which

has since been so extensively sanctioned by the

democracy of the nation. You gave to the

country (and when I say you, I desire to be un-

derstood as alluding to Mr. Blair and yourself)

at those momentous periods, the invaluable ad-

vantages of a press at the seat of the general

government, not only devoted, root and branch,

to the support of democratic principles, but in-

dependent in fact and in feeling, as well of bank

influences as of corrupting pecuniary influences

of any description. The vital importance of

such an establishment to the success of our

cause is incapable of exaggeration. Experience

will show, if an opportunity is ever aflbrded to

test the opinion, that, without it, the principles

of our party can never be upheld in their purity

in the administration of the federal govern-

ment. Administrations professedly their sup-

porters may be formed, but they will prove to

be but whited sepulchres, appearing beautiful

outward, but within full of dead men's bones,

and all uncleanness—Administrations which, in-

stead of directing their best efibrts to advance

the welfare and proracfl the happiness of the

toiling millions, will be ever ready to lend &

favorable ear to the advancement of the selfish

few."

The Globe was sold, and was paid for, and

how? becomes a au*»Mt»"n of public concern to
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ead men'fJ bones,

answer ; for it was paid for out of public money

—those same ^50,000 which were removed to

the village bank in the interior of Pennsylvania

by a Treasury order on the fourth day of Novem-

ber, 1844. Three annual instalments made the

payment, and the Treasury did not reclaim the

money for these three years ; and, though travel-

ling through tortuous channels, the sharpsighted

Mr. Rives traced the money back to its start-

ing point from that deposit. Besides, Mr.

Cameron admitted before a committee of Con-

gress, that he had furnished money for the pay-

ments—an admission which the obliging com-

mittee, on request, left out of their report. Mr.

Robert J. "Walker was Secretary of the Treasury

during these three years, and the conviction was

absolute, among the close observers of the

course of things, that hs was the prime con-

triver and zealous manager of the arrangements

which displaced Mr. Blair and installed Mr.

Ritchie.

In the opinions which he expressed of the

consequences of that change of editors. General

Jackson was prophetic. The new paper brought

division and distraction into the party—filled it

with dissensions, which eventually induced the

withdrawal of Mr. Ritchie ; but not until he

had produced the mischiefb which abler men
eaunot repair.

CHAPTER CLII.

TWENTT-NINTH CONGRESS: LIST OF MEMBEE8:
FIBST SESSION: ORGANIZATION OF THE HOUSE.

Senators.

Maine.—George Evans, John Fairfield.

New Hampshire.—Benjamin W. Jenness,
Charles G. Atherton.

Vermont. — William Upham, Samuel S.

Phelps.

Massachusetts. — Daniel Webster, John
Davis.

Rhode Island.—James F. Simmons, Albert
C. Green.

Connecticut.—O'ohn M. Niles, Jabez W.
Huntington.

New York-—John A. Dix, Daniel S. Dickin-
son.

New Jersey.—Jacob W. Miller, John L.

D^ton.
Pennsylvania.— Simon Cameron, Daniel

Sturgeon.

Delaware.— Thomas Clayton, John M.
Clayton.

Maryland.— James A. Pearce, Reverdy
Johnson.

Virginia.—^William S. Archer, Isaac S. Pen-
nybacker.

North Carolina.—Willie P. Mangum, Wil-
liam H. Haywood, jr.

South Carolina.—John C. Calhoun, George
McDuffle.

Georgia.—John McP. Berrien, Walter T.

C)lquitt.

Alapama.—Dixon H. Lewis, Arthur P. Bag-
by.

Mississippi.— Joseph W. Chalmers, Jesse
Speight.

Louisiana. — Alexander Barrow, Henry
Johnson.

Tennessee.—Spencer Jamagin, Hopkins L.

Turney.
Kentucky.—James T. Morehead, John J.

Crittenden.

Ohio.—William Allen, Thomas Corwin.
Indiana.—Ed. A. Hannegan, Jesse D. Bright.

Illinois.—James Semple, Sidney Breese.

Missouri.—David R. Atchison, Thom&j H.
Benton.
Arkansas.— Chester Ashley, Ambrose H.

Sevier.

Michigan.— William Woodbridge, Lewis
Cass.

Florida.—David Levy, James D. Westcott.

In this list will be seen the names of several

new senators, not members of the body before,

and whose senatorial exertions soon made them

eminent;—Dix and Dickinson of New York,

Reverdy Johnson of Maryland, Jesse D. Bright

of Indiana, Lewis Cass of Michigan ; and to

these were soon to be added two others from

the newly incorporated State of Texas, Messrs.

General Sam Houston and Thomas F. Rusk,

Esq., and of whom, and their State, it may be

said thc7 present a remarkable instance of mu-

tual confidence and concord, neither having

been changed to this day (1856).

House of Representatives.

Maine.—John F. Scammon, Robert P. Dun-
lap, Luther Severance, John D. McCratCj Cullen

Sawtelle, Hannibal Hamlin, Hczekiah Williams.

New Hampshire.—Moses Norris, jr.. Mace
Moulton, James H. Johnson.

Vermont.—Solomon Foot, Jacob CoUamer.

George P. Marsh, Paul Dillingham, jr.

Massachusetts. — Robert C. Winthrop,

Daniel P. Kin". Amos Abbot, Benjamin Thomp-
son, Charles Hudson, George Ashmun, Julius

Rockwell, John Quincy Adams, Joseph Grin-

nell.
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Rhode Island.—Honry Y. Cranston, Lemuel
H. Arnold.

CoNNBCTicuT.—Jamcs Dixon, Samuel D.
Hubbard, John A. Rockwell, Truman Smith.
New York.—John W. Lawrence, Henry L

Seaman, William S. Miller, William B. Maclay,
Thomas M. Woodruff, William W. Campbell,
Joseph H. Anderson, William W. Woodworth,
Archibald C. Niven, Samuel Gordon, John F.
Collin, Richard P. Herrick, Bradford R.Wood,
Erastus D. Culver, Joseph Russell, Hugh
White, Charles S. Benton, Preston King, Orville
Hungerford, Timothy Jenkins, Charles Good-
year, Stephen Strong, William J. Hough, Horace
Wheaton, George Rathbun, Samuel S. Ells-
worth, John De Jlott, Elias B. Holmes, Charles
H. Carcoll, Martin Grover, Abner Lewis, Wil-
liam A. Mosely, Albert Smith, Washington
Hunt.
New Jersey.—James G. Hampton, George

Sykes, John Runk, John Edsall, William
Wright.
Pennsylvania.—Lewis C. Lovin, Joseph R.

Ingersoll, John H. Campbell, Charles J. Inger-
soll, Jacob S. Yost, Jacob Erdman, Abraham
R. Mcllvaine, John Strohm, John Ritter, Rich-
ard Brodliead, jr., Owen D. Leib, David Wilmot,
James Pollock, Alexander Rumsay, Moses Mc-
Lean, James Black, James Blanchard, Andrew
Stewart, Henry D. Foster, John H. Ewing,
Cornelius Darragh, Williim S. Garvin, James
Thompson, Joseph Buffington.
Delaware.—John W. Houston.
Maryland.—John G. Chapman, Thomas

Perry, Thomas W. Ligon, William F. Giles,
Albert Constable, Edward Long.

Virginia.—Archibald Atkinson, George C.
Dromgoolc, William M. Treadway, Edward W.
Hubard, Shelton F. Leake, James A. Seddon,
Thomas II. Bayly, Robert M. T. Hunter. John
S. Pendleton, Henry Redingcr, William Taylor,
Augustus A. Chapman. George W. Hopkins,
Joseph Johnson, William G. Brown.
North Carolina.—James Graham, Daniel

M. Barringer, David S. Reid, Alfred Dockcry,
James C. Dobbin, James J. McKay, John R.
J. Daniels, Henry S. Clarke, Asa Biggs.
South Carolina.—James A. Black, Richard

F. Simpson, Joseph A. Woodward, A. D. Sims
Armistead Burt, Isaac E. Holmes, R. Barnwell
Rhett.

Georgia.— Thomas Butler King, Seaborn
Jones, Hugh A. Haralson, John H. Lumpkin,
Howell Cobb, Alex. H. Stephens, Robt. Toombs.
Alabama.—Samuel D. Dargin, Henry W.

Hilliard, William L. Yancey, Winter W. Payne,
George S. Houston, Reuben Chapman, Felix G.
McConnell.

Mississil>Pi. — Jacob Thompson, Stephen
Adams, Robert N. Roberts, Jefferson Davis.
Louisiana.—John Slidell, Banntui G. Thibo-

deaus, V. il. Ilannonsoii, Isaac E. Tilorsc.

Ohio.—James J. Faran, F. A. Cunningham,
Robert C. Schenck, Joseph Vance, William

Sawyer, Henry St. John, Joseph J. McDowell
Allen G. Thurman, Augustus L. Perrill, Colum-
bus Delano, Jacob Brinkerhofii; Samuel F. Vin-
ton, Isaac Parish, Alexander Harper, Joseph
Morris, John D. Cummins, George Fries, D A
Starkweather, Daniel R. TUden, Joshua R
Giddings, Joseph M. Root.
Kentucky.—Linn Boyd, John H. McHenry

Henry Grider, Joshua F. Bell, Bryan R. Young
John P. Martin, William P. Thomasson, Gar-
rett Davis, Andrew Trumbo, John W. Tib-
batts.

Tennessee.—Andrew Johnson, William M,
Cocke, John Crozier, Alvan Cullom, George w!
Jones, Barclay Martin, Meridith, P. Gentry
Lorenzo B. Chase, Frederick P. Stanton, Mil-
ton Brown.
Indiana.—Robert Dale Owen, Thomas J

Henley, Thomas Smith^aleb B. Smith, Wil-
liam W. Wit'-, John W. Davis, Edward W
McGaughey, John Petit, Charles W. Cathcart
Andrew Kennedy.
Illinois.—Robert Smith, John A. McCIer-

nand, Orlando B. Ficklin, John Wentworth,
Stephen A. Douglass, Joseph P. Hoge, Edward
D. Baker.

Missouri.— James B. Bowlin, James H.
Relf, Sterling Price, John S. Phelps, Leonard
H. Simms.
Arkansas.—^Archibald Yell.

Michigan.—Robert McClelland, John S.

Chapman, James B. Hunt.

The delegates from territories were

:

Florida.—Edward C. Cabell.
Iowa.—Augustus C. Dodge.
Wisconsin.—Morgan L. Martin.

The election of Speaker was readily effected,

there b'jin?; a large majority on the democratic

side. Mr. John W. Davis, of Indiana, being

presented as the democratic candidate, received

120 votes ; Mr. Samuel P. Vinton, of Ohio, re-

ceived the whig vote, 72. Mr. Benjamin B.

French, ofNew Hampshire, was appointed cleris

(without the formality of an election), by a re-

solve of the House, adopted by a general vote.

He was of course democratic. The House being

organized, a motion was made by Mr. Hamlin,

of Maine, to except the hour rule (as it was

called) from the rules to be adopted for the go-

verument of the House—which was lost, 62 to

143.
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n, Thomas J,

iidate, received

CHAPTER CLIII.

ME. POLK'S FIE8T ANNUAL MESSAGE TO CON-
OBESS.

The leading topic in the message \va.s, naturally,

the incorporation of Texas, then accomplished,

and the consequent dissatisfaction of Mexico—

a

dissatisfaction manifested every way short of ac-

tual hostilities, and reason to belicTe they were

intended. On our side, strong detachments ofthe

army and navy had been despatched to Texas

and the Gulf of Mexico, to be ready for what-

ever might happen. The Mexican minister,

General Almonte, had left the United States

;

an American minister sent to Mexico had been

refused to be received, and had returned home.

All this was the natural result of the status

belli between the United States and Mexico

which the incorporation of Texas had estab-

lished ; and, that there were not actual hostili-

ties was only owing to the weakness of one of

the parties. These things were thus stuped by

the President

:

"Since that time Mexico has, until recently,

occupied an attitude of hostility towards the

United States—has been marshalling and or-

ganizing armies, issuing proclamations, and
avowing the intention to make wa"" on the
United States, either by an open declaration, or

by invading Texas. Both the Congress jt"<i

convention of the people of Texas invited <

government to send an army into that territory,

to protect and defend them against the meuacea
attack. The moment the terms of annexation,
offered by the United States, were accepted by
Texas, the latter became so far a part of our
own country, as to make it our duty to aflbrd

such protection and defence. I therefore deemed
it proper, as a precautionary measure, to order
a strong squadron to the coast of Mexico, and to

concentrate an eflBcient military force on the
western frontier of Texas. Our army was or-

dered to take position in the country between
the Nueces and the Del Norte, and to repel any
invasion of theTexian territory which might be
attempted by the Mexican forces. Our squad-
ron in the Gulf was ordered to co-operate with
the army. But though our army and navy
were placed in a position to defend our own,
and the rights of Texas^ they were ordered to
commit no act of hostility against Mexico, un-
less she declared war, or was herself the aggres-
sor by striking the first blow. The result has
been, that Mexico has made no aggressive move-

Vol. II.—42

ment, and our military and and niival command-
ers have executed their orders with such discre-

tion, that the peace of the two republics has not
been disturbed."

Thus the armed forces of the two countries

were brought into presence, and the legal state of

war existing between them was brought to the

point of actual war. Of this the President

complained, assuming that Texas and vhe United

States had a right to unite, which was true as

to the right ; but assorting that Mexico had no

right to oppose it, whichwas a wrong assumption.

For, in taking Texas into the Union, she was
taken with her circumstances, one of which was
a state of war v, ith Mexico. Denying her right

to take offence at what had been done, the mes-

sage went on to enumerate causes 'of complaint

against her, and for many years back, and to

make out cause of war against her on account

of injuries done by her to our citizens. In this

sense the message said

:

" But though Mexico cannot complain of the
United States on account of the annexation of
Texas, it is to be regretted that serious causes
of misunderstanding between the two coim-
tries continue to exist, growing out of unre-
dressed injuries inflicted by the Mexican au-
thorities and people on the persons and pro-
perty of citizens of the United States, through
a long series of years. Mexico has admitted
these injuries, but has neglected and refused to
repair them. Such was the character of the
wrongs, and such the insults repeatedly offered

*o Ameri'-an citizens and the American flag by
le. ic in palpable violation of the laws of na-

doiio I nd the treaty between the two countries

of the 5th April, 1831, that they have been re-

peatedly brought to the notice of Congress by
my predecessors. As early as the 8th February,
1837, the President of the United States de-

clared, in a message to Congi ^s, that 'the'

length of time since some of the injuries have
been committed, the repeated and unavailing,

application for redress, the wanton character of

some of the outrages upon the persons and pro-
perty of our citizens, upon the ofiBcers and flag

of the United States, independent of recent in-

sults to this government and people by the late

extraordinary Mexican minister, y>ould justify,

in the eyes of all nations, immediate var.' He
did not, however, recommend an immediate re-

sort to this extreme measure, which he declared
' should not be used by just and generous na-

tions, confiding in their strength, for injuries

committed, if it can be honorably avoided ;
' but,

in a spirit of forbearance, proposed that another
demand be made on Mexico for that redress

which had been so long and unjustly withheld.

In these views, committees of the two Ilouses
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of Congress, in reports made in their respective

bodies, concurred. Since these proceedings

more than eight years have elapsed, during

which, in addition to the wrongs then com-

plained of, otliers of an aggravated character

have been committed on tlio persons and pro-

perty of our citiz-ens. A special agent was sent

to Mexico in the summer of 1838, with full au-

thority to make another and final demand for

redress. The demand was made ; the Mexican

government promised to repair the wrongs of

which we complained ; and after much delay, a

treaty of indemnity with that view was con-

cluded between the two powers on the 11th of

April, 1839, and was duly ratified by both gov-

ernments."

This treaty of indemnity, the message went

on to show, had never yet been complied with,

and its non-fulfilment, added to the other causes

of complaint, the President considered as just

cause for declaring war against her—saying

:

" In the mean time, our citizens, who suffered

great losses, and some of whom have been re-

duced from affluence to bankruptcy, are without

remedy, unless their rights be enforced by their

government. Such a continued and unprovoked

series of wrongs could never have been tolerated

by the United States, had they been committed

by one of the principal nations of Europe.

Mexico was, however, a neighboring sister

republic, which, following our example, had

achieved her independence, and for whose suc-

cess and prosperity, all our sympathies were
early enlisted. The United States were the

first to recognize her independence, and to re-

ceive her into the family of nations, and have

ever been desirous of cultivating with her a

good understanding. Wo liave, therefore, borne

the repeated wrongs she has committed, with

great patience, in the hope that a returning sense

of justice would ultimately guide her councib,

and that we might, if oossible, honorably avoid

any hostile coUisic-^ with her."

Torn by domestic dissension, in a state of

revolution at home, and ready to be crushed by

the power of the United States, the Mexican

government had temporized, and after dismissing

one United States minister, had consented to

receive another, who was then o.i his way to

tho City of Mexico. Of this mission, and the

consequences of its failure, the President thus

expressed himself

:

" The minister appointed has set out on his

mission, and is probably by this time near the

Mexican capital. He has been instructed to

bring the negotiation with which he is charged

to a conclusion at the earliest practicable period
;

which, it is expected, wil! be in time to enable

mo to communicate the result to Confrress

during the present session. Until that result is

known, I forbear to recommend to Congress

such ulterior measures of redress for the wrongs

and injuries wo have so long borne, as it would

have been proper to make had no such negotia-

tion been instituted."

From this communication it was clear that a

recommendation of a declaration of war was

only deferred for the issue of this mission, which

failing to be favorable, would immediately call

forth the deferred recommendation. The Oregon

question was next in importance to that of Texas

and Mexico, and like it seemed to be tending to

a warlike solution. The negotiations between

tho two governments, which had commenced

under Mr. Tyler's administration, and continued

for some months under his own, had come to a

dead stand. The government of the United

States had revoked its proposition to make the

parallel of 49 degrees the dividing line between

the two countries, and asserted the unquestion-

able title of the United States to the whole, up

to the Russian boundary in 54 degrees 40 min-

utes ; and the message recommended Congress

to authorize the notice which was to terminate

the joint occupancy, to extend our laws to the

territory, to encourage its population and settle-

ment ; and cast upon Great Britain the respon-

sibility of any belligerent solution of the diffi-

culty which might arise. Thus, the issue of

peace or war with Great Britain was thrown

into the hands of Congress.

The finances, and the public debt, required a

notice, which was briefly and satisfactorily given.

The receipts into the Treasury for the past year

had been $29,770,000 : the payments from it

$29,908,000 ; and the balance in the Treasury

at tho end of the year five millions—leaving a

balance of $7,658,000 on hand. The nature of

these balances, always equal to about one-fourth

of the revenue even w here the receipts and ex-

penditures are even, or the latter even in some

excess, has been explained in the first volume of

this View, as resulting from the nature of great

government transact ons and payments, large

part of which necessarily go into the beginning

of the succeeding year, when they would be

met by the accruing revenue, even if there was

nothing in the Treasury ; so that, in fact, the

govenniient may be carried on upon an income

about one-fourth less than the expenditure.

This is a paradox—a seeming absurdity, but
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true, wliich every annual stater ent of the Trea-

sury will prove ; and which the legislative, as

well as the executive government, should under-

stand. The sentiments in relation to the public

debt (of which there would have been none had

it not been for the distribution of the land reve-

nue, and the surplus fund^ among the States, and

the absurd plunges in the descent of the duties

on imports in the last two years of the com-

promise act of 1833), were just and wise, such

as had been always held by the democratic

school, and which cannot be too often repeated.

They were these

:

"The amount of the public debt remaining
unpaid on the first of October last, was seves-
teen millions, seventy-five thousand, four hun-
djed and forty-five dollars and fifty-two cents.

Further payments of the public debt would
have been made, in anticipation of the period of
its reimbursement under the authority conferred
upon the Secretary of the Treasury, by the acts
of July twenty-first, 1841, and of April fifteenth,

and of March third, 1843, had not the unsettled
state of our relations with Mexico menaced hos-
tile collision with that power. In view of such
a contingency, it was deemed prudent to retain
in the Treasury an amount unusually large for
ordinary purposes. A few years ago, our whole
national debt growing out of the revolution and
the war of 1812 with Great Britain, was extin-
guished, and we presented to the world the rare
and noble spectacle of a great and growing peo-
ple who had fully discharged every obligation.
Since that time the existing debt has been con-
tracted ; and small as it is, in comparison with
the similar burdens of most other nations, it

should be extinguished at the earliest practicable
period. Should the state of the country per-
mit, and especially if our foreign relations inter-
pose no obstacle, it is cont?mplated to apply all
the moneys in the Treasury as they accrue be-
yond what is required for the appropriations by
Congress, to its liquidation. I cherish the hope
of soon being able to congratulate the country
on its recovering once more the lofty position
which it so recently occupied. Our country,
which exhibits to the world the benefits of self-

government, in developing all the sources of
national prosperity, owes to mankind the per-
manent example of a nation free from the blight-
ing influence of a public debt."

The revision of the tariff was reconmiended,
with a view to revenue as the object, with pro-

tection to home industry as the incident.

CHAPTER CLIV.

DEATH OF JOHN F0K8YTH,

Like Mr. Crawford, he was a Virginian by birth,

Georgian by citizenship, republican in politics,

and eminent in his day. He ran the career of
federa. honors—a member of the House and of
the Senate, and a front rank debater in each

:

minister in Spain, and Secretary of State under
Presidents Jaokson and Van Buren ; successor

to Crawford in Js State, and the federal coun-
(-Is

; and the fast political and personal friend

of that eminent citizen m all the trials and for-

tunes of his life. A member of the House when
Mr. Crawford, restrained by his office, and dis-

abled by his calamity, was unable to do any
thing for himself, and assailed by the imperso-

nation of the execrable A. B. plot, it devolved
upon him to stand up for his friend ; and nobly
did he do it. The examination through which
he led the accuser exterminated him in public

opinion—showed every accusation to be false

f .id malicious ; detected the master spirit which
lay behind the ostensible assailants, and greatly

exalted the character of Mr. Crawford.

Mr. Forsyth was a fine specimen of that kind

of speaking which constitutes a debater, and
which, in fact, is the effective speaking in legis-

lative assemblies. He combined the requisites

for keen debate—a ready, copious, and easy elo-

cution ; ample knowledge of the subject ; argu-

ment and wit
;
great power to point a sarcasm,

and to sting courteously; perfect self-possession,

and a quickness and clearness of perception to

take advantage of every misstep of his adver-

sary. He served in trying times, during the

great contests with the Bank of the United

States, with the heresy of nullification, and the

dawning commencement of the slavery agitation.

In social life he was a high exemplification of

refined and courteous manners, of polite conver-

sation, and of affability, decorum and dignity.
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CHAPTER CLV.

ADMISSION OF FLORIDA AND IOWA.

At this time were admtttod into the Union, and

by a single bill, two States, which seem to have

but few things in common to put them together

—

one the oldest, the other the newest territory

—

one in the extreme northwest of the Union, the

other in the extreme southeast—one the land

of evergreens and perpetual flowers, the other

the climate of long and rigorous winter—one

maintaining, the other repulsing slavery. It

would seem strange that two territories so dif-

ferent in age, so distant from each other, so

antagonistic in natural features and political in-

stitutions, should ripen into States at the same

time, and come into the Union by a single act

;

but these antagonisms—that is, the antagonistic

provisions on the subject of slavery—made the

conjunction, and gave to the two young States

an inseparable admission. It happened that tht

slave and free States had long before become

equal in number, and a feeling of jealousy, or a

calculation of policy operated to keep them so

;

and for that purpose to admit one of each char-

acter at the same time. Thus balancing and

neutralizing each other, the bill for their admis-

sion was passed without a struggle, and furnished

but httle beyond the yeas and nays—these lat-

ter a scant minority in either House—to show
the disposition of members. In the Senate thff

n^atives were 9 to 36 yeas : in the House 4S

to 144. Numerically the free and the slave

States were thus kept even : in political power

a vast inequality was going on—the increase of

population being so much greater in the north-

ern than in the southern region.

CHAPTER CLVI.

OBKOON TREATY: NEG0TUTI0N8 COMMENCED,
AND BROKEN OFF.

This was a prctormittcd subject in the general

negotiations which led to the Ashburton treaty

:

U was DOW taken up as a question for separate

settlement. The British government moved in

it, Mr. Henry S. Fox, the British minister in

Washington, being instructed to propose the

negotiation. This was done in November, 1842

and Mr. Webster, then Secretary of State under

Mr. Tyler, immediately replied, accepting the

proposal, and declaring it to be the desire of his

government to have this territorial question im-

mediately settled. But the movement stopped

there. Nothing further took place between Mr.

Webster and Fox, and the question slumbered

till 1844, when Mr. (since Sir) Richard Paken-

ham, arrived in the United States as British

minister, and renewed thv , roposition for open-

ing the negotiation to Mr. Uj^ihur, then Secre-

tary of State. This was February 24th, 1844,

Mr. Upshur replied promptly, that is to say, on

the 26th of the same month, accepting the pro-

posal, and naming an early day for receiving Mr.

Pakenham to begin the negotiation. Before

that day came he had perished in the disastrous

explosion of the great gun on board the Prince-

ton man-of-war. The subject again slumbered

six months, and at the end of that time. July

22d, was again brought to the notice of the

American government by a note from the British

minister to Mr. Calhoun, successor to Mr. Up-

shur in the Department of State. Referring to

the note received from Mr. Upshur the day be-

fore his death, he said

:

" The lamented death of Mr. Upshur, which
occurred within a few days after the date of that

note, the interval which took place between that

event and the appointment of a successor, and

the urgency and importance of various matters

which offered themselves to your attention im-

mediately after your accession to oiBce, suffi-

ciently explain why it has not hitherto been in

the power of your government, sir, to attend to

the important matters to w^hich I refer. But,

the session of Congress having been brought to

a close, and the present being the season of the

year when the least possible business is usually

transacted, it occurs to me that you may now
feel at leisure to proceed to the consideration of

that subject. At all events it becomes my duty

to recall it to your recollection, and to repeat

the earnest desire of her majesty's government,

that a question, on which so much interest is

felt in both countries, should be disposed of at

the earliest moment consistent with the conven-

ience of the government of the United States."

Mr. Calhoun answered the 22d of August,

declaring his readiness to begin the negotiation,

and fixing the next day for taking up the sub*
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ject. It was taken up accordingly, and con-

ducted in the approved and safe way of con-

ducting .such negotiation.s, that is to say, a pro-

tocol of every conference signed by the two

negotiators before they separated, and the pro-

positions submitted by each always reduced to

writing. This was the proper and satisfactory

mode of proceeding, the neglect and total omis-

sion of which had constituted so just and so

loud a complaint against the manner in which

Mr. Webster and Lord Ashburton had conducted

their conferences. Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Paken-

ham met seven times, exchanged arguments and

propositions, and came to a balk, which sus-

pended their labors. Mr. Calhoun, rejecting the

usual arts of diplomacy, which holds in reserve

the ultimate and true offer while putting for-

ward fictitious ones for experiment, went at

onci to his ultimatum, and proposed the contin-

uation of the parallel of the 49th degree of

north latitude, which, after the acquisition of

Louisiana, had been adopted by Great Britain

and the United States as the divii^ing line be-

tween their possessions, from the Lake of the

Woods (fixed as a land-mark under the treaty

of Utrecht), to the summit of the Rocky Moun-

tains—the United States insisting at the same

time to continue that line to the Pacific Ocean

under the terms of the same treaty. Mr. Pak-

enham declined this proposition in the part that

carried the line to the ocean, but offered to con-

tinue it from the summit of the mountains, to

the Columbia River, a distance of some three

hundred miles ; and then follow the river to the

ocean. This was refused oy Mr. Calhoun ; and

the ultimatum having been delivered on one

hand, and no instructions "oeing possessed on the

other to yield any thing, the negotiations, after

continuing through the month of September,

came to a stand. At the end of four months

(January 1845) Mr. Pakenham, by the direc-

tion of his government, proposed to leave the

question to arbitration, which was declined by
the American secretary, and very properly ; for,

while arbitrament is the commendable mode of

settling minor questions, and especially those

which arise from the construction of existing

treaties, yet the boundaries of a country are of

too much gravity to be so submitted.

Mr. Calhoun showed a muuly spirit in pro-

posing the line of 49, as the dominant party in

the United States, and the one to which he be-

longed, were then in a high state of exultation

for the boundary of 54 degrees 40 minutes, and

the presidential canvass, on the democratic side,

was raging upon that ciy. The Baltimore pres-

idential convention had followed a pernicious

practice, of recent invention, in laying down a

platform of principles on which the canvass was
to be conducted, and 54-40 for the northern

boundary of Oregon, had been made a canon of

political faith, from which there was to be no
departure except upon the penalty of political

damnation. Mr. Calhoun had braved this pen-

alty, and in domg so had acted up to his public

and responsible duty.

The new President, Mr. Polk, elected under

that cry, came into oflBce on the 4th of March,

and acting upon it, put into his inaugural ad-

dress a declaration that our title to the whole

of Oregon (meaning up to 54-40), was clear and

indisputable ; and a further declaration that he

meant to maintain that title. It was certainly

an unusual thing—perhaps unprecedented in

diplomacy—that, while negotiations were de-

pending (which was still the case in this in-

stance, for the last note of Mr. Calhoun in Jan-

uary, declining the arbitration, gave as a reason

for it that he expected the question to be settled

by negotiation), one of the parties should au-

thoritatively declare its right to the whole mat-

ter in dispute, and show itself ready to main-

tain it by arms. The declaration in the inaugu-

ral had its natural effect in Great Britain. It

roused the British spirit as high as that of the

American. Their excited voice came thunder-

ing back, t'' be received with indignation by the

great dem. i.'\v; and war

—

^•inevitable war"
—was the en through the land. The new ad-

ministration felt itself to be in a dilemma. To
stand upon 54-40 was to have war in reality

:

to recede from it, might be to incur the penalty

laid down in the Baltimore platform. Mr.

Buchanan, the new Secretary of State, did me
the honor to consult me. I answered him
promptly and frankly, that I held 49 to be the

right line, and that, if the administration made

a treaty upon that line, I should support it.

This was early in April. The secretary seemed

to expect some further proposition from the

British government; but none came. The re-

buff in the inaugural address had been too pub-

lic, and too violent, to admit that government to

take the initiative again. It said nothing : the
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war cry continued to rago : and at the end of

four months our Kovcrnincnt found itself under

the necessity to take the initiative, and recom-

m«nco negotiations as the means of avoiding

war. Accordingly, on the 22d of July, Mr.

Buchanan (the direction of the President be-

ing always understood) addressed a note to Mr.

Pakenham, resuming the negotiation at the

point at which it had been left by Mr. Oalhoun ;

and, conforming to the offer that ho had made,

and because he had made it, again proposed the

line of 49 to the ocean. The British minister

again refused that lino, and inviting a " fairer"

proposition. In the n<ean time the offer of 49

got wind. The democracy t^as in commotion.

A storm was got up (for^-uost in raising which

was the new administration organ, Mr. Ritchie's

Daily Union), before which the administration

quailed—recoiled—and withdrew its offer of 49.

There was a dead pause in the negotiation again
;

and so the affair remained at the meeting of

Congress, which came together under the loud

cry of war, in which Mr. Cass was the leader,

but followed by the body of the democracy, and

backed and cheered on by the democratic press

—some hundreds of papers. Of course the

Oregon question occupied a place, and a promi-

nent one, in the President's message—(which

has been noticed)—and, on communicating the

failure of the negotiation to Congress, he recom-

mended strong measures for the security and

assertion of our title. The delivery of the

notice which was to abrogate the joint occupa-

tion of the country by the citizens of the two
powers, was one of these recommendations, and

the debate upon that question brought out the

full expression of the opinions of Congress upon

the whole subject, and took the management of

the questions into the hands of the Senate and

House of Representatives.

CHAPTER CLVII.

ORKGON QUESTION: NOTICK TO ABUOOATE THE
AKTICLE IN THE TREATY FOR A JOINT OCCIT.

I'ATION: THE PRESIDENT DENOUNCED IN TUB
SENATE FOR A SUPPOSED LEANING TO THE
LINE OP FORTV-NINE.

The proposition for the line of 49 having been

withdrawn by the American government on its

non-acceptance by the British, had appeased the

democratic storm which had been got up against

the President; and his recommendation for

strong measures to assert and secure our title

was entirely satisfactory to those who now

came to be called the Fifly-Four Forties. The

debate was advancing well upon this question

of notice, when a sinister rumor—only sinister

to the extreme party—began to spread, that the

British government would propose 49, and that

the President was favorable to it. This rumor

was true, and by way of preparing the public

mind for it, Mr. William H. Haywood, a senator

from North Carolina, both personally and pcliti-

cally friendly to the President, undertook to

show, not so much that the line of 49 was right

in itself, but that the President was not so far

committed against it as that he could not yet

form a treaty upon it. In this sense he—

" Took a view of the course which had been

pursued by the President, approving of the offer

of the parallel of 49° to Great Britain, and

maintaining that there was nothing in the lan-

guage of the President to render it improper in

him to negotiate hereafter on that basis, not-

withstanding this rejection. He regarded the

negotiation as still open ; and he would not do

the President so much wrong as to suppose

that, if we passed the notice, and thus put into

his hand a great moral weapon, that he could be

guilty of so miserable a trick as to use it to-the

dishonor of his country on the one hand, or

to the reckless provocation of a war on the

other. Believing that the administration stood

committed to accept an offer of a division of the

territory on the paiallcl of 49°—or substan-

tially that—he should sustain the Executive in

that position. He expressed his conviction that,

whatever might be his individual opinions, the

President—as General Washington did in 1796

—would fulfil his obligations to the country

;

that, whenever the interests of the country re-

quired it, he would sacrifice his own opinions to

the sense of his official duty. He rebuked the
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cry which had been sot up by Homo of the

I'riciidH of the President, wldch placed him in

the position of J)ein)j; the mere organ of the Bal-

timore convention, and declared that, if ho could

believe that tho Executive would permit the

resolution of that convention to overrule his

duty to his country, ho would turn his back

upon him. Mr. H. then proceeded to deduce,

from tho lanKuago and acts of tho Executive,

that he had not pu^ himself in a position which

Imposed on him the necessity of refusing to ne-

gotiate on the parallel of 49°, should negotia-

tion bo resumed on that basis. In this respect,

the President did not occupy that attitude in

which some of his friends wished to place him.

It ought to be borne in mind that Great Britain

had held occupancy for above forty years ; and

it was absurd to suppose, that, if we turn sud-

denlv upon her and tell her she must quit, that

she will not make resistance. And he asked

what our government would be likely to do if

placed in a similar position and reduced to the

same alternative. No one could contend for a

moment that the rejection of tho oifer of 49° by
Great Britain released the President from the

obligiition to accept that offer whenever it should

again bo made. Tho question waa to be settled

by compromise ; and, on this principle, the ne-

gotiation was still pending. It was not to bo

expected that a negotiation of this kind could

be carried through liastily. Time must be given

for conmiunicatiou with the British government,

for projier consideration and consultation ; and

true politeness requires that ample time should

be given for this purpose. It is obvious that

Great Britain does not consider the negotiation

terminated, as she would haAc recalled her min-

ister ; and the I'resident cam ot deem it closed,

or he would have made a communication to Con-
gress to that effect. The acts of the President

were not such as to justify any apprehensions

of a rupture ; and from that, he did not ask for

the notice in order that ho might draw the

sword and throw away the scabbard. The
falsehood of any such charge is proved by the

fact that he has asked f^r no enlargement of the

annual appropriations . < i the other hand, his

estimates are rather d., anished. Knowing him
to be honest, he (Mr. H.) would acquit him of

any such imputation of moral treason, which
would subject him to the reprobation of man
and the anger of his God. Mr. H. then referred

to the divisions which had sprung up in the

democratic party, the tendency of which is, to

destroy ,the party, by cutting off its heads. This

question of Oregon had been turned into a party

question, for the purpose of Proeidcnt-midiing.

lie repudiated any submission to tho commands
of factious meetings, got up by demagogues, for

tho purpose of dictating to the Senate how to

make- a treaty, and felt thankful that North
Carolina had never taken this course. He did

not regard such proceedings as indicative of that

true democracy which, like a potato, grew at

the root, and did not, like the spurious democ-

racy, show itself from tho blossom. Tho creed

of the Baltimore convention directs tho party

to re-anncx Texas and to rc-occupy Oregon.

Texas had been re-annexe<l, and now wo ore to

go for the re-occiipalion of Oregon. Now, Old
Ori'gon, embracing all the territory on which
American foot ever trod, comprised merely the

valley of Willamette, which did not extend
above 49° ; and consequently this portion was
all which could be contemplated in tho expres-

sion " re-occupation," as it would involve an ab-

surdity to speak of re-occupying what we had
never occupied. Kcferring to tne history of tho

annexation of Texas, ho cited the impossibility

of getting Texas through, until the two ques-

tions had been made twin sisters by tho Balti-

more convention. Then Texas passed the House,

and came into the Senate, followed so closely by
Oregon, that they seemed to be akin."

In all this Mr. Haywood ypoko the senti-

ments of tho President, personally confided to

him, and to prepare tho way for his action in

conformity to them. The extreme party sus-

pected this, and had their plan arranged to storm

it down, and to force the President to repulse tho

British offer of 49, if now it should bo made,

as ho had been stormed into a withdrawal of

his own offer of that line by his own news-

papers and party in the recess of Congress.

This task fell upon Mr. Hannegan of Indiana,

and Mr. William Allen of Ohio, whose tempera-

ments were better adapted to the work thijn

that of their chief, Mr. Cass. Mr. Hannegan

began

:

" I must apologize to the Senate for obtrud-

ing myself upon your attention at this advanced

period of the day, particularly as I have already

occupied your attention on several occasions in

the course of this debate. My remarks now,

however, will be very brief. Before I proceed

to make any reply to the speech of the senator

from North Carolina—the most extraordinary

speech which I have ever listened to in the whole

course of my life—^I desire, through the Vice

President, to put a question to him, which I

have committed to writing. It is this : I ask

liim if he has the authority of the President,

directly or indirectly, for saying to the Senate

that it is his (the President's) wish to terminate

tho Oregon question by compromising with Great

Britain on the 49th degree of north latitude 1
"

To this categorical demand, Mr. Haywood

replied that it would be unwise and impolitic

for the President to authorize any senator to

make such a declaration as that implied in the

question of Mr. Hannegan. Mr. Allen, of Ohio,

then took up the demand for the answer, and

said'
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" I put. the (^uoHtion, and iIiMiiand iiti an.-iwcr

to it an R public i-inht. The Hcimtor hero lm«
MHumed to H|H«ak for tl> « Pn-Bident. IliHipoiMh
goes to the worKl ; and I demand, aH a puhlic
right, that ho auHwor tlio (uuNtioni and if lie

won't answer it, I Htaiid ready to ileny that ho
haa expn-Mwed tlio vicwH of the President."

Mr. WeHtcott of Florida, called Mr. Allen to

order, for asking for the opinions of the Prcwi-

dent through a senator. Tho President could

only eoininitnicato his opinions to the Senate

responsibly, by nieasage. It wvlild bo a breach

of privilege for any senator to undertake to re-

port such opinions, and consequently a breach

of order for any senator to call foi them. In

this Mr. Westcott was right, but tho call to

order did not prevent Mr. Allen from renewing

his demand :

" I do not demand an answer as any personal
right at all. I demand it its a public right.

When a senator assumes to speak mr tho Presi-

dent, every senator possesses a public right to

demand his authority for so doing. An avowal
has Imk'Ii made that he is the exponent of the

views of tho President, ujion a great nationul
question. He has assumed to be that expo-
nent. And I ask him whether he has the au-

thority of tho President for (ho iwsumption l
"

Mr. Westcott renewed his call to order, but

no question was taken upon the call, which must

haVo been decided against Mr. Allen. Mr. Ilay-

woo<l said, he denied the right of any senator

to put (luestions to him in that way, and said

he had not assumed to siK'ak by the authority of

the President. Then, said Mr. Allen, the senator

takes back his speech. Mr. Haywood :
" Not

at all ; but I am glad to see my speech takes."

Mr. Allen :
'• With tho British," Mr. Hanue-

gan then resumed

:

"I do not deem it material whether the
senator from North Carolina gives a direct

answer to iny question or not. I' is entirely

immaterial. He assumes—no, ho says there is

no assumption about it—that there is no mean-
ing in languagt>, no truth in man, if the Presi-

dent any where commits himself to 54" 40', as

his flattering friends assume for him. Now, sir,

there is no truth in man, there is no meaning in

language, if the President is not committed to
54' 40' in as strong language as that which
makes up the H0I3' Book. From a period ante-

cedent to that in which he became the nominee
of tho IJaltimore convention, down to this mo-
ment, to all the wor' I he stands iwunnitted lor

64° 40 . I jco back to his declaration made in

1844, to a committee of citizens of Cincinnati,

who addressed him in relation to the annexa-

tion of Texas, and he (hero uses this laiigiia-<p

being then liefo.ts (ho country as (luMhniocratic
candid.i(« for tho chair which ho now (Ills.

" Mr. CiiiTTKNiiKN. What is tho date V
" Mr. Hannkuan. It is dated (ho 23d of

April.

(Mr. H. hero read an extract from Mr. Polk's
letter to tho committee of the citizens of Cin-
cinnati.J

Mr. Hannogan then went on t:) quote from

tho President's mcsmige—the annual nuHsn^^'o

at tho commencement of the bc«&. n—to show

that, in withdrawing '.lis proposition f)r a

boundary on tho 4yth parallel, ho had taken a

position against over resuming it. Ho re'ad this

paragraph

:

,

"The extraordinary and wholly inadmissible
demands of tk Hritish (Jovernment, and tlio

rejection of (ho nn ^losition made in deferonco
alone to what had beeji done by my predecessors
and tho implied obligation which their nets

seemed to impose, afford satisfactory evidence
that no compromise whicli tho United Ntntes

ought to accept can Iw ellected. With this con-

viction, the proposition of compromise which
had been made an<l rejected was, by my direc-

tion, 8ubse(|uontly withdrawn, and our title to

(he whole Ore'gon Territory asserted, and, ns is

U'lieved, muintainod by irrefragable facts and
ai-guments."

Having re'ad this jiaragraph, Mr. Ilannegan

proceeded to rci)ly to it ; and exclaimed

—

" What does tho Pre'sident here claim ? Up
to 54" 40'—ever^ inch of it. He has asserted

that claim, and is, as he says, sustained by ' ir-

refragable facts and arguments.' Hut this is

not all : I hold that the language of the .Secre-

tary of State is the language of the Picsident

of tho United States ; ami has not Mr. Ihiclia-

nan, in liis last communication to Mr. Pakcn-
ham, named 54° 40' in so many words ? IIo

has. T'ho Pre-sident adopts this language as Ills

own. He plants himself on 54° 40'."

Mr. Ila'nnegan then proceeded to jilant tlie

whole democratic party uiKin tho line of 54-40,

and to show that Oregon to that extent, and

Texas to her wh(do extent, were the watchwords

of the party in the presidential election—that

both were to be carried together; and Texas

having l)een gained, Oregon, without treachery,

could not be abandoned.

" Tho democratic party is thus boiuid to the

whole ot Oregon—every toot of it; ami let the

senator rise in his place who will tell inr in

what quarter i.<f this IMiion—in what assembly

of democrats in this Union, jicndiiig liiu preai-
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(Ifiitiiil ili'(!tii)n, tho niuiu'H of TexiiH arid Ori'unn

(lid ii<>t Hy togt'tliiT, Midii by h'kIo, <»n tho (K'ino-

(•rHti<' liiiiiiiuiH. Evory whoru thi>y woiu (wiim

—

eviry wlii'in they wcro united. Doom tlio Moiia-

((,!• nmii Narth Oiiroliim mui)|m)hi! tliat ho, with

|ii>t iiiniials t<» tho doiiuMTiicy, can lihiid our

oyi'K, iiH ho thinltH lie tickU'd our vnn } He \n

miHliikLii. ' Ti'XUH and Oregon ' cannot ho di-

vidi'ti ; they dwell to^^ethcr in tho American

hcuit. Kveii in '^(^^UM, I have heen told tho liaji,

of the lone Htar liail in.scrihed on it tho imniu of

Ort'j;iiii. Then, it wan all Oregon. Now, when
you have got Toxati, it means JiiHt ho nuich of

Oregon aw you in your kindnoHH and condescen-

sion think proper to givo us. You littlo know us,

if you think tho mighty Weat will bo troddon

on in this way."

Mr. Ilanncgan then utulortuok to disclaim for

the President the sentiments attributed to him

by Mr. Haywood, atid to pronounce an anatlio-

ma up<in him if tho attribution was right.

" Tho senator in his defence of tho Presidont,

put language into Ins mouth which I undertake

to way tho President will repudiate, and I am
not the Presi<lent's champion. ! wish not to

be his champion, f would not be tho chamj)ion

of porter. I defend tho right, and the right

only. IJut, for the President, I deny the inten-

titmn which tho senator from North (Jarolina

attributes to him—intentions, which, if really

entertained by him, would make him an in-

famous man—ay, an infamous man. Ho [.Mr.

Hiiywoodl told the Senate yesterday—unless [

groNsiy inisuuilerstvod him, along with several

friends around mo— ' that tho President had oc-

casionally stickings-in, parenthetically, to gratify

—what ?—tho uitraisms of tho country and of

party; whilst ho roposo<l in the White House
with uo intentions of carrying out these paren-

thetical Btickings-in.' In plain words, he repre-

sents the President as parenthetically sticking

in a few hollow and false words to cajole the
'ultraisms of the country?' What is this,

need I ask, but charging upon the President
conduct the most vile and infamous ? If this

allegation be true, these intentions of the Presi-

dent must sooner or later come to light, and
when brought to light, what n\ust follow but
irretrievable disgrace ? So long as one human
eye remains to linger on tho page of history,

the story of his abasement will be read, sending
him and his name together to an infamy so pro-
found, a damnation so deep, that the hand of
resurrection will never be able to drag him
forth."

Mr. Jfnngum called Mr. Ilanncgan to order

:

Mr. Haywood desired that he might be pcr-

Sutted to pfooccd, which he did, ili.ichiitHing ail

disrespect to Mr. Haywood, and concluded with

Baying ; that, " so far as the whole toue, spirit,

and meaning of tho n>markH of tho Hcuator

from North Carolina is concerned, if they Hpeak

tho languago of James K. Polk, then James K.

Polk has spoken worda of falsehood with the

tongue of a sorpont."

Mr. Ueverdy Johnson camo to tho reli(!f of

tho Presiilent and Mr. Haywood in a teinjiorato

and wt'Il-consi(hued speech, in which ho diovvod

he had had great appreliension of war—that this

apprehension was becoming less, and that he

deemed it probable, and right and lumorable in

itself, that the President should meet tho

IJritish (ui tho lino of 49 if they should come

to it ; and that lino would save tho territorial

rigl ts of tho Unite<l States, and tho peace and

houwr of the country.

" It is with unafTected embarrassment I rise

to address the Senate on the subject now under
consideration ; but its great importance and the
momentous issties involved in its final settle-

ment are sinh as compel me, notwithstanding
my distrust of my own ability to bo useful to

my country, to make the attempt. We have
all felt that, at one time u luast (I trust that
time is now past), wo were in imminent danger
of war. From tlu^ moment the President of tho
United States deemed it right and becoming, in

tho outset of his official career, to announce to

the world that our title to Oregon was clear

and unquestionable, down to the jjcriod of his

message to Congress in December la.st, when
he reiterated the declaration, I could not see
how it was possible that war should bo averted.

That apprehension was rendered much more in-

tense from the character of the debates else-

where, as well 08 from tho speeches of some
of the President's political friends within this

chandler. I could not but listen with alarm
and dismay to what fell from the very distin-

guished and ex[i( rienced senator from Michigan
(Mr. Cass) at an early period of this debate

;

to what I heard from the senator from Indiana
(Mr. Ilannegan) ; and, above all, to what was
said by the senator from Ohio (Mr. Allen), tho
chairman of the Conunitteo on Foreign Rela-
tions, who, in my simplicity, I supposed must
necessarily be apprised of the views o*" *he gov-

ernment in regard to the foreign concei i: of the
country. Supposing the condition of th^ coun-
try to 1)0 what it was represented to be by
each and all of the three senators, I could not
imagine how it could be possible that the most
direful of all human calamities, war, was to bo
avoided ; and I was accordingly prepared to say,

on the hypothesis of the fact assumed by the

.senator from Michigan, that war was inevitable
;—to use his own paraplutuso of his own term,

which, it would appear, has got out of favor

with himself— ' war must come.'
" What did they represent to be the condition
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of the nation ? I speak now more particularly

of the last two senators, from Indiana and Ohio.
They told us that negotiation was at an end

;

that we were now thrown back on our original

rights; that, by these original rights, as had
been officially announced, our title to tne whole
country was beyond all question : and that the
national honor must be foifeited, if that title

should not be maintained by force of arms. I
felt that he must have been a careless and a
profitless reader of English history who could
indulge the hope that, if such was to be the
course and conduct of this country, war was
not inevitable. Then, in addition to my own
opinion, when I heard it admitted by the hon-
orable senator from Michigan, with that perfect

condor which always distinguishes him on this

floor, that, in his opinion, England would never
recede, I felt that war was inevitable.

" I now rejoice in hoping and believing, from
what I have subsequently heard, that the fears

of the Senate, as well as my own apprehensions,
were, as I think, unfounded. Since then, the
statesmanlike view tak^n by the senator from
New York who first addressed us (Mr. DLxV
and by the senator from Missouri (Mr. Benton),
to whom this whole question is as familiar as a
household term—and the spirit of peace .rhich

breathed in their every word—have fully satis-

fied me that, so far as depends upon them, a
fair and liberal compromise of our difficulties

would not be in want of willing and zealous ad-
vocates.

" And this hope has been yet more strength-
ened by the recent speech of the senator from
North Carolina (Mr. Haywood), not now in his

place. Knowing, as I f bought I did, the inti-

mate relations, both personal and political,

which that senator bore to the Chief Magistrate
—knowing, too, that, as chairman of the Com-
mittee on Commerce, it was his special duty to
become informed in regard to all matters hav-
uig a bearing on the foreign relations of the
countrj' ; I did not doubt, and I do not now
doubt, that in every thing he said as to the de-
termination of the President to accept, if offered

by the British government, the same terms
which iie had himself proposed in July last,

the reasonable inference was, that such an offer,

if made, would be accepted. I do not mean to

say, because I did not so understand the senator,

that, in addressing this body with regard to the
opinions or purposes of the President, he spoke
by any express or delegate<l authority. But I

do mean to say, that I have no d(/ubt, from his

knowledge of the general viev's of the President,
as expressed in his message, taken in connec-
tion with certain omissions on the part of the
Executive, that when he announced to us that
thi; I'rt'Ki'.lent woii!'.! fei;! luTsiw-lfJ!) Itnjsnr liosind

to accept his own offer, if now reciprocated by
Great Britain, he spoke that whicU he knew to

be true. And tliis opinion was yet more
strengthened and confirmed by what I found

tc be the effect of his speech on the two sena-

tors I have named—the leaders, if they will

permit mo to call them so, of the ultraistg on
this subject—I mean the senator from Indiana
^Mr. Hannegan), and the senator from Ohio
(Mr. Allen). He was an undiscerning witness
of the scene which took place in this chamber
immediately after the speech of the senator

from North Carolina (Mr. Haywood), who
must not have seen that those two senators

had consulted together with the view of ascer-

taining how far the senator from North Carolina

spoke by authority, and that the result of their

consultation was a determination to catechise

that senator ; and the better to avoid all mis-

take, that they reduced their interrogatory to

writing, in order that it might be propounded
to him by the senator from Indiana (Mr. Han-
negan) ; and if it was not answered, that it was
then to be held as constructively answered by

the senator from Ohio (Mr. Alhn). What the

result of the manteuvre was I leave it to the

Senate to decide ; but this I will venture to say

that in the keen encounter of wits, to whicli

their colloquy led, the two senators who com-

menced it got rather the worst of the con-

test. My hope and belief has been yet further

strengthened by what has not since happened

;

I mean my belief in the pacific views of the

Chief Magistrate. The speech of the senator

from North Carolina was made on Thursday,

and though a week has nearly elapsed since that

time, notwithstanding the anxious solicitude

of both those senators, and their evident desire

to set the public right on that subject, we have,

from that day to this, heard from neither of the

gentlemen the slightest intimation that the con-

struction given to the message by the senator

from North Carolina was not a true one."

Mr. Johnson continued his speech on the

merits of the question—the true line which

should divide the British and American posses-

sions bejrjnd the Rocky Mountains ; and placed

it on the parallel of 49" according to the treaty

of Utrecht, and in conformity with the opinions

and diplomatic instructions of Mr. Jefferson,

who had acquired Louisiana and sent an expe-

dition of discovery to the Pacific Ocean, and

had well studied the whole question of our ter-

ritorial rights in that quarter. Mr. Benton did

not speak in this incidental debate, but he knew

that Mr. Haywood spoke with a knowledge of

the President's sentiments, and according to his

wishes, and to prepare the country for a treaty

uf)On 49". lie knew this, because he was in

consultation with the President, and was to

speak for the same purpose, and was urged by

him to speak immediately in consequence of the
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attempt to crush Mr. Haywood—tho first of his

friends who had given any intimaffon of his

views. Mr. Benton, therefore, at an early day,

spoke at large upon the question when it took

another form—that of a bill to establish a ter

ritorial government for Oregon ; some extracts

from which constitute the next chapter.

CHAPTER CLVIII.

OREGON TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENT : BOUNDA-
RIES AND HISTORY OF THE COUNTRY: FEA-

ZER'8 RIVER : TREATY OF UTEECUT : MR. BEN-
TON'S SPEECH : EXTRACTS.

Mr. Benton then addressed the Senate. Mr.

President, the bill before the Senate proposes

to extend the sovereignty and jurisdiction of

the United States over all our territories west

of the Rocky Mountains, w' it saying what

is the extent and what are ine limits of this

territory. This is wrong, in my opinion. We
ought to define the limits within which our

agents are to do such acts as this bill contem-

plates, otherwise we commit to them the solu-

tion of questions which we find too hard for

ourselves. This indefinite extension of autho-

rity, in a case which requires the utmost pre-

cision, forces me to speak, and to give my
opinion of the true extent of our territories be-

yond the Rocky Mountains. I have delayed

doing this during the whole session, not from

any desire to conceal my opinions (which, in

fact, were told to all that asked for them), but

because I thought it the business of negotiation,

not of legislation, to settle these boundaries I

waited for negotiation : but negotiation lags,

while events go forward ; and now we are in

the process of acting upon measures, upon the

adoption of which it may no longer be in the

power either of negotiation or of legislation to

control the events to which they may give rise.

The bill before us is without definition of the

territory to be occupied. And why this vague-

ness in a case requiring the utmost precision ?

Why not define the boundaries of these territo-

ries ? Precisely because we do not know then!

!

And this presents a case which requires me to

wait no longer for negotiation, but to come for-

ward with my own opinions, and to do what I

can to prevent the evils of vague and indefinite

legislation. My object will be to show, if I can,

the true extent and nature of our territorial

claims beyond the Rocky Mountains, with a

view to just and wise decisions ; and, if doing

so, I shall endeavor to act upon the great

maxim, " Ask nothing but what is right—sub-

mit to nothing that is wrong."

It is my ungracious task, in attempting to act

upon this maxim, to commence by exposing er-

ror at home, and endeavoring to clear up some
great mistakes under which the public mind

has labored.

It has been assumed for two years, and the

assumption has been made the cause of all the

Oregon excitement of the country, that we have

a dividing line with Russia, made so by the

convention of 1824, along the parallel of 54° 40',

from the sea to the Rocky Mountains, up to

which our title is good. This is a great mis-

take. No such line was ever established ; and

so far as proposed and discussed, it was pro-

posed and discussed as a nortliem British, and

not as a northern American line. The public

treaties will prove there is no such line ; docu-

ments will prove that, so far as 54° 40', from

the sea to the mountains, was ever proposed as

a northern boundary for any power, it was pro-

posed by us for the British, and not for our-

selves.

To make myself intelligible in what I shall

say on this point, it is necessary to go back to

the epoch of the Russian convention of 1824,

and to recall the recollection of the circum-

stances out of which that convention grew.

The circumstances were these: In the year

1821 the Emperor Alexander, acting upon a

leading idea of Russian policy (in relation to

the North Pacific Ocean) from the time of Pe-

ter the Great, undertook to treat that ocean as

a close sea, and to exercise municipal authority

over a great extent of its shores and waters.

In September of that year, the emperor issued

a decree, bottomed upon this pretension, assum-

ing exclusive sovereignty and jurisdiction over

both shores of the North Pacific Ocean, and

over tho high seas, in front of each coast, to the

extent of one hundred Italian miles, from Behr-

ing's Straits down io lutilude iifly-one, on

the American coast, and to forty-five on the

Asiatic; and denouncing the penalties of con-

fiscation upon all ships, of whatsoerer nation,
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that should approach the coasts within the in-

terdicted distances. This was a very startling

decree. Coming from a feeble nation, it would

have been smiled at ; coming from Russia, it

gave uneasiness to all nations.

Great Britain and the United States, as hav-

ing the largest commerce in the North Pacific

Ocean, and as having large territorial claims on

the north-west coast of America, were the first

to take the alarm, and to send remonstrances to

St. Petersburg against the formidable ukase.

They found themselves suddenly thrown to-

gether, and standing side by side in this new

and portentous contest with Russia. They re-

monstrated in concert, and here the wise and

pacific conduct of the Emperor Alexander dis-

played itself in the most prompt and honorable

manner. He immediately suspended the ukase

(which, in fact, had remained without execu-

tion), and invited the United States and Great

Britain to unite with Russia in a convention to

settle amicably, and in a spirit of mutual con-

venience, all the questions between them, and

especially their respective territorial claims on

the north-west coast of America. This mag-

nanimous proposition was immediately met by

the two powers in a corresponding spirit ; and,

the ukase being voluntarily relinquished by the

emperor, a convention was quickly signed by
Russia with each power, settling, so far as Rus-

sia was concerned, with each, all their territo-

rial claims in North-west America. The Em-
peror Alexander had proposed that it should be

a joint convention of the three powers—a tri-

partite convention—settling the claims of each

and of all at the same time ; and if this wise

suggestion had been followed, all the subse-

quent and all the present difliculties between

the United States and Great Britain, with re-

spect to this territory, would have been entire-

ly avoided. But it was not foUowec' : an act

of ou- own prevented it. After Great Britain

had consented, the non-colonization principle

—

the principle of non-colonization in America by

any European power—was promulgated by our

government, and for that reason Great Britain

chose to treat separately with each power, and

so it was done.

Gro.it Britain .and iho. Vnltrd State's treated

separately with Russia, and with each other

;

and each came to agreements with Russia, but

to none among themselves. The agreements

with Russia were contained in two conventions,

signed nearly at the same time, and nearly in

the same words, limiting the territorial claim

of Russia to 54° 40', confining her to the coasts

and islands, and leaving the continent, out to

the Rocky Mountains, to be divided between

the United States and Great Britain, by aa

agreement between themselves. The emperor

finished up his own business and quit the con-

cern. In fact, it would seem, from the promp-

titude, moderation, and fairness with which he

adjusted all difierences both with the United

States and Great Britain, that his only object

of issuing the alarming ukase of 1821 was to

bring those powers to a settlement; actin"

upon the homely, but wise maxim, that short

settlements make long friends.

Well, there is no such line as 54° 40'; and

that would seem to be enough to quiet the ex-

citement which has been got up about it. But

there is more to come. I set out with saying

that although this fifty-four forty was never es-

tablished as a northern boundary for the United

States, yet it was proposed to be established as

a northern boundary, not for us, but for Great

Britain—and that proposal was made to Great

Britain by ourselves. This must sound like a

strange statement in the ears of the fifty-four-

forties; but it is no more strange than true;

and after stating the facts, I mean to prove

them. The plan of the United States at that

time was this : That each of the three powers

(Great Britain, Russia, and the United States)

having claims on the north-west coast of Amer-

ica, should divide the country between them,

each taking a third. In this plan of partition,

each was to receive a share of the continent

from the sea to the Rocky Mountains, Russia

taking the northern slice, the United States the

southern, and Great Britain the centre, with

fifty-four forty for her northern boundary, and

forty-nine for her southern. The document

from which I now read will say fifty-one ; but

that was the first offer—forty-nine was the real

one, as I will hereafter show. This was our

plan. The moderation of Russia defeated it.

That power had no settlements on that part

of the continent, and rejected the continental

shfirc which wo offered her. She limited her-

self to the coasts and islands where she had set-

tlements, nud left Great Britain and the United

States to sliare the continent betweea tliem-
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selves. But before this was kno^vn, we had

proposed to her fifty-four forty for the Russian

southern bou dary, and to Great Britain the

same fcr ^ /rthern boundary. I say fifty-

four forty 5 :, although the word in the prop-

osition was fifty-five, yet it was on the princi-

ple which gave fifty-four forty—namely, run-

ning from the south end of Prince of Wales'

Island, supposed to be in fifty-five, but found tc

have a point to it running down to fifty-four

forty. Wo proposed this to Great Britain.

She refused it, saying she would establish her

northern boundary with Russia, who was on

her north, and not with the United States, who

was on her south. This seemed reasonable

;

and the United States then, and not until then,

relinquished the business of pressing fifty-four

forty upon Great Britain for her northern

boundary. The proof is in the executive docu-

ments. Here it is—a despatch from Mr. Rush,

our minister in London, to Mr. Adams, Secreta-

ry of State, dated December 19, 1823.

(The despatch read.)

Here is the ofier, in the most explicit terms,

in 1823, to make fifty-five, which was in fact

fifty-four forty, the northern boundary of Great

Britain ; and here is her answer to that propo-

sition. It is the next paragraph in the same

despatch from Mr. Rush to Mr. Adams.

(The answer read.)

This was her answer, refusing to take, in

1823, as a northern boundary coming south for

quantity, what is now prescribed to her, at the

peril of war, for a southern boundary, with

nothing north !—for, although the fact happens

to be that Russia is not there, bounding us on

the north, yet that makes no diflFerence in the

philosophy of our Fifty-four-Forties, who be-

lieve it to be so ; and, on that belief, are ready

to fight. Their notion is, that we go jam up to

54° 40', and the Russians come jam down to

the same, leaving no place for the British lion

to put down a paw, although that paw should

be no bigger than the sole of the dove's foot

which sought a resting-place from Noah's ark.

This must seem a little strange to British

statesmen, who do not grow so fast as to leave

all knowledge behind them. They remember
that Air. Monroe and his cabinet—the Presi-

dent and cabinet who acquired the Spanish title

under which wo now propose to squeeze them
out of the continent—actually offered them six

degrees of latitude in that very place ; and they

will certainly want reasons for this so much
compression now, where we offered them so

much expansion then. These reasons cannot

be given. There is no boundary at 54° 40'

;

and so far as we proposed to make it one, it was
for the British and not for ourselves ; and so

ends this redoubtable Ime, up to which all true

patriots were to march ! and marching, fight

!

and fighting, die I if need be ! singing all the

while, with Horace

—

" Dulce et decoram e»t pro pntrtA morL"

I come to the line of Utrecht, the existence

of which is denied upon this floor by senators

whose fate it seems to be to assert the existence

of a line that is not, and to deny the existence

of one that is. A clerk in the Department of

State has compiled a volume of voyages and of

treaties, and, undertaking to set the world right,

has denied that commissioners ever met under

the treaty of Utrecht, and fixed boundaries be-

tween the British northern and French Canadian

possessions in North America. That denial has

been produced and accredited on this floor by a

senator in his place (Mr. Cass) ; and this pro-

duction of a blundering book, with this sena-

torial endorsement of its blunder, lays me un-

der the necessity of correcting a third error

which the " fifty-four-forties " hug to their

bosom, and the correction of which becomes ne-

cessary for the vindication of history, the estab-

lishment of a political right, and the protection

of the Senate from the suspicion of ignorance.

I affirm that the line was established ; that the

commissioners met and did their work 5 and that

what they did has been acquiesced in by all the

powers interested from the year 1713 down to

the present time.

In the year 1805, being the second year afler

the acquisition of Louisiana, President Jefierson

sent ministers to Madrid (Messrs. Monroe and

Charles Pinckney) to adjust the southern and

southwestern boundaries with her; and, in

doing so, the principles which had governed the

settlement of the northern boundary of the

same province became a proper illustration of

their ideas. They quoted these principles, and

"•avo the line of LTtrecht as the example ; and

this to Don Pedro Cevallos, one of the most ac-

complished statesmen of Europe. They say to

him

:
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" It is believed that this principle has been
admitted and acted on invariably since the dis-

covery of America, in respect to their possessions
there, by all the European powers. It is par-
ti(nilarly illustrated by the stipulations of their
most important treaties concerning those pos-
sessions and the practice under them, viz., the
treaty of Utrecht in 1713, and that of Paris in

1763. In conformity with the 10th article of
the first-mentioned treaty, thf boundary be-
tween Canada and Louisiana oii the one side,

and the Hudson Bay and Northwestern Com-
panies on the other, was established by commis-
sioners, by a lino to commence at a cape or pro-
montory on the ocean, in 58° 31' north latitude

;

to run thence, southwestwardly, to latitude 49°

north from the equator ; and along that line in-

definitely westward. Since that time, no at-

tempt has been made to extend the limits of
Louisiana or Canada to the north of that line,

or of those companies to the south of it, by pur-
chase, conquest, or grants from the Indians."

This is what Messrs. Monroe and Chai'lcs

Pinckncy said to Don Pedro Cevallos—a min-

ister who must be supposed to be as well ac-

quainted with the treaties which settled the

boundaries of the late Spanish province of

Louisiana as we are with the treaties which

settle the boundaries of the United States. The
line of Utrecht, and in the very words which
carry it from. tli(> Lake of the Woods to the

Pacific Ocean, and which confine the British to

the north, and the French and Spanish to the

south of that line, are quoted to Mr. Cevallos

as a fact which he and all the world knew. He
received it as such ; and thus Spanish authority

comes in aid of British, French, and American,

to vindicate our rights and the truth of history.

(The letter was read.)

Another contribution, which I have pleasure

to acknowledge, is from a gentleman of Balti-

more, formerly of the House of Representatives

(Mr. Kennedy), who gives me an extract from

the Journal of the British House of Commons,
March 5th, 1714, directing a writ to be issued

for electing a burgess in the place of Frederick

Heme, Esq., who, since his election, hath ac-

cepted, as the Journal says, the ufiice of one of

his Majesty's commissioners for treating with

commissioners on the part of France for settling

the trade between Great Britain and France.

The same entry occurs at the same time with

re.sjK'ct to Jumes Murray, Esq., and Sir Joseph

Martyn. The tenth article of the treaty of

Utrecht apjtlies to limits in North America, the

eleventh and fifteenth to commerce ; and these

commissioners were appointed under some or all

of these articles. Others might have been ap-

pointed by the king, and not mentioned in tb«

journals, as not being members of Parliament

whose vacated seats were to be filled. All

three of the articles of the treaty were equally

obligatory for the appointment of commission,

ers ; and here is proof that three were appointed

under the commercial articles.

One more piece oi testimony, and I have done.

And, first, a little statement to introduce it

We all know that in one of the debates which

took place in the British House of Commons on

the Ashburton treaty, and after that treaty was

ratified and past recall, mention was made of a

certain map called the King's map, which had

belonged to the late King (George III.), and

hung in his library during his lifetime, and

afterwards in the Foreign Oflice, from which

said office the said map silently disappeared

about the time of the Ashburton treaty, and

which certainly was not before our Senate at

the time of the ratification of that treaty. Well

the member who mentioned it in Parliament

said there was a strong red line upon it, about

the tenth of an inch wide, running all along

where the Americans said the true boundary

was, with these words written along it in four

places in King George's handwriting: " This is

Oswald's line ;
•' meaning, it is the line of the

treaty of peace negotiated by Mr. Oswald on

the British side, and therefore called Oswald't

line.

Now, what I have to say is this : That when-

ever this royal map shall emerge from its re-

treat and resume its place in the Foreign OfiSce,

on it will be found another strong red line about

the tenth of an inch wide, in another place, with

these words written on it : Boundaries between

the British and French possessions in America

" as Jixtd by the treaiy of Utrecht." To com-

plete this last and crowning piece of testimony,

I have to add that the evidence of it is in the

Department of State, as is nearly the whole oi

the evidence which I have used in crushing this

pie-poudre insurrection—" this puddle-lam re-

bellion "—against the truth and majesty of his-

tory, which, beginning with a clerk in the De-

partment of State, spread to all the organs, big

and little ; then reached the Senate of the

United States, held divided empire in this cham-
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ber for four months, and now dies the death of

the ridiculous.*

Wo must now introduce the gentlemen of

54-40 to Frazers's River, an acquaintance which

they will be obliged to make before they arrive at

their inexorable line ; for it lies in their ccTse,

and must be crossed—^both itself and the

British province of New Caledonia, which it

waters. This, then, is the introduction to that

inevitable acquaintance, hitherto ignored. It is

a river of about a thousand miles in length

(following its windings), rising in the Rocky

Mountains, opposite the head of the Unjigah, or

Peace River, which flows into the Frozen Ocean

in latitude about 70. The course of this river

is nearly north and south, rising in latitude 55,

flowing south to near latitude 49, and along that

parallel, ana just north of it, to the Gulf of

Georgia, into which it falls behind Vancouver's

Island. The upper part of this river is good

for navigation ; the lower half, plunging through

volcanic chasms in mountains of rock, is wholly

luinavigable for any species of craft. This river

was discovered by Sir Alexander Mackenzie in

1793, was settled by the Northwest Company in

180G, and soon covered by their establishments

from head to mouth. No American or Spaniard

had ever left a track upon this river or its val-

lev. Our claim to it, as far as I can see, rested

wholly upon the treaty with Spain of 1819

;

and her claim rested wholly upon those dis-

coveries among the islands, the value of which,

as conferring claims upon the continent, it has

been ray province to show iu our negotiations

with Russia in 1824. At the time that we ac-

* since the delivery of this speech a copy of 8 p»ragrapli of

a despatch from Mr. Edward Everett, United States minister

In London, dated Slst March, 1848, has been obtained, giving an

account of this map as sliown to him by Lord Aberdeen, con-

taining the two red lines npon it, one for our nortlienst bound-

ary, called " Oswald's line," the other lor the northwest, called

the line of tlie " treaty of Utrecht" The paragrapli is in these

words;

"The above was chiefly written before I had seen Mr. Os-
wald's map, which I have since by the iilndnesa of Sir Kobert
Peel and Lord Aberdeen, been permitted to do. It is a copy
of Mitchell in fine preservation. The boundaries between the
British and French possessions in America, 'as fixed by the
treaty of Utrecht,' are marked .upon it in a very ftill distinct

line, at least a tenth of an inch broad, and those words written
in several places. In like manner the line giving our bound-
ary as we nave always claimed it, that is, carryiiij! tlin north-

eastern angle of Nova Scotia far to the north of tho St Johns,
la drawn very carefully In a bold red line, full a tenth of an
Inch broad : and in four different places along the lino dis-

tinctly written ' the boundary described by Mr. Oswald.' W hat
is ve'.'v noticeable Is, that a Uns narrower, but drawn with
care with an instrtinient, from the lower end of Lake Nipls-
slnif to the source of the Mississippi, as flir as the map permlUt
snch aline to run, had once been drawn on the map, and has
(Incu been partially erased, though BtiU distinctly visible."

quired this Spanish claim to Frazer's River, it

had already been discovered twenty-six years

by the British ; had been settled by them for

twelve years ; was known by a British name

;

and no Spaniard had ever made a track on its

banks. New Caledonia, or Western Caledonia,

was the name which it then bore; and it so

happens that an American citizen, a native of

Vermont, respectably known to the senators

now present from that State, and who had spent

twenty years of his life in the hyperborean

regions of Northwest America, in publishing

an account of his travels and sojouminga in that

quarter, actually published a description of this

New Caledonia, as a British province, at tho

very moment that we were getting it from

Spain, and without the least suspicion that it

belonged to Spain ! I speak of Mr. David Har-

mon, whose Journal of Nineteen Years' Resi-

dence between latitudes 47 and 58 in North-

western America, was published at Andover, in

his native State, in the year 1820, the precise

year after we had purchased this New Caledonia

from the Spaniards. I read, not from the vol-

ume itself, which is not in the library of Con-

gress, but from the London Quarterly Review,

January No., 1822, as reprinted in Boston;

article. Western Caledonia.

(The extract.)

This is the account given by Mr. Harmon of

New Caledonia, and given of it by him at the

exact moment that we were purchasing the

Spanish title to it ! Of this Spanish title, of

which the Spaniards never heard, the narrator

seems to have been as profoundly ignorant as

the Spaniards were themselves ; and made his

description of New Caledonia as of a British

possession, without any more reference to an

adverse title than if he had been speaking of

Canada. So much for the written description :

now let us look at the map, and see how it

stands there. Here is a map—a 54° 40' map

—

which will show us the features of the counti-y,

and thf> names of the settlements upon it. Here

is Frazer's River, running from 55° to 49° and

here is a line of British posts upon it, from Fort

McLeod, at its head, to Fort Langley, at its

mouth, and from Thompson's Fork, on one side,

to Stuart's Fork on the other. And hero are

clusters of British names, impn.=.e,d by the Bri-

tish, visible every where—Forts George, St.

James, Simpson, Thompson, Fraaer, McLeod,
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Langlcy, and others : rivers and lakes with the

same names, and others : and hero is Deserter's

Creek, so named by Mackenzie, because his

guide deserted him there in July, 1793 ; and
hero is an Indian village which ho named
Friendly, because the people were the most
friendly to strangers that he had ever seen;

and hero another called Rascals' village, so

named by Mackenzie fifty-three years ago, be-

cause its inhabitants were the most rascally

Indians ho had ever seen ; and here is the

reprcscntntion of that famous boundary line

54" 40', which is supposed to be the exact

boundary of American territorial rights in that

quarter, and which happens to include the whole
of New Caledonia, except McLcod's fort, and the

whole of Stuart's lake, and a spring, which is

left to the British, while we take the branch
which flows from it. This line takes all in—
river, lakes, forts, villages. See how it goes !

Starting at the sea, it gives us, by a quarter of

an inch on the map, Fort Simpson, so named
after the British Governor Simpson, and founded
by the Hudson Bay Company. Upon what
principle wo take this British fort I know not
—except it be on the assumption that our
sacred right and title being adjusted to a
minute, by the aid of these 40 minutes, so ap-

positely determined by the Emperor Paul's

charter to a fur company in 1799, to be on this

straight line, the bad example of even a slight

deviation from it at the start should not be
allowed even to spare a British fort away up at

Point Mclntyre, in Chatham Sound. On this

principle we can understand the inclusion, by a

quarter of an inch on the map, of this remote
and isolated British post. The cutting in two
of Stuart's lake, which the line does as it runs,

is quite intelligible: it must be on the principle

stated in one of the fifty-four-forty papers, that

Great Britain should not have one drop of our

water; therefoie we divide the lake, each taking

their own share of its drops. The fate of the

two forts, McLeod and St. James, so near each

other and so far off from us, united all their

lives, and now so unexpectedly divided from
each other by this line, is less comprehensible

;

and I cannot account for the difference of their

fates, unless it is upon the law of the day of

judgment, when, of two men in the field, one
shall be taken and the other left, and no man
be able to tell the reason why. AH the rest of

the inclusions of British establishments which
the line makes, from head to mouth of Frazcr's

River, are intelligible enough : they turn npou
the principle of all or none !—upon the principle

that every acre and every inch, every grain of

sand, drop of water, and blade of grass in all

Oregon, up to fifty-four forty, is ours! and Lave

it wo will.

This is the country which geogi-aphy and

history flve-and-twenty years ago called xN'ew

Caledonia, and treated as a British possession

and it is the country which an organized party

among ourselves of the present day call "
^e

whole of Oregon or none," and every inch of

which they say belongs to us. "Well, let us pro-

ceed a little further with the documents of 1823

and sec what the men of that day—President

Monroe and his cabinet—the men who made the

treaty with Spain by which we became the

masters of this large domain : let us proceed a

little further, and see what they thought of our

title up to fifty-four forty. I read from the

same document of 1823

:

Mr. Adanis to Mr. Middleton, July, 22, 1823.

" The right of the United States, from tlie

forty-second to the forty-ninth parallel of lati-

tude on the Pacific Ocean we consider as un-

questionable, being founded, first, on the naiui-

sition by the treaty of 22d February, 1819, of

all the rights of Spain j second, by the discovery
of the Columbia River, first from the sea at its

mouth, and then by land, by Lewis and Clarke;
and, third, by the settlement at its mouth in

1811. This territory is to the United States of

an importance which no possession in North
America can be of to any European nation, not
only as it is but the continuity of their posses-

sions from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, but
as it offers their inhabitants the means of estab-

lishing hereafter water communications from
the one to the other."

From 42° to 49° is here laid down by Mr.

Monroe and his cabinet as the extent of our

unquestionable title, and on these boundaries

they were ready to settle the question. Five

other despatches the same year from Mr. Adams

to Mr. Rush, our minister hi London, offer the

same thing. They all claim the valley of the

Columbia River, and nothing more. They claim

the land drained by its w.^ters, and no more

;

but as the Columbia had a northern prong,

di-awiug water just under the mountaius iioiii

as far north a.s 51°—^yes ! 51—not 5 1-40, they

offered to cut off the head of that proug, and
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take the line of 49, which included all that was

worth having of the waters of the Columbia,

and left out, but barely left out, Frazer's River

—coming within three miles of it at its mouth.

On Friday, Mr. President, I read one passage

from the documents of 1823, to let you see that

fifty-four forty (for that is the true reading of

fifty-flve) had been offered to Great Britain for

her northern boundary : to-day I read you six

PASSAGES from the same documents, to show

the same thing. And let me remark once more

—the remark will bear eternal repetition—these

offers were made by the men who had acquired

the Spanish title to Oregon ! and who must be

presumed to know as much about it as those

whose acquaintance with Oregon dates from the

epoch of the Baltimore convention—whose love

for it dates from the era of its promulgation us

a party watchword—whose knowledge of it ex-

tends to the luminous pages of Mr. Greenhow's

horn-book

!

Six times Mr. Monroe and his cabinet re-

nounced Frazer's River and its valley, and left it

to the British ! They did so on the intelligible

principle that the British had discovered it, and

settled it, and were in the actual possession of

it when we g'ot the Spanish claim ; which claim

Spain never made ! Upon this principle. New
Caledonia was left to the British in 1823. Upon

what principle is it claimed now ?

This is what Mr. Monroe and his cabinet

thought of our title to the whole of Oregon or

none, in the year 1823. They took neither

branch of this proposition. They did not go

for all or none, but for some ! They took some,

and left some ; and they divided by a line right

in itself, and convenient in itself, and mutually

suitable to each party. That President and his

cabmet carry their " unquestionable right " to

Oregon as far as 49°, and no further. This is

exactly what was done six years before. Mr.

Gallatin and Mr. Rush offered the same line, as

being a continuation of the line of Utrecht (de-

scribing it by that name in their despatch of

October 20th, 1818), and as covering the valley

of the Columbia River, to which they alleged our

title to be indisputable. Mr. Jefferson had of-

fered the same line in 1807. All these offers

leave Frazer's River and its valley to the British,

because they discovered and settled it. All

these offers hold on to the Columbia River and

its vuiiey, because wo discovered and settled it

;

Vol. II.—43

and all these offers let the principle of contiguity

or continuity work equally on the British as on

the American side of the line of Utrecht.

This is what the statesmen did who made the

acquisition of the Spanish claim to Oregon in

1819. In four years afterwards they had freely

offered all north of 49 to Great Britain ; and no
one ever thought of arraigning them for it

Most of these statesmen have gone through

fiery trials since, and been fiercely assailed on

all the deeds of their lives ; but I never heard

of one of them being called to account, much
less lose an election, for the part he acted in

offering 49 to Great Britain in 1823, or at any

other time. For my part, I thought they were

right then, and I think so now ; I was senator

then, as I am now. I thought with them that

New Caledonia belonged to the British ; and

thinking so still, and acting upon the first half

of the great maxim—Ask nothing but what is

right—I .shall not ask them for it, much less

fight them for it now.

CHAPTER CLIX.

OKEGON JOINT OCCUPATION: NOTICE AUTHOB-
IZED FOR TERMINATING IT: UKITI8II GOVERN-
MENT OFFERS THE LINE OF 49: QUANDARY OF
THE ADMINISTRATION: DEVICE: SENATE CON-
8ULTED : TREATY MADE AND RATIFIED.

The abrogation of the article in the conventions

of 1818 and 1828, for the joint occupation of the

Columbia, was a measure right in itself, indis-

pensable in the actual condition of the terri-

tory—colonies from two nations planting them-

selves upon it together—and necessary to stimu-

late the conclusion of the treaty which was to

separate the possessions of the two countries.

Every consideration required the notice to be

given, and Congress finally voted it ; but not

without a struggle in each House, longer and

more determined than the disparity of the vote

would indicate. In the House of Representa-

tives, the vote in its favor was 154—headed by

Mr. John Quincy Adams: the nays were 54.

The resolution as adopted by the House, then

went to the Senate tor its concurrence, where,

on the motion of Mr. Reverdy Johnson, of

Maryland, it underwent a very material altera-
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tion in form, without impairing its effect, adopt-

ing a preamble containing the motives for the

notice, and of which the IcadinT were to show

that amicable settlement of the title by negotia-

tion was an object in view, and intended to be

promoted by a separation of interests between

the parties. Thus amended, the resolution was

passed by a good majority—40 to 14. The

yeas and nays were :

Messrs. Archer, Ashley, Atherton. Bagby,

Barrow, Benton, Berrien, Calhoun Cameron,

Chalmers. John M. Clayton, Corwin, Critten-

den, Davis, Dayton, Dix, Greene, Ifaywood,

Houston, Huntington, Jarnagin, Johnson of

Maryland, Johnson of Louisiana, Lewis, Mc-
Duffle, Mangum, Iililler, Morehead, NileSj Pearce,

Pennybacker, Phelps, Rusk, Sevier, Simmons,

Speight, Tumey, Upham, Webster, Woodbridge.

The nays were

:

Messrs. Allen, Atchison, Breese, Bright^ Cass,

Thomas Clayton, Dickinson, Evans, Fairfield,

Hannegan, Jenness, Semple, Sturgeon, West-

cott.

These nays were not all opposed to the notice

it.self, but to the form it had adopted, and to the

clause which left it discretional with the Presi-

dent to give it when he should think proper.

They constituted the body of the extreme

friends of Oregon, standing on the Baltimore

platform—"the whole of Oregon or none"—

looking to war as inevitable, and who certainly

would have made It if their course had been fol-

lowed. In the House the Senate's amendment

was substantially adopted, and by an increased

vote ; and the authority for terminating the

joint occupancy—a great political blunder in

itself, and fraught with dangerous consequences

—was eventually given, but after the lapse of a

quarter of a century, and after bringing the two

countries to the brink of hostilities. The Presi-

dent acted at once upon the discretion which

was given him—caused the notice for the abro-

gation of the joint occupant article to be imme-

diately given to the British government—and

urged Congress to the adoption of the measures

which were necessary for the protection of the

American citizens who had gone to the tcrri-

torj'.

The news of the broken off noscotiations w-vs

received with regret in Great Britain. Sir

Robert Peel, with the frankness and integrity

which constitute the patriotic statesman, openly

expressed his regret in Parliament tnat the offer

of 49, when made by the American government,

had not been accepted by the British govern-

ment ; and it was evident that negotiations

would bo renewed. They were so : and in a

way to induce a speedy conclusion of the ques-

tion—being no less than a fair and open offer

on the side of the British to accept the line we

had offered. The administration was in a quan-

dary (qu'en dirai-je? what shall I say to it?)

at this unexpected offer. They felt that it was

just, and that it ought to be accepted : at the

same time they had stood upon the platform of

the Baltimore convention—had helped to malte

it—had had the benefit of it in the election;

and were loth to show themselves inconsistent,

or ignorant. Besides the fifty-four forties were

in commotion against it. A specimen of their

temper has been shown in Mr. Hannegan's d^

nunciation of the President. All the govern-

ment newspapers—the official organ at Wash-

ington City, and the five hundred democratic

papers throughout the Union which followed

its lead, were all vehement against it. Under-

handedly they did what they could to allay the

storm which was raging—encouraging Mr. Hay-

wood, Mr. Benton, and others to speak; but

the pride of consistency, and the fear of reproach,

kept them in the background, and even osten-

sibly in favor of 54-40, while encouraging the

events which would enable them to settle on

49. Mr. Pakenham made his offer : it was not

a case for delay : and acceptance or rejection

became inevitable. It was accepted ; and noth-

ing remained but to put the treaty into form.

A device was necessary, and it was found in the

early practice of the government—that of the

President asking the advice of the Senate upon

the articles of a treaty before the negotiation.

Mr. Benton proposed this course to Jlr. Polk.

lie was pleased with it, but feared its feasibility.

The advice of the Senate would be his sufficient

shield : but could it bo obtained ? The chances

seemed to be against it. It was an up-hill busi-

ness, requiring a vote of two-thirds: it wa?

a novelty, not practised since the time of Wash-

ington : it was a submission to the wliigs, with

the risk of defeat ; for unless they stood by the

President ajrainst the dominant division of his

own frisnds, the advice desired would not be

given ; and the ciubarrassment of the admiais

tration would be greater than ever. In this

uneasy and
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dent had many confereuces with Mr. Benton,

the point of wliich was to know, beyond the

chance of mistake, how far ho could roly upon

the whig senators, Mr. Benton talked with

them all—with Webster, Archer, Berrien, John

M. Clayton, Crittenden, Corwin, Davis of Mas-

sachusetts, Dayton, Greene of Rhode Island,

Huntington of Connecticut, Reverdy John.son,

Henry Johnson of Ix)ui8iana, Miller of New
Jersey, Phelps, Simmon.s, Upham, "Woodbridgc,

—and saw fully that they intended to act for

their country, and not for their party : and re-

ported to the President that he would be safe in

trusting to them—that their united voice would

bo in favor of the advice, which, added to the

minority of the democracy, would make the two-

thirds which were requisite. The most auspi-

cious mode of applying for this advice was

deemed to be the submission of a projet of a

treaty, presented by the British minister, and

to be laid before the Senate for their opinion

upon its acceptance. The projet was accord-

ingly received by Mr. Buchanan, a message

drawn up, and the desired advice was to be

asked the next day, 10th of June. A prey to

anxiety as to the conduct of the whigs, the mere

absence of part of whom would defeat the mea-

sure, the President sent for Mr. Benton the

night before, to get himself re-assured on that

point Mr. Benton was clear and po,sitive that

they would be in their places, and would vote

the advice, and that the measure would be car-

ried. The next day the projet of the treaty

was sent in, and with it a message from the

President, asking the advice which he desired.

It stated ;

—

" In the early periods of the government, the
opinion and advice of the Senate were often
taken in advance upon important questions of
our foreign policy. General Washington re-

peatedly consulted the Senate, and asked their

previous advice upon pending negotiations with
foreign powers; and the Senate in every in-

stance responded to his call by giving their ad-
vice, to which he always conformed his action.
This practice, though rarely resorted to in later
times, was, in my judgment, eminently wise, and
may, on occasions of great importance, be pro-
perly revived. The Senate are a branch of the
treaty-making power ; and, by consulting them
in advance of his own action upon important
measures of foreign policy which may ultimately
come before them for their consideration, the
President secures harmony of action between

that body and himself. The Senate are, more-
over, a branch of the war-making power, and it

may bo eminently proper for the Executive to

take the opinion and advice of that body in ad-

vance upon any great question which may in-

volve in its decision the issue of peace or war.

On the present occasion, the magnitude of the

subject would induce me, under anjr circum-
stances, to desire the previous advice of the

Senate ; and that desire ia increased by the re-

cent debates and proceedings in Congres.s, which
render it, in my judgment, not only respectful

to the Senate, but necessary and proper, if not
indispensable, to insure harmonious action be-
tween that body and the Executive. In oonfer-

rmg on the Executive the authority to give the
notice for the abrogation of the convention of

1827, the Senate acted publicly so large a part,

that a decision on the proposal now made by the
British government, with; ut a definite know-
ledge of the views of that body in reference to

it, might render the question still more com-

»

plicated and difficult of adjustment. For these

reasons I invite the considferation of the Senate
to the ^)roposal of the British government for

the settlement of the Oregon question, and ask
their advice on the subject."

This statement and expression of opinion

were conformaHlc to the early practice of the

government and the theory of the constitution,

which, in requiring the President to take the

advice of the Senate in the formation of treaties,

would certainly imply a consultation before they

were made ; and this interpretation had often

been assei ted by members of the Senate. As
an interpretation deemed right in itself, and be-

ing deferential to the Senate, and being of good

example for the future, and of great immediate

practical good in taking the question of peace

or war with Great Britain out of the hands of

an administration standing upon the creed of

the Baltimore convention, and putting it into

the hands of the whigs to whom it did not ap-

ply, and that part of the democracy which dis-

regarded it, this application of the President

was most favorably received. Still, however,

dominated by the idea of consistency, the Pres-

ident added a salvo for that sensitive point in

the shape of a reservation in behalf of his pre-

vious opinions, thus

:

" My opinions and my action on the Oregon
question were fully made known to Congress in

my annual message of the second of December
last ; and the opinions therein expressed remain
unchanged."

With this reservation, and with a complete
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ill

dcTolution of tho responsibility of tho act upon
the Senate, ho proceeded to ask their advice in

these terms:

"Should the Senate, by the constitutional
minority required for tho ratiflcation of treatioN,
advise tho acceptance of this proposition, or ad-
vise it with such modifications as they may,
upon full deliberation, deem proper, I shall con-
form mv action to their advice. Should the
Senate, however, decline bv Huch constitutional
majority to give such mlvfce, or to express an
opinion on the subject, I shall consider it my
duty to reject the offer."

It was clear, then, that tho fact of treaty or

no treaty depended upon the Senate—that the

whole responsibility was placed upon it—that
the issue of peace or war depended upon that

body. Far from shunning this iTspo. isibility,

that body was glad to take it, and gave t 'le Pres-

ident a faithful support against himself, against

his cabinet, and against his peculiar Triends.

These friends struggled hard, and exhausts' par-

liamentary tactics to defeat the application, and
though a small minority, were fonnidabie in a

vote where each one counted two agaima the

opposite Kide. Tho first motion was to refer

the message to the Committee on Foreign Rela-

tions, where the fifty-four forties were in the

majority, and from whoso action delay and em-
barrassment might ensue. Failing in that mo-
tion, it was moved to lay the message on the

table. Failing again, it was moved to postpone
the comiiderati»u of tho subject to the next
week. That motion being rejected, the consid-

eration of the message was commenced, and
then succeeded a series of motions to amend
and alter the terms of the proposition as sub-

mitted. All these failwl, and at tho end of two
days tho vote was taker. »nd the advice given.

The yeas were

:

"Messrs. Archer, Ashley, Bagby, Benton, Ber-
rien, Calhoun, Chalmers, Thomas Clayton, John
M. Clayton, Colquitt, Davis, Dayton, Dix,
Evans, Greene, Haywood, Houston, Huntington,
Johnson of Maryland, Johnson of Louisiana,
Lewis, McDuflBc, Mangum, Miller, Morehead,
Niles, Pearce, Ponnybacker, Phelps, liusk, Se-
vier, Simmons, Speight, Tuniey, Uphoui, Web-
ster, Woodbridge, Yulce."—38.

The nays:

" Messrs. Allen, Atherton, Breese, Cameron.
Cass, Dickinson, Fairfield, Hannegan, Jarnagin,
Jenness, Semplo, Sturgeon."—12.

Tlie advice was in these words :

" /I'Mo/i't'J (two-thirds of the Senators present
concurring), That tho President of the United
States bo, and he is hereby, advised to ftccipt

the proposal of tho British government, nocom.
panying his message to tho Senate dated liith

June, 1«4<), for a convention to settle boundaries
Ac, between the United States and Great Brituiii
west of tho Rocky or Stony mountains.

" Ordered, That the Secretary lay tho Raid

resolution before the President ol' the United
States."

Four days afterwards the treaty was sent in

in due form, accompanied by a message which

still left its responsibility on the advising Sen-

ate, thus

:

" In socordancw with tho resolution of tiie

Senate of the 12th instant, that ' tho President
of the United States be, and he is hereby ad-

vised to accept the proposal of tho British pov-

emment, accompanying his message to the Sen-

ate dated K"h June, 1840, for a convention to

settle bounda; v's, *c.j between tho United
States and Great Britam west of tho Rocky or

Stony mountains,' a convention was concluded
and signed on the 15th instant, by the Secretary
of State on the part of tho United States, and
the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipo-

tentiary of her Britannic Majesty on the part

of Great Britain. This convention I now lay

before the Senate for their consideration, with a

view to its ratification."

Two days more were consumed in efforts to

amend or alter tho treaty in various of its pro-

visions, all of which failing, the final vote on its

ratiflcation was taken, and carried by an in-

creased vote on each side—41 to 14.

Yeas.—"Messrs. Archer, Ashley, Baghy,

^, ^^..j ..„„V4, -»v,uoiw„ iiantingtoii, ouuu-
son of Maryland, Henry Johnson of I^ouisiana,

Lewis, McDuflBe, Mangum, Miller, Morehead.
Niles, Pearce, Pennybacker, Phelps, Rusk, Se^

vier, Simmons, S|)eight, Turney, Upham, Web-
ster, Woodbridge, Yulee.
N A vs.—"Messrs. Allen, Atchison, Atherton,

Breese, Bright, Cameron, Cass, Dickinson, Fair-

field, Hannegan, Jenness, Semple, Sturgeon,

Westcott."

An anomaly was presented in the progress of

this question—that of tho daily attack, by all

the governniunt papers, upon the senators who

were accomplishing tho wishes of the President.

The organ at Washington, conducted by Mr.
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Uitchie, wan incuHsant and unnioiMurod in theio

jttAcks, cHpocially on Mr< Ikiiton, whoHo place

in the party, nnd h'm )i;co(;i^nphical ponition in

the West, gave him the privilege of being con-

sidcrtfi the leader of the forty-nines, and thero-

ibru the moRt olmoxiouN. It was a now thing

under the sun to Hee the Nenator daily asHailcd,

in the povemment pnperfl, for carrying into effect

the wiHhes of the government—to hoc him at-

tacked in the morning for what tlu) Preoidcnt

was hurrying him to do the night before. IliH

course was equally indefjcndcnt of the wishes

of the government, and the abuse of its papers.

Ho had studied the Oregon question for twenty-

five years—hod hus mind made up upon it—and

should have acted according to his convictions

without regard to support or resistance from

any quarter.—The issue was an instructive com-

mentary upon the improvidence of these party

platforms, adopted for an electioneering cam-

paign, made into a party watch-word, often

fraught with great mischief to the country, and

often founded in ignorance or disregard of the

public welfare. This Oregon platform was

eminently of that character. It was a party

platform for the campaign : its architects knew

but little of the geography of the north-west

coast, or of its diplomatic history. They had

never heard of the line of the treaty of Utrecht,

and denied its existence : they had never heard

of the multiplied offers of our government to

settle upon that line, and treated the offer now
as a novelty and an abandonment of our rights

:

tlicy had never heard that their 54-40 was no

line on the continent, but only a point on an

island on the coast, fixed by the Emperor Paul

as the southern limit of the charter granted by

him to the Russian Fur Company : had never

heard of Fraaer's River and New Caledonia,

which lay between Oregon and their indisputa-

ble lino, and ignored the existence of that river

and province. The pride of consistency made

them adhere to these errors ; and a desire to

destroy Mr. Benton for notjoining in the hurrahs

for the " whole of Oregon, or none," and for the

" immediate annexation of Texas without regard

to consequences," lent additional force to the

attacks upon him. The conduct of the whigs

was patriotic in preferring their country to their

party—in preventing a war with Great Britain

—and in saving the administration from itself

and its friends. Great Britain acted magnani-

mously, and wah worthily represented by her

minister, Mr. (now Sir Richard) Pakonham.
Her adoption ond renewal of our own offer,

settled the last remaining controversy Itetween

the countries—loft them in a condition which

tluy had not seen since the peace of 1783

—

without any thing to quarrel about, and with »

mutuality of interest in the preservation of

l)eace wliich promised a long continuance of

peace. But, alas. Great Britain is to the United

States now what Si»ain was for centuries to her

—the raw-head and bloody-bones which inspires

terror and rage. During these centuries a

ministry, or a public man that was losing ground

at home, had only to raise a acy of some insult,

aggression, or evil design on the jmrt of Spain

to have Great Britain in arms against her. And
so it is in the United States at present, putting

Great Britain in the place of Spain, and our-

selves in hers. We have periodical returns of

complaints against her, each to perish when it

has served its turn, and to bo succeeded by an-

other, evanescent aa itself. Thus fiir, no war

has been made; but politicians have gained

reputations ; newspapers have taken fire ; stocks

have vacillated, to the profit of jobbers
; great

expense incurred for national defence in ships

and forts, when there is nothing to defend

against : and if there was, the electric telegraph

and the steam car would do the work with lit-

tle expense either of time or money.

CHAPTER CLX.

MEETING OK THE SECOND SESSION OF THE 29TH
CONGEEBB: PRESIDENTS MESSAGE; VIGOROUS
PROSECUTION OF THE WAR RECOMMENDED;
LIEUTENANT-GENERAL PROPOSED TO BE CRE-
ATED.

Congress met at the regular annual period, the

first Monday in December ; and being the sec-

ond session of the same body, there was nothing

to be done, after the assembling of a quorum,

before the commencement of business, but to re-

ceive the President's message. It was immedi-

ately communicated, and, of course, was greatly

occupied with the Mexican war. The success

of our arms, under the command of General

Taylor, was a theme of exultation ; and after
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ihut, ftn elaborate argument to throw the blamo

• f the <»«r nn Mexico, Tho war was auBumed,

», "f a*v -4 to h«ve b«en ni:v(lo by hor, ami it«

«Blh,u:. o oMiy recopHMtd by iiH after " Amorican

blood ii «l been spilled ,p(m Afperican 8oil."

History iH ijullbd to pronoiUK f lur judgment

npon these aHBumptiofls, and to say i 'lat s hey aro

unfounded. In the flrst place, tho legal stat? of

war, the atatiu bell' wan produced by the in-

eorporatioii of Texas, ,vith whir^ Mexico was

4f war. Tn the next place, the I 'ited States'

gof«imment undor8too<l that act i. bo the as-

sumption of tho war in fiict, as well as in law,

by the immediate advance of the anny to tlic

firontier of Texas, and of the navy to tho Gulf

of Mexico, to take the war off the hands of

tho Texians. In tho thirtl place, the actual col-

lision of arms was brought on by the further

advance of tho American troops to the left bnnk

of the Lower Rio Grande, then and always in

the possession of Mexico, and erecting field

works on the bank of tho river, and pointing

cannon at the town of Matamoras on the oppo-

site side, the seat of a Mexican population, and

tho head-quarters of their army of observation.

It was under these circumstances that the Mex-

ican troops crossed the river, and commenced

the attack. And this is what is called spilling

American blood on American soil. The laws

of nations and tho law of self-defence, justify

that spilling of b'ood; and such will be the

judgment of history. The paragraph in the

original message asking for a provisional terri-

torial government to bo established by Congress

for the conquered provinces was superseded, and

replaced by one asserting the right of the United

States to govern them under the law of nations,

according to tho recommendation of Mr. Ben-

ton, and expressed in these words :

" By the laws of nations a conquered territory

is subject to be governed by the connueror dur-

ing his military possession, and until there is

either a treaty of peace, or he shall voluntarily

withdraw from it. The old civil government
being necessarily superseded, it is the right and

duty of tho conqueror to secure his conquest,

.d provide for the maintenance of civil onler

B '
*hi' right"* of the inhabitants. This rightW •". .*:crcl-'f1 and this duty performed by

or;f.ii ' Uuy md naval commanders, by the es-

titViidi.'. u, ''' lemporary governments in some
bT l-'iO ... n<\ . red proviru 'n Mexico, assimila-

ti)C(-^ theii; Oi; far as practicable to the free insti-

tutions of our country. In the provinces of

New Mexico and of the Califomias, little, if any
further resistance Is apprehended ft-oni the in.

habitants of the temporary governments which
have thus, from tho necessity of tho ciisc, amj
according to the laws of war, Inien cstablinhi'd.

It mnv be proper to provide for tho socurity of

these important conquests, by making an ailf-

Siuato appropriation for Ihe purpose of eroetinr?

ortillcatioiiH, and dcfraylnj.* the expenses necm-
sarily inciiknt to the niiintenancc of our wg.
session and authority ovcf ihcra."

Having abandoned the idea of conquering by

" a masterly inactivity," and adopted tho idea

of a vigorous prosecution of tho warj tho Vtm-

dent also adopted Mr. Benton's plan for prose-

cutiiig it, which was to carry tho war straight to

the city of Mexico—General Taylor, fn ,hat

purpose, to be supplied with 25,000 men that,

advancing along tho table land by San Luis do

I'otosi, and overcoming all the obi-la-los in his

way, and leaving some garrisons, he might

arrive at the capital with some 10,000 men:—

General Scott to bo supplied with 15,000, that,

landing at Vera Cniz, and leaving some battal-

ions to invest (with tho seamen) that town, he

might nm up the road to Mexico, arriving there

(after all casualties) with 10,000 men. Thus

20,000 men were expected to arrive at the capi-

tal, but 10,000 were deemed enough to master

any Mexican force which could meet it—no mat-

ter how numerous. This plan (and that with-

out any reference to dissensions among gene-

rals) required a higher rank than that of major

general. A lieutenant-general, representing the

constitutional contraander-in-chicf, was the pro-

per commander in the field : and as such, was a

part of Colonel Benton's plan ; to which nego-

tiation was to be added, and much relied on, as

it was known that tho old republican party—

that which had framed a constitution on tho

model of that of the United States, and sought

its fricn»]. hi/, ~ vtn all in favor of peace. ^\^

this plan -.vns ^p^n to the Prtf 'l^u in writing,

and ha-i - .! .,>teil uU that part of it which de-

pended on his own authority, he applied to Con-

gress to give hira authority to do what he could

not without it, namely, to make the appointment

of a lieutenant-general—the appointment, it be-

ing well known, intended for Senator Benton,

who had been a colonel in tho army before

either of the present generals held that rank.

The bill for the creation of this office readily

passed the House of Representatives, but was
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un<lorininctl and dcTvatcd tu the Soimtu by throo

of the PreHldcnt'll cabinet miniHtore, McHBrs.

Marcy, Walker, and Hnclui" n—done covertly,

of course, for roftHons unconmi t«»d with the pub-

lic gerrlco. The plan went on, uiid wjvh con-

BuminattHl, although tlio offlw of heuioiiant-

geiioral wiw not created. A umjor-genenl, in

right of seniority, had t<i n nmand othci major-

generals; while everyone iistomed to irrili-

tary or naval service, knows that it is rank,

and not seniority, which is essential ( harmo-

nious and efficient coniniand.

CHAPTER CLXI.

WAR WITH MEXICO: TIIK WAR DECLAKKP, AND
AN INTEIOUE FOU PEACE COMMENCED THE
BAME DAY

The state of war had been produced between

the United States and Mexico by the incorpora-

tion of Texas : hostilities between the two

countries were brought on by the advance of

the American troops to the left bank of the

Lower Rio Grande—the Mexican troops being

on the opposite side. The left bank of the river

being disputed territory, and always in her pos-

session, the Mexican government had a rij^ht to

consider this advance an aggression—and the

more so as field-works were thrown up, and

cannon jwintcd at the Mexican town of Mata-

moros on the opposite side of the river. The

armies being thus in presence, with anger in their

bosoms and arras in their hands, that took place

which every body foresaw must take place:

collisions and hostilities. They did so ; and

early in May the President sent in a message to

the t\v I Houses of Congress, informing them

that American blood had been spilt upon

American soil ; and requesting Congress to re-

cognize the existence of war, as a fact, and to

provide for its prosecution. It was, however,

an tvent determined upon before the spilling of

that blood, and the advance of the troops was a

way of bringing it on. The President in his

message at the commencement of the session,

after an enumeration of Mexican wrongs, had

distinctiy intimated that hr- should have recom-

mended measures of redreus if a minister had

not been sent to effect a i)eaceable settlement

;

but the minister having gone, and not yet been

heard fVom, " ho should forl)car recomincndinpr

to Congri'HS such iiltcrior measures of redress

for the wrongs and injuries wo have so long

borne, as it would have been proper to make

liad no such negotiation Iwen instituted." This

was a declared postponement of war measiiroa

ioi u 'imtingency which liglit quickly happen ;

and did. Mr. Slidcll, the minister, returned

without having been received, and denouncing

war in hia re firing despatch. The contingency

hud therefore occurred "n which the forbearance

of the President was to cease, and the ulteric)

measures to be recommended which he had in-

timated. All this was independent of tlio spilt

blood ; but that event producmg a siut© of hos-

tilities in fa(;t, fired the American blood, both In

and out of Congress, and inflamed the couu

for immediate war. Without that vent

would have been difficult—perhaps ujjosslbl

—to have got Congress to vote it: w h it, the

vote was ah lost unanimous. Duresse was

plead by mair members—duresse in the neces-

"

sity of aiding ur own troops. In the Senate

only two H(i\H'>r8 voted against the measure,

Mr. Thomas t 'ayton of Delaware, and Mr.

John Davis of \lassachusetts. In the House

there were 14 i gative votes: Messrs. John

Quincy Adams, Icorgo Ashmun, Ilcnry Y.

Cranston, Erastus 1). Culver, Columbus Delano,

Joshua II. Giddin; -s, Joseph Grinnell, '^'harlea

Hudson, Daniel P. King, Joseph M. Il< ot, Lu-

ther Severance, Job) Strohm, Daniel IL Tilden

and Joseph Vance. Mr. Calhoun spoke against

the bill, but did not oto upon it. He was sin-

cerely opposed to till war, although his conduct

had produced it—alv ys deluding himself, even

while creating the st fits belli, with the belief

that money, and her i vn weakness, would in-

duce Mexico to submit and yield to the incor-

poration of Texas wii out forcible resistance:

which would certainly ive been the case if the

United States had proct led gently by negotia-

tion. He had despatch d a messenger, to offer

a douceur of ten millions of dollars at the time

of signing the treaty of annexation two yearn

before, and he expected the means, repulsed

then, to be successful nov when the incorpora-

tion should be effected i. ider an act of Con-

gress, lltld ho fCiilainvii U the CRuinet, to «•>

which he had not concealed his wish, his labors

would have been earnestly directed to that end

;
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but his associates who had co-operated with
him in getting up the Texas question for the

presidential election, and to defeat Mr. Van
Buren and Mr. Clay, had war in view as an ob-

ject within itself from the beginning : and these

associates were now in the cabinet, and he not

—their power increased: his gone. Olaims

upon Mexico, and speculations in Texas land

and scrip, were with them (the active managing
part of the cabinet) an additional motive, and
required a war, or a treaty under the menace
of war, or at the end of war, to make these

claims and speculations available. Mr. Robert

J, Walker had the reputation of being at the

head of this class.

Many members of Congress, of the same payty

with the administration, were extremely averse

to this war, and had interviews with the ad-

ministration, to see if it was inevitable, before

it was declared. They were found united for it,

and also imder the confident belief that there

would bo no war—not another gun fired : and
that in "ninety" or "one hundred and twenty
days," peace would be signed, and all the ob-

jects gained. This was laid down as a certain-

ty, and the President himself declared that

Congress would be " responsible if they did not

vote the declaration." Mr. Benton was struck

with this confident calculation, without know-
ing its basis ; and with these 90 and 120 days,

the usual run of a country bill of exchange ; and

w^hich was now to become the run of the war.

It was enigmatical, and unintelligible, but

eventually became comprehensible. Truth was,

an intrigue was laid for a peace before the war
was declared ! and this intrigue was even part

of the scheme for making the war. It is im-

possible to conceive of an administration less

warlike, or more intriguing, than that of Mr.
Polk. They were men of peace, with objects to

be accomplished by means of war ; so that war
was a necessity and an indispensability to their

purpose ; but they wanted no more of it than

would answer their purposes. They wanted a

small war, just large enough to require a treaty

of peace, and not large enough to make mili-

tary reputations, dangerous for the presidency.

Never were men at the head of a government
less imbued with military spirit, or more ad-

dicted to intrigue. How to manage the war
was the puzzle. Defeat would be ruin : to con-

quer vicariously, would be dangerous. Another

mode must be fallen upon ; and that seemed to

have been devised before the declaration wag
resolved upon, and to have been relied upon for

its immediate termination—for its conclusion

within the 90 and the 120 days which had been

so confidently fixed for its term. This was no-

thing less than the restoration of the exiled

Santa Anna to power, and the purchase of y,

peace from him. The date of the conception of

this plan is not known : the execution of it

commenced on the day of the declaration of

war. It was intended to be secret, both for the

honor of the United States, the success of the

movement, and the safety of Santa Anna ; but

it leaked out: and the ostentation uf Captain

Slidell Mackenzie in giving all possible eclat to

his secret mission, put the report on the winds

and sent it flying over the country. At first it

was denied, and early in July the Daily Union

(the government paper) gave it a formal and

authoritative contradiction. Referring to the

current reports that paper said

:

"We deem it our duty to state in the most
positive terms, that our government has no sort
of connection with any scheme of Santa Anna
for the revolution of Mexico, or for any sort of

purpose. Some three months ago some adven-
turer was in Washington, who wished to obtain
their countenance and aid in some scheme or
other connected with Santa Anna. They de-

clined all sort of connection, co-operation, or
participation in any effort for the purpose. The
government of this country declines all such in-

trigues or bargains. They have made war
openly in the face of the world. They mean to

prosecute it with all their vigor. They mean to

force Mexico to do us justice at the point of the
sword. This, then, is their design—this is their

plan ; and it is worthy of a bold, high-minded,
and energetic people."

The only part of ^his publication that retains

a surviving interest, is that which states that,

some three months before that time (which

would have been a month before the war was

declared), some adventurer was in Washington

who wished to obtain the government counte-

nance to some scheme connected with Santa

Anna. As for the rest, and all the denial, it was

soon superseded by events—by the actual return

of Santa Anna through our lleet, and upon an

American pansport ! and ojjen landing at Vera

Cruz. Further denial became inifxjssible : justi-

fication vva.s the only course : and the President

essayed it in his next annual message. Thus

:
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:

" Before that time (the day of the declaration

of the war) there were symptoms of a revolu-

tion in Mexico, favored, as it was understood to

be by the more liberal party, and especially by

those who were opposed to foreign interference

and to the monarchical government. Santa Anna

yios then in exile in Havana, having been ex-

pelled from power and banished from his coun-

try by a revolution which occurred in Decem-

ber 1844 ; but it was known that he had still a

considerable party in his favor in Mexico. It

was also equally well known, that no vigilance

which could be exerted by our squadron would,

in all probability, have prevented him from

effecting a landing somewhere on the extensive

gulf coast of Mexico, if he desired to return to

his country. He had openly professed an entire

change of policy ; hs d expressed his regret that

he had subverted the federal constitution of

1824, and avowed that he was now in favor of

its restoration. He had publicly declared his

hostility, in the strongest terms, to the estab-

lishment of a monarchy, and to European inter-

ference in the affairs of his country. Informa-

tion to this effect had been received, from

sources believed to be reliable, at the date of

the recognition of the existence of the war by
Congress, and was afterwards fully confirmed

by the receipt of the despatch of our consul in

the city of Mexico, with the accompanying doc-

uments, which are herewith transmitted. Be-

sides, it was reasonable to suppose that he must
se^ the ruinous consequences to Mexico of a war
with the United States, and that it would be his

interest to favor peace. It was under these cir-

cumstances and upon these considerations that

it was deemed expedient not to obstruct his re-

turn to Mexico, should he attempt to do so.

Our object was the restoration of peace ; and
with that view, no reason was perceived why
we should take part with Paredes, and aid him,
by means of our blockade, in preventing the re-

turn of his rival to Mexico. On the contrary,

it was believed that the intestine divisions which
ordinaiy sagacity could not but anticipate as

the fruit of banta Anna's return to Mexico, and
his contest with Paredes, might strongly tend
to produce a disposition with both parties to re-

store and preserve peace with the United States.
Paredes was a soldier by profession, and a mon-
archist in principle. He "had but recently be-
fore been successfiil in a military revolution, by
which he had obtained power. He was the
sworn enemy of the United States, with which
he had involved his country in the existing war.
Santa Anna had been expelled from power by
the army, was known to be in open hostility to
Paredes, and pubhcly pledged against foreign
inteiTention and the restoration of nionai-chy in
Mexico. In view of these facts and circum-
stances, it was, that, when orders were issued
to the commander of our naval forces in the
Gulf, on the thirteenth day of May last, the day
an which the existence of the war was recog-

nized by Congress, to place the coasts of Mexico
under blockade, he was directed not to obstruct
the passage of Santa Anna to Mexico, should he
attempt to return."

So that the return of Santa Anna, and his

restoration to power, and his expected friend-

ship, were part of the means relied upon for ob-

taining peace from the beginning—from the day
of the declaration of *-ar, and consequently be-
fore the declaration, and obviously as an induce-

ment to it. This knowledge, subsequently ob-

tained, enabled Mr. Benton (to whom the words
had been spoken) to comprehend the reliance

which was placed on the termination of the

war in ninety or one hundred and twenty days.

It was the arrangement with Santa Anna! wo
to put him back in Mexico, and he to make
peace with us ; of course an agreeable peace.

But Santa Anna was not a man to promise any
thing, whether intending to fulfill it or not,

without receiving a consideration ; ana in this

case some million of dollars was the sum n quired

—not for himself, of course, but to enal' e him
to promote the peace at home. This fx ^.'.niis

the application made to Congress by the J -'resi-

dent before the end of its session—before the

adjournment of the body which had declared the

war—for an appropriation of two millions as a
means of terminating it. On the 4th of August
a confidential message was communicated to the

Senate, informing them that he had made fresh

overtures to Mexico for negotiation of a treaty

of peace, and asking for an appropriation of two
millions to enable him to treat with the better

prospect of success, and even to pay the money
when the treaty should be ratified in Mexico,

without waiting for its ratification by our own
Senate. After stating the overture, and the

object, the message went on to say

:

" Under these circumstances, and considering
the exhausted and distracted condition of the
Mexican republic, it might become necessary, ia
order to restore peace, that I should have it in
my power to advance a portion of the con'sidera-

tion money for any cession of territory whichmay
be made. The Mexican government might not
be willing to wait for the payment of the whole
until the treaty could be ratified by the Senate,
and an appropriation to carry it into effect be
made by Congress ; and the necessity for such
a delay might defeat the object altogether. I
would, therefore, suggest whether it might not
be wise ibr Congress to appropriate a sum such
as they might consider adequate for this pur-

^m
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pose, to be paid, if necessary, immediately upon
the ratification of the treaty by Mexico."

A similar communication was made to the

House on the 8th day of the month (August),

and the dates become material, as connecting the

requested appropriation with the return of

Santa Anna, and his restoration to power. The
dates are all in a cluster—Santa Anna landing

at Vera Cruz on the 8th of August, and arriving

at the capital on the 15th—the President's

messages informing the Senate that he had made
overtures for peace, and asking the appropria-

tions to promote it, being dated on .he 4th and

the 8th of the same n. )nth. The fact was, it

was known at what time Santa Anna was to

leave Havana for Mexico, and the overture

was made, and the appropriations asked, just at

the proper time to meet him. The appropria-

tion was not voted by Congress, and at the next

session the application for it was renewed, in-

crea.sed to three millions—the same to which

Mr. Wilmot offered that proviso which Mr.

Calhoun privately hugged to his bosom as a

fortunate event for the South, while publicly

holding it up as the greatest of outrages, and

just cause for a separation of the slave and the

free States.

An intrigue for peace, through the restored

Santa Anna, was then a part of the war with

Mexico from the beginning. They were simul-

taneous concoctions. They were twins. The
war was made to get the peace. Ninety to one-

hundred and twenty days was to be the limit of

the life of the war, and that pacifically all the

while, and to be terminated by a good treaty of

indemnities and acquisitions. It is probably

the first time in the history of nations that a

secret intrigue for peace was part and parcel of

an open declaration of war ! the first time that

a war was commenced upon an agreement to

finish it in so many days ! and that the terms

of its conclusion were settled before its com-

mencement. It was certainly a most unmiUtary

conception : and infinitely silly, as the event

proved. Santa ^inna, restored by our means,

and again in power, only thought of himself,

and how to make Mexico his own, after getting

back. He took the high military road. lie

roused the war spirit of the country, raised

annies, placed himself at their head, issued ani-

mating proclamations ; and displayed the most

exaggerated hatred to the United States—the
more so, perhaps, to cover up the secret of his

return. He gave the United States a year of

bloody and costly work ! many thousands killed

—many more dead of disease—many ten mil-

lions of money expended. Buena Vista, Cerro

Gordo, Contreras, Churubusco, Chepultepec

were the fruit of his return 1 honorable to the

American arms, but costly in blood and money.

To the Mexicans his return was not less in-

auspicious: for, true to his old instincts he

became the tyrant of his country—ruled by

fraud, force, and bribes—crushed the liberal

party—exiled or shot liberal men—became in-

tolerable—and put the nation to the horrors of

another civil war to expel him again, and again;

but not finally until he had got another milking

from the best cow that ever was in his pen-
more money from the United States. It was all

the natui-al consequence of trusting such a mam
the natural consequence of beginning war unon

an intrigue with him. But ivh&t must history

say of the policy and morality of cuch doings ?

The butcher of the Airerican prisoners at Go-

liad, San Patricio, the Old Mission and the

Alamo; the destroyer of republican govern-

ment at home; the military dictator aspiring

to permanent supreme power: this man to be

restored to power by the United States, for the

purpose of fulfilling speculating and indemnity

calculations on which a war was begun.

CHAPTER CLXII.

BLOODLESS CONQUEST OF NEW MEXICO; HOW
IT WAS DONE : SUBSEQUENT BLOODY INSUB-
KECTION, AND ITS CAUSE.

General Keaunev was directed to lead an

expedition to New Mexico, setting out from the

western frontier of Missouri, and mainly com-

posed of volunteers from that State ; and to

conquer the province. He did so, without firing

a gun, and the only inquiry is, how it was done?

how a province nine hundred miles distant,

covered by a long range of mountain which

could not well be turned, penetrable only by a

defile which could not be forced, and defended

by a numerous militia—could so easily be
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taken ? This work does not write of military

events, open to public history, but only of things

less known, and to show how they were done :

and in this point of view the easy and bloodless

conquest of New Mexico, against such formidable

obstacles, becomes an exception, and presents a

proper problsm for intimate historical solution.

That solution is this : At the time of the fitting

out that expedition there was a citizen of the

United States, long resident in New Mexico, on

a visit of business at Washington City—his

name James Magoffin ;—a nan of mind, of will,

of generous temper, patriotic, and rich. He

knew every man in New Mexico and his charac-

ter, and all the localities, and could be of mfinite

service to the invading force. Mr. Benton pro-

posed to him to go with it : he agreed. Mr.

Benton took him to the President and Secretary

at War, who gladly availed themselves of hifi

agreement to go with General Kearney. He
went : and approaching New Mexico, was sent

ahead, with a staff officer—the officer charged

with a mission, himself charged with his own
plan: which was to operate upon Governor

Armijo, and prevent his resistance to the

entrance of the American troops. That was

easily done. Armijo promised not to make a

stand at the defile, after which the invaders

would have no difficulty. But his second in

command, Col. Archuletti, was determined to

fight, and to defend that pass ; and if he did,

Armijo would have to do the same. It became

indispensable to quiet Archuletti. He was of

different mould from the governor, and only

accessible to a different class of considerations

—those which addressed themselves to ambi-

tion. Magoffin knew the side on which to ap-

proach him. It so happened that General

Kearney had set out to take the left bank of the

Upper Del Norte—the eastern half of New
Mexico—as part of Texas, leaving the western

part untouched. Magoffin explained this to

Archuletti, pointed to the western half of New
Mexico as a derelict, not seized by the United

States, and too far off to be protected by the

central government : and recommended him to

make a pronunciamieutOj and take that half to

himself. The idea suited the temper of Archu-
letti. He agreed not to fisht, and General

Kearney was informed there would be no resist-

ance at the defile : and tliere was none. Some
thousands of militia collected there (and wliich

could have stopped a large army), retired with-

out firing a gun, and without knowing why.
Armijo fled, and General Kearney occupied his

capital : and the conquest was complete and

bloodless : and this was the secret of that facile

success—heralded m the newspapers as a master-

piece of generalship, but not so reported by the

general.

But there was an after-clap, to make blood

flow for the recovery of a province which had

been yielded without resistance. Mr. Magoffin

was sincere and veracious in what he said to

Ool. Archuletti ; but General Kearney soon (or

before) had other orders, and took possession

of the whole country ! and Archuletti, deeming

himself <!heated, determined on a revolt. Events

soon became favorable to him. General Kear-

ney proceeded to California, leaving General

Sterling Price in command, with some Missouri

volunteers. Archuletti prepared his insurrec~

tion, and having got the upper country above

Santa Fe ready, went below to prepare the

lower part. While absent, the plot was detected

and broke out, and led to bloody scenes in which

there was severe fighting, and many deaths on

both sides. It was in this insurrection that

Governor Charles Bent, of New Mexico, and

Captain Burgwin of the United States '
. y,

and many others were killed. The insi its

fought with courage and desperation 'mt,

without their leader, without com' .iition,

without resources, they were soon suppressed

;

many being killed in action, and others hung

for high treason—^being tried by some sort of a

court which had no jurisdiction of treason. All

that were condemned were hanged except one,

and he recommended to the President of the

United States for pardon. Here was a dilemma

for the administration. To pardon the man
would be to admit the legality of the condemna-

tion: not to pardon was to subject him to

murder. A middle course was taken : the

officers were directed to turn loose the con-

demned, and let him run. And this was the

cause of the insurrection, and its upshot.

Mr. Magoffin having prepared the way for

the entrance of General Kearney into Santa F6,

proceeded to the execution of the remaining part

of his mission, which was to do the same by

Chihuahua for General Wool, then advancing

upon that ancient capital of the Western Inter-

nal Provinces on a lower line. He arrived in
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that city—became suspected—was arrested

—

and confined. He was a social, generous-tem-

pered man, a son of Erin: loved company,

spoke Spanish fluently, entertained freely, and

where i* was some cost to entertain—claret

$136 00 a-dozen, champagne $50 00. He be-

came a great favorite with the Mexican officers.

One day the military judge advocate entered

his quarters, and told him that Dr. Connolly,

an American, coming from Santa Fe, had been

captured near El Paso del Norte, his papers

taken, and forwarded to Chihuahua, and placed

in his hands, to see if there were any that needed

government attention : and that he had found

among the papers a letter addressed to him
(Mr. MagoflBn). He had the letter unopened,

and said he did not know what it might be

;

but being just ordered to join Santa Anna at

San Luis Potosi, and being unwilling that any
thing should happen after he was gone to a

gentleman who had been so agreeable to him,

he had brought it to him, that he might destroy

it if there was any thing in it to commit him.

Magoffin glanced his eyes over the i tter. It

was an attestation from General Kearney of his

services in New Mexico, recommending him to

the acknowledgments of the American govern-

ment in that mvasion !—that is to siiy, it was his

death warrant, if seen by the Mexican authori-

ties. A look was exchanged : the letter went

into the fire : and Magoffin escaped being shot.

But he did not escape suspicion. He re-

mained confined until the approach of Doni-

phan's expedition, and was then sent off to Du-
rango, where he remained a prisoner to the end

or the war. Returning to the United States

after the peace, he came to Washington in the

last days of Mr. Polk's administration, and ex-

pected remuneration. lie had made no terms,

asked nothing, and received nothing, and had

expended hie own money, and that freely, for

the public service. The administration had no

money applicable to the object. Mr. Benton

stated his case in secret session in the Senate,

and obtained an appropriation, couched in gen-

eral terms, of fifty thousand dollars for secret

services rendered during the war. The appro-

priation, granted in the last night of the expir-

ing !i!lminiRtr.ition, rem.ained to bo applied by
the new one—to which the business wa.s un-

known, and had to be presented unsupported

by a line of writing. Mr. Benton went with

Magoffin to President Taylor, who, hearing

what he had done, and what information he
had gained for General Kearney, instantly ex-

pressed the wish that he had had some person

to do the same for him—observing that he got

no information but what he obtained at the

point of the bayonet. He gave orders to the

Secretary at War to attend to the case as if

there had been no change in the administration.

The secretary (Mr. Crawford, of Georgia), hig-

gled, required statements to be filed, almost in

the nature of an account ; end, finally, proposed

thirty thousand dollars. It barely covered ex.

penses and losses ; but, having undertaken the

service patriotically, Magoffin would not lower

its character by standing out for more. Tho
paper which he filed in the war office may fur-

nish some material for history—some insight

into the way of making conquests—if ever ex-

amined. This is the secret history of General

Kearney's expedition, and of the insurrection,

given because it would not be found in the

documents. The history of Doniphan's expe

dition will be given for the same reason, and to

show that a regiment of citizen volunteers

without a regular officer among them, almost

without expense, and hardly with the know-

ledge of their government, performed actions as

brilliant as any that illustrated the American

anns in Mexico ; and made a march in the ene-

my's country longer than that of the ten thou-

sand under Xenophon. This history will con-

stitute the next chapter, and will consist of the

salutatory address with which the heroic volun-

teers were saluted, when, arriving at St. Louis,

they were greeted with a public reception, and

the Senator of Thirty Years required to be the

organ of the exulting feelings of their coun-

trymen.

CHAPTER CLXIII.

MEXICAN WAU: DONIPIIAN'B EXPEDITION : ME.

HENTON'a BALUTATOUY ADUKESS, BT. LOUIS,

MISSOURI.

Coi.oNEi Doniphan, AND Officers and Men:

—I have been appointed to an honorable and a

pleasant duty—that of making you the con-

gratulations of your fellow-citizens of St. Louis.
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on your happy return from your long, and al-

most fabulous expedition. You have, indeed,

marched far, and done much, and suffered much,

and well entitled yourselves to the applauses of

your fellow-citizens, as well as to the rewards

and thanks of your government. A year ago

you left home. Going out from the western

border of your State, you re-enter it on the

east, haying made a circuit equal to the fourth

of the circumference of the globe, providing for

yourseives as you went, and returning with tro-

phies taken from fields, the names of which

were unknown to yourselves and your country,

until revealed by your enterprise, illustrated by

your valor, and immortalized by your deeds.

History has but few such expeditions to record

;

and when they occur, it is as honorable and

useful as it is just and wise, to celebrate and

commemorate the events which entitle them to

renown.

Your march and exploits have been among

the most wonderful of the age. At the call of

your country you marched a thousand miles to

the Conquest of New Mexico, as part of the

force under General Kearney, and achieved that

conquest, without the loss of a man, or the fire

of a gun. That work finished, and New Mexi-

co, itself so distant, and so lately the ultima

thule—the outside boundary of speculation and

enterprise—so lately a distant point to be at-

tained, becomes itself a point of departure—

a

beginning point, for new and far more extended

expeditions. You look across the long and

lofty chain—the Cordilleras of North America

—which divide the Atlantic from the Pacific

waters ; and you see beyond that ridge, a sav-

age tribe which had been long in the habit of

depredations upon the province which had just

become an American conquest. You, a part

only of the subsequent Chihuahua column, un-

der Jackson and Gilpin, march upon them

—

bring them to terms—and they sign a treaty

with Colonel Doniphan, in which they bind

themselves to cease their depredations on the

Mexicans, and to become the friends of the

United States. A novel treaty, that ! signed

on the western confines of New Mex'co, be-

tween parties who had hardly ever heard each

other's names before, and to give peace and pro-

tection to Mexicans who were hostile to both.

This was the meeting, and this the parting of

the MisEouri volunteers, with the numerous

and savage tribe of the Navaho Indians living

on the waters of the Gulf of California, and so

long the terror and scourge of Sonora, Sinaloa,

and New Mexico.

This object accomplished, and i'npatient of

inactivity, and without orders (General Kearney
having departed for California), you cast about

to carve out some new work for yourselves.

Chihuahua, a rich and populous city of near

thirty thousand souls, the seat of government
of the State of that name, and formerly the resi-

dence of the captains-general of the Internal

Provinces under the vice-regal government of

New Spain, was the captivating object which

fixed your attention. It was a far distant city

—about as far from St. Louis as Moscow is

from Paris ; and towns and enemies, and a large

river, and defiles and mountains, and the desert

whose ominous name, portending death to tra-

vellers

—

el Jornada de los muertos—the jour-

ney of the dead—all lay between you. It was

a perilous enterprise, and a discouraging one,

for a thousand men, badly equipped, to contem-

plate. No matter. Danger and hardship lent

it a charm, and the adventurous march was re-

solved on, and the execution commenced. First,

the ominous desert was passed, its character

vindicating its title to its mournful appellation

—an arid plain of ninety miles, strewed with

the bones of animals perished of hunger and

thirst—little hillocks of stone, and the solitary

cross, erected by pious hands, marking the spot

where some Christian had fallen, victim of the

savage, of the robber, or of the desert itself—no

water—no animal life—no sign of habitation.

There the Texian prisoners, driven by the cruel

Salazar, had met their direst sufferings, unre-

lieved, as in other parts of their march in the

settled parts of the country, by the compas-

sionate ministrations (for where is it that wo-

man is not compassionate ?) of the pitying wo-

men. The desert was passed, and the place for

crossing the river approached. A little arm of

the river, Bracito (in Spanish), made out from

its side. There the enemy, in superior num-
bers, and confident in cavalry and artillery, un-

dertook to bar the way. Vain pretension

!

Their discovery, attack, and rout, were about

simultaneous operations. A few minutes did

the work ! And in this way our Missouri vol-

unteers of the Chihuahua column spent their

Christmas day of the year 1846.
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Tho victory of the Bracito opened the way
to the crossing of tho river Del Norte, and to

admission into the beautiful little town of the

Paso del Norte, where a neat cultivation, a

comfortable people, fields, orchards, and vine-

yards, and a hospitable reception, offered the

rest and rui'reshment which toils and dangers,

and victory had won. You rested there till

artillery was brought down from Sante Fe ;

but the pretty town of the Paso del Norte,

with all its enjoyments, and they were many,

and the greater for the place in which they

were found, was not a Capua to the men of

Missouri. You moved forward in February,

and the battle of the Sacramento, one of the

military marvels of the age, cleared the road to

Chihuahua ; which was entered without further

resistance. It had been entered once before by

a detachment of American troops ; but under

circumstances how different ! In the year 1807,

Lieutenant Pike and his thirty brave men, taken

prisoners on the head of the Rio del Norte, had

been marched captives into Chihuahua : in the

year 1847, Doniphan and his men enter it as

conquerors. The paltry triumph of a captain-

gcnenil over a lieutenant, was effaced in the

triumphal entrance of a thousand Missourians

into the grand and ancient capital of all the In-

ternal Provinces ! and old men, still alive, could

remark the grandeur of the American spirit un-

der both events—the proud and lofty bearing

of the captive thirty—the mildness and modera-

tion of the conquering thousand.

Chihuahua was taken, and responsible duties,

more delicate than those of arms, were to be per-

formed. Many American citizens were there,

engaged in trade ; much American property was

there. All this was to be protected, both life

and property, and by peaceful arrangement

;

for the command was too small to admit of di-

vision, and of leaving a garrison. Conciliation,

and negotiation were resorted to, and success-

fully. Every American interest was provided

for, and placed under the safeguard, first, of

good will, and next, of guarantees not to be vio-

lated with impunity.

Chihuahua gained, it became, like Santa F6,

not the tcnninating point of a long expedition,

but the beginning point of a new one. General

Taylor was somewhere—no one knew where

—

but some seven or eight hundred miles towards

the other side of Mexico. You had heard that

ho had been defeated, that fiucna Vista had

not been a good prospect to him. Like good

Americans, you did not believe a word of it-

but, like good soldiers, you thought it beat lo

go and see. A volunteer party of fnjitcen

headed by Collins, of Boonville, undertake to

penetrate to Saltillo, and to bring you informa-

tion of his condition. They set out. Amidst

innumerable dangers they accomplish their pur-

pose, and return. Taylor is conqueror; but

will be glad to see you. You march. A van-

guard of one hundred men, led by Lieutenant-

colonel Mitchell, led the way. Then came the

main body (if the name is not a burlesque on

such a handful), commanded by Colonel Doni

phan himself.

The whole table land of Mexico, in all its

breadth, from west to east, was tc oe traversed.

A numerous and hostile population in towns-

treacherous Camanches in the mountains—were

to be pa.S8ed. Every thing was to be self-pro-

vided—provisions, transportation, fresh horses

for remounts, and even the means of victory—

and all without a military chest, or even an

empty box, in which government gold had

ever reposed. All was accomplished. Mexi-

can towns were passed, in order and quiet;

plundering Camanches were punished: means

were obtained from traders to liquidate indis-

pensable contributions : and the wants that

could not be supplied, were endured like sol-

diers of veteran service.

The long march fVom Chihuahua to Monte-

rey, was made more in the character of protec-

tion and deliverance than of conquest and inva-

sion. Armed enemies were not met, and peace-

ful people were not disturbed. You arrived in

the month of May in General Taylor's camp,

and about in a condition to vindicate, each of

you for himself, your lawful title to the double

sobriquet of the general, with the addition to

it which the colonel commanding the expedi-

tion has supplied—ragged—as well as rough

and ready. No doubt you all showed title, at

that time, to that third sobriquet ; but to see

you now, so gayly attired, so sprucely equipped,

one might suppose that j'ou had never, for a

day, been strangers to the virtues of soap and

water, or the magic niinlslmtions of the bldiich-

isseuse, and the elegant transformations of
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the faehionable tailor. Thanks perhaps to the

difference between pay in the lump at the end of

the service, and driblets along in the course of it.

You arrived in General Taylor's camp ragged

and rough, as we can well conceive, and ready,

as I can quickly 6how. You arrived : you re-

ported for duty : you asked for service—such

as a march upon San Luis de Potosi, Zacatecas,

or the " halls of the Montezumas ; " or any

thing in that way that the general should have

a mind to. If he was going upon any excur-

sion of that kind, all right. No matter about

atiguea that were passed, or expirations of ser-

vice that might accrue : you came to go, and

only asked the privilege. That is what I call

ready. Unhappily the conqueror of Palo Alto,

Resaca de la Palma, Monterey, and Buena Vis-

ta, was not fexaetly in the condition that the

lieutenant-general, that might have been, in-

tended him to be. He was not at the head of

twenty thousand men ! he was not at the head

of any thousands that would enable him to

inarch ! and had to decline the proll'ered ser-

vice. Thus the long-marched and well-fought

vohinteers—the rough, the ready, and the rag-

ged—had to turn their faces towards home, still

more than two thousand miles distant. But

this being mostly by water, you hardly count

it in the recital of your march. But this is an

unjust omission, and against the precedents as

well as unjust.. " The ten thousand " counted

the voyage on the Black Sea as well as the

march from Babylon; and twenty centuries

admit the validity of the count. The present

age, and posterity, will include in " the going

out and coming in " of the Missouri-Chihuahua

volunteers, the water voyage as well as the

land march ; and then the expedition of the

one thousand will exceed that of the ten by

some two thousand miles.

The last nine hundred miles of your land

march, from Chihuahua to Matamoros, you

made in forty -five days, bringing seventeen

pieces of artillery, eleven of which were taken

from the Sacramento and Lracito. Your horses,

travelling the whole distance without United

States provender, were astonished to find them-

selves regaled, on their arrival on the Rio

Grande frontier, with hay, corn, and oats from

the States. You marched further than the far-

thest, fought as well as the best, left order and

quiet in your train ; and cost less money than

any.

You arrive here to-day, absent one year,

marching and fighting all the time, bringing

trophies of cannon and standards from fields

whose names were unknown to you before you

set out, and only grieving that you could not

have gone further. Ten pieces of cannon, rolled

out of Chihuahua to arrest your march, now
roll through the streets of St. Louis, to grace

your triumphal return. Many standards, all

pierced with bullets while waving over the

heads of the enemy at the Sacramento, now
wave at the head of your column. The black

flag, brought to the Bracito, to indicate the re-

fusal of that quarter which its bearers so soon

needed and received, now takes its place among

your trophies, and hangs drooping in their no-

bler presence. To crown the whole—to make
public and private happiness go together—to

spare the cypress where the laurel hangs in

clusters—this long, perilous march, with all its

accidents of field and camp, presents an incredi-

bly small list of comrades lost. Almost all re-

turn : and the joy of families resounds, inter-

mingled with the applause of the State.

I have said that you made your long expedi-

tion without government orders : and so, in-

deed, you did. You received no orders from

your government, but, without knowing it, you

were fulfilling its orders—orders which, though

issued for you, never reached you. Happy the

soldier who executes the command of his gov-

ernment : happier still he who anticipates com-

mand, and does what is wanted before he is

bid. This is your case. You did the right

thing, at the right time, and what your govern-

ment intended you to do, and without knowing

its intentions. The facts are these : Early in

the month of November last, the President

asked my opinion on the maimer of conducting

the war. I submitted a plan to him, which, in

addition to other things, required all the dis-

posable troops in New Mexico, and all the

American citizens in that quarter who could be

engaged for a dashing expedition, to move down

through Chihuahua, and the State of Durango,

and, if necessary, to Zacatecas, and get into

communication with General Taylor's right as

early as possible in the month of March. In

fact, the disposable forces in New Mexico were
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to form one of three columns destined fbr a

combined movement on tlio city of Mexico, all

to be on the table-land and ready for a com-

bined movement in the month of March. The

President approved the plan, and the Miseou-

rians being most distant, orders were despatched

to New Mexico to put them in motion. Mr.

Solomon Sublette carried the order, and deliv-

ered it to the commanding oJBlcer at Santa F6,

General Price, on the 22d day of February

—

just five days before you fought the marvellous

action o*" Sacramento. I well remember what

passed between the President and myself at

the time he resolved to give this order. It

awA]<encd his solicitude for your safety. It

was to send a small body of men a great dis-

tance, into the heart of a hostile country, and

upon the contingency of uniting in a combined

movement, the means for which had not yet

been obtained from Congress. The President

made it a question, and very properly, whether

it was safe or prudent to start the small Mis-

souri column, before the movement of the left

and the centre was assured : I answered that

my own rule in public affairs was to do what I

thought was right, and leave it to others to do

what they thought was right ; and that I be-

lieved it the proper course for him to follow on

the present occasion. On this view he acted.

He gave the order to go, without waiting to

Bee whether Congress would supply the means

of executing the combined plan ; and for his

consolation I undertook to guarantee your safe-

ty. Let the worst come to the worst, I prom-

ised hira that you would take care of your-

selves. Though the other parts of the p'an

should fail—though you should become far in-

volved in the advance, and deeply compromised

in the enemy's country, and without support

—

Btill I relied on your courage, skill, and enter-

prise to extricate yourselves from every danger

—to make daylight through all the Mexicans

that should stand before you—cut your way

out—and make good your retreat to Taylor's

camp. This is what I promised the President

in November last ; and what I promised hini

you have done. Nobly and manfully you have

made one of the most remarkable expeditions

in history, worthy to be studieil by statesmen,

and showing what citizen volunteers can do;

for the crowning characteristic is that you were

all citizens—all volunteers—not a regular bred

oflQcer among you : and if there had been, with

power to control you, you could never have

done what you did.

CHAPTER CLXIV.

FREMONT'S THIRD EXPEDITION, AND ACQUISI-

TION OP CALIFORNIA.

In the month of May 1845, Mr. Fremont, then

a brevet captain of engineers (appointed a lieu-

tenant colonel of Rifles before ho returned), set

out on his third expedition of geographical and

scientific exploration in the Oreat West. Hos-

tilities had not broken out between the United

States and Mexico ; but Texas had been incor-

porated ; the preservation of peace was preca-

rious, and Mr. Fremont was determined, by no

act of his, to increase the difficulties, or to give

any just cause of complaint to the Mexican

government. His line of observation would lead

him to the Pacific Ocean, through a Mexican

province—through the desert parts first, and

the settled part afterwards of the Alta California.

Approaching the settled parts of the province

at the commencement of winter, he left his

equipment of 60 men and 200 horses on the

frontier, and proceeded alone to Monterey, to

make known to the governor the object of his

coming, and his desire to pass the winter (for

the refreshment of his men and horses) in the

uninhabited parts of the valley of the San Joa-

quin. The permission was granted ; but soon

revoked, under the pretext that Mr. Frtmont

had come into California, not to pursue science,

but to excite the American settlers to revolt

against the Mexican government. Upon this

pretext troops were raised, and marched to at-

tack him. Having notice of their approach, he

took a position on the mountain, hoisted the

flag of the United St tes, and determined, with

his sixty brave men, to defend himself to the

last extremity—never surrendering ; and dying,

if need be, to the last man. A messenger came

into his camp, bringing a letter from the American

consul at Monterey, to apprise him of his danjrer:

that messenger, returning, reported that 2,000

men could not force the American position:

and that information had its oflect upon the
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Dursuc science,

Mexican commander. Waiting four days in his

mountain camp, and not being attacked, he quit

hi8 position, descended from the mountain, and

gat out for Oregon, that ho might give no further

pretext for complaint, by remaining in California.

Turning his back on tho Mexican possessions,

and looking to Oregon as tho field of his future

labors, Mr. Fr6mont determined to explore a

new route to the Wah-lah-math settlements and

the tide-water region of the Columbia, through

the wild and elevated region of the Tla-math

lakes. A romantic interest attached to this

region from the grandeur of its features, its

lofty mountains, and snow-clad peaks, and from

the formidable character of its warlike inhabi-

tants. In the first week of May, he was at the

north end of the Great Tla-math lake, and in

Oregon—the lake being cut near its south end

by the parallel of 42 degrees north latitude.

On the 8th day of that month, a strange sight

presented itself—almost a startling apparition

—

two men riding up, and penetrating a region

which few ever approached without paying toll

of life or blood. They proved to be two of Mr.

Fremont's old voyageurs, and quickly told their

Ktory, They were part of a guard of six men
conducting a United Ptates officer, who was on

his trail with despatches fr^m Washington, and

whom they had leil two days back, while they

came on to give notice of his approach, and to

ask that assistance might be sent him. They
themselves had only escaped the Indians by the

swiftness of their hordes. It was a case in which

no time was to be lost, or a mistake made. Mr.

Fremont determined to go himself ; and taking

ten picked men, four of them Delaware Indians,

he took down the western shore of the lake on

the morning of the 9th (the direction the ofBcer

was to come), and made a ride of sixty miles

without a halt. But to meet men, and not to

miss them, was the difficult point in this track-

less region. It was not the case of a high road,

where all travellers must meet in passing each

other: at intervals there were places—defiles,
or camping grounds—where both parties must
pass ; and watching for these, he came to one in

the afternoon, and decided that, if the party was
not killed, it must be there that night. He
halted and encamped ; and, as the sun was going

down, had the inexpressible satisfaction to see

the four men approaching. The officer proved
to be a lieutenant of tho United States marines.
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who had been despatched from Washington the

November previous, to make his way by Vera
Cruz, the City of Mexico, and Mazatlan to Mon-
terey, in Upper California, deliver despotchos to

the United States' consul there ; and then find

Mr. Fr6mont, wherever he should be. His
despatches for Mr. Frdmont were only a letter

of introduction from the Secretary of State (Mr.
Buchanan), and some letters and slips of news-
papers from Senator Benton and his family, and
some verbal communications from the Secretary

of State. The verbal communications were that

Mr. Fremont should watch and counteract any
foreign scheme on California, and conciliate the

good will of the inhabitants towards the United
States. Upon this intimation of the govern-

ment's wishes, Mr. Fremont turned back from

Oregon, in the edge of which he then was, and
returned to California. The letter of introduc-

tion was in the common form, that it might tell

nothing if it fell into the hands of foes, and sig-

nified nothing of itself; but it accredited the

beai-er, and gave the stamp of authority to what
he communicated ; and upon this Mr. Fremont
acted : for it was not to be supposed that Lieu-

tenant Gillespie had been sent so far, and
through so many dangers, merely to deliver a
common letter of introduction on the shores of

the Tlamath lake.

The events of some days on the shores of this

wild lake, sketched with the brevity which the
occasion requires, may give a glimpse of the

hardships and dangers through which Mr. Fre-

mont pursued science, and encountered and con-

quered perils and toils. The night he met Mr*
Gillespie presented one of those scenes to which

he was so often exposed, and which nothing but

the highest degree of vigilance and courage could

prevent from being fatal. The camping ground

was on the western side of the lake, the horses

picketed with long halters on the shore, to feed

on the gras ; and the men (fourteen in number)

sleeping by threes at different fires, disposed in

a square ; for danger required ^^''-m so to sleep

as to be ready for an attack ; and, though in the

month of May, the elevation of the place, and

the proximity of snow-clad mountains, made the

night intensely cold. His feelings joyfully ex-

cited by hearing from homo (the first word of

intelligence he had received since leaving the

U. S. a year before), Mr. Fremont sat up by a

large fire, reading his letters and papers, and
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watching himself over the safety of the camp,

while tho men slept. Towards midnight, ho

heard a movement among tho horaes, indicative

of alarm and danger. Ilorsos, and cBi)ecially

mule.M, become fiensitivo to danger imder long

travelling and camping in tho wildcrnesn, nd

manifest their alarm at tho approach of any

thing strange. Taking a six-barrelled pistol in

his hand, first making snro of their ready fire,

and, without waking tho camp, ho went down

among the diBturbe<l animals. The moon shone

brightly : ho could see well, but could discover

nothing. Encouraged by his presence, the horses

became quiet—poor dumb creatures that could

see the danger, but not tell what they had si < n
;

and he returned to the camp, supposing it \ is

only some beast of the forest—a bear or woli —
prowling for food, that had disturbed them.

lie returned to the camp fire. Lieutenant Gil-

lespie woke up, and talked with him awhile, and

then lay down again. Finally nature had her

course with Mr. Fremont himself. Excited

spirits gave way to exhausted strength. The

day's ride, and the night's excitement dmmnded
the reparation of repose. He lay down to sleep,

and without waking up a man to watch—rely-

ing on the loneliness of the place, and the long

ride of tho day, as a security against the prox-

imity of danger. It was tho second time in his

twenty thousand miles of wilderness explora-

tions that his camp had slept without a guard :

the first was in his second expedition, and on

an island in the Great Salt Lake, and when the

surrounding water of the lake itself constituted

a guard. The whole camp was then a.slecp.

A cry from Carson roused it. In his sleep ho

heard a groan : it was the groan of a man re-

ceiving tlic tomahawk in his brains. All sprung

to their feet. The savages were in tho camp

:

the hatchet and tho winged arrow were at work.

Basil Lajeunesse, a brave and '"•"ithful young

Frenchman, the follower of Fremont in all his

expediti<jn3, was dead : an Iowa was dead : a

brave Delaware Indian, one of those who had

accompanied Fremont from Missouri, was dying

:

it was liir! groan that awoke Carson. Another

of the D(.lawares was a target for arrows, from

which no rifle could save him—only avenge him.

""he savngea had waited till the moon was in

the trees, casting long shadows over the sleep-

ing camp : then approaching from tht^ dark side,

with their objects between themselves and the

fading light, they used only the hatchet and the

formidable bow, whose arrow went to its mark

without a Hash or a sound to show whence it

came. All advantages were on tho side of the

savages : but tho camp was saved ! tho wotindtil

protected from massacre, and tho dea<l from mu-

tilation. Tho men, springing to their feet, with

their arms in their hands, fought with skill and

counige. In the morning. Lieutenant Gillespie

recognized in the person of one of tho slain as-

sailants, the Tlamath chief who the morning be-

fore had given him a salmon, in token of friend-

ship, and who had followed him all day to kill

and rob his party at night—a design in which

he would certainly have been successful had it

not been for tho promptitude and precision of

Mr. Fremont's movement. Mr. Fremont him-

self would have been killed, when he went to

tho horses, had it not been that the savages

counted upon the destruction of tho whole

camp, and feared to alarm it by killing one.

before the general laassacre.

It was on th«j 9tl of May—a day immortal-

ized by American arms at Resocp. do la Palins

—that this fierce and bloody work was done

in the far distant region of the Tlamath lakes.

The morning of the 10th of May was one of

gloom in the camp. The evening sun of the 9th

had set upon it full of life and joy at a happy

r^eetirg : the same sun rose upon it the next

u. '" ning, stained with blood, ghastly with tho

dead and wounded, and imposing mournful du-

ties on the survivors. The wounded were to

be carried—the dead to bo buried ; and so liuried

as to be hid and secured from discovery and vio-

lation. They were carried ten miles, and every

precaution taken to secure the remains from

the wolf and tho savage : for men, in these re-

mote and solitary dangers, become brothers,

and defend each other living and dead. The

return route lay along the shore of the lake, and

during the day the distant canoes of the savages

could be seen upon it, evidently watching the

progress of tho party, and meditating a night

attack upon it. All precautions, at the night

encampment, were taken for security—horses

and men enclosed in a breastwork of great

trees, cut down for the puqmse, and half the

men constantly on the watch. At leaving in

the morning, an ambuscade was planted—and

two of the Tlaniaths were killed by the men in

ambush—a successful return of their own mode

of warfare. At night the main camp, at the

north end of the 'ike. waa reached. It was
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strongly intrenclicd, and could not bo attacked

;

but the whole neighborhood was infested, and

scouts and patrols were ncccasary to protect

every movement. In one of these excursions

the Californian horse, so noted for spirit and

docility, showed what ho would do at tho bid

of his master. Carson's rifle had missed fire, at

ten feet distance. Tho Tlanmth long lx>w, ar-

row on the string;, was bending to the pull. All

the rifles in the party could not have saved him.

A horse and his rider did it. Mr. Frfemont

touched his horse ; he sprang upon the savage !

and tho hatchet of a Delaware completed the

deliverance of Carson. It was a noble horse,

an iron gray, with a most formidable name—el

Toro del Sacramento : and which vindicated his

title to tho name in all the trials of travel, cour-

age, and performance to which he was subjected.

It was in the midst of such dangers as these,

that science was pursued by Mr. Fremont

;

that the telescope was carried to read the hea-

vens ; tho barometer to measure the elevations

of the earth ; tho thermometer to gauge tho

temperature of tho air; the pencil to sketch

the grandeur of mountains, and to paint the

beauty of flowers ; the pen to write down what-

ever was new, or strange, or useful in the works

of nature. It was in tho midst of such dangers,

and s\ich occupations as these, and in the wildest

regions of the Farthest West, that Mr. Fremont

was pursuing science and slnmning war, when

the arrival of Lieutenant Gillespie, and his com-

munications from Washington, suddenly changed

all his plans, turned him back from Oregon, and

opened a new and splendid field of operations in

California itself. He arrivt^I in tho valley of

the Sacramento in the month of May, 184G, and

found the country alarmingly, and critically

situated. Three great operations, fatal to Ameri-

can interests, wore then going on, and without

remedy, if not arrested at once. These were

;

1. The massacre of the Americans, and the de-

struction of their settlements, in the valley of

tho Sacramento. 2. The subjection of Califor-

nia to British protection. 3. The transfer of

the public domain to British subjects. And all

this with a view to anticipate the events of a

Mexican war, and to shelter California from the

arms of the United States.

The American settlors sent a deputation to

the camp of Mr. Fremont, in the valley of the

Sacramento, laid all these dangers before hiir, and
implored him to place himself at their head and

save then. fV -n dcHtructlo Clcneral Caitro

was then irch upon i,,^-m! the ^ <MwM
were incited to attack their fai ili< u hum
their wheat fields, and were only \ lug for

tho dry season to apply tho torch. Juntos

were in session to transfer tho country io Oreat

Britain: tho public domain was passing away
in large grants to British subjects: a British

fleet was expected on tho coast: the British

vice-consul, Forbes, and the emissary priest,

Macnamara, ruling and conducting every thing

:

and all their plans so far advanced as to render

•the least delay fatftl. It was then the begin-

ning of June. War had broken out between

tho United States and Mexico, but that was un-

known in California. Mr. Fremont had left the

two countries at peace when ho set out upon

his expedition, and was determined to do no-

thing to disturb their relations: ho had even

left California to avoid giving ofTence ; and to

return and take up arms in so short a time was

apparently to discredit his own previous conduct

as well as to implicate his government. He felt

all the responsibilities of his position ; but the

actual approach of Castro, and the immediate

danger of the settlers, left him no alternative.

He determined to put himself at the head of the

people, and to save the country. To repulse

Castro was not sufflciont : to overturn the

Mexican government in California, and to estab-

lish Californian Independence, was the bold re-

solve, and the only measure adequate to tho

emergcnc3\ That resolve was taken, and exe-

cuted with a celerity that gave it a romantic

success. The American settlers rushed to his

camp—brought their arms, horses and ammuni-

tion—were formed into a battalion ; and obeyed

with zeal and alacrity the orders they eceived.

In thirty days all the northern part of Califor-

nia was freed from Jlcxican authority—Inde-

pendence proclaimed—the flag of Independence

raised—Castro flying to the south—1?he Ameri-

can settlers saved from destruction ; and the

British party in California counteracted and

broken up in all their schemes.

This movement for Independence was the sal-

vation of California, and snatched it out of the

hands of the British at the moment they were

ready to clutch it. For two hundred years

—

from the time of the navigator Drake, who
almost claimed it as a discovery, and placed the

English name of New Albion upon it—the eye

of England has been upon California ; and the
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nugniflcent bay of San FanciHco, tho great sea-

port of tho North Pacific Ocean, has l)ecn iur-

Tejrcd aH her own. Tho approaching war be-

tween Maxico and tho United States was the

criaia in which she ox|)ected to realize the long-

deferred wish for its acqtiiHition ; and carefully

she took her measures accordingly. She sent

two squadrons to tho Pacific as soon aH Texas

was incorporated—well seeing tho actual war

which was to grow out of that event—a small

one into tho mouth of the Columbia, an impos-

ing one to Mazatlan, on the Mexican coaHt, to

watch tho United States wiuadron there, and

to anticipate its movements upon California.

Commodore Sloat commanding tho squadron at

Mazatlan, saw that he was watche<l, and pur-

sued, by Admiral Seymour, who lay alongside

of him, and ho determined to deceive him. Ho

stood out to sea, and was followed by the Brit-

ish Admiral. During the day he bore west,

across tho ocean, aa if going to the Sandwich

Islands: Admiral Seymour followed. In the

night the American commodore tacked, and ran

up the coast towards California: the British

admiral, not seeing the tack, continued on his

course, and went entirely to the Sandwich

Islands before he was undeceived. Commodore

Sloat arrived before Monterey on the second of

July, entering tho port amicably, and offering

to salute tho town, which the authorities de-

clined on the pretext that they had no powder

to return it—in reality because they momen-

tarily expected the British fleet. Commodore

Sloat remained five days before tho town, and

until lie heard of Fremont's operations : then

believing that Fremont had orders from his go-

vernment to take California, ho having none

himself, he determined to act himself. He re-

ceived the news of Fremont's successes on the

6th day of July : on the 7th he took the town

of Monterey, and sent a despatch to Fremont.

This latter came to him in all speed, at the

head of his mounted force. Going immediately

on board the commodore's vessel, an explana-

tion took place. The commodore learnt with

astonishment that Fremont had no orders from

his government to commence hostilities—that

he had acted entirely on his own responsibility.

This left the commodore without authority for

iiaving taken Monterey ; for still at this time, the

commencement of the war with Mexico was un-

known. Uneasiness came upon the commodore.

Ua remembered the fate of Captain Jones in

making the mistake of seizing tho town once

before in time of peace. IIo rcHolve«l to return

to tho Unitcil States, which he did—turning

over the command of tho squadron to Commo-

dore Stockton, who had arrived on tho 15th.

The next day (lOth) Admiral Seymour arrived;

his flagship the Collingwood, of 80 gims, and hig

Hquadron tho largest British fleet ever scon in

the Pacific. To his astonishmont he beheld the

American flag flying over Monterey, tho Ameri-

can squadron in its harlwr, and Fn'mont's

mounted riflemen encamped over tho town.

His mission was at an end. The prize had

escaped him. He attempted nothing further,

and Fremont and Stockton rapidly pressed the

conquest of Califoniia to its conclusion. The

subsequent military events can be traced by any

history : they were the natural sequence of the

great mMsuro conceived and executed by Fre-

mont before any squadron had arrived upon the

coast, before ho know of any war with Mexico,

and without any authority from his govern-

ment, except the equivocal and enigmatical visit

of Mr. Qillespie. Before tho junction of Mr.

Fremont with Commodore Sloat and Stockiun,

his operations had been carried on under the

flag of Independence—tho Boar Flag, as it was

called—tho device of the bear being adopted on

account of the courageous qualities of that ani-

mal (the white l)car), whicn never gives the

road to men,—which attacks any number,—and

fights to the last with increasing ferocity, with

amazing strength of muscle, and with an in-

credible tenacity of the vital principle—never

more formidable and dangerous than when

mortally wounded. Tho Inde^iendents took tho

device of this bear for their flag, and establi.shed

the independence of California under it : and in

joining the United States forces, hauled down

this flag, and hoisted the flag of the United States.

And the fate of California would have been the

same whether the United States squadrons had

arrived, or not ; and whether the Mexican war

had happened, or not. California was in a re-

volutionary state, already divided fVom Mexico

politically as it had always been geographically.

The last governor-general from Mexico, Don

Michel Toreno, had been resisted—fought—cap-

tured—and shipped back to Mexico, with his

300 cut-throat Boidiens. Au iuaurgont gorera-

ment was in operation, determined to be free of

Mexico, sensible of inability to stand alone, and

looking, part to the United States, part to Great
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Britain, for the supjxjrt which they ncedwl. All

the Amerioui Msttlers wore for tho United States

protection, atul joined Fr6mont. Tho loading

CallforniMM were also joini* him. Hia con-

ciliator) course drew theni xipidly to him.

The Picos, who were the loading men of tho re-

volt (Don P'CO) ^oa AndrcH, and Don Johiih),

becanio his fViends. California, become inde-

pendent (* Mexico by the revolt of tho Picos,

and indt'iondent of them by tho revolt of tho

American settlers, had its destiny to fulfil—

which was, to bo handed over to tho United

StatoH. So that its incorporation with the

American Republic was equally Huro in any,

and every event

CHAPTER CLXV.

PAUWS IN THE WAE: 8KDENTAKY TACTICS:
''MA8TEULY INACTIVITY."

Arkivino at Washington before tho commence-

ment of tho session of '4C-'47, Mr. Benton was

requested by the President to look over the

draught of his proposed message to Congress

(then in manuscript), and to make tho remarks

upon it which he might think it required ; and

in writing. Mr. Benton did so, and found a

part to which he objected, and thought ought

to be omitted. It was a recommendation to

Congress to cease the active prosecution of the

war, to occupy the conquered part of the coun-

try (General Taylor had then takfin Mon-

terey) with troops in forts and stations, and to

pass an act establishing a temporary govern-

ment in tho occupied part; and to retain the

possession until the peace was made. This re-

commendation, and the argument in support of

it, spread over four pages of the message—from

101 to 105. Mr. Benton objected to the whole

plan, and answered to it in an equal, or greater

number of pages, and to tho entire conviction

and satisfaction of the President. 1. The se-

dentary occupation was objected to as being en-

tirely contrary to tho temper of the American

people, which was active, and required continual

"going ahead" until their work was finished.

2. It was a mode of warfare suited to the Span-

ish temper, which loved procrastination, and

could beat the world at it, and had sat-out the

Moors seven hundred years in the South of

S|Miin and tho Visigoths throo hundred yean
in the north of it; and would certainly otit-sit

UN in Mexico. 3. That he could govern the

conquered country under th<> laws of nations,

without applying to Congress, to bo worried

upon tho details of the act, and rousing the

question of annexation by conciucst, and that

beyond the Rio (}rande; for tho proposed line

was to cover Monterey, and to run east and

west entirely across the country. These objec-

tions, pursued through their illustratitms, were

entirely convincing to tho President, and ho

frankly gave up tho sedentary project.

But it was a project which had been passed

upon in the cabinet, and not only adopted but

began to bo executed. Tho Secretary at War,

Mr. Marcy, had officially refused to accept prof-

fered volunteers from the governors of several

States, saying to them—" A sufficient amount

offorcefor the prosecution of the war had al-

ready been called into service

:

" and a premi-

um of two dollars a head had been offered to all

persons who could bring in a recruit to the

regular army—tho regulars being tho reliance

for the sedentary occupation. The cabinet ad-

hered to their policy. Tho President convoked

them again, and hatl Mr. Benton present to en-

force his objections ; but without much effect.

Tho abandonment of tho sedentary policy re-

quired tho adoption of an active one, and for

that purpose the immediate calling out of ten

regiments of volunteers bud been recommended

by Mr. Benton; rnd this call would result at

once from the abandonment of the sedentary

scheme. Here the pride of consistency came in

to play its part. The Secretary at War said he

had just refused to accept any more volunteers,

and informed tho governors of two States

that the government had troops enough to pro-

secute the war; and urged that it would be

contradictory now to call out ten regiments.

The majority of the cabinet sided with him

;

but the President retained Mr. Benton to a pri-

vate interview—talked the subject all over

—

and finally came to the resolution to act for

himself, regardless of the opposition of the ma-

jor part of his cabinet. It was then in the

night, and the President said he would send the

order to the Secretary at War in the morning

to call out the ten regiments—which he did:

but the Secretary, higgling to the last, got one

regiment abated: so that nine instead of tea
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were called out : but these nine were enough.

They enabled Scott to go to Mexico, and Taylor

to conquer at Buena Vista, and to finish the

war victoriously.

A comic mistake grew out of this change in

the President's messajre, which caused the ridi-

cule of the sedentary line to be fastened on Mr.

Calhoun—who in fact had counselled it. When
the message was read in the Senate, Mr. West-

cott, of Florida, believing it remained as it had

been drawn up, and induced by Mr. Calhoun,

with whose views he was acquainted, made

some motion upon it, significant of approbatory

action. Mr, Benton asked for the reading of

the part of the message referred to. Mr. West-

cott searched, but could not find it : Mr. Cal-

houn did the same. Neither could find the

passage. Inquiring and despairing looks were

exchanged : and the search for the present was

adjourned. Of course it was never found. Af-

terwards Mr. Westcott said to Mr. Benton that

the President had deceived Mr. Calhoun—had

told him that the sedentary line was recom-

mended in the message, when it was not. Mr.

Benton told him there was no deception—that

the recommendation was in the message when

he said so, but had been taken out (and he ex-

plained how) and replaced by an urgent recom-

mendation for a vigorous prosecution of the war.

But the secret was kept for the time. The ad-

ministration stood before the country vehement

for war, and loaded with applause for their

spirit. Mr. Calhoun remained mystified, and

adhered to the line, and incurred the censure of

opposing the administration which he professed

to support. He brought forward his plan in all

its detail—the line marked out—the number of

forts and stations necessary—and the number

of troops necessary to garrison them : and

spoke often, and earnestly in its support : but

to no purpose. His plan was entirely rejected,

nor did I ever hear of any one of the cabinet

offering to share with him in the ridicule which

he brought upon himself for advocating a plan

BO preposterous in itself, and so utterly unsuitcd

to the temper of our people. It was in this de-

bate, and in support of this sedentary occupa-

tion that Mr. Calhoun characterized that pro-

posed inaction as "a inasicrlij inaciivuT/ :" a

fine expression of the Earl of Chatham—and

which Mr. Calhoun had previously used in the

Oregon debate in recommending us to do no-

thing there, and leave it to time to perfect our

title. Seven years afterwards the establishment

of a boundary between the United States and

Mexico was attempted by treaty in the lati-

tude of this proposed lino of occupation—a cir-

cumstance,—one of tiie circumstances,—which

proves that Mr. Calhoun's plans and spirit sur-

vive him.

In all that passed between the President and

Mr. Benton about this line, there was no sus-

picion on the part of either of any design to

make it permanent ; nor did any thing to that

effect appear in Mr. Calhoun's speeches in favor

of it ; but the design was developed at the time

of the ratification of the treaty of peace, and his

since been attempted by treaty ; and is a design

which evidently connects itself with, what is

caUed, preserving- the equilibrium, of the States

(free and slave) by adding on territory for slave

States—and to increase the Southern margin for

the "United States South," in the event of a

separation of the two classes of States.

CHAPTER CLXVl.

THE WILMOT PROVISO; OE, PROIIIBITION OF

SLAVERY IN THE TEEK1T0RIE8 : ITS INUTILITY
AND MISCHIEF.

Scarcely was the war with Mexico commenced

Avhen means, different from those of arms, were

put in operation to finish it. One of these was

the retuni of the exiled Santa Anna (as has been

shown) to his country, and his restoration to

power, under the belief that he was favorable to

peace, and for which purpose arrangements began

to be made from the day of the declaration of the

war—or before. In the same session another

move was made in the same direction, that of

getting peace by peaceable means, in an applica-

tion made to Congress by the President, to place

three millions of dollars at his disposal, to be

used in negotiating for a boundary which should

give us additional territory : and that recom-

mendation not having been acted upon at the

war session, was renewed at the commencement

of the next one. It was recommended as an

"important measure for securing a speedy

peace ; " and as an argument in fiivor of granting

it, a sum of two millions similarly placed at the

dieiwsition of Mr. Jefferson when about to nego-
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tiate for Florida (which ended in the acquisition

of Louisiana), was plead as a precedent ; and

justly. Congress, at this second application,

granted the appropriation ; but while it was de-

pending, Mr. Wilmot, a memher of Congress,

from Pennsylvania, moved a proviso, that no

part of the territory to be acquired should be

open to the introduction of alavei-y. It was a

proposition not necessary for the purpose of ex-

cluding slavery, as the only territory to be ac-

quired was that of New Mexico and California,

where slavery was already prohibited by the

Mexican laws and constitution ; and where it

could not be carried until those laws should be

repealed, and a law for slavery passed. The

proviso was nugatory, and could answer no pur-

pose bat that of bringing on a slavery agitation

in the United States ; for which purpose it was

immediately seized upon by Mr. Calhoun and

his friends, and treated as the greatest possible

outrage and injury to the slave States. Con-

gress was occupied with this proviso for two

sessions, became excessively heated on the sub-

ject, and communicated its heat to the legisla-

tures of the slave States—by several of which

conditional disunion resolutions were passed.

Every where, in the slave States, the Wilmot

Proviso became a Gorgon's head—a chimera

dire—a watchword of party, and the synonyme

of civil war and the dissolution of the Union.

Many patriotic members were employed in re-

sisting the proviso as a bonafide cause of break-

ing up the Union, if adopted ; many amiable

and gentle-tempered members were employed in

devising modes of adjusting and compromising

it ; a few, of whom Mr. Benton was one, pro-

duced the laws and the constitution of Mexico to

show that New Mexico and California were free

from slavery; and argued that neither party

had any thing to fear, or to hope—the free soil

party nothing to fear, because the soil was now

free ; the slave soil party nothing to hope, be-

cause they could not take a step to make it

slave soil, having just invented the dogma of

" No power in Congress to legislate upon slave-

ry in' territories." Never Avere two parties so

completely at loggerheads about nothing : never

did two parties contend more furiously against

the gi-eatust possible evil. Close observers, ivuo

had been watching the progress of the slavery

agitation since its inauguration in Congress in

1835, knew it to be a game played by the abo-

litionists on one side and the disunlonists on

the other, to accomplish their own purposes.

Many courageous men denounced it as such—aa

a game to be kept up for the political benefit of

the players ; and deplored the blindness which

could not see their determination to keep it

agoing to the last possible moment, and to the

production of the greatest possible degree of

national and sectional exasperation. It was

while this contention was thus raging, that Mr.

Calhoun wrote a confidential letter to a member

of the Alabama legislature, hugging this proviso

to his bosom as a fortunate event—as a means

of
^^
forcing the issue " between the North and

the South; and deprecating any adjustment,

compromise, or defeat of it, as a misfortune to

the South : and which letter has since come to

light. Gentle and credulous people, who be-

lieved him to be in earnest when he was sounding

the tocsin to rouse the States, instigating them

to pass disunion resolutions, and stirring up both

national and village orators to attack the proviso

unto death: such persons must be amazed to

read in that exhumed letter, written during the

fiercest of the strife, these ominous words

:

" With this impression I would regard any
compromise, or adjustment of the proviso, or

even its defeat, without meeting the danger in

its whole te7igth and breadth, as very unfor-

ttmate for us. It woidd hdl us to sleep again,

without removing tlie danger, or materially

diminishing it."

This issue to bo forced was a separation of

the slave and the free States; the means, a com-

mercial non-intercoursQ) in shutting the slave

State seaports against the vessels of the free

States ; the danger to be met, was in the trial

of this issue, by the means indicated ; which

were simply high treason when pursued to the

overt act. Mr. Calhoun had flinched from that

act in the time of Jackson, but he being dead,

and no more Jacksons at the head of the gov-

ernment, he rejoiced in another chance of meet-

ing the danger—meeting it in all its length and

breadth ; and deprecated the loss of the proviso

as the loss of this chance.

Truly the abolitionists and the nuUifiers were

necessary to each other—the two halves of a

pair of shears, neither of which could cut until

joined together. Then the map of the Union

was in danger ; for in their conjunction, that map

was cloth between the edges of the shears. And

this was that Wihnot Proviso, which for two

years convulsed the Union, and prostrated men
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of firmness and patriotism—a thing of nothing

in itself but magnified into a hideous reality, and
seized upon to conflagrate the States and dis-

solve the Union. The Wilmot Proviso was not

passed: that chance of forcing the issue was
lost : another had to be found, or made.

CHAPTER CLXVII.

MB. CALHOUN'S SLAVERY RESOLUTIONS, AND
DENIAL OP THE BIGHT OP CONGRESS TO PRO-
HIBIT SLAVERY IN A TEERITOEY.

On Friday, the 19th of February, Mr. Calhoun
introduced into the Senate his new slavery reso-

lutions, prefaced by an elaborate speech, and
requiring an immediate vote upon them. They
were in these words

:

" Resolved, That the territories of the United
States belong to the several States composing
this Union, and are held by them as their joint
and common property.

" Resolved, That Congress, as the joint agent
and representative of the States of this Union,
has no right to make any law, or do any act
whatever, that shall directly, jr by its eflects,

make any discrimination between the States of
this Union, by which any of them shall be de-
prived o*" its full and equal right in any territory
of the United States acquired or to be acquired.

" Resolved, That the enactment of any law
which should directly, or by its effects, deprive
the citizens of ar.y of the States of this Union
from emigrating, with their property, into any
of the territories of the United States, will
make such discrimination, and would, therefore,
be a violation of the constitution, and tha rights
of the States from which such citizens emigrated
and in derogation of that perfect equality which
belongs to them as members of this Union, and
would tend directly to subvert the Union itself.

'• Resolved, That it is a fundamental principle
in our political creed, that a people, in forming
a constitution, have the unconditional right to
form and adopt the government which they may
think best calculated to secure their liberty
prosperity, and happiness; and that, in con-
formity thereto, no other condition is imposed
by the federal constitution on a State, in order
to be admitted into this Union, except that its

constitution shall be republican ; and that the
imnosition of any other by Congress would not
only be in violation of the constitution, but iu
direct conflict with the principle on which our
political system rests."

These resolutions, although the sense is in-

volved in circumlocutory phrases, are intelligible

to the point, that Congress has no power to

prohibit slavery in a territory, and that the ex-

ercise of such a power would bo a breach of the

constitution, and leading to the subversion of

the Union. Ostensibly the complaint was that

the emigrant from the slave State was not al-

lowed to carry his slave with him : m reality it

was that he was not allowed to carry the State

law along with him to protect his slave. Placed

in that light, which is the true one, the com-

plaint is absurd : presented as applying to a

piece of property instead of the law of the

State, it becomes specious—has deluded whole

communities ; and has led to rage and resent-

ment, and hatred of the Union. In support of

these resolutions the mover made a speech in

which he showed a readiness to cany out in ac-

tion, to their extreme results, the doctrines they

contained, and to appeal to the slave-holding

States for their action, in the event that the

Senate should not sustain them. This was the

concluding part of his speech

:

" Well, sir, what if the decision of this body
shall deny to us this high constitutional right

not the less clear because deduced from "the

whole body of the instrument and the nature
of the subject to which it relates ? What, then,

is the question ? I will not undertake to de-

cide. It is a question for our constituents—the
slave-holding States. A solemn and a great

question. If the decision should be adverse, I

trust and do believe that ti.ey will take under
solemn consideration what they ought to do. I

give no advice. It would bo hazardous and
dangerous for me to do so. But I may speak
as an individual member of that section of the

Union. There I drew my first breath. There
are all my hopes. There is my fhmily and con-

nections. I am a planter—a cotton planter. I

am a Southern man, and a slave-holder ; a kind

and a merciful one, I trust—and none the worse
for being a slave-holder. I say, for one, I would
rather meet any extremity upon earth than give

up one inch of our equality—one inch of what
belongs to us as members of this great repub-

lic. What, acknowledge inferiority ! The sur-

render of life is nothing to sinking down into

acknowledged inferiority.

" I have examined this subject largely—wide-
ly. I think I see the future if we do not stand

up as wo ought. In my humble opinion, in that

case, the condition of Ireland is prosperous and

happy—the condition of Hindostaii is prosper-

ous and happy—the condition of Jamaica is

proHjHirous and happy, to what the Southern

States will be if they should not now stanil up

manfully in defence of their rights."
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When these resolution were read, Mr. Ben-

ton rose in his place, a d called them "fire-

brand." Mr. Calhoun said he had expected the

support of Mr. Benton " as the representative

of a slave-holding State." Mr. Benton answered

that it was impossible that he could have ex-

pected such a thing. Then, said Mr. Calhoun,

I shall know where to find the gentleman. To

which Mr. Benton: "I shall be found in the

right place—on the side of my country and the

Uuion." This ansv.rer, given on that day, and

on the spot, is one of the incidents of his life

which Mr. Benton will wish posterity to remem-

ber.

Mr. Calhoun demanded the prompt conridera-

iion of his resolutions, giving notice that he

would call them up the next day, and press

them to a speedy and final vote. He did call

them up, but never called for the vote, nor was

any ever had : nor would a vote have any prac-

tical consequence, one way or the other. The

resolutions were abstractions, without applica-

tion. They asserted a constitutional principle,

which could not be decided, one way or the

other, by the separate action of the Senate ; not

even in a bill, much less in a single and barren

set of resolves. No vote was had upon them.

The condition had not happened on which they

were to be taken up by the slave States ; but

they were sent out to all such States, and adopted

by some of then»; and there commenced the

great slavery agitation, founded upon the dogma

of " no power in Congress to legislate upon

slavery in the territories,^^ which has led to the

abrogation of the Missouri compromise line

—

which has filled the Union with distraction

—

and which is threatening to bring all federal

legislation, and all federal elections, to a mere

sectional struggle, in which one-half of the

States is to be arrayed against the other. The

resolves were evidently introduced for the mer«

purpose of carrying a question to the slave

States on which they could be formed into a

unit against the free States ; and they answered

that purpose as well on rejection by the Senate

as with it ; and were accordingly used in con-

formity to their design without any such rejec-

tion, which—it cannot bo repeated too often

—

could in no way have decided the constitutional

question which they presented.

These were new resolutions—the first of their

kind in the (almost) sixty years' existence of

the federal government—contrary to its prac-

tice during that time—contrary to Mr. Cal-

houn's slavery resolutions of 1838—contrary

to his early and long support of the Missouri

compromise—and contrary to the re-enactment

of that line by the authors of the Texas an-

nexation law. That re-enactment had taken

place only two years before, and was in the

very words of the anti-slavery ordinance of '87,

and of the Missouri compromise prohibition of

1820 ; and was voted for by the whole body of

the annexationists, and was not only conceived

and supported by Mr. Calhoim, then Secretary

of State, but carried into effect by him in the

despatch of that messenger to Texas in the ex-

piring moments of his power. The words of

the re-enactment were: "^«d in such State,

or States as shall beformed out of said terri-

tory north of the said Missouri compromise

line, slavery or involuntary servitude (except

for crime) shall be prohibited.'" This clause

re-established that compromise line in all that

long extent of it which was ceded to Spain by

the treaty of 1819, which became Texian by her

separation from Mexico, and which became slave

soil under her laws and constitution. So that,

up to the third day of March, in the year 1845

—not quite two years before the date of these

resolutions—Mr. Calhoun by authentic acts, and

the two Houses of Congress by recorded votes,

and President Tyler by his approving signature,

acknowledged the power of Congress to pro-

hibit slavery in a territory ! and not only ac-

knowledged the power, but exerted it ! and ac-

tually prohibited slavery in a long slip of coun-

try, enough to make a " State or States," where

it then legally existed. This fact was formally

brought out in the chapter of this volume which

treats of the legislative annexation of Texas

;

and those who wish to see the proceeding in de-

tail may find it in the journals of the two

Houses of Congress, and in the congressional

history of the time.

These resolutions of 1847, called fire-brand at

the time, were further characterized as nullifi-

cation a few days afterwards, when Mr. Benton

said of them, that, " as Sylla saw in the young

Coesar many Mariuses, so did he see in them

many nullifications"
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CHAPTER CLXVIII.

THE SLAVERY AGITATION: DISUNION: KEY TO
MU. CALHOUN'S I'OLICY: FOKCINO THE ISSUE:
MODE OF FORCING IT.

In the course of this year, and some months
after the submission of his resolutions in the

Senate denying the right of Congress to abolish

slavery in a territory, Mr. Calhoun wrote a

letter to a member of the Alabama Legislature,

which furnishes the key to unlock his whole
system of policy in relation to the slavery agita-

tion, and its designs, from his first taking up
tlie business in Congress in the year 1835, down
to the date of the letter ; and thereafter. The
letter was in reply to one asking his opinion
" as to the uteps which should be taken " to

guard the rights of the South ; and was written

in a feeling of personal confidence to a person

in a condition to take steps ; and which he has

since published to counteract the belief that

Mr. Calhoun was seeking the dissolution of the

Union. The letter disavows such a design, and

at the same lime proves it—recommends for-

cing the issue between the North and the South,

and lays down the manner in whicli it should

be done. It opens with this paragraph

:

" I am much gratified with the tone and views
of your letter, and concur entirely in the opin-
ion you express, that instead of shunning, we
ought to court the i.ssue with the North on the
slavery question. I would even go one step
further, and add that it is our duty—due to our-
selves, to the Union, and our political institu-

tions, toforce the issue on the North. We are
now stronger relatively than we shall bo here-
after, politically and morally. Un.,»ss we bring
on the issue, delay to us will be dangerous
indeed. It is the true policy of those enemies
who seek our destruction. Its effects are, and
have been, and will he to weaken us politically

and morally, and to strengthen them. Such has
been my opinion from tlie lirst. Had the South,
or even my own State backed me. I would have
forced the issue on the North in 1835, when the
Bjtirit of abolitionism first developed itself to
any considerable extent. It is a true maxim,
to meet danger on the frontier, in politics as
Avell as war. Thus thinking, I am of the im-
jiresKiou, Hint if the Soiit!? act as it or.ght, the
WilnKjt Proviso, instead of proving to be the
means of suc<'essfully assailing us and our pecu-
liar institution, may Ihj made the occasion of
successfully asserting our equality and rights,

by enabling us toforce the issue" on the North
Something of the kind wps indispensable

to

rouse and unite the South. On the contrarj-
if

we should not meet it as we ought, I fear

greatly fear, our doom will be fixed. It would
prove that we either have not the sense or

spirit to defend ourselves and our institutions."

The phrase '' forcing the issue " is here used

too often, and for a purpose too obvious, to need

remark. The reference to his movement in 1835

confirms all that was said of that movement at

the time by senators from both sections of the

Union, and which has been related in chapter 131

of the first volume of this View. At that time

Mr. Calhoun characterized his movement as de-

fensive—as done in a spirit of self-defence:
it

was then characterized by senators as aggres-

sive and oifensive : and it is now declared in this

letter to have been so. He was then openly

told that he ,vas playing into the hands of the

abolitionists, and giving them a champion to

contend with, and the elevated theatre of the

American Senate for the dissemination of their

doctrines, and the production of agitation and

sectional division. All that is now admitted, with

a lamentation that the South, and not even his

own State, would stand by him then in forcing

the issue. So that chance was lost. Another

was now presented. The Wilmot Proviso, so

much deprecated in public, is privately saluted

as a fortunate event, giving another chance for

forcing the issue. The letter proceeds

:

" But in making up the issue, we must look

far beyond the proviso. It is but one of many
acts of aggression, and, in my opinion, by no

means the most dangerous or degrading, though

more striking and palpable."

In looking beyond the proviso (the nature of

which has been explained in a preceding chapter),

Mr. Calhoun took up the recent act of the Gen-

eral Assembly of Pennsylvania, repealing the

slave sojournment law within her limits, and ob-

structing the recovery of fuJtivp slaves—saying:

*' I regard the reccr.t act of Pennsylvania, and

laws of that description, passed by other States,

intended to prevent or embarrass the reclama-

Yion of fugitive slaves, or to liberate our domes-

tics when travelling with them in non-slavehold-

ing States, as unconstitutional. Insulting as it

is, it is even more dangeruus. I jjo furtlier, and

ho' 1 that if we have a right to hold our slaves,

we have a right to hold them in peace and quiet,

and that the toleration, in the non-slaveholding

States, of the establishment of societies and

to
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Wilmot Proviso, so

presses, and the deli\ery of lectures, with the

express intention of calling in question our right

to our slaves, and of seducing and abducting

them from the service of their masters, and

finally overthrowing the institution itself, as

not only a violation of international laws, but

also of the Federal compact. I hold, also, that

we cannot acquiesce in such wrongs, without

the certain destruction of the relation of master

and slave, and without the ruin of the South."

The acts of Pennsylvania here referred to are

justly complained of, but with the omission to

tell that these injurious acts were the fruit of

his own agitation policy, and in his own line of

forcing is-sues ; and that the repeal of the so-

journment law, which had subsisted since the

year 1780, and the obstruction of the fugitive

slave act, which had been enforced since 1793,

only took place twelve years after he had com-

menced slavery agitation in the South, and were

legitimate consequences of that agitation, and of

the design to force the issue with the North.

The next sentence of the letter reverts to the

Wilmot Proviso, and is of momentous conse-

quence as sho\nng that Mr. Calhoun, with all

his public professions in favor of compromise

and conciliation, was secretly opposed to any

compromise or adjustment, and actually con-

sidered the defeat of the proviso as a misfortune

to the South. Thus:

" With this impression, I would regard any

compromise or adjustment of the proviso, or

even its defeat, without meeting the danger in

its whole length and breadth, as very unfortu-

nate for us. It would lull us to sleep again,

without removing the danger, or materially

diminishing it."

So that, while this proviso was, publicly, the

Pandora's box which filled the Union with evil,

and while it was to Mr. Calhoun and his friends

the theme of endless deprecation, it was secretly

chorisned as a means of keeping up discord, and

forcing the issue between the North and the

South. Mr. Calhoun then proceeds to the

serious question of disunion, and of the manner

in which the issue could be forced.

" This brings up the question, how can it be

so met, without resorting to the dissolution of
the Union? I say without its dissolution, for,

in my opinion, a high and sacred regard for the

conslltuliou, as well as the dictaf.es of wisdom,
make it our duty in this case, as well as all

others, not to resort to, or even to look to that

extreme remedy, until all others have failed,

and then only in defence of our liberty and
safety. There is, in my opinion, but one way
in which it can be met ; and that is the one indi-

cated in my letter to Mr. , and to which
you allude in yours to me, viz., by retaliation.

Why I think so, I shall now proceed to ex-
plain."

Then follows an ai-gnment to justify retalia-

tion, by representing the constitution as contain-

ing provisions, ho calls them stipulations, some

in favor of the slaveholding, and some in favor

of the non-slaveholding States, and the breach

of any of which, on one side, authorizes a re-

taliation on the other ; and then declaring that

Pennsylvania, and other States, have violated

the provision in favor of the slave Slates in ob-

structing the recovery of fugitive sV ,, he pro-

ceeds to explain his remedy—saying

:

" There is and can be but one remedy short
of disunion, and that is to retaliate on oyr part,

by refusing to fulfil the stipulations in their

favor, or such as we may select, as the most
efficient. Among these, the right of their ships

and commerce to enter and depart from our
ports is the most effectual, and can be enforced.

That the refusal on their part would justify us

to refuse to fulfil on our part those in their

favor, is too clear to admit of argument. That
it would be effectual in compelling them to fulfil

those in our favor can hardly be doubted, when
the immense profit they make by trade and
navigation out of us is regarded ; and also tlie

advantages we would derive from the direct

trade it would establish between the rest o*" the

world and our ports."

Retaliation by closing the ports cf the State

against the commerce of the offending State

:

and this called a constitutional remedy, and a

remedy short of disunion. It is. on the con-

trary, a flagrant breach of the constitution, and

disunion itself, and that at the very point which

caused the Union to be formed. Every one

acquainted with the history of the formation of

the federal constitution, knows that it grew out

of the single question of commerce—the neces-

sity of its regulation between the States to pre-

vent them from harassing each other, and with

foreign nations to prevent State rivalries for

foreign trade. To stop the trade with any

State is, therefore, to break the Union Avith that

State ; and to give any advantage to a foreign

nation over a State, would be to break the con-

stitution again in the fundamental article of its

formation; and this is what the retaliatory

remedy of commercial non-intercourse arrives at
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—a double breach of the constitution—one to the

prejudice of sister States, the other in favor of

foreign nations. For immediately upon this re-

taliation upon a State, and as a consequence of

it, a great foreign trade is to grow up with all

the world. The letter proceeds with further

instructions upon the manner of executing the

retaliation

:

" My impression is, that it should be restricted
to sea-going vessels, which would leave open
the trade of the valley of the Mississippi to
New Orleans by river, and to the other South-
ern cities by railroad ; and tend thereby to de-
tach the North-western from the North-eastern
States."

This discloses a further feature in the plan of

forcing the issue. The North-eastern States

were to be excluded from Southern maritime

commerce : the North-western States were to

bo admitted to it by railroad, and also allowed

to reach New Orleans by the Mississippi River.

And this discrimination in favor of the North-

western States was for the purpose of detaching

them from the North-east. Detach is the word.

And that word signifies to separate, disengage,

disunite, part from : so that the scheme of dis-

union contemplated the inclusion of the North-

western States in the Southern division. The
State of Missouri was one of the principal of

these States, and great efforts were made to

gain her over, and to beat down Senator Ben-
ton who wa« an obstacle to that design. The
letter concludes by pointing out the only difH-

culty in the execution of this plan, and showing

how to surmount it

" There is but one practical diflSculty in the
way ; and that is, to give it force, it will require
the co-operation of all the slave-holding States
lying on the Atlantic Gulf. Without that, it

would bo ineffective. To get that is the great
point, and for that purpose a convention of the
Southern States is indispensable. Let that be
called, and let it adopt measures to bring about
the co-operation, and I would underwrite for the
rest. The non-slaveholding States would be
compelled to observe the stipulations of the
constitution in our favor, or abandon their trade
with us, or to take measures to coerce us, which
would throw on them the responsibility of dis-

solving the Union. Which they would choose,

^
I do not think doubtful. Their unbounded ava-

irice would, in the end, control them. Let a
convention be callcU—let it recommend to the
slavehoUling States to take the course advised,
giving, say one year's notice, before the acts of
the several States should go into effect, and the

issue would fairly be made up, and our safetv
and triumph certain." '

This the only difficulty—the want of a oo-

operation of all the Southern Atlantic States:

and to surmount that, the indispensability of

»

convention of the Southern States is fully de-

clared. This was going back to the starting

point—to the year 1835—when Mr. Calhoun

first took up the slavery agitation in the Senate

and when a convention of the slaveholding States

was as much demanded then as now, and that

twelveyears before the Wilmot Proviso—twelve
years before the Pennsylvania unfriendly legjg.

lation—twelve years before the insult and out-

rage to the South, in not permitting them to

carry their local laws with them to the territo-

ries, for the protection of their slave property.

A call of a Southern convention was as much
demanded then as now ; and such conventions

often actually attained : but without accom-

plishiug the object of the prime mover. No
step could be got to be taken in those conven-

tions towards dividing and sectionalizing the

States, and after a vain reliance upon them for

seventeen years, a new method has been fallen

upon : and this confidential letter from Mr. Cal-

houn to a member of the Alabama legislature

of 1847, has come to light, to furnish the key

which unlocks his whole system of slavery agi-

tation which he commenced in the year 1835.

That system was to force issues upon the North

under the pretext of self-defence, and to sec-

tionalize the South, preparatory to disunion,

through the instrumentality of sectional con-

ventions, composed wholly of delegates from

the slaveholding States. Failing in that scheme

of accomplishing the purpose, a new one was

fallen upon, which will disclose itself in its proper

place.

CHAPTER CLXIX.

DEATH OF 8ILA9 WEIGHT, F.X-8ENAT0E AND
EX-GOVEBNOB OF NEW YOKE.

He died snddenly, at the early ao« of fifty-two.

and without the sufferings and premonitions

which usually accompany the mortal transii

from time to eternity. A letter that he was
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e up, and our safety

osc, a new one was

>8e itself in its proper

ir!y ant! of fifty-two.

rciding, was seen to fall from his hand: a

physician was called: in two hours he was

dead—apoplexy the cause. Though dying at

the age deemed young in a statesman, he had

attained all that long life could give—high office,

national fame, fixed character, and universal

esteem. He had run the career of honors in the

State of New York—been representative and

senator in Congress—and had refused more

offices, and higher, than he ever accepted. He

refused cabinet appointments under his fast

friend Mr. Van Buren, and under Mr, Polk,

whom he may be said to have elected : he re-

fused a seat on the bench of the federal Supreme

Court ; he rejected instantly the nomination of

1844 for Vice-President of the United States,

when that nomination was the election. He

refused to be put in nomination for the presi-

dency. He refused to accept foreign missions.

He spent that time in declinmg office which

others dM in winning it ; and of those he did

accept, it might well be said they were " thrust "

upon him. Office, not greatness, was thrust

upon him. He was bom great, and above office,

and unwillingly descended to it ; and only took

it for its burthens, and to satisfy an importunate

public demand. Mind, manners, morals, temper,

habits, united in him to form the character that

was perfect, both in public and private life, and

to give the example of a patriot citizen—of a

farmer statesman—of which we have read in

ClDcinnatus and Cato, and seen in Mr. Macon,

and some others of their stamp—created by na-

ture—formed in no school : and of which the

instances are so rare and long between.

His mind was clear and strong, his judgment

solid, his elocution smooth and equable, his

speaking always addressed to t"»e understand-

ing, and always enchaining the attention of those

who had minds to understand. Grave reason-

ing was his forte. Argumentation was always

the line of his speech. He spoke to the head,

not to the passions ; and would have been dis-

concerted to have seen any body laugh, or cry,

at any thing he said. His thoughts evolved

spontaneously, in natural and proper order,

clothed in language of force and clearness ; all

so naturally and easily conceived that an extem-

poraneous speech, or the first draught of an in-

tricate report, had all the correctness of a

finished composition. His manuscript had no

blots—a proof that his mind had none ; and he

wrote a neat, compact hand, suitable to a clear

and solid mind. He came into the Senate, in

the beginning of Qeneral Jackson's administra-

tion, and remained during that of Mr. Van
Buren ; and took a ready and active part in all

the great debates of those eventful times. The

ablest speakers of the opposition always had to

answer him ; and when he answered them, they

showed by their anxious concern, that the ad-

versaiy was upon them whose force they dreaded*

most. Though taking his full part upon all sub-

jects, yet finance was his particular department,

always chairman of that committee, when his

party was in power, and by the lucidity of his

statements making plain the most intricate mo-

neyed details. He had a just conception of the

difference between the functions of the finance

committee of the Senate, and the committee of

ways and means of the House—so little under-

stood in these latter times : those of the latter

founded in the prerogative of the House to

originate all revenue bills ; those of the former

to act upon the propositions from the House,

without originating measures which might affect

the revenue, so as to coerce either its increase

or prevent its reduction. In 1844 he left the

Senate, to stand for the governorship of New
York ; and never did his self-sacrificing temper

undergo a stronger trial, or submit to a greater

sacrifice. He liked the Senate : he disliked the

governorship, even to absolute repugnance. But

it was said to him (and truly, as then believed,

and afterwards proved) that the State would be

lost to Mr. Polk, unless Mr. Wright was asso-

ciated with him in the canvass : and to this ar-

gument he yielded. He stood the canvass for

the governorship— carried it—and Mr. Polk

with him ; and saved the presidential election

of that year.

Judgment was the character of Mr. Wright's

mind : purity the quality of the heart. Though

valuable in the field of debate, he was still more

valued at the council table, where sense and

honesty are most demanded. General Jackson

and Mr. Van Buren relied upon him as one of

their safest counsellors. A candor which knew

no guile—an integrity which knew no devia-

tion—which worked right on, like a machine

governed by a law of which it was unconscious

—were the inexorable conditions of his nature,

ruling his conduct in every act, pubUc and pri-

vate. No foul legislation ever emanated from

him. The jobber, the speculator, the dealer in

false claims, the plunderer, whose scheme re-
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Mill

1 : r

h;
'• 1

qtiiwl nn act of Ot»ngrt<iit!« ; all thcuo fimiul In

his vigilantv nut! iHTHpicnoity ii tlotootivo |h>IUv,

which ili»t"ovt'iV(l tht'ir th'Hijrn«, ai'.;'. in hl« itiN'fj-

rity a nconi of oornnitioii whioli kopt thoin at

a (iixtniuv ftviii tho purity of his atiiiosplu>n>.

Ilis ton\por was p'nilo— his inaniUMs simple

—

his iut^<l•^^)^ll•so kiiitlly—Jiis iuihits lahorions

—

and rich upon a (Wvliold of tliirty am-s, in nuirli

|>iirt oultiviitod by his own hand. In tlic intci"-

vnls of sonalorial thitii's this man, who rt>fn«i'tl

oahinot appointnuMits and piTsiili>ntiiil honors,

and a staf upon tlio SnprtMno Hoiu'h—who nioa-

sim>d stPt'njjtli with Clay, WVhstiT. and I'allioun,

and on whoso actvnts adniirinjj St<natos luui)?

:

this man, his noat suit of hr»)adoloth and flno

linon oxolmnjrt'd for tho Inhoror's dii'ss, niijiht

Ih» soon in tlio harvest Hold, or moadow, carry inj?

tho foriMuost row', and doinjj tho cleanest work :

and this not as rccivalionor pastime, or oncour-

agenient to others, Imt as work, which was to

wnnt in the annual cultivation, and labor to Ih<

felt in tho production of tho nwdod crop. His

principles wire dcniocratic tmd i'uiato, fonmh-d

in a feoliiii:, still mori« than h lomiit ion, that

tho masses wore piMionilly rijiht in their sotdi-

monts, though sometimes wronj; in their action;

and that theiv was loss injury to tho countiy

fh>m tho Inmost mistakes of tho |h'o|i!;', than

fhmi the inteivsttvl schemes of corrupt and in-

trijiuing jmliticians. lie was born in Massa-

chusetts, camo to man s estate in New York,

ivcein>d fh>m that State tho only honors ho

would ae(x>pt ; and in choosinj; his plact< of ivsi-

dcnco in it {tavo proof of his nuxlost, retiring,

nnprotondinj; nature. Instead of followiiijj liis

profession in tho commoroial or political capital

of his State, when> there would be demand and

nnvard for his talent, lie constituted himself a

vilhijw lawyer wheri> there was neither, and
IHTtinaciousIy refused to chanjn« his locality.

In an outside county, on tho oxtri'mo border

of the State, taking its nan.o of St. I,awn>nco

frtim tho river which washed its northern side,

and divided tl.o United *^tates from Hritish

America—and in one of (he smallest towns of

that county, and in one of tho lcai*t ambitions

houses of that modest town, lived and died this

patriot statesman—a goixl husband (he had no
children)—a good neighbor—a kind relative

—

a fajit friend—exact and punctual in every dutv,

and the exemiilification of every social and civic

rirtue.

Oil APTKll (5LXX.

TIIIUTIKTII I'ONdltKSS: KIKST HKSSION ; I.ISToK
MKMIIKK8: I'ltKSIUMNrH MKSSAOK.

SfllUlc,

Maink.— Hannibal Hamlin, J. W. Ihadlnirv.
Nkw Hami'siiiiu:.— Oharlos (}. Alliort™

.lohn r. Halo.
^

ViiuMONf.— VVillianj Vplnuh, Samuel ^s

Phelps.

Massacuhsktts.— Daniel WoliHtcr, Job
Pay is.

KiioDK Island. AllnTt 0. (Jroone, Jolm II

(Clarke.

CoNNKcruiir.—John M. N'iles, Wofyt ,s.

Hatdwin.
Nr.w YoiiK.—John A. Dix, Daniel S. Duk.

iiison.

Nkw Jkiiskv.— William L. Dayton, Jacob
W. Miller.

Pknnsvlvania.— Simon Onmeron, Dmiid
Sturgeon.

Dki.awauk.— John M. Clayton, Vmky
Spriianco.

Mauvi.ani).— James A. IVarco, JU-vonlv

•lohnson.

ViiuJiNiA.— JainoH M. Mason, II. 11, T,

Hunter.

NoKTii Cahoi.ina.—Ucorge. E. lhulg(>r, 'Wil-

lie I\ Alangnni.

Soi'Tu Oauomna.—A. P. Hutler, John C,

Calhoun.

Okoiujia.— Ilerscholl V. Jolmsiui, Jnhn M,
'rrion.

Alauama.—William U. King, Arthur P. Hag-
ley

Mississippi.—Jofferson Davis, Henry Stuart

Foote.

Louisiana.—llenrv Johnson, S. U. Downs.
Tknnksskk.—Hopkins L. Tnrnoy, John Uell.

Kkntvckv.—Thomas ]\Ietcalfe, Joseph 11

Underwood.
Onto.—William Allen, Thomas Corwiu.
Inuiana.—Edward A. Ilaunegan, Jesso D.

Bright.

Illinois.— Sidney Bivose, Stephen A. Doug-
lass.

Missouri.—David 11. Atchison, Tlionma II.

Benton.

Akkansas.—Solon Borland, William K. Se-

bastian.

MiciiuiAN.— Thomas Fitzgerald, Alphcu3

Felch.

Fi.ouiDA.—J. D. Wosfcott, Jr., David Yulee.

Tkxas.—Thonnus J. Busk, Samuel Houston.

Iowa.—Augustus C. Dodge, tJeorge W.Jones.

Wisconsin.—Henry Dodge, I. P. Walker.
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llollHf of Ift'lllTHt'lltatiVfH.

I^j^,,^!,;.
— Daviil lIiiinnuuiilM, Ahii W. iUMupp,

Ilinuu Ili'Iflior, Kruiiklin (Murk, K. K. Niimil,

Jiuiu's S. Wiley, lloKokiiih WilliiuiiM.

Nkw llAMi'NiiiHk;.--Aiii(m Turk, ClmrloH 11.

IViiJ*!'!', .Iiimt-N NVilHon .limioH II. .IdluiHon.

M\>sM in SKITS." |{(tl)'l ('. Wiudirop, l>iiiiiol

P. KiiiK, AiiHif* Aliliolt, .Itiliu 0, I'ullVoy, (JIihh.

Iluilsoii, (Icorm^ AHlimim, .liilitm Utx'kwt'll,

U(irmi> Miinii, Ard-iniiN llnlo, .loMcph (Irimioll.

ItiitiiiK I.SI.ANI).—U. H. t'ruuHliin, H. H.

Thin si I 111.

OoNNKCiK III'.— .IiiiiioH Dixon, H. 1). Ililllaitl,

J. A, IliM'kwoll, Truiiinn Smith.

Vkiimont.— Wiliiinn Uomv, .liwoli ('olluiiior,

Qciirgo I'. Marsli, i.uciim l\. I't>ck.

Ni;\v YoiiK.— KiTdciick W, Moyd, H. (I

Murpliy, lli'iivy NicoU, \V. H. Miu-lay, Uoriu-o

(Imicy, Williiuu Ni'Ikoh, ConicliiiH \Viirit<ii,

Duiiiil 11. St. Joliii, Kiiakim Shurnll, I'. II.

Sylvisti'i", (liiltMiii lloyiiolilM, J. I. Siinm'rluml,

(hlniido Kt'llogjc, S. Liiwroin'o, Hiiuli VVliilo,

rt(<()i'|j:i' IVtrio, .foHopli Mulliii, William (^olIiiiH,

Tiumthv .It-nkiuH, (3. A. Starkwoiitlu'r, Aiishurn

Uinlsiill, William Diicr, Duiiiol (iotl, Harmon

S. ('iiii|;of, William T l-awii'iir«, Kboii Hiiwik-

mim, Klii>'< •< HoIiih'M, llola<rt I-. ItoHo, David

Hnmsiiy, Diidly Marvin, Nallian K. Ilall, llarvoy

Pulimiii, WiiKhinjiiton limit.

Ki:w .Ikushv.—Janicw (). Hamploii, William

A. Ni'wi'll, JoHopli Edsail; .J. Van Dyko, D. S.

Un'gory.

I'knnsvi.vania. Lewis 0. Levin, J. 11. In-

pcrsiill, OharlcH Hrown, 0. il. Iiifi;t'rh(dl, .lolin

FivimIIv, Samuel A. Ihidj^eH, A. U. Mcllvaino,

John Strolim, William Strong, U. Urodlioad,

Cluster Hiitler, David Wilmol, .lameH Pollock,

Viwv'fi^ N. Kekert, Henry NeH, JiiHper K. Hrady,

John lUanclianl, Andrew Stewart, Job Mann,
John Diekey, AIosos Hampton, J. W. Farrelly,

Jaiiic'S 'PhoinpHon, Alexander Irvine.

Dkluvaki:.—.lolin W. HoiiMton.

Mauvi.ani).— J. (1. (Miapman. J. Dixon
Roninii, T. Walkinn Ligonj II. M. McLane, Alex-

amler Kvans, .Tolm W. Ormtleld.

ViiujiNiA.— .'Vi'chibald Atkinson, Kichnrd K.

Moadi', ThonmH S. Flournov, Tliomas S, Hoeoek,

AViirmm L. (<o(;f!;in, .John M. IJotts, TluimnH II.

Bayly, R. T. L. Beale, J. S. Pendleton, Henry
Bellinger, .TameH McDowell, William ]{. I'reHton,

Andrew S. Fulton, 11. A. ThonipHon, William
G. Brown.

NouTii Carolina.—Thomas S. Clinpinian,

Natliiuiiol Hoyden, 1). M. Herrinf!;er, Anj;. H.
Shepherd, Abni. W. V'enable, James J. McKay.
J. R. J. L'aniei, Kichard S. Doiiuell, l-)avia

Outhnv.

South Cakolina.—Daniel Wallace, Richard
F. Simpson J. A. Woodward, Artenias Burt,
Isaac E. Ilolmig, K. Bariuvt;!! Khctt.
Geokuia.—T. IJutler King, AUml Ivcrson,

Jolm W. Jones, H. A. Ilarralson, J. A. Lump-

kin, Howell Oobb, A. H. Stephens, Itohnrt

Toombs.
A I. A HAM A.—John (layle. H. W. Hilliard, S.

W. Harris William M. In^e, 0. S. Hotiston,

W. H. W. Cobb, F. W. IJowdon.

MiNHiHHii'i'i.-- Jaeiib ThompHun, W. S. I''i'hI1i-

erston, Falriek W. Tompkins, AHiertO. Hrown.
LoriHiANA.- Kniile La Sere, II. C.Thibodeaux,

•I. M. llarmanHan, Isaae K. Morse.

Fi.oaiDA.—FdwardC. Cabdl.
Ohio—James J. I''aran, David Fislier, Hohert

C. Seheiiek, lliehaid S. Canby, William Sawyer,
II. Dickinson, Jonathan D, Nlorris, J. L. Taylor,

T. O. Kdwards, Daniel Diinean, .lolni K. Miller,

Samuel F. Vinton, Thomas lliehey, Nathan
Fvans, William Kennon, ilr., •!. D. i!iimniins,

(Jiiiri^e Fries, Samuel Lalim, tlfthn Crowell, tL

U. <iiddin^-;s, ilose|ih M. Hoot.

Inihana. - Klislia Fmbree, Thomas J. Henley,

J. L. Ibibinson. ('ahdi li. Smith, William VV.

Wiek, (Jcor^!;e (J. Dunn, K. W. Thompson, John
I'etlit, C. W. Catlinii t, William Uockhill.

Mi( niiiAN. K. McClellantI, Cha's F. Stewart,

Kinsley S. Iliiii-diaiu.

li.i,iN(Hs.— Kobcrt Smith, .L A. MctJlernand,

O. li. Ficklin, John Wenlworlli, W. A, Uich-

ardson, 'I'homas •!. Tiirner, A. l.iiKMiln.

Iowa.— William Thompson, She|iheid Ledler.

KiiNTiMKV.— Linn Doyil, Samuel O. I'eyton,

H. L. (Mark, Aylett llucfincr, J. II. Thom|tson,

CriH^n Adams, (ianiett Duncan, Ciiarh^s B.

Morehead, Kichard Flench, .John 1'. (laines.

Tknnkshi;!';. Andrew Johnson, William M.
(!ocke, John H.Croy.ier, II. L. W. Hill, Ocoiko

W. Jones. James II. Thomas, Mereilith I'.

(Jeiitry, VVashiii^;lon Harrow, Liicieii H. Chaso^

Frederick V. Stanton, William T. Haskell.

MiHsouui.—James II. Ilowliii, John Jamie-

son, James S. (Jreen, Willard I*. Hall, John H.

Phelps.

Aukanhah.— lloliert \V. Johnson.

Tk.v as.—Daviil S. Kaiirman, Timothy PillB-

bnry.

Wisconsin.—Mason C. Darling, William Pitt

Lynde.

U(jbort C. Winthroj), Esq., of MaKSttchuBctts,

was elected Speaker of the House, and Benja-

min B. French, Esq., clerk, and soon after tho

President's niessaKC was delivered, u quorum of

tho Senate having appeared the first day. The

election of Speaker had decided the question of

the political character of the House, and showed

the administration to be in a minority :—a bad

omen for tho popularity of the Mexican war.

Tho President had gratifying events to com-

municate to Congress—the victories of Ccrro

Gordo, Contreras and ChurubuKCo, the storming

of Chepultepec, and the capture of the City of

ilexico : and exulted over these exploits with
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the pride of a^ American, although all these

adrantagcH had to be gained over the man
whom ho handed back into Mexico under the

belief that he was to make peace. He also in-

formed Congress that a commissioner had been

sent to the head-quarters of the American army
to take advantage of events to treat for peace

;

and that he had carried out with him the

draught of the treaty, already prepared, which

contained the terms on which alone the war
was to be terminated. This commissioner was
Nicholas P. Trist, Esq., principal clerk in the

Department of State, a man of mind ond integ-

rity, well acquainted with the state of parties

in Mexico, subject to none at home, and anxious

to establish peace between the countries. Upon
the capture of the city, and the downfall of

Santa Anna, commissioners were appointed to

meet Mr. Trist ; but the Mexican government,

far from accepting the treaty as drawn up and

sent to them, submitted other terms still more

objectionable to us than ours to them ; and the

two parties remained without prospect of agree-

ment. The American commissioner was re-

called, "under the belief" said the message,

'^that his continued presence with the army
could do no good." This recall was despatched

from the United States the 6th of October, im-

mediately afler information had been received

of the failure of the attempted negotiations;

but as will be seen hereafter, the notice of the

recall arriving when negotiations had been re-

sumed with good pro8|)cct of success, Mr. Trist

remained at his post to finish his work.

In the course of the summer a "female,"

fresh from Mexico, and with a masculine

stomach for war and politics, arrived at Wash-
ington, had interviews with members of the ad-

ministration, and infected some of them with the

contagion of a hirge project—nothing less than

the absorption into our Union of all Mexico,

and the assumption of all her debts (many tens

of millions in esse, and more in posse), and all

to be assumed at par, though the best were at

25 cents in the dollar, and the mass ranging

down to five cents. Thi8 project was given out,

and greatly applauded in some of the adminis-

tration papers—condemned by the public feel-

ing, and greatly denounced in a large opposition

meeting in Lexington, Kentucky, at which Mr.

Clay came forth from his retirement to speak

wisely and patriotically against it. The "fe-

male " had gone back to Mexico, with high let-

ters from some members of the cabinet to the

commanding general, and to the plenipotentiary

negotiator ; both of whom, however, eKcliewtd

the proffered aid. A party in Mexico developed

itself for this total absorption, and total assump-

tion of debts, and the scheme acquired so much
notoriety, and gained such consistency of dctaJL

and stuck so close to some members of the ad-

ministration, that the President deemed it ne-

cessary to clear himself from the suspicion-

which he did in a decisive paragraph of lUs mes-

sage:

" It^has never been contemplated by me, as an
object of the war, to make a permanent con-

quest of the republic of Mexico, or to annihilate

her separate existence as an independent nation.

On the contrary, it has ever been my desire that
she should maintain her nationality, and, under
a good government adapted to her condition, be
a free, independent, and prosperous republic.

The United States were the first among the na-

tions to recognize her independence, and have
always desired to be on terins of amity and
good neighborhood with her. This she would
not suffer. By her own conduct we have been
compelled to engage in the present war. In its

prosecution, we seek not her overthrow as a
nation, but, in vindicating our national honor,

we seek to obtain redress for the wrongs she

has done us, and indemnity for our just de-

mands against her. We demand an honorable
peace ; ond that peace must bring with it in-

demnity for the past, and security for the

future."

While some were for total absorption, others

were for half; and for taking a line (provision-

ally during the war), preparatory to its becom-

ing permanent at its close, and giving to the

United States the northern States of Mexico

from gulf to gulf. This project the President

also repulsed in a paragraph of his message

:

" To retire to a line, and simply hold and de-

fend it, would not terminate the war. On the

contrary, it would encourage Mexico to perse-

vere, and tend to protract it indefinitely. It is

not to be expected that Mexico, afler refusing

to establish such a line as a permanent bound-

ary when our victorious army are in possession

of her capital, and in the heart of her country,

would permit us to hold it without resistance.

That she would continue the war, and in the

most harassing and annoying forms, there can

ite no doubt. A border wurlure of tlie most

savage character, extending over a long line,

would be unceasingly waged. It would require

a large army to be kept constantly in the field.
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stationed it posts and garrisonH along such a

line to protect and defend it. The enomy, re-

lieved from the pressure of our arms on liis

corstH and in the populous pai-ts of the interior,

would direct his attention to this line, and ec-

Icctinj; an isolated post for attack, would con-

centrate his forces upon it. This woidd be a

condition of affairs which the Mexicans, pursu-

ing; their favorite system of guerilla warfare,

would probably prefer to any other. Were wo

to assume a defensive attitude on such a line, all

the advantages of such a state of war would l)e

on the side of the enemy. We could levy no

contributions upon him, or in any other way

malco him feel the pressure of the war ; but

must remain inactive, and wait his approach,

being in constant nncertain^v at what point on

the line, or at what time, he might make an as-

sault. He may assemble and organize an over-

whelming force in the interior, on his own side

of the lino, and, concealing his purpose, make a

sudden assault on some one of our posts fo dis-

tant from any other as to prevent the possibility

of timely succor or reinforcements ; and in this

way our gallant army would Iw exposed to the

danger of being cut off in detail ; or if by their

unequalled bravery and prowess every where

exhibited during this war, they should repulse

the enemy, their number stationed at any one

post may bo too small to pursue him. If the

enemy be repulsed in one attack, he would have

nothing to do but to retreat to his own side of

(he line, and being in no fear of a pursuing

army, may reinforce himself at leisure, for an-

other attack on the same or some other post.

He may, too, cross the line between our posts,

make rapid incursions into the country which

we hold, murder the inhabitants, commit depre-

dations on them, and then retreat to the inte-

rior before a sufficient force can be concentrated

to pursue him. Such would probably be the

harassing character of a mere defensive war on

our part. If our forces, when attacked, or

threatened with attack, bo permitted to cross

the line, drive back the enemy, and conquer

hinx this would be again to invade the enemy's

country, after having lost all the advantages of

the conquests we have already made by having

voluntarily abandoned them. To hold such a

line successfully and in security, it is far from
being certain that it would not require as large

an army as would be necessary to hold all tlie

conquests we have already made, and to con-

tinue the prosecution of the war in the heart of

the enemy's country. It is also far from being

certain that the expense of the war would be
diminished by such a policy."

These were the same arguments which Sena-

tor Benton had addressed to the President the

year before, when the recommendation of this

line of occupation had gone into the draught of

his message, as a cabinet measure, and was with

Vol II.—45

such difficulty got out of it ; but without get-

ting it out of the head of Mr. Calhoun and his

political friends. To return to the argument

against such a line, in this subsequent message,

bespoke an adherence to it on the part of some

formidable interest, which requh-ed to be author-

itatively combated : and such was the 'act. The

formidable interest which wished a s(!paration

of the slave from the free States, wished also as

an extension of their Southern territory, to ob-

tain a broad slice from Mexico, embracing

Tampico as a port on the cast, Ouaymas as a

port on the Gulf of California, and Monterey

and Saltillo in the middle. Mr. Polk did not

sympathize with that interest, and publicly re-

pulsed their jdan— without, however, extin-

guishing their scheme— which survives, and

still labors at its consummation in a diflcrent

form, and with more success.

The expenses of the government during that

season of war, were the next interesting head of

the message, and were presented, all heads, of

exjMJnditure included, at some fifty-eight mil-

lions of dollars ; or a quarter less than those

same expenses now are in a state of peace.

The message says

:

"It is estimated that the receipts into the

Treasury for the fiscal year ending on the 30th

of Juno, 1848, including the balance in the

Treasury on the 1st of July last, will amount
to forty-two millions eight hundred and eighty-

six thousand five hundred and forty-five dollars

and eighty cents ; of which thirty-one millions,

it is estimated, will be derived from customs
}

three millions five hundred thousand fiom the

sale of the public lands ; four hundred thousand

from incidental sources ; including sales made
by the solicitor of the Treasury ; and six mil-

lions two hundred and eighty-five thousand

two hundred and nmety-four dollars and fifty-

five cents from loans already authorized by law,

which, together with the balance in the I'rea-

sury on the 1st of July last, make the sum es-

timated. The expenditures for the same pe-

riod, if peace with Mexico shall not be con-

cluded, and the array shall be increased as is

proposed, will amount, including the necessary

payments on account of principal and interest

of the public debt and Treasury notes, to fifty-

eight millions six hundred and fifteen thousand

and sixty dollars and seven cents."

An encomium upon the good working of the

independent treasury system, and the perpetual

repulse of paper money from the federal Trea-

sury, concluded the heads of this message which

retain a surviving interest

:
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"The financial Hystotn cntabliHlied by thocon-
titiitidiiul Treasury ha« been, thus fur, eminent-
ly HuooeMsfiil in its operations; nnd I recom-
mend an adhcrcnro to all itH ex^ential provi-
sions ; and csiK-cialiy to that vital provision,
which wholly sejMtratoB the go\ernnu'nt from
all connection with banks, and excludes bank
paper from all revenue receipts."

An edmest exhortation to a vipjorotis prose-

cution of the war concluded the message.

CHAPTEll CLXXI.

DEATH OF EE.VATOn nAnuoW: MR. BENTON'S
EULOOIUM.

Mr. Bknton. In rising to second tho motion

for paying to th. "lemory of our deceased

brother senator the last honors of this body, 1

feel myself to be obeying the impulsions of an

hereditary friendship, as well as conforming to

the practice of the Senate, Forty years ago,

when coming to the bar at Nashville, it was
my good fortune to enjoy the friendship of tlie

father of the deceased, then an inhabitant of

Nashville, and one of its most respected citi-

zens. The deceased was then too young to be

noted amongst the rest of the family. The
pursuits of life soon carried us far apart, and

long after, and for the first time to know each

other, we met on this floor. We met not as

strangers, but as friends—friends of early and

hereditary recollections ; and all our intercourt-e

since—every incident and evcrr word of our

lives, Mublic and private—ha.s gone to strengthen

and confirm the feelings under which we met.

and to perpetuate with the son the friendship

which had existed with the father. Up to f tie

last moments of his presence in this chamber-
up to the last moment that I saw him—our
meetings and partings were tlie cordial greet-

ings of hereditary fri(>nd8hip ; und now, not

only as one of the elder senators, but as the

early and family friend of the Tleceased, I come
forward to second the motion for the honors to

his memory.

The senator from Louisiana (Mr. H. Johnson)

ban iieifui jiiud the ollice of dutv and of friend-

ship to his deceased friend und colleague.

Justly, truly, and feelingly has he {xjrformcd
i

it. With deep and heartfelt emotion he hw
portrayed the virt«ies, and sketched the qualj.

ties, which constituted the manly and lofty

character of Alexander Harrow. He Iiuh (;iven

UH a picture as faithful as it is honorable, and it

does not In-come me to dilute upon what In; has

so well presented ; but, in contemplating
the

rich and full portrait of the high (jualiticHof the

head and heart which he has jiresented sufTir

me to look for an in.stant to the source the

fountain, from which flowed the full stream of

generous and noble actions which distingui^thed

the entire life of our deceased brother senator,

I sjK'ak of the heart—the noble h'-art—of Alex-

ander Hari'ow. Honor, courage, patriotism

friendship, generosity—fidelity to his friend

and his country—the social affections—devo-

tion to the wife of his bosom, and the ehildrcn

of their love : all—all, were there ! and nevir,

not once, di(^ any cold, or selfish, or timid cal-

culation ever come from his manly liead to

check or balk the noble impulsions of his gen-

ero<i8 heart. A quick, clear, and strong judg-

ment found nothing to restrain in these impul-

sions ; and in all the wide circle of his public

and private relations—in all the word.s and acts

of his life—it was the heart that moved firet;

and always so true to honor that judgment had

nothing to do but to approve the impuLsion.

From that fountain flowed the stream of the

actions of his life ; and now what we all de-

plore—what so many will join in deploring— is,

that such a fountain, 6o unexijectedly, in the

full tide of its flow, should have been so sud-

denly dried up. He was one of the younger

members of this body, and in all the hope and

vigor of meridian manhood. Time was ripen-

ing and maturing his faculties. He seemed to

have a right to look forward to many years of

usefulness to his country and to his family.

With qualities evidently fitted for i\\c feld as

well as for the Senate, a brilliant future was

before him ; ready, as I know he was, to serve

his country in any way that honor and duty

should require.
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lie was, to serve

CHAPTER OLXXII.

DRATII OP MR. ADAM3.

" Just after tho yeas and nays were taken on

a (luestion, and the Sneaker had risen to put

another (luestion to tne House, n Hudden cry

was lioard on the left of the chair, ' Mr. Adams

is dying!' Turning our eyes to the spot, wo
beheld the venerable man in the act of falling

over the left arm of his chair, while his right

arm was extended, grasping his desk for suj)-

Csrt.
He would have dropped upt)n the lloor

ad ho not been caught in the arms of the mem-
ber sitting next him. A great sensation was

created in the House : memlwrs from all quar-

ters rushing from their seats, and gathering

round the fiiUen statesman, who was imme-

diately lifted into the area in front of the clerk's

table. The Speaker instantly suggested that

some geutleman move an adjournment, which

being promptly done, the House adjourned."

So wrote the editors of the National Intelli-

gencer, friends and associates of Mr. Adams for

forty years, and now witnesses of the last scene

—the sudden sinking in his chair, which was to

end in his death. The news flew to the Senate

chamber, the Senate then in session, and en-

gaged in business, which Mr. Benton interrupt-

ed, standing up, and saying to the President of

the body and the senators

:

"I am called on to mnke a painful announce-

ment to the F' e. I have just hern informed

that the House of Representatives has this in-

stant adjourned imder the most afflictive cir-

cumstana's. A calamitous visitation has fallen

on one of its oldest and most valual c. members
—one who has been President of the United

Sta! s, and whose character has inspired the

hi.liLst respect and esteem. Mr. Adams ha.s

just sunk down in his chair, and has been nu-
ried into an adjoining room, and may be at this

moment passing from the earth, under the ruof

that covers us, and almost in our presence.

In these circumstances the whole Senate will

*''jel alike, and feel wholly unable to attend to

any business. T therefore move the immediat<»

adjournment of the Senate."

The Senate immediately adjotirned, and all

inquiries were directed to the condition of the

Btricken statesman. He had been removed to

the Speaker's room, where he slightly recov-

ered the use of his speech, and uttered in fal-

tering accents, the intelligible words, " This is

the last of earth

;

" and noon after, " / am com*

poneiU^ These were the last words he ever

spoke. He lingered two days, and died on the

evening of the 2.'Jd— struck the day before, and

dying the day after the anniversary of Wash-
ington's birth— und attended by every circum-

stance which ho could have chosen to give

felicity in death. It was on the field of his

Ribors—in the presence of the national represen-

tation, presided by a son of Massachusetts

(Robert 0. Winthrop, Esq.), in the full posses-

sion of his faculties, and of their faithful use

—

at octogenarian age—without a pang—hung
over in his last unconscious moments by her

who had been for more than fifty years the

worthy partner of his bosom. Such a death

was the "crowning mercy" of a long life of

eminent and patriotic service, filled with every

incident that gives dignit/ and lustre to human
existence.

I was sitting in my library-room in the twi-

light of a raw and blustering day, the lamp not

yet lit, when a note was delivered to me from

Mr. Webster—I hod saved it seven years, just

seven—when it was destroyed in that confla-

gration of my house which consumed, in a mo-

ment, so much which I had long cherished.

The note was to inform ri' ' that Mr. Adams
had breathed his last ; and to say that the

Massachusetts delegation had fixed upon me to

second the motion, which woiUd be made in the

Senate the nc> ' day, for the customary funeral

honors to his memory. Secondino: the motion

on s\ich an occasion always requires a bvief dis-

course on the life and character of the deceased.

I was taken by surprise, for I had not expected

such an honor : I was oppressed ; for (^ feeling

of inability and unworthiness fell upon me. I

went immediately to Mr. Winthrop, who was

nearest, to inquire if some other senator had

been named to take my place if I should find it

iiupossible to comply with the request. He
said there was none—that Mr. Davis, of Massa-

chusetts, would make the motion, and that I

was the only one named tQ second him.. My
part was then fixed. I went to the other end

oi the city to see Mr. Davis, and so to arrange

with him as to avoid repetitions—which was

done, that he should speak of events, and I of

characterisiics. it was late iu the night when

I got back to my house, and took pen and paper

to note the head of what I should say. Never
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did I feel so much the weight of Cicero's admoni-

tion—" Choose with discretion out of the plenty

that lies before i/oti." The plenty was too

much. It was a field crowded with fruits and

flowers, of which you could only cull a few—

a

mine filled with gems, of which you coi'ld only

snatch a handful. By midnight I had finished

the task, and was ready for the ceremony.

Mr. Adams died a member of the House, and

the honors to his memory commenced there, to

be finished in the Senate. Mr. Webster was
sufiering from domestic afliiction—the death of

a son and a daughter—and could not tppear

among the speakers. Several members of the

House spoke justly and beautifully 5 and ^jf

these, the pre-eminent beauty and justice of the

discourse delivered by Mr, James McDowell,
of Virginia (even if he had not been a near con-

nection, the brother of Mrs. Benton), would
lead me to give it the preference in selecting

some passages from tlie tributes of the House.

With a feeling and melodious delivery, he said

:

" It is not for Massiichusetts to mourn alone
over a solitary and exclusive bereavement. It
is not for her to feel alone a solitary and exclu-
sive sorrow. No, sir ; no ! Her sister com-
monwealths gather to her side in this hour of
her affliction, and, intertwining their anus with
hers, they bend together over the bier of her
illustrious son—feeling as she feels, and weep-
ing as she weeps, over a sage, a patriot, and a
statesman gone ! It was in these great charac-
teristics of individual and of public man that
his country reverenced that son when living.

and such, with a painful sense of her common
loss, will she deplore him now that he is dead.

" Bojrn in our revolutionary day, and brought
up in early and cherished intimacy with the fa-

thers and fbuiiclers of the republic, he was a liv-

ing bond of connection between the present and
the past—the venerable representative of the
memories of another age, and the zealous, watch-
ful, and powerful one of the exjMictations, in-

terests, and progressive knowledge of his own.
" There he sat, with his intense eye upon

every thing that passed, the picturesque and
rare one man, unapproachable by all others in
the unity of his cliaracter and in tlie thousand-
fold anxieties which centred upon him. No
human being ever entered this hall without
turning habitually and witii heart-felt deference
first to him, and few ever left it without paus-
ing, &» they went, to pour out their blessings
upon that spirit of consecration to the country
which broiigat and which kept him here.

" Standing upon the extreme boundary of hu-
man life, and disdaining all the relaxations and
exemptions of age, his outer framework only

was crumbling away. The glorious engine
within still worked on unhurt, uninjured amid
all the dilapidations around it, and worked on
with its wonted and its iron power, until the
blow was sent from above which crushed it

into fragments before us. And, however ap-
palling that blow, and however profoundly

it

smote upon our own feelings as we beheld its

extinguishing eflect upon his, where else could
it have fallen so fitly upon him ? Where else

could he have been relieved from tlie yoke of
his labors so well as in the field where he bore
them ? Where else would he himself have
been so willuig to have yielded up his life as
upon the post of duty, and by the side of that
very altar to which he had devoted it ? Where
but in the capitol of his country, to which all

the throbb' igs and hopes of his heart had been
given, would the dying patriot be so willing
that those hopes and throbbings should cease?
And where but from this mansion-house of lib-

erty on earthy could this dymg Christian more
fitly go to his maLsion-house of eternal liberty

on high?" "'

Mr. Benton concluded in the Senate the cei-c-

monies which had commenced in the House

pronouncing th« brief discourse which was in-

tended to group into one cluster the varied

characteristics of the public and private life of

this most remarkable man :

" The voice of his native State has been heard,

through one of the senators of Massachusetts
announcing the death of her aged and most dis-

tinguished son. The voice of the other senator
from Massachusetts is not heard, nor is his

presence seen. A domestic calamity, known to

us all, and felt by us all, confines him to the

chamber of grief while the Senate is occupied
with the public manifestations of a respect and
sorrow which a national loss inspires. In the

absence of that Senator, and as the member of

this body longest here, it is not unfitting or un-
becoming in me to second the motion which has
been made for extending the last honors of the

Senate to him who, forty-five years ago, was a

member of this body, w ho, at the time of his

death, was among the oldest members of the

House of Representatives, and who. putting the

years of his service together, was the oldest of

all the members of the American government.
" The eulogium of Mr. Adams is made in the

facts of his life, which the sena;or from Massa-
chusetts (Mr. Davis) has so strikingly stated,

that from early manhood to octogeiuu'ian age,

he has been constantly and most honorably
employed in the public service. For a period

of more than fifty years, frem the time of his

first appointment as minister abroad under

Washington, to his last election to the House
of Representatives by the people of his native

district, he has been constantly retained iu the
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public service, and that, not by the favor of a

sovereign, or by hereditary title, but by the

elections and appointments of republican gov-

ernment. This fact makes the eulogy of the

illustrious deceased. For what, except a union

of all the quaUties which command the esteem

and confidence of man, could have insured a

public service so long, by appointments free

and popular, and from sources so various and

exalted ? Minister many times abroad ; mem-

ber of this body ; member of the House of Rep-

resentatives ; cabinet minister ; President of the

United States ; such has been the galaxy of his

splendid appointments. And what but moral

excellence the most perfect ; intellectual ability

the most eminent ; fidelity the most unwaver-

ing; service the most useful ; would have com-

manded such a succession of appointments so

exalted, and from sources so various and so

eminent ? Nothing less could have commanded

such a scries of appointments ; and accordingly

we see the union of all these great qualities in

him who has received them.
" In this long career of public service, Mr,

Adams was distinguished not only by faithful

attention to all the great duties of his stations,

hut to all their less and minor duties. He was

not the Salaminian galley, to be launched only

on extraordinary occasions ; but he was the

ready vessel, always under sail when the duties

ot his station required it, be the occasion great

or small As President, as cabinet minister, as

minister abroad, he examined all questions that

came before him, and examined all, in all their

parts—in all the minutia3 of their detail, as well

as in all the vastness of their comprehension.

As senator, and as a member of the House of

Representatives, the obscure committee-room

was as much the witness of his laborious appli-

cation to the drudgery of legislation, as the

halls of the two Houses were to the ever-ready

speech, replete with knowledge, which instruct-

ed all hearers, enlightened all subjects, and gave

dignity and ornament to all debate.
• In the observance of all the proprieties of

life, Mr. Adams was a most noble and impres-

sive example. He cultivated the minor as well

as the greater virtues. Wherever his presence

could give aid and counteiance to what was

useful and honorable to man, there he was. In

the exercises of the school and of the college

—

in the meritorious meetings of the agricultural,

mechanical, and commercial societies—in at-

tendance upon Divine worship—he gave the

punctual attendance rarely seen but in those

who are free from the weight of public cares.

" Punctual to every duty, death found him at

the post of duty ; and where else could it have

found him, at any stage of his career, for the

fifty years of his illustrious ipublic life ? From
the time of his iirst uppointmeiit by Wttshing-

ton to his last election by the jjeople of his na-

tive town, where could death have found him
but at the post of duty ? At that post, in the

fulness of age, in the ripeness of renown,
crowned with honors, surrounded by his fami-

ly, his friends, and admirers, and in the very
presence of the national representation, he haa

been gathered to his fathers, leaving behind
him the memory of public services which are

the history of his country for half a century,

and the example of a life, public and privat,o,

which should be the study and the model of the

generations of his countrymen."

The whole ceremony was inconceivably im-

pressive. The two Houses of Congress were

filled to their utmost capacity, and of all that

Washington contained, and neighboring cities

could send—the President, his cabinet, foreign

ministers, judges of the Supreme Court, sena-

tors and representatives, citizens and visitors.

CHAPTI.R CLXXIII.

DOTTNFALL OF SANTA. ANNA
MENT IN MEXICO: PEACE
TREATY OF PKACE.

NEVV^ GOVERN-
NEGOTIATIONS:

The war was declared May 13th, 1846, upon a

belief, grounded on the projected restoration of

Santa Anna (then in exile in Havana), that it

would be finished in ninety to one hundred and

twenty days, and that, in the mean time, no

fighting would take place. Santti Anna did not

get back until the month of August; and,

simultaneously with his return, was the Presi-

dent's overture for peace, and application to

Congress for two millions of dollars—with

leave to pay the money in the city of Mexico

on the conclusion of peace there, without wait-

ing for the ratification of the treaty by the

United States. Such an overture, and such an

application, and the novelty of paying money

upon a treaty before it was ratified by our own

authorities, bespoke a great desire to obtain

peace, even by extraordinary means. And such

was the fact. The desire was great—the means

unusual ; but the event baffled all the calcula-

tions, Santa Anna repulsed the peace overture,

put himself at the head of armies, inflamed the

war spirit of the country, and fought desperate-

ly. It was found that a mistake had been

made—that the sword, and not the olive branch

had been returned to Mexico ; and that, before

peace could be made, it became the part of braye
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soldiers to conquer by arms the man whom in-

trigue had brought back to grant it. Brought
back by politicians, he had to be driven out by
victorious generals before the peace he was to

giye could be obtained. The victories before

the city of Mexico, and the capture of the city,

put an end to his career. The republican par-

ty, which abhorred him, esized upon those de-

feats to depose him. He fled the country, and
a new administration being organized, peaceful

negotiations were resumed, and soon terminated

in the desired pacification. Mr. Trist had rt-

mained at his post, though recalled, and went
on with his negotiations. In three months
after his downfall, and without further opera-

tion of arms, the treaty was signed, and all the
desired stipulations obtained. New Mexico and
Upper California were ceded to the United
States, and the lower Rio Grande, from its

mouth to El Paso, taken for the boundary of

Texas. These were the acquisitions. On the

other hand, the United States agreed to pay to

Mexico fifteen millions of dollars in five instal-

ments, annual after the first; which first in-

stalment, true to the original idea of the eflBca-

cy of money in terminating the war, was to be
paid down in the city of Mexico as soon as the

articles of pacification were signed, and ratified

there. The claims of American citizens against

Mexico were all assumed, limited to three and
a quarter millions of dollars, which, consider-

ing that the war ostensibly originated in these

claims, was a very small sum. But the largest

gratified interest was one which did not appear

on the face of the treaty, but had the full bene-

fit of being included in it. They wore the

speculators in Texas lands and scrip, now al-

lowed to calculate largely upon their increased

value as coming under the flag of the American

Union. They were among the original pro-

moters of the Texas annexation, among the

most clamorous for war, and among the grati-

fied at the peace. General provisions only

were admitted into the treaty in favor of claims

and land titles. Upright and disinterested hini-

Belf^ the negotiator sternly repulsed all attempts

to get special, or personal provisions to be in-

serted in behalf of any individuals or compa-

nies. The treaty was a singular conclusion of

the war. Undertaken to get indi-mnity for

claims, the United States paid those claims

her8el£ Fifteen millions of dollars wea- the

full price of New Mexico and California—
the

same that was paid for all Louisiana; so that

with the claims assumed, the amount paid fot

the territories, and the expenses of the war the

acquisitions were made at a dear rate. Tho
same amount paid to Mexico without the war
and by treating her respectfully in treating

with her for a boundary which would include

Texas, might have obtained the same cessions-

for every Mexican knew that Texas was gone'

and that New Mexico and Upper California

'^rere goihg the same way, both inhabited and

dominated by American citizens, and the latter

actually severed from Mexico by a succesefiil

revolution before the war was known of and
for the purpose of being transferred to the

United States.

The treaty was a fortunate event for the

United States, and for the administration which

l\ad made it. The war had disappointed the

calculation on which it began. Instead of brief

cheap, and bloodless, it had become long, costly

and sanguinary: instead of getting a peace

through the restoration of Santa Anna, that

formidable chieftain had to be vanquished and

expelled, before negotiations could be com-

menced with those who would always hav(

treated fairly, if their national feelings had not

been outraged by the aggressive and defiant

manner in which Texas had been incorporated.

Great discontent was breaking out at home.

The Congress elections were going against the

administration, and the aspirants foi- the presi-

dency in the cabinet were struck with terror at

the view of the great military reputations wliich

were growing up. Peace was the only escape

from so many dangers, and it was gladly seized

upon to terminate a war which had disappointed

all calculations, and the very successes of which

were becoming alarming to them.

Mr. Trist signed his treaty in the beginning

of February, and it stands on the statute-book,

as it- was in fiict, the sole work on the Ameri-

can side, of that negotiator. Two ministers

plenipotentiary and envoys extraordinary were

sent out to treat after he had been recalled.

They arrived after tho work was done, and only

brought home what he had fini.shed. His name

alone is signed to the treaty on the American

side, agaiast three on the Mexican .side: his

name alone appears on the American side in

the enumeration of tho ministers in the pream-
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ble to the treaty. In that preamble he is char-

acterized as the "plenipotentiary " of the United

States and by that title he was described in the

commission given him by the President. His

work wa* accepted, communicated to the Sen-

ate ratified ; and became a supreme law of the

land: yet he himself was rejected! recalled

an'' dismissed, without the emoluments of ple-

nipotentiary ; while two others received those

emoluments in full for bringing home a treaty

in which their names do not appear. Cer-

tainly those who served the government well

in that war with Mexico, fared badly with the

administration. Taylor, who had vanquished

at Palo Alto, Resaca de la Palma, Monterey,

and Buena Vista, was quarrelled with : Scott,

who removed the obstacles to peace, and sub-

dued the Mexican mind to peace, was super-

seded in the command of the army : Fremont,

who had snatched California out of the hands

of the British, and handed it over to the United

States was court-martialled : and Trist, who

made the treaty which secured the objects of

the war, and released the administration from

its dangers, was recalled and dismissed.

CHAPTER CLXXIV.

ORKGON TERRITORIAL GOVERNSi..: . iNTI-

SLAVERY ORDINANCE OF ITST Ai-l'LIED TO
OREGON TERRITORY: MISSOURI COMPROMISE
LINE OF ISW, ANB THE TEXAS ANNEXATION
RENEWAL OF IT IN 1S45, AFFIRMED.

It was on the bill for the establishment of the

Oregon territorial government that Mr. Cal-

houn first made trial of his new doctrine of,

"No power in Congress to abolish slavery in

territories ;" which, so far from maintaining, led

to the aflirmation of the contrary doctrine, and

to the discovery of his own, early as well as late

support, of what he now condemned as a breach

of the constitution, and justifiable cause for a

separation of the slave from the free States.

For it was on this occasion that Senator Dix,

of New York, produced the ample proofs that

Mr. Calhoun, as a member of Mr. Monroe's

cabinet, supported the constitutionality of the

proved the same thing—all to be confirmed by

subsequent authentic acts. On the motion of

Mr. Hale, in the Senate, the bill (which had

come up from the House without any provision

on the subject of slavery) was amended so as to

extend the principle of the anti-slavery clause

of the ordinance of '87 to the bill. Mr. Doug-

lass moved to amend by inserting a provision

for the extension of the Missouri compromise

line to the Pacific Ocean. His proposed amend-

ment was specific, and intended to be perma-

nent, and to apply to the organization of all fu-

ture territories established in the West. It

was in these words

:

" That the line of thirty-six degrees and thir-

ty minutes of north latitude, known as the Mis-
souri compromise line, as defined by the eighth

section of an act entitled ' An act to authorize

the people of the Missouri territory to form a
constitution and State government, and for the
admission of such State into the Union on an
equal footing with the original States, and to

prohibit slavery in certain territories, approved

March 6, 1820,' be, and the same is herelay, de-

clared to extend to the Pacific Ocean ; and the

said eighth section, together with the compro-

mise therein efiected, is hereby revived, and de-

clared to be in full force and binding, for the

future organization of the territories of the

United States, in the same sense, and with the

same understanding, with which it was origi-

nally adopted."

The yeas and nays were demanded on the

adoption of this amendment, and resulted, 33

for it, 22 against it. They were :

"Yeas—Messrs. Atchison, Badger, Bell, Ben-
ton, Berrien, Borland, Bright, Butler, Calhoun,

Cameron, Davis of Mississippi, Dickinson,

Douglass, Downs, Fitzgerald, Foote, Hannegan,
Houston, Hunter, Johnson of Maryland, John-
son of Louisiana, Johnson of Georgia, King,

Lewis, Mangum, Mason, Metcalfe, Pearce, Sebas-

tian, Spruance, Sturgeon, Turney, Underwood.
"Nays—Messrs. Allen, Atherton, Baldwin,

Bradbury, Breese, Clark, Corwin, Davis of Mas-
sachusetts, Dayton, Dix, Dodge, Felch, Greene,

Hale, Hamlin, Miller, Niles, Phelps, Upham,
Walker, Webster."

The vote here given by Mr. Calhoun was in

contradiction to his new doctrine, and excused

upon some subtle distinction between a vote for

an amendment, and a bill, and upon a reserved

intent to vote against the biii itself if adopted.

Missouri compromise at the time it was made ; i
Considering that his objections to the matter

and his own avowals eighteen years afterwards I of the amendment were constitutional and no<
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expedient, and that the votes of others might
pass the bill with the clause in it without his

help, it is impossible to see the validity of the
distinction with which he satisfied himself. His
language was that, " though he had voted for

the introduction of the Missouri, compromise,
he could not vote for the bill which he regard-
ed as artificial." Eventually the bill passed
through both Houses with the anti-slavery

principle of the ordinance embraced in it;

whc"(?at Mr. Calhoun became greatly excited,

and cissuming to a<:t upon the new doctrine that
he had laid down, that the exclusion of slavery
from any territory was a subversion of the
Union, openl> proclaimed the strife between
the North and the South to be ended, and the
separation of the States accomplished j called

upon the South to do her duty to herself, and,

denounced every Southern representative who
would not follow the same course that he did.

He exclaimed

:

" The great strife between the North and the
South is ended. The North is determined to
exchide the property of the slaveholder and of
course the slaveholder himself, from its territo-
ry. On this point there seems to be no divi-
sion in the North. In the South, he regretted
to say, there M-as some division of sentiment.
The eflect of this determination of the North
was to convert all the Southern population into
slaves ; and he would never consent to entail
that disgrace on his posterity. He denounced
any Southern man who would not take the
same course. Gentlemen were greatly mis-
taken if they supposed the presidential ques-
tion in the South would override this more im-
portant one. The separation of the North and
the South is completed. The South has now a
most solemn obligation to perform—to herself
—to the constitution—to the Union. She is

bound to come to a decision not to permit this
to go on any further but to show that, dearly
as she prizes the Lnion, there are questions
which she regards as of greater importance
than the Union. She is bound to fulfil her
obligations as she may best understand them.
This is not a question of territorial government
but a qtiestion involving the continuance of the
Union. Perhaps it was better that this ques-
tion should come to an end, in order that some
new point should bo taken."

This was an open invocation to disunion, and
from that time forth the efforts were regular to

obtain a meeting of the members from the hI.ivp.

States, to unite in a call for a convention of the
slave States to reda'ss themselves. Mr. Benton
and General Houston, who had supported the

Oregon bill, were denounced by name by Mr
Calhoun after his return to South Carolina,

"as traitors to the South:" a denunciation
which they took for a distinction ; as, what he
called treason to the South, they knew to be
allegiance to the Union. The President, in ap-

proving the Oregon bill, embraced the opportu-
nity to send in a special message on the slavery

agitation, in which he showed the danger to the

Union from the progress of that agitation, and
the necessity of adhering to the principles of

the ordinance of 1787—the terms of the Mis-
souri compromise of 1820—and the Texas com-
promise (as he well termed it) of 1845, as the

means of averting the danger. These are his

warnings

:

"The fathers of the constitution—the wise
and patriotic men who laid the juundation of oiir
institutions—foreseeing the danger from this
quarter, acted in a spirit of compromise and
mutual concession on this dangerous and deli-
cate subject ; and their wisdom ought to be the
guide of their successors. Whilst they left to
the States exclusively the question of domestic
slavery within their respective limits, they pro-
vidod that slaves, who might escape into otiier
States not recognizing the institution of slavery
shall

' be delivered up on the claim of the party
to whom such service or labor may he due','

Upon this foundation the matter rested until
the Missouri question arose. In December.
1819, application was made to Congress by the
people of the Missouri territory for admission
into the Union as a State. The discussion upon
the subject in Congress involved the question
of slavery, and was prosecuted with such vio-
lence as to produce excitements alarming to
every patriot in tlie Union. But the good
genius of conciliation which presided at the
birth of our institutions finally prevailed, and
the Missouri compromise was adopted. This
comi)roinise had the effect of calming the
troubled waves, and restoring peace and good-
will throughout the States of the Union. I do
not doubt that a similar afljustment of the ques-
tions which now agiUte the public mind would
produce the same happy results. If the logi

lation of Congress on the subject of the other
territories shall not be a-lopted in a spirit of
conciliation and compromise, it is impossible
that the country can be satisfied, or that tlie

most disastrous consequences shiill fail to ensue.
AVhen Texas was admitted into our Union, tlie

same spirit of compromise which giiidwl our
predecessors in the admission of Missouri, a
quarter of a ccnitury Ijeforo. prevailiMl without
any serious opposition. The 'joint-resolution
for annexing Texas to the United Staf.'s,' ap-

proved March the first, one thousand eight hun-
dred and forty-five, provides that ' such States
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as niav be formed out of that portion of said

territory lying south of thirty-six degrees thirty

minutes north latitude, commonly known as the

Missouri compromise line, shall be admitted

into the Union with or without slavery, as the

people of each State asking admission may de-

sire. And in such State or States as shall be

formed out of said territory north of the Mis-

souri compromise line, slavery or involuntary

servitude (except for crime) shall be prohibited.

The territory of Oregon lies far north of thirty-

six de"Tees thirty minutes, the MissouriandTexas

compromise line. Its southern boundary is the

parallel of forty-two, leaving the intermediate

distance to be three hundred and thirty geo-

graphical miles. And it is because the pro-

visions of this bill are not inconsistent with the

terras of the Missouri compromise, if extended

from the Rio Grande to the Pacific Ocean, that

I liave not felt at liberty to wi^ihold my sanc-

tion. Had it embraced territories south of that

compromise, the question presented for my con-

sideration would have been of a far different

cliaracter, and ray action upon it must have cor-

responded with my convictions.

" Ought we now to disturb the Missouri and

Texas compromises? Ought we at this late

day, in attempting to annul what has been so

long established and acquiesced in, to excite

sectional divisions and jealousies; to alienate

the people of different portions of the Union

from each other ; and to endanger the existence

oftiie Union itself?"

To the momentous appeals with which this

extract concludes, a terrible answer has just

been given. To the question—Will you annul

these compromises, and excite jealousies and

divisions, sectional alienations, and endanger

the existence of this Union ? the dreadful an-

swer has been given

—

we will ! And in record-

ing that answer, History performs her sacred

duty in pointing to its authors as the authors of

the state of things which now alarms and afflicts

the country, and threatens the calamity which

President Polk foresaw and deprecated.

CHAPTER CLXXV.

ME. CALI.^JN'8 NEW DOGMA ON TERKITORIAL
SLAVERY: SELF-EXTENSION OK THE SLAVEKY
PART OF THE CONSTITUTION TO THE TERRI-
TORIES.

The resolutions of 1847 went no further than

to deny the power of Congress to prohibit

slavery in a territory, and that was enough

while Congress alone was the power to be

guarded against : but it became insufficient, and
even a stumbling-block, when New Mexico and
California were acquired, and where no Con-

gress prohibition was necessary because their

soil was already free. Here the dogma of '47

became au impediment to the territorial exten-

sion of slavery ; for, in denying powe to legis-

late upon the subject, the denial worked both

ways—both against the admission and exclusion.

It was on seeing this consequence as resulting

from the dogmas of 1847, that Mr. Benton con-

gratulated the country upon the approaching

cessation of the slavery agitation— that the

Wilmot Proviso being rejected as unnecessary,

the question was at an end, as the friends of

slavery extension could not ask Congress to

pass a law to cari> 't into a territory. The
agitation seemed to be at an end, and peace

about to dawn upon the land. Delusive calcu-

lation ! A new dogma was invented to fit the

case—that of the transmigration of the constitu-

tion—(the slavery part of it)—into the terri-

tories, overriding and overruling all the anti-

slavery laws which it found there, and planting

the institution there under its own wing, and

maintaining it beyond the power of eradication

either by Congress or the people of the terri-

tory. Before this dogma was proclaimed efforts

were made to get the constitution extended to

these territories by act of Congress : failing in

those attempts, the difficulty was leaped over

by boldly assuming t'.>at the constitution went

of itself—that is to say, the slavery part of it.

In this exigency Mr. Calhoun came out with

his new and supreme dogma of the transmigra-

tory function of the constitution in the ipso

facto, and the instantaneous transportation of

itself in its slavery attributes, into all acquired

territories. This dogma was thus broached by

its author in his speech upon the Oregon terri-

torial bill

:

" But I deny that the laws of Mexico can
hfve the effect attributed to thevi ((hat of keep-

ing' slaccnj out of New Mexico and Califur-

nia). As soon us the treati/ between the two

countries is ratified., the sovereignty and au-

thority of Mexico in the territory acquired

by it become extinct, and that of the United

States is subslitnted in its place, carrying with

it the constitution, with its overriding control

over all the laws and instittdions (f Mexico
inconsistent with it

"
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History cannot class higher than aa a vagary

of a diseased imagination this imputed self-act-

ing and self-extension of the constitution. The
constitution does nothing of itself—not even in

the States, for which it was made. Every part

of it requires a law to put it into operation.

No part of it can reach a territory unless im-

parted to it by act of Congress. Slavery, as a

local institution, can only be established by a

local legislative authority. It cannot transmi-

grate—cannot carry along with it the law which
protects it : and if it could, what law would it

carry ? The code of the State from which the

emigrant went ? Then there would be as many
slavery codes in the territory as States furnish-

ing emigrants, and these codes all varying more
or less ; and some of them in the essential na-

ture of the property—the slave, in many States,

being only a chattel interest, governed by the

laws applicable to chattels—in others, as in

Louisiana and Kentucky, a real-estate interest,

governed by the laws which ajjply to landed pro-

perty. In a word, this dogma of the self-exten-

sion of the slavery part of the constitution to a

territory is impracticable and preposterous, and

as novel as unfounded.

It was in this same debate, on the Oregon

territorial bill, that Mr. Calhoun showed that

he had forgotten the part which he had acted

on the Missouri compromise question, and also

forgotten its history, and first declared that he

held that compromise to be unconstitutional

and void. Thus

:

" After an arduous struggle of more than a
year, on the question whether Missouri slionld

come into the Union, with or without restric-

tions prohibiting .slavery, a compromise line was
adopted between the North and the Soutli ; but
it was done under circumstances which made it

nowise obligatory on the latter. It is true, it

was moved by one of her distinguished citizens

(Mr. Clay), but it is equally so, that it was car-

ried by the almost united vote of the North
against the almost united vote of the South

;

and was thus imposed on the latter by superior
numliers, in opposition to her strenuous eHbrts.

The South has never given her sanction to it, or
assented to the jwwer it asserted. She was
voted down, and lias simply iU-Miuiesced in an
arrangement which slie has not had the power
to reverse, and which she could not atteiiii)t to I

do without disturbing the peace and harmony
of the Union—to which she h.as ever Vjcou n(l=

verse." I

All this is error, and was immediately shown !

to be 80 by Senator Dix of New York, who
produced the evidence that Mr. Monroe's
cabinet, of which Mr. Calhoun was a memW
had passed upon the question of the constitu!

tionality of that compromise, and given their

opinions in its favor. It has also been seen

since that, as late as 1838, Mr. Calhoun was in

favor of that compromise, and censured Mr.

Randolph for being against it ; and, still later

in 1845, he acted his part in re-enacting that

compromise, and re-establishing its line, in that

part of it which had been abrogated by the laws

and constitution of Texas, and which, if not re-

established, would permit slavery in Texas to

spread south of 36° 30'. Forgetting his own
part in that compromise, Mr. Cnlhoun cquallv

forgot that of others. He says Mr. Clay moved
the compromise—a clear mistake, as it came

down to the House from the Senate as an

amendment to the House restrictive bill. He
says it was carried by the almost united voice

of the North against the almost imited voice of

the South—a clear mistake again, for it was

carried in the Senate by the united voice of the

South, with the aid of a few votes from the

North ; and in the House, by a majority of

votes from each section, making 134 to 42. He

says it was imposed on the South : on the con-

trary, it was not only voted for, but invoked

and implored by its leading men—by all in the

Senate, headed by Mr. Pinkney of Maryland;

by all in the House, headed by Mr. Lowndes,

with the exception of Mr. Randolph, whom Mr.

Calhoun has since authentically declared he

blamed at the time for his opposition. So far

from being imposed on the South, she re-estab-

lished it when she found it down at the re-

covery of Texas. Every member of Congress

that voted for the legislative admissi./n of Texas

in 1845, voted for the re-establishment of the

prostrate Missouri compromise line: and that

vote comprehended the South, with Jlr. Cal-

houn at its head—not as a member of Congress,

but as Secretary of State, promoting that legis-

lative admission of Texas, and seizing upon it in

preference to negotiation, to effect the admis-

sion. This was on the third day of March,

1845 ; so that up to that day, which was only

two years before the invention of the '"no

power " dogma, Mr. Calhoun is estopjK'd by his

own act from denying tlic constitutionality of

the Missouri compromise: and in that estoppel
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Is equally included every member of Congress

that then voted for that admission. Ho says

the South never gave her sanction to it : on tlie

contrary, she did it twice—at its enactment in

1820 and at its re-cstablishracnt in 1845 lie

gays she was voted down : on the contrary, she

^as voted up, and that twice, and by good help

added to her own exertions—and for m hich she

was duly grateful both times. All this the jour-

nals and legislative history of the times will

prove and which any person may see that will

take the trouble to look. But admit all these

errors of fact, Mr. Calhoun delivered a sound and

patriotic sentiment which his disciples have dis-

regarded and violated : He would not attempt

to reverse the Missouri compromise, because it

would disturb the peace and harmony of the

Dnion. What he would not attempt, they have

done : and the peace and harmony of the Union

are not only disturbed, but destroyed.

In the fiai- e speech the dogma of squatter

sovereignty was properly repudiated and

scouted, though condemnation was erroneously

derived from a denial, instead of an assertion,

of the power of Congress over it. " Of all the

positions ever taken on the subject, ho declared

this of squatter sovereignty to be the most

absurd
: " and, going on to trace the absurdity

to its consequences, he said

:

"The first half-dozen of squatters would be-

come the sovereigns, wit^. full dominion and

sovereignty over the territories ; and tlie con-

quered people of New Mexico and California

would become the sovereigns of the country as

soon as they become territories of the United

States, vested with the full right of excluding

even their conquerors."

Mr. Calhoun concluded this speech on the

Oregon bill, in which he promulgated .his latest

dogmas on slavery, with referring the future

hypothetical dissolution of the Union, to three

phases of the slavery question : 1. The ordi-

nance of '87. 2, The compromise of 1820. 3.

The Oregon Dgitation of that day, 1848. These

were his words

:

" Now, let me say, Senators, if our Union and
system of government are doomed to perish,

and we to share the fate of so many great peo-

ple who have gone before us, the historian, who,
in I50T11P fi-,t«rc day, may rof^ord the events tend-

ing to so calamitous a result, will devote his

first chapter to the ordinance of 1787, as lauded
as it aad its authors have been, as the first in

that series which led to it. His next chapter
will be devoted to the Missouri compromise, and
the next to the present agitation. Whether
there will be another beyond, I know not. It
will depend on what we may do."

These the three causes: The ordinance of

1787, which was voted for by every slave State

then in existence : The compromise of 1820, sup-

ported by himself, and the power of the South

:

The Oregon agitation of 1848, of which he was
the sole architect—for he was the founder of

the opposition to free soil in Oregon. But the

historian will have to say that neither of these

causes dissolved the Union : and that historian

may have to relate that a fourth cause did it

—

and one from which Mr. Calhoun recoiled, " 6e-

caim it could not be attempted without dis-

turbing the peace and harmony of the U7iion."

CHAPTER CLXXVI.

COURT-MAUTIAL ON LIEUTENANT-COLONEL
FREMONT.

Columbus, the discoverer of the New World,

was carried home in chains, from the theatre of

his discoveries, to expiate the crime of his glory

:

Fremont, the explorer of California and its pre-

server to the United States, was brought- home

a prisoner to be tried for an offence, of which

the penalty was death, to expiate the offence of

having entered the army without passing through

the gate of the Military Academy.

The governor of the State of Missouri, Aus-

tin A. King, Esq., sitting at the end of a long

gallery at Fort Leavenworth, in the sumi. er of

1840, where he had gone to see a son depart as

a volunteer in General Kearney's expedition to

New Mexico, heard a person at the other end

of the gallery speaking of Fr6monC in a way

that attracted his attention. The speaker wa^

in the uniform of a United States officer, anu

his remarks were highly injurious to Fremont.

lie inquired the name of the speaker, and was

told it was Lieutenant Emory, of tho Topo-

graphical corps ; and he afterwards wrote to a

friend in Washington that Fremont was to have

trouble when he got among llie officers of the

regular army : and trouble he did have : for he

had committed the offence for which, in the eyes
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of many of th&e oiiflcers, there was no expia-

tion except in ignominious expulsion IVom the

army. lie had not only entered the ormy in-

trusively, according to their ideas, that is to

say, without passing through "West Point, hut he

had done worse : he had become distinguished.

Instead of seeking easy service about towns and

villages, he had gone off into the depths of the

wilderness, to extend the boundaries of science

in the midst of perils and sufferings, and to gain

for himbclf a name which became known
throughout tlie world. He was brought home
to be tried for the crime of mutiny, expanded

into many specifications, of which one is enough

to show the monstrosity of the whole. At
page 11 of the printed record of the trial, under

the head of " Mutiny " stands this specification,

numbered 6

:

" In this, that he, Lieutcnant-colonr' John C.
Fremont, of the regiment of mounted riflunien,

United States army, did, at Ciuilod de los An-
geles, on the second of March. 1847, in contempt
of the lawful authority of his superior officer,

Brigadier-general Koarnej', assume to be and
act as governor of California, in executing a
deed or instrument of writing in the following
words, to wit: '/« vonsidrralion of Franc in

Temple having conveyed to the United States a
certain island, commonly called White, or Bird
hland, situated near the mouth of San Fran-
cisco Bay, I. John C. Fremont. Governor of
California, and in virtue of my office as afore-
said, hereby oblige myself as the legal represen-
tative (if the United Stales, and my stcccessors

in office, to pay the said Francis Temple, his
heirs or assigns, the sum of $5,000. to he paid
at as early a day as possible after the receipt

offundsfrom the United States. In witne.'is

whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and
caused the seal of the Territory of California
to be ajfi.ced, at Ciudad de los Angeles, the

capital of California, this 2d day of March.
A. D. IHAl.—John C. Fremont.'"

And of this specification, as well as of all the

rest, two dozen in number, Fremont was duly

found guilty by a majority of the court. Now
this case of mutiny consisted in this : That

there being an island of solid r(x;k, of some

hundred acres extent, in the mouth of the San

Francisco bay, formed by nature to command
the bay, and on which the United States are

now constructing forts and a light-house to cost

millions, which island had been granted to a

British subject and was about to be sold to a

French subject, Colonel Fremont bought il for

the United States, subject to their ratifica-

tion in paying the purchase money : all which

appears upon the face of the papers. Upon this

transaction (as upon all the other specificationg)

the miyority of the court found the accused

guilty of "mutiny," the appropriate punishment

for which is death ; but the sentence was mod-

erated down to dismission from the service.

The President disapproved the absurd findings

(seven of them) under the mutiny charge but

approved the finding and sentence on inferior

charges ; and offered a pardon to Fremont:

which he scornfully refused. Since then the gov-

ernment has taken possession of that island by
military force, without paying any thing for it

•

Fremont having taken the purchase on his own
account since his conviction for " mutiny " in

having purchased it for the government—a con-

viction about equal to what it would have been

on a specification for witchcraft, heresy or

'' flat burglary." And now annual appropria-

tions are made for forts and the light-house upon

it, under the name of Alcatraz, or Los Alca-

trazes—that is to say, Pelican Island ; so called

from being the resort of those s»>a birds.

Justice to the dead requires it to be told that

these charges, so preposterously wicked, were

not the work of General Kearney, but had been

altered from his. At page 64 of the printed

record, and not in answer to any question on

that point, but simply to place himself right be-

fore the court, and the country, General Kear-

ney swore in these words, and signed them

:

" The charges upon which Colonel Fremont is

now arraigned, are not my charges. I prefer-

red a single charge against Lieutenant-colonel

Fremont. These charges, upon which he is

now arraigned, have been changed from
ni ine.^' The change v, as from one charge to three,

and from one or a few specifications to two dozen

—whereof this island purchase is a characteristic

specimen. No person has ever acknowledged the

authorship of the change, but the caption to the

charges (page 4 of the record) declares them to

have been preferred by order of the War De-

partment. The caption runs thus :
" Charges

against Lieutenant-colonel Fremont, of the

regiment of mounted rijiemen, United States

army, preferred against him by order of the

War Department, on information of Brigadier-

general Kearney." The War Department, at

that time, was William L. Marcy, Fsq.; in con-

sequence of which Senator Benton, cliairman

for twenty years of the Senate's committee on

Military Affairs, refused to remain any longer at
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iton, chairman

the head of that commitlee, because he would

not hold a plnco which would put him in com-

munication with that department.

The gravamen of the charge was, that Frfe-

niont had mutinied because Kearney would not

appoint him governor of California ; and the

answer to that was, that Commodore Stockton,

acting imdor full authority from the President,

had already appointed him to that place before

Kearney left Santa Fo for New Mexico : and

the proof was ample, clear, and pointed to that

effect : but more has since been found, and of a

kind to be noticed by a court of West Point

cfBccra, as it comes from graduates of the insti-

tution. It so happens that two of General

Kearney's ofBcers (Captain Johnston, of the

First Dragoons, and Lieutenant Emory, of the

Topographical corps), both kept journals of the

expedition, which have since been published,

and that both these journals contain the same

proof—one by a plain and natural statement

—

the other by an unnatural suppression which

betrays the same knowledge. The journal of

Captain Johnston, of the first dragoons, under

the date of October 6th, 1846, contains this

entry:

" Marched at 9, after having great trouble in

getting some ox carts from the Mexicans : after

marching about three miles we met Kit Carson,

direct on express from California, with a mail

of public letters for Washington. He informs

us that Colonel Fremont is probably civil and
military governor of California, and that about

forty days since. Commodore Stockton with the

naval forces, and Cohmel Fremont, acting in

concert, commenced to revolutionize that coun-

try, and place it under the American flag : that

in about ten days this was done, and Carson
having received the rank of lieutenant, was
despatched across the country by the Oila, with
a party to carry the mail. The general told

him that he had just passed over the coimtry
which we were to traverse, and he wanted him
to go back witli him as a guide : ho replied that

he had pledged himself to go to Washington,
and he could not think of not fulfilling his

promise. The general told him he would re-

lieve him of all resj)onsibility, and place the
mail in the hands of a safe person to cany it

on. He finally consented, and turned his face

towards the West again, just as he was on the
eve of entering the settlements, after his arduous
trip, and when he had set his hopes on seeing
his family. It requires a brave man to give up
his private feelings thus for the public good j but
Carson is one : such honor to his name for it."

This is a natural and straightforward account

of this meeting with Carson, and of the informa-

tion he gave, that California was conquered by
Stockton and Fremont, and the latter governor

of it ; and the journal goes on to show that, in

consequence of this infonnation, General Kear-

ney turned back the body of his command, and
went on with an escort only of one hundred
dragoons. Lieutenant Emory's journal of the

same date opens in the same way, with the

same account of the difficulty of getting some
teams from the Mexicans, and then branches

off into a dissertation upon peonage, and winds

up the day with saying :
" Came into camp

late, amlfoimd Carson with an express from
California, bearing intelligence that the coun-

try had surrendered without a blow, and that

the American flag floated in every part."

This is a lame account, not telling to whom the

country had surrendered, eschewing all mention

of Stockton and Fremont, and that governorship

which afterwards became the point in Uie coiirt-

martial trial. The next day's journal opens

with Carson's news, equally lame at the same

point, and redundant in telling something in

New Mexico, under date of Oct. 7th, 1846,

which took place the next year in old Mexico,

thus: "Yesterday^s neics caused some changes

in our camp : one hundred dragoons, officered,

^•c,formed the party for California. Major
Sumner, with the dragoons, was ordered to

retrace his steps." Here the news brought by

Carson is again referred to, and the consequence

of receiving it is stated ; but still no mention

of Fremont and Stockton, and that governor-

ship, the question of which became the whole

point in the next year's trial for mutiny. But

the lack of knowledge of what took place in his

presence is more than balanced by a foresight

into what took place afterwards and far from

him—exhibited thus in the journal : " Many
friends here parted that were never to meet

again : some fell in California, some in Neuj

Me.vico. and some at Cerro Gordo." Now, no

United States troops fell in New Jlexico until

after Lieutenant Emory left there, nor in Cali-

fornia until he got there, nor at Cerro Gordo

until April of the next year, when he was in

California, and could not know it until after Fre-

mont was fixed upon to be arrested for that

mutiny of which the governorship was the

point. It stands to reason, then, that this pari

of the journal was altered nearly a year after it
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purports to havo been written, and after the

am'Bt of Fremont had been reaolved upon ; and
so, wliile nbHohitely proving an alteration of

the journal, explains the omission of all mention
of all reference to the governorship, the ignor-

ing of which was absolutely essential to the in-

stitution of the charge of mutiny.—Long after-

wai-ds, and without knowing a word of what
Captain Johnston had written, or Lieutenant

Emory had suppressed, Carson gave his own
Btatoment of that meeting with General Kear-
ney, the identity of which with the statement

of Captain Johnston, is the identity of truth

with itself. Thus

:

" I met General Kearney, with his troops, on
the Gth of October, about miles below
Santa Fe. I had heard of their coming, and
when I met them, the flrsi tbing I told them
was that they were 'too late —that California
was conquered, and the United States flag i-aised
in all parts of the country. But General Kear-
ney said he would go on, and suid 8( mething
about going to establish a civil government. I
told him a civil government was already estab-
lished, and Colonel Fremont appointed governor,
to conunence as soon as he returned from the
north, some time in that very month (October).
General Kearney said that made no difference-
that he was a friend of Colonel Fremont, and
he would make him governor himself. He be-
gan from the first to insist on my turning back
to guide him into California. I told him I could
not turn buck—thiit I had pledged mvsclf to
Commodore Stockton and Colonel Fremont to
take their despatches through to Washington
City, and to return with despatches as far as
New Mexico, where my family lived, and to
carry them nil the wav back if I did not find
some one at Santa Fe that I could trust as well
as I could myself—that I had promised them I
would reach Washington in sixty days, and that
they should have return despatches from the
government in 120 da.ys. I had perfonned so
much of the journey in the appointed time, and
in doing so had already worn out and killed
thirty-four mules— that Stockton and Fremont
had given me letters of credit to persons on the
way to furnish me with all the animals I needed
and all the sujjplics to make the trip to Wash-
ington and back in 120 days ; and that I was
pledged to them, and coidd not disappoint tl>em

;

and besides, that I was under more obligations
to Colonel Fremont than to any other iiuiii

alive. General Kearney would not hear of any
such thing as my going on. lie told me he
was a friend to Colonel Fn'mont and Colonel
Benton, and all the famijv. and would setid on
the despatches by .Mr. Fitzpatrick, who had
been with Colonel Fremont in his exploring
party, and was a good friend to him, and would

take the despatches Ihrough, and brine barlt
despatches as quick a.s I could. When ho could
not persuade me to turn back, ho then told mo
that he had a right lo make mo go with hiiiL
and iuaisted on his right ; and I did not con
sent to turn back till he had made me believe
that he had a right to order me ; and then as
Mr. Fitzpatrick was going on with the dcsmtchc.
and General Kearney seemed to be such a booH
friend of the colonel's, I let him take me back-
and I guide<l him through, but went with mtl
hesitation, and had prepared every thing to es
cape the night Ix'forc they started, and madeknown my intention to Maxwell, who urged me
not to do so. More than twenty times on the
road, General Kearney told me about hig bcinr-
a friend of Colonel Benton and Colonel Pre"
mont, and all their family, and that he intended
to niako Colonel Fremont the governor of Call-
fornia; and all this of his own accord, as wo
were travi lling along, or in camp, and without
my saymg a word to him about it. I say more
than twenty times, for I cannot remember Im
many times it was such a common thine fur
him to talk about it."

^

Such was the statement of Mr. Carson, made
to Senator Benton ; and who, although rejcctd

for a lieutenancy in the Unite<l States army be-

cause he did not enter it through the gate of the

military academy, is a man whose word will

stand wherever he is known, and who ia at the

head, as a guide, of the principal military suc-

cesses in New Mexico. But why back his

word ? The very despatches he was carrying

conveyed to the government the same informa-

tion that he gave to General Kearney, to wit.

that California was conquered and Fremont to

be governor. That information was communi-
cated to Congress by the President, and also

sworn to by Commodore Stockton Wfore the

court-martial : but without any effect upon the

majority of the members.

Colonel Fremont was found guilty of all the

charges, and all the specifications ; and in the

secn-cy which hides the proceedings of courts-

martial, it cannot be told how, or whether the

members divided in their opinions; but circum-

stances always leak out to authorize the foima-

tion of an opinion, and according to these Icak-

ings, on this occasion four members of the court

were against the conviction : to wit, lirip !ier-

geneml Brooke, President; Lieutenant-colonel

Hunt ; Lieutenant-colonel Taylor, brother of

the afterwards President ; and Miijor Baker, of

the Ordnance. The proceedings required to be

approved, or di8apprcr\ed, by the President;
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and he, although no military man, vrns a rational

man and common rcan n told him there was no

mutiny in the case. He therefore disapproved

that finding, and approved the rest, saying:

" Upon an inspection of the record, I am not

gatiafled tl^t th« facts proved in this case con-

stitute the military crime of ' mutiny.' I am

of opinion that the so(;<)nd and tliird charges are

sustained by the proof, and that the conviction

upon these charges warrants tlie sentence of

the court. Tlio sentence of the court is there-

fore approved ; but in consideration of the pe-

culiar circumstances of the case—of the previous

meritorious and valuable services of Lieutenant-

colonel Fremont, and of tlu; foregoing recom-

mendation of a majority of the court, to the

clemency of the President, the sentence of dis-

missal from the B«Tvice is remitted. Lieuteuant-

col. Fremont will accordingly be released from

arrest, will resume his sword, and report for

duty." (Dated, Februar 17,1848.)

Upon the instant of receiving this order,

Fremont addressed to the adjutant-general this

note:

"I have this moment received the general

order, No. 7 (dated the 17th instant), making

known to me the final proceedings of the gen-

eral oourt-martial before which I have been

tried; and liereby send in my resignation of

lieutenant-colonel in the army of the United

States. In doing this I take the occasion to

gay, that my reason for resigning is, that I do

not feel conscious of having done any thing to

deserve the finding of the court ; and, this

being the case, I cannot, by accepting the

clemency of the President, atinit the justice of

the decision against me."

General Kearney had two misfortunes in this

court-martial affair: he had to appear as prose-

cutor of charges which ho swore before the

court were not his : and he had been attended

by West Point officers envious and jealous of

Fremont, and the clandcBtine sources of poison-

ous pui Ucations against him, which infiamed

animosities, and left the heats which they en-

gendered to settle upon the head of General

Kearney. Major Cooke and Lieutenant Emory

were the chief springs of these publicatiuns, and

as such were questioned before tho court, but

shielded from oj)en detection by the secret de-

cisions of the majorit)' of the memlwrs.

The secret proceedings of courts-martial are

out of harmony with the progress of the age.

Such proceedings should be as open and public

as any other, and all parties left to the respon-

sibility which publicity involves.

CHAPTER CLXXVII.
FREMONT'S FOURTH EXPEDITION, AND GREAT

DISASTER IN THE SNOWS AT THE HEAD OF
THE RIO GRANDE DEL NORTE: SUIISEQUENT
DISCOVERT OF THE PASS HE BOU<!HT.

No sooner freed from the nrmy, than Fr6mont
set out upon a fourth expedition to t\u> western

slope of our continent,, now entirely at his own
expense, and to be conducted during the winter,

and upon a new line of exploration. His views

were practical as well as scientific, and tending

to the establishment of a railroad to the Pacific,

as well as the enlargement of geographical

knowledge. He took the winter for his time, as

that was the season in which to see all the dis-

advantages of his route ; and the head of the Rio

Grande del Norte for his line, as it was the line

of the centre, and one not yet explored, and al-

ways embraced in his plan of discovery. The
mountain men had infonned him that there waa
a good pass at the head of the Del Norte. Be-

sides other danjixrs and hardships, he had the

war ground of the Utahs, Apaches, Navahocs,

and other formidable tribes to pass through,

then all engaged in hostilities with the United

States, and ready to prey upon any party of

whites ; but .i'^ of his old companions, 120

picked mules, line rifles—experience, vigilance

and courage—were his reliance ; and a trusted

security nprainst all evil. Arrived at the Pueblos

on the Upper Arkansas, the last of November,

at the base of the first sierra to bo crossed,

luminous with snow and stern in their dominat

ing look, he dismounted his whole company,

took to their feet, and wading waist-deep in the

vast unbroken snow field, arrived on the other

side in the beautiful valley of San Luis ; but still

on the eastern side of the great mountain chain

which divided the waters which ran east and

west to the rising and the setting sun. At the

head of that valley was the pass, described to

him by the old hunters. With his glasses he

could see the depression in the mountain which

marked its place. He had taken a local guide

from the Pueblo San Carlos to lead him to tha

pass. But this precaution for .safety was the

passport to disaster. He was behind, with his

faithful draughtsman, Preuss, when he saw hia

i _'
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guide loading off the company towanlH n

masM of raountainH to tlio lolt : lio rotli' up and

stopped tlioni, runionstrati'd with tlio guide for

two hours ; and then yielded to hit* positive as-

Bcrtio.- that the pass wns there. Tiio company

eutercil a tortuous gorge, following a valley

through wliich run a heail btrt'am of the great

river Del Norte. Finally they came to whore

the ascent was to iR'gin, and the sununit range

crosHinl. The snow was deep, tlio cold intense,

the acclivity steep, and the liuge rocks project-

ing. The ascent was commenced in the morn-

ing, struggled \v\V > durirtg the day, nu elevation

reached at which vo(;otation (wood) ceased, ami

the summit in view, when, buried in snow, ex-

hausted with futigui , freezing with i old, and in-

capable of furtherexortion, the order was given

to fall back to the line of vegetation where

wood would afford lire and shelter for the

night. AVith great care the animals were saved

from freezing, and at the first dawn of day the

camp, after a d'lyba'iik breakfast, were in mo-

tion for the ascent. Precaiitions had l)een taken

to make it more practicable. Matds, pn-pnred

during the night, were c.irried by the foremost

division to bent down a road in the snow. Men
went forward by relieves. Mules and baggage

followed in long single file in the track made in

the snow. The mountain was scaled : the

region of perjxjtual congelation was entered. It

was the winter solstice, and at a place where

the summer solstice brought no life to vegeta-

tion—no thaw to congelation. The summit of

the sierra was bare of every thing but snow, ice

and rocks. It wa.s no place to halt. Pushing

down the side of the mountain to reach the

wood three miles distant, a new and awful dan-

ger presented itself: a snow storm raging, the

freezing winds beating upon the exi)()sed cara-

van, the snow become too deep for the mules to

move in, and the cold beyond the endurance of

animal life. The one hundred and twenty

mules, huddling together from an instinct of

self-preservation fiom each other's heat and

shelter, froze stiff as they stood, and fell over

like blocks, to become hillocks of snow. Leav-

ing all behind, and the men's lives only to be

saved, the discomfited and freezing party

scrambled bock, ret^rossing the summit, and

fluJing under the ke of the mouiuaiu home

shelter from the driving storm, and in the

nmkiog
wood that was reached the moans of

fires.

The men's lives were now saved, but desti-

tuto of every thing, only a remnant of provj.

sions, and not even the resource of the dead

mules which were on the other side of tlic

sununit ; and the distance computed at ton davH

of their travel to the nearest New Afoxican sol.

tlement. The guide, and thrt>e picked men
were despatched thither for sonu* snpidios and

twenty days fixed for their return. Whontlwy
had been gone sixteen days, B'roiuont, prcnd
upon by anxiety and misgiving, set off after

them, on foot, snow to the waist, blankets and

some morsels of food on the back : the brave

Godey, his draughtsman Pn>uss, and a faithful

servant, his only company. When out six days

ho came tipon the camp of his guide, stationiiry

and apparently without plan or object, and tlie

men liaggard, wild and emaciated. Not seeing

Kin^i, the principal one of the company, and on

whom 'io relied, he asked for him. Tlioy pointed

to an ^der camp, a little way oU'. Going there lie

found the man dead, and jMirtl} devoured. He

had died of exhaustion, of fatigue, and his com-

rades fed upon him. Gathering up these tiirce

surviviirs, Fremont resumed his journey, and

had not gone far before he fell on signs of In-

dians—two lodges, implying 15 or 20 men, and

some 40 or 50 liorses—all recently pas,scd iiioni,'.

At another time this would have been an nlaim

one of his fears being that of falling in with a

war party. He knew not what Indians tiiey

were, but all were hostile in that quarter, and

evasion the only security against them. To

avoid their course was his obvious resource: on

the contrary, he followed it ! for such was the

desperation of his situation that even a change

of danger had an attraction. Pursuing tiie trail

down the Del Norte, then frozen solid over, and

near the place where Pike encamped in the win-

ter of 1807-'8, they saw an Indian behind his

party, stopj)ed to get water from an air hole. He

was cautiou.sly approached, circumvented, and

taken. Fremont told his name : the young man,

for he was quite young, started, and .asiked liiin if

he was the Fremont that had exchanged presents

with the chief of the Utahs at Las Vegas de

Santa Clara three years before ? lie was an-

swered, yes. Then, .=;aid the young man, wc ;iro

frieuds : that chief was my father, andl remem-
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ber yo»i. The Incident wm romantic, but It

did not Btop there. Though on a war inroad

uwn the fVonti(ir.s of Now Mexico, the yotinK

chief became his gtiido, let him have four horses,

conducted him to the neighborhood of the set-

tleinentu, and then took his leave, to resume his

.ichcmc of depredation ujiun the frontier.

Fremont's party reached Taos, was Bheltt>red

in the house of his old friend Oarson—obtaiiicd

the gup[»lics nocd«;d—sent thorn back by the

bruve Qodey, who was in time to save two-

thirds of the party, finding the other third dead

»loii(5 the road, scattered at intervals as each had

gimk exhausted and frozen, or half burnt in the

flro which had been kindled for them to die by.

The survivors were brought in by Qodey, some

crippled with frozen feet. F'r^'mont found him-

self in a situation which tries the soul—which

makes the issue between despair and heroism

—

and leaves no altcmativ ^'t* to .sink under fate,

or to ri.se above it. ^ iifl who* » outfit was gone

:

his valiant mountai, trim wer, one-third dead,

many crippled: h ^\:ci penri iiss, and in a

strange place. IIo rt oiv<>d t, go forward

—

nulla vestigia relrorsi. -to raise another out-

fit, and turn the mountains by the Gila. Tu a

few days it was all done—n\en, !iorse8, arms,

provisions—all acquired ; and the expedition re-

sumed. But it was no longer the tried band of

mountain men on whoso vigilance, skill and

i.-ourage he could rely to make their way
through hostile tribes. They were new men,

and to avoid danger, not to overcome it, was

his resource. The Navahoes and Apaches had

to be passed, and eluded—a thing diflBcult to be

done, as his party of thirty men and double as

many horses would make a trail, easy to be fol-

lowed in the snow, though not deep. He took

an unfrequented cour.^e, and relied upon the

secrecy and celerity of his movements. The

fourth night on the dangerous ground the

horses, picketed without the camp, gave signs

of alarm : they were brought within the .square

of fires, and the men put on the alert. Day-

break came without visible danger. The camp
moved off: a man lagged a little behind, con-

trary to injunctions : the crack of some rifles

sent him running up. It was then clear that

they were discovered, and a party hovering

ivund them. Two Iiidians were :sccn ahead:

they might be a decoy, or a watch, to koep the

party in view until the ncighboriug warriors

Vol. II.—46

could come in. Evasion was no longer poui-
Mo: fighting wai out of t!iO question, for the

.vholo hostile country was ahead, and narro',

defiles to be passed in I he mountains. All de-
pended upon the address of the commander.
Relying upon his ascendant over the saTago
mind, Frd-mont took his interpreter, and went
to the two Indians, (iodcy said he should not
go alono, and followed. Approach nc them, a
deep ravine was seen between. The Indians

beckoned hun to go round by tl • head of the

ravine, evidently to place that obstacle between
him and his men. Symptoms of fear or distrust

would mar his scheme: so he went boldly

round, accosted them confidently, and told his

name. They had never heard it. He told them
thoy ought to be ashamed, not *o know their

best friend ; inquired for their Irilr, which he

wished to see: and took the w'<' 'c nii of co&-

tidence and friendship. He saw they were stag-

gered, lie then invited them to go to his camp
where the men had halted, and take breakfast

with him. They said that might l)e dangerous

—that they had shot at one of his men 'hivt

morning, and might have killed him, and no\v

be punished for it. lie ridiculed the idea of

their hurting his men, charuied them into the

camp, where they ate, and smoked, and told

their secret, and became messengers to lead

their tribe in one direction, while Fremont and

his men escaped by another ; and the whole ex-

pedition went through without loss, and with-

out molestation. A subsequent winter expedi-

tion completed the design of this one, bo dis-

astrously frustrated by the mistake of a guide.

Fremont went out again upon his own expense

—went to th(! spot where the guide had gone

astray—followed the course described bj' the

mountain men—and found .safe and easy passes

all the way to California, through a good coun-

try, and upon the straight line of 38 and 39 de-

grees. It is the route for the Central Pacifio

Railroad, which the structure of the country

invites, and ever/ national consideration de*

mauds.
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CHAPTER CLXXVIII.

I'UKSIDKNTIAL KLKCTION.

Party conventions for the nomination of presi-

dential cane' ulates, had now become an institu-

tion, and a jHiwer in tlio government ; and, so

far as the party was concerned, tlie nomination

was the election. No experience of the evils of

this Tiew power Imd yet clu'ckcd its sway, and

all partie>5 (for three of them now ajjpeaix'd in

the political field) went into that mode of de-

termining:; the election for themselves. The

democratic convention met, as lieretofore, at

Baltimore, in the month of I^lay, and was nu-

meronsl}' attended hy members of Congress,

and persons holding oflice under the federal

governnu'ul, who would be excluded by the

constitution fn)in the place of electors, but who
becaine nuire than ekn-tors, having virtually su-

preme ])ower over the selection of the Pri'sident,

as well as his election, so far as the party was

concerned. The two-thirds rule waa adopted,

and that put the nomination in the hands of

the minority, and of the trained intriguers.

Every State wa.s to Iw allowed to give the whole

.lumber of its electoral votes, although it was

well known, now as heretofon". that theiv were

many of them which could not give a democratic

electoral vote at the election. The State of New
York was excluded from voting. Two sets of

delegates api)eared from that State, each claim-

ing to represent the true democracy : the con-

vention si'ttled the question by excluding both

sets : and in that exclusion all the States which

wore confessedly unable to give a democratic

vote, were allowed to vote; and most of them

voted for the exclusion Massachusetts, which

had never given a democratic vote, now gave

twelve votes ; and i.hey were for the exclusion

of New York, which had voted democratically

since the time of Mr. Jetlerson j and whose vote

often decided the fate of the election. The vote

for ihe exclusion was Mil to Of): and in this

collateral vote, as well as in the maiii one, the

delegates generally voti-d according to their own
will, witliout any regard to the people ; and that

vili. with the most active and managir.g, wa.s

Bimpiy to ji'oduce a nomination which would

bo most fiivorablo to themHolvcs in the prcgi

dential distribution of oflices. After four davt

work a nomination was produced. Mr. Lewja

Cass, of Michigan, for Pri'sident : Genenil Wtn
O. Butler, of Kentucky, for Vice-Presidont, Tlw

construction of the platform, or party jHiliticii

creed for the campaign, was next enteml upon

and one was produced, interminably long n,„i

long since forgotten. The value of nil gud,

constructions may bo seen in conipuring wlmt

was then a»lopted, or rt^jccted as political ti'st,

with what has since been equally rejoctwi or

adojited for the same purpose. For cvuinplc

the j)rinciple of squatter sovereignty, that is to

say, the right of the inhabitants of the tirrituries

to decide the question of slavery for (hcmsclvi's

wiw then repudiated, and by a vote virtuully

unanimo\is : it is since adopted by a vole eqiiallv

unanimous. Mr. Yancy, of Alabama, submitted

this resolution, as an article of dcmoenitic fiiith

to bo inserted in the creed ; to wit :
'• That tk

doctrine ofnon-inteiference with llic ri^'hl,uif

propniij ofany portion ofthiicovjhkmlm k
it in the liltdies or in the Territories, hy any ntkr

than the parties interested in them, isllictnte

republican doctrine recognized by this ftof/w."

This article of fiiith was rejected
; 24(1 apainst

.{()
: so that, up to the month of May, in the year

1848, squatter sovereignty, or the right of tlie

inluibitants of a ''rrifory to determine the ques-

tion of slavery for themselves, was rejected and

ignoivd by the democratic party.

The whig nominating convention met in

Philadelphia, in the month of June, and selected

Genenil Zachary Taylor, and Millard Fillmore,

Escp, for their candidates. On their first bal-

loting, the finally successfid candidates lacked

much of having the reciuisitc number of votes,

there being 22 for Mr. Web.'iter, 43 for General

Scott, 97 for Mr. Clay, and 1 1 1 for (Jeneral Tay-

lor. Eventually General Taylor received the

requisite majority, 171—making his gains from

the friends of Mr. Clay, whose vote was reduced

to 32. The nomination of Gencal Taylor wiws

avowedly made on the calculation of availa-

bility—setting aside both Mr. Clay and Mr.

\Vebster, in favor of the military pop<ilarity of

lluena Vista, Monterey, Palo Alto, and Kesaca

de la Palmo. In one respect the whig conven-

tion wa.s more democratic than that of the de-

mocracy : it acted on the principle of the ma-

jority to govern.
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But there was a third convention, growing out

of the rejection of the Van Buren democratic

delegates at the Baltimore democratic con-

vention—for the exclusion, though ostenBibly

aprainHt both, was in reality to got rid of them—

which met first at Utica, and aftorwardH at

BMffalo, in the State of Now York, and nomi-

nated Mr. Van Bnrcn for President, and Mr.

Charles Francis Adams (son of the late John

Quincy Adams), for Vice-President. This con-

vention also erected its platform, its distinctive

feature being an opjiosition to slave institutions,

and a desire to abolish, or restrain slavery wher-

ever it constitutionally c-ould be done. Three

principles were laid down : First, That it wiw the

duty of the federal government to abolish sla-

very wherever it could constitutionally be done.

Second, That the States within which sla-.Ty

existed had the solo right to interfere with it.

Thirdly, That Congress alone can prevent the

existonco of slavery in the territories. By the

first of these principles it would be the duty of

Congress to abolish slavery in the T)' 'rict of

Columbia ; by the second, to let it alone in the

States ; by the third, to restrain and prevent it

in the territories then free •, the dogma of

squatter sovereignty being abjiirtMl by ibis lat-

ter princi[de. The watchwords of the pai-ty, to

be inscribed on their banner, were :
•' Pm;

,0(7 »_« rrcr. upm-h "—" Free lahnr"—" Free

from which they incurred the appella-mm
tion of Frce-soilers. Tt was an organization

entirely to be regretted. Tts aspect was sec-

tional—its foundation a single idea—and its

tendency, to merge political priiicij)leH in a

glavcry contention. The Baltimore democratic

convention had been dominated by the slavery

question, but on the other side of that question,

and not openly and professedly : but hero was

an organization resting prominently on the sla-

very basis. And deeming all such organization,

no matter on which side of the ([uestion, as

fraught with evil to the Union, this writer, on

tho urgent request of some of his politicid asso-

ciates, went to New York, to interpose his

friendly offices to get the Free-soil organization

abandoned. The \isit was between tiie two

conventions, and before tho nominations and

proccedinirs bad become final : but in vain.

Mr. Van Buren accepted the nomination, and in

so doing, placed himself in opposition to the

general tenor of his political conduct in relation

to slavery, and especially in what relates to it«

existence in the District of Columbia. I dcemec

this acceptance unfortunate to a degree far be-

yond its influence upon persons or parties. It

went to impair confidence bt;twcen tho North

and the South, and to narrow down the basis

of party organization to a single idea ; and that

idea tiot known to our ancestors as an element

in political organizations. The Free-soil plea

was, that tho Baltimore democratic convention

had done the same ; but the answer to that was,

tliat it was a general convention from all the

States, and did not make its slavery principles

tho oiH'n test of the election, while this was a

segment of the party, and openly rested on that

ground. Mr. Van Buren himself was much
opposed to his own non\ination. In his letter

to the Buflalo convention ho said : " You all

know, from my letter to the Utica convention^

and the confidence you repoite in my sincerity,

how f^reatly the proceedingH of that body, in

relation to myself, were opposed to my earnest

wishes." Yet he accei»tcd a nomination made

against his earnest wishes ; and although an-

other would have been nominated if he had re-

fused, yet no other nomination coidd have given

such emphasis to the character of the conven-

tion, and done as much harm. Senator Henry

Dodge, of Wisconsin, had first Ixien proposed

for Vice-President; but, although opposed to

the extension of slavery, he could not concur in

the Buffalo platform ; and declined the nomina-

tion. Of the three jjartie, , the whig party, so far

as slavery was concerned, acted most nationally

;

they ignored the suVyect, and made their nomi-

nation on tho platform of tho constitution, tho

country, and the character of their candidate.

The issue of the election did not disappoint

public expectation. The State of New York

could not be spared by the democratic candidate,

and it was quite sure that the division of the

party there would deprive Mr. Ca.ss of the vote

of that State. It did so : and these 3G votes,

making a difference of 72, decided the election.

Tho vote was 103 against 127, being tho same

for the vice-presidential candidates as for their

princip;ils. The States voting for General Tay-

lor, were: Massachusetts, 12: Rhode Island,

4 ; Connecticut, 6 ; Vermont, 7 ; New York, 36

;

New Jersey, 7 ; Pennsylvania, 20 ; Delaware,

3 ; Maryland, 8 ; North Carolina, 11 ; Georgia,

10 ; Kentucky, 12 ; Tennessee, 13 ; Louisiana,

:ll
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6 ; Florida, 3. Those votmg for Mr. Cass, were

:

Maine, 9 ; New Hampshire, 6 ; Virginia, 17

;

South Carolina, 9 ; Ohio, 23 ; Missi-ssippi, 6

;

Indiana, 12 ; Illinois, 9 ; Alabama, 9 ; Missouri,

7 ; Arkansas, 8 ; Michigan, 5 ; Texas, 4 ; Iowa,

4 ; Wisconsin, 4. The Free-soil candidates re-

ceived not a single electoral vote.

The result of the election was not without its

moral, and its instruction. All the long in-

trigues to govern it, had miscarried. None of

the architects of annexation, or of war, were

elected. A victorious general overshadowed

them all ; and those who had considered Texas

their own game, and made it the staple of inces-

sant plots for five years, saw themselves shut

out from that presidency which it had been the

object of so many intrigues to gain. Even the

slavery agitation failed to govern the election
;

»nd a soldier was elected, unknown to political

machinations, and who had never even voted at

ftn election.

CHAPTEK CLXXIX.

LAST MESSAGE OF ME. POLK.

The message opened with an encomium on the

conquest of Mexico, and of the citizen soldiers

who volunteered in such numbers for the ser-

vice, and fought with such skill and courage

—

saying justly :

"Unlike what ,?ould have occurred in any
other country, we were under no necessity of

resorting to draughts or conscriptions. On the

contrary, such was the number of volunteers

who patriotically tendered their services, that

the chief difficulty was in making selections, and
determining who should be disappointed and
compelled to remain at home. Our citizen sol-

diers are unlike those drawn from the popula-

tion of any other country. They are composed
indiscriminately of all professions and pursuits :

of farmers, lawyers, physicians, merchants, man-
ufacturers, mechanics, and laborers ; and this,

not only among the officers, but the private

soldiers in the ranks. Our citizen soldiers are

unlike those of any other country in other re-

spects. They are armed, and have been accus-

tomed from their youth up to handle and use

lire-arms j sn*i r Inrgv proportion oi iiieirs, vr-

pecially in the western and more newly settled

States, are expert maiksmen. They are men
who have a reputation to maintain at liome by
their good conduct in the field. They are intel-

ligent, and there is an individuality of character

which is found in the ranks of no other army.
In battle, each private man, as well as every

officer, fights not only for his country, but for

glory and distinction among his fellow-citizens

when he shall return to civil life."

And this was the case in a foreign war, in

which a march of two thousand miles had to be

accomplished before the foe could be reached

:

how much more so will it be in defensive war-
war to defend our own borders—the only kind

in which the United States should ever be en.

gaged. That is the kind of war to bring out all

the strength and energy of volunteer forces ; and

the United States have arrived at the point to

have the use of that force with a promptitude

a cheapness, and an efficiency, never known be-

fore, nor even conceived of by the greatest mas-

ters of the art of war. The electric telegraph

to summon the patriotic ho!:t : the steam car to

precipitate them on the point of defence. The

whole art of defensive war, in the present con-

dition of the United States, and still more, whit

it is hereafter to be, is simplified into two prin-

ciples—accumulation of masses, and the S3'stem

of incessant attacks. Upon these two prin-

ciples the largest invading force would be de-

stroyed—shot like pigeons on their roost—by
the volunteers and their rifles, before the lum-

bering machinery of a scientific army could be

got into motion.

The large acquisition of new territory was

fiercely lighting up the fires of a slavery con-

troversy, and Mr. Polk recommended the ex

tension of the Missouri compromise line to the

Pacific Ocean, as the most efiectual and easy

method of averting the dangers to the Union,

which he saw in that question. He said

:

" Upon a great emergency, however, and under

menacing dangers to the Union, the Missouri

compromise line in respect to slavery was

adopted. The same line was extended further

west on the acquisition of Texas. After an ac-

quiescence of nearly thirty years in the prin-

ciple of compromise recognized and established

by these acts, and to avoid the danger to the

Ijnion which might follow if it were now disre-

garded, I have heretofore expressed the opinion

that that line of compromise should be extended

on the parallel of thirty-six degrees thirty rain-

wii'n frosn iht- \ys-s.Ww, l-.iss'.jidivvy nf Texas, where

it now terminates, to the Pacific Ocean. This

is the middle line of compromise, upon which

the different sections of the Union may meet, as

they have hitherto met."
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This was the compromise proposition of the of the working Oi" our government. Of the first

President, but there were arrayed against it

parties and principles which repelled its adop-

tion. First, the large party which denied the

power of Congress to legislate upon the subject

of slavery in territories. Some of that class of

politicians, and they were numerous and ardent,

though of recent conception, were, from the ne-

cessity of their position, compelled to oppose a

proposition which involved, to the greatest ex-

tent the exercise of that denied power. Next,

the class who believed in the still newer doc-

trine of the self-extension of slavery into all the

territories, by the self-expansion of the constitu-

tion over them. This class would have nothing

to do with any law upon the subject—equally

repulsing congressional legislation, squatter sov-

ereignty, or territorial law. A third class ob-

jected to the extension of the Missouri com-

promise line, because in its extension that line,

astronomically the same, became politically

different. In all its original extent it passed

tlirough territory all slave, and therefore made

one side free: in its extension it would pass

through territory all free, and therefore make

one side slave. This was the reverse of the

principle of the previous compromises, and al-

though equal on its face, and to shallow oh -

vers the same law, yet the transfer and plan. nu.

of slavery in regions where it did not exist, lu-

Tolved a breach of principle, and a shock of feel-

ing, in those conscientiously opposed to the ex-

tension of slavery, which it was impossible for

them to incur. Finally, those who wanted no

compromise—no peace—no rest on the slavery

question : These were of two classes ; first, mere

political demagogues on each side of the agita-

tion, who wished to keep the question alive for

their own political elevation ; next, the aboli-

tionists, who denied the right of property in

slaves, and were ready to dissolve the Union to

get rid of association with slave States ; and the

nuilifiers, who wished to dissolve the Union, and

who considered the slavery question the efficient

means of doing it. Among all these parties, the

extension of the Missouri compromise line be-

came an impossibility.

The state of the finances, and of the expendi-

tures of the government for the last year of the

war, and the first year of peace, was concisely

stated by the President, and deserves to beknown
and considered by all who would study that part

period it says

;

"The expenditures for the same period, in-

cluding the necessary payment on account of
the principal and interest of the public debt, and
the principal and interest of the first instalment
due to Mexico on the thirtieth of May next, and
other expenditures growing out of the war, to
be paid during the present year, will amount,
including the reimbursement of treasury notes,

to the sum of fifty-four millions one hundred and
ninety-live thousand two hundred and seventy-
five dollars and six cents ; leaving an estimated
balance in the Treasury on the fii'st of July,

1849, of two millions eight hundred and fifty-

three thousand six hundred and ninety-four
dollars and eighty-four cents."

Deducting the three heads of expense here

mentioned, and the expenses for the year ending

the 30th of June, 1848, were about twenty-five

millions of dollars, and about the same sum was
estimated to be sufficient for the first fiscal year

of entire peace, ending the 30th of June, 1849.

Thus:

" The Secretary of the Treasury will present,

as required by law, the estimate of the receipts

and expenditures for the next fiscal year. The
expenditures, as esti'iated for that year, are

thirty-three millions two hundred and thirteen

thousand one hundred and fifty-two dollars and
seventy-three cents, including three millions

seven hundred and ninety-nine thousand one
hundred and two dollars and eighteen cents, for

the interest on the public debt, and three millions

five hundred and forty thousand dollars for the
principal and interest due to Mexico on the

thirtieth of May, 1850 ; leaving the sum of

twenty-five millions eight hundred and seventy-

four thousand and fifty dollars and thirty-five

cents ; which, it is believed, will be ample for

the ordinary peace expenditures."

About 25 millions of dollars for the future

expenditures of the government : and this the

estimate and expenditure only seven years ago.

Now, three times that amount, and iucreasmg

with frightful rapidity.
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CHAPTEK CLXXX.

FINANCIAL WORKING OF THE GOVERNMENT
UNDER THE HARD MONEY SYSTEM.

The war of words was over : the test of ex-

periment had come : and the long contest be-

tween the hard money and the paper money
advocates ceased to rage. The issue of the war
with Mexico was as disastrous to the paper

money party, as it was to the Mexicans them-

selves. The capital was taken in each case,

and the vanquished submitted in quiet in each

case. The virtue of a gold and silver currency

had shown itself in its good efifects upon every

branch of business—upon the entire pursuits

of human industry, and above all, in assuring

to the working man a solid compensation, in-

stead of a delusive cheat for his day's labor.

Its triumph was complete : but that triumph

was limited to a home experiment in time of

peace. War, and especially war to be carried

on abroad, is the great test of currency ) and

tiie Mexican war was to subject the restored

golden currency of the United States to that

supreme test : and hare the paper money party

—the national bank sound-currency party—felt

sure of the victory. The first national bank
had been established upon the war argument

presented by General Hamilton to President

Washington : the second national bank was
bom of the war of 1812; and the war with

Mexico was confidently looked to as the trial

which was to show inadequacy of the hard

money currency to its exigencies, and the ne-

cessity of establishing a national paper curren-

cy. Those who had asserted the inadequacy

of all the gold and silver in the world to do the

business of the United States, were quite sure

of the insufficiency of the precious metals to

carry on a foreign war in addition to all domes-

tic transactions. The war came ; its demands
upon the solid currency were not felt in its dimi-

nution at home. Govcrnuieut bills were above

par ! and every loan taken at a premium ! and
only obtained upon a hard conii)etition ! How
ditlerent from any thing which had ever been

seen in our country, or in almost any country

before. The last loan authorized (whiter of

'47-'48) of sixteen millions, brought a premium

of about five hundred thousand dollars
; asd

one-half of the bidders were disappointed and

chagrined because they could get no part of it

Compare this financial result to that of tho war

of 1812, during which the federal government was

a mendicant for loans, and paid or sufiered a loss

of forty-six millions of dollars to obtain them

and the virtue of the gold currency will stand

vindicated upon the test of war, and foreign war

as well as upon the test of home transactions,

The war was conducted upon the hard money

basis, and found the basis to be as ample as

solid. Payments were regular and real: and,

at the return of peace, every public secuiity

was above par, the national coffers full of gold •

and the government having the money on hand

and anxious to pay its loans before they were

due, could only obtain that privilege by paying

a premium upon it, sometimes as high as twen-

ty per centum—thus actually giving one dollar

upon every five for the five before it was due.

And tbis, more or less, on all tho loans, accord-

ing to the length of time they had yet to run.

And this is the crown and seal upon the tri-

umph of the gold currency.

CHAPTER CLXXXI.

COAST SURVEY : BELONGS TO THE NAVY : CON-
VERTED INTO A SEPARATE DEPARTMENT;
EXPENSE AND INTERMINABILITV : 8U0ULD
BE DONE BY TIIE NAVY, AS IN GREAT BUIT-

AIN : MR. BENTON'S SPEECH : EXTRACT.

Mr. Benton. My object, Mr. President, is to

return the coast survey to what the law direct-

ed it to be, and to confine it,s execution, after

the 30th of June next, to the Navy Depart-

ment. We have now, both by law and in fact,

a bureau for the purpose—that of Ordnance

and Hydrography—and to the hydrographical

section of this bureau properly belongs the exe-

cution of the coast survey. It is the very busi-

ness of hydrography ; and in Great Britain,

from whom we borrow the idea of this bureau,

the hydrographcr, always a naval officer, and

operating wholly with naval forces, is chaigcd

with the M'hole business of the coast survey of

that great empire. One hydrographer, and
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with only ten vcBsels until lately, conducts the

whole survey of coasts under the laws of that

empire—survftys not confined to the British

Isles but to the British possessions in the four

quarters of the globe—and not merely to their

own possessions, but to the coasts of all coun-

tries with which they have commerce, or expect

war and of which they have not reliable charts

—even to China and the Island of Borneo.

Rear Admiral Beaufort is now the hydrogra-

pher, and has been for twenty years ; and he

has no civil astronomer to do the work for him,

or any civil superintendent to overlook and

direct him. But he has somebody to overlook

him and those who know what they are about

—namely, the Lords of the Admiralty—and

something more besides—namely, the House

of Commons, through its select committees

—

and by which the whole work of this hydro-

grapher is most carefully overlooked, and every

survey brought to the test of law and expedien-

cy in its inception, and of economy and speed

in its execution. I have now before me one of

the examinations of this hydrographer before a

select committee of the House of Commons,

made only last year, and which shows that the

British House of Commons holds its hydro-

grapher to the track of the law—confines him

to his proper business—and that proper busi-

ness is precisely the work which is required by

our acts of 1807 and 1832. Here is the volume

which contains, among other things, the exami-

nation of Rear Admiral Beaufort [showing a

huge folio of more than a thousand pages]. I

do not mean to read it. I merely produce it to

show that, in Great Britain, the hydrographer,

a naval officer, is charged with the whole busi-

ness of the coast survey, and executes it exclu-

sively with the men and sliips of the navy

;

and having produced it for this purpose, 1 read

a single question from it, not for the sake of the

answer, but for the sake of the facts in the ques-

tion. It relates to the number of assistants

retained by the rear admiral, and the late in-

crease in their number. The question is in

these words

:

"In 1834 and 1835 you had three assistants

—one at three pounds a week, and two at two

guineas a week ; now you have five assistants

—one at four pounds a week, three at three

pounds, and one at three guineas : why has this

increase been made ?
"

live in London, where living was dear, and that

they had to do much work—for example, had

printed 61,631 charts the year before. I pasa

over the answer for the sake of the question,

and the facts of the question, and to contrast

them with something in our own coast survey.

The question was, why he had increased the

number of the assistants from three to five, and

the compensation of the principal one from

about ^800 to about ^1,000, and of the o'.hers

from about $600 to about ^800 a year ? And
turning to our Blue Book, under the head of

coast survey, I find the number of the assist-

ants of our superintendent rather more than

three, or five, and their salaries rather more

than six, or eight, or even ten and twelve hun-

dred dollars. They appear thus in the official

list: One assistant at $3,500 per annum ; one

at $2,500; three at $2,000 each; three at

$1,500 each; four at $1,300 each; two at

$1,000 each ; two at $600 each ; one draughts-

man at $1,500 ; another at $600 ; one com-

puter at $1,500 ; two ditto at $1,000 each ; one

disbursing officer at $2,000. All this in addi-

tion to the superintendent himself at $4,500 as

superintendent of coast survey, and $1,500 as

superintendent of weights and measures, with

an assistant at $2,000 to aid him in that busi-

ness ; with all the paraphenialia of an office be-

sides. I do not know what law fixes either

the number or compensation of these assistants,

nor do I know that Congress has ever troubled

itself to inquire into their existence : but if our

superintendent was in England, with his long

catalogue of assistants, the question which I

have read shows that there would be an in-

quiry there.

Mr. President, the cost of this C-ast survey

has been very great, and is becoming greater

every year, and, expanding as it does, must an-

nually get further from its completion. The

direct appropriations out of the Treasury ex-

ceed a million and a half of dollars (1,509,725),

besides the $186,000 now in the bill which I

propose to reduce to $30,000.

These are the direct appropriations ; but they

are only half, or less +han half the actual ex-

pense of this survfv, The indirect expenses

are much greater ihan the direct appropria-

tions: and withnnt preteniluiGT to know the

whole extent of them, I thuik I can show a tar

ble which will go as high as $210,000 for the

The answer was, that these assistants had to last year. It has been seen, that the superm-
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te.'u;cnt (for I suppose that astronomer ia no
longer the recognized title, although the legal

ons) is authorized ta get from tho Treasury

Department qmittuii< aufficit of men and ships.

Acconlingly, for tho last year tho numlwr of

Tes"«l8 wivs thirteen—tho number of men and
wflieers five hundivd and seventy-six—and the

cost of supporting the whole about $210,000 n

yeai ; and this coming from tho naval api)ro-

priations proper.

Thus, sir, tho nar does a good deal, and
pays a good deal, towards this const survey

;

and my only objection is, that it doe;^ not d'

the whole, and \\,y iho whole, and get tht-

credit due to their w<>i-k, instead of IxMiig, as

they now are, unseen an*!. unnoticc'I — ; < 'iiwed

and cast into the shade by the civiJ sifperin-

tendent and his civil assistants.

I have shown you tliat, i?^ Givat I*ri<nin

tho Bureau of v^rdnance and Hydrography is

chare ',<! with the coast survey; wo have tho

sui" burtai', both by law and in fact ; but that

burei i! iniB <n\y a diviik'i, and, I believe, subor-

dinate pitrt of th« coast survey. Wo have the

expc iise nj ij and thU cxihmiso should be added
to tho ^\p.;^l8^' of iho coast survey. Great

Bnmiii i'.ns no civil superintendent for this

business. We have her law, but not her prac-

tice, and my motion ia, to come to her pi-actice.

We should .save by it the whole amount of tho

direct appropriations, saving and excepting the

B'oall appropriations for the extra exjiense

which it would bring w^w the navy. The
men and officers are under pay, and would be

glad to have the work to do. Our naval estab-

lishment is now very large, and but little to do.

The ships, I suppose, are about seventy ; the

men and officers some ten thousand : the ex-

pense of the whole establisWhicnt between eight

and nine millions of dollars a year. We are in

a etate of profound peace, and no way to em-
ploy this large naval force. Why not put it

upon the coast survey ? I know that officers

wish it—that they feel humiliated at being sup-

posed incompetent to it—and if found to be so,

ara willing to pay the penalty, by being dis-

missed the service. Incompetency is the only

ground upon which a civil superintendent and

a list of civil assistants can be placed over

them. And ';: 'hat objeetiun well founded "*

,

Look to Mai.' V. I'hose name is the synonym
'

>f nautical ani» u^iirouomical science. Look \n {

that Dr. Locko, once on tho medical staff of
the navy, and now pursuing a career of scioiu-c

in the West, from which has resulted that tlij.

covery of the magnetic clock and tolegrapli m-.
ister which the coa.st survey now lu^os, i,„|

which an officer of tho navy (Captain Wilkes)
was the first to apply to tho purposes for which
it is now MPOtl.

And iirij wo to pr.-ynme nur naval ofilccrs in-

comrw Vent f* the conduct <>(' this coast .siincv

when it haw produced such m.Mi as these—whoii

it ma> coatuMi i;j its Imwod. n>e know not lunv

many t.vi.io :^'..ch 7 !u 18l(' ive had no mivv-
we mav .say none, for it n«s smull, ami goi,,,,

down to t.othing. Then, it might be justitinl.lo

to luiploy ail ustrononier. In 18;>2, (ho 1,^,.

had fonglit it.self into favor; but Mr. Iksslor,

tho fn'her of the oojun aurvoy, was still nlivi'

au(! it was juitdltible tu omploy Linv a.s an as-

ti->auuier. Ihxi acw th'.re is no nocd for „

ci\ \1 astroiv.Miier, much lesfi for a civil siipOTin-

tendcnt ; and the whole work should go to the

navy. Wo have naval schools now for the ip-

st ruction of ollicers ; wc have officers witii the

lilt, lablo and)ition to instinct tlu'iiisolves. The

Aiiiixican character, ainlent in eviry thiiip, is

pri' <ininently ardent in the pursuit of kiiow-

led;j^ , In every Avalk of life, from the highest

to th.: lowest, from the most humble nu'clinni-

cal to the highest professional einpioj nieiit,

knowledge is a pursuit, and a laudable object of

and)ition with a great ninnber. We are ardent

in the pursuit of wealth—equally so in tiie pur-

suit of .science. The navy partakes of tliis hm-

dabie and)ition. You will .see an iniiiieiiso

number of (he naval officers, of all ajtes and of

all ranks, lievoting themselves, with all the a^

dor of young students, for tho acquisition of

knowledge : and aic all these—the whole naval

profession—to be (old that none of them arc

able to conduct tho coast sui-vey, none of thcin

able to execute tho act of 1 807, none of them

able to find shoals and islands within twenty

leagues of the coast, to soimd a harbor, (o take

the distance and bearings of headlands and

caiK'S—and all this within sixty miles of tho

.^hore? Arc they to be t(dd this? If tliey

are, '.tiij it could bo told with truth, it wonhl

be 1' , lo go to reducing. But it cannot bo

sai*.' vvith truth. The mivui ufflcei.i can not

' execute tho act of 1807, but they can do

:«uy thing, if it was proper to do it, which the
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present const survey is viigagtxl in over niul Iw-

yond that act. They cwi do any thinj]! tliat tlic

British ortlwrs ciui do; and tho HritiHli navnl

officers conduct tho coivst «urvcy of that Rrcat

empire. Wo have many that can do any thin^

tbnt liear Admiral Uoaufort can do, and \w hiu<

coiuhictwl tl»o llritish coast survey for twenty

years, luul has stootl e.xauiinations Mow soku't

committees of tho Ihntish iiousoof Connnons,

which Imve showed that no civil iiu|H«rinteiideut

was nivessary to guide him.

Mr. l^resident, wo havo a hirgo, and ahnost

an idle navy at present. Wo havo a homo

gqviadi-on, like tho British, though wo do not

live on an isliuid, nor in times suhject to a do-

si-cnt, like Enghmd from Spain in tho (imo of

tho Invincible Armadii, or from tho Uaitii; in

tiio times of Cniiuto and Hanlicatuite. Our

homo B(j>iadrim has nothing to do, unless it can

1)0 put on tho coast survey. Wo havo a Aleili-

tcinuteun stjuadron ; but thcru arc no longer

pirates in tho Moditenanean to bo kept in

clii'ck. Wo havo a Pncillc sijuadron, iiud it

has no enemy to watch in tho Pacillc Ocean.

Uivo these B«[uadron8 employment—a part of

tlicin at least. Put them on tho coiust survey,

as many as iwssiblo, and havo tho work llnished

--(iuisluHl for tho present ago aa well as for

posterity. AVo have boon forty years alK)ut it;

m\(l, tho way we go on, nuvy bo forty more.

The present ago wants the benefit of those sur-

veys, and let us accelerate them by turning tho

na\y upon them—as nuich of it as »„>.n bo pro-

perly employed, l.et us put the whole work

in tho hands of tho navy, and try tho (luestiou

whether or not they ai-o incompetent to it.

CHAPTER CLXXXII.

PUOI'OSKD EXTENSION OF TIIK CONSTITITTION
OK TllK UNITED STATES TO THE TKUUITOKIKS,
WITH A VIEW .TO MAKE IT OAKKY SEAVEUY
INTO CALIKOUNIA, UTAH AND NEW MEXIW).

Thk treaty of pcaco with Mexico had lieen

ratified in the sossioji of 1847-'48, and all the

ceded territory became subject to our govern-

ment, and needing the immediate establishment

of territorial goveriiTuents : but such wore tho

distractions of the slavery (piestion, that no

such gt>vornn»ent8 «)uhl bo fcrnu<il, nor any laW
of tho UnitcHi States extended to these nowly
actpured and orphiui dominions. t\»ngi\>«s sat

for six months after tho tivaty had been rati-

fied, making vain efforts to prt)vide government
for tho now territories, and myouruing withoiit

accomplishing the wovk. Another session had
couunenced, ami was conjing to a close with tho
same fruitless i-esult. Hills had been introduced,

but they only gave ri.so lo healed discvission.

In the last days o( tho .sossiou, the civil and
diplomatic appropriation bill, couuuonly called

the general aj.vropriation bill—tho one which
pmvides annually for tho support of the govern-

ment, and without tho pits.sago of which tho

government would stop, came upfi-om the llouso

to the Senate, 't had received its consideration

in the Senate, and wits i<>ady to bo i-eturned to

the llouso, when Mr. Walker, of AVisci>nsin,

moved to attach to it, under tiie name of amend-

ment, a section providing a temporary govorn-

ment for the ceded territories, audexlendiiii; an

enumerated list of acts of t%iiigrcss to them.

It was an uniiarliamcntury and disorderly pro-

position, tho proposed amendment being incon-

gruous to the nnitter of the appropriation bill,

and in plain violation of the obvious principle

which forbade extraneous nnitter, and esi)ecially

that which was vehenu'utly contested, from go-

ing into a bill upon the passage of which the

existence of the government depended. 'I'he

propositicm met no favor: it would have died

out if the mover had not yielded to u Southern

solicitation to insert tho extension of the consti-

tution into his amendment, so lus to extend that

fundamental law to thosefor whom it was never

nuule, ami where it was inapplicable, and im-

l)riu!ticable. The novelty and strangeness of

tho proposition called up Mr. Webster, who
said:

" It is of importance that wo should seek to

have clear ideas and correct notions of the ques-

tion which this amendment of tho mondier from
Wisconsin has presented to iih; and especially

that we should seek to get some conception of

what is meant by the proposition, in a law, to

'extend the constiluliou of (he United Slates

to tlie territories.' Why, .sir, the thin,!;; is utterly

impossible. All the legislation in tlic world, in

this general form, could not accomplish it.

Then' Ik no cjviisi-. Cor the, {jponit.iou nf llio Iciris-

lative jiower in such a manner as that, 'fiie

constitution—what is it ? Wo extend the con-

stitution of the United States by law to terri-
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tory ! What is the constitution of the United
States ? Is not its very first principle, that all

within its influence and comprehension shall bo
represented in the legislature which it estab-

lishes, with not only a right of debate and a
right to vote in both Houses of Congress, but a
right to partake in the choice of the President
and Vice-President ? And can we by law ex-
tend these rights, or any of them, to a terri-

tory of the United States ? Every body will

see that it is altogether impracticable. It

comes to this, then, that the constitiition is to

be extended as far as practicable ; but how far

that is, is to be decided by the President of the

United States, and therefore he is to have abso-
lute and despotic power. He is the judge of

what is suitable, and what is unsuitable ; and
what he thinks suitable is suitable, and what he
thinks unsuitable is unsuitable. He is ' (minis

in hoc ;' and what is this but to say, in general
terms, that the President of tlie United States

shall govern this territory as he sees lit till Con-
gress makes further provision. Now, if the gen-
tleman will be kind enough to tell me what
principle of the constitution he supposes suita-

ble, what discrimination he can draw between
suitable and unsuitable which he proposes to

follow, I shall be instructed. Let me .say, that

in this general sense there is no such thing as

extending the constitution. The constitution is

extended over the United St^ates, and over noth-
ing else. It cannot be extended over any thing
except over the old States and the new' States

that shall come in hereafter, when they do come
in. There is a want of accuracy of ideas in this

respect that is quite remarkable among eminent
gentlemen, and especially professional and judi-

cial gentlemen. It seems to be taken for granted
that the right of trial by jury, the habeas coi-

pus, and every principle designed to protect per-

sonal liberty, is extended by force of the consti-

tution itself over every new territory. That
proposition cannot be maintained at ail. How
do you arrive at it by any reasoning or deduc-
tion ? It can be oul}' arrived at by the loosest

of all possible constructions. It is said that

this mu3t be so, else the right of the habeas
corpus would be lost. Undoubtedly these
rights must be conferred bylaw before they can
be enjoyed in a territory."

Il was not Mr. Walker, of Wisconsin, the

mover of the proposition, that replied to Mr.

Webster : it was the prompter of the measure

that did it, and in a way to show immediately

that this extension of the constitution to terri-

tories was nothing but a new scheme for the

extension of slavery. Denying the power of

Congress to legislate upon slavery in territories

—finding slavery actually excluded from the

ceded territories, and desirous to get it there

—

Mr. Calhoun, the real author of Mr. Walker's

amendment, took the new conception of carry.

ing the constitution into them ; which arrivimi

there, and recognizing slavery, and being the

supreme law of the land, it would over-ride tho

anti-slavery laws of tho territory, and plant the

institution of slavery under its .^^gis, and above

the reach of any territorial law, or law of Con-

gress to abolish it. He, therefore, came to tlie

defence of his own proposition, and thus replied

to Mr. Webster:

'• I rise, not to detain the Senate to any con-
siderable extent, but to make a few remarks
upon the proposition first advanced by the
senator from Now Jersey, fully endorsed by
the senator from New Hampshire, ard partly

en<lorsed by the senator from Massachusetts
that the constitution of the United St ,tes docs

not extend to the territories. That is the point,

I am vciy happy, sir, to hear this proposition
thus asserted, for it will have the effect of nar-

rowing very greatly the controversy between
tho North and the South as it regards tho sla-

very question in connection with the territories.

It is an implied admission on the part of those

gentlemen, that, if the constitution does extend
to tho territories, the South will be protected in

the enjoyment of its property—that it will be

under the shield of the constitution. Yoii can

put no other interpretation upon tho proposition

which the gentlemen have made, than that the

constitution does not extend to the territories.

Then the simple question is, does the constitu-

tion extend to the territories, or does it not ex-

tend to them ? Why, the constitution inter-

prets itself. It pronounces itself to be the

supreme law of the land."

When Mr. Webster heard this syllogistic as-

sertion, that the constitution being the supreme

law of the land, and the territories .being a part

of the hyj^, ergo the constitution being extended

to them would bo their supreme law : when he

heard this, he called out from his seat
—

" What

land ? " Mr. Calhotm replied, saying:

"The land; the territories of the United

States are a part of the land. It is the supreme

law, not within the limits of the States of this

Union merely, but wherever our flag waves—
wherever our authority goes, the constitution in

part goes, not all its provisions certainly, but

all its suitable provisions. Why, can we have

i
any authority beyond the constitution ? 1 put

I the question solemnly to gcntlenion; if tlie con-

j

stitution does not go there, how are we to have

I any authority or jurisdiction whatever ? Is not

' Congress the creature of the eon.stitution ; <!«cs

it not hold itp. existence upon the tenure of the

continuance of the constitution ; and would it

not be annihilated upon the destruction of that
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instrument, and the consequent dissolution of

this confederacy ? And Bhall we, the creature

of the constitution, pretend that we have any

authority beyond the reach of the constitution ?

Sir wo were told, a few days since, that the

courts of the United States had made a decision

that the constitution did not extend to the ter-

ritories without an act of Congress. I confess

that I was incredulous, and am still incredulous

that nny tribunal, pretending to have a know-

ledge of our system of government, as the courts

of the United States ought to have, could have

pronounced such a monstrous judgment. I am
inclined to think that it is an error which has

been unjustly attributed to them ; but if they

have made such a decision as that, I for one say,

that it ought not and never can be respected.

The territories belong to us ; they are ours

;

that is to say, they are the property of the

thirty States of the Union ; and we, as the re-

presentatives of those thirty States, have the

right to exercise all that authority and jurisdic-

tion which ownership carries with it."

Mr. Webster replied, with showing that the

constitution was made for States, not territories

—that no part of it went to a territory unless

specifically extended to it by act of Congress

—

that the territories from first to last were gov-

erned as Congress chose to govern them, inde-

pendently of the constitution and often contrary

to it, as in denying them representatives in Con-

gress, a vote for President and Vice-President,

the protection of the Supreme Court—that Con-

gress was constantly doing things in the terri-

tories without constitutional objection (as mak-

ing mere local roads and bridges) which could

not be attempted in a State. He argued

:

" The constitution as the gentleman contends,

extends over the territories. How does it get

there ? I am surprised to hear a gentleman so

distinguished as a strict constructionist affirm-

ing that the constitution of the United States

extends to the territories, without, showing us

any clause in the constitution in any way lead-

ing to that result ; and to hear the gentleman
maintaining that position without showing us

any way in which such a result could be inferred,

increases my surprise.
" One idea further upon this branch of the

subject. The constitution of the United States

extending over the territories, and no other law
existing there 1 Why, I beg to know how any
government could proceed, without any other

authority existing there than suc;h as is created

by the constitution of the United States?
Does the constitution of the United States

settle titles to land 7 Docs it regulate the
rights of property ? Does it fix the relations

of parent and child, guardian and ward ? The
constitution of the United States establishes

what the gentleman calls a confederation for

certain great purposes, leaving all the great
mass of laws which is to govern society to de-
rive their existence from State enactments.
That is the just view of the state of things
under the constitution. And a State or terri-

tory that has no law but such as it derives from
the constitution of the United States, must bo
entirely without any State or territorial gov-
ernment. The honorable senator from South
Carolina, conversant with the subject as he
must be, from his long experience in different
branches of the government, must know that
the Congress of the United States have estab-
lished principles in regard to the territories that
are utterly repugnant to the constitution. The
constitution of the United States has provided for
them an independent judiciary ; for the judge of
every court of the United States holds his office

upon the tenure of good behavior. Will the
gentleman say that in any court established in
the territories the judge holds his office in that
way ? He holds it for a term of years, and is

removable at Executive discretion. How did
we govern Louisiana before it was a State ?

Did the writ of habeas corpus exist in Louisi-

ana during its territorial existence? Or the
right to trial by jury? Who ever heard of
trial by jury there before the law creating the
territorial government gave the right to trial by
jury ? No one. And I do not believe that there

is any new light now to be thrown upon the
history of the proceedings of this government
in relation to that matter. When new territory

has been acquired it has always been subject to

the laws of Congress, to such laws as Congress
thought proper to pass for its immediate gov-

ernment, for its government during its territorial

existence, during the preparatory state in which
it was to remain until it was ready to come into

the Union as one of the family of States."

All this was sound constitutional law, or,

rather, was veracious history, showing that Con-

gress governed as it pleased in the territories

independently of the constitution, and often con-

trary to it ; and consequently that the constitu-

tion did not extend to it. Mr. Webster then

showed the puerility of the idea that the constitu-

tion went over the territories because they were

" land," and exposed the fallacy of the supposi-

tion that the constitution, even if extended to a

territory, could operate there of itself, and with-

out a law of Congress made under it. This fal-

lacy was exposed by showing that Mr. Calhoun,

in quoting the constitution as the supreme law ot

the land, had omitted the essential words which

were part of the same clause, and which couples

with that supremacy the laws of Congress made

in pursuance of the constitution. Thus

:
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" The hononible senator from South Carolina

a!X"e.s that the constitution declares itself to b<>

the law of the land, and that, thcofore, itmuHt
extend over the territoriew. ' Th< land,' I take

it, means the land over which the constitution

is established, or, in other words, it means the

States united under the constitution. Hut does

not the gentleman see at ono»* that the uij^ument

would prove a preat deal too much ? The con-

stitution no I lore says that tlic constitutiiri

itself shall be the supremo law of tlie land, than
it says that t'.' 'n..i. ,! ""nt^ress shall be the

supremo lav of lUo land. It declares that the

constitut: 1 aril '^v ! vv of Congress poKsed

under it HhuU bo tne supremo law of the land."

The question took a regular slavery turn, Mr.

Cidhonn avowing his intent to be to carry

slaver;, uifo the territories under the wing of

the constitution, and openly t' a<-.' ..^ mies

to the South all that opposed it. Having taken

the turn of a slavery (piestion, it jjave rise to

all the dissension of which that subject had be-

cojno the parent since the year 1835. By a

close vote, and before the obje<!t had been under-

stood by all the senators, tlie amendment was

agreed to in the Senate, but immediately dis-

agreed to in the House, and a contest brought

on between the two IIduscs by which the great

appropriation bill, on which the existence of the

government depended, was not passed until

after the constitutional exiiratiin of tlie Con-

gress at midnight of the third of March, and

was signed by Mr. Polk (after he had ceased to

be Pi.sident) on the 4th of March—the law

and his approval being antedated of the 3d, to

prevent its invalidity from appearing on the

face of the act. Great was the heat whic'

manife-ted itself, and iniminent the danger that

Congress would break up without passing the

general appropriation hill ; and • at the govern-

ment would 1 p uuwl a now * ..gress coul ' be

assend^led—many of the nembers of which

remained still to be elected. Many members

refused to voto alter midnight— '.hich it theu

was. Mr. Cass &aid

:

" As T am among those who belif^.c that the

term of tliis session has d»ired, iuid thr.t it is

incompetent for us now
not vote upon any motion.

a mere looker on. I mer
why I took no part in the

,

lo bup 08S, I can-

^ ha- -at here as

, de to explain

iUi.iS.

Mr. Yuiee, of Florida, moving an adjourn-

ment, said

:

" I should be very sorry, indeed, to make any

proposition which may in any degree run counter
to the general sentiment of the Senate

; but I
feel bound, laboring under I he strong convic-
tion that I do, to arrest at every step, and by
every moans, any recorded jud;ment of tho
Senate at a time when we are not legally en-
gaged in tho discharge of our senatorial duties

I agree entirely in tho view taken by the senator
from Michigan."

Mr. Turnoy, of Tennessee, said

;

" 1 am one of those who believe tfiat we have
no right to sit here. The time has expired •

one-thir<l cf this body are nut present at all'

and tho others have no ri; '
* to sit here as u

part of Congress. But a mution has been made
for adjournment, and tho presiding olHoer has

refused to entertain thut motion. This Ijeing

the case, I must regaid all that is done as done
in violation of the constitution, or, rather not

in j)ursuance of it. It appears to mo that wo
sit here more in the character of a town meeting

than as the Senate of the United StutuB

and that what we do is no more binding on the

American people than if we did it at a town
meeting. I shall express no opinion by s&ym
yea or nay on tho question before um Senate,

At the same time, 1 protest against it, as beiu'

no part of the constitutional proceedings of the

Senate of tho United States."

Mr. Benton, and many others, decline '

to

vote. The House of Representatives had ceased

to act, and sent to the Senate the customary

message of i.. liournment. The 'resident who,

accordiii;, to the usage, had reinaincd in the

cr.pitol till midnight lo sign bill-, had gu,

home. It was four 'ock in the morning o

tho »urth, and the ii;reatest confusion n dis-

order prevailed. Finally, Mr. Wi uc-

.(odedin getting a vote, by whici e Senati

receded from the amendment it had adopted, ex-

tending the constitution to tho territories ; and

that recession leaving tho appropriaticn bill free

from the encumbrai"'e of the si 'ver) question,

it was immediately issed.

This attempt, pushed to tho vor"n of break-

ing up the government in pursuit oi a newly in-

vented slavery do,^ la, was founded in errors too

gross for niisappi ensioii. In !ie first place,

OS fully si uvn by Mr. Webstoi, ilie constitu-

tion was not made f* territories, but for State".

In t le secon<l place r cannot ojiorate any where,

not 'on in i lo ."^lutos for which it was made,

with acts of Congress to enforce it. This is

true 01 10 constitution in every jarticular,

Fivery part of it is inoperative until put into

action by a statute of Congress, Ta constitu-
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tion allown the President a salary : he cannot

touch a dollar of it without an act of Congress.

ItnllowB the recovery of '' 'live slaves : you

cannot recover one without ot of Congress.

And 80 of every clause It c. utins. The pro-

posed extop'?ion of the C( !
lit ion to territoricH,

with a view to its transportation of slavery

alon; with it, was then futile and ntigiitory,

until an act of Congress should be passed to

vitalize slavery under it. So that, if the ex-

tension had been declared by law, it would have

answered no purpose except to widen the field of

the slavery agitation—to establit^h a new point

of contention—to give a new phase to the em-

bittered contest—and to alienate more and more

from each other the two halves of the Union.

But the extension was not declared. Congress

did not extend the constitution to the Terri-

tories. The proposal was rejected in both

Houses ; and immediately the crowning dogma

is invented, that the constitution goes of itself

to the territories without an act of Congress,

and executes itself, so as slavery is concerned,

not only without legislative aid, but in defiance

of Congress and the people of the territory.

This is the last slavery creed of the Calhoun

Bchool, and the one on which his disciples now

stand—a«d t with any barren foot. They

apply the docirine to existing territories, and

make acquisitions from lexico for new applica-

tions. It is impossible to consider such con-

duct as any thing tlse than as one of the

devices for "forcing the issue with the North,"

uhich Mr. Calhoun in his confidential letter to

member of the Alabama legislature avows

lavi '>een his policy since 1835, and which he

"s he would then have effected if the mem-

bei, from the slave States had stood by him.

CHAPTn OLXXXIII.

PE06RESS OF THE hLAVKKT AGITATION : MKET-
ING OF Mt MBEkS FR<t\t THE SLAVE STATES:
INFLAMMATOUY ADIJ ICSS TO THE 80UT IIEKN

STATES.

mas last days of Mr. Polk's ddm'nisti tion

were witness t' an ominous mov« ent—no-

thing less than 1. .illy mci ings of e num-

bers of mcir^(ers om the ..lave Stal. to con-

sider the state of things between the North and
the South—to show the aggressions and en-
croachmontH (as they were called), of the for-

mer upon the latter—to show the incompati-
bility of their union—and to devise measures
for the defence and protection of the South.
Mr. Calhoun was at the bottom of this move-
ment, which was conducted with extraordinary
precautions to avoid publicity. None but slave

State members were adniiucd. No reporters
were permitted to bo present ; nor any specta-

tors, or auditors. As many as seventy or eighty
were assembled

5
' it ab^^Mt one half of this

number wero ininucal to he i eeting, and only
attended to prevent mischief ui the Union, and
mostly fell off from their attendance before the
work was concluded. At the first meeting a
grand committee of 15 (Mr. Calhoun one) were
appointed to consider of resolutions : when
they met, a sub-committee of five (Mr. Calhoun
at their head) was carved out of the 15 to

report an address to the slave States: and
when they met, Mr. Calhoun produced the ad-

dress ready written. So that the whole con-

trivance of the grand and petty committees was
a piece of machinery to get M Calhoun's own
manifesto before the public wilh tiio sanction of

a meeting. Mr. Calhoun's manifesto, sanctioned

by the sub-committee, was only saved from con-

demnation in the committee of 15 by one vote,

and that vote his own. Saved by one vote, and

got before the meeting itself, it there underwent

condemnation, and was recommitted for amend-

ment. Four of the grand committee, consisting

of those who were averse to the whole proceed-

ing, were excused upon their own reqrest fVom

serving longer upon it. Got back into the

grand committee, it was superseded in toto by

an entire new address, not to the slave States,

but to the people of tlio whole Union, and ad-

dr<>8St?d not to their angry, but to their good

feeling!; That address was reported to an ad-

jioun jeting of the members; and those

opp(.'.?cii to the whole proceeding having nearly

ceased to attend, the original manifesto of Mr.

Calhoun was adopted in place of it : and thus,

after a tedious and painful process, and defeated

half the time, and only sv /ceeding when the

meeting had become thin and nearly reduced to

his own partisans, that gentleman succeeded in

getting his inflammatory compositi before the

public as the voice of the Southern members,

Hi
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Rut even then not as ho first drew it up. In

the primitive draft the introductory ciaune aH-

serted that the present wrongH of the Nortl»

upon tlio Koutlj were equal to tlioso which pro-

duced the separation of thcs-e States, when
colonies, from the British empire : that chmse

was softened down, and generalized in the

amended and adopted manifesto into the asser-

tion of a dangerous confiict between the two

sections of the Union, and the perpetration of

encroachments and aggressions upon the nUvve

States which their safety would no longer allow

them to Stan'' iid for which a cure must be

found. In llu original it stood thux : "Not
excepting the declaration which separated you

and the United Coloiiivg from the parent coun-

try. That inrohed your indepnidince ; hut

this your all, not excepting your safety.''^ As
)ftcned it ran thus :

" We, whoso names are hereunto annexed,
address you in the discharge of what wo believe

to be a solemn duty on the most important sub-
ject ever presented for your consideration. We
allude to the coiiHict lietween the two great

sections of the Union, growing out of a ditt'erence

of feeling and opinion in reference to the rela-

tion existing betwttii the two races, the Euro-
pean and A*' lean, which inhabit the Siuithera

section, ami the acts of aggivssion and en-
croachment to which it has led. The conflict

commencel not long (d"ter the ackn-wledgment
of our Independence, and has gradually in-

creased until it has arrayed tlii jrreat body of

the North against the South on this most vital

subject. In the progress of this conflict, ag-

gression has f<)llowed aggression, and encroach-

ment encroachment, until they hove reached a
point when a regard for peace and safety will

not jwrmit us to remain longer silent. The ob-

ject of this address is to give you a clear, cor-

rect, but brief account of the whole series of ag-

gression and encroachments on your rights, with
a statement of the dangers to which they ex-
pose you. Our object in making it, is not to

cause excitement, but to put you in full posses-

sion of all the facts and circumstances necessary
to a full and just conception of a deep-seated

disease, wliich threatens great danger to you
and the whole body politic. We act on the im-
pression, that in a popular government like ours,

a true conception of the actual character and
state of a disease is indispensable to effecting a

cure."

The manifesto was modelled upon that of the

Declaration of the Independence of the United

States ; and, by its authors, was soon saluted as

the second Declaration of Independence. After

the motive clause, showing the inducements • -> the

act, followed a lonf^ list of grievances, as formida-

ble in nuuil)cr as those which had impclliHl ih

separation from Great Britain, but so frivolous

and imaginary ir» substance, that no one could

re|)eat them now without recourse to the paper

Strange to see, they have become moro remark-

able for what they omitted than contained.
Ttiat

Missouri compromise, since become an ouiram.

which the constitution and the slave States could

no longerendure, was then a good thing, of which

the slave States wished more, » d claimed its «.

tension to the Paci'ftc Ocean. 1 ho Wilmot pro-

viso, which had been the exasperation of the

slave States for three years, was skippulovcr the

gn it misfortune having happened to the South

which had biiu deprecated in the letter to the

Alabama member of the General Assembly
: it

had been defeated I and for the express purpose

of taking a handle of agitation out of the hands

of the enemies of the Union : but without benefit

as others were seized upon immediately, and the

slavery contention raged more furiously than

ever. But past, or present, "encroachments

and aggressions " were too light and apocryphal

to rouse a nation. Something more stirring

was wanted ; and for that purpose. Time,

and Imagination— the Future, and Invention-

were to bo plotted in requisition. The abolition

of slavery in the States—the emancipation of

slaves, all over the South—the conflict between

the white and the black races—the prostration

of the white race, as in San Domingo: the

whites the .-iuves of the blacks: such were the

future terrors and horrors to be visited upon

the slave States if not arrested by an instant

and adequate remedy. Sonu' passages from

this conglomeration of inven -d hm rors will

show the furious zeal of the author, and the

large calculation which he made upon the gul-

libility of the South when a slavery alarm was

to be propagated

:

" Such, then, being the case, it would be to

insult you t > suppose you could hesitate, To

destroy the existing relation between the free

and servile races at the South would lead to

conse<iuenccs unparalleled in history. They

cannot be seitarated, and cannot live together in

peiice or harmony, or to their mutual advantage,

except in their present relation. Under any

other, wretchedness, and misery, and desolation

would overspread the whole South. The ex-

ample of the British West Indies, as blighting

as emancipation has proved to them, furnishes a

very faint picture of the calamities it would
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bring on the South. The clrcumgtanrtSH under

wlii(M» it woiil'l tnko place witli um would be en-

tirely (lifferoiii from thoHe which took place

with them, and calculated to lead to far more

disastrous results. There, the government ol

tlie purent country emancipated ulaves in her

colmiial poHsessiona—a government rich and

powerful, nil'' iKiuated by views of policy (mis-

taken as tlu> turned out to be) rather than

fanaticiKm- it wa«, beisidea, diM|)08ed to act

justly towards the owners, even in the act of

emancipating their slaves, and to protect and

foster them afterwards. It accordingly appro-

priated nearly $100,000,000 as a compensation

to thcni for their losses under the act, which

sum ulthough it turned out to be far short of

the amount, was thought at that tinie to be

liberal. Since the emancipation it has kept up

a sufticient military and naval force to keep the

blacks in awe, and a number of magistrates, and

constables, and other civil officers, to keep order

in the towns and plantations, and enforce re-

spect to their former owners. It can only be

effected by the prostration of the white race

;

and that would necessarily engender the bitter-

est feelings of hostility between them and the

Noith. But the reverse would be the case be-

tween the blacks of the South and the people

of the North. Owing their emancipation to

tlieni, they would regard them as friends,

guardians, and patrons, and centre, accordingly,

111! their sympathy in them. The people of the

North would not fail to reciprocate and to fa-

ror them, instead of the whites. Under the in-

fluence of such feehngs, and impelled by fanati-

cism and love of power, they would not stop at

emancipation. Another step would be taken

—

to raise them to a political and social equality

with their former owners, by giving them the

right of voting and holding public offices under

the federal government. But when once raised

to an eqnnlity, they would become the fast po-

litical associates of the North, acting and voting

with them on all questions, and by this politicul

union between them, holding the white race at

tlic South in complete subjection. The blacks,

and tlie proiligale whites that might unite with

tliem, would l)ecoine the principal recipients of

federal offices and patronage, and would, in con-

sequence, be raised above the whites of the

South in the political and social scale. We
would, in a word, change conditions with them
—a degradation greater than has ever yet fallen

to the lot of a free and enlightened people, and
one from which we could not escape, should

emancipation take place (which it certainly will

if not prevented), but by fleeing the homes of

ourselves and ancostoi ', and by abandoning our
country to our fort: r slaves, to become the

permanent abode of disorder, anarchy, poverty,

misery snd Vrretchedness."

Emancipation, with all these accumulated

horrors, is here held to be certain, " if not pre-

vented : " certain, so far m it d«p«Bd«d upon th«
free States, wbich wtro rapidly becoming the

majority ; and only to bo prevented by the bIavo

States themselves. Now, this certain emaiA-
pation of slaves in the States, was a pur ai>d

simple invention of Mr. Calhoun, not onl." a > '»-

out evidence, but against evidence—contifullct-

ed by every species of human action, negative

and positive, before and since. Far from at-

ti\cking slavery in the States, the free States

have co-operated to extend the area of slavery

within such States : witness the continued ex-

tinctions of Indian title which have so largely

increased the available capacity of the slave

States. So far from making war upon slave

States, several such States have been added to

the Union, as Texas and Florida, by the co-opera-

ti(>n of free Stales. Far from passing any law

to emancipate slaves in the States no Congrcs.s

has ever existed that has seen a man that would

make .such a motion in the Ilou.se ; or, if mode,

would not be as imanimously rejected by one

side of the House as the other—as if the unani-

mity would not be the same whether the whole

North went out, and let the South vote alone I

or the whole South went out, and let the North

alone vote. Yet, this incendiary cry of abolish-

ing slavery in the States has become the staple

of all subsequent agitators. Every little agita-

tor now jumps upon it—jumps into a State the

moment a free territory is mentioned—and re-

peats all the alarming stuff invented by Mr.

Calhoun ; and as much more as his own inven-

tion can add to it. In the mean time events

daily affix the brand of falsehood on these in-

cendiary inventions. Slave State Presidents are

continually elected by free State votes: the

price of slaves themselves, instead of sinking, as

it would if there was any real danger, is con-

tinually augmenting, and, in fact, has reached a

height the double of what it was before the

alarming story of emancipation had begun.

Assuming this emancipation of the slaves in

the States to be certain and inevitable, with all

its dreadful consequences, unless prevented by

the - -nc States, the manifesto goes on seriously

to bring the means of prevention most closely

to the consideration of the slave States—to urge

their unity and concert of action on the slavery

question—to make it the supreme object of their

labors, before which all other subjects are to

give way—to take the attitude of self-defence j
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and, braving all consequences, throw the respon-

sibility on the other side. Thus

:

" With such a prospect before ua, the gravest

and most solemn question that ever claiT"ed the

attention of a people is presented for your con-

sideration : What is to be done to prevent it ?

It is a question belonging to you to decide. All

we propose is to give you our opinion. We,
then, are of the opinion that the first and indis-

pensable step, without which nothing can be

done, and with which every thing may be, is to

be united among yourselves on this great and
most vital question. The want of union and
concert in reference to it has brought the South,

the Union, and our system of government to

their present perilous condition. Instead of

placing it above all others, it has been made
subordinate not only to mere questions of policy,

but to the preservation of party ties and insur-

ing of party success. As high as we hold a due
j

respect for these, we hold them subordinate to

that and other questions involving our safety

and happiness. Until they are so held by the

South, the North will not believe that you are

in earnest in opposition to their oncroachments,

wid they will continue to follow, one after an-

other, until the work of abolition is finished.

To convince them that you are, you must prove

by your acts that you hold fill other questions

subordinate to it. If you become united, and
prove yourselves in earnest, the North will be

brought to a pause, and to a calculation of con-

fiequences ; and that may lead to a change of

measures, and to the adoption of a course of

policy that may quietly and peaceably terminate

this long conflict between the two sections. If

it should not, nothing would remain for you but
to stand -p immovably in defence of rights in-

volving your all—your property, prosperity,

equality, liberty, and safety. As the assailed,

you would stand justified by all laws human
and divine, in repelling a blow so dangerous,

without looking to consequences, and to resort

to all means necessary for that purpose. Your

assailants, and not you, would be responsible for
consequences. Entertaining these opinions we
earnestly entreat you to be united, and for that
purpose adopt all necessary measures. Beyond
this, we think it would not be proper to go at
present."

The primitive draft of the manifesto went

further, and told what was to be done : opinions

and counsels are as far as the signers thought

it proper to go then. But something further

was intimated ; and that soon came in the shape

of a Southern convention to dissolve the Union

and a call from the legislatures of two of the

most heated States (South Carolina and Mis-

sissippi), for the assembling of a "Southern

Congress," to put the machinery of the " United

States South " into operation : but of this here

after. Following the Declaration of Independ-

ence in its mode of adoption, as well in its ex-

position of motives as in its enumeration of

grievances, the manifesto was left with the sec-

retary of the meeting for the signature of the

slave-holding members who concurred in it,

The signers were the following

:

" Messrs. Atchison of Missouri ; Hunter and

Mason of Virginia ; Calhoun and Butler of South

Carolina ; Downs of Louisiana ; Foote and Jef-

ferson Davifj of Mississippi ; Fitzpatrick of Ala-

bama; Borland and Sebastian of Arkansas;

Westcott and Yulee of Florida ; Atkinson, Bay-

ley, Bedinger, Bocock, Beale, W. G. Brown,

Meade, R. A. Thompson of Virginia ; Daniel,

Venable of North Carolina; Burt, Holmes,

Rhett, Simpson, Woodward of South Carolina

;

Wallace, Iverson, Lumpkin of Georgia; Bow-

don, Gayle, Harris of Alabama; Featherston, I.

Thompson of Mississippi ; La Sere, Morse nf

Louisiana ; R. W. Johnson of Arkansas ; San-

ton of Kentucky."
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ADMINISTRATION OF ZACHARY TAYLOR.

-I <i^i>
I

CHAPTER CLXXXIV.

INAUGUEATION OF PRESIDENT TAYLOR:
CABINET.

HIS

On the 4th of March the new President was in-

augurated with the customary formalities, Chief

Justice Taney administering the oath of oflice.

He delivered an address, as use and propriety

required, commendably brief, and confined to a

declaration of general principles. Mr, Millard

Fillmore, the Vice-President elect, was duly in-

stalled as President of the Senate, and delivered

a neat and suitable address on taking the chair.

Assembled in extraordinary session, the Senate

received and confirmed the several nominations

for the cabinet. They were : John M. Clayton,

of Delaware, to be Secretary of State ; William

M. Meredith, of Pennsylvania, to be Secretary

of the Treasury ; George W. Crawford, of

Georgia, to be Secretary at War; William Bal-

lard Preston, of Virginia, to be Secretary of the

Navy ; Thomas Ewing, of Ohio, to b Secretary

of the Home Department—a new department

created at the preceding session of Congress

;

Jocob Collamer, of Vermont, to be Postmaster

General ; Reverdy Johnst n, of Maryland, to be

Attorney General. The whole cabinet were, of

course, of the whig p irty.

Vol. II.—47

CHAPTER CLXXXV.
DEATH OF EX-PRESIDENT POLK.

He died at Nashville, Tennessee, soon after he
retuiried home, and within three months after

his retirement from the presidency. He was
an exemplary man in privite life, moral in all

his deportment, and patriotic in his public life,

aiming at the good of his country 'ways. It

was his misfortune to have been brought into

the presidency by an intrigue, not of his own,
but of others, and the cmIs of which became an
inheritance of his position, and the sole cause
of all that was objectionable in liis administra-

tion. He was the first President put upon the

people without their previous indication—the

first instance in which a convention assumed
the right of disposing of the presidency accord-

ing to their own will, and of course with a view
to their own advantage. The scheme of these

intriguers rcciuired the exclusion of all inde-

pendent and disinterested men from his councils

and confidence—a thing easily eflected by repre-

senting all such men as his enemies, and them-

selves as his exclusive friends. Hence the ejec-

tion of the Globe newspaper from the organship

of the administration, and the formation of a

cabinet too much dominated by intrigue and
selfishness. All the faults of his administra-

tion were the faults of his cabinet : all its

merits were his own, in defiance of them. Even
the arrangement with the Calhoun and Tyler

interest by which the Globe was set aside be

fore the cabinet was formed, v ;is the work of

» 1

H

'
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S

lir;
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men who were to be of the cabinet. His own

will was not strong enough for his position, yet

he became firm and absolute where his judg-

ment was convinced and patriotism required

decision. Of this he gave signal proof in over-

ruling his whole cabiaet in their resolve for the

sedentary line in Mexico, and forcing the adop-

tion of the vigorous policy which carried the

American arms to the city of Mexico, and con-

quered a peace in the capital of the country.

He also gave a proof of it in falling back upon

the line of 49° for the settlement of t' o Oregon

boundary with Great Britain, while his cabinet,

intimidated by their own newspapers, and

alarmed at the storm which themselves had got

up, were publicly adhering to the line of 54° 40',

with the secret hope that others would extricate

them from the perils of that forlorn position.

The Mexican war, under the impulse of specu-

lators, and upon an intrigue with Santa Anna,

was the great blot upon his administration;

and that was wholly the work of the intriguing

part of his cabinet, into which he entered with

a full belief that the intrigue was to be success-

ful, and the war finished in " ninety or one hun-

dred and twenty days ; " and without firing an-

other gun after it should be declared. He was

sincerely a friend to the Union, and against

whatever would endanger it, especially that ab-

sorption of the whole of Mexico which had ad-

vocates in those who stood near him ; and also

against the provisional line which was to fx)ver

Monterey and Guaymas, when he began to sus-

pect the ultimate object of that line. The ac-

quisition of New Mexico and California were

the distinguishing events of his administration

—fruits of the war with Mexico ; but which

would have come to the United States without

that war if the President had been surrounded

by a cabinet free from intrigue and selfishness,

and wholly intent upon the honor and interest

of the country.

CHAPTER CLXXXVI.

TIIIRTY-FIEST C0N0KES3 : FIRST SESSION : LIST

OF MEMBERS: ORGANIZATION OF THE HOUSE.

Thc Senate, now consisting of sixty members

was composed as follows :

Maine.—Hannibal Hamlin, James W. Brad-

bury.
Nkw Hampshire.—John P. Hale, Moses

Norris, jr.

Massachusetts.—Daniel "Webster, John Da-

vis.

Rhode Island.—Albert 0. Greene, John H.

Clarke.

Connecticut.—Roger S. Baldwin, Truman
Smith.
Vermont.—Samuel S. Phelps, William Up-

ham.
New York.—Daniel S. Dickinson, William

H. Seward.
New Jersey.—William L. Dayton, Jacob W.

Miller.

Pennsylvania.—Daniel Sturgeon, James

Cooper.

Delaware.—John Wales, Presley Spniance.

Maryland.—David Stuart, James A. Pearce.

Virginia.—James M. Mason, Robert AI. T.

Hunter.
North Carolina.—Willie P. Mangum,

George E. Badger.

South Carolina.—John C. Calhoun, Ar-

thur P. Butler.

Georgia.—John M. Berrien, William C.

Dawson.
Kentucky.—Joseph R. Underwood, Heniy

Clay.

Tennessee.—Hopkins L. Turney. John Bell.

Ohio.—Thomas Corwin, Salmon P. Cliase.

Louisiana.—Solomon W. Downs, Pierre

Soule.

Indiana.—Jesse D. Bright, James Whit-

comb.
Mississippi.—Jeflt^rson Davis, Henry S.

Foote.

Illinois.—Stephen A. Douglas?, James

Shields.

Alabama.—Jeremiah Clemens, WilliAm R.

King.
Missouri.—Thomas II. Benton, David R.

Atchison.

Arkansas.—William R. Sebastian, Solon

Borland.

Florida.—David L. Yulee, Jackson Morton.

Michigan.—Lewis Cass, Aipheus Felch.

Texas.—Thomas J. Ru.sk, Sam Houston.

^VlscoNSIN.—Henry Dodge, Isaac P. Walker

Iowa.—George W. Jones, Augustus C. Dodge.
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)LXXXVI.

ng of sixty members

iVillie P. Mangum,

)hn C. Callioun, Ar-

\. Underwood, Heniy

In this list the reader will not fail to remark

the names of Mr. Clay, Mr. Webster, and Mr.

Calhoun, all of whom, commencing their con-

gressional career nearly a generation before,

and after several retirings, had met again, and

towards the close of their eventful lives, upon

this elevated theatre of their long and brilliant

labors. The House, consisting of two hundred

and thirty members, M'as thus composed

:

Maine.—Thomas J. D. Fuller, Elbridge Ger-

ry, Rufus K. Goodenow, Nathaniel S. Littlefield,

John Otis, Cullen Sawtelle, Charles Stetson.

New Hampshire.—Harry Hibbard, Charles

H. Peaslee, Amos Tuck, James Wilson.

Vermont.—^William Hebard, William Hen-
ry, James iMeacham, Lucius B. Peck.

Massachusetts.—Charles Allen, George Ash-
mun, James H. Duncan, Grin Fowler, Joseph
Orinnell, Daniel P. King, Horace Mann, Julius

Rockwell, Robert C. Winthrop, Daniel Webster.
Rhode Island.—Nathan F. Dixon, George

G. King.

Connecticut.—Walter Booth, Thomas B.

Butler, Ohauncey F. Cleveland, Loren P. Wal-
do.

New York.—Henry P. Alexander, George
R. Andrews, Henry Bennett, David A. Bokee,
George Briggs, James Brooks, Lorenzo Bur-
rows, Charles E. Clarke, Harmon S. Conger,
William Duer, Daniel Gott, Herman D. Gould,
Ransom Halloway, William T. Jackson, John
A. King, Preston King, Orsamus B. Matteson,
Thomas McKissock, William Nelson, J. Phil-

lips Phoenix, Harvey Putnam, Gideon Rey-
nolds, Elijah Risley, Robert L. Rose, David
Rumsey, jr., William A. Sackett, Abrah.am M.
Schernierhorn, John L. Schoolcraft, Peter H.
Silvester, Elbridge G. Spaulding, John R. Thur-
man, Walter Underbill, Hiram Walden, Hueh
White.

' ^

New Jersey.—Andrew K. Hay, James G.
King, William A. Newell, John Van Dyke,
Isiiac Wildrick.

Pennsylvania.—Chester Bakler, Samuel Cal-
vin, Joseph Casey, Joseph R. Chandler, Jesse
C. Dickey, Milo M. D'mmick, Join Frcedley,
Alfred Gilmore, Moses Hampton, John W.
Howe, Lewis C. Levin, Job Mann, James X.
McLanahan, Henry D. Moore, Henry Nes, An-
drew J. Ogle, Charles W. Pitman, Robert R.
Reed, John Robbins, jr., Thomas Ross, Thad-
ui'iis Stevens, William Strong, James Thomp-
son, David Wilmot.
Delaware.—John W. Houston.
Marylanu.—Richard I. Bowie, Alexander

Evans, William T. Hamilton, Edward Ham-
mond, Jo-hn B. Kerr, Robert M. McLane.
ViKGiNiA. -Thomas H. Averett, Thomas H.

. _. . f*'i
,

! •f'tiitt.- »• j^'v-vvrv,
Henry A. EUmundson, Thomas S. Haymond,
Alexander R. Folladay, Janu-< McDowell,
Fayette McMullen, Richard K. Meade, John S.

Millson, Jeremiah Morton, Richard Parker,
Paulus Powell, James A. Seudon.
North Carolina.—William S. Ashe Jo-

seph P. Caldwell, Thomas L. CKngman, John
K. J. Daniel, Edmund Deberry, David Outlaw,
Augustine H. Shepperd, Edward Stanly, Abra-
ham W. Venable.
South Carolina.—Armistead Burt. William

F. Colcock, Isaac E. Holmes, John McQueen,
James L. Orr, Daniel Wallace, Joseph A.
Woodward.
Georgia.—Howell Cobb, Thomas C. Hackett,

Hugh A. Haralson, Thomas Butler King, Allen
F. Owen, Alexander H. Stephens, Robert
Toombs, Marshall J. Wellborn.
Alabama.—Albert J. Alston, Franklin W

Bowdon, Williamson R. W. Cobb, Sampson W
Harris, Henry W. Hilliard, David Hubbard,
Samuel W. Ingo.

Mississippi.—Albert G. Brovra, Winfield S.
Featherston, William McWillie, Jacob Thomp-
son.

LocAiANA.—Charles M. Conrad, John H
Harmanson, Emile La Sere, Isaac E. Morse.
Ohio.—Joseph Cable, Lewis D. Campbell

David K. Carter, Moses B. Corwin, John Cro-
well, David T. Disney, Nathan Evans. Joshua
R. Giddings, Moses Hoagland, William F. Hun-
ter, John K. Miller, Jonathan D. Morris, Edson
B. Olds, Emery D. Potter, Soseph M. Root,
Robert C. Schenck, Charles Sweetser, John L.
Taylor, Samuel F. Vinton, William A. Whit-
tlesey, Amos E. Wood.
Kentucky.—Linn Boyd, Daniel Breck, Geo.

A. Caldwell, James L. Johnson. Humphrey
Marshall, John C. Mason, Finis' E. McLean
Charles S. Morehead, Richard H. Stanton, John
B. Thompson.
Tennessee.—Josiah M. Anderson, Andrew

Ewing, Meredith P. Gentry, Isham G, Harris,
Andrew Johnson, George W. Jones, John H.
Savage, Frederick P. Stanton, Jas. H. Thomas,
Albert G. Watkins, Christopher H. Williams.

Indiana.—Nathaniel Albertson, William J.
Brown, Cyrus L. Dunham, Graham N. Fitch,
Willis A. Gorman, Andrew J. Harlan, George
W. Julian, Joseph E. McDonald, Edward W.
McGaughey, John L. Robinson.

Illinois.- -Edward D. Baker, William H.
Bissell, Thomas L. Harris, John A. McCler-
nand, William A. Richardson, John Wentworth,
Timothy R. Young.

Missouri.—William V. N. Bay, James B.
Bowlin, James S. Green, Willard P. Hall, John
S. Phelps.

Arkansas,—Robert W. Johnson.
Michigan.—Kinsley S. Bingham, Alexander

W. Buel, William Sprague.

Florida—E. Carrington Cabell.

Texas.—Volney E. Howard, David S. Kauf-
man.

Iowa.—Shepherd Leiller, William Thompson.
Wisconsin.—Orsamns Cole, James D. Doty,

Charles Durkee.
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Delegates from Territories.

Oregon.—S. R. Thurston.

Minnesota.—Henry S. Sibley.

The election of a Speaker is the first business

of a new Congress, and the election which de-

cided the political character of the House while

parties divided on political principles. Candi-

dates from opposite parties were still put in

nomination at this commencement of the Thirty-

first Congress, but it was soon seen that the sla-

very question mingled with the election, and

gave it its controlling character. Mr. Robert

Winthrop, of Massachusetts (whij'), and Mr.

C. Howell Cobb, of Georgia (democratic), were

the respective candidates ; and in the vain

struggle to give either a majority of the House

near three weeks of time was wasted, and above

sixty ballotings exhausted. Deeming the strug-

gle useless, resort was had to the plurality rule,

and Mr. Cobb receiving 102 votes to the 99

for Mr. Winthrop—about twenty votes being

thrown away—he was declared elected, and led

to the chair most courteously by his competi-

tor, Mr. Winthrop, and ]Mr. James McDowell,

of Virginia. Mr. Thomas I. Ciimpbell was

elected clerk, and upon his death during the

session, Richard M. Young, Esq., of Illinois,

was elected in his place.

CHATTER CLXXXVII.

FIEST AND ONLY ANNUAL MESSAGE OF PKESI-
;

DENT TAYLOR.

This only message of one of the American

Presidents, shows that he comprehended the

difficulties of his position, and was determined

to grapple with them—that he saw where lay

the dangT' * . the harmony and stability of the

Union, and was determined to lay these dangers

bare to the public view—and, as far as depended

on him, to upply the remedies which their cure

demanded. The first and the last paragraphs of

his message looked to this danger, and while

the first showed his confidence in the strength

of the Union, the latter admitted the dangers

to it, and averred his own determination to

stand by it to the full extent of his obligations

and powers. It was in these words :

" But attachment to the Union of the States

should be habitually fostered in every Ameri-

can heart. For more than half a century,

during which kingdoms and empires have fiilkn!

this Union has stood unshaken. Tiie patriots

who formed it have long since descended to tiie

grave ;
yet still it remains the proudest monu-

ment to their memory, and the object of atrue-

tion and admiration with every one wortliy to

bear the American name. In my jud;;nient its

dissolution would be the greatest of calamities,

and to avert that should be the study of every

American. Upon its preservation must depend

our own happiness, and that of countless jren-

erations to come. Whatever dangers may

threaten it, I shall stand by it, and maintain ft

in its integrity, to the full extent of the obliga-

tions imposed and the power conferred upon mc

by the constitution."

This paragraph has the appearance where it

occurs of being an addition to the message after

it had been written : and such it Avas. It was

added in consequence ofa visit from Mr. Calhoun

to the Department of State, and expressing a

de.sire that nothing should be said in the mes-

sage about the point to which it relates. Tiie

tw o paragraphs were then added—the one near

the beginning, the other at the end of the mes-

sage ; and it was in allusion to these passages

that Mr. Calhoun's last speech, read in the Sen-

at(; by Mr. Mason, of Virginia, contained tliosc

memorable words, so much noted at the time

;

" It (the Union) cannot, ihen^ be sared bij

eidogir.s on it, hoirecer splendid or numerous.

The cry of ' Union, Union, the gloriwts

Union!' can no more preveitt dimnion than

the cry of ' Health, Health, glorious Health

!

on the part of the physician can sure a patient

/•-3»i dying that is lying dangerously ill."

President Taylor surveyed the difficulties

before him, and exprcs.sed his opinion of the

remedies they re(iuired. California, New Mexico,

and Utah had been left without governments;

Texas was assirting a claim to one half of New

Mexico—a province settled two hundr^'' years

before Texian independence, and to v > no

Texiau invader ever went except to be kdled or

taken, to the last man. Each of these prcseuted

a question to be settled, in which the predomi-

nance of the shivery agitation I'cMdered 6Cttlt>-

nient difilcult and embarrassing. President

Taylor frankly and firmly i)rcsented his remedy

for each one. California, having tiie re.iui=iie

population for a State, and having formed licr

constitution, and prepared herself for admissioa
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rnia, having the reiiuL-iti-

, and having formed licr

irod lierself for admission

into the Union, was favorably recommended for

that purpose to Congress :

' No civil government having been provided

by Congress for California, the people of that

territory, impelled by the necessities of their

political condition, recently met in convention,

for the purpose of forming a constitution and

State government, which the latest advices give

me reason to siippose has been accomplished
;

and it is believed they will shortly apply for the

admission of California into the Union as a

sovereign State. Should such be the case, and

should their constitution be conformable to the

requisitions of the constitution of the United

States, I recommend their application to the

favorable consideration of Congress."

New Jlexico and Utah, without mixing the

slavery question with their territorial govern-

ments, were recommended to be left to ripen

into States, and then to settle that question for

themselves in their State constitutions—saying

:

'• By awaiting their action, all causes of un-

easiness may be avoided, and confidence and

kind feeling preserved. With the view of main-

taining the harmon}'- and tranquillity so dear to

all, we should abstain from the introduction of

those exciting topics of a sectional character

which have hitherto px'oduced painful appre-

hensions in the public mind ; and I repeat the

solemn warning of the first and most illustrious

of my predecessors, against furnishing 'any

ground for characterizing parties by geographi-

cal discriminations 1
'
"

This reference to Washington was answered

by Calhoun in the same speech read by Mr.

Mason, denying that the Union could be savea

by invoking his name, and averring that there

was '^nothing in hia history to deter us from
secedingfrom- the Uir'on should itfail tofnlfl

the ohjeiisfor which it was instituted: " which

foilure the s )eech averred—as othtTS had averred

for twenty years before : for secession was the

off-shoot of nullification, and a favorite mode of

dissolving the Union. With respect to Texas

and New Mexico, it was the determination of

the President that their boundaries should be

settled by the political, or judicial authority of

theUnit^^d States, and not by arms.

In ;ii; L;;;:.' recommendations the message

was v'ise, patriotic, temperate and llrm ; but it

euc'.r.*_i.d great opposition, and from difierent

qnai ti-rs, and upon ditlerent grounds—from Mr.

Clay, who wished a general compromise ; from

Mr. Calhoun, intent upon extending slavery;

and holding the Union to be lost except by a

remedy of his own which he ambiguously

shadowed forth—a dual executive—two Presi-

dents : one for the North, one for the South

:

which was itself disunion if accomplished. In

his reference to Washington's warnings against

geographical and sectional parties, there was a

pointed rebuke to the daily attempts to segre-

gate the South from the North, and to form

political parties exclusively on the basis of an

opposition of interest between the Southern and

the Northern States. As a patriot, he con-

demned such sectionalism ; as a President, he

would have counteracted it.

After ourduty to ourselves the President spoke

of our duty to others—to our neighbors—and

especially the Spanish possession of Cuba. An
invasion of that island by adventurers from the

United States had been attempted, and had

been suppressed by an energetic proclamation,

backed by a determination to carry it into

effect upon the guilty. The message said

:

" Having been apprised that a considerable

number of adventurers were engaged in fitting

out a military expedition, within the United
States, against a foreign country, and believing,

from the best information I could obtain, that

it was destined to invade the island of Cuba, I

deemed it due to the friendly relations existing

between the United States and Spain ; to the

treaty between the two nations ; to the laws
of the United States ; and, above all, to the

American honor, to exert the lawful authority

of this government in suppressing the expedi-

tion and preventing the invasion. To tnis end
1 issued a proclamation, enjoining it upon the

oflicers of the United States, civil and military,

to use all lawful means within their power. A
copy of that proclamation is herewith submitted.

The expedition has been suppressed. So long

as the act of Congress of the 20th of April,

1818, which owes its existence to the law of

nations and to the policy of Washington him-
self, shall remain on our statute book, I hold it

to be the duty of the Executive faithfully to

obey its injunctions."

This was just conduct, and just language,

worthy of an upright magistrate of a Republic,

which should set an example of justice and

fnirness towards its neighbors. The Spanish

government had been greatly harassed liy ex-

peditions got up against Cuba in the United

States, and put to enormous expense in ships

and troojis to hold herself in a condition to re-

pulse tliem. Thirty thousand troops, and a

strong squadron, were constantly kept on foot

to meet this dangei-. A war establishment was

rit.

in

i^S''^¥.->
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kept up in tim? of peace in the island of Cuba

to protect the itiland from threatened inrasions.

Besides the injury done to Spain by these ag-

gravationa, and the enormous expense of a war

establishment to be kept in Cuba, there was

danger of injury to ourselves from the number

and constant recurrence of these expeditions,

which would seem to speak the connivance of

the people, or the negligence of the government.

Fortunately for the peace of the countries

during the several years that these expeditions

were most undertaken, the Spanish government

was long represented at Washington by a

minister of approved fitness for his situation

—

Don Luis Calderon de la Barca : a fine specimen

of the old Castilian character—frank, courteous,

honorable, patriotic—whose amiable manners

enabled him to mix intimately with American

society, and to see that these expeditions were

criminally viewed by the government and the

immense majority of the citizens ; and whose

high character enabled him to satisfy his own

government of that important fact, and to pre-

vent from being viewed as the act of the nation,

what was only that of lawless adventurers, pur-

sued and repressed by our own laws.

CHAPTER CLXXXVIII.

ME. CLAY'S PLAN OF COMPROMISE.

Early in the session Mr. Clay brought into

the Senate a set of resolutions, eight in number,

to settle and close up once and for ever, all the

points of contestation in the slavery question,

\nd to consolidate the settlement of the whole

..ito one general and lasting compromise. lie

was placed at the head of a grand committee of

thirteen members to whom his resolutions were

to be referred, with a view to combine them all

into one bill, and make t'lat bill the final settle-

ment of all th'i questions connected with slavery.

Mr. Benton opposed this whole plan of pacifica-

tion, as mixing up incongruous measures—mak-

ing one measure dependent upon another—tack-

jj^n. ffin'pdiiir thiniT.^. which had no connection

—

as derogatory and perilous to the Statu of Cali-

fornia to have the question of her admission

confounded with the general slavery agitation in

the United States—a.s being futile and impotent.

as no such conglomeration of incongruitius

(though christened a compromise) could have

any force :—as being a concession to the spirit of

disunion—a capitulation to those who threatened

secession—a repetition of the error of 1833 ;—

and itself to become the fruitful source of more

contentions than it proposed to quiet, flis

plan was to settle each measure by itself, begin-

ning with the admission of California, settlin"

every thing justly and fairly, in the -lirit of

conciliation as well as of justice—leaviii" the

consequences to God and the country—and

having no compromise with the threat of dis-

union. The majority of the Senate were of

Mr. Benton's opinion, which was understood

also to be the plan of the President : but there

are always men of easy or timid temperaments

in every public body that delight in temporiza-

tions, and dread the effects of any firm and

straightforward course ; and so it was now, but

with great difficulty—Mr. Clay himself only

being elected by the aid of one vote, given to

him by " Ir. Webster after it was found that he

laclied it. The committee were: Mr. Clay,

chairman: Messrs. Cass, Dickinson, Bright.

Webster, Phelps, Cooper, King, Mason, Downs,

Mangum, Bell, and Berrien, member.'!. Mr.

Clay's list of measures was referred to them

;

and as the committee was selected with a view

to promote the mover's object, a bill was soon

returned embracing the comprehensive plan of

compromise which he proposed. The admission

of California, territorial governments for Utah

and New Mexico, the settlement of the Texas

boundary, slavery in the District of Columbia,

a fugitive slave law—all—all were put together

in one bill, to be passed or rejected by the same

vote ! and to be called a system. United they

could not be. Their natures were too incon-

gruous to admit of union or mixture. They

were simply tied together—called one measure;

and required to be voted on as such. They

were not even bills drawn np by the committee,

but existing bills in the Senate—drawn up by

different members- occupying ditrercut places

on the calendar—and each waiting its turn to be

acted on separately. Mr. Clay had made an

ample report in favor of his measure, and fir-

ther enforced ii by an elaborate si)cech: tlio

whole of which Mr. Benton contested, and an-

swered in an ample spe oh, some extracts from

which constitute a future chapter.
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CHAPTER OLXXXIX.

EXTENSION OP THE MISSOURI COMPEOMISE LINE
TO THE PACIFIC OCEAN : MR. DAVIS, OF MIS-

BIS9IPPI, AND MR. CLAY: THE WILMOT PRO-
VISO.

In the resolutions of compromise submitted by

Mr. Clay there was one declaring the non-exist-

ence of slavery in the territory recently acquired

from Mexico, and afBrming the " inexpediency "

of any legislation from Congress on that subject

within the said territories. His resolution was

in these words

:

" Resolved, That as slavery does not exist by
law, and is not likely to be introduced into any
of the territory acquired by the United States

from the Kepublic of Mexico, it is inexpedient

for Congress to provide by law either for its in-

troduction into or exclusion from any part of

the said territory ; and that appropriate terri-

torial governments ought to be established by
Congress in all of the said territory, not as-

signed as the boundariee of the proposed State
of California, without the adoption of any re-

striction or condition on the subject of slavery."

This proposition, with some half-dozen others,

formed the system of compromise with which

Mr. Clay expected to pacify the slavery agitation

i. ;):_Uni,cd States. Mr. Davis, of Mississippi,

did no 1 ceive any thing of a compromise in a

measure which gave nothing to the South in the

settlement of the question, and required the ex-

ten.'iion of the Mi.^souri compromise I'ne to the

Pacific ocean as the lea'-; J-xt he would be will-

ing to take. Thus :

" But, sir, we are called ^ to receive this as
a measure of compromise ! Is a measure in

which we of the minority are to receive noth-
ing, a measure of compromi.se ? I look upon it

as but a modest mode of taking that, the claim
to which has been more boldly asserted by
others; and that I may be understood upon
this question, and that my position may go forth
to the country in the same columns that convey
the sentiments of the senator from Kentucky, I

here assert that never wil' T take less than the
Missouri compromise line extended to the Pacific
ocean, with the specific recognition of the right
to b^l'l o!.\vp° in *l..^ 4.^wm^'.± v..* *lii-i- 1 = --•^ '•" >i ^ Ul i.!._- [.ciiJlLriv Fr-rvn- mat il!!v;

and that, before such territories are admitted
into the Union as States, slaves mav lie taken
there from any of the United State.s'al the op-
tion of then owners."

This was a manly declaration in favor of ex-
tending slavery into the new territories, and in

the only way in which it could be done—that is

to say, by net of Congress. Mr. Clay met it by
a declaration equally manly, and in conformity
to the principles of his whole life, utterly re-

fusing to plant slavery in any place where it did

not previously exist. He answered

:

"I am extremely sorry to hear the senator
from Mississippi say that he requires, first, the
extension of the Missouri compromi.se line to
the Pacific, and also that he is not satisfied with
that, but requires, if I understood him correctly,
a positive i)rovision for the admission of slavery
south of that line. And now, sir, coming from
a slave State, as I do, I owe it to myself, I owe
it to truth, I owe it to the subject, to sav that
no earthly power could induce "me to vote for a
specific measure for the introduction of slavery
where it had not before existed, either south or
north of that line. Coming as t do from a slave
State, it is my solemn, deliberate and well
matured determination that no power, no earthly
power, shall compel me to vote for the positive
introduction of slavery either south or north
of that line. Sir, while you reproach, and
justly too, our British ancestors for the intro-
duction of this institution upon the continent
of America, I am, for one, unwilling that the
posterity of the present inhabitants of California
and of New Mexico shall reproach us for doing
just what we reproach Great Britain for doing
to us. If the citi;!ens of those territories choose
to establish slavery, and if they come here with
constitutions establishing slavery, I am for ad-
mitting them with such provisions in their con-
stitutions ; but then it will be their own work,
and not ours, and their posterity will have to

reproach them, and not us, for forming constitu-

tions allov ;ng the institution of slaverj to exist

among thi m. These are my views, sir, and I
choose to express them ; and I care not how ex-
tensively or universally tliey are known."

These were manly sentiments, courageously

expressed, and taking the right ground so much
overlooked, or perverted by others. The Mis-

souri compromise line, extending to New Mex-

ico and California, though astronomically the

same with that in Louisiana, was politically

directly the opposite. One went through a ter-

ritory all slave, and made one-half free ; the

other would go through territory all fVee, and

make one-half slave. Mr. Clay saw this differ-

ence, and acted upon it, and declared his senti-

ments lioiiesiiy and buhiiy ; and none but itio

Ignorant or unjust could reproach him with in-

consistency in mamtaining the line in the ancient

Louisiana, where the whole province came to us
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with slavery, and refusing it in the new terri-

tories where all carao to us free.

Mr. Seward, of New York, proposed the re-

newal of the VYilmot proviso

:

" Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude,

otherwise than by conviction for crime, shall

ever be allowed in either of said territories of

Utah and New Mexico."

Upon the adoption of which the yeas and

nays were

:

" Yeas.—Messrs. Baldwin, Bradbury, Bright,

Chase, Clarke, Cooper, Corwin, Davis of Massa-
chusetts, Dayton, Dodge of Wisconsin, Doug-
las, Felch, Greene, Hale, Il.amlin, Miller, Nor-
ris, Seward, Shields, Smith, Upham, Whitcomb,
and Walker—23.

"Nays.—Messrs. Atchison, Badger, Bell, Ben-
ton, Beri'ien, Butler, Cass, Clay, Clemens, Davis
of Mississippi, Dawson, Dickinson, Dodge of

Iowa, Downs, Foote, Houston, Hunter, Jones,

King, Mangum, Mason, Morton, Pearce, Pratt,

Rusk, Sebastian. Soule, Spruance, Sturgeon,
Turney, Underwood, Webster, and Yulee—33."

CHAPTER CXC.

ME. CALnOUN'S LAST SI'KKCII: DISSOLUTION OF
TIIU UNION rUOCLAI.MKI) UNLESS TIIK CON-
STITUTION WAS AMKNDKD, AND A DUAL
EXKCL'TIVE APPOINTED — ONE PHESIDENT
FUOM THE SLAVE AND ONE FROM THE FIIEE
STATES.

On the 4th of March Mr. Calhoun brought into

the Senate a written .speech, elaborately and

studiously prepared, and which he Avas too

weak to deliver, or even to read. Upon his re-

quest it was allowed to be read by his friend,

Mr. James M. Mason of Virginia, and was found

to be an amplification and continuatio c f the

Southern manifesto of the preceding year ; and,

like it, occupied entirely with the subject of the

dissolution of the Union, and making out a case

to justify it. The opening went directly to the

point, and presented the question of Union, or

disunion with the formality and solemnity of

an actual proposition, as if its decision was the

business on which the Senate was convened.

It opened thus

:

"I have, senators, believed from the first that

the agitfition of the subject of slavery would, if

not prevented by some tiualy and effective

measure, end in disunion. Entertaining
this

opinion, I have, on all proper occasions, eiuleav-

'

oi-ed to call the attention of each of the two
great parties which divide the country to adopt
some measure to prevent so great a disaster
but without success. The agitation has been
permitted to proceed, with almost no attempt
to resist it, until it has reached a period wlien
it can no longer be disguised or denied tliat the
Union is in danger. You have thus had forced
upon you the greatest and the gravest question
that can ever come under your consideration;
How can the Union be preserved ? "

Professing to proceed like a physician who
must find out the caiise of a disease before he

can apply a remedy, the siA;ech went on to dis-

cover the reasons which now rendered disunion

inevitable, unless an adequate remedy to prevent

it should be administered. The first of these

causes was the anti-slavery ordinance of 1787

Avhich wa.s adopted before the constitution was

formed, and had its origin from the South, and

the unanimous support of that section. The

second was the Jlissouri compromise line, which

also had its origin in the South, the unanimous

support of the Southern senators, the majority

of the Soutliern representatives, the unanimous

support of Mr. Monroe's cabinet, of which Mr.

Calhoun was a member ; and his own approha-

tion of it for about twenty-five years. The Ion"

continued agitation of the slave question was

another cause of disunion, dating the agit.ition

from the year 1835—v,-hich was correct; for in

that year he took it up in the Senate, and gave

the abolitionists what they wanted, and could

not otherwise acquire—an antagonist to cope

w'th, an elevated theatre for the strife, and a

nai; 3nal auditory to applaud or censure. Before

that time he said, and truly, the agitation was

insignificant; since then it had become great;

and (he might have added), that senators North

and South told him that would bo the case

when he entered upon the business in 1835.

Repeal of the slave sojournment laws byXer

York and Pennsylvania, was referred to, and

with reason, excejit that these repeals did not

take place until after his own conduct in the

Senate had made the slavery agitation national,

and given distinction and importance to the

abolitioiii.sts. Tiic progK-srive inerea.-e of tlie

two classes of States, rapid in one, slow in the

otlier, was adverted to as loading to disunion by

destroying, what lie called, the equiUbrium of

the States—as if that ditlerence of progress was
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not mainly in the nature of things, resulting

from climate and soil ; and in some degree po-

litical resulting from the slavery itself which he

was 80 anxious to extend. The preservation of

this equilibrium was to bo effected by acquiring

Southern territory and opening it to slavery.

The equality of the States was held to be indis-

pen.sable to the continuance of the Union ; and

that equality was to bo maintained by admit-

ting slavery t. t; carried into all the territories

—even Oregon—equivocally predicated on the

right of all persons to carry their " propirrtij "

with them to these territories. The phrase

was an equivocation, and has been a remarkable

instance of delusion from a phrase. Every citi-

zen can carry his property now wherever he

goes, only he cannot carry the State law with

him which makes it property, and for want of

which it ceases to be so when he gets to his

new residence. The New Englander can carry

his bank along with him, and all the money it

contains, to one of the new territories ; but he

cannot carry the law of incorporation with him;

and it ceases to be the property he had in New
England. All this complaint about inequality

in a slave-holder in not being allowed to carry

Im '• property ^^ with him to a territory, stript

of the ambiguity of phraseology, is nothing but

a complaint that he cannot carry the law with

him which makes it property; and in tl" '- there

is no inequality between the States. They are

all equal in the total inability of their citizens

to carry the State laws with them. The result

of the whole, the speech went on to say, was

that the process of disruption was then going

on between the two classes of States, and could

not be arrested by any remedy proposed—not

by Mr. Clay's compromise plan, nor by Presi-

dent's plan, nor by the cry oi' * Union, Union,

Glorious Union I " The speech continues

:

"Instead of being weaker, all the elements in

favor of agitation are stronger now than they
were in 18.'i5, when it first commenced, while

all the elements of influence on the part of the

South are weaker. Unless something decisive

is done, I again ask what is to stop this agita-

tion, before the great and final object at which
it aims—the abolition of slavery in the States

—

is consummated? Is it, then, not certain that
if something decisive is not now done to arrest

it, the South will be forced to choose between
abolition and secession? Indeed, as events are

now moving, it will not require the South to

secede to dissolve the Union."

The speech goes on to s!.y that the Union
could not be di.s.solved at a single blow: -t

would require many, and successive blows, to

snap its cords asunder

:

" It is a great mistake to suppose that dis-
union can be ellected by a single blow. The
cords whit,h bind the.se States together in one
common Union are far too numerous and power-
ful for that. Disunion must be the work of
time. It is only through a long process, and
Successively, that the cords can be snapped, un-
til the whole fabric falls asunder. Already the
agitation of the slavery question has snapped
some of the most important, and has greatly
weakened all the others, as I shall proceed to
show."

The speech goes on to show that cords have

already been snapt, and others weakened

:

" The cords that bind the States together are
not only many, but various in character. Some
are spiritual or ecclesiastical ; some political

;

others social. Some appertain to the benefit
conferred by the Union, and others to the feel-

ing of duty and obligation.
" The strongest of those of a sjnritual and

ecclesiastical nature consisted in the unity of
the groat religious denominations, all of which
originally embraced the whole union. All these
denominations, with the exception, perhaps, of
the Catholics, wore organized very much upon
the principle of our political institutions ; be-

ginning with smaller meetings correspondent
with tliD political divisions of the country, their

organization terminated in one great central as-

sembla^ie, corresponding very much with the
character of Congress. At the.se meetings the
principal clergymen find lay members of the re-

spective denominations from all parts of the
Union met to transact business relating to theii-

common concerns. It was not confined to what
appertained to the doctrines and discipline of

the respective denominations, but extended to

plans for disseminating the 13iblc, establishing

missionaries, distributing tracts, and of estab-

lislii.ig presses for the publication of tracts,

new S| tapers, and periodicals, with a view of

diffr ^mg religious informat'on, and for the sup-

port of the doctrines and creeds of the denomi-
nation. All this combined, contributed greatly

to strengthen the bonds of the Union. The
strong ties which held ci.ch denomination to-

gether formed a strong cord to hold the whole

rnioii together ; but, as powerful as they were,

they have not been able to resist the explosive

etlect of slavery agitation.
•' The first of these cords which snapjied, un-

der its explosive force, was that of the powerful

]\Ietho(list Episcopal Church. The numerous

and strong ties which held it together are all

broke, and its unity gone. They now form sep-

' '' 1

M'

1 .1
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arato churches, and, iriHi id of the fiu inj^ of
attachment and dcvotiuu tn the interests of tho
whole church which was formerly felt, they me
now arrayed into two hostile bodies, ongaKcd 'n

litigation a))out wliat was formerly their coiu-
lum property.

"The next cord that snapped was that of the
BaptintM, oiif of thn largest and most i cspccta-
ble of the fknnminations. That of the i'nishy-
terian is i ot entirely snapped, hut Kom< of its

Btrunds have given way. I'hat of the Episco-
pal (Jhurcli is the only one of tlie lour great
Protestant denominations which remains un-
hraken and entire.

" The strongest cord of a political charactci
consists of the many and strong ties that have
held together thi' iwo great parties, which have,
with some modifications, existed from the be-
ginning of the government. They both ex-
tended to every portion of the Union, and
strongly contributed to \\<>\d all its parts to-

gether. But chis powerful con? has fared no
better than the spiritual. It resisted for a long
time the explosive tendency of the agitatini,

but has finally snapped imder its force— if not
entirely, in a great measure. Nor irt there one
of the remaining cords which have not been
greatly weakened. To this extent the Union
has already been destroyed by agitation, in tlu'

only way it can be, by snapping asunder and
weakening the cords which bind it together."

The last cord here mentioned, that of politi-

cal parties, founded upon principles not subject

to sectional, or geograjihical lines, has since been

ent'X ;•' destroyed, snapped clean off by the ab-

roKJMsdti of the Missouri compromise line, and
!jsA'^?)ig rJie extension, or non-extension of sla-

vt't'T. tiio foundation of political parties. After

that Cord t'hould be snapped, the speech goes

on to consider "force " the only bond of Union,

and justly considers that as n- Union where
power and violence constitute the only bond.

'yif the agitation goes on, the same force,

acting with increased intensity, as has been
shown, will finally snap every cord, when
nothing will be lelt to hold the States together
except force. But surely that can, with no pro-
priety of language, be called a Union, when the
only means by which the weaker is held con-
nected with the stronger i)ortion is force. It

may, indeed, keep them connected ; but the con-
nection will partake much more of the character
of subjngatiiin, on the part of the weaker to the
stronger, than the union of free, independent, and
sovereign States, in one confederation, as they
stood in the early stages of the government, and
whii.-h oidy is worthy of the sacred name of
Union."

The admission of the State of California, with

her free constitution, wa* th( xciting rnage of

this speech fron Mr. Calhoun. The Wilmot
proviso was uispo-od of. That can ofdigunio^

no longer existed ; but the admission of Cali-

fornia excited the same opposition, and was
declared to b© the "test " question upon which

all di'pended. The President had conununicii

th( jnstitutlon of that State to Congress, which

Mr Cnl 1 iin strongly repulsed.

" The E>,. cutive "-las laid the paper inuportini'
to be the ('onstituti. n of California before von
and H.«t:8 you to adu I her into the Union 'ii i

St.'ito
; and the ques'ion is, will jou or will ^ u

not admit li^ r ? It i-i a grave ouestion, mid there
rests upon you ,i heavy responsibility. Muc'
very much, wiU dep*nd upon your decision.

you admit her, you en iorse and give yoiirsan'
tion to aM that has been done. A \0"J pp
pared to n - so ? Are you prepared tosummler
your power of legislation for the tenitories-a
power expressly vested in Congress by the

constitution, as has been fidly cstablislu d ? Can
you, consistently with y our oath to support flic

constitut )n, s; 'cnder the power? An ym
prepared to admit that thi nhabitanta of the

territories posseh.s l'n> sov" ;nty over tnern

and that any numbe mo.c or les.s may claim

any extent of territ- y plea.se, may form a

constitution and gove.

.

. ont, and erect it intu

a

State, without asking your permission? Are
yoi' prepared to t-. .ai ' t the .sovereignty of

the United States over u hatever territory may
be hereafter lujquired to tho first adventurer
who may rush into it? Are you prepared to

surrender virtually to the Executive Department
all the powers which you have heretofore e.\er-

cised over the territories ? If not, how can you,

consistently with your duty and your oaths to

support the constitution, give your assent to the

admission of California as a State, under a pre-

tended constitution and government ?
"

Having sho\vn that all the cords that held the

Union together had snapped except one (politi-

cal party jirinciple), and that one weakened and

giving way, the speech came to the solemn ques-

tion : "How can the Union be saved?" ml

answered it (after some generalities) by coming

to the specific point

—

" To procidefor the intivtion of a provinion

in the Constitution^ by (in amendment^ which

will restore to the South in substance the paver

she possessed (f protecting herself, hfore the

etpdlibrinm between the sections was deslroyd

by the action of this g-overnvient.^^

The speech did not tell of what this amend-

ment was to consist, which was to have the

eilect of saving the Union, by protecting tlie
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rt'T w hatever territory iii;iy

d to tho first adventurere

it ? Are you prepared to

) the Executive Depiirtment

1 you have iieretofore exer-

)rie8 ? If not, how can you,

>ur duty and your oaths to

tion, give your assent to the

Ilia as a State, under a pie-

md government ?

"

t all the cords that iield the

snapped except one (politi-

and that one weakened and

;h came to the solemn ques-

e Union be saved?" and

me generalities) by coming

fie inyiffion of a prorision

by (in aniendment, vhich

mt/i in substance the pover

'itecting herself, hffore the

the sections was destrnytd

govennnoid."

ot tell of what this amend-

t, which was to have the

Union, by protecting the

»l»n '•tatcf 'kI restoring the equilibrium bo-

tweei the i <> • lasses uf States; but an au-

thcntii' publication soon after disclosed ii, and

showed it to be the election of two Presid 't j,

one ''rom the free and the other from the H(.

^ s, and ach to approve of all the n">

C( igresB bel they became laws. Upo:

dition alone, liio speech declared the Un

, d be save! ! v.hieh was equivalent to pro-

nouiieing its dissolution. For, in the first place,

no swh ami-iidment to the constitu! ion could be

madi in ilie second place, no such double-

headul government eould work through even

one session of Congress, any more than two

sjiimals could work together ii lO ploi- -h with

their heads yoked in opposite direction^

This last speech of Mr. Calhi >

important, as furnishing a key t'

and that of his political frici'l on-

uicting itself with subsequent nn

CHAPTER CXOI.

DEATH OF MR. CALHOUN: HIS EULOGIUM BY
8ENA.T0K BUTLEE.

"Mu. President : Mr. Calhoun has lived in an
eventful period of our Republic and has acted a

distinguished part. I surely do not venture too

much when I say, that his reputation foi-ms a

striking part of a glorious history. Since 1811

until this time, he has been responsibly con-

nected with the federal government. As re-

presentative, senator, cabinet minister, and Vice

President, he has been identified with the great-

est events in the political history of our coun-

try. And I hope I may be permitted to say that

he has been equal to all the duties which were
devolved upon him in the many critical junc-

tures in which he was plai il. Ilaving to act a

responsible part, he ahv.'v ^ acted a I'ecided part.

It would not become < to venture upon the

judgment which awaits his memory. That will

be formed by posterity before the impartial tri-

bunal of history. It may be that he will have
had the fate, and will have given to him the

judgment that has been awarded to Chatham.
"Mr. Calhoun was a native of South Carolina,

and was born in Abbeville district, on the 18th
March, 1782. He was of an Irish family. His
fsvtbier, ratriek Cailioun, wais born in Ireland,

and at an early age came to Pennsylvania, thence
moved to the western part of Virginia, and after

Braddock's defeat moved to South Carolina, in

1756. He and his family ^ve a name to what
is known a> the Calhoun settlement in Abbevdle
district. The mother of my colleague was a
Mi.ss Caldwell, bom in CharloUe Coun'y, Vii^
ginia. The character of his parents had no
aoubt a sensible influence on the destiny of their
'i-^tinguishcd .son. His father had energy and
aterprise, combined with perseverance and great

mental determination. His mother belonged to
a family of n>volutionary heroes. Two of her
brothers were distinguished in the Ik'volution.
Their names and achievements are not left to
tradition, but constitute a part of tho history
of the times.

" He Ijecaine a stmlent in Yale College, in
1802, and graduated two years afterwards with
distinction—as a young man of preat ability, and
with tho respi-ct and confidence of his precep-
tors und fellows. What they have said and
thought of him, would have given any man a
high reputation. It is the pure fountain of a
clear reputation. If the stream has met with
obstructions, they were such as have only shown
its beauty and majesty.
"Mr. Calhoun came into Congress at a time

of deep and exciting interest—at a crisis of great
magnitude. It was a crisis of peril to tho.8e

who had to act in it, but of subsequent glory to
the actors, and the common history of the coun-
try. The invincibility of Great Britain had be-
come a proverbial expression, and a war with
her was full of terrific issues. Mr. Calhoun
found himself at >nce in a situation of high re-

sponsibility—on( that required r.iorc than speak-
ing qualities and eloquence to fulfil it. The
spirit of the people required direction ; the
energy and crdor of youth were to be employed
in affairs requiring "the maturer qualities of a
state num. The part which Jlr. Calhoun acted

at this time, has been approved and applauded
by contemporaries, and now forms a part of the

glorious history of those tiiius.

" The names of Cay, Calhoun. Cheves, and
Lowndes, Grundy, Porter, and others, carried

a-ssociations with them that reached the heart

of the nation. Their clarion notes penetrated

the aril ,• ; they animated the people, and sus-

tained the administration of the government.
With such actors, and in such scenes—the most
eventful of our history—to say that Mr. Cal-

houn did not play a second part, is no common
praise. In debate he was equal with Randolph,

and in council he commanded the respect and
confidence of Madison. At this period of his

life he had the quality of Themistocles

—

to in-

spire confidence—\»hich, after all, is the highest

of earthly qualities : it is a mystical something

which is felt, but cannot be described. The
events of the war were brilliant and honorable

to both statesmen and soldiers, and their his-

m.iy be rend viith er.thiisia:^in find delight.

ii .,

'"
!

'"r

tr-r\

The war tcrniinated with honor ; but the mea-

sures which had to be taken, in a transition to

a peace establishment, were full of ditficulty and

.ir is
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embarrassment. Mr. Calhoun, with his usnal

intrepidity, did not hesitate to take a responsible

part. Under the influence of a broad patriotism,

he acted with an uncalculating liberality to all

the interests that were involved, and which were
biought under review of Congress. His per-

sonal adversary at this time, in his admiration

for his genius, paid Mr. Calhoun a beautiful

compliment for his noble and national senti-

ments.
" At the termination of Mr. Madison's adminis-

tration, Jfr. Calhoun had accjuired a commanding
reputation ; he was regarded as one of the sages

of the Republic. In 1817 Mr. Monroe invited

him to a place in his cabinet ; Mr. Calhoun's

friends doubted the propriety of his accepting it,

and sonifc of them thought he would put a high

reputation at hazard in this new sphere of action.

Perhaps these suggestions fired his high and
gifted intellect ; he accepted the place, and went
into the AVar Department, under circumstances

that might have appalled other men. His suc-

cess has been acknowledged ; what was com-
plex and confused, lie reduced to simplicity and

order. His organization of the War Depart-

ment, and his administration of its undefined

duties, liave made the impression of an ctithor,

having the interest of originality and the sanc-

tion of trial.

'• While he was Vice-President he was plixced

in some of the most trying scenes of any man's

life. I do not now choose to refer to any thing

that can have the elements of controversy ; but

I hopi! I may be permitted to speak of my friend

and colleague in a character in which all will

join in paying him sincere respect. As a pre-

siding oHlcer of this body, he had the undivided

respt'Ct of its members. He was punctual, me-
thodical, and accurate, and had a high regard

for the dignity of the Senate, which, as a pre-

siding officer, he endeavored to preserve and
maintain. He looked upon debate as an honor-

able contest of intellect for truth. Such a strife

hae its incidents and its trials ; but Mr. Calhoun
had, in an eminent degree, a regard for parlia-

mentary dignity and projiriety.

" Upon General Hayne's leaving the Senate to

become Governor of South Carolina, Mr. Cal-

houn resigned the Vice-Presidency, and was
elected in his place. All will now agree that

such a position was environed with difficulties

and dangers. His own State was under the ban,

and he was in the national Senate to do her

justice utider his constitutional obligations.

That part of his life posterity will review, and
will do justice to it.

"After his senatorial term had expired, he

went into retirement by his own consent. The
death of iMr. Upshur—so full of melancholy as-

sociation—made a vacancy in the State Depart-
ment : aiul it. was by the conunon consent of all

parties, that Mr. Calhoun was called to fill it.

This was a tribute of which any public man
might well be proud. It was a tribute to truth,

ability, and experience. Under Mr. Calhoun's
counsels, Texas was brought into the Union.
His name is associated with one of the most re-

markable events of history—that of one Repiib

lie being annexed to another by the voluntary

consent of both. Mr. Calhoun was but the

agent to bring about this fraternal association.

It is a conjunction under the sanction of hia

name, and by an influence exerted throiigh his

great and intrepid mind. Mr. Crlhoun's con-

nection with the Executive Department of the

government terminated with Mr. Tyler's ad-

ministration. As Secretary of State, he won
the confidence and respect of foreign ambassa-

dors, and his despatches were characterized by
clearness, sagacity, and boldness.

" He was not allowed to remain in retirement

long. Fo'' the last five years he liiis been a

member of this body, and has been engaged in

discussions that have deepl}"^ excited and agitated

the country. He has died amidst them. I had

never had any particular association with Mr,

Calhoun, imtil I became his colleague in this

body. I had looked on his fame as others had

done, and had admired his character. There are

those here who know more of him than I do.

I shall not pronounce any such judgment as

may be subject to a controversial ciiticism.

But I will sity, as a matter of justice, from my
own personal knowledge, that I never knew a

fairer man in argument or a juster man in pur-

pose. His intensity allowed of little compro-

mise. While he did not qualify his own posi-

tions to suit the temper of the times, he appre-

ciated the unmasked propositions of others. As

a senator, he commanded, the respect of tho

ablest men of the body of which he was a mem-

ber ; and I believe I may say, that where there

was no political bias to influence the judgment,

he had the confidence of his brethren. As a

statesman, Mr. Calhoun's reputation belongs to

tho history of the country, and I commit it to

his countrymen and posterity.
" In my opinion, Mr. Calhoun deserves to ofr

cupy the first rank as a parliamentary speaker,

He had always before him the dignity of pur-

pose, and he spoke to an end. From a full mind

he expressed his ideas with clearness, simplicity,

and force, and in language that seemed to be

the vehicle of his thoughts and emotions. His

thoughts leaped from his mind, like arrows from

a well-drawn bow. They had both the aim and

force of a skilful archer. He seemed to have

had little regard for ornament ; and when he

used figures of speech, they were only for illus-

tration. His manner and coimtenance were his

best language ; and in these there was an exem-

plification of what is meant by action, in that

term of the great Athenian orator and states-

man. They served to exhibit the moral eleva-

tion of tho man.
" In speaking of Mr. Calhoun as a man and a

neighbor, I hope I may speak of him in a sphere

in which all will like to contemplate him.
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Whilst he was a gentleman of striking deport-
ment, he was a man of primitive tastes and
simple manners. He had the hardy virtues and
simple tastes of a republican citizen. No one
disliked ostentation and exhibition more than
ho did. When I say ho was a good neighbor
I imply more than I have expressed. It is
summed up under the word justice. I will ven-
ture to say, that no one in his private relations
rould ever say that Mr. Calhoun tieatcd him
with injustice, or that he deceived him by pro-
fessions. His private character was charac-
terized by a beautiful propriety, and was the
exemplification of truth, justice, temperance, and
fidelity to his engagements."

CHAPTER CXCII.

MR CLAY'S PLAN OF SLAVERY COMPROMISE-
ME. BENTON'S SI^EEOII AGAINST IT- vx'
TEACTS.

Mr. Benton. It is a bill of thirty-nine sections
-forty, save one—an ominous number; and
which, with the two little bills which attend it,

is called a compromise, and is pressed upon us
as a remedy for the national calamines. Now,
all this labor of the committee, and all this
remedy, proceed upon the assumption that the
people of the United States are in a miserable,
distracted condition ; that it is their mission to
relieve this national distress, and that these
bills are the sovereign remedy for that purpose.
Now, in my opinion, all this is a mistake, both
as to the condition of the country, the mission
of the committee, and the efficacy of their reme-
dy. I do not believe in this mis/'i- and dis-
traction, and distress, and strife, of the people.
On the contrary, I believe them to be very quiet
at home, attending to their crops, such of them
£S do not mean to feed out of the public crib

;

and that they would be perfectly happy if the'
politicians would only permit them to think so.
I know of 1,0 distress in the country, no misery,
no strife, no distraction, none of those five gap-
ing wounds of which the senator from Kentucky
made enumeration on the five fingers of his left
hand, and for the healing of which, all together,
and all at once, and not one at a time, like the
little Doctor Taylor, ho has provided this capa-
cious plaster in the shape of five old bills tacked
together. I believe the senator and myself are

alike, in this, that each of us has but five fin-

gers on the left hand ; and that may account
for the limitation of the wounds. When tho
fingers gave out, they gave out; and if there
had been five more fingers, there might have
been more wounds—as many as fingers—and,
toes also. I know nothing of all these " gaping
wounds," nor of any distress in the country
since we got rid of tho Bank of the United
States, and since we got possession of the gold
currency. Since that time I have heard of no
pecuniary or business distress, no rotten cur-
rency, no expansions and contractions, no de-
ranged exchanges, no decline of public stocks
no laborers begging employment, no produce
rotting upon the hands of the farmer, no pro-
perty sacrificed at forced sales, no loss of confi-
dence, no three per centum a month interest,
no call for a bankrupt act. Never were tho
people—the business-doing and the working
people-as well off as they are to-day. As for
political distress. " it is all in my eycP It is
all among the politicians. Never were the po-
litical blessings of the country greater than at
present: civil and religious liberty eminently
enjoyed

;
life, liberty, and property protected

;

the North and the South returning to the old
belief that they were made for each other; and
peace and plenty reigning throughout the land.
This is the condition of the country—happy in
the extreme

; and I listen with amazement to
the recitals which I have heard on this floor
of strife and contention, gaping wounds and
streaming blood, distress and misery. I feel
mystified. The senator from Kentucky (Mr.
Clay), chairman of the committee, and reporter
of the bill, and its pathetic advocate, formerly
delivered us many such recitals, about the times
that the tariff was to be increased, the national
bank charter to be renewed, the deposits to bo
restored, or a bankrupt act to be passed. Ho
has been absent for some years ; and, on re-
turning among us, seems to begin where he left

off. He treats us to the old dish of distress

!

Sir, it is a mistake. There is none of it ; and
if there was, the remedy would be in the hands
of the people—in the hearts of the people—who
love their country, and mean to take care of it

—and not in the contrivances of politicians, who
mistake their own for their country's distresses.
It is all a mistake. It looks to me like a joke!
But when I recollect the imposing number of

<i|

W
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the committee, and how " distinguished " they
all were, and how they voted themselves free

from instructions, and allowed the Senate to
talk, but not to vote, while they were out, and
how long they were deliberating : when I re-

collect all these things, I am constrained to be-

lieve the committee are in earnest. And as

for the senator himself, the chaiiinan of the

committee, the perfect gravity with which he
brought forward his remedy—these bills and
the report—the pathos with which he enforced

them, and the hearty congratulations which he
addressed to the Senate, to the United States,

and all mankind on the appointment of his com-
mittee, preclude the idea of an intentional joke
on his part. In view of all this, I find myself
compelled to consider this proceeding as se-

rious, and bound to treat it parliamentarily

;

which I now proceed to do. And, in the first

place, let us see what it is the committee has

done, and what it is that it has presented to us
as the sovereign remedy for the national dis-

tempers, and which we are to swallow whole—
in the lump—all or none— under the penalty
of being treated by the organs as enemies to the

country.

Here are a parcel of old bills, which have
been lying upon our tables for some months,
and which might have been passed, each by it-

self, in some good form, long ago ; and which
have been carried out by the committee, and
brought back again, bundled into one, and al-

tered just enough to make each one worse;
and then called a compromise—where there is

nothing to compromise—and supported by a
report which cannot support itself. Here are

the California State admission bill, reported by
the committee on territories three months ago
—the two territorial government bill? reported

by the same committee at the same time—the
Texas compact bill, originated by me six years
ago, and reproduced at the present session—the
fugitive slave recovery bill, reported from the

judiciary committee at the commencement of

the session—and the slave trade suppression

bill for this District of Columbia, which is

nothing but a revival of an old Maryland law,

in force before the District was created, and
repealed by an old act of Congress. These are

the batch—five hi!!?, taken from our files al-

tered just enough to spoil each, then tacked

together, and christened a compromise, and

pressed upon the Senate as a sovereign remedy
for calamities which have no existence. This is

the presentation of the case : and now for the

case itself.

The committee has brought in five old bills,

bundled into one, and requires us to pass them.

Now, how did this committee get possession of

these bills ? I do not ask for the manual ope-

ration. I know that each senator had a copy

on his table, and might carry his copy where
he pleased ; but these bills were in the posses-

sion of the Senate, on its calendar—for discus-

sion, but not for decision, while the committee

was out. Two sets of resolutions were ^efe^

red to the committee—^but not these bills.

And I now ask for the law—the parliamentary

law—which enables a committee to consider

bills not referred to it ? to alter bills not in

their legal power or possession ? to tack bills

together which the Senate held separate on

its calendar ? to reverse the order of bills on

the calendar ? to put the hindmost before, and

the foremost behind ? to conjoin incongruities

and to conglomerate individualities ? This is

what I ask—for this is what the committee has

done
; and which, if a point of order was raised

might subject their bundle of bills to be rujed

off the docket. Sir, there is a custom—a good-

natured one—in some of our State legislatures,

to convert the last day of the session into a sort

of legislative saturnalia—a frolic—something
like barring out the master—in which all oflS-

cers are displaced, all authorities disregarded,

all rules overturned, all license tolerated, and

all business turned topsy-turvy. But then this

is only done on the last day of the session, as a

prelude to a general break-up. And the sport

is harmless, for nothing is done j and it is re-

lieved by adjournment, which immediately fol-

lows. Such license as this may be tolerated

;

for it is, at least, innocent sport—the mere play

of those " children of a larger growth " which

some poet, or philosopher, has supposed men to

hi^. And it seems to me that our committee

has imitated this play without its reason-

taken the license of the saturnalia without its

innocence—mad-> erave work of their gay sport

—produced a monster instead of a merry-an-

drew—and required us to worship what it is

our duty to kill.

I proceed to the destruction of this monster.

The California bill is made the scape-goat of all

load. First, t
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the Bins of slavery in the United States—that
California which is innocent of all these sins.

It is m .de the scape-goat ; and as this is the

first instance of an American, attempt to imi-

tate that ancient Jewish mode of expiating na-
tional sins, I will read how it was done in Je-

rusalem, to show how exactly our committee
have imitated that ancient expiatory custom.

I read from an approved volume of Jewish an-
tiquities :

" The goat being tied in the north-east comer
of the court of the temple, and his head bound
with scarlet cloth to signify sin ; the high-priest
went to him, and laid his hands on his head
and confessed over it all the iniquities of the
children of Israel, and all their transgressions
in all their sins, putting them all on the head
of the goat. After which he was given to the
person appointed to lead him away who, in the
early ages of the custom, led him into the
desert, and turned him loose to die ; but as the
goat sometimes escaped from the desert, the
expiation, in such cases, was not considered
complete ; and, to make sure of his death, the
after-custom was to lead him to a high rock
about twelve miles from Jerusalem, and pusli
him off of it backwards, to prevent his jumping
the scarlet cloth being first torn from his head!
in token that the sins of the people were taken

Its entire incompatibility with the reasons pre-
viously given for the same act. In his speechm favor of raising the committee, the senator
from Kentucky [Mr. Clay] was in favor of put-
ting the territories upon California for her own
good, for the good of California herself-as
the speedy way to get her into the Union, and
the safe way to do it, by preventing an opposi-
tion to her admission which might otherwise
defeat it altogether. This was his reason then
and he thus delivered it to the Senate

:

'

" He would say now to those who desired the
speedy admission of California, the shortest and
most expeditious way of attaining the desired
object was to include her admission in a bill
giving governments to the territories. He made
this statement because he was impelled to do sotrom what had come to his knowledge. If her
admission as a separate measure be urged an
opposition 18 created which may result in the
defeat of any bill for her admission."

away.'

This wa* the expiation of the scape-goat in
ancient Jerusalem: an innocent and helpless
animal, loaded with sins which were not his
own, and made to die for offences which he had
never committed. So of California. She is in-

nocent of all the evils of slavery in the United
States, yet they are all to be packed upon her
back, and herself sacrificed under the heavy
load. First, Utah and New Mexico are piled
upon her, each pregnant with all the transgres-
sions of the Wilmot Proviso—a double load in
itself—and enough, without further weight, to
bear down California. Utah and New Mexico
are first piled on ; and the reason given for it

by the committee is thus stated in their au-
thentic report

:

"The committee recommend to the Senate
the estabhshment of those territorial govern-
ments

; and, in order more effectually to secure
hat desirable object, they also recommend that
he bill for their establishment be incorporated
u the bill for the admission of California, and
that, united together, they both be passed.^

This is the reason given in the report: and
the first thing that strikes me, on reading it, is

These are the reasons which the senator then
gave for urging the conjunction of the State and
the territories—quickest and safest for Califor-
nia: her i niission the supreme object, and the
conjunction of the territories only a means of
helping her along and saving her. And, un-
founded as I deemed these reasons at the time,
and now know them to be, they still had the
merit of giving preference where it was due—to
the superior object—to California herself, a
State, without ^-n, a T .t i of the Union, and
suffering all th. L of tiut aaomalous condi-
tion. California was then the superior object:
the territories were incidental figures and sub-
ordinate considerations, to be made subservient
to her salvation. Now all this is reversed. The
territories take the superior place. They be-
come the object : the State the incident. They
take the first—she the second place ! And to
make sure of their welfare—make more certain
of giving governments to them—innuendo, such
governments as the committee prescribe—the
conjunction is now proposed and enforced. This
is a change of position, with a corresponding
change of reasons. Doubtless the senator from
Kentucky has a right to change his own posi
tion, and to change his reasons at the same
time

;
but he has no right to ask other senators

to change with him, or to require them to be-
lieve in two sets of reasons, each contradictory
to the other. It is my fortune to believe in

1 ^^y
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neither. I did not believe in the first set when
they were delivered ; and time has shown that

I was right. Time has disposed of the argu-

ment of speed. That reason has expired under
the lapse of time. Instead of more speedy, wo
all now know that California has been delayed
three months, waiting for this conjunction : in-

stead of defeat if she remained single, wo al)

know now that she might have been passed

singly before the committee was raised, if the

senator from Kentucky had remained on his

original ground, on my side; and every one

knows that the only danger to California now
comes from the companionship into which she

has been forced. I do not believe in either set

of reasons. I do not admit the territorial gov-

ernments to be objects of superior interest to

the admission of California. I admit them to

be objects of interest, demanding our attention,

and that at this session ; but not at the expense

of California, nor in precedence of her, nor in

conjunction with her, nor as a condition for her

admission. She has been delayed long, and is

now endangered by this attempt to couple with
her the territories, with which she has no con-

nection, and to involve lier in the Wilmot Pro-

viso question, from which she is free. The sen-

ator from Kentucky has done me the favor to

blame me for this delay. He may blame me
again when he beholds the catastrophe of his

attei'ipted conjunctions; but all mankind will

Bee that the delay is the result of his own
abandonment of the position which he originally

took with me. The other reason which the sen-

ator gave in his speech for the conjunction is

not repeated in the report—the one which ad-

dressed itself to our nervous system, and men-
aced total defeat to California if urged in a bill

by herself. He has not renewed that argument
to our fears, so portentously exhibited three

months ago ; and it may be supposed that that

danger has passed by, and that Congress is now
free. But California is not bettered by it, but

worsted. Then it was only necessary to her

salvation that she should be joined to the terri-

tories ; so said the speech. Now she is joined

to Texas also; and must be damned if not

strong enough to save Texas, and Utah, and

New Mexico, and herself into the bargain

!

United together, the report says, the bills will

be passed together. That is very well for the

report. It was natural for it to say so. Cut,

suppose they are rejected together, and in con-

sequence of being together: what is, then, the

condition of California? First, she has been
delayed three months, at great damage to her-

self, waiting the intrusive companionship of tliis

incongruous company. Then she is sunk under

its weight. Who, then, is to blame—the sena-

tor from Kentucky or the senator from Mis-

souri? And if opposition to tliis indefinite

posti)onement shall make still further delay to

California, and involve her defeat in the end

who then is to be blamed again ? I do not ask

these questions of the senator from Kentucky.

It might be unlawful to do so : for, by the law of

the land, no man is bound to criminate himself.

Mr. Clay (from his seat). I do not claim

the benefit of the law.

Mr. Benton. No; a high-spirited man will not

claim it. But the law gives him the privilege;

and, as a law-abiding and generous man, I give

him the benefit of the law whether he claims it

or not. But I think it is time for him to begin

to consider the responsibility he has incurred in

quitting his position at my side for California

single, and first, to jumble her up in this crowd,

where she is sure to meet death, come the vote

when it will. I think it is time for him to be-

gin to think about submitting to a mis-trial!

withdraw a juror, and let a venire facias de

novo be issued.

But I have another objection to this new

argument. The territorial government bills are

now the object; and to make more certain of

these bills they are put into the California bill,

to be carried safe through by it. Tliis is tiie

argument of the rejiort ; and it is a plain de-

claration that one measure is to be forced to

carry the other. This is a breach of parliamen-

tary law—that law upon the existence of which

the senator from Kentucky took an issue with

me, and failed to maintain his side of it. True,

he made a show of maintaining it—ostenta-

tiously borrowing a couple of my books from

me, in open Senate, to prove his side of the

case ; and taking good care not to oji. a them,

because he knew they would prove my side of

it. Then he quoted that bill for the " relief of

John Thompson, and for other purposes," the

reading of which had such an efl'ect uj/on the

risible susceptibilities of that part of our specta-

tors which Shakspeare measures by the quanti-

ty, and qualifies as barren I Sir, if the senator
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from Kentucky had only read m Dr. Franklin's
story of John Thompson and hia hat-sign, it

would have been something—a thing equally
pertinent as argument, and still more amusing
as anecdote. The senator, by doing that much,
admitted his obligation to maintain his side of

, the issue: by doing no more, ho confessed he
could not. And now the illegality of this con-
junction stands confessed, with the superaddi-
tion of an avowed condemnablo motive for it.

The motive is—so declared in the report-to
force one measure to carry the other— the
identical thing mentioned in all the books as
the very reason why subjects of different na-
tures should not be tacked together. I do not
repeat what I have heretofore said on this
point: it will be remembered by the Senate-
and its validity is now admitted by the attempt'
and the failure, to contest it. It is compulsory
legislation, and a flagrant breach of parliamen-
tary law, and of safe legislation. It is also u
compliment of no equivocal character to a por-
tion of the members of this Chamber. To put
tivo measures together for the avowed purpose
of forcing one to carry the other, is to propose
to force the friends of the stronger measure to
talce the weak one, under the penalty of losing
the strongei

.
It implies both that these mem-

bers cannot be trusted to vote fairly upon one
of the measures, or that an unfair vote is wanted
from them; and that they are coercible, and
ought to be coerced. This is the compliment
which the compulsory process implies, and
which IS as good as declared in this case. It is
a rough compliment, but such a one as "dis-
tinguished senators "-such as composed this
committce-may have the prerogative to offer
to the undistinguished ones : but then these un-
distinguished may have the privilege to refuse
to receive it-may refuse to sanction the impli-
cation, by refusing to vote as required-may
take the high ground that they are not coercible
that they owe allegiance, not to the committee'
but to honor and duty ; and that they can trust
themselves for an honest vote, in a bill by itself
although the committee cannot trust them'
^ut, stop

!
Is it a government or the govern-

ment which the committee propose to secure by
coercion? Is it a government, such as a ma-
jority of the Senate may agree upon ? or is it
fe government, such as a majority of the com-
auttee have prescribed? If the former, why
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no leave the Senate to free voting in a separate
bill ? If the latter, will the Senate be coerced?
will It allow a majority of the committee to
govern the Senate ?-8even to govern sixty?
Sir! It ,8 the latter-so avowed; and being the
first instance of such an avowal, it should meet
a reception which would make it the last
Mr. President: all the evils of incongruous

conjunctions are exemplified in this conjunction
of the territorial government bills with the
California State admission bill. They are sub-
jects notonly foreign to each other, but involving
different questions, and resting upon principles
of different natures. One involves the slavery

[and anti-slavery questions: the other is free
from them. One involves constitutional ques-
tions: the other does not. One is a question of
right, resting upon the constitution of the
United States and the treaty with Mexico : the
other IS a question of expediency, resting in the
discretion of Congress. One is the case of a
St^te, asking for an equality of rights with the
other States: the other is a question of terri-
tories, asking protection from States. One is a
sovereignty-the other a property. So that, at
all points, and under every aspect, the subjects
differ

;
and it is well known that there are sen-

ators here who can unite in a vote for the ad-
mission of California, who cannot unite in any
vpte for the territorial governments; and that
because these governments involve the slaven?
questions, from aU which the California bill is
free. That is the rock on which men and par-
ties split here. Some deny the power of Con-
gress in toto over the subject of slavery in ter-
ritories

: such as these can support no bill which
touches that question one way or the other.
Others admit the power, but deny the expedi
ency of its exercise. Others again claim both
the power and the exercise. Others again are
under legislative instructions-some to vote one
way, some the other. Finally, there are some
opposed to giving any governments at all to
these territories, and in favor of leaving them
to grow up of themselves into future States
Now, what are the senators, so circumstanced
to do with these bills conjoined ? Vote for all
—and call it a compromise! as if oaths, duty
consitutional obligation, and legislative instruc-'
tions, were subjects of compromise. No ! rojeo-
tion of the whole is the only course ; and to be-
gm anew, each bill by itself the only remedy
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Tho conjunction of these bills illustrates all

the evils ofjoining incoherent subjects together.

It presents a revolting enormity, of which all

tho evils go to an innocent party, which has

done all in its power to avoid them. But, not

to do tho Committee of Thirteen injustice,

I must tell that they have looked somewhat to

the interest of California in this conjunction,

and proposed a compensating advantage to her

;

of which kind consideration they are entitled to

the credit in their own words. This, then, is

what they propose for her

:

" As for California— far from feeling her
sensibility affected by her being associated with
other kindred measures—she ought to rejoice

and be highly gratified that, in entering into the
Union, she may have contributed to tho tran-
quillity and happiness of tho great family of
States, of which it is to bp hoped she may one
day be a distinguished member."

This is the compensation proposed to Califor-

nia. She is to rejoice, and be highly gratified.

She is to contribute to the tranquillity and hap-

piness of the great family of States, and thereby

become tranquil and happy herself. And she

is one day, it is hoped, to become a distin-

guished member of this confederacy. This is to

be her compensation—felicity and glory ! Pro-

spective felicity, and contingent glory. The
fel icity rural—rural felicity—from the geographi-

cal position of California—the most innocent

and invigorating kind of felicity. Tho glory

and distinction yet to be achieved. Whether
California will consider these anticipations am-
ple compensation for all the injuries of this con-

junction—the long delay, and eventual danger,

and all her sufferings at home in the mean time

—will remain for herself to say. For my part,

I would not give one hour's duration of actual

existence in this Union for a whole eternity of

such compensation ; and such, I think, will be

the opinion of California herself. Life, and pre-

sent relief from actual ills, is what she wants.

Existence and relief, is her cry ! And for these

she can find no compensation in the illusions of

contributing to the tranquillity of States which

arc already tranquil, the happiness of people

wiio are already happy, the settlement of ques-

tions in which she has no concern, and the for-

matirn of f^'-nipr-rnisos which breed new quar-

rels in assuming to settle old ones.

With these fine reasons for tacking Utah and

New Mexico to California, the committee pro
ceed to pile a new load upon her back. Texas
next appears in the committee's plan, crammed
into the California bill, with all her questions of

debt and boundary, dispute with New Mexico

division into future States, cession of territory

to the United States, amount of compensation

to be given her, thrust in along with her! A
compact with one State put into a law for tlio

life of another ! And a veto upon the admis-

sion of California given to Texas ! This is a

monstrosity of which there is no example in the

history of our legislation, and for the produc-

tion of which it is fair to iwrmit the committee

to speak for themselves.

These are the reasons of the committee, and

they present grave errors in law, both constitu-

tional and municipal, and of geography and

hist. ry. They assume a controversy between

New Mexico and Texas. No such thing. New
Mexico belongs to the United Status, and the

controversy is with the United States. Tiiey

assume there is no way to settle this control crsy

but by a compact with Texas. This is another

great mistake. There are three ways to settle

it : first, and best, by a compact ; secondly, by

a suit in the Supreme Court of tlie United

States ; thirdly, by giving a government to Jfew

Mexico according to her actual extent when the

United States acquired her, and holding on to

that until the question of title is decider!, either

amicably by compact, or legally by tlie Supreme

Court. The fundamental error of the committee

is in supposing that New Mexico is party to

this controversy with Te.xas. No such thing.

New Mexico is only the John Doe of the con-

cern. That error corrected, and all the reason-

ing of the committee falls to the ground. For

the judicial power of the United States extends

to all controversies to which the United States

are party ; and the original jurisdiction of the

Supreme Court extends to all cases to which

a State is a party. This brings the case bang

up at once within the jurisdiction of tlie Su-

preme Court, without waiting for the consent oi

Texas, or waiting for New Mexico to grow up

into a State, so as to have a suit between two

States ; and so there is no danger of collision,

as the committee suppose, and make an argu-

ment for their bill, in the danger there is *"

New Mexico from this apprehended collision.

If any takes place it will be a collision witli the
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[Jnited States, to whom the territory of New-
Mexico bclonga

; and she will know how to
prevent this coUision, first, by offering what is
not only just, but generous to Texas; and next
in defending her territory from invasion, and
her people from •violence.

These are the reasons for thrusting Texas
with all her multifarious questions, into the Ca-
lifornia bill

; and, reduced to their essence, they
argue thus

:
Utah must go in, because she binds

upon Calforniaj New Mexico must go in, be-
cause she binds upon Utah j and Texas must
go m, because she binds upon New Mexico,
And thus poor California is crammed and gorged
until she is about in tlie condition that Jonah
would have been in, if ho had swallowed the
whale, instead of the whale swallowing him.
This opens a new chapter in legislative ratio-
cination. It substitutes contiguity of territory
for congruity of matter, and makes geographical
affinities the rule of legislative conjunctions.
Upon that principle the committee might have
gone on, cramming other bills into the California
bill, all over the United States ; for all our ter-
ritory is binding in some one part upon another
Upon that principle, the District of Colun.bia
slave trade suppression bill might have been
interjected; for, though not actually binding
upon Texas, yet it binds upon land that binds
upon land that does bind upon her. So of the
fugitive slave bill. For, let the fugacious slave
run as far as he may, he must still be on land •

and that being the case, the territorial contiguity
may be established which justifies the legisla-
tive conjunction.

Mr. President, the moralist informs us that
there are some subjects too light for reason-
too grave for ridicule; and in such cases the
mere moralist may laugh or cry, as he deems
best. But not so with the legislator-his
business is not laughing or crying. Whimper-
ing, or simpering, is not hia mission. Work is
his vocation, and gravity his vein ; and in that
vein I proceed to consider this interjection of
Texas, with all her multifarious questions, into
the bowels of the California bill.

In the first place, this Texas bill is a com-
pact, depending for its validity on the consent
or Texas, and is put into the California bill as
part 01 a compromise and general settlement of
8U the slavery questions; and, of course, the
whole must stand together, or fall together.
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This gives Texas a veto upon the admission of
California. This is unconstitutional, as well as
unjust; for by the constitution, new States are
to be admitted by Congress, and tiot by another
btate

;
and, therefore, Texas should not have a

veto upon the admission of California. In the
next place, Texas presents a great many serious
questions of her own-some of them depending
upon a compact already existing with the United
Sta es, many of them concerning the United
States, one concerning New Mexico, but no one
reaching to California. She has a question of
boundary nominally with New Mexico, in reality
with the United States, as the owner of New
Mexico

;
and that might be a reason for joining

her ma bill, so far as that boundary is con-
cerned, with New Mexico; but it can be no
reason for joining her to California. The
western boundary of Texas is the point of col-
lision with New Mexico; and this plan of the
committee instead of proposing a suitable
bounaary between them adapted to localities,
or leavmg to each its actual possessions, disturlv
ing no interest, until the decision of title upon
the universal vvmdple of uti possidetis ; instead
of these obvious and natural remedies, the plan
of the committee cuts deep into the actual pos-
sessions of the United States in New Mexico-
rousmg the question which the committee pro-
fesses to avoid, the question of extending slavery
and so disturbing the whole United States. '

And here I must insist on the error of the
committee in constitutional and municipal law
before I point out their mistat in geography
and history. They treat New Mexico as having
a controversy with Texas-as being in danger
of a collision with her-and that a compact
with Texas to settle the boundary between
them IS the only way to settle that controversy
and prevent that collision. Now, all this is a
mistake. The controversy is not with New-
Mexico, but with the United States, and the
judicial power of the United States has jurisdic,
tion of It. Again, possession is title until the
right is tried

; and the United States having the
possession, may give a government at once ac-
cording to the possession ; and then wait the
decision of title.

I avoid all argument about right—the even-
tual right of Texas to any part of what was
New Mexico before the existence of Texas. I
avoid that question. Amicable settlement of
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contested claim, and not pdjudication of title, h
now my object. I need no argument from any

quarter to Hntisfy me that the Texaa qucBtions

ought to be settled. I happened to know that

before Texas was annexed, and brought in bills

and made apeechcs for that purpose at that

time. I brought in such bills six years ago,

and agam'at the present session; and whenever

presented single, either by myself or any other

person, I Khali be ready to give it a generous

consideration ; but, as part of the California bill,

I wash my hands of it.

I am against disturbing actual possession,

either that of New Mexico or of Texas ; anr",

therefore, am in favor of leaving to each al' its

population, and an ample amount of compact

and homogeneous territory. With this view,

all ray bills and plans for a divisional line be-

tween New Mexico and Texas—whether of 1844

or 1850—left to each all its settlements, all its

actual possessions, all its uncontested claim ; and

divided the remainder by a line adapted to the

geography and natural divisions of the country,

as well as suitable to the political and social

condition of the jieople themselves. This gave a

longitudinal line between them ; and the longi-

tude of 100 degrees in my bill of 1844, and 102

degrees in my bill of 1850—and both upon the

same principle of leaving possessions intact.

Texas having extended her settlements in the

mean time. The proposed line of the committee

violates all these conditions. It cuts deep and

arbitrarily into the actual possessions of New
Mexico, such as she held them before Texas had

existence ; and so conforms to no principle of

public policy, private right, territorial affinity,

or local propriety. It begins on the Rio del

Norte, twenty miles in a straight line above El

Paso, and thence, diagonally and northeast-

wardly, to the point where the Red River

crosses the longitude of 100°. Ncfw this be-

ginning, twenty miles above El Paso, is abput

three hundred miles in a straight line (near six

hundred by the windings of the river) above

the ancient line of New Mexico ; and this

diagonal line to the Red River cuts about four

hundred miles in a straight line through the

ancient New Mexican possessions, cutting olf

about seventy thousand square miles of terri-

tory from New Mexico, where there is no

slavery, and giving it to Texas where there is.

This constitutes a more serious case of tacking

than even that of sticking incongnous bilU

together, and calls for a most considerate exami-

nation of all the circiunstances it involves. I

will examine these circumstances, first making

a statement, and tl>en sustaining it by proof.

El Paso, above which the Texos boiunlury is

now proposed to be placed by the committee, is

one of the most ancient of the New Mexican

towns, and to which the Spaniards of New
Mexico retreated in the great Indian revolt in

1680, and made their stand, and t'lcnce recovered

the whole province. It was the residence of the

lieutenant-governor ofNew Mexico, and the most

southern town of the province, as Taos was the

most northeiTi. Being on the right bank of

the river, the dividing lino between the United

States and the Republic of Mexico leaves it out

of our limits, and consequently out of the present

limits of New Mexico ; but New Mexico still ex-

tends to the Rio del Norte at the Paso; and

therefore this beginnm^ line proposed by the

committee cuts into the ancient iwssession ofNew

Mexico—a possession dating from the year 1595.

That line in its course to the Red River, cuts

the river and valley of the Puerco (called Pecos

in the upper part) into two parts, leaving the

lower and larger part to Texas ; the said Rio

Puerco and its valley, from head to mouth,

having always been a part of New Mexico, and

now in its actual possession. Putting together

what is cut from the Puerco, and from the Del

Norte above and below El Paso, and it would

amount to about seventy thousand square miles,

to be taken by the committee's line from its pre-

sent and ancient possessor, and transferred to a

new claimant. This is what the new line would

do, and in doing it would raise the question ofthe

extension of slavery, and of its existence at this

time, by law, in New Mexico as a part of Texas.

To avoid all misconception, I repeat what I

have already declared, that I am not occupying

myself with the question of title as it may exist

and be eventually determined between New

Mexico and Texas ; nor am I questioning the

power of Congress to establish any line it

pleases in that quarter for the State of Texas,

with the consent of the State, and any one it

pleases for the territory of New Mexico without

her consent. I am not occupying myself with

the questions of title or power, but with the

question of possession only—and how far the

possession of New Mexico is to be disturbed, if
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disturbed at all, by the committce'a lino ; and
the t'flect of that disturbance in rousing the
slavery question in that quarter. In that point
of view the fuct of possession is every thing : for

the possessor ha.s a right to what he holds until

the question of title is decided—by law, in a
(luestion between individuals or communities in

ft Innd of law and order—or by negotiation or
arms between indeiwndent Powers. I use the
])!uuse, possession by N»)w Mexico ; but it is

only for brevity, aud to give locality to the
torni possession. New Mexico possesses no
territory; she is a territory, and belongs to
the United States ; and the United States own
her as she stood on the day of the treaty of
peace and cession between the United States
and the Republic of Mexico; and it is into that
possession that I inquire, and all which I assert
that the United States have a right to hold until
tiie question of title is decided. And to save
inquiry or doubt, and to show that the commit-
tee are totally mistaken in law in assuming the
consent of Texas to be indispensable to the
settlement of the title, I say there are three
ways to settle it ; the first and best by compact,
us I proposed before Texas was annexed, and
again by a bill of this year: next, by a suit in

the Supreme Court, under that clause in the
constitution which extends the judicial power
of the United States to all controversies to
which the United States is a party, and that
other clause which gives the Supreme Court
originaljurisdictionof all cases to which a State
is a party

: the third way is for the United
States to give a government to New Mexico ac-
cording to the territory she possessed when sh«
was ceded to the United States. These are l i

•

three ways to settle the question—one of thcij
totally dependent on the will of Texas—one
totally independent of her will—and one inde-
pendent, of her will until she chooses to go into
court. As to any thing that Texas or New
Mexico may do in taking or relinquishing pos-
session, It is all moonshine. New Mexico is a
territory of the United States. She is the pro-
perty of the United States; and she cannot
dispose of herself, or any part of herself; nor
can Texas take her or any part of her. She
IS to stand as she did the day the United States
aeqinred her; and to that point all my exami-
nations are directed.

And in that point of view it is immaterial
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what RT* the boundaries of New Mexico. The
whole of the territory obtained from Mexico,
and not rightfully belonging to a State, belongs
to the United States; and, as mich, is the pro-
pcrty of the United States, and to be attended
to accordingly. But I proceed with the posses-
mon of New Mexico, and show that it has been
actual and continuous from the conquest of the
country by Don Juan do Onato, in 1595 to the
present time. That ancient actual possession
has already been shown at the starting point of
the hne-at El Paso del Norte. I will now
show it to bo the same throughout the con-
tinuation of the lino across the Pucrco and its
valley, and at some points on the left bank of
the Del Norte below El Paso. And first, of
the Puerco River. It rises in the latitude of
Santa F6, and in its immediate neighborhood,
only ten miles from it, and running south, falls
into the Rio del Norte, about three hundred
miles on a straight lino below El Paso, and has
a valley of its own between the mountain range
on the west, which divides it from the valley of
the Del Norte, to which it is parallel, and the
high and table land on the cast called El Llano
Estacado-the Staked Plain-which divides it
from the head waters of the Red River, the
Colorado, the Brasos, and other Texian streams.
It is a long river, its head being in the latitude
of Nashville—its mouth a degree and a half
south of New Orleans. It washes the base of
the high table land, and receives no aflauents,
and has no valley on that side; on the west it
has a valley, and many bold affluents, coming
down from the mountain range (the Sierra Ob-
scura, the Sierra Blanca, and the Sierra do los
Organos), which divides it from the valley of
the upper Del Norte. It is valuable for its
length, being a thousand miles, following its
windings-from its course, which is north and
south-from the quality of its water, derived
from high mountains—from its valley, timbered
.and grassy, part prairie, good for cultivation, for
pasturage, and salt. It has two climates, cold
in the north from its altitude (seven thousand
feet)—mild in the south from its great descent,
not less than five thousand feet, and with a
general amelioration of climate over the valley
of the Del Norte from its openness on the Piist,

j

and mountain shelter on the west. It is a river
of New Mexico, and is so classified in geogra-
phy. It is an old possession of New Mexico

ilit
ir.t
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tool the most Taluablo part of it, and has many
of her towns and villafjes upon it. I .w Vegan,

QallinaB, Tecoloto Ab^jo, .Cuesta, PecoH, San
Miguel, Anton Chico, Salinas, Gran Qiiivira, are

all upon it. Some of these towns date their

origin as far back as the first conquest of the

Taos Indians, about the year 1000 ; aud some
have an historical intorost, and a special relation

to the question of title between New Mexico aud
Texas. Pecos is the old village of the Indians

of that name, famous for the sacred lire so long

kept burning there for the return of Montezuma.
Gran Quivira was a considerable mining town
under the Spaniards before the year 1080, when
it was broken up in the great Indian revolt of

that year.

San Miguel, twenty miles from Santa F6, is

the place where the Texian expedition, under
Colonel Cooke, were taken prisoners in 1841.

To all these evidences of New Mexican pos-

session of the Rio Puerco and its valley, is to

bo added the further evidence resulting from
acts of ownership in grants of land made upon
its upper part, as in New Mexico, by the superior

Spanish authorities before the revolution, and
by the Mexican local authorities since. The
lower half was ungranted, and leaves much
vacant land, and the best in the country, to the

United States.

The great pastoral lands of New Mexico are

in the valley of the Puerco, where millions of

sheep were formerly pastured, now reduced to

about two hundred thousand by the depreda-

tion of the Indians. The New Mexican inhab-

itants of the Del Norte send their flocks there

to be herded by shepherds, on shares ; and in

this way, and by taking their salt there, and in

•ddition to their towns and settlements, and
grants of lands, the New Mexicans have had
possession of the Puerco and its valley since the

year 1000—that is to say, for about one hun-
dred years before the shipwreck of La Salle, in

the bay of San Bernardo, revealed the name of

Texas to Europe and America.

These are the actual possessions of New
Mexico on the Rio Puerco. On the Rio del

Norte, as cut off by the committee's bill, there

are, the little town of Frontera, ten miles above

El Paso, a town begun opposite El Paso, San
Eleazario, twenty miles below, and some houses

lower down opposite El Presidio del Norte. Of
all these, San Eleazario is the most considerable,

having a population of some four tliouwind

souls, once a town of New Biscay, now of New
Mexico, and now the propi^rty of the United
States by avulsion. It is an island; ,ml the

main river, formerly on the north and now on
the south of the island, leaves it in New Mexico.

When Pike went thn)ugh it, it was tlio most
ntrthem town, and the frontier garrison of

New Biscay
;
and there the then lieutenant-gov-

ernor of New Mexico, who had escorted him
from El Paso, turned him over to the authorities

of a new province. It is now the most southern

town of Now Mexico, without having clianRcd

its place, but the river which disappeared from
its channel in that place, in 1752, has now
changed it to the south of the island.

I reiterate: I am not arguing title; f um
only showing possession, which is a right to re-

main in possession until title is decided. The
argument of title has often been introduced into

this question ; and a letter from President Polk

through Secretary Buchanan, has often been

read on the Texian side. Now, what 1 have to

say of that letter, so frequently referred to and

considered so conclusive, is this : that, however

potent it may have been in inducing annexation

or how much soever it may be entitled to eon

sideration in fixing the amount to be paid to

Texas for her Mexican claim, yet as an evidence

of title, 1 should pay no more regard to it tlian

to a chapter from the life and adventures of

Robinson Crusoe. Congress and the judiciary

are the authorities to decide such claims to

titles, and not Presidents and secretaries.

I rest upon the position, then, that the Rio

Puerco, and its valley, is and was a New Mexi-

can por.eession, as well as the left bank of tlie

Del Norte, from above El Paso to below tiie

mouth of the Puerco ; and that this possession

cannot be disturbed without raising the double

question, first, of actual extension of slavery

;

and, secondly, of the present legal existence of

slavery in all New Mexico east of the Rio

Grande, as a part of Texas. These are the

questions which the proposed line of the com-

mittee raise, and force us to face. They are not

questions of my seeking, but I shall not avoid

them. It is not a new question with me, this

extension of slavery in that quarter. 1 met it

1844, before the annexntion of 'IV.vns, Onm
th 10th day of June, of that year, and as pari

of a bill for a compact with Texas, and to sou Id
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nil qiiestionn with her—tho very ont«H which
now piTpiex UH-b-foro hIio wan nnncxtMl, I pro-
posed, aH orticlo V. in thu pn.jected compict:
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AiiT. V 'Tho oxiHtenco of Hlavory to he
forever pmliibited in that part of the annexed
tcrritorv which lies west of the hundicdtf. de~
grco of hmRitudo west from tho meridian of
Greenwich."

This is wliat T propoeed nix years ago, and as
one in a series of propositions to he offered to
Texas and Mexico for gettlinR ail questions
Rrowing out of the projected annexation before-
hand. They were not adopted. Inunediato an-
nexation, without ni;ard to consequences, was
the cry

;
and all temperate counsels wero set

down to British traitors, ahoiitjonists.and whigs.
Well

!
wo have to regard consequences now—

several consequences
: ono of which is this lar(,'o

extension of slavery, which the report and con-
glomerate bills of the Committee of Thirteen
force us to face. I did so six years ago, and
heard no outbreak against my opinions then.
But my opposition to the extension of slavery
dates further back than 1844—forty years fur-
ther back

; and as this is a suitable time for a
general declaration, and a sort of general con-
science delivery, I will say that my opposition
to it dates from 1804, when I was a student at
law in tho State of Tennessee, and studied the
subject of African slavery in an American book
-a Virginia book—Tucker's edition of Black-
stone's Commentaries. And here it is (holding
up a volume and reading fron. the title-page)

:

'' Blackstone'a Commentariea, with notes of
reference to the Constitution^ and laws of the
Federal Government of the United States, and
of the Commonwealth of Virginia, in five vol-
umes, with an appendix to each volume con-
taining short tracts, as appeared necessary to
form a connected view of the laws of Virginia
as a member of the Federal Union. By St
George Tucker, Professor ofLaw in the Uni-
versity of William and Mary, and one of the
Judges of the General Court in Virginia."
In this American book—this Virginia edition
of an English work-I found my principles on
the subject of slavery. Among the short tracts
'n the appendices, is one of fifty pages in the
appendix to tho first volume, second part, which
treats of the subject of African sl.-ivery in the
United States, with a total condemnation of the
institution, and a plan for its extinction in Vir-

ginia. In that work—in that school—thnt old
Virginia school which 1 was taught to rcverenco
—I found m\ principles on slavery: and adhere
to thorn.

1 mnmr in the whole es.ay, except
tho remcly—gradual emancipafion-and find in
that remedy tho danger which tho wise men of
Virgima then saw and dreaded, but resolved to
encounter, becaimo it wn^U, l^'come worse with
time: tho danger to both races from so huge an
emancipation. The men of that day wero not,
enthusiasts or fanatics: they were stntestnen
and plulosophers. They knew that the eman-
cipation of the black slave was not a mere qucs-
tion between mastei and slave-not a question
of property merely-but a question of white
and black—between races; and what was to be
the consequence to each race from a lar-e eman-
cipation.* And there the wisdom, not tlws
philanthropy, of Virginia balked fifty 3 ears ago

;

there the wisdom of America balks now. And
here I find the largest objection to theexten- . -n
ot slavery—to planting it in new regions where
It does not now exist-bestowing it on those
who have it not. The incurability (,f the ovU
i.s the greatest objection to the extension of
slavery. It is wrong for tho legislator to inflict
an evil which can bo cured : how much more to
inflict ono that is incurable, and against tho will
of the people who are to endure it for ever ! I
quarrel with no one for supposing slavery a
blessing: I deem it an evil : and would neither
adopt it nor inpose it on others. Yet I am a
slaveholder, and among the few members of
Congress who hold slaves in this District. The
French proverb tells us that nothing is new but
what has been forgotten. So of this objection
to a large emancipation. Every one sees now
that it is a qnestion of races, involving conse-^
quenccs which go to tho destruction of ono or
tho other: it was seen fifty years ago, and the
wisdom of Virginia balked at it then. It seems
to bo above human wisdom. But there is a
wisdom above human ! and to that w© must
look. In the mean time, 'lot extend the evil.

In refusing to extend slavery into these

* " It may be asked wliy not retain the blacks among eg,
and Incorporate them Into the State. Deep-rooted prejudices
entertained by tho whites; ten thousand recollections of the
blacks of the Injuries they have sustained ; new provocations •

tho real dlsHnctlons which n.".t>:r.-, hs. m:.!.; ai:d many other'
circumstances, will divide us Into parties, and produce con-
vulsions. which will probably never cud but in the exterml.
nation of one or the other tice:'—J^erson.
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seventy thousftnd square miles, I act in con-
formity notonly tomy own long-established prin-
ciples, but also in conformity to the long-estab-
lished practice of Congress, Five times in four
years did Congress refuse the prayer of Indiana
for a temporary suspension of the anti-slavery
clause of the ordinance of '87. On the 2d of
March, 1803, Mr. Randolph, of Roanoke, as
chairman of the committee to which the memo-
rial praying the suspension was referred, made
a report against it, which was concurred in by
the House. This^ is the report

:

That the rapid population of the State of
Ohio, suflHciently evinces, in the opinion of your
committee, that the labor of slaves is not neces-
sary to promote the growth and settlement of
colonies in that region. That this labor, demon-
strably the dearest of any, can only be employed
to advantage in the cultivation of products more
valuable t!ian any known to that quarter ^f the
United States: that the committee deem it
highly dangerous and inexpedient to impair a
provision wisely calculated to promote the hai>
pmess and prosperity of the north-western coun-
try, and to give strength and security to that ex-
tensive frontier. In the salutary operation of
this sagacious and benevolent restraint, it is be-
lieved that the inhabitants of Indiana will, at no
very distant day, find ample remuneration for a
temporary privation of labor and of emigra-
tion,"

This report of Jlr, Randolph was in '803:
the next year, Jlarch, 1804, a different report,

on the same prayer, was made by a committee
of which iMr. Rodney, of Delaware, was chair-
man. It recommended a suspension of the anti-

slavery clause for ten years : it was noi concur-
red in by the House. Two years afterwards,

February, 1806, a similar report, recommending
suspension for ten ^ears, was made by a com-
mittee of which Mr. Garnet*, of Virginia, was
chairman: it met the same fate—non-concur-
rence. The next year, 1807, both Houses were
tried. In February of that year, a committee
of the House, of which Mr. Parke was chair-

man, reported in favor of the indefinite suspen-
sion of the clause : the rei^rt was not concur-
red in. And in November of that year, Mr.
Franklin, of North Carolina, as chairman of a
committee of the Senate, niado a report against

the suspension, which was concurred in by the

Senate, and unaa.imousiy, as it would seem from
the journal, there being no division called for.

Thus, five times in four years, the respective

Houses of Congress refused to admit even a
temporary extension, or rather re-extension of
slavery into Indiana territory, which had been
before the ordinance of '87 a slave territory

holding many slaves at Vincennes. These five

refusals to suspend the ordinance of '87, were so
many confirmations of it. All the rest of the
action of Congress on the subject, was to the
same effect or stronger. The Missouri com-
promise lino was a curtailment of slave terri-

tory
;
the Texas annexation resolutions were

the same
; the ordinance of '87 itself, so often

confirmed by Congress, was a curtailment of

slave teu'tory—in fact, its actual abolition; for

it is certain that slavery existed in fact in the
French settlemcirts of the Illinois at tliat time •

and that the ordinance terminated it. I acted then
in conformity to the long, uniformly established
policy of Congress, as well as in conformity to
my own principles, in refusing to vote the ex-
tension of slavery, which the committee's line

would involve.

And here, it does seem to me that we, of the
present day, mistake the point of tne true objec-

tion to the extension of slavery. We look at

it as it concerns the rights, or interests, of tiie

inhabitants of the States ! and not as it may
concern the people to whom it is to be given!
and to whom it is to be an irrevocable gift—to
them, and posterity ! Mr, Randolph's report,

in the case of Indiana, took the true ground. It

looked to the interests of the people to whom
the slavery was to go, and refused them an evil,

although they begged for it.

This is a conseiiuence which the committee's

bill involves, and from which there is no escape

but in the total rejection of their plan, and the

adoption of the line which I propose—the longi-

tudinal line of 102—which, corresponding with

ancient title and actual possession, avoids the

question of slavery in either country : which,

leaving the population of each untouched, dis-

turbs no interest, and which, in splitting the

high sterile table land of the Staked Plain, con-

forms to the natural division of the country, and

leaves to each a natural fiontier, and an ample

extent of compact and homogeneous territory.

To Texas is loft all the territory dniiiied by all

the rivers which have their mouths within her

limits, whether those mouths are in the Gulf

of Mexico, the Mississippi, or the Rio (Jrande

:

to New Mexico is left the whole course of tho
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Rio Puerco and all its valley: and which, added

to tlio valley of the Del Norte, will make a

State of the first class in point of territory, sus-

ceptible of large population and wealth, and in

a compact form, capable of defence against In-

dians. The Staked Plain is the natural frontier

of both countries. It is a dividing .vail between
systems of waters and systems of countries. It

is a high, sterile plain, some sixty miles wide
upon some five hundred long, running north

and south, its western declivity abrupt, and
waslied by Ihe Puerco at its base : its eastern

broken into chasms—cafiones—from which issue

the myriad of little streams which, flowing to-

wards the rising sun, form the great rivers-

Red River, Brasos, Colorado, Nueces, which find

their outlet in the Mississippi or in the Gulf of

Mexico. It is a salient feature in North Amer-
ican geography—a table of land sixty miles

wide, five hundred long, and some thousands of

feet above the level of the sea—and sterile level,

without a shrub, a plant, or grass, and present-

ing to the traveller a horizon of its own like

tlie ocean. Without a landmark to guide the
steps of the traveller across it, the early hunters
and Iierdsmen of New Mexico staked their

course across it, and hence its name, El Llano
Estdcado—the Staked Plain. It is a natural

frontier between New Jlexico and Te^as ; and
for such a line, quieting all questions between
them, all with the United States, yielding near

two hundred thousand square miles of territory

to the United States, and putting into her hands
the means of populating and defending New
Mexico by giving lands to settlers and defend-
ers—I am ready to vote the fifteen millions

which my bill fairly and open f pioposes. For
tiie line in this bill I would not give a copper.

But it would be a great error to suppose I would
give fifteen millions for the territory in dispute
between New Mexico and Texas. That disputed
territory is only a small part of what the Texian
cession would be. It would embrace four de-
grees of latitude on the north of Texas, and a
front of a thousand miles on the Arkansas, and
would give to the United States territory indis-

pensable to her—to the population and defence
both of New Mexico and Utah, in front of both
ffhicli tiiis i)art of Texas lies.

The conmiittee, in their report, and the sena-
tor from Kentucky [Mr. Clay], in his speech,
arc impressive in their representations in favor
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of giving governments to New Mexico and the
remaining part of California. I join them in all
they say in favor of the necessity of these gov-
ernments, and *he duty of Congress to give
them. But this bill is not the way to give it.

These governments are balked by being put into
this bill. They not only impede California, but
themselves. The conjunction is an injury to
both. They mutually delay and endanger each
other. And it is no argument in favor of the
conjunction to say that the establishment of a
government for New Mexico requires the pre-
vious settlement of her eastern boundary with
Texas. That is no argument for tacking Texas,
with all her multifarious questions, even to New
Mexico, much less to California. It is indeed
very desirable lo settle that boundary, and to
settle it at once, and for ever; but it is not an
indispensability to the creation of a government
for New Mexico. We have a right to a gov-
nment according to her possession ; and that

.,e can give her, to continue till the question of
title is decided. The uli possidetis—as you
possess—is the principle to govern our legisla-

tion—the principle which gives the possessor a
right to the possession until the question of
title is decided. This principle is the same both
in national and municipal law—both in the case
of citizens or communities of the same govern-
ment and between independent nations. The
mode of decision only is different. IJctween inde-
pendent nations it is done by ni-gotiation or by
arms

: between citizens or communities of the
same government, it is done by law. Independ-
ent nations may invade and fight each other for

a boundary: citizens or communities of the
same government cannot. And the party that
shall attempt it commits a violation of law and
order

; and the government which permits such
violation is derelict of its duty.

I have now examined, so far as I propose to
do it on a motion for indefinite po.stponement
thr3 three bills which tiie committee have tacked
together—the California, Utah, New Mexico and
Texas bills. There are two other bills which I
have not mentioned, because tliey are not tacked
but only hung on ; but which belong to the sys-
tem, as it is called, and without some mention
of which, injustice would be done lo (lie com-
mittee in the presentation of their sciieme. The
fugitive slave recovery bill, and the District of

Columbia slave trade suppression bill, are parts

lu
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of the system of measures which the committee
propose, and which, taken together, are to con-

stitute a compromise, and to terminate for ever

«nd most fraternally all the dissensions of the

slavery agitation in the United States. They
apply to two out of the five gaping wounds
which the senator from Kentucky enumerated
on the five fingers of his left hand, and for heal-

ing up all which at once he had provided one
largo plaster, big enough to cover all, and effica-

cious enough to cure all ; while the President

only proposed to cure one, and that with a little

plaster, and it of no efficacy. I do not propose

to examine these two attendant or sequacious

bills, which dangle at the tail of the other three.

This is the end of the committee's labor—five
f>]d bills gathered up from our table, tacked to-

gether, and christened a compromise ! Now
compromise is a pretty phrase at all times, and
is a good thing in itself, when there happens to

be any parties to make it, any authority to en-

force it, any penalties for breaking it, or any
thing to be compromised. The compromises
of the constitution are of that kind ; and they
stand. Compromises made in court, and en-

tered of record, are of that kind; and they
stand. Compromises made by individuals on
claims to property are likewise of that charac-

ter ; and they stand. I respect all such com-
promises. But where there happens to be
nothing to be compromised, no parties to make
a comproiiiiso, no power to enforce it, no penal-

ty for its biLuch, no obligation on any one—not
even its makers—to observe it, and when no
two human beings can agree about its meaning,
then a compromise becomes ridiculous and pes-

tiferous. I have no respect for it, and eschew
it. It cannot stand, and will fell ; and in its

fall will raise up more ills than it was intended

to cure. And of this character I deem this far-

rago of incongruous matter to be, which has
been gathered up and uck together, and of-

fered to us "all or none," like "fifty-four forty."

It has none of the requisites of a compromise
and the name cannot make it so.

In the first place, there are no parties to

make a compromise. We are not in conven-
tion, but in Congress ; and I do not admit a
geographical division of parties in this chamber,
.".UlioHgh the Committee of Thirteen was funned
upon that principle—six from the South, half

a dozen from the North, and one from the bor-

1

ders of both—sitting on a ridge-pole, to keep
the balance even. The senator from Kentucky
chairman of this committee of a baker's dozen
and the illustrious progenitor of that commit
tee, sits on that ridge-pole. It is a most criti

cal position, and requires a most nice adjust-

ment of balance to preserve the equilibrium—
to keep the weight from falling on one side or

the other—something like that uf ihe Roman
emperor, in his apotheosis, who was required

to fix himself exactly in the middle of the

heavens when he went up among the gods, lest,

by leaning on one side or the other, he might

overset the universe

:

" Press not too much on any part the sphere,

Hard were the task thy weight divine to bear I

O'er the mid orb more equal shalt thou rise,

And with a juster halance fix the skies."—Luoak,

I recognize no such partief—no two halves

in this Union, separated by a ridge-pole, with a

man, or a god, sitting upon it, to keep the bal-

ance even. I know no North, and I know no

South ; and I repulse and repudiate, as a thing

to be for ever condemned, this first attempt to

establish geographical parties in this chamber,

by creating a committee formed upon that prin-

ciple. In the next place, there is no sanction

for any such compromise—no authority to en-

force it—^none to punish its violation. In the

third place, there is nothing to be compromised.

A compromise is a concession, a mutual conces-

sion of contested claims between two parties.

I know of nothing to be conceded on the part

of the slaveholding States in regard to their

slave property. Their rights are independent

of the federal government, and admitted in the

constitution—a right to hold their slaves as

property^ a right to pursue and recover them

as property, a right to it as a political element

in the weight of these States, by making five

count three in the national representation.

These are our rights by an instrument which

we are bound to respect, and I will concede

none of them, nor purchase any of them. I

never purchase as a concession what I hold as a

right, nor accept an inferior title when I al-

ready hold the highest. Even if this congeries

of bills was a compromise, in fact, I should be

opposed to it for the reasons staled. Hut the

fact itself is to me apociyplial. YVliat is it but

the case of five old bills introduced by different

members as common legislative measures-
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caught up by the senator from Kentucky, and

hLs committee, bundled toge^l >•, and then

called a compromise ! No\^', > .ystifies me.

The same bills were ordinary j.. ; Nation in the

hands of their authors ; they b?ccme a sacred

compromise in the hands of their new posses-

sors. They seemed to be of no account as laws

:

they become a national panacea as a compro-

mise. The difference seems to be in the change

of name. The poet tells us that a rose will

smell as sweet by any other name. That may
be true of roses, but not of compromises. In

the case of the compromise, the whole smell

is in the name ; and here is the proof. The
senator from Illinois (Mr. Douglass) brought in

three of these bills: they emitted no smell.

The senator from Virginia (Mr. Mason) brought

in another of them—no smell in that. The
senator from Missouri, who now speaks to the

Senate, brought in the fifth—a!t«o, no smell

about it. The olfactory nerve of the nation

never scented their existence. But no sooner

are they jumbled together, and called a com-
promise, than the nation is filled with their per-

fume. People smell it all over the land, and,

like the inhalers of certain drugs, become fran-

tic for the thing. This mystifies me ; and the

nearest that I can come to a solution of the

mystery is in the case of the two Dr. Town-
sends and their sarsaparilla root. They both
extract from the same root, but the extract is a

totally different article in the hands of the two
doctors. Produced by one it is the universal

panacea : by the other, it is of no account, and
little less than poison. Hero is what the old

doctor says of this strange difference :

"We wish it understood, because it is the
absolute truth, that S. P. Townsend's article
and Old Dr. Jacob Townsend's sarsaparilla are
heaven-wide apart, and infinitely dissimilar;
that they are unlike in every particular, having
not one single thing in common."

And accounts for the difference thus

:

" The sarsaparilla root, it is well known to
medical men, contains many medicinal proper-
ties, and some properties which are inert or
useless, and others which, if retained in prepar-
ing it for use, produce /ermewtoO'ora and acid,
which is injurious to the system. Some of the
properties of sarsap.arilJa are so volatile that
they entirely evaporate, and are lost in the pre-
paration, if they are not preserved by a scien-
lific process, known only to the experienced

in its manufacture. Moreover, those volatile
principles, which fly off in vapor, or as an ex-
halation, under heat, are the very essential med-
ical properties of the root, which give to it all
its value."

Now, all this is perfectly intelligible to me.
I understand it exactly. It shows me precise-

ly how the same root is either to be a poison or
a medicine, as it happens to be in the hands of
the old or the young doctor. This may be the

case with these bills. To me it looks like a
clue to the mystery ; but I decide nothing, and
wait patiently for the solution which the sena-

tor from Kentucky may give when he comes to

answer this part of my speech. The old doc-

tor winds up in requiring particular attention

to his name labelled on the bottle, to wit, " Old
Doctor Jacob Townsend," and not Young Doc-
tor Samuel Townsend. This shows that there

is virtue in a name when applied to the extract

of sarsaparilla root ; and there may be equal

virtue in it when applied to a compromise bill.

If so, it may show how these self-same bills are

of no force or virtue in the hands of the young
senator from Illinois (Mr. Douglass), and be-

come omnipotently efficacious in the hands of
the old senator from Kentucky.

This is the end of the grand committee's

work—five old bills tacked together, and pre-

sented as a remedy for evils which have no ex-

istence, and required to be accepted under a
penalty—the penalty of being gazetted as ene-

mies of compromise, and played at by the or-

gans ! The old one, to be sure, is dreadfully

out of tune—the strings all broken, and the

screws all loose, and discoursing most woful

music, and still requiring us to dance to it

!

And such dancing it would be !—nothing but
turn round, cross over, set-to, and back out

!

Sir, there was once a musician—we have all

read of him—who had power with his lyre (but
his instrument was spelt ly r e)—not only

over men, but over wild beasts also, and even
over stones, which he could make dance into

their places when the walls of Ilion were built.

But our old organist was none of that sort, even
in his best day ; and since the injury to his in-

strument in playing the grand national sym-
phony of the four F's—the fifty-four forty or

fight—it is so out of tune that its music will be
much more apt to scare off tame men than t s

charm wild beasts or stones.
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No, sir! no more slavery compromises.
Stick to those we have in the constitution, and
they will be stuck to ! Look at the four votes
—those four on the propositions which I sub-
mitted. No abolition of slavery in the States

:

none in the forts, arsenals, navy-yards, and
dock-yards

: none in the District of Columbia

:

no interference with the slave trade between
the States. These are the votes given on this
floor, and which are above all Congress com-
promises, because they abide the compromises
of the constitution.

The committee, besides the ordinary purpose
of legislation, that of making laws for the gov-
ernment of the people, propose another object
of a different kind, that of acting the part of na-
tional benefactors, and giving peace and happi-
ness to a miserable and distracted people—»/i-

numdo, the people of the United States. They
propose this object as the grand result and
crowning mercy of their multifarious labors.
The gravity with which the chairman of the
committee has brought forward this object in
his report, and the pathetic manner in which he
has enforced it in his speech, and the exact enu-
meration he has made of the public calamities
upon his fingers' ends, preclude the idea, as I
have heretofore intimated, of any intentional
joke to be practised upon us by that distin-
guished senator ; otherwise I might have been
tempted to believe that the eminent senator,
unbending from his serious occupations, hfid

condescended to amuse himself at our expense.
Certain it is that the conception of this restora-
tion of peace and happiness is most jocose. In
the Hi-st place, there is no contention to be re-
conciled, no distraction to be composed, no
misery to be assuaged, no lost harmony to be
restored, no lost happiness to be recovered!
And, if there was, the committee is not the par-
ty to give us these blessings. Their example
and precept do not agree. They preach con-
cord, and practise discord. They recommend
harmony to others, and disagree among them-
selves. They propose the fraternal kiss to us,

and give themselves rude rebuffs. They set us
a sad example. Scarcely is the healing report
read, and the anodyne bills, or pills, laid on our
tables, than fierce contention breaks out in the
ranks of the commHff>o Usolf Ti>/>.r „*«„„u

each other. They give and take fierce licks.

The great peacemaker himself fares badly-

stuck all over with arrowB, like the man on the
first leaf of the almanac. Here, in our presencem the very act of consummating the niarriiJ
of California with Utah, New Mexico, TexM
the fugacious slaves of the States, and the mar'
ketable slaves of this Districc-in this very act
0^" lonsummation, as in a certain wedding feast
0. old, the feast becomes a fight—the festival a
combat—and the amiable guests pummel each
other.

When his committee was formed, and him-
self safely installed a* the head of it, conqueror
and pacificator, the senator from Kentucky ap-
peared to be the happiest of mankind. We ail

remember that night. He seemed to ache with
pleasure. It was too great for continence. It
burst forth. In the fulness of his joy, and the
overflowing of his heart, he entered upon that
series of congratulations which we all remem-
ber so well, and which seemed to me to he
rather premature, and in disregard of the sage
maxim which admonishes the traveller never to
halloo till he is out of the woods. I thought so

then. I was forcibly reminded of it on Satur-
day last, when I saw that senator, after vain

efforts to compose his friends, and even remind-
ing them of what they were " threatened" with
this day—innuendo, this poor speech of mine-
gather up his beaver and quit the chamber, in a

way that seemed to say, the Lord have mercy
upon you all, for I am done with you ! But
the senator was happy that night—supremely
so. All his plans had succeeded—Committee
of Thirteen appointed—he himself its chairman
—all power put into their hands—their own
hands untied, and the hands of the Senate tied

—and the parties just ready to be bound to-

gether for ever. It was an ecstatic moment for

the senator, something like that of the heroic

Pirithous when he surveyed the preparations

for the nuptial feast—saw the company all

present, the lapithae on couches, the centaurs

on their haunches—heard the lo hymen begin-

ning to resound, and saw the beauteous Hip-

podamia, about as beauteous I suppose as Cali-

fornia, come "glittering like a star," and taite

her stand on his left hand. It was a happy

moment for Pirithous ! and in the fulness of his

feelings he might have given vent to his joy in

• ongratiilations to all the company present, to

al! the lapithoa and to all the centaurs, to all

mankind, and to all horsekind, on the auspi-
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cious event. But, oh ! the dcceitfulness of hu-

man felicity. In an instant the Bcene was
changed ! the feast a fight—the wedding festi-

yal a mortal combat—the table itself supplying

the implements of war

!

•'At first a medley flight,

Of bowls and Jars supply the flglit;

Once Implements offcasts, but now of fate."

You know how it ended. The fight broke up
the feast. The wedding was postponed. And
60 may it be with this attempted conjunction

of California with the many ill-suited spouses

which the Committee of Thirteen have provid-

ed for hei

.

Mr. President, it is time to be done with this

comedy of errors. California is suffering for

want of admission. New Mexico is suffering

for want of protection. The public business is

suffering for want of attention. The character

of Congress is suffering for want of progress in

btisiness. It is time to put an end to so many
evils ; and I have made the motion intended to

terminate them, by moving the indefinite post-

ponement of this unmanageable mass of incon-

gruous bills, each an impediment to the other,

that they may be taken up one by one, in their

proper order, to receive the decision which their

respective merits require.

CHAPTER CXCIII.

DEATH OP PEESIDENT TAYLOR.

He died in the second year of his presidency,

suddenly, and unexpectedly, of violent fever,

brought on by long exposure to the burning
heat of a fourth of July sun—noted as the

warmest of the season. lie attended the cere-

monies of the day, sitting out the speeches,

and omitting no attention which he believed

the decorum of his station required. It cost

him his life. The ceremony took place on Fri-

day : on the Tuesday following, he was dead—
the violent attack commencing soon after his

return to the presidential mansion. He was
the first President elected upon a reputation

purely military. He had been in the regular

army from early youth. Far from having ever

exercised civil office, he had never even voted

at an election, and was a major-general in the
service, at the time of his election. Palo Alto,
Resaca de la Palma, Monterey, and Buena Vista,

were his titl. 3 to popular favor—backed by ir-

reproachable private character, undoubted pa-
triotism, and established reputation for judg-
ment and firmness. His brief career showed
no deficiency of political wisdom for want of
previous political training. He came into the
administration at a time of great difficulty, and
acted up to the emergency of his position. The
slavery agitation was raging ; the Southern
manuesto had been issued : California, New
Mexico, Utah, were without governments : a
Southern Congress was in process of being
called, the very name of which implied dis-

union : a Southern convention was actually
called, and met, to consult upon disunion. He
met the whole crisis firmly, determined to do
what was right among all the States, and to
maintain the Federal Union at all hazards.
His first, and only annual message, marked out
his course. The admission of California as a
State was recommended by him, and would
avoid all questions about slavery. Leaving
Utah and New Mexico to ripen into State

governments, and then decide the question for

themselves, also avoided the question in those
territories where slavery was then extinct under
the laws of the country from which they came
to the United States. Texas had an unsettled
boundary on the side of New Mexico. Presi-

dent Taylor considered that question to be one
between the United States and New Mexico,
and not between New Mexico and Texas ; and
to be settled by the United States in some legal

and amicable way—as, by compact, by mutual
legislation, or judicial decision. Some ardent
spirits in Texas proposed to take possession of
one half of New Mexico, in virtue of a naked
pretension to it, founded in their own laws and
constitution. President Taylor would have re-

sisted that pretension, and protected New Mexi-
co in its ancient actual possession until the ques-

tion of boundary should have been settled in a
legal way. His death was a public calamity.

No man could have been more devoted to the
Union, or more opposed to the slavery agitation

;

and his position as a Southern man, and a slave-

holder—his military reputation, and his election

by a majority of the people and of the States-
would have given him a power in the settlement
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of these qiiestious which no President without
these qualiflcations could have possessed. In
the political division he classed with the whig
party, but his administration, as far as it went,
was applauded by the democracy, and promised

to be so to the end of his ofiBcial term. Dvini-

at the head of the government, a national la-

mentation bewailed his departure from life and
power, and embalmed his memory in the affeo-

tions of his country.
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ADMINISTRATION OF MILLARD FILLMORE.

' «i^i» I .

CHAPTEK OXCIV.
INAUaURATION AND CABINET OP ME. FILLMOER

Wednesday, July the tenth, witnessed the in-

auguration of Mr. Fillmore, Vice-President of
the United States, become President by the
death of President Taylor. It took place in the
Hall of the House of Representatives, in the
presence of both Houses of Congress, in con-
formity to the wish of the new President,
communicated in a message. The constitution
requires nothing of the President elect, before
entering on the duties of his station, except to
take the oath of office, faithfully to execute his
duties, and do his best to preserve, protect, and
defend the constitution; and that oath might
be taken any where, and before any magistrate
having power to administer oaths, and then
filed in the department of State ; but propriety
and custom have made it a ceremony to be pub-
licly performed, and impressively conducted.
A place on the great eastern portico of the
Capitol, where tens of thousands could witness
it. and the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
of the United States to administer the oath,
have always been the place and the magistrate
for this ceremony, in the case of Presidents
elected to the office—giving the utmost display
to it-and very suitably as in such cases there
is always a feeling of general gratification and—iia.i(!r,. i.ii. i iiimvrc, wiui great propriety,
reduced the coremony of his inasiguration to an
official act, impressively done in Congress, and

to be marked by solemnity without joy. A com-
mittee of the two Houses attended him—Messrs.
Soul6, of Louisiana, Davis, of Massachusetts, and
Underwood, of Kentucky, on the part of the
Senate

; Messrs. Winthrop, of Massachusetts,
Morse, of Louisiana, anci Morehead, of Ken-
tucky, on the part of the House ; and he was
accompanied by all the members of the late
President's cabinet. The Chief Justice of the
Circuit Court of the District of Columbia, the
venerable William Cranch, appointed fifty years
before, by President John Adams, administered
the oath; which being done, the President,
without any inaugural address, bowed, a^ re-
tired

; and the ceremony was at an erd.
The first official act of the new President was

an immediate message to the two Houses, re-
commending suitable measures to be taken by
them for the funeral of the deceased President-
saying :

" A great man has fallen among us, and a
whole country is called to an occasion of imex-
pected, deep, and general mourning.

" I recommend to the two Houses of Congress
to adopt such measures as in their discre'tion
they may deem proper, to perform with due
solemnities the funeral obsequies of Zaohary
Taylor, late President of the United States

;

and thereby to signify the great and affectionate
regard of the American people for the memory
of one whose life has been devoted to the public
service; whose career in arms has not been
surpassed in usefulness or brilliancy ; who has
been Ro recently raised by the uusoiicited voice
of the people to the highest civil authority in
the government—which he administered with
so much honor and advantage to his country

;
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and by whoso sudden death, so many hopes of
future iisefiihicHs have been bliplited for ever.
"To you, senators and representatives of a

nation in tears, I can say nothing which can al-
leviate the sorrow with which you arc oppressed.
I appeal to you to aid ine, under the trying cir-

cumstances which surround me, in the discharge
of tlio duties, from wliicli, however much I may
be oppressed by them, 1 dare not shrink ; and
T rely upon Ilini, who holds in his hands the
destinies of nations, to endow me with the re-
quisite strength for the task, and to avert from
our country the evils apprehended from the
heavy calamity which has befallen us.

"I shall most readily concur in whatever
measures tlie wisdom of the two Houses may
suggest, as befitting this deeply melancholy
occasion."

The two Houses readily complied with this

recommendation, and a solemn public funeral

was unanimously voted, and in due time, im-

pressively performed. All the members of the

late President's cabinet gave in their resigna-

tions immediately, but were requested by Presi-

dent Fillmore to retain their places until succes-

sors could be appointed ; which they (iid. In
due time, the new cabinet was constituted:

Daniel Webster, of Massachusetts, Secretary of

State ; Thomas Corwin, of Ohio, Secretary of

the Treasury ; Alexander H. II. Stuart, of Vir-

ginia, Secretary of the Interior; Charles M.
Conrad, of Louisiana, Secretary at War ; Wil-
liam A. Graham, of North Carolina, Secretary

of the Navy (succeeded by John P. Kennedy,
of jfaryland); John J. Crittenden, of Ken-
tucky, Attorney-General ; Nathan K. Hall, of

New York (succeeded by Samuel D. Hubbard,
of Connecticut).

CHAPTER CXCV.

EEJEOTION OF MR. CLAY'S PLAN OF COMPROMISE.

The Committee of Thirteen had reported in

favor of Mr. Clay's plan. It was a committee
so numerous, almost a quarter of the Senate,

that its recommendation would seem to insure

the senatorial concurrence. Not so the fact.

The incongruities were too obvious and glaring

to admit of conjunction. The subjects were too

different to admit of one vote—^yea or nay—upon
all of them together. The injustice of mixing up

the admission of California, a Slate which had
rejectf^d slavery for itself, with all the vexations
of the slave question in the territories, wa* too
apparent to subject her to the degradation of
such an association. It was evident that nc
compromise, of any kind whatever, on tlie sub-

ject of slavery, under any one of its aspects

separately, much less under all put together

could possibly be made. There was no spirit

of concession—no spirit in which there could be
giving and taking—in which a compromise could

be made. Whatever was to be done, it was
evident would be done in the ordinary spirit of

legislation, in which the majority gives law to

the minority. T'he only case in which there

was even forbearance, was in that of rejecting

the Wilniot proviso. That measure was rejected

again as heretofore, and by the votes of those

who were opposed to extending slavery into

the territories, because it was unnecessary and
inoperative—irritating to the slave States with-

out benefit to the free States—a mere work of

supererogation, of which the only fruit was to be

discontent. It was rejected, not on the principle

of non-intervention—not on the principle of

leaving to the territories to do as they pleased

on the question ; but because there had been

intervention ! because Mexican law and consti-

tution had intervened ! had abolished slavery

by law in those dominions ! which law would

remain in force, until repealed by Congress.

All that the opponents to the extension of sla-

very had to do then, was to do nothing. And
they did nothing.

The numerous measures put together in Mr.

Clay's bill were disconnected and separated.

Each measure received a separate and inde-

pendent consideration, and with a result which

showed the injustice of the attempted conjunc-

tion. United, they had received the support of

the majority of the committee : separated, and

no two were passed by the same vote : and only

four members of the whole grand committee that

voted alike on each of the measures.
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CHAPTER CXCVI.
THE ADMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA-

1
I'KOTKST OF SOUTH KUN SENATOItS : ItEMAUKS
Ul'ON IT BY MK. BENTON.

This became the " teal " question in the great
slavery agitation which disturbed Congress and
the Union, and as such was impressively pre-
sented by Mr. Calhoun in the last and moat
intensely considered speech of his life—read for
him in the Senate by Mr. Mason of Virginia.
In that speech, and at the conclusion of it, and
as the resulting consequence of the whole of it,

he said :

" It is time, senators, that there should be an
open and manly avowal on all sides, as to what
18 mtended to be done. If the question is not
now settled, it is uncertain whether it ever can
hereafter be

; and we, as the representatives of
the States of this Union, regarded as govern-
ments, should come to a distinct understanding
as to our respective views, in order to ascertain
whether the great questions at issue can be
settled or not. If you, who represent tlie
stronger portion, cannot agree to settle them on
the broad principle of justice and duty, say so;
and let the States we both represent agree to
separate and part in peace. If you are unwill-
ing that we should part in peace, tell us so, and
wo shall know what to do, when you reduce
the question to submission or resistance. If
vou remain silent, you will compell us to infer
by your acts what you intend. In that case,
tahfornia will become the test question. If
you admit her, under all the difficulties that op-
pose her admission, you compel us to infer that
you intend to exclude us from the whole of the
acquired territories, with the intention of de-
stroying irretrievably the equilibrium between
the two sections. We would be blind not to
perceive, in that case, that your real objects are
power and aggrandizement, and infatuated not to
act accordingly."

Mr. Calhoun d.ed before the bill for the ad-
mission of California was taken up : but his
principles did not die with him : and the test
question which he had proclaimed remained a
legacy to his friends. As such they took it up,
and cherished it. The bill was taken up in the
Senate, a,iid many motions made to amend, of
which the most material was by Mr. Tumey of
Tennessee, to limit the southern boundary of
the State to the latitude of 3G° 30', and to ex-

VoL. II.—49

tend the MLssouri line through to the Pw;ific, sc
as to authorize the existence of slavery in ' all
the territory south of that latitude. On this
motion the yeas and nays wore

:

n^n^fr,?^*'''"^-
Atchison, Ba<lger, Barn-

well, Bell, Berrien, Butler, Clemens, Davis of
Mississippi, Dawson, Downs, Foote, Houston,Hun er. King, Mangum, Ma,soii Morton, J'earco

Yutce—24" '

^*'^'"**'''"' '''<'"'^'' '^'"""^•y. and

'; ^*^^-^^^e««r8- Baldwin, Benton, Bradbury,
Bright, Cass, Clarke, Cooper, Davis of Massa-
chusetts, Dayton, Dickinson, Dodge of Wiscon-
sin, Dodge of Iowa, Douglass, Ewing. Felch,
Greene Hale Hamlin, Jones, Norris, Phelps
Seward, S iields, Smith, Spruance. Sturgeon
Underwood, Upham, Wales, Walker, Whitcomb
and Winthroj)—32." '

The amendments having all been disposed of,

the question was taken upon the passage of the
bill, and resulted in its favor, 34 yeas to 18
nays. The vote wa.s

:

" YEAS-Messrs. Baldwin, Bell, Benton, Brad-
bury, Bright, Cass, Chase, (Jooper, Davis of
Massachusetts, Dickinson, Dodge of AVisconsin.
Dodge of Iowa, Douglass, Ewing, Felch, Greene
Hale, Hamlin, Houston, Jones, Miller, Norris
1 helps, Seward, Shields, Smith, Spruance, Stur-
geon Underwood, Upham Wales, Walker,
V\ hitcomb, and Winthrop—34.
"Navs—Messrs. Atchison, Barnwell, Ber-

rien, Butler, Clemens, Davis of Mississippi,
Dawson Foote, Hunter, King, Mason, Jlorton,

Yu'lee-^S''''^'
^''^'***'*"' ^''"^^'' 'J'l'mey, anj

Immediately upon the passage of the bill

through the Senate, ten of the senators op-
posed to it offered a protest against it, which
was read at the secretary's table, of which the
leading points were these

:

We, the undersigned senators, deeply im-
pressed with the importance of the occasion
and with a solemn sense of the responsibility
under which we are acting, respectfully submit
the following protest against the bill admitting
California as a State into this Union, and re-
quest that it may be entered upon the Journal
of the Ssnate. We feel that it is not enough
to have resisted in debate alone a bill so fraught
with mischief to the Union and the States
which we represent, with all the resources of
argument which we possessed ; but that it is
also due to ourselves, the people whose interest
have been intrusted to our care, and to pos-
terity, which even in its most distant genera-
tions may feel its consequences, to leave in
whatever form may be most solemn and endur-
ing, memorial of the opposition which we
ha ide to this meas' and of the rcasona
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by which wo hove been governed, upon the
papes of a journal which the constitution re-
quires to bo kept so Img m the Senate may
have an existence. Wo dcsiro to place the
reasons upon which we are willing to be judged
by generations living and yet to come, for our
opposition to a bill whoso consequences may be
BO durable and portentous as to make it an ob-
ject of deep interest to all who may come after
UB.

" Wc have dissented from this bill because it

gives the sanction of law, and thus imparts
validity to the unauthorized action of a portion
of tlie inhabitants of California, by which an
odious discrimination is made against the pro-
perty of tlie fifteen siavehoiding States of the
Union, who ore thus deprived of that position
of equality which the constitution so manifestly
designs, and which constitutes the only sure
and stable foundation on which this Union can
repose.

" Because the right of the siavehoiding States
to a common and equal enjoyment of the terri-
tory of the Union has been defeated by a sys-
tem of measures which, without the authority
of precedent, of law, or of the constitution,
were manifestly contrived for that purpose, and
which Congress must sanction and adopt, should
this bill become a law.

" Because to vote for a bill passed under such
circumstances would be to agree to a principle,
which may exclude for ever hereafter, as it

docs now, the States which we represent from
all enjoyment of the common territory of tlio

Union
; t, principle which destroys the eqvial

rights of their constituents, the equality of their
States in the Confederacy, the equal dignity of
those whom they represent as men and as citi-

zens in the eye of the law, and their equal title

to the protection of the government and the
constitution.

" Because all the propositions have been re-
jected whicli have been made to obtain either
a recognition of the rights of the siavehoiding
States to a common enjoyment of all the terri-
tory of the United States, or to a fair division
of that territory between the siavehoiding and
non-slaveholding States of the Union—every
effort having failed which has been made to ob-
tain a fair division of tlie territory proposed to
be brought in as the State of California.

" But, lastly, we dissent from this bill, and
solemnly protest against its passage, because, in

sanctioning measures so contrary to former
precedent, to obvious policy, to the spiric and
intent of the constitution of the United States,
for the purpose of excluding the siavehoiding
States from the territory thus to be erected into
a State, this government in effect declares, that
the exchision of slavery from the territory of
the United States is an object so high and im-
poiLauL as to justify a disregard not only of all

the principles of sound policy, but also of the
constitution itself. Against this conclusion we
must now and for ever protest, as it is destruc-

tive of the safety and liberties of those whose
rights have been committed to our care, fatal to
the peace and eifualiiy of the States which wo
repi-esent, and must lead, if persisted in, to tlio
diamlution of that confederacy, in wliich tlie
slaveiiolding States have never sought nioru
than cqnalily^MvX in which they will not be
content to rcniuin with less."

This protest was signed by Afessrs. Mason
and Hunter, senators from Virginia; Messn).

Butler and Barnwell, senators from South Caro-

lina
; Mr. Turney, senator from Tennessee;

Mr. Pierre Soule, senator from Louisiana; Mr.
.lefl'erson Davis, senator from ^lississiiipi

; Mr.

Atchison, senator from .Mi.ssouri ; and Messrs.

Morton and Yulee, senators from Florida. It is

remarkabi ! that this protest is not on nccount

of any po\ -er exercised by Congress over the

subject of .davcry in a territory, but for the

non-exercisi: of such power, and especially for

not extendir./ the Missoin-i compromise line to

the Pacific Ocean ; and which non-extension

of that line was then cause for the dissolution

of the Union

Mr. AVinthrop, newly appointed senator from

Massachusetts, in place of Mr. Webster, ap-

pointed Secretary of State, immediately raised

the question of reception upon this protest, for

the purpose of preventing it from going upon

the Journal, where, he alleged, the only protest

that conid be entered by a senator (and that

was a sufficient one) was his peremptory "no:

"

and then said :

" Sir, does my honorable friend from Virginia

(Mr. Hunter), know that there is but one par

liamentary body in the world—so far as my
own knowledge, certainly, goes—which acknow-
ledges an inherent right in its members to enter

their protests upon the Journals ? That body

is the British House of Lords. It is the privi-

lege of every peer, as I understand it, to enter

upon the .lournals his protest against any

measure which may have been passed contrary

to his own individual views or wishes. But

what has been the practice in our own country?

You, your.*elf, Mr. President, have read to us an

authority upon this subject. It seems that in

the earliest days of our history, when there

may have been something more of a disposition

than I hope prevails among us r.ow, to copy tlie

precedents of the British goveninient, a rule

was introduced into this body for the purpose

of securing to the sen.itors of the several States

this privilege which belongs to the peers of tlie

British I'urliament. That proposition was

negatived. I know not by what majority, for

you did not read the record ; I know not by

whose votes; but that rule was rejected. It

himself, he c
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mnent, a rule

WM thus declared in the early duja of onr
history that this body HhouUi not bo aMRimilated
to the Uritish Houho of T-ords in this respect,
however it may bo in any other ; and that in-

dividual senators should not be allowed this
privilcRO which belonKS to British peers, of
gpreadinf? upon the Journals the reasons which
may have influenced their votes."

Mr. Benton spoke against the reception of the

protest, denying the right of senators to file any
reasons upon the Journal for their vote ; and
said:

" In the British IIouso of Lords, Mr. Presi-
dent, this right prevails but not in the House
of Commons ; and I will show you before I have
done that the attempt to introduce it into the
House of Common.s gave rise to altercation,
well-nigh led to bloodshed on the floor of the
House, and caused the member who attempted
to introduce it, though he asked leave to do so,

to be committed to the Tower for his presump-
tion. And I will show that wo begin the prac-
tice here at a point at which the British Parlia-
ment had arrived, long after they commenced
the business of entering the disents. It will be
my business to show that, notwithstanding the
British House of Lords in the beginning entered
the protestor's name under the word ' dissent,'
precisely as our names are entered here under
the word ' nay,' it went on until something very
different took place, and which ended in author-
izing any member who pleased to arraign the
sense of the House, and to reproach the House
whenever he pleased. Now, how came the
lords to possess this right/ It is because
every lord is a power within himself. He is

his own constituent body. He represents him-
self; and in virtue of that representation of
himself, he con constitute a representative, and
can give a proxy to any lord to vote for him on
any measure not judicial. Members of the
Fjuse of Commons cannot do it. because they
are themselves nothing but proxies and repre-
sentatives of the people. The House of Lords,
then, who have this privilege and right of enter-
ing their dissent, have it by virtue of being
themselves, each one, a power within himself, a
constituent body to himself, having inherent
rights which he derives from nobody, but which
belong to him by virtue of being a peer of
the realm

; and by virtue of that he enters his
protest on the Journal, if he pleases. It is u
privilege belonging to every lord, each for him-
self, and is an absolute privilege ; and although
the form is to ask leave of the House, yet the
House is bound to grant the leave."

Mr. Benton showed that there was no right

of protest in the members of the British House
of Commons—that the only time it was at-

tempted there was during the strifes of Charles
the First with the Parliament, and by Mr.

llydo (afterwards Lortl Clarendon), who WM
committed prisoner to the Tower for presuming
to insult the House, by proposing to set up his

judgment against the act of the IIou.se after the
House had acted. Having spoken against the
right of the senators to enter a protest on the
Journal against an act of the Senate, Mr. Ben-
ton proceeded to speak against the protest itself

and especially the concluding part of it, in which
a dissolution of the Union was hypothetically

predicated upon the admission of California.

" I now pass over what relates to the body or
matter of the protest, and come to the conclud-
ing sentence, where, sir, I see a word which I
am sorry to see, or hear used even in the heat
of debate in this chamber. It is one which I
believe I have not pronounced this session, not
even hypothetically or historically, in speaking
of every thing which has taken place. But I
find it here, and I am sorry to see it. It is

qualified, it is true
; yet I am sorry to see it

any where, and especially in a paper of such
solemn import. It is in the concluding sen-
tence :

' Aplnst this ooncliisinn we must now and ftir ever protett
asltfsdi'structlvooftlie Mfety and liberties of those wtioa«
rlRhta liavo been cdininlttnl to our care, fhtnl to the [Ksace and
equality of the States which wo repreoent, and must lead.
If persisted In, to the dUnoluUon of that confederacy In which
iho slavehoUlIng States have never sought more than an
tqualHy, and In which they will not be content to r«main
with less.'

" I grieve to see these words used with this
deliberation ; still more do I grieve to see an
application made to enter them on the Journal
of the Senate. Hypothetically they use the
words; but we all know what this word "if"
is—a great peacemaker, the poet tells us, be-
tween individuals, but, as we all know, a most
convenient introduction to a positive conclusion.
The language here is used solemnly, and the
word prot.-st is one of serious import. Protest
is a word known to the law, and always implies
authority, and one which is rarely used by in-

dividuals at all. It is a word of grave and au-
thoritative import in the English language,
which implies the testification of the truth!
and a right to testify to it ! and which is far
above any other mode of asseveration. It
comes from the Latin— /es<ori, to be a witness—protestari, to be a public witness, to publish,
avouch, and testify the truth ; and can be only
used on legal or on the most solemn occasions.
It has given a name to a great division of the
Christian family, who took the title from the
fact of their 'protesting^ against the imperial
edicts of Charles V., which put on a level with
the Holy Scriptures the traditions of the church
autl the opinions of the coninientutors. It was
a great act of protesting^ and an act of con-
science and duty. It was a proi^jr occasion to
use the word protest ; and it was used in the
face of power, and maintained through oceans
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ntil h haa foimd an irnmor-
f nw %'mou «f the Chris-

and HcM of blood
tttlity in tl«- «»im
tian family.

.
'"

' '•*? ."^^l t. vr
, fli British ItHitory—

hiatory of fHSV-.n mot,. <?Tentful in th« Bril-
IhIj annakB t.y show the ti, ' ^ttuiMpr to intro-
dnw a prtiu*t id tho IIousi of Commons—to
i^iiow y^'v, how the mon of that day- men in
whow bo»oi!)s tho love of libtitv rose higher
thi»> tewrrftell the Puritana who- sacrifices
for lAm^f ••re only («)iialled by their >/ rillces
to their hbUI^—theso men, from wlioui we
learned rh «s ii / I u, iHcr theni.sclveH to
be arraignci i,^ .. ,, i ity—rcfiisod to snller
an indictment to ije ph,, /,..! on tlieir own Jonr-
nals aRainst theniHelves. I have nhown you
that a bo(ly in whicli were sucli men as Hamp-
den, and Cromwell, and I»yin, un<l Sir Hurry
Vane, would not allow themwlves to 1h) ar-
raigned by a minority, or to be impeuched be-
fore the iwopie, and that they sent the man to
tho Tower who even asked leave to do it. This
period of British history is that of the civil
wars which (leluged Great Britain with blooil

;

and, sir, may there be no analogy to it in our
history !—may tliere be no omen in this pro-
ceeding—nothing ominous in this attempted
iniitation of one of tiie scenes which preceded
the outbreak of civil war in Great Britain. Sir,
this protest is treated by some senators as a
harmless and innocent matter ; but I cannot so
r nsider it. It is a novelty, but u portentous
«; e, and connects itself witli other novelties,
cQually i)ortentous. The Senate must bear
mth mo for a moment. I have refrained hith-
erto from alluding to the painful subject, and
would not now do it if it was not brought for-
ward in such a manner as to compel me. This
is a novelty, and it connects itself with other
novelties of a most important character. SVe
have seen lately what we have never before
seen in the history of the country—sectional
meetings of members of Congress, sectional de-
clarations by legislative bodies, sectional meet-
ings of conventions, sectional establishment of a
press here ! aiuJ now the introduction of this
protest, also sec i onal, and not only connecting
itself in time and circumstances, but connecting
itself bjr its arguments, by its facts, and by its

conclusioas vith all these sectional movements
to which I have referred. It is a sectional pro-
test.

" All of these sectional movements arc based
upon the hypothesis, that, if a cci-tain state of
things is continued, there is to be a dissolution
of the Union. Tht Wi'raot proviso, to be sure,
is now dropped, or i

- ot referred to in the pro-
test. That cau.se of -chition is dead ; but
the California bill "OU' > , i pL&v and the
system of measures r;' V' . h i* io .-(.-id to be a
part Of these, the iVim's^^ou •' California i^

now made the prnmi,.?-i:!, i: > ,,„ient p^Mn! <

that whole system, v.lieh hj ;)othctically it is

assumed may lead to a dissolution of the Union.
Sir, I cannot help looking upon this protest as

Ixdonging to the series of ncnoUies to which I
have riifurred. I cannot help (.onsiderinn it as
I»art of a sygtem—a« a link in a chain of nica-
BurcB all looking to one renult, hypotlietintjlv
to he sure, but all still looking to tho Hiinio rfJ
nxih hat of a dissolution of tho Union. Iu.s
uIIIk ting enough to witness such things out of
doors

J but to enter a solemn protest oi ..iir

Journals, looking to the contingent dissoluf; ,„
of tho Union, and that for our own arts—for iji,.

uctaofamiyority—to call uj)on us of the ma-
jor' 'v to receive our own indictment, and enter
It, \ 'hout answer, upon our own .Journals—is

certaii. ly going beyond all tho other sicnsof tho
times, and taking a most alarming step in the
progress which seems to be making in leudiriL'

to a dreadful catastrophe. ' IJiHiiolii/ion ' to In.

entered on our Journal ! What woidd our an-
cestors have thought of it? The paiKT con-
tains an enumeration of what it characterizes m
unconstitutional, uiyust, and oppressive conduct
on the part of Congress agamst the South
which, if persisted in, nuist lead to a disjoin'
tion of tho Union, and names the admission of
California as one of the worst of these meusuros.
I cannot consent to place that paper on our
Journals. I protest against it—protest in the
name of my constituents. I have made a staml
against it. It took me by surprise; hut my
spirit rose and fought. I deem it my sacred
duty to resist it—to resist the entrance upon
our Journal of a pajxir hypothetically justifying
disunion. If defeated, and the paper goes on tlio

Journal, I still wish the present age and poster-
ity to see that it was not without a struggle-
not without a stand against the portentons
measure—a stand which should mark one of
those eras in the history- of nations from which
calamitous events flow."

The reception of the protest was refused, and

the bill sent to tho House of Bepresentatives,

and readily passed ; and immediately receiving

the ajjproval of the President, the senators elect

from California, who had been long waiting

(Messrs. William M. Gwinn and John Charles

Fremont), were admitted to t'-eir scats; but

not without further and strcauotir! re 'stance.

Their credentials being presuit- r*. : h: ^ fi8,of

Mississippi, moved to refer Jicni to tne Com-

mittee on tho Judicir.ry, to report on tho law

and the facts of the case 5 which motion led to

a discussion, terminated by a call for the yeas

and nays. The yeas were 12 in number; to

wit : Messrs. Atchison, Barnwell, Berrien, But-

ler, Davis of Mississippi, Hunter, Mason, Mor-

ton, Pratt, Sebastian, Soule, Turney. Only 12

voting for the reference, and 30 against it ; the

two senators elect were then sworn in, and

took their seats.
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CHAPTKR CXCVII.

FUOITIVK 8LAVK8—OHDINANCK OF ITM : TIIK
OONHTITUTION : ACT OF IIM : ACT OF 1880.

It is of record proof tlmt the nnti-slavcry clause

in the onlinanco of 1787, could not Ihj pusHcd

until the fiigitivo Hlavo recovory cIuhho was

added to it. That anti-slavery clause, llrHt pre-

pared in the CoiigrPHs of Jie confederation by

Mr. JefFcrson in 17FI. and rejected, remained

reject. 1
1 for tliree ytiirs—until 1787 ; when ro-

ceivinf the additional clause for the recovery

of fugitives, it was unanimously pnsRed. This

ii . 'oar proof tlmt the first clause, prohibiting

slavery in the Northwest territory, could not lie

obtained without the second, authorizing the re-

covery of slaves which should take refuge in that

territory. It was a conipromiso between the

slave States and the free States, unanimously
agreed to by both parties, and foundc'd on a valu-

able consideration—one preventing the spread

of slavery over a vast extent of territory, the

other retaining the right of property in the

slaves which might llec to it. Simultaneously

with the adoption of this article in the ordi-

nan-c of 1787 was the formation of the consti-

tution of the United States—both formed at

the same time, in neighboring cities, and (it

may be said) by the same men. The Congress
sat in New York—the Federal Convention in

Philadelphia—and, while the most active mem-
bers of both were members of each, as Madison
and Hamilton, yet, from constant interchange

of opinion, the members of both bodies may be
assumed to have worked together for a com-
mon object The right to recover fugitive

i i.cs went into the constitution, as it went
Into the ordinance, simultaneously and unani-
mously

; and it may be assumed upon the facts

of the case, and all the evidence of the day, that

the constitution, no more than the ordinance,

could have been formed without 0;c fugitive

slave recovery clause contained in it. A right

to recover slaves is not only authorized by the

constitution, but 't is a right without which
there would have been no constitution, and
also no anti-slavery ordinance.

One of the early acts of Congress, as early as

Febraary, '08, wm a itatutfl to atrry into effect

eha clause in the conHtitution for the re<'liuii»>

fiou of ftigifives from Justice, and fugitivcH from

liabor ; and '. hat statute, made V>y the men who
nitido the constitution, may lie ft>.;iMrned to bo

the mcaninpr of the < .institution, aa interpreted

by men wbu had a right to know lU meaniii/.

I liat act consistid of fmr sections, all brief and
clear, and the first two of which exclusively

ajiplied t. fugitives from justice. I ho third

and fourth applied to fugitives from labor, em-
bracing apprentices as well as slaves, and apply-

ing the same rights and remedies in en( ' case:

and of these two, the third alone contains th«

whole provision for reclaiming the fugitive

—

the fourth merely containing jienulties for the

obstruction of that right. Th > third section,

then, is the only one essential to the object of

this chapter, and is in these words

:

" Tluit when a person held to labf r in any of
the United States, or in either of tlh; tcnitories
on the north-west, or south of Ohio under the
laws thereof, shall escape into an other of
said States or territories, the peiNoii to whom
such labor is due, his agent or attorney is here-
by empowered to seize or arrest sueli iugitive
from labor, and to take him or her be ire any
judge of the circuit or district courts of the
United States, residing or being with iv the
State, or before any magistrate of a c unty,
city, or town corporate, wherein such i- izure
or arrest shall be made, and upon proof to the
satisfaction of such judge or magistrate, c iher
by oral testimony, or affidavit taken befon and
certified by a magistrate of any such Stat or
territory, that the iierson so seized and arrc- ed,
doth under the laws of the State or terriory
from which he or she fied, owe service to he
person claiming him or her, it shall be the d y
of such judge or magistrate to give a certiflc te

thereof to such claimant, his agent or attorm -,

which shall bo sufficient warrant for rcmovii*
the said fugitive from labor, to the State or te ^

ritory from which he or she fied."

This act was passed on the recommendation
of President Washington, in consequence of a

case having arisen between Pennsylvania and
Virginia, which showed the want of an act of

Congress to carry the clause in the constitution

into effect. It may be held to be a fair inter-

pretation of the constitution, and by it the par-

ty claiming the service of the fugitive in any
Sidte or territory, had the right to seize his

slave wherever he saw him, and to carry him
before a judicial authority in the State ; and
upon afladavit, or oral testimony, showing his

f| I
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right, he was to receive a certificate to that
effect, by virtue of which he might carry him
back to the State from which he had fled. This
act, thu8 fully recognizing the right of the
claimant to seize his slave by mere virtue of
ownership, and then to carry him out of the
State upon a certificate, and without a trial,

was passed as good as unanimously by the
second Congress which sat under the constitu-

tion—the proceedings of the Senate showing
no division, and in the House only seven voting
against the bill, there being no separate vote on
the two parts of it, and two of these seven from
slavo States (Virginia and Maryland). It does
not appear to what part these seven objected—
whether to the fugitive slave sections, or those
which applied to fugitives from justice. Such
unanimity in its passage, by those who helped
to make the constitution, was high evidence in

its favor : the conduct of the States, and both
judiciaries, State and federal, were to the same
effect. The act was continually enforced, and
the courts decided that this right of the owner
to seize his slave, was just as large in the free

State to which he had fled as in the slave State
from which he had run away—that he might
seize, by night as well as by day, of Sundays as

well as other days ; and, also, in a house, pro-

vided no breach of the peace was committed.
The penal section in the bill was clear and
heavy, and went upon the ground of the abso-

lute right of the master to seize his slave by
his own authority wherever he saw him, and
the criminality of any obstruction or resistance

in the exercise of that right. It was in these

words

:

" That any person who shall knowingly and
wilfully obstruct or hinder such claimant, his
agent or attorney, in so seizing or arresting
such fugitive from labor, or shall rescue such
fugitive from such claimant, his agent or attor-
ney, when so arrested pursuant to the authori-
ty herein given or declared ; or shall harbor or
conceal such person after notice that he or she
was a fugitive from labor as aforesaid, shall, for
either of the said offences, forfeit and pay the
sum of five hundred dollars. Which penalty
may be recovered by and for the benefit of such
claimant, by action of debt in any court proper
to try the same, saving moreover to the person
claiming such labor or service his right of ac-
tion for or on account of the said injuries, or
cither of them."

State ofRcers, the magistrates and judges,

though not bound to act under the law of Con
gress, yet did so ; and State jails, though not
obligatory under a federal law, were freely used
for the custody of the re-captured fugitive.

This continued till a late day in most of the

free States—in all of them until after the Con-
gress of the United States engaged in tiie

slavery agitation—and in the great State of

Pennsylvania until the 20th of March, 1847:

that is to say, until a month after the time

that Mr. Calhoun brought into the Senate the

slavery resolutions, stigmatized by Mr. Benton
as " fire-brand," at the moment of their intro-

duction, and which are since involving the

Union in conflagration. Then Pennsylvania

passed the act forbidding her judicial authori-

ties to take cognizance of any fugitive slave

case—granted a habeas corpus remedy to any
fugitive arrested—denying the use of her jails

to confine any one—and repealing the six

months' slave sojourning law of 1730.

Some years before the passage of this harsh

act, and before the slavery agitation had com-

menced in Congress, to wit, 182G (which was
nine years before the commencement of the agi-

tation), Pennsylvania had passed a most liberal

law of her own, done upon the request of Mary-

land, to aid the recovery of fugitive slaves. It

was entitled, " A7i act to give effect to the Con-

stitution of the United States in reclaiming

fugitives from justice/' Such had been the

just and generous conduct of Pennsylvania to-

wards the slave States until up to the time of

passing the harsh act of 1847. Her legal right

to pass that act is admitted ; her magistrates

were not bound to act under the federal law—
her jails were not liable to be used for federal

purposes. The sojourning law of 1780 was her

own, and she had a right to repeal it. But the

whole act of '47 was the exercise of a mere

right, against the comity which is due to States

united under a common head, against moral and

social duty, against high national policy, against

the spirit in which the constitution was made,

against her own previous conduct for sixty

years ; and injurious and irritating to the peo-

ple of the slave States, and parts of it unconsti-

tutional. The denial of the intervention of lier

judicial officers, and the use of her prisons,

though an inconvenience, was not insurmount-

able, and might be remedied by Congress ; the

repeal of the act of 1780 was the radical injury,
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and for which there was no remedy in federal

legislation.

That act was passed before the !.doption of

the constitution, and while the feelings of con-

ciliation, good will, and entire justice, prevailed

among the States ; it was allowed to continue

in force near sixty years after the constitution

was made ; and was a proof of good feeling

towards all during that time. By the terms of

this act, a discrimination was established be-

tween sojourners and permanent residents, and

the element of time—the most obvious and

easy of all arbiters—was taken for the rule of

discrimination. Six months was the time al-

lowed to discriminate a sojourner from a resi-

dent ; and during that time the rights of the

owner remained complete in his slave ; after

the lapse of that time, his ownership ceased.

This six months was equally in favor of all per-

sons ; but there Avas a further and indefinite

provision in favor of members of Congress, and

of the federal government, all of whom, coming

from slave States, were allowed to retain their

ownership as long as their federal duties re-

quired them to remain in the State. Such an

act was just and wi&e, and in accordance with

the spirit of comity which should prevail among

States formed into a Union, having a common

general government, and reciprocating the rights

of citizenship. It is to be deplored that any

event ever arose to occasion the repeal of that

act. It is to be wished that a spirit would arise

to re-enact it ; and that others of the free States

should follow the example. For there were

others, and several which had similar acts, and

which have repealed them in like manner, as

Pennsylvania—under the same unhappy influ-

ences, and with the same baleful consequences.

New York, for example—her law of discrimi-

nation between the sojourner and the resident,

being the same in principle, and still more liberal

in detail, than that of Pennsylvania—allowing

nine months instead of six, to determine that

character.

This act of New York, like that of Pennsyl-

vania, continued undisturbed in the State, until

the slavery agitation took root in Congress ; and

was even so well established in the good opinion

of the people of that State, as late as thirteen

years after the commencement of that agitation,

as to be boldly sustained by the candidates for

the highest offices. Of this an eminent instance

will be given in the canvass for the governorship

of the State, in the year 1838. In that year

Mr. Marcy and Mr. Seward were the opposing

candidates, and an anti-slavery meeting, held at
_

Utica, passed a resolve to have them interro-

gated (among other things) on the point of re-

pealing the slave sojournment act. Messrs.

Gerritt Smith, and William Jay, were nomi-

nated a committee for that purpose, and fulfilled

their mission so zealously as rather to overstate

the terms of the act, using the word " importa-

tion " as applied to the coming of these slaves

with their owners, thus :
" Are you in favor of

the repeal of the law which now authorizes the

importation of slaves into this State, and their

detention here as such for the time of nine

months ? " Objecting to the substitution of

the term importation, and stating the act cor-

rectly, both the candidates answered fully in

the negative, and with reasons for their opinion.

The act was first quoted in its own terms, as

follows

:

" Any person, not being an inhabitant of this

State, who shall be travelling to or from, or

passing through this State, may bring with him
any person lawfully held b}^ him in slavery, and
may take such person with him from this State

;

but the person so held in slavery shall not re-

side or continue in this State more than nine

months ; and if such residence be continued

beyond that time, such person shall be free." •

Replying to the interrogatory, Mr. Marcy

then proceeds to give his opinion and reasons

in favor of sustaining the act, which he does

unreservedly

:

" By comparing this law with your interroga-

tory, you will perceive at once that the latter

implies much more than the former expresses.

The discrepancy between them is so great, that

I suspected, at first, that you had reference to

some other enactment which had escaped gene-

ral notice. As none, however, can be found but

the foregoing, to which the question is in any
respect applicable, there v.'ill be no mistake, I

presume, in assuming it to be the one j'ou had
in view. The deviation, in putting the question,

from what would seem to be the plain and ob-

vious course of directing the attention to the

particular law unJer consideration, by referring

to it in the very terms in whi(;l\ it is expressed,

or at least in language showing its objects and
Hraitatious, I do not impute to an intention to

create nn erroneous imprcsf^ion as to the law,

or to ascribe to it a character of odiousness

which it does not deserve
;
yet I think that it

must be conceded that your question will In-

i

iillmi
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duoe those who are not particularly acquainted
with the section of the statute to which it re-
fers, to believe that there is a law of this State
which allows a free importation of slaves into
it, without restrictions as to object, and without
limitation as to the persons who may do so

;

yet this is very far from being true. This law
does not permit any inhabitant of this State to
bring into it any person held in slavery, under
any pretence or for any object whatsoever ; nor
does it allow any person of any other State or
country to do so, except such person is actually
travelling to or from, or passing through this
State. This law, in its operation and effect, only
allows persons belonging to States or nations
where domestic slavery exists, who happen to
be travelling in this State, to be attended ],)-

their servants whom they lawfully hold in
slavery when at home, provided they do not re-
main within our territories longer than nine
months. The difference between it and the one
implied by your interrogatory is so manifest,
that it is perhaps fair to presume, that if those
by whose appointment you act in this matter
had not misapprehended its character, they
would not have instructed you to make it the
subject of one of your questions. It is so re-
stricted in its object, and that is so unexception-
able, that it can scarcely be regarded as obnox-
ious to well-founded objections when viewed
in its true light. Its refjcal would, I apprehend,
have an iryurious effect upon our intercourse
with some of the other States, and particularly
upon their business connection with our com-
mercial emporium. In addition to this, the re-
peal would have a tendency to disturb the polit-
ical harmony among the members of our con-
federacy, without producing any beneficial re-
sults to compensate for these evils. I am not
therefore in favor of it."

This is aii ;>xplicit answer, meeting the inter-

rogatory with a full negative, and impliedly re-

buking the phrase "importation," by supposing

it would not have been used if the Utica conven-
tion had understood the act. Mr. Seward an-

swered in the same spirit, and to the same effect,

only giving a little more amplitude to his excel-

lent reasons. He says

:

"Does not your inquiry give too broad a
mean ;;ig to the section? It certainly does not
confer upon any citizen of a State, or nf my
other country, or any citizen of any other State,
except the owner of slaves in another State by
virtue of the laws thereof, the right to bring
slaves into this State or detain them here under
any circumstances as such. I understand your
inquiry, therefore to mean, whether I am in
favor of a repeal of the lavv which declares, in

substance, that any person from the southern or
south-western States, who may be travelling to

or from or passing through the State, may bring
with him and take with him any person lawfully
held by him in slavery in the State from when(»
he came, provided such slaves do not r3main hero
more than nine months. The article of the con-
stitution of the United States which bears upon
the present question, declares that no person held
to service or labor in one State, under the laws
thereof, escaping to another State, shall, in con-
sequence of any law or regulation therein be
discharged from such service or labor, but such
persons shall be delivered up on claim of the par-
ty to whom such service or labor may bo due
I understand that, in the State of Massachusetts*
this provision of the constitution has been de-
cided by the courts not to include the case of a
slave brought by his master into the State and
escaping thence. But the courts of law in this
State have uniformly given a different construc-
tion to th, ?ame article (rf the constitution, and
have alwajs decided that it does embrace the
case of a slave brought by his master into this
State, and escaping from him here. Conse-
quently, under this judicial construction of the
constitution, and without, and in defiance of any
law or regulation of this State, if the slave es-
cape from his master in this State, he must be
restored to him, when claimed at any time dur-
ing his master's temporary sojournment within
the State, whether that sojournment be six
months, nine months, or longer. It is not for
me to say that this decision is erroneous, nor is

it for our legislature. Acting under its au-
thority, they passed the law to which you ob-
ject, for the purpose, not of conferring new
powers or privileges on the slave-owner, but to
prevent his abuse of that which the constitution
of the United States, thus expounded, secures to
him. The law, as I understand it, was intended
to fix a period of time as a test of transient pas-
sage through, or temporary residence in the
State, within the provisions of the constitution.
The dur.ation of nine months is not material in
the question, and if it be unnecessarily long,
may and ought to be abridged. But, if no such
law existed, the right of the master (under the
construction of the constitution before men-
tioned) would be indefinite, and the slave must
be surrendered to him in all cases of travelling
through, or passage to or from the State. If I

have correctly apprehended the subject, this law
is not one conferring a right upon any person to
import slaves into the State, and hold them hero
as such ; but is an attempt at restriction upon
the constitutional right of the master ; a quali-
fication, or at least a definition of it. and is in
favor of the slave. Its repeal, tliereforc, would
have the ellect to put in greater jeopardv tlie

class of persons you propose to benefit i>y it.

While the construction of the constitution
adopted here is maintained, the law, it would
seem, ougiit to rciiiain upon our siutuie book,
not as an encroachinent upon the rights of maUj
but a protection for them.
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" But, gentlemen, being desirous to be entirely-
candid in this communication, it is proper I
should add, that I am not convinced it would be
either wise, expedient or humane, to declare to
our fellow-citizens of the southern and south-
western States, that if they travel to or from, or
pass through the State of New York, they shall
not bring with them the attendants whom cus-
tom, or education, or habit, may have rendered
necessary to them. I have not been able to dis-
cover any good object to be attained by such an
act of inhospitality. It certainly can work no
injury to us, nor can it be injurious to the im-
fortunate beings held in bondage, to permit
them, once perhaps in their lives, and at most,
on occasions few and far between, to visit a coun-
try where slavery is unknown. I can even con-
ceive of benefits to the groat cause of human
liberty, from the cultivation of this intercourse
with the South. I can imagine but one ground
of objection, which is, that it may be regarded
as an implication that this State sanctions sla-
very. If this objection were well grounded, I
should at once condemn the law. But, in truth
the law does not imply any such sanction. The
same statute which, in necessary obedience to
the constitution of the United States as ex-
pounded, declares the exception, condemns, in
the most clear and definite terms, all human
bondage. I will not press the considerations
flowing from the nature of our Union, and the
mutual concessions on which it was founded,
against the propriety of such an exclusion as
your question contemplates, apparently for the
purpose only of avoiding an implication not
founded in fact, and which the history of our
State so nobly contradicts. It is sufficient to
say that such an exclusion could have no good
eft'ect practically, and would accomplish nothing
in the great cause of human liberty.'

These answers do not seem to have affected

the electron in any way. Mr. Seward was
elected, each candidate receiving the full vote

of his party. Since that time the act has been
repealed, and no voice has yet been raised to re-

store it. Just and meritorious as were the an-

swers of Messrs. Marcy and Seward in favor of

sustaining the sojourning act, their voice in fa-

vor of its restoration would be still more so

now. It was a measure in the very spirit of

the constitution, and in the very nature of a
union, and in full harmony with the spirit of

cdnccssion, deference and good-will in which
the constitution was founded. Several other
States had acts to the same effect, and the

temper of the people in all the free States

was accordant. Il was not until after the

slavery question became a subject of political

agitation, in the national legislature, that these

acts were repealed, and this spirit destroyed.

Political agitation has done all the mischief.

The act of Pennsylvania, of March 3d, 1847,
besides repealing the slave sojournment act of

1780—(an act made in the time of Dr. Franklin,

and which had been on her statute-book near
seventy years), besides repealing her recent act

of 1826, and besides forbidding the use of her
prisons, and the intervention of her officers in

the recovery of fugitive slaves—besides all this,

went on to make positive enactments to pre-

vent the exercise of the rights of forcible re-

caption of fugitive slaves, as regulated by the

»ct of Congress, under the clause in the consti-.

tuv.on; and for that purpofiO contained this

section

:

" That if any perse." or persons claiming any
negro or mulatto, as fugitive from servitude or
labor, shall, under any pretence of authority
whatever, violently and tumultuously seize upon
and carry away in a riotous, violent, and tumul-
tuous manner, and so as to disturb and endan-
ger the public peace, any negro or mulatto with-
in this commonwealth, either with or without
the intention of taking such negro or mulatto
before any district or circuit judge, the person
or persons so offending against the peace of this
commonwealth, shall bo deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor ; and ou conviction tliereot; shall be
sentenced to pay a fine of not less than one
hundred nor more than two thousand dollars

;

and, further, be confined in the county jail for
any period not exceeding three months, at the
discretion of the court."

The granting of the habeas corpus writ to

any fugitive slave completed the enactments of
this statute, which thus carried out, to the full,

the ample intimations contained in its title,

to wit: ".4n act to prevent kidnapping, pre-
serve the public peace, prohibit the exercise of
certain powers heretofore exerciaed by judges,
justices of the peace, aldermen, and jailers in
this commomcealth ; and, to repeal certain

slave laws." This act made a new starting-

point in the anti-slavery movements North, as

the resolutions of Jlr. Calhoun, of the previous

month, made a new starting-point in the pro-

slavery movements in the South. The first led

to the new fugitive slave recovery act of 1850—
the other has led to the abrogation of the Mis-
souri Compromise line ; and, between the two.

the state of tilings has been produced which
now afflicts and distracts the country, and is

working a sectional divorce of the States.

!''
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A citizen of Maryland, acting under the fede-
ral law of '93, in recapturing his slave in Penn-
sylvania, was prosecuted under the State act of
1826—convicted—and sentenced to its penalties.
The constitutionality of this enactment was in
vain plead in the Pennsylvania court; but her
authorities acted in the spirit of deference and
respect to the authorities of the Union, and con-
curred in an ''agreed case," to be carried before
the Supreme Court of the United States, to test
the constitutionality of the Pennsylvania law.
That court decided fully and promptly all the
points in the case, and to the full vindication of
all the rights of a slaveholder, under the recap-
tion clause in the constitution. The points de-
cided cover the whMe ground, and, besides,
show precisely in what particular the act of
1793 required to be amended, to make it work
out its complete effect under the constitution,

independent of all extrinsic aid. The points
were these

:

, JiP''P™^'^'""^o''t'>e act of 12th of February,
1793, relative to fugitive slaves, is clearly consti-
tutional in all its leading provisions, and, indeed,
with the exception of that part which confers
authority on State magistntes, is free from
reasonable doubt or difficulty. As to the au-
thority so conferred on State magistrates, while
a difference of opinion exists, aud may exist on
this point, in different States, whether State
magistrates are bound to act under it, none is
entertained by the court, that State magistrates
may, if they choose, exercise that autiiority, un-
less forbid by State legislation." " The power
of legislation in relation to fugitives from
labor IS exclusive in the national legislature."
the right to seize and retake fugitive slaves

and the duty to deliver them up, in whatever
State of the Union they may be found, is under
the constitution recognized as an absolute, posi-
tive right and duty, pervading the whole Union
with an equal and supreme force, uncontr;\led
and uncontrollable by State sovereignty or
State legislation. The right and duty are co-
extensive and uniform in remedy and oijeration
throughout the whole Union. The owner has
the same exemption fi-om State regulations and
control, through however many States he may
pass with the fugitive slaves in his possession in
transitu to his domicil." " The act of the legis-
lature of Pennsylvania, on whicli the indictment
against Edward Prigg was founded. f(;r carrying
away a fugitive slave, is unconstitutional and
void. It purports to punish, as a pui>iic odence
against the State, the very act of seizing and re-
moving a slave by his ma.ster, which tlie consti-
tution of the LnitfJ States was (ifeigiifd lo jus-

i

tify and uphold." '• The constitutionality of
the act of Congress (17U3), relating to fugitives

from labor, has been affirmed by the adjudica-
tions of the State tribunals, and by those of th«
courts of the United States."

This decision of the Supreme Court—so clear
and full—was further valuable in making visi

ble to the legislative authority what was want-
ing to give efficacy to the act of 1793; it was
nothing but to substitute federal commissioners
for the State officers forbidden to act under it

and that substitution might have been accom-
plished in an amendatory bill of three or four
lines—leaving all the rest of the act as it was.
Unfortunately Congress did not limit itself to
an amendment of the act of 1793 ; it made a
new law—long and complex—and striking the
public mind as a novelty. It was early in the
session of 1849-'50 that the Judiciary Commit-
tee of the Senate reported a bill on the subject;
it was a bill long and complex, and distasteful to
all .sides of the chamber, and lay upon the table
six months untouched. It was taken up in the
last weeks of a nine months' session, and substi-
tuted by -mother bill, still longer and more com-
plex. This bill also was very distasteful to
the Senate (the majority), and had the singular
fate of being supported in its details, and pa.'^sed

into law, with less than a quorum of the body
in its fiivor, and without ever receiving the full

senatorial vote of the slave States. The mate-
rial votes upon it, before it was passed, were on
propositions to give the fugitive a jury trial if

he desired it, upon the question of his condition
—free or slave ; and upon the question of giving
him the benefit of the writ of habeas curpiis.

The first of these propositions originated with
Mr. "Webster, but was offered in his absence by
Mr, Dayton, of New Jersey. He (Mr. Web-
ster) drew up a brief bill early in the session,

to supply the defect found in the working of the

act of '93
; it was short and simple ; but it con-

tained a proviso in f^ivor of a jury trial when
the fugitive denied his servitude. That would
have been about always ; and this jury trial,

besides being incompatible with the constitu-

tion, and contradictory to all cases of proceed-
ing against fugitives, would have been pretty

sure lo have been fatal to the pursuer's claim;
and certainly both expensive and troublesome
to him. It was contrary to the act of 1793, and
contrary to the whole cstablisiiud course of re-

claiming fugitives, which is always to carry

them back to the place from which they ficd
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to be tried. Thus, if a man commits an offence

in one country, and flies to another, he is car-

ried back ; so, if he flies from one State to an-

other ; and so in all the extradition treaties

between foreign nations. All are corried back

to the place from which they fled, the only con-

dition being to establish the flight and the

probable cause ; and that in the case of fugitives

from labor, as well as from justice, both of

which classes are put together in the constitu-

tion of the United States, and in the fugitive act

of 1793. The proposition was rejected by a

vote of elevn to twenty-seven. The yeas were

:

Messrs. Davis of Massachusetts, Dayton, Dod<>e

of Wisconsin, Greene, Hamlin, Phelps, Smith,

Upham, Walker of Wisconsin, and Winthrop.

The nays were : Messrs. Atchison, Badger,

Barnwell, Bell, Benton, Berrien, Butler, Cass,

Davis of Mississippi, Dawson, Dodge of Iowa,

Downs, Houston, Jones of Iowa, King, Man-
gum, Mason, Morton, Pratt of Maryland, Rusk,

Sebastian, Soule^ Sturgeon, Turney, Underwood,

Wales, Yulee. The motion in favor of granting

the benefit of the writ of habeas corpus to the

fugitive was made by Mr. Winthrop, and reject-

ed by the ibame vote of eleven yeas and twenty-

seven nays. Other amendments were offered

and disposed of, and the question coming on the

passing of the bill, Mr. Cass, in speaking his

own sentiments in favor of merely amending the

act of 1793, also spoke the sentiments of many
others, saying

:

" When this subject was before the compro-
mise committee, there was a general wish, and
in that I fully concurred, that the main feature?

of the act of 1793 upon this subject, so far as

they were applicable, should be preserved, and
that such changes as experience has shown to be
necessary to a fair and just enforcement of the
provisions of the constitution for the surrender
of fugitive slaves, should be introduced by way
of amendment. That law was approved by
Washington, and has now been in force for sixty

years, and lays down, among others, four gene-
ral principles, to wh'ch I am prepared to ad-

here : 1. The right of the master to arrest his

fugitive slave where 'cr he may find him. 2.

His duty to carrv him before a magistrate in

the State where he is arrested, and that claim
may be adjudged by him. 3. The duty of the
magistrate to examine the claim, and to decide

it, like other examining magistrates, without a
jury, and then to commit him to the custody of

the master. 4. The right of the master then to

remove the slave to his residence. At the time
this law was passed, every justice of the peace

throughout the Union was required to execute
the duties under it. Since then, as we all know,
the Supreme Court has decided that justices of

the peace cannot be called upon to execute this

law, and the consequence is, that they have al-

most every where refused to do so. The mas-
ter seeking his slave found his remedy a good
one at the time, but now very ineffectual ; and
this defect is one that imperiously requires a
remedy. And this remedy I am willing to pro-

vide, fairly and honestly, and to make such
other provisions as may be proper and neces-

sary. But I desire for myself that the original

act should remain upon the statute book, and
that the changes shown to be necessary should
bo made by way of amendment."

The vote on the passing of the bill was 27 to

12, the yeas being : Messrs. Atchison, Badger,

Barnwell, Bell, Berrien, Butler, Davis of Miss.,

Dawson, Dodge of Iowa, Downs, Foote, Hous-

ton, Hunter, Jones of Iowa, King, Mangum,
Mason, Pearce, Rusk, Sebastian, Soule, Spru-

ance. Sturgeon, Turney, Underwood, Wales, and

Yulee. The nays were : Messrs. Baldwin, Brad-

bury, Cooper, Davis of Mass., Dayton, Dodge
of Wisconsin, Greene of Rhode Island, Smith,

Upham, Walker, and Winthrop. Above twenty

senators did not vote at all upon the bill, of

whom Mr. Benton was one. Nearly the whole

of these twenty would have voted for an amend-

ment to the act of 1793, supplying federal ofli-

cers in place of the State officers who were to

assist in its execution. Some three or four lines

would have done that ; but instead of this brief

enactment to give effect to an ancient and well-

known law, there was a long bill of ten sec-

tions, giving the aspect of a new law ; and with

I

such nmltiplied and complex provisions as to

1 render the act inexecutable, except at a cost and

trouble which would render the recovery of lit-

! tie or no value ; and to be attended with an ar-

I

ray and machinery which would excite dis-

': turbance, and scenes of force and violence, and

render the law odious. It passed the House,

and became a law, and has verified all the ob-

jections taken to it.

Mr. Benton did not speak upon this bill at the

I time of :ts passage ; he had done that before, in

a previous stage of the question, and when Mr
Clay proposed to m.ako it a part of his com
promise measures. He (Mr. Benton) was op

posed to confounding an old subject of constitu

tional obligation with new and questionable sub

,
jects, and was ready to give the subject an inde

I

hi

m

I
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pendent consideration, and to vote for any bill

that should be eflacient and satisfactory. He
said:

"We have a bill now—an independent one—
for the recovery of these slaves. It is one of
the oldest on the calendar, and warmly pressed
at the commencement of the session. It must
be about ripe for decision by this time. I am
ready to vote upon it, and to vote any thing un-
der the constitution which will be efficient and
satisfactory. It is the only point, in my opin-
ion, at which any of the non-slaveholding States,
as States, have given just cause of complaint to
the slaveholding States. I leave out individuals
and societies, and speak of States in their corpo-
rate capacity ; and say, this afliiir of the run-
away slaves is the only case in which any of
the non-slaveholding States, in my opinion, have
given just cause of complaint to the slaveholding
States. But, how is it here ? Any refusal on
the part of the northern members to legislate
the remedy ? We have heard many of them
declare their opinions; and I see no line of
east and west dividing the north from the south
in these opinions. I see no geographical boun-
dary dividing northern and southern opinions.
I see no diversity of opinion but such as occurs
in ordinary measures before Congress. For one
I nm ready to vote at once for the passage of a
fugitive slavery recovery bill ; but it uuist be
as a separate and independent measure."

Air. Benton voted upon the amendments, and
to make the bill efficient and satisfactory ; but
failed to make it either, and would neither vote
for it nor against it. It has been worth but lit-

tle to the slave States in recovering their pro-
perty, and has been annoying to the free States
from the manner of its execution, and is con-
sidered a new act, though founded upon that
of '93, which is lost and hid under it. The won-
der is how such an act came to pass, even by so
lean a vote as it received—for it was voted for

by less than the number of senators from the
slave States alone. It is a wonder how it passed
at all, and the wonder increases on knowing that,

of the small number that voted for it, many
were against it, and merely went along with
those who had constituted themselves the partic-

ular guardians of the rights of the slave States,

and claimed a lead in all that concerned them.
Those self-constituted guardians were permit-

ted to have their own way ; some voting with
them unwillingly, others not voting at all. It

w.'i-'s a purt of the j/lan of '• euiiipi-omisc and pa-
cification," which was then deemed essential to

save the Union : and under the fear of danger

to the Union on one hand, and the charms of
pacification and compromise on the other, a few
heated spirits got the control, and had things
their own way. Under other circumstances—
in any season of quiet and tranquillity— the
vote of Congress would liave been almost gen-
eral against the complex, cumbersome, expen-
sive, annoying, and ineffective bi!l that was
passed, and in favor of the act (with the neces-

sary amendment) which Washington recom-
mended and signed—which State and Federal
judiciaries had sanctioned—which the people
had lived under for nearly sixty years, and
against which there was no complaint until
slavery agitation had become a political game to
be played at by parties from both sides of the
Union. All public men disavow that game.
All profess patriotism. All applaud the patriotic

spirit of our ancestors. Then imitate that spirit.

Do as these patriotic fathers did—the free States
by reviving the sojournment laws which gave
safety to the slave property of their fullow-citi-

zens of other States passing through them—the
slave States by acting in the spirit of those who
enacted the anti-slavery ordinance of 1787, and
the Missouri Compromise line of 1820. New
York and Pennsylvania are the SUtes to begin,

and to revive the sojournment laws which were
in force within them for half a centuiy. The
man who would stand up in each of these States

and propose the revival of these acts, for the

same reasons that Messrs. Marcy and Seward
opposed their repeal, would give a proof of pa-

triotism which would entitle him to be classed

with our patriotic ancestors.

CHAPTER CXCVIII.

DISUNION MOVEMENTS: SOUTHERN PRESS AT
WASHINGTON: SOUTHERN CONVENTION AT
NASHVILLE: SOUTHEliN CONGRESS CALLED
FOR BY SOUTH CAROLINA AND MISSISSIPPL

"When the future historian nhall address
himself to the task ofportrdijing tite rise, pro-
gress, and decline of the American Union, the
year 1850 will arrest his attention, as dejioting
and presenting thefirst marshalling and ar-
raying of those hostile forrra and opposing
elements which resulted in dissolution ; and
the world will have another illustration of the
great truth, t/iat forms and modes of goveru'
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ment, however correct in theory, are only val-

uable as they conduce to the great ends of all

government—the peace, quiet, and conscious
security of the governed."

So wrote a leailing South Carolina paper on

the flret day of January, 1850—and not without

a knowledge of what it was saying. All that

was said wrs attempted, and the catastrophe

alone was wanting to complete the task assigned

to the future historian.

The manifesto of the forty-two memhers
from the slave States, issued in 1849, was not

a brutum,fulmcn, nor intended to be so. It

was mtendcd for action, and was the commence-
ment of action ; and regular steps for the separa-

tion ofthe slave from the free States immediately

began under it. An organ of disunion, entitled

" The Southern Press," was set up at Washing-
ton, established upon a contribution of .^30,000

from the signers to the Southern manifesto, and
their ardent adherents—its daily occupation to

inculcate the advantages of disunion, to promote
it by inflaming the South against the North, and
to prepare it by organizing a Southern concert

of action. Southern cities were to recover their

colonial superiority in a state of sectional inde-

pendence; the ships of all nations were to

crowd their ports to carry off their rich staples,

and bring back ample returns ; Great Britain

was to be the ally of the new " United States

South;" all the slave States were expected to

join, but the new confederacy to begin with the

South Atlantic States, or even a part of them
;

and military preparation was to be made to

maintain by force what a Southern convention

should decree. That convention was called

—

the same which had been designated in the first

manifesto, entitled The Crisis, published in

the Charleston Mercury in 1835 ; and the same
which had been repulsed from Nashville in 1844.

Fifteen years of assiduous labor produced what
could not be started in 1835, and what had been

repulsed in 1844. A disunion convention met
at Nashville ! met at the home of Jackson, but
after the grave had become his home.

This convention (assuming to represent seven

States) took the decisive step, so far as it de-

pended upon itself, towards a separation of the

States. It invited the assembling of in.
" South-

cm Congress." Two States alone responded to

that appeal—South Carolina and Mississippi;

and the legislatures of these two passed solemn

acts to carry it into effect—South Carolina ab-

solutely, by electing her quota of representa-

tives to the proposed congress ; Mississippi pro-

visionally, by subjecting her law to the appro-

val of the people. Of course, each State gave a
reason, or motive for its action. South Carolina

simply asserted the " aggressions " of the slave-

holding States to be the cause, without stating

what these aggressions were ; and, in fact, there

were none to be stated. For even the repeal

of the slave sojournment law in some of them,
and the refusal to permit the Slate prisons to be
used for the detention of fugitives from service,

or State officers to assist in their arrest, though
acts of unfriendly import, and a breach of the

comity due to sister States, and inconsistent

with the spirit of the constitution, were still

acts which the States, as sovereign within their

limits upon the subjects to which they refer,

had a right to pass. Besides, Congress had
readily passed the fugitive slave recovery bill,

just as these Southern members wished it;

and left them without complaint against the

national legislature on that score. All other

matters of complaint which had successively

appeared against the free States were gone

—

Wilmot Proviso, and all. The act of Missis-

sippi gave two reasons for its action

:

" First. That the legislation of Congress, at
the last session, was controlled by a dominant
majority regardless of the constitutional rights
of the slaveholding States : and,

" Secondly, That the legislation of Congress,
such as it was, affords alarming evidence of a
settled purpose on the part of said majority to
destroy the institution of slavery, not only in
the State of Mississippi, but in her sister States,
and to subvert the sovereign power of that and
other slaveholding States."

Waiving the question whether these reasons^

if true, would be sufficient to justify this abrupt

attempt to break up the Union, an issue of fact

can well be taken on their truth : and first, of

the dominant majority of the last session, end-

ing September 1850 : that majority, in every in-

stance, was helped out by votes from the slave

States, and generally by a majority of them.

The admission of California, M-hich was the act of

the session most complained of, most resisted, and
declared to be a " test " question, was supported

by a majority of the members from the slave

States : so that reason falls upon the trial of

an issue of fact. The second set of reasons have

I

i
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for their point, an assertion that the majority in
Congress have a settled purpose to destroy the
institution of slavery in the State of Mississippi,
and in the other slave States, and to subvert the
sovereignty of all the slave States. It is the
duty of history to deal with this assertion, thus
solemnly put in a legislative act as a cause for
the secession of a State from the Union—and to
say, that it was an assertion without evidence
and contrary to the evidence, and contrary to
the fact. There was no such settled purpose in
the majority of Congress, nor in a minority of
Congress, nor in any half-dozen members of
Congress—if in any one at all. It was a most
deplorable assertion of a most alarming design
calculated to mislead and inflame the ignorant,
and make them fly to disunion as the refuge
against such an appalling catastrophe. But it

was not a new declaration. It was part and
parcel of the original agitation of slavery com-
menced in 1835, and continued ever since. To
destroy slavery in the States has been the de-
sign attributed to the Northern States from
that day to this, and is necessary to be kept up
in order to keep alive the slavery agitation in

the slave States. It has received its constant
and authoritative contradiction in the conduct
of those States at home, and in the acts of their
representatives in Congress, year in and year
out

; and continues to receive that contradiction,

continually; but without having the least effect

upon its repetition and incessant reiteration.

In the mean time there is a fact visible in all the
slave States, which shows that, notwithstanding
these twenty years' repetition of the same as-

sertion, there is no danger to slavery in any
slave State. Property is timid ! and slave pro-
perty above all : and the market is the test of
safety and danger to all property. Nobody
gives full price for anything that is insecure,

either in title or possession. All property in

danger from either cause, sinks in price when
brought to that infallible test. Now, how is it

with slave property, tried by this unerring
standard ? Has it been sinking in price since

the year 1835? since the year of the first

alarm manifesto in South Carolina, and the first

of Mr. Calhoun's twenty years' alarm speeches
in the Senate? On the contrary, tlie price has
been constantly rising the whole time—and is

Btill rising, although it has attained a height

incredible to have been predicted twenty years
ago.

But, although the slavery alarm does not act
on property, yet it acts on the fee'lings and pa.s-

sions of the people, and excites sectional ani-
mosity, hatred for the Union, and desire for
separation. The Nashville convention, and the
call for the Southern Congress, were natural
occasions to call out these feelings ; and most
copiously did they flow. Some specimens, taken
from the considered language of men in high
authority, and speaking advisedly, and for ac-
tion, will show the temper of the whole—the
names withheld, because the design is to show
a danger, and not to expose individuals.

In the South Carolina Legislature, a speaker
declared

:

"We must secede from a Union perverted
from its original purpose, and which has now
become an engine of oppression to the South.
He thought our proper course was for this legis-
lature to proceed directly to the election of dele-
gates to a Southern Congress. He thought we
should not await the action of all the Southern
States

; but it is prudent for us to await the
action of such States as Alabama, Georgia, Mis-
sissippi, and Florida ; because these States have
requested us to wait. If we can get but one
State to unite with us, then we must act. Once
being independent, we would have a strong ally
in England. But we must prepare for seces-
sion."

Another

:

" The fViends of the Southern movement in
the other States look to the action of South
Carolina

; and he would make the issue in a
reasonable time, and the only way to do so is
by secession. There would be no concert among
the Southern States until a blow is struck.
And if we are sincere in our determination to
resist, we must give the South some guarantee
that we are in earnest. He could not concur
with the gentleman from Greenville in his ex-
pressions of attachment to the Union. He hated
and detested the Union, and was in favor of
cutting the connection. He avowed himself a
disunionist—a disunionist per se. If he had
the power, he would crush this Union to-mor-
row."

Another

:

" Denied the right or the power of the general
government to coerce the State in case of seces-
sion. This State is sovereign and independent,
so soon as she sees proper to assert that sove-
reignty. And when can we be stronger than
we are now ? If we intend to wait until wo be*
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come superior to the federal Rovcmmcnt in nu-
incricnl strength, wo will wait for ever. In the
event of nn attempt to coerce her, sacrifices

might be made, but wo arc willing and ready to
make those .sacrifices. But he did not believe
one gun would bo fired in this contest. South
Carolina would achieve a bloodless victory.
But, should there be a war, all the nations of
Europe would be desirotis of preserving their
commercial intercourse with the Southern States,
and would mak j the effort to do eo. He thought
there never would be a union of the South until
this State strikes the blow, and makes the
issue."

Another

:

"Would not recapitulate the evils which had
been perpetrated upon the South. Great as
they have been, they are comparatively imim-
portant, whon compared with the evils to which
they would inevitably lead. We must not con-
sider what we have borne, but what we must
bear hereafter. There is no remedy for these
evils in the government ; we have no alternative
left us, then, but to come out of the govern-
ment."

Another

:

" lie was opposed to calling a convention, be-
cause he thought it would impede the action of
this State ou the questions now before the
country. He thought it would imptde our
progress towards disunion. All his objections
to a convention of the people applied only to the
proposition to call it now. He thought con-
ventions dangerous things, except when the ne-
cessities of the country absolutely demand them.
He said that he had adopted the course he had
taken on these weighty matters simply and en-
tirehr with the view of hastening the dissolution
of this Union."

Another

:

" Would sustain the bill for electing delegates
to a Southern Congress, because he thought it

would bring about a more speedy dissolution of
til": Union."

In the Nashville convention a delegate said :

"I shall enumerate no more of the wrongs
that we have suffered, or the dangers with which
we are threatened. If these, so enormous and
so atrocious, are not sufiHcient to arouse the
Southern mind, our case is desperate. But,
supposing that we shall bo roused, and that we
shall act like freemen, and, knowing our rights
and our wrongs, shall be prepared to sustain
the one and redress the other, what is the
remedy ? I answer secession—united seces-
sion of the slaveholding States, or a large num-
ber of them. Nothing else will be wise—^^nothing

else will be practicable. The Rubicon is passed.
The Union is already dissolved. Instead of

wishing the perpetuity of anv government over
such vast boundaries, the rational lover of liber-

ty should wisli for its spee<ly dissolution, as
(fangerous to all just and free rule. Is not all

this exemplified in our own case ? In nine
months in one session of Congress, by a great
cnuj) (telat, our constitution has been com-
pletely and for ever subverted. Instead of a
well balanced government, all power is vested in
one section of the country, which is in bitter

hostility with the other. And this is the glo-

rious Lnion which we are to support, for whoso
eternal duration we are to pray, and before
which the once proud Southron is to bow down.
He ought to perish rather."

" They have not, however, been .satisfied with
taking all (the territory). They have made
that all a wicked instrument for the abolition
of the constitution, and of every safeguard of
our property and our lives. I have said they
have made the appropriation of this territory
an instniinont to abolish the constitution. There
is no doubt that they have abolished the con-
stitution. The carcass may remain, but the
spirit has left it. It is now'a fetid mas.s, gene-
rating disease and death. It stinks in our nos-
trils."

" A constitution means ex vi termhii, a guar-
antee of the rights, liberty, and security of a free

people, and can never survive in the shape of
dead formalities. It is a thing of life, and just
and fair proportions ; not the caput mortuum
which the so-called Constitution of the United
States Las now become. Is there a Southern
man who bears a soul within his ribs, who will
consent to be governed by this vulgar tyran-
nj'," &c.

From public addresses

:

" Under the operation of causes beyond the
scan of man, Ave are rapidly approaching a great
and important crisis in our history. The shadow
(Jf the sun has gone back upon the dial of Ameri-
can liberty, and we are rapidly hastening to-
wards the troubled sea of revolution. A disso-
lution of the Union is our inevitable destiny,
and it is idle for man to rais^his puny arm to
stem the tide of events," &c.

Another

:

" "We must form a separate government. The
slaveholding States must all yet see that theii

only salvation consists in uniting, and that
promptly too, in organizing a Southern con-
federacy. Should we be wise enough thus to
unite, all California, with her exhaustless trea-
sures, would be ours ; all New Mexico also, and
the sun would never shine upon a country so
rich, so great and so powerful, as would be our
Southern republic."

Another

:

" By our physical power," said one of the fore-

n

fill
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most of those lenders, in a lato speech to his
constitiieiitH, " we enn protect oiir8clvc8 neainst
forciRn nations whilst by our prmhiotionM we
can comnianfl their peace or nupport. The keys
of their wealth and eonnnerce are in onr hnnds
which we will freely oiler to them hy a system
offree trade, mnkinp; our prosperity their intei-
est—our seciirit> their rare. The Iinj;eiinjr or
decayin^r cities of the South, which bef.)re our
Uevolution carried on all their foreign com-
merce, buoyant with prosiKrity and wealth, but
which now are only provincial towns, siupmsh
suburbs of Boston and New York, will rise up
to tiieir natural destiny, and npain enfold in
their embraces the richest commerce of the
world. Weahh, honor, and power, and one of
the most ploiions destinies which ever crowned
a preat and happy people, awaits the South, if
she but control her own fate; but, controlled
by another people, what pen shall paint the in-
famous and bloody catastrophe which must mark
nor fall ?"

From fourth of July toasts

:

'The Union
: A splendid failure of the first

modern attempt, by peoi)le of dilferent institu-

'"fj
*^^

.
"iidcr tlie same government.

"The Union: For it we have endured much :

for It we have sacrillced much. Let us beware'
lest we endure too much; lest we sacrifice too
much.

" Disunion rather than degradation.
"South Carolina: She struck for the Union

when It was a blessing; when it becomes a
curse, she will strike for Herself.
"The Compromise : 'The best the South can

get. A cowardly banner held out by the spoils-
vinii that would sell his country for a mess of
pottage.

" The American Eagle : In the event of a dis-
solution of the Union, the South claims as her
portion, the heart of the noble bird ; to the
J' ankees we leave the feathers and carcass.
"The South: Fortified by right, she considers

neither threats nor consequences.
" The Union

: Once a holy alliance, now an
accursed bond."

Among the multitude of publications most
numerous in South Carolina and Mississippi,
but also appearing in other slave States, all ad-
vocating disunion, there were some (like Mr.
Callioun's letter to the Alabama member which
feared the chance might be lost which the Wil-
mot Proviso furnished) also that feared agitation
would stop in Congress, and deprive the Southern
politicians of the means of uniting the slave
States in a separate confederacy. Of this class
of publications here is one from a le.ading paper

:

"The object of South Carolina is undoubtedly
to dissolve this Union, and form a confederacy

of slaveholding States. Should it bo impossible
to form this confederacy, then her purpose is
we believe conscientiously, to disconnect herselfmm the irmon, and set up for an ind«>pendent
I owcr. Will delu bring to our assistance the
.slaveholding Stat( / If the slavery agitation
Its tendencies and objects, were of recent origin'
and not fully disclosed to the peojjle of the
.South, delay might unite us in concerted actionW e have no indication that Congress will soon
pass obno.\ious measures, restricting or cripplinff
directly the institution of slavery. Every indi-
cation makes us fear that a pause in fanaticism
IS about to follow, 10 allow tlie government time
to consolidate her late acquisitions and usurpa-
tions of power. Then the storm will be again
et loose to gather it lury, and b.irst upon our
heads. AV e have no lopes that the agitation in
Congress, this or next year, will bring about
the union of the South."

Enough to show the .spirit that prevailed, and
the extraordinary and unjustifiable moans v.roA
by the leaders to mislead and exasperate the
people. The great effort was to get a "South-
ern Congress " to assemble, according to the v;all

of the Nashville (
•
invention. The asscmbhng of

that "Congress" was a turning point in the
progress of disunion. It failed. At the head
of the States which had the merit of stopping
it, was Georgia—the greatest of the South-
eastern Atlantic States. At the head of the
presses which did most for i!;.; Union, was the
National Intelligencer at Washington City, long
edited by Messrs. Gales & Seaton, and now as
earnest against Southern disunion in 1850 as
they were against the Hartford convention dis-
union of 1814. The Nashville convention, the
Southern Congress, and the Southern Press
established at Washington, were the sequence
and interpretation (so far as its disunion-design
needed interpretation), of the Southern address
drawn by Mr. Calhoun. His last speech, so far
as it might need interpretation, received it soon
after his death in a posthumous publication of
his political writings, abounding with passages
to show that the Union was a mistake—Uie
Southern States ought not to have entered into
it, and .should not now re-enter it, if out of it,

and that its continuance was impossible as things
stood: Thus:

•' AH this has brought about a state of things
hostile to the continuance of this Union and
the duration of the g-'-vornment. Alieiialiou is
succeeding to atUichment, and hostile feelings to
alienation; and these, in turn, will be followed
by revolution, or a disruption of the Union,

I?
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unless timely prevented. But this cannot bo
done by restoring the government to iUfederal
character—however necessary that may Iks as a
first Htep. What has been done caimot bo un-
done. The equilibrium between the two sec-
tions ha.s been i.crmancntly destroyed by the
measures above stated. The Northern section,
in consequence, will ever concentrate within
Itself the two majorities of which the govern-
ment is composed ; and should the Southern be
excluded from all the territories, now accjuired,
or to be hereafter acquired it will soon have
60 decided a preponderunco m the government
and the Union, as t(x be able to mould the con-
stitution to its pleasure. Against thiw the res-
toration of thefederal character of the govern-
ment can furnish no remedy. So long as it con-
tinues there can bo no safety for the weaker sec-
tion. It places in the hands of the stronger
and the hoalile section, the power to crush her
and her inatitutinm ; and leaves no alternative
but to resist, or sink down into a colonial con-
dition. This mustbo the consequence, if some
^ff^tual and appropriate remedy is not applied.
'The nature of the disease is such, that

nothing can reach it, short of some organic
change—a change which will so modify the con-
stitution as to give to the weaker .«;ection, in
sorne one form or another, a negative on the
action of the government. Nothing short of
this can protect the weaker, and restore har-
naony and tranquillity to the Union by arresting
effectually the tendency of the dominant section
to oppress the weaker. When the constitution
was formed, the impression was strong that the
tendency to conflict would be between the
larger and smaller States; and effectual pro-
visions were accordingly made to guard against.
It. But experience has proved this to be a
mistake; and that instead of being as was
then supposed, the conflict is between the two
great sections which are so strongly distin-
guished by their institutions, geographical
character, productions and pursuits. Had this
been then as clearly perceived as it now is, the
same jealousy which so vigilantly watched and
guarded against the danger of the larger States
oppressing the smaller, would have taken equal
precaution to guard against the same danger
between the two sections. It is for us, who see
and feel it, to do, what the framers of the con-
stitution would have done, had they possessed
the knowledge, in this respect, which experience
has given to us; that is, to provide against the
dangers which the system has practically de-
veloped; and which, had they been foreseen at
the time, and left without guara, ould un-
doubtedly have prevented the States fonning
the iiouthern section of the confederacy, from
ever agreeing to the constitution ; and which
under like circumstances, were they now out of!
rFOuIdiot- ever pretejii them entering into the
union. How the constitution could best be
moditied, so as to eSect the object, can only be

Vol II.—50

authoritatively deterniinod by the nmendinj?
power. It majyr bo done in variouH ways.
Among others, it might be effected through a
re-organization of the Exorntivo Department;
HO that its iM)wcrs, instead of being vested, as
they now are, in a single officer, should bo
vested in two, to bo so elected, as that the two
should bo constituted the special organs and
representatives of the respective sections in the
Executive Department of the government ; and
requiring eacli to approve of all the acts of
Congress before they breome laws. One might
be cliarged with the administration of mutters
connected with the foreign relations of tlio
country

; and the other, of such as were con-
nected with its domestic institutions: the
selection to bo decided by lot. Indeed it may
be doubted, whether the framers of the consti-
tution did not commit a great mistake, in con-
stituting a single, instead of a plural executive.
A ay, It may even be doubted w hether a single
magistrate, invested with all the powers pro-
perly appertaining to the Executive Department
of the government, as is the President, is com-
patible with the permanence of a popular gov-
ernment

; especially in a wealthy and populous
community, with a large revenue, and a nume-
rous body of officers and employees. Certain
it is, that there is no instance of a popular gov-
ernment so constituted which has long endured.
Even ours, thus far, furnishes no evidence in its
favor, and not a little against it: for, to it the
present disturbed and dangerous state of things
which threaten the country with monarchy or
disunion, may be justly attributed."

The observing reader, who may have looked
over the two volumes of this View, in noting
the progress of the slavery agitation, and its

successive alleged causes for disunion, must
have been struck with the celerity with which
these causes, each in its turn, as soon as re-

moved, has been succeeded by another, of a dif-

ferent kind ; until, at last, they terminate in a
cause which ignores them all, and find a new-
reason for disunion in the constitution itself!

in that constitution, the protection of which
had been invoked as sufiBcient, during the whole
period of the alleged " aggressions and encroach-
ments." In 1 835, when the first agitation mani-
festQ and call for a Southern convention, and
invocation to unity and concert of action, came
forth in the Charleston Mercury, entitled " 7Vi€
Crisis," the cause of disunion was then in the
abolition societies established in some of the
free States, and which these States were required
to suppress. Then came the abolition petitions

presented in Congress; then the mail trans-

mission of incendiary publications; then tho

I
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nbolltion of Hlftvory in tho DiKtrict of Cohinibia
;

then the nholition of the slave trade Wtweon
the States

; then the exclusion of slavery from
Oregon

; then tho Wilinot Proviso ; then the
adniiflsion of California with a free constitu-

tion. Each of these, in its day, was a cnuse of

disunion, to hi> effected through the instrumen-
tality of n Southern convention, forming a sub-
confoderacy, in flncrant violation of tho constitu-

tion, and effecting ihe dinunion by establishing a

commercial non-intercourse with the free States,

After twenty years' agitation upon these points,

they arc ail given up. The constitution, .\nd

the Union, were found to be a "nustako " from
the beginning—an error in their origin, and an
impossibility in their future existence, and to

bo amended into another impossibility, or broken
up at once.

The regular inauguration of this slavery agi-

tation dates from tiio year 1835 ; but it had
commenced two years before, and in this way :

nullification and disunion had commenced in

18;]0 upon complaint against protective tariff.

That being put down in 18:53 under President

Jackson's proclamation and energetic measures,

was immediately substituted by the slavery agi-

tation. Mr. Calhoun, when he went home from
Congress in the spring of that year, told his

friends, That the South could vnrr be united

against the. North on the tariff" question—that

the sugar interest of Louisiana vould keep

her out—and that the huffis of {Southern union

must he shifted to the slave question. Then
all the papers in his interest, and especially the

one at Washington, published by Mr. Duff
Green, dropped tariff agitation, and commenced
upon slavery; and, in two years, had the agi-

tation ripe for inauguration on the slavery

question. And, in tracing this agitation to its

present stage, and to comprehend its rationale,

it is not to be forgotten that it is a mere con-

tinuation of old tariff disunion ; and preferred

because more available.

In June, 1833, at the first transfer of South-

ern agitation from tariff to slavery, Mr. Madi-

son wrote to Mr. Clay

:

" It is painful to see the unceasing efforts to

alarm the South, by imputations against the
North of unconstitutional designs on the sub-
ject of slavery. You are, right. I have no
douOC. in believing Ikul no such intermeddling
disposition exists in the body of our Northern
brethren. Their (jood faith is sufficiently

giiarnnteed by the interest they hare aa meV'
chants, as shijhnwners, and as manufacturers,
in preserving a union with the slitvvholding
States. On the other hand, what madness in
the South to look for greater safety in dis-
uniini. It icoidd be worse than Jumping into
the fire forfear ofthefruing-pan. The dan-
gerfrom the alarms in, that pride and resriit-
menl e.rcited by them may be an orermntrh
for the dictates of prudence ; and farur the
project if a Sotdhern convent io i, insidldiish/
reri red, as promising by its counsels the beiif

security against grievances of every kind
from the North."

Nullification, secession, and disunion were
considered by Mr. Madison as synonymous
terms, dangerous to tho Union as fire to pow-
der, and tho danger incirasing in all the South-

ern States, even Virginia. " Look at Virginia

herself] and read in the Gazettes, and in the

proceedings of popular meetings, the figure
which the anarchical principle vow makes, in

contrast with the scouting reception given to

it but a short time ago." Mr. Madison solaced

himself with the belief that this heresy would
not reach a majority of the States; but he Imd
his misgivings, and wrote them vlown in tho

same paper, entitled, " Memorandum on nullifi-

cation," written in his last days and jiublishcd

after his death. " Hut a susceptibility if the

contagion in the Southern States is visible,

and the dangsr not to be concealed, that the

sympathy arising from known causes, and
the inculcated ivtpression of a permanent in-

compatibility of interests bctieeen the North

and the SoiUh,mayput it in the power (fpop-

ular leaders, aspiring to the highest stations,

to unite the South on some critical occasion,

in a course that will end in creating a theatre

of great though inferior extent. In pursuing

this course, the first and most obvious step is

nullification—the ne.vt, secession—and the last,

a farewell separation. How near has thia

course been lately exemplified ! and the danger

of its recurrence, in the same or some other

quarter, may be increased by an increase of
restless aspirants, and by the increasing im-

practicability of retaining in the Union a
large and cemented section against its will.^^

—So wrote Mr. Madison in the year 183G, in

the 8Gth year of his age, and tho last of his

life. Tic wrote with the pen of inspiration, and

the heart of a patriot, and with a soul which

filled the Union, and could not be imprisoned 'jb

»aK|»i>^y>Mijfe> -;,;^,n^^:«^ji**,.
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ni. Till' iliiii-

0110 lialf of it. lie wai n Southern mwj ! but
liiH Sdiithcrn homo could not !>liu(I Km mcntfti

virion to tlio origin, (Icsini,, Bi^l conwquonw
of the NJavory ngitation. He Rivci! to that aj,M-

talion, a Houtlieru origin—to that dcHigii, a Jin-

union «nil~-t<i tliftt end, diHiistmuH cunHcciuenei'H

botli to the .South and tiie Nortli.

Mr. Calhoun is dea<l. I>< ico to bin niancH.

But ho littM loft bin diwiiihs who do not admit
ofptaco! who "n<*/tin" where their ninHtor

^^
feared tn tread.''^ IIo recoiled from the dJH-

turbance of the MisHouri compromiBe : they ex-
punge it. Ho fibuddered at tho thought of
bloodshed in civil Htrifo : they demand three

millionB of dollars tf) prepare arms for civil war.

inln C. Howard, appointed, 1843: continue!,
1850.

^^ARdHA 1.8:— Alexander Hunter, apiwinted,
•rt.'il. — Flobert Wnlliuc, a|,i,()inted, 1848.—
llicbard Wallacb, appointed, 1841),

CHAPTER CXCIX.

THE HTI'UKMK COUUT: ITS .JUDOKS, CLKRK AT-
TOKNKY.OKNKUAr.M, UKl'OUTKIW AND MAlt-
8H/T,8 DtruiNO TIIK I'EUIOD TUEATKD OK IN
Tllia VOLUME.

Chief Justice:— Roper Brooke Taney, of

Maryland, appointed in 183C: continues, 1850.

Justices :—Joseph Story, of Ma.s.sachusctt8,

appointe<l, 1811: died 1845.—John McLean, of
Ohio, appointed, 1829 : continues, 1850.—James
M. Wayne, of Georgia, appointed, 1835 : con-
tinues, 1850—John Catron, of Tennessee, ap-
pointed, 1837: continues, 1850.—Levi Wood-
burj, of New Hampshire, appointed, 1845 : con-
tinues, 1850.—Robert C. Grior, of Pennsylvania,
»ppointcd, 1846 : continues, 1850.

Attorney-Generals:-Henry D. Gilpin, of

Pennsylvania, appointed, 1840.—John J. Crit-

tenden, of Kentucky, appointed, 1841.—Hugh
S. Legare, of South Carolina, appointed, 1841.
—John Nelson, of Maryland, appointed, 1843.—
John Y, Mason, of Virginia, appointed, 1840.
—Nathan Cliflford, of Maine, appointed, 1846.—
Isaac Toucey, of Connecticut, appointed, 1848.
—Reverdy Johnson, of Maryland, appointed,

1849.—John J. Crittenden, of Kentucky, ap-
pointed, 1850.

Clerk :—William Thomas Carroll, of the
District of Columbia, appointed, 1827: con-
tinues, 1850.

Reporters of Decisions :—Richard Peters
jr., of Pennsylvania, appointed, 1828.—Benja-

CHAPTER 00.

CONCLUSION.

I HAVE finished the View which I proposed to
take of the Thirty Years' working of tho federal

government during tho time that I was a part
of it— a task undertaken for a uweful |>urpoBo,

and faithfully executed, whether the objettt of
the undert<iking has been attained or not. Tho
preservation of what good and wise men gave
us, has been tho object ; and for that purpose it

has been a duty of iH.'oessity to show the evil, an
well as the good, that I have seen, both of men
and raeiiHureH. The good, I have exultingly ex-
hibited ! happy to show it, for the admiration
and imitation of posterity : the evil, T havo
stir.tedly exposed, only for correction, and for

tho warning example.

I havo seen tho capacity of tho people for

.self-government tried at many points, and al-

ways foiuid equal to the demands of tho oc a-

siori. Two other trial.s, now going on, remiii'i

to bo decided to settle the question of that capa-
city. 1. The election of President ! and whether
that election is to be governed by the virtue
and intelligence of the people, or to become the
spoil of intrigue and corruption ? 2. Tho sen-
timent of political nationality ! and whether it

is to remain co-extensive with tho Union, lead-

ing to harmony and fraternity ; or, divide into

sectionalism, ending in hate, alienation, separa-
tion and civil war ?

An irresponsible body (chiefly self-consti-

tuted, and mainly dominated by professional

office-seekers and office-holders) have usurped
the election of President (for the nomina-
tion is \h(i election, so far as the party is con-
cerned)

; and always making it with a view to
their own profit in the monopoly of office and
plunder.

A sectional question now divides the Union,
arraying one-half against the other, becoming

III
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more exasperated daily—which has already
destroyed the benefits of the Union, and
which, unless checked, will also destroy its

form.

Confederate republics are short-lived—the
shortest in the whde family of governments.
Two diseases beset them—corrupt election of
the chief magistrate, when elective ; sectional
contention, when interest or ambition are at
issue. Our confederacy is now laboring under
both diseases : and the body of the people, now
as always, honest in sentiment and patriotic in

design, remain unconscious of the dangeiw-and

even become instruments in the hands of their
destroyers.

If what is written in these chapters shall con-
tribute to open their eyes to these dangers, and
rouse them to the resumption of their electoral

privileges and the suppression of sectional -con-

tention, then this "View will not have been
written in vain. If not, the wilier will still

have one consolation—the knowledge of the
fact that he has labored in his day and genera-
tion, to preserve and perpetuate the blessings of
that Union and self-government which wise and
good men gave us.

THE END.
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